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PBBPATORY NOTE TO VOLUJlE8 12, 13, l' 

OJ' 

SPECIAL REPORTS ON EDUCATIONAL SUJI.JBO'1'BO 

In the letters introductory to Volumes 4 and 5 of this Series 
of Reports on Educational Subjects, which dealt with the edu
catioual systems of the self-governing Colonies of the British 
Empire, the hope was expteBSed that at some future date it might 
be found possible to supplement those volumes by the publication 
of reports upon the educational systems of certain minor colonies 
and dependencies of the Empire. With the issue of the three volumes 
now published simultaneously this hope has been realised in a
larger measure than was at first contemplated. The number of 
eoloni88 reporting is greater than originally II1Igg88ted, and the 
official reports which set forth the action taken by Government 
in relation to education have been supplemented by a collection 
o'k~apers dealing with the eftorts of missionary bodies to provide 
educational facilities for the native races among whom they are 
working. 

Through the co-operation of the Colonial Office a circular letter 
requ88tillg official illformation and suggesting certain hesds of 
enquiry was addteBSed to the authorities of the following iwenty-five 

. colonies and dependencies :-Bebamu, Barbados, Leeward 1s1ands, 
Windward lslands, Trinidad and Tobago, British HondlUllS, 
Bermuda, St. Helena, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Gambia, Gold eou, 
Colony, Lagos, Sierra Leone, Southern Nigeria, Buutoland, Orange 
River Colony, Transvaal Colony, Mauritius, Seychelles. Federated 
Malay States, Straits Settlements, Hong-Kong. Fiji. and the 
Falldand 1s1anda. Replies have been received from iwenty-one of 
these ooIonies.. 

Application .... also made to the British South Amca Company 
and to thl!.. British North Borneo Company for information con
ooming Southern Rhodesia and British North Borneo and Labuan 
ruspectively. The British South Ahica Company requested their 
former Inspector. Mr. H_ E. D. Hammond. to prepare the repon. 
which is published in Volume IS. The Chairman of the British 
North Borneo Company forwarded to the Board of Education a 
letter from the Governor stating that the ouly echools in the Colony 
were those maintained by the JClSSion of the Roman Catholio 
Church-. and of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in 

• Some information &boot tile -to: 01 tile Roawa Catholie lli . ..ooe in 
Ilorneo will It& fouud in tho ""per 00 Iooustrio.l Education Ua Catholie 
M ........... which ~ .. ~ in V"'ome l~ , 

s;s;a. am-WL iOlll5. 9j\l5. W,." S. __ .!I 

• 
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Foreign Parts, and assisted by small Government grants. T 
Boaru desire to acknowledge with gra~itude their imiebtedm 
to the officials of these two chartered companies for the supply of tl 
desired information. , .• 

In order to give greater completene88 to this record Of, ~ E 

perience gained through the action of the State ,in relation to t 
education of native races, a request was addressed to the Forei 
Office asking ~hat the Board might be favoured with informati 
as to the educational conditions prevailing in the following P: 
tecto"rates, which were under ~he administration of that office, vi 
East Africa Protectorate, Central Africa Protectorate, and Ugam 
Replies regarding the East Africa Protectorate and U gamla I 

published in Volume 13. H.M. Commiasioner and Consul·Gene 
for British Central Africa replied that the time had not ye~ arri~ 
for the establishment of any general system of na~ive education 
the Protectorate, and added that such education as was cam 

. on was mostly in the hande of the various missions. 
Before communicating wi~h the Foreign Office the Board b 

realised the importent part played by mission bodies of vari~ 
denominations and nationalities in the educa~ion ot the nati 
races within the Empire, and had already approached many 
the societies engaged in the prosecution of this work with a requl 
for some statement as to the results of their experience. Wb 
the Board regret that from a variety of causes many promises 
help from individuals and societies whose co·operation 1001 

have greatly added to the fu1ness and value of the preeent l'eC( 

have remained unfulfilled, they feel satisfaction in being able 
publish the interesting series of papers which are included in th, 
volumes, and they take this opportunity of offering their that 
to those persons who have assisted them. It will be noticed tl 
four of the papers contain information about educational w( 
undertaken by missions in India. It will, of course, be realil 
by all readers that these reports do not present an exhaU8ti 
account of the provision made in that great dependency for I 

education and training of natives for industrial and agricultu 
pursuits. Each of the provinces and chief na~ive states of In, 
has its own organised system of publie education, wluc;l1 provi, 
not ouly places of general education, but also many techni 
institutions admirably adapted to satisfy the needs of an industl 
population. Further information as to these will be found in 1 

Fourth Quinquennial Review (Progre88 of Education in Inc 
1897-1898-1901-1902, 2 volumes, Cd. 2181, 2182) issued by 1 

India Office in 1904, and in the annnal reports ou education isst 
by the various provinces. 

In conclusion, the Board deaire to expfe88 their cordial.thai 
to the officials of the colonies who have so kindly undertaken 1 

preparation of the reports now published. 

Office of Special Enquiries and Reports, • January, 1905. 
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THE SYSTEM OF EDUCATION ~ THE GOLD COAST 

COLONY. 

I. HISTORIOAL SKETOH. 

There is one aspect in which in its earlier history European 
enterprise on the Western Coast of Africa differB from the colonising 
efforts mllde by the same nations in other parts of the world. In 
these latter instances the ultimate object was to fOJInd coloniel!, to 
take permanent pnssession of the land and to develop the resources 
of the new settlements; bnt in Wel!t Africa the earlier IIdventurerB 
were in no way concerned with projects of this nature, they simply 
bargained with the natives for certain objects of commerce, and 
only erected such forts and trIIding stations as the necessities of 
this intercourBe demanded. In BOme cases they even recognised the 
proprietary rights of the natives by the payment of rent for the 
ground on which these settleinents stood, end their jurisdiotion in 
nearly every case WIIS limited by the walls of their stations. 

The firBt of these settlements was the fort of Elmina, built by 
the Portuguese about the year 1480, BOme six yearB before Bar
tholomew Diaz rounded the Cape, and BOme twelve yea" 
before Columbus landed in the New World. This discovery most 
vitally affected the future of West Africa. and its fate for the next 
300 yearB was most intimately connected with that of the New 
World. The link which bound them thus closely together was the 
slave trade. This commerce proved BO profitable that all the 
sea-going nations of Europe-Portuguese, French, English. 
Hollandel'll, Danes and Prussians---BOught to obtain some share 
in it.. At BOme period or another all these PowerB held trading 
stations on the Guinea ColISt. 

The English voyages to West Africa began about the middle of 
the sixteenth century; in the year of the Armada the firBt English 
West Afrillan Company was formed, but the earliest settlement 
on the Gold Coast, Cormantine, was not founded till 1618. At 
that date the ohief power lay with the Portuguese, but BOme twenty 
yearB later they were ousted by tile Dutch, who, together with 
the French and the Danes, continued to be our chief rivals in 
tllis unholy traffio. 

With the abolition of slavery in 1807 tho situation was funda
mentally changed. The MuOn d'ebw of these trading stations 
was practically gone, and they might have been abandoned, if 
the execution of a plan for the severing of ties which had existed 
for 200 years had been as easy as its conoeption. As a matter 
of fact, tU'e English Government was foreed to 889WIle more 
practical responsibility than heretofore. and in 1821 took over 
the administration of the British settlements on the Gold Coast, 

8375. 42 
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placing them under the authority of the government of Sierra 
Leone. These changes ooinoided more or less c1ooe1y with the 
development of the Ashanti power, and the expense entailed by 
tbe local wars between 1824 and 1827 rendered the Government 
.till more disposed to withdraw from tbe Gold Coast. Total 
evacuation was, however,impossible, so the management of the settle
ments was left nominally in tile hands of the merchants, though 
in reality the responHihility still rested with the Government. 

It is interesting to note that it was exactly during these years, 
when direct Government control was removed, that there was es
tablished in fact a protectorate over the tribes which dwelt between 
the coast line and the Aqhanti kingdom-ehiefiy through the 
energy of the Governor, Captain Goorge Maclean, whose effioient 
administration and equal justice won the confidence of the natives. 
In 1842, in consequence of certain complaints of misconduot, 
the question of the administration of the Gold Coast was con
sidered by a Select Committee of the House of Commons. AB 
a result of the Committee's report the Government again l188umed 
direot responsibility, and determined to regulate the informlll 
system of jurisdiction over the neighbouring tribes, which 
had grown up under Maclean's administration. The Colony, 
though nominally dependent on Sierra Leone, was administered by 
its own Lieutenant-GovernQr, amlin 1850-·the year of tbe pur
ahase of the Danish forts-even this slight connection wa.q removed. 

111 the English Parliament attention was once more drawn to 
the Gold Coast by the ABhanti wars of 1853 and 1863, and by the 
difficulties experienced in raising a sufficient income, since direct 
native taxation was considered inexpedient, and the presence of 
the Dutch, who still held the old Portuguese settlements, rendered 
an efficient customs service impossible. A Seleut Committee 
reported in 1865, which, while severely condemning all attempts 
at further expansion, clearly recognised the impossibility of 
withdrawal. The chief result of their deliberations was thattbe 
Gold Coast was once more attached to Sierra Leone. 

In the years that followed certain agreements were made between 
this country and Holland, under which the Gold Coast was first 
divided between them, and then the Dutch forts and stations 
were finally ceded to Great Britain. This transference is held. 
to have been the direct cause of the most serious war with the 
Asbantis which had yet arisen; Sir Garnet Wolseley was sent ont 
to command the British troop", and through his efforts the pnw"r 
of the Ashanti kingdom was broken. One result of this war 
was the separation of Lagos and the Gold Coast from Sierra Leoue ; 
the union of the two easterly Colonies continued till 1886, when 
eaoh was placed under an independent Government. 

In the old days of the slave trade it was the custom of the traders 
to foster the rivalri .. and wars of the native tribes, by,which they 
profited. 'Under the present regi'l/Ul of international competition 
for more legitimate commercial intercourse, it is equally necessary 
to keep peace among the natives. This neoes,ity, and the fact 
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that under this same stress of international rivalry the old prejudice 
against expansion has to some extent dia&ppeared, have led to 
the absorption of the Ashaoti kingdom by the Gold Coaet 
Colony. The laet king, Prempeh. was deposed in 1896, and a 
formal proteetorate over his kingdom established in that year. 
Mter further troubles, during which the Governor was besieged 
in Kumassi in 1900, the kingdom was definitely annexed. In 
the meantime the territories lying behind the Ashanti kingdom 
had also been recognised as within the British sphere. They are 
not at present incorporated in the Gold Coast Colony, nor are the 
exact houndaries strictly determined. 

n. PIUM:ARY EDUCATION. 
The system at present in force dates from 1887, during the Act of 1887. 

administration of the late Sir Wm. Brandford Gnffith, when an 
Ordinance was passed for the "Promotion and Assistance of 
Education in the Gold Coast Colony." (See Appendh<: A.) There 
had been previous legislauon with a similar view, in 1852, 1877, 
and 1882, but these Aob! do not seem to have been ver" suCOO88fuI 
in eneouraging the spread of education on the Coast: their ohief 
results being the foundation of two purely Government sehools 
and the granting of slight monetary help, on the lump system, . ,. 
to the various Missionary Societies which were at the time labouring 
in the Colonv. 

By the Act of 1887 a Board of Education was established; this Centra.l 
constitutes the central' authority, and consists of the Governor, Authority. 
the members of the Legislative Council, and other members, not 
exeeeding eight in number, nominated by the Governor. These 
latter members are selected from the European representatives 
of the different Missions lind from the leading native professional 
gentlemen; at present (April, 1901) there are only five elective 
members sitting on the Board. 

The chief executive officer of the Board is the Director of Edu
cation. 

The Board makes and amends, as required, all rules necessary 
for the efl'ootual carrying out of the Ordinance; awards, on the 
report of' the Director of Eduootion or Inspector of Schools, 
" grants-in-aid" to Assisted Sohools; and grants certificates 
of oompetenoy to teachers. 

The school •. lire divided into two olol!Ses Government and rn ... ifioation 
Assisted. The former, seven in number, have been established 01 school .. 
and are maintained solely by Government. Assisted Sohools, 
131 in number, have been founded by the Mission Societies, and 
receive annual grants towards their support. There are also in 
connection with the Missions a large number of small schools, 
which, not having a daily average atiendanee of twenty, do not 
receive anj aid. 

The schools are all native, there being no Europeall children 
in the Colony. 

The primary object of the Aot being to encourap;e the !pread 
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of English throughout the Colony, there is no provision for vel" 
naeular schools, nor are there any that can be rightly termed 
89 such. 

The leading Missions represented on the CoBBt are the Wesleyan 
Methodist, the Basel (Gennan Protestant), and the Roman Catholic 
(French). 

There is no system of local management BB that term is usually 
understaod; in the majority of cases the only person in the tawns 
and villages where schools have been established, in any way 
capable of taking a part in the management of a school, is the 
mBBter himself. 

The sphere of each Mission is divided inta districts, the schools 
in each being under the control of an ordained member of the 
80ciety represented. These managers are either European or native, 
and have full power to appoint and dismi88 teachers, fix salaries, 
etc., without any reference to the Board of Education. That the 
system is far from sat.isfactory. is at once evident from the fact that 
in 80me cases the manager hBB to travel for three weeks in order 
to pay one short visit to each of the schools for which he is respon· 
sible. But unsatisfactory 89 the arrangement is, under present 
circumstances it is, and will be for 80me considerable time, the only 
one possible. 

Attendance at school is in no way compulsory, but no attendance 
is recognised for any child under four years of age. In 1900 the 
total number of children enrolled in Government and Assisted 
Schools WBB 11,996, and the average daily attendance WBB 8,911. 
The number presented for examination was 10,329, of whom 
1,446 or 14 per cent. were from the Government Schools. There 
"'ere also about 1,000 children enrolled in the smaller schools, 
i.e., those receiving no 898istance. 

The total number of children returned as attending school WBB 
thus barely 1 per cent. of the estimated population of the Colony. 
In 1886-the year previous to the passing 'of the present Act
the number of children attending !lChool WBB 3,513, and the average 
attendance was 2,629. 

In the two larger Government Schools at Accra and Gape CoBBt 
a fee of sixpence per month for children in the Standards. and 
threepence per month for infant children, is charged. The majority 
of t.he Mission Schools are free, but in a few cases a fee varying 
from one shilling to ten shillings per quarter is paid. The following 
table shows the amount of fees collected during the yean 1898-1902. 

Government Aas;,,!OO Total. Schools. Schools. 

£ .. d. £ .. d. £ s. d . 
1898 • 176 :> :> 449 11 10 6!<:; 17 3 
1899 'JffT 14 0 627 9 6 8M 3 6 
1900 210 12 3 :>36 10 8 747 211 
1902 261 19 6 :;:;2 1 8 814 2 2 
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The average annual payment of each child who attended school 
during 1900 was lB. 2d. 

In 1892 a ;qualified English master was appointed to organise Teaeho .... 
and take charge of the Government Schools, and in 1895 another 
similar appointment was made. These offices bave, unfortunately, 
been filled only at intermittent periods, owing principally to the 
inability of the men appointed to withstand the trying climate of 
West Africa. In nine of the Assisted Schools instruction is given 
by Europeans. With tbese exceptions teachers are all natives of 
the Colony, and are initially drawn from amongst the scholars 
who have succeeded in passing the highest Standard admitted 
in the Primary Schools. Alter serving a few Y98rs as junior 
teachers, many of these men sit for the examination prescribed 
by the Department for a teacher's certificate, and the sUOO998ful 
candidates (and ooeaaionally the unsuccessful) are placed in charge 
of small Mission Schools. 

The Basel Mission have two· institutions where, after p88'!ing 
through the Primary Schools, students are admitted to a further 
COUl'89 of instruction for two or four yBBl'B, but as these seminaries 
are primarily intended for the training of evangelists, they can 
hardly be regarded as training institutions for teachers, although 
a number of the students who only stay for the two years' OOUl'89 

do eventually enter the teaching profession. 
A scheme for the establishment of a Government Training Oollege 

is at present under oonsideration. 
All a rule the youth of the .Oolony who has passed with credit 

through the school does not view teaching as his future work with 
much favour, and this chieBy because he finds that in the various 
other fields of labour he can obtain a much higher salary than 
would be the ease if his energies were devoted to the educational 
advancement of his oompatriots. Except in the C'rovernment 
Schools where the principal native teacher receives from .£100 to 
£150 per annum, salaries of headmasters are relatively very low, 
ranging as they do from £1 (the pay of an ordinary Coast labourer) 
to £5 per month-the former rate of pay being by no means un
oommon, whilst the latter is decidedly BO.· 

The work of inspection is undertaken by the . Director of InapectiOll 
Education, who is BlIIIisted by one Inspector of Schools. 
All schools receiving grants-in-aid are ..wted annually by 
one of theee officers for the purpose of examination, due 
notice of the visit being given to the managers. Assisted 
Schools are open at any WIle to the officers of the Department, 
and visits without notice are made as frequently as possible; 
these surprise visits, however, cannot be made as often as desirable, 

• In fu" .... lIlODeIiary gran'" will be paid 110 _be .. holding ..tifiaHoo; 
110 hold_ of third-cl_ -nffi ... U ammaIIy, provided """ "'w • 
minimum eaJu:Y. of £20; 1IIIOOIId-cloao oerIi6ea..... £6 um..uy, pro'rided 
!hey ....... aiWmum uJazy of £30; &......- .,.r&i& ...... .£6 ..... aaUy. 
pronded \hey .-i ... a minimulIl aaIa.., of £30. 
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owing to the want of a more rapid means of transit-aIJ journeys 
having to be made by hammock. An idea of .the time taken up in 
travelling may be gathered from the fact that some of the BChools 
receiving assistanee are from .six to eight days' journey, from head
quawrs, and it is no uneommon thing to find a journey of twelv~ 
to sixteen hours (representing a day and a halfs travelling) neces
sary to reach the school next on the InspeetOl's list. 

In 1900 the Government expenditure on education W88 approxi
mately £7,000; of this amount £3,679 l1s. 1d. W88 voted as 
grants-in-aid to the MiBBion societies (in 1886 this vote amounted 
to £425), the remainder represents the 008t of maintaining the 
purely Government Schools and the executive branch of the 
Department. The total 008t to the various Mission societies, as 
returned by them, W88 £2.120 16s. 2d., or three-fourths of tbe 
amount eontributed by the Government)or the support of the 
Assisted Schools. . I 

Voluntary subscriptions amounting to £370 21. 10d. were in 
1900 received by the different societies. . 

In the Government Schools instruction is unsectarian; the first 
balf hour each moruing is devoted to Bible reading with simple 
explanations of paBI!8geB read, and the school is opened with hymn 
~nd prayer. In the Aided Schools religious instruction of a de
nominational character may be given, but of this the Government 
takes no eognisance, the only stipulation being that abBenee from 
such instruction shall not debar a child from attending any BChool 
receiving State aid. 

The following table gives the number of schools under inspection, 
attendanee, and grants-in-aid from 1890-1902:-

I Bchoola DDder I 

IIll!Jl""tion. I 
--" 

No. of Scbolars Orant.&-in-Aid 

" 00 Roll and in to .. Average Attendance. A.aaiated Schoola. a ] " .. -' .. .!l 
~ .. S 

-< 0 
0 Eo< • 

£ .. el. 
1800-1 . 5 49 54 5,076 3,641 -
1891-2 - 5 69 74 6,666 4,847 1,673 14 0 
1892-3 - 6 66 72 7,350 5,195 2.170 17 6 
1893-4 - :; 70 75 7,689 5,828 2,394 14 0 
1894-6 - 7 93 100 9,954 7,570 3,179 e 0 
189lH1 - 6 109 115 11,200 8,558 3,400 11 0 
1897 - - 7 III 118 - 8,478 3,441 9 8 
1898 - - 7 112 119 11,181 8,369 3,432 13 11 
1899 • - 7 123 130 12,240 9,239 4,129 11 :; 
1900 - - 7 131 138 11,998 

I 
8,911 3,679 11 1 

1902 - - 7 117 124 12,136 8,938 3,8'1~ 11 D 
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m.--SEOONDARY AND lIIGBER EDUCATION. 

The following remarks are taken from the report of the Director 
of Education for 1900 :-

" Of Higher or Secondary Education there is very little. The 
training seminaries of the Baael Mission may be said to be the only 
attempts at an education other than merely elementary. The 
standard of the schools from which the candidates for traini.ng 
are taken is not at present sufficiently high to enable the work 
done at these institutions to be of a very advanced order. It will 
be time enough to think of establishing schools for higher education 
when the Elementary Schools are in a satisfactory condition, and 
that will largely depend on the SUOO689 of our endeavours to secure 
a better class of teachers." r 

In 1894 a scheme for the establishment of Government Scholar- Provi.iol 
ships for the encouragement of Higher Education was instituted, t H ig.h 
but up to the present time it has not been operated, no candidate Uca~l. 
having been able to pass the~required examination. A oopy of the 
toheme will be found in ApPendix C. 

IV .-T.tilcBNICAL EDUCATION. 

In 1897 a eehool for instruction in carpentry was established 
in oonnection with the Accra Government School and a qualified 
European instructor appointed to take charge. Attendance at 
tbese olaasee is not restricted to Government School children, 
scholars in the bigher Standards in the loeal Mission School being 
allowed to join. A seoond school, on similar liues, is Shortly to be 
opened a\ Cape Coast, where in connection with the Weeleyan 
Mission tbere is already a school, under native superintendenoe, 
giving instruction in blacksmith's work. 

M08t of the schools in the interior have connected with them 
amalI plantations where coffee, ooooa, aiBal hemp, or other snitahlo 
products are cultivated by the scholars. -With a view to the im
provement of a,,"I"icultural instruction cl898llll both theoretioal and 
practioal are shortly to be instituted lit the Government Botanioal 
Station; instruction will be given by the ourstor, and the classes 
open to 'all teacbers or intending teachers. 

F. WBlGIIT. 

Inspeotor of Sohoola. 
May. 1901. 
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APPENDIX A. 

THE F..DUCATION ORDINANCE. 1887. 
(No. 14 OF 1887.) 

AN ORDINANCB JlQR THE PROMOTION AND AssISTANCB Ol! EDUCATION 

IN THE GoI.o CoAST CoLONY. 

lof 1. There shall be a Board of Education in the Gold Coast Colony, which 
ation. Board shall consist of the Governor, of the members of the Legislative 

Council, and of such other members, not exceeding eight in number, who 
may be nominated hy the Governor. 

dent of 2. The Governor, or in his absence such other member as he may think 
I : fit to appoint in writing, shall be president of the Board. The presiden 
1m. and three members of the Board, one of whom shall be a member of the 

Legislative Council, shall form a quorum. The president, in addition 
to his vote as a member of the Board, shall have a casting vote in case the 
opinions of the members are equally divided. 

,intment a. It shall be lawful for the Governor, subject to the approval of one of 
'pector. Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State, to appoint some fit and proper 

person to be Inspector of Schools. The Governor may also from time to 
time appoint such other officers as may be deemed n ....... ry for carrying 
this Ordinance into effect. 

~11J of 
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4. Suhject to the provisions of this Ordinance the Board of Education 
may, from time to time, make, alter, amend or revoke rules with regard 
to the examination of schools and of persons to be employed as teachers 
under this Ordinance i for cuifying certificates to be given to such 
teachers; for deterDlinmg the capitation grants, which shall be paid as a 
contribution towards the remuneration of the teachers of schools entitled 
to grantlHn ... id; for regulating the application for and the allowance of 
grants-in ... id to schools; for regulating the terms on which any minister 
of religion may have access to any Government school for the purpose of 
giving religious instruction to the children of the religions denomination 
to which such minister may belong; and genemlly, all other rules as may 
be found necessary for the more effectual carrying out the provisions of 
this Ordinance; And all such rules, alterations, amendments and revoca
tions shall, on being approved by the Governor, and on publication in the 
Gazette, have the same effect as if the same had been made by Ordinance 
subject to disallowance by Her Majesty. 

5. Schools of primary education shall be divided into two classes: FIrSt, 
Government schools or schools established by the Government and enlirely 
maintained from the funds of the Colony; and, secondly, assisted schools 
or schools established .by private persons to which aid may be contributed 
from the public funds. 

6. Direct religions teaching ahall not form part of the instruction to be 
given in any Government school. 

7. Assisted ':'hools shall, on being allowed by the Board of Education, 
be enabled to receive aid from the public funds of the Colony on the followiug 
conditions :-
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(1) That the control and management of such schools be vested iii. one Condit 
or more managers who shall have power to appoint, dismiss, nnder· 
and fix the salaries of the teachers of such schools. ~t:; 

(2) That such managers be responsible for the payment of the lllllaries purpo8< 
of the tesehers and for aJI other expenses of such schools, and 
also for keeping the school huildings in a B1ate of repair, and 
in good BBnitalY condition: provided that in ease of the non
performance of any of the conditions in this su1Hection it shall 
be lawful for the Board of Edn ... tion during the continnance 
of such non-performance to reduce or altogether to withdraw 
the grants-in-aid of such schools. 

(3) That the present tesehers of such schools do obtain within three 
years from the commencement of this Ordinance a certifi ... te 
from the Board of Edu ... tion, and that every teseher hereafter 
appointed .hall hold a certifi ... te from the Board, that he has 
IBtisfied the Board as to his competency. Th ... certifi ... tes 
may be honoralY or obtained by examination. 

(4) That the schools be open to children without distinction of religion 
or race. 

(5) Tbat the subjects taught include reading and writing of the 
English Iangnage, arithmetic, and, in case of females, plain 
needlework. Grammar of the English Iangnags, English 
history, geography, especially of the British Empire, may also 
be taught or not at the option of the managers; provided that, 
if taught, tbey shall be taught as class subjects. 

(6) Tbat no child receive any religious instruction objected to by the 
parent or gnardian of such child, or be present when such 
instruction is given. 

(7) That the schools be open at all times to inspection by the Inspector 
of Schools or by any person appointed by him in writing, or 
by any member of the Board of Edu ... tion, or by any District 
Commissioner, or by any person approved by the Governor. 

S. By mansgers ehall be understood all members of the loeal governing M8""11' 
boards of any society, body, or corporation taking part in the edu ... tiona! definitl< 
work of this Colony: provided that, in aJI eases, correspondence shall be tenn. 
maintained with, and payments made to, the representative of any such 
society, body, or corporation, or such other person as may be authorised 
in writing by such representative. 

9. Managers ehall have power to appoint loeal managers, who shall Power • 
be directly responsible to the said mansgers, who, in tum, shall be directly manage: 
responsible to the Board of Edu ... tion for the maintenance and efficiency appomt 
of their schools. manage 

10. :&'0 school shall receive any grant-in-aid uuless the average attendance Av.....g. 
of pupils has been· at least twenty for each day the school has been open .. tteodal 
during the period for which the grant is payable. 

11. The managers of every assisted school shall submit yearly accounts Fioancio 
of revenue (from whatever source derived) and expenditure to the Inspector resJ'Onsi 
of Schools for the information and satisfaction of the Board of Edu ... tion ; billtyof 
and no school shall be plaeed on the list of assisted schools nul ... a detailed III&II&gel 
tabular statement of the revenue of the school from aJI sources be fumisbed, 
together with the expenditure incurred under every head during tha twelve 
montha preceding the date d. appli ... tion. 

12. Schools in which .. proportion d. the pupils, to be fixed by the Board Industn. 
d. Edu .. tion, devote not less than ten hours .. week to manna! labour scbooI .. 
on a regular and approved plan. shall be considered to be iddustrial schools. 

Manual labour shall be understood to mean any kind d. handicraft, 
manufaduring process, or agricultural work. and, in the case d. remaies, 
hou .. bold work. 
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13. Any school receiving aid from puhlic funds shall be bonnd 10 receive
pauper children, who may be assigned 10 it hy the Government, in such 
numbers and upon such terma as may be decided on by the Board of 
Education. 

,as 10 111'14. Nothing in this Ordinanoo contained shall be construed 10 debar the 
lJDent Governor from eetablishiilg schools under the entire control of the Govern
,. ment, or maintaining any such school already eetablished, and, in such 

case, the Governor may fix the ealariee of the teachers of such schools 
definitely or partly at a definite amonnt and partly by granta in proportion 
10 the results attained or wholly in proportion 10 the resulta attained. 

10 15. A grant from public funds, the amonnt of which .hall be fixed from 
g time 10 time by the Board of Education, may be made 10 any mining 
.. college, school, or institntion, in which teachers are eepecially trained, 
',or for every teacher who shall obtain a oortificate from the Board of Education 
tiom. that he has satisfied the Bo!>.rd as 10 his competency: provided that every 

such teacher shall have received at least two years' instruction in such 
trsining college, school; or institntion, and shan give a. bond 10 the 
Governor 10 teach, either in a Government school, or school receiving a 
grant-in-aid, for a period of five years . 

• tle. 16. This Ordinanoo may be cited as "The Education Ordinance, 188'7." 

APPENDIX B. 

RULES. 

PASSED BY TIDI BoAllD OJ' EDUCATION AND APPIloVIID BY TIDI 

GoVERNOR UNDER SamoN 4 OJ' TIDI EDuCATION OBDlNANCK, 

1887. [1898.] 

l'ma.Dm<AlIY CIW'TJ<II. 

ion 1. A sum cl money is annually granted from the Funds of the Colony for 
mont. "grants in aid cl schools," and is administered by the Board cl Edw:ation, 

under the title cl the Education Departmem, hereinafter called the Depart
ment. 

of 
2. The ohject cl this gram is 10 aid in maintaining:

(al Elementary Schools, and in 
(6) Training Teach ..... 

CIW"l"Ia L 

INTRoDucTORY. 

3. The term "Elementary School " means a school or department of 
a school at which elementary education is the principsl part of the education 
there given. 

4. The time or times during which any religi01l8 oboervaoee is pndised, 
... instruction in reIigi01I8 subjects is given at any ~ing cl the school, 
shall be either at the beginning or at the end or at the btginning and the 
end cl such meeting, and shall be inserted in a Time Table 10 be approved 
by the Direct<r cl Education at his annual visit, and 10 be kept permBIlently 
and oouspieuoosfy affiDd in every schoolroom. 

5. The school shall be open at all times 10 the inspection cl the Director 
cl Education or biB representative. so, however, that it shall be no """ d. 
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tbe duties of sucb officer to inquire into any instruction in religious subjects 
given at such schools, or to examine any scholar therein in religious know-' 
ledge, or in any religious subject or book. 

6. The school shall be conducted in accordance with the conditions here- Conditi. 
inafter set fo1:th, in order to obtain an annual grant. of annw 

gra.nt. 
7. The term" Director of Education" means the person dnly appointed Directo! 

to that office, or any officer appointed to act in such capacity. Educatl 
8. The term" Managers" includes aU persons who have the manage- Man"!!. 

ment of any Elementary School 
9. The Managers are held responsible by the Department for the condnct Dutie. ( 

of their school .. for their maintenance in officiency, and for the provision m&n~'" 
of all needfnl furniture, books, and apparatus and in pa.ticuiar of-

(a) Suitable registers. 
, (b) A portfolio to contain official letters. 
(e) A diary or log-book. 
(d) A cash book. 
(e) The School Rnles for the tilDe being in force. 

10. The log-book must be stoutly bound and must contain not I ... than Log boo 
300 ruled pages. It must be kept by the principal teacher, who is re-
quried to enter in it froID time to time such events as the introduction of 
new books, apparatus, or CO\ll'llllB of instruction, any plan of 1e.'!SOus approved 
by the Director of Education, the visits of managers, absence, illness, or 
failure of duty on the part of any of the school staff, or any special circum· 
stances affecting the school, that may, for the sake of future reference or 
for any other reason, deserve to be recorded. 

No reflections or opinions of a general character are to be entered in the 
log-book. 

11. The Managers are required to appoint a correspondent with the Corresp< 
Department for each group of schools, who must not be any paid teacher deDt.to I 
in the school. Notice shonld at once be given to the Department of any appolDt< 
chanl!8 of correspondent occurring during the school yesr. 

N.B.-Allietters shonld be addresaed-

On Hi. Ma;'aIy'. Servia. 
The Director of Education, 

Education Department, 
Accra. 

12. An attendance means attendance at secular instruction :- Attendo 
(a) During one hour and a half in the ease of a day scholar in a school 

• or class for infants . 
(6) During two hours in the case <If a day scholar in a schoo! or c\aao 

for older children i 
(e) During two conseoutive hours in the ease of a half-time schNar. 
(Ii) The class register 'must be marked and finally closed before the 

minimum time constituting an attendance begillll. If any 
scholar entered in the register as attending is withdrawn from 
""hoo! before the time constituting an attendance is complete, 
,the entry of attendance shonld be at once cancelled. 

(.) The minimum time constitutiog an attendance may include an 
interval for recreation of not more than fifteen minntes in a 
meeting of two hoon, and not more than ten minutes in a 
shOl'ter meeting. 

(f) 1n making up tile minimum time constituting. an attendance, 
there may be reckoned time occupied by instruction in any of 
the following 9Ubjecta, whether 01' not 3 is given in the sehoo! 
premises 01' by the ordinary teachers of the sehoo\e, provided 
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that 8pecialand appropriate provision. approved by the Director 
of Education, is made for Buch instruction, and the time for 
giving it is entered in the approved time table :-

(1) Drawing. 
(2) Industrial Instruction. 
(3) Suitable Physical Exercises. 
(4) Military Drill (for Boys). 
(:; 1 Practical Housework (for Oirls). 

13. No attendance is recognised in an Elementary School for any child 
under foor years of age, or for any scholar who has passed Standard VII. 

14. The .. average attendance .. for any period is found by dividing the 
total nnmber of .. attendances .. made during that period by the number 
of times for which the school has met during Buch period. 

15. The subjects of instruction for which gmnla are made are the 
following :-

(a) Optional subjects, taken by classes thronghout the scbool :-

Singing. 
Drawing. 
Geography. 
History 
Grammar. 
Elementary Science. 
Industrial Instruction (including 

household work in the case of 
schools for Girls). 

(6) Specific subjects:
Bookkeeping. 
Shorthand. 
Mensuration. 

Hereinafter called 
.. Claos Subjecta." 

the 

16. Any so bject, other tban these mentioned in Article 15 (b l. may. 
if sanctioned hy tbe Department, be taken 88 a Class Suhject, provided 
tbat a graduated scbeme for teacbing it be submitted to, and approved by, 
the Department. 

17. Instruction may also be given in other seeular subjects and religious 
sobjects, but no grant is made in respect of any Bucb instruction. 

CBAPrEB II. 
L"ISPl!CTION. , 

of 18. The Director of Education, or his representative, is employed to visit 
or of tbe schools in the Colony, to emmine whetber the conditions of annual 
tiOD. grants have been fulfi.lled, and to report the result to the Department for the 

information of the Governor. He will also advise the Goveinment upon 
education in tbe Colony generally. 

mOD 19. No school is placed on tbe list of scbools in receipt of annual gran .... 
at. hereinafter called .. The Annual Grant List," until an application has been 

addressed to the Director of Education, Accra, and a form of preliminary 
statement has been filled up and sent to him by the Managers, to be suI>
mitted to tbe Department, sucb application to be made before tbe lot 
August. 

N.B.-Any school from wbicb tbe entire annual grant is ~eld is at 
ooce removed ft-om tbe Annual Grant List., and esnnot be rep on tbat 
liA until a fresh application has been addressed to the Department tbrougb 
the Director of Education. 
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20. When a sehool is placed upon the Annual G .... nt List the Director of School d 
Education will inform the Managers in what month to look for the annual 
visit. This month will, as far as possible, continue the same from year to 
ycar. Notice of tbe annual visit of inspeetion is given at least seven days 
beforehand to the Managers. 

21. The Director of Education or his representative may visit an Elemen- Visits ~ 
tary School in receipt of a Grant-in-Aid at any time without notice. . out Dot. 

22. The school year ends with the last day of the quarter preceding that School y 
fixed for the Iml'lual visit of inspeetion. 

23. The Managers are supplied with a form of annual return and exami- Manage. 
nation schedules, which they are required to have ready by the day fixed returns 
for the annual visit of inspection when they must alac produce for inspection Scheduio 
the registers, portfolio, log·book and cash book of the school. The returns 
furnished by the Managers shall be for the school year. 

24. The summary of the report 'of the Director of Education after the Summar 
annual visit or any visit made without notice, and any remarks mede upon report. 
it by the Department, must, as BOOn as communicated to the Managere, be 
copied verbatim into the log.book and signed by the Manager. 

211. After the summary of the report of the Director of Education has Filing 01 
heen copied verbatim into the log-book, the report itself must be filed in the report. 
school portfolio for preservation and future reference. 

CHAPTER III. 

]'FACREIlS. 

26. The teecbers recognised by the Department are :
(a) PUl1il T .... hers. 
(b) Assistant Teachers. 
(0) Certificated Teachers. 

Pupil Teadwr .. 

Class .. , 
T .... hen 

27. A pupil teacher is a hoy or girl engaged by the Managers of an Ell>- Pupil. 
mentary School by a binding contract in .... iting on condition of teaching t .... he ... 
during school hours under the superintendence of the principal teacher, 
and receiving suitable instruction. 

26. The Managers are hound to see tbat the pupil teacher is properly Agreeme 
instructed during the engagement, and the conditions of the engagement 
of a pupil teacher must ba arranged between the Managers and the pupil 
teecber. 

29. Pupil teachers must be not less than fourteen years of age at the Age. 
beginru.g of their engagement. 

30. The length of the engagement should be not less than three years. Length , 
eogagem 

31. At the termination of their engagement pupil teachers are free to End of . 
choose their employment. U they wish to continue in the profession of engagem 
elementary school teachers they may, under the conditions stated in the 
following articlee, become a.ssistant teachers. 

32. Pupil teachers who have completed their engagement with credit, Asoislan' 
and persons who have passed tho certificata examination may be recognised tooehers. 
as assistant teecbers. 

Cmi/it:altd Toat:Mr .. 
33. ctndidateo for certificateo must, subject to Rule 39, pa88 the emmi- Certi6cai 

nation prescribed by the Department. • teach .... 
84. The eDminatioo for certifieates, 01 which due notice will be given EnmiDI 

will be held annnallf. . , Ron, 
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35. The syllabus of subjects will be found in Schedule F. 
36. The certifiestes issued will be of three classes, viz., first, second and 

third . 
,ing of 37. A second-class certifieste may be raised to that of the flrst-ela .. after 
.fleat... the receipt of five annual satisfactory reports from the Director of Educa-

tion. Certificates of the third class may be raised by re-examination only. 
Inclion 3S. All teachers holding certificates from the Department are required 
orti- to produce them for endorsement to the Director of Eduestion or his repre-
... sentative at the annual inspection of the school. 
o'''ry 39. Honorary locsl certifiestes may from time to time be granted without 
ificates. examination, at the discretion of the Department. 
"lor 40. A certificate may at any time be recslled or suspended, but not until 
ension 01 the Department has informed the teacher of the charges against him, and 
lfioat... has given him an opportunity of exculpating himself • 
.. I Stall'. 41. The recognised teachers employed in any school form the school staff. 
lement 42. As soon as the report of the Director of Eduestion has been received, 
t&ff. a list of the school staff at that date must be entered in the log-book. An 

entry must also be made of any change in the school staff occurring during 
the yesr. 

imum 43. In estimating the minimum school staff required, the Department 
r. considers the principal certificated teacher to be sufficient for an average daily 

attendance of fifty, each assistant teacher for an average daily attendance of 
forty, and each pupil teacher for an average daily attendance of thirty 
scholars. 
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CuAYrm IV. 

ANNUAL GUNTS. 

Cunditimu. 

44. The conditions required to be fulfilled by a school in order to obtain 
an annual grant, are those set forth in these Rules. 

45. The school must be conducted 88 an Elementary School, except as 
provided in Rnle 73. 

46. Tlte time table for the school shonId be approved by the Director of 
Eduestion or his representative on behalf rX the Department. 

47. The Managers must be resoonsible for the payment rX teachers and all 
other expanses of the school . 

4S. The principal teacher should be certifiested. 

49. The school must have met not Jess than 300 times during tbe year, 
aud the average daily attendance rX tbe scbolars must be not Jess than twenty 
for that period. 

50. Tbe Department must be satisfied-

(a) That tbe school premises are healtby, are properly eonatrueted, 
lighted. cleaned, drained, ventilated, supplied w;tb onitable 
offices, and that tbey contain snfficient aooommodation for tbe 
scbolars attending tbe scbool, that the school staff is snfIicient, 
and that the scbool is properly provided witb furniture, books, 
ma"", and otber apparatus for elementary inatrnction •• 
N~B.-The aceommodation will be deemed snfIicient if it pro

vides 80 cubic feet rX internal space, andSaquarelcetoi internal 
area lor eacb unit rX the average daily attendance. 
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(b) That, as far as relates to grants to an infant school or cn, the in· Instruction 
fants are taught suitably to their age, and so as not to interfere of Infanta. 
with the instruction of the older scholars in the same school. 

(c) Tbat the admission and daily attendance of the scbolars are duly and Keeping of 
carefully registered by or under the supervision of the principal Registe .... 
teacher, and periodically verified by the Managers. 

(d) That accounts of income and expenditure are accurately kept by Keeping of 
the Managers, and duly audited, and tbat atatistioal returns are accoun ..... 
accurate. 

(.) That the principal teacher is not allowed to undertake duti .. not Employmenl 
connected with the school, tbat may occupy any part wbatever of of toa.chom 
tbe school hours. 

Ill. The school must be efficient. School to be 
efficieot. 

112. All returns called for by the Department or the Director of Fdu .... Managera' 
tion must be duly mad.. "'0I11'I1II. 

113. The income of an Elementary School mu"t be applied only for Appliootion 
lhe purpose of Elementary Education. . 01 mcome. 

114. In .ases where any of the foregoi.ng conditions are not fulfilled, Power to 
the Department has power, after considering all the eireumst&nC88, to withhold tho 
withhold a portion of the grant not 8l[ceeding one-half, &nd In give a grant. 
warning to the M&nagers that the grant may be withheld altogether in 
the following Y 'Rr 

Com_I 0/ GTant. 

1111. The annu..! grant to a school begine to run from the date on which Common .... 
tbe school is placed upon the Annual Grant List by the Department. Gment of 

rent. 
116. The annual grant becomes due at the end of the school yoar, and nata of pay 

should be paid as lOOn .. may be, after the annual inspection, to the ment of 
Managers of the school. When the Inepector's visit is delayed for more grant. 
tban three month .. an inetalment of the grant, not exceeding one-third 
of the amount of the I .. t grant, or in the case of a school which h .. not 
already been inspected, of the amolmt of grant ... timated to be earned, 
may, with the approval of the Governor, be paid,on the recommendation 
of the Director of Education. 

117. The annual grant is made up of several grants, which, with their Total grant. 
amounts, IU'8 enumerated in the following rule&. 

GTanIi 10 Infant Scltool. or CI_ 

118. Subjoct to Rule 13 grants are made to infant schooJa Ill' cl ...... under Granta to in· 
thi' and the two fcllowing rul.... lant ochoola 

N.D.-The ouh<itandarda IU'8 to be counted .. part of the infant school or.w.-. 
... au in every .... pec" 

119. The grants made to infant schools and clasoeo IU'8 .. folloW!! :-
(0) A fi:ted gran" calculated on the average daily attendance, of Find grant. 

50. if the schoJars are tought in a eepa.mte branch of a school 
under a certificated teacher, Ill' ao a cl ... nuder a teacher not 
1_ than eighteen yearo of age approved by the Director of 
Education. 

In order tbat this grant may be made, the scholars must Condition of 
be tought in a room properly conetructed and furnished for grant.. 
me instrucUon of infan.... • 

(b) A filted grant, caJeulated upon the ave",!!" daily atw.danoe, 
of 20. where the above special oondit.iooa IU'8 D«* oatiolied. 

1.:1';5 B 
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aMabl. (c) A grant, calculated upon the average daily attendance, of 21. or 
:ant. 38. if the Director of Education is in a pooition to report thaI 

provision has been made for (1) suitable instruction in eleu",ntarl 
subjects; (2) simple lessons on objects and on the phenomena 
of every-day life, and simple school songs and games. 

.ules of 
tammauon. 

The Director of Education wiU recommend the 38. grant 
when the above requirements are thoroughly weD fulfiUed, 
and reports that the discipline is satisfatory. 

The 28. grant will be recommended when the requirements 
are fairly well fulfilled, and the discipline is satisfactory. 

Ezaminatirm of Infant ScIwoll or Claue •• 

60. The foUowing rules are to be observed :-

(a) AU scholars above four years of age whose names are on the 
registers must be present at the inspection unless there is a 
reasonable excuse for tbeir absence. 

(b) AU scholars present above four years of age are liable to be ex
amined. 

(e) No schedules are required for infant scholars. 

Grant. to ScJwol. for Older Schota ... 

•• rage 61. An average attendance grant of 21. for each scholar, for the averalle 
tendance number of scholars shown by the school registers to have been in attend-
ant. ance during the year • 
• pitation 62. A grant of 68. for each scholar present at the annual inspection, 
ant. who shall pass in reading, writing, and arithmetic, according to the con

ditions in Schedule A. Failure in one subject will reduce this grant to 
48., and failure in two suhjects will reduce this grant to 21. 

'ganisation 63. A grant of 6d. or Is. for discipline and organisation, calculated 
ddu.cipline upon the average attendance.. 
ant. 
•• ,n.work 64. A grant of Is. or 21. for needlework, calculated upon the average 
ant. attendance, if the girls are satisfactorily taught needlework according to 

Schedule D. 
_.subject 65. A grant on examination in class subjects, with the exception of 
ant. singing and industrial instruction for which special provision is made, 

of Is. or 21. per head, for each subj<>ct taken, calculated upon the average 
attendance of the Standard taking such subject. 

oging 
ant. 

"&Dt for 
dustria1 
18truction. 

.... teto 
ochers. 

66. A grant for singing, calculated upon the average attendance, of 10. 
if the scholars are satisfactorily taught to sing by nott', either by the old 
nnt&tion or the tonic sol-fa method: or 6d. if they are satisf&eto8ily taugbt 
to sing by ear, according to Schedule E. 

67. A grant for indnstrial instruction, caIculated upon the average 
attendance, of J Os. for each scholar in and above Standard IlL, and 110. 
for each scholar in StandardA I. and II. The plan of such instruction 
mnst be approved by the Department and must provide employment for 
at least ten bours of the week. 

Separate registration mnst be kept of scholars receiving such instructioo. 
68. A grant, aeeording to the foUawing sca1e, will be made to the Managers 

of the scbool to whir.h [tbe teacher] belongs. 
(a) For a certifical.e of the first class - £5 
(6) For a certifical.e of the second class gained by the bead 

teacher ol a scbool - - - - - • - £:) 
(c) For' sertificate of tbe second class g..med by an assistant 

!.eacher of a school - £2 
(d) For a certificate of the third class - - £1 

• 
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69. To each su.,.,."".(ul mndidate wha passes the examination lor a Granlo of 
certitical<', a grant of hooks of the lollowing valne will be made:- 000k>. 

1. Forathirdcl .... certitimte - - £1 109. 
2. For a II8llOIld cl898 certiticate - - £2 lOL 
3. For a first; cl898 certificate - £4 Os. 

Special Grant for ScJwol Hcnue and Famitu",. 

70. A grant equal to one-fourth of the SUID shown by tbe Managers Grant for 
of a school supported by voucher to tbe satisfaction of the Department oebool·how 
to have heen expended in the maintenance of the buildings, Inrniture, furoitnre,el 
and apparatus of tbe school during the year, may be annually awarded 
in respect of such school 

In the case of a school newly establisbed or enlarged one-i>igbtb of the 
coot of the building or enlargement, furniture and apparatus may, under 
the same conditio .... be awarded. 

The term .. apparatus" is intended to include maps, diagrams, pietures, 
black-hoards, easels, hall-frames, kindergarten material and hooks me .... 
tioned in Rule 9. 

71. In tbe case of a new school building, it will have to be sbown to Ne .... hoo 
the satislaction of the Department that the .. hool bas a su1lieient staff 
(Rule 43), and bas heen provided with suitable furniture and a auflicient 
number of hooks, maps and otber apparatus for tbe scholars under in-
struetion. Tbe Director of Education must be in a position to say tbat 
the school premises are properly construeted. ligbted and ventilated, 
and that adequate and proper latrine aooommodation bas heen provided. 

72. The lollowing notes are added for tbe information of M.anagera :-
In planning a &chool the first; thing to be considered is the eeating of Notes up .. 

tbe children in the best manner for being taught. The eccond point is plauning a 
to group the rooms together in a compact and convenient manuer. Tho achoul. 
aceommodation is cslculated by the number of children seated at desks 
and bench.... Separate entrances should be provided for each department. i.... lor boys, girls, and infanta (this does nol; apply to mixed schools). 
C1ass-rooms should nol; be passage-rooms from one part of the building 
to another. Eaeh should be easily cleared withont diltnrbance to any 
other room. The light should aa lar aa pcssihle, and espoeiaIIy in ~ 
rooms, be admitted from the left aide rI. the acholars (in ....... where a 
left light is impossible a rigbt light is next beat). Windows abould .-:h 
nearly to the wall-plate, 80 as to provide suitable venti1ation. Separate 
latrines should be provided for boys and girls, and arraagementa must be 
made for their being kept scrupulously clean. 

73. A grant under theee Rules may be made to any Higb SehooI, Grant \q 

Grammar> School, Ill' Secoodarr School, provided such ochool bas heen Hi::b Scho< 
admitted to the list of the Assisted Schools rI. the Colony by the Department. 
Such grant shall be paid .... the following &cherne, m:-

£1 per head cslculated on the average attendanco I ... a ochooI claaeed 
as U Fair!! 

£2 per head cslculated on the average attendanco I ... a ochool claaeed 
as ~000d..!1 

74. These rules shaD eome into lorce on the first day rI. January, 1898. 
and on and from that date all rules made previously by the Bc.rd rI. ~ 
~ion, under the Education Ordinance No. 14, 1887, sbaII be revoked, but 
n'* so as to affed any right, obligal.ion, or liahility ""'lnired Ill' -
undor the rul"" revoked • • 



UHAPTER V. 
SCHEDULES OF EXAMINATION. 

SCHEDULE A. 
OBLIGATORY SUBJECTS FOR OLDER SCHOLARS. 

SUnJECT. STANDAIID I. STANDABll II. STANDARD III. STANDARD IV, STANDARD V. STANDARD VI. I STANDARD VII. 

--• 
READING' To read a ahort To read .. short To read a pMBBge To read Intelli- To read Intelli· To read with in~ To read with In· 

p&r::kaph from paragraph from from an alemen- v,ently .. passage gently a p ... age teHigen.ce and telligence and ex· 
&. boo Dot 000- an elementary tal reeding rom an elemen- ofpro8eorpoe~ry expresl!llOD a 188. presaion a ~&II-
lined w word. of readlng.book. boo . ~'Jc. reading. from a more aags from a is- O88e of Eng ish 
on •• yUable. advanced book. torlcal, f eo· prose or' poetry 

grapia& or .elected by the 
general reader. ln~pt:ctor. 

-
" BlTINO' . To oopy In manu· To write from die- Tu write from To write from dic- To write from To write a letter To ",rite a letter 

loripta few linea tatlon twelve dictat.ion a pu· tatioD a pft.88Bge memory the npon .. simple or 8888y nton a 
of print. I)roper common worda Mga of not more of Dot moJ'p. than 811 hetanoe of a 8ubject, or to simple au ieot, 
lo1'n11.tioo of oommenoing tban lix linea. eigh t 1 ine., sbort ltory, rea.d write from dic- or to write from 
oapitall.tte ... with capital let· Ilowly read Ilowly read once, out twice, or to tation. dictation. 

ten. once, and then ... d then die· write from dic-
dlotated. tated. tation. -

AIlITIIMKTIC Notation and Notation and To know the four Lonl diviPion and Reduction of the VuI,:\'" and deci· Compound in· 
numeration to numeration 

A1. 
aimple rulea, and the compound common weights m fractions, tere8t, ave!8iN, 

100. Simple ad· W 10,000. IUMR diviBion by 1'11181 of money. and meuuree simple and com· .tocks, and 1'"1" 
dltlon and III b· dition and Bub· not more thaD. aod bill. of par- pound propor· centageo. 
trantioD of num· traction of num· two fignreo. oeIl. tiOD, and Bim pIe 
hero up ta 100. bera up w 10,000. interelt. 

I 
Copv· hook, of COPY·BOOES . Cor,y.hook. of (;o~. books of Copy. hook. of Copy • hook. of Copy • hook. .f Copy • hook. of 

• e 8lUenta and b ·text hand half·text with double sma II omall hand w be small hand ta he omall hand w he 
lette .. to he to he.hown. capitalletten W hand to b. .hOWD. ahown. Bho'A·o. 
,hown. beahown. ohown. 

. TABLES . To know tile To know tho To know til. mul· To know tho To know tho To &ll.swer ques- To &Dawer more 
mlllUpUon t Ion multi plica t Ion tipli_tion tabl. li'!'!co and ohll· tabl .. of ("om· tiona in mental difficult qu .. -
tahl .. w • tim .. tabl .. w 6 tim .. w 12 tim.. I:!. inga table. pound weights arithmftic. tiona in mental 
12. Ill. """"- ........ " . ",d Q1.aa"""".~ arllobIAltje-



SCHEDULE B. 

OBLIGATORY SUBmcTs FOR SUU-STANDARDS AND INFANT SCHOLARS • 
• . 

-._-,". 

-=J 
, 

SIID·IIT AK DARD II. 8I1D·8TAJlDARD r. I CLA .. r.- brANT •• CLA .. rI.-INPAM1· •• CI.ASH In. -INPANTS. 

--- - -----_._------ -- . -~--.---

IlRADIKO . To read I8Iltenool of To read H8ntenC81 of To read an Infant pr!. To know and to plok To piol' Ollt the larg. 
word. of on •• yllaM •. words of not more mer containing word. ol1ttho Inrgodtnd alllnil I.tt ... of the alpha. 

tban four l.tterL of two and t.hree I.ttor. of tho alpha· ~.t. 
I.tt ..... b.t. 

- -- ---.---
WRITIJlO . To cor from a book or To oorSy frOID Iilo black· To oopy from the black· Tooopy from the blnck· To oopy atrok .. and 

,hee • few "hnpl. boa tho eapital and board the amall lott.r. board the lott ... that ourves only. 
word. in mBDUllcript. ImaU lotto.. of the of the alphabot. fall botween tho Jlne •. 

alphab.t. 

~ . 
::: 

._-- --_._----- . - --------.. -
ARITHMETIC - N ot&tion ami Dumera· Notation and nomOM- To write from dic· To 0'll:Y In propor fonn Adding and lubtr&O· 

t.IOR to 60. F.8IIY 11110111 tlon to 80. Simple tatlon num~.'" up to the guree 0 to 9. tion of unit. with 
011 .Iata or blackboard. montal calOlllatlolll to 2U. the boll frame. 

that number. 
--- -- .- .- - .-

UWIOT Twel •• dmpl. I .... n. Ton ,Impl' 10000ni on Nam611 of animal. aod T. know tha nam .. of To plok oot from' a 
LIl880NI on oommon ohjeotl, 81 common ohj .. ct.l. thing. of every do.y common anima.ls and ploturo· obart COOl' 

animal_, 1,)antl, and \11 •• tillngo. mOD o.nlma.ls aDd 
luiMtanCGI uled in tblngo. 
oommon IIf •• 

I 



ti'-itll!;lJ U Ll!; tJ. 

OPTIONAL SUBJEOTS FOR STANDARD SCHOLARS. 

No, SUDJBCT. STANDARD I. STANDARD II. I STANDARD III. STANDARD IV. STANDARD V. STANDARD VI. STANDARD VlI, 

--
1 GEOGRAPHY Twenty,imple T wen tf limple Simple lessons on Simple lesson. The general The gene ral The ~eneral geo-

leMonl on the leaaons on the the aize and U pOD the geo- r"sraphy of t;eography of ~apl of tbe 
• points of the use and meaning shape of tlie &:,phb of tbe frlca. (with u rope. ea- orl . 

compass. Night of a map. w 0 rId. and Id GMt, ita maps). ~ecially, tbe 
andmorning,eto. geograpioal seople and pro· ritish Is-
To know tho terms simply uotion., illII land. (with 
day. of t.he week explained by tra.de. imports maps. 
aDd the months diagram or lDap. aDd export1, 
of tbe year. 
-r---

2 ENGLISH Twelveaimple T we 1 va simple TwelveBimllie The Hi.tory of The History of The History of :..rherei~n of Queen 
HISTORY. It1M8Onl in lobe lessons in the leasool in the En~a.nd from England from England from Viewna and the 

form of .tories. form of storiE'S form of storlt1S 66 .C. to 1066 1066 A.D. to 1485 A.D. to general History 
from early from Englisb from Engl;'b A.D. Simple 1485 A.D. 1837 A.D. of the World. 
En gUsh Hi,- History. History. lessons on the 
tory. HistoB; of the 

Gold 088to 

;;' 

--
3 ENGLI'H To point out To point out To point out To know the To analyse a To parse a aim- To analyse and 

URAMMAR. nOUlll'l. propt'r and noUDIS and verulS. parts of opeeo!, silnplesen· pie sentence. parse a complex 
COWl11on Ilouns. tenoe. sentence. 

-
4 DRAWING· To draw on Fnehand draw~ Freeha nd S.im~le l~ons Simple lessons iii 

ST.'NDARDS r. AND II. 
L a a e r, free· Ing of simple drawing from 18 rawmg to elementary 180-

an I and with ourves and -:egu· tho Hat, and ocale. metry. 
t.he. ruler, lino.1, lar fonna from right-lined fig. 

To draw OD alatea with a ruler simple augl .. , l."' .... I. tho flat, and urea drawn 
linos, angl ... parallel. and the aim· lelt., and 81tnple rig h t-li ned freehand. 
pl .. t rlght·lined form •• righb·\iued 6.gurea, free· , 

fOlma. hand and with 

! rultt I\,. 

-.----- .- ---- - . ---- , 
----- --



IBLSt.age. 
For 

Bt.&ndard 
V. 

2nd St.ag •• 
For 

Bt.&ndard 
VI. 

3rdif!t.ag •• 
For 

Standard 
VII. 

And above. 

0 

SCHEDULE C.-Cont. 
OPTIONAL SUBJECTS. 

6 •• 6. 

SHORTHAND. BOOK·KEEPING. 

To write from slow dictation (at the rate of at Ex~la.natioD of ordinary commercial. terma. 
leat 30 worde a minute) a ~!jt" from a 1. rOm a ~ven set of simple transactioDs to show how to 
FinL or Second Rood ... noL used in L ... hoo~ k""\j a.-C ... h Book. Purchas .. Book. Sal .. Book. 
or from .orne book of equal ditficult~ 2. Dou e Entry I ita meaning and advantages. 
&180 lOme ee~te woMs and short ~ . 3. Explanation of personal and other accounts. 
The ehorttw.nd notes to be BulJse'lu8nt y tl'&ll' 
ICribed or read. 

AB ahove, but dict.&tion to h. at the ra'" of at 1. Bill of Exchange. Billa '· ... ivabl. Book. Billa pay· filit 40 words 8 minute, from a Fourth or ablo Book. 
ifth Standard Reader nOI; Ui'ed in the 2. The Journal, its intentions and UBe8. 

Rcboo], or from BOml book of equ"l difficulty. 3. lIrom a given set of tranflactioDa to show the method of 
80m ... ampl .. of phra ... will bo required. keeping a record of simple commercial,transaction. by 

Double Entry, with illustrations of n8ceuary Ledger 
Acconnt&. . 

, 
Aa ahovo. bnt 4ict.&tion to be at tho rat. of at 1. B,w Debts. (JonflignmentB. Discounts. 

least 60 worda a minute from any ordinary 2. The J ouroal, its relation to other books. Journalising. 
book or newspaper. 3. From a given set of transactions to-

(al ConoLruct a JourDal (b) Post this into Lod~er. 
Accnracy will be specially "Midered through. (e) Arrange a trial balance. (d) Clo.. Ledg.r 

001 the stages; and the shorthand characters b~ preparing Profi~ and Lou Account and B41ance 
and outlines must be clea.rly and correctly Sleet. 
formed. 

- ---------

7. 
HOUSEHOLD WORK 

(Girk.) 

Food: its composition and 
Dutritive va.lue. Clot.hiag 
and wll8bing. 

Food: ita functiona. Th. 
dwollinl!: cleaning ud 
ventilation. 

~. 

Food: its preparation anti 
culinary treatment. 

Rules for healLh: tho man. 
&gelUent 'Of a sick-room. 



RCHEDULE D. 
NEEDLEWORK SCHEIIUIl. 

IN 'rilB ]rOLLOWINO TI\OLR TilE ltJu,UIIU~MKNTS IN NEt:DLIi.WOUK FOR EACH eLAS.It OR STANDARD ARK DIVIDED INTO GROUPS OF MODERATK LENGTH. 

TIIB CHILDREN SHOULD nRCXIVp. INSTRUOTION IN BACII GROUP, ANY ONE OJ' WHICH MAY DB GIVBN AT ANNUAL INSPECTION OF TH& SCHOOL. 

STANUARD I. 

• 
To hem a 1111. In 

cotton of two 
'0010111'1 (10 &I 
• how .. join). 

to 

-A pi... of ... \leo 6 
hi •• long hr Iij fixed 
for hfltUll1h8. and 
ootton of two 

·'OOloun. 

STANDAltD II. STANDAIU> lII • RTANDAltD IV. STANDARD V. 

(a.) To hem in two (a.) To fix and work (a. To make .. hand (a.) To gather and 
oolou1'8 Iond . & lOW and fell fl8am and fix it for Ititoh· stroke 7 in", and fix 

(b.) To loIn two pieo .. of ti 101. io ootton ing, and to work Into .. hand of 3 ina . 
of oa ico G inll. in of two ou1oun! 10 not len than 2i in •. and let in It iOfl. 
I.nl{th by .... wed &fJ to Bhow a Join (b.) To •• w on .. tap.<! (b.) To double down 
aea.m or top flewing. in the <'Otton lioth atrin, and a button &8 for a band, and 

in Beam and fell. to a pi.ce of calico. on this out. and 
(b.) Simple darning work a buttoDhole 

on 0l\II yu. ODe end roond aud 
the OIher braced. 
and to sew on a 
linen buttton. 

(c.) To out out and 
tack together the 

I pat.tern of a gAr· 
ment suitable for 
their own Ulla. 

MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR THE ABOYE EXERCISES. 
TUB SIlKS OIVBN BBLOW ARB INTKNDKD AS ,\ GUIDB TO TEACHERS. 

(a.) A pi_ of oalieo (ao) Two pi .... of (a.)On.pi .... olorJioo (a.)A pi_ of calico 
a In .. long by 2~. oalico a in.. by 6 ino. by 26. 7 in.. bf 3. and .. 
&ml ootton '" two 2 •• and ooUon of (b.) A pi... 01 <alico pi_ 36 Inl .• quare. 
.. lount. two ooIou... 6 in .. hy 26 ... pi_ (b.) A piece 01 Oalioo 

(b.) Two plec81 of of tape 3 iD" long, 3 inf!o square, and a 
callco 6 in... b, and button. linen 6utton not 
2.. and .oloured fierood. 
cotton. (e. A piece of tiuuI 

or lined p"per. 

STANDARDS VI. AND VII. 

(a.) To cut out al1<1 
ta.ok together _ til" 
~at,em of a "girl'd 
rook. 

(b.) To put in a ~h't 
Or a calico pate . 

(c.) To turn nown " 
h.m t in. wid~ '0 
fix two tueD 6 1118. 
long, and to run at 
I .... t half of on •• 

(a.) A pi.ce of tw.n. 
or lined paper. 

(b.) A pi.ce of oolieo 
or print 6 bll'. 
!.Q.U&r9, and a piece 
2 !De. square. 

(e.) A pi ... of orJico 3 
ina. square. 

NOTK.-Maleriall required for working tho above ox •• oi .... hould be l'tU'Ofully propend end arra.nged by the T .... h.r Jo.fur. the Needlework 1Moon. 

... 
;0 -::-.. 
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SCHEDULE E. 

L'VSTRUCTlON AS TO F..xAMINATION IN SINGING rOR GilANTll 

UNDER ARTICLB 66. 

1. The music tests are not to be applied to individual children. 
2. If during the examination the Director of Education mould notice 

that one or two voices are unduly leading the bulk of the children, such 
voices may be eilenced for a time. 

3. Teachers may be alIowed to start but not to join in the singing, except 
when adding a b .... or independent part to the eong tests. It wilI be 
found advisable (especialIy in girls' schools) to alIow the teacher to sing 
the ear tests to the children. . ' 

4. The staff notation tests wiII be found equalIy applicable to the systems 
of .. fixed .. or .. movable" do; a set of tonic eol-fa tests (Part 2) closely 
corresponding to those in the staff notation (Part 1) is appended_ In 
schools where both the staff and tonic eol-fa systems are taught, differen t 
divisions may be presented in either notation. 
. 5_ As the Direetor of Eel ucation may find that the application of every 
test to each of the divisions will occupy more time than can be alIotted 
to this one subject, it may suffice for the purpose of recommending the 
higher grant of one milling if two tests are applied to each division; tho 
tests being varied in different divisions, •. g., note and time, time and ear, 
ear and HOng, etc. 

6. For either the lower or higher grant, three eongo must be prepared 
in the first division, and five in eaoh of the ot·h.r divisions. There is no 
objection to a repetition of some of the same songs in different division •. 

7. A school which has applied for the higher grant, but has failed to 
s.cure it, may be recommended for the lower grant of sixpence without 
further examination, if the Director of Education is of opinion that the 
time and attention devoted to music would have secured the lower grant. 

8. In ....... where the different divisions show varying degrees of merit, 
the Director of Education wilI use hi. discretion in adjudging the grant . 
according to his view of die whole C&9P. 

9. For purposes of en.mination the standards may be grouped into 
divisionsl thus:- . 

1st Division - - Standard. I. and IT. 
2nd Division - Standards III. and IV. 
3rd Division - Standards V. and upwards. 

This, of course, only applies to large schools; in .malI schools the Director 
of Education may permit any grouping whieh he thinks justifiod by the 
circumstances. If desirahle, smalI schools may be examined in two division. 
only, r.rovided that a certain number of children in each of the divisions 
are ab e to paso eome or tho testa applicable to Divisions It and lIT ..... pee
tively. 

11_ In largo school. whero the etandards are taught and examinod 
.. ""rately a higher proficiency may be demanded in Standarda II. and IV. 
than in the lower standards in tho !BIDe division. 

12. Tho lOng testa rna,. be prepared either H h,. ear" or H b,. note." 
and may be lung either with or without books. 

PAIl'!' L 
8oB00UI UsmG 'J1I. Sr~ NouTlo,,_ 

DiviWm I. 
N •• Tdt la-To sing Ilowly, as pointed ont by tho eX&IIliJ!er, and using 

the eo\-fa lyIla.bles, tho ....... amg and d_ding notes of tbe ecaIe of C 
tho notes of ,be ke,...,bord of (do, mi, 1101, do), in any order, and also om.;u 
gronpo of _utivo noles of the -te of C as wrl'ten by the eumineJ: • 
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Ti.ne Tut 2.-To sing on one sound, to the syllable laa or doh, an e:ler
.ioe in 2/4 or 4/4 time, whieh .hall include minima and crotcheto. 

Ear Tut 3.-To repeat (i.e .. imitate, not name) a .imple ph ..... of not 
more than four no\llo uoing the syllable" laa," after hearing the examiner 
sing (or play) it twice throngh. 

Song Ten 4.-To sing in unison, in good time and tune, and sweetly, 
a school song (set to words). Three BOngo to be prepared. 

Di.n.ion 11. 
Noto Ten I.-To sing slowly as pointed out by the examiner, IIsing 

the soi.fa syllabi.., a aeries of no\llo in tbe key of C, containing an F sharr. 
contradicted by an F natural, and a B flat contradicted by a B natllra . 
The F sharp sbould be approached by the note G and return to G as in the 
example, and the B should be approacbed by C, an<i be followed by A 88 in the 
e:oample. 

Time Tut 2.-To sing on one sound to the syllable laa or doh an exer
cise in 4/4 or 3/4 time, containing semibreves, minims, crotcheto, quavcrs, 
with dotted minims, and reate on non.....,.nted portions of tbe bar. 

Ea., Ten 3.-To repeat and afterwards 113me any three consecutive 
no\llo of the acale of C which the examiner may twice sing to the syllable 
laa (or play), eacb time first giving the cbord or the acale of C. The test 
should commence on some note of the key-ehord. 

Smog Tut 4.-To sing in unison, in good time and tune, and with due 
expression, a school song (set to words). Five songs to be prepared. 
Rounds or two-part BOngo may be offered in place of unison songo. 

Divimtm III. 
N oto Tutl.-To sing slowly, using the sol-fa syllahles, from the examiner'. 

pointing, anyaimple diatonic p8888ge in tbe keys of G (one sbsrp), D(two 
sbsrpo), F (one flat), or B (two flats); and aJ.o a similar simple p8888ge 
containing accidentale to raise tbe fourtb of tbe scale (approacbed by 
the third or fifth), and to flatteD the seventh (approached by the octavc), 
properly contradicted. 

Aloo to sing in the aame way 88 above described, a .bort p8888ge in the 
key of A minor, introducing the sbarpened seventh approached from 
and leading to the notc A, but without introducing the sixth (major or 
minor) of the acale. 

Tif7IIJ Tut 2.-To sing on one sound,one or more series of notes and 
rests in 2/2, 4/4, 3/2, and 3/4 times, which may include dotted minima 
and (in crotchet time) dotted crotchets; aJ.o a simple pbraee in 6/8 time, 
counting two beats in a bar. 

Ea.r Tut 3.-To repeat, and aftcrwards name, the notes '* a simple 
diatonic phrase consisting of not more tbsn four notes of the acale of C, 
which the examiner may twice sing to laa (or play), each time gi"ing the 
ehord or the .... Ie of C. 

This test should only be applied to the more advanct'd children of this 
division. Should specia\ aptitude be .hown, they may be asked to name 
the time of any easy ph..... BUng twice to them by the examiner. 

Sung Tut 4.-To sing in good time, lone, exp,e!s;""" and in a pleasing 
quality of tone, "acbool1lOllgin ",oor more pam, or " round (settowordo). 
Five songo to be prepared. 

PAIIT n. 
FOR ~OOL8 USING ma TONio SoL-1'A MBmon ~ :tiorATlOR. 

Di.n.ion 1. 
Noto Tut I.-To aoI-fa aIowly from the examiner'. pointinlt on tbe 

modulator, in an)' key-the keY'lone and ebord being gi9en-the tones 
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of the ~oh chord in any order. and the other tones of the scale in sLepwise 
8UccesSJ.on. 

Timtl Test 2.-To sing on one tone to the eyllable Iaa or doh an exercise 
including one-pulae and two-pulse tones, in two-pulse or four-pulae meuure. 

Ear T .. t 3.-To repeat and afterwards name the notes of a simple 
diatonic phrase coDBioting of not more than four notes of the scale of~C. 
which the examiner may twice sing to Iaa (or play). each time giving the 
chord or the scale of C. , 

This test should only be applied to the more advanced eluldren of this 
division. Should special aptitude be shown they may be ... ked to name 
the .time of an .... y phrase sung twice to them by the examiner. 

Srmg 'J.'est 4.-To sing in good time. tune, expression. and in a pleasing 
quality of tone, a school song in two parts. or a round (act to words). Five 
songs, to be prepared. 

P.t.BT n. 
FOR SCHOOLS Usmo TIm TONIO SOL-PA MmaOD AND NOTATION. 

Divi.i<m I. 
N.14 Tel! I.-To sol-la slowly from the examiner's' pointing on the 

modulator. in any key. the key-tone and chord being !!iven, ,the tones 
of the doh chord in any order. and, the other tones of the scale in step
wise succession. 

Ti"." T.", S.-To sing on one tone to the syllable laa or doh an exercise 
ine1uding ono-pulse and two-pulae tones, in two-pulse m .... ure. 

Ear T •• 13.-To imitate (i .... imitete, not name) a simple phrase of 
not more than four notes, using the syllable .. Iaa .. after hearing -the ex
aminer sing (or play) it twice through. 

Sung Test 4.-To sing in unison, in good time, tune, Bud sweetly. a 
school song (set to words). Three songs to be prepared. 

Dim'; ... II. 
No,. T.", (modulator) {a).-To sol-l .. from the examiner's pointing 

on the modulator, or from dictation, in any key, simple paasages in the 
major diatonic scale, including fe and ta in stepwise progression, used thns : 
• fe e-d' ta I. 

N 014 T •• I (Hlrilllm or ,riflteci) (b.).-To soHa at sight a written or printed 
exerci .. , including the notes of the doh chord in any order. and any other 
notes of the major diatonic scale in stepwise suecession. 

Ti"." Test 2.-Tosing on one so.md to the iyllable Iaa or doh an exercise 
in tbree-puJse or four-pulse measure, containing one-pulse notes, half
pulse notea,and whole-pulse rests on thenon_ted pulseoBhe measure. 

Ear T •• I (3).-To imitate to "Iaa," and afterwards name any three 
consecutive tones of the """Ie, which the examiner may twice sing to Iaa 
(or play), each time first giving the doh chord, or the scale. The test should 
commence on some tone of the doh chord. 

The test should Duly be applied to the more advanced children of this 
division. 

SOfI!1 Tel! (4).-To sing in nnison, in ~ time and tune, and with due 
expression, a achoolsong (set to words). Fift songs to be prepared. Rounds 
or two-part songs may be offered in place cl anison songs. 

• DiM'" UL • 
Not. T.1fL (Written or printed.) t.-To soJ.fa a1owiy, any oimple 

diatonic ,......ge in the major by; also a oimilar oimple passage containing 
a transition cl one remo ... indicated by hricIl!e no"' .. 
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Also. to sol-fa a short _g. in the minor k.y or mode. introducing se 
used thus. I se I, bnt withont introducing fah or bay or soh. 

TimIJ Tut 2.-To sing on on. ton •• one or more series of notes in two
pulse. three-pulse. or four-pulse measure. including pul ..... nd ... -half notes ; 
also a simpl. phrase in six-pulse measure. besting twice to the measure. 

Ear Te.t a.-To imitate and afterwards name the notes of a simple 
diatonic phrase. consisting of not more than four tones. which the examiner 
may sing or play twice. each tim. first giving the doh chord. 

This test should only he applied to the more advanced childr.n of this 
division. Should special aptitude he shown. they may he asked to name 
the time of an easy _go sung twice to them by the examiner. ' 

Song TelJt 4.-To sing. in good time, tune, exp ..... ion. and in a pleasing 
quality of tone, a school song in two or more parts or a round (set to words). 
Fiv. songs to be prepared. 

SCHEDULE F. 
ExAMINATlO~ OF TRACIlI!JIS FOR CERTIrICA111l!. 

Th. examination of teachers for certificates in the Gold Coast will be 
h.ld annually at towns specified in a notice previously given. 

The subjects of examination will includ. reading. writing. arithmetic. 
English history, English grammar and analysis, geography. especially of 
the British Empire. school management, and mathematiC!!. 
&ading:-

To read with fluency. ease. and .xp ..... ion, with a knowledge 01 the 
meaning. a _go from an advanced school reading-book. 

Writing:-
To write from dictation a passage given by the examin.r, with emmpt.e 

of copy setting (large and small hands). 
A rith'lMtic :-

The simple rules, the compound rules. weights and m .... ures, practice. 
bills of parcels, proportion (simple and compound). vulgar and decimal 
fractions, interest (simple and compound). 

Englioh Hisloru :-
Outlines of English history from the conquest (1066). to the present 

time, with questions upon the reign of Her Imperi&l Majeety Queen 
Victoria. 

Englioh Grammar and Analllm:-
The parsing and analysis of a comple" sentence. General knowledge 

of the rules of English grammar. 
Gwgraphy .~ • 

General knowledge 01 the physical geography 01 the world. with special 
questions upon the general geography of the British Empire and 
the Gold Coast. 

Sclwol Managemmt :-
General knowledge 01 the working 01 an elementary aehooL 

JJathemD.tiu .~ 
Th •• Iements 01 Enclid up to and including proposition "Hi., book 1. 

and Algebra up to and including simple equations. 
.II e .... ratioll :-The measurement U plane IIIlli&eea. 

APPENDIX C_ • 
SCHEME FOR GOVERNMENT SCHOLARSIDPS. 

l. Provision is also made by the Government for the encouragement of 
Higher Education in the form 01 -
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8cBOLAllSIIIl'S. 

2. These scholarships are known as the .. Gold Coast Government 
Soholarships," and are regulated hy the following oOllditionS :-

NUMBER AND NAT1J1IJI. 

3. There are four scholarships of £200 a year each. Each scholarship 
is tenable for three years, but may be extended beyond that period under 
speoial circumstances, in order to enable the scholar to complete the course 
of education sanctioned in his ease. One scholarship is given in eaoh year, 
if a .uitable candidate appeors and attains the reCj.uired standard. The 
required standard is the pass in 3rd class honours (with the mark of dis
tinction in lOme special subjeot), of the Cambridge Senior Local Examination. 

CANDIDATE EuGIBLB. 

4 The examination is open to every person, male or female, who fulJIls 
the following conditions :- • 

(a) Age.-Every candidate's age must be not less than eighteen nor . 
more than twenty.four on the first day of the year in which the 
examination is held. 

(b) Parenta{/8.-One of the parents of the candidate must be (or, if 
dead, have been) either a native of the Gold Coast Colony or a 
reeident there for not less than ten years in aU, before the first 
day of the year in which the examination is held. 

(e) Rtftdence.-The candidate must have reeided in the Colony for at 
least two out of the three years immediately preceding the first 
day of examination. 

TIMlI AND Pu.OB 011 EXAIIlNATION. 

Ii. The examination will be held annually in the Government Schqol, 
Accra, or at such other centre as may be found convenient, upon such days 
in December as may be fixed by the Syndicate, noti .. of which shall be 
given to the managers of schools. 

SUBJIIC'l'B 011 EuluNATION. 

6. The subjects of examination will be thooe set by the syndicate for the 
Cambridge Senior Local Examination. 

Copi .. of the lubjects of the examination may be obtained upon appli
cation to the Education Department, Accra.; 

APPLICATION. 

7. Applicationa Irmn intending candidates must reach the Education 
nepartment, Accra, not later than the 30th June in each year, and;must be 
accompanied by IUch eviden .. of age, parentage, and rssidence as is required 
by paragraph 401 th ... rulss. The entrance lee of £1, and the ltationery 
lee of 68., must also be lorwarded at the lIIUJle time. 

ELBcnON. 

8. Upon election, the IUeeessful candidate must prceeed, subject to the 
approvaJ of the lloard of Education, within three months, to one of the 
Universiti .. of Great Britain or lnlland, or may enter as .. Itudent of the 
Inn. of Cou~ or of a MedioaJ School in connection with one of.the Public 
Hoopita!s, or of lOme Engineering, Agricultural or Fnrestry lnotimtion, 
or lOme nther ProfessionaJ or Scientific Inst.itution in Great Britain or 
Ireland. 
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SBOt1IUTY' BOND. 

9. Before departure, the eleeted candidate must execute a bond with 
two approved sureties, binding him to eontinue in the eourso of 8tudy 
sanetioned at the Institution decided upon, and binding him also at any 
time, within one year, after the eompletion of his eourso of study to accept 
any appointment in the service of the Gold Coast Government, which may 
be offered to him at a salary of not'l ... than £200 a year, in the case of a 
man, and £100 a year if a woman,: and in either case to eontinue in 8uch 
appointment for a period of not I ... than six years, 

CONDUCT AND PROGRESS IN ENGLAND. 

10. On arrival in Englaud, the 8uceessful candidate most furnish to 
the Crown Agents for the Colonies, proof of having entered the Institution 
sanctioned in his case, and further must furnish quarterly certificates of 
good conduet and progress. The quarterly payments of the scholarship 
will be conditional on such certificates being furnished to the Secretary of 
State. 

PASSAGES. 

11. The coot of passage to England will be defrayed by the Government, 
and upon the termination of the scholarship, the return passage will also be 
paid, provided the scholar satisfies the Secretary of State that his conduct 
has been good. and that he intenda to reside in the Colonv. 
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THE SYSTEM: OF EDUCATION IN LAGOS .• 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

The Colony of Lagos is situated on the section of the West African HM';' .. y. 
_·board formerly known as the Slave Coast, and consists of the 
coast line stretching from the east of Dahomey to Ode, on tho 
Mahin Beach. It comprises Badagry, Lagos (the chief seat of 
British authority), Ebuta Metta. Iddo Island, Ikorodu, Ejirin 
and Epe with'Balma, Leckie, and Ode. The Proteetorate roughly 
includes all Yoruba.-the extensive country lying betwee!l Daho-
mey, the Bight of Benin and the Lower Niger; it covers an area 
of from 25,000 to 30,000 square miles, and the population ha-. 
been estimated as 3,000,000. 

, The town of Lagos, which has an area of about four square 
miles and a population of about 40,000, stands not on the main
land, bnt on an island which is separated from Y oruba by an 
extensive series of lagoons. Into these lagoons the rivers of Yoruba 
flow, and their only outlet to the sea is at the island. Owing to 
its unique geographical position as the natural port of Yoruba, 
Lagos was a great centre of the slave trade. But in 1852 Akitoye 
the Oba (King) concluded a treaty with the British by which ha 
bound himself to put down this nefarious traffic; and in 1861 
his BOn and successor was induced to cede the territory to tha 
British Crown in consideration of a pension of £1,000 a year. 

There are no indigenous schools in Lagos or in Yoruba. School ~:arl.f 
education was introduced into the country by the Christian Mis- ~~'Ooary 
sionary Societies, who in connection with their evangelistic labours 00'" 
established village schools at different points in the mission field. 
The first missionaries to Yornba, who were sent by the Wesleyan 
and Church Missionary Societies, landed in Badagry in 1845, 
and were detained there for about eighteen months owing to the 
disturbed condition of the interior country. They commenced 
their evangelistio labours in this town, and also taught the people 
to cultivate their farms and gardens. Extensive plantations were 
the result. Sir T. F. Buxton (then lately dead) had supplied money 
for the material improvement of the Africans, and hy means of 

• Recent Reports 00 t.hd 8chools in the Colony of Lau<7U8 caD be tSeen at the 
B.oero of io:dllcat.ioo Library, :$ .. S ... pheo... H.,..... CawlOB Row, Wbit.ebaU, 
Lood .... S.W. 
~~ ~ 
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it 150 prizes were given away in the first year to successful cult.
vators. The Church of England missionaries also established a 
boa,.qmg school in Badagry, into which wpre admittpd the children 
and domestio slaves of the native chiefs. The scholal'S were main
tained And educated gratuitously; they were talljZht the rudiments 
of gardening, carpentry, book-learning and household duties. 
During the seven years of the :Mission their number did not exceed 
30. that is 29, boys and 1 girl. The chiefs did not encourage 
an education which resulted in disinclining their chilrlren to 
the religion and custom of their country; and to their mind 
there was but little utility in the instruction given in the mission 
school. A day school was also at this time established in Badagry 
for the children of the emigrants and recaptives who had accom
panied the missionaries from ::>ierra Lellue or who were sojourning 
in Badagry on their way to their homes in Yoruba. The highest 
number attendiri.g this school was 31, that is 18 boys and 13 girls. 
The total number of children under instruction at Badagry from 
18~ to 1852 was therefore 61. In 1852 the station was practi
cally aJ>v!doned, and the mission staff was traIlllferred to Lagos, 
where the treaty for the suppression of the slave trade had just 
been concluded between the Oba (King) and the British Govern· 
ment. The troubles in the interior came to an end in 1846, and 
in August of that year Townsend and Crowther (afterwards 
Bishop) were enabled to proceed to Abeokuta, one of the Iarl!est 
and most important towns in Yoruba. They established a mission 
there, and from Abeokuta, as a centre, extended their evangelistic 
and educational labours in various directions. The Annual Report 
ior 1856 of the Church Missionary Society stated the number of 
their schools in Yoruba for that year as nine with 549 scholars. 
These figures did not include four schools and 226 scholars at 
Lagos ip. ~he. same year. The educational work of the Wesleyan 
:Missionary Society would appear to have also grown at the same 
rate as that of the Church :Missionary Society, but I have not 
been able to get at the exact numbers of their teachers and 
MhoM. 

The mission work in Yoruba suffered a serious check in the year 
1867, owing to disputes between, the chiefs of Abeokuta and the 
British authorities at Lagos, which led to a popular outbreak 
against the Missions. The Mission buildings were destroyed, 
the missionaries-not as Christians, but as Englishmen-were 
expelled, and communication between Abeokuta and Lagos was 
inter:rupted. The native Christians, however, held together, 
and did what they could under the native clergy and native elders. 
After four years the disputes were adjusted, and since then thp 
missionaries have laboured without let or hindrance in Yoruba. 
With the establishment of schools in Yoruba the supply of suitable 
text books for instruetion became pressing. At first Epglish text 
books, wbich were the only ones available, were employed. lIut 
BOOn after the mission in Abeokuta W88 started Cromher prepared 
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& Yoruba primer, a gralllmar and'roeabulary, and translations 
of portiollll of the Bible for the IIlI8 of 8OhooiB and oonverts. 
. Since the C8!I8ion of Lagos the work of missions and education The &gill 
m the town baa been proaeouted under favourable circumstances. niog 01 

A year after the .~ion there were 4 schools, 5 teachen and:;e~ 
406 IICholars, co_ting of 252 boys and 154 girls. Ten year.t 
later there were 17 lIChools, 24 teachers and 1,850 !!Cholars· that 
is, 1,043 boys. and 807 girls. In the year 1881 the number of 
schools had in~ to 29, with 66 teachers and 2,257 IIChola"S. 
in the proportion of 1,310 boys and 947 girls. These schools 
were under the entire control of the Missionary Societies, and were 
almost entirely supported from mission funds: !!Chool fees, where 
it was possible to coDect them, represented but a very smaD item 
of the school income. The teachers were trained and appointed 
by the missionariat, and their payments were made from mission 
funds. Beeides being engaged in bwiliing, the men were also 
employed as evangelista and mission agentB. Indeed, teaching 
wu but a stage in their career, u the suooessful teachers looked 
£orwvd to being eventnany received into the ministry of the 
Church with which their IIChooIs were connected. 

The Government, however, up to 1887, contributed to the PUst Granl 
funds of the three important missionary societies (Chtiroh ol~""" 
England, Wesleyan and Boman Catholic) the lump BUm of f6OO_ 
in equal shares of £200 each. It was ganeraDy undentood that 
the money should be spent on the schools, but no condition what-
ever was attached to the paymenL 

The proposal to give statutory recognition to the missionary Ed".ea&ioD 
schools wu first made in the year 1882, when Lagos was an in-~'t~ 
tagraI part of the Gold Coast Colony. Three Education Ordinances 
were p89Sed by the Gold Coast Legislature between the years 1882 
and 1886. The first of these Ordinances, No. 4 of 1882, provided 
that a General Board of Education should be constituted, to consist 
of the Governor of the Colony, the Members of the Executive 
Council and three 01' four other persons to be n(mlinatffl by the 
Govemor. The General Board was empowered to appoint local 
Boards, and under certain conditions, to 8.'!Sia private schools and 
training institutions out of the annual grant £01' educatioual 
purposes. The first 0, dinanoe of 1882 aIao provided for the 
appointment of an Inspector of Schools and a Sub-Inspector, who 
dhould be the administrative officen of the Board.. The other two 
Ordinancaa were enaotecl for the purpose of amending the first 
Ordinanea of 1883 in certain matten of detail: They ·did not 
modify any of the BIding principles upon which that Ordinance 
was '-l. It does not appear that the Lagos achooIs were 
admin.red under any of tbeaa Ordinances. So far asexwnination 
was __ oed, tbe conditions of tbe first Oroinan ... of 1883 were 
indeed applied from the years 1884 to 11!87; but tbe resuIlB did 
not afFeet the paymenlB. which, until the Iatter year, aontinued 
to be the lump anm IIOIltribution of £600. 

8371i. 
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In 1886 Lagos became a separate Crown Colony, and in that 
year the local legislature enacted the Education OPdinance of 
1887, which came into force at the commencement of 1888. (Set! 
Appendix A.) 

n.-THE PRESENT SYSTEM. 

"d 01 The present system of education in the Colony under this Ordi
lcatio.. naace is administered by the Board of Education, consisting of the 

Governor, the eight Members of the Legislative Council, the 
Inspector of Schools, and three or four school managers nominated 
by the Governor. 

The foremost duty of the Board is from time to time to make 
the rules for regulating the allowances of grants-in-aid to schools 
and training institutions out of the money voted for this purpose 
by the Legislative Cowlcil. It is also the duty of the Board to 
make rules for the examination of schools to be aided and of the 
teachers at such schools, to make rules for the granting of teachers' 
certificates and for the holding of Government scholarships, and 
generally to db all that may be necessary for giving effect to the 
Education Law of the Colony. . 

on' ..... ul Each of the mia.ion schools is attached to a church or congrega
.. ,I.. tion, and either the clergyman in charge of the church or the 

parochial committee are a.. a rule the manag~1'Il of the school. 
[The following is taken from the General Report for the Year 

1901 on the Schools in the Colony of Lagos:-u The elliciencyof 
public instruction would be greatly promoted if some form of 
combination were possible among the managers of the schools 
connected with the different religious societies. Such a com
bination is not only calculated to Improve the management of 
the schools, but also to strengthen tbeir financial position. It 
would be the means of enabling individual school mana,gers to 
entertain just views of the problem of public education, Instead 
of conceiving of their relations with the Government 88 only one 
source of obtaining money for meeting the expenses of their par
ticular schools. it might also . enable thetn to supply a satill
factory solution to the problem of superfluous schools in small 
districts where schools are multiplied, not in consequence of the 
number of children attending tliem, but because each religious 
society feels that there is a necessity for it to have a school of 
its own. . . . It is impossible to overrate the importance 
to ilie social life of .. people of good big schools wherein a large 
number of children. drawn from different sections of the com
munity, are brought together and properlv educated on the 88me 
plane. The experiment of combination between schools is well 
worthy of trial, and the principle will be found carble of appli
cation to many of our educational requiremente." 

'" School Besides ,managers of single achools, some of the ,Illergy and 
.ro.. members of a denomination form thenI8elves into a body for 

managing the affairs of all the schools of their own denomination. 
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V",r. No. nf No. 00 Average SChoolF .... Voluntary Government 
Total C"" •. SchoolB. Register. Attendance. Subscriptions. Grants. 

£ B. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
1889 28 ',500 1,799. 786 0 9 953 13 4 7ll 4 0 2,4li0 18 1 
1890 30 3,085 2,1M 1,016 II 2 3,258 3 6f 1,075 19 2 5,350 13 IOf 
1891 30 3,216 2,291 1,052 II 1 1,391 i5 7i 967 9 6 3,411 16 2i 
189'l 30 2,991 2,259 1,072 13 8 1,626 18 4l 1,138 3 0 3,836 15 Oi 
1893 83 3,316 2,408 1,208 4 7i 1,682 14 2! 1,307 7 2 4,198 5 llt 
189~ 83 3,308 2,458 1,228 12 7i 2,310 19 lit 1,192 10 II 4,732 3 6i 
1895 29 

I 
8,276 2,427 985 16 10 1,533 18 6 1,064 14 10 3,634 10 2 

1897 38 8,643 2,539 986 14 IIi 2,096 12 Ii 1,229 13 0 4,313 0 1 
1898 41 8,943 2,910 &81 II 6. 2,492 7 4i 1,5ll 8 9 4,885 7 8 
1899 41 . 3,929 2,974 893 6 8 843 6 0 1,439 19 8 3,176 12 4, 

1900 44 4.176 3,215 974 14 101 1,426 15 101 1,340 16 1 3,742 6 10 . 
1901 41 810 3,341 1,063 7 3i 1,480 7 9( 1,609 18 5 4,153 13 5f 
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Such a body is locally kuoVin as a "School Board." The dutiP8 
of managers of single schools and those of school boards some
times overlap. but the latter act generally as a body of final appeal 
in regard to deciding cases between teachers and managers. They 
a1s9 supplement the income of the poorer schools of their denomina· 
tion. Both the school boards and the managers are, strictly 
speaking, local representatives of the missionary societies in whom 
the property of the school is vested. They have power to appoint 
and dismiss the teachers, and are responsible for payment of the 
teachers' salaries and of all other expenses of the school; they 
are in all respects the trustees and governing bodies of the school ; 
they exercise general control over and encourage aDd BS8ist it by 
their personal visits. 

Drt of 
,Is. 

The schools are supported partly by school lees, partly by 
voluntary subscriptions-oonsisting of church collections and 01 
grants from missionary aocieties-and partly by Government 

,1.'eeo, grants. School fees are extremely low, being from 4d. to Is. a 
week, according to the standard of the scholar. 

,"ment Befure Government grants are made to schools it is necessary 
that the Board of Education be satisfied with the management of 
the school and the condition of the buildings, that every teacher 
of the school be certificated, and that the required percentages of 
pupils be presented for, and be proficient at, the annual examina
tion of the Inspector of Schools. The Board make grants at the 
rat., of 28. each for individual p8o_ at the annual ellaminations 
in the subjects of reading, writing and arithmetic, and of grammar, 
geography, history aud needlework. In addition. the Board alHo 
make grants for general excellence for each pBBB, for averag .. 
attendance and for organisation and discipline. They also make 
grants for infant schools. industrial schools, for the premier school 
and in respect of school buildings and apparatus. It has also 
been recently resolved to grant a lump sum to school managers 
in relief of proposed augmentation of school fees.· . 

lI8bi~L Five scholarships of the annual value of £10 each, tenable for 
four years, are given for the purpose of enabling children whose 
parents are not well-to-do to attend a secondary school. The 
amount payable in respect of these scholarship! is not in anyone 
year to exceed £50, and it is required that the holders shall have 
attended a primary school in the Colony for two years at least. 
The scholarship! may be awarded on the result of the annual 
examination under the Board RuIes; but whenever the number 
of eligible candidates ellceeds the Dumber of scholarship! to be 
granted, the claims ol the candidates are to be decided by special 

• lion • 
• 1901 

ellBlDination. 
The preceding table shows the progres and coat of education 

.. -, • A fJO.m of £250 wu upended by the Guvernmoot in aagmentatlou of 
Schoohf ... for ti,e School y.- eoded 30tb Seplema-, 1>99, and ... imdar gn>n~ 
..... _ f .. the following y.-. T~ UIlOIlDIe ..... _ ineluded iu the Table 
giveu. above.. 
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from ·1889 to 1901, and the amount 'of the cost borne by the 
Government and by the parents of scholars and voluntary su~ 
scribers; the amount of sohool fees is also given. . 

The total number of ohildren on the registers of the schools Enrolment 
presented for inspection in 1901 was 4.310, Rnd the' average ~t.ndan .. 
attendance was returned as 3,341; that is, 78'5 per cent. of - the 
enrolment. As will be seen from the subjoined table, this is the 
highest proportion on record for the past seven years. . . 

1901. 1900. 1899. 1898. 11897. 18U5. 1894. 

1- ---- I-

Soho!&r. on Register' . ',310 4,176 3,929 3,M3 3,M3 3,276 3,308 

Average attendance ~ - 3,M1 3,215 2,974 2,910 2,5l!9 2,~ 2,4li8 

age attendance to 
Proportion (p.e.) of aver-} 

number on Regiillter -
78'S 77'3 75'7 73'S 73'1 74 74'S 

Almost all the schools under inspection are in the town of Lagos; 
only nine of them with about 430 scholars are to be found in the 
outiying districts,' The number of children in the thirty-two 
assisted schools in the town of Lagos may then be taken 88 3,500 ; 
all of these are native children, and there is not a single white child 
in the schools of the Colony. When it is stated that. there are 
not more than 200 children in private schools without Govern
ment assistance, it will be observed that all the children attending 
school at Lagos form but one-half of the school population of the 
town, These children are drawn from the Christian, Mahom
medan, and Pagan sections in the following proportions :-

No. of child",n Proportion(per 

Section. Popnlation, in assialted cent.) of po!.u-
scbools, lation un er 

instruction. 

Christian - -• - 10,000 2,400 24 

Mobammedan . . 20,000 600 3 

PagaD - . , 10,000 600 5 

Total , - 40.000 3,500 8'75 

It is calCulated that from one-sixth to one-fifth of the popula
tioll I\l'I! children of a class and age to require elementary educa' 
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tion. The proportion of the Christian population of Lagos 
actually in school exceeds this estimate. But only 3 per cent. 
of the Mohammedans and only 5 per cent. of the Pagans attend 
schools where the children are taught reading, writing and arith
metio. The Mohammedans have schools of their own in which 
their children are taught the Koran, and where there will be found 
a larger number of Mohammedan children than in missionary or 
Government schools. But after all deductions have been made, 
it will be seen that something needs to be done for promoting the 
increase of the number of Mohammedan and Pagan children 
attending school. 

OU&\ As early as the year 1888 the attention of the Secretary of State 
libit.io~ for the Colonies, Lord Knutsford, was drawn to the poor school 
~:~~:.::g attendance in Lagos. His Lordship suggested that by some such 

means as an annual competitive exhibition of the children's work, 
at which prizes should be publicly awarded to the successful com
petitors, it might be possible to obtain the C<H>peration of parents 
to a greater extent than was then the case. The suggestion was 
adopted by the Board of Education, and the first exhibition was 
held in 1889. Similar exhibitions have since been held from 
year to year. The subjects of competition include plain sewing, 
darning, fancy needlework, crochet work, knitting, handwriting, 
shorthand, map-drawing, freehand drawing from design, free
hand drawing from model, book-keeping, wood-carving, weaving, 
straw-plaiting, joinery, smiths' work, basket-making, net-making, 
geometrical drawing, letter-writing, writing in English a short story 
previously read in 'loruba, recitation, doll-drtSlillg, hat-trimming, 
clay-modelling, fretwork, ornamental penmanship, mmical drill, 
flower and fruit growmg and pottery. Selections of about 
twelve or fifteen of these are annually made (or the competition. 
The Board allow £100 (or the purposes of the exhibition, and 
about 120 prizes of 20s., 15s., and lOs. are annually offered. 

>ointment Other special ~fforte were also made (or increasing the attendance. 
=itr- A committee o( the Board was appointed in Jnne, 1889, "to consider 
'''''tio~ and report any practicable means o( increasing the attendance 
.mid.r at the schools, and to consider by what means the advantages o( 
stion of . 
end .. nce. education might be extended to the towns and villages around 

Lagos." 
The committee considered that the paucity o( the number o( 

children attending the schools of the Colony was /-0 be attributed 
to poverty, religious prejudice and the tendency of education 
to alter the relation o( parent and child to the disadvantage of 
the parent. While parents thought that they had a right to have 
their children earn money for them during the time which the 
children spent at school, they found that their children, finding 
themselves their superiors in point of education, were inclined 
to assert their superiority and throw off the parental yoke altogether. 
Somehow or other parents were also inclined to think that their 
children who attended school must be dressed in Euro~n style, 
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or, at any rate, well and expensively, and so were reluctant, on 
economicsl grounds, to send them to school. 

'!he committee in their report suggested that if Arabia were Recommen. 
added as a subject of instruction in the Christian schools, the d&tioD~ of 
number of Mohammedan children attending such schools--which,Comm'ttee. 
was then not more than 378-might be considerably increased, 
inasmuch as in the Mohammedan schools the pupils were taught 
little else than reading Arabic, that is to say, the Koran. They 
also considered it desirable that a recommendation be conveyed 
to the Mohammedan priests, schoohnasters and community in 
general, to adopt a course of instruotion in accordance with the 
Education Ordinance, that is to say, to add to their curriculum 
instruction in English reading and writing, in arithmetic and in 
Yoruba reading and writing. Both these recommendations 
were accordingly conveyed respectively to the managers of Christian 
schools and to the Mohammedan priests and schoohnasters. The 
Christian managers, both from lack of means and of competent 
teachers, have not yet been able to introduce Arabia teaching 
into their schools. But a variety of circumstances occurred to 
lend emphasis to the recommendation conveyed to the Moham-
medans, and to lead, not to their introducing English into their 
schools, but to the Government establishing for them special 
IIChools in which instruction in English is given. 

With a view to increasing the number of schools in the outlying 
districts of the Colony, the Committee of the Board recommended 
that the Government be asked to vote £200 a year towards building 
elementary schools there, and maintaining the school buildings 
and defraying the salaries of teachers for the first three years of 
the existence of the schools. Owing to practicsl diffioulties as 
to whom the property of such buildings should be vested in, the 
Government were unable to adopt the recommendation. But the 
Mohammedan schools now established in BOme of the districts 
are supplying the plaoe of these proposed village schools. 

Since 1889 the attendance at school has increased by about 
1,;;00 scholars. How much of this result is due to the attractions 
of the school e.'l:hibition, and the recommendations of the Committee, . 
how much to the increase of population ADd the spread. of general 
enlightenment, must be left undecided. But it would appear that 
there is as much reason for dissatisfaction with the attendance 
now as there was twelve years ago.-

There is no compulsory attendance law in the Colony, and the C'ompuloory 
community is not yet ripe for such an innovation. It is, however, Attendan .... 
necessary that. a school should preeent for inspection at least 70 
per cent. of the number on the register, before it can earn a grant 

... It is hotled that. mach improvement. in the future will be ehted u a 
""'nit of t.hft reNDt. reeolo.tion of t.be Boanl of Edueatioa. which requires that 
a obUd s.hltJl b.ve IDade at least .. specified number of &t.tendab088 as a con· 
ditioll preoedent. .. .runission t,o \he &IlIIuaI exunillation."-t6eaeral Report 
for ..... year 1001 on tho Schools in t.It. CoIOll1' of Loguo.) 
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ullder the Education Law of the Colony. This is not a high limit, 
for the proportion on an average in daily attendance is a little 
higher. ' " 

The numbet of schools in Lagosoutaide the state-a.id system is 
only five, that is, 'three girls' schools and two :nixed. One of these, 
the Church Missionary Girls' Seminary, is a secondary l!chool which 
had been under inspection in former years, but was subseqUl.ntly 
withdrawn; the other two girls' schools are private adventure 
schools. The mixed schools are elementary schools in connection 
witu the Baptist Society. 

Mohammedan education, at whatever value it may be estimated, 
was with Mohammedanism introduced into Lagos about the year 
1816; but about the year 1836 there was a civil war in the town 
which led to the expulsion of the Mohammedans. They were 
invited back in 1840, and since then have been allowed to follow 
their faith peaceably and to make converts without any distur
bance. The Mohammedans now form the largest section of the 
community, and number no less than 20,000. They have schools 
of their own in which their children are instructed. These schools 
are generally held in the teacher's house or in the open street 
opposite. The instruction is exclusively confined to learning by 
heart portions of the Koran. The lessona are generally written 
on wooden tablets, and when one lesson bas been mastered it is 
washed, off and another is written in its stead on the tablets. The 
master and his scholars sit on the ground with their tahlets in 
their hands, and all who are leaming ktlAp reciting and chanting 
their different Ies..otls at the same time. 

The number of the more important of these schools is ahout 
sixty, and the average attendance of the scholars is 2,000, that is, 
1,500 boys and 500 girls. The education is free and the teacher 
is aelf-appointed. Any man may become a teacher if he ean get 
himself accepted as such. He is supported by presents from the 
parents of his scholars or from the scholars' themaelves. Much 
value is attached by the Mohammedans to the instruction in 
Arabic and the Koran given in these schools, and many young 
men have received their ovations or woU11UUJ for ability to recitA 
the whole Koran from memory. Girls, too, are not always behind
hand, for some have performed the feat and received their own 
commendations . 

• emment The'Mohammedans have, however, not been able or willing 
.Iem aM to graft a more practical course of studies in the curriculum of 
~&n 

'ools. their own schools, To promote this end, and at the same time to 
disarm the suspicion with whieh they view the instruction of their 
children in the miasionary schools, the Government have assisted 
them to establish Moslem schools in which a course of iIiitruction 
is given in aooordance with the recommendations 01 the Committee 
of the Board of Education. There are now three Qovernment 
Moslem schools in the Oolony-one in lAgos and two in the outr 
lying districts. About two or three yeare ago the- attendance 
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in'two of these schools W!lS not less than 500, but it has now fallen 
considerably. One of the difficulties in maintaining in them a 
proper standard of attendance and instruction is the want of 
suitable teachers. The present teachers are Mohammedan natives ; 
they are appointed by the Government under the same conditions A '. • 

'vil Th' . I h' ppOlDumen u as CI II8l'vants. e pnnClp3 . teac ers receive from £60 to £72 and S.lori .. 
and their assistants from £24 to £30. The school house at Lagos of Mohom· 

was built and furnished at the expense of the Government, but T:::ben. 
those in the districts were built and furnished by the Moham-
medans in those localities. There is also a Government school 
for Pagan children established in one of the outlying districts. 

The Inspector of Schools, like other civil servants, is appointed ~dwinistr&' 
by the Governor, subject to the approval of the Secretarv of State tton. 
lor the Colonies. He is the head of the Education Departrvent 
of the Colony, and the ohief executive officer of the Board of Educa-
tion. His principal duties are to examine the schools annually 
lor the payment of grants, to examine candidates for teachers' 
certificates, to report each year on the condition of education in 
the Colony, and to pay visits without notice for the purpose of 
observing and conferring with managers on the general work 
and organisation of the schools and the methode of instruction. 
He also conducts the examinations for admis.'lion into the' civil 
service and public institutions of the Colony, and aots as manager 
of the Government ilchools. 

The IIClhool year extends from the 1st of Ootober in any year to Ins/Ktion. 
t.he 30th of September in the follO\ving year. The annual examina- ~:~i.~~:i'· 
lion commences ail far as practicable wi!.h the first day of !.he Sobool •• 
school year, not less than sevan days' notice having been given to 
the schools to be examined from time to time. The schools are 
examined on the basis of the system of payments by results, and 
granlB are made for individual passes in each subject in addition 
to capitation granlB for organisation and diseipline, average 
attendance, freehand drawing, etc. In order to pass in a standard 
it is necessary for the scholar to obtain halfmarka in reading and 
in either writing or arithmetio; and bl>fore any grant shall' be 
made to any school it shall be necessary (a) that the Board have been 
satisfied with the management of tJie school (b) that every toscher 
of the school has held a ce.rtificate from the Board, and (0) that 
at the examination of the school not less than 70 per cent. of tho 
enrolment were present for examination, and not more than 40 
per cent. of such presentees failed to pass. _ 

In the oase of infant schools, the Inspector may examine the 
children oollectively, and the Board may, in lieu of a grant for 
individual passes. make a oapitation grant on the average attend
ance. There is no age limit imposed for the respective standards, 
but the children who pass the First (Prim'Y'Y) Standard are of 
the average age of e1e-..en years, and advance esch year onll 
standard, until they pass the FoUrth (primary) Standan!, when 
~hey are fourteen years of age. This is, 88 a rule, the highest 
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8tandard in the primary school. No assistance is given under the 
Education Law in respect of the attainment or attendance of any 
child under the age of four years, and no marks can be obtained 
by any scholar for any work done in any standard in which he shall 
already have passed at any examination of schouls held under the 
Board Rules. 

The The following are the officially recognised Standards in the 
St..nd.rda. assisted schools ;-

INFANT DEPARTMENT. 

I. (Sub-Standard I.) lUading.-To know the alphabet; appear
ance and powers of letters; combinations of two and of three letters. 

Writing.-To write, on blackboard or slate, small letters. 
Arithmetic.-'fo know numbers up to 50; very simple mental 

calcnlation. 

n. (Sub.Standard II.) Reading.-To read sentences consisting' 
chiefly of words of one syllable. ' 

Writing.-To write, on blackboard or slate, small and capital 
letters . 

.A.rithmetic.-Knowledge of numbers up to 100; very easy 
calculations, on slate or blackboard, or mental .. 

PXDoWlY SCHOOLS. 

m. (Primary Standard L) Reading.-To read a short paragraph 
from a book, not confined to words of one syllable. 

Writing.-To copy correctly, in round hand, a few lines of print . 
.A.rithmetic.-To·name the days of the. week and months of the 

year; addition and subtraction of numbers of not more than 
two figures; in addition not more than five lines to be given ; 
sums to be copied from' blackboard. 

\ 

IV. (primary Standard n.) Reading.-To read a short para
graph from an elementary reading-book. 

Writing.-To write on Hlate, from dictatioD, not more than ten 
common words commencing with capital letters; copybooks, large 
or half-ten hand, to be shown . 

.A.rithmetic.--Notation and numeration up to 10,000; simple 
addition and suhtraction; lI!,ultiplication and division tahleH. 

Plain Needletoork.*-Henuning, seaming, and felling. 

V. (Primary Standard m.) Reading.-To read, with intelli
gence, a short paragraph from a more advanced reading-book. 
~. ,Writing.-To write on paper, from dictation, a pasaage of not 
more than si;x: lines from a corresponding book, read slowly once 
and then dictated in single words; copy-hooks, large and half-texL 
hand, to be shown.. 

.A.rithmetic.-Sums in the simple rules as far as, and including, 
long division; money tables. • • 

• "For female papils only 
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Plain N eedZewor1c.-Greater proficiency in the 8Rme. 

VI. (primary S"tandard IV.) Reading.-To read, with int~lli
gence, a short paragraph from a yet more advanced reading.hook. 

Writing.-To write on paper, from dictation, a Pass86rEl of not· 
more than six lines from a corresponding book, read slo" ly onl,e 
and then dictated, a few words at a time; copybooks lcapitsl~ alld 
figures, large a.pd small hand) to be shown . 

.A.rithmetic.-Sums in the compound rules; ~duction; tables 
of weights and measures.-

Grammar.-Definitions of the parts of speech; ability to dis-
tinguish the parts of speech in simple sentences. . 

Geography.-Size and shape of the world; geographical tpl"ms, 
illustrated by diagrams or references to a map. 

Plain Needlework.-The work of the previous stsndurds; 
stitching. 

SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 

VII. (primary Standard V.) Reading.-To read, with intelli
gence and expression, a few lines of poetry or prose, at the choice. 
of the Inspector. 

Writing.-To write, lrom dictstion, a short paragraph from 
some modern narrative, read once and dictated a few words at n 
time; copybooks to be shown . 

.A.rithmetic.-Fractions (vulgar and decimal); practice (simple 
and compound). 

Grammar.-To parse easy sentences. 
History.-History of England to 1066; or elementsry outlines 

of the history of the Yoruba country. 
Geography.-Geography of West Africa; easy questions on the 

geography ~f the British Isles. 
Plain Need!ework.-The work of the previous standards; 

gathering, stroking and setting in of gathers; marking on canvas. 

VIII. (Primary Stsndard VI.) Reading.-To read with increased 
intelligence and expression a few lines of poetry and prose, at the 
choice of the Inspector. 

Writing.-To write from memory the substance of a short story, 
rell(\ out thrice; spelling, handwriting and grammat.ical con
structiou to be considered; copybooks to be shown . 

.A.rith1llR~ic.-Proportion and interest (simple and compound). 
Grammar.-To parse more difficult sentences; lI!"alysis of simple 

sentences. 
History.-History of England from 1066 to 1509; or outlines of 

the history of the Yoruba country. 
Chography.-Geography of Europe and Africa . 

• The weights and m ... nres taugbt to> cbildren obonld be only mob U &18 

really useful: e., .• avoirduoois weight. long measure, square- meuD.re, cubic 
measure. liquid measure and the time-table. 
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Pia"" N«ldleuKnk.-The work of the previoUlJ Standards; 
marking 011 calico; button-holing; herring-boning. 

IX. (Primary Standard VIL) Jleadin!J . ....!l'o rend, with illwlli
gent appreciation, from any book or periodical selected by the 
Inspector, passages of ordinary difficulty. 

Writing.-To write a theme or letter on an easy 8ubject; com
position, spelling and handwriting to. be considered; copybooks 
and exercise-books to be shown. 

Arithmetic.-Discount and profit and loss, with a general know. 
ledge of the principles of averages and percentages. 

Gram1nar.-Parsing and analysis of compound and complex 
sentences; general questions in grammar. _ 

History.-History of England from 1509 to the present timu; 
or, history of the Yoruba country. 

Geography.-Geography of the world. 
Plain Needlewurk.-The work of the previoue Standards; 

darning; patchillg .. 
anguage 01 The instruction in English is as a rule given through the medium 
.. tractton. of the vernacular. In ahnoot all the standards the teaching is 

bi-lingual, and it has recently been proposed that hi-lingual Rendel'll 
be prepared for the lower standards. The examinations held 
under the Board Rules &r!l conducted bi-lingually in thE! sub. 
standards and lower primary standards. In the secondary depart
ments the examination is as much as possible conducled in 

roP,O:SOd 1 
eVlMlon 0 
le Ednca
I)D Itules 
1891. 

English. 
In the year 1892 the attention of the Board of Education was 

attracted to the weakness in public instruction which has its source 
in the conditions required for a pass at the examination of the 
schools. As in order to pass a standard a child has only to obtain 
half marks in reading and in either writing or arithmetic, many 
children have been advanced from year to year to higher and 
higher standards with but the minimum of instruction in reading 
and in either writing or arithmetic. Such a condition of things is 
disastroue to sound education_ The Board, therefore, appointed a 
Committee on the 4th of September, 1893, to consider whether 
any and, if any, what changes were necessary in the" Amended 
Edncation Rules, 1891,"· The Committee carefully considered 
the whole question of public instruction and embodied their 
recommendations in the draft Education Rules which were pre
sented to the Board of Education in 1895. The new rules have 
not vet become law_ They were subeequently incorporated with 
a Scheme of Public Instruction projected by Sir Henry McCallum, 
Governor of the Colony in 1Ii97 -8, and for reasons to be given 
afterwards it baa not yet been possible for this scheme to be 
proceeded with . 

• The Ameoded EduC&tion Rul.., 1891, .,.0 be seen at &he Boant of Education 
Lib....,., St.. Stephen'. Ho ...... C ........ n IIow, Wbitellall, Londoa, R. w. s. ..... 
Appendix B.. 
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Until a few years ago the male teachers in the mission schools Te":"hers,, 
were generally selected from youths who had been· instructed in ~heJrlrR'!'-t 
the scnools and training institutions of the missionary societies. :~~t ~,rd'n 
The training related only to education as a branch of missionary ScaJe of 
work, and the pupils were maintained and educated gratuitously fayment. 
on the understanding that at the end of their course they would 
hold themselves in readiness to undertake any work to which 
their society might 8;ppoint them. The Church MissionarySociety 
have, however, now transferred their training institution to tho 
interior of Yoruba-the present centre of their missionary opera
tions-a.nd the pupils trained there are neither· available nor 
suitable for the Lagos schoob. The other missionary soeieties have 
no training institutions, but oCCIISionaily train their teachers in 
their sec.ondary and elementary schools. There are therefore at 
present no satISfactory arrangements for the professional training 
or the supply of teachers. Owing to lack of means the missionary 
societies cannot remedy this evil. Various recommendations on 
the subject have been made to the Government, and it is hoped 
that in due course this want .will be supplied. 

[The following is taken from the General Report for the year 
1901 on ·the Schools in the Colony of 1&&'os :-" No more impor
tant work can be undertaken 'or maintamed than the worli of 
trsining those who in virtue of their position have great influence 
with the majority of the parents olthe children of the com
munity,and who are the most important ofallpersonsconcerned 
in perlecting what ought to be treated as the most fundamental 
of public duties. Everything depends in the long run upon the 
intelligent training of the teaclier. Mechanical result may be 
produOed, and a fall" degree of intelligence may be attained with 
an untrained hut energetio teacher. But any high degree ot 
intelligence cannot be expected unless the class is handled by a, 
skilful teacher who has been trained in the best methods and has 
sufficien, knowledge to illustrate any subject of instruction and 
skilled readiness to avail himself of unexpected openings which 
every lesson produces. Besides this, the bighest order of discip
line, self-government- founded upon interest and pride in the 
school work-cannot be expected from unskilled teachers, who 
can at the best produce sufficient quiet for 'he school work to /\,0 
on quietly either by fear or affection."] 

The system of pupil teachers is no' legally recognised, and any 
one who is able to pass the examination for teachers' certificate 
IDay, CtBteriB pa'-ilnLs, be employed as a teacher in an assisted 
school The certificates are of four grades, and are obtainsble by 
examination. It is not required that the candidates must have 
undergone probation by actUal service in school Candidates for 
first-class certificates are examined in reading, writing, arithmetic 
and mensuration, grammar and composition, history, . geography 
and school management, and, if they so desire, in a~br& -as far 
as quadrati~equ&tions and the first two boOks of Exclfd. Second
clasS candidates are required to pass an eD1Ilination in 
Stsndards L-IX. of the Code; third-class candidates in 
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Standards i-VIII., and fourth-class candidates in Standards 1.
VII. Teachers holding third and fourth-class certificates are 
practically monitors aQd pupils in training. 

The Board also grant" honorary certificates .. to fit and com
petent persons educated elsewhere than in the Colony and 
"special honorary certificates .. to persons holding from the Board 
firSt·class teachers' certificates, whom the Inspector shall certify 
to have conducted or taught at an assisted or Government 
school in the Colony with credit and success for two years at 
least. 

There are fifty-eight male and twenty-one female teachers now 
employed in the elementary schools. Head teachers receive from 
.£30 to £60 per annum and assistant teachers from £18 to £-1.5. 
Female teachers receive from £6 to £1;; per annum. The teachers 
also receive a bonus of one-half of the allnualschool grant earned 
by their schools as augmentation of salary. With this bonus, a 
hard-working head teacher in a large school makes from .£84 to 
£90 per annum, and an assistant in a like case makes about £60 
per annum. 

No arrangements exist for pensions to teachers in missionary 
schools. The male teachers are generally promoted into the 
ministry of their society, and then come under the regula
tions provided for n:inisters who are incapacitated for work. 
Female teachers as a rule leave off teachmg when they are 
married. 

Religious instruction is not recognised as a schoolsubject under 
the Education La" of the Colony. The schools are all, however, 
opened and closed with religious exercises, and the first hour 
every day is devoted to Scripture lesson or to instruction in the 
catechism and doctrines of the confession of the missionary 
societies with which the school is connected. In the Roman 
Catholic schools the religioWl instruction is given by a priest; in 
the Protestant schools it is generally given by the teachers of the 
schools. A Diocesan Inspector annually examines the (":hurch of 
England schools in religious knowledge. The Government 
MOlilem schools are opened with the ordinary religious exercises 
of the Mohammedans. In all csses the arrangements for religious 
instruction are such as to allow one hour and a half in iDIant 
schools and two hours in other schools for secular instruction at 
each attendance. Every assisted school is open to children 
without distinction of religion or race, and, by the rules of such a 
school, no child may receive any religious instruction to which 
the parent or guardian of such child objects, or be present when 
such instruction is given at the school. 

Domestic economy is taught in Roman Catholic convent schoola. 
The course of instruction includes needlework and lauDdry work, 
and suitable and appropriate arrangements are made for the 
teaching of these subJect&. 

In all schoola singing of some kind is taught 88 a means of in
culcating moral and religious principles, and 88 a diversion in 
the infant departments. The subject is, however, not included in 
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the officially recognised standards, and; although the African is 
so naturally fond of music, it is not systematically taught at school 
as the begmning and foundation ofml1sicalstudy. ' 
. Drawing, although recognised as a suujectof school instruction, Drawing. 
IS only taught by the light of nature. There is not a qualified 
dra wmg mltster in cOlmection' wi th any of the schools, and the 
grant for teaching this subjcet is lower than any other in the Code. 

There i. a good dl'lll of natural play in the streets and lanes Physical. 
adjoining the school-house, but there are no organised physical Ex~rcis .... 
exercises nnd drill. This is due to want of playgrounds. Dril~ &c. 
In a crowded town like Lagos much difficlllty is oxpericnced in 
obtaining sufficient open spaces. Physica.l training and hygiene 
are, however, now engaging the serious attention of the BOard of 
Education. They have recommended to the Government that 
plaYl!Tounds be prepared for school children on available spots in 
the vicinity of the town, and that arrangements be made for games, 
drill and 8uitable gymnastic exercises. A tramcar line is being 
CO:Istructed to connect Lagos with Ebute Metta on the mainland. 
This will, on completion, offer great fae.ility for the conveying of 
school children to plnygrounds in Ebute Metta. 

[The following is taken from the Generol Report for the year 
1901 on the Schools in the Colony of Lagos :-" A scheme of Scheme of 
toaching- sanitation has been recent.ly adopted by the Board of T~h~g 
EducatIOn, and classes are to be instructed in the subject by S.,Dlt&tlon .. 

teachcrs who have obtained certificates at the examination held 
by the Chief Medical Officer. Grants are to be made at higher 
ratos than with respect to the ordillarysubjects of the curriculum 
of t.he Elementary School, and, as an. incentive to indllstry, 
teachers holding the First Class Certificate in sanitation .are to 
receive a bonu~ of one-half of the grant earned by their classes, 
while those who hold the Second Class Certificate are to receive 
a bonus of one-foUl th of the Irant of their own classes. The 
sum of £20 has also been vote for special prizes to individual 
sclIolars who have proved themselves most proficient in the 
subject-the prizes to be publicly uwurded in connection with 
the Annual Competitive Exhibition of School Work."] . 

The Government in 1899 made temporary arrangements for Technical 
technical instruction by establishing a small school fOl· apprentices lDat.ro ... OD. 

who are able and willing to undergo training for three or five 
years. These apprentices are selected by nomination and examina-
tiun, and receive during their training tillle almuai allowances of 
£12 for the ftfllt two years, £24 for the third year and £36 for tbe 
fourth and tifth years. At the end of their course they are to accept 
service under the Government as native surveyvl"S or clerks of 
,yorks at the salary of £60 per annum. The subjects of instruo-
tion are mathematics, theory and practice of building const.ructjon, 
and' principles and practice of land surveying. Practical clIemistry 
is taught to two apprentiOO8 in the Government Chemist·, 
Department, and the practice of II!legraphy to several learners in 
the Department of Inland Telegraphs. 

D 
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Agricultural instruction on a limited scale is given to 
apprentices at the Government Botanic Station at Ebute 
Metta, which was established in 1888. The youths are taught 
the methods of making seed - beds, sowing Seedd, pruning 
trees, budding and grafting, and tbe general routine of work 
connected with a botanic station. It is intended that this course 
should be preparatory to 'an enlarged COUI'!IA of in.tnICtion in 
horticultw'e, agriculture and economic botany, and the Botanical 
Station is at an early date to be transferred to the hinterland in a 
locality in close proximity to the railway, and in which a model 
farm will be formed.-

.dUBtrial The Roman Catholic Mission have establishAd a boys' and a girls' 
~~ to industrial and reformatory school at Topo, a settlement in the 
~h= ry western district of the Colony, about forty miles distant from 

'he Hu ... y 
ba.rity 
,hoo!. 

Lagos by the lagoon. The scholars, who now nnmber forty-one 
boys and eleven girls, are principally slave children colleeted from 
the different stations of the Society in Yoruoo. All the children 
are taught to read and write and to caleulate. In addition, the 
boys engage in farm labour, and are instructed in horticulture, 
and the girls are taught household duties, plain sewing and cook
ing. The children are maintained and trained at cost of the 
mission, but the Government make an annual grant of 25s. for 
each pupil under industrial instruction, in addition to the ordinary 
school flI'ants. 

The &becca Hussey Charity School at Lagos for industrial and 
general education was established in the year 1880 out of the income 
of a swn of £1;000 which the late &becca Hussey, of the Parish 
of St. Martin's, in London, who died on the 22nd of August, 1714, 
bequeathed to the redemption of slaves, if it may be effected, or 
else to the easement of their slavery. Her executors, in carrying 
out the provisions of her will, paid this swn into the Public Funds 
in England, and it was lost sight of for 148 years. In 1863, the 
Court of Chancery placed the charity and funds under the manage
ment and control of. trustees in London, who were empowered to 
apply the moiety of the income in Lagos, and the remaining moiety 
in St. Helena, in accordance with the spirit of the bequest. Local 
trustees, consisting of the Colonial Secretary and not more than 
four other gentlemen, were appointed for the purpose of adminis
tering the charity, in whom are vested the management of the 
schooJ.Since the year 1895 the Government have made an annual 
grant not exceeding £500 to the school on the conditions that it be 
re-organised, with a view to affording the pupils of the _isted 
and other schools of the Colony an opportunity of obtaining gra.
tuitous instruction in industrial and technical work, and that it 
be subjected to Government supervision. The Government' alao 
provided a sum of £1,500 from the public funds for capital expendi
ture of the !Choo!, in consequence of the introduct~ of the new 
scheme. The number of pupils nOW resident ia thirteen. They 
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are ooys who have escaped from slavery, and are under the protection 
of the Supreme Court. Ten of them receive primary instruotion 
only, and the remaining three, together with twenty-four extra
mural students, are also instructed in mensuration, geometrical 
drawing, carpentry and smiths' work. - . 

. What are locally known as second~ schoo~ are, strictly speaking, Sec;ondary 
hIgher grade elementary schools, which contain classes corresponding b~b)r 
to all the standards of the Code and a somewhat enlarged ourriculum, Soho:lB. 
owing to the. introduction of .. secondary" or " specific" subjects. 

The fees in these schools are lOs. 6d. or 219. per quarter (according Fe ... 
to the standard of the pupil), an4 the teachers JLre better qualified 
than those of the ordinary .elementary schools. The headmaster 
or principal is, as a rule, a olllI'gyman of the denomination with 
which the school is connected. There are three secondary schools Number of 
for boys in connection with the Church Missionary, Wesleyan SeboolB and 

d Ro C h Ii S 
. . . I SoholaTS. 

an man at 0 c OOleties respective y. The number of scholars 
in the secondary department of these schools (Primary Standal ds 
V.-VII.) is 127, and the specific subjects taken up during. the pnst Speci6e 
school year included English literature, essay writing, latin, algebra, Subjects. 
geometry, an.d book-keeping. Grants for primary subjects are Grants. 
made on the &aUle conditions as in the case of elementary schools, 
and for the secondary subjects special grants of 411., 5s., or 6s. are 
made for a .. fair," .. good," or "excellent" pass. Besides the 
annual examination under the rules of the Board, many of the Exaruina· 
scholars of these schools are annually sent up for the Certificate tions. 
Examination of the Royal College of Preceptors in London, and not 
a few of them have ohtained certifiootes of the fil"St or second class. 

In January, 1896, Sir HenIj" McCallum, then Governor of the Re~mmon. 
Colony, published a Memorandum on Secondary Education,t in ~atlHu. of 
which, while acknowledging ~e good work performed by the M~c..ih.~. 
Missionary ::;ocondary Schools, he observed that, owing to lack of 
funds on the part of the Missionary Societies, it has not been 
possible for them to supply in these schools the training best 
Calculated to prepare the youth of the Colony for the life they 
have to live and the livelihood which they must get. His 
Excellency proposed to the Board of Education that it be recom-
mended to the Government to establish one Higher Grade School 
to absorb the Missionary Secondary Schools, and that the 
cutriculwn of studies should compriso English, commercial arith-
metic, geometry, ~metrical drawing, mensumtion. shorthand 
and book-keeping. This proposal was really part of a scheme or 
public instruction. in whicn provision was made for the establish-
ment of .. industrial schools for artisans" mechanics and crafts-
men" and of .. agricultural schools for farmerS and planters." 
The 'recommendatIon was submitted to the Secretary of State for 
tho Colonies. Bm effect has not yet been given to it in conse-

• The General iIfltlor' fur th" y...,. 1901 on tbe SchoolB in ths Colony of 
~ .... states that the &8_ H~y Cb&lit,Scbool has been temporarily 
combined wi\h. the Government Technlcal School. 

t Tbia .... he 8MD at the IIoard of Edu...uon Library, St. StephOD'. Ho ...... 
r .... mUl RoW', \Vhitehn.lI. Lnndnn, S. W. . 
~~ D2 
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'1uence of certain objectinn .. rll.ised in England by the Committee 
of the Church Missionary Society. 

rOfi0sed... Since 1898 Lagos has, for administL1ttive purposes, been more 
!bs .. hm~Dt closely related to the neighbouring Colonies of Northern and 
~d ~'::'Dh.ary Southern Nigeria, and it is now under consideration to establish 
leal flchool a Secondary and Technical School for the three provinces. There 
'r r::"" &D~ is a strong public feeling existing that up to the present a literary 
:!th:~:&D education has been teo much fostered in the schools at the 
'igoria. expense of a/ractical one. But it is difficult te remedy tIie evil, 

as means an suitable technical masters are not available te the 
Missionary Societies. The establishment of a good Secondary 
and Technical School by the Government may, in course of time, 
supply the suitable teachers, and there is every reason to believe 
that the Government would encourage any earnest effort for 
manual instruction in the schools. 

ighor Beyond the secondary schools there is no provision for higher 
lucatioD. education. Lagos IS, however, approved as a centre for the ex

aminatIOns for matriculation and for the degrees of B.A. or LL.B. 
of the University of London, and there have been successful 
candidates for the former examination. 

[The following is taken from the General Report for the year 
,e Lagoo J 901 on the scho"is in the Colond. of Lagos :_U Since my last 
Btitute. ted Th La I Report was written, an institution esigna • egos nsti-

tute for the encouragement of the study of Literature, Science 
and Art' has been founded under the auspices of the Governor, 
Sir William Macgregor. Every person-male and female, of or 
above the age of fourteen years-is eligible for membership, the 
object being to provide for the youth a meeting pla.ce for mutual 
improvement and r,ttional amusements, and to bring tegether all 
claSses of society with a view to promoting among them kindly 
understandins and intelligent sympathy. The present number 
of members IS about 150, and the organisation comprises.a 
reading room and a lecture Pall, offers facilities for the holding 
of meetings at which papers are read, lectures delivered and 
discussions held on topics of general interest, aud promises to 
contain a valuable collection of books and other appliances for 
study. It is also proposed te arrange for evening classes at which 
instruction shall be given in literary, seieutitic, or technical sub
jects. Through the Governor's good offices, a small Government 
building is p!aeed at the dispo .... 1 of the Institute. This building 
has now been enlarged and Improved by means of subscriptions 
from members and ample donations frOIll the Governor and 
from the heads of the principal mercantile establishment. te 
whom the Governor, on hebBlf of the Institute, appealed for 
assistance. The [nstitute also received a grant of £1110 from the 
public funds last year, and is receiving a similar grant in the 
Currellt year, to assist it in the founding of a library. There is 
no doubt that this institution is calculated to exercise an im
portant influence on the education and civilisation of the country. 
To aid in its development the schoolmaster must sow the seeds 
of knowledge and intelligence in the vouth al school' But, on 
the other hand, it must not be forgotten that the sound condition 
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of pol?ular instru<:tion is the effect of the culture of certain classes 
of ~Ie~y, and th18 culture it is expected that' The Lagos Insti
tute will gradunlly foster a!ld diffuse in the Lagos community. 
The management 18 yested .~ a stronO' and inBuential committee, 
and the Governor, m additiOn to the many valuable services 
already rendered as ~h.e author of its being, has given the Insti
tute a na!'le and poSition by acting during the past year as its 
first President and by now consenting to 00 its Patron."] 

IlL CoNCLUSION: FUTURE OF NATIVE EDUCATIUN. 

With an estimated population of 3,000,000 in Y oruba, the 
number of children fit for school education cannot be less than 
300,000. According to the most recent statistics, the number 
actually atte~ding the missionary schools is only 2,000, that is, 
only one child attends school out of one hundred and fifty 
children of school age. Lack of means on the part of the 
missionariet', and the general social condition of the country 
in the past, must in a large measure account for this ed ucational 
destitution. But now that all' the Y oruba Chiefs have accepted 
the British Protectorate, and tho country is no longer dis
tracted by inter-tribal wars, the few mISSionary schools in 
the inkrior should ouly serve as a means of attracting the 
attention of the Government to what must soon become a 
plain duty. The railway which is recently inauguiated will 
open new markets, and the roads which are being constructed 
in all directions will tend to increase the facilities of communication 
with Lagos. It is therefore a most urgent. question how to prepare 
the people for the new condition of things which these changes 
imply. The IIllIII!OII will require elementary training, both moral 
and intellectual, and some measure of agricultural training in 
order to fullv develop the agricultural wealth for which the country 
possesses su~h natural advantages. To this end the establishment 
of agricultural schools is not only one means, it is far the greatest 
means. E.-tisting missionary and Mohammedan village schools 
might be made the basi.~ of a scheme for these native agricultural 
schools, where the " literary" instruction should include reading 
and writing in the vernacular and English, and arithmetic as far 
as the mouey rules, together with practical moral and religious 
training and instruction in the simplest sanitary mIes. It is un
likely that English will ever generally supplant the every-day speech 
of the people. But for a more advanced education a~i~ to read 
English with ease will, of course, be necessary, and proVISion should 
be mad0 for a course of instruction in English for the few who will 
rise above the average, and are destined to be the future leaders 
of their people. The point to be steadily I!;ept in view is that the 
education should not be diverted into unnatural channels, but 
that it should keep in to •• ch with the development actually pro
!l8eding in the country. ~ the same time, the endeavour should 
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not be to perpetuate a labouring 018811, or to make of the native 
merely a better machine; it should rather be to make him a better 
or a nobler man. 

Education Office, Lagos, 

April, 1901. 

HENRy CARR, 

Inspector of Schools. 
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APPENDIX A. 

THE EDUCATION ORDINANCE, 1887 . 

.4 n Ordinance to CtlIUolidau and A monel tAe Law. Telating to the Title. 

Promotion of Education. 

30tb May, 1887., Date. 
~o. 3, 1887. 

Wbereas it. is expedient to coDBO!id~t.e .and amend tbe laws relating til Preamble. 
the promotion of education; 

Be it enacted by tbe Governor of tbe Colony of Lagos, with tbe advlee Enactment. 
and consent of tbe Legislative Council tbereof, as follows : 

1. From and after the commencement of this Ordinance .. Tbe Education Ro_1 of 
Ordinance, 1882," and all Rul ... thereunder made, .. Tbe Education Ordi· Gold Coast 
nance, 1882, Amendment Ordinance, 1882," and" Tbe Education Ordi- Ordin ....... 
nance Amendment Ordinance, 1883," shan no longer be of-any force in N ... 4 and 9 
the Colony of Lagos, and, as regards any effect to be given tq them, or to of I~ t nd 
any of tbeir respective provisio~, in tbe said Colony; tbe same sban be r~; ~d of 
and are bereby repealed. ' Rul .. under 

2. In tbis Ordinance, except wbere and ;;., ao far as aomethingcin .the r;/ of 
subject or tbe eontext. .... '1uires aome diJJerent eonnota~ion OJ; meaning: ' 

.. Tbe Governor" includes every peraon for tb. time being admiui. Interpret&-
tering the Government of the Colony;· tiOB of 

.. The Inspector of Scbools," or .. the Inspector," m .... ns the Inspector terms, 
of Scbools appointed under this Ordinance ; 

.. Sub-inspector of Schools," or .. Sub-inspector," meallS Sub-inspector 
of Schools appointed under this Ordinance; 

.. The Board" means the Board of Education established by this 
Ordinance ; 

.. Board Rules" means rules, made under this Ordinance, for the 
time being in force; 

.. Manage ... " includes trnstees and governing body, whetber oon- ' 
sisting of several individuals or of only one, and their respective 
repreeentatives under tbe Board Rules; 

.. School" means private school, that is to say, school whicb is not 
under the entire control 0/- the Government, in tbe Colony; 

.. Assisted scboo!" meens .. hoo! ...... ted under this Ordinance and 
the Boord Rules ; 

"Infant schoo! .. means scbool, or department of .. scbool, at or ill 
wbicb the higbeet standard of education is Dot ao higb as is requisite 
for the lowest .tandard 0/ ,examination fixed for primary scbools 
by tbe Board Rulee ; 

.. Primary scboo!" meana school, or department cl a school, at or 
in which tbe standard of edllcation of the higbest class is bigber 
than is requisit.e for the bighest standard of examination fixed 
for infant schools by tb. Board Rules and not higber tban is 
requisite for tbe higbest standard of examination fixed for primary 
scbools by tbe Boord Rules ; 

.. Secondary scbool .. means scbool, or depvtment of a scbool, at or 
in which tbe standard of education of tbe higbest class is higber 
than is requisite for th. bigbeet standard of examination fixed 
for I'rimar;r scbeols by tbe Hoard Rules; 
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.. Indll8trial school" means school at which, either all the pupils, 
or a proportion of them fixed by the Board Rules, devote not less 
than ten hours a week to manual labour, that is to say, to 80me 
handicraft, manufacturing process or agricultural work, or

1 
in 

the case of females, to domestic economy, on a plan approved by 
the Board; and 

.. Training institution" means college, school or institution in the 
Colony, not being a college, school or institution under the entire 
control of the Government, at which teachers are specially trained. 

ppoiD~ 3. It shan be lawful for Her Majesty to appoint an Inspector of School. 
ent, ~., of for the Colony, and also a SuiHnspeetor of Schools for the Colony, and such 
~ucatlon other educational officers as may be requisite for the purposes of this Ordi· 

c..... nance and the Board Rules, or for anl' of them respectively; and likewise 
to remove any such officer, and to fill, by either promotion or f .... h appoint
ment, any vacancy that may occur in the office of any such officer through 
death, incapacity, removal, absence or other cause. 

,Ir.ries of 
lucation 
ficera. 

'Dstitution 
Board of 
.ucatiOD. 

4. There shall be paid, out of the public funds of the Colony, to the 
educational officers appointed under this Ordinance, such salaries .. the 
Legislative Council shall from time to time by resolution determine, subject 
to disallowance by Her Majesty. 

5. There shall be a Board of Education for the Colony, which Board 
shan consist of the Governor, the Members of the Legislative Council, the 
Inspector of Schools and such other person or persons, not exceeding 
four in number, as the Governor shan nominate 10 that behalf. Every 
nomination of a member of the Board by the Governor shall be for a period 
of not more than three years. 

"tings of 6. The Board shall meet as often as the Governor Bhall think fit to 
.rd. convene it. The Governor, or, in his abaence, Buch other member of tbe 
.. ident. Board as he shan appoint in writing, shall be president of the Board. The 

president and four members of the Board, two of whom Bhan be Members 
of the Legislative Council, shan form a quorum. When the opiniona of 
the members of the Board present at a meeting are equally divided, the 
president, in addition to his vote as a member, shall have a ... ting vote. 
The SuiHnspector of Schools shall act as Secretary to the Board. 

orum. 
~sident'" 
tiogvote. 
,rotary to 
mi. 
~erto 
,rd to 
,loy 
l8iooal 
... ty 
lcatioD 

7. It shall be lawful for the Board from time to time to employ fit and 
proper persons to perform, temporarily or oceasionally, the duties of edu· 
.cational officers appointed under this Ordinance. 

oen. 8. There shan be paid to persons 80 employed by Ihe Board ouch remnne· 
~:;~~h ration, from the public funds of the Colony, as the Legislative Council shan 
)uties. in each instance by resolution determine, subject to disallowance by Her 

Majesty. 

lUal 
:nt for 
lCatioD") 
poo .... 

9. It shan be lawful for the Legislative Conncil to grant annually for 
educational purpoees, from the public funds of the Colony, sueh sum 88 it 
shall deem expedient; and the Colonial Treaaurer .hall in every year, oul 
of the public funds of the Colony, place at the disl ..... 1 of the Board the 
amount granted by the Legislative Conncil for Buch purJlOllOll. 

Payments of salaries under Section 4, and of remuneration under 
Section 8, of this Ordinance shall not be deemed to be educational pur)lOH01l 
within the meaning of this _ion. 

,er to 10. Suhject to the provisions of this Ordinance and of tbe Board Rul ... 
,rd, out of it shan be lawful for the Board, with and out of tbe moneys 80 "laced at 
nt: J. 10 its disposal fiJ'\!t, to assist schools and training institutions. a~d, oeeondly, 
.t~r;,:r to institnte scholan!hijll for tbe pUr)lOH01l mentioned in the 21.t Senion 
i:iD~ of this Ordinanee. 
;ltatlOIUl ; 
2.to. 

,b1iab 
~I&J'lobipt.. 
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11. The Board may, subject to the provisions of this OrdinanCe, from Power to 
.ime to time make, alter and revoke rules for regulating applications Board to 
for, and the aUowance of, grants in aid of schools; for fixing the rates make Rule 
of 8uch grants; with regard to the payment, and the application, of 8uch 
grants; with regard to the examination of schools to be &88isted under 
this Ordinance and the Beard Rules, atid of persons to be employed &8 

teachers at such schools; with regard to granting certificates of com-
petency to such persons; with regard to the hooks in the nature of records, 
including account-hooks, to be kept at &88isted schools, and the statistics 
including accounts, to be furnished to it hy the managers and teache .. 
of such schools; with regard to grants in aid of training institutions ; 
with regard to the duties of educational officers appointed under this 
Ordinance; and, generally, not only &8 is in this Ordinance expressly 
provided, but aU such other rules as it shall deem necessary for giving 
effect to the provisions of this Ordinance. 

Such rules, on being approved by the Governor, and on publication, 
shall have the same effect as if they were contained in this Ordinance. 

12. No &88istance shaD be given to any school, under this Ordinance As to infan 
or the Beard Rules, in respect of any attainment, or attendance at school, UDder foor. 
of any child under the age of four years. 

- 13. No grant shaU be made, under this Ordinance or the Beard Rules, Conditions 
in aid of any school, except under the foUowing conditions :- of .... ietan. 

to Private 
0) That the property and management of the school be vested in School& 

managers having power to appoint and dismiss the teachers 
and responsible for payment of the teachers' salaries and of aU 
other expenses of the school; 

(2) That the requirements of the Beard Rules with regard t<> teachers 
being certificated be satisfied in the case of the school; 

(3) That at the last preceding examination of schools held under 
the Beard Rules the school have attained the requisite percentage 
of proficiency; and 

(4) That the school, hy its rules, be at aU times open for inspection 
by tho Inspector, the Sub-Inspector or any member of the Beard ; 

And in the case of primary schools, except under the following Additional 
further conditions:- conditiona 

(5) Th!,t. the school be open to children without distinction of::; ~'rin= 
religion or race ; Sehool& 

(6) That the reading and writing of the English language, arithmetic 
and, in the case of females, plain needlework, be taught at the 
sehool, and that English grammar, English bistory, and goo. 
"rapby, if taught at all, be taught as class subjects; and 

(7) That, hy the rules of the school, no child receive any religious 
instruction to whicb tbe parent or guardian of such child objects, 
or be present when sucb instruction is given, at ti,e school. 

14. The Beard may, in its discretion, refuse to make a grant, or make a Diacretion 
It.... "rant than, but for this section, the Beard Rules would require, or to lIovJ to 
withhold, either altogt'ther, or for a time, I-he whole, or any part of, allY reru.o.&o. 
~ .... nt already made to any school : ~=\n 

(1) Where the Beard considers the establishiuent and existence of corlain _ 
the school super8uous - by reason of the existence of anoth~r . 
school in its vicinity; or 

(2) Where the school yields a profit to its proprietor, or is able Ie 
8\Ipport itself; or 

(3) Wloere the Beard has """"'" to believe that the school-l ... have 
been reduced in ..... oequence of the' prospoe& of Government 
IL1Si. .. tAnt'f!; or 
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(4) Where the managers J,ave not properly maintained the 'ochool 
buildings in a good state of repair, or in good sanitary condition, 
to the satisfaction of the Board, or have not duly paid any of the 
cxpenses of the school; or 

(5) Where the managers have failed to cdmply with any of the requirc. 
ments 'of t,he Board Rules; 'or"" '" 

(6) Where a manager or teacher of the ochool has falsified any record 
required by the Board Rules to be kept at the schoo\" or any 
return or information required by the Board Rules to be furnished 
by the manager. or teachers of the school; or . 

(7) Where the Boardh ... reason to apprehend that money granted 
In aid of the school will be misapplied or not properly applied. 

15 .. It shall be lawful for the Board to fix different rates of granta for 
infant schools, primary school., secondary schools and indU8trial schoolll 
respectively, and alllo in respect of different degrees of excellen .. in schoob!, 
and in l'espect of different su bjects of instruction. . . 

16. The managers of every assisted school shall be liable to refund to 
the Board all moneys paid to them in respect of any gran' made, under 
this Ordinance or the Board Rules, in aid of the scbool :-, 

(1) Where, by reason of any of tbe conditions expressed in Section 13 
of this Ordinance not baving been fulfilled in the ..... of thc 
scbool, such grant should not have been made; or 

(2) Wbere any manager or teacher of the scbool shall have wilfully 
. and knowingly. made any falae represelltation, written or oral, 

for the purpose of inducing tbe making of such grant; or 
(3) Where such moneys, or any. part thereof, .hall have been mi ... 

applied; or . 
(4) Wbere tbe requirements of the Board Rules with reference to, 

eitber tbe hooks to be kept at assisted schooll, or the statistics 
to be furnisbed by tbe managers or teacbers 01 such schoolll, 
shall not bave been satisfied ,n relation to snch grant. 

17. H any person certificated by the Board as a teacher shall be con· 
victed of crime, or be found guilty by the Board 01 disreputable or immoral 
conduct, or of baving wilfully and knowingly falsified any school record 
or return, or nttered to the Board, or made, any falae declaration or state· 
ment, written or oral, with reference to the ful61ment, in the ..... 01 any 
scbool, 01 any of tbe conditions expressed in Section 13 01 tb" Ordinance, 
the Board may declare any certificate granted by it to oueb peroon to be 
forfeited; and thereupon sucb certificate &hall be void to aU inlenle and 
purposes. 

18. Every ..... i.ted scbool .haIl be bound to receive pauper or "lien 
children ...... igned to it by the Governor. in 8nch numbers and upon sucb 
terms as mllY be fixed by the Board. 

Applicalion 19. It .hall be ~~ful for Ibe G~vernor ill Counril to declare d .. t all 
of Ordinance or any 01 the provl8lOllll 01 this Ordinance and 01 Lb. Board Rules respoo
to Govern· tively shall apply to all or any Government scboola, that is to .y, schoolll 
ment under the entire control of the Gm'erumeut, in the Colony; and every 
School.. Government scbool comprised in any such declar-.. tion shall, as from any 

date specified in that behaD in sucb declaration, be subjoot to the provisions 
comprised in .such declaration, in the same manner as if sucb GOVemmenL 
scbool were a private school. " 

A8Idst&nce 
to TraiDlDg 
Institut.ionB. 

010. The Board may make a grant in aid 01 all1 training inst.itution, in 
respect of every teacher trained at sucb inotitution who &hall have """'ived 
at leaat two years' instrnction thereat, and wbo, having obtained from 
tbe Board a certi6cate 01 general competency as .. teacher •• hall hav~ 
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actually laught for not less than two years at either an assisted school ur a 
Government school in the Colony.' C • 

!!J. The Board may, if it .hallthink fit, graut Scholarships to children Eatablish· 
who shaD have attended primary schoola in the Colony, to enable such mo.t of • 
children to attend secondary 1!chooIs, whether in the Colony or elsewhere ; Scholarohi~ 
te natives of the Colony who shall have' attended either primary Or secondary 
schools in the Colony, to enable them to receive, whether in the Colony or 
elaewhere, a COllrse of .technical inetruetionwith a view to the development 
of the natural resources of the Colouy; and, morcover, to such persons 
and for such purposes as it ohall by a vote of not less than' three-fourths of 
its members from time to time determine; and it may make rules and 
conditiona with regard to the granting and the holding of 9uch scholar-
~~ .. 

22.· Th. Board may oueand beoued in the name of the Queen's Advocate Procedure . 
. or of any person 'whom the Governor shaU have nominated in that beru.lI. 

in writing., . ,,"il . 

23. The Colonial Secretary shall once in every' year lay before the l-egi ... Report of . 
Iative Council a report of all granta made by the Board duriJ>.g the previous ~r'ii!ro.~ 
~ ~~~ 

Legislative 
Council. 

24. Nothing iD.this Ordinance contained shall he construed to debar Savillg of 
the Governor from establishing or maintaining schoola which shall he rights of 
under the entire control of t.l!e Government. . Governor. : . , ~ . . 

, I '" 

25. This Ordinance may heoited for all purposes as .. The Education Short title. 
Ordinance, 1887." . 

26. This Ordinance shall not come into operation. unless and until the Commenc.· 
Governor shaD notify by proclamation that it is Her Majesty's pleasure ~::i'~ ... 
not to disallow the same; and, subject as aforesaid, it mall oome into 
operation on t.he 1st day of July, 1887, or .80 soon after that day "" such 
proclamation as aforesaid shall he, made. 

Passed in the Legi..lative Cowici1 Ihis 30th day of May in the year 
of Our Lord one thousand. eight hundrad and eighty .... ven. 

APPENDIX B. 

THE AMENDED AND CONSOLIDATED EDUCATION 
RULES. 1891. 

1_ INTBBPUTATION. 

1. In th ... RuI""I exce/,t where and in 80 f ....... sumethin!, in the subject Moaningo • 
or the context. requll'l!8 some ditferent connotation or denotation: termo. 

.. The Ordinance" means the F.ducation Ordinance. 1&17 ; 
Th. terms .. lb. Governor," .. Sub-inspeclor of SchooIs," .. Sub

inspector: .. "the Board,'~ U BoanI Rules.," .. man.agvs, IJ 

•• achool,•l U assistfd school," !, infant school, tI "' primary 
·sch~n .. secondary school 01 and .. training institution ~. have 
the saOle respective eonnotations· and deootat.wns as in. thp. 
Ordinance; ..' 
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The .. Inspector of &hools" or .. the In.pector" meallll the lnspec· 
tor of &hool. appointed under the Ordinanee and includes his 
"uMtitute under No. 50 of these Ru!es ; 

.. Industrial ""hool" mean. school at which not I ... than tWMtv-five 
per cent. of the pupil. devote at he least ten hours a w.ek to 
manuallahour, ... defined in Section 2 of the Ontinanee : 

.• Standard" mean._ standard ,.ompri-e<i in Schedule A to the .. Rul .. : • 

.. Stag." means stal!" comprised in Sohedule B to these Rul .. : 
.. School-year" means perior! from the fi,.,.t day of October in any year 

.to the 30th day of September in the following year, hoth day. 
being'included : 

.. Attendqnee" mean. atlendance at school of a pupil, in ti,e case of 
infant schools during not I ... than an hour and a half in either 
a momin,- or an afternoon, and in all other ("ASH during not lesA 
thRn two hours in either a morning or an Rfternoon; -

.. Average attennan,." mean. the number found by' dividing tb. 
number of openings, admitting of attendances, of" ""hool dUTi,,!, 
a schooi-}ear into the number of attendan, ... at tbe ""hool 
during tbe same school-year: 

Wonts importing the masculine gender apply to females 88 woll 88 
males ; 

Words importing the singular number apply to several persons ... woll 
as one person and to BeveraJ Dlatters 88 ~:e11 as one IWItter; and 

Words importing the plural number apply to one person or matter 88 
well 88 to more than one. 

n. ExAMiNATIONS OF ScHOOLS TO DB ABsrsTED UNDO THII 
ORDINANCE • 

• 1. to be 2. The Inspector of Schools shall annually hold an examinatinn of .. hool. 
ined with a view to schools being 8811isted nnder the Ordinance and tbe Board 
LUy, Rules. 
ets. 3. At every such examination every pupil of any scbool under instruction 

in any Standard who shall be presented for examination in such Standard 
Uk A. shall be examined in such Standard: the Standards of examination for 

infant schools .hall be Standards I. and II., which mar be ealled Su/rotan
danls, and for prilJl8l"Y .. hools, exclusively of any infant .. hoola forming 

'rd. B. part of then~ Standards III. to IX., incilL'lively, which may be ealled Primary 
Standards; every pupil of a secondary school under instruction in any 
Stage who shall be pr ... nted for examination in such Rtage shall be 
examined in such Stage; pupils of industrial schoola und .. instruction in 
ind""trial subjects may be subjected to such tests in such subjects as the 
Inspector .hall think fit: and pupils of .. ny scbool may be examined in 
elementary free-hand drawing; provided that·: 

(1) No pupil shall be examined in any Standard or Stage in whieh BUch 
pupil .hall already bave pe.'IIOI! at any examination of schools 
1,.ld under the Board Rul ... or in any lower Rtandard or Atage ; 
and 

(~J No pupil of a secondary school .balI be examined in any lower 
Standard than No. VII. 

4. F.xcept in so far 88 the Board Rules may prescribe the uae of particular 
hooks, the J nspector shall not be r ... tricted, in examining any school under 
the Board Rules, to the use of hooks ordinarily used in the school, but may 
uae any other hoob of apprmimately equal difficulty. 

5. Houn. 
6. Notice. . 
i. P ..... nlee I.ists. . . 
• For the Standanl. I« aboyo, pap! 44-46. 
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8. The Inspector may, in the C888 of infant schools, and.haIl in all other Marks and 
....... apply a scale of marb to the work of every eandidate examined at any passes. 
examination of sehools held under the Board Rules, in eaeh subject in which 
such candidate shall have been examined thereat; and one-half of tho nnm: 
ber of marb obtainable for such subject shall be sufficient, and Ie .. than 
one-half rof such nnmber shall be insufficient, for .. pass in such subject; 
provided that: 

(1) No marb shall be given to, nor sball any pa"s be obtained bY', any 
candidate for or in any work done bY' such candidate ... t allY such 
examination, in any Stand .. rd or Btage in which such candidate 
shall already have passed at any ouch exantination. or in any 
lower Standard or Stage; 

(I!j No pupil of a sehool examined. at any such examination, in any 
Standard shall be deemed for any purpose whatsoever to have 
obtained a pass. at such axamination, either in snch Standard, 
or in any of the au bjectB of reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar t 
history. geography, and I,lain needle-work, unless at such exami
nation such pupil shall bave become proficient, that is to say, 
have obtained at the least half·marks in two of the three subjects 
of readin~, writing anrl arithmetic. of" bich reading shall be one; 

(3) No pupil of a school, examined at any such examination. shall 
receive any mark. for, or be doomed to bave obtained a pass in, 
neetUe-work, unless at such school needle-work be a compulsory 
subject for all female pupils above the age of seven; . 

(4) No marks shan be given to, nor any pass obtained by, any pupil 
• of a secondary school for any work done by such pupil, at any 

such examination, in any lower Standard than No. VII. : 
(6) No marks shall be given to, or pass obtained by, any pupil of a 

school not being a secondary school for any work done by sucb 
pupil. at any such examination. in any of the Stages; and 

(6) The Inspector may leave out of account any examination-work 
done, at any sucb examination. at any opening of any school by 
any candidate who .hall have arrived late at such opening. 

9, Report. . 

m. ExAMINATIONS FOil TEAcm:ns' CKRTIFICATES, 

10. The Inspector of School. shall ill every year hohl at the least one X_amin&-
examination of candidates for te&C.'heni' certificatea. tions for 

teacb., .. 
certi6cates tc: 

II, The standards of examination for teachers' certificates shall be those ; h~ 
comprised in Schedule E to these Rules. . s~"" E 

12. Candidates for teachers' certificates shall ~;ve to the Inspector not Not' of' 
Ie .. than seven days' notice of their candidature. can.ildature. 

IV, TuR GRANTING OF TEACHERS' CKRTIFICATES. 
13. The Board may refuse to award a teachens' certificate in any eftSE' iu Discretion to 

which it. is uot satisfied that the Rpplicant is a person of good character. ~ to . 
• ~...., .. rti-

14. Subject to the last preceding rulc. every pel...,n .rho shall have -passed ficates. 
.. Ruccessful examination in the first of the standardscoml'';'...t in Schedule E Certili ... tes 
to these Rules shall be entitled to receive from the Board a lirsklass teacher's ob~bl~ by 
certi.ficat~ every pel'9OD. who shaH have passed a succes..:d'u1 examination in exammatlOlL 

the second of those standards shall be entitled to receive from the Board " 
second-class ~e~'s c~rtificate,. every persou who shall have passed a 
successful exammatlon m the third of thOllO standards shall be .ntitled to 
receive from tile Board a third-cl .... ~h""'s ..... tificatr. and every person 
who shall ha"e passed a successful exanunatlon in tile fourth of thOllO stan-
dard. shall be ent,t1ed to ...... ive from the Board a fourth·cla ... t ... ~h .. · • 
..,..li1icate. 
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15. Th. RooM may grant honorary teacheL'8·certifical.e.'l to lit and com
petent persons educaled elsewhere tha" in the Colony_ 

16_' The Bcianllllliy grant spedal honorary teaChers' certilicates to persona 
holding from the Board first-class teacheN' certifi<at .. whom the Insperror 
shall certify tobave conducted. or tau!'ht at. either Itn assisted .. hoo!, or a 
Government school. in the Colony. with credit and success for two years 
at the lenst. . . 

1,_ Forms of <ertificat.... .• I 

:feitnre of . 18. In case of .. riOlL" misconduct en the part of any person to whom the 
tificates_ Board .hall have granted a t08(>h .. ·• certifieate, the Board may by resolution 

deelare such person to have forfeited such certificate: and thereupon BUeb 
certificate shall be null and void to all intents and purpose._ . 

V_ APPLICATIONS FOR GRANTS IN .AID OF SC-'HOOLS_ 

'·19_ Applications for Grants in Aid 'of ""hoolll :···when to be motde; 
20_ To be accompanied by deelaration and account. 
21. Forms_ 

VI_ ALLOWANCE OF GRAN'l'S IN .AID OJ' SCHooLS_ 

owan .. of 22_ Before any grant .h"ll he made under the Ordinal1ce and Board 
nts in aid Rul",,_ in aid of any school. it shall be neeessary : 
.hools. (Il That tile Foard be satisfied that the ,,,,oditions required in the 08"" 
jeet to· of the ""hool by Seetioo 13 of the Ordinan<e are fulfilled in the 
,t COD- ease of the ""hool ; 
.ons. (2) That every teaeher of the ... hool have held from the Board at the 

time of the I ... t pre<eding examination of 8Ohools held ooder the 
· Boord Rules a t.acher·" <ertmcate. and have been certified by the 
IORpeetor .... competent to perform the duti .. actually performed 

· by him iB the 8Ohool; aod . 
(3) Thatst the hLst preeedingexaminationof 8Ohoolsheld under the Board 

Rules not I ... than ,eventy per cent_ cI the popils cI the 8Obool 
· onder instruction in any of the Standarda were presented for 

examinat.ion in ouch respective StaLdards, and not more than 
forty per cent_ of sorb pr ... nt .... failed to ... tisfy the examiner in 
the "ubjeets cI reading and eitber writing or arithmetic ; 

Provided that, .. here the Board shan expl'08ll!y "" resolve, a teacher 
may be deemed to be mllicienlly certificated for tbe purp<llle8 of 
this Rule. if : 

(a) Ilis having been nncertificated at the time of the hLst prec:eding 
examination cI 8Ohools beld onder the Board Bolea W88 not 
due to want of diligence on hiA part, and 

(b) He shall have obtained from tho Board a tearher·. certificate 
Dot later than fourteell days after the conclusion cI ooeh 
examination, and 

(e) H. shall I,ave been certified by the Inspe<tor &8 competent to 
perform the duties aotoaIly performed by him in tbe .. hool_ 

VIL RATDl OJ' GRAN'l'S IN .AID OJ' ScHOOLS_ 

.tits to he 23. :'lubje<t to the provisions cI the Ordinance and Board Rul .... the 
Ie Board ahall annually wake granta in aid cI achools. 
.... Uyin 
Df schools. 
esof such 24_ The rates d sucb grants sball be those spermed in Nos. 25 to 34, 
.to. inclusively. of these Rnles; provided that it .hall oot be obl~!ory 11JlOIl the 

Board to make any grant onder any bot Nos. 2-'\. 2A and 29 cI these Rules. 
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23. The Board &hall : Gran ... for 
(al For every _ in any of the subjee" of ..... ding, writing, arithmetic. passes in til< 

grammar. history. geography and plain needle work. obtained, Standanla. 
at an examination of ""hooJ.. held under the Board Rules. in any 
of the Slandania. by a proficient, Dot being a pupil of .. ....,ndary 
~m;and . 

(6) In respect of each proficient, being a pupil of a secondary school, 
at any such examination. in any of the three highest Slandards

grant the.um of two shillin .. in aid of the ""hool of sneb proficient. 

26. The &ard may. for every _ in any of the btag .... obtained by a Grants.for 
pupil of a aecondary ~001 at any sueb ..... mination as aforesaid. grallt. in I!""""" m til< 
aid of the ""hool of the su"""""" candidate, any sum not exceeding : IStogos. 

(a) Four shilIinl!ll, where the _ shall bave been marked by the 
InspeetOl" as fair; 

(6) Five shillin~ wbere the _ sbaII bave been mvked by the Inspec
tor 88 good. ; or 

(0) Six ahilliDga, wberethe_shaII bavebeen marked by the Inspector 
as a'teclJent ; 

Provided that no grant shall be noade in respect of : 
(1) Any w"dt dODe in any of the S\ages by any pupil who .ha11 

not have beeolll8 l'roficient in the seventb or a higher 
S~ndard' . 

(21 Any II&'" in &';gooometry obtained by any pupil wbo shall not 
already bave passed in the fourth Sta@e of I; ....... etry ; 

(3) More than fOUT passes in the Stages obtained at one Bnd the 
same enmino.tion by any pupil who sbaII not bave beeome 
proficient in. at t.be lowest, the eighth Standard ; 

(4) More than six passes in the Stages obtained at one and the !Bme 
..... mination by any pupil who shall not bave beeome 
proficient in the ninth Standard; or 

(5) More than ~t passes in the S\ages obtained by any pupil at 
me and the saDIe examjnation. 

l!7. The Board may. for every ....... at any such ..... mination OIl aforesaid, ::.:::"!or 
'" oIementary free.bat>d drawing, grant the sum of ODe shilling in aid of the elementary 
acbOO: of the .....,..,.rw candidate. f ..... band 

28. The Board shallanuually make, in aid of every sdiool of which the ~:""!:'i;... 
lnspeetor sbaII have reported the or@lolliration and discipline as good. • ::s-";-tion 
II' ant of one shilling • head on the average attendance at the ~ooI. aline. disci· 

lIS. "'here the organiation and diacipIine of any scllm shall have been \; ..... te fw = by the Inspector to be good, the Board sbaII make in aid of.neb:::i'1eaoe. 

(a) If. at .neb an enmination as aforesaid ..... ty per <eo L of the pupil. 
of the ~001 presented for enmioatioo in the Standards shall 
h., ... passed, the, is to BaY. bave beeome profici .... t. in their 
"",peelive Standards, a grant at the rate of sixpence for _b .neh -; . (h) If ... v .... ty per ('ell&' shall ha .... pasoed, a gran, at the rate of 0IlII 
sbillill8 for ...,b 8U('h pass ; 

(r) If ei!'it'r per ..... &. shall have J&.....J, a gran'_ at the rate of ODe 
shil1int! and .upence for ...,h sneb PI"'; and 

(til If ninety per ..... &. shall ban! passed, a 1!I'&Il' a' the rate of two 
shillings for _b ""eb pass. 

30.. The &ard 1081 annually make, in aid of any .,lIm a grant, not Grante fw 
ezceeding nroshillingsa hsd. upon theaftr1lt!"atteod.~ :=.... 

31. In the .... of infaot ""h~ the ~ _y annually. in !;.U of Subotita. 
making aoy"grant noder any of 'he p~int< Rules, @r&D' four shilli_ .. ~ graD" 
baouI upon the average an.ndauce in aid of everl .. ho.~ reported .. ' fair by :~ ...... ......... 
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the Inspector, five shillings a head upon the avorA,ICe attendance in aid of 
every ocbool reported .s good. by .t~e Inspoctor, .nd six .lliIlings " head 
upon the average atten~an<e In ald. of every scbool ~e"o(ted a. excellent 
by th~ Inspector; prOVIded that tb,. Uule, when apphed, .hall be applied 
to all mfant schools. 

ditio!,a! 3~ .. The Board may annually make, in aid of any industrial school, in 
~nts m the ad~l~lOn ~ other grant8, a gr~nt of.ap.y sum not ex.,;eedin~ twenty-tive 
Ie "f. sbllhugs I'.' .... pect of each l'upll recelVlng indu.trial instructIOn (that is to 
ustlna! s.y, devotmg at tbe least ten bours a week to manual labour as defined in 
'00 s, S .. tion 2 of tb. Ordinance) at the school. 

zes for 33. The Board may annu.lly "ward. under such conditions as it sball 
odie work. determine by resolution, sums not exceeding in the whole £10 as special 

rewards to individual pupils for proficiency in needlework . 

• cia! want 34. The Board mar aonually mILke a special grant of any sum oot exceed-
~r·lm'.r ing £20 to the schoo at which it shall comider that the most tborough aod 
100 • practical work is done. . 

~ra· 3r;. In the case of newly-established school., the Board may grant in aid 
imar.y of any ""hool a sum not exceeding one·eighth of the cost of the buildings, 
",t"tlDf furniture, books and apparatus of the school upon the amount of such cost 
Pi 0 being proved by the ma.nager~ of the school, by mea.ns of vouchers or other-
lhlings a d wise, to the satisfaction of the Board, or, if the school be established in .. 
~r n town, village or plac!3 where a school was wanted, but Done existed, then, 

. either such sum 88 aforesaid, or any sum not exceeding £:l5 and not 
exceeding such amoont as aJoreS&.id proved in manner afor~id j provided 
that more than one-eighth of the amount of such cost as aforesaId .hall not 
be granted in aid .. f any scaool at which the attendance shall have averaged 
less than thirty during the previous quarter, nOf in aid of more tha.n two 
schools in anyone year. In the c .... of other schools, tbe Board may grant 
in aid of any school a sum not exceeding one-fourth of the am01lnt "hOWD 
by the managers, by means of vouchers or otherwise, to the aatisfaction of 
the Board, to have been expended during the preceding school-year uTJOJ) 
the increase, improvement and maintenance of the buildings, funlituftl, 
books, and apparatus of the school, or upon any of those objects 

VIII. RECORDS TO HE KEPT AT A"~I!!TED ScHOm.~. 

36, 37, 38. 

IX. STATISTICS TO BE FURNISHED HY MANAGERS OV A.s.~ISTED 
SCHOOLS. 

39. 

X. GJ<ANTS IN AID OF TRAINING INb"TITUTIONS. 

mU in aid 40. The Board may grant a sum not ~xceeding £=!O ~ e.very training 
.~niDg in.,·~titution in respect of each teacher .~ra.lDed. at such Instltntlon who shall 
lJtulion.. have received at the least two years' JDBtructlon thereat and shall hold from 

the Board a special honorary teacher's certificate. 

XI. REDUCTION OF GRANTS-IN-AID MADE BY THE BoARD. 

41. 

XII. PAYMENT OF GKANTS-IS-Am MADE BY TH}; BoARI', 
• 

42. 
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• xm. APPLICATION 011' GlIANTS-IN-Am MADE BY TIII!l BOARD. 

43. AU moneys paid to the managers of anYlIChool or training institntion Application 
in r,sl""'t of any grantrin·aid made by the Board shall be 31'pliod in such of grant
manDer 88 the Board may direct: and, in tbe abJenee of any direction by the moneys. 
Board, and 110 far as .hall !Ie cODHisteut witb any directioll of the Board, Olle-
half, at the least, of such moneys shall be applied Ie. inor .... ing the remunera· 
tion of ,·he t"""hers of the school or training institution. 

nv. SCHOI.ABf!HIP8. 

44. The Board of Education maY grant to any cbild of good character Schola ... hi(ll< 
and conduct who shall have attendod a primary IIChool in the ('<llonyfot two maY::1 to 
years at the least, and who shall have powed a ""tisfactory examination in =I~ 
Standard. V .• VI. and VII., a IICholarship of £10 a year to enable sucl. child children to 
to attend a secon<iar) ,.,hool or secondary schools; provided that no such attend 
scholanbip shall be granted for any longer period thall four years, and that _dary 
tI.e amount to be payable in respect of snch scholarships shall not, in anyone ... hool •. 
year, exoeed £50; provided also that the Board shall not award IICholarsbips 
to children of well-t<Hlo persons. 

45. Whenever the numher of eligible candidates for such IICholarabips f"mps~ition 
sball exceed tbe number of scholarships to be granted, the claims of snch .:.:;:.':.t,ipo 
candidates shall be decided by examination. . 

46. Every such scholarship shall be tenable only so long as the bolder I?etermiDa.
thereof .hall attend a secondary acbool and remain of good behaviour; ::'h':.t~h;' 
and the Board may at any timo withdraw, or SUlIpend, any snch acbolarahip. 
without a ... igning any reason for 80 doing. 

47. The granting of any acbolarsbip for any purpose otber than that of ~SCh~~~ipo 
onablin~ cbildren to attend secondary achool., and all particulara and con· p~ 
ditions thereof, sball in every instance depend upon the special circum-
.tances of the case. 

XV. DUTIIS 011' E1fuOATION OmOl!lllS APPOINTIID UNDU TlII!l 
OBDINANCB. 

48. The Inspector of Scboola shall report to the Board in Wl'iting all The Inspector 
mattera ,,·hi.b it shall be expedient for the Board to know in order that it e~ool. to 
may give full elfact to tbe Ordinance and Board RuI... reports to the 

Bciard. 
49. Subject to the Ordinance and the Board &1.., the Inspector shall at General 

all timos aet in aooordance with any special directions tbat be may bave duti ... of the 
recei<ed from the Board. lnspsetor. 

110. The Roard may appoint any fit and competent pBr""n to do, perform I!epn!l!8Dta
and exercise respectively any of the duties, functions and powers of the ~ oft!e 
Inspector under the Board Rnl .. ; provided \hoot no -special bonorary pec -
tMeber'. certificate shall be granted, ~xcept upon tbe _tificale of the 
Inspector bimself. 

51. All other educatiooal oftioers and their 8ubotitutos sbaII act under tbe Duties of 
directions of tbe Board. and. aubject to any aueb directions; ilr in tbe absence other • 
of Buch direction., undfl' tbe directions of the Inspector of Scbools. ~=OD 

XVI. MlBcm r ANBOUB. 

fill. Every """mination beld under tbe Board Rul .. shall be <OIldncted in Language of 
the BDgliIIh language; provided lhat pupils of a school p.-uted for exami- examiMti_ . 
..... ion in eithat of tbe SuIHlandard. shall be ~Dmined throngh the medium 
of Yoruba, ID8toad of Engl .. b. if tbe managers of the ""bool shall 90 elect; 

1I3:l7. E 
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provided also that candidates (or examination in any of the four lowelll 
i'rima", Standards may, with the consent of tI,e Board, Bnd within tho 
limits of such consent, be likewi.., e:ramined through Ih. mediuIII of Yaruba, 
instead of English. 

53. Duty or managers to furnish information generally, 
M. And evidence, 
M. And to IlUbmit to)Ieir accounts toaudil, if required. 
56. Representation of managers. 
57. Incorporation of the schedules. 
58. Repeal. • 

" 

59. These Rules may be dted for all purposes as .. Th. Amended Bnd 
Consolidated Education Rules, 1891." 

Passed by the Board of Education at Government Hon ... , 
Lagos, on the 2nd day of April, 1891. 

SCHEDUU: A. THE STANDARDS. See abo.e, potJl!8 44-46. 

ScHEDULE B. 

THE STAGES. 

BRITISH HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHV. 

Fir.t Stag •. 
Elementary outlines of the history and geography of the British Eml,ire. 

Secmul Stag •. 
Outlines of the history and geography of the British Empire. 

j'hird Stage. 
History and geography of the British Empire. 

ENGLISH LITERATURR .uro PHILOLOGY. 

First Stag •. 
To recite 100 lines from BOIDe standard poet and explain the words and 

allusions. To know the method of fonnmg English adjectives and yerh. 
from each other. 

Secmul Stag •. 
To recite" 150 lines from Shak~ Milton or BOrne other standard 

author and explain the words and allns,oll8. To know the meaning and 
ns" of Latin prefixes in the formation of Engli.b words. 

Third Stage. 
To recite" 200 lines from Shakespeare, Milton or BOIDe other standard 

anthor and explain the words and allll8iona. To know prefixes and 
tenninationa generally. 

EssAY-WIIITIl<G. 

First Stage. 
To write intelligently an original aneedote or II&lr&tiYe ocenpying from 

ten to fifteen 1ines of foolscap paper. 
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Se«md Stage. 
To wDte grammatically, andl if required, in the form of a letter, a rew 

simple Observation. on BOrne snDject of commOB experience. 

TlUm Staff" 
To w.n.te a theme with perspicUity and so as to show a fair notion of 

composItIon. 
LATIN. 

Fir'" Staue. 
Grammar to the end of tho regular verbs. Simple exercises in 

translation. 
SOC(11&(/, Stau •• 

The irregular verbs and first rules of syntax. Knowledge of Del",,! ... or 
other first reading-book. TransJation of simple sentences, of three or four 
words, from English into Latin. 

Third Stau--
Grammar. Cesar·,u Bello Gallico, Book I.; Virgil's iEneid, Book I. ; 

or any portion, approximately eqUivalent to one of those books, of any 
anthor approved by the Inspector. Somewhat longer sentences to be 
translated from English into Latin. 

·GBEBK. 

Fir8t Stau •• 
Grammar to the end of pure uncontracted verbs. Simple exercisea in 

tranRlation. 
SOC(11&(/, Staue. 

The irregular verbs and first rules of syntax. Knowledge of D.leetu. or 
other first reading-book. 

Th,;yj Staue. 
Gram'....... Xen0J;>hon'. Anabasis, Book L; Homer's IliIL'i, Book I.; or 

any portion, approxlDlBtely equivalent to one of those books, of any other 
author approved by: the Inspector. 

FREIlICH. 

Fu",t Stage. 
Grammar to the end of the regular verbs. Simple exercises in 

translation from the French. 
Secoo.d Staff" 

Grammar. Translation of easy narrative sentences into English. 

Third Stage. 
Grammar. Knowledge of BOrne easy French book approved by the 

InRpector. Translation of conversational sentences into French. 

GUIlAN. 

Firsl Stage. 
Gram ..... r to the end of the regular verbs. Si,!,ple exercises in 

translation from the German. 
S..-l SkIfIe. 

GramDlar. Translation of .... y narrative sentences into English. 

Th,m Stago. 
GramDlar. Knowledge of BODIe easy Qem,u, book appro<ed by the 

Inspector. 'J:ransJation of conversational _tenees into German. 
8376. E 51 
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ARABIC. 

Pi r8t St"!,.. 
ReadinJ! from a !irst reader, with knowledge of the meaning of the 

words. Transcription of Bingle words and short senten""", Elementsry 
knowledge of grammar, exclnsive of verbs. . 

SUOIId St<J{le. 

Grammar, exclusive of irre.<loIar verba and syotax. Reading from a 
second reader. Translation of sentences of three or four words, Arabic 
into English and English into Arabic. Transcription of Jonger pieces, and 
writing of short sentences from dictstion. 

Third SfIIge. 
Grammar, inclnsive of irregular verba and syotex. Reading from a 

tbird reader. Translation of longer sentences, Arabic into English and 
English into Arabie. Readin~ short and simple nnvocalized passage.. 
Copying ont short stories. W nting longer sentences from dictetion. 

FfnIIrl4 Stage. 
Beading from anT author. Translation of a few of Forbes'Miscellaneous 

Sentences aud portIOns of his Fables of Tnkman and Historical Sketches. 
Reading local Arabic wriling. W riling a short original leiter in Arabie. 

ABlTIDIBTIc. 

Firllt Stage. 
Square root, ""be root, involntion and evolution. 

s.-.d Stag •• 
Stocks and shares. Logarithms and their application to compound 

interest. Annnities. 
A1.GEBJU.. 

FirIIt Stage. 
N otstion, addition, snbtraction, multiplication,. division, G. C. M., 

L C. M.. and fractions. 
s.-.d ";tage. 

Simple equations involving one unknown 'lnan.tily. Simple eqnatioDJI 
involvmg two unknown qnantities. Easy qnadratic eqnatiooa. 

Third Stage. 
Equations solved like quadratics. Quadratic involving simultaneoWl 

equatiOD& Involntion. Evolution. Indices and IIIlJ'da. 

F~ Stag<. 
Ratio, proportion, variation and '!Ie pwgnsiOD& 

GZOIIBTKY. 

y_ Stage. 
Euclid, Book L to ProJXBition i!6-

s.-.d Stage. 
Euclid, Books L and IL EIemenf;a of Meosnration. 

Tltirtl Stage. 
Euclid, Books L, IL and IlL More advanced MetlSIIlaIion. 

F~ Stage. 
Euclid, f;oob IV. and n. and the definitiona in IIooIi v. 
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TmOONOHE'l'RY. 

Fir" Stag •. 
The different me&811l"8mente of angles, and the 0"';--- relations of their 

trigonometrical ratioa. '~J 
Second Stage. 

The elemenu.ry formuhe connecting tluo trigonometrical ratios of two or 
more angl... The theory and application of logarithms. 

'l'hirtl Stage. 
Solution of trian~les, including the determination of their areas. The 

determins.tion of helghte and distances of inaccessible objecte. 

MIICRANIC8. 

Fir.t Stag •. 
Bodies at rest (StatiCl). Definition&. Parallelogram of forces. Centre 

of gravity. Mechanical powers. 

Second Stag •. 
Mattar in motion (DYDamiCl). Definition&. Laws of motion. Parallel· 

ogram of velociti... Direct impact of two spbereo. 

'l'hird Stage. 
Fluids (Hydrostatics a.nd Pneumatics). Definitions. Law of equilibrium 

of floatinj! bOdi.... Hydrostatic press. Boyle's law. Air pump. Common 
pump. Barometer. 

SoUND, LIGHT AND BRAT. 

Firlt Stage. 
Propagation of IODDd. Elementary motions of vibrations and wav .... 

Reflection of BODDd,·ecbOll8. Mnsical notes, simple in.trument&. Simple 
explanations of beate and mod .... 

&tond Stage. 
Sonrceo and propagation of light. Intensity, shadows, and shadow 

photometer. Reflection, mirrora, refraction~ lenses, elementary explana
tions of the microacope, CGfMf'fJ o6ICUN ami magic lantern. Diapersion, 
priama. The rainbow, reflecting and refracting tel ..... poo. 

TIMd Stag .. 
The three modes in whieb heat may be CODVEl)'ed from place te place. 

Efrecte of heat on BOlide, liquids and gaees. ExJl&D8ion br heat. Ele
mentary notioDll of specific heat. Heat produced by mechamcal, chemical 
and vital action. 

lUO!lllTI8 • .urn ELIICTaICITY. 

FirIt Stage. 
Attraction, repulsion and polarity. &8 illU8lir&ted by the lIllI/!Det. 

T8I'I'8IItrial lIllI/!DetWn and the marinera compaaa. 

&rnnd Stage. 
Attraction of light bodies by rubbed eealing-wax and glaaa Experi

mental proof that there are two forms of electricity. Attraction and 
repu!sion. <l<>ld-leaf electroecop<!, Construction of electrophorns, elec
trical machine and Leyden jar. Explanation of atmoophericit.l electricity. 

'l'Aird Stage. 
Voltaic or eb;Wcal electricity. The vnltaic bettery lind motions of 

a current. 
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A1iIMAL PHYSIOLOGY. 

, Fw.t stag •• 
The build of the human bod),. Names and positions of the interna 

orga.ns. The properties of muscle. 

S",rAu/, StaUe. 
The mechanism of the principal mo~ements of the limbs and of the body 

as a. w~ole. The organs and functions of alimentation, circulation and 
respiratIOn. 

Third Stage. 
The general' arrangement of the nervous system. The properties of 

nerve. Reflex action. Sensation. The organs and functions of touch 
taste, smell, hearing and sight. ' 

BOTANY. 

First Stag •. 
Characters of the root, stem, leaves and parts of the flower, illustrated 

by specimens of common flowering plants. 

S<M7Ul $tage. 
Structure of wood, bark and pith. Cells and vessels. Food of plants. 

and manner in which a plant grows. Functions of the root, leaves and 
difi'erent parts of the flower. 

Third Stag •• 
The comparison of a fern and a moss with .. flowering plant. The 

formation of difi'erent kinds of fruits. The structure of a bean and of a 
grain of rice or com. The phenomena of germination. 

CHEJIUBTRY. 

First Stage. 
Elementary and compound matter. Illustrations of combination and 

decomposition in such bodies &B hydrochloric !>dd, water, oxide of mercory 
and rust of iron. 

S<M7Ul Stag •. 
Preparation and properties of the common ga.ses, soch &8 oxygen, 

hydrogen, nitrogen, and chlorine. The chemical character and con· 
stituents of pore air and pore water, and the natore of the impurities 
sometimes foumJ in both. 

Third Stage. 
The properties of carbon and its chief inorganic coruponnru.. Differences 

between metallic and non-metallic bodies. Combination by weight and 
volume. The use of 8)'II1bois and chemical form.he. 

1'EcIiliICAL AGRICULTURE. 

First Stage_. 
The principles influencing the 81lj>ply of plant food in the soil, the 

necessity for Cultivation, and the circomstaoces making tillage more or Iess 
eIIective. 

Se«md SI4ge. 
The principles regulating the more or 1_ verfect supply of plant food. 

Manures as enpplemental sources of plant fooa. 

Third Stag •. 
The principles regulating the growth of crape, and the variations in. their 

yield and quantity. 
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PHv;UOAL GEOGRAPHY. 

Fir.t Slage. 
The nature of a river or stream, whence it is supplied, and what becomes 

of it. l~ ... poration and condeDllQtion. Rain, snow, hail, dew and mist. 
The atmosphere and its composition. Winds. An explanation of the 
tel'Dll "river-basin" and "water-shed." 

Secmul Stag •. 
The ocean: its extent, divisions, depth, esltness and currents. Action 

of waves, sea beaches. The phenomena of the tides. 

Third Sedge. . 
Form and size of the earth and its motions. nay and night. The 

ee&8Ons of the year; how they depend upon the relative positions of the 
earth and suu. Moon's dimensions and distance. Explanation of her 
phases. Genera.! arrangement of planetary system. 

AFRIOAN MATTERS. 

First Stag •• 
An acquaintance with the history and geography of the West Coast 

of Afri .... 
Secmul Stage. 

An acquaintance with the history and geography of the interior land. 
of West Afriea, and with the institutions, religions, traditione and customs 
of the various tribes. 

Thi,yJ. Stage. 
An acquaintance with the history and geography of Africa, particularly 

of EMtern aud Equatorial Africa, and with the institutions, religion .. 
traditions, and customs of the various tribes. 

LOGIC. 

Fir" Stag •. 
Terms and their various kinds. The two·fold meaning of Terms-in 

Extension and Intention. Classification. Propositions and Conversions 
of Propositions. Rules of the Syllogism. Hypothetieal Syllogisms. 
}'allacies in Deductive Reasoning. 

SlcoRd Stage. 
Inductive Reasoning. Obesrvation and Experiment. Antecedents and 

Causes of Events. Methods of Agreement, Dilference and Variation. 
Reasoning by Analogy. Fallacies in lnductive ReasoDlng. 

SSOBTlLlND. 

Pint Stage. 
To show. an acquaintance with the first fifty exe~es of. Pi~'s 

PhonographIC Teacher and to be able te read and wnW any p,ece WIth 
_ in the learner's style. 

Strond Stage. 
To show an acquaintan ... 'I\';'th Pitman's Phon~phic Teacher and to 

be able to read and write with tolerable _ any pIece in the correapond
ing otyle. 

TAird Stage. 
To be able to read any portion of U Self·Culture,· to know U The 

),lanna!" and to be able to wnte from dictation in the reporting style. 
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BoOK-KEEPING. 

Single entlj. 
Fir", Stag,. 

Double entry. 
Sewnd Stage. 

Firlt Stagt. 
Simple crotchet. C~OSS-8titch sampler.. Outlining in crewel •. 

SeCfJlld Stage. 
Advanced crotchet. Crewel work. Wool work. Braiding. Knitting 

simple. 
Third Stage. 

Advanced kinds of all the matters included in Stage II. 
of all kind.. Lace work. Knitting socks or stockings. 

[SCHEDULES C-H not printed] . 

.. For female puplll ooly. 

Embroidery 
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THE SYSTEM OF EDUCATION IN SIERRA LEONE. 

1. lNTBODUC1'lON. 

Education in the Colony of Sierra Leone has been ever since tba 
foundation of the Colony, not wholly, but to a very considerable 
extent, dependent upon the efforts of the religious bodies, notably 
the Church Missionary Society, that have laboured in the Colony 
and in places adjacent to it. .. _ 

II. EARLY lIIsToRY. 

The Colony was founded in the year 1787 by a company called 
the Sierra Leone Company. Before that date the Portuguese had 
an establishment here among the aborigines for their trade in 
slaves, and the English a small one on Bance Island for a similar 
purpose. _ 

The first colonists consisted of those blaok men who beeame out- NatioDality 
casts in the streets of London after the indomitable and finally ~f lint Colon· 
8uccessful effOrts of Mr. Granville Sharp with regard to the position I8to. 
of slaves brought by their masters from the West Indies to England. 
Granville Sharp's efforts were rewarded by the celebrated judg-
ment of Lord Chief Justice Mansfield in 1772 that .. the claim of 
slavery can never be supported. The power e\aimed never was in 
use here or acknowled~ by the law." From which W88 estab-
lished a legal principle that" as soon as any slave sets his foot on 
English ground he becomes free." It followed from this that the 
slaves who were then in England with their masters suddenly 
found themselves free; and as they were cast adrift their sufferings 
were great. About four hundred and seventy blacks of this class 
were eventually removed to Sierra Leone, and constituted the first 
settlers in the new Colony. 

To this number there were subsequently added upwards of 
1,100 Nova Scotiana-Afrillan8 born in North America, who, 
during the War of Independence. had run away from their masters 
and taken side with the English, and were, after the war, taken 
over to Nova Scotia and there settled on lands granted to them. 
They were, however, not 88tisfied with the new conditions of things. 
and asked to be removed to Sierra Leone. They were landed here 
in 1792. 

Another batch of five hundred and fifty persona WB8 landed 
here in 1800, and settled at Granville Town. 

On the abolition of the slave trade, slaves captured from time 
to time by British cruisers were put ash01'll and found a bome at 
Sierra Leone. This was the main source from whioh the popula
tion of the Colony was supplied. 

It is probable that the first efforts at education were made by Fin, eIIo ... 
the Nova Scotian Africans whG were landed here in 1'192. While • 
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they were in Nova Scotia these people spared no efforts for their 
mental improvement, parting with a portion of their earnings to 
put themselvl'6 to eohool. And when they were brought into the 
new Colony they found opportunity of putting to good use the 
eduo&tion thus acquired by establisbing classes for the instruotion 
of their ohildren and others in useful knowledge. 

Efforts were made as early as 1795 by the Baptist Missionary 
Sooiety. From 1797 to 1800 the Soottish and London Missiooary 
Sooieties sent eight missionaries to the Colony and the neighbour
hood, but from various causes the missions failed and were dis
oontinued. 

There W&8 one Central School under the oontrol of the Sierra 
Leone Company, whioh seems to have done fairly good work. 
Respeoting this 9Ohool and the nature of the work done by it, the 
Direotors of the Company on the transfer of the Colony to the 
British Government in 1807 observed: "The Company have oom
municated the blessings flowing from a knowledge of letters and 
from Christiail instruction to hundreds of negroes on the 00&Bt of 
Afrioa, and by a oareful education in this oountry they have elevated 
~he oharooter Clf several of the African chiefs and directed their 
minds to objects of the very first importance to their oountry." 

mng,. The great majority of the population oonsisted, &8 has been re-
la.n. marked above, of slaves emancipated by British cruisers. The 
e. avarice of the slave raiders fanned by the dealers in the trade had 

torn from their homes people of various tribes and languages whom 
British generosity now provided with a new home. They were a 
very mixed multitude, and had to acquire a common langusge &8 

the medium of oommunioation with one another and the rest of 
their feUow oolonists. That langusge W811 the English. The 
children among those thus liberated had to be sent to school tin 
they reached the age of twelve or fourteen years. The period of 
their stay in school thus depended on the age at which the child 
was accidentaUy brought into the Colony. But there was a regu1a
tion that the period of tuition was in no C8I!8 to be less than one year. 
It W&8 unwisely arranged that these liberated children should be 

eduoated separately from the Colony-born children, and this did 
not fail to produce the inevitable result that it kept them from 
making that progress in the English language and in the habits of 
civilised life which they would have acquired by 8.Il8OCiation with 
the others. 

: of Mis- The arrival of missionaries in connection with the two great 
ry Missionary Societies, the Gh urch Missionary and the Wedeyan 
oj.". Missionary Society. in 1815 aod 181~, gave a fillip to tIl" work of 

education aod christianisation that had been set 00 foot. 
The Chureh Mill8ionary Society commenced its labours on the 

Coast in 1804, but its early efforts were directed to the Rio Ponga~ 
tiD 1816, when they were withdrawn and centred in the Colony 
of Sierra Leone, .. where such an obvious and promisiog field of 
ul!efuloess presented itself." 
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So well did these societies do their work that in 1840, out of a Conditi~n ~I 
population of 40,000, 6,000 ohildren were attending the schools ; ~~.rtlOn In 

. or, if the number of those receiving weekly instruction only at the 
Sunday Schwls be added, 8,000 childn>n--one-fiIth of the popula.
tion-were being educat~,d. 

At this pCI'iodthel'8 were forty-two schools in the Valouy, of 
which fourteen were Government Schools, six. being attended 
exclusively by liberated African children and eight exclusively by 
colony-born ·ones; the remaining twenty-eight belonged to the 
Church and Wesleyan Missionary Societies. 

The sohool hours then were from 9 a.m. till 2 p.m., the younger 
children being dismissed at 12 o'clock. 

The schools were mostly mixed, the boys and girls being taught 
together in the morning in the rudiments of reading, writing and 
ciphering, and in " tIlpeating catechisms, hymns and prayers, and 
singing psalms." In the afternoon the bigger boys and girls that 
continued at school were taught separately: the girls exclusively 
in needlework, while the boys were taught the higher rules of 
ariUunetio chiefly, and ina few cases a little grammar and 
geography. 

The sohool fees were in most oases a halfpenny a week; the few 
who continued in the afternoon paid one penny per week, and three 
halfpence for two or more when they were members of the same 
family. . 

The highest aalaries paid to native teachers then were £25 and 
£12, the majority receiving the IIlS8 amount. 

The evils of the school system as pointed out by Mr. J. Miller, Defee,," 01 
InsnAntor of Schools in a Report submitted in 1841 were: the scbool r--' , 8~~m 

1. The separation of the liberated African children from pointed out 
th Colony bo by Mr. MU-e - rn QDes. Jer,lmtJN:'Ctol 

This was condemned as placing the liberated African children of Schools, i, 
undl!r a great disadvantage for &cquiring a knowledge of the English 11141. 

language, and as promoting and inculcating ideas of caste; thus 
introducing those id6811 which it was the aim of the founders of the 
Colony to remove. 

2. The exolusively religious nature of the instruction im
parted, the reading and writing done in tlte school being 
done wholly out o~ the Bible. 

The Inspector of Schools thought that nQ opportunities should 
be omitted" to oultivate the reason, the observation, the imagina
tion and the taste of our young pupila. by easy and interesting 
lessons from history, from the elements of science, and from Englisb 
literature." 

3. The third disadvantage pointed out was the difficulty of 
obtaining competent teachers, "a diffioulty to be ascribed 
partly w the condition of the Colony, but very mnch to the 
small pecuniary remuneration to the teacb~rs." 
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''1'0 remedy this evil" something positively requires to be done 
to form and raise a better class of instructors than are generally 
to be found in the Colony." For this p1P1JOSe "only one plan 
can ~Jluggested, that of a normal school ; and it is now some time 
since a proposition was made in Council by Colonel Doherty, which 
hI¥! baen referred by him to Her Majesty's Government, for esta1J. 
lishing such a seminary in Freetown, under an European: a school, 
namely, for the training of colonial teachers.'1 This WII8 in 1841, 
sixty years ago ! 

'ovemment The six schools for liberated African children wholIy cared lor 
obools. by the Government were two for boys, one at Gloucester containing 

233 boys, one at Kent containing 212; the three girls' schools were 
one at Wellington of 78 girls, one at Hll8tinge of 31, and one at 
York of 34; the sixth at Charlotte was a double school, containing 
50 boys and 62 girls. The other eight Government schools for 
colony-born ohildren, the teachers of which were paid by the 
Government, were located at Rokelle, Aberdeen, Lumley, Goderich, 
Hamilton, Dublin and Ricketts; there was also one near Freetown. 

The Church Missionary Society was doing good work in the 
education of the liberated African children, but owing to the inter
ference of the authorities on that account with eome of their regula
tions they abandoned their work in that direction and confined 
their attention to the education of children born in the colony. 

xpenditure The annual expenditure of the Church Missionary Society, in 
, the Mis- 1840, on churches and schools was £6,852 18s. lld., and of the 
~~:cl .. in Wesleyan Society £1,483 Os. 5d. 
140. About this time the Church Missionary Society established a 
he ~ ~~_ school, the" Christian Institution," at Fourah Bay, "for training 
:: .. :. 1 native schoolmasters," and it was under the care of Rev. E. Jones. 
Durab 11&7. But as the work in the schools was almost exclusively of a religious 

character, eo the training of the masters"was almost exclusively 
confined to the study of religious subjects. 

The following statements of Dr. Madden, Her Majesty's Com
missioner of Enquiry on the West Coast of Africa, with reference to 
eome of the schools visited by him would give an idea of the standard 
of attainments reached by, at least, eome of the schools. He 
visited a Church Missionary Society's school at Kissy Road, under 
the direction of Yr. and Mrs. Peyton (European missionaries), con· 
sisting of 254 boys and 149 girls. He stated that this school was 
certainly the most admirably conducted of any he had seen on the 
coast of Africa. He aleo visited a Wesleyan school in Zion Chapel, 
consisting of 230 girls, who were taught reading and needlework 
only. In the school in Bathurst Street, under the direction of a 
native teacher educated in England, .. a man of superior attain
ments," he found a greater progress made in the education of the 
children than in any other school he had visited, "with the excep
tion of Yr. Peyton's." .. In reading, writing and geography the 
first class boys could hardly have been BUrp88f!ed by·thoee of any 
European school." The nwnh6f of pupils here W8I 192. 
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In 1845 an important step in mattel'B educational was made by Eot&b1iah: 
the Church Missionary Society. This was the establishment of a ~ent of .. 
grammar school, and an institution for the training of femallll\ Scbooii8f6 
exclusively. • , 

It was the desire of the Society, no doubt; to free the character 
of the education generally imparted in the schools from the charge 
of being of a too exclusively religious character. For it was pro
posed to give in the grammar school a sound religious and general 
education to boys and youths -who had received some previous 
training in the lower schools; and, as regarded native agency in 
connection with their work, it was to be a middle school between 
the lower or primary schools and the Christian Institution, subse
quently called the Fourah Bay College, At this school most of 
the young men who eventually became schoolmastel'B in the colony 
received their education. 

The educational condition of the Colony continued like this for CoDditi~D ~f 
a considerable time, the two Societies, the Church Missionary and ~~ ... tl0n 10 
the Wesleyan, doing the best they could in its aid. But it does not 1 ' 

appear that muoh was done in the way of broadening the basis of 
the education imparted in the schools. For, in 1868, Mr. J. S. 
Laurie, Educational Commissioner sent out by the Duke of Bucking-
ham and Chandos, then Secretary of State for the Colonies, to report 
on the state of education in Sierra Leone, remarked, after making 
exceptioll of the upper sections of the schools, that" fair writing 

. on slates, moderate 'reading in the Testament and passable spelling 
were the not remarkably rare achievements of the lower classes" ; 
and from the returns made him of supply of books and apparatus, 
Bibles, Testaments and Catechisms constituted the principal items 
of such supplies. And even in 1870 Mr. T. H. Popplestone, Director 
of Publio Instruotion, reported that "the whole stock of class 
reading books in the great number of schools, especially those not 
connected with the Church of England, generally consisted of a 
few Bibles and Primel'B with two or three partially-defaced Reading 
sheets." 

Direct support of education by the Government had by this Govo .. DI'!ont 
time been considerably diminished, The majority of the schools ~I. 18 

for liberated African ohildren had been closed because the class of 
pel'8Ons for whom they were intended were, no longer forthcoming. 
Government schools for colony-born children were in 1868 to be 
found only in such hamlets as Macdonald. Kakanda, Campbell 
Town, Sussex, Russell. Ricketts. and Jobn Obi. at each of which 
the Government expenses amounted to £12 per ~um. 

There was a Government school in Freetown which was reported 
by Mr. Laurie; in 1868, to be "above the average in regard to 
numbel'B and efficiency; but the premises are thoroughly bad." 

A little before this the Government began to give an allov.·ance Eclu<alion of 
to the Church Missionary Society for the l'Ciucation of the children ~'iI~1'8D Of 
of native chiefs. The amount epent in 1867 under this head was c:;: 
£138 68. Sd. The total expenditure by the Government on account ' 
pJ e41!C!ltjon in thllt r~ Was £126 19s. 
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i{eport of MI'. Laurie was commissi~lled in 1868 to report on t.he condition 
Mr. ~. S. of education in the Colony. He found ninety-five schools in exist-
L&une. Edu· . 'T . ttL!.. be n. L . ,aHon CODI' ence. 0 arnve a U1D num r, JlU'. aurle must have counted 
",;.,iono1". every .possible collection of children, few o~ many, 38 a IKlhool. 
IM68. He remarkp.d ill his IWport that t,he ordinary att-endalloo at nllO 

was as high as 200, whilst in two cas,O! he" foulld 110 ilIore than 
eleven and five children respectively." Of COW'80, these last are 
merely nominal schools, and a considerable portion of the ninety
five cannot be regarded in any other light. Further, he remarked 
that" the redundancy of schools is, in fact, most remarkable, and, 
when contrasted with the prevailing poverty of resources, can 
only'be explained by the facility and cheapness with which they 
can be established and supported, and by the determination of 
every religious body, however 8mall numericaUy, to have a school 
of its own for the training of the rising generation in its own form 
of faith. In a village containing bnt 500 BOuls I found three 8chools, 
when one ought to 8uffice. . . . It would doubtless be con
ceded that one weU·found and efficiently-taught school is prefer· 
able to two, three, or any number of bad ones. It is, let us hope, 
safe to assert that, when education becomet! a mockery, it proves 
a delusion and a snare." 

Of the school teachers Mr. Laurie remarked, " the teacher up to 
the present moment has had comparatively little instruction and 
no training." 

The gross average attendance in the schools W88 returned, on 
the requisition of Mr. Laurie, at 5,519. He thought this W88 larger 
than what from personal investigation he had been led to expect; 
and, indeed, for a total roll number of about 6,000 this is excep
tionally high. The population of the colony at this time W88 given 
at 42,000. 

"""rumEn' The following is a summary of recommendatioll8 made by Mr. 
dt~::i~~ Laurie," with especial regard to simplicity, efficiency and economy 
I>mmissioD- combined!' 
, in 1868. 1. The establishing by Government of a model praetising school 

to inolude an infant oJass.room and a scheme of technical instru<,tion. 
2. The appointment of a superintendent of the model school and 

Director of Puhlic Instruction. 
The details of this recommendation had in view the provision of 

a means of affording" training" to the school teachers, a provision 
felt to be -as had been felt thirty years before essentially requisite. 
But, however much the suggestions of Mr. Laurie might aerve the 
purpoae of " economy," they could not aerve thoae of " simplicity:' 
and "efficiency." 

3. The payment of grants-in-aid for attendance and examination 
to approved schools, and that a teacher'8 salary be fixed at a 
minimum of £15 per annum exclusive of Government grants. 

As a result of this commission and the foregoing recommenda-
tions:- • 

1. A Government model school W88 established, but it ,,"88 not 
a practising .school 
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2. A Director of Publio Instruction Wll8 appointed. 
3. A system of classification in " Standards" was introduced iu 

the schools. 
Mr. T. H. Popplestone, the Director of Publio Instruction, in Report &Dd 

his first visits of inspection and examination, extsnding from Bu~~tiO'" 
December, 1869, te January 28, 1870, explained to the managers:~ Pu'bii~'~u. 
and teachers the manner in which future examinations would be BtructioD, 
conducted and made suggestions for re-elassifying their schools. 1870. 

He adopted the conditions previously suggested by Mr. J. S. 
lAurie under which schools would be assisted by the Colonial 
Government. 'l'hey Wei"': 

1. That the premises be suffioiently commodious, substantial, 
w~lI-ventilated, clean and Oth~I'wisa healthy. 

2. That, whether chapels or not, they be fitted up as a school 
is required to be, i.e., in accordance with a simple specified plan 
to be had on application. 

3. That a stock of books, slates and other school materials in 
daily consumption be kept in store, and in quantities proportioned 
to the actual requirements of all the scholars in average attendance .. 

4. That the average attendance amount to thirty, except in 
_ where no publio elementary school existed within one mile. 

5. That the teacher be guaranteed a salary of not less than 
£15 per annum, which might include the school fees and emolu
ments for Sunday service, but which must exolude all public 
grants whatever. 

6. That the principal teacher pass an elementary examination· 
in reading, writing, arithmetio, English grammar, English 9istory 
and geography. 

7. That the rtlRponsible authorities formally agree to these 
proposals . 

.. The money thus granted is intended to assist voluntary efforts 
and will only be given when a proper proportion of the expense 
is borne by the inhabitants of the locality in which the school is 
situated, or by the religious body with which it is connected." 

The rates of grants recommended by Mr. Laurie and adopted 
were a capitation grant at 6d. and a result grant at 6d. for each 
p68I!I in each of the subjects of reading, writing and arithmetic 
for every ohild who had attended on fifty days during the six 
months preceding the examination. 

It was shown by Mr. Popplestone after his first inspection that 
the rate of grant was small, and he proposed in either C898 a shilling 
instead of sixpence for each half-year; but this dOii/ not aeem to 
bave been approved. 

One important remark among others in connection with his 
first visits of inapectilm was made by MI'. Popplestone. This is 
here quoted :-" A great difference was everywhere painfully 
manifest between the attainments of the boys and the girls. Indeed 
the little knowledge the latter FOrmed' of numbers and the most 
elementary principles of Arithmetio was very marked, and, I 
oonrer, unaooollntahle. There eeems ~ be a feeling amongst the 
~~ f 
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greater number of teaohe1'8 that the girls cannollearn Arithmetic, 
and therefore efforts in that direction would be miHpent. In 
very few instances did the girls attempt to write from dictation, 
and only a small number could copy from a printed book. . • 
By the method of individual examination I believe we 'shall see a 
steady improvement in this particular defect as well aa in the 
othe1'8 I shall afterwards mention. In addition to this difference 
between the attainments of the sexes, a very undue attention is 
given to the upper section of the schools at the expense of the lower 
and far more numerous portion. This, of course, is a great evil, 
and produces its legitimate results. When the pupils reach the 
highest clssses, the master has ~ expend efforts in invenMi pro
portion to their previous training. Even worse than this is the 
fact that large numbe1'8 leave school without getting to the higher 
classes, and therefore carry away the barest rudimentery know
ledge, and that of a kind more calculated to make them disgusted 
than to prove an incentive to future cultivation." . 

>vemmeot Hence originated a system of inspection, but based upon no 
,"pectioo, education law, nor upon any set of regulations having the semblance 
7(1...;. of law. 

For some reason or other the Wesleyan denomination did not 
accept the offer of inspection, and 80 stood outside of the arrange
ments. The Church of England, United Methodiat Free Churches 
and the Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion accepted the offer 
and placed their schools under inspection. 

_ion of This was the condition of things from 1870 to 1877. In the 
:-..":"::~~ latter year the Government suddenly stopped making gnnts to 

•. the schools, and consequently no inspections were held. But the 
new system introduced by the change had opened the eyes of the 
school mansge1'8 to a more desirable &tete of thinl!", and efforts 
were made to keep on in the new paths. 

location The schools were left without Government inspection and 
-dioanoe, Government aid until the year 1881, when the first Ordinance n. 

for the promotion and assistance of education in the Colony of 
Sierra Leone was passed. 

At this time the Government Model School was the only edu
cational establishment supported by the Government, with a atatJ 
of teachers, but no Director of Education acting aa its superinten
dent. "II. The name waa later on changed to Government Practising 
School, though it never served the purpo9ES of a practising school, 
and was finally abolished in the year 1899, the last of ita race. 
"The Education Ordinance that was passed in 1881 was not set 
i~ motion, but was repealed by another passed in 1882. 

m TIIB l'usBNT SYBTXIl(1882-1900). 

A.....:~'I' EDUCATIOII. 
'. . 

The present system of edilcation waa established by an Ordinancp 
passed in 1882 br Sir A. };:\ Haveloo~ A aiJllit.u- onljna~ lI'!IJ 

" 
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passed at the Gambia, Gold Coast and Lagos. In faet, all the 
schools in Brititth West Af"ica, fl'Om the Gambia to Lagos, were, 
as far as UoVerlllll~lIt W!~iHtllnoo was conoorned, included in one 
Inspectorate, officered by one Inspector and a Sub-Inspector of 
Schools. It will be seen that such gl'Ouping could not \a.st longer 
than was deemed absolutely necessary, fl'Om whatever standpoint 
it Willi viewed. Accordingly, as occasion arose, as regards either 
the Sub-Inspector or the Inspector, Lagos and the Gold Coast 
severed themselves from this connection, so that by 1893 each 
hecame independent. Only Sierra Leone and the Gambia remained 
connected. They have continued so down to the present time; 
hut it seems likely that even this will not last mucb longer. In 
each Colony the system is directed by its own Board of Education, 
but with one Inspector of Schools for both. 

The . Education Ordinance, 1882, provided for:- Education 
1. The establishment of a Board of Education, to consist of the ?8~~nanc., 

Governor or Officer administering the Government, of the mem- •. 
bers of the Executive Council and four other persons, to be 
nominated by the Governor, the Board to have the power of 
making rnIes. 

2. Government schools to be established and maintained entirely 
by the Government 

3. The gi ving aid from the Public Funds of the Colony under 
expressed conditions. to schools established by private persons, 
or by some acknowledged society, body or corporation. 

4. The establishmeut of Industrial Schools in these terms: 
.. Schools in which all the pupils devote not less than two hours 

of every school day to manual labour on a regular and approved 
system shall be considered to be Industrial Schools, and in any 
such school the payment of fees shall not be required as a condition 
of receiving a grant-in-aid. Manual labour shall be understood 
to mean any kind of handicraft, manufacturing process or agri
cultural work." 

.. To every Industrial School as aforesaid an additio; may be 
made to the capitation and proficiency grants to which they may 

- be entitled under the Ordinance. equivalent to one-half of the . 
aml)unt of such grants." 

5. The training of t~hers on an economical basis, as sug
gested by Mr. J. S. laurle:-

.. A grant from Publio Funds, the amount of which shall be 
fixed from time to time by the Board of Education, may be made 
to any Training College, School or Institution in which teachers are 
trained, for every teacher who shall have proved his competency 
to teach by obtaining a certificate from the Board of Education: 
Provided that every such teacher shall have received at least two 
yean' instruotion in suoh Training College, School or Institution 
and shall give a Bond to the Governor • . • to teach eithe; 
in a Government school or a school receiving a grant-in-aid for a 
period of five years," . 

83'1~. 
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The Board Rules framed under this Ordinance provided for-
1. The examination of teachers and classification of certificates. 
2. Grants for school-houses, furniture and apparatus. 
3. Rates of grants-in-aid to schools for results and industrial 

training. 
4. Three special grants to schools showing .. the highest standard 

of excellence by obtaining the highest percentagA of passes." 
On these bases the present system of education was founded. 

As time went on and experience was gained they ·were now and 
again modified. 

The Ordinance of 1882 was repealed by that of 1895, and the 
Rules have been twice revised, in 1895 and 1899. 

The Ordinance of 1895 introduced no particularly new footu"" 
but chiefly rearranged the provisions with a view to greater clear
ness. It enlarged the constitution of the Boam of Education III' 

as to include the Inspector. of Schools, and made the appointment 
of the .. other" persons as mem hers of the Board rest in th" 
Governor-in-Council. 

oca~ion The Rules became more comprehensive and introduced MlTle 
I .. , 1899. important items. They were again revised in 1899, and now 

contain the following provisions among others;-
.... i6C&~ion The teachers recognised by the Board are (a) probationers 
r .... be... (b) pupil-teachers; (c) assistant teachers; (d) provisionally eertifi

cated teachers ; (e) certificated teachers. 
,bationers. The engagement of probationers may commence at any time. 

They must not be less than fourteen years of age at the time of their 
engagement, must be approved by the Inspector, produce the usual 
certificates, and have passed the Fourth Standard at least. They 
are not permitted to teach more than half the time the school is 
open_ Negleet of these Pl"9YjUJns forfeits the recognition of the 
Board of such probationer 8.s a member of the staff of the school. 

.piJ- The engagement of a pupil-teacher can only begin on January bt. 
ochers.' He need not have served as probationer, but must not be less than 

fifteen years of age at the time of his engagement_ He must han 
been appro,'ed hy the Inspector, produced the necessary certificates, 
and have passed a qualifying examination in Standard VI_ at least. 

The length of the engagement of a pupil-teacher is ordinarily 
three years, during which time the Managers are expected to _ 
that he is properly instructed. At the end of eeeh year he is required 
to pass the examination specified for that year; two con
secutive failures to JI8'lS the examination required, or failure of his 
health, or Managers' neglect of their duty to him will cause the 
Board to cea.'!e to reeogni.'!e such pupil-teacher. 

At the termination of his appointment a pupil-teacher may 
become 8 student in 8 recognised training college, an assistant 
teacher or 8 provisionally certificated teacher_ 

.dento in a Before pupil-teachers can be admitted as students in 8 recognised 
r.iDing training college they must have passed the third year's examina-
\loge. tion for pupil-teachera. 

.. See &1 ... E.tr&et from Colonial Beporto. AnnuaL No. 38lI. Sierra~. 
lIe!"'rt for I CO2 flU I .'Ie 9U, Lelo ... 



These rules thus aim at introducing and establishing the pupil
~~er BylItem, and the success of the present scheme for the 
training of masters largely, if not wholly, depends on it. This is the 
Second. year of its trial and the outlook is not very promising, though 
there 18 hope of its ultimate success. Pupils are so impatient of 
continuing at school after they have passed the Fourth Standard 
that it is difficult to get them to qualify for pupil-teacherships • 
. Persons who have passed the third year's pupil-teachers' examina- A .... ta.nt 

tlon or teachers who hold a third-class certificate under the previous T_hers. 
Board Rules may be recognised 38 388istant teachers. 

Provisional certificates may be issued by the Board of Education ProvisiODally 
for such periods 38 the Board may decide, and are forfeited if the Certificated 
holders of them are twice reported to be inefficient by the Inspector.. TeacJ.ers. 
Such certificates are issued to persons specially recommended by the 
Inspector when there are not suffioient certificated teachers. 

Teachers' certificates are issued to students who have passed the Certi6 ... ted 
first and second years' examinations at a training college. Teachers' T.aehere. 
certificates may be issued also io the following persons : teachers 
who, subject to the necessary conditions, have passed the first year's 
examination for students, and for a year subsequently have held 
situations under certificated teachers; and teachers who hold a 
second-class certificate under the previous Board Rules, and, being 
in charge of a.school, . have had two favourable reports from the 
Inspector, provided they successfully pass the second year's examina-
tion for students. 

Parchment certificates are awarded to certificated teachers who 'Parehment 
have obtained two favourable reports from the Inspector after two ¥"~ ... ted 
y83l'll' consecutive work in one and the same school. ..... 

The minimum school staff requires a certificated teacher for all Minimum 
schools having an average attendance of sixty; an additional School Stall'. 
certificated teacher for an additional average attendance of eighty ; 
an 38Sistant teacher or a 'provisionally certificated teacher for every 
additional average attendance of sixty; a pupil-teacher for an 
additional average attendance of forty, aud a probationer for an 
additional average attendance of twenty. 

Grants are made on account of pupil-teachers at the rates of £2, Gl'&Ilto·in 
£3 and £4 respectively for.," good pass " at the first, second and ~!.,:~pil. 
third year's examination, and £1, £2 and £3 for I/o .. fair pass." 

To encourage the formation of central or other oIasses for the Of ExilltiDg 
instruotion of existing teachers desiring to qualify for certificates, T,:ut>,;i: 
under oertain presdl'ibed oonditions a grant of £10 is made to be l ... Cemf. 
applied to the funds of any aucb school or 0138968 on account of each cat .. 
teacher belonging to any aucb school or oIasses who shallauooeed in 
passing the second year's examination for a certificate. 

Grants at the rate of £15, £10 and £6 per annum respectively Of T~ 
are made in aid of the ealarles of teachers according to their status Salarioo. 
38 parchment' certificated, certificated or assistant teachers; pr0-
vided that they receive each a minimum salary of £60, £40 or £28 
from the Mauagel's of thpir schools. . 
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The following are IIOme of the conditions to be fulfilled Lefure I 
grant can be made in aid of a school :-

Ja) The accommodation must be sufficient, and the premise, 
healthy and properly constructed. '''''d A 

(b) The Managers must render an accurate statement of th. 
school's income and expenditure. 

(c) The school must have met at least 380 times in the year. 
(d) A minimum of 40 per cent. of the scholars presented ful 

examination must pass the annual examination. 

The grants are based on the average attendance and the resullA! 
of individual examination, except in the case of infant schools or 
classes. 

In addition, an award is made where the organisation and disci. 
pline are satisfactory; and to schools in which the results of exami
nation are good, and 60 per cent., 70 per cent., 80 per cent., or 
90 per cent. of those presented for examination pass in all the three 
elementary subjects of reading, writing and arithmetic, speeial 
grants are made in addition to the foregoing. 

The optional ,subjects are geography, history, grammar and 
drawing. Sewing is obligatory for girls. For each of these 
separate awards are mada according to the results of examination 
in them. 

Grants are made for infant classes at the rate of one shilling or 
sixpence; according to proficiency shown at a collective examination, 
in addition to those for average attendance, organisation and 
discipline. Infants for whom proficiency grant may be made are 
those between the ages of four and seven. Where arrangemenlll 
are made for the instruction of the infants in such a way as not to 
disturb the older scholars in their work, whether by being taught 
in a separate building, or if in the same building not on the same 
floor, or if on the same floor in a separate roam, the partition walls 
of which are constructed with a view to exclude noisc from other 
parts of the school, the grants may be two shillings and sixpence, or 
two shillings per head according to the efficiency of the work done, 
instead of one shilling or sixpence as otherwise provided. 

The grants made to a school are to be applied (a) to the improv .... 
ment or maintenance of the building, furniture or apparatus, and 
(b) to increasing the remuneration of the teachers of such school. 
But the amount to be paid as grant-in-aid to anyone school is 
limited to one half of its annual income from aD sources. 

Grants are not now made in aid of repairs of a school-house, but 
only for the erection of new buildings or the enlargement of existing 
ones; provided that before the work is taken in hand the consent 
of the Board of Education is obtained and estimates are submitted 
for its approval . ..,This grant is fixed at OD&-tenth of.the eAjmeted 
or actual cost of the work. 

The desirability of having a training college for the profeaaional 
training of teachel'l for the schools of the Colony was felt so far hack 
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as 1840, but only by the Rules of 1899 has a real attempt been made 
towards realising that long.felt want. For the pnrpoees of these 
Rules a training college is defined to be an institution either for 
hoarding, lodging and instructing, or for merely instructing 
studenm who" are preparing to become eertificated teachers in 
elementary schools. It must include, either on the premises or 
within a convenient distance, a practising school in which the 
studenm may learn the practical exercise of their profeBBion. 

The candidates for admi-ion into a training college are pupil
teachers who have completed their third year and passed the 
elQlJllination of that year, otherwise called the Government Scholer
ship ElQIJllination. The number to be admitted in any~ one year 
is limited to six, viz., four resident and two non-resident; providl'd 
that the Board of Education may, with the coneentof the Governor, 
inClreaee the number acoording to the demand for teachers in the 
elementary BClhools of the Colony. 

The grant to an approved training college shall be £50, payable 
quarterly. for eech student in residenee, and £20 for each day 
student. An additional £20 may be spent for each student of the 
latter Cllass towards his support during his period of training. 

Before a student is admitted into a training college he, together 
with one approved surety, shall give a bond to the Governor binding 
him to be of good behaviour during his course of training, and to 
teach for a period of five years at least either in a training college, 
Government sohool, or an lllllisted BOhool, after the conclusion of 
his course of training. In esch ClIl88 of a student failing to pass the 
year's 8IRminat,ion, the amount due for the last quarter on account 
of such student ahall be forfeited to the Government, unI_ he or 
ahe has been 8IClU8ed IUOh examination on acoount of illnBlll or 
other cause aooepted 88 satisfactory hy the Board. 

The Mohammedan aeotion of the community are, lib any other, 11 hamm d 
admisUbie to the provisions of the Education Ordinanoa and Board 111° Ed"":' . 
Rules, and may erect schools of their own and claim the same--
888iatanoa given to \he others, or may send their Clhildren to existing 
schools ... This they aan do, ina.'Ulluch 88 by the terms ot the Educa-
tion Ordinanca an lllllisted school must be open to all children • 
.. ilTf8peotiva of race or niligion," and .. no pupil may receive any 
religious instruction to which the parent; or guardian of such 
pupil objects." 

But, from either disinclination or inability, no schools were 
81t.ablished by them ; and only a small proportion of their children 
80ught the advantagal of education in the Christian eohools. 

In 1891, to encourage the Mohammedans to establiah their own 
aohools for teaching English, a grant of £48 per annum W88 offl'red 
them on aaay tenus, namely, to obtain a oartificate from the In
lpeator of Sohools that the school for which a grant is claimed had 
bean open during the quarter. and that aohool work [m Eogliah) 
had been dona. 

Only one school received&hia grant for several Veal'S. F..r the 
\&it two years the Ilwnher has been threu. 
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The total number on the roll of these schools is about 500, and 
the average attendance about 300. 

There is now a Director of Mohammedan Education, who has 
instituted special classes for the training of tp.achers. 

le""",tary Three scholarships, of the aggregate value of £30 a year, are 
;~~rsbipo. open for competition to the pupils of assisted schools. A sUccellllful 

candidate" must consent to attend a Secondary School approved 
by the Board of Education during the cummey of the scholanhip, 
but may elect the school he desires to attend." 

Each scholarship is tenable in the first instance for one year 
only, but may, upon illl being shown to the satisfaction of the Board 
that the scholar continues to be of good character and condud, 
and is persevering in and benefiting from the instruction received, 
be extended from year to year for a further term of two years. 

To be eligible a candidate must present a oertificate signed by 
the principal teacher of the school he has last attended, that he is 
of good character and conduct, and that his parenlll and guardians 
are themselves unable to provide him with further education. 
He must also have been in regular attendance at some primary 
school in the Colony, and have passed in Standard V. or n. 

oult of the As a result of the present system, education is certainly more 
::"8Dt of general among the JII89II8II, though the standard of attainmenlll 
.u.:'tioo. is not BO high ~8B may be desired. This is owing to causes which 

have been referred to, and whioh, thou~ difficult of removal, are 
not insuperable. 

The great difference, " painfully manifest" to lIr. Popplestone 
in 1870. between the attWnmenlll of the boys and girls has been 
very oonsiderably reduced; both receive the II8ID8 kind of 
instcuction. and generally the same amount of attention, and the 
girls often compete with the boys with conspicuoua IUccx.. 

The teacher's attention is more evenly distributed over the achool, 
instead of being confined to the uiJPer section at the expense of the 
lower and far more numerous portion. Thus have been fulfilJtd 
lk Popplestone's anticipations, that by the method of individual 
examination we should see improvement in thoee particulac defecl1l. 

There bas also beeo a great improvement in the position of the 
masters. 

11. SBcollDABY A1i'D HwJlBB EoUOATIOlI'. 

_~.- Seoond ...... eduoation receives no support &om the Government. 
~ -J 

All the seoondary sohools are supported by denominationalllOCietiee. 
viz.. Fourah Bay College. Grammar School, and Annie Walsh 
Memorial School for girls, by the Church lliBaionacy Society; two 
High Schools for boys and girls by the Wesleyan :Methodist Socie9'; 
and the Convent School by the Catholic Mission. 

They are semi-public IIChOll1s, none of them being striotl1 denomi
nationa.!, that is, attended only by children whoee. parents are 
oonneoted with the religious body that maintains them • 

• FOUJah The Foul'8h Bay College is affiliated to the University of Durham. 
r College. which has enabled BOme of itll alv.,,' to attain to the B.A. degree 
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without having been in England. The coume of studies in the 
College is now essentially theological, the students chiefly pursuing' 
the coume for a licence in theology. There is also a department 
for the training of school teachers, which is at present the recog 
nised .. Training College" for teachers in the Colony. It has an 
English norwal master, and there is a practising school in the 
grounds of the College. 

C. TBCBNIOAL EDUOATION. 

There is no scheme of technical, education in eonnection with the 
educational system of the Colony. 

The GQvernment has made unsuccessful attempts to introduce 
some such scheme by offering grants-in-aid to the religieus bodies, 
separately or collectively, for any ,plan that could be suggested, 
but nothing practicable was arrived at. 

The only assistance that is given in this direction is a subsidy of 
£120 per annum paid in aid of the Diocesan Technical School. 

This school was estsblished in 1895. Its curriculum fmbrnces Di ...... n 
the various branches of drawing, carpentry, joinery and the Technical 
principles of building construction generally. It is doing a good School. 
work, but the classes are not largely attended. Classes for the 
instruotion of teachers in drawing are held here. A series of forty 
lectures are given, extending over a period of five months. At 
the conolusion of the coume examinations may be held, at which 
the successful teachers receive certificates qualifying them to be 
teachers of drawing. 

D. STATISTICS. 

The population of the Colony is 76,655: the number of ohildren Statistics. 
of school age is given at 13,853. 

The following is a tsble for the Ia.tt ""n yea.rs of the roll number Roll Number 
and average att.endanoe at the inspected schools:- ~~.!d:~r. 

i i 

-I ' 
RoLL N UHllERo 

I 
AVERAGE 

ATTENDANCE. 

, 

IR91 
, 

8,fi26 6,984 lR9l1 8,10ll 6,943 1893 8,389 6,966 1894 8,337 tf,033 189& 8,lIIlO 6,926 1896 8,416 6,88.1 189; 8,866 6,096 1696 8,368 6,707 1899 . 8,103 6,660 
1900. 7,870 6,661 

The number of IOhools inspected in 1900 was aeventy-aewn. 
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com~.aDd. The total income of the schools frolll all lWurces, for the year 
'pen ltnre, 1900, was £4,887 15s. 6d., to whioh the Government oontributed 

in grants in-aid £1,533 lOs.,' and the total expenditure for the 
same time was £4,565 as. lld. 

Tbe total estimated oost to the Government for education lor 
the current year, including administration and sundry other 
charges, is £3,665, of which £1,620 is for grants-in·aid of elementary 
sohools, Bnd about £600 in aid of the Training College for teachers. 

J~ucation Office. 

Freetown, Sierra Leone. 

December, 1901. 

M. J. MABKB, 

Insuector of Schools. 

EXTRACT nIlH CoLONIAL RBPOBTS. AIfNUALo No. 389. SIUBA 
LlWNlL RBl'OBT .OB 11J02. (Cd. 1388.13.) 

"The openings in the Government Departmenl.l both bere and along the 
COBBt for entrance to the Government Service heve affected the teaching 
pref .... ion by offering inducemenl.l to lIOIIle maaten to discontinue their 
eervieee as teachers, and more eepecially by draWing away a COI18iderable 
number of lad. who were expected to remain atsobool and qualify as pupil
te&ehera to euter a training eoDege with a view eventually to recruit the 
ranks of masters. 

.. The Board of Education has bad to ~ecoDBider the provioions contained 
in the Edueation Rules in regard to pupil.teacher&, and in the hope of 
offering better inducementa to candidate. by • more liberal IICaIe of re
muneration, and by providing a surer and more appreciable _ of pre
paratory waining, • eet of proposal. drawn up by • sub. committee of the 
Board waa diaeuaaed in dotal! and approved by the Board and otrongly re
commended 1m aduption by the Government. It is aeU-evident thet the 
ed1lC&tionai ... ork done in the ""hoola cannot be effective nntil a eonstant 
sopply of reliable and competent men .. teachera io aecured." 
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APPENDIX A. 

THE EDUCATION ORDINANCE, 1895. 

AN OBDINANCK TO CoNSOLIDATE AND AMEND THE LAw RKLATING 

TO TBK PnOI4OTlON AND AssISTANCE OF EDUOATION IN THE 

CoLONY. 

(ORDINANCE No. 3 OF 1895.) 

Whereas it is expedient to consolidate and amend the law relating to Preamble. 
the promotion and assistance of Education in the Colony: 

.Be it ther~fore enacted by ~he Gove!no~ of the ~lony of Sierra Leone EnacLing 
wIth the advme and consent of the LegISlatIve Council thereof as follows: Clause. 

I. In this Ordinance unless the context otherwise requires: Interpnlta . 
• , Managers .. means 8uch person or persons resident in the Colony as ti.on 01. tenus. 

are the governing body of the school who if not the owners of or having 
t~e legal interest in the school building vested in them are the representa-
tIVes of or appointed by the person or persons owning the school building 
or having the legal interest therein vested in him or them. 

.. Local Managers" means the person or persons appointed by the 
lIanagers or by the person or persons who are the owners of or have the 
legal interest in the school building vested in them to have the immediate 
management of any assisted school. 

"Primary School" or "Elementary School" means school or depart
IDent of a school in which elementary instruct.ion is given in accordance 
with rules framed by the Board of Edueation. 

,. Secondary School" means a school of higher education approved as 
such by the Board of Education. 

"Industrial School" means school at which either aD:the pupils, or a 
proportion of them fixed by the Board' of Education devot .. not less than 
ten hours a week to manual labour, that is to aay, to 80me handicraft, 
manufacturing process, or agricultural work, or in the case of females, 
domestic economy on a plan approved by the Board. 

"Training Institution '! means any coDege school or institution in the 
Colony in which teachers are trained. , 

II. It shall be lawful for the Governor to appoint an Inspector of Schools, AI,poinLRlent 
and such other educational officers as may be requisite for the purpoo .. of eduea· 
of this Ordinance. tioD&!ottiCOl'B 

III. There shall be' a Board 01 Education which .haD con8ist of the Con t't ti 
Governor! of the members of the Executive Council except the Officer of &.:rd .. :0 
Commanding the Troops and of the Inspector 01 Schools and of other Ed"catioo. 
persons not exceeding four in number appointed by the Governor-in-Council. 

IV. It .hall be'lawful for the Governor, in the ease 01 the illn .... ineapa- Po~ 10 
city, or temporary aboence from the Colony, of any appointed member 01 apl:~t 
the Board, to appoint lOme other person to act temporarily in his stead..' d~n!'gtatee 

absence of 
• ~proved 

V. Primarr Schools, Industrial Schools, and Training Insijtutillll8 ahaII mom~ . 
be entitled to receive from the public funds 01 the Colony grante-in-eid ~s:-m:,d 
unuer ,Ida Ordinance. &eo, .: 

IDstit.uwou, 
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,we, to VI. The Board may, Bubject to the approval of the Legislative Council 
....... to from time to time, make, alter and revoke, rules for-.ke Roles. 

(a) the conduct of thcir husiness : 
(6) regulating applicationa for and allowance of grants-in ... id of 

Primary Schools, Industrial Schools and Training lnatitutions ; 
(e) fixing the different rates of grants and the payment and applica

tion thereof; . 
(d) determining the proportion of grants payable by the Managcrs 

towards the remuneration of Teachers ; 
(.) the examination of assisted schools and the Teechers thereof 

and the granting of certificates of competency to such Teachers ; 
(f) the keeping of record books [including account boob) by Man .... 

gers, toeal Managers and Teachers ; 
(g) the furnishing of statistics [including accounts! by Managers, 

Looal Managers and Teachers ; 
(h) the awarding of grants-in-aid to Primary Schools, Industrial 

Schools and Training lnatitutions ; 
(i) the granting and holding of scholarships ; 
(k) the establishment and management of School savings banb; 

and 
(I) Generally for carrying ont the provisions of this Ordinance. 

Such rules shall on being approved by the Legislative Council and 
published in the Sierra UtmIJ Royal Gazelt. form part of this Ordinanee. 

to Infants VII. No assistanee shall be given to any school in respect of any infant 
nnder the age of four years . 

.. Iition. of VIII. Until otherwise provided by rules madc nnder this Ordinance 
,i.tan"" to 88 aforesaid no assistan .. shall be given to any Primary or Industrial 
0010. School, nn1ess nnder tbe following conditiona :-

(1) That tbe management of tbe school be vested in Managers or 
Looa\ Managers as may be decided by tbe Board wbo .hall be 
responsible for tbe payment of tbe teacbers' aalaries and all 
otber expenses of tbe Scbool ; 

(2) That tbe bead teacber bold a certificate from the Board; 
(3) That tbe scbool obtain tbe percentage of proficiency determined 

by tbe Board ; 
(4) That tbe school be at all times open for inspection by any member 

of the Board; 
(0) That the school be open to all children irrespeeti..., of race or 

religion ; 
(6) That Reading, Writing, Aritbmetic, and, in the ease of females, 

plain Needlework be taught at tbe school ; 
(7) That tbe average number of pupils attending the scbool during 

the Ias$ preceding scbool year be _ I... than thirty daily, 
unI ... tbe Board otberwise determine; 

(8) That the teacher receive scbool f_ from each pupil at the rate 
of not I ... than one penny per week: provided tba& ... h ..... 
more than one cbild of tbe same family attend tbe same scbool 
tbe f_ may at tbe diseretion of tbe Managers or Looal 
Managers be reduced by one-half for each additional child of 
t'bat family ; 

~9) That the proportion of school f_ required by the Board be 
obtained; - • 

(0) That no pupD ~ any religioua instruction to ... hich the 
paren, or gnardian of BUcb pupil ob~ III' be compelled to 

. be preaen& wben Buch inat.ruetlOD is being Imparted"; 
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(11) Tha& children .PI*0.ed bJ Ute Bmrd 011 tbe grouud tba& their 
parenlB .... guardians ..... DD&bIe '" paJ &be ordinary acbooI 
f.... be reoeived and "'ugh' gratuitously ... upon snch &crms 
as the Board may think fit :- • 

Provided tba& the Bmrd may dispense wiUt Ute conditions con. Pro . 
tained in Su~ 8 and 9 in &be case 01 :- ...... 

(a) Industrial Schools; 
(b) Schools maintained by voluntary contributions mainly 

f ... tbe inHrnction or training 01 orphan or desktu," 
children; and . 

ee) Schools in I'8IIpI!C& 01 which it can be ehown '" &be satis
fadion 01 &be Bmrd tba& &be required proponion 01 
f.... has no& bePn paid by reason 01 the pov~rty of 
tb. parenls or guardno. of the pnpils of .lIeb ... bool : 

IX. The Bmrd may refuee '" make a gran, or may make a ..... grant Refasa! or -
I~ ... ha but for tbia eecLion a achool woold lie enkded to, ... it maJ' withboklilOg 
..-athhold a1toseUt .. or for a Lime the wbole or any ponion oIa grant made 01 gma .... 
10 any .. hool :-

(I) Where the BomI eoIllIiders tbe eslabliahment 01 the eehool super
auo". by reeson 01 th. exiatence 01 an aesisted eehool in ilB 
vicinity; 01' 

(2) Wheretbe acbool Jieldsa profit'" its proprie&oror iaable "'SIIPporl 
it.elf· ... 

(3) Where the JlaDagera or Locsl Managen have no& 
(a) Properly maintained the eehool; or 
(b) Kept the premises in a good and sanitary eondition; .... 
(e) DuJ:r paid &be upenaes 01 the eehool; ... 

(4) Where &be boob required '" be kept by JlaDagen, Locsl Managers 
or Teachere or &be otatistics '" be furnisbed by &be Manage .... 
Locsl Manogers .... Teacbera have no& been kept or furnished 
or where anJ .lale_n' in such boob ... remms has bePn 
falsifted by Ute JlaDagen, Locsl Managen ... Teachers ; 

(a) Where the Managers, Locsl Managers ... Teochers have failed 
to comply wilh any 01 the ft'qlliremrnlB 01 Ute rules made und~r 
thia Ordinance. 

X. Tbe appoinl DM'Dt 01 the Locsl Managers 01 an Assisted School .balI 
he <ommnniceted in writing as 800II as poosible '" the Bmrd bJ' &be Managers 
lllILking snch appoin_" and any cItan&e in &be appoin'_n' sbaII 
like ..... be 10 cxuDmunieetect 

XI. The JlaDagera and Locsl Jlanagera 01 every acbooI .balI be IiahIe Liable 10 
to refund '" ,be Boud all moneys or anJ pan thereof paid '" them in relaad 
respeeL 01 any gran, or ponion thereof:- ":0": .... ". g.- • 

(I) Where &be eonditiono precedent contained in 8edOon nn. 01 
t.hia Ordinance have no& been fuIlilIed; or 

(2) Where any Manager, Locsl Manager or Teacher 01 ,be eehooI 
sbaII haft made any false written representation whffeby 1M 
grant was obtained ; or 

(3) Where such moneys ... any pan thereof sbaII have heen ...... 
applied. 

XII. If any teaeher shall be convOrted 01 any "riminaI oII'ence ... be ea.-llat .. 
pro\-ed to lbe satisfaction 01 tbe Board to be '-ling a diarepnlable or of t:
am........ life., .... balI falsify anJ' eehooI record ... return, ... make any _I __ 

false wri_ tleelaratioa ... ....Ie ...... , with reference '" the conditiono 
in Soccion "IlL 01 t.hia OnIinance, the Board shall -m the _&iftcate 
of eueh teaeher. 
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XIII. The Boord may, ou~ of }'unds specially voted by the Legislatil'. 
Council for that purpose, grant scholar.hip!! W pupils who shall ha,'e 
attended :-

• 
Ca) Primary Schools in the V.lony W enable them w attend Secondsry 

or Industrial Schools within ~he Colony; and 
(b) Primary, Secondary or Industrial Schools in ~he Colony to 

enable them to r"""ive technical instruction within or withont 
the Colony. 

,wer to oue, XIV. The Boord may sue and be sued in the name of the Boord "I 
~. Etlllca.tion. 

'Ants to be 
d before 
gislative 
uDcll. 
,pea.) of 
woances 
dRnles. 
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~ingof ... 

XV. The Colonial Treasurer shall on or helore the 31st of March ill 
every year lay hefore tbe Legislative Council a statement of grants made 
by the Boord during the previous year. 

XVI. .. The Education Ordinance, 1882," .. The Education Amendment 
Ordinance, 1887," .. The Education Amendment Ordinance, 1890," 
.. The Education Amendment Ordinance, 1891," and all Rules made ~her .. 
under are hereby repealed. 

XVII. This Ordinance shall come into operation on such dsy &8 the 
Governor shall notily by Proclamation, and may he cited for all purposes 
as U The Education Ordinance, 1895." 

Passed in the Legislative Council of Sierra Leone this eighth day 01 
January, 1895. 

APPENDIX B. 

EDUeATION RULES, 1899.· 

RULFS PASSED BY THE BOARD OF EDrCATION UNDER THE AUTHOBl'l't 

OF THE EDUCATION ORDINANCE, 1895 (No. 3 OF 1895). 

I. DE.l"1TI0NS. 

1. In these Rules, except where the context requires BOrne durerent 
meaning:-

.. The Boord" means the Hoard of Education; 
"The Ordinance .. means Ibe Education Ordinance, 1895 ; 
" A Schedule" means any schedule annexed to these Rules ; 
4 An Assisted School .. means a primary or elementary ""hool which 

is in receipt of a grant-in-aid; 
"The Standards "~means the standards eomprised in Schedule A 10 

these Rules; 
.. A Pupil Teacher," is a boy or girl engaged by a manager or loea 

- manager of a school 011' condition of ~hing during ""hoo I 
honn.under:the BUperin endence of the principal ~her ami 
receiving instruction out of school honn ; 

• A Copy of the Education Rules, 1899, may be _n ~t·the Board cJ 
E.lllcation Library, St. Stephen's lIm,"", Cauoc:>n Row, WhItehall. l.o~dnn. 
~,W, ., ,. 
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.. School year .. means the period from the 19& day of January &0 the 
3M day of December in any year, ~h days inclusive; 

.. Attendan ..... means atlendanee at a school of a pupil of 00& t.... than 
two hours a& ei&her a morning or afternoon meeting; 

.. Average Atlendan ..... means the number found by dividing &he &otal 
number of attendan_ made during any period by the number 
of tim .. for which the eehool has me& during such period ; 

.. Elementary Subjee1a .. shall mean and ine\ude reading, writing antI 
arithmetic ; 

.. Inspeclor .. means the Inspector of SChools. 

II. YBJmNGS 0.. TID BoARD. 

2. The Iloard shall meet as oflen as the President shall think fit &0 COIl· PresideDt to> 
vene it, and four of the membem thereof, including &he President, shall ooD~ .. e aDd 
form. a quornm. In &he ahseD<>l cI the President, &he member deputed p~e at 
by him sha\I preside. . meet.iDg .. 

m ExAmNAnoR or ScuOOIB. 
3. The Inspector shall annually hold an emminstion of all assisted Schoo" to I .. 

ochoola, at &he ond of every school :rear. esamiued 
At . such emminstion every pupil of a eehool sha\I be qualified to be .. uD ..... 11· 

oDmmed who shall have attended that school for at least &he \aIR three 
months in &he preceding school :rear; provided that no pupil shall be Proviso. 
eDmined in any standard in which he shall a\ready have passed. 

4. The standards of emminstion for Infant schoola or classes shall be Subjects an I 
th .... deno&ed snb.S&andards ... and 6, and for other ochoola or classes the Standards 
Standards I. &0 VD. (Schedule A). The pupils cI auy eehool sha\I be!::" exami .... 
e:mmined in the ob\igator;y subjects, namely:-The E1emen&sr;y subjee1a 
and, as regerds the girls, plain Needlework. They may also be e:mmined in 
the following optional subjects, viz. ,.....English Grammar, Geography, 
History of the British Empire or of Sierra Leone, and in e1emen&sr;y Free-
hand Drawing. Plain Needlework shall be eompulsor;y as a class object for 
all gUIa above &he age cI seven, and sha\I be &aught aooording &0 the plan 
sot forth in Schedule D. 

5. The luapsotor shall no& be reatrieIed., in e:mmining any eehool, &0 &he TuHlook .. 
nae of boob ordinarily used &herein, but may use any other books cI 
app"'!inWe\:r equal difficulty. 

6. The lnapee&or ahaII, before &he e:mmination of a eehool, give &0 the Notice of e.· 
toea! managers &hereof not 1 ... &han seven days' notice in writing of the ~ioa '0 
day find by him for such eDminalion. be g .. en. 
. 7. A pupil is held &0 have passed a standard when ha or she has passed Pro~t 
1ft the elementary subjects in &hat standard, and h. or she sha\I &hen be Pupil. 
called a proficienl 

8-IL • . • • • • • . • • • • 
12. After overy such eDmination as aforesaid &he Inspedar shall furnish Be.-&

&0 tho Board such a repon in writing as shall enable ii &0 determine the 
amount, if any, &0 be awarded under &he Ordinan ... &0 each school that baa 
been en,mined 

IV. TuCIIDS. 
Claai{ico.tioL 

13. The &eachera reeognioed by &he Board a~~) Probetiono:rs; (6) C'- of 
Pupil-&oachers' (c) Aasis&sn' Teachers; (Ii) Provisionall7 Certificated Modten. 
ToOchen; (.) ~ Teachers. 

Pro/1otioun. 
1"'- (II) Candid ... for the office of pn~hen may be reeognioed As &0 

as proha&ioners until they are eligible &0 be pupii.teachers; provided they--' 
have been presented &0 the lnapec&or for approval, have produced a eertifi-
eale of good condue& from ,be load managers and ooe 01 punc:tIDJKy. dill-
gon<e. obodienco and _lion &0 their duties, from &he _r eM" JIlistresii !!II" have pasioe4 'PI ~mjDation ill SMndar<l IV. !If V. 
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.. (b) Prob&tione1'8 m\lllt not be I .... tban fourteen years of age at tbe com· 
mencement of tbeir engagement. 

!&gemeDt. (c) Tbe engagement of probatione1'8 may commence at any date after 
tbey bave passed tbeir examination. 

lit &II to (d) Probatione1'8 wb""" engagement commencea on or after tbe paeeing 
,bing. of these rulee will not be permitted to be employed in teaebing during more 

tban balf the time tbat tbe scbool is open. 
lponsibi. (e) The manage1'8 are bound to see that tbe rulee reepeeting the employ • 
. of Mana· ment of probatione1'8 are properly observed, and tbe Board, if aatisfied that 
•. this duty is neglected in tbe case of any probationer, may decline to recognize 

sucb probationer lIB a member of the staft' of the scbool in wbicb b. is em· 
ployed. 

•• 
IlmeuC8-
at of en
ement. 
didateo. 

Pupil 1'eacM,.. 
10, Pupil·teachers muot not be 1M.. than tilte.en YOBr. of age at the 

beginning of their engagement. 
16. The engagement of a pupil·teaeher can only begin on the 1st January. 

17. Candidates, in order to be engaged lIB pupil·teaehel'8, wbetber at tbe 
end of a period of probation or witbout probation, shall be presented to the 
Inspeetor for approval, bave produced tbe certificates speeified in Rule 144, 
and bave passed an examination in Standard VI. or VII., at whicb they 
mlL.t bave obtained at least 00 per cent. of tbe aggregate marks allotted 
to tb~ subjects taken up by them and not Ie. than 33} per cent. of the 
marks allotted to anyone of these subjects. 

gth olen. 18. The length of the engagement of a pupil-teacber shall ordinarily 
.mont. be three yeal'8, but may be two or one, provided the candidate pa.ssee for 

admission tbe examination fixed for the fil'Bt or second year, and the end 
of the reduced term of service falls beyond the completion of the candidate', 
eigbteenth yesr. 

,ral ..... 
iee of 
ISg8lL 

Candidates may be admitted for a one year engagement, provided that 
(al they are bolde1'8 of proficiency certificates approved by the Board from 
the College of Precepto1'8 or from the University of Durbam for no& more 
than two years previoU8ly, and (b) the end of this engagement lalla beyond 
the completion of the candidates' eigbteentb yesr. 

19. Central or otber classes for tbe instruction of pupil-teachers .hall be 
open at all tim ... to the inspeelion of the Inspeetor, and the Board m ... t he 
sati,fied with the premi .... and general all'8n!wment8. 

The local manage1'8 are bound to see that the pupil·teacher is properly 
instnlcted during the engagement, and the Board, if satisfied that this 
duty is neglected in any school, may decline to recognize any pupil·teacher 
as a member of the staft' flf such scbool. 

ilieate 20. (a) Pupil-teachc1'8 are required at the end of the first and the second 
Examin· year of tbeir engagement to produce the rertificates speeified in Rule 14 
.. (a) and to pa.ss an examination in the subject. specified in Schedule C. 

Pupil-teaebe1'8 of tbe third year are required to paee ~he Government 
Scholarship Examination as .peeified in Schedule C., and to produce similar 
certificates of character to th""" required in the second ),ear. 

~ two (b) After two consecutive failuree to pass the examination requi ..... I, 
no DO nnl .... from illness or other sufficient cause, or to produce tbe required 
or recog. certificate, a pupil-teacher will no longer be recognized by the Board. 
L (c) Pupil·Ieachers may in an)' ...., continue to be _niud until the 

end of the month in which the decision of the Board of ILducation as to 
their certificates and the result of their examination is announced to the 
manager. 

,,~tio. (d) Tbe collective examinations of pupil-teacbers .hall be held in 
.pi). December. 
..... (e) The Inspeetor will inform the managers of the time and place at 

which tbe eoIIective enminatioo ci their pupill=""=n will be held. 
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(f) The final examination of pupU-teachers will be the Government Government 
Schol~hip Examination. A pupil-teacher of the third year may post- Scholarship 
pone hIS final examinetion for another year but not unless his engagement Examin&-
as pupil·teacher is extended for that year. tion. 
- (fl) Notice shall be given to the Board by the local manegers of the nemes 

of the pupil·teachers who desire to attend either of the, annual examination! 
referred to in paragraphs (a) and (f) of this rule one month previous to the 
date fixed for such examination. 

21. The Board is not a party to the engagement of pupil-teachers, and lIo&rd no 
only ascertains whether the prescribed certificates are produced and the part;t to en· 
prescribed examination passed. gagement. 

22. Whatever other questions arise upon the engagement may be re- Reference to 
ferred to the Board provided that all the parties agree in writing to be the Board. 
bound by the decision of the Board of Education as finel: otherwise they 
must be settled as in any other hiring or contract. 

23. At the termination of their engagemente pupU-teachera who elect Ex.pupil 
to continue in the profession of elementary echool teachers may, under the teacher. 
conditions stated in the following rnIes, become-

(a) Studente in a recognised Training College. 
(b) Aosistant Teachers. 
(.) Provisionally Certificated Teachers. 

V. EXAlllNATION BOB ADMISSION TO TRAINING COLLBGBS. 

24. The examination of candidates for admission into a training college, Go_ent 
called .. The Government Scholarship Examination," will be held in October Scholarship 
at a Training College. The names of all candidates must be notified to the ~zamina. 
Board on or before the 15th of Scptember. tlOn. 

25. The examination shall extend to all subjecte in w bich pupil·teachers Suhjecta. 
during their engagement are required to be instructed as specified in 
Schedule C. 

26. (a) Candidates attending the examination must be either pupil
teac~ers entering for their final examination Ul\der Rnle 20, or, not being 
pupil-teachers, persons not less than eighteen years of age on the 1st January 
nen following the date of examination. 

(b) Candidates who have failed twice to pass the Government Scholar
ship Examinetion shall not be again examined. 

27. Candidates who pass the examination oball be arranged in thre~ 
classes in order of merit. To be in the first class they will have to obtain 
at least 711 per cent., in the second 60 per cent., and in the third class 40 
per cent., of the aggregate marks allottoo to the subjecte taken up by them 
and. not less than 331 per cent. of the marks allotted to anyone of these 
lubJ8Cte. _ 

AIIi,I4 .. , TeacMr,. 
28. Persons who have passed the Government Scholarship Examination 

and holders of third class certificates as teachers under the Education 
Rules of 17th January, 18911, may be recognized as Assistant Teachers. 

Pnn>iri<mall, C.,.Ii(iaJUttl T".. Mr,. 
29. The following persons may be recognized as .. provisioneUy certifi- CeIldi~ of 

cated teachers," provided they are specially recommended by the Inspector recacmUon. 
on the ground of their practical skill as teachers, and that there are not 
luJlicient certificated teachers :-

(a) Pupil-tesche.. who, after the aatisfactory completion of their 
engai"ment, have obtained a place in the first class of the 
Government Scho\arship Examination. 

(b) Persons who have passed the first ,ear's examination for certifi
cates (Rnle 34 (1) a). 

G 
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Ce) Persons who hold a second class certificate under the Education 
Rules of 17th January, 1895. 

30. [Temporary Certificaoos iSBued to provisionally oertificated leechera.) 
31. Provisionally certificated teachers may _se to be recognized as 

such if the schools or classes of which they are in charge are twice reported 
to he inefficient by the Inspector. 

Certificated TeacMrI. 
32. Candidates for certificaoos shall, except where it is otherwise pro

vided in these Rules, have passed the first and second year's examination 
at the Tnrining College. 

~xamina- 33. The examination will he held in January at a Training College. 
ion. A syllabus of the examin .. tion may he bad on application to the Board. 

34. (1) The first year's examination is open to-
(a) Students who have been enrolled and who have for at least one 

year received continuous training in a Training College; 
Cb) Teachers who heing upwards of nineteen years of age have been 

employed for at least one ycar as assistant teachers nuder Rule 
28 in assisted schools under certificated teacheno and han 
obtained a favourable report from the Inspector on their skill 
in teaching, reading and recitation. 

(e) To ~in a pass in the above examination a student will have to 
obtain at least 60 per cent. of the aggregate marko allotted to 
the subjects taken np by him, and not I ... than 331 per ecnt. 
of the marks allotted to anyone of these subjects. 

(2) The second year'. examinatiun is open \0-
Ca) Students who have passed the first ycar'. examination, or have 

been excused such examination on account of illness or other 
cause accepted as satisfactory by the Baud and have IUbl&
quently completed a second year of training as Ipccified in 
Rule 34 (I) a. 

(b) Teacheno who have passed the first year'. examination nol I ... 
than a year previously and, auboequently to sucb examination, 
have held .itnations for al least one year as provisionaUy certiS
cated teachers or assistant teachers under Rule 28 in 888iated 
achools under certificated teachers or in central cl888es as speci
fied in Rule 19, and teachers who hold second clasa certifical<8 
under the Board of Education Rules of 17th January, 189l'>, 
and, heing headmasters or mistresses of 888isted achoola, have 
obtained a serond favourable report from the Inspector 00 
their skill in teaching, reading and recitation. 

Co) To gain a pa. ... in the ahove examination a stndent will have to 
obtain at least 7[) per cellt. of the agg"'~""te lJIarks allotted to 
the subjects taken up by biro, and not I""" than 40 per cent. of 
the marks aUolted to any one of these subjects. 

31>. Candidates who at the time of the examination are not teachers 
in schools under inspection .hall he recommended hy the authorities of 
the college or by the managers of the school in which they laat served. 

lotificatioD 36. The names of aU candidates for examination mllst he notified to the 
f _eo. Board hefore the lat of December and accompanied by a cerlificate of good 

character for each candidate either from the authorities of the Training 
College or the managers of schools as the case may he. 

37. The euminatiOll under Rul .. 20, 24, and 34 will he conducted by 
Boards of &aminera, the members of w hieh ahaU he ~ppointed by tbe 
Governor and paid for their eerviees a fee of one guinea each for each 
"aruination, or a\ such other rate as the Ikerd may, oOller .,...,iaI circum
.tan ..... fix. 
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38. (Il). Teachers who have ~ the second year·s examination shan RecognitiGn 
be recognized by the &..rd as certifica&eci teachers from the first day of the &8 certifica
month Ol,cceeding the close of the examination and shall obtain a certi- led teecb"", 
ficate in the [prescribed] form. ....... . 

(b) Teachers w~o, on or before the p8S!ing of these rnIes, held firs~ 
class certificates shall be recognized as certificated teachers in 
the palition they held at the time of the p8S!ing of these rules. 

39. Lists will be published in ThIl Sierra J..oM Rugal Gazetts showing 
the successful candidates in each yesr's examination, whether students or 
nM. 

40. A teacher who has been employed as a certificated teacher for not Parchment 
I .... than two years in one and the same school or in a Training Conege, and certilicate. 
has obtained a favourable report from tbe Inspector at the end of each year, 
shan be awarded a certificate to be caned .. Parchment Certificate·' in 
the [prescribed) form.. • • . . • . . • . . 

41. The certificates held under previous rules will continue to be recog
nized; but any further advancement as regards status and certificates 
can ouly be obtained under these rnIes. 

Report of I_,w... 
42. The Inspector shall report each year on the efficiency of an teachers !J>speetor'. 

engaged in a school, and particularly on the efficient discharge of their Reports. 
duty towards the pupil-teachers under them. 

Recall or S~ of Cerli/kalu. 
43. A certificate may at any time be recalled or suspended, but not until 

the Board have informed the teacher of tho charges against him and given 
him an Opportunity of explanatiou. 

44. There shaD be kept in the Inspector of Schools· Office a complete ~,;: of I.< 
record of certificates granted by the &..rd. Any person applying shaD :: k t..lflS 
be aUowed to see such record within office hours and on payment of a fee ep 
of one shilling, and an official copy of a certificate from such record shaD 
be evidence that a certificate was 80 granted as tllerein stated and that 
&nch official copy is a true e:rtraet from the reeord and for such official 
copy a fee of one shilling shall be payable. 

The fees referred to in tbe preceding paragraph shall be paid into the 
Treaiury. 

VI. ScOooL STAFF. 
45. The recosniZll!d teachers employed in any echool form the school 

.taft". 
46. Before the commencement of the school year a list of the school ~rd to 

staff shaD be suhmitted to the &..rd wbicb, if approved by them, shall be decide. 
entered in tbe log-hook and signed by the local manager. Tbe entry will 
show the school staft" at tbe beginning of tbe school year. An entry must 
be made of any change in the staff occurring during the school year. 

47. In estimating what is tbe minimum school staff required, tbe &..rd Minim1lJD 
consider the Principal Certificated Teacher to be sufficient for an average School stalI'. 
attendance of sixty; eacb additional certifieated teacber for an additional 
average attendance of eighty; each assistant teacher or provisionaUy 
certificated teacher for an additional average attendance of siny; each 
pupil teacher for an additional anrage attendance of forty; each pr0-
bationer for an additional average attendance of \wenty. 

Schools witb an average attendance of below siny and infant echoaIs 
&8 defined in Rule 71 are n"* included in the .h<we arrangement, b", the 
Board expect that managers will make suitable arrangementa for tbe 
soholam in lOch echoola. 

Gil. 
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48. On and after the 1st of January of the third year following the 
passing of these rules, no school shall he recognized by the Beard as an 
assisted school in which the staff is I ... than the minimum recognized by 
the Beard under Rule 47. 

49. Where vacan~ies in the office of any teacherJ other than the principal 
teacher, oceur in the course of a school year, and are duly reported to the 
Beard,. probationers em~loyed in the place of the teachers causing the 
vacanClea may he recogmzed as part of the school staff, each probationer 
heing aecepted as equivalent to a pupil-teacher, provided alwa)'S that the 
vacancies are supplied not later than the first day of the next school year 
by the appointment of duly qualified teachers. 

60. Notiee shall at once he given to the Beard of any c~nge in the 
school staff oceurring during the echool year; and the date of birth of 
the new teacher and the name of the echool in which he or she was last 
emploYed. and of that (if any) in which he or she served as pupil·teacher 
shall he specified. 

VII. APPLIOATIONS lrCB EmwLJONT 011 8eBooLII. 

1i1-62 •• 

VIII. ANNuAL GRANT • 

• ditions of 63. The conditions required to be fulfilled by a school in order to obtain 
.oal an annual Government Grant are those set forth in .. The Education 
nto. Ordinance, 1896," and in these Rules. The Beard's decision wbetber 

these conditions are fulfilled in any case shall be final and eonclusive • 

• ditioDL 54. Before any jtrB.Ilt shall he made.in aid of a school, the Beard shall 
be aatisfied-

(0) That tbe school fulfils the eonditions contained in Section 8 of tha 
Ordinance' 

Cb) That the sch';"l premis .. are healthy, properly constructed, and 
supplied with suitable offices, and eontain eufficient accommo 
dation for the scholars attending the school; • 

(c) That the local managers of the school have furnished a proper 
and areurate statement of its income and expenditure ; 

(d) That at the last preceding examination of the school nollees than 
40 per cent. of the presentees were proficient; 

(e) That the school baa a sufficient staff and is adequately provided 
with furniture, books, mapa and other apparatus for elementary 
instruction. 

'Dis to be 56. The Beard shall annually make grant&-in-aid of schoolll at the 
'nal. respective rates specified in thi!ae Rules. Provided that under Rulee 66, 
Q ,. 58 and 69, no grant shall be made on account of any pupil who is not a 
... ~t.o f. proficient at the examination. 
-~. "'" , :I»ellt!!. "The Board shall, for e .. ery pass obtained hy the proficients in any 
~, -, :: 14eubjects mentioned in Rule 4 (except plain needlework), make a grant 

iq t~o ;umnIlB, and for every pass in plain needlework, one shilling; and 
/ f. '4~'" '" the standards above the aeeond in which no lees than one-half cl 
'bo~. Pa!. J>llpit~ ... xamined under snch standards shall individually obtain a good 
• ->1\ ~ 10,. .... iq ..., Thl cl the elementary iIllbjects, an additional award cl aixpenee 
... ~e,> ~ cl i>et pass obtained by each proficient in that standard. 

.iqff~ 48 :~h1io'::"J shall, for every pass in drawing, make a grant cl NO 
~ ... ~~,.tlL' 'nce in aid cl the school cl the .-ful candidates. - 1 --.Qp. . 
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58. The Board shall award &0 every school III which ~e Inspector shaD Grant for 
have re~ the organization and discipline as go«!. a grant III ninepence orgaoUation 
for each urut, or as {airl" go«!. a grant III sixpence for each unit III average anil 
attendance at mch school. diaciplin .. 

For the pnrpose III this grant the Inspector will have special regard ConditiODS to 
to the moral training and conduct of the children, to the neatness and beful6JlecL 
orde! of ~he school premises. furniture and apparatus and to the proper 
classificatIOn III the scholars both for leaching and emmination. The local 
managers and teachers will be expected to satisfy the Inspector that aD 
reasonable care is taken, in the ordinary management III the school to 
bring up the children in habits of punctuality. of good manners and 1..;;-
1!U&l!e, III cIesnliness and neatness. and also to impress upon the children 
the IIDportance of cheerful obedience to duty. of consideration and respect 
for others and of honour and truthfulness in word and act. 

59. Where the organization and discipline III a school shall have been Grants for .. 
~po~ as good. and not less than 80 per oent. of the pupils under inatrue>- high 
tlon m the Btandards have been preaented for examination. the Board shaD Btandardof 
award to IUch school for every proficient pass in a standard Bubject:- :U~":!:':;t-

(a) If no less than 60 per oent. III such preaenleea shaD have pasaed, grant .. 
an extra grant at the rata of sixpence for each such pass. 

(6) If no less than 70 per oent. shall have JIB888Ci. an extra grant at 
~e rate III one shilling for each Buch pass. 

(e) If no less than 80 per oent. shall have JIB888Ci. an extra grant at 
the rate of one shilling and Dinepenoe for each such pass; and 

(d) If no less than 90 per oent. shaD have JIB888Ci. an ""tra grant at 
the rate III two BhilIings for mch pass. 

Provided that theae ""tra grants BhaD not be made Uuless the majority 
III the pro6cients making up the peroentage of pro6cients shaD conaist 
of pupils who were then emmined for the fuM time in their respeetive 
standards. 

60. The Board shaD award to every school a grant III two shillings for Average. 
each unit ot average attendance. attAmdanee. 

61. Whenever it is propoaed to erect an elementary school building Grants in 
or to add to or eularge an e.xiating elementary ..,hool building. a grant rea""", of 
may be made in aid of the coat of the ereotion or e.xtension thereol III not ~df.. 
more than one-lenth of the eatimated or actual coat of building whichever fnmi~ and 
may be leaat, or ot mch less Bum as the Board may have previously deter- apparatus. 
mined in every particular esse, where before the commenoement III the 
building-

(a) The approve! of the Board baa been obtained for the. erection ot 
or addition to or eulargement III the school buildmg. for the 
plana and eatimated coat for the same, and the poaition III the. 
propoaed aite; and . 

(6) Security baa been given &0 the satiafactiOD III the Board to the 
amount III the grant-in...m ~ the building shaD continue &0 
be used as an elementary school until the said grant baa beea 
repaid or an order baa been obtained from ~e Board authoriaing 
the discontinuance III IUch echooI building for the porpooe III an 
elementary school 

Provided that the Board shaD not signify its approve! as provided in Proriae. 
(a) unless it ia eatis6ed that the accommodation to be provided ill actuaUy 
requisite, having regard to that already e.xiating ~ the district, an~ ~ 
no grant BhaD be paid uuless the Board baa been satis6ed ~ ~e buildings 
have been erected in accordance with ~e approved plana (auell' eo far 
as any variation ~erefrom may be approved by the Board) and YOUCh ... 
have been produced to its satisfaction in BUpport III ~e e.xpenditurP inClll'l'ed. 
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The Board will require-

Ist.-A Block Plan of the site drawn to scale, which moat indicate: 
i. The pooition of the school huildings; 

.!!- Out buildings ; 
m. Entrances; 
iv. Boundry walls or fences. 

2nd.-A plan of each floor of the schoolroom also drawn to scale. 
3rd.-A detailed speeification. 

All school buildings must be fitted with sufficient number of h"t-pe~ .. 
and a separate latrine for boY" and girls which must be at " suitable distance 
from and not attached to the school. 

Pupil Teache,,' Gran~. 

62. A grant according to the following scale is made in r""poet nf each 
pupil-teacher who bas passed a good or fair examination at one of the 
examinations of pnpil-teachers or has obtained a plaee in the first or second 
class in the Government Scholarship Examinal ion. 

Government 
First Year. Sccond Year. Scholarship. 

For a good pass - £2 £3 £4 (Jst Class) 
For a fair pass £1 £2 £3 (2nd Cl"",,) 

To pass a good or fair examination in the first or second year a pupil-
teacber mnst obtain at least 75 per cent. or 50 per oont. respectively of the 
a~grcgste marks allotted to the subjects taken up by him and not I_ 
than 331 per cent. of the marks "Uotted to anyone of th.",. subjects, anrl 
with respeeIi to the Government Scholarship he must obtain for a good or 
fair pass the proportion of marks laid down respeetively for passes in the 
first or second class in Rule 27. 

The grant nnder this Rule may be applied towards the expenses of eentntl 
or other classes for the instruction of pupil_hers or divided betwcen 
the principal teacher and the pupil_her, 8hould the latter have been 
instructed by the former, in such proportion as the managers think fit. 

Granl 011 pauing Examination for Cerlific,ak. 

63. A grant of ten pounds will be made in respect of each teacher who 
has passed the 8000nd year'. examination for " certificate under Role 34, 
2 (b) and (e). The grant under this Rule .baD be applied to the fuods of 
any school or central or other clasa in which the teacher may have been 
prepared for the e:mminatioo. 

Ttadter.' Granta. 

65. The grants in respeet of the teachers of assisted achoola will be made 
as foUowa:-

Parchment Certificated Teachers 
Certificated Teachers -
AssiBtant Teachero 

- .£15 
- £10 
- £ 6 

Provision&lly certificated teachers will ...,.,.ive tho ... me grant as certifi
cated teachers whilst acting OIl a recognized school .taIf "" certifirated 
teachero. 

66. For the pnrpooe of theoe granl8 certificated teach ... nod ... the 
Board of Education Rule 7 of the 17th January, 1895, will be '*'-"I .. 
loUOW!I : 
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A &eacher holding a firskIass certificate as a parchment certificated 
teacher, a teacher holding a secood..,lass certificate as a certificated teacher 
and a &eacher holding a ilird",Ia&. certificate as an assistant teacher. ' 

~7. No grant will !'" given in any case in respect of teachers, classified 
88 In Rule 13, or certIficated teachers under the Board of Edncation Rules 
of 17th January, 18!l5, unless they are holding situations in a school staft" 
recognised under Rule 48. 

68. Teachers' granlB shall be paid in each case quarterly at the end of 
e,-ery qnarter for which payment is claimed. 

Ttadoer.' Salarit$. 

69. From and after the 1st of January, 1900, the salaries of teachers in 
assisted schools shall be paid as under; and no school shall after that date 
be recognized as an assisted school in which such salaries are not paid. 

A parchment certificated teacher shall be paid by the mana!!,!rs a- salary 
of not I ... than £60 a year, which with the teacher's grant [Rule 65) makes 
a total salary of not less than £75 a year. 

A certificated teacher or a provisionally certificated &eacher shall be paid 
by the mana!!,!rs a salary of not less tban £40 a year, which, wit h the 
teacher's grant [Rule 65l, makes a total salar:r of not I ... than £50 a ;rear. 

An assistant teacher shall be paid by tbe manall"rH a salary of not I ... 
than £28 a ;rear, wbich, with -the teacher's grant [Rule 65), makes a total 
salary of £34 a ;rear. 

The above paymenlB .hall be exclllBive of the remuneration a teacher 
may earn under Rule 76. 

Granl.-in·Aid for Infa .. ' School •• 

70. A .... lamle '''h'''1er shall (,. kopt for such infanlB between the 8Il"8 Register. 
of four aud seven who are not sufficiently advanced for the Standards. 

71. Tbe conditions of tho average aUendance grant [Rule 50) sball be t.n-= at· 
equally applicable to them. !!I'UIt. 

D 

72. Where the Inspector is satisfied that proper arrangements have G .... t for 
heen made for their instruction, and that tbey have been ouitably taught, teaching, &.:. 
tbe Board shall award a grant of one obilling on account- of every ouch 
infant who shall have attended that school for at least tbelaot three months 
in Ihe preceding school ;rear and was present at the examination: but 
where the Inspector is not 80 satisfied the Board may "ward .. grant of 
sixpence. 

73. Where instruction in an infant school shall 
continuously during the preceding school ;rear-

(a) In .. aeparate building, or 

h .. ft been imparled Grant for 
_ingiD 
suitable 
bnildiDg, &e. 

(b) In the same building bnt not on the same floor, or 
lc) On the same floor but in aseparate room, the partition walls whereof 

are sufficiently thick to exclude tb. sound of t .... hing Irom 
other parts vi the school, and 

(d) By .. eompetent adult teacher by means vi object l<sso .... lessona 
in form or ooIour or .. variety of nseful and instructive ompioy
menla, in addition to tho anbjeelB opecified inSchednIe A. tbe 
Inspector mo." if satisfied, recommend a grant vi ~ &d. OIl 
."""un' vi e_y sueh infant wbo obalI have atteuded that 
""hool for at leas' the laot three months vi the preceding school 
year, and ...... ...-n' at the enmination; or, if 0DIy parUally 
sat.ia6.ed, be may ...... mmend a grant vi 28. per head. 
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IX. PAYMENT OP GRANTS-IN-Am MADB BY THE BOARD. 

74. There shall be paid to the managers or local managers of assisted 
schools, as the Board directs, as soon as II1l\7 be after the receipt by the 
Board of the Annual Report of the Inspector of Schools, as an advance 
towards the grants-in ... id, a sum not exceeding one-hall of the amount 
of the grant reported by the Inspector as having been apparently earned 
by them, and the balance of the grants-in-aid, if any, shall be paid to such 
managers or loeal managers as the Boord directs as SOOIU08 may be after 
the actual amount of grants to which such schools are entitled shall have 
been finally ascertained. Provided always that if it shall appear that any 
school, on behaU of which an advance bas been made, is entitled to no 
grants-in-aid under these Rules, or to a less grant than the amount ad
vanced, the managers or local managers of such school shall be called upon 
to repay the amount of the advance made to them, or such portion thereol, 
as, in the opinion of the Board, they may not have been entitled to as afore
said. And in the event of their not repaying the same within one month 
of the date of such application as aforesaid, the amount demanded by the 
Board shall he recoverable from the managers or local managers of the 
school concerned in a summary manner as liquidated damages, upon proof 
of such demand having been sent to such managers or local managers by 
the Clerk of the Board in a registered letter addressed to anyone of such 
managers or local managel1!. 

X. APPLICATION OP GRANTS-IN-Am MAD. BY TBB BOARD. 

ant money 75. All moneys paid to the managel1! or locaI managel1! of any acbool 
be applied in respect of any grant-in-4id made by the lloard shall be applied to the 
eda.... improvement or maintenance of the building, furniture or apparatus, 
nai pur- and to increasing the remuneration of the teachers, including pupil-teachers 
.... of such schools, and to such other purposes as the Board may sanction 

munera
nto 
cbel'8 of 
isted 
001& 

either generally or in any particular instance. 
76. Uuless otherwise provided by tbe Board under the powel1! reserved 

to it under Section VI. of the Ordinance, not less than one-hall of tbe gran"
in ... id earned by any school under the following grants shall be devotfo.d 
to increasing the emoluments of the teachel1! as classified in Rule 13; 
namely-

(a) Average attendance, Pr06ciencr, Good paes, Organisation and 
Discipline, and Merit; and 

(b) Sewing. 
(e) Drawing. 

,tribntion. In the case of grants in claM (a) at least a quarter of the total granla 
earned shall he .... igned to the principal teacher of the achoo!, and in class 
(b) at least a hall, and in class (0) at least three-fifths, of the gI1Int earned 
in each subject shall he 888igned to the principal teacher in the subject 
for which the grant is given; but before a teacher can be considered qwrJi
fied to instruct in Drawing he must either he an Assistant or Certificated 
teacher who bas passed the course of instructinn laid down in these Rules 
or, if" teacher under the Rules of the 17th Jannary, 1895, have passed an 
examination in Drawing to the satisfactinn of the Board. 

~riao. Provided always that it shall not he incumbent on the managers or 
local managers of any school to pay anf portion of the grant-in-4id to 
any teacher who shall have been connected with the school for anf term 
less than six months in the school year for which the grant is made, or 
who bas been dismissed from, or bas resigned his connection with .nch 
school bf reason of serious misconduct. Anf teacher, who would have 
been entitled to receive a portion of the grant under this Rule had he not 
resigned or been dismioaed, maf, if dissatisfied with the decision of the 
managers or local managers, appeal in writing to the Board, within anf 
period not exoeeding one month from such deeision, and thereupon the 
lloard shall inquire into the case and decide whether anf and if 10 what 
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portion of the grant shall be paid to such teacher; and the decision of the 
Board shall be final and binding upon all parties concerned • 

. 77. As a provisional mesaure and until the Board determines, classes 
will be held at the Technical School for the instruction of teachers desirous 
of qualifying themselves as instructors in drawing. 

The course will consist of forty lectures extending over a period of fi\'e 
months, and each teacher attending it will be required to pay in advance 
a fee of three shillings and sixpence, and the Board shall grant at the con
clusion of snch course to the Technical School fifteen shillings for each 
student who may have obtained a pass. Provided that the nnmber of 
students who enter for the course shall not be less than five. H the sum 
of the grants so earned added to that of the students' fees for anyone course 
is I ... than £9, which amount is calculated to be the expenses wbich have 
to be defrayed in connection with the course of lectures hy the Technical 
School, then the Board shall award a sufficient sum to make up the amount 
to £9. 

In the event of the sum of the grants and the students' fees exceeding 
£9 the surplus shall go to the funds of the Technical School 

XI. LnoUTlOM TO GRAMTS-Df-Am. 

78. The proportion of fees to be recovered and obtained under Section 
VIII. d. the Ordinance shall be not less than two-thirds of the total fees 
payable by the children in attendance at the school. 

No annual grant.-in-aid to any school shall in any ease exceed haH of Grant-in-aid 
its annual income derived from all sources: Provided however that this Dot to exoeed 
shall not affect the share of the grants to which teachers are entitled on the half of, 
Inspector's Annual Report, but the same shall be paid to them as otherwise "":..i:-.. 
provided in these Rules. D m 

XII. MJMDroII N1J)[BBB op MnTINas. 
79. No schoOl shall receive a grant unless it shall have met no less than Minimum 

380 times during the preceding school year and instruction has been given Dnml?er of 
in the anbjects mentioned in Schedule A for at lesat two eoosecutive hours mootings. 
at each luch meeting. 

xm. RBCOIWS TO .. KIIPT A'I! AssIsTBn ScHOOLS, AND STATISTICS 
TO .. IrI1BMIBBIID BY MAMAODS 01' AaaIll'l'Ell SoaooUi. 

80-87 .• 

• XIV. SoBOLAllSlllPS. G ...... tiDg of 
88. The following regulations will be observed in granting. scholar- Scholarahi.P" 

.hipe. under the provisions of Section 13 of. the Ordinance, provided that ~L :r8:'D 

.ufficlent funds have been voted by the Legislature for the purpoee. dinan .... 

(1) When there are lufficient eligible candidates there shall in eve9 TImoe 
year be granted under sul><leetion (a) of Section XIII. d. the 0I:di- Scholarahips 
nance, three scholarships of the annual value of £10 which of annual 
.hall be tenable in the first instanee for one year only, but may, value of £10. 
upon ito being shown to the satisfaction of the Board that the 
scholar continues to be d. good character and conduct and is 
persevering in and benefiting from the instmction received, 
be extended from y08l' to y08l' for a further term d. two yeara : 
Provided that the Board may at any time anspend or wi~hdra .. 
any scholarship withont aaaigning any reason for 80 dom g. 

(2) Every candidate for one d. the above schobuships mnst ful6.1 the 
fonowing conditions- _. • . 

The candidate must preeent a certificate mgued by the prmCipai 
teacher d. the school he has last attended, to the foUowmg 
etf"", :- • 

(0) That he is 01 good character and eondnd, that his .l""""!ts 
or guardiana are unable 01 ~ to proYide him 
with further education ; 
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(6) 'rhat he b&e been in regular attendance at that ur some 
other primary school in the Colony for the two 8chool 
years immediately preceding his candidature, aDd has 
within that period passed a aatisfactory examination 
in Standard V. or VI. under these Rules. 

(3) The candidate must consent to attend a Secondary school approved 
by the Boan!. during the currency of the scholarship, but may 
elect the school he desires to attend. 

(4) The candidate must pass an examination in Standard VU. at 
which, in order to qualify, he must obtain at I .... t 50 per cent. 
of the aggregate marks allotted to the subjects taken np by 
him and not I ... than 331 per cent. of the marks aUotted to 
anyone of these subjects, and whenever the number of eligible 
candidates exceeds the number of scholal"Hhips to be granted, 
the above examination shall be deemed to have been competi
tive, and the scholarship shall be award. A to the candidates 
who having qualified obtained the highest aggregate marks. 

(5) Every such scholarship shall be tenable only 80 long as the holder 
thereof shall attend a Secondary school within the Colony 
and remain of good behaviour. 

(6) The granting ofany scholarship undersub-eection(b)of Seetion Xln. 
of the Ordinance, and all psrticnlars and conditions therool, 
shall in every instance depend upon the special circuDlBtances 
of the case. 

XV. TRAINING COLLEGI!S. 

SU. A Training College is an institution either for hoarding, lodging 
a.nd instructing, or for merely instructing students who arc preparing to 
beeome certificated teachers in elementary schools. Training Colleges are 
required to inclucle, either on their prcmiRes or within a convenient tliHtance, 
a practi.ing school in which the .Iudents may I",,,n the practical exere;"" 
of their profession. Only those institutions will be rccogn;"."j by the lIonrd 
as Training Colleges which have been approved of by the Government and 
which continue to fulfil the conditions required by the Government. 

Admi .. i"" into Training College •. 
90. The recognized students in a Training College are called Govern

ment Scholars. 
91. The authorities of a Training College or a manager may prop<llle 

to the Boord for admission as a Government Scholar on or before the 15th 
of December any candidate who has obtained a place in the first or IICCOf\d 
class at the last preceding Government Scholarship Examination (Rules 
2-~, 26 and 27). 

92. The Boord shaD in each year on or before the 30th Scptember fix 
the number of Government scholars whom it will accept to be trained 
during the ensuing year in a Training College. The number to be trained 
will be selected from those eandidates proposed for admiseion onder the 
preceding mle. 

93. Before a candidate is admitted into a Training College he, together 
with one approved surety, shall give a bond to the Governor binding him 
( .. ) to be of good behaviour dnring his course of training, and (6) to teach 
for a period of five years at least either in a Training CoDege, Government 
School or an Assisted School after the conclusion of his course of training 
whether at the end of the first or the aeeond year. Provided that if th. 
candidate ghould be dismissed for misbehaviour Wore the ooncluoion of his 
course of training he and his snrety. separately nr together. shall forfeit to 
the Government the sum of £13 in the case of a resident student, or £5 in 
the .... of a day slndent: and similarly they.hall forfeit the IIOJD of £50 
if the candidate shall fail to teach for five yean ... herein Wore mentiooed : 
such paymrnt to be recoverable from them in a summary manner •• liqui. 
dated d.ma""". 
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94. The authorities of a Training Colleg. may settle their own terms Conditions of 
of admission for a student as far as the discipline and regulations of the admission. 
college are concerned, and upon proof by such authorities that stndents 
have not fulfilled the conditions signed by th.m on admission into the 
coll.ge the Bo&rd may refuse to recognize th.m as certificated teschers. 

9l;. 'P'e period of training shull be two years, which period shall cum- Pe':i~ of 
menee In January of each yesr. '" trammg. 

96. Students who are Government scholars and are "qualified to attend 
the emminations for certificates (Rule 34 (1) a and 34 (2) a) are required 
to attend Ruch emminations, unless prevented by illness or otber cause 
approved by the Bo&rd. 

97. The number of Government scholars for whom grants will be allowed 
in each year will be four resident students and two day students, provided 
however that the Board may with the sanction of the Governor at any 
tim. increase the number according to the requirements for teachers in 
Elementary schools. 

The Government Scholarsbip in any ycar will be open to competition 
by the pupil-teacbers attending tbe Government Scholarship Examination 
(Rule 20 f) in the preeeding year. 

Gran! to a Training College. 
. 98 .. The annual grant to a" Training College shall be £50 for each student (:ra~~ to 
In residence as a Government scholar, and £20 for each day student en- ~ raIDIDg Col· 
rolled for continuoWl' training as a Gov.rnment scholar throughout the ego. 
year for which it is being paid. In the case of a day student the Bo&rd 
may grant a sum not exceeding £20 per annum towards the .support of 
such student during the p.riod of his training. 

In C&8e such day stud.nt does not desire to attend the Scripture classes 
at the Training College he is to enter, the manager by whom he may be 
recommended must guarantee to provide the necessary instruction in the 
Scriptures for such stud.nt. " 

99. The annual grant to a Training College will be paid to the authorities Instalments 
of Ruch College as follows :_ . of grant. 

(a) An instalment of £13 on 31st March, 30th June, and 30th Septem-
ber, in respect of every Government scholar in resid.nce for 
continuous training throughout the year. " 

(b) An instalment of £5 on 31st March, 30th June, and 30th Septem
ber, in respect of each day student enrolled for continuous 
training throughout the year. 

(e) The payment of the balance for each .tudent will be contingent 
on his or her passing suceessfully the year'. examination. 

(d) In each case of a student failing to pass the year's examination 
the balance will be forfeited to the Government unl .... he or 
Rhe has been excused such examination on ,""""unt of ilIn .... or 
other cause aceepted as satisfactory by the Board. 

100. Notwithstanding anything contained in these Rul .. it Rhull be 
lawful for the Board of Education to make sucb arrangement. as may 
be n ........ ry to ullow of the admission of Candidat .. into a Training College 
during tbe year 1900, and aucb arrangement. wben publisbed in TIM 
8ierra lAoM RO!/al G_Ie .ball have the same force and effect as if they 
were embodied in tb..., Rul .... 

lOt. Th .... Rules may be cited for all purposes as "The Education Rul .. , 
1899." 

tOi. .. The Education Rulf'S, 1895," are h.reby cancelled. 

Made and passed by the Board of Education tbi. Fourth day of Dec.!mber, 
11199. 
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(The Education Rules 1899.) 

___ S_UJH)_taudarda. .... ____ / 

a. b. 

To know the 
alphabet; 
appearance 
and powers 
of lett.er8 ; 
combinatioDB 
oftwoandof 
t1uee Ietten.. 

'To write on 
bl ... k·-..I 
o r slate, 
sma1lle~ .... 

f
TO know 
numbers up 
to 50. Verr 
aimple men-

51::~ 
~. 
;:: .. 
-< 

= < :s 
:s 
< 
~ 

J{ 
:: 
c: 
< = c g 
Cl 

, 

To road sen· 
tences cou.siBt-. 
iIlg chieOy of 
words of ODe 
.,.Ilable. 

To writ. on 
blaek-..I or 
olate, omall and 
capital letI.en!. 

Knowledge of 
Dumben up to 
100. Verr"""1 
ealenlationa on 
.1ate or black· 
board or meD
&aI. 

I. 

To read a .bort 
paragraph from 
a book. Dot COD
fined to words 
of one .,.1 .. 
ble. 

To eol!Y eor· b'!l,1D round 
• • few 

liDeo of prillt. 

To name the 
days of !.be 
week Bud 
montha of the 
year. Addi· 
tiOD and Sub
traetion of 
DumbeD of DM 
more ihan two 
fi~ IDAd· 
dlLioe, DOt more 
thaa five lineI 
to be gi't'eD. 
SllIJIS to be 
copied from 
blaek·bnanL 

. ~ 
SCHEDULE A."-

II. 

To road a short 
paragraph from 
an alemen~ 
reading book. 

To writeOD elate 
from dictation, 
DOL more thaD 
Lwei •• common 
worda of ODe 
.,.Ilable <om· 
menciDg with 
capital 1e-.. 
Copyboo .... 
large or bU· 
tex~ haDd. 10 
be .......... 

NoWioa &lid 
Dumeration up 
to 10,000. Sim
ple Additioa 
and Snlrtrae
tioa. Multi· 
plication and 
lJivioioa t.bIea 

III. 

To reod a .hort 
paragraph boru 
a more .,..~ 
_reodbrg 
book lban 
under 8taru1ard 
II. 

To write on 
paper froI,. 
aictatiou. a 
...-ge of noO 
more than lih ' 
1iDeo from .. ' 
eor~iDJ;: 
book, _II 
.,Iowly ooceaa-l ; 
tlren d;.w.1 
ill siDg1e words. 
Copy • hook>. 
large and haH 
test-hood, 10 
beabowo. i 

Sum. in ample 
rnl.., aaw "" 
and ineiuding' I 
Long DivmoJi 
an d JDODe)" 

tablea • 

N'ODD8 an .... 
V orbo, &be 
limitA .. in 
Maoroo'. y .... t 
N OtiOD8. of 
G~, pp. 
5-34, will lie 
1IIdIieioat.. 

, 

Size and .... pe I 
of eM world. 1 

Goo g raphieal ; 
defioitiou, ex· 
pw-I OD • 
map. U_ ol 
&he 1iDea era • 

:"o:id. ol$i 
CoI1iDo'N 
S&udard Gee>
grapbr, pp.l-t. , 

• The weighto &lid __ t.agM '" ehiJdJeD ~d be ... .,. 1III&h .. aN .... y -'.~ 

SclW)UUB i 
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! STANDARDS. 

IV. 

.... with intelli· 
...... abort_ 
apb from • more 
Iv"""",, .-ling 
.. k tbaa 1UIder 
_dard IlL 

write on paper, 
DID. dictation, .. pM
ga . of not. more _ m 1m.. from 
eorreBpondiog 

.. k, .... oIo ... ly 
IC8 aod then 
.t.ted a few worda 
, .. time. 
• py·booka,eapit&la 
uI figunoo Iarge aDd 
oall haad to be ......... 

_ in the COIDA 

lund roleo, rodllO· 
'0, &abI.. of 
• ilht. and 
""""'-. 

e'l'ioua require
ent. aDd the Ie
t.inicg partII of 
eech with e1emen
~ paning .. 
_ted in Muon'. 
lnt Notiona of 
ramma<, pp. 35-86. 
gIiah Hiotory up to 
orman line (1066), 
oiklejohn'. Short 
-'Y, pp. 1-19. 

-w.g . 
01118 &ad 'C:!ii:::; 
.... Code Staodanl 
oograpby, pp. IH8. 
Ap pointing. 

rr PDIV"I"t"n. 

V. 

To .... with intelli· 
gence and ""pres, 
oioo • few Iineo of 
poetry or prooe at 
the Cboiee of the 
IDspeetor. 

To "rite hom diet&
tUm •• bort para.
!:\'.h from some 

em narrative 
.... GlIDe aDd die
ta.ted • f.... worda 
at. time. Copy· 
boob to be abo ..... 

Vulgar Fraction .. 
Praetiee(simple aod 
componnd) • 

Previoua require
meulB with eonjuga· 
tioo of Verbe aod 
Parsing. MUDD's 
Firat NotioDs, 
pp.61-l20. 

IIiatory of territories 
adj_t to th. 
Colony. ~Rnltlish 
Hiotory up to 1422, 
Meiklejobo'. Sbort 
Hiatory, pp. 11H2. 
~requlr" 

menlB oiId pp. 19-35 
British P. _ iona 
in Africa. more 
fuJly. Map point.
ing. 

VL 

To .... with intelli· 
genoo ... d inereued 
~ ... a few 
lin.. of poetry or 
prooe at the choice 
of tbe Ioapeetor. 

To write from memo 
ory the aabetOllne of 
a ebort story .... 
outtbrioe. . 

Spelling. hOIIdwrit.
mg and grammati. 
eal construction to 
beconeidered. Copy· 
boob to be shown. 

Decimal Practiona, 
Proportion (simple 
andcomponnd~ 

[8-. _, be .." til 
doeluptdoY. optioJo, 'e ., i R g frat:tioru:ll 
co .. billa'iau. A 
~O{f.-w.u 
_ be foaad WM/wl 
i. pitlUs. of ... ple 
.. lid _",*"" "..". 
porlioLl 

The same as for 
Standanl V. "i t h 
aoalyaiR of simple _teo-. 

Firat NotioDsof 
Grammar, pp. 121-
146. 

English History to 
1660, MeiklejOlm'. 
Sbort Hiotory, pp. 
62-108. 

PI iingrequireo 
meulB aDd PI'- 36-61. 
Map pointing_ 

VII . 

To .... with intelli· 
gent appreeiatioo, 
from any book or 
~cal aeleoted 

Y the Io&peetor, 

~. 
of ordinary 

To write a theme of 
letter on lIB OUT 
object. Com_· 
tio.., .~ and 
haodwntiog to be 
coDBidered. Copy· 
boob and 011 exor· 
eiee boob to he 
abo ..... 

Simple and Compooad 
Intereet, DiaOonot, 
Profi~ and Loea, with 
a general kno ... ledge 
of the priociplee of 
A_...a Per
ceologeL 

The ••• e as for 
St&DdanIo l". aDd n. 
with Dlan difficu't· 
aoalyois. FIrs& ISo
tiODl of Grammar. 
pp. 147·166. Mason-. 
Won! Framing. 

Eoglish Hiotory to 
_, time. Mei· 
klejolm'• Short B.~ 
tory, pp. 109-172. 

PreeediDg r e qui r eo 
menta and pp. _ 
British F-ion. 
more foili. 
Blaok mape. Map 
pointing. 
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FIRST YEAR. 

SECOND 
YEAR 

THIRD YEA&. 
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READING AND 
UECITATICIN. 

To rea.d with 
fluency, eaRl 

&nd ex~res8ioD 
a boo pre· 
liouely· an-
nounced, and 
to recite 50 
lines of St.a.nd-
ard poet~ 
from aselec 
book. 

To read. &'II 

above And to 
recite 70 Jines 
of I'oelry. 

To read &8 above 
and to recite 
80 lines of 

IMletrv or 00 
iut'S Out III.&n.J

ard l'rOlf6. 

ENOU8H 
GRAMMAR. 

A seneml &c. 
quaintance 
with Muou's 
U It'int No-
tiODS of Gram-
mar" with 
parsing and 
ano.lY818 to the 
extent to 
which they are 
therein taught. 

MILHOO'& If Out
lines of Rna. 
lish Gramma~' 
the lntrudfle
twn and Ely
"w/6gy with 
exercise! relat,.
ing thereto. 
P&J1Iiug and 
Analy:jis as 
above. 

~18tiOn'K "Oos,. 
linee of Eng
I~h Grammar" 
generally; 
specially S!!,,
taz wlt,h the 
exerciMets. 

Parsing and 
analysis. 

Word-building_ 

SUBJECTS rOR Po 

ENGLISH 
COMI'OSI'l'JON. 

Writing from 
memory the 
substance of a 
fairly lon5 
story rea 
twice, correct 
spelling; and 
expreltSlon 
required. 

are 

(n) At. abov .. 
(b) To write ia 

prose fonn a 
short I,ieee of 
narrative 
poetry_ Cor
rect Hpelling 
and expr8l!HJlIion 
are ret{ nired. 

In) To write II 
letter Or a shon 
colDpo.tition on 
a commoo BUb
jed., or oa KOm8 
familiar ol)jecL 

(h) 1'0 I'dora
Vbra.e & .ijllorL 
,nece of poetry. 

Correct spelling 
and e:.:pra.-4.11 
reqoired. 

• 
~ 

AR" II M B'r I( , 

ReduoHon 
WeigbtM • 
M ... nr .. ~~ 
lice, Hi! 
Parcels • 
Vul"o.r lor: 
tion~ genera.1 

, 
;: 

• , 

Vulgar' 
Decimal }'J: 
tiotlfli, and Lb 
BfJplic&,ioJl 

I'robl ...... 
Proport tt 
Mimple. 
Compoun,ll 
"urtion; Si 
pie lutetelt. 

Coml'0I11ul 
ter<ot, I: 
.aunt, P,. 
and 1.- • 
AvemgM. 
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READING AND 
Ri';CITATl(l~T. 

------+-~--

I 
To read with 
fluency I ease 
and expression 
a book pre-

FIltST YEAR 

SECOND 
YEAH. 

yiously an
nounced, and 
to recite 50 
Jines of Stand-
anI poetry 
hom a selected 
book. 

'1'0 read fl.'! I 
above a.nd to 
recite 70 lines 
of poeky. 

A general ae
f! uain tance 
with Mason's 
"First No
tions of Gram
mar" with 
parsing and 
analysis to the 
extent to 
which they are 
therein taugIlt. 

L\:1a.son's "Out
lines of Eng· 
lish Gramlllar" 
the lrdrodfw
t-ion and lJ,"'y
mology with 
exercises relat
ing thereto. 
Parsing and 
Analy . .,is as 
above, 

SCHE-

SUBJECTS ]lOR PUPIL-

-Writing from 
memory the 
subf3:tance of a 
fairly long 
story read 
twice, correct 
spelling. !tnd 
eXllreSSlOn are 
required. 

«(() As above. 
(b) To write in 
prose form a 
Rhort piece of 
narra Live 
poetry. Cor
rect spelling 
anu expI'eHl3ioli 
are required. 

Reduction of 
"\Veights and 
Measures, Prac
tice, Bills of 
Parcels and 
Vulgar }'rac
tionfi generally. 

Vulgar and 
Decimal Fmc
tioW'!, and their 
application to 
Pro blemE! and 
Proportion, 
kimp Ie and 
Compound Pro-
1,ortion; Sim
ple Interest. 

--------T----~---:---------~!---------~.--------
I To read as ahove :\laJ;on'~" out-I 

THIRD YEAl:. 

.1 

and to recite line,.: of Eng-
80 lines of lish Grammar" 
poetry or 50 g e nerally; 
lint's of sj·an,l- specially I')'/-/It-
l.1n11'l'ose. tax with the. 

exerch;es. 
Pa,rsing ttnd 
aualysi,>, 

Wont" building. 

(a) To write a 
letterorashort 
composition on 
,1 common su u
ject, or on some 
familiar ollject. 

(b) To para
phrase a shorL 
piece of poetry. 

Correct spelling 
and expres,.,ion 
required. 

COlllPound In-
terest, Dis-
count, Profit 
awl Lo.'lS and 
Average", 

I 
~.------~~--C-------:---=:---:---:---::---:-----::;~----:;:--~ 

tn Drawmg alther Freehand or Practlca Plane Geometry 
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OULE C. 

T.EA..CHERS' EXAMINATIONS. 

~1ATm'>lATlc"l GEOGRAPlIY. I 
Mensura.tion of 
Tl'ia.ngles. 

Euclid: Defini· 
tions. 

Mensul&tion of 
'rriangl«m a.nd 
Parallelograms. 

Enclid: Deftoi
tioruJ and l)rol),l;. 
I-XV. 

Algebl'A to Divi
tlion inclusive. 

Mensuration of 
'l'riangles a.ud 
Paralrel~8. 

Euclid I.-XXVI. 
Algebra: 
(tl). As above. 
(b). Si Ul P 1. 
~uation8 a.nd 
Fr&ction~. 

~:urope (British 
Isle •• peci.Jly). 

Asia (India. 
HpeeialJy). 

Africa, America 
and Auetml· 
asia. (British 
pOfl.SeSSiOllS 
_VeeWly). 

. - . - - -. - - . 

ENGJ.JSH 
HISTOllY, 

Outlines of Bri. 
tish History to 
the death of 
Edward I. 
(M e i kl~obn'8 
•• Short History 
of Euglantl. t') 

It'rom F.d wa.rd 
Jr. to lte\'olu
tiol) of 1088. 
·(MeiklejoIIJl·s 
"Short His. 
to..,. of Eng. 
land.") 

l<~roUl aCeeRSiOll" 
of W111iam and 
Mary to the 
present time. 

T"ACIIIN". I DRAWING.' 

Tbe v ar ion 8\ JI'reeband:- . 
met hod 8 of Taylor's exercise& 
t.ea.obing read· on 
ing. . (Glad· (a) S q " &r e d 
man's School paper. 
lllethod). (b) S t ra illh , 

(a) To answer 
qnegti.ons on 
the mone of 
t.e&Cbin~ the 
e 1611lentary 
sl1bjects. 

(b) To conduct 
(~lafSs before the 
lm;pector in 
one of those 
slILjects. 

(a) Grea.terprofi
ciency in the 
above, al~o in 
the nmn8~e· 
JUent of a.n in· I (ant school a.nd 

I in giving lel!lRon 
to infants in 
fonn, colour 
or number, or 
on some fll.
mi1iar objects. 

(1J)Note!l!of 
lefiSODA. 

lin ... 
(I!) Usc of set. 

StJU&reS CUll\ 
rul~. 

(d) D rawiDg 
from <lefini
tiona. 

Practical Plane 
Geometry. 

Ca.rrol's Geomet..,. to ebapter I X," (inclu!:Iive). 

Freehanu:_ 
(1) I'roportioD. 
(2) Geometl'ic 

Fonu..r.c. 
(3) T.ylor' •• "ree. 
ha.nd ul' to 
Ktandard IV. 

Ql1estions on the 
method of 
tea.ehing up to 
tbat standard. 

rr .. ticaJ Plane 
Geometry: 

Ca.rrol's Lessons 
Chapters XIV. 
toXVIII.(indu· 
aive). 

Freeband;-
(a) 'l' a. y lor '~ 
copies for 
Sta.ndard~ Y. &. 
VI. 

(b) Mod.l draw· 
ing of single 
simple sol~18. 

(c) Practica.l 
Plane Geoine· 
try:- Carrol's 
Cha p_ters 
XXIX. to 
XXXV. (inelu· 
sive), and Chap. 
ter on Solids 
(omitting Or
thographic Pro
jection. and 
Gmphic Arith· 
mehc.) 
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rLE C. 

tACHERS' El<AlIUlATIONS. 

- --"----~------~- --~-.------,"----

dATHRMATICS. 

d:eusurat.ion of 
Tria.ogles. 

,nclid: Dofini· 
tions. 

~en!JUration of 
Triangles and 
Parallelogra .... 
~nelid: De8.ni· 
t.iolUl and Prol", 
I-XV. 

"gehr& to Divi
sion inclllBive. 

M8IURII'atioD of 
Trianglea and 
ParaUelogmrua. 

Eue\id I~XXVI. 
"Igobra: 
til). As above. 
(b~ S imp Ie 
~uation8 and 
Fractious. 

GEOGRAPHY. 

Enrope (British 
lsi .. specially). 

Asia (India 
specially). 

Africa, America 
anol Austral
asia. (8ritisb 
possessioDs 
specially). 

ENGLISH 
HISTORY. 

Ontlines of Bri· 
tish History to 
tho dosth of 
Edward I. 
(M e i klejohn's 
.. Short History 
of England. P) 

From Edward 
II. to Revoln· 
t.ion of 16H8. 
(Meiklejohn's 
118bort His
tory of Eng. 
land.") 

From aceesaiou' 
of William and 
Mary to the 
present time.. 

-
,ay-~ tiken"oj> at-lhiIopu.Oit-or tbe pupll-teaclier. 

TEACHING. 

The various 
met hods of 
tea.ching rosd
ing. (Glad· 
mao's School 
method). 

(tI) To a.nswer 
questions on 
the mode of 
tea.ching tho 
elementary 
subjects. 

(b) To conduct 
",lass before the 
Inspector in 
one of those 
subject.. 

(a) Groaterprofi
ciency in the 
above, also in 
t.he mao&J:e
ment of aD in
fant school and 
in giwing lesson 
to iDflLDts in 
form. colour 
or Dumber, or 
on BOUle fa
miliar object&. 

(hI Notes of 
I ..... na. 

DRAWING,-

Freehand :_ . 
Taylor's e.'-ercise& 

on 
(a) S q 11 are d 

(li~·raigh L 
lines. 

(e) Use of sot 
squares and 
ruI ... 

(tl) Drawing 
from defini· 
tiODS. 

Praetical Plane 
Geometry. 

Carrol'a <reoms
J,ry to chapter 
xv. (inclu.~i,.e). 

}~reellaDd :-
(I) Proportion. 
(2) Geometric 
}~om18. 

(3) Taylor's Free
hand up to 
Standard IV. 

Questions on the 
method of 
tea.cbing np to 
that stand&rd. 

Praetical Plane 
Geometry: 

Carrol'a Lessoos 
Chapters XIV. 
to XVIII. (inc1n· 
sive). 

Freehand;-
(4) Taylor's 
copies for 
Standardo V. & 
VI. 

(h) Model draw· 
ing of single 
simple solids. 

«(') Practical 
Plane Geom .. 
try:- Carrol's 
Cn .. p_,ers 
XXIX. to 
XXXV. (inelll· 
oj.e), and Chap· 
ter on So1ids 
(omitting Or
thographic Pro
jectiOD. ad 
Graphie Aritb
metle.) 
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Division i. 

Hemming, 
Seaming and 

Felling. 

The System. of Educa.tWn. in SimTa Le<ms. 

SCHEDULE D. NEEDLEWORK. 

Division it Division iii. Division iT. Diriaion Y. 

Greater pro- The work of The work of Tbe work of 
ficiency in the :previous the prenoa tb. preriOD. 
the work of divistons and divisions, diviaioDJI, 
the previoQ8 stitching. gatberiDg, knittiDg, 

division. BtrokinJf markiDg on 
and setimg ealieo and 

in of gathen, berring. 
and marking boning. 
on C&Dvaa. 

SCHEDULES E. F. O. 

(FolWS rOB TxACBEIIS' CzaTIJ'ICATII8.) 

I DiMon rio 

Tbe.ork of 
tbe p.....-lo .. 

divu.loRl, 
pete~. 
gon 

mending, 
batton· 

holing and 
eattiDg ont.. 

-
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TIIE SYSTEM OF EDUCATION IN SOUTHERN N~GERIA 

1 HISTORICAL AND INTRODUCTORY. 

The educational system of Southern Nigeria is still in the 
. embryonic stage, though educations.! worK of some kind has 

been going on for more than half a century within the region· 
now administered by.the Protectorate Government. In 1846 a 
Mission in connection with the United Presbyteria.n Church of 
Scotland established itself on the Old Calabar River and gradually 
set up a number of schools for the instruction of the natives in 
the surrounding districts. At the beginning of 1902 there were 
sixteen of these schools, givinS- instruction to 730 pupils (girls 
and boys). Also about the mIddle of the century the Church 
'Missionary Society established stations at Bonny on the Coast, 
and later at Onitsha on the Niger, and from these centres in lile 
manner a number of schools were planted over the surrounding 
districts. In 1886 Roman Catholic Missionaries bell"an to work 
at Onitsha, and later at ABaba, and about the same tune a.n Irish 
Protestant Mission sent an Agent to Ibeno on the K wa-Ibo River. 
Both these Missions also now mainta·in a number of schools. 

From the beginning the Missions·made it part oftheirwork to 
teach the natives to read the Bible in their own language, and 
usually also to write and count a little. Many of their schools 
are still confined to this simple curriculum; but in others all the 
usual subjects of elementary education are taught. * . 
· In the \)eginning of 1902 there were fifty schools maintained by 
these various agencies and by the Native Pastorate Church which 
has grown out of the labours of the Church Missionary SocietY" 
· For the history of these Mission schools only the 
scantiest materials exist. The majority were and are 
• hedge schools' of the most ~ primitive type, and no ~ar 
record has been kept of numbers attending or work done. Until 
quite recently there was little organisation even among the 
schools maintained by one ·Mission. In most cases the manage
ment of each appears to have be~n.left entirely. in ~he. hands of 
the local representative of the MISSIOn. These instItutIOns have 
doubtless done invaluable service in breaking soil for future 
educational workers; but unti! quite recent Yea.J'!l. the effe~t !>f 
the secular par.t of their teaching was not very VISIble. WIthin 
the' last ten years, however, more serious efforts have been m!Lde 
by the Missions to organise a so~d system of secu!ar. edUcatIOn. 
Thus the Church Missionary SOCIety has adIr.~d m Its schools 
a modified form of the Education Code of hados, W.I., and 
has an Inspector to examine and report on these schools. 
Similarly the. Presbyterian Mission so~e years ago ~w up 
a Code for their elementary schools, and m 1895 establish~~ at 
DId Calabar, under the name of The Hope Waddell Trammg 

:. ' •. In'July; 1903; there were 61 ~isa!ou schools. (See Colonial lIeporls 
- Aimu..I. NO. 406. Southern N'II"rl&. Report for 1902.) 

8375 _., ..... . . ' u'2 
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11() TM System of Education in Southern NiyerU.t. 

Institution, a school for more advanced illStrl1ction, for industrial 
training, and for the training of teachers and ~Iillsion Agents. 
But until 1902 no attempt W,\S made to co-ordinate Lhelloseveral 
educational activities. 

A British Protectorate of the regions now comprised under tho 
name Southern Nigeria was proclaimed in 1885, but no regular 
administration can be said to have existed until the Niger Coast 
l>rotectorate was established in 1891. 

The new administration began the practice of giving grants to 
the MissiollS to assist them in their educational work, but no 
system of inspection or Governmental control was il1Stituted. It 
WItS not till 1900, when the territories under Britishadmini.tration 
were re-o;$anised into the new Protectorate of Southern Nigeria, 
that the uovernment began to take any direct part in the eduCA
tion of the people under its protection. In tlillt year, on the 
initiative and tllrol1gh the efforts of the High Commissioner, Sir 
R.~lph Moor, K.C.M.G., a school for nlltive children was eHt~blished 
near Bonny, to be managed by a Board of which the High Com
missionerisChairmanand the majority of the members are Govern
ment officers. The revenue from fees was to be suppJemcnloo, 
for the first few yoors at loo..t, by contributions from the native 
Chiefs of the surroundi~ districts: an annual Government grant 
was also promised, and subscriptiollS fi'om two British firms 
trading at Bonny-Messrs. Alex. Miller Bros. and Company, and 
the African Association, Limite<\. In the following ycar the 
High Commissioner established at Benin City an elementary 
scnool of a somewhat different t,ype, the management in this case 
being entirely in the hands of the Government, though the 
revenue is partly contributed by the local Chiefs. In December, 
1901, an Inspector of Schools wo.. appointed and the first stepa 
taken towards organising a public system of education in die 
Protectorate. . 

II. PRE&"ENT SYf!TEH. 

As at present constituted the central administration of educa
tion is vested in the Inspector of Schools, an officer appointed 
from England througli the Colonial Office. There is no 
legislative enactment defining his office and functions, but he 
acts under direct instruction from the High Commissioner. 

No local authorities in the usual sense exist. The School 
Board at Bonny is merely an advisory body, entrusted with a 
va.,uue control over the expenditure of the school, but with no 
legal statu.. or definite power or responsibility. This Board 
collSists of the High .ctmmissioner, three resident Government 
officers, one representative of each of the subscribing European 
firms, and representatives of the native Chiefs. As a matter of 
fu.ct, the native membes have never taken any part in the 
deliberations of the Board. This is the only attempt that has. 
been made to sct up any sort of local authority. The lliMion 
schools are managoo, not by any body appointed ad 1,000, but hv 
the general executive body of the Mission. •. 
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No t:oie~bly accurate state~ent o~ the total amount spent on Finance .. 
educatIOn m the Protectorate IS obtaInable. Until the year 1902 Tot.al c: .. t 
no retl}rn had ever been asked for, even from the aided schools: Ed_tioo. 
accordmg to returns then furnished, the total amount 
expended on all schools in the Protectorate during 1901 was 
£7,362. In some, at least, of the minor schools, however, the 
:woounts. do not show strictly educational expenditure, but 
mclud.e ~tems belonging to the general cost of maintenance of 
the AbsslOn. On the other hand, the cost of some of the school 
ml!'tcrial is defrayed, and the sala.ries of some of the teachers 
l)lud out of general Mission funds; and as these items do not 
appear in tlie school accounts, the sum above quoted must be. . 
regarded as merely a rough al?proximation. Towards this total GO\·e~lIl1eD' 
c.ost, ~he Government contnbuted during the corresponding !i::~nbn. 
linanclhl year a sum of £1,028 13s. Id. The revenue frOm fees Y .... 
was returned as £1,416, of which £236 16s. 3d. was paid by the 
Protectorate Government for pupils maintained at the Prcsby-
terisn Mission School at Oln Ca.labar. The only schools m 
which fees were regularly charged were those estabhshed by the 
Governmcnt at Bonny and Benin City. In the other schools 
practically free education is given to such as care to have it. 
Indeed, in at least one Mission school, it seems to be the practice 
to pay the parents a fee for allowing their children to attend: 
All but some £400 of the sum above mentioned is paid at the 
Pre§byterisn School at Old Calabar and the Bonny &hool, and 
at both a considerable portion of the fees charged is for board 
rather than for" education. 

Volunta.r:y contributions given locally (including some £400 ~I,:".t:.ry 
puid by natIve chiefs towards maintenance of schools at Benin tio: .. n . 
City and Bonny) were returned as amounting to £563, but the 
sum actually obtained from this source was probably somewhat 
larger. The cost of the Mission schools was defrayed chiefly 
from Mission funds subscribed in Grest Britain and elsewhere. 

The extreme laxity in the matter of records that obtains in Edo~atjonal 
most of the schools makes it difficult to estimate the number of Stah.oln,., 
children actually receiving in.~truction. The number of names ~iber of 
un the rolls in 1901 was returned at 2,217; but it is not probable 0 ...... 

Ihnt more than 1,600 of these were in anything like regular 
attendance. The returns show 734 girls as being on the rolls, 
but in Dlany schools no separate return of girls was mlld~ a~d 
the number was probably considerably greater. In the maJonty ReJ(Olari., 
of schools attendance is exceedingly varisble. Education being of Attend
fur t~e most part free, the native ~ts but little v~lue on it, ~d ance. 
has httle conception of the necessIty of regul..nty .. If a child 
~n. at any time be profitably employed on an odd Job, such. 8S 

hsh~g, currying, etc., most parenta make no scruple about Wlt~-
lIrawlDg the child from school for. a few ollys. Then ID 
the • mnning' season the whole family removes from the 
• town' to the' fann' and the education of the children i~ 
!-Omporarily suspended_ In the 'present condition of the coun!-'"i 
It seems impossible to dCVIle any method of secmnng 
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dv&n~.. general regularity of attendance. Boarding schools must remain 
'Hoardmg for some tune the only approximate solution of the difficulty, 
,hools. and it is to this class of school that the administration is giving 
heir Dis· most support and attention. Unfortunately, taking their 
i.antages. children away from their homes and normal surroundings tends 

often to induce a decle.ssment of a serious kind. They are apt 
to lose some of the most valuable instincts and charwteristics of 
their race and to fall out of touch with their people. They are 
thus disqualified for taking a useful place in their native 
community and become merefy parasitic on European civilisation. 
As the number of inhabitants of Southern Nigena is practically 
unknown and no trustworthv data exist for calculating it, it IS 

impossible to give any usefuf guess at the fraction representing 
the proportion of school children to popUlation. It certainly 
cannot De greater than 1 in 1,000 and IS probably much less. 

nvate From what has been said in the historical introduction it will 
"I'bool"ta: be seen that the ~eat majority of existing schools are private 
emon '1' I h d h . 1" d .. e ementary sc 00 un er t e vanous re IglOUS enommatlOns. 
igbergrade. The only higher grade private schQols are the Hope Waddell 

Training Institution already mentioned, the .. Trainin~ College" 
at Onitsha, maintained by the Church Missionary Society, and 
the recently-opened High School in connection with the Roman 
Catholic Mission at the same place. Even in these schools the 
instruction given is rather that of the higher standards in an 
English elementary school than that of secondary schools 
properly so called. 

One of the most serious obstacles in the way of education in 
",cbers: Southern Nigeria is the difficulty of obtaining competent 

teachers. T1ie schools in the Protectorate have not yct 
succeeded in producing any considerable' number of alumni 
capable of bemg entrusted with· the work of instruction. 
Attempts have been made to obtain teachers from the older 
British settlements along the coast; but so many more profitable 
or more congenial occupations are open to the educated natives 
as traders, cIerks in Government offices, &c., that the supply of 
competent persons willing to be teachers in these settlements is 
hardly adequate to meet their own needs. In consequence very 

h!!.;:on few of the teachers in schools in the Protectorate hold any cer
tificate or have received any training as teachers. They are for 
the most Jl8rt mission agents, of whose duties teaching in the 
Mission school forms only a part, and no definite educational 
qualifications or attainments are re~uired of them. In the few 

Govem~ Go h mt schools managed or ~rolled by t e vernment, t e principal 
hoola. teacher must be certificated, and receives from £100 to £120 per 
ale of pay. annum: assistants from £60 to £70. There seems to be no 

uniform scale of {'By in the Mission schools. In some the (native) 
teacher only receiVes maintenance and no salary, and is in fact a 
volunteer missionary worker. Where salaries are paid it is im
possible to say how much is paid to the teacher as a teacher, and 
how much as a missionary The remuneration in Mill8ion achools 
appears, however, to rAnge from £5 to £30 per annum in ·the 
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case of native teachers, and from .£120 to .£200 in the case of the 
few Europeans engaged inteac~. It is scarcely necessary to . 
say that no regular course of trauung lor teachers as y:et exists, Training. 
nor has any system of pupil teachers been organised, though 
there is a certain number of pupil teachers receiving training 
~truction at the Hope Waddell Institution at Old C&labar, and . 
ill t~e ~v~rnment-~anaged schools at Bonny and Benin City. 

Smgmg 18 taught ill most of the schools ill the Protectorate Singing. 
and the children seem to have some aptitude and considerable 
natural liking for it. Drawing has only just begun to be Drawing. 
taught in one or two of the schools. Cookery IS not likely to be Cookery. 
included in the general curriculum for some time to come, as it 
would be difficult even if advisable to wean the natives from 
their present primitive, but apparently adequate, culinary 
methods. For similar reasons domestic economy has not y:et ~m .. tie 
been made a subject of instruction. It should, however, be Damy. 
mentioned that in the Roman Catholic Mission at Onitsha " girls 
are taught cooking and man.y branches of household work" and 
ce~ bol'8 "receive tra.4ung to qualify them to enter the 
servICe of Europeans as cooks and house-boys." . 

Instruction in handicraft is given in connection with several Manual. &lid 
elementary schools, but it is of a more directly practical kind ~nd~nal 
than that ;:= associated with such schools elsewhere. After numn" 
a boy has the third or fourth standard, he may, if it be so 
desired, enter the Industrial Department of the school as an 
apprentice to some trade while continuing to receive the 
,tandard teaching during certain hours of the day. The 
instruction given is thus rather technical than elementary in 
character. This system was for a time followed in the school at 
Bonny. There the trades taught were carpentry and coopering, 
which are the two most ~uiied in the district.. But the native 
Chiefs would send only their less promising boys to be instructed 
in these trades, partly because the great loca.I industry of 
buying and selling p8.1m-oil and other native produce is more 
profitable, partIy: because they have the idea that manual labour 
18 degra.dirig and suitable only for slaves. A}so it !&S found ~t 
there was not sufficient variety of work available ill ~e mug~-
bourhood of the school to give the C&rJ?6!ltry apprentices SUlt-
able practice in their trade. The industi1al training has therefore 
been abandoned. In future instead of a few apprentices 
receiving such training in a separate department, all the pupils 
above & certain standai-d will be instructed in wood-work and 
the use of tools on lines similar to those followed in elementary 
schools in Great Britain. 

The Industrial Department in connection with the Training 
Institution of the Presbyterian Mission at Old Calsbar has beeIi 
somewhat more successful. There, carpentry, tailoring, printing, 
and elementary enginesring and agricUlt~ are tauglit, . !"lId. & 

Uovemment grant of .£200 per annum IS made to ~ ill 
maintaining the Department.. The following table gives lobe 
sletails for 1901 :-
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Trude. 

Carpentry -
Taiforing 
Printing 
Engineering 

N umber of A1'I'reuticc8. 

12 
U 
3 
1 

The methoo of instruction is entirely pmetical, i.e., the boys 
are employed on certain pieces of work uuder the guidance and 
supel'Vlsion of European artisaus and the course is determined 
more by the actual work in hand at the time than by any 
definite scheme of instruction. The apprentices work at their 
trude during sixty hours a week, and receive one hour's inlltmc
tion in school .each dav. The Department hllH proouced a 
certain number of mirfy competent workmen in the varions 
branches; but the results cannot be said to have been 
commensurate with the money or the labour expended. 

The MissIOns on the Niger also devote considerable attention 
to handicraft. The Church Missionary Society hftS an excellently 
equip~ industrial department in connection with their school 
at Omtsha. There carpentry, cabinet-making, brick-making and 
building are taught by European artisuus with considerable 
success. An annual subsidy of £120 ill received from the 
Government. The Roman Catholic Mission gives instruction of 
a simpler kind, but in a h'l'OOter variety of occupatioDll. In 
addition to the industries mentioned above, they train their 
pupils in gardening, poultry-keeping, tile-making ·and various 
kirids of household work. For eight years past the Iri.h Mission 
at lbeno has maintained, almost entirely out of funds supplied 
by the' Govermnent, a number of apprentices in carpentry. 
This part of the work, however, is in danger of being abandoned, 
lUi experience has shown that few of the apprentices after 
compfeting their training are willing to enter regular employ
ment. TheYjrefer to return to the ordinary loeal occupations 
of fishing an trading, and nse their knowledge of carpentry 
m::ra for occasional small local jobs. The Government has 
th ore decided to discontinue their subsidy. On the .... hole 
it cannot be Mid that these attempts at Industrial Tmining 
have prlXluced the desired result& The Nigerian native has as 
vet no great taste for regular work at a emit and is inclined to 
despise the occupation of an artisan. Fora youth of intelligence 
sufficient to make a tolemble artisan, trBding otfers a more 
profitable, and a c1er\qohjp a more respec!able, employment. The 
administration of the Yrotectorate bas, however, ~ised that 
manual training and instruction in the emtts of CIvilised life 
form avery important element in the education of the natives, 
and every encouragement will be given to schools of whOlie 
programme such traIDing and instruction forms a part. 

No Continuation schools or classes 88 yet exist, nor has any 
provision yet been made for Secondary Education. 
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It is the intention of the Government to establish a Technical Ad .... eed 
School as soon as may be practicable. But the scheme has not Teclmio;aJ 
taken any definite form, aud is scarcely likely to be realised for EdllcatlOn. 
four or live years to come. It is also to be hoped that some 
system of training in Agriculture and }'orestry will be intro-
duced to enable full advantage to be taken of the great resources 
of the country in the way of forest products and exuberant Agricnl~1ll'O 
vegetation. So fur, howeyer, practically nothing has been done &lid ~·o .... ~ry. 
to give instruction of this sort in schools. The methods of 
cultIvation practised by the native population are of the most 
simple and primitive nature, but apparently yield an adequate 
fOod-supply, and with an ahn08t inexhaustible supply of 
vll/-retable wealth from the various oU- and rubber-prOducing 
plants of the forest ready to hand there is not likely to be 
much cultivation for export purposes within the next few years. 

Probably no one has yet had sufficiently long or varied experi
ence to s(>\l&k with confidence as to the curriculum best adapted 
for the native population of Southern Ni8Cria. It is clear, liow- Cnnicnlnm 
ever, that at tlie present stage to impart iufonnation is a less im- bes~ ~~ 
portant aim of education than to stImulate mental and physico.l tl'1l~~: 
activity and develop practical interests. As a race, the natives . 
ore 8tron~lJ:' characterised by a disinclination to take an initia-
tive, to thm k or act for themselves. In school this trait shows 
itself in an addiction to subjects success in which depends la1'!1'8Iy 
on memory and the imitative faculties. To counteract this fail-
ing should lIB fur as possible be the object of education. From 
~his point of view .. book" subjects are of comparatively minor 
Importance; while object-lessons whi~h relluire t;he sch~lur !-O 
obServe and draw concl usions for himself, and instructIon III 

handicraft, which may give a practical bent to his interests and 
engender a pride in manual dexterity, will probably be found to 
be of more fund"mentally educative value. 

\laroh, 1903. 
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EXTIllCT hOIl (;OLOliUL R"-OB .... , Alum..... No. CIIS. 
8o\'l'1IDB NrollBU. R..-oa J'OB 1902. (CD. 1768-10), 

:. Th. olton d_riptioo above IIiv6Il of the educatiooal .. tab~ ... '" 
OUIUug in the Protectora\e in 1902 oh..... tha, although. OODIiderabie 
.... oun, of educational wodt was being done, yet th., further ~ 
d~ODded the ...... tioo of "Y"- und ... which the primary oohoo. C>OIlk! be 
~upOllforgiviDgoyatematioedu""lioninthelowerd&lldudlto .• oulIi"eDt 
"umbw of ocholars to .... der it pcaible to eotabliah ODd maiDaia oohoola f .... 
the higher ItaIldania large ""ough to juatify the engasemeu' of • thOlOUghly 
oompo"",,, taaehing .taII. The "y"- decided "pOll providea lot primary 
ochoola, • oIaoa which would include the II_on Schoo •• bcmo refernd to 
ond aIao ochoolo similar to th., eetablished a' BeIliD. The ..... "a1 expeaditore 
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on th .... lOhoola would be under £100 (one teacher, one pupil. teacher, boob 
and upkeep), and at them a commencement would be made in teaching tho 
three' R'I,' eepecial care being taken to prevent the children learning by 
rote-a fault to which African children are, by reaoon of their remarkable 
memory. specially prone. The ayatem Dext providee for intermediate achoola, 
within which cl ... would be included the non-Mission School at Ogogumanga. 
The pupils at th ... schools would, previous to their arrival, have p88llOd three 
years at .. priml>ry school, ..ud the intention is that at aD iDtermediate school 
a boy should receive .. BOund education up to the level of Standard V_ UDder 
the Scotch Code, aDd that theD he should, if showing sufficient aptitude, pall 
OD to the High School, or that, if more fitted for life as an artisan, be appren
ticed at one of the Government workshops. With a view to finding in which 
cljrectiOD a boy's beDt lies, manual training in woodwork aDd the use of tooll 
is given as 800n as he has passed the two lower classee, but DO attempt II 
made in the direction of industrial training. The staff at aD intermediate 
school would include a manager, headmaster, two asaistants, three pupil· 
teach_ aDd a carpenter, and the .. timated annual expenditure would be 
&bout£l,500, a sum which n ..... itatee a minimum of 150 pupila, the m .. jority 
of whom would be boarders. The ayatem is completed by provision being 
made for a High School at which the boys would be given higher education of 
.. general character as well as speciaJ instruction in certain br..uchee of 
industrial work. It was arranged th .. t this High School should be eetabliahed 
in connection with the Hope Waddcll Institution above referred to, and 
th .. t the acheme of work should be .. ttled by a Board of Education, of which 
the resident principal of the Institute would be a member. The High Schools 
will receive boarders and dl>y ... holare, all of whom will have to attend daily 
pray_ but none of whom will receive any speciaJ religioua intruction if 
the latter is objected to by the parents or guardian&. The coot of the--.y 
bui1dinge ... as eetimated at £15,000, of which £5,000 has already been expended 
uuder the authority of the United Free Church Misoion. it being arr..uged 
that the halance should be granted by the Government. The annual expeDdi
ture is eetimated at £3,556, and although it .... thonght that the High School 
would become .. If-supporting at an early dl>te after its eetahliahment, It 
w .. arranged that the Mission abould hear any looo up to £2,000 pR annum, 
the Government undertaking, on its pert, to provide funds for any expendi
ture over and above that amount, whether required for genera1 maintenaDce 
or upkeep, or for building purpoaea. Having determined the edueational 
system ahov ... mentioned, the High CommiBoner aIoo eauaed atepe to be 
taken for its introduction. and at the dl>te of this report [July, 19(3) the 
new buildings for the High School are nearing eompletion; through the 
liberality of merchants and otb .... in England, £4.500 has been ..,bl>Cribed 
towarda~the east of the new buildings for the Ogogomanga Intermediate 
School; -and, finally, a eomprehensive Education Code has been peooed. 
under which attendance and reeult grants will be earnable by all the schroll 
eomprised in the ayatem, and, with this monetary aid. there is ......... to 
hope that the primary ...boola, wbether managed by the Mioaiono or by 
Committeee of the Chiem, will be able to prepere a certain and oufficlent 
aupply of pupils for the higher schoola." 
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THE SYSTEM OF EDUCATION L'i BASUTOLAND. 

I. DnJEJ' AccoUNT OF THE COUNTRY, ITS l'ilIABITANTS AND IIIsrony • 
• 

Dasutoland is a native territory in South Africa, situated approxi· 
mately between the 29th and 30th degrees of South latitude and 
between the 27th and 29th degrees of East longitude. 
. The country is a portion of the continuous elevated plateau which 
Inclu!l!'!! tile Orange River Colony and the highlands of the Trans· 
vaal. Lying as it does at a minimum altitude of 5,000 feet above 
the le\ ... 1 of the 8('a, and embracing the highest portion of the great 
Dmkensberg mount.'lil). range, of which the most lofty peaks 
reach an elevation of from 10,000 to 12,000 feet, tbe scenery is wild 
and rugged aud the cold ,in winter severe. On the whole the 
climate is healthy, although the great range of temperature and the 
altitude are said to be somewhat trying to European constitutions. 

The country enjoys the advantage of a fairly regular and abundant 
minfllil, and the soil is fertile and, even under the primitive native 
system of cultivation, produces large quantities of wheat and other 
grain crops. 

The inhabitants of .Basutoland are a branch of the great African [ .. h .. l.illln'" 
Bantu race which peoples the Souiliern portion of ilie African 
Continent. They are physicllily a strong and hardy race, speaking 
a language closely resemWing ilie Seohwana, and they are ethno-
logically related to the Bechuana tribes of Sonth Africa, They are 
conspicuous for industry, shrewdness ·and political sagacity, and 
in general intelligence do not suffer by comparison wiili any of ilie 
South African tribes. They retain unbroken their organisatiou 
under their Chiefs. 
. Little is known of ilie history of the numerous clans or tribes now B .. t rl', 
Included in the term .. Basuto" before ilie commencement of ilie 
ninl'teentb century, but since ilien Basuto history may be roughly 
divided into iliree periods :-

(1) The early struggles of some scattered tribes against native 
enemies and tbeir consolidation into the nation known as Basuto, 
under tbe wise rule of the great Cbief Moshesh. 

(2) The appearance in the country of Boer emigrants from ilie 
Cape Colony and the resistance of the Basuto to the new comers ... 

(3) The pE'riod since the recoguition of the Basuto as Bntish 
suhjects. 

II. Tn MIssION!!. 

It was towards the close of tbe first oftbe above periods thatcertain 
missionaries of the Paris Evangcliool Mission Society, who were 
journeying towards Kurwnan wiili tbe intention of establishing 
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a Mission among the Bechuana, who were then being harried by 
Moselekatse (the father of the late chief Lo Bengula), were invited 
by Moshesh, through Dr. Phillip, of the London Missionary Society, 
to turn aside and come to Basutoland to instruct his people. The 
story goes that Moshesh sent a present of cattle to induce the 
strangers to listen to his request. The cattle never reached their 
destination, being captured by some of the lawless bands that 
infested the country at that unsettled time, but the missionaries 
received the message of Moshesh and, being at the time prevented 
from continuing their journey by one of the then incessant native 
wars, they accepted the invitation of Moshesh. This was in, or 
about, the year 1833, and with this incident the account of the 
history of Education in Basutoland may be said to begin. 

The three missionaries above referred to were MM. Casalis, 
Arbousset, and Gosselin; they were well received by Moshesh, and 
established their first Mission station at Morija, which has ever 
since been the headquarters of the Society in Basutoland. The 
progress of the educational work of the Mission is alluded to in the 
Report on the Paris Evangelical Mission Schools. (See also below, 
Section VITI.) 
. Other Mission Societies have since established their stations in 

Basutoland, and have sent into the country devoted and energetic 
missionaries who have done much for the cause of Education; but 
without overlooking such efforts, it is hardly too much to say that 
the history of Education in Basutoland has been practically the 
history of the work of the Paris Evangelical Mission Society, which, 
during sixty-eigbt years, has developed a complete and efficient 
system of Native Education. 

In the year 1864 a Mission of the Boman Catholic Church was 
established at a spot since known as Boma, and this Church has 
since added to the number of its Mission stations and extended and 
developed the scope of its work. (See also below, Section IX.) 

In 1876 the first permanent station of the English Church 
Mission was opened at Thlotse Heights in the uribe District; 
other stations of this Mission have since been added and much atten· 
tjlm paid to educational work. (See also below, Section X.) 

Since the year 1897 a Native Church known as the African 
llethodist Episcopal Church has been working in Basutoland. It 
is a branch of, or connected with, the American Negro Churches, 
and its Ministers and Deacons in South Africa are, as a rule, men 
who have resigned (or sometimes, it is to be feared, have forfeited) 
their membership or: ather recognised Churches working under 
European Missionaries. Its object seems to be the founding of an 
independent Native Church free of European control, and it ill 
noticed in this report on account of its having established IIChools in 
connection with its chapels and congregations. (See also below, 
SectionXIl) 

From the first the directors of the Mission Societies appear to 
have recognised the neceasity for providing for the IIEC~ ~ruo-
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tion of the natives, and have carried on the work of Education with 
almost 88 much zeal 88 they have devoted to their efforts in the 
direction of religious instruntion. 

m. GoVEBmIBNT Am AND CoNTRIBUTIONS TOWAlIDS EDUCATION. 

After several years of warfare with the Boers, at the close of which Annexation 
the Basuto were red1).ced to such straits as to be in danger of losing °tofllaauth C~I&Dd 
th O dt·· B a ape ell" country 1m hell" eXIStence as a people, the asuto were Colony, 1871. 
declared British subjects by proclamation dated 12th Marcb, 1868 ; 
but the country remained in a very unsettled condition until it 
was annexed to the Cape Colony by an Act of the Cape Legislature 
dated 1871. A Chief Magistrate, entitled the Governor's Agent, 
and a ~ta1f of District Magistrates were appointed. 

The Governor's Agent inaugurated the system of supporting Annual 
the then existing educational work of the Missions by Annual ~~'. to 
Grants to the Mission Societies. The returns published in the year Soci;~ 
1879 show that these grants were distributed in the following 
proportions :-

Paris Evangelical Mission Society 
Roman Catholic Mission •. 
English Church 

87 per cent. 
11 " 
2 " 

100 

These grants were administered at that time by the EducatIunal 
Departlnent of the Cape Colony. 

During the year 1878 a model undenominational school, main-Nodel t 

tained and controlled by the Government, was established and placed u:'d::'o':::i: •. 
under the charge of Mr. Sidwell, who on the 10th January, 1879, tiona! School 
reported as follows :-

.. On commencing my duties I found the school in a very UJJ88tis~actory 
Btate. 'rhe organisation was bad; there was want of method m the 
teaching; the discipline was lax; the furniture badly ~ged; these 
laults, due chiefly I believe to the want of practical expef'ence on the 
part of the nativ~ teacher berore entering on his work here, have been 
remedied. The whole achool has been re-organised, the children r&d ... i
lied, and a regular routine introduced; the teaching power is better 
applied, and the establishment brought into better working order. Tbere 
are two departments, an upper and a lower. In t~~ former, .Englis.h 
grammar, geograpby, reading (English and Sesuto), Wfltmg an~ aflthm~tlc 
form the subjects of instruction. In the l<lWer department; reading (English 
only), writing, arithmetic, and elementary geography are taught. In a 
school 80 lately founded the teaching must necessarily be of an elementary 
character, though good progr<S has already been made in all the branch .. 
taught. 
. .. The registen for the last half of the year show an mcreese C1!' .ixteen 
In the number of scholara. In April there were forty-eeven children on 
the books, with an average attendence of thirty-eix; in December .the 
number on the bnok. was sixty-three, the average attendance forty-nme. 
The greatest number on the books at any time during the year was aeventy
two. 1$ is 10 b. regretted that a boarding-house was not attached to the 
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schon!. From all Bides we hear of natives, anxioll8 &0 leamJ prevented 
from attending school here on aooount of the want of a IOdgtng place. 
Twplve of the present scholars are inhabitants of villages distant twenty 
thirty, or even 61ty miles Irom Maseru, and have eame bere to work i~ 
order tbat tbey may at the same time receive BOme education. Eight 
children have lelt the school lately, their parents, residing in f_r ... way 
districto, being unable to alford tbe expense of keeping them bere longer • 

.. Many cases have eame under my notice during tbe .hort time 1 bav" 
_pent in &eutoland ohowing the desire for education which ex;'18 among 
.. great part of the population." 

M. Emilo Rolland had been appointed Inspector of Education 
in 1877. 

na.uto At the close of 1880 commenced the rebellion by the DlUlUtos 
Re(?ell,io,!' " against the authority of the Cape Government, known as the" Gun 
(Ii .1111 Ilr) 
IRMO. ' War," the calise of the war being the refusal of the Da.~uto to gim 

tmperiRI 
Control of 
Jlamtoland 
retmmedJ 

11184, 

eoyeriimQllt 
Hranta to 
llUNion 
Iru¢itutiono. 

up their arms in obedience to the provisions of the Disnrmamen I. 
Act. The rebellion resulted practically in the overthrow of the 
nuthority of the Cape Government, and the recovery of their inde· 
pendence by the Basuto Chip!s. Needlpss to any the war and tho 
time of unsettlement and disorganisntion following it were serio,," 
ehecka to the progress of Edueation. The Model Sehool at Maaeru 
was burnt in an attaek on the town, being the hl'adquartors of 
Government, and a period of retrogression is recorded ),y tbOAO 
who had been labouring for the improvement and instruetion of 
the Basuto. 

In Mareh, 1884, dimet Imperial control of Basutoland WII8 

resumed, and with the appointment of Sir Marshal Clarke 88 ReHi· 
dent Commissioner a system of administration W88 inaugumted 
whieh has had very successful resulta, and under which the ex· 
tension of the work of Edueation has been very marked. 

The Imperial Administration has adopted the same method of 
aiding and supporting edueational work. Sir }farshal Clarke, 
having the administration of hut a small revenue raised in Basuto
land from Hut-Tax and a few other sources, wisely abatained from 
the creation of an expensive Education Department, and perpetuated 
thll system of grnnta to }fission Institutions. With an increase of 
population and a return of peace and order it baa been pDIIIible to 
increase the ainounta of these grnnta, in some measure in propor· 
tion to the increase in the number of !!ChooIs and acholal'll in the 
country. The granta are granta in .. aid" only, and do not by any 
means suffice to aupport the }fission Schools. As will be seen in 
th~ reporta of the Direetors of Missions, the Government grant it 
approximately onp,-r.ird of the annual expenditure in Education. 

St..tisti..., The subjoined table shows the amount of annual grants given 
11191-1903. in support of Education, with certain statistics for the period 1891-

1903. The nonna! amount of granta made to lfisRions baa not, .~ 
a ruIe. varied from year to year, hut an annual adjustment of the 
amount of granta to the special needs of each YilIBion baa been 
accomplished by a system of giving spt'ciaI granta for particular 
l'urpoees, Buch as building, I'te., etc. 



1'be year eodecl No of SebooIa No. or 8eholan A_ Amount of GcmIm. ..... ; .... iD BMlltoIlad ... - A&toodaDco. meat Bxpendittue on .......... 
1891 

£ 
113 6,932 4,560 3,491 

1893 133 7,192 4,652 3,708 
1894 U7 6,939 4,405 3,680 
1895 144 7,543 6,131 3,793 
i896 144 7,930 6,427 3,869 
1897 153 8,458 5,827 3,810 
1896 163 9,714 6,910 3,746 
1899 169 10,346 I 7,228 4,449 
1900 177 l1,13~ 7,804 4,358 
1901 188 11,366 7,844 4,746 

*1902 197 13,021 9,067 6,212 
°1903 206 14,171 10,024 6,680 

. , 
The population of Basutoland is estimated at 262,000, therefore 

4! per cent. of the population are at present under instruction. 
In addition to granlB to Mission Schools the Government makes The Native 

an annual grant to one native undenominational school established Undenomi· 
118 ~ private enterprise by a native Chief with the oo-operation of a S~io~ 
~atlve teacher trained by the Paris Society. This school has in coo., 
IIBeJf been useful, but it is the only one of ilB kind. The teaching 
is of COU1'89 elementary, but the school has occasionally prepared 

,successful candidates for the Teachers' Examinations, held in con-
nection with the Educational Department of the Cape Colony. (See 
also below, Section XI.) 
. There are also five night-schools at Magistmcies for the instruCl- Night 

tlon of the native policemen and shepherds, whose occupation pre- Schoola. 
v?D1B their attending daY-llChools. The night-schools. are subsi-
dised by the Government in the form of granlB to the native teachers 
and certain expenditure for lighting, repairs of buildings, etc. 
(See also below, Section XI.) 

For many years it has been the custom for the Basutoland Govem- Scbola.rehip" 
m~nt to maintain, for secondary education and industrial and for !"ioanc.d 
technical training, a certain number of more advanced native :t!J:.... 
scholars at Training InstitutioDS in the Cape Colony. The Zonne-
b~oem College, at Cape Town, which was originally intended by -
Sir George Grey and Bishop Gray of Cape Town to be a place for 
,the higher education of the BODS of native Chiefs, has been usually 
selected for young Basutos connected by birth with the Chiefs of 
the ~be. Many of the most important Chiefs in the country have 
!'OOeiVed BOme education at Zonnebloem, and have no doubt been 
intellectually benefited by their stay there, even if the moral 
advantage derived by them is not very apparent. 

At present there are but two youths, BODS of Jonathan Molappo, 
supported as Government scholars at Zonnebloem. 

A number of Basuto youths have at different times been sent to 

* I'rtm Colonial Bepor_Annuai No. 380. Basutoiand. Be""", f<w 
1901·1902. Cd. 1388-' and No. fos. :&Sutoland. Report lor 190"2·1903. 
Cd. 1768-13. 
~~ I 
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the Ka.flir College at Grahamstown, and to the Trappists' Institu
tion in Natal. At present about twenty pupils are maintained by 
the Government at the Lovedale lnetitute, where they are prepared 
for the examinations of the Cape Education Department and tbe 
Cape University, and where a certain number of them reoeive 
industrial training. 
t. The parents of. boys sent to either of the above institution. aon
trihute the sum of £7 lOs. each, annually, towards the support of 
their sons; the total cost of sending, maintaining and clothing II 
boy is from £20 to £25 per annum. 

IV. lNSPJICl'ION 

'!'~tioo by All schools sharing in the distribution of Government grants are 

:''!~~!. inspected at least once annually by the District Commissioner or 
00.... his Assistant. The reports of such inspections are forwarded to 

eneral 
19pection 
r the 
ev. 11. R. 
Toodrooffe, 
I 189"2 and 
198. 

the Resident Commissioner for consideration. 
In 1892 and 1898 it was, by courtesy of the Superintendent

General of Education in the Cape Colony, arranged that a general 
inspection of schools in Basutoland should be made by the Rev. 
Canon H. R. Woodrooft'e" an inspector of schools in the Cape Edu
cation Department. 

It is contemplated to arrange for an annual inspection either by 
the appointment of an inspector or by obtaining the services of a 
trained inspector from one of the neighbouring territories. 

he The standards of the Cape Education Department are in UBe 

" .. lanl.. throughout the schools (see Appendix A), and the Teachers' Certifi
cates for which the more advanced pupils are prepared are th~ 
issued by the Superintendent-General of Education in the Cape 
Colony.· It is right to place on record that Dr. Muir, the Superin
tendent-General at Cape Town, and his predooeesor, Sir Langham 
Dale, have ever taken the m08t kindly interest in the work of 
Education in Basutoland, and have furnished the m08t generooa 
assistance when appealed to. 

ttenda.oce. Attendance is voluntary, andis not as regular 118 might be desired. 
The scholars being the children o( native peasa.ntB, who con· 
stantly require their service in agricultural work, it is difficult to 
maintain a high average of daily attendance in the Elementary 
Schools. There are no school fees except in the higher schools at 
Morija and Masite, etc., eto. 

V. SIDlNDAlIY EDUCATION AND INDUSTRIAL TBAlNIlm. 

'ork of the The Paris Evange\iLail Mission Society (see also below, Section 
LrHl 
,'aogalie ,\ VIll.) has provided for the training of more advanced native 
;";on studentB as teachers lit the Normal College at Morija, where more 
.,iety. than 100 young men and boys are being prepared for the Teachers' 
.nwl Examination. The fees are £6 per annum for first year, £5 for· 
)1I~e at 
onl" suheequent years • 

• For Regulations (\900) for Teaeben' Certifieal<ll in Cape ColonY'" in 
Vol. V. 01 Special Reportaon Educational Subjeeta.-Bepore 011 Eduea~ion . 
in Cal'" Colony, Sec. V. (Aiao iaaued ... eeparale reprin~., 
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A~ Morija there is also the Bible School, at which the theological Bibl. f!cbool 
Btudiee. of 'Young na~~ who are being prepared for the work of at ManJa. 
Catechists of the Missions are conducted under the supervision 
of a French missionary. Such etudentB pay an annual· amount 
of £5. . There is a special . eIaas for training candidates for the 
Native Ministry. . . . 

The Morija Printing and Bookbinding Establishment employs M~rii.a 
seven trainednativee. At-this institution, which is also in charge t::l,'i!':::: 
o.f a Missionary: of the Society, is issued fortnightly the "Lese- Estab\ish.. 
Iinyana," a I!Jnall newspaper' published under the direction of the mont. 
missionariee in· the native language. . 

A .considerable quantity of Government printing is done at 
Morija, 88 also printing and bookbinding for the traders and Euro-
pean settlers in the neighbourhood. : 

The Leloaleng Industrial School, at present under ·the Rev. H. Leloalri,5 
Bertschy of the B&IIleMission, is situated in the extreme BOUth of ~:t 

. BlI$utoland. It is an excellent institution, and is reported on by 
Canon Woodrooffe. The annual fee for apprentices is £2. 

The girls' training school at Thaba Bosigo, conducted by three Girla' 
.,French ladies, is designed to give BOme instruction in cookery, ~\".!i 

needlework and household duties generally to young native women, Thai:., 
and to fit them to be good wives to educated natives. The idea Booigo.. 

is admirable and it is well carried out. The site of the Girls' Training 
School is to be removed to new and more commodious premises 

. at Thaba.na Morena. There are no fees charged at this school, 
except for girls whose parents do not live in Baautolaud. In such 
case8 &n annual fee of £3 is charged. 

The Rom&n Catholio Mission has not made provision for Sooon'Workoftho 
dsry Education for the reasons stated by Father Canez in his report ~oiai-
(see Section IX. below). The girls at the Roma boarding school ';!ri"..: 
are taught spinning, knitting, needlework, cooking, eto., by the 
nuns of the Mission. 

Until the year 1898 there had been an attempt to conduct &n 
industrial school in connection with the Mission at Roma, and 
special grants had been made to the Society in support of the 
enterprise; but the Director 0: the Mission in 1898 formally re
ported that the difficulties in th.· way of successfn1ly conducting 
Such an institution had proved ac. great that he had aba.ndoned 
the school as a definite hranch of th.- Mission work, and no longer 
felt justified in applying for a grant I.lr that partioular purpose. 

The English Church Mission has, at Its educational headquarters Wor~ of the 
at Masite, provided for the training of more advanced students ~h:~ 
for the first year's Examination for Pupil Teachers; and, at St. Misoion. 
Mary's College, motse (ThIotsi). on a small scale hut efficiently, 
students are prepared for the final Axamination for their Teachers' 
Certificates and are also given industrial instruction in carpentry, 
ahoemaking, and gardening. . 

At Maseru, a very devoted lady, a Deaconess of the Mission, has 
a school for training native women in laundry work. 

8375. II 
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VI. EUROPEAN SCHOLARS. 

The English Church Mission hBS also control of the Government
aided schools for European children at Maseru and Mafeteng. 

The permanent school at MBSeru for ohildren of European 
parentage is under the oharge of a fully-qualified lady teacher 
and shares in the distribution of the Government grant made to 
the English Church Mission. 

There are at Maseru and Mafeteng two schools for white ohildren 
which have, under the English Church Mission, been opened to 
afford instruction to the children of those political refug_ from 
the Orange River Colony who are, owing to the circumstances 
of the war, 80 numerous in Basutoland at the present time. The 
instruction is of an elementary character, but a very useful purpose 
is fulfilled by these refugee schools. 

The normal European population of Basutoland is estimated 
at 600, no census having been taken since 1891. European 
children, away from such centres as Maseru or Mafeteng, are 
under considerable educational disadvantages being dependent 
on private instruction by governesses and tutors. 

At the time of the Diamond Jubilee of Her late Majesty Queea 
Victoria, a sum of money was collected for the purpose of establish in g 
some Memorial of the occasion. This money WBS devoted to pro
viding a small bursary, to be competed for triennially by ohildren 
of European residents in the country. This bursary, of the value 
of £18 per annum, is for the second time to be offered for competition 
under conditions regulated by trustees-the principal condition 
being that the sum is to be employed for the further education 01 
the ohild during the three years following the competition. 

VII. GENERAL REMARKS. 
There is probably no African native tribe for which more has 

heen done in the way of Education than for the Basuto. At the 
present time it is poesible for a native to obtain free education for 
his children at the smaller day schools and Mission stations until 
Standard lV. (of Cape Standards) has been reached. 

The secondary instruction in the Normal School at Morija, or 
at Masite, with board and lodging, is provided by the Missions 
upon payment of an annual sum, which, though probably eon· 
siderable from a native point of view, is by no means beyond the 
means of the p1'08perous Mosuto, and is, of course, much Iel!8 than 
the annual cost to th~ Mission of the maintenance of a pupil Having 
arrived at this stage it! is open to the native scholar to study for 
the Pupil Teachers' Certificate or for the Examinations of the Cape 
University. 

Theoretically the career of learning is as open to the native as 
to the 80n of the European colonist. But few have the ability 
and perseverance to get beyond a moderate pass for the Teachers' 
Certificate or the Schools Elementary Examination of the University. 
Wll.h the young native the attainment of the years of manhood 
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appears to be acoompanied by an arrest of intellectual development, 
an increased dominance of the appetites, and an inability to discern 
advantage in studies that do not appear to aH:ord prospect of imme
diate and tangible remunel'Btion, The domestio environment of 
the natives also is hardly favoUl'Bble to the pursuit of knowledge. 

This is less to be regretted as it is very doubtful if there is any 
place in Africa for the educated native; for opinion, in the Colonies 
and at the labour centres, tends toward the belief 80 often expressed 
that the native eduoated is the native spoiled, and that what is 
known as the .. l'BW Kaffir" is a more useful member of sooiety 
than his educated brother. The native territories are looked to 
for a supply of unskilled labour, there is a disposition to be shy of 
the native clerk, telegraphist or skilled artisan, and the best friends 
of the native must regretfully admit that justification for sucb 
prejudices is too often to be found in the disappointing failure of 
some of the promising pupils of the tl'Bining echools. 

It would be a mistake to ignore the fact that the vast majority 
of South African natives are, and will remain, peB8IIIlts and labourers 
on the soil or in the lower ranks of industry. In these spheres 
they are happy, contented, and useful, and for them their best 
friends can desire nothtng better than the most elementary educa
tion, sound moral tI'Bining and E'ncouragement in the habits of 
steady industry. 

But there is a demand arising from the natives themselves for 
BOme provision for higher education, and it would be unwise alto
gether to repress such ambitions; l'Bther does it appear the plain 
duty of those, to whom the natives have a right to look for guidance, 
that alI attention should be given to the efficiency of the educational 
system and the adaptability of the curriculum to native needs and 
I'IlBBOnable prospects.· 

A great change has taken place in the conditions of native life 
since the days when Moshesh sent a present of cattle to att1'Bct a 
band of missionaries to his country. The Basuto have lived through 
an eventful period of South African history, they have Been the 
rise and fall of the Boer Republics, many thousands of them have 
come in oontsot with the phase of European civilisation represented 
by the mining communities of the Diamond and Gold Fields, 
telegraphs, railways, newspapers and the penny poet have become 
features of their daily Iivea, and they have not eecaped theinBwmce 
- • While I fully n>eognise that there do8!I not apJl5f to be in South 
Africa at present any l18eful career for more than a very limited number 
of young Dati_ witli any degree of higher edncation, on the literary side, 
it would be a mistake to owrlook the I'I"'hability that, if theT cannot find 
nearer home BOme outlet for their asp.rations in this direction, they will 
oeek for it elsewhere. I belie ..... a certain number of young nati_ from 
the Colony ha ..... already ~ed to America for eduoational p~ 
U oder these circlllWltancee, it "l'pMrS to be ",,0 to alford opportunit .... to 
" certain proportion of the youths for eontinning their studies under wise 
direction &nd discipline, and this objeet is, I belie ...... obtained satisfactorily 
in the ~her oehoole 01 the Basutoland Missions. (Colonial Repor1lt
Annual, No. _ Bosutoland. Report for 19O1!-& Cd. 17611-13.) 
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of the American Negro Methodists who have visited South Africa 
and have attempted theformation of an independent Native Church. 
There are not wanting signe that BOme of them are beginning to 
think for themselves and to feel that they are able to choose the 
things that are good for them. There is JIOIISible danger in such 
ideas and a certain inconvenience in dealing with them, but it would 
be vain to ignore their existence. 

One of the more healthy manifestations of such a disposition in 
BlI8utoland hll8 been an expressed desire of the I'ar&mount Chief 
Lerothodi for the establishment of an industrial school in a more 
central part of the country than the Mission School at Leloaleng. 
Practical effect WII8 given to tbis idea by a spontaneous collection 
by Lerothodi of the sum of £3,000 for the building and equipment 
of such a school. This sum hll8 been lodged with the Government, 
and the commencement of the work awsits more settled timea in 
South Africa. 

The inauguration of such an industrial training institution 
will be a most hopeful development of the work of education. 

VIII. THB·PABIS EVANGELICAL MIssION SocIETY. 
The Rev. Henry Dyke, Secretary of the BlI8utoland schools of 

this Society, contributes the following report ;-
The Paris Evangelical Missionary Society commenced work 

in this country in 1833. A few years after schools were started 
for the cbildren. About 1837 Miss Lyndall, who had made special 
study of the Pestalozzi system in England, and who started the 
Infant school work in Cape Town, became the wife of one of the 
missionaries. She made the school at Beersheba a great success, and 
it became the model school from which the other schools of the 
country took ideas. Day schools were established on all the 
Mission Stations, but it was not until about 1860 that schools were 
established on ouwtations under native direction. Wars at various 
times interrupted the work; especially was this the caee from 
1865 to 1868. Before peace was concluded the missionaries had 
already taken steps for the establishment of a Normal ~l for 
the training of native teacherll. Soon after the oocupation of the 
country hy the British Government grants were issued by the Cape 
Oolouial Government in aid of this institution and the day schools. 
It was also founcU.ecessary at this time to start a girls' institution 
for industrial education, and this school was placed at Thaba Bosigo. 

In 1875 there were sixteen teacherll in charge of day schools, 
receiving grants from t~ Government ranging from £10 to £12 ; for 
this year lI9{;1] the total amount of the grants received foredueation 
throughout the country was £724. The work. went on ~elo~ing 
rapidly until 1880, when the Gun War stopped It for the time being. 
There were then forty-nine day schools and three special institutions 
-Morija had about 1~0 boarders, Thaba Bosigo sixty, ~ t~ indus
trial school for teaching trades to young men, then m Its infancy, 
had twenty. The grants to these institutions at that time amounted 
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to more than £1.300 per annum, and the grants to the day schools 
amounted to £1,600, making a total of £2,900. 

In 1885, after the Imperial Government took over the direction 
of the politieal affairs of the oountry, the total amount of grants 
iasued to the schools was £1.600. These grants have gradually 
increaaed until in the preeent year. 1901, the total sum received 
by the Paris Evangelical Missionary Society for education is £3,244-
ofwhlehaumthe three above-mentioned institutions receive £1,020, 
and the day sehools, which now numOOr eighty-nine, receive 
£2,204. Besides theae eighty-mne sehools in receipt of Government 
aid, there are, however, fifty1l8V8ll schools which are carried on at 
the expense of the Paris Evangelical lfisaion Society, but for 
which regular returns are eent to the Government quarterly. 

When the Imperial Government took over the country the total 
numOOr of scholars on the roll was under 2,000, and the average 
attendance leIII than 1,500. In SeptemOOr, 1901, there were on 
the roll 10,547 seholars with an average attendance of 7,400 Out 
of these, 250 are boardenJ attending the above-named institutions . .J, 

In 1886 the want of reguIar inspection by a Department of EstabIioh· 
Education was keenly felt by the missionaries, and in order to teat A:!:f 
the attainment of the various schools a written examination in Enminatiol 
Standards TIL and IV. was established. Since then this examin .... 
tion has been carried on from year to year. 

Printed questions are eent to the various centres throughout the 
country, each sitting being auperviaed by a missionary. The 
aosweJ'B are returned and valued at Morija, and a printed report is 
issued. For copies of quEStions !let in 1901 in certain aubjects _ 
Appendix A. The examination has always been entered into with 
a great deal of ZESt both by the teacheJ'B and pupils, and is looked 
forward to 88 the e~t of the year. It being competitive, and the 
resulta bPing published, has been a great BtimulU8 to eduCational 
work. 

The use of the vernacular 88 a medium lor imparting knowledge, U ... of 
especially in lower cl a ea, has been lound of the greatest benefit. v ......... lar. 
By this meaoa we have avoided the evil with which IIOme other 
Missions have to oombat-namely, the stultifying of the minds of 
the younger scholars by the excessive use of mechanical processes, 
instead of appealing to their intelligences in a language which can 
be understood by them. 

The total 008t of the educational work of the lfiBsion and the ("<lOt of 
arnount of auch oost bome by:- ~.::.r 

(al The general funds of the Mission. 
(b) The Govemment. 
(e) Parenta of scholars, u~ school fees, eta. 

(a) The total diaburaementa by the lflSSion lor educational work 
during 1901 amounta to about £4,950. 

(b) The total amount of granta received by the Mission from the 
Government lor 1901 amounta to £3,244-

Cd £700 ill paid by parenta 88 achool r-. 
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Thus the total cost of educational'work carried on by the Paris 
Evangelical Mission Society amounts to nearly £9,000. 

Teachers are appointed by the various superintending mission
aries. The training of teachers is carried on at the Nonnal School, 
Morija, and the Girls' School, Thaba Bosigo_ Each institution has 
a staff of three European teachers, besides native assistants. The 
prescribed course for Pupil Teachers (p.T.)& laid do~n by the Cape 
Department of Education is strictly adhered to, and the pupils are 
regularly entered for the examinations every year. This year, 
at Morija, forty-two were entered for the Candidates' examina.
tion; thirty-{)ne for the first year P.T.; eleven for the second 
year P_T.; nine for the third year P.T. examinations. 

Singing is taught in all schools, and special training is given 
at the Nonnal Schools. Theory of Music is included in the syllabus 
of the teachers' course. 

A limited training in Cookery is given at the !!iris' institution 
at Thaba Bosigo. 

At the Leloaleng Industrial School there are forty apprenticeo 
receiving instruction in building; each apprentice spends two 
years at atone work and two years at carpentry, enabling them 
thus to erect and complete dwelling-houses. All boanIers at 
the Training Institutions are obliged to do two hOUl"S' manual 
work per day, under the supervision of the 'farious teachers. 

All pupils are trained at the Normal School in Drill and 
}'hysical Exercises, and are annually inspected by the examining 
officer of the Cape Colony. 

The Nonnal Institutions might perhaps come under the heading 
. of provision for secondary education, 88 the pupils are being tech

nically trained. 
Besides this a class Cor Theological Training eXists, the admission 

to which is a pass at the teachers' examination. 

-

Comparative Returns for a few years only:-

y_. 
1833. 

1837. 

-

1875. 
1880. 
1885. 
1890. 
1901. 

I
i Mission Work starled by the P.E.M. Society. 

Schools starled on the Mission Stations. 
I 

!lo. .. _ I _ ...... ....... 
AU-i ...... 

IaRISaI __ 1 DaJ 8ebooIL 

, 
2 14) 1 1 
3 49 2,OOV1 1,0001 
3 46 2,591 1,531.3 

I 
3 94 6,003 3,st4 
3 1.J8 10,547 7,393 

J 

r __ .. ......... 
I .. 

7M 

I 
2,900 
1,800 

I 12,550 
a,m 

I 

• F ... regu\stiona (1900) f ... Pnpil-teachen' examinations,- in Vel. V. 
of Special Reporte on Ednea~ Snbjeela.-Report ~ Education in 
Cape Colony, Section V. (AIeo iomed 88 • aeparale repnn~) 

t PI ... an _:£450 for tbio r- only, f ... building, I:e. 
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SUMMARY OF RETURNS O}' SCHOOr.~ 

OF THE P. E. M. S. 
IN 

BASUTOLA."D FOU QUARTER ENDED 30TH SEPTEMBER, 1901. 

PARlstL 

Sex. 

Girl., 

Boy .. 

~- ----~I'---+--_i__:_-+-_i_-

6 Qalo ... Mixed 
10 ]",ribe ." , .. .. 
3 Kueneng 
8 C&Il& .. , ... 

.. 
7 Be ..... 
8 M .... ru ... 

13 Thabs JIooi .. 'O ... ~ ... 
16 Morija... .. . 
6 I.eIAlUDY"". .. . 
4 Kolo... . .. 
8 Likboele ... 
8 Hermon .0. 
4 SHoo .. , 

11 Th. Moreno. . o. 
10 Mu.phllt6eog .0. 

.. 

.. 

19'2 
599 
179 
572 
670 
576 
876 

1,225 
203 
449 
703 

41 
100 
20 

12'. 
109 
216 
131 
2'20 

10 
06 
75 

215 

31 128'5 108'3 13'2'5 
46 _'4' 30311 407'7 
28 146'5 02'4 119'1 
79 406'3 347'3 402'8 
70 477'6 347'4 418'\! 
69 4115'0 319'6 400'7 
80 649'3 46411 566'3 

III 975'6 718'\! 85311 
16 174'4 121,\! 146'6 

S M8oI:IitiHi ". 
o Sobs ... l" .. . 
6 TebeUong .. . 
1 Qacb .. Net .. . 
4 SchODgbong .. , 
8 Molumong .. , 

.. I .. .. .. .. .. 

1,145 
546 
707 
517 
517 
241 
163 
83 
33 

100 

1'28 
182 
97 

101 
21 
28 
27 
8 

42 37211 303'1 335'0 
68 546'1 427'1 493'9 

113 815'6 594'6 7U'3 
39 497'0 890'9 44911 
46 61411 494'3 566'6 
35 446'6 315'8 342'4 
63 377'9 202'5 337'7 
U 2U'5 163'4 ISI'7 
4 124'0 9'2'6 U2'9 
I 74'8 6711 72" 

10 2611 U'8 17'0 

146 
IlI&TITUTIOll .. 

The lloeigo GirLs' .. , Girl. 
Morija Training .. ' Boys 

• II Bible .. , .. , " 
" Print~ Office " 

LeloalODg 1Dduamal .. 

GRAND TOTAL .. , 

22 8 95'1 64'8 72'5 
I--l--I---I 

955 8,188'7 ~,029'3 7,147'6 10,288 1,917 

I~"~~~-~~F== 
33 0 0 33 30 82 

UB 4 I U2 108 110 
68 17 0 68 00 57'5 
7 0 0 7 6 6'5 

40 8 0 40 39 39'6 
~I---I--I·---I----+----

251 29 1 250 238 245'6 

10,539 1,946 955 8,438'7 ~,267'3 7,393'\! 

.. ~~~~ __ ~~~ __ L-~~~~~~~ 
All day achools are inspected once a year by the Assistant Chm- Go,'ernment 

missioner or Sub-Inspectors attached to each of the eight Magis- ~nmi_ 
trades. From time to time one of the Colonial Inspectors has ~:~ 
visited the country and inspected a fair proportion of the schools. 
This Ill8pector oomes annually to llXIlDIine the pupil teachers 
of the Normal Training Institution at Morija in the praoticaJ part 
of the Teachers' Examination. 

Perhaps it might be of interest to add that the Basutoe are very 
keen upon education. The earnings of the average Moeuto being 
small, It often neede the reV8UUe of the father for the whole ye&I" 

t() keep his BOn at the Normal School for the same period. Some 
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pup~ manage tAJ pay their fees by devoting their holidaya tAJ 
earnmg money. 

In day schools it is not inr~uent tAJ find grown-up men of over 
t~ years of age taking their place in olass with ohildren of 
nme and ten. 

IX. TIm RoMAN CATHOLIC MissION. 

The following notes are by the Rev. Father Cenez, Prefect 
Apostolio and DireotAJr of the Schools and Churohea of the 
Missiona :-

,.traction "1 should like just tAJ put down t.he principle on which we ha\'e 
:I~:~tion. acted in our work. We think that there is a diatinction tAJ be 

made between instruction and education, and that we must 9&Orifice 
the former tAJ the last whenever they are incompatible. We hear 
nearly every day people complaining that a young man out of 
school is worse than a raw Kaffir, because he has not much lDore 
useful knowledge, but plenty of pride that makea him diRagreesble. 
We think, therefore, that, the time boya remain at school being 
RO limited, it is better for them and for society tAJ leave the school 
with a little less knowlAdge and a better education. 

"That will explain (1) Why, although it is very expensive, we 
like tAJ take boarders. It is imJlO98ibIe tAJ educate children who 
come tAJ school a few hours a day, and that not regularly; th.-y 
call perhaps be taught a little reading and writing, that is all; 
they keep their manners. (2) Why we have few native teachers. 
(3) Why we do not push the achol8l'8. el!peCinlly tAJ the higher 
standards. 

"I do not know much about the hiatAJry of our schools, but I 
see that from the beginning it has alwaya ~n very difficult to 
have good boya' schools. When only little children they are 
wanted by their parents for herding; when a little bigger, they 
want tAJ get money and go tAJ the gold or diamond fields, 80metimes 
against the will of their parents, aomotimea because parents do not 
see the use of instruction. 

co Girls come well, but it is better for them, when they know 
how tAJ write and read their own language, to be taught cooking, 
sewing and knitting than too much arithmetic and geogrsphy. 
although that is all tha inspectAJr will ask of them. 

1·~·ision "Boya being 80 difficult tAJ keep a long time, and instruction 
ia~~~, higher than the Third or Fourth Standard being useleaa for girls. 

'we haw lD&de no provision for higher education. Another rea;son 
of it is =agree with some inspectAJrs who say that natives 
do nm !mol. ow tAJ keeP a echooL . 

.. We have . it and found that a native, with a few e~ceptll~ns. 
is good only for assisting a teacher but nm for supenntendml\' 
a school himself. 80 that we do not like tAJ found echools to be 
put into the harilD of natives only. On the other hand, there are 
very few placea" of employment in the Government offi_ or 
storeS where they oould make use of their learning, 80 t~at, 
things being 88 they are, they have very little chance of makIng 
up by a better pay for the time BDent in echool But if there was 
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a change in the condition of the country. and higher education 
could be of more use to them. I hope we could answer to the need 
they would then feel . 

.. In order to give the children a better and more regular educa- Boarders. 
tion. we keep 88 many boardenl 88 we can; it is also the only 
way of giving them BOme. industrial training. We have ahout 
250 boarders-160 girls and 90 boys-which. at £2 per head 
and per year. gives £500. that being epent for food and clothing. 
and no allowance being made for the teachers. We count twelve 
teachenl. If we should give each 88 much 88 to the native teacher 
we have at Bama (£30). it would make a total of £360. which. 
added to the £500 spent for boarding. makes £860. of which the 
Government has paid till 1900 £250. and the Mission £610. Since 
then the Government has added an extraordinary grant of 20 per 
cent.; that addition we put aside for building new schools. The 
parenlB of scholars do not give a penny for the work. not even 
for boarders. I have tried here at Roma to make them pay £1 a 
year. or two bags of grain for food; but the following year the 
school would have been empty if I had etuck to that rule. 

.. Of the 753 children on the books. 246 only are boys and 507 
are girls, which shows that those who want most instruction 
do not get it, and that by their own fault . 

.. Among the echolare actually in our hands I think that about 
thirty or forty could p888 the Fourth Standard. 150 the Third. 
200 the Second. and 200 the First; the others would be under. 
The mean attendance is about 600 . 

.. We have no special method of appointing teachers, all our Te&cl ..... 

teaehenl but one being European; this one is under the lI1Ip8Nision 
of the missionary. He is paid £30 a year. and although it _rna 
much. he does not find it very f'ncouraging when he oomparea 
himself with earpeoters or stone-cutters. who haw iearned their 
trade here wry MSily, and get at least five shillings a day. \ 

.. Singing is tanght in all our 8chools. espeeially at Roma; Singing. 
a few boys can play the harmonium. and we hope BOOn to haw a Coo~",>,. 
little band. Big girls learn cookery; they work in turn, one or 
two at a time. for a week with the cook in the kitchen . 

.. A ft'w boys learn carpenterin~ or blacksmithing and tailoring ; Ind~striaI 
all the boarders give a hand in the manual work of the Mi.'lSion. Training. 
AlI girls are taught spinning. knitting. sewing and hOlll!ework 
as much as anything else. Therf' is no particnlar physical exerciloe. 
but the boys are drilled before and after school. 

.. There haw always been a few European girls at echool here, Ei::i3:' 
but there are none for tha present, although a few want to come Chi) 

as boarders. We could receiw \hem if there were a few more, 
88 it is as much trouble to keep two as to keep ten; for, of courae, 
they are kept, fed and taught separately." . 

The return for the Quarter ended 31st December, 1901, shOW\! Number of 
that this Society has twelw schools snpervised in every ca.'I8either by ~ and 
the Brothersof the Order,or N una and ladies attached to the Mission. 
The rolls show a liOUII Ilumber of 753 seholars with 8R awrage 
attendance of 600. 
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X. THB ENGLISlI CHURCH MrssION. 
The Rev. Spencer Weigall, Superintendent of English Church 

Schools in Basutoland, furnishes the following notes:-
The Mission was begun in 1876. Since that time schools have 

been opened first of all at the central stations, and later on at 
many of the out-stations. In 1898 a superintendent of English 
Church Schools was appointed whose buainesa it is to report on 
educational work connected with the Mission, to visit the various 
schools, ~tribute the Government grants, to furnish the Govern· 
ment With statements of such distribution and quarterly returns, 
and also to provide for the education of European children where 
necessary. 

Children are taught up to Standard IV., inclusive, in the day· 
sch?OIs. At Masite Boarding School provision is made fur vre
parmg them for the first year's Teachers' Examination, and at 
St. Mary's College, matHe, ten Students are trained for their 
Teachers' Certificates-the standard of admission to the college 
being Standard IV. 

TOTAL CosT OF lhll8lON WORK. I 80uIICEH or beo",," 

Native Day Schools • £600 a 0 General Misoion ]o·uod. £1170 0 0 

Native Boarding " :;00 0 0 Government Grant..t 460 0 0 
School Requisites • 100 0 0 S.P.C.K. Grant 100 0 II 
Three European Day Feea (Native) I/JO 0 0 

Schools. . 2.j() 0 0 Fees (Eurob'n) • 100 0 0 
Superintendent'. Salary :;0 0 0 Sal. of boo . j() 0 II 

£1,500 0 0 £1,500 0 C/ 

There was a 20 per cent. increase on the Government Grants 
last year which does not appear in the alJOVe estimate, i~ not 
having been ascertained yet whether such increase is to be expected 
in future or not. 

8T .LTLSTlCB. 

Number of Da:r Schools (Native)· . 
(Euro~) . 

Num'bcr of Boardlng Schools (Sative) • 

Number of Teachera in European Schoor. 
n It Native " , 

~ 15 
3 
S 

Total • j() 

Total 

Total number of names at pm!eDt on School ~ks-l,076 ; 
of which sixty-two are European pupils and forty native ~rde",. 

:10..... Teachers are appointed to all the achaols by the Clergy m charge 
of the various districts. , 

There is one Training College for native teaobers at St. }[ary .. 
HIotae, for ten students, whose board is provided by the S.P.C.K. 
Grant of £100. A few boys are llent lOIDetirnes to he trained 
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aa teachers to institutions outside lIasutoland, i.e., Grahamst.oWD, 
Zonnebloem, and Umtata. 

The acaIe of payment of teachers is not fixed, but averagei'from 
£24 to £35 per annum. A married teacher with full Teachers' 
Certificate would receive £40. 

Singing (Sol-fa method) is taught at all schools for half an hour Singing. 
daily. 

The only regular industrial training for bois is at St. Mary's, Jndnstrial 
IDotee, whf!re they are taught carpentry, cobbling, and gardening. Training. 

At St. James', Maseru, a small laundry has been erected, and a 
few girls are being instructed in laundry work. 

At Masite Boarding School all the boys do regular manual 
work of various kinds-wall-building, digging out stone, gardening, 
ete. Elementary drill is taught at Masite Boarding and Day schools. 

The only provisions for secondary education are afforded by !!eoood~IY 
St. Mary's, IDotee, and Masite Boarding School. Edacati60. 

There are two European Schools at Maseru, one for better, the Earo.-n 
other for poorer 611188 children. Schoo ... 

At Mafeteng there is one European School. 

XI. Tmf UNDENOMINATIONAL ScHOOLS. 

The aided Night Schools at the Magistracies are lIS follows:-
At Qocha's N ek - 20 sCholars with average attendance 13.2 
At Moyeni - 14.. .. .. 5.3 
At Mohales Hoek - 45.. .. .. 35. 
At Mafeteng - - 71.. .. .. 35. 
At Maseru - 2l:1.. .. .. 17, 

The native school at Matedile supported (with Government 
aid) by the Native Chief Seiso Lelsie and independently conducted 
by Native Teacher Cranmar Matsa, receives an annual grant.of £44. 

The latest return shows:--in boys' department, eighteen 
scholars, average atJ.endance 15'9; in girls' department, thirteen 
scholars, average attendance 10·S5. 

. XII. THE AnICAN llImioDrsr EPISCOPAL CmmcH. 
This body renders retur.1lI for two schools. At Moruthanes 

a mixed school (boys and girls) under William MokaIapa, a native 
catechist. On the books are nineteen boys and thirty-twG girls 
with an average attendance of 33'6. 

A return is also sent .of a 9C~001 at Moquala in the Mohales 
Hoek District. This school was built by the local chief LebOna. 
and is under Native Teacher Chas. J. MethoIa. It has .on the 
books thirty-one boys with an average attendance of 17'28. 

The above echools of the AIriean Methodist Chmeh have no' 
been inspected nor do they receive grants. 

Resident Commissioner's Offioe, 
lIasutoland. 

February, 1902. 
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APPENDIX A. 

SPJ<;CIMEN PAPERS SET AT THE ExAMINATION FOR 
THE SCHOOLS IN CONNECTION WITH THE PARIS 
EVANGELICAL MISSION SOCIETY, BASUTOLAND, 
13TH NOVEMBER, 1901. 

STANDARD IV. 

ENGLISH. 

A.-(]RAVV4R 

L Conjugate the verb" _'! Active Voice, Indicative Mood, prment, 
Fast, and future tenses, aU persolUl and nnmbers. 

II. Give the plural of : tooth, story, life, toy. cow. 
m. Analyse: (a) My father is very poor. 

(b) Did you see JOIUIthan yesterday t 
(e) I have a beautiful horse. 

TV. Correct grammatical errors in the foDowing, and give your rCll80lll : 
(a) I am old than my brother. 
(b) How many money have you 1 
(e) My uncle bas three knifes. 

B.-TsANSLATII DiTO Sauro. 
One night, in the begiuning of winter, an old man, living at Boqale, 

thouht he heard the feeble cries of a ehild. As he was naturaUr kind
hearted, he r_ and strock a light; and, going out of his cottage, looked 
about on every side. It was not long before he saw an infant on the ground. 
The old man stood wondering at the sight, and knew not what to do. 

C.-TsANSLATII DiTO ElllGUSIL 

A mo nkela matsohong " hae, 'me" lemoha hobane ke IIlO8hemane • 
motle leha" mpa " apere Jikatana. Eare ha " mo isitse ka tlung, " qala 
ho makal~ hore na 0 tla mo fumanela Iiyo kae. Hona hoo, " qaJa ho hopoIa 
poli ea baa, e neng e lahlehetaoe ke potsanyane; "nka ngnana eo, a mo 
~'iuarella ho eon&, 'me a thaba ha " bona ngnana " anya yoaIeka hoya 
eka 0 fumaDe 'm 'ae. 

.' DICTATIONS. 
The eye, tbe ear, and th~ nostril stand simply open; light, sound, and 

smeD enter, and we are obliged to see, to hear, and to omell; bot the hand 
selects what it shaD tcneh, and touches what it pi...... It pula .... ay 
from it the things which it hates, and beckons toward it the thinpwhich 
it desires. 

weapon 
encourage 
~ 
langna"., 
dominion 

....,.,pt 
human 
agreo: 
oppomt 
obe,.. 



Ita ba.ka leo, ba mollie ba phaham_ man ...... bo ba 0IDBIl1L & baog 
ba ba robaka, ba baog ba re ba odoe. Ebile Ierata Ie _ bahoIo, ba re 
mea bhohle. Moog a mollie a 1IIeb ..... 'me eena a pbakiaa bo romeIa 
ho &!ioara Ie bo bomisisa ba __ g lerala Iaba !sa boo&. Eaba ba iooa 
kbotla, 'me ba kbotla ba ba boIsa moo ba IBnang Ie moo ba eang. 

ARITIDlETIC. 

L ExF- die following numben in words, and find "'" ~ 
between diem: 1906400i and '72307. 

IL Divide ~ Ib. '7 .... 8 drs. by 8 IlL 4 drs. 
IIL '731:179 + !94 (shan c\ivision). 

IV. lloltiply 3 tons 14 C1R. I gra. 141b. 12 IlL by 38. 

V. Find by practice 1be value rI. 2,240 an.icIes at l:1 16e. 9d. each.. 
VI. If7 dOL boxesrl.sardinesCIIIU:goin-. .. hat is lbe YBIueof five boxes 1 

OFDGRAPHY. 

L H_ many and wbicb motjooa baa lbe ean.h I What is iIa shape f 
II. How"GoId JOG find die Cardinal Poinllll 

III Define tbe lenna: Triln,,_., llrait, latibul. and ...alai .. 
1 V. Make a map of the Cape Colony •• bowing the situation rI. Cape Town. 

Pm Elimbetb, ElM London, Or&ba.mstowo, Kimberley. Purl, 
Kiog WjI!i&JDst<nn and Queenatown. 

STANDARD DL 

ARlTHllF.TIc. 
L Add &ogelher: Thirty Ihonaaad two bundred and eigM; eigbtooon 

Ihouaand and aeventy-6ve: twenty Ihonaaad and aixt)' .... e; ' ... 0 

Ihonaaad and aixteen; two bundred and nineleen; and _'y ...... 
IL Find lbe dilrerenee between £600 9s. 011. and llli lla. ltd. 

III Reduce lli 16e. 9d. to tbreopeneea 
IV. How rl.ten is la. 3d. contained in II 100. 1 
V. Reduce 37 :rvda 2 feet '7 in. to incbee. 

VL How manJ boura lre there in 5000 oeooncIs , 

ENOUSH. 

L What • put rI. ___ • is oaeb ......t in "'" fdlowin« I 0 I ~ 
.,..,..u. _III "'" au ~ is "" ....... J' d cItJy. 

IL Define tba. &enDo: .V_ adjtdi .... .n.. 
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m. Divide each sentence into .ubi'" and predicate. 
(II) The pleasant place is glad. 
(b) We must work. 
(c) The roof WB8 low. 
(d) I am ready. 
(.) Have they arrived 1 

B.-1'BAlISLAT1I llI'lO SII'JUTO. 

We are called. The eyes of the camel are beautiful. Do not laugh. 
I do not understand you. How many sheep has your cousin 1 Men mu.t 
fPap the things they sow. She hides her face. His 80n wrote the letter. 
This is my village. His sister whispers. 

C.-1'BA1I8LATli DlTO ElIOLIBlL , 
Mahlo a ka a kbathetae. Ke hatla liro. Mo1isaoa 0 iI'o hatls linku. 

Tlisa katiha eO ea ka. Lebese Ie felile. Ke batlela mataoho. A nke ke 
hone setiiuantAo &eO. Se k'a 'na ua nkhatbatsa tje hie I 

" 
DICTATIONS, 

One fine morning, a eat and a fol<, which were old friends, etarled oft' 
on a journey together. On the road, they paid little visite to cottages and 
to farm-houses that they bad to pa", and picked up whatever they could 
find. They made off with hens and chickens, with ducks and duckling., 
bite of cheese and scraps of bacon. 

honey autumn 
watch enemy 
~ ~~ 
careful fierce 
enough punish. 

Ho !sua ha Ie haeti ha haholo ha ileng ha etela mose 0 k nanD ho leoatle 
ka khueli tae I8ua leta. Badi bao ha tsamaile Iibakeng tee ngata tea lef&l", 
~me hohle moo ha fihlileng teng, ha ile ha eteeteoa mekde e meholo ... 
kamohelo, Ie ea hlompho. Marena a Iichaha tee ngata a ne a phuthehetee 
ho ea teana Ie ho bonana Ie bona, 'me a khutla a bolela botl. ha kamohelo 
eo haeti bao ha iIeng ha • etselso&. 



be li&ken only tho half of tho Engliah o.nd tho ho\f of the Dlltch Reeding Book 

Bt'.urDJ.BD v. hUDD» VL BTAJlDDD vu. • 
-

To read fttl8bt17 aud Intelll:- To I'Md fluentl, aDd. InteUl· To read 81leDtlJ and. IntelU· c:u: from a .~ V. C' from .. Standard VI. PUt17 .. dialogue In blank 
D8' Book, or .. paMqe lall' Boot. 01' .. proM .ene bolD. &III' I&&bdanl , from. aD1 atuldard. bhtorioal dialogue from 8DJ' at&Dd.ard .. !.bo>. .. .,.... .. ..... 

, To recite eo lID. of poetry,. To recite 80 Until or poetI'J. To recite 100 lln. of qne 
with Imowledp of m8lolllDs: with Imowledge at ......... from .. BtaIldard. dramatic .... all..-.. _all ........ author, with knowledge 01 

mlIoDiog and. alllllioDL 

-
: To write OD paper &0 d1ctatloQ To 1t1"lte on paper to dlct&tlon To wrtte=.per to dictation 

l.bJtt • .--rn:rt. lIIf\J"'Ct4'lllj ¥(qIl. t.b.ln't.1rAr4a..aela:tal ~ WI.:: -"''*'' rom>~a. 
Wcriing~O¥'.II .. UGI. W:!:;y __ 

or1ing~oJ.GtwaI 
l'miAiftg. JI ~ •• f'nIiub:(' (~t.o Ole the tooll !2f. Dra_[(lull dso~-<.) p,.. (I~ DrawiDg (full me or to a l'eq 101" aDd the pre. 
eetloo. 0 dmple ~ = ocal.~-(.) Slmple 'f'Ioua ,..,., and SO Ibarpa a 

lOUd&. <:J The plana an el .. 101 da III Plan. e1entioo. aDd chiMl or plane Irob. 
nUou the uen::lIeI tor ..,tkm. (b) OoDItnlCUon 01. (2) Drawing (to ocal;l;-~ 
the )"8U'. (o).tmple iaometrio p1&I.D _I.,., (0) the plana, More cWIlcuJ.t eu.m ell 
drawtna. elen.tlODA and .ectJ.0IUI 01. the orth(l8raphlo and r.ametrlc 

(I) Tbeorr-(dl. To DUn ... few enrolaeI for the ,.... (d) proj..,,, ... ..!tl.... Tho ..,xle .... 
common kin of bard and of bometzto dra~ elnat.loaa. i.,.;. 
lOR wood, and to MIl _ben (I) .......... -(.) • fellln .. metric projeetlonl of &.be 
tb8J an ahleft, pown. <:J IIIUODloK and u. of t.he uerc .. fOl' &be ,.... 
The oonitruatlon and ue 00tIlID0IJ. varteU. of bard. and (II, TboorJ.-<.) Tho gro~ 
the toola required In the u .... .ort woods, (6) The ooutn:ao- elllq. ~ and 1laC!8 au. for toM JMI'- tloa. aDd 1IIQ of the tooll the common U. of bard 

required. In the eurc .... far and .ott wood&. (b) the use 
Ule :roar. 01 nan.. IUeft and glile. (e) 

The ootlIItnlCttoo and ue of 
.... onllDar7 --_ tool&. 

- --- ----_. 
, _d and ...... irical -. .. d ..... _cal I'reehand., 5cal aad dl'a~ up to Standard. m. ~1CIJ.)drawto&up toSteadard model dra up to S&aDdard 

In )I '. book. V. ill llama', book. v. in llonil'. 

To face page 1" . 
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m. Divide each aentence into ",bjtel and predicate. 
(a) The pleasant plaoa is glad. 
(b) We must work. 
(e) The roof was low. 
(d) I am ready. 
ee) Have they arrived 7 

B.-Ta.t.NSLAU IJITO SB'lt1To. 

We are called. The eyes of the camel are beautiful. Do not laugh. 
I do not understand you. How many sheep has yoor eousin 7 Men mllot 
reap the things they sow. She hides her face. His son wrote the letter. 
This is my village. His sister whispers. 

C._bANSLA,.. IlITO ElfOLIBlL , 
Mahlo a ka a khathetoe. Ke batla Iiyo. Molisana 0 i1'o batla Iinku. 

T1isa katiba eO ea ka. Lehese Ie felile. Ke hatlela matsoho, A nb k. 
hone seUuant&> 800. So k'a 'na ua nkhathatsa tje bIe I 

" 
DICTATIONS, 

One fine morning, a cat and a fox, which were old friends, otarted off 
on a journey togetber. On tbe road, tbey paid little visits to eottages and 
to farm-houses that they bad to pas.', and picked up whatever they oould 
find. They made off with hens and chickens, with ducks and ducklilJgB, 
bits of cheese and scrape of baron. 

boney automn 
wateb enemy 
lazy aUow 
careful fierce 
eoough punish. 

Ho !sua ba Ie haeti ba babolo ba ileng ba etela IDOSe 0 kuano ho Ieostle 
ka kbueli toe tBua feta_ &eti baa ba tsamaile libakeng toe ngata tsa lefalHe, 
!me boble moo ba fihlileug teng, ba ile ba etsetBoa mekete e meholo .. 
kamobelo, Ie ea hIompbo. Marena a lichaba toe ngata a no a phntbebetse 
bo ea teana Ie bo banana Ie hona, 'me a khutla a ho\ela botle ba kamobelo 
eo haeli baa ba i1eng ba e etsetsoa. 
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THE 

SYSTEM OF EDUCATION 

IN 

SOUTHERN RHODESIA.· 

(1890-1901. ) 

ITS ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT. 

=====------

~()ME EVENTS IN RnOD&sIAN POLl'rICII DURING THE YEA"" 1890-MAROB 
31ST, 1901. 

PREFACB. 

PART I.-FROM l'OB OccUPATION OP MASOONALAND IN SBPTBMRER, 1890, 'PC 
THB PROMULGATION OJ!' '1'RB II EDUCATION OJmINANOI n IN D:ICDIBBB.. 
1899. 

PART n.-FROM TH8 PA&IING OP TUB .. EnUCATlOH OImINAHOB OP 
1899" TO MAROn 31ST, 1901 :-

The Education Ordinance of 1899. 

Education DepartmenC and Inspectorate. 
Cl ......... of Rhodesian Schools. 
Grants to Government-..ided Schools. 
Mainteuance Allowan .... 
Extl'a Grants. 
1 .... ,13 of Malley. 
Native Schoot.. 
Holidays. 
Appointment of Teaehen. 
Attendance of Pupils. 
School F ..... 
Pupil Teachers. 

• The word .. Rhodesia" is often used in the _ of Southern 
Rhod ..... and bean this sense wherever it oecora in til .. report. 

8375. 
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Agricultural and Technical Instruction. 
Secondary Education. 
Religions Instruction. 
Note upon the School Regulation concerning Religions Instruction. 
Criticism of the Education Ordinance of 1899. 

Work of the Education Department from December, 1899. to March, 
19M. . 

Inspection of Schoom in BuJawayo. 
Grants to Government-aided Schoom in 1899-1900. 
Reports. 
Tour of the Memetter District in 1900. 
Acceptance of Umtali Public School under the Education Ordinance. 
Acceptance of Salisbury Schoom. 
Acceptance of Dutch Reformed Church Schoom. 
Acceptance of Native MiI-ion Schools. 
IWsignation of Mr. Hammond; Appointment of Mr. Duthie. 
Report of the Acting Inspector, Mr. McIlwaine. 

r .. RT III.-TaB POSITION OP EDUCATION IN' RaODEIIIA IN MAlCR, 
1901 :-

Schools for European Children. 
Schools for Narive Children. 
Internal Management of Schools. 
Religious Teaching. 
Cost of Education. 
Proportion of school-going children to children ofllChool age. 
Education not compulsory. 
Supply of Teachel'B. 
Difficulties as to supply of Secondary Teachel'B. 
Education of European, and especially <>f Taal ... peaking children, 

in country districts. Attempts to solve the problem: Sugg08tiOlll 
(Boarding Schools: Instruction should.he in English). 

Educatiou of Natives of Southern Rhodesia. 

ApPBNDICBS :-

A. Map showing the positiou of the prineipal Schools in Eiouthrrn 
Rhodesia in March, 1901. 

B. The Education Ordinance, 1899. 

O. The Educat.ion Ordinance, 1903. 



SOD EVENTS IN RHODESIAN POLlTlCS DUBING TIll: Y_ 
1890 MARCH 31ST. 1901. 

1890. Rhodesian Pioneera ooeupr &lisbnrr. (September 12th.) 

1892. Beira Railwar Companr formed, and Foolee'filla.&liabnrr Line 
ltarted. 

1893. Beebnanaland Rail .... r Companr formed. 
Matabele War (October-December 25th). 
Bola .... ro occupied (November 4th). ~ 
Matabeleland annexed to Southern Rhodesia (Deeember). 

11194. Beira Junction Rail .... r Companr formed to COIUItruc$ line Beira, 
Fonleevilla. 

Line Vrrbnrg-Bola .... ro reach .. Maleking (October). 
Line Fonleevilla-&lisbnrr reach,:" Chimoio (December). 

189:1. Beira-Fonleevilla line completed. • 

1896. Rinderpest (Fehrnarr-Seplember). 
Matabele Rebellion (Mareh-October). 
Maahona Rebellion (Mar-Seplember, 1897). 

1897. Maahona Rebellion ends (September). 
Municipal Councils granted to &lisbnrr and Bola .... yo. 
Line Vrrbnrg-Bola .... ro completed, and formallr opened (NOTem

ber 4th). 

1898. Line completed from Beira to Umtali (Jannarr). 

1899. Lin. completed from Baira to Salisbnrr and for.....nr opened (Marl. 
South African War commences (October 12th). 
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PERFACE 

Southern Rhodesia consists of the provinces of M88honaland 
and Matabeleland, or in other words of those portions of the Cbar
tered Company's South African Territories which lie South of the 
River Zambesi. . 

The arPA of Southern Rhodesia is 143,830 square miles which 
is alffiost evenly divided between the two provinces, Matabeleland 
being tbe larger by only about 2,000 square miles. 

Tbe number of white inhabitants of Southern Rhodesia was, 
according to the" informal" Census of May 310t, 1901 :-

In Mashonaland 4,021 
In Matabeleland 7,011 

Total - - 11,032 

The war had caused a large drain of the normal population, and 
the Cen8U8 was called .. informal" upon tbis account. 

There were besides white settIerB 1,093 Asiatics in the country. 
The native population W88 estimated at : 

Colonial natives 

Rbod ' {M88honaland natives eslRn . Matabeleland natIves 

Total 

3,728 
327,900 
159,312 

- 490,94() 

The native population h88 been increasing rapidly since the fall 
of the Matabele in 1893, and the consequent cessation of their raid~ 
on the Mashona. 

It is the endeavour of thillrepGrt to trace the development of edu
cation in Rhodesia from the occupation of Mashonaland (1890) to 
the end of the Rhodesian finaneiaI year, April lot, 1900-March 
31st, 1901. The report- is thus naturally eoncerned with two 
periods. Firstly, up to the promulgation of the" Education Ordi
nance of 1899 " it chronicles the attempts of communities, townshijlK, 
religious bodies, and individuals to fOUJld schools and to obtain 
Government aid for educational schemes. 

Secondly, it deals with the" Education Ordinance of 1899" b~' 
which the Goyernment declared their educational policy to be om' 
of Staf.e.aid and State-wntroJ. It criticises this Ordinance, anu 
shows its effect up to March, 19(J1. l..88tly, it states generally the 
MUcatiOnal position in Rhodesia, touching upon some of the diffi
culties belonging to it, including the problems of the education 01 
nati,'es, and of white children in remote districts, 
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THE SYSTEM OF EDUCATION IN SOUTHERN 

RHODESIA, 1890-190I.-t 

ITS ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT. 

I. 

FROM THE OCCUPATION OF MAsHONALAND IN SEPTEMBER, 1890, 
TO THE PROMULGATION OF THE "EDUCATION ORDINANCE" 

IN DECEMBER, 1899. 

Education is not the strongest instinct of the earliest settle1'8 in a 1890-1SM. 
wild and savage country. Much must precede it. Pionee1'8 take 
few schoolmasters with them, and few women and children. And 
even when the \and has been parcelled out, claims adjusted, and 
law proclaimed, there still follows a period of uncertainty during 
which the Government is shy of committing itself to social 
schemes, realisation of which may be doubtful. There is no sufficient 
attraction for the professional teacher, and his office, when the 
need 6rst becomes crying, is usually, and often ably, filled by the 
missionary, the first follower of the flag, or sometimes himself the 
pioneer. . 

So it has been in Sout.hern Rhodesia. That no school for 
European children was opened till early in 1895 can be matter of 
surprise to no one who reflects that owing to the Matabele 
War the population of the country in September, 1894, was 
scarcely larger than at the end of 1892_ It is perhaps more sur
prising that hetWfl('n 1890 and 1894 the Jesuits had established 
a large agricultural Mission Station among the natives at Chis
hawasha ; that the American Foreign Missions Society had 
founded a settlement at Mt. Selinda, and that the Wes1eya.us, the 
Church of England, and the Dutch Reformed Church were doing 
active mission work in Mashonaland, while the London Missionary 
Society had been confirmed by the Company in their tenure of 
two mission fal'lll>l whioh they had before held under the protection 
of Lobengula. 

A period of general progress, in whioh education had a full 1895. 

sh"n!, followed the incorporation of Lobengula's domains 
into Southern Rhodesia. Bulawayo, occupied by the Company's 
forces on November 4th, 1893, sprang up at once into a 

.. Recent Reports on Education in Southern Rhodesia can he seen at tb. 
lloard 01 Education LibI'&l7, S\. Stephen's House, Cannon Ro .. , Whilehsll. 
London, S. W, 

t Since \IIi! report wss written, a new Ordinanee (', Education Ord ins nee. 
1903 ") bas heen pa.osed, supersedin, the Education Ordinan ... of 1899-
This is prillted below as Appendix Co . 
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ilusy and flourishing town. It was here that early in 18Y5 the first 
school for white children W88 opened with an attendance of thirtv 
pupils above six years of age. By whom this aehool W88 started 
is not quite clear, but the inatruction imparted in it W88 unde
nominational. In the Barne year the J eauits and the Dominican 
Sisters opened a similar school, entitled the .. Convent School," 
at Bulawayo. The Bishop of Maahonaland. obtained grant-! of 
land from the Government for ohuroh and aehool purpoaea in Salis· 
bury, Bulawayo, and Gwelo. 

Dr. Jameson, then Administrator, entered into a special agree
ment with the Rev. Mr. Straaheim, representing the Dutch 
Reformed Churoh, by which the Government bound themaelvea to 
pay annually one-third of the aalary of the ministers of the Dutch 
Reformed Churohea at Bulawayo, Meisetter, and Enkeldoorn 
provided that the ministers conducted aehools for the Dutch 
children in their districts. This agreemen t W88 terminable, and 
terminated, upon Ma"'ch 31st, 1901. 

In addition to the above-mentioned Native Mission Stations, the 
Wealeyan Missionariea were now to be found north·weat from 
Salisbury at 1.0 Magonda, and aouth-east 88 far 88 Chirimha's 
Kraal, "hence they had opened up five or six statiOtll!. They 
employed five or six native teachers round" Chirimba's," under 
the supervision of a white minist.er. They also proposed to set up 
an .. industrial and training inatitution" for nativea on a farm 
granted to them near Bu1awayo by the Company. 

1896. The year 1895 might be called the first fat year of Rhodesian 
progress. But upon this too full first-taste of happiness Nemeai. 
W88 waiting. Prosperity continued through the first month of 
1896. The building trade in the capital had never been more 
flourishing. Then such a change 88 is possible in Africa came over 
the land. From February till October rinderpest searched almost 
every corner of the two provinces. When it had passed over, the 
sole means of tranBport W88 practically destroyed. There were no 
rnilways, and the few lucky tranBport riders whose oxen had been 
spared were quick to realise the advantage which the misfortunea 
of others had placed in their hands. The barest necessariea of life 
were at famine prices. Rinderpest W88 followed by l'IllJeiiion, to 
some degree 88 cause by effect. The Matabele, irritated by the 1_ 
of their herds, rose in March and wert! not subdued till Octohet. 
A Maahona rising followed in May and dragged on wearily tiD 
September, 189,7. The amounts paid to settlers in compeD93tioD 
for lossea 8U9lfined during the two rebellions indicate plainly 
their serious u'I'ture. A sum of no lesa than £360,000 W81 

distributed. n,e marks of the rinderpest are atiIl plainly tAl 
be seen in what! W88 and ought again to be a magnificent cattle 
country. The...,&ord of educational progress during this periocl 
is short, but the' interest in edul.l3tion by no means died out. 

\ , 
• The BigM BeY. 'fhomu Gaul, D.D., .. ho had jool 11I<IlIO'de4 

Dr. Knigh' BnICf" ~ • 



In September, 1896, there were two schools for European chiidreB 
in Saliabury ___ e conducted by the SisterB O.s.D., the other by 
the rBpl'BllBlltatives of the English Church. In both schools the 
teaching was undenominational. In Bulawayo the Dutch Be
formed Church opened a school, and a aeparate school for boys was 
formed by the Fathers S.J. from the pupils at the Convent SchooL 
There were DOW four European schools in Bulawayo with 149 pupils. 

In the central Meiaetter district there was a school at Melaetter 
town with a teacher provided by the Dutch Reformed Church. 
The neighbourhuod was already becoming populous, and it seems 
curious that the teacher could not find time to gather more than 
four or five children into his school, even though he appears. in 
the absence of any minister, to bave occaaionally held services for 
the Dutch families round him. In South Melaetter BBveral Euro
pean children were attracted to the Mt. Selinda school by the 
excellent teaohing of the Lady Superintendent, though the achool 
had been founded for natives only, of whom there was a con
Biderahle attendance. 

Early in 1897 a IIJIIaIl school for European children &prang up 1897. 
in Umtali and was placed in the handa of a capable lady teacher. 
The average attendance amounted by September, 1897, to twelve 
pupils. The school received Government aid in the form of a 
school building and a 8D1a1l grant of money. 

The people of Victoria &leo now entered into negotiations with 
the Government and the local public for aetting up and main
taining an undenominational school. Though undenominational, 
it was the opinion of the townsfolk that the school ehould afford 
every facility for the religious instruction of all ita pupils by repre
BBntatives of their several denominations. 

As regards the education of natives in 1896 and 1897 the doings 
of the Mt. Selinda school have been recorded. In addition the
Jeeuit Mission Sehoolsat Chiahawaeha were now well equipped and 
flourishing, and a day school established by them at Empandeni 
had 350 pupils, to whom they were imparting an education 
rather .. industrial than literary." The Weeleyans, too, had 
atarted both a day and an evening school in Bulawayo. 

In 1898 the Salisbury Municipal Council erected a large achoolll1118. 
for boys and girls It was built and subsequentJy conducted upon 
terms IBid down in a epecial agreement with the Government, and 
waa to all intenta and purpoees what is now known as an Un
denominational Public School under the Education Ordinanoe of 
1899. . The Salisbury Church of England School was cl~ the 
Bishop of Mashonaland being of opinion that one larger achool 
would do more effectual work than two 8D1aller ones. A .1arge 
achool for girls and 8D1aIl boys, po: ing &leo acoommodation for 
girl boardel'll, W88 opened by the SisterB O.s.D. 

In Umtali no great progress was made, though the township 
recei,-ed a visit from Bishop n..rt.z.,ll of the American Methodist 
Church. during which the Bishop seems to have diacernt>d a great 
field for misBionary and school .rork among nativt'9 and whites alike 
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round UmtaIi. He received- granlB of stands for educational pur
poses in New UmtaIi and abundance of land where thef old town-
8hip had 8tood for inaugurating his native miRBion work. He 
subsequently returned to America to collect money for advancing 
his schemes. 

A Dutch Reformed Church minister had arrived at MelBetter, 
and began to conduct a still poorly attended school according to 
the Jameson-Strasheim agreement of three years back. There were 
twelve European children at the Mt. Selinda Native Mission School. 

An excellent school for white children had been opened in Bula
wayo by the Church of England under a firstrillass English teacher. 
The new Convent School for girls and St. George'8 Public School 
for boys represented the growth of the old Convent School of 1895. 
The new Convent School W88 in the hands of the Sisters O.S.D., 
while St. George's W88 controlled by the Fathers S.J. There were 
also the School of tlJ.e Dutch Reformed Church, and two privatc 
schools containing respectively twenty-three and eight pupils. The 
teaching in all the Church Schools 88ve the Duteh WIl8 undenomi
national, and the total number of school-going children in the 
township W88 310. The United Hebrew congregation of Bulawayo 
applied for and were granted two stands for church and school 
purposes. The inCreBBe of European schools and scholars in Bul ... 
wayo in the year 1898 is no doubt to be largely attributed to the 
influx of population which followed the completion of the 
Vryhurg-Bulawayo railway in 1897. 

In native mission work aJso good progrell8 WIl8 made at the 
stations already mentioned. The Wesleyan native day school at 
Bulawayo had increased its roll to fifty pupils, and the English 
Church had brought fifty-eix pupils into a similar school. The 
London Missionary Society had about 100 native scholars in their 
day schools on their old farms .. Hopefountain " and .. Inyati " 
and smaller numbeJ"d in day schools upon two other faJ'Dl8, 
.. Centenary" and .. Dombadema," which had been granted to 
them by the Company more recently. On each of these faJ'Dl8 all 
work W88 under the supervision of a white missionary. 

The first stage of Rhodesian Education has now been described. 
The transition to the second 8tage followed almost. of itself, 
hut it will perhaps be well, and partly for the sake of explaining 
this easy transition, to emphasise a few poinlB in the period already 
reviewed before p888ing to the second part of this report. There 
W88 no doubt in the earlier years a fair proportion of European 
children who received BOme instruction at home. This ill the C8IIe 

8till, and ill due to the exceptionally large number of well-ilducated 
men who, 88 Mr. Bryce remarked in his "Impressions of South 
Africa," had settled in the country. It ill also, no doubt, for the 
same reason that schools sprang up as quickly as they did during 

-The gran .. were approved March !ani, 1898. 
t It was determined to tralll!!er the old township cI Um",,; to he 

pr ...... t siw right upon the P"l~Ugu_ border in lIareb, 11!116. 
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the" Sturm und Drang" period of 1890-1897. It will be noticed 
and it was only quite natural. while the Government policy was to 
Blllist rather than to initiate, that it was only in toWllllh.ips that 
any finn attempt W88 made to deal with educational wants. 
Problems such as that of education in rural districts could only be 
dealt with by a specially organised Department. The AdminiStra
tion were averse to entering upon large educational undertakings 
until the country held out a real proepect of a settled future. 
The experience of 1893 read them the lesson of caution. The 
storms of 1896-7 blotting out 110 rudely the sunshine of 1895 
vindicated their policy. But 88 educational enterprise grew. 80 

did they in like measure encourage it. At first they granted only 
land to thOll8 who asked it for church and school purposes. In 
1896 they granted both land and sums of money. In 1898 when 
the future of Rhodesia had been almost secured by the connection 
by rail of Bulawayo with Capetown. they began. as in Salisbury. 
to meet municipalities more than. half-way in schemes for 
erecting and maintaining schools, and, 88 their &greeDlent with 
the Salisbury Public School Board shows, the Education 
Ordinance W88 already practiea1ly draftEd. They had already 
resolved to take up the burden of Rhodesian education. The 
completion of the Beira-SaIisbury line in 1899 confirmed their 
resolution. The opening of the Sa1isbury-BulaW8Yo railway in 
1902 will materially lighten their task. 

II . 

. FRoJl TID P AtmNG or TIUI: .. EDucATION ORDINANCB or 1899"· ro 
MUCII 31Br. 1901. 

The Act known under the above title provided for :-{1} The '!:'he Ed .. .,.. 
creation of an Education Department and of an Inspectorate. (2) ::. ~~ 
The appropriation of grants in aid of all duly qualified schools 
which should agree to observe the &boo! Regulations laid down in 
the Act.. 

Thus:-
(1) The Administrator was empowered to appoint first, a Ed_ 

.. Superintending Inspector " of Schools, who was to l-.- the BOIOO-!:::Ii.::: 
what peculiar title of the .. Inspector of Schools for Southern~
Rhodl'6ia." and, IEOOndly, =-jetant inspectonl 88 need should arise 
for them. The Superintending Inspector was annually to visit, 
or cause to be visited, all schoo1s in receipt of Government aid. 
Re was to be hl'8d of the Education Department, and as such "'88 

to furnish an annual report upon the work of his Depanment 
to be laid before the Legisla&ive QrunciL It was also his duty to 
prepare any further special reporta on educational matters which 
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the Administrator might call for, and 88 Chief Inspector and Head 
of the Education Department he W88 directly responsible to the 
Administrator. , 

(2) (a) The Schools which in the School Regulations attached to 
the Education Ordinance (Schedule Order " A ") are chiefly con
templated 88 grant-earning schools are" Voluntary Public Schools," 
or schools under the control of religious bodies, and Undenomi
national Public Schools, or schools under the control of duly
appointed Managers other than religious bodies. (Schedule to 
Education Ordinance, Order" A," Reg. 1.) 

:!:'nt (b) Grants:are offered by the Administration to such schools in 
the form of half-payment of masters' 88laries, the amounts of such 
grants to depend upon compliance with all School ltegulations of 
the Education Ordinance, as certified by the Inspector in his 
Reports. (Schedule to Education Ordinance, Order "A," 
Reg. 2.) , 

A sum not exceeding £180 may be granted in aid of a Principal 
Master's salary; and a sum of £120 in aid of a Principal Mistress' 
or of an Assistant Teacher's salary. (Schedule to EducatioD 
Ordinance, Order" A." Reg. 2.) 

The Managers are to pay their teachers' 88\aries amounting to 
at least twice the sums granted by Government, and are -to provide 
a suitable residence for the Principal Teachers or an equivalent in 
money. (Schedule to Education Ordinance, Order .. A," RegI. 
2 and 5.) 

eDance Where a teacher is in receipt of no 88lary, hut is merely maintained 
an.... by his Managing Body, the grant made on his behalf to the Managing 

Body shall 88 nearly 88 poesible amount to half the cost of his 
maintenance. 

L 

of ,. 

The following extra grants can be obtained :-

(1) For each pupil in an Evening School, .£4 per annum. 
(Schedule to Education Ordinance: Order .. A " : 
Reg. 15.) 

(2) For each pupil who shall 88tisfy the Inspector in four of a 
given number of extra subjects, £2 per annum. 
(Schedule to Education Ordinance: Order "A"; 
Reg. 16.) 

(3) For school requisites, one half of the 008t of such requisites 
upon the recommendation of the Inspector. (Schedule 
to Education Ordinance: Order .. A .. : Reg. 14.) 

Loans of money for building purpoees may be made ;-

(a) To Undenominational Public School ManageI'B, to the 
amount of £2,000, at 5 per cent. interest per annum. 
After regular payment of this interest for fifteen years 
the sum advanced is 'leW to be redeemed. and land and 



buildings become vested in the Municipality, or in the 
Managers if there be no Municipality. (Schedule to 
Education Ordinance: Order" C " : Reg. 1.) 

(b) To Voluntary Public School Managers on the £ for £ prin
ciple up to £1,000, at 5 per cent. interest per annum. 
After regular payment of such interest for fifteen years 
the sum advanced is held to be redeemed, and land and 
buildings pass into the hands of the religious body 
concerned. (Schedule to Education Ordinance: Order 
" C ": Reg. 2.) 

Grants of ten shillings per pupil per annum will be made to Native 
wallagers of Native Schools which .have a daily attendance of fifty Schoola. 
pupils, and which are open daily for at least four hours, two of 
which, at least, are given to industrial training. (Schedule to 
Education Ordinance: Order .. B.") 

Every achool must remain open for at leaSt thirty-ilight weeks of HolidaJL' 
the year. and for at least four hours per diem. (Schedule to Educa-
tion Ordinance: Order" A": Regs. 8 and 17.) 

AIl teachers are appointed by the Administrator upon the reoom- Apt:intmOl 
mendation of the Superintending Inspector. of oooh .... 

The pith of the chief School Regulations attached to the Education 
Ordinance has now been given. excepting 'he Regulation concerning 
Religious Teaching to whioh a later reference is made. A few more 
facts concerning Rhodesian Schools may perhaps serve as answers to 
questions arising from the Regulations. 

The attendanoe of pupils is not directly enforced. !t~du:ce 
School feee are usually paid. but as yet on no fixed seale. Schoo~ FOOl 
Pupil teachers have been trained in St. John's School. Buluwayo. Pupil 

and in the Convent School. Bulawayo. Toooh ..... 

There is no acheme at present for pensioning retired teachers. 
Agricultural instruction is confined to native schools, and Tech- Agricultura 

nioaI instruotion to Evening Schools. No specially Commercial aod Tochni· 
<_ ..• ·ded cal lutrue· ", ... mwg 18 proVi . tion. 

There is at present no need in Southern Rhodesia for a achool for 
phyaioally or mentally defective children. There is no Relormatory 
and no Industrial Sohool. 

Secondary Education is given by private individuals. by the Socend'!'1'J' 
Jesuits in St. George's School. Bulawayo. and by the Sisters O.s.D. Ed_UoD. 
in Bulawayo. Whatever higher education exists in achools is under 
Government control. 

The first haIf·hour after roll-call of every achool day is set ap&r' Roligio ... 
for religious instruotion. Should there be in any school children lnet.na_. 
of more than one denomination, ministers of all denominations 
ooncemed may arrange with the School Principal for imparting 
religious instruction to the ohiIdren of their respective denomina-
tions during the period thus set apart. (Schedule to Eduoation 
Ordinance: Ordpr .. A .. : Reg. 9.) 

-SaturdaJ ill a holida,. 
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Any child will be exempted from religious instruction at the re
quest of his parente or guardian. Children thus exempted, together 
with children whose religiotpl instructor may fail to keep his appoint
ment, will be provided with secular work. (Schedule to Education 
Ordinance: Order" A" : Reg. 9.) 

This omni-denominational system of religious instruction has for 
years prevailed in parte of Germany, and it certainly poBSe8Bes great 
advantages. It means that any school, no matter what the denomi
nation of ite managing body, can safely receive pupils of any other 
denomination. Correspondingly it means that parente of one 
denomination are not deterred from sending their children to schools 
of another denomination by the fear that the children's religious 
beliefs will, be tampered with. They need only consider where the 
best secular instruction is provided. 

The arrangement works entirely without friction in Rhodesia 
at the present time. The writer of this report never met a repre
sentative of any denomination who was opposed to it.· The Jews 
of Bulawayo, when they broke up their school, steted that they 
were quite content to send their pupils to the English and Roman 
Catholic Church schools, because of the freedom allowed in religious 
teaching. They experienced no difficulty in having their children 
instructed dailJ: in the Jewish religion and in Hebrew. Replying for 
the Nonconformiste at the festivities which celebrated the arrival of 
the Bechuanaland Railway at Bulawayo (November, 1897), the 
Rev. I. Shimmin used these words: "In the old country the 
barriers between the different churches were high and forbidding, 
but in Rhodesiathewalls were very low, and they often shook hands 
across them, and longed for the time when even thnse low walls 
might be swept away." The Education Ordinance has certainly 
made the barriers no higher, and what Mr. Shimmin said is decidedly 
true. The Churches in ,Rhodesia have worked loyally together 
in educational matters, and if in future no educational quarrels 
arise between Church and C'hurch or Church and State, Rhodesia 
will have inherited a hlessing the greatness of which none ehould 
better or more earnestly appreciate than Englishmen. 

cism That the "Education Ordinance" was brought forward at a 
::tiOD fitting time, and that the general educational policy of the Govern
"&nee 01 ment was throughout a wise one, has been before contended. 

That it is a well-oonceived measure may be proved by ite working. 
Within a year after ite promulgation every European school of any 
importance had applied to be received under it, as well as a few 
Native Mission Schools, which were qualified to make application. 
Moreover, though in mentioning this I am passing somewhat 
beyond the limite of my period, notable progress has already 
been made by the schools of Bulawayo, the largest centre of 
popUlation in Southern R!.odesia, under the regulations of the 
Act. 

• It must be remembered that there &'" Boman <:&thoUc ocboolo &yai!abl. 
lor moot of the children 01 that CbIU'Cb.-{ED.j 



The Regulation discussed above ooncerning religious instruction 
is of special importance among the rest, and, in my opinion, is a 
wise Regulat.ion, and one helpful to general school progress. 

It must, on the other hand, he admitted that the School Regula
tions attached to the Act are loosely worded, and that some of 
them are thereby render,ed hard to interpret. There are 
also omissions to deal with certain serious points. Thus in the 
Schedule to Education Ordinance: Order" A": Regulation 2 (a) 
and (b) a yearly grant of £180 may he made in aid of a Principal 
Teacher's salary, and one of £120 in aid of that of an Assistant, 
without regard to aex. Subsequently (in Regulation 12) the yearly 
grant-in-aid of the salary of the Teacher in a girls' school is limited 
to £120, and Regulation 11 permits the formation of aeparare boys' 
and girls' schools in looalities where this appears necessary. Accord
ing to Regulation 2 (a) and (b) there is nothing to hinder a female 
teacher from imagining that she will ohtain a pDt of £180 (Plus 
a houae, according to Regulation 5). According to Regulation 12 
she can expect no more than £120, hut there is nothing either here 
or in Regulations 2 and 11 to prevent her from claiming a hoUl!ll. 
And even supposing that only a Principal Master is inrended to be 
entitled to a groint of £180 and a house, while a grant of £120 is aU 
that a Principal Mistress can obtain, what is to he understood con
cenling the salaries of male and female assistants? The Regula
tions apparently mal.:e the grants for th...., equal, and the grants 
for female assistants equal to thOll9 of Principal Mistl'f8ge8. But, if 
this is intended, the emoluments of male and female teachers seem 
disproportionare. 

Again, there is no regulation forhidding Managers to farm 
out schools; neither is there any mal.:ing them responsible for 
paying the school staff and all other school Ilxpe~. As first 
Superintending Inspector, I pointed out th_ and minor defects 
in one of my reports to the Legislative Council. 

Still, though there are deficiencies in the drafting of the School 
Rl>glliations, ti,e fact remains that they have formed a good and 
useful basis on which to begin to build up a fabric of organised 
education; and against this merit many more flaws than 
iliey contain would count for little. It is, moreover, probable 
that. th"y will receive shortly whatever of revision and suppletion 
thl'Y still rtoquire. as they h .. \'9 been put into the hands of the 
pre9l'nt Snperintending Inspector (Mr. Grorge Duthie) for 
this pu",.-. 

lWfore d..w.ng shortly with ilie p.-mt state of Education in Work of u.e 
Soutltern Rhodesia it may be instructive to give some det.ails of the J!d..-ioa 
work of t1te nl'wly fo~ Southern Rhodesian Education Depart-~Dt 
ment between DecNnber 1899 and March 1901. I, the first Suparin- 1899 to 
rending Inspector, arrived in Salisbury in December, 1899. Had it Mareh 1901. 

been possib..... I should have tra\"'n..d via Bulawayo. which is the 
1argest school cenke in Sout1tern Rhodesia, hut unfortunatcly the 
roure was ldooked on 8tIOOunt of the war. As it WlI8, I ......,hed BuJ. ~ .. 
wayo in February, 1900. and _ allowed to inspea& all the leading Bala_; 
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sohools in the town. I found that good work WII8 being done in 
all European 8Ohools under the management of the Church of 
England and of the Roman Catholics. The school of the Dutch 
Reformed Church lay far behind in almost every respect. As 
the result of interviews with the managing bodies of th_ schools. 
all. with the exception of the Dutch Reformed Sohool, were accepted 
118 Voluntary Public Schools under the Education Ordinance of 
1899. The Minister of the Dutch Reformed Church, who WII8 

authorised to speak also for the Dutch Schools at Emkeldoorn 
and Melsetter, said that the three schools could not come under 
the new School Regulations until he had obtained permission 
for suoh action from his Committee in Capetown. Permission 
was apparently granted to him towards the end of 1900. The 
one private school remaining in Bulawayo with thirty-four pupils, 
and the Hebrew Sohool with sixteen pupils, preferred not to come 
under the Government regulations. 

~~:~!::.nt- At the end of the finfI:D0ial year April lBt, ~S99, to ~rc~ 31st, 
ided S.hoola 1900, there WII8 a certam sum of money available for distnbution 
I 1899·1900. among the schools which had up to that date placed themselves 

under the Regulations of the Education Ordinance. Taking into 
consideration both the num hera and the efficiency of each school, 
I was able to recommend the following apportionment of grants :-

-po-

LOCALITY. 
NAIIJ! OJ' No. or PuPlUl. GBAlI1'. ScHOOL. 

It 
Salisbury · - Convent School - - 36 900 
Bulawayo - - Convent School - - 81 300 
Bula.wayo · · St. George'. (Fathers 31>+ 12" 

S.J." 362 
Bula.w .. yo · · St. Jo 's (Chnrch of 93 

England). 450 
tSalisbory · · U ndeno m inational 30 300 

Public School 

291 1,602 

• These twelve wete evemn, aehool pupde. 
t Under .peeial_ment he,,,eon Mnoicip&lily and Administ.ration. 

Up to this time I had presented two short reports to the Ad
ministration, one shortly after my arrival, in which I did little 
more than put together auoh atatistiC8 118 were placed in my hands ; 
the other upon March 31st, 19M, after my visit to Bulawayo. The 
IIeOOnd report WII8 baaed on the fullest educational atatistiea that 
could he colleeted from all parts of the country. Neverthel_ I 
regarded both it and its predeceB80r 118 merely preliminary to my 
first yearly report, which I hoped to present on Maroh 31st, 1901, 
and I ha\'l! accordingly not annexed them in full to the present 
report, although I iuwe incoFJlOrate4 their 8Ubstance in it. 
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In Augwit;"1900, I made a fairly exhaustive tour of the Melsetter ~':.i!.. of ,the 
District with a view to ascertaining the educational needs and desirea Distri!~ 
of ita scattered population. This bore 80me fruit in the northern 1900. 
part of the district, which is inhabited mainly by a clan of Steyne 
from the Orange Free State. Here there was a genuine desire 
shown for better educational facilities, and a school was ereeted 
upon land given by Mr. J. Steyn, of Johannesrust. Further 
South, also, in Mid-Melsetter and in South Melsetter, generous 
offers of land for school purposes were made by individual farmers, 
but it appears that further negotiations with the people of these 
sulHlistricta have been diasppointing. To this subject a later 
reference is made. 

Upon my way to Melsetter I had inspected the Public School ~up!:ii" 
of the American Methodist Mission in U mtali. This achool had Poblic 
Iprung up in 1898, and had taken the place of the amall school School 

which was started in 1897. It was now accepted as a Voluntary Ed~~tt:D 
Publio School under the Education Ordinance. By October, Ordinance. 
1900, both the schools in Salisbury were similarly accepted, and Acce tan .. 
before the end of the year the three sohools of the Dutch Reformed of Safisbory 
Church at Bulawayo, Melsetter, and Enkeldoorn, placed theml8lvea Schoolo. 
under Government control. Thus every European Public School A .... ptauoe 
of any importance had voluntarily brought itaelf under the ReguIa- I:..r.~ 
tiOni of the Education Ordinance within a year from ita promuIga- Cbllroh 
tion. Of applicationa from duIy-qualified Native Mission Sohools Schoolo. 

for aaaistance under Order B of the Ordinance, those of the Jesuit Aooeptauee 

Mission at Chishawasha, of the EngIiah Church Mission at &h N~.e 
Bulawayo, and of the American Foreign Mission at Mount Selinda s..:.: 
had been acoepted. 

At this point I was compelled to return to England upon sick ResiguatiOIl 

leav~ and 8~Ortly after my arrival there resigned ?,y ~ u~n i:~oud. 
medical adVIce. My 8Uooe99Or, Mr. George Duthie, arnved m Afpoilltm ... 
August, 1901, and until this date the work of the Education D ~. 
Department W89 carried on by Mr. Mcllwaine in the capacity of D .. 

Aoting lnapector. It thus feU to the Acting lnapeotor to write 
the yearly Report upon Education in Southern Rhodesia for 
the financial year. April 1. 1900. to March 31st, 1901. 

In his Report, Mr. McIlwaine expresses biml8lf 88tisfied in ~ of tb 
general with the working of the Education Ordinance, and with t:~ 
the proepecta of Rhodesian Education. In referring to a special Mr. ~.,. 
visit to the distriota of Charter and Enkeldoorn, he emphaaisea II ...... 
what I had alresdy pointed out, that there are practicsUy no facilities 
for European education in country diatrict& He adds that 
in these districts, where twelve out of thirteen European inhabitanta 
are Dutch, a moat regrettable apathy towards education of any 
kind is noticeable among the parenta. 

The lIIlhool started by the Hebrew oommunity of Bula_yo 
W89 elosed after a very short period of exiRtence. The Hebrew 
community gave 89 the reason for their action in this matter, 
that their oom.ntunity '\\"89 decreasing, and that taking into con
lideration tbe oomplete freeIlOlll oblerved in religioua teaching 
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they had no scruples a~ut entrusting their tw.mty-fivp- pupils to 
the ~~ools of the EnglISh and Roman Catholio Churches. 

M!aslon w~rk among the N ativeR appears to have been strenuously 
08ITled 0!l .m 1900.-1901 by all the variOU8 missions upon their 
many eXISting statiOD8. No new stations were opened. 

m. 
THR POSITION OF EDUCATION IN RHODESIA IN lliRCH, 1901. 

The purpose of the Education Ordinance of 1899 was to provide 
the basis of a system of State-aided and State-controlled education, 
primary and secondary, especially for the children of European 
settlers and secoudarily for native children. 

As far as the European children are concerned, this system may 
fairly be said to be established. Praotically all the achools for 
white children are recei ving Government aid, and are working in 
accordanoe with the School Regulations of the Ordinance. More
over the Government has pledged itself by the Ordinance to Bee 

to the provision of an adequate number of achools wheresoever 
they may be required in future. This is a twofold advantage 
since the Missionaries will now be relieved of a heavy and most 
generously self-imposed burden, and will have their hauds freer 
to deal with the problem of native education, which primarily and 
beyond all other influences drew them to the country. 

cbool. for Among Native Mission Schools not many were duly qualified 
lative 
hildreD. to apply for acceptance under the regulations of the Ordinance; 

but of those which were qualified several are already Government 
schools. 

,ternal The internal management of State-aided schools is practically 
~s:i:Dt a1toget~e~ in the hands of the managing body whether religious 

or mUDlCJpaI. 
eligioua As before stated no vexatioU8 questions have as yet arisen in 
_bing. oonnection with religious inBtruetion. 

It is contended in thiS report that the Rhodesian System of 
Education is in its IDain features good, that it has already accom
plished much, and that it has worked smoothly as far 88 it baR 
run. But it is, of course, not pretended that the education of the 
country is in more than a very early stage of development. The 
chicken has scarcely emerged from the egg-ilhell. How much is 
left to do, and in the faoe of what great difficulties will appear from 
the following enumeration of some of the chief problema awaiting 
solution. 

JSt of The cost of education to the Government is already relatively 
I~catioo. speaking large. In lB99-1900 the total grant in aid of Balan.-. 

was £1,302. This sum W88 divided amongst four schools with a 
total of 261 pupils and 17 teachers. That is to say, that the Govern
mentpaid £Sper pupil. and £761Os.perteacher. In 1900-1901 a 
total grant of £1,994 was n,ade to eight schools with 434 pupils and 
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23 te=eben; that. to .y.agrant or about U 1711. per pupil and 
£86 per te=eh.... It. true that __ aebooIs oouJd 8OOOIIlIIlOdate 
more than their pi It number of pupils without any increase of 
!daB. On the other hand. the granlB will n-ruy beeome 
Iar-ger _ the Go¥l!l"llDll!llt planlB more ..,booIs or the Undenomina
tiooal PuIU SdaooI daIoJ, sinee in the!e it pays half the 98Iarieo of 
-ben. whereM in V oIunW'y PuIU Sebooh. .... ht>re clPries are 
IHeben, it pays only h.aJf the estimated cost. of the maintainanlll' 
of thee teachen. ' 

11M! proportion of sebool-going children to children of gehooI 1'1_ .... 01 
age • ail yet very IIID&IL There were aeoonliog to the infonwd ~.:g 
Census of lray. 1901, the figun>B of which may he taken as auffi.. ChiIdrs of 
eiently exM:t for the period under renew. 2.286 ehiJdnon under SdoooI Age. 
aixt_ yean or age in Southern Jlhodesi. Of these 1.482 1fere 

resident in to ..... ship&. and 8O-l in eountry dist.ric18. or this total 
or children. considering how large a proportion of Rhodesian 
children are IeB \han five yean old, 25 per cent. may probably be 
dedoded. _ being too young for any work except that of the lUnder-
gart.eo. or the 1.111 children or sehool age now ftIIl&ining in the 
townahipa. 3M are in St·t ..... ided &hools, and 29 of the 603 
remaining in the OOWlUy districta. 

XO dimet p~ is put upon pan"Uts to .,00 their children to Ed_ 
aehool; the possible eurtailing of grants is an indind pressure;::":;
upon aebooI managera to aUnet and retain aeholan. C-.puIsory . 
edueation. though most deoirabIe, would entail a Jarge expenditure 
or State funds, and it is doubtful whether BJ.odesia wiD be the firs 
of I he South African Stalell to try 110 bold a r ure. 

The emoIumeota ofI'ered to Principal Teaeben or Sh'e-aide(I &"",,01 
Rhodesian SehooIs are quite 8ufficient to attJ-ad good enough T ____ 
unmarried men to these trMoIs, while they do not prof_ any-
thing more than an elementary eurriculum. But for anything Diftioabieo 
higher than a aehool or this kind, it • doubtful whether suitable ..... ~ 
teaehen oouJd at pI'NI!Ilt ba procured from Eogland. There is a at s-Ddai,. 
_..;.terable number or Bhodreim parents ... ho .... h to _ aebooIs Tadoers. 
atarted on the linea of a firskIaIB EogIish Preparatory SehooI, 
merging. no doubt, into a firskIaIB Public SehooI on English 
lin.... Sueh a aehooI with aeoommodation for fifty pupils, of 
whom a proportion would ba boarders. would probably eoot U.OOO 
to build and £3.000 per annum at least to atafi'. and it is dear that 
.. hen all the other ««penaS were rerkoned up. the fees both for 
boarden and day aehoIan would be enormotJ1I, unIeB the &drin;'" 
trabon were geoenrua almost beyond hope. Heavy endowment? 
are always the unexpected. and are not Jil.-eIy to an1\"8 in Rhodesia. 
The eaIl or the mBIionary ;. tint to the bIadt; it is hardJy fair to 
ask him to _ two casten; moreover ... hiIe it • tnJe that he 
has u-ty provided admirable elftnentary te=ehen. it is more 
than doubtlul .. bether he can find suitable men for good highfT 
.,hooIa. The help and aoIIahoration of friends at home may do 
mnre in the futu .. thAD hitherte. Still, the problPm of the 8Upply 
~~ L 
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of secondary teachers for Rhodesia is, 88 far 88 ODe 08D now eee, 
insoluble, save by means which eeem practically outside the range 
of practical educational politics. 

Education of A very great majority of the children in country districts are 
!.".r'r"i. Dutch, i.e., .. taaI-epeaking." Some farmers are bilingual, some 
ally or-'ta.aJ.. know a smattering of English, a few are English-epeaking. Up 
'l:i'\dking." to the present the children of the country districts have been left 
:.,:.,,~ m very much to look to their parents for their instruction. A few 
diR~ricts. have been sent to boarding schools in Salisbury and Bulawayo. 

But very many have been and are being'brought up with scarcely 
any education at all, Boer parents as a rule contenting themselves 
with reading the Bible with their families.. Even this little is made 
far less by the ignorance of the ruder Boers, who are often quite 

Attempts Ie 
.. lve~b8 
problem: 
8UggestiOJlL 

unable to understand or interpret what they read. 
Attempts have been made to ameliorate this deplorable state of 

affairs. The Strasheim.Jameson Ilgreement of 1895 was the first 
of these, but in its practical working it proved a failure. At Mel· 
setter nothing was achieved by it, and at Bulawayo the work of 
the Dutch Church School which I inspected in 1900 was most 
unsatisfactory. Again, as already noted, I made a tour of the 
Me1setter district in August, 1900, with a view to persuading the 
farmers to eo-operate with the Administration in starting schools 
at various central points. I obtained substantial offers of help 
from individuals farmers in North, Central, and South MelHett.,r 
alike, and in North Me1setter a school was opened. I had some 
hope that similar schools might be planted in the central and 
southern divisions. I myself, however, did not remain in the 
country long enough to see this hope rea1ised, and after my depar· 
ture it seemed that I had been too sanguine. But, then, why 
should a school have been started in North Me1setter 7 The truth 

. of the matter appears to be this. The farmers, the Boers at all 
events, wish to be led by BOme outstanding man of their own com· 
munity, in whom they trust, and who can represent them in the 
presence of Government officials. In North Me1setter there was 
just such a man, and he happened to be an enlightened man 88 to 
the needs of his district. What happens when no such leader comes 
forward was experienced in Central Melsetter. The people were 
willing but helpless. The importance of this or that scheme might 
be impressed upon individuals to-day, but the impression would be 
blurred by an ignorant neighbour'S objections to-morrow. In 
South Me1setter there appeared to be two parties, one genuin~ly 
desirous of a better state of things. but yet apathetic; the otb" .. 
blindly ignorant. and containing several families dependent upon II 

rich but more than ever ignorant leader, whose face was set again 'It 
all improving influences. To start suitable schools in sucb a distri," 
as this, or in such a one as is Central Me1setter, would, no doubt, bee 
matter of time; but it might, nevertheless, be aeeomplished 1>, 
anyone who could COl,ltrive to win the confidence of the communiu.t 
in ,!uestion. Ignoraltee, apath!, poverty, these are the three ~t 
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obatacles in the way of educating the rural, and therefore the :aoar, 
ohildren of Rhodesia. Poverty can be overcome. Parents who 
are admittedly too pOor to pay in money might pay in kind, tbat ill 
by their own work. They could grow m3alies and the Government 
could take them off their hands; the demand is large enough. In 
rare oases exemption from fees might be granted. This is a system 
which would improve many parents not a little, as well as benefit 
their ohildren. Apathy would rapidly disappear if parents could 
only 888 what a difference even a simple course of education would 
make in their children; that is to say, if schools were once fairly 
started. But what kind of school is required? One must not 
believe too implicitly in the merits of farm achools despite the 
accounts of their progresa which reach us from the Cape Colony. 
They are at best but a makeshift, and though better than no bread, 
they are by far the smaller half of the loaf. 

Boarding achools, or schools with accommodation for boarders, ~I"g 
are the alternative. ThBBB alone could surmount the difficulties of C 100 "

long distances and the rainy season. There is, moreover, the ques-
tion of home influence, which in rural Rhodesia would weigh heavily 
upon the side of the boarding 8!1 opposed to the day school. But if 
boarding achools were started there is no doubt that the Govern-
ment would have to bear nearly the whole cost. The future would 
in all. probability repay them even if they bore the whole, but at 
present there is no certainty that the parents would trouble to come 
half-way to meet the most generous offers. Then there would Ix> 
only one course possible: free education, and compulsory attend-
anoe. And thBBB are, perhaps, the only means by wlllilh the " chil-
dl'en of the seventeenth century," as Olive Schreiner called the 
Boers of the nineteenth, will safely develop into the men of the 
future. 

The instruction in country schools should include first and Instruction 
foremost English, the officialIanguage of the country, and should t;;'~h~ an 
be given entirely in that language. People at home are apt to be 
!lIlntimentai about the decay and death of Iangua.,aes. And in 
regard to our more lately acquired territories in South Africa they 
will plead for the preservation of the .. Taal." They will cite 
Canada as proof positive that all countries that are hilingual will 
thrive, and that, therefore. the .. Taal " should be fostered. There 
is no parallel between Rhod .... ia and Canada. In Canada there are 
two Ian!flUlgeB of equal standing; in Rhodesia there is one noble 
language, and one varied collection of some hundreds of old Dutch. 
old Frenoh. MnIay. and other words clipped and mangled to th" 
verge of inarticuh,telles9, incapable of producing a literature, and 
indeed, as Olive Schreiner says, .. incapable of exprt'SSing any 
higller thought." This is no language which should or can be 
preserved from decay. It has decayed already ; th098 who use it are 
compelled to borrow from English most words beyond the talk of the 
fann or of hunt.ing. Notbingcould be more striking in Rhodesia 
than the difference that a knowledge of English and intercourse 
with English JII'Ople have made in IIOIIIB few of the inhabitan ts. In 

lj3j6 .. II 
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Melsetter culture and knowledge of English speech and mannera 
are in almost exact proportion one to the other. The II(M)8l1ed 
Africander Dutch in which school books have heen printed can do 
nothing for the Boers. It, too, has no literature whatsoever and iR 
in no way like the Boer mother tongue. As far as language and nil 
that goes with it is concerned, the" taaI-speaking .. population or 
Rhodesia enn only" rise on stepping-ston ... or il~ dpad ... Ir to highpr 
things." 

Closer parallels can he found with Rhodesia than that of Canada. 
That of German Switzerland, for instance, is Burely preferable. 
There the official language is High German, and this alone is the 
medium of instruction in the schools. At home, however, the 
German Swiss still speak a far older and ruder form of German 
which it might he hard for a North German to understand, and 
which it would certainly he hard for him to speak. So it should he in 
Hhodesia. The Boer should speak his .. Taal .. at home &8 long 1\11 

he pleases, but he should he thoroughly able to read, write, and speak 
the official language of the country in which he has hePn allowffi 10 
gettle, and upon all public and official occasions he should reltricl 
himself to that language. 

Education of The natives of Southern Rhodesia numhered in 1899·1900 
Ri:I:~ s. 4;;0,000. They form the great majority of the inhabitants of the 

country, and are rapidly increasing, especially in Mashonaland. 
It is fully recognised that their educational needs cannot 1* 
neglected, and that to abandon them in their present state of 
moral and intellectual darkness would he contrary to all the ,*"t 
traditions of English colonisation. Missionaries have almost ewr 
since the occupation heen planting and maintaining Sunda)' 
schools and day schools in native centre!, and the Adminu.. 
tration has from the fint seconded their efforts. Grants of land 
have heen given with a most genel"OUll hand for missionary pnr· 
poses, and grants of money are now offered by the Education 
Ordinance to duly qualified native schools. Certain eonditions are, 
however; attached to such gr-ants. Most important is that which 
insists that of four hOUnl at least per diem to he given to inRtruCl
tion two hoUI1! at least are to he devoted to industrial training. 
This condition, we may hope, is to he regarded &8 a sign that thl' 
Administration in legislating for native .. education '. has takpn 
t!Ie word, not in its narrowest, hut in its broadest sense, not limit
ing its meaning to the lahorious inculcation of Il'arning, hut in· 
cluding in it the whole moral and mental uplifting of the n"l,'I'O 
races. This is the great work to he accomplished. and literary 
instruction is only one little part of it. For years the Rhodesian 
natives have lain in the slough of degeneracy, It would he usel_ 
to try to entice them from it by throwing them email BOps :If 
knowledge or of doctrine, These by themselves would be u.,I_' 
Still less would it avail to follow the methods of the old missionarleR 
of the Cape Colony. These were the misguided enthusiasts lI'bo 
~Iieved that hlack men and white were equal, and that the I.lack 
man oollld I\S98rt IIIld Dlllintain bis equality lit the word of command 
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which they were called to give. Therefore they hailed him as a 
brother, and married his women. Blinded by excess of zeal they 
led the blind, and (ell into the ditch. Their action ought aurely 
to haw pointed the moral of /BStina lente for all time. And yet it 
is not certain that the leaven they employed has yet worked out 
all its force. It is more than possible that there are many at home 
who would atill be willing to see it UlIed, and to watch the progress 
of the e.'ocperiment from the safe distance of 6,000 miles. It is, at 
all events, true that there is a continual pressure put by the home 
supporters of native missions upon those who work for them in 
various climes. For those who give to these missions, filled with 
a righteous zeal for progress, desire to see it in their own genera
tion, and are thereby tempted not to leave the missionary to judge 
of the pace at which his work can safely advance. He must not 
hurry it in Rhodesia. It is an open question whether the more 
civilised natives of the Cape Colony have received too full and too 
early a measure of rights and privileges in general, 88 it is an open 
question whether their literary instruction in particular has been 
" (oroed" by men who had forgotten how small a portion it forms 
of education in its wider and nobler aspect. That colonial natives 
have in individual eases proved their power to acquire Ieaming 
and to ava.il themselves ably of the facilities for higher instruction 
which have been offered to them is not to be denied.. Mere book 
learning, however, counts for little. Feats of memory seoure high 
prizes in China, but are not all-important in British colonies. How 
much has the negro of Cape Colony imbibed of the Vaditions 
which form the basis of English citj""nship? Does he comprehend 
the fundamental nature and strength of the community into 
which he is being received? Does he in receiving rights of eitiam
ship realise the duties that must be accepted with them 1 English 
oit.izens enjoy their rights and privileges ouly because they have 
shown th8D198lv8S werthy to be entrusted with them by preeerving 
and strengthening through &g8B the great traditions of their race. 
For it is peraeverance in the way of BOund traditions which secures 
a right use of privileges. m-timed and misdirected instruct.ion is 
as disastrous now as when it cauaed the fall of man. The negroes 
o( the Southern States of America, 88 yet new from slavery, _w 
the hope of obtaining literary instruction held out before them. 
Some, not realising that education in any &rue _ of the word 
implies moral and phyaieal oulture and eelf-discipline. followed the 
(..Jse ideal of a shallow book-learning, thinking·that it would lead 
them to an eenhly Paradise; it proved a will-o'-the-wisp, and left 
many in the mire. a U a m.w. wishes to rear tender Jl!ants in places 
where weeds have Ioug run riot he mnS first clear the ground; 
and though his ultimate BU_ may be aecure, it may be long 
deferred. And this is the point of view from which one is com-

• 'l'b_ ....... loa" .... ~ aftided ill _ _ tly·fouded 
i_u~ for ... ecl __ af aa&iw .- ill A--. aokbl, \IIa& at 
Uomp&.Ja. Va.-(EB.) 
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pelled to regard the question of the education of the natives of 
Rhodesia. The Administration hIlS legislated in this spirit. The 
missionaries are in accord with the Adniinistration. Let us hope 
that they will plead successfully for time and patience with those 
who generously support them at home. 

The raw natives of Southern Rhodesia are, 88 a whole, debased 
and little worth. The M88hona, from the time when the 
Matabele settled to their west until 1893, were subjected to a seriel! 
of raids and m8898Cres which crushed out whatever manhood 
they may have possessed. The Matabele, used to a career of COD

quest, are unable to profit by the peace which has been forced 
upon them. Neither they nor the Mashona have any definite 
religion, though they frighten themselves with superstitions con
cerning ghosts and spirits. Their intellect is that of children. 
Their virtues are few; their vices and their customs neither better 
nor worse than those of other ignorant and sunken tribes. Their 
men have never learned the value of hard work; indeed, they 
hardly know what it means. The M88hona require little beyond 
mealies, tobacco, and beer, and the labour of their women has in 
a fertile country sufficed to supply these in sufficient quantities. 
The Matabele have lived 88 warriors, and have raided the Masho1l8 
according to their needs. In order to pay .. hut tax" a certain 
number both of Matabele and M88hona do occasional work in the 
towns, and even in the mines; they are, however, unsatisfactory 
workers, far inferior to Shanghan or Zambesi boys. They would 
prefer to be left in their kraals in indolence and apathy. Their 
attitude towards the wh ite man's progress seems to be one of 
prayer that he will not lift them up and add them to his burden, 
but rather p888 by on the other side. 

It has fallen to Rhodesia in her turn among our African colonies 
to face the problem of rec1aiming and uplifting her negro subjects. 
'{'he difficulties in her way seem at first sight almost insurmount
able, while her responsibility is the greater ~UBe 8he is working 
with the p88t experience of other countries to aid her. There are 
many who will wateh clOI!ely to see how far 8he will profit by ita 
guiding and warning light. The first steps that she has taken 
have been broadly 8tated. In following them more closely, one 
important fact can be established. It is that the representatives 
of aU missions include indUBtrial instruction in their school 
curricula. So far. then. they are working upon the lines of the 
policy adopted bj the Administration and indicated· in the 
Education Ordinance. 

It is not yet possible to state the extent to which indUBtrial work 
is carried on at aU mission schools. Owing to the vastness of the 
country comparatively few stations could be visited during the 
period under consideration. But of ,these the following facts may 
be recorded. The Jesnits at Chishawasha employ their schols ... 
in gardening and in agricultural wO!'k. besids giving them teGh
uieal in.trnction in the school workslic;>ps. The American ForMpl 
llission maL. ... its pupils work upon the. Millsiou grounda for a fi.v1l , , 
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period per diem to oover the cost of their instruction. At Chikore 
the bigger lads are taught to make bricks and tiles, and to saw 
timber with considerable success. The American Methodist 
Missiou at Old UmtaJi is working upon a aimilar plan, though 
the fuller development of Bishop Hartzell's great schemes depend!! 
no doubt upon his return to the large estates which have been 
given him for their realisation. Beyond this it may be stated that if 
one may judge from the words and writings of other Rhodesian 
missionaries there is hardly one who does not firmly believe in 
a strict discipline of the body as the beat preparation for the training 
of weak and degenerate intellects, or at least as its beat aooompani
ment. 

The work of educating the native does not, however, stop at 
the establishment of schools. It does not regsrd the child only, 
but the home also, and the home influence which in Rhodesia 
worb;& so powerfully for evil. What is the greatest obstacle in 
t.he way of the native schools that have already been started l 
Without doubt, the parents and the hom~life in general. The 
clUldron see in their huts all that tends to lead them into sloth, 
dirt, and vice. The parents have little wish and IBIB power to send 
their childron to the schools. The girls are kept under strict 
supervision, since the custom of "Iobola," or marriage by barter, 
makes them a fanUly asset of no small value. The boys do as they 
please, and thus it becomes most difficult to aecure anything likB a 
regnlar attendance in any school.· 

There is no exaggeration in these statements. Their truth is 
established by the action of the Jesuits at Chishawasba, who prefer 
to find board and lodging for their pupils rather than let them go 
back to the unwholesome atmosphere of their homes. For even 
these most ardent reformers avow that the older negro parents 
are almost beyond redemption. But to e:rtA!nd a ByBtem of native 
boarding schools throughout the country would for mBlly reasons 
be impracticable. There remains one alternative. This is to 
send picked men among the natives to show them their basenBlB 
and how they may raise themlllllves from it; to reveal to them 
the folly of filthy and insanitary habits; to teach them to obeerve 
the simplest rules of health; to convince them of the utility of 
ventilating, clesning, and generally improving thllir huts; to 
make clear to the men the many ways in which they might; 
profit by doing even a little honest work; to impre98 them with 
what some of their clUldren have already been taught; in short. 
to spare no effort of personal example or persuasion to raise them 
gradually from their sodden apathy to a state in which they may 
begin to wish for better surroundings and higher comforts, and 
may realise that these are after all worth the littJe energy they would 
oost. If once they oould th8Dlll8l.V8I grasp the fact that work 
would repay them. then as a next step they oould be made to under
atand that their clUldren would benefit by the special instruction 
provided for them. 'l'hey would begin to see that R was WOI1h 
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while to make some effort to aend their boys and girls to echoo\. 
And their interest in the echools once aroused, the echoo! influence 
would in some measure react upon the family. It may he said, 
that these are mere dreams. If so, it becomes all the more ouvious i 

that the proulem of native education admits of no solution by mere 
NUrface reforms, but requires such as will dig patiently down to the 
doopest roots of negro degenoracy. They are not, however, dreams 
uut possibilities, for mpn have already worked in their direction 
not wholly without success. That they are possibilities which 
it will take long to convert into accomplished facts is evident; 
how long it is impossible to say, for we know that the way is befK,t 
with difliculties. But, however slow the progress may he, "-6 
may be sure that undue zeal and haste will only retard it furth".·. 
At present it is not only that echools must be built, the needs of 
the hut and of the kraal must also be considered. The first att3ek 
must be made from two points, against the parents as well as against 
the children. And 88 to the latt .. r, is it not clear that the great 
bulk of their instruction should he agricultural and industrial, 
for boys and girls alike? This will accustom them to a routi.ne of 
hard ~ork, will form in them steady and regular habits, and will 
enable them to aid their parents. If beyond this they are suI ... 
jected to a firm and sound diecipline, it will not he n&ce8ll8l"J to add 
more than the first elements of literary instruction to complete the 
programme of their secular education. The progranune will 
he gradually extended, according to the power of 8Jl8imilating and 
of applying knowledge which the pupi.\s may display. But, how
ever great and genuine the desire may be to advance him, it will 
never be safe to base echemes for native education upon speculatious 
as to what the native will or ought to be; it will he far safer to 
lead him upwards from what observation shows that he is. In 
doing this every honest endeavour should be made to help hin" 
but the greatest caution should he observed. To rush in with rash 
experiments will ouly be to court disaster. The better strategy 
will be to avoid defeat, and by pursuing a Fabian policy, too little 
known in negro education, cunall1ulo rClJt1Juere rem. 

H. E. D. HAMMOHll. 

1902. 
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APPENDIX ll. 

THE EDUCATION ORDINANCE, 1899. 

B. il eIUlded by the AdminiA_ of Southe", 1/IooJuiQ. with tI", ~ 
and ........., of the Legi.JatifItJ Coaru:il tIIer""f'" foUou. •• ~ 

1. AD aoms of money granted by the LegiBlative Council for the purpose 
of Education, and all loans authorised by the said Council '" be made for 
the erection of buildings for public .. hoola or for extensions thereof, .ba11 
be administered or made as the ...... may be, by the Administrator, in 
accordan ... with such Rules and Regulations as shall from time '" time 
be approved by him with the advice and eonsent of the Executive Council, 
and publisbed bx Notice in the Gazett6: Pruvidai. . 

(1) Tbs\ no such rule or reguIatioo, nor any a1lention or rescisaion 
thereof which may from time '" time become expedient, shall be 
publisbed as aforesaid, or shall take effect, until such rule or 
regulation shall have been ..... nted '" by the Legislative Council 
by resoI.nion thereof : 

(~) That the Regulations contained in the Schedule '" this Ordinance 
shall be and are hereby declared '" be the Regulations touebing 
Education for the time being, subjec& '" alteration or reaciaoi<Joo 
in the manner hereinbefore lOt forth : 

(3) Tbs\ a report of the allocation of such granlll and of such loa .... 
shall each year be laid before the Ugislative Council. 

I. The Administrator may appoint an lospec$or of Schools for Southern 
llbodesia, who shall receive such ........,. .. may be appointed and provided 
for that purpooP, and who shall be the Superintending Inspector of all 
ecbooIo aided in an,. way by granlll or loans made under tbe l>Iuiiaions of 
this Ordinan ... : and the Adminismtor shall further have pow .... , if need 
be, '" appoint any other penon or peraons '" be Assistant or Assistants '" 
IUch Superintending Inapedor. who shall receive such ........,. or saIari ... 
ae shall from time '" time be appointed and provided for the pmpnoe. 

3. The ~ or his A";e!an\a shall enfDrC>l the Rules ... Regula
tions in the Schedule heret.u, or such Rules or Regulaliiuns as ma,. here
aI1er be made under the pruviaiona of this Ordinance, and shall visit and 
inspect ever,. .. booI aided as afureeaid at such times and in such manner 
.. shall be directed by &he Adminiatrator. and the Inspector shall furniab 
an annual Report showing the nwnber and eunditiuns of such .,booIa 
and the _ of edueation throughout Soutbem Phodsil, which Report 
shall be laid before the !.egielative ConnaiI at &he _ Sesiun following 
&he dale of such Repur\. 

ScInIDou.-ScaooL R.auun0llS. 

u...1er .. A:'-UlID_IIIATIOII&L PuBuo ScBOOLS &1111 VULUlITAU PuBLIC 
ScaOOIB. 

COffidi IioIU OR .,4ida aid .,;u 60 ,.,.""", f..- 1M PIIhli. &r.u I<--.L 
1M .... i __ 0/ U.a-iffllliawJl PIIbW: &Aool. II. Vol __ " 
I'wblie Sdtook 

I, Far &he ~ at ~ repIa __ 
(1) A d VoIun...,. Public School .. shall mean a puOOe .. booI under 

&he ___ , and auporinleDdeu... of .,.,. .......,,_ 
Religioua Rcdy. 
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(2) A .. Pub)ic Undenominational School" sball mean a purely non
sectarmn school open to children of such age as the Admini ... 
tr'!tor lI!"y prescribe, a",d under tb.e. control of Managers ap
pomted m accordance wltb the proVl8l0ns of these Regulation •. 

t. In respect of every school 

(a) which shall be in existence at tbe date of the commencement of 
these Regulations, and in w hieh tbe daily average of pupils 
during the preceding six months shall have been not I ... Ih8n 
twenty-five, and in which the snbjects of "'instruction .hall be 
BUeh as are set fnrth in Section 10 of these Regulations, there 
shall, upon the recommendation of the Inspector and upon his 
report tImt in every respect the conditions of these regulations 
bave been complied with, be allowed for the first year from 
the public funds a BUm not exceeding one-half the aalary of 
the principal Teacher and of such assistant Teachers 88 may be 
certified by the Inspector to be neceuary,/rovided that in no 
case shall such allowances exceed £180 an £120 respectively: 
Such allowance shall be made annually if the daily average 
of pupils shall, in the preceding year, nol have been lese than 
as is specified herein-providtd that in case in any year such 
average shall have been I ... than ahove set forth, the Adminis
trator may, upon the recommendation of the Inspector, make 
such allowance in respect of the salary of the principe! Teacher 
and every assistant Teacher for that year, not exceeding lhe 
respective sums herein mentioned, as he sball deem fil. 

{b) to be establiahed in anr town nr village, if the Adminislrator 
upon the report of the Inspector be aatisfied that such town or 
village is one which onghl to be provided with such a .. boo!, 
there shall be allowed fnr the first year in aid of the salary of 
the Fneipal Teacher aBUm not exceeding one-half of his salary, 
and In aid of the aalary of every assistant Teacher appointed 
with the approval of the Administrator a BUm not exceeding 
one-half his aalary, such allowances not to exceed £180 and 
£120 respectiveir. 

Such aIlowanees ahaIl be made annually aller the expiration 
of the first year, upon the Administrator being satisfied that 
the daily average of pupils in tbe preceding year ahall not have 
heen I .... than twenty-five, and upon the report oflhe Inspector 
that the school bas in every respect complied wilh the provisions 
of tbese reguIati~ that in C88e in any year BUeh 
daily average ahaIl have been lese than ,wenlr-five, the Adminis
trator may upon the recommendalion of the Inspector make 
auch allowanees in respect of BUeh salaries, Dot respectively to 
exceed £180 and £120. aa to him ahaIl aeem fit. 

3. H anr principal Teacher or assistant Teacb~r in BUr vollln~ pu~ 
school subject to the conditions of these Regulations shall not be .m re<elJlt 
of any aalarr. hUI ahall be maintained al. th~ coot of the Managing Bod,. 
there shall be annually paid to such body In lieu oflhe above allowaneea 10 
respect of every mch Teacher BUeh respective 8UID8 aa the Administrator 
may after due inquiry deem soIIieient to amounllD oue-half of the coot of 
such maintenance. Dot exceeding the respective amounl8 mentioned in 
Section 2 (a). 

4. The names of tbe Managers ahaIl in every ..... he submitted to the 
Administrator fnr approval before any grant is made, and in the ..... of all 
.. hoola receiving aid nnder these regulatioos, the Admini¢rator ahaIl 
satisfy himself with the arrangemenl8 for the management and main
tenance thereof. The namea. and credentialll of the Teaebera nominated, 
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\he ra&e rI aehooI r- and aD further regulaliooa shaD be sobjec& to &I", 
appnmoI rI &be Administrakr. 

5. The lraDagera ... Religious ao-ning BOO, shaD provide .nd keep 
in repair &be n .., _mod-"" f ... \he aehooI and \.eaehera, 1IIUDOi, : 
a .,hookoom wiLb 8IIUahIe oIIi<aI """""""l and propel" aehooI fomi&ure, 
~ wiLh a auilable nosidenee f ... Ihe p-incipal Teach ....... an annual 
aIIowanee 0. lieu Ihereof. being one-fifLb., Ieas& r11he salary. 

6.. (0) No ...... gran" IlCJI'renew.! .... ugmenla"" rI an existing grant, 
shall lake pIMe until the Inspeelor is .. Usfied lba, aoi&able 
01lH8iaa, and 0. addi.... • suilable recreation ground bave 
been provided •• nd Lha& \he school can efIicien&l, provide (or 
\he ..... Ia of Ihe 1ocW". 

l6) The Administrator _,. upon being satisfied Lbal 8DJ' -=boo! 
aided und... """" IIegnialiooa is being eonducled 0. an un· 
.. &iof ..... , mann .... witbbold Ihewbole 01' an, pcrIjm r11he 
annual gran&.. 

'1. The~ IEhooI shaD be under Ihe .... &ruI and managemenl rI Lbe Local 
Managen, 110, shaD be sobied 10 inspe<:tion h, Ihe ~ ... his depol, 
appointed h, Ihe Adminio&ra&cr. who shaD bave Lbe righl rI en&eriDg &he 
IEhooI ., an, lime durinJt oehool hours, rI eumin.ing 0.10 Lbo aIa&e rI Lbe 
bojldinl!!' and Ihe ecbool (omilure. rI ~rIaining &he pnlgftI!O rI &he 
chiIdnD under U-ie"". and rI enquiring gI!IlelII!I,. 0.10 Lb. elIieienq 
of Ihe I£hool 0. regard to &be 1ocWlJ' 0. which i' is ~ and rI eaDing 
f ... ~ ........ aa be _ require, 0. ord ... 10 obIaiD ~ infcrma
.... on Lheee mbjee&a. 

8. The ordiDaI'J' school holUll .... 10 be eompoted " 001 Iesa &han Iwo 
boara 0. Ihe fareDooo and \Wn boors 0. &he ahernooo. 

I/. The 6B haIf-bour rI eve.., IIlIIlnling arl ... roIH:aII shaD be " Ihe eli. 
peal r11he minio&en rI """'81'- denomina ..... for religioua ins&nldion 
rI &be chiIdnD r111DCb ..-u deD_in."'" Soda minjesera shaD arrange 
wiLh &be IibDqera or p-incipal TeM!hen lIS 10 \he days Ihe' will .I&end. 
and it shaD be &be du', r11he Prineipal 10 _ \hal sudI ~Ia are 
properIJ c:uried on&.. Children _, ., Ihe reqnes& rI &heir pennia or 
guardiana be exempted from religions If'oehing, and 0. such ..... &be, 
abaIl during Ihe abo ... period RCei ... IIDCb _nIar icMrndion aa _ be 
deRnnined b, &be Managva 01' PrincipaL In .... an, minis&er shall on 
an, daJ _ a&&end ., ihe appointed boor for niligions ~ Lb. 
chiIdnD -n, a&&ending ~ m..t. ....... shall during Lha& period RCeift 
-war iDasa ncIion 0. soeh .. bied aa _ be delennined h, Ihe PriDeipaL 

10- The IlUbjecla rI iDotrne"" shaD o.c:Iude Reading, Wri\ing, Arilh
--. Engliab GDmmar and deserip&ift GeosnpbJ 0. &be l*iwul ... 
eIomeolaf'J' muno, and pbJac:aI drill 

11. In 1EhooIa"&ended h" bo&h ouea provision shall be made, if .... DIe. 
for Ihe eepon&ioG rI Ihe --. h, bavill« .....- apanmenla for Ihe 
....... __ under a ....... tMcber, 110, abouId Ihe inhabi&anla r11he 
locW&y bavill« chiIdnD rI .. boo! age pnl ... &be _Ni-bIlWlI of .....
boJ8' and sirio' aehooIa, Ihe aid will be u&eDded 10 ~ proTided Lha& &be 
AdminioInIor be .ti-fied \hal &be maiD_ee Of a.para&e aehooIa is 
juo&iJied. 

12. The granHD-Ul r11he ......, rI &be Teaeher 0. a sirio' a:hooI shaD 
_ ........ £1iO per annum, and .. Utioiw ..... be ...... soeh a a:hooI 
for ....... inoUucIiaD 0. Ihe EngDoh J.nguage and eompreilioa, ... tIjpm 
rI ......, MIll ~. ari_th"'"*io" plaia ......u..r.n. and "",wsjc _,. r.r .. mi1 be -pncocabia. 
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13. The instruction during the ordinary school hours shall be given 
through the medium of the English language. 

14. Ther~ shall be granted tow~rd. the oost of school requisites for every 
school, subject to these RegulatIOns, upon the recommendation of the 
Inspector, a sum amounting to one-half the oost of the same as certified 
by the Inspector . 

. l~. WJ;Iere an Evening Class !s held in connection with any school re
celVlng aId under these RegulatIOns, a quarterly allowance of £1 will he 
I1Imle upon the recommeudation of the Inspector in respect of every pupil 
who shall have attended such school for at least twIKhird. of the total 
uumber of holdings of such school during the preceding quarter. 

16. An additional annual grant of £2 shall be made in respect of every 
pupil who shsll satisfy the Inspector that he has reached a certain standsrd 
of proficiency, to be fixed by such Inspector, in any four of the following 
additional subjects, namell/, Latin, English Iitemture, bistory, elementary 
!l"'thematics, ele!"entary science, shorthand, book-keeping, vocal or 
lD8trumental musIc. 

17. The numbers and lengths of holidays .hall be such as .hsll be pre
scribed by the Administmtor, but in no case shall the total period during 
which the school shall be open be I .... than thirty-eigh' weeks in each year. 

IS. The Managers of any Undenominational Public School receiving 
aid under these Regulations shall be of such number and sball be nominated 
and appointed in such manner as the Administmtor may prescribe. 

Order" B.!I-NATIVB 8cROOLS. 

Cunditi",., 1m which. Aid will be granted frlltTllM Publ", Fundi to Nati", 
Him",. Sdwoh. 

Where a Native Mission School is kept for nm Ieaa than four houn daily, 
of which nm I .... than two hoon shall be devoted to imlrulriallTainifllT, 
by any teacher or teachen approved of by the Administrator, and 'he 
avemge daily attendan ... is nm lesa than fifty, there will be allowed annually 
for and in respect of each pupil, who .hall during the preceding year have 
attended the school 00 at Ieaot two hundred oceasions, 'he .um 01 ten 
shillings, provided that in no case shall such annual allowance exceed fift;r 
pounds. 

Urder "C."-BUILDINO Lo.u8. 

Cunditi",., 1m which. Htmtf/I. will be ..a..mc..I to Certo.i .. SdwoU for 
Building PUTJlOlU. 

1. UIIDBIIOIIIHATIOJIAL POBLIO 8cRoolB. 
(i.) The Administrator, if satisfied upon the recomlll8lldMioo 01 the 

Inspector ,bat a school is needed for ,he educaAooal require
ments of;any locality, may, upon application made to advance 
00 loan from the public funds on the conditions in ,he nen 
.u~i:anse me.utioned, advan ... such amoun' of/mDne:r, 
nol; ex • g £2,000, as shall """er the CCIII; of eroding on land 
to be provided by 'he ~lIitiah 8on~h Africa Company for 'he 
purpoae, 811 Undenominational Public School and offiooll; • 
guarnntee being furnished by the Managen 01 the school, to 
the aat;iofadion of the Admininrntor, ,hat $he regular pa;rment 
01 in_ on !;be mooe:r 10 adVlllleed will be made. 

(0.) The lUlU 0I1IlOIltIJ' 10 provided and ad ..... """ .haIl bear in_ 
a$ ,he r&te 01 £10 per £100 per annum, 01 which in ___ 
half shall be paid ou' 01 ,he public funds provided for ed_ 
tionaI p~ 
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(iii.) After the regular payment of such interest for a period of fif
reor. the principal amount sball be held to bave been redeemed, 
and the land and buildings thereon sball be vested in the Mnni
cipality. if any. or Managers of the school. if there be no 8uch 
Municipality. to be held by them in perpetuity in trust for the 
inhabitants of such locality for educational pnrpa!CS. 

(iv.) Until the whole of the principal sum and inter ... t .hall bave been 
paid in the manner aforesaid. the land and buildings thereon 
sball be and .hall remain v..,ted in the British SoutI! Africa 
Company. 

2. PUBLIC VOLUMTABY ScuOOIS. 

Ii.) The Administrator. if satisfied upon the recommendation of the 
In&peetor that a school is needed for the educational require
ments of such loeality. and where it may appear to his satis
faction that such requiremenIB may be more advantageously 
met by the establishment of a Public Voluntary School, under 
the superintendenee of some recognised Religious Body. may. 
upon application made. advanee on IOBn from the puhlic funds, 
on the conditions in the next succeeding clause mentioned. a 
lum of money not exeeeding £1.000 towards the ereCtion of 
such Public Voluntary School and offices, pro"itUd that the 
sum of money 80 advanced sball not be in excess of a similar 
amount to be advanced hy the Religious Body aforesaid: a 
guarantee being furnished to the satisfaction of the Adminis
trator tbat the regular payment of interest on the amount 
advanced will be made. 

Iii.) The sum of money 80 provided and advanced shall hcsr interest 
at the rate of £10 per £100 per annum, of which interest on ... 
hslf shall be paid out of the public funds provided for educa
tional purposes. After the regular payment of such interest 
for a period of flf- reo .. the principal amount ehsII be held 
to bave been redeemed. 

3. Sueh Public Voluntary School may be huilt on land either 

(i.) the property of the British South Africa Company. in which 
ease the land and huildings thereon sball remain vested in the 
British South Africa Company nntil the wbole of the principal 
and interest sball have been rendered in the manner aforesaid. 
whereupon the land and buildings thereon shall become the 
absolute property of the Religious Body aforesaid ; 

(iL) the property of the Religious Body aforesaid, who shall in sueh 
case furnish to the British South Africa Company a first mor~ . 
_ bond upon the whole of the land and buildings thereon. 
which mortgal'" bond shall be redeemed when the ... hole of 
principal and interest &hall hsve been paid in the manner 
aforesaid. 

0rr/.trF .. D. "-GEIIBBAL. 

AA often as any Undenominational Public School or Voluntary Public 
School. reeeiving aid by way d. main_ee in aeeordauee with these 
Regulationa, ehsII lease an,. building for ocbooI PIl1"p<&8, the Adminis
trator may. if satisfied from the report d. the Inspector thai the lease is 
n .......... y and thet the rent is fair and _alljo" """tribute from the 
public funds towards d.fraying such renl, such sum 118 he maT deem Ii\. 
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APPENDIX O. 

THE EDUCATION ORDINANCE, 1003. 

OR-DIllANOB No.1. 1903. 

AN ORDIllANOB to provide for the appointment of a Director of 
F!ducation and Assistants, and. for regulating the appropria
tIOn of grants, aud the grauting of loans from the Public 
Revenue, in aid of General Education. 

B. it enacted by 1M Administrator 0/ St>UtMrn Rhorleaia with 1M adM 
and llOfl8on/ 0/ 1M Legi8lativ. Council tMreo/ as /01l01lJ8 :_ 

1. "The Education Ordinance, 1899," is hereby repealed. 
2. All sums of money granted by the Legislative Conncil for the pur. 

pose of Education, and all Loans authorised by the ea.id Conncil to be 
made for the erection 01 any buildings requisite for or in connection with 
school purposes, shall be administered or made, as the case may be, by 
the Administrator, in accordance with such rules and regulations al 
shall from time to time be approved by him with the advice and coruoent 
of the Executive Conncil, and published by Notice iu the GauPe. 

Prwidd: 
(1) That no such rule or regulatiou, nor any alteration or rescission 

thereof which may from time to time become expedient, 
.hall be published as aforesaid, or shall take eflect nntil 
such rule or regulation shall have been assented to by the 
Legislative Conncil by resolution therecf ; 

(2) That the regulations contained in the Schedule to this Ordinance 
shall be and are hereby declared to be the regulations touch· 
ing Education, for the time beinJI, subject to alteration or 
rescission in the manner hereinbefore set forth; 

(3) That a report of the allocation of such grauts, and of such loans, 
shall each year be laid before the Legislative Council. 

Appointment 3. (1) The Administrator may appoint a Director of Education 
Df Direcror. hereinafter styled the Director, who .haIl be the Supervisor of all school. 

aided in any way by grants or loans made nnder the provisions of this 
Ordinance. 

A'1!'!~tmeDt (2) The Administrator may appoint 8ny other person to assist the 
of' . tanIB. Director in such capacity as he .hall deem proper. 
Ooti .. of 4. (1) The Director or his Aesistants .hall euforce the roles or regn
Direcror and lations in the Schedule hereto, or such rules or regulations as may here
A""isl&nl& altar be made nnder the provisions of this Ordinance, and shall visit and 

inspect every school aioed, IIIJ. aforesaid, at such times aud in sueb 
manner as .hall be directed by \he Administrator. 

(2) The Director .haIl furnish an Annual Report, showing tl", 
number and condition of such Schools, aud the state of Educatiou 
throughout Southern Rhodesia, which Report shall be laid before the 
Legislative Council at the next 8essi~ following tbe date of .uch Report. 

~hort Title. 6. This Ordinance may for all P~ be cited as the" EdueatioD 
OrdiQAQce, 190:1," 
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SCBBDULB.-SCHOOL REGULATIONS. 

Order " A."-PuBLIC SCHOOLS. 

CofIdiliou on tDhic71 Aid tDill be grartld. from Ih. Public ReMlfle 
IIWIO'iU the Mainkntm"" of Public Schools. 

1. (1) For the purpooe of these RegnJations, a Public School shall Interprets. 
mean a School in receipt of Government Grants, and open to all white tiona. 
children, ouch and of such an age aa the Administrator may approve. 

(2) Such Public Schools shall be under- the control of Managers 
appointed in accordance with the provisions of the School Regulations. 

(3) Managers of Public Schools may be the representatives of the 
Guarantors of the School Funds requisite under these Regulations in. 
addition to the Government Grants. 

2. In respect of every school AIlowanc .. 
(a) which shall be in existence at the date of the commencement :; ~ of 

of these regulations, and which, in the opinion of the Admin- S.:'ri:' 
istrator, it is expedient to continue, there shall, upon the 
recommendation of the Director, and npon his report that 
in every respect the conditions of these regulations have 
been complied with, be allowed for the first year reckoned 
from a date to be appointed by the Administrator, from the 
public funds, a sum not e:rceeding one-half the salary of the 
principal teacher, and of ouch aesistant teachers as may be 
certified by the Director to be neceaaery and efficient, pro-
vided that in no case shall ouch allowance exceed £200 for the 
principal teacher and £150 for each aesistant respectively: 
such allowance, duly approved by the Administrator, shall 
be mads annually on. the report of the Director that the 
school is being properly and efficiently carried on in com-
pliance with these regulations, and that the attendance is 
BUch as to warrant the continuance of the grant. 

(b) to be eatsblished in any town, village or diatriot, if tha Admini· 
Btrator, upon the report of the Director, be satisfied that 
Buch town, village or district, is one which ought to be 
provided with ouch a school, there shall be allowed for the 
first year, reckoned from a date to be appointed by the 
Administrator, from the publio funds in aid of aaIsriea 
a 8um not e:reeding one-h"lf of the salary of the principal 
teacher, and of ouch assistant teachers as may be certified 
by the Director to be neceaaary and efficient, ouch allowance 
not to exceed £200 for the principal teacher and £150 for 
each assistant respectively: ouch a1lowancea, duly approved 
by the Administrator, shall be made annually after the 
expiration of the first year, on the report of the Director 
that the school is being properly and efficiently carried on, 
in compliance with these Regulations, and that the attend
ance is snch as to warrant the OODtinWUlce of the grant. 

S. H any principal teacher or aesistant teacher in any pnhlic school T_hers' 
I!Ubject to the conditions of theee regulations shall not be in receipt of Maintenance 
any salary, bnt shall be maintained at the cost of the managing body, ~H7 
there shall be annnally paid to ouch body in lieu of the above allow-~ 
Ilnreo in n'spec$ of everr ouch te.,eher Illoll rearective 8UII!8 II!! tha • 
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Administrator may after due inquiry deem sufficient to amount to one· 
half of the cost of such maintensnce, not exceeding the respective 

, amounts mentioned in the last preceding section. 

ApprovAl of 4. (1) The managers of any Publio Sohool shall be of suoh number 
~'.lT~i.e",. and shall be no~ted and appointed in suoh manner as the Admini.· 
~"hool trator may determlDe. 
w."lOmmloda. (2) The names of managers appointed or to be appoiIited shan in 
,.on an< b b' d h Ad . . f I reache ... ' every oase e su mltte to t e mlDIstrator or approva . 
.... i,len.... (3) The managers shall make suoh arrangements for the manage. 

ment and maintenance of the school or schools under their control as 
shall satisfy the Administrator. 

(4) The names and credentials of the teachers and of boarding 
school superintendents nominated or to be nominated by the managers, 
the rate of school feell, and all further regulations made by the mauagers 
for schools under their control .hall be subject to the approval of tbe 
Administrator. 

(5) Tbe managers shall provide and keep in repair such buildings 
as shall be deemed by the Director to be requisite for the accommodation 
of scholars and teachers. Such accommodation shall include in addi
tion to school rooms, suitable offices and out-offices and recreation 
ground, together with a suitable residence for the principal toaeher. 
Ao aDUual allowance, being in amount equal to one-fifth at least of the 
salary, may with the approval of the Administrator be paid to the prin
cipal teacher in lieu of provision of snch reaidence. 

(6) The managers shall alao provide Ruch school furniture as .hall 
be deemed requi.ite by the Director. 

(7) The managers shall from time to time furuish snch return. 
and reports as shall be required by the Director, which .hall be in such 
form, and supply such particulars as he shall require. In particular, 
they shall suI-mit to him annually, a statement of the revenue and 
expenditure of any institution under their control, aided under theoe 
Regulations, and shall furuish a quarterly retum duly ~ .. rtified, showing 
tbe actual receipt by teachers of their salaries, and of the Government 
grant included in such salaries. 

:Ontrol and 5. Every euch school shall be under the control and management 
ru;pcction. of the local managers, but shall be subject to inspection by the Director, 

. or a deputy appointed by the Administrator, who shall have the right 
ofi!'ltering the school at any time during school hours, of examiuing 
into the state of the buildings and the school furniture, of ascertaiuing 
the progress of the chiltiq,n under instruction, and of enquiring generally 
into the efficiency of th~ school in regard to the locality in which it 
is placed, and of calling for BOOh retoms 88 he may require in order to 
obtain satisfactory information nn4heoe subjects . 

• lehool ho""," 6. The ordinary school hours are to be computed at not less than four 
hours a day for five days a week. An attendance of more than two 
hours a day shall count 88 two attendances, and of less than two hours 
a day 88 one attendance. 

teligions 7. (1) The first half hour of every morning after the hour of aseembly 
/ISlI'Uetion, .hall be at the disposal of the ministe .. of recognised denominations 

for n-ligious imtruotioD of the childrell of 8uch several denominatinn. ... 
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(2) Such ministers shall arrange with the managers or principal 
eachers &II to the days upon which they will attend, and it shall be the 
nty of the principal to see that mch arrangements are properly carried 

out. ' 

(3) Children may at the request of their parents or guardians 'be 
exempted from religions teaching, and in such cases they shall during 
the above period receive such secular instruction as may be determined 
by the managers or principal. 

(4) In case any minister shall on any day not attend at the 
appointed hour for religioo'a instruction, the children nsually attending 
suoh instruotion shall during that period receive secular instruction in 
suoh subjects as may be detsrmined by the principal. 

8. The subjects of instruction shall be luch as shall be determined Subjects of 
from time to time by the Director, with the approval of the Adminia- instruCtiOD. 
trator. 

9. The instruction during the ordinary ochool hours shall be given ~C~iOD 
through the medium of the English language. ::.,=~ 

10. There shall be granted towards the ooet of ochool requisites for Aid toward. 
every echool subject to th_ regulations, such sum &II shall be from time ocb~l. 
to time determined by the Director with the approval of the Adminis- reqUIlIltes. 

trator. 

B. Where an eveDing c1aaa is held in ocnnectioD with aDY ochool Aids to 
receiviDg aid under th_ regulatioll8, a quarterly allowance of £1 shall :!:=~ 
be made in respect of every pDpil receiving 8uch instructioD and making 
such Dumber of atteDdanoca &II shall be determiDed by the Director, with 
the approvel of the Administrator. The Director may, with the 
approval of the Administrator, make sDch arrangemeDts for the eD
couragement of evening echoola with approved ocmplete cumcvl4 &II 

shall be deemed necessary in any locality. 

12. An additional annual grant Dot exceeding U may be made, Grants for 
by authority of the Administrator, iD respect of every pupil who shall exm. 
aati.lv the Director that he or she has reached a certain standard of ouhleel& 
proficiency in the higher branches of education. The standard of 
proficiency and the requisite number of subjects shall be such as the 
Director may from time to time determine. CapitatiOD grants may be 
made with the lib authority with a view to enoouraging special branch"" 
of study. 

13. The Dumbers and leDgths of holidays shall be such as shall be Holidays and 
prescribed by the Administrator, but in DO case shall the total period terms. 
duriDg which the echool shall be open be less than thirty-eight weeb in 
~,,~h year. 

H. The Administrator may appoint in each echoo! one free echo1ar "
in respect of every £40 of the annual amount allowed from the public .. hob 
revenue in aid of such echool, such appointments to be restricted to 
.. holara who are Dnable from ~unutQ'* to pay the neceosary school 
f_. 
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Order .. B."-BoARDING SOIlOOLS OR BOARDING DBPARTJO:II1... II 

CONNECTION WITII PUBIJ:O SOIlOOLS. 

1. There s~all be gr~nted. to pub~e boarding schools, or bearding 
departmente m connectIOn WIth public schools, annual grante restricted 
to a sum not exceeding £75 towards the salary of the superintendent 
(an. eq';'ivalent amount being provided by the managers), and to • 
capitation allowance of not more than £20 towards the maintenance 
of each boy or girl boarded, and whose circumstances require such assist-
ance towards his or her education. -

ExceptiolU!. . 2. Except in special cases no grant shall be given in considoration of 
a boarder whose parente or guardians do not reside in Southern Rhodesia. 
or who lives less than three miles from any public school, or who is not 
a bona fide boarder attending school. 

Conditio .. of 3. No grant to a boarmng school or department can be given onless 
grants to the Director is satisfied that :-
~~:~:!t (1) such boarding school or department is necessary iIi the 
ments. district. 

(2) the sanitary conditions are satisfactory, the accommodation 
is sufficient, and that the arrangemente for carrying On the 
institution are satisfactory in every respect. 

(3) that the number of boarders warrants the existence of the 
establishment. 

Am~unt of 4. The amoubt of grant which will depend on the state of efficiency 
grant. of the boarding honse, shaD be such as may be recommended by the 

Director and approved by the Administrator. 
Ap~in~ment 5. The rules relating to the appointment and duties of mana,!erB of 
and dut.es of public schools shaD apply to managers of boarding houses. 
Managers of 
Boarding 
Establish· 
ments. 
Clanse 3 of 6. The provisions of Clause 3 of Order" A .. may with the approval 
Order" A" - of the Administrator be applied to Superintendente of Boarding Schools. 
may be 
applied to 
Superinten-
dents of 
Boarding 
Schools. Orda- .. C."-SCHOOLS POB CoLOURED CmLDREli. 

Gra.nts to 
Coloured 
Schouill. 

Amount of 
grant. 

1. An annual grant to schools for coloured children restricted to a 
sum not exceeding £90 per teacher per annum (an eqnivalent amount 
being provided by the managers) may be made on condition that the 
Director is satisfied that :-

(I) Buch a school is necessary in the locality; 
(2) the attendance ia ~f&ctory and the acc-ommodation 8uffi

cient; 
(3) the arrangemente for carrying on the school are satisfactory 

in every respect ; 
(4) encouragement is given as much as possible to handiwork. 

2. The amount of grant, whieh will depend on tha state of efficiency 
of the school, shall be snch in amount as shall be recommeDded hT t.ht 
Pirector and approved by the Administrator, 
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So A further grant for ar.hooI IeqDisitee is ~ with ~::::.r aid 
10 in Order .. A " of th_ RegulatiODS may be made. nqaioils. 

i.. The raJ .. applying to ID&II&geDI of public achOOJa IIhaIl apply to :r.t:::: 
III&IUIgerB of Colomed School&. . Maaagora. 

6. The pmvisiODB of clause 3 of Order .. A " may with the approval ~ ~ t. 
of the Administmw be applied to ieacluol'l in achools for colomed ma~ be 
children. applied 10 

t,pshpraof 

oehooIs for ... -ebiIdreo. 

1 •. An &DIlaal grant may be made in aid of achools for nativ.. on Gnats 10 
condition that the Director shall be satisfied that :- ::~.:.. 

(1) Th ..... are at Ieaet forty pupils who have ..... nded 150 cia,. of 
foor hOIlJll during the yellZ ; 

(2) indnstriaJ work is systematically aught; 
(3) the pupils are aught to ~ and nnde ..... nd the English 
~; . 

, (4) the pupils ..... aught habia of discipline and cl""n1i".. ; 
(5) the iDstitution is carried on in every respect in a satisfactory 

manner .. 

2.. The UIIOlIDt of grant IIhaIl depend DB the elliciency of the achooI, Amoou.\ al 
but shall in DO case ""ceed .£125 per &DIlnm. and shall be subject; to the -'" 
approval of the Administrator. 

11egvlatiou .. ppty;.g 10 fill GnrN.& 

1. With regard to any or all of the grants mentiDDed in Ordem • A,. =::.. of 
"B.n If C," and "D,n the Administrator may, upon being eptjeW graaa 
thet any achool or boarding house is being conducted in an -eusea.. 
factory manner, in any particular what.oever, withhold the whole or 
any portiDB of any grant. 

Ortler .. B.ft 

1. U it is found thet it is im~"ble to establisll a achooI under tM. &eeIioa of 
regn1ationa in any loeaIity wh ...... achool _ms • ~ty, or it is oebooIs by 
desirable to establish achools of a kind DOt aireadyexisting in anylocality, ~. 
and which would not exist but fur the initiative of the Governmeut, 
it shall be in the power of the AdministTator to sanction the establish· 
ment of any IPlch .... hoola and to provide for the maintenonce thereof 
wholly from Public Funds. 

2.. Should it -.em advisable to enter into any other anangement Speo;.1 
with any community or boanl of ID&II&gerB in order to aecnre the estab- Anaage
Iishment or maintenonce of • achooI, it ahaIl be lawful lor the ..\dmini&-== tile 
traw to make IPlCh agreement with IPlCh eommDDity .. boanl of _ of 
mOD'~'" .. may appear to him equitable and ill keevinI[ with the spirit .......... 
of th_ Regulationa. 

a:r;~ • ~ 
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Orde1- .. 1'."-BUILDIIi'G LOAll8. 

C""dition on wkieh Money. will be ad1JMlCl!d UJ arl4ifl Bcnool8 /or-:: 
Building Purp08u. 

. 1. The Adminstrator, if .... tisfied upon the recommendation of the 
Director, that a school is needed for the educational requirements of 
any locality may, on application made to him through the Education 
Department, advance on loan from the Public Funda on the conditions 
in the next succeeding clause mentioned, such amount of money as shall 
be requisite to cover the cost of erecting on land to be provided by the 
British South Africa Company, buildings for the purp03CS of a Public 
School, or Boarding School, or Boarding Department, with the necese.e.ry 
offices or anyone or more of these; provided that the Administrator 
may require that a sufficient guarantee shall be furnished by the 
managers of the school for the regular payment of interest on the amount 
80 advanced.· . 

2. The sum of money so provided and advanced shall bear inter •• t 
at the rate of £10 per £100 per annum, of which interest one·balf shall 
be paid out of the Public Funds provided for educational purposes. 

Redemption 3. After the regular payment of interest for a period of fifteen yearM. 
of loan. the principal amount .hall be held to have been redeemed, and the land 

and buildings thereon shall be vested in the managers of the school, to 
be held by them in perpetuity for educational purposes, and to be 
subject to the requirements or provisions of any law relating to educa· 
tion. . 

Earlier ".. 4. Should it be the wish of the managers to pay oft the principal 
paytDent.1 anm and interest before the expiry of fifteen years, the amonnt to be 

refunded at any particular date shall be snch as shall be then arranged. 
Mo~ of 5. Should the school buildings be on the property of the body whom 
buildwgs. the managers represent, the owners thereof shall execute in favour of 

the British Sooth Africa Company a mat mortgage bond upon ouch 
property, which bond shall be discharged when the whole of principal 
and interest ahall have been paid in the manner afor ..... id. 

Sal. of ""boo) 6. Should it at any time be deemed expedient or for the benefit of the 
buildings or community that any school buildings and laude. should be sold or other· 
Janda. wise dieposed of, sueh .... Ie or dispoeal may be authorised by the Admin;. 

Contribu· 
tion towards 
rent &ch •. oJ 
buildin~ 

etrator on such terms and conditions as he may deem deeirable. 

Orde1- .. G."-GEIiER.U .. 

1. Ae often as the managers of any school receiving aid by way of 
maintenance in accordance with these Regulations shall take any build· 
ing on lease for school por}>oees, the Administrator may, if satisfied 
from the report of the Dace.,r that sueh lease is necessary, and that 
the rental is fair and reasonabl~, contribute from the Public Funds 
towards defrayiu sueh rental such sum as he n:a y determine. 
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NOTE ON EDUCATION IN THE EAST AFRICA 

PROTECTORATE. 

The development of the East Africa Protectorate, rapid 
though it has been during the last few years, has as vet scarc81y 
reached a stage sufficiently advanced to admit of tlie AdmiDis: 
tration taking an active part in educating the native population. 
This most useful and important work is at' present in the hands 
of the various missionary societies, which .practically place an 
elementary education within the reach of all natives who desire 
it,-a very small proportion, it need scarcely be said A scheme 
for a more advanced training is now bemg initiated by the 
Church Missionary Society, and when this is in working order 
an opportunity Will arise for fostering _ and encouragmg its 
development by the grant of schoiarshiP.B or by such other 
means as the Government may find it possible to employ. 

An indirect stimulus is, no doubt, given by the possibility 
of obtaining the various posts, such as clerkships and inter
preterships, which m.n vacant from time to time in the Govern
ment Service, and it is hoped that as time goes on it will become 
more and more possible to fill these situations with Africans 
rather than with IIlIotives of India. Two Arab boys, one from 
East Africa and the other from Zanzibar, are at present being 
educated in Cairo, at the Government expense, with a view to 
their becoming interpreters, and it would be unnecessary to Rend 
students so tar away in the event of increased facilities being 
provided within the Protectorate itself by any of the various 
missionary societies. 

Of these bodies, the Church Missionary Society is devoting 
most attention to educational work, and h8s already established 
Elementary, Final, and Higher Grade Schools. Their present 
idea is to give a simple education in reading, writing, aritfunetic, 
and scripture to the poorer children, who have to begin to do 
field work at about ten or tweivO' years old Those who are 
cleverer, and do not have to leave school so early, pass on to the 
Hi!l.her, and in some cases to the Final Grades, while the 
SOClety's scheme embraces Normal and Divinity Schools for 
still more advanced students. _ 

Children begin to attend school at about five years old and 
continue up to fifteen if able to do so, but those destined for 
scholastic work and for the pastorate remain some years longer. 

To some extent apart frOm this system, but connected with 
it, is a scheme for industrial training, to which the Socie~[~.:ow 
giving a ~ prominence, an agent of the Industrial .. on, 
Mr. Harrison, having been brought out for the pu~ Under 
his IlUIJOrvi!Iion instruction is being given in bnck and tile
making, and it is hoped that this may be extended to the cotton 
and libre industries. 
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School boys have also in the past been trained at Freretown 
as carpenters, cooks, blacksmiths, masons, interpreters, dispensers, 
etc., and many of them hold responsible positions in Government 
or private .employment; while girls are taught laundry and . 
housework. 

The other missionary societies, Roman Catholic, Wesleyan, 
and Lutheran, do a certain amount of educational work, but not 
on the same scale, and it has not been possible to obtain much 
information about them. 

Replying. seriatim to the special questions asked in the 
Board of Education's despatch of May 7th, 1902, it may be 
stated:-

(1) That the Government does not at l'resent e:stcnd any 
financial "id to schools educatinS' natIVes, nor have any 
regulations been framed in thIS connection. 

(2) The work of education is at present carried on by tho 
missionary societies, the teacliers being both European 
and native. Industrinl subjects have so far been taught 
by Europeans only. 

(3) Technical education has, 80 far as can be judged, a good 
effect on the moral character and econouuc effk~ency of 
the native. 

(4) The whole educational system is in an embryonic st.age, 
and it is impossible to say how far industrial and literary 
education ean be combined for African natives. 

(5) Very little skilled white labour is employed in East Africa, 
80 there would be no objection on tile part of Europeans 
to the training of natives as mechanics. The cl888 with 
whom such trained natives would come into competition 
would be natives of India; but Africans have not yet 
proved capable of reaching the standard of skill attained 
by the latter. 

In conclusion, I would venture to anticipate that in a few years' 
time, when experience will have shown how far the various 
experiments which are now being tried are suitable or otherwise 
to local requirements, it will be possible to report much more 
fully and comprehensively on the educational system of East 
Africa than is the case at present. 

MOlolBASA, 

November 24th, 1903. 

[This information was obtained through the Foreign Office in 
response to a request from the Board of Education. J 
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EDUCATION IN UGANDA. 

The three following reports were obtained in August. 1902. in 
answer to an official inquiry addressed by the Foreign Office to 
Ris Majesty's Commissioner at Entobbe, at the request of the 
Board of Education. The following are the qUestiODB which were 
8ubmitted by the Board:-

(1) What regulationa. if any. have been laid down by Govern
ment in respect of native education 1 Does Govern
ment give any financial aid to schools educating nativeB ? 
If BO. on what terms 1 

(2) IIaa anything been' done to provide industrial or agri
cultural education for nativeB 1 If so. what are the 
COUl'IIeB of instruction 1 Are the teachera of such 
subjects Europeans 1 Have th&y been specially trained 
in the work of teaching 1 If so. how M.d where 1 
Ha ,·e native teachera of industrial and agricultural 
subjects been tried? If BO. have they succeeded 1 

(3) Does it app&ar that such industrial or agricultural educa
tion is having good effects (1) OIl the character of the 
natives ~ving it; (2) on their eoonomio efficiency , 

At what age does such technical education in industry 
or agriculture begin? In the earlier stages of general 
education (i .... before the oommenoement of specifically 
technical education) is manual training made a feature 
of the owricuIum f If BO, with what reauIts 1 

(4) Can such industrial and agricultural education be SUClOe8ll

fully combined with instruction of a more literary and 
general character f If BO. to what degree baa such a 
combination proved desirable f 

(5) la thare any opposition on the part of any I18Ctiona of the 
white population to the provision for natives of a kind 
of ~08tiOll.whi~ might ._hle the natives to compete 
effecuvely With akilled white labour in various industrial 
occupationa r 
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I. SOCIETE DES MrSSIONAIRES D' AnIQUIIl.* 

PERES BLANCS. 

VICARJAT ApOSTOLJQUE DU NVANZA SEPTENTRIONAL. 

RUBAGA, 

Juno 28th, 1902. 
I. 

To your)il'8t question wit.h regard to" Industrial Education given 
to ~atives," I think that the most tl'Ulltworthy. and hence the most 
satisfactory. answer will be afforded by submitting to vou a very 
brief description of the works which the Baganda have hOOn enabled 
to execute, thanks to the teaching they have received from us; they 
are of a kind of which they had no idea whatever before our arrival. 

We have sixteen mission stations established in the area of the 
Protectorate. The houses. churches, schools and annexes are all 
huilt of stone or brick. The carpentry is European in character; 
the doors are either made of plain boards or are panelled; the 
furniture is made of finished wood work. Of our churches three 
are distinguished by their size (they are 72 metres in length and 
24 metres in breadth), by the boldness of their construction, and by 
their slender colonnades, 10 metres in height, and supporting a 
massive wooden superstructure. 

The whole of the masonry, carpentry and joinery is the work 
of natives. brought up by the White Fathers. The work of the 
missionaries has heen limited to directing the operatillIlll. 

A certain number of the great chiefs of Uganda, Koki. Torn 
and Unyoro now possess spaeious and comfortable houses of brick. 
of which several have more than a single storey. The architects 
and builders for every one of these houses have been native Catholics 
taught their trade by the White Fathers. 

The services of our apprentices are appreciated not only by the 
native chiefs, but also by the officials of the Protectorate Goveru
ment, and we shall always be happy when, as in Buddu and in Torn. 
we are asked by the representatives of His Britannic Majesty to build 
them living houses of a kind more comfortable than huts of reeds. 

II. 
While the Baganda have _ great liking for adventure and tra"el, 

they have very little for a \Ie(lluded life in the country; their apti
tude for commerce and indwsn-y is 88 great as their aptitude for 
agriculture is small. Hitherto tillage has been the work of women. 
and the men will only overcome their disgIa.t for manual labour of 
this kind when they find an easy and lllllr&1ilve market for their 
agricultural products. \.. 

• Thill paper..... orgiDaIIy 1U1wni#ed in lhak>h. & Vanslalioo .... 
been prepared for u.s Special Enquirieo Office of tho> Bou\i of Educalio1l, 
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'to a people BIlCustomed from time immemorial to require from 
their fertile soil nothing more than their daily food, the first, the 
most eloquent and the most persuasive lesson in agriculture should 
be the lesson of example; the proverb BBy&, " Verba volant, exempla 
trahunt." Our agricultural education for the natives has conBisted 
in the example afforded by assiduous work carried on with method 
and continuity. 

Each mission station has its kitchen garden, its orchard, its 
plantations of corn, rice, etc. Vegetables and fruit, varied BIlCOrding 
to the season, are never wanting to the table of the mission, and 
form an excellent supplement to European preserves which we 
[ourselves] never use.- The orchards, gardens and plantations of 
different kinds are kept up by the natives, who know the proper 
seed and barvest times, and understand perfectly the precautions 
that are necessary to ensure the success of the crops. It is sixteen 
years since we first imported from Zanzibar and Algeria mango
trees, papayas, orange trees and lemon trees, and the White Fathers 
were the first to rear fruit from these trees in Uganda. Since Sir 
Harry Johnston gave us proprietary rights we have used every effort 
to make the lands given to us yield a good return. 

During the pastsi'l: months-i.e., from January 1st to the present 
date-5,OOO coffee plante have been planted at our stations on the 
Sese Islands and in Buddu; the teachers have received orders to 
plant cotton fields in the lands belonging to their respective stations, 
containing as a minimum number [for the whole of the stations 1 
60,000 cotton trees, of which the produce is intended to cover the 
three rupee Hut Tax. In addition to the fruit trees and ornameu
tal trees left to the private enterprise of the Superior of each station, 
5,000 euco.lyptus and nso.mbya trees have been planted by order of 
the Chief of the Mission, which in four years will yield excellent 
wood for building purposes. 

This amount of work in the way of opening up the land and of 
plantation executed within the space of six months by means of 
native labour alone will be sufficient to show you, Mr. Commissioner, 
what may be expected from us in the colonisation of the country. 
aud you will be pleased to see in these first attempts a proof of the 
Eea.I which we shall contmue.to display in our efforts to instil into the 
Baganda a liking for agriculture. 

You desire infonnation, Mr. Commissioner, regarding the cha
racter and competency of our European instructors. In the Sooiety 
of the White Fathers, of which one section is now evangelising 
Uganda, the eooleaiastieo.l Father( depute to au:ciliary Lay Brothers 
all mechanical labour. Fathers and Brothers, however. COlllltitute 
one single Society, towards which they undertake the same obliga
tions. The auxiliary Brothers consist entirely of persons who before 
beooming members of the Society have learned BOme trade, 

• The tltt' reads, .. suppleent Irils avantageu.oemen' au. con"""",, 
euro"""''' doo~ OOIlS o'usons jamais," but probably Ibi. ... a &lip for 
.. ~'" !r<I! avantagpuseruent les CODSeIT ..... etc. _ 
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m~ny of them.-lthough they may have possessed no diploma
bemg already mRSters of their oraft. After taking their VOWI in t,ile 
congregation, they have perfeoted~their teohnical education in tbp 
flourishing and justly renowned Ecole de8 Arts et M'tiers, founded 
by the White }'athe1'8 at Thibar in Tunis. 

We have no Trade Sohool (<b>leprofessionnellel, properly 80 called, 
in' Uganda. But each assistant Brother teaches the youths who 
wish to learn, at the school of the station assigned to him, 80 that we 
have as many schools for the purpose as there are 8B8istant Brothers 
-that is, eight. Apprentices come to us entirely of their own accord 
-they enter into no engagement and receive no payment except 
food and clothes, and are quite free to leave the school when they 
choose and then to set up on their own accoun t. 

m. 
This eystem of industrial and agricultural education, whioh 

teaches the Baganda to work with their hands and to make use 
of the natural gifts with which God bas endowed tbem, will be un· 
doubtedly of great benefit not only to individuals and tbeir families, 
but, if certain precautions are taken, to the cause of social order 
generally in Uganda. For work ennobles a man by raising him 
in his own esteem and in the esteem of his fellow countrymen ; 
and just as idleness begets poverty and vice and ruins a country, 
80 pe1'86vering work brings with it comfort and contentment 
into the homes, and tends to repeople a country of which, as in 
Uganda, the population is diminishing. 

I used above the phraee .. if oertain precaUtiOllll are taken .. ; for 
if after learning a trade the Baganda are left to themselves by the 
European or Indian maste1'8 in whose service they work, if their 
moral welfare is negleoted and they are not definitely encouraged 
to fulfil their religiOUll duties, what bas happened only too olten 
before will happen again; the negroes, dazzled by all that they BOO 
of a civilisation with which they are still unlamiliar, will allow 
themselves to be ruined morally by their fellow workmen, largely 
composed of Swahili Mussulman converts from the coast. They 
willllpend the fruit 01 their labour on the purchase of trifles, or, 
worse, on debauchery, instead of devoting their weekly or montbly 
pay to the betterment of their own condition. to comIorts for their 
familit'll. to the purchase of a small flock of cattle or goats, ete .• 
as they ought to and might have done. Thus unless we care for 
their morals, what should have been a source of social well-being 
and oomIort will beoome a 80.u"C6 01 degradation. 

IV. 

The Baganda are regarded as the most intelligent of the negro 
races of Afrioa. In my opinion, this reputation is desel'Ted; and 
I have no doubt that they are IlUllCeptible of receiving a carelul 
li .... J'ary training. I have been led to this belief by the rESnlts 
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obtained in our aohool for apecial studies at Kisubi, where our young 
negro pupil!', initiated into the mysteries of Uganda grammar, 
discuss the grammatical diflieulties of the language with a great 
aense of accuracy, and show themselves capable of grasping meta
physical proofs of fairly abstruse theological positions. 

To what point it may be possible to push their education I cannot 
precisely 8&Y, but it seemB to me that if we begin teaching the 
children at an early age and make a judicious choice of the most 
intelligent, tbat these could be trained to any of the careers open 
to Jl811lOUl1 who have received a complete cow-se of elementary 
education (m our own country). 

V. 
When Mr. Tomkins, Sub-Commissioner at Kampala, communi

oated to me his plan of making youths of sixteen spend a year's 
apprenticeship at a Technical School (Ecole des Arts eI MetieTs), 
three months ago, I replied 08 follows:-

.. As 800n as the Government of the Proteetorate opens a Techni
cal School (Ecole des Arts eI M etieTB), under the direction of J!.'uropean 
or Indian teachers, paid by Government, and unconnected with 
missionary work, our Catholio youths will be happy to be admitted 
to it, and will attend ilB couraes &l9iduously. But 90 long as there 
is in Uganda only a [technical] school of the kind founded at 
Namirembe by the CM.S., a school under the immediate and 
exclUBive control of the Protestant Mission, I shall feel bound as 
a Catholio Bishop to continue to forbid my converts (mes chTitie/IB) 
to attend it." 

My present convictions are identical with thOll8 I expressed three 
months ago, and are Q8 unalterable as the conscientiQuB scruples 
OD w hioh they are balled. 

VI. 
The reports from my eixteen mission stations giving exact detaila 

with regard to the work of the year will not reach me till the finlt 
part of August. In these annual reports much space is alwa\,B 
given to the educational work_ I greatly regret that- your announoo.. 
ment that it would be useless to send this colD1llunication later 
than July 1st does not allow me to wait for these reports before 
writinj[. 1 regret. still more that the nearness of this date does 
not even allow of my writing to the SuperiOIB of theae stat.ioua 
in time to receive an answer from them. 

In theae circumstances, and in the absence of the detailed informa
tion necessary to give an account of the results obtained at the 
preeent date by our system of education, I beg to submit a copy 
of a report on the Bame anbject, addressed two vears since to 
Sir Harry Johnston; these pages will inform yoiI of the pr0-
gress and condition of our schools two years ago. The number 
of IIOhools and of scholars quoted are thOll8 of last year; hence 
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these figuree are very probably lellll than those that will be 
!ielded by~the statistics for the present year, whioh are to appear 
In the report l[ shall send to the General Superior of the Sooiety of 
theJWhite F.ithers. 

t HENru: STREICHER, 
ev. tab. Vic. Ap. Nyanza. 

ENCLOSURE, 

Instruction. in the Catholic Schools nf U gam. 
As soon as they arrived in Uganda the Catholia missionaries 

b.gan their work of teaohing, and their first hut was de)'oted to 
found a school in which poor cbildren reseued from slavery, in the 
first instance, and later, free children, received lessons in good 
behaviour, in manual training on a carefully thought out system, 
and in reading and writing. 

" * " " " " " " 
From the year 1893, under the influence of peace. which was 

then nHlStablished, and the tranquillity 898urad to tht> country 
tinder English government, the schools have multiplied. The 
foundation of new mission stations has implied the foundation 
of new schools for manual training and schools for primary teaohing. 
These latter schools ha\'e succeeded so well that it has been necessary 
to estahlish two at each station. The schools under the personal 
direction of our missionaries a short time ago amounted to twenty
three in number. - The schools all re.ach reading, writing and 
singing, and we are gradually introducing English. geography 
and arithmetio. 

The education of the girls suffered for a long time from the 
want of women teaohers, hut the arrival of nuns in Uganda finally 
put an end to the difficulty. The nuns have a very large estahlillh
ment at Ruhaga, including both an asylum school for the youngest 
ohildren and a girls' school, where the girls receive an education 
suitable to their age and condition. It is to be hoped that later, 
with the help of native women teaohers, the number of their 
schools wilHbe increased. Meanwhile their example alone has 
been fruitful, for at Villa Mariya [Maria 1, 11.- Uganda woman, 
formerly the head of a household, has begun to teaoh with much 
sueoess, by copying the example of the nuns 88 best she could. and 
each day gathers round her some 250 women and girls.t 

I have spoken, so far, only of the schools established at the 
mission stations. There are, besides these, more than 700 schools 
established in the villages and working. regularly. Hitherto only 

• The number of pupils in these BChoois amounted last year to 2,836. 
In the JlI"'l!"llt year, 1902, the number reeeived 80 far hao been 3.1117. 
and we hope that the censua about to be taken in July will sh ow a figure 
even higher than thi-. 

t A ""hool has jru,t been established at the Villa Marly. MilIUon during, 
the p~nt year, 1902, .. ith four DUJ16 as teach .... wi ... have ""me froD! 
I'urope. Th.,. fOUlld about 400 papUa waitinfl for them. . 
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reading baa been taught in these schools, but we hope to raise the 
level of their teaching rapidly, by assembling the teaohel'B at regular 
intervals to receive instruetion.-

But the edueational institution from whieh we expoot the greatest 
results is the little seminary at Kisubi. The results, indeed, bave 
already passed the limits of simple antleipatiol;l, although the 
progress of the institution has been very slow owing to the illness 
of the missionaries in charge when it was first established, and to 
tbe famine of reoent years. 

Until reoently the number of students who devoted their whole 
time to study varied from sixty to seventy. Last year we wore 
obliged to limit the numbers for the time being to thirty-five, 
prec~ly on account of the famine, whieh inflicted on us serious 
injury.t The students at Kisubi come from all parts of Uganda, 
Unyoro and Toru. These youths have considerable powers which 
we do our best to oultivate. Their. memory is exoe1lent. We 
develop this faculty by giving them lessons which we require th~m 
to learn acoul'Btely by heart, and, as a matter of fact, the wav in 
which they recite them would serve 88 an example to the majoritv 
of European youthB. Their intelligence is as a rule particularly 
capable in certain studies which lie more especially within their 
scope; for .instance, in grammar and arithmetic. 

Of course, the first ideas of grammar given to them were those 
of their own language, and they were given in their, own language; 
our purpose was in the first instance to give their minds that 
intellectual gymnastics of which the want makes itself irreparably 
felt in persons who have grown up without having gone througb 
exercises of this kind. It is a great delight to us to see that by 
means of this study a capacity for analysis and synthesis is developed 
in the Baganda children, and that they acquire the habit of 
methodical reflection. It is not. overbold to say that really philo
sophia minds are already to be divined among them. In fact our 
first results seem to show that there is no limit to what we may 
expect from the people of Uganda. 

The study of tbe grammar of their own langus"ae (which is by 
no means a savage language) has the further advantage of pre· 
paring the pupils for the methodical and intelligent study of other 
languages. and especially of Latin and English. 

Although the language of the Baganda is an e.~ely rich one, 
and one capable of expl'l'SSing abstract ideas, it has hitherto J>03S?xed 
no grammatical temlS. We might have introdueed into the 
language terms simply borrowed from our European languages, 
and this would iudeed have beeu the easiest course to follow. But 
our affection for a language which we have spoken for 80 many 
years has led U8 to make use, for this purpose, of native roots and of 

• During the tw-nt year thirty·four <i th .... YiILIgoo 1ICbooI., have been 
impro.-.d in ~bal1l<'teJ'. 

t At the o!""ili>3 <i the last 6IlSSion the number <i th_ pupils ro.. tv 
foRT·five, . . 
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the methods of word·formation of this fine language [en lJUivanl 
les analogies de cette belle langus] 80 88 to-obtain tenna corres. 
ponding as nearly as possible in etymologieal meaning with their 
[logieal] definitions. 

To compose a grammar of a language BO different from Western 
languages in the language itself was no easy thing; and we have 
devoted to the task many long holll'B [weekly] for many yeB11l. 
But "!,e have not yet ventured to print our grammar, because OUr 
growing knowledge of the langna.ge hllB forced U8 to modify OUI' 

work continually. Hence the pupils have been obliged BO far to 
study our grammar in their own manusoript oopies. We hope, 
however. BOon to go to press. 

Our pupils further receive regular 1e880118 in Latin, English and 
Kiswahili [Swahili I. In a little seminary we could not omit the 
language of the Church. In a- country under the Rritish flag, 
English was bound to take an important place in our work. And 
finally the already frequent relations with the coast of the Indian 
Ocean are about to be multiplied !!O greatly by the opening of the 
railway, which will bring the Swahili country to within three or 
four days' journey, that a knowledge of its language has become 
necessary. It is the most widely-epoken language in Eastern 
Africa. 

The lan~ is mere child's play for Baganda of a studious 
disposition. La~in and English are, of C0111'B9, much more difficult 
for them. but they display considerable taste for them; 80m., 
pupils even become troublesome in their demand to he taught new 
words and expressions. 

Of the sciences properly so-called we onlyteooh them arithmetic. 
and give them a little treatise to copy out, which we hope to print, 
perhaps even before the grammar. 

The composition of good text-books in the language of our pupill 
involves much difficulty and the want of BUCh books fonna the 
greatest ohsta.cle to the progress of our teaching. 

From our little printing p1'e88 we have only issued a Syllabary8 
and a modest Geography of eighty-nine pages. And we are aorry 
to have printed our book too 900D to be able to make use in it of 
the notion of a mile as a measure of distance. which haa been intro
dti¥ into the country hy Sir Harry Johnston and acquired 
receiltly by the Baganda. 

On the wRiIs of our classroom, for use with our Geography Text
book. we have hung larga maps, bought in England, and, in order 
to avoid confusion in the min:s qf the Baganda children, we have 
k.."t in the textbook, as far 88 possihle, to the English spelling of 
~phical names. a spelling which, 88 a matter of fact, is ideo tical 
as a rule with that used in the 1811gna.ge of each country. 

Hitherto we have given hot little room!in our school to the 
accompIishJnEmts, which must wait till the general level of studies 

• Tbis provisional syllabary baa bml replaeed .". • new editioo and bl 
diagrams for reading, printed in Europe. 
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hall been raised. The only exception has been made for musio. 
All the children learn singing, and receive frequent lessons in 
solfeggio. But we must confess that so far the Baganda have 
shown themselves less gifted for vocal musio than the majority 
of their neighbours. In instrumental musio they do better. They 
themselves possess instruments of remarkable precision, with whicb 
they provide accol?paniments not wanting in beauty to their 
monotonous songs; and they learn the horn, the Hute and the 
hannonium with great ease. Several of them play the harmonium 
in our ohurches to accompany the singing. 

A word or two on our sports. They form not only an agreeable 
but a useful supplement to our work. We have set up a gymnastic 
apparatus in a plac<! specially allotted to it with rings, trapeze, 
knotted rope, parallel bars, etc. The ohildren there develop the 
museles of their vigorous bodies, to keep pace with the develop< 
ment of their mental faculties. In the large playgrounds, and 
sometimes on the turf near, they play at football and at prisoners' 
base, which suit the warlike spirit of. the Baganda excellently. 
Such games oompensate their limbs for the confinement of the 
olassroom, and give a. happy sa.tisfaction to natures spiced with 
gunpOWder. - On the lake, of which a. deep bay, continued by 
a. ea.nal a. kilometer in length, brings the waters to within ten 
minutes of our school, they delight in practising with the pagaia. 
under the care of BOme old Basese. true sea-dogs. who know all 
the rocks in the lake. and all the hippopotamus. which form 80 

terrible a. danger for smalI boats. 
Within a.n enolosure which keeps off the crocodiles they learn 

swimming. an exercise which most of those who live near the 
Nyanza. are deprived of owing to the ferocity of these amphibians: 

May I terminate this already over long account of our work 
hy expressing a wish affecting within the narrow limits of our 
own sphere of a.otion, both the happiness of the people of Baganda, 
to which we ha.ve given up our life. and the glory of the great 
nation whioh to our intense joy has hrought its inexhaustible 
act~vity to hear on a field tha.t was exha.usting our feElhle resources. 

I sa.y that our feeble resources were being exha.usted; our pupils 
not onlv received from us the teaching. of which deta.iIs ha.vlI 
been giwn a.bove, hut we have to hear the expense of their food, 
lodging. clothing. hooks and ata.tionery. Thus they look to us 
for everything; moral training, intellectual training, the means 
of material existence. 

Among the une:tpected hindrances to our work I have men
tioned the illness of our missiona.riet', and famine. A permanent 
hindrance is the diffioulty of completing our huildings on a. seale 
proportionate to the work.· With all our efforts we ha.ve acaroely 
succeeded in erecting a third of the huildings neoessa.ry for our 
schools, and even th098 erected are hardly designed to sa.tisfy our 

* The }'rench reads .. pI/ri. d • .up;Jr,!!; ~he translator h .. ventured 
to modify the metaphor slightly, . 

8376. . • N 
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permanent requirements. The private charity which provides not 
our salaries, for we have Done, but our bare livelihood, our 
buildings, and the food for our pupils, for which none are able 
themeelves to pay, is diseeminated over too many objects through
out the whole world. 

Our wish is this, not that we should work less strenuously than 
in the past, but only that the great and intelligent nation which 
has undertaken the work of oivilising U gands with such vigour, 
may do us the honour to help us, and add to its other benefil:.tJ 
that of assisting the educative and civilising work DOW being 
carried on at Kisubi. 

N.B.-The above report was drawn up by the Rev. Father 
Maroou, Superior of our echool at Kisubi, and I desire to express 
my entire approval of the report. 

(Signedl lliNnI STRElCIlEll. 

If. THE CmlBcB: MlssIONABY 8ocD:rY. 

(il Industrial Training of N ati_ in Uganda at the a.M.s. 
IndU8trial Mission at Mengo. 

Iln the year 1899 the Church Missionary Society established 
an Industrial Mission at Mango, for the purpose of affording ~ .. 
and young men of Uganda an opportunity to be trained in handi-
crafts of oivilised nations. . 

The handicrafts in which the natives of this Protectorate have 
received instruction under the superintendence of the Industrial 
Mission comprise house carpentry, joinery, wood-turning, printing, 
bookbinding, brickmaking, bricklaying and house building. It 
has not been possible for the Industrial Mission to give instruetion in 
agriculture, chiefly because in its Pm!8Ilt position it possesses no 
land. . 

Boys wishing to be taught printing and joinery are apprenticed 
to these trades for three years. The printe1'8 receive an all-round 
training, so that after three years spent in our printing office 
a boy should be a practical compositor, pressman and bookbinder, 
but the results of our teaching vary according to the intelligence 
and the effort various boys bring to bear npon their work. The 
same holds true about woodworkers. Those apprenticed for three 
yeara live .upon the prernil.Os 'of the Industrial Mission, and they 
receive daily instruction in writing and arithmetic besides in thai r 
trades. We accept no one as an indentured apprentice who iJ 
unahle to read, and therefore do Dot teach elementary reading. 
Nor, OD the other hand, has it proved possible hitherto to introduca 
more sd\"anced subjects than writing and arithmetic to be taught, 
together witb the handicrafts meDtion~ '\\ithin the three 
years. 
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Briakmakers, bricklayers and house builders do not come for 
training for any certain period. Bricklayers and bwlders we train 
on the houses whtch we erect, and at the present time Bix buildings 
arobeing erected under the superintendence of the Industrial 
Mission. They comprise dwelling houses, workshops, a publie 
hall and a cathedral. The number of men and boys at present 
working under the superintendence of the Industrial Mission is 
more than 300. 

The teachers of the abov&-named industries are Europeans. 
It has not hitherto been pos.oible to train natives as teachers of 
industries, though it is being aimed at. The present staJf of the 
Industrial Mission consists of the superintendent and his assistant. 
both being practical business men. They have not been especially 
trained for their present work, but the husiness experience 
of the superintendent both· in Europe and America has been 
such that he has special qualifications for conducting suoh 
work. 

Boys are not acoepted for technical !instruction at an earlier 
age than between fourteen and fifteen years. The effect of such 
training upon their characters is varied.. In some eases it seems 
to have made them 80 aelf-aatisfied and unreasonable that it has 
been impossible to have further dealings with them after their 
period of training, but the great majority of eases have proved 
satisfactory, and in many 088e8 their training has created in them 
a real liking for their work. 

There has been no opposition on the part of the white population 
of this Protectorate to the industrial education of the natives. 
but it has rather reosived encouragement from that quarter, os 
tho present white population of this Protectorate is not a competitor 
in industrial ooonpationB . 

. The Pl'8l'ent Industrial Mission of the C.lf.s. in this Protectorate 
is in a state of transition. The site which it now ooonpies having 
bean found too small and unsuited to its work, it has renbed a 
large piece of land from one of the native chiefs, on which land, 
on the lake shore not far from Mengo, it is at the present time 
rebuilding its workshops and dwelling houses. It is contemplated 
that agriculture shall be taught as well as industrial pursuits 
when the work shall havo been roorganised at the now site. 

K. BoRUP, Superintendent. 

The Industrial Mission, Mengo, U gauds, 

June 18th, 1902. 
R. H. WAJ.IUA, 

rur.S, Namirembe. 

/3375. 
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(ii.} General I11Blrru:tion.. 

ilt haa been the custom of the Churoh Missionary Society in 
Uganda. to inRist on all natives coming to them for instruction 
learning to read." 

The result of this baa been the creation of a great desire on the 
part of the many for further instruction, and especially of late 
ye8l'8 much zeal baa been shown in learning writing, arithmetic, 
geography and English. 

The aptitude of the Waganda. is shown by the fact that several 
!youths attending school have in three ye8l'8' time become adepts 
at figures, and are able to do anything in exchange, and difficult 
problems introducing vulgar fractions in rupee coinage or £. I. d. 
They write a good hand, and are able to converse fairly well in 
English, and have p888ed examinations in Bible subjects with aa 
good results aa those obteined by boys of their own age in England. 

They make excellent teachers, and whilst not good at introducing 
new methods, are very good imitators. 

Their education baa a marked effect in making them more 
careful aa to their personal appearance and cleanliness in habits. 

They are very ambitious, and are capable of being taught any
thiug. 

Given the eame educational opportunities and the chance of 
position, there is no reason whatever why the Waganda. ahould not 
in time compete with Europeans, but there ill no likelihood of this 
for a considerable number of ye8l'8. They are too poor to Jl8) for 
an education in England. 

Under our present system we have elementary schools throughout 
the country. In these reading, writing, geography, Scripture and 
other subjects are taught. All candidates for baptism are re
quired to know how to read intelligently at least two Gospels. For 
confirmation a further and higher atandard must be attained. 
Yost of the schools are under the charge of natives, though again 
in most instances supervised by Europeans. Boys of more than 
ordinary capseity and of good character are IJIlDt up from the 
various local schools to the principal school in Mengo. In this 
there are some 500 pupils, of all ages and ranks; many of the lead
ing chiefs employing their spare time here lx>ttering their educa
tion. Here a boarding house baa been established for boys of 
known capacity and character, desirous of becoming teachers. 
Special attention is pl!id to these, and 88 pupil teachers in the 
main school they are traine<\ to teach under the eye of the ElJl"Oo 
pean headmaster. . When conSidered to he fully qualified, they 
receive the necessary certificate, and are sent into the country 
districts to superintend the local schools. Besides the!16 elementary 
schools, classes for the training of evangelisbI are held in the various 

• "An ex""lIent Grammar of the Lugauda Language, with ... Englioh. 
Lugaoda &lid LogaDda-Engliah vocabulary in the Appendix, baa JaulJ 
been brought out by the O"""h lIiaIrimwy Society." -{0e ....... 1 Bepor'''' 
the Ugmda ProIecWra!e fOl" the r-rellliinf Mareh 31, 1903. Cd. 1839.} 
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oentres. The standard of subjeota and of exNDinmon varies in 
different places, but men, who, after passing the local examinations. 
have proved tbemae\VIlll capable and conscientious workers amongst 
the people, are sent up to Mango. Here they are trained for a 
year in the Gospels, three of four Epistles, and BOme selected books 
of the Old Testament, also in the Prayer Book, Thirty-nine Articles. 
and in necessary B8CUIar subjects. 

At the close of this year they have to p&S an examination in 
these subjects, and are then sent into the country districts to teach 
them. They return after two yesrs for further training, to re
rresh their memories, and thus spend two yesrs in teaching and 
every third in being taught. 

Lastly, there is the training of the ordination candidates. This 
is much fuller and more thorough, but of COUl'll8 the number of 
men BO trained is comparatively 1IIll8II. The girls' and women's 
education is carried on on much the same lines as that of tha men, 
but is not quite BO fully developed. but nearly BO. It ought, perhaps, 
to be added that English is taught with good results in several 
centres. Tho Wago.nda are quick to pick up the rules of the 
language, and to master a large vocsbulary, but pronunciation 
to them is a very great diffioulty, coming into contact as they do 
with few Europeans. 

R. H. W ALliER, 
C.M.S., Namirembe, Uganda. 

m. Tim NsAloIIlYA MISSION. 

CoNDUCTKD BY TIlE Mru. HILL (LoNDON) FATBEBS, UNDER THB 

RIGHT REv. BISHOP HANLoN. 

RBPLIBB TO QUISTIOlIII. 

1. What has ~ doM in regard Co industrial ' .... ining of eM 114ti_, . 
Each of our mission stations (twelve in number) is an industrial 

institution in itself, where the native Baganda and Ba90ga are 
taught the different trades, viz., brick-making (sun-dried and 
burnt), bricklaying, carpentry, working in iron, road-making, 
tailoring. 

2. What has bteft d.on4 in regard Co agricuUvraJ ,",''''ng' 
We help and teach tho native to plant wheat, rice and European 

\~getablllll. We,'personally, however, find that the native 8uoooods 
better with the wbeat. Rice hu not been 80 suooessful. at least 
with us. Among European vegetables we find that the natives 
succeed most with peas, beans and potatoes. They are also very 
suClOO!l8ful in oultivating the onion. Cabbage. ca...uIiJlower, carrots, 
turnips. celery, water-melon, radi.ili, lettuce, we confine to our oWil 
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private kitohen-gardens, cultivated by nativetl under the direction 
of the Fathers. 

(With regard to our kitchen-gardena, so far we have not succeeded 
in getting seed, and so find it necessary to gat a new supply each 
!year from Europe. Our experience is, that the seed, ohtained from 
the European article, deteriorates and is altogether inferior to the 
original) . 

We are also extensively engaged in teaching' the native and 
personally directing himln the cultivation and extraction of rubber. 
Native coffee and cotton also are attended to, with great BUccess. 

3. DoeB iI appear ekae BU.Ch. industrial or agricultural educatiun. 
is kafling good. effects on ehe charadei' of the naeill6S receiuing it 1 

Certainly, it is teaching them habits of diligence to which, 
formerly, they were altogether strangers. We found the native, 
with whom we have hOO to deal, only taken up with the care of his 
bark-cloth tree, and the building of his bee-hive hut. We had 
great difficulty in the beginning to get him to keep to his work, 
morning and afternoon. His idea Wall to work a few houl'l in 
the morning and spend the rest of the day in idleness. 

Ae what 11ge does BU.Ch. tecknical education. begin 1 
About fourteen yeal'l of age. 
4. Oan BU.Ch. instructiun. of an indUBtrial and agricultural natur8 

be lru=s.'ifully combined witk instructiun. of a 11WI'C lilerary and 
general ckaracter 1 . 

Y 811, at least with the young generation. They are anxious 
to learn the ordinan' elements and, when oocaaion offerB, to work. 
We find the native 'most anxiolls to receive elementary education 
in reRding, writing and arithmetic. Some are sulliciently educated 
to be given charge of the elementary c18llBetl. Those amongst our 
pupils, who are well versed in reading and writing their native 
language, are selected and formed into a apecial class and taught 
English every day. 

5. It tkere any (1'poBition on the part of any 8ections of the wkite 
population to the f"'ouision for natill6S of a kind of education wkich. 
might ennble the flotill6S to compete effectiwely with. skilled wh.ite 
labour in f:arious indUBtrial occupations' 

We have no skilled white labour at our command, hence we do 
not consider thi! question to be applicable to llaganda or Dasoga, 
as far all we are concerned. 
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1m SYSTEM OF EDUCATION IN MAURITIUS.-

I. SIiOONDAIIY EDUCATION. 

I'revio1l8 to the yellr 1800, the French Government of Mauritius Hiotoriea\ 
allowed education to be conducted by private individuals, without Sketch. 
any control; but a Resolution of the 14th May in that year deter-
miued that .. public instruction should be put under the superin
tendence of a Conunission, composed of five members," who were 
aIso to take the direction of a school then commenced, and which 
was named .. Ecole Centrale.'1 This was the origin of the Royal 
College. 

Some unimportant changes were made in the management of 
this school during the first two or three years of its existence; 
and Captain-Gmeral Decaen, when he assumed the go\"I!rnment, 
confirmed the establishment of the school by a decree of the 28th 
of October, 1803, and entrusted its superintendence, and also that 
of Public Instruction, to a .. bureau d'administration ~eraIe," 
composed of three .. tituIaires" and one .. supplolant." He also 
changed the name from .. Ecole Centrale" to that of .. Lycee des 
Des de France et Bourbon." 

On the 12th September, 1806, General Decaen determined. 
owing to a col\lliderable increase in the numoor of pupils, on con
structing a new edifice, the first stone of which was laid on the 7th 
of DecemJ:ie.r. 1806, the anniversary of the Ulronation of Napolcon 
and of the battle of Austerlitz. 

}'or 80me months after the capture of the Island by the English 
in 1810 the Lycee was used as a military hospital, but BOOn after-
wards "'as restored to its original destination. . 

On the 23rd April, 1811. General Warde, the Governor. issued 
a PrncIaruation changing the name of the Lyco!e to that of .. Colonial 
College," and appointing a Committee for its internal management, 
as well 89 a Director of Public Instruction. 

On the 27th of January. 1813. Sir Robert }'arquhar. who 
returned from Bourbon and relieved General Warde, annowlcOO 
by a Proclamation that the Home Go\'enunpnt had oonfirmed 
the establishment of the Colonial College as a public seminary ; 
that the Prince Regent had been graciously pleased to take it under 
his especial protection and to authorise its being styled .. Tho 
Royal College." 

The number of Go'f8rnment pupils was, by this Proclamation. 
fued at twenty; two-thirds of whom should be chosen from among 

• Reports on F.duealkm in Mauritius and the Codes cI Regulaiioo. 
and Conditions for State-aided ""booIs for 1890 and 1902 can be ..... at the 
Bovd cI Educali ... Library,.SL Stepbea·.Ho ..... Cannoo.Ro"'. Whilebalt. 
London. S. W. 
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tbe families of the old Colonists. But a most important and useIul 
regulation was also made, namely, that the two most distinguished 
scholars should he sent annually to England, at the eXJlCIllll.' of 
Gilvernment, to finish their education at one of the UnivE'l'Sities. 
By this law public instruction was also placed under the direction 
of a "hureau d'administration generale"; and it was according 
to it.q rt'gulations that education was conducted until the receipt 
of the Order in Council of 10th August, 1836. This Order in 
Council swept away the restrictions as to the opening of schools 
laid down in the decree of the 28th of October, 1803, and rendered 
it possible for any natural horn or duly naturalised British subject 
to open and maintain any school for the education of youth in 
Mauritius, without the previous licence of the Gilvernor and 
without the control of any Committee of Publio Instruction. 

An Ordinance passed the Council on the 10th of Jlme, 1839, 
by which the Royal College and all Gilvernment schools were 
placed under an Education Committee composed of five members, 
and in 1840, for the finlt time, a graduate of a British University 
was appointed Rector of the Royal College. 

The last-mentioned Ordinance was abrogated by that of No. 25 
of 1857, by which the management of the Royal College was 
entrusted to a Committee, styled the II Education Committee," 
made up of seven members, and of which the Rector of the Royal 
College and the Superintendent of Schools were ez.cfIicio members. 
it not being competent to the Committee to transact business un1esa 
one of the said e:tHJfficio members was present. By this law the 
Education Committee were visitors of the Royal College. and were 
to C(H)p8rate generally with the Rector for promoting the welfare 
of the institution; but the internal discipline was entirely vested 
in the Rector. The Committee had the direction of all public em
minations of the pupil,. and the power of appointing publio 
examiners for the purpose of conducting the same. The law 
further provided for the maintenance at the public charge of a 
certain number· of hoarders, half-hoarders, and free scholars to 

. be selected by the Go>ernor. It alao empowered the Gilvernor 
to select the two most deserving scholars at the close of each yearly 
examination to be sent, at the expense of the Colony, to pursue 
their studies for four years at a British University, and to receive 
during such time an annual allowance of £200. 

Owing to certain difficulties which had arisen between the 
Rector and the EduC'ltion Committee, it became neceeaary, in 
1860, to amend Ordinance 25 of 1857, and accordingly Ordi
nance 38 of 1860 W89 enacted by which the Education Committee 
was replaced by a Council of Education of twenty-two members, 
with two Standing Committees. called respectively the College 
Committee, with jurisdiction to attend to matters relating .to the 
Royal College, and the Schools Committee, having powers to 
deal with matters concerning the Primary Schools, whetht'r 1lUp" 
ported ·or aided by Go>ernment. The powers vested in the CoDoga 
Committee in regard to the Royal College had reference to the 
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framing of an rules and regulations· for the institu'tion; the deter
mining the curriculum, the text books to be used, the prizes to be 
awa.rded, and the conditions of competition for such prizes: the 
luperintending of &II competitive examinationB: and thedetermining 
fin&llyofallquestions a.ffecting the dismissal or rustication of pupils 
of the Coll~ge. With the exception of the power of dismissal or 
rustication of pupils, the 'Rector was entrusted with preserving 
the discipline of tAe College. ' 

By Ordinance No. 33 of 1899 the Council of Education has 
been abolished, and replaced by a Director of Public Instruction, with 
two CommitteeB-one for superior instruction, made up of twelve 
membors, two of whom are 6%-{)tfieiq membeI'ft, one elected by the 
Managers of .Asaoci&ted Schools, one elected by the Managers of 
Girls' Schools, and the remaining (light chosen by the Governor; the 
other Committee is for Primary Schools, and &!so composed of 
twelve members, one of whom is an ez.officio member, two are 
nominated by the Managers of the Roman Catholic Aidl'd Schools, 
one by the Managers of the Protestant Aidl'd Schools, and the 
remaining eight nominated by the Governor. Save in the ease of 
the Director of Public Instruction, who is the eh&irman of both 
Committees, and of the Rector of t,he Royal College, wbo are the 
only ~fficio members, &II the other nominat.ions are renewable 
every year. 

The Committee of Superior Instruction have power to make 
regulations dealing with (a) the administration and management 
of the Royal College; (b) the 89S0ciation of schools with the Royal 
College, and the payment of result grants-in-aid thereto; (e) a 
system of instnlction in techniceJ, agricultural and commercial 
education, and the progmmme and schedule of studies therein; 
Cd) the higher educatil'n of girls, and the progmmme and schedule 
of studies thereof, and the payment of result grants-in-aid; (e) the 
award and tenure of scholarships and exhibitions; if) t,be fixing 
every year of the curriculum of studies for the Royal College and 
other Government educational institutions; (g) the determining 
of the expulsion and rustication of Royal College pupils. 

The Committee of I'rimary Instruction has power to make 
regulations' dealing with (a) the gew.rnmmt, discipline and 
routine work of &lI1'rimary Government and Grant-in-aid Schools; 
(b) the attendance required to entitle a school to a grant-in-aid; 
(el the standards of attainment in the subjecte of instruction taught 
in any school nllClftl9BI'Y to qualify the school to earn a grant-in-aid; 
(d) the month of the annual examination of each school for a result 
grant; (e) the. conditions under which the annual (,%AminationB 
of schools for result grante ab&II be held; if) the qualifications to 
be required for the issue and classification or certificates tD teachers, 
the canoollntion, 8uspension or reduction of IlUch certificates; (g) 
the conditione under which aehools ah&II be entitled to a grant-in
aid in ~ to sufficient school-house accommodation. furniture 
and appn.ratull, and to the admission and attendance or echolars ; 
(h} the scale of salaries to be &lIowed to teachers according to the 
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class of certificate held by them; (i) the scale of result grantA to be 
paid to the teachers of schools for each child passing a satisfactory 
examination in the prescribed standards; (;) the manner in whicb 
and the conditions under which all salaries and result grantA are 
to be paid; (k) a system of instruction in manual training for 
Primary Schools and for Reformatory and Industrial Schools. 

Ordinance No. 33 of 1899 was put into force in August, 1900, 
when the Director of Public Instruction entered upon his new 
duties (8U Appendix A.) Certsin details of the reorganisa
tion of the present educational system are still under consideration. 

rovUrion of Secondary Education is provided (1) by the Royal College and 
'd"Fil'? its t\\·o schools; (2) by a system of private schools in association 
dnc&tfo:~ with the Royal College; (3) by a special scheme for the Higher 

Education of Girls. 
h. Royal l'he Royal College provides for the youth of the Colony a superior 
?!I~ IIoope course of classical and ~eneral education, and prepareR them for 
~:::" c· Matriculation and Degree Examinations in the Universities of the 

ivisioDS of 
oyal 
.llege. 

Mother Country as well as for the Senior and Junior Cambrid~e 
Local Exanlinations. It also provides &struction for studentA in 

, special subjectA. It comprehends schools of ClassiC!, Mathematics, 
Natural Sciences and Modem languages. The study of English 
and of }'rench, and of English 8.Itd :French History is obligatory 
from the highest to the lowest cla8ses throughout the institution. 

The Institution includes two divisions; First, the upper or College 
proper di~-ision, containing a classical and a modem side, in each 
of which there &1'8 four classes ; BeOOnd, the school division, which 
includes fivo classes. The College COUlW, therefore, ""reads over 
nine years. The study of Latin begins when a hoy has entered 
upon his third year's course, and that of Greek and of Science 
when he has begun his fifth year's course. Each boy at the Royal 
College receives twenty-five hours' tuition a week. The teaching 
staff coDRists of the Rector and of forty-five teachers. 

On the modem side, the IlUbjecta taught in the highest form" 
are, besides F..nglish and French Literature, Algebra to Simple and 
Quadratic Equations and Progression.'1, Euclid, Plane Trigono
metry, Conic Sections, Chemistry, Physics, Statics and Dynamics. 

On the classical side, the IlUbjectA read in the highest forma are, 
besides English and French Literature, Latin and Greek Authors 
and Classical History and Literature, Algebra to Simple and 
Quadratic Equations, Co-ordinate Geoml!try, Conic Sections, Plane 
Trigonometry. 

:hol&rl!hi\," There are fifteen 8I\holarsb~ and thirteen exhibitions which 
.d Kxhibi· are competed for annually. '.1: .. 0 of the scbolarships (the English ..... scholarships) are each of the annual value of £200, and they are 

tenable for four years, 80 as to enable the IlUccessful eandidatca to 
complete their education in the United Kingdom or in any other 
country in which the Secretary of State for the Colonies may, for 
special reasons, allow candidates to reside. 

Two of the conditions of candidature for the English scholan!hips 
are, that every candidate on the Classical aide shall have passed 
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the Modem side "the Senior Cern bridge IAIeaI Examination in 
certain specified subjects, and that they must not be above 
twenty years of age on the 30th of June pJ"lllleding the examina
tions which take place in the month of December. 

The other acholarships are of the IIDIlnal value of &'100 to &'250,· 
ud are tenable for two or four years a the Royal CoIIege. The 
acholarahipB ud exhibitions entitle their holders to free tuition. 
'i'bere are abo twenty pre!eDtation achoIarships and six presenta
tion exhibitions, besides a nnmber of other cases of gratui_ 
instruction. 

.All the acholarshipB 81'8 paid out of the Publie Treasury. There 
are in 1£auritius no acholarshipB or bursaries founded by private 
indiridnals. 

By a regulation made in 1902, a free railway ticket may he 
granted to any student entitled to free tuition at the Royal College, 
when the Govemor is satisfied t.hat the circumstances of his 
parents or guardians are such that they are unable to pay for his 
\ravelling to and from the College.. 

Promotion of pupils from one cIalII to another depends upon Bum
eUDlinatinns conducted partly in England and parily in the Colony. -
'l'he examiners in England send out examination papers which 
are handed 0__ to aub-examiners in lfaurit.ioa, and a the 
eloge of the examinations the papers of the candjdates are !leDt to 
the .... aminers. It is only the work of the four Iowest 10m. of 
the College School tha is examined in the Colony; the work of all 
the others is examined in England. . 

In December 1901 there were on the hooks of the Royal College Art r'_ 
and of ita two acl>ooIs 386 pnpila, 210 a the CoBega proper, 77 _, aDd 
the Royal College School. 99 _t Carepipe School. In 1900 the t.otaI ... _
amount of expenditure on the institution WIllI R.136.ti06.25c. 

In 1869 the Council of Education adopted a scheme whereby SdoooIs ia 
ho,os' private IIIktmture sebools were admitted into asooeiation _0;.

wiil. the Royal CoUt>ge on condition t.hat they should 8Ulmit their R!!'u .... 
pupils to an annUAl examination, to be held a the Royal College c..Iloc-. 
in the month of De(ember, on the pJ'O!mUDlD8 of Btudiee of the 
corTl!SJlOlldinlt eIasses of the Royal College School. The objed in 
new ... ·hen this !!Cherne 11"&9 originally adopted WIllI to cut _way the 
Colk>ge School lIS BOOn lIS the private ..nenture eebooIs bad proved 
their effieienry to bEeome reliable nuneries for the College ; and to 
limit the inlparting of III!CODdsry instruction to the Royal 00IIege. 
A.t first. four large prit"ate 9Choo1l c:o-operatl>d with the College 
autJtorit.ies in canying out the acherue, but after _ few years they 
gradually feU olf. and one only continued in ........... tion with the 
Royal College, until ~ led to _ 'llodifiaation of the 
original p\aD. Urge centree of population having ba!n fomwd 
in the higher parta of the Colony along the railway 1ine, owing to 

-The --.. coia of )Iauri1i1ao is .... IDdiaD R_ (Is. 4d..) with iIa 
IlUbdirisioBa. 
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·tho unhealthiness of Port Louis, the educational authorities, in 
order to eecure uniformity of method and a faip standard of instruc
tion in the boys' schools which had been established in those several 
centres and in other parts of tbe Colony, caused Government to 
sanction that a grant-in·aid be paid to all schools in 89iIOCiation 
with tb!> Royal College. By the scheme adopted by the CourlCii 
of Education, and approved by Governml'nt in the year 1886, a 
grant of R.100 is paid for a pupil passing in tbe first 
cl89B of the school, .R.90 in the sl'COnd class, R.80 in 
the third cass, B.70 in the fourth class, and B.60 in the 
fifth class. To obtain a pass a pupil must obtain at least one half 
of the total number of marks awardable in the class for all the 
subjects of examination. No grant is paid unless a boy has been a 
bon4 fide pupil of one or more associated schools during the six 
months immediately preceding the examination. The programme 
on which such examination is h~ld is that adopted for the Royal 
College School. 

~n~ As a further means of encouragement, one scholarship of the 
::do 

8l<hibr. annual valuo of R.120 with free tuition at the Royal College, 
~ion Open for tenable for two years, and one exhibition entitling the holder to 
~=!:J free tuition at the Royal College for two years, are competed for in 
IChoola. December of oach ycar by pupils belonging to the asaociated schoolH. 
N;:mtrof In 1901 there were twentv·five schools in association with the 
::.:'iat:n Royal College. Twenty-ilne of these presented 525 candidates for 
lnd of pupil. the prescribed examinations. The passes, so far as they are 
~=o!: known, numbered 153. In 1900 the amount of the grsnt-in-6id 
Amount of paid to Associated School Managers W811 Rs.7,000. (For BuIes 
~in.aid, and Regulations of the Royal College, 1901, /lee Appendix C.) 
~~her Edn· About eighteen yeara a:;:o lady Barker, the wife 01 Governor 
~uon of Broome, desirous of introducing some properlY-ilrgsnised system 
Lilrla. of education for girls in the Colony, formed a committee of ladies, 

and by the efforts of that Committee the action of Government 
W811 secured and the College Committee of the Council of Education 
entrusted with the formulating of a scheme to carry out the object 
which lady Barker's Committee had in view. 

Scheme fo! The scheme propounded by the College Committee W8ll, and hllS 
~G:t.10D since been, a ByBtem of voluntary examinations by which the 

privilege of a free .... amination on impartial standards hllS been 
offered to all girls who follow the course of etudies laid down by 
the Committee. That COUr116 is intended to spread over seven 
years, and embraces English, French, Arithmetic. Geography, 
English and French History. and English and French Liternture, 
lIS obligatory subjects; and' Music, Drawing, Religious Know
\edge, Latin, Algebra, Euclid, Physical Geography and Needle
work, lIS optional subjects. No girl is qualified for 8 p888 unIesI 
she obtains at least one-third of the marks allowed for each 
obligatory subject and one·hall of the total marks in all the 
obligatory subjects of the particular Standard taken. To obtain 
honours in any Standard 8 candidate must p888 in the Standard 
and must also obtain altogether three-quart.en of the total mar~ 
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obtainable in the obligatory subjects. In computing the marks for 
this purpose. those obtained in each of a certain number of optional 
subjeclB (the number being different in the different standards) 
will be counted, provided t1ie pAndidate has obtained at least one
third of the marks in that subject. Gold, silver and bronze medals, 
with money prizes, are awarded to the girls who stand highest 
on the result Iis1a in the several standards. Book prizes are 
given for proficiency to the best eandidate in each optional and 
obligatory subject provided she has obtained at least 50 jlel" eent. 
of the marks in tha~ subject. 

All a result grant-in-aid paid to the IIl8JIage1'S of schools eaming 1Ieonlt &::10 
under the scheme, the following seaIe has been adopted, with::::; Girl:." 
the approval of Government ;- Schoola. 

R.15 per pupil passing in Standard I. 
~.20 do. do. n. 
R.25 do. do. ID. 
R.3O do. do. IV. 
R.35 do. do. V. 
R.40 do. do. VL 
R.45 do, do. VIT. 

During the last. few years Mauritian girls have presented them' 
selves for the Quubridga Local Examinations. In 1899 six girls 
]l8o'IIIed the examination for juniors, and in 1900 one senior and 
two juniOI'8 obtained eertificatea. 

In 1901 there were 30 girls' schools working under this scheme. Numberof 
The examinations are, however, open to all the girls in the Colony, Girls'kinScbools 

IWlIIpt those attending the Government and Aided Primary Schoola. :der ~ 
Two hundred and ninety·nine eandidates were presented for exam- oeheme. 
illation, ~ of wham obtained honour eertificates, and 101 pass 

. eertificatea. 
To meet the severnl items of expenditure which the scheme ADDoaI s· 

neoessitates. a yearly sum of B.5,OOO is paid ou~ of the Public ~=:: 
Treasury. . 

II. PRnwiy EDUCATION. 

It was only after the taking of the island by England that the IrIStA>ri<al 
~ Primary School for the education of the lower classes of Sketch. 
society in the Colony was IlItabJjsheci This was in 1815. when 
the Rev. Jean uhrun, a clergyman belonging to the wndon 
llissionary Society, started several. free Primary Schools in P~ 
wuia and in the country districts. 

When Sir Robert Farquhar was in England in 1820, he rep_ 
&ented the neoessity of educating the children belonging to the 
populatiuu of slaves, and of sending ou~ a teacher well instructed 
in the system of education then genera1ly approved; and the 
Go~wnment W88 pleased to appoint a Hr. Jenkins, a natiUl of 
Africa, who had been well educated in Scotland. He was selected, 
not only owing to his q1laljMations, but also to the fact that the 
c:Uc1lmstanoe of hia birth was likely to render him more acceptable 
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to the parents of the children, many of whom would be of his own 
country. He was put in charge of the first Government &hool 
118tablished in the Colony. It was opened in the westsrn suburb 
of Port Louis on the 3rd of January, 1823, and placed under the 
superintendence of the Civil Chaplain. It was followed by a 
Western Female Juvenile School in 1829, a Western Infant School 
in 1837, and an Eastern Male and Female Juvenile School in. 
1838. 

In 1838, in order to help in bringing the liberated slave popu' 
lation under the influence of education, the Trustees of lady 
Mico's Charity confided to the Rev. Jean Lebrun the tssk of 
founding popular schools. This was done, and by the year 1842 
these schools numbered three in Port Louis and seven in the 
country districjs. In 1845 these ten schools were taken over by 
Government, and their entire support defrayed out of the Publio 
Treasury. 

In 1839 all Government Schools were placed by an Ordinance 
under an Education Committee composed of five members. The 
number of these schools having increased, it became necessary 
to appoint a Government Superintendent of them in 1842. 

[ntroduction Government continued to bear the entire support of Primary 
~f th.i grant- Education up to the year 1856, when the grant-in-aid system was 
:::'~5f: •• m first introduced. By Ordinance No. 6 of that year, the Governor 

in Executive Council was empowered to authorise the payment 
out of the Public Treasury of a sum not exceeding £75 towards 
the support of any school maintained for the elementary instruc
tion of children belonging to the poorer classes, provided that a 
like sum v01untarily contributed be applied to the same object; 
and that the amount of grants allowed by Go,'ernment should 
not exceed £3,000. 

The same Ordinance provided for the inspection of schools 
thus 8BBisted by an officer appointed for that purpose by the 
Governor, and who was bcund to submit to the Governor, before the 
month of April of each year, a report on each school and on the 
progress made by it during the preceding year. 

Under the operation of this law, thatia tollaY, from the latof July, 
1856, up to the end of 1875, private schools received grants 
varying from £24 to £75, based on the value of the school build
ings or on the amount of subscriptions realised. The pupils were 
not submitted, like those in the Government Schools, to the grade 
system of examination. Notwithstanding the defective system of 
examination, private initiative had eaused grants-in-aid to be 
secured lor lorty-two schoo,), belonging to the aeveral Christian 
denominations, twenty-nine being Rnman Catholic, eleven Church 
of England, and two Methodist Schools. 

Ordinance No_ 28 of 1875 raised to £4,000 the annual Vote in 
favour of Grant-in-aid Schools. and conferred on the Council of 
Education the power of framing Regulations specifying the 
manner in which, and the conditions under which. grants were 
to he made. To acqnire force of law. these Regulations had to be 
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approved by the Executive Council, then laid on the. tahle of the 
Council of Government for one full month, after which thflY were 

. promulgated, if not disapproved by the Legislature. This Ordi
nance retained t.he provision of Ordinance No.6 of 1856 respecting 
the inspection of aided schools and the presenting of the annual 
report. • 

The first Code of Regulations framed in virtue of Ordinance First Code in 
No. 28 of 1875 W88 promulgated on the 1st of January, 1876. 1876. 

Under that Code the grant·in-aid consisted :-First, of the pay-
ment of three-fourths of the head teacher's salary, which varied 
in accordance with the class of certificate which he held; second, 
of a result grant of four Hhillings per pupil for each of the three 
elAmentary subjects, reading, W1-it~ng, and aritbmetic, on con
ditionthat he paSsed in two of the subjects; third, of a 
capitation grant of 2s. 6d. a quarter for each pupil in average 
attendance; fourth, of a maintenance grant of half the cost of 
maintaining the buildings and furniture according to specifica-
tions approved by Government; fifth, of a building grant of 
three-fourths· of the cost of buildings erected and of furniture 
purchased with the approval of Govt'rrunent. 

The programme included English and French, but the marks for 
reading and writing were reckoned together. 

These Regulations having boon revised, a new Code was put into Cod. of 1877. 

force on the 1st of July, 1877. It enacted that the examinations 
should be condur-ted in one language, the choice of which wa.q left 
to the manager. ilt stipUlated also that II fourth-cla.os teacher's 
certificate could he St'Cured by passing the examination in one 
language (English, French, or an Indian dialect). For certificates 
of a higher class candidates could take up English and an Indian 
dialect, English and French, or French and an Indian dialect. 

There was a modification of tho nature of the gr&llt-in-aid. Inde
pendently of the payment of the head teacher's salary, provision 
was made for the payment of an additional teacher at the mte of 
R.300 a year, pt'r sixty pupils in average attendance_ The 
manager had the power of distributing the result grant among the 
salaried teachers. The capitation grant was reduced to R.1 
per quarter. The building grant was abolished, and the mainten
ance grant reduced to the fifth of the rent valuation of the buildings. 
The grant-in-aid was to be withdrawn if the school building and 
furniture were not to the satisfaction of the Schools Committee, 
if the number of pupils prest'nt during 200 haIf-days at least in the 
year fell below 30 per cent. of the number on roll; if during two 
years in suooeesion a school did not cause at least 30 per cent. of the 
pupils on roll to pass in standards at the annnal examination, and if 
the avera!!\' attendance of pupils during the preceding school year 
ft'll below twenty. 

A third CodE\, brougbt into foroe on the 1st of June, 1882, laid Code of 1882. 
down that the examination should be held exclusively in English, 
and that the knowledge of English and of another JllDgttagt' WIU 

necessary in order to secure a teachers' certificate. This Code 
837& 0 
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admitted of the employment, in schools of n1l09 or of lay helpe1'8, 
holden! of certificates of employ; but th4'Y could in no wise share 
in the capitation and result grants. From the 1st of May, 1882, 
no non-eertificated teacher could draw a salary paid by the State. : 

By this Code the avenge attendance required to warrant the pay
ment of an assistant teacher was reduced from sixty to fifty. The 
result payment was raiged to &.10 per pupil passing in 
Staodarda I. and II" to &.12.50 for standards m. and IV" lind 
to &'15 for Standards V. and VI., under the restriction of a 
limit of age. The capitation grant was reduced to RO.2;; 
per quarter, and the maintenance grant consisted ill the 
fourth of the rent valuation of the school buildings. No 
grant-in-aid could be made to a school if it were opened within Ii 
distance of less than two kilometres from another school. 

Cod. of 1883. The fourth Code was pl'Omulgated on tho 1st of June, 1883. It 
extended to the 31st of May, 1884, the date from which no non
certificated tfo.acher was to be paid a fixed salary, and suspended the 
limit of age. 

Cod. of 1885. The fifth Code in 1885 rendered the holding of a certificate of 
competency obligatory from the 1st of January, 1885, an exception 
being made in favour of such teachera as had been previously em
ployed ; and provided for the payment of a fixed 8IIlary of It.240 
a year to nuns or lay helpera holding certificates of employ. 

Code of 1890. The sixth Code was promulgated in 1890. It did away 
with all restrictions as to distance between schools, with the 
payment of school fees, and a limit of age fixed for each standard. 
Managara were empowered to establish schools on the half-time 
system, and to create Agricultural or Industrial Schools. The 
salaries of teache1'8 were paid entirely by Government at the end of 
each month. Honorary certificates of competency of four different 
grades, and' hosed on lenf.(th of service, were granted to old 
uncertificated teachera. The privilege of holding a certificate 
of employ, equivalent to a fourth - class teacher's certifi
cate, was restricted to females. The English and French 
languages were rendered obligatory subjects throughout all 
the standards, as well as in the examinations for teache1'8' 
certificates of competency. Optional subjects were introduced 
into the syllabus for schools, and an additional grant paid 
for passing in such subjects. The grant-in-aid could be entirely 
withdrawn from a school when the school building and furniture 
were not in accordance with the oonditioll1l prescribed by law. The 
result grant might be withdrllwn if, during two successive years, 
less t1vm 35 per cent. of the number of pupillJ in average attendance 
during the two quarl4'rs preceding the examinations had passed 
the annual examinations. The fixed aalary of the teacher might be 
v.ithdrawn It during the preceding civil year, the average attend
ance of pupili had been less than twenty. This Code further laid 
down the principle that the .annual sum voted by the Legislature 
for Grant-in-add Schools cannot be exceeded- This W&8 done bl 
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paying the mrult grant pro rata if the balance available after pay
ment of the total saMI'II and maintenance grant was insufficient. 

The Code of 1890 has been replaeed by the one framed in 1902 Code all902. 
(- App. B) by the Committee of Primary Instruction. con-
stituted under Ordinance No. 33 of 1899 (_ App. A). The 
powers of this Committee in regard to Primary Schools have been 
dl'llCribed above. 

The work of Primary Education in Mauritius is carried out by ~visioo of 
two eJaases of achoo/S, styled respectively Government and Grant-~Ed ... 
in-aid Schools, in which attendance is not compulsory. . 

In the Government Schools the teachers are appointed and paid Goo-enuoenL 
by Government; the achool bnildings and apparatus are provided acbooIo. 
and maintained by Government, and the management of the 
achools is in the handa of the Director of Public Instruction. 

They were divided, before the introduction of the Code of 1902, CJaaoeo of 
into four categoril'll :_ :-t 

(I) The Firat Grade Schools. Division r., the teachers of 
which draw a fixed salary of R,2,OOO a year, in the case of 
males, and of R.1,OOO in that of femall.ll. 

(2) The Firat Grade Schools, Division IL, in which teachers 
draw a fixed IiaIary plus a REBult payment of R.5 per pupil 
passing in standards. First Grade, Division II. Schools include 
three different cle , according 88 the number of pupils in 
average attendance is 100 or more, fifty and under 100, and 
Ieaa than fifty. In Firat Grade Schools there are six 
standards or eI8seea of pupils. 

(3) The Second Grade Schoo./.!!. in which the Elementary 
aubjeclB are generally taught up to Standard IV., and the 
average attendance of pupils ranges between forty and twenty. 
ThIlge were originally started to meet the educational needs of 
remote and sparsely-populated parts. 

(4) The Second Grade (1IaII-time) Government Schools. 
They are under the same conditions as to teaching and average 
attendance 88 the Iast-mentioned elasa of achools, and were 
established principally for the education of children belonging 
to the Indian population, and employed part. of the day On 
l'lltatea. The half-time principle, as applied to theoe achools, 
has proved an utter failure. They are virtually fuU-time 
acbools. 

In Government Schools the holidays are as follows: Holy KoIida,.. 
Week, two weeks in August, four weeks in December and 
January. ewry Satunlay, all Government holidays. 

In aided echoola the llanager must gi''8 notice to the Dinletor 
of all holidays other than public holidays. 

During 1901 there W_ 88wnty-five Government ScbooIa in !iam"" al 
operation; three 01 these were closed during the year, leaving on ~L 
the 31st ofDeeember,l901, aeventy-two-ten belonging to the Firat 1901. 

Grade, Firat Division ; thirty-eix to the First Grade, Second Divi-
&ion; twenty-one to the Second Grade (PuII-time), and five to the 
Second Grade (Half-time). 

83'/$ 0 So 
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Attendance The average number of pupils on roll in 1901 in the Bever, 
:::e~::~';'ls cl8SSe8 of Government Schools was 9,352, with an averaf 
in 1901. attendance of 5,584. 
G .... nt·in·aid In Primary Aided Schools the teachers are appointed by UI 
scbools. salaried persons styled managers on condition that such tRJUlbpl 

satisfy the regulations \, ith regard to qualifications an 
numbers of staff, which are the same as for teachers in Goverl 
ment Schools. The ownership of tbe school is vested in suc 
manager, who is responsible for its control and direction, and fa 
providing the school buildings and apparatus. . 

NnDl~r of. These schools are all denominational. During 1901 ther 
G~nt~·ald were ninety-nine of them in operation; five of these were clOKe 
~t' and during th\! year and one fresh one was added to the grant, Iisf 
attendance. leaving on the 31st of December, 1901, ninety·rour-divided a 

follows: sixt.y-five Roman Catholic, twenty-six Church of England 
two Presbyterian, and one Mahomedan. The average number 0 

pupils on roll was 9,668 and the avernge attendances 6,374. 
Condit!ons of In order to obtain a grant-in-aid the Code of 1902 atatet 
~:i.ant-ln. that a school must be necessary for ite locality, must have had a[ 

average daily attendance of at least fifty in Port Louis or an) 
township, or twenty-five irt th3 country districts, for the thrill 
months preceding the application for a grant, mu~t satisfy certai~ 
specified conditions as to furniture and accommodation, an~ 
must admit children of any religion or race. A grant-in.aid 
consists of the salaries of the teachers, according to the cl_ 
of certificates held by tbem, as in Government Schools, result 
grants, on the same basis as the result grants paid to Govern· 
ment Schools and on the same conditions and to be divided among 
the teachers in the same manner, and one quarter of the rent 
valuation of tlte school premises and the head teacher's quarters. 

No grant shall be paid to a school whieh has not been open for 
!!Chool work for 200 entire school days during the civil year in 
which the annual examination of the school takes plaoo. 

Inspection of The in9pectioll of PI'imary Schools, Government and Aided, 
l'btl is carried out by two Inspectors of Schools, one sub-Ill spector, 
oe 00 and a Governmellt teacher specially appointed to 8I!8ist the Inspec. 

tors. They are all appointed by the Governor. 
Examination The pupils of each school are every year presented to the In· 
of l'rimaty spector for examination. For the standards of examination 
schools. under the Code of 1902 _ Appendix B (Schedule A). At the 

examination, all chUdren attending the school shall he presented 
to the Impector, but th.e examination shall be limited to the 
pupi19 in Standards L-V t , 

Notice of the examination must be given at wast one month 
previously. 

Subjects of The obligatory elementary subjects are English and French, 
instrnatiOIL (reading, writing and conversation) and arithmetw. In reading 

t he child must satisfy the Inspector thet he has mastered the 
meaning of the English or French text. In 1Irriting. the test in the 
lower -.u\ards is an English or a French dictation exercise~ 
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and in'the npper ones composition: a simple description of object.! 
or events, a letter. or the reproduction of a narrative previously 
read aloud. The course of study in arithmetic embraces the 
four simple rules. numeration. notation. short problems oon 
the fi1'8t four rules. bazaar and 0 shop accounts in rupees and 
cents. bills or invoices. vulgar and decimal fractions. problems in
volving the metric measures of length. weight. and capacity. 
greatest common measure. least common multiple. and problems 
on square and cubic measurements. 

In order to obtain a pass. a pupil must secure two·fifths of the 
maximum. of the marks in each division of each of the e1ementaJy 
subjects. To pupils ('arning four-fifths of the maximum in each 
obligatory subject. merit certificates are awarded. 

Result granlll. which under the old rel!nlations were on a different Result p&y" 
scale for Government and Aided Schools. are paid under the Code mente. 
of HI02 til both Government and grant-in-aid Schools as follows:-

For a paBB in the obligatory subjects : 
In Standard I. -
In .. JI
In .. ill. 
In .. IV. 
In .. V. 
In .. VI. 

-. 

R.I) 
R.6 
R.B 

R.10 
R.12 
R.II) 

o For a pass in each optional subject: 
In Standard IlL .- R.3 
In .. IV. R.3 
In .. V. R.4 
In ., VI. R.4 

These grants are divided among the teachers according to a 
fixed scale determined by the average attendance and staff of 
school. 

Under the Code of 1902 the stall of a Government ~rimary 
School exclusive of the hll&d teacher must be according to the average 
attendance as follows: below 40. one monitor; 41-00. one assis
tant; 61-80. one assistant and one monitor; 81-100. one aBSistant 
and two monitors. If the number exceeds 100 there may be an 
assistant or two monitors for every fifty or part of fifty greater 
than twenty·five in ex08II8 of 100. in addition to the stall allowed 
for 100; for twenty-five or 1888. one extra monitor will be allowed. 
But the entire number of uncertifioated monitors must not exceed 
the number of teachers. including the head teacher and assistants. 

One of the conditions of obtaining a result grant is that the 
number of passes must not be less than 40 per cent. of the number 
of pupils in standards on the roll ou the .day of lIXamination. 

To be eligible for the re:!ult grant a child must have made Roquisite 
at the school in which he is e>:ruuinoo. 170 attendances of at ~~ 
least two hours at secular instruotion during the twelve months gtaat. 
°J>l'eCeding the ('xamination. unless he may have been trnn.~f('rred 
from nnothl'l" school. in which. C4S8 the grant is divided between 
the two 1'Oh00~ 
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nit of age. The attendance of a child cannot be reckoned before he has 
attained the age of five yeal'S, and no pupil may be retained on 
the register after the annual examination which follows his or 
her eighteenth birthday in schools for boys only,. or for girls only 

. . or after his or her sixteenth birthday in mixed schools. 
~:i:':i:"on GIn 1901 10,545 pUP~ were pl'esented for examination in tbe 
Ul. overnment and State-wded Schools; 7.191 of these passed. 

rill. 

lrawing. 

4ar.ual 
rai. .•. D!. 

No. examined. No. passed. 
Government ~hools - - 5648 3683 
Roman Catholic Aided 3656 2630 
Church of England do. - 1027 749 
Presbyterian do. - 124 67 
Mahomedan do. - 90 62 

Singing is not a pubject 0.1 instruction in tho primary school~ 
of the Colony. 

Cookery and Domestic Economy are not taught in scbools. __ ~ 
Pupils of every primary school must be drilled every day for 

at least a quarter of an bour. Corporal punishment is forbidden: 
Drawing fif.,'Ilre8 as a subject of exami"ation in the "umculum 

for teachers, but not in that for scholars. A c18S!1 in wbich freehand 
drawing and practical gPOnwtry are taui:ht is held evel')" Dlorning 
befOl" school hours, in Port lOllis, for mch subordinate teachers 
aq are preparing for -their certificate examinatioIlll, and reside in 
Port louis; hut no wTangelllent exists hy which tffiChers reoiding 
in the country districts can be t.aught- drawing. 

The Code of 1902 makes provision for c1asaes to be established 
at Primary Government or Aided Scbools to teach the mechanical 
principles of a trade. Such a class may be established in con
nection with several schools. Attention is especially to be given 
to teaching the pupils the principles of the trade rather than to 
the making of useful articles. -The pupils should attend for '''0 
periods of two hours each a week, and half an hour out of E'3ch 
period of two hours may be employed in drawing and in explaining 
the work that is to be done. Pupils must have passed at least 
the second standard, and preference ,,·ill be given to those wh(l 
have passed a higher standard. 

The Cooe of 1902 provides for the establiahment of half-time 
schools (Government or Grant-in-aid) for Indian children. The 
subjects taught in saeh schools will be the obligatory subjects for 
the standards in Primal)' ~hoola as far as Standanl IV., provid...J 
that an Indian dialect may be substitated for French or English. 
The teachel!! in such schools must be able to speak and write a 
Indian dialect. Result gr.mts shall be paid for pupils in til 
aehools who have made 130 complete attendances of three he 
each on separate days and who aatisfy the Inspector at the aDD 
eX 8JJlination. Such schools must have two complete sesaio 
during the day, in each of which three whole honn are devoted ' 
secular instruction, the instruction given at the morning ~. 
being independent of that in the afternoon, 80 as ~ allow po~'t 
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attending one session a day. to receive a. consecutive ,oourse of 
instruction:. . . . . . . 

Beligious iNtruction is giV~ll by the clergy ot the .dilrpren{ Helijri""" 
denominationa once a week in the schoolroom or at church. The ID8~ructlon. 
lessons set by the religious instructors are Iparnt every morning 
for half an hour in the Gov~rnment Schools. In Aided Schools the 
Department does not interfere with this subject bllyond insisting 
on the observance of a conscience clause. 

In the lower classes of a achool, to the Third Standard inclusive, Language of 
any language may be employed as the medium of instruction, that IDotrucuOD. 
language being used which is most suitable for the pupils, as deter, 
mined by the Director in the case of a Government School, and by 
the Manager in the case of a Grant-in-aid School. English and 
French are taught from the beginning as subjects of study, pro-
vided that in half-time schools an Indian dialect may be substi-
tuted for French or English. i'rom the Fourth Standard and 
upwards English alone is employed, except in the case of French 
lessons, whioh are given in French. 

There are no continuation sohools, or achools for the deaf and 
dumb, in the Colony. 

No arrangement exi~~ whereby free meals are provided for 
lJoorly scholars. . , 

Under the Code of 1902, the salaries of teachers in both Govern- T...,hera' 
mellt and Aided Schools dppend on the class of certificate which Salari ... 

they hold. The following is the scale of payment of the fixed 
portion of the teacher's <!molumentR, th~ remainder being marle 
up of a 1'PSult gru.nt. Teachers in Government Schools also receh'o 
free residence or an allowance in lieu thereof. 

MEN. 
1st Class certificate R.80 per mouth, 
2nd do. do. 
3rd do. do. 

WOMBN. 

R.40 
R.30 

.. .. 
1st C1sss certificate R.60 per month. 
2nd do. do. 
3rd do. do. 

Certificated Monitors -
6th Standard Monitors 
5th Standard Monitors 

R.30 
R.25 

R.20 
R.12 
R.8 

.. ,. 
u .. .. 

As Gvvernment teacheni are Civil servants, they are entitled tll P.""io .... 
pensions, and their pensionable service counts 88 soon 88 they are 
in receipt of a salary of 250 rupees a year. -

III aial'd schools the teachers are appointed by the local nl.'Ulagers, 
but tha salaries ·are paid by Government according to a acale laid 
down in th~ Code and to the class of certificate. 

There p.xists in the Ollony no nomlal school or training collt>ge_ "Training of 
• A Ho~e"uueD." TI.mit18 Scbool to train elemeotary teachen fur b.lya baa Te.chela. 

heeu eetabli.ahtHl, .u,l it is boped t.b&t a tk-hool may 800Q be opened for the 
t.raining of women te.chent.. (ColOD~ Reports.. 4nuqaJ., N~ 4:12, YauritillR. 
R.!pon fur-l9OL C4. I i_17~ . 
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The Code of 1902 makes provision for the employment of moni· 
tors, who are required to pass the monitors' examination. (See 
Appendix B., Schedule C.). Monitors must not be less than 
thirteen years of age. 

In Government Schools the head teacher is bound, either before or 
after school hours, to devote not less than four hours a week to teach· 
ing and training the monitors. The head teacher receives a payment 
of R.20 for each monitor who passes the monitor's examination. 

Pupils who are in the Sixth Standard, who desire to be trained 
as teachers, may be employed as volunteers, They are not paid 
anything, but they &Rsist in the teaching for a limited time during 
lUlhool hours and receiv" one hour's inskuction per day from the 
head· teacher, before or after scpool hours. The instruction may 
be given along with that given to the monitors. The rules for 
monitors and volunteers in Grant-in-sid Schools are the as~_ 
as for those in Government Schools. ,--

To facilitate the recruiting of teachers for Aided Schools, Govern· 
ment has appl'Oved certain regulations passed by the Council of 
Education in 1892, by which fifteen yearly studentships have been 
created, the holders of which receive fl'Om Government R.12 
a month, during' two years, so as to qualify themselves for 
the teachers' examinations at certain schools chosen for the purpose 
by the heads of the several Christian churches. A further sum 
of R.5 a month is paid, per student, to the head teachers 
of the schools at which the training takes place. The number 
of students to which each class of denominational schools is entitled 
is based on the average attendance of pupils during the preceding 
year. To "Becure the object in ,-iew, an examination conducted 
hy the Inspectors of Schools takes place in the month of December 
of each year. The candidates must be presented by school managers, 
and be over sixteen years of age and under twenty-one years of 
age on the 1st of December of the year in which they are presented 
for examination. 

T"""I!""". Under the Code of 1902, teschers' certificates of competency 
examl~loR8 of the second and third classes are obtained by passing in 
for rertlli· A f h h .. ired b Ia F' _ of com· ugust 0 eac year t e exammations requ y '... or 
petency. a second class certificate it is necessary to have taught in • 
. Go\'ernmpnt or AidPd Primary School or schools for fi ve years and 

t.J have l'ee(>ived satisfactory reports, and similarly fur. third cl:188 
certificate it is ~ to have taught for three ,ears. The 
syllabus includes English and French Reading and Conversation, 
English and French Gram7IM, English and French Orthography 
and Composition, English and French Translation, Arithruetie, 
Geography, Engli.h and French History, Drawing, Pn.ctical 
Geometry, and School Management, with Algebra and Euclid for 
males and Xeedlework for females. (See Appendix B, Schedule D.) 

The fourth class certificates formerly granted to teachers have 
been abolished by the,Code of 1902, but the present holders ofsuch 
certificates are regarded as certificated and are paid at the ra te 
at which they were paid before the present Code came in~ fo~" 
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At; the examinations held in August, 1901, under the old con· 
ditioD8, 212 candidatEs II&t for their certificates. Of these thirty. 
one only were successful. 

For the 4th class certificate: 134 came forward, 20 passed. 
,,3n1 " 49" 9 " 
" 2nd " 29" 2" 

These examinations are conducted by members of the :Royal College 
teaching sta.ff. 

A firat.dass certificate cannot be obtained by examination, but 
by efficient work of the holder of a 8OOOnd-elass certificate 88 the 
head teacher of a school, after five good annual reporta from the 
Head of the Education Department. 

By qualifying in school management, teachers' certificatEs are 
under the Code of 1902 granted to the following:-· 

(o) A third-elass certificate to a candidate who baa 8uccessfully 
passed one of the following examinalions; 

1. The Junior (Ambridge Local. 
2. The 6th or 7th Standard of the Examination of the Higher 

Education of girls. 
3. The ~yal. College Middle-elaaa or Upper Remove Class 

Exanunation. 
4 The French "Brevet de capacite EIementaire. 
5. Any other certificate which the Imector shall COIllIider 

equivalent. . 
(b) A II8COIld-daaa certificate to a candidate who baa paeaed: 

1. The Senior Cambridge Local. 
2. The London University Matriculation. 

A IIBCOnd-elass certificate is issued to holders of first c\asa 
certifies lei! of the College of Preceptors or hold8lll of the French 
.. Bre"et de capacite superieur" or to those who have obtained 
any othp.1" certificate which the DirectDr shall consider equivalent. 

The following is the number of teachers employed in the l'rimary Number 01 
Schools in 1901 :_ Teoeh .... in 

T •• Go co_ Gooemmonl 
.Ll'I VERNI4XNT "" .. OOIB. and Aided 

Head teachers: Males "62 Schools in 
Females - 13 11101. 

Assistant teachers ". " 78 
l[ouitDrs and Monitresses " - 118 

Total " 271 
IN AIDED ScBooI&-{Teachers whoee aalaries are paid by 

Government.) 
Head Teachers 
AaIizltants 

- 96 
- 101 

Total" - - -]97 
A!I a ~~ ~tween Secon~~ Primary Edu~tion scholarships = 

and exhibibons have been instituted. The> subjects of eumina--. ..... hi),o 
tion include EnglUA OM Frndt.: Reading, con~rsstion. recita. ::;:111. 
tion. grammar. dictation, eomposition; AritA...nc: GeogrupA,: hoJa. 
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Europe an~ MauritiUll, with maps, elementary physical ge0-
graphy; Htstory: That of England to the close of the Norman 
conquest; and that of France to the death of Saint louis; 
Algebra: To simple equations with problems involving the same; 
Euclid: to end of Book I., with easy deductions; Drawing Rnd 
Practical Geometry. 

There may be awarded yearly six scholarships of R.l00 per 
annum, tenable for four years, together with free tuition at the 
Royal ~lIege until the end of the year in which the scbolarship 
holder IS twenty years of age, and six exhibitions entitling the 
holders to free tuition at the Royal College until the end of the 
year in which they are twenty years of age . 
. These twelve yearly rewards are open to all pupils who have 

attended a Primary Government or Aided School from the 
bel!'inning of the second year preceding tbe year in which tbe ex. 
amination takes place. The examination is beld in tbe montb 
of December. . 

Candidates must not be over fifteen years and not under twelve 
years of age on the first day of July in the year in which the 
examination takes place. Successful ·candidates must eam at 
le88t 30 per cent. of the maximum marks obtainable in each sub· 
ject., and three-fifths of the total mark. obtainable. Farther 
particulars 88 to thede scholarships, and 8lI to the scbolarships for 
girls, are given in the Code of 1902 (Appendix B.). 

Since 1895 Government ha.~ instituted scholarships fur girls 
attending the Primary Schuols, in order to enable them to pursue 
a higher course of studies than that which ohtains in the Primary 
Schools. These scholarships are four in number, being each of 
the value of R.244 a year, tenable for three years, with free 
grant of books and free railway travelling, whenever the 
girls' parenlB are too poor to pay for the same. The successful 
candidates must pursue their studies at a girls' HChool recognU!ed 
88 one preparing for the examinations under the scbeme for tbe 
Hi~her Education of Girls. 

Candidates must have passed tbe Fifth Standard, be under 
fourteen years of age on the 31st of August oIthe year in which they 
compete, and bave attended a Primary Government or Aided 
School for at least three years immediately preceding the 1st of 
August of the year in wbich the examination ia held. The 
examination ia held in tbe month of August. The subjects of 
examination are the obligatory subjects of the Fiftb Sl:!Uldard oj 
Instruction m a Primary SchOl'I, and th .. optional subjects, En!(1iah, 
French and Geography. Sucicessfnl candidates must eam at leaat 
one thinl of the maximum marks In each subject, and two-tbirds of 
the total marks obtainable in all the subjects. 

Witn .. view to encouraging needlework among girls attendinl! 
the Primary Schools four needlework scholarships, each of 
the annual value of R.100, tenable for three years, have long 
been instituted by Government. The rules governing these 
scholarships were revised in 1892. The competition is under tbe 
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control of a ladies' committee appointed by the Governor, and 
compriBea the usual shirt-aleeve test, to include: A seam made 
by running, back-stitclUng and felling, hemming, gathering, 
stitching, button-hole, the gusset, eyelet-hole and loop, and a \mow
ledge of berring-bone stitching and of repairing old linen and 
stockings. Candidates ~ust be between thea~ of fourteen and 
seventeen. The four yearly successful candidates are duly appren
ticed to 80me pel"9ODS .accepted by the committee, and their daily 
attendance is registered. The members of the ladies' committee 
from time to time call at the shops or establishments in wbich 
apprentices are trained in order· to ascertain their progress and 
conduct. 

The sum expended by Government on Primary Education in Cost to 
1900· was R.298,870.94. ~..:; 

m.-TBcmnCAL· AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 
Ectuoation 

Technical and Industrial Schools, in the proper sense of tbe term, 
do not exist in the Colony. The only approach to technical in
struction consists in the yearly appointment by tbe Education 
Department of eight apprentices at the Government Plaine LauzuD 
Railway Workshops and of two at the Botanical Gardens, Curepipe .. 
The selection of these ten apprentices is dependent on a competitive 
l'xamination held in December each year, conducted. by the 
Inspector of Schools. The subjects of exanlination are English 
and French, Reading and Dictation, and Arithmetic. Successful 
candida.l.eol must ohtsin at least ODe-third of the total marks in 
each subject. . The regulations for both cissses of acholarships. 
were revised in 1902 and the number of the engineering 
acbolarships was increased from five to eight. 

For the apprenticesbips at the Railway Workshops, candidates Al?preI,ti .. 

must be not more than sixteen years of age on the first of ~~!':::'~., 
January next following the examination, and of a sound con- roiJw0l. 
stitution. The apprenticeship lasts AU: years, dwing which work. 'OPS 
the .ollowing rates of daily wages are paid :-&.0.40 in the first 
year, R.0.50 in the second. &.0.60 in the third, &.0.70 in the 
fourth. and R.0.85 in the fifth and R.t in the sixth. The yearly 
increBSl.' in the Wllgl'll is consequent on the apprentice's diligence 
and good conduct. Inefficient apprentices mRy be discharged. 
and irregular ones punishM by IOtoppage of pRy. In case of illnl'lll 
certified by a medical attendant, half-pay is allowed for absences 
not exceeding sill: days in a month. Full pay is allo\\ed if the 
ilInees is caU9l'd hy 9OIll8 injury received whilst at work. 

An apprentice is. required for the first three years of his 
apprenticeship to do manual work for about six hours a day and 
re<'e1\'eO for about two hours a dsv theoretical instruction in 
subjects connected with his work, incitl(ling Arithmetic, Ye~
tion, Geometry. Algebra, Geometrical Drawing and lletsllurgy. 
For the last three y8RI"8 of the apprenticeship. an apprentice will 
be required to work 'or about eight hours a day. his work con
sisting partly of manual aud partly of theoretical work . 

• III 1909 it ,.... R.291.5O(I.0II. See C<>Iooiai Repons, AmI""L .IoI&uri ...... 
Report Iw 1902. No. .12. Cd. 1768-\7. 
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oltural Candidates fOt" the apprenticeships at the Botanical Gardena 
,ti... Curepipe, must be not more tban seventeen years of age on the finn 

of January next following the examination, and of sound con
stitution. The apprenticeship is for four years, and entitles the 
holder to the following rates of wages :-First year, RAS per 
annum; second yl'fLt", R.60; third year, R.75; and tbe fourth 
year R.I00; plus free quarters and R.2 a week for rations 
during the wbole tenure of the apprenticeship. Apprentices work 
about S hours a day. They are taugbt the handling of garden
ing implemente, how to prepare the eoil, potting, grafting 
pruning, laying out grounds, etc., and the principles of 
Agriculture, Botany and Forestry. The more advanced appren
tices are also instructed in the oollection and preasing of botanical 
specimens, and dissecting and drawing flowers. The condi tiona as 
to increase and stoppage of psy, etc., are the same as in the 
case of the engineering apprentices. 

IV. GOYEIINlIENT REFORMATORY. 

A Government Reformatory has been in existence for many 
years. It is situated in a country district, in good and well-ven
tilated buildings with large grounds attached. It is under the 
control of the prison authorities, who are responsible for the 
discipline and the moral and material care of the inmates. The 
Education Department is entrusted witb the instruction of the 
latter, and has to provide two certificated teachers. The lads are 
divided into two batches, always kept apart from each other, one 
made up of sllch 88 have been convicted of offenoo. of a criminal 
character, the other of those who are undergoing short sentences 
of detention. No offender is sent to the Reformatory when above 
eighteen year.! of age. 

For school purposes the lads are half-timers, one batch attending 
in the morning and the other in the afternoon. The instruction 
imparted at tbe two Reformatory Schools is that which obtains 
in the Primary Schools of the Colony. The pupils are grouped 
into standards, and the subjecte taught are Englisb, French and 
Arithmetic. Like other Primary Schools, those at the Reformatory 
are visited and inspected by officers of the Education Department, 
to whom the two teachers are responsible for the progresa of 
the inmates. 

On the last inspection day 57 pupils were present, 42 811 belong
ing to the criminal class, and 1:;" to the non.mminal. Out of the 
batch of 42, 10 were presented for examination: 4 in Standard I., 
3 in Standard n., 1 in Standard ill., and 2 in Standard IV. The 
examination was suOOE9lfpIly passed by six lads. 

Of the hatch of 15, llwere presented for examination: 7 in 
Standard I~ 3 in Standard~and 1 in Standard ill; S passed 
to the Inspector's satisfactio • 

When not at school, the are employed in gardening or in 
learning a trade. 
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APPENDIXA. 

THE EDUCATION ORDINANCE. 1899. 

No. 33 of 1899. 

AN ORDINANCE 
ENACTED BY THE GOVERNOR OF MAURITIUS AND ITS DEPEND

ENCIES, WITH THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE CoUNCIL OF 
GOVERNMENT THEREOF. 

To MAKE BETTER PROVISION ~'OR EDUCATION, AND TO REVISE 
AND CODIFY THE LAW WITH REGARD THERETO. 

[CONSOLIDATED ORDINANCE No.3.] 
ARRANGBHlUfT OJ' BBOTIONS AND ARTICLES. 

SECTION. 
I. The Del'artment of Public Instruction, the Director . 

. and OtE .. rs • -' - . - - - - Article.:HI. 
II. Committe .. of Instrnction - Articl .. 7-14. 

HI. Schools aud T .... hers- Articl .. 15-21_ 
IV. Royal College Fees - - Articl .. 22-24. 
V. English Scholarships - - Articl .. 25-31. 

BE IT ENACTED by the Governor, with the advice and consent of tho 
Council of Government as follows :-

Short Title. 
L This Ordinance may be cited as .. The Education Ordinance, 1899." 

D~"itw.... 
I. In this Ordinance: .. Director" mean. the Director of Public Instrnc

tion . 
.. Rector' means the Rector of the Royal College. . 
.. Royal Coll~' includ .. every Department or 8mnch of the Institution 

called the Royal College. 
SECTION I. 

'11111' DBPARTlIIINT oP PtmLIo INsTRUCTION, THB DIRBCTOB AND OPPIOBBS. 

C.-I"", qf Deparl_l. 
3. (1) The Council of Education and the Committees thereof esteblished 

by Ordinance No. 38 of 1860 are hereby abolished, .. nd in liou thereof there 
sball be created a Govornment Department to be styled the Department 
of Public Instruction. 

(~) The Head of the Department ahall be styled the Director of Public 
In.truction. H •• hall receive such salary as shall be fixed by the Governor 
with the eonsent of the Council of Government. 

(3) The post of Superintendent of S.:hools is hereby abolished; provided 
that the liolder thereof shall not b. entitled to any eompensation by 
"""",n of .uch abolition, if he is appointed to any other ollice in the Colonial 
Service to which at I .... t an Bltuivalent salary is atteched. 

(4) The Officere of the Department shall be as follows : 
i. The Rector and staft' of the Royal College ; ~ 
it Th. Princi~ and steff of any U<>vernment Institntion established 

for Technical, Agricultural, Commercial or General Education; 
iii. Inspectora of Schools; 

and such clerks &nd .... ants as shall 1:. &ppointed by the Governor at 
sa1aries to be IixeJ by the U<>vernor with the advice and CODlI8Ilt of the 
Council of Government. 
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Tram!er 0/ properly 0/ C""""illo G(fI}~. . 
4. All property moveable or immoveable, and all right&, claima or liabili· 

ties which at the time this Ordinance come." into force are vested in the 
Council of Education hereby abolished, .hall be traneferred to and shall 
vest in the Government. 

Provided that aUeuch property which may have been granted, bequeathed 
or presented to the aaid Council for the pUrpOlle of endowing professorial 
chairs, lectureships, bursa.ries or prizes, or for founding libraries or mwreum8 
in the Royal College, or in any government school, shall henceforth be 
applied to the aame objects as heretofore. 

Dulin 0/ Direcwr. 
5. It shall be the duty of the Director to prepare Reln1lations for the due 

carrying out of provisions of this Ordinance, and to su6mit the same to the 
Committees of Public Instruction hereinafter rt'ferred to; and furtber, 
whenever he shall think fit, to submit to the aaid Committees amendments 
of the aame. He shall be responsible for the carrying out of such ReguI .... 
tions. 

He shall, before the month of April in each year, make to the Governor 
a Report upon the state of every eduCRtional establi.hment supported or 
aided by public funds under the provision. of this Ordinance, and ouch 
&port shall be printed and laid before the Council of Government. 

He shall further whenever he shall think fit report to the Governor on 
an)' matter relative to the education of yonth in tlie Colony. 

He shall have the right to visit and inspect the Royal Colle~, and to 
inspect and direct the Inspectors to inspect at all reasonable tIm.., any 
school (other than one forming part of the Royal College) supported, '" 
aided out of, or receiving a grant from public funw.. 

(2) The exercise of all the powers conferred on the Director nnder thia 
Ordinance shall be subject to an appeal to the Governor in E%eC1ltive 
Coun~ . 

Dutin 0/ .&cwr. 
6. The Rector shall be entrnsted with preserving the discipline of tbe 

Royal College, and shall be the executive officer for carrying out within the 
Royal College any provisions of the RegnlaQODB applicable thereto. 

SEcrION II. 
eollllITl'IIE8 OP hiSTRUCl'IOJI. 

CfJmmittel 0/ Superior I~. 
7. In respect to Superior and Secondary Education in the Colony, there 

shall be established & Committee to be Btyled the Committee of ~uperi"r 
Instruction and composed as follows: 

i. The Director,-(Chairman). 
ii. The Rector . 
iii. The follo.,fug members appointed by the Governor in the month 

of December in every year: 
( ... ) on the oomination of the Managen of AMociated SchooI.o-ooe 

member. 
(6.) on the n0m!nation of the Managers o! Girl'. ~~Ia, puJrilo ?f 

which have obtalDed Jl&88"" at the preceding examtnatlOll held In 
connection with the Higher Education of Girbo-one member. 

(c.) choeen by the Governor himself-eight members. 
Cammilla 0/ Primary b .. trudWfl. 

8. In respect to Primary Educa<!om- there shall be established & Com· 
mittee to be styled the Committee of Primary IDHtntction and <OD1posed as 
f.,lIows:-

i. The Director,-{Cbainnan). 
ii. The following members appointed by the Governor in the month 

of December in every year : 
(a) on the nomination of the Managen of Roman Catholic Grant-in

aid printary SchoolB-two members. 
(6) on the nomination of the Managen of the Protestant Grant-in

aid Primary Schoolo -one member. 
(c) chooen by the Governor himself-.-<!ight memben. 
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Procedu,refor'1JQminatiom by Manager. of ScJw"I •. 
9. For the purpose of proceeding to the nominations of the members of 

the respeative Committees by the Managers of the Schools referred to in 
articles 7 and 8, they shall respectively be convened by the Direetor at snch 
time and place as he sha.I1 think fit. 

The Secretaries of the Committees shall be Inspectors of Schools ap
pointed ad hoc by the Governor.. 

Prnon"' of Coo"mitte •• 
10. (1) The Committee of Superior Instruction shall have J'!'wer to make 

RegulatIons, which shall be called the" A Code," dea.Iing WIth the follow· 
ing sUbjects. 

i. The administration and management of the Royal College; 
ii. The ll8SOCiation of Colleges or schools of secondary .. nd Buperior 

instruction with the Royal College by affiliation or otherwiss, and the 
.pal.!"ent of reoult JrBnts-in-aid thereto ; 

ill. A system of wstruction in technic&J, agricultural, and commeriea.I 
education, and theyrogramme and schedule of studi .. therein; 

iv. The Higher Education of Girls, and the programme and schedule 
of studies thereof, and the payment of result grants-in-aid thereof; 

v. The award and tenure of scholarships and exhibitions, SUbject 
to the provisions of this Ordinance 80 far as concerns the English 
Scholarships. 

(2) The said Committee sha.I1 fix every year the curriculum of studies 
for the Roya.I College and othel' government educationa.I institutiona 

(3) The advice of the said Committee shall further be taken before 
any pUl'il of the Roya.I College is expelled or rusticated; provided that 
rusticatIon may be awarded br the Rector provisionally, subject to the 
fina.I decision· of the said CommIttee. 

Prnoer. 'of Committee. 
11. The Committee ·of Primary Iustruction shall have power to make 

Regulations, which shall be ea.Iled the" B Code," dealing with the follow
ing subjects : 

i. The good government, discipline and routine work of all primary 
government and grant-in-aid schools; 

ii. The attendancea required to entitle an!; school to a grant-in-aid; 
iii. The standarda of 'attainment in the subJects of instruction taught 

in any school necesssry to qua.Iify the school to earn a result grant; 
iv. The month of the annua.I examination of """h school for .. result 

g~tdenerallY the conditions under which the annual exsminations 
of schools for result grants shall be held; 

vi. The qua.Iifieations to be required for the issue and classification 
of certificates to teachers, the eaneellatio!,,'!.,uspension or reduction of 
such certificates, and geuera.Ily the pun' ent of teachere for mi.
behaviour . 

vii. The'condition. under which schools shall be entitled to .. grant
in-aid in respect to 8llfticient school-house accommodation, furuiture 
and api'B"'tus, and to the admiseion and Bttendan08 of scholars ; 

viii. The sca.Ie of saJari .. to be allowed to teachere according to the 
el .... of certificats held by them ; 

ix. The sea.Ie of result grants to be paid to the teachers of schools for 
each child passing a satisfactory examination in the prescribed 
standard.' . . 

x. The,;.....,er in which and the conditions under which all saJari .. 
and ..... ult grants are to be paid; • 

xi. A syetem of instruction in manua.I training for primary schools 
and for reformatDrJ and industrwachooIs. 

Cod. 10 60 laid .... T<Il>Io ef Ca-eJ. 
11. The Cod.. made under articl.. 10 and 11 shall be laid Upon th~ 

Table of the Council of Government. 
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Dutiu of C011IImittou. 
13. It shall be the duty of the Committees to sdvise upon all que.· 

tions connected with the education of youth in the Colony which are 
referred to them respectively by the Governor or the Director; and further 
it shall be competent for the said Committees .... pectively to Dlake .ug· 
gestions to the Governor or the Director in connection with such education 
without previous reference. . 

Emina" oj Cr>"..,.iltou. 
14. The Director may at any time summon a meeting of either of the 

Committees; and on requisition signed by anT. three memben of either of 
the said Committees he shall summon the saId Committee. The requisi· 
tion shall state the object for which the meeting is required to be 
summoned. 

The meetings of the Committees .hall be public, except when any qu ..... 
tion relating to the expul.ion or rustication of any pupil of the Royal 
College is WIder coU8ideration, and OP such other 0C<!88i0D8 when a 
majority of the Committees resyectively .hall 80 decide. 

Five members of a CommIttee inclnding the Director or chairman 
shall form a quorum. In the abBence of the Director the memberB present 
shall eleet the chairman. The Chairman shall have a C&8ting &8 w~1l &8 an 
original vote. 

Any member of either of the Committees appointed by the Governor 
may resign biB .eat by letter sddressed to the Governor. 

The Committee shall be held to be Ip~lly constituted notwithBtanding 
any vacancies therein by death, resignatIOn, or incapacity of any membe", 
if the number of memben be not reduced at any time by such vacancies 
below five. Provided always that every ouch vacancy may be filled up by 
a person appointed by the Governor, on the nomination of the person who 
shall have nominated the member whose death, reoignation or incapacity 
shsH have caused 8uch V&C8DCJ.. 

In case of failure by the saId person to nominate any pel'llOD to fill tho 
vacancy &8 aforesaid within fifteen day& it .hall be lawful for the Governor 
to appoint a person to fill BUCh vacancy without ouch nomination. 

SECTION III. 
8cBOOLS Al<D TIlACHIIlI8. 

Ckulu oj Sckoolo. 
10. (I) Schools of Primary Instruction ohaIl be divided into two 

classeB.;, Schools already or hereafter .. tablished and maintained entirely 
from the public funds of tho Colony (herein called Government 
schools) ; 

b. Schools already or hereafter establiBhed by local m&nager8 and 
to which aid ohaIl be contributed from tho public funds of tho Colony 
(herein called grant-in-aid sch""ls). 

(2) The Magistrates of each district, and snch per8Ol18 &8 the Governor 
may appoint, sliall be visitors of tho Government schools in eacb district. 

(!I) ReligIOns teaching .hall not form part of the ilUltmction to be given 
at any ~vemmeDt schoOl; but any Minister of a C-'hriBtian Religion shall be 
authonsed to give religIOUlI instruction to the children of tbs religiOUll 
denomination to which the Minister belonjlB, at snch tim .. and places .. 
may be agreed upon between him and tho lfuector. 

Pay of T~Clnd other Ezpemu. 
16. (1) The teachen in government schooh 8hsIJ receive .. 

reJnunem.tion-
i. A fixed 88lary to be paid aceording to tho claao of certificates 

held by thom; 
ii. A re8\lIt t • 
iii. F"", "";~ce'or an all"""""" in lien tbereof. 

(2) All other expenzs in CODDeetion with the I!IItablishment and 
maintenance of government schools aba1l be snbjeet toa vote of the Council 
of OovernmenL 
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EIIablw.-nt o//7owm"""" aM GranH..-.Aid ScIwolo. 
17. Where a government school or 1L grant-in-aid school has heen 

established in any locality and is, in the opinion of the Copnnittee of 
Primary In.tnlction and of the Governor in Executive Council, sufficiently 
large for the wants of the locality, and in other reopects suitable to the 
wish .. of the inhabitants whooe children are of school age, no otber school, 
wbether a government school or a grant-in-aid school, sball besub""'luently 
established in the said locality within a radins of two kilometres from the 
existin~ school, except within the limita of Port Louis or of anr Township. 

ProVIded that where two or more schools of any descnption are at 
present exioting in any locality within a distance of two kilometres one· 
froBl the othor, one or more of the said schools may, in the ca.se of govern
ment schools be clooed; or, in the ca.se of grant-in-aid schools, the grant
in-aid may be withdrawn from one or more of the said schools, on the 
advice in either ca.se of the Committee of Primary Instmction approved by 
the Oovernor in Executive Council 

Conditi .... 01 Payment 01 Grant. 
18. Any school of primary instrnction established bya.Iiy person shall1 on the recommendation of the Committee of Primary Instmction approveu 

by tbe Governor in Execntive Council, be entitled to be admitted &8 a 
grant-in-aid school if the following condItions are fulfilled : 

i. That provision to the satisfaction of the said Committee be 
mad. for the re.<!ular visitation, management and control of the school 
by a manager who shall have the power to appoint and dismiss the 
teacher of the Rchool ; 

ii. That the teacher to be 80 appointed be duly licensed ; 
iii. That the ave .. daily attendance of the school, computed on a 

period of three montbB, next preceding the date of application to be 
admitted &8 a II."'nt-in-aid school, be not I... thari twent)'-five in 
the country distnctR and fifty in Port Louis or in any Townohlp ; 

iv. That the school be open to all children without distinction of 
religion or race j 

v. That no child receive any religions instmction objected to by ita 
Jll""!"t or guardian, or be present \thile such instruction 80 objected to 
U given to other children; 

vi. That auch f&ci)ities &8 may be fixed by the "B Code" be given to 
all Miniotere of a Chriatian Religion who may desire to alford re
ligions instmction to children of their own perenasion, being pupiJa 
in the school, either in the school-house or elsewhere ; 

vii. That the school be at all times open to inspection; 
viii. That no fee be payable for instmction ; 
ix. That the rules and books of eecul&r inatrnction be in IICCOrdance 

"ith the" B Code." 

Conditiooo of -""_ 01 Go_ ScAool& 
19. No government or grant-in-aid school ohall be continued in any 

locality nnl... the annual daily attendance of the school be not 1_ 
than t .... nty-6ve in the conntry districts and fifty in Port Louis or 
in any TownohiJ!> except ... hen in the opinion of the Committee of 
Primary Instmctton the annual daily attendance haa fallen below the 
above ligUres on ....,unt of aome "",",porary or fortuitoua Q\188. 

Provided. however, that in order to meet the wants of remote or 
Ip&nI81y populated areas, apecial conditions aa to the average attendance 
may hi> made on the recommendation of the Committee of Priinary 
Instmction approved by the Governor in Execntive Council • 

Provided further that in the ceae of grant-in-aid acbools the grant-in
aid may be withdrawn on the recommendation of the Committee of 
Primary Instruction if any of the eonditiOlUl mentioned in e.rti.eI. 18 (other 
than condition iii.) to!'!' not cumplied with, 

83i5. p 
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PaytneT>t 0/ (han' : Attachment 0/ Salam •• 
20. (1) No school ""all receive aid from the public funda of the 

Colony nntilthe amonnt of the aid baa been voted by the Council of 
Government. 

(2) The proviaioU8 of Ordinance No. 32 of 1881 regulating the 
attachment of sa\ari .. are hereby extended to all grantll-in-aid paid to all 
schoola in the Colony, whether of primary or aecondary inatruction. 

Provided that it Bhall be lawful for the teach ... of all .. boola, on . 
account of which 8tIch gIants·in·aid are paid, to attach 8tIch grant-in.aid 
to aecare paymeut of their aalari.., and for all pel8OU8 who may have 
supplied goods to such achoola for educational purposes or let the premises 
ttst:d &8 achools, to attach 8uch gI1>Dtll-in·aid to secure payment of their 
claUDS. 

Nat ..... of (hanl. 

21. (1) The aid to which grant-in aid schoola shall be entitled .halI 
COU8ist of-

i. A fixed aalary ; 
ii. A result gI1>Dt ; . 
iii. A grant for maintenance. 

(2) The scale of &a\ary and the result grant ahall he the ssme as in 
the case of government schools, and ahall he 8ubject to the ssm. conclitiona. 

SECTION IV. 
RoYAL CoLLEGE FDII. 

&wuery 0/ Rt1JIal Colkg. F .... 
1!2. (1) The 8tlm8 due for the education of the pnpils of the Royal 

College shall he paid to the Receiver General every month. 
12) In the event of any such 811m not heing paid on or before the 

eeventh day of the following month, the Receiver General .hall give _en 
clear days written notice to the parent, guardian or 8Illety, whoae doty it 
W&8 to pay the said 81lJD, to the effect that if 8tIch fees are not paid he will 
issue his warrant to compel payment. Such notice BhalJ he ...... ed by an 
U ""er of the District Cmirt and ahaIl he charged fifty cents to he paid by 
the parent, guardian or 8tlrety in default. 

(3) All College fees due and left nnpaid after the notit:e aforeMid .hall 
he dealt with &8 taxes nnpaid and he recovered in mabner and form aa 
enacted by Ordinance No. 16 of 1876. 

(4) All coots incurred in connection with the """"'...,. of ~id 
College fees ahaIl he regulated and paid acoonIiog to the District COurt 
TariJL 

Dvtiu '.if ll«:wr. 
!3. The Rector shall send to the Receiver General, every month, the 

names of all pnpila not entitled to gratuitous edncation. 
Should the Receiver General report, and it shall be his duty to report, 

to the Governor that arresl'B of fees due for any pnpil for the period of 
three monthe have been left unpaid, and that it has not been poooible to 
recover the &arne, the pupil shall be excluded from the Royal 0>llege. 

, G""""",,, may TetI.it F .... 
:!4. The Governor jp Executive Council may remit or extend the time 

of payment of any 8tlm due for College f .... 

SIICrIO. v. 
EJrGLIlIH 8cHoLAJL8111l'11. 

, BaglWi SdtolanIa.". "fill ~ 
2lI. The GoT'!"'" ahall awarn 'every year, acoording to the reouIta of 

an examination ~L~ted in the " A Code,. to each of two p:1pj]a of &he 
Roys.! College, "h<1 &hall he ca.:i':d Laoreates. a Seho1anhip, which ... n 
be termed an EncI"~ Scholan1p, 01 the value of two huDdred JXlIlDda 
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sterling per' annum, free of income tax, tenable for four r ...... for the 
purpose of enabling .uch Lan .... tea to pursue their .tueli .. In the United 
Kingdom, or in any other country in which the Secretary of State may, 
for speciall'8ll.'!Ons, &!low them to reaide. 

1'ro'l1ided that "0 such Scholarship .hall be awa.rded to a. pupil whom 
ths Governor in Executive Council shall find unworthy of such a. dis
tinction on a.coount of gross misconduct either ... a pupil of the College or 
otherwilJe. 

Pauag. Allowance to uureatu, 
26, Every Laureate shall also be entitled to an &!Iowance of seventy

five pounds sterling or such other amount ... may from time to time he 
fixed by the Governor with the consent of the Council of Government, to 
defray nis passege to Engla.nd or other country, and to a like sum in pay
ment of his return passege to M .. uritius at the expiration of the ssid four 

yearsTbe Secretary of State may authorise any L&urea.te who -is pursning 
his studi .. in the United:·Kingdom or in any othor country in which he 
has been a.llowed to reaide, to a.ppl'y thewhoJe or any part of the sum 
which he is entitled to receive for hIS return paaoage to Mauritius to the 
payment of fe.. to en .. ble him to proceed to a degree or obtain any 
gu&lification fOI' h;,; advancement in a profeosion; provided th .. t the aaid 
Laureate .hall receive no further allowance either for passage money or 
for any other purpose beyond the amount fixed. 

Allouxmcu ",A... a.nd. hotD Paid. 
, 27. Every La.....,..te shall be entitled to receive his Scholarship allow
ance from the Crown Agentl for the Colonies, subject to the proVlliioDB of 
the 6' A Code." 

z..urea./o completing Slud;" in ku If"", jour ytar •• ""'11 ..... ,"" Ba/.a.me 
qf .A1louxJ_ Ufklrallm and. Retum Pauage. 

28. When a Lan ..... te has completed his studies in I... than four 
Y ....... or with ~e ... nction of tho Go~ernor or of ~ Secretary o~ State 
disoontinues hIS studies before the expirY of such ""nod, he may WIth the 
approval of the Governor or of the Secretary of State he paid in a lump 
swn the whole of the eeholarship allowances 'Which woUld have been 
payable to him if he continued his swdieB during the whole period of four 

y(~ Such Lanre&te may, &lao in the same circwustancea and subject to 
tile ... me conditio~ he granted the &lIlO~t that would be payable !-<? him 
on expiry of the penod of four years for hIB return passege to MaUflUus. 

Be/uno PaMag. MOM1/ F~jnted, WIom.· . . 
!U •. (1) A LaUl'Cllte who does not return to Mauritiua within three 

y ...... after the expiry of the period o~ four yea~ shal,l (unl .... authorised 
t.o delay bis return ... hereafter proVIded) forfeIt &!I right to such p&8B8ge 

money. . 
(ill The Governor or the 8ecreta~ of State may .. utho .... a Lanre&te 

to delay his return to Mauritius, proVIded that &!I delays .. granted shall 
not exCeed lour years. ~ -

30. The following Ordinances are repealed :. 
. Ordinance No. 38 of 1860. 

~ Xo. is of 1~76, 
.. Xo. M of 1876. 
". No. 16 of 1876, article;\. 
.. No. Ib of 189i1. 
.. No. 37 ofl897. 
• No. od of 1897-98. 

ProYided th .. t the provisions of Ordinance No. M of 18j~ articl .. 8, 11, 
and 10, shall remain in forte until- ~ _lela UJerein dealt with are 
provided for by the Codes. 

pi 
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Provided further that in tbe a'pplication of article 10 of "the Interpreta
tion and Common }'orm Ordinance, 1898," to this Ordioan~ aU auties 
and powers which onder the provisions mentioned in the """",,,,1118' proviMo, 
or onder any exil!ting Rnles and RegnlatiODll, are vested m the <.:ooociJ ol 
Edncation, or in the <.:ollege or ocbool. Committee, .hall, pending ·tbe 
promulgation of the Codes provided for by thiB Ordinance, be _ted in 
the Director, who .baIl act on the advice ol the Commi_ of Superior 
instruction m 80 far 88 snch dnties and powers have hitherto heen 
exerei.oed by the Council of Edncation or the Collej!e Committee, and on 
the advice of the Committee of Primary Instruction in eo far &8 such dnties 
and powers have hitherto been exercised by ochool. Commi_. 

C_ ~/OrdUmruY, 
31. This Ordinance .haII come into fo"", on a day to be lind loy 

Proclamation. 
P888ed in Council at Port Louis, Island of Mauriti...., this thirty-lino& 

day of October, One thon.aand eight hundred and ninety-rune. 
Published by order of BiB Excellency the Governor this el .... enth day af 

November, Ooe thousand eight hondred and ninety-nine. 

APPENDIX B. 

CODE B. 
(PRDlARY bSTBUcnOlf.) 

GOVEBlfJan 8cBOOL8. 

.Appoint'l'1llJ'nt8 and PromotioM. 
1. Appointments and promotiona of Teschera in Government 8cbool. 

will he made by the Director af Public Inatroction BObject to u... approval 
of Government. 
.. 2. Thooe appointments and promotions will depend on the cert.ifiea1e8 
held by teachers and on the services that they have performed. 

Ttadteri Ctrli.fo:ata, 
a There will he YU"IIt, Second, and Third CIaso Certificates 
4. A Third CIaso Certificate will he awarded : 

(a \ To any J>erBOD who has tansd>t for three years in & G<Jyernmeut 
or Aided Primary School or 8c'booI. and whooe work ie reported 
as oa~ each year by the Iospecton and .. ho baa pasoed the 
annual exammation for thin! elass certificate&. 

(6) To any ~rsoD who has taught for & year in & Govem_nt 
Training Schoo~ has received a good report from the head of the ach<",1 
and has passed the annual exan.ination for thin! class certilicate& 

:;. A Serond CIaso Certificate will he given : 
(a) To any person who has taught for live years in a Government 

or Aided Primary School or Schoola. and .. hooe work is reported u 
... tisfactory each year by the I nspeetors and who baa pasoed the 
annual examination for .....:.od e .... ccrtilieates. 

(6) To any person who has landl! for two years in & Government 
Training ochool, has received good reports each year from the head af 
the school, and has puoed u... annual enminarioo for oeeond ciMo 
certilicat4. 

6. A First CIaso cert.ificate will he awarded to &Dy ~ who ia the 
holder of & second class cert.ificate and who has acted 88 & head tead,er 
for at least live ,ears nninterropted}y, or with an intermiMion where aond 
eauae is mown, and whooe coMnct ir.nd efficiency, &8 a head teacher, IUmo 
been approved by the Director as oatisf-.ry for live y...... ' 



Almtilon. 
7. Pnpila who have passed the aixt.h or the fifth standard may be 

employed u monitors to assist in the ... cbing. 
8. Monitors moat not be 1_ then thirteen yea.ra 01 age. 
9. As fac 88 possible monitors moat be choeen from the highest elase of 

II echooL 8I1d only tbooe 1Mlpi1s taken wbo intend to t-.me teach ...... 
10. ?;'ben a monitor is to be appointed at a school the Head Teacher 

abouJd aubmit to the Director the nam ... 8I1d qualificationa of two anitable 
candidateo, if possibl!,! on the n..,.,.....,. form. 

n. In recommen-iing candidates for appointment 88 monitors the 
Head Teacher obould 8elec& pnpils wbo are of good condnct, punctnal 
and regular in attendance, apt, and diligent in their studi .... and pros" • d 
of inlIuenee over their fellow-atodenl& 

Ii. Monitors wbo have not JI&S88Ci the aixt.h standacd sball be presented 
for examination in that .tandard at the lirat annual inspeetion of their 
acbooI after their appointment.. 

13. Monitors who have passed the aixt.h standard moat enter for the 
annual examination for monitors. 

14. A aixt.h 8tandard monitor wbo baa been emyloyed fur nine months 
at the commencement of the monitors' Apmjoataon must enter for this 
examination, but Dot if be baa been employed for I .... then nine months. 

16. U a monitor fails to p888 his ODJnioation be may, on the ...... m
mendation of the luapector, be allowed to enter for the same emmination 
in the fulIOi3' year. U be fails a aecond lUna be will, .. a rule, ....... 
to be emplo .. a monitor. 

16. The ead Teacher of a School moat de .... te not \eos then four ltoora 
a week, before or after school hours, to toaebiog the monitors of the school 
8I1d preparing them for their examinati...... The instruction is to be 
giyen in accordance with a \im&-table aubmitted for approval to the 
Direct< ... 

11. The toaebing of the monitors of a school forma a very important 

~ 
the duti ... of a b ... d toaeber, 8I1d one on which promotion will 

depend. . 
18. he Head Teacher 01 a School will receive a payment of twenty 

rnpeee on acconnt ol each monitor of the school wbo paosee the monitor'. 
emminatioo. 

19. A Head Teacher _y utilise the -..ieee of pupils wbo are in the 
aixt.h standard, and who are not paid, for a limited time during school 
boon to assist in the ..... biof:.. witli the approval of the Director, provided 
that .ucb pupils deaire to trained as toaebera. In retllm for BUch 
-..ieee be 8b&I1 give to th .... ~?s one boor'. instruction I!"!' day before 
or after acbooI bo""," This . ng may be given along ..... th that given 
to the monitora 

Such pupils are called volunteenl. 

Alia"'" E.-iwIt ...... 
!lO. An annual examination of eacb scboo\ sball be made by an luaporlur 
~tors of Schoola who sball emuane the work of all the standards, 

to the details given in Schedule A. 
~1. At eaat one month'. notice sball be given to the bead Weber 01 the 

scboo\ of the holding of the annual 8T&IJlination. 
lli. Tbe annual ODJnioations sball be beld in the schoola of the variona 

dislricts, .. fac .. possible, in acoordaoce with the fo\\owing table :-
District.. :Month. 

PIain ... Wilbems and :Mob. ... :May. 
Rid Ri_ and Savanne ... JUlie. 
O .... d Port ...... • .• July. • 
Po.n'p!emou....... ... ... ... ... August.. 
"ia<q ~ !ti,i ..... du Rampart ... ... :>eoplember. 
Pun Louis... ... ... ... ... October. 

23. At the annual tUlUDmatlun all children attending the scboo\ (""""pt 
tbooe ..-ho are n .... .wdably aboentl sball be preoonled to the Inspector; 
but the examjpa,tion sball \,.. limiled to the popiIs in l:>'tanduds L to V L 
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Staff 0/ &/woll. 
24. The .taff of .. school exclnsive of the Head Teacher shall b< 

according to the average attendance as folIows :~ 
Average Att.endance Assistants MO)litors 

Below 40 0 ' 1 
41 to 60 1 ' 0 
6~ " 60 ' \' 1, 
81 ,,100 1 2 , 

25. If the number exceeds 100 for every 50 or part of 50 llreater thaD 
25 in excess of 100 there will be an .... istant or two monitors in addition 
to the staff alIowed for '100 ; for 25 or less one extra monitor will be 
allowed. But the entire number of uncenificated monitors must not 
exceed the number of teachers including the Head Teacher and the 
.... istants. 

In any school in which there are girl. over 12 years of age there .ban 
be a female teacher. 

26. The stsff of a school for' auy civil year' .hall be baoed OD the 
average attendance for the w.t two quarters of tbe preceding civil year. 

27. Should the attendance at the school for the iaIIt two quarts", of 
any year fall below that for which its .taft' is reguired in consequence of 
temporary and uncontrollable circumstances the Direetcr .haJl have power 
to maintain the staff. 

Fiud Salam.. 
28. The fixed .alari.. paid to teachers according to the certificatee 

held by them shall be according to .he foUowing .... le in rnpee8 per 
month:-

CIaRs L 
60 
60 

CIaRs II 
40 
30 

CJ8.. IlL 
30 
25 

Men ... 
Women 

Certificated 
Monitors. 

20 

6th Standard 
. Monitors. 

5th Standard 
Monitors. 

12 8 

,.Raule Gran'" 
29. Result grants shall be paid to a school aceording to the following 

acaIe:-:- , .. . ' .. , .. . 
For a pass in the obligatory snbj __ 

In Stando.rd L 
In Standard 1L 
In Standard IlL ' 
In Standard IV. 
In Standard V. 
In Standard VL 

For a pass in each optional snbject-, 
In "tandard III 
In Standard IV. 
In Standard V. 
In Standard VL 

I) mpeeej· .. 
8rupeea;' J -. 

81Dpee8; 
10 mvee&; 
12 rnpee8; 
16 mpee8; 

3 mpee8; 
3 mpeea; 
4 mpeea; 
4 rupeea. 

30. The payment of these grants 
conditions :-

wiD be snbject to the following 

(1) The conduct of the teachers and discipline of the school for the 
year mDBt be satisfactory. ' 

(2) The number of JlIUI808 mDBt be not I ... than 40 per cent. of tbe 
number of pupila in standards on the roU on tbe day of examination. 

31. If, in consequence of temporary and uncontrollable circumstanceR, 
such &8 illn&. among the pupils, it is shown tbat condition (2) cannot be 
IIIltisfied, tben it may be dispensed with. 

32. No teacher shall be entitled to a result payment who has not been 
at the school for a whole school year before tbe examination. Except that 
when a teacher has been transferred from one school to another, to meet 
the requirements of the Department, he aball receive a portion of the ..... lIt 
grant from each school pro~ ... the length of hie ...rn.. in it; 

.. - -- -- ---
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provided that should a teacher die or leave the school under circumstences 
d-nng of consideration, before the end of the school year, his claims for 
a proportion of the school grant will be considerea by tli. Director: ' 

33. A grant ohall not be peid in respect of .. pupil for pasaiilg the same 
atendard or a lower standard than he Das a.lready passed. 

34. A grant ohall not be peid in reapoet of a l'upilWho Daa' :not made 
170 attendances of at least 2 hours each at secular lD8truction at the school 
doring_the preceding echool year. ' 

36. Except that when a pupil baa not made 170 attendances in the 
acIoool year at the echool at .. hich he is emminecl but baa made 900 
attendances in the school year at that school and the school from which 
he was last transferred, the grant shall be divided between the two echoolo 
proportionately to the nDlDbers of attendances which he baa made at them. 

36. If the reault grant earned by a school be less than the average of the 
reault grants earned for the preceding three years and it can be ShOWD 
that the decrease is owing to the abeance of the pnpils from the classea in 
conseqnence of a continued epidemic or other uncontrolloble circDJDBtences 
the average of the result grants for, three preceding years may be peid as 
result granto. 

DiviMr. of R-u Gru.ntO. 
37. The result grants ohall be divided according to average attendance 

and ata8" of school aa folIo .... :-
Below-40. 

41-60. 

61-60. 

Head Teacher 8 tenths, Monitor 1I tenths. . 

Head Teacher 8 tenths, Assistent ! tenths. 

Head TORcher 7 tenths, A.asistent II tenths, Monitor 1 tenth. 
81-100. " , 

Head Teacher 7 tenths, Assistent 2 tenths, Monitors 1 tenth 
between them. ' 

Above 100. . ' 
Head Te8cher 8 tenths, Principal Assistent II tenths, other 

assistente and monitors iii tenths divided betwMn them 10 
that an assistent's share is double that of a monitor. 

, Good COtOdtod of IA.ScItool. 
36. The Head Teacher of a school is responsible to the Director for the 

good conduct of the school and the discipline of the pupils. If these are 
n"lliectecl • )JBI't not exceeding 6ve per cen~ of his monthly emol.....,nla 
may be withilrawn. 

39. The Director shall have power to prohihit the introduction into a 
.. hool of improper literature or pictnres and to apply for the dismissal of 
the He&d Tea::her in caae his request that such literature or picture be 
ill.tently removed from the school should not be carried ou~ 

40. No corporaI:.runishment shall be iut\icted in a Government school. 
41. The pupils • school shall be drilled every day for at \eaat a quarter 
an hour. 

R-.. ... tOd~ 
42. The following returns and reqni.<itiOM are to be oent to the Educatioa 

0IIice by the Head Teachers of Government School. :- ' 
Y....-l,,:- ' 

(1.)' Return of Race and Religion of pupils on the last school day in 
llecember. 

(2.) o.meral report on the aehool;' on th';last school ~in December. 
(3..) Inventory of school property; on tha last school day in December. 
( .. ) Eyamination SchedUles; lIi days before the date Iixed for the 

epmjnation of the school 
(5.) Return showing.ttendancea of pupils in the -nou qnarters of 

the district echool year;--.- the last day of the dis\rict achool 
)--. 
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Quarterly :-
(6.) Return of attendance of pupils at Religious Instruction ;~n the 

last day of the quarter. 
Monthly:-

(7.) Return of Teachers' attendance ;-on the last day of the month. 
(8.) Return of number of pupils on roU and in average attendance 

during the month-to be sent on the 2nd day of the enauing 
. month. 

(9.) Pay abstracts; on the 15th of each month. 
W .. kly:-
(10.) Return showing the work set to monitors and mODit ........ s; on 

the Saturday of every week. 
(11.) Return showing the work done by monitors and monit ......... ; on 

. the Saturday of every week. 
43. Requisitions shaU be sent to the Department as foUowa :-

(1.) Requisition for books and stationery for sale to pnpils; from the 
1st to the 15th of each month. 

(2.) Requisition for stationery for the school; on the last schoo! day 
of the year. . 

(3.) Requisition for petty stores and supplies; on the lat of July of 
each year. 

R.,,;.ter .. 
44. There shaU be kept in every school two registen. . 

(1.) The attendance register; to show tho attendances of the pupil .. d 
(2.) The admission register, to show the admission, p...".- /&II 

withdra .. a1 of the pupils. 

Rtd .. for KtqJi1VJ tIu Attmda_ R'9i11er• 
45 •.••.•• _ ••••..•.••••••••••••.•..•..•..•••••.••.••••••••••••••••.• 
46. No pupil should be entered on the attendance register who is under 

five y""", of age; and no pupil shaU be retained "" the register after the 
annual examination which follows his or he~ eighteent!> birthdaY.in sch",!1s 
for hoys ouly or for girls ouly; or after his or her 81DeeDth birthday lD 
miaed schools. 

47. The attendance register shaD be sent to the Department immediately 
after the aDDuaI examination of the schooL 

AdmiuKm 1legUI.er. 
46. When .. pnpil is admitted to the .. hoo! his name moat be at onee 

entered in the admission register, and the neceoMry information entered 
in each column ... soon as possible. 

49. In case of doubt with reference to ru!:'1 of the information required 
ahout a pupil admitted to a school the teacher .houId commnnicate 
the matter to the Director. 

00. The 80"""""",, of the pupils in the annual examination should be 
entered in the admission register as soon as poooible after the emminatiou. 

f>l. Whon .. pupil has been aboent from school for an entire quarter his 
name should be struck off the admission register and an entry made in the 
column" Date of WithdrswaL" 

52. If a pupil .. hose name has been struck off is re-admitted, he shall 
have his origina.l number aaoir>ed to him. 

LogBd. 
53. Every school shaD keep a log book in which shaD he fteOrded aD1 

event of im~ce connected with the echool snch sa :
The commeacement or ending of a school term ; 
The closing of the school for any re.s8On ; 
The grsnting of " holiday; 
Ch&Dge of teacheno : 
lteloaira to the school; 
The receiving of cir<;nIara and rule .... , 

• 
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-70. Teach~rs who are oabel\nt from duty lor more than three day. 01 
account of iIIn ..... must, whenever poosible, fnrnish the Director with, 
medical certificate. 

71. Teachers who are aboent from duty on acconnt of iIIn ..... must, in ;'1 
........ furnish the Director with a medica.I certificate if called opon by bin 
.~~ . . 

Vacatiolu and Holiday •• 

72. The oohool v ..... tiooo sImII be ... folio,," : 
(1) Holy Week. 
(2) Two weeks in Augnst, the oohool reopening on the day after the 

last Snnday in Anguet ; -
(3) Four weeks in December and January. school reopening on the 

second Monday in January . 
73. Sa-.day shall be a whole holiday. 
74. All Government holidays .hall be oboerved as achool holidaYL 

SaIuJol HfNI"', 
<.5; At every morning or afternoon ..... ion two foil hours mnst be given 

• secniar instruction besides the time required • mark the registers aDd 
that spent in religious instruction. 

Haif·T>meSclwoU. 

.76. Jlchools _y be eatabliohed for the benefit of Indian children who 
are for· a porl of the day engaged in manual labour. _:77. ~uch a achool most bave two complete ....nona during the day in 
each of which three whole hours are devoted. secular inotruction. 

78. The curriculum of such a school should be arranged 80 that -the 
iiistructioO: given at the morning .... iooo aDd that given at the afternoon 
....nODS ohall be independent of each other, and a pupil attending doring 
one ....nOD each day will TeCeive a complete and """""""tive conrse of 
instruction. 

79. The oobjecto taught in the school shall be the obligatory subjects 
for the otaodardo in prim&ry schooL! &8 far &8 Staodard I V ~ provided that 
an Indian dialect may be substitoted for }'rench or Englioh. 

so. Tho teachenl in such a school mnot be able to apeak and write at 
1_ an lndiandisleet. 
• 81. Result grante ahaIl be paid OR papilo in ImIf-time .. hoola who have 
made 130 complete attendanCes of 3 houn each 00 eeparate days and who 
aatisfy the Inopeetor at the annual e:mmioation. 

82. In the ..... of • pupil tnmoferred from a half-time to a full-time 
... hool onice v ........ for the purpooe of computiDgthe grants the attend._ 
made at a half-time achool ,hall be counted ao half .. many .ttend ....... 
agaiIl made at a full-time .. hool, and the atteDdaoceo made at a full-time 
oehool ohaII be connted ao tWG-thirds ao many .tteodo.ruw made at • half
timeochool 

- Ti".. tahk. 

83. A time-table of the work of the school, MOWing the 1_ of the 
various cIaeseo for each day of the week, the tim ... t whicb they are given 
and the teachero by whom t.bey are given ohalI be prepared in duplicate aDd 
oen\ to the l)epartmeut for appro...u at 1_ one week before the beginDing 
of t\le school ear. 

84. Printed ormo on which to write the time- taMe will be BD,."lied by 

thesa.De,t":;:;; 0 the time-table ohaII be exhibited iD a cooK,nC11OWl "lace ia 
the school 

86. The time-ta e may be suI.q1leJltly changed with the ."""'...; 01 

the87~!tabl mnotprovide for the teaching of the IU"L"'! in 
Schedule A for "* Ie.I 18 Iwnro • week in every otaDdanL At IJ 
~. week mnot be oted to the oblip&oJy oabjeeta. . _ 
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"(J~' 

• 

88. All correspondence with the De~ent shonld be addreosed to the 
Director and should be resistered in the school and numbered. 

89. Reference'to previous correspondence on the subject of any letter, if 
there has been any IUch correspondenae, should be made, the datea and 
nnmbe ... of thelette ... beiDj! given. . . . . 

90. A letter from an II88lstant teacher mnst be sent through hiI! Head 
Teacher, who will submit it to the Director with any oboorvati4)Ds that he 
may wish to make. . . . '. - . 

91. Letters on service may be sent to the Director throngh the post free, 
but the envelope should be marked with the name of the sender .... d the 
initiaLa O. H. M. S. 

o!!. A letter returned to the sender' with "rimlark or answer mnst be 
marked with the word "1I8eII' or other suitable obsenation signed and 
.-....uIdreeoed to the Director. . 

oa. Care should be token to write and to sign alliettera quite legibly. 

94-7 Pnnt«l Forma •.•••..•..•..•.••••.••.••••••. : .•..•••.•..•••••••.•••.••.••••••••••.• 
................................ u ............. u ........... n .......... : ••• _ ................. . 

Ltmguagu 10 be Ur«l and Tavght ... &Iwolo. 
98. In the lower cluoeo of a ochool, to the Third Standard inclusive, any 

language may be employed as the mediwn.of ill8tructio .... that language 
being used which is most euitable for the pupils, as determined by the 
Director. 

99. English and French shall be tanght from the beginning ao oubjecta 
of etudy, spocial attontion. being paid to OUDveroation in these ~ 
provided thet in the Schoolo mentioned in Articlee 76 to 82, an Indl&n 
dialect may be subetitutod for. French .or English in accordance with 
Article 79. 

100. In the Fourth Standard and upward English shall alone be used ao 
the medinm of iuotruction and conversation bebween the teacher and the 
pUl?iIs, another language being employed only when it is n........, to 8l<
i>lai.n oomethiDg thet is not understood in English; except that I"""""" in 
}'rench subjects shall be given in French.. . 

'/Uligimu 1 ... 1rvdimo. , 
. 101. Miniatero of the Christian Beligion shall be atrorded facilitiee for 

attending Government Sch. 0010 for the purpose of gi~, reli.cdous inane
tion to pupilo of their own denomination; ,but no pupil shall attond ouch 
instruction, if his ponlIlt or guardian expreeseo his diBapprovai in writing. 

lUi. One hour on a lilted day in eecb week may be set apart for the 
purposes of Religious Inotruction in Government Schoolo, or in ~ <-'burch 
or Uhapel ai_ted within" reasonable distaDcll of the schook Snch day 
and hour may be primarily fixed by the officiating clergyman of the diotrict 
with the concurn>_ of the Director, after wlrich, euch dayaad·hour8ltall 
not be suhject 10 further mutation without.specia\ perinission. . 

103, Except on 8uch day as provided for in the preceding paragraph the 
first half·hour of the morning can be devotod to the preparation of I":""" 
set by the clergy of the varioWl church .... 
I~ In ....... ""here the children are required to attend any Church or 

Chapel for religiouo instruction, tesaers will be authon-!, after communi
cating .nth the Director to make tho DBC888I>rJ arrangements with the 
cl ergy. P ... altia., 

105. 'For ,...,... mismt.nageWent, for neglect of dntv or for wilful fraud 
or other .. nous miaeonunct, the Director shall ltaTe 'power to recommend 
.to Uo..,mment to suspend or cancel the ""rtilicate ... a Ieacher pr. 10 
degrade it for" futed period to one of a lower closs.. . ' 

106. For caraI_ without intention to defraud, the Director ab&n 
ha .... power 10 recommend 10 Government 10 inflict on" teecber for the 
tirot offence a fin. not ex<eeding 6 ~ cen\. of his moothly sa1ary and _ 
uceediDtr 10 per cent. of his mon~ sa1ary fot every elf"""" 8Ilboeq ... , 
to the tiro\. 
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GRANT-IN-AID SCHOOLS_ 

Manager •• 

10~. A scbool reC8ivin~ granta from Government shall be managed b1, 
and Ita prop.rty vested m, a local manager who shall in all r .. pecta be 
responsible for its government and maintenance. 

108: 'fh. manager should ~f ~requent visita to the school; if the school 
IS easily reached, h. should VISit It at I ..... t once a month; h. should verify 
and sign the registe",. and a note of hill villit should be made in the lOS 
book. . 

109. The Manager shall not be closely related to any member of the 
8chool staff. 

110. The Manager shaU not form a part of the school staff either per
manently or temporarily. U. maYI however, perform any duties in con
nection with the school that he think8 tit, actlDg in addition to the regular 
school staff. 

Ill. Before applying for a grant-in-aid the Manager of a school shall 
k.ep an official register of attendance f,.r three months. The register form 
may be obtained on application to the Department. 

112. An application for a grant to a school should be addressed by the 
Manager to the Director. . 

Grotn.t. /() Aided ScIwot .. 
113. The following granta shall be paid to aided schools: • 

(1) Th. salaries of the teachers aocordiug to the.1a.oseo of certificates 
held by them, ... in government school. ; 

(2) Result grants, on the eame basill ... the result granta Jl&id to 
government schools and on the same conditions, and to be divided among 
the teachers in the same manner; 

(3) One quarter of the rent valuation of the school premises and the 
head teacher's quarters. 

114. No school shall receive a grant which has not been open for school 
work for 200 entire school days during the civil yeu in which the annnal 
examination of the school takes plaee. 

116. Provided that in any"""" in which the school ia .Ioeed on 08nitary 
grounds with the approval of the Department the nnmber of ... .hool day. 
req uired shall be rednced by the nnmber of day. for ... hich the school ...... 
closed. 

116. The Manager shall give notice to the Director at lesat 3 day. 
beforehand of all vacationa and holiday. to be given at the achool other 
than public holidays. Sneh v_tiona shaU ahoo be noted in the log book_ 
In """" it ill n ....... ry to dose.. school through unfo ..... n circumatan ..... 
notice shall be given to the Director at leaat 3 days beforehand, or .. HOOD 
as possible. 

Hal/-Ti11U Sr:/woU_ 
117. <hantM-in-aid may be paid to balf-time 8C1I""I. oonducled 00 the 

same rules't' for government half-time achoola. 
I 

AppdntmenU and I'rot1IOti<nu. 
III!. AppO.intments and promotiollJl of teachers in aided achools will be 

made by the Managers of those achoola. 
119_ The ~a~er of an aided acbool.hall sobmit all appointments and 

mutations to lIt,e ))irector, who ~I ... that the teaehing stair 08liotiea the 
:regulatiollll wit4 rogard to nnmber and qusliticationL 

Ii!? Certificatea of competency ... iIl be awarded by the Director of 
bhc instructi,," 10 teachers in aided primary ""hool. ond in aided Ilainilll 

Be ·!tools aoco!ding

t 
t he same rules... in government schoola. 

.~1. Momtors a d volunteers may be employed in aided achool. """"rdiDJ 
to t e same rnl... • in government scboola. The time-table of the _
tors' I .... ~ approved by the Director. 

IJ!2. L ft._ ... jD18nt of j!() rupees .hall be made to the Head T"""her of .. 
acboo! 0 e .::..... OOeconnt of each monitor of hia eiaOB who JlII"""'I the moni_ 
GIalmoat 
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.d .... "'" Ezafl&iNJtiorUl. 
123. Th. annnal examination of th. pnpils of aided schools shall he 

1RBd. acconIing to the sam. rules as for government schools. At lo.&.t one 
month's notice of the examination shall he given to the manager of the 
ochool. 

CrmdilMnu 01 &ceivi1&f Grall". 
IlI4. A school will be admitted to raceive grants·in-aid only on the 

following conditions : . 
(1) It mnst be n""""""'7 for its looality . 
(2) I'roper ....... ngem.nts mnst be made for its manag.m.nt and main

tenance ; 
(3) The ... erage daily attendance for the three months next p .... 

ceding the aPl!lication for admi .. ion mnst be at I .... t 25 in the conntry 
districts or 00 m Port Lonia or any Townshil.'. 

(4) It must 88tisfy the following conditIOns with regard to school fur
niture and accommodation : 

125. AOOO)()(ODATlOI< '" FUIINITVBB IN AmED ScaooLS. 
(a) Th. gronnds adjoining a school building shall be properly drained. 
(b) The floor of every school building shall be at I .... t 0·30 m.tre above 

the level of the ground adjacent to the school building. 
(c) Ev.ry building used BB a school-houee shall be in every part at 

leBBt 2·14 metres in h.ight from the floor to th. ceiling, or to the 

U
· t from which the roof .pring8. 

(d One-fifth at IOBSt of the total external waJl surface of a school 
nilding shall consist of doo .. and windoWll. 

(.) The floor shall be in any suitable material. 
(f) Every school building shoJI alFord at IOBBt 74 sgusre decimetres of 

internal area for ev.ry pupil in average attendance for the lBBt 

(g~usT:";""f of a school bnilding shall be in shingles or thatch. 
(h) Every school building shall be at 10BBt 3·66 m.tres wide. 
(i) School furniture shoJI consist at 10BBt of : 
Desks and benchUl alFording respectively 0"61 metre in length by 0·35 

metre in width of desk .. paos for Standard Ill. and npwards, and 0"61 
metre in length BOd 0"10 in width of bench-space per pnpil in 
average a~ndance for the lBBt quarter, the desks and the bench .. to 
be oUlliciently low to allow the pupils wh.n _ted to rest their feet 
npon the floor or npon a foot-bO&i-d ; due regard being had to the 
age, size =-ahysicaJ comfort of the pupils. 

One black- of at 10BBt III sqnare decimetreo for every !lO pnpils 
in average attendance for thelBBt qusrter. 

One desk BOd chair for tha teacher's WIB. 
One clock. 
(j) Every cIaeo-room shall admit sufficient day-\idlt to enable the 

pupils to _ distinctly .. hote_ they read or write or is written out 
for them. 

IlI6. Should anv building otFered for school purpooes not he entirely in 
accordance with tJie abo .... mentioned conditions the Director shall decide, 
.nbject to appeal to the Governor by applicant, whether it shaU be accepted 
01' not. 

Ill7. Se.-..te c1a. ... ·IOODl8 or ocpuate buildingo should he provided as 
far ... poosible for buys and girl. .. hove Ii yeare of age attending the SBDle 
echool. 

liII. Sepuate priviea should be provided, as far aput as \I'l6Sible, f .... 
boys and for girl& 

119. There .hould be one pri..,. for 8V8I7 25 or put of lIS children. 
130. Race or religion shall form DO impedimeat to the admission of a 

child to a ochool. 
131. No child ehaU be refuood admission OIl other than reasonable 

........ ds. 
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132. A och,,?1 ~ha\l cease to receive grants from Government if : 
(1) It. buildings or equipment do not sati.fy the conditions of the 

Code. ". .' . 
(2) The Manager i. guilty of grossmimumagi,ment or fraud in Con. 

nection with the ochoo\. 
(3) The management or discipline of the school or the conduct of the 

pupils is grossly neglected. 
133. The Director shall have {lOwer to prohibit the introduction into .. 

school of improper literature or pictUres and to apply for the withdrawal of 
the grant in case his request that such literature or pictures be inst.ntly 
removed from the school should not be csrried out. 

134. No corporal punishment shall be intlicted in an aided schooL 
135. The Manager of an aided school shall not expel a pupil before sub· 

mittinlS, the case to the Director; provided that the Manager may remove 
any child from the school pending the decision of the Director. 

136. The pupils of a ochool .hall be drilled every day for at least " 
quarter of an hour. . 

Ret...,.,... 
137. The Manager of aided schools shall send to the Department all tho 

retu'J"1 req)1i.red !rom a ~overnment school, except. the return of pupil. at
tending religlOU8lOstructlOn. 

Rtf/Uter" Lou Book, Ldger. 
r 138. Admission and attendance registers and log book must be kept fur" 

an aided school as for. " government school and 1ICCOrding to the' ... me 
rules.: . • 

139. The Manager may make any entries in the log book that he thinks 
fit. . 

. 140. The Manager of an aided school shall keep a ledger showing the re
ceipts and expenditure of tho school, which .hall at all tim.. be open to 
inspection and shall be sent to the Department immediately after the 
annual examination of the school with the atleudance register. 

Time-Tahle. 
141 •. The time-t.ble for an aided school mnst be , .... pared alld .nbmitted 

to the Director for approval and exhibited in the school accurding to the 
same rule as for a Government schoo!.. 

C",..eqxmt;kn.a. 
142. All correspondence with the 'Department _pecting an aided ""hoo! 

should be coo<iucted by the Manager and should be addr......! to the 
Director. . 

143. A teacher in an aided school should not addreos a letter to the De-
partment bnt should addre88 the lIanager of the schooL .' 

144. Letters on service may be sent to the Director throngh the p .... t 
free, OOt,the envelope should be marked with the name of the sender and 
the initials O. H. M. S. 

Primed Faro... . 
145. Printed forms will be supplied for the 1180 of Managers of aided 

schools as for head teachers in government schools. 

La1l{/lKlfle8 to I.e U..d and T_ht i" Sdwoh. 
146. In the lower classeo< of IP,!hool, to the third standard inclusive, any 

language may be employed "" the medium of iDHtrnction, that language 
being used which ia most suitable for the pupils as determined by the llan-
ager of the school . 

147. English and French sha\I be taught from the beginning ... subject. 
of stndy~1OpOCia1ltttentiOQ heing paid to converoation in thooe 1angn&geL 

148. J.n the fourth standard and upward English shall alone be used as 
the medinm of instruction and converoation between the teacher and the 
pupils, another language ~=ed only when it ia noc ry to ex
plain something that ia Dot in English; euept that Ie.ons ill 
French oubjecto ohalI be given in French. • 
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Ex.um<ATIONS POIt C1mTmcAm ~ ScHo,.(u.m.s.. 
l.' .• - . 

E~imt. of T«JdI6,: 

149. The emminations of teach .... for certificates of competency shall be 
held a.nnually in the month of August. . 

150. Second cIaoa and third class, certificates shall be awarded on the 
results of these examinations. 

151. The entrance fee for the examination for either of these certificates 
shall he two rupees. But in .,...., a candidate has paid this fee and fail. to 
present himself or to satisfy the eDIIliners,the fee to he paid for \he ex· 
amination on a suWquent -..sion shall he one rupee. . 

152. The subjects and standards of the examinations are given in 
Schedule D. 

E.mmill4tWn of j{tmitor .. 

153. The examination of monitors fQr thA monitor's certificate shall be 
held a.nnually in August. 

1M. The entrance fee shall be one rupee. 
155. The subjects and standard of the examination are given in 

Schedule C . 
• 156. Volunteer teachers are exempted from the payment of the f .... 

Primary ScIwoli 8clwlarlAipa omd E~ for Boy •. 

157. Six scholarohips and six exhibitions ahalJ be awarded every year to 
pupils from Government or aided schools to he held at the Royal.Collage. 

168. The examinations for these schola.rships and exhibitions' will take 
plaee in the month of Dscember. 

169. All candidates must have attended Government or aided schools 
fro!" ~e beginning of the second year preceding the year in which the ex-
anunabon t&kes place. " 

un Candidates must not be over III y ...... and not under II years of 
;e:n the first day of July in the year in which the An,wination takes 

161. Before the examination, candidates must produce certificates of 
birth or there must be some other satisfactory proof of age. 

162. The first lix candidates will obtain scholarships and the next six 
will obtain exhibitions; except that no candida ... will obtain a scholarship 
or an exhibitioD who does not eecnre three-fiftha of the maximum marks 
ohtainable. 

If, however, all the places are not filled np, ..... didates who are under 14 
on the fi .... t of July of the year of tho examination may he appeinted 110 them 
OD condition that they have oecured 50 per cent. of the same marka, and 
after that candidates who are under 13 on the .. me day on oondilion that 
they have obtained 40 per cent. of the eame marks. . 

163. A schola.rship shall entitle the holder of it to free tuition at the 
Royal College until the end of the year in which be is 10 years of _ and 
to money payments of 100 rupees per a.nnum, payable monthly, for the first 
foury....... , 

164. An exhibition ahalJ entitle the holder of it to free tuition until the 
end of the year in which he is 10 years of age. 

165. Tho Rector of the Royal College shall report to theoDirector at the 
end of each year, and on uther occasion. if necessary, OD the conduct and 
progresa of """h ""holar and exhibitioner; and ou aueh ~report, if 00& satis
factory, tho Director ~ have ~~ power to inllict the forfeiture, in whole 
or part of the schola.rship or exhib,lloD. . . 

" ,. 
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166. The subjects of examination will be English, French .... Geography! 
Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Geometricsl DraWing and J>nglish and 
French History. 

167. Candidaw.8 will first be exaniined in English and French. 
If they.P""" in each of these subjects they will then be examined in the 

other subjects, but not otherwise. 
168. To obtain a schola1'8hip or exhibition a candidate mnst pass in every 

subject by obtaining at least 30 per cent. of the maximum marks, obtain· 
able in th .. t subject. . . 

169. If the parents or gnsrdians of a schol .. r or exhibitioner are ttnable 
to pay for the books n ........ ry for his 111!0 at the College, 8uch book. may 
be lent to him. 

Primary Sclwol" Sclwlarll'ip8jor Girl,. 
170. Four scholarships .h .. ll be .. warded every year to girl. (rom govern· 

ment or aided School .. 
171. The examinations for these schol ..... hips will be held in the month 

of August. 
172. Candidates must have attended Government or aided Schools for 

at least three years immediately preceding the first of August of the year 
in which the examination is held. 

173. Candidates must be ttnder 14 years of age on the 318t of ADgDHt of 
the year in which the examination is held. 

174. Candidates must have p88Sed the fifth standard of instruction. 
176. If a scholar has to travel by rail to attend school and her .P!'renlM 

are noable to pay for her ticket she shall be given a free 3rd class tICket.. 
176. If the Jl&r"nlM or gnsrdians of a scholar are unable to pey for her 

books she shall be given the books necessary for her nse .. t scbOOl. 
177. Candidates moat produce certificates of birth, or there moat be 

some other satisfactory evidence of age at the time of applyiug for the 
examination. 

178. The examination will be in the obligatory 81lbjects of the fifth 
standard of iustruotion in a primary school and in the optional 81lbjects, 
English, French and Geography. . 

179. Th& marks given to the various 81lbjects of examination shall be as 
follows : 

English 100 
French 100 
Arithmetic luI') 
Geography 110 

Total 3110 

1140. No candidate will obtain a schol .... hip who does not 88CUre at least 
one-third of the maximum marks in each 81lbject and t" ... thirda of the 
total marks obtainable in all the 81lbjecta 

181. The scholarships will be tenahle at any of the schoola held in ....... 
nection with the scheme for the Higher Education of GirIa. 

182. The scholan!hips will be tenable for th .... yean. 
!83. Each scholarship willcoui.~ of: 

(a) PaymenlM of 144 rupee!< ,oer annum peyable monthly to the 
Manager of the school at which the scholar studies. 

(b) Payments of 100 rupees per annum pet:t~ironthly, mad. to the 
parent or «nardian of the scholar on her . 

184. A scholar moat begin her course of stud, in the fourth or a high ... 
standard in the scheme for the Higher EdncatJon of UuIa. 1iIII. moat do 
ereditably in the examination for the Higher Educatioa of Girla and oblaiu . 
a ~cat:e from the ~ of her school,,* the end of each school rear • 
failing which she may be dej>rived of the whol. or a ~ of her scbolanhip. 
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. Cu.- in Man1Mll Training. 
185. A class may be established at a primary Government school for 

teaching the mecbanic&l principles of a trade. 
186. Such a clias may also be established in connection with several such 

schools, pupila being sent to it from these schools. 
187. The pupila attending stich a class 'must have passed at least the 

second standard, and preference will be given to those who have passed II 
higher staudar<i . 

188. As II rule pupils will attend such a class for two pariods of two hours 
each in each week; but .. class may be formed of younger pupila who attend 
for ouly one such period in each week. 

189. Of the two hours devoted to instruction in such a class half an hour 
may be employed in drewing and explaining tba work that is to be done. 

190. The Director shall select thspupila who will be entitled to atte"" 
the c1ass. . -

191. The teacher of the cl888 must be a person well aequainted with the 
trade which he has to teach. 

192. A single teacher shall not teach more than l!O pupila at a time. 
193. With an ... istant, beinl!" person possessing an aequaintance with 

the trade, he may teach 30 pupila at .. time. 
194. Attention should ba given in the early stages to teaching the pupils 

the principles of the trade and the {'roper manipulation of the tools rather 
than to the making of useful artIcles. Thus in carpentry they should 
learn to saw and plano to a line and to make simple joints, in tin-smith'. 
work to prepare BOldering tools and material. and to make BOlder joints ; 
and BO on. When BOme progress has heen made in the elementary principles 
the pupila should begin to make nsefnI articlee of a simple character. 

19~. A pupil may retain any article which he has made on paying for 
the materials which he has used in making it. Failing this any other pupil 
in the .1 .... may have the article on the 8&IIIe terms, otherwise the articles 
remain the property of Government. 

196. When a manual training cl ... is established, not in oonnection with 
anT particnIar school, pupila may be selected for it from any schools in the 
neighbourhood whether Government or aided . 

197. The Director altall select tho pupila who will be entitled to attend 
thecl.... . 
. 196. Pupils who attend the class irregularly without any re8SIln accept
able to the Director, or who fa.il to make .... tiaactory progress in it, will be 
compelled to leave It 

Reformatory· 
199. Every pnpil in the Reformatory or IndnstriaJ school shall be tanght 

the mechanicoJ principlee of some trade. . 
\100 All the pnpils of the Reformatory learning one trade shall form a 

.1 ... ; and all the pupils of the IndustriAl school learning the 8&IIIe trade 
shall form a separate cl.... . 

l!Ol. Each c1ass of pupils will receive instruction in manual work every 
week for G periods of at least three hours each. 

IlOi. The first half hour of aach period may be given to drewing and 
explaining the work to be done. 

5103. The teacher of aach trade must be. person well aequainted with the 
trade which he has to teach. . 

l104. As in the case of manual training classee in oonnection with primary 
schools, attention must be given in the early stages to the teaching of the 
principles of the trade rather than to the making of useful azt.icles. 

Graal-iJ&-Aid ScIooolo. 
\lOll. A c1ass in manual training may be eetahlished in connection with an 

aided primary school if the Department is eatisfied that the ~nipment 
and arrangements propoeed are enitable for the class and that it IS nsefnI 
for tba loo&lity. 

8:175. Q 
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206. A maintenance grant will be paid for such a c1&88 at the rate of five 
rupees per. quarter on each pupil in attendance who satisfies the Depart
ment as ~mg capable of profitmg by the instruction given in the cl...., who 
makes satisfactory progress and who attends the claSs for not I ... than 8 
lessons of 2 hour. each during the quarter. 

207. Such a class established in connection with an aided school mnst 
be carried on according to the same rules &8 those for classes in mannal 
training in connection with Government schools, and the Manager may 
select any children for it, whether they attend his school or not, provided 
they have passed the Second Standard. 

208. The nnm ber of studentl that it is intended to teach in the class at 
one and the same tim. and also the nnmber that it is intended to teach 
during one and the same quarter must be approved by the Department. 

AdditWMl Rul .. rupeceing HoIIkr, 0/ Fuurth Clau and Billwpi 
Certijicatu. 

209. The present holders of Fourth Class Teachers' Certificates, gran~ 
on examiaation, who are head teachers, wil~ after the eoming into farea of 
these regulations, be regarded as certificated teachers, and will be paid fixed 
salaries at the rates at which thsy are paid at present, and resnlt grant. 
according to the scale of paymentl of result grants to head Ieachers. 

210. Other holders of snch certificates being .... iRtant teachers,.iII be 
regarded &8 certificated Ieachers, and will be paid at the rates at which thsy 
are paid at present. 

211. A monitor's eertificate will be granted to any person who produees 
a testimonial from the Head of any of the Christian -{''hnrcheo tecOfP1ised 
by the State in Mauritius that such person has received snoh illJltructlOn as 
to render him or her competent to assist in primary school teaching. 

212. The present holders of teachers' eertificates from the Heads of 
the Christian Churches who are employed 88 head teachers or 88 -mant 
teachers shall continue to be regarded 88 eertificated teache ... and .hall be 
paid fixed salaries and resnIt grante at the rates at which they are paid at 
present. 

Passed by the Committee of Primary Inatruetion at their meetingJo 
February 24, March 11, April 29, June 2, June 9. June 19, June 30, July!4 
and A,ugust 14. 

Approved 88 amended by His Excelleney the Governor at a meeting of 
the Executive Council held on the 26th September, 1902. 

Mode o/_.ing ifllo operatitm 0/ the Regrdatirml ... Code B. 
Art. 213.-These Regnlationashall come into operation and shall awly to 

all esteblished Government and Grant-in-aid Schools on the day following 
the annual examination of each school nen following the date when thsy 
shall have force of law. . 

Provided that they may come into operation and may aprly to any 
eatsblished Government or Grant-in .... id school on the fint day 0 January, 
1003, if notice ehall have been given before that date, that at the next 
Annual examination snob school will be presented in the Standards 
of examination, and in """"rdance with the requirements of the Code. 
Snoh notice shall be given by the Director, in ,he case of Government 
Schools, and by the Manager n the....., of Grant-in-aid 8cbool.e. 

This Code .ha11 apply to all new schools from the date that it shall have 
force of law. 

Passed by_the Committee of Primary I""tmetion, in virtue of art. 11 oj 
Ordinance No."33 of 1899, at their meeting of the 2nd October, 1902. 

ApplOved by His Excelleney the Governor .t a Meeting of the Exeentive 
ConnciI held on the 3ni October,.I902. _ 

Laid 00 the table of the ConnC~f Government at a Meeting held on the 
7th October, 1902 and amended a 6 Meeting held on the 4th November, 
19Oi. I . 
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SCHEDULE A. . . 
Sta'flllwrds 0/ Ezamination. in Prima,"y GOt 81"11.me11.t and State

A. ided Schools. 

ELEMENTARY SUBJEOTS, 

Below Standard. 
Engl"h. 

Coo....,.",eW" ••• To give the names of thinr common objects on being 
shown the ob~ects or pictures 0 them and to know fifteen 
simple adjecti..... . 

Fm>eA. 
Reading ..• •.• To read from print _hon words of three or fonr letters, 

omaUlettera only; (about 10 pages from an Infant Beader or 
, similar bock.) 

Writing •.• •.• To copy on slate the omelilettera in mannscript. 
C.......,.",1ion •.• To give the names of forty common objects on being 

shown the objects or pictures of them and to know twenty 
simple adjectives • 

..frith""'t .... 
To know the meanings of the ten figures 0 to 9 and their 

names in English and French. 

Standard L 
E1IfIlUA. 

C ... ....,. ... """ ..• To give and to know when heard the names of fifty com
mon objects and twenty·live Rimple adjectives. To I ....... at 
least twelve very short sentences composed of the simplest 
words. 

F • ....u.. 
Read."f/ ••• .•• To read from the reading bock short simple sentencee of 

word. whicb are not &8 a rule of more thoin one syllable; 
(about 30 pages from a first Standard Beader or aimiIar 
bock.) 

Wrihng ..• •.• To copy on slate in mannscript characters from print, and 
to write words which are _pelt. c..pital and sm&lllettera to 
be known. 

C"" ....... 1ion •.• To understand and reply to very simple sentences, only 
those words being naed which occnr in the reading bock. 

.Arithmet .... 
To write on alate from dictation np to twentyinEnJtlish. 

To add and subtract numbers up to I!O orally in EngliSh. 

StandardU. 

E"f/1w.. 
R-""f/ ••• •.• To read simple words of three or fonr letters; (abont Iii 

pages from a FiI .. t Standard Reader or similiar book). 
Co .. _1ioa •.• To converse in simple .... tences, wing the Words of the 

reading book. 
Freooc4. 

Readtng ..• ••• To read from the reading bocksimple .... tences and short 
stories and other simple seDtences containing onJy the warda 
that occur in the boole ; (about 45 pages from a "First Stan. 
dard Reader or sinlilar book.) 

83711. 'I • 
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WrilVnu •.. ..• To write on a slate, from dictation, l'assa.ges (rom the 
reading book, and other passa.ges oontainmg only the word .. 
of the book. 

ConveT8ati<m ... To understand and reply to simple sentences, those 
words only being;used whiclI occur in the reading book. 

AritlJ1TUJtic. 
Simple addition and subtraction of numbers of not more 

-than three figures. Multiplication Tables as far as 6 times 
12. (Engliah to be used.) 

Standard OI. 

Engluk. 
Reading... ... To read from the reading book simple sentencee com

posed of short words and to read other sentencee eoml"""'d 
of the words of the book. (Abont 30 peges from a ~'irst 
or Second Standard Reader or similiar book.) 

Writing ... ... To write on slate, from dietation, .. ntencee from tbe 
book and others compoeed of the .. ora.. of the book. 

Con1N!rlati<m... To converse in simple sentencee nsing only the words of 
the book. 

Fren.cA. 
Realling... ... To read simple sentences and stori .. from the reading 

book. and others containing the words ooly that occur in 
the book. (Abont 60 psg.. from a Second Standard 
Reader or similar book.) 

Writing ... ... To write on a slate, from dietation, passageII from the 
reading book and other simple sentenee8 and answers to 
simple questions, thOllO words only being 1IlIed which occur 
in the reading book. 

Con_la/i<m... To converse in simple .. ntences, th""" words ouly being 
necesoary which are to be learnt from the reading book. 

..trit./u"aic. 
Simple addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, 

nomeration to 1,000,000. (English to be 1IlIed.) 

Standard IV. 

EnglUk. 
Reading... ... To rend from the reading booksimple sentencee or stories 

compoeed. of ahort words, and othe ... containing words of 
about the same difficnlty. (A Third Standard Reader or 
simi\ar book.) . 

Writing ... ... To write with pen and ink, from dietation, aim"I. 
sentences and ., .. nee from the reading book and othere 
eontaining words of about the same difficulty. 

CQ",orl'Iaii<m... To converse in simple language 1IIing the words of the 
reading book and othe ... of about the oame difficulty . 

~ Reading ... 

• 
FreNA. 

... To read simple oteries from the reading bOok and othe ... 
of about the same difficulty. (A Third Standard Reader 
or similar book.) . 
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Writing ... ... To write with pen and ink simple passages from dictation 
and answers to simple questions and very short simple 

, descriptions of objects and of events. 
Converlation... To converse in simple language and to describe simple 

objects and events. 

. Aritnm..tk. 
Numeration. Easy problems on the foUr simple rules. 

Sums in bazaar and shop .accounts in Rupees and cents. 
Addition, SUbtmctio.n) Multiplication I\Ild Division in 
Rupees and cents, in Metric Tables and in Table of Time. 
Reduction in the tabl ... 

Standard V. 

E1IfIUIh and Fronch. 
Readiflg .•• .., '1'0 read passages not containing uncommon words or diffi· 

cult or unusual expressions. 
Writi1lfl... ... To write from dictation with pen and ink passages not 

containing uncommon words or difficult or unusual ex
pressions. To write simple accounts of objects and events 
which have been seen by or described to the pupils. To 
write in simple language the substance of ltories which 
have been read aloud. 

C ......... oation... To converse on simple subject. in plai.n l&nguage. 

Read.,. ... 

Wrm"9." 

Aritl."ld,;" 
Bills or invoices. Question. on Metric Tables. a ..... test 

Common Measure. Least Common Multir.le. Verr simple 
Questions on Vu\g&r Fractions. Simp e QUestlOns on 
areas of Rectangu\af Surfaces. 

St&ndArd VL 

E1IfIlilh and Frvmch. 
... To read ~ from Standard Anthors not containing 

unusual difficultles. 
... To write from dictation. To write plai.n descriptioDl 

and letters on given subjects. To reproduce in writing tbe 
substance of a Plain narrative or other composition which 
is read aloud. , 

C""_............. Ueneral Conversation, not involving nnusual difficulties. 

AriIA....n.. 
Vulgar and decimal fractions with questions involving 

their UJI8, QuestiOD8 on areas of rectangular surfaces and 
volumes of rectangular solids. 

OPTIONAL SUBJECTS. 

ENuLlllB OB FBmroB. 

St&ndArd m. 
To re~ twenIT lin ... of simple verse. To point out the nouns, adjedi_ 

aud verbs in the pl."'" 
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Standard IV. 
To recite with intelligence and expression thirty lines of l""'try, and to 

know their meaning. To point out the parte of speech in "sImple aentence 
and to fonn simple aenteneea containing them. 

Standard V. 
To recite with intelligence and .xpreesion tifty lines of poetry, and to 

know their meaning. To perae eaay aenteneea and to abow by eDlllpJes the 
use of the perta of speech. 

Standard VI. 
To recita with intelligence and expression fifty lines of poetry and to ex

plain the worda and alluaioOB. To perae and analyae8imple aenten ..... 

EXTRA OPTIONAL SUBJECTS. 

GBOGRAPHY. 

Standard m. 
To .,,!,Iain a plan of the achool-room and, ita snrronndinga, the four car· 

dina.! pomta, the meaning and use of a map. 

Standard IV.-

Geol!':"phica.l terms simply explained and iJluatrated by reference to the 
pictona.! chart of Geography, and Map of ManritiUl. To draw from memory 
&n ontline Map of Mauntius abowing the Districts and principal plaCea. 

Standard V. 
A thorough knowledge of the geography of Mauritius with oompleta map 

from memory. Some acquaintance with the Ueography of Europe. 

Standard VI. 
Enrope with completa map from memory. 

AlIITBlOTIO. 

Standard IV. 

sb~=ous on the British money table and the connection between ponnds 
.. and pence and rupees and conte. 

Standard V. 
Q1II!8tious 00 the British tables of length and ...... and the COIIIleCtion 

between British and Metric ~ of 1ength and ..... 
. J 

Standard VI. 
Questious on the British tables of volome and weight and the connection 

between the Brl'tiah and Metric Meaanree of YOIome and weigM. 

El.BMDTABY 8cmNCII roB Bon. 

Standard IV. 

Animal. (Blackie'. Tropica.I Reader No.1.) 
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Standard V. 
Plants. (Blackie's Tropical Reader No.1.) 

Standard VI. 
Anima.!s a.nd Plante. (Blackie's Tropical Reader No. 9.) 

NBBDLBWORK !'OR GIRLS. 

Standard IV. 
Hemming, Seaming, Felling. Any garment or other useful article which 

ca.n he completed by those stitch .. •. g. a child'. pinafore, pillow......., or 
pocket-ha.ndkerchlef, patterns of which may be seen at the Education 
Otlice. 

Standard V. 
The works of Standard IV. Stitching and sewing on strings, gathering, 

setting in, button-hole, sewing on button. Garment: Pinafore, shift, 
apron, a plain night-shirt, night-gown or petticoat, herring-bone stitch; 
patterns of which may be seen at tho Education Ollice. The stitch only on 
ca.nvas or lla.nnel. Darning, simple, on canv .... 

Standard VI. 
The work of the previoUR Standards a.nd the running-tuck. Garment as 

in Standard V. Plain darning of a hole in stocking-web material, patching 
in calico a.nd flannel. (,utting out any garment such as is reqUired. in 
Standard V., patterns of which may be seen at the Education Office. . 

REMARKS. 
1. In Reading, attention shonld be paid to pronunciation, distinctness of 

apeech a.nd proper intonation. All tIiat is read shonld be understood by 
the pupil a.nd ahonld be read in such a manner that it may be underatood 
by others. . 

i. In Writing, not only shonld attention be paid to correctness of spell. 
ing, but IlOOd ha.nd-writing shonld be cnltivated. A proper pceition o( the 
pupil a.nil a proper ma.nner of holding the writing materials ..... important. 

3. In Arithmetic, besides accnracy nf working, neatn ... in arra.nging the 
work a.nd in forming tho figures shonld receive attention. 

4. In any Standard a pass will be obtained by secnring t1l1>-fifths nf the 
marks in each division nf English a.nd of Frencli a.nd in Arithmetic. 

6. Pass Certificates will be awarded to the pnpila who pass in any 
Standard. 

6. Certifi ... tes of Merit will be awarded to the J!1lpile who secure four
fifths nf the total marka obteinable in each obligatory aubject nf the 
Standard. 

Roadi"fl ••• 
11'""", ••• 

SCHEDULEB. 
ByUabua lor I'lldian Dial«:ta. 

(T ..... il, Tolugoo, HiMa) it. lrulian &/wol" SImIdan/, .. 
B __ , I, II, III, IY. 

. (In b&\f-time echools established for the India.n l'OpnJa.. 
tion in which the instruction is canied to the Fourth 
Standard only, a.n lndia.n dial"'" may be otaught instead of 
English or French.) 

Below Standard. 
... To learn the namee of the letters. 
••• To copy on alate cbanctera from print; to writa word& 

which ...... pelt. 



Standard I. 
Reading ... To read from reading book. (30 pages of Primer or other 

similar book.) 
Writing ... ... To writs on slats from dictation p&88ages from reading 

book and other P3lll!llges containing the words of the book. 
Conv"'/laticm ..• Simple conversation in words similar to those of book 

Stand&rd IL 
Readimg ••• ... To read from readinll' book, to read JlI'8II"ges containing 

only words of book. (60 pages of First Standard Reader 
or other similar book.) 

Writimg ••• ' ... To writs on alats from dictation P3lll!llges from reading 
book and other passages containing the words of the book. 

Conwr/latw.. ... Simp'le conversation in words of reading book and words 
of eimiIar diJIicolty. 

Stand&rdm 
lUading... ... To read from reading book; to read JlI'8II"ges containing 

words of eimiIar di1llcnlty to thoae of book. (70 pagea of 
Third Standard Reader or eimiIar book.) 

Writimg... ... To writs from dictation p8III!&gI!8 from reading book and 
other passages of similar di1Ilcolty. To writs answers to 
simple qnestiona. 

C_ew.. ... Simple Conversation in words of similiar diJIicnlty to 
those of reading book. 

Stand&rd IV. 
Rrailimg.. ... To read from reading book; to read simple puaag .. 

from any book. 
Writimg ... ..• To writs simple p&Il8&gOII from dictation. To writs 

simple descriptions of objecta and eventa. To writs lOb· 
stance of simple atori .. which have been read alond. 

CtmWTl4lion ... To converse in simple 1aDgnage. 



SCHEDULE C. 

Emamvinatiun /0'1' Mcmitor's Otrlijicate. 

IIcbooL ~!i Tolal. P ....... • cc Needle-work 
_qlllh. - ....... ArlIluD_. -pb,. HIstm7. fhawlng. ~-S oblp. . ., for Pemale TeaebeJ"l,. ...... ;; Maxlmom 

Marka. 
lin: Malel: 800 

)lark .. ... 100 ... 00 100 110 110 .. .. •• Femal .. 850. 

O .. mmar. Beldlnl Onmmu, Bead· " ...... Towrl .. ]beret .. Iny= Barope.,g: .... ' .... Ht.t:ory of Bngland : li'IratOrade i tit'!.!.!!· 'Ili 
and CoD"erutlon, Iu .. aod ConyerM.- '-'""'. ....... 'he BngJlab &: c Un.. e United From tho rolre .. 7t'eehand c .... o~!= i.e"Q ~ DIctation, TranaJa.. '1011. DlctaUoa, Ieepln« mOD" 8,.t.euP of welgbt. K.lngdom and Maurt- WUli&m. I. to I. e close Draw\og. '5 •• -,= ... C;lIIf·ci 8 

1.100. Comnl.:1tJon : Tna.taUoD, of &cbool Irbe pen. and meuur-.aod t.be I.lus lb ~1C1l1at. of the reign of HeDI'J - tlI ... fmgt","'SIl: • 
To rep 1Ule ,he Oom~ltIoD" 

_ ..... 
rnauhlp Engllah and Colonial with map. Form and m. TenBoolI: " .e aa ~.s tID'll ~ g 

aabJJtanoe of • oar. In ngl&.h. .... 1. curreoel8l. ~r motlODl oftbeeortb • Blstory' of Prance : recommen· 

= 
• -- .cI.!3~ 

ral.h', aJowl, read - Jettlng aad Decimal ODI. kplanatlona of dar To the death of St. ded. cJtlIIIIE.s= -;. 
." 'h' a"mlD." Tnl.Oook ...... .. arid night ADd the Louia. 1270 • - 'i = i ei • ,s)s:l1II .2 a 'Q'C !.A".di~ .......... dod. kist-band TmBook ..... DL - Kenued,... .el,c1..c "cz,s Text Book, - .. d ...... reoommend.ed. - Test Boob I Grade ,.;;- 5.= ~ I Z:a l3i recommended, :r.ro ..... '. Led,.. band. - Test BOob recommended. Freehand .:!o: • u".! e Q 8 S W.t'. Bn,lIab oolOlJit ] ,ear o.8m1&h'.Arl.Uamet.Ic. recommended. - Copl •• ~~ '1:1.,0 0 0'0 .. 

Grammar lor nUnt. H~h'" CI .. Book LIngard' •• bridg· ~aS t'..c:§.!,a ~ f:; 
be!J1nn.r.. l.4urle', of od,",_p~. lDent 01 the Hl'torr 'ab .5!.!2fid8S~~e "CPlIn &n,llIh O ...... BlJl:....... . of EnglandSi: Burke.' ~l poIl~lon. "WI. "Atlu. Brouard', tolre de ~l:i~~JI.t"J-: Prance. Coon Sle- 3J=I.8. jt:. m ........ ~'i 

Ii .. :-a f t>oe· ~'tl1 
~ 'lie !~c5.51"a .! ~=" _ .c 

•• .eA'As§Jit;'S'g 

~i 
_stIDOaolCc"".oe: 

a!1j~!!lli 
-::.i-i.5lS &<IIl E! 

...... In an, on. IQbJd lIPlned. b, ntttn. ball the mulmam mark' In that I1lbJeet. 
To obtain a eertlScate candidate. mUlt p .... In Bngll.h, henoh, School )lanageJDen" PenmaDIbl,p and Arithmetic; Do,. mut alto pUlID Geography. and IIrl, must p8III in N"dl 

"ork: and aDJ oaodlda ... mut. DbMiD '-o-Ut!rdI of &b. total Dumber of maru obWnabl., 



SCHEDULE D. 

E:wmiMtion /0'1' Teacher's Certificates. 

~ 
FroDoh. Sohool 

1'IDID&DabIP·1 Arltbm.Uo. C!eogIapb7. Hlltory. Drawlug. I Algebra,. GeomUI'J I Needle-
M~: 

Kant.pmen\. work. 
Mara:- ------ - -- -- -- --

lOll 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 .00 
- -

Grammar, Read· Grammar, a.M. Method, To wrlte II Mtloellaneolll General outlloe. Blatol'J of Bna· lit Grade Suhltltntlona. Euolld L :~ I Ilia and Con .. ena· In •• ,,4 eo.· 01 tQ&Ohlna. lpecl.men of q'lleatlonl In. ot IIh, World. land: From Pnc .. oat Addition Sub- l-~with UIlD,ConlJ::IUon • "rat 01, Com· Readh!f' Wrlt. t.he penman- YOIVI~ the Outllno:lueattolll Edwlrd 1. tu Geomat?:_ nction. Multi. ea" educ- c~ 

1'ra11l11 ou. ~".D, Trona· .1DJ an Arlth· .bl~ UMd I. 1I11~UI .nd 01 Ph,. cal Geo- the olDIe of the !nd an • plication, Divi. ....... l!'c 

J Tu'\ik.okt 
..... mlt.to, TIme .. tt qoopt. Milt c 8)'1temf, I"Pby~.p HOUle of York. _41. lion 81mple - i§ - Tobl .. or "lit hud of Wel.h\l and Draw . HI.to~ .r equatlon'loone Text Book Jl] _rtoomme",led. Teat Book, - ",dmlAl1 lI .. " .... t.nd !'ranee : 0 the Text Boob unknown quaD- ..... m. IJ noommlUded.. _,Hook hul4. theBllIllahand Text Boob. acceuloQ of ~ .... m. l1t1, and 11M,. mended a~ Moroll'.Orammar noommmdtd. Culo.nlal eu .... ffMIOmmendod. LoW. XlV. mQllded. problem. pro- Halland c'" I a 

lUll! Buret ... J.arauu,', Ind. renol8&. Pra,o. (1"'~ duoiDg them. 8 ....... :s. )("oual of the tiona and 1'1'0- &lb .. ·Ct- -'" Par'" I, &: U. )"OAf to pa,:e tG : - Gill', Pint - .-Laurie', Prt.(ltJo.l and Grammaln 8clonoeandArt. port.lona. of Modern 'fu.l boob Grade. Tnt-Book .... i1i Toa:L Book 01 Rn· oompletellJlU', oIT .. oh .... 
,.., Book reo O __ ~h7. hCOmmea.ded.. ~tleal commended. a; 6 .... 0001 .... • Bugh.' hy.!. Geome~. oommebdtd. "'"~Ph' Llnptd'. 

)~ 
.D. 

John,t.on P\\Utl. K ..... ~. Hall and 
abrt~entot 11. Gl'I.\ e K.nighl'. 816-C. Smith .. cal Atlu,or GIU'. the to~of Fl'eeband lDeutary Algeo i! I ArilhmoU.c. Ylatorw. AU. ... a.wl ... Oopl .. -urke). ;II~ Brouud. .. Uta. • totre de Prance. . ., , :;c Coun MOlen. 

I l;S 
: .. ~ 

!5i , .~ ei , ~ -. 
! 

00:;; 

~~ --- - -.-- _. 
~ -_ .. - .. -. ----_ .. 



)f~::"~ I : 

~ .... 11< .. 100 100 100 100 ... IDO 100 100 100 lIDO 

- -
Oft ....... :::;;. --- To write • Gebenl qu_ The World. Ria...,. ot Bo •• n. Grade The foregoing Buelld I. Il 
I,.~_'.T .. tion. :r.-.::" ot 

LIObI &lid pro. The Brittm BID- land: The Til· Practical witb IImple w:ltbdeduo. 
Gt'amm .... Ana- Ia • Method. or epenlD&ll· bleIDI.lDtArest, plre pa.rtie1l1arl,., dor and 8tuart GeomekJ, equatJOIlIln tI .... 

i <;j 

a 1,.:~"TraM- - TeachlDl'. .hl~""'I. ItJI1U'8,Dce Dt. wltb ma~Quea- perl"". Mecbanlcal one and more -
1 Tftt.Boob. Practical eDo _tOICOpl. DOUDt-,Proftt. tiona in a1ea1 RIa~ot and Oma- unkDownquan- TeztBoot - recomm8Dded. mlnatloa I. 01 Textband and liz· O ..... J!'r Prance : 0 the mental. tltl8lan~ .-"". 

1 
,...._ .. ..,.". ... Lul- teaebiDg Bo· ODdomall -... QeD Qn .. preaent tim •• Dn..u.g. blem,& ac· mended. 1 ~ j 

ncommmdecL oologte D. ,ear l1:Ib, Frencb, ....... - tlObAOD Oommer· - ID ..... Ba.Uand 
ntlre.and thmetlcand Tnt Book cIaI_p". Test Boot TutBook - .... - ~ f )foreU'.Onmmar Orammau. Ba· _ph,. recommended. - neommended. """m· TutBoo" l! aad_ p6d.are DL - C.8mlw'. TutBoo" IJnprd'. mended. recommended. ~ 

I 
PartDL , ... Ten_ ArilhmeUc. recommended. abrtttceot of 
l£art .... Praetleal Pell d. PJ. recommended. Bughea' Geogn. the Ia!:r of our. II. Hall.nd • i Test Book of En· ml81'S Prtnoi]* JlanDal of the pb,otBrt .... Bo .... Gmd. Knight'. Ble- t 
~".h Compoll. de .1.,.1. et dI Sci...,. and Empire. (b, Burke). Practical meD~ :9 • .. loa. ....JI:l' .... Art ot T_· Bagh ... Ph,.. ... BrOuard'. :m... Geometry. Algebra. 

~ Z A. Boot .".. Btu· A "by. lDo. 0 ....... "1:. tolrede 
dard Author, to Standard Au· .fobnlton', tin Yrance. ··!lS be_...m,.r. tbor kJ be lit ot Brltiah Em· Ooun ,ap'rleur. Bgg MOb , ... piN. 

~if 
~:8i u 
~I~ 

1. oae-balf of thl marb a1Joted lor BaSn.h, 7rencbJ 8cbool MUllment, Peamanthtp, and .Arithmetic, and lwo·th1rdI oJ the total muJmum marll;, are required for a pall. 
•• Jl'em&le TeaeJfen mar be usmtned in Need1eworl: In Uea of Algebra and Euclid. 
S. Candltlat.. wbo ha .... paued t.he Jnnlor Cambrtdg. Local Jb;amlo&tloD or the Enmlnatlon lor the Fnneh Er ..... t de eapaett' dlimentalre or tbe 8th or 'lth S ..... Ddard Rumination 

r t.be Bllbe EdUcation of Olrla or wbo can produce certilicate. from t.be llector 01 tbe RoJai College to the elfeet. that. tbey hive obtained half t.he total number of marka at the December 
l&IIIlnaUOfl of th. Middle VI .. OJ' the Upp.r Remoye Viall of the Ro,.a1 Colle,. or "ho baYe obtalDecl u,. other C8lutl~ "bleb the D1rectcr will colla1der equivalent shall be required to 
10M 001, In School MaDalement. III order to obtain a Brd Chua Cert16cat.e. . 

•. Ca.ndldata "ho bay. paIIe4 the hpJor CaIIbrtd.e Local Baamlnatlon or lh. London 'Unbent.., Ifatrlrolatlon .kamJnaUon ahall be awarded a 2nd CI ... Certl6clte on their 
llllu. lu School If,nag,ment. 

6. Candldatel who are bolden of lit C1aII Certfflcat. of the .&oral Collee. of Pretepton or hold. n of tbe l'nncb Erent de "Plett, aupdrleur or who han obtained aD1 other 
"t.UIIlII.e wbleb &.h. DIr.dor "ill coollder equlralol, Iban be atlLled &0 alndClta OvWlcale. 
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'" -



SCHEDULE E. 

P1-ogramme of Studies fur School Scholarships. 

... IIaII. French • Arlt.hm.uo. o..,.r.ph,. I HlJt.orl. Algebra. I Goometry. . Uru.wlul Toto 

I Mu.: lIark. :-UO 1<0 100 '0 .. 100 I 100 "" 780 

A "burt. ~Ph from a - A. Ibor' parqra~h from .. 1'end11bu17 :- .urope, ,-,neral Hllt0rt of Elliliand: Deftnltlona and ex. Euclid Book I PractIcal Oeome 
~~ unkuown t.he~nd.i. '"book unknown \0 he calldl· From p. 1 to p- ouUin •• The nit.ed -Tbe lint Pilon. of tlana.... 01 AIg •• and eat)' doduc- trr Onde I an 
at. to be .. d inklilflentl, datA t.u b, NAtl lntelll"oot.l, 1611: 100 to lim! ; KlnltdotD of GNat the work down to the raica! 8ignt and "ions. Bu~ FreeI,..,,1 jU:: Ihlliltly amI. qutltluu. OD. and tln.nt\)' and qUNUOUI on m to 101' i iTa Brhatn and IhlaDd, Norrod CunquHt.. Terma. U 811 of Brae. Text. Book. Cop ... 
• lIluaulul! of 11. UIW,red. c.h. moanllll of It auowenl!, to lI$I. .. d 1l.ur1uua In 1'ext. Book :-UII;· kilt&. Addition, Sub- - Tell' Boob. 

("on_.,I... ~I r) part10ul~ wlUl BUd'. abridlOUoot tmetlon, Multl&lie&. Hall and St.eHDL 
Ooo'f8ratlon. 110) map&. fllDeDt&l7 of the Hlatory of tlon and Dlv 10D, --

Gill'l Firat Grantt: Tu nHlltA wu.b ... p ..... on To I'thl;iw with exp"," ou Pb,yolerJ :pbJ. Bn~and bJ Burte. Simple cuee offt.eao. Practieal Oeom ft., Une. of poetrJ alld to tift,. Ua .. 01 peWltr), ami to ru. . H t.or)' of J'raDce: luUon of AlaeblUical try aud KeIlU~'9 
~~I'I .. tn ~h. we. and .Uo· explain t.b, word .. and allu- - -Th. II.rat ~ 01 Upnaaloul into fao- Freehand OJ es unl. (to) .Iunl, ~'IO) ~ ..... Qeo. the w1lrk the tora. BquatlOlli of ! Oradel. UNlUhll\l\ lDoludlll~ par.. Grammar, Inoludtnll,*ra na C!kh cal Series d_lb of Ht.. Loub. \h. fint. degree in n. and aualJl1I Q .... ,. and .... a,all of ea.Q MUt.e.nl· ... .. ~ Text boot.:- one and more UQ-

~~t.eJl~' ('Jtl) (lIO) of M.aurl,\lu.. Brouanl', Blatob. knOWD. q1Wlt.lti. 
1o?'ut.l.M>ok.:-Wett.'I B"JUab Text book: Larou.u'IOt'llt.l'G· ,Ie """, .. , eo ... and probhullII pro- I r.nunar rur Hqbm ..... UW'ie Kl.,mlDtoalre LulcolUile I eJ.6mut.aire. du~them. 

'1\1 Wnte trout dicLatlon. 1n annlte. , .Boot. 
I ~,., I'\m""~ about 100 To wrt~ born dtotAUoo .. 

i -
ord_ frum a uuknowb ,...... 00I1&8hlilll about lUll Ib.U and Knlab\. 

~-' \he Gaudld.,..: band· word, t&Itou rrom. .. book un· , 

I 
.. rtt.lua uld .... 10111"1 \0 b, known to Ob. oantlhla .... : , ! 
~lalIIan.d. (10) baudwrltln. Mod llpeJ.lh-a to 

I 
, 

I 
TnIol1al"Uon from .... ,,"1\ .. \'Unlht""'"-'" ~) 

11&0 KnarUah. ~:lO) 'l'ranalat.lOll I'roOl BllJl tb I i LaUar ur.hor\ au"fllr,UOli. tnto lI'l'9l1f'h. ~ , I 
(Ill) w""" or IIhon uarn.t.lou, ) 
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APPENDIX C. 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF MAURITIUS. 

RULES AND REGULATIONS, 1901. 

253 

1. The object of the Royal Collp~ is to provide for the youth of the 
Colony a superior course of claaaical and genOral Education; to prepare 
them for Matriculation and degrees in the U Diversities of the .Moth ... 
Conntry; and, alao, to provide inatrnction for the atudentll in special 
subjects. 

1I. The Royal College oompreheuds Schools of Classics, Mathematics, 
NaturoJ Sciences, and Modem languages. The -war course comprises 
inatrnction in all these branches; but students wilf be allowed to follow 
particular branches snbject to such regulations as may be established by 
the College Committee. . 

3. The Classes of the Royal College 6hall be open to the pupils of all 
other Educational Eatablisliments.i on terma to be specified by the Com
mittee, and approved by His Exceuency the Governor. 

llapoMibk Parhu, 

4. Admission to the regular cou ..... as well as to the .pecialclsasea, shall 
be obtained by, or for, any candidate on acceJltaDoe by a responsible party 
for him of the established regulations of the Institution, and on p&yment 
of the f_ 

II. Every candidate applying for admission to the Royal College shall 
reoeive, on application, the Rules and Regulation. which govern the Insti
tution ;and an admission paJlBr containing certain queri .. feprding the age, 
religion, hBBlth. and fI8Ileral antecedents of the candidate. 

8. The p&per shall be signed by the panmt, ~ or responsible 
party. who may stand i" locO parmI .. to the candidate during his acedemi-
0aJ. career. 

7. The &ignature of the p&per shall import : 
(a) An obliption to p&y the f_ of the pupil. 
(6) An obliP.tion to replace any article lost or d_yed and to 

repair any article damaged by the pupil. 
(c) An acoeptaDoe of the Rulee and Regulations of the Royal College, 

both those made at the time, and those which may be made snboe
quentiy to the data of signing; and an obliption to ~perate with 
the authorities of the College. 

(d) A copy of the Rulee and Regulations with its ...... emree shall be 
delivered to the parent, """",ian or responsible p&rty.-or to any 
snbstitute provided accOrding to Arlo 8, who shall give a receipt for 
the same, acknowledging thst the said p&rty iB acquainted with snch 
Rulee and RegulatiOIl& 

8. This f88JlCnsibility shall continue until the party either finds a .... bati
tute and an obli8ation .. nbove provided shall nave been signed by snch 
8ubstitute in his stead, or nntil he withdraws the pupil. 

9. No p&per shall be signed by the ~ ... signatures hom whom ahaII 
only be reqUired on their iIaiIy work, or them ..... 

F_ 
lO. The College f_ for the ~ conne or for ........ onaI' and special 

.tudi .... in an)' branch, ahaII be fixed from time to time by the COllege 
Committee, Wlth the approval of the Governor. 

The f_ at ~t are fixed at Ra. II per month. The reco'8i, 01 f_ 
regulated by Ordinanoea, printed copies 01 .bicla are hereunto Uloued. 
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11. In tho case of brothers and half·broth.r. attending allY d.psrtmenl 
of the Royal Colleg. simultaneously, II reduction shall bo allowed of Ro. I 
p.r month on .... h hrother. . 

In special .... es in which a" Responsible Party" pays out 01 his own 
means the College fees of two or more boys not being brothers or half· 
brothers, it shall be in the power of the Committee to recommend the same 
reduction as is msde in the case of brothers. 

12. Exemption from lees may be sccorded by the Governor, on the 
recommendation of the Rector, to those Students of the highest .1 ....... 
who shall be desirous of continuing some longer time at the Royal College 
after their ordinary College career is finished in order to follow som. 
sfecial studi~ provided that their conduct be" very good, n their prOll"
• aatisfactory, and that they be willing to devote II portion of their time 
to the special use snd benefit of the institution. 

13. The College Committee shsll have the power to recommend to Hi. 
Excellenc," the Governor for entire or partial exemption from fees during 
the remsmder of their College career a certain number of pupil. of the 
Royal College who throuj!h the death or sudden destitntion of thoir 
parents are UMble to contlOue the regul&r payments, provided that ouch 
pupils shall have been at least two yean pupils of the Royal College, 
having regularly paid their fees, provided a,,", that during that periO<l 
their conauct baS been generally good and their application and progrOS8 
satisfactory; and provided further the number of p;::r.i1s so exempted shall 
not exceed Dve per cent. of thennmber of paying st enta" 

14. Eve.,. facility will be granted to the Ministers of the Christisn 
religion in the Colony to afford Religious Instruction to the ~pils of their 
respective creeds. No pupil will be required to attend RelIgious Instruc
tion if his parents or responsible party shall declare in writing to the 
Religions Instructor that he or she objecto to the pupil'. attendance at the 
class of Religious Instruction. . 

15. The Religions Instrnction .balliorm a special branch of the College 
education, and sball be conducted in conformity with the rnles which 
regulate the secular instruction. 

16. Only these pupils who belong to one of the two preTailing Christhn 
Chnrehes in the Colony, shall be bound to attend Religions Instroctioo. 

17. The instruction will comprise Sacred History, Catecbism and the 
Greek Testament. Sacred History sball be taught by clergymen of the 
two Churches, appointed for that purpose. 

18. The students shall be examined lor special marks and yrizee lor 
religio~ koowledt:e ~ the claaaee; they .ball also paBII periodii:ally oral 
and wntten exammatwD8. -

AbJmCe. 

19. Absence is to be explained on the day of return by a letter from the 
parent or responsible person. Unauthorised absencs will be punished. 

In case of repeated .. been.., rnsticatioo may be resorted to. 
:So boy ... hose absences .hall exceed thirty working day. in tbe year, 

.hall be eliiible .for aDY prize, medal. !",holarsbip or exhibition, unl .... the 
ab£encos, oecnmng after the first thirty, are &«ODnted for by a medical 
certificate, or, on an appJicatl')n to be m&de by the boy'. responeibIe party 
within a fortnight of """h absence, are proved to the 8atiJofaetion of the 
College Committee to have been doe to _ BDlIicient cause. T .. o 
abeen ... of two hours each shall conot 118 one day. absence. 

This mle .ljall not apply'" any examination taking place before the IS 
oflOovember,I897. 
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For the purpose of this Regulation the word .. year" ebaIl mean the 
academical year beginning on the 1st of Janua<y. except that. with refenmce 
to Matriculation BX8.JDjD8tjo~ it ahall mean the lDtenal between two 
January 01' two June ExamjnAtiOns. 

The Rector ebaIl cawoe to be kept a register of anch &been.... which 
register ahaIl be acceosible to the boys and the responsible parties during 
honra fixed by the Rector; and the Rectar ahaIl give WIII'Ding to the 
responsible parties of any absence beyond the abOve thirty abeeneea. 
Such warning ahaIl be given through the Post Office by a registered letter. 

P-uh_ 

20. The general pnniabmenta will be : 
Io.-Arreot and imposition of an boor to be awarded by any Pro

f_. 
Ilo.-Aneat of two bonra or more and deprivation of weekly 

holidays or part of any vacation to be awarded by the 
Rector-aneh deprivation not to exeeed a week withont the 
approval of the College Committee. 

3o.-Rnstication to be awarded by the Rector P"l"ri';onallyanbject 
to the final decision of the Committee. 

4o.-lUpolsion by the Committee. 
60.-The pnpil. of the Royal College are liable to the pnnisbmenta 

mentioned in Article 20 of the Ruleo and Regu\&tiono of the 
Royal College for miacondnct in the raiI_y or in any other 
pnblic pIaee; 

21. The cIaooification of the stndenta will be regulated by ..... ks allotted 
daring the term, for application; and at the Terininal )'Jam;!l8tiona, f(Of 
progreM. 

ti. Th_ marks ahaIl be registered, and p~ in the College Recorda, 
for reference and gnidance in every C8B8 of application for College Certifi-
cates. . _ 

23. On the Terminal EDminationa will depend the pn- olI'ered for 
progreso in specia1 branch .... 

24. Pns. for industry and application will be granted to meritoriona 
stndenta. 

iii. The award of all Pns. ahaIl be anbject to the general good c:ondDd 
of the pupils. 

26. All pupilo of tho Royal Coll"l!" who oball have motrieulated at the 
University of Lund"" and JlISII8CI the final enmination to the oatiofactiou 
of Examiners, ahaIl receive the diploma of AEociateo of the Royal College. 

ScAol<JraAipo. 

EliGLIBB Sc8oJ. R8JJ!'PS. 

27. By tho terms of An. I and n of Ordi_ III of 1892. 
L (1) The Governor oba1I oeIect every year two pupilo of the Royal Col

lege, And oba1I award to each of such pupils, here after called I. .. ue.t .... _a 
Scholarship of the value of £j!()() per annum, free of Income To, teuable 
for four'years, for the purpooo of enabling anch Laureate to pnnue his 
atudi .. III the United KiJWIom or in any other rounUy in wbic:il the 
::iecret1J7 of Slate for the Uol0uie0 may for special __ allow him to 
noid ... 

(2) Tho Laoreateo shall be oeIected by the Governor aa!>rding to the 
Rules of the laot yeorly eum;nationa and in eonformity .nth any rules and 
nogu\atiOlll made or to be made by tho 00aac:iI of Educaliou and apprond 
by tho Go .......... pro"rided that DO pupil sbaIJ be .. Ieet.ed &8 a IAnreate 
wbo... tho Governor in Executive 00aac:iI oba1I find IlDwarthy of -" 
a dj,tinctioP OIl ~, of SI'OIII miMoadJlC& .ither .. a pnpil or otbenriso. 
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II. Every Laureate sbalJ also he entitled to an alJowance of seventy·five 
pounds or such other amount &8 may from time to time he fixed by the 
Governor, with the consent of the Council of Government, to defray his
passage to England and to a like sum in payment of his return passage to 
Mauritius at the expiration of the said four yea .... 

The folJowiug Rules and Regulations have been framed .by the Conncil 
of Education iu accordance with Article 6 of Ordiuance 16 of 18a2. 

28. It shalI be lawful for the Governor, or the Secretary of State, to 
authorise the payment to any Laureate at such times, and 10 such sums, 
and upon such conditions, &8 he may think proper, of any such moneys as 
would be payable to him br way of annual allowance if he were to continue 
his studies for the period a four yea .. provided tbe Rum RO paid do not in 
the aggregate exceed the amount of (£800) eight bundred pounds sterling. 

29. The conditions under which pnpils of the Royal College shall be 
allowed to compete for these rewards are, subject to the proviRO contained 
in paragraph 2 of Article 1 of Ordinance 16 of 1892, thooe enacted in the 
folJowing articles :-

30. Every candidate shalJ be a British subject, and shalJ have resided in 
the Colony for the ten yea .. immediately before the competition, and bis 
parents (both or either of them) .hall alRO have resided therein for the like 
period prior to the date of competition. 

No temporary absence, or absences, from the Colony of the parents not 
exceeding altogether tAru 1;':,.rs, and no temporary absence or absences 
from the Colony of the can' te not exceeding altogether two yea.s, shall 
be considered as interrupting the ten years' residence required by this 
Regulation, provided the candidate baa not been absent from the Colony 
for more than six months during the four yea .. immediately preceding 
the competition. 

Orphans who after the death of their parents shall continue to reside in 
the Colony, sbalI be entitled to reckon tb. term of such residence in order 
to make np the required ten years' residence. -

31. Every candidate must have been a pupil of the Royal College durin)! 
the eight terms immediately preceding that in which the competition .. 
held. 'fhia rule not to disqualify a candidate who has been temporarily 
absent from the Colony &8 specified in Article 30. 

32. The examination shalJ take place in the month of December; and DO 
candidate shalI be admitted to compete if above 20 years before the first 
day of July previoU& In case of need the College Committee is em
powered to poetpone the examination. 

33. Every candidate shall be bound to aend to the Rector of the Royal 
ColJege before the 1st of September previona to the competition, an appb
cation for admission to the examination accompanied by evidence of age 
and a declaration by bis res~ible party thet the candidate satisfies the 
conditions laid down in Arllcle 30. 

No application made after that date.shall be entertained. 

34. The list of candidatee shall be vosted np by t.be Rector in .. COD
spicnous place at the Royo.l College oofore the 16th of September; any 
objeetion as to the qnalifications of any candidate must be raised before 
the 16th uf October following by il>tter addreesed to the Rector, who IbaU 
communicate the list with the ~bjections, if any, to the Col~ Commiu.. ... 
before the 181 of November. ~ College Committee shalf decide what 
candidates satisfy the condition laid down by the preceding rules; tho 
decision of the Committee abaIl be snbject to the approval of -the Governvr 
in Execntive Council, and such decision, when 10 a'1,.r;:ed. silall be final 
and concluaive '" to the qnalifications of the candi reqnired by the 
preceding articles. 

35. Every candidate on the Classical aide must satisfy the Coll"ll" Com
mittee, before the 181 of December immediately preceding the English 
Schob. .. hip Examination that he has paseed the lratrlcnlation Examina
tion of the University of London, and every candidate on the Modern lido 
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that h. h ... paesed the Senior Cambrid~. Local Examination in English, 
French, M&thematica, Theoretical CheDllStry, Practical Ch.mistry, St..tics, 
Hydrostatica, and Dynamics. 

36. (a) In Dec.mber 1894 and in the following years, one of the 
Enghsh Scholarships shall b. awarded by the results of .. n .xamination 
baaed npon the cou.... of studi .. followed in the highest cl .... on the 
Claosical sid. and the other Euglish Scholarship by tb. results of an 
.xamination I.;;;ed upon the courso of studi .. followed in the highest 
cl ... on the Mod.rn side. 

(.,,) No pupil to be allowed to compete in both examinations. If on 
eith.r sid. there shall be no candidate deserving of a Scholarship in th. 
opinion of th. .xamin.rs, both Scholarships may b. a.waided to 
candidatf's on the other side. 

(c) The marks should be allotted as follows: 
Cl<u.ical ow. :-Total number of marks , 
English (including History and Literatnr"} - - - -
French ( " " ~-
Latin(" " ----
Greek \ .. •• _. 
Mathematics (Programme of i.he Interm.diate Examination in 

Arts of the London University) 

Modem tid. :-Total number of marks 

English (Including History and Literature) 
Frencb ( " " ) 
Mathematics - • • • • . 
Chemistry • 
Physics 

2,000 

300 
300 
500 
500 

400 

2,000 

300 
300 
700 
400 
300 

37. The successful candidat~ or candidates will have to proceed to Oxford 
Cambridge, one of the Scotch Univ .... ities, Trinity College, Dublin. on. of 
the Queen'. Colleges, Ireland, Univ .... ity Coll.ge, London, on. of the Inns 
of Court, the Roy&1 Indian Eugineering Coll.ge, C:b..'lrr's Hill, or such 
other place of Education in the United Kingdom as I be approved by 
the GOvernor, or luch place of Education in any othercountryaa the Sec ..... 
tary of State for the Colonies may, for lpecial reasons, allow him to enter ; 
and will be ""'l.uired to gain IUch certificates of good conduct &nd progreas 
... are uaual\y awarded to meritorioUl Itudents. 

The full amount of the allowance will only be paid if the certi6cates are 
exc.lIent. The amount pay&ble .. ill be reduced by £2, £3, or £4 a month 
respectively, if the certificates are I ... satisfactory. If the total amount of 
reduction in any year exceed. £35, it will be for the Governor and the 
Secretary of Stat.. to consider whether the Scholarship should not 
terminate. 

:18. Every Itudent joiniug one of the IUDI of Court shall be bound, except 
when exempted from doing eo by the Secretary of State for the Colonies, 
to produce to the Crown Agents, in ord.r to receive the inotoJments of his 
Scholan.hip ... they becnme pay&ble, certificates showing that he has 
attended two-thirds of the lectures and classos, provided by the Council of 
Legal Education, in two subjects dnriug each term.and baa poseed a satia
factory Examination in three subjects. 

:19. Every laureate shall, ... a condition of hia nomination to .... Euglish 
Scholarship. make and lubecribe an undertaking oounteroigned by hi. 
father or hIS lawful guardian in the form preecribed by the Schedule .. n
Ilexed to these Rules and Regulations. 

40. The Examination will be condu.ted by Examin ... in England, And no 
Scholarship will be awarded to candidates declared by the Examin ..... • 
to be undeserviDc. 

B 
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41. These Regulations shall take effect from the 1st of January 18Y~ 
and on and from that date all previous Rules and Regulations conceminl 
the English Scholarships shall be iplo facto repea.\ed. 

42. At each examination conducted bl' the Examiners of the Universit' 
of London for matricula~ion of that University, one Scholarship of th; 
annual value of Rs. 250, with free tuition tenable for two years will b 
given to the most successful competitor. 

No candidate shall be entitled to a Scholarship uul ... he pass th, 
" Honours Division II or "First Division. If 

The holder of a Scholarship or of an Exhibition, who shall win a Scholar 
shipJ or an F..xibition, of higher value, or of longer tenure, shall be entitl'" 
to tile latter only. The same rule ehall apply to the holder of aD Exhibi 
tiOD who shall WID a Scholarship. 

The holder of a Scholarship who ohal1 win an Exhibition! .hall contino, 
to enjoy his Scholarship. at the expiration of which he .hal be entitled t
such portion of the Exhibition as would then have been availahle, sUPPOO 
ing he had been holding the Scholarship and the Exhibition concurrently. 

In such cases, the first port.ion of the 'J;:xhibiti,?n, may b.: award~ ., .h, 
resu.lts of the same exammatlOn, to the nu.:~. !I~V"' 1 t"..anduiate in - t,j 
ment. .,. 

The available portion of any Scholarship, not ny r ~ Sc"o\&~ 
sbip, or of any Exhibition, which may be v&ca Il~'!...~" \., be 
the above rules, or by the death or withdrawal: ~- .no-\\. 
awarded at the fol1owing examination to the candi . 1~~~1$ e\il!'''t 
is next in order of merit to the winner of" ScholarshIp '~it\oO at..:", 
same description, provided that a candidate who, uno"' ..... cil"-~ 
stances, wonld be the winner of an Exhibition, or vl.~.(1 bO\~ , 
Scholarship or Exhibition, shall not be bound to accept"""',.(\&\>\e!reA 
tion of a vacated Scholarship or Exhibition, which may ~ ~ .......... 
to the next in order of merit who is eligible. \ '), 

• a. No candidate shal1 be eligible for either of the & ..... ~i\"" .... ~ 
.hall have completed his eighteenth ,r ..... before the .' ,n • 
for Examination by the Senate of the University of Lon .. ~ .,t, '1' 

h. At """h examination held in eonnection with t~e t_t'i noll 
Cambridge Local Examination system, ooe ScholarshIp of the"'" bill 
value of Rs. 260, with free tuition, tenable for two years,.ru.n t8' 
awarded to the most successful competitor among the Senior ltU~n tlI.~ 
provided that he is under eighteen years of age on the laot dat-;' I " 
month fixed for the examination by the University; and one .£h" W' 
ehip of the annual value of Rs. 200, with free tuition;1:e;u'blefor th ... 
years, shall be a warded to the most succeMful competitnr among the 
Junior studente; provided that he is under sixteen yca .. of age on the 
laot day of the month fixed for the examination by the t:'nh'erBity. 

For the award of these Scholarshi~ marks obtained for Latin ..... 
Greek ehall not be taken into account. , 

c. These Scholarshi~ are open to al1 yonthsof the Colony proviole< 
they are British subjects and the IIOD8 of per.JOlUI d'>DIiciled in tIM 
Island, or Orphans by the death of the father. 

d. In the month of ~mber of each year there will be a compoti, 
tion for one Scholarship of the annual value of Ro. 150J .... ith free tuiai"'l 
tenable for four years; one Exbibition entitling the holder 10 f~ 
tuition for four years; and one Exhibition entitling the holder to f 
tuition on the Modem lide for three years at the Royal 0,11"", 
open to E.Ddidates under 15 years of age on the 30th day of Jill)' 
previous. . , 

e. The snbjects of Examination will be th~.n~= chosen for d\J 
first year of the Royal o,ll':ll" Cow ... and th, ination J'&Jl 
will be set and oorrected by Emonne ... appointed by the SecretaI')' 
the Cambridge Syndicate or by the Registlar of the UDivenitJ 
.London. . l 
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f. These Scholarships are opsn to all youths domiciled in the 
Colony and its Dependencies provided they are Britieh subjects. 

All youths domiciled in the Island and its Depsndencies ehaII include :
(1) AIl youths legally domiciled in th: Island of Mauritius or its 

Dependencitss. 
(2) AIl youths who shall have resided in the Colony during the five 

yesrs immediately before the date of the competition. 

MATRICULATION EXAKINATION. 

(g) Two calendar montbe before the date fixed for each Matriculation 
Examination of the University of London, the Rector of Royal College 
shall cause to be posted up in the College Hall .. list of those students 
whom, ftfter consulting the professors, he will allow to present themselves 
as candidates in the .. pproaehing examination. 

If, within .. fortnight after the publication of the Rector's List, the 
responsible perty of .. ny student should appea.I against the Rector'. 
decision that student sh .. 11 be examined in the subjects prescribed for the 
~I .. triculation Examination by professors whose c1 .... es he does not attend, 
and the Examin .. tion pepers .. nd marks, together with the student's answers, 
shall be I .. id before the Coll~ Committes at I .... t a fortnight before the 
commencement of the U nivemty Ex .. mination. 

The Colle~ Committee ehaII then decide finally whether the student 
Dlay be adnutted as a candidate for Matriculation. 

Any student of the Royal College who presents himself for examination 
by the University without the permission of the Rector, or of the College 
Committee, shall be considered as h .. ving been ipso/acto withdrawn from 
the College by his responsible pertl'> and Shall not be readmitted unless he 
shall. have estisfied t\;Ie University Examiners. 

Any student so readmitted ehall .be entitled to reckon the interval 
between hi. withdrawal and re-&dmiasion ... pert of the eight terms 
mentioned in Article 31 of the Royal College Rules .. nd Regulation&. 

CAKlIRIDGII LocAL ExAMINATION. 

h. Before the end of the month of June iu eacb year the Rector of the 
Roval College ehall cause to be posted up in the College Hall a list of thoee 
stuilents whom, after consultation with the professors, he will allow to pre
s,mt themselv"". that year .s Candid .. tes in the Cambridge LOcal 
Examination. 

If. within " fortnight after the publication of the Rector's list, the 
responsible perty of any student should .. poea.l8.ll&inst the Rector's dOCJsion, 
that student shall be examined in English 'Dictation, English Grammar and 
Analysis, EIullieh Compositiou and Arithmetic, by professors or masters, 
whoee cl ..... ne does not attend, and the Examination papers and marks; 
to~ther with the stud""t', &U8Wers, ehaII be laid befOrtl the College Com
mittee before the 15th of August. 

The College Committee ehaII then decide finally whether the student· may 
be admitted to the Cambridge Local Examination. 

No student of the Royal College ehall be allowed to sign an Entry-form 
unless he shall have obtained the l"'"!!ission of the Rector, or of the Coll.ge 

'Committee, to sit for the Unive ... ty ET8~D .. tion. 
An., student whose responsible party eIeim. the right to p~, him for 

.nnnnation by tho Univemty. notwithstanding the refusal of the Rectorl or of tho CoII.go Committee, to allow him to be examined as a Royal 
College Stndent, ehall be considered as baving been, ''''' facto witbdrawn 
from th. College by hi. rtlSponsibie party. and ehall not be readmitted unI .... 
h. ehaII have _lisfied the University Examin ..... 

8375. all 
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Any student .0 readmitted shall be entitled to reckon the intervsJ 
between his withdrawal and re-admis.ion as part of the eight term. 
mentioned in Article 31 of the Royal College Rules and Regulations. 

College Sclwol. 

i. In the month of December of each rear there will be a eompetition for 
one scholarship of the annusl value 0 Ro. 160 with free tuition at the 
Royal College teuable for four years, and one exhibition entitling the 
holder to free tuition at the Royal College for four years open to all candi· 
date. under Fourteen years of age on the 30th day of June previous. 

j. The subjects of examination will be the subjects ap!!"inted for the 
highest clR. ... of the Royal College School, and the Exammation will be 
conducted by Examiners appointed by the Hector of the !toyal College 
with the approval of the College Committee. 

k. In tbe month of December of eacb year there will be a comJl<'tition fur 
one Exhibition entitling the holder to free tuition at the !toyal College (ur 
two years, open to all candidates under 14 years of age on the 30th day ()( 
June previous. 

The subjects of examination will be the subjects appointed for the Lower 
Remove Class, and the examination will be conducted by Examiners 
appointed by ~he Rector of the Royal (',gllege with tbe approval of the 
College ColDlOlttee. 

J' acaticm •. 

43. The vacations .hall be three-viz : 
(a) The Christmas Vacation, 

from the 15th December to the second Monday of January. 
(b) The Easter Vacation, 

from the Wednesday in Passion Week to tbe }[onclay after Easter Weel<. 
(c) The Augost Vacation, 

extending over the month of Augost. 

44. Doring the Christmas and August vacations, the students .. ill be 
required to get up, through the medium of Biography, a preocribed portion 
of Ancient or Modem History. Prizea will be given to those .. ho di&
tlDguish them.selves in th .... tudi .... 

45. The weekly holiday .hall be on Wednesday which, howeYer, may be 
changed to auy other day of the week by the College Committee with the 
sanction of the Governor.· 

46. There sball be no other Holidays except those observed at the Pu"'i. 
Offices. 

47. Every Candidate for admisoioo to the Royal Coll~ ie required to 
paao the Anuusl Public E.u.mioation appointed for the ], irst Claas of the 
College School, or to pass an eutnmce Examination in the subjects appointed 
for the first year of the College Course. 

R"IIal College School. 
48. With regard to ResPOL 'ib1e Parties, Religions Instruction, Ahoence, 

Punishments, Termo and Vacations, the Rules and Regulations of the 
Royal College will include the Royal College School 

49. The ieee of the Royal Coll<p School will be regulated by the College 
Coll'mittee, with the approval ol"the Governor. For the pnseot they 818 
fixed as follows :-

1st School'" Low .. ReIOOV •••• & 7 
!nd '" 3rd School 8 
4th'" 5th ~ ~ 

• TIM w.IdJ boIid., II ....... Sa&onIq. 
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50. In the case of brothers and half-brothers attending the College 
llimultaneously, a reduction shall be allowed of RIper mensem on the 
fee of each brother. 

Modem D.parlm ... t. 

51. A Modem Depa' tment has been opened at the Royal College. The 
instruction in this Depal'tment includ .. English, French, Mathematics, 
Modern and Contemporary History ~ ChAmistry, with speCial reference to 
Commerce and Manufactures, Book-keeping, Drawillg and Hindustanee_ 

61. Candidates for this Section must show a fair knowledge of English, 
Franch, and Arithmetic. 

53. Tho fees of the Modem Department are fixed at Rs. 12. 

Elen .... tary SC/WOI. 

54. Elementary Classes have been attached to the Royal College School 
with the view of enabling pupils to begin their early studies at the Royal 
College. They will be thoroughly grounded in En!!lish and French and 
prepa.red to pass the preliminary examination reqUIred to gain admission 
mto the classes of the College School. 

c ..... pipe Coll.g. School. 

55. The Curel'ipe College School will follow precisely the same studies 
as those pursued at Port Louis; and the parallel progress of the two 
Establishments will be secured by ExaminatIOns conducted by Professors 
of the Royal College. 

56. The Regulations of the School are in general the same as those laid 
down for the Royal College School Tho fees, howevel', are for the present 
as folloWB : -

lot School & Lower Remove._.Rs. 7. 
2nd & 3rd School 6 
4th & 5th " 5 

In the case of brothers and half-brothers attending the College -simul. 
taneously/ a reduction shall be allowed of RIper mensem on the fee of 
each brower. 

57. There are attached to the Institution, classes following the same 
Btudi .. as the lower classes of the Royal College. 

Auoc.al«i ScJwol .. 

118. The Committee shall have power to roceiveinto.Association with the 
Royal College any School in Mauritius, in SeycheIIea and in the 
Dependenciea and to put an end to any .Association existiug now or which 
may exist bereafter between any Scbool and the Royal College. 

The decillion of the Committse refusing to admit a Scbool into Associa· 
tion or putting an end to any sucb Aosuciation may be appealed from to the 
L'ouucil of Education. 

118. The Aseociated Schools shall snbmit their pupila to an annual 
examination to be beld at tbe Royal College in the month of December on 
the programme of the corresponding cl ...... c.f the Royal College School 

This rule shall not apply to Alisociated Schools in Seycl\eIIes. 
Examiners will be ap~inted by the Rector of the Royal College, with 

the approval of the College Committee, to examine the {lUpils of the 
• ..-ted Schools once a y ..... in all the subjects studied dunng the year. 
The exammers will, as IIOOD as possible after the examination, forward a 
full roll"" of the retlults to the Rector to be communicated to the College 
fomnuttee, and pri_ will btl awarded to d~ candid&tea. 
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601 The sum of Re. 5,000 voted by the Council of Government ... a 
grant-in-aid to the Associated Schoo.., shall be distributed among the 
managers of the SAid Schools AS follows :-

(a) Ra. 1,000 for tbe pupil. pASSing in the First C1 .... and the Low.r 
Rem!'ve CIus not being above 14 years of age on the 30th day of Jun. 
preVIOus. 

(6) Rs. 1,000 for the pupil. p .... ing in the Second C!sse and not being 
above 13 years of age on the 30th day of Jun. prsvious. . 

(c) Rs. 1,000 for the pupils pASSing in the Third C1 .... and not being 
above 12 years of age on the 30th day of June previous. 

(d) Ra. 1,000 for the pupiIe pASBiog in the Fourth C'1asR and not being 
above 11 years of age on the 30th day of Jun. previous. 

«) Ra. 1,000 for the pupil. p .... ing in the Fifth Class and not being 
above 10 years of age on the 30th day of June previous. 

Th. maximum grant for a pupil p .... ing in the First C1.... .hall 
b. ... ... ... ... '" ... ... ... ... ... Ra. 100. 

For a pupil pASSing in the Second CIus ... 90 
For a pupil passing in the Third CIus ... 80 
For a pnpil pASBiog in the Fourth CIus ... 70 
For a pnpil passing in the Fifth C1.... ... 60 
The enrplus left b~ any cl ..... is to go to the highest .!sse the pupils of 

which have not obtamed their maximum, 80 AS to complete that maximum 
and so on. 

A J'npil shall not be considered AS having JIIl8I!Od in a.!sse nnl .... be hAS 
obtaIned at least on. half of the tot&! numOOr of marks awardable in the 
.!sse for all the subjects of examination. 

No pupil .hall gain a grant more than once in the same class. 
No Manager.hall obtain a grant who hAS applied for Association after 

the 30th day of April preceding th. examination. 
No Manager shall receive a grant in reapect of any pupil who hAS not 

been a bond foU pupil of one or more Affiliated SchooLi during the aix 
montha immediately preceding the examination. 

When a pUJ'il hAS been at dilrerent Affiliated Schools during the Iix 
months menboned in this Regulation, th. grant shall be divided between 
thoee Schools in proportion to the time this pupil hAS been at. each of u.
Schools respectively during the SAid Iix menth&. 

Managers of Associated Schools shall keep accurate registers of the daily 
attendance of tbeir pupilo, and .hall be bound to .J'roduce these registers 
whenever they shall be required to do so by the College Committee. 

61. In the month of December in each year there will be a competition 
for on. Scholarship of the annual value of Ra. 120 with f ..... tuition at the 
Royal Coll~ tenable for two years &ad one Exhibition entitling the holder 
to free tuibon at the Royal College for two y ...... open to all candidatea 
being pupiIe at one of the Associated Schools, and not; being above 14 years 
of age on the 30th day of J nne previoUL 

The subjects of examination will be the ft1lbjects appointed for tbe 
highest claM of the Royal College School and the examination will be <OIl. 

dncted by Examine", appointed by the Reetor of the Royal College witb 
the approval of the College Committee. 

In the month of December In each y_ thers will be a eompetition for 
an Exhibition entitling the holder to free tuition at the &yal College for 
two years, open to all candidates being pupils of one of the .Alt8ociated 
Schoob and nol being above 14 y ...... on the 30th day of J nne prerioua. 
Thesubj~ examination will be the subjectsappo,inted for the Loa·~· 

Bemove clasa, and the rumination will be eondu"cted by Examill ... 
appointed by !'he Bector of the Royal College with the approval of the 
College CoDllDlttee. . ' 

6!. All other RoJ~ 01" ResuJationa eoncerniDg ""IOdated Schoola arq 
hereby repealed.' ... . 
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SCHEDULE. 

I, A. B., having been selected bl' His Excellency the Gov.rnor, from 
among the Pupils of the Royal College, for the purpose of completm!! my 
Education, at the expense of the Government of Mauritiue, do horeby 
promise that I will not, directly or indirectlr, apply to the Agent-GeneraJ 
for Crown Coloni .. for any money in additIOn to the Annua.! Allowancea 
of £200 mad. to m. for four years by the said Gov.rnm.nt, anli the 
allowanc. for paeeag. mon.y to and from Mauritius, and also that I will 
pursue my studi .. at Buch place of Education .. may b. approved of in 
acconUmc • .nthth.Re~tioDIL 

(Sign<d:) A.B. 

0;' behalf of the above-written A.B., my (son or ward all 1M Call. ma1l 
be), I .... nt to confirm the above und.rtaking. 

(Signed:) C.D • 

..................................................................... , ..... 

Tabl. 0/ Marla 

ENGLISH SCHOLARSHIPS-1901. 

3 f { History of England and English Literature ... 
II English. E'jli.~, Gramma~, Composition and Middl. 

81 Pres~l:d 1::k.~tlOn ,.. ... ... .. . 

~;s 1 ( Hi.tory of French and French Li .. rature .. . 
:3..8 French. 1 French Grammar and Brachet ... .. . 
• t Translation and Essay ... ... .. . 

j 
Latin .. ) ~ar'~nd Phlloloii' ::: 

l Latin Prose and Sight l'assagea 

1 Greek {~mar'~d Piillol.gy· ::: 
'! 1 ... Sight ,,-... ... .. . e ROman and Greek History .. . 

{

Arithmetic and Algebra ... ... • .. 
Mathematics. Euclid Iond Solid Geometry... ... '" 

. Trigonometry and Co-ordinate Geom.try ... 
Problem Paper ... ... ... ... • .. 

I J Arithm.tic and Ahlebra ... ... .., 

~ J 
Euclid and Solid Geom.try... ... .. . 
Trigonometry and Co-ordinate Geom.try .. . 

M.o.tb.matics.j Hig!ter ~hra and Trigonometry... .. . ::;; l CoDlC SectIOns... '" ... ... .. . 
Mechanics and Dynamics ... ... . .• 
Hydrostatics ... ... . .. 

f
. Sound, Light and Heat ... 

~ Pbyslcs ... Magnetism and Electricity 

'81 { Organic ... ::;; Chemistrr ... Inorganic 
Practical ... 

100 

100 

100 
100 
100 
200 
100 
150 

200 
100 
150 
100 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
lliO 
150 

1116 
1116 
150 
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G,...", E"hibitiMu. 

Two Exhibitions, entitling the holders to free tuition, and tenable for 
two year. and one year respectively, will be awarded to the beet and 
second be.t candidates in an examination on the Greek language, which 
will be held annually in the month of December, and which Will be open 
to all students in the Matricnlation classes. 

A gold Medal will also be awarded to the best candidate, and a book 
prize to the second. 

FremA EzhibilWru. 

Two Exhibitions, entitling the holders to free tuition, and tenable 
for two years and one year respectively, will be a warded to the best and 
second best candidates in an examination on the French language, which 
will be held annually in the month of December, and which will be open 
to all students in the Matriculation and Senior Cambridge C1 ....... 

A gold Medal will also be awarded to the best candidate, and a book 
prize to the second. 
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THE SYSTEM OF EDUCATION IN SEYCHEI,T,F.s,* 

The Seychelles, which were for some time the residence of General Introduction. 
Gordon and identified by him on account of their beauty as the Garden 
of Eden, are believed to have been discovered by a Portuguese sailor 
in 1505. They were for a long period the home of pirates, who preyed 
upon the East Indian commeroe. In 1743 the Govemor of Mauritius 
took possession of them in the name of the King of France. During 
the revolutionary wars the iaIand was captured by the English, and in 
1806 was made a dependency of Mauritius. This connection subsisted 
under varying conditions till 1880, when an Order-in-Council was 
passed creating the office of Administmtor and nominating an Execu
tive and Legislative CounciL The separation of the two coloniee was 
finally completed in 1903, when Seychelles was for the fust time 
administered by a Governor of ilB own. 

The system of Primary Education dates from the year 1873, 
whcn a Board of Education was formed, consisting of the mcmbel'B 
of the Board of Civil Commissionel'B; and the Chief Civil Com
missioner, subject to the approval of the Governor of Mauritius, 
could appoint an Inspector of Schools. 

This Board W88 empowered to make rules for the examination 
of teachel'B, and for the rates of salaries to be paid to the teachers. 

Schools were divided into two classes :-{a) Schools established 
by the Government, and to be maintained entirely at the expense 
of the Government ; (b) assisted schools established by local 
managerB, and to which aid should be granted from the publio 
funds. , 

Direct religious teaching W88 forbidden in any Government 
school, but any minister of religion had the right of giving reIigious 
instruction to children of the same religious denomination 88 him
self at such times as the Inspector of Schools approved. 

Assisted schools were entitled from the publio funds to grants of 
money for providing school-housee and furniture, and for supple
ml'nting the ealaries of teach8l'B. 

The remuneration consisted of (a) a fixed salary, according to 
the class of certificate approved by the Board; (b) a result grant; 
(c) an average attendance grant. 

I.ooal managerB of assisted schools were responsible for one
fourth of the remuneration of the teach8l'B and of other expenses 
of the schools under their management. • . 

• Repurta on the Examination of Oran~in-Aid Schools in SeychelIes 
can be -.. at the &.rd of Education Library, st. Stephen's House, 
Cannon Row, Whitehall, London, S. w. 
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Under Seychelles Regulation No. 4 of 1883 the Inspector of 
Schools was appointed ezotJicio a member of the Board of Education. 

Ordinance of This Regulation, as well as Regulation No.2 of 1873, has now 
1900. been repealed, and in November, 1900, Ordinance No. 30-an 

Ordinance to make better provision for the promotion of edur.ation 
in the Seychelles Islands-passed the Legislative Council. 

The introduction of this Ordinance was much needed, and there 
is no doubt that the condition of education at present existent in 
Seychelles will be materially benefited thereby. 

Under the new Education Ordinance (see Appendix A) the 
Board of Education no longer consists of the members of the 
Legislative Council, but of the Administrator in Executive Council. 
Provision is also made for the establishment of an Education Com
mittee for the purpose of advising on all questions connected with 
education. This Committee has already been constituted, and 
has done much useful work, the most important being the framing 
of Regulations for Grant-in-Aid Schools under Section 3 of the 
Ordinance. These Regulations have been approved by the Board 
of Education, and will come into operation on June 1st, 1902 (see 
Appendix B). 

The following Regulations have also been approved by the 
Board :-(a) General Regulations for the Seychelles Scholarships 

under Chapter IV. of the Education Ordinance. 
(See Appendix D.) 

(b) Regulations for the Victoria School under Section 3 
of the Education Ordinance.· 

Administra- The central administration of education is vested under Ordi-
tion. nance No. 30 of 1900 in the Board of Education, which is con-

stituted as follows :-
The Administrator, President. 
The Legal Adviser and Crown Prosecutor. 
The Treasurer and Collector of Customs. 
The Auditor and Inspector of Schools. 

Such Board is termed by law The Administrator in Executive 
Council. 

There is 'an Education Committee, composed of ten membenl. 
Decisions arrived at by this Committee are not final, but must be 
submitted to the Board of Education for final approval. 

The only other local authorities which exist are the two Managers 
of the Grant-in-aid schools, namely, the Roman Catholic Bishop 
and the Civil Chaplain. These two gentlemen are responsible to 
the Board of Education Inr the good management and control 
of schools receiving Grants-in-aid from the Government . 

• ·in..,... The total amount provided in the Estimates of 1902 for Educa-
tion is Rs.23,528. Of this sum Rs.12,OOO are set aside for the 
payment of "Grant-in-aid schools of Primary Education. The 
schools participating in this grant are those of t he Roman Catholic 

.. 1'he.e can be Been at the Board of Edocation Library, 8L Stephen'. 
HoD8e, Cannon ll<>w, Whiteball, London, S.W. 
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Mission and of the Church of England. The balance of the amount 
voted provides for the following expenditure :-

(a) The payment of the Inspector of Schools' salary. 
(b} The maintenance of the staff of Victoria School and of 

the Infant School, which serves as a feeder to the former 
establishment, and the supply of school furniture and 
books. 

(c) The payment of two scholarships of the value of Bs.600 
a year each, tenable for three years, and of p&'IIag8 money 
for the winners thereof. 

(d) The purchase of books for Grant-in-aid schooLq. 
It is difficult to state with any. certainty how far voluntary 

subscriptions or other pecuniary assistance contribute towards the 
lIIaintenance of the Roman Catholic schools. 

The Church of England schools are assisted by the Mauritius 
Diocesan Society, the Christian Faith Society, and by voluntary 
subscriptions. The total amount derived from theae 8OuroeB is 
&.2,400 a year. 

There are three schools in the Seychelles Islands where fees are F_. 
paid, viz., St. Louis College, which is under the control of the 
J!'rerea Maristea, the Convent, which is under the control of the 
Sisters of St. Joseph de Cluny, and Victoria School. The usual 
fee for instruction in the Roman Catholic institutions is &.4 per 
month. The amount of school fees estimated to be derived from 
Victoria School during 1902 is &.900. The fees in the Paying 
Branch are &.2 per month for the 1st and lInd classes, andBs.3 
per month for the Vth, VIth and VIIth Standards. In the case 
of brothers a reduction of 25 per cent. on the monthly fee of 
each pupil is allowed. 

When the census of 1891 was taken there were 1,731 children Eciocatiooal 
attending school out of a total population of 16,440. From theae Statisu ... 
numbers it will be seen that 10'5 per cent. of the population of 
the Seychelles Islands were receiving education. The census 
returns of 190 1 are not yet in print; but the Census Commissioner 
informs me that there are 1,358 males and 1,470 females, making 
a total of 2,828, who are attending schools and receiving private 
instruction, out of a total population of 19,237. The peroentage, 
therefore, of the Pra!8Dt population which is receiving instruction 
is 14'7. 

As education is not compuIaory, there are consequently no laws Bdo",,$ioa 
for enforcing 8('.h001 attendance. - Compol. 

It is difficult to state with· accuracy the number of existing~· 
private schools wholly unconnected with the Government, and 1.'"
therefore outside the public school system. It may with eafety be SebooIa. 
said that the number does not exceed five, and tha$ the kind of 
instruotion imparted is of a very elementary nature. The only 
private schools that exist in Seychelles to my knowledge are as 
folloW'S :_ Roman Catholic school at Port Gland, Mahe, another 
Roman Catholic school at Baic St. Anne, Praalin Island, and a lay 
8Oh001 at La Digue Llland. 
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The inspection of all the Grant-in-aid schools and of the Victoria 
Schoo~ is carried out by the Government Inspector once a year 
for the purpose of conducting the annual examinations and of 
fixing the amount of grant earned by each school. 

The time when, and the manner in which, such inspection is to 
be made are governed by the regulations formed under Ordinance 
No. 30 of 1900. 

The 'number of schools at present recognised by the Board of 
Education is twenty-lleven. As the office of Inspector of Schools 
is combined with that of Auditor, it has been very rarely found 
possible tQ pay any surprise visits to tbe schools. 

Certificated teachers only are recognised by the Government 
in the Grant-in-aid schools. The scale of their payment and the 
various classes of certificates are fixed by the Regulations (or 
Grant-in-Aid Schools, framed under Ordinance No. 30 of 1900. 
(See Appendix B.) 

There is no training college for teachers in Seychelles. All the 
teachers of the Roman Catholic schools, excepting the one in charge 
of Takamaka School, who is a lay female teacher, and those at 
St. Louis College, who belong to the Order of Freres Maristes, are 
Sisters of the Order of St. Joseph de Cluny, and come from Europe 
-the majority of them from France. 

Nor does there exist in the Seychelles Islands any regular system 
of pupil teachers or of apprentice teachers. Pupil teachers are, 
however, employed at Victoria School and at St. Paul's School, 
Victoria; but there is no syllabus of a pupil teacher ClOUn!e regulat
ing their examination. Nor are those pupil teachers, who are 80 

employed, paid hy the Government, excepting in the case of Victoria 
School, where provision is made for the salaries of four monitors at 
the rate of &.180 each per annum, rising by yearly instalments 
of &.60 to &.480 per annum. 

The number of male teachers (exclusive of the IItaff of Victoria 
School, consisting of three masters, and of the staff of Victoria 
Infant School, consisting ala mistress ouly) who are recognised by 
the Board of Education. is eight; and the number of women 
teachers recognised by the Board is thirty-nine. 

The only pensionable appointments in the Education Department 
are those of the Inspector of Schools, and of the masters of Victoria 
School. 

Religious teaching does not form part of the instruction to he 
given in the Government schools; but a minister of religion can 
give religious instruction t.. the children of the religious denomina
tion to which such minister belongs, at such times and placee 88 

may be agreed upon between him and the head teachers. Such 
instruction isogiven daily to the pupils of the Grant-in-aid echools 
by priests of their respective denominations. At the Victoria 
School the pupils are sent to the Church of England and to the 

. Roman Catholic Church twice a week for religious instruction. 
Singing, as & subject of instruction. is not recognised by tht! 

Education Department. In most echools, however, it forma Il 

regular part of the opening and closing exercises -
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Drawing, as a subject of instruction, finds no place in the curci- Drawing. 
culum of studies for Grant-in ... id schools. It is, however, being,taught 
at Victoria School, and at the Paying Branch of St. Louis College. 

Cookery, Laundry work, Ironing and Needlework of almost C'.ookery, &., 
every description are taught in the Convent to thirty-five orphans. 

No provision has as yet been made for manual training and Ma,!,u.a1 
instruction in handicrafts or agriculture in connection with the TraiDlDg. 

elementary schools. It is, however, proposed to have an annual 
exhibition of school work of all kinds, the regulations for which are 
now in the hands of the Education Committee.* The question of 
mtroducing a system of manual training, such as carpentry and 
bookbinding, at the Victoria School is also under the considera-
tion of the same Committee. 

There is no regular system for the teacbing of drill and the proml}- DrilliDg. 
tion of physical exercise. Nearly all the schools, however, are 
provided with adequate playgrounds, and the ohildren indulge 
in outdoor games of various descriptions. The pupils of the town 
schools take part in such games as football and cricket. 

No arrangements are made in Seychelles for Continuation Schools 
or Classes. 

Schools for the blind, deaf and dumb have not been established, 
there being no such requirements. Nor has any provision been 
made for defective children, or for children needing special restraint. 
The want of such institutions has not been felt. 

Under Ordinance No. 30 of 1900 regulations have been framed Serondary 
and provision has been made for secondary education. Education. 

In the rules which regulate the course of instruction at the EUibitiona. 
Victoria Schoolt provision is mad!! for the award of four 
exhibitions every year, tenable for three years, to the best pupils 
of the Fourth Standard, entitling the holders to free books and 
free tuition in the upper standards of the Paying Branch. The 
first examination for these exhibitions will be held in July, 1Il02. 

Provision is also made for an annual examination, open to all boys Scho1anhipo. 
in Seychelles who can satisfy the conditions laid down in the 
regulations (see Appendix D), according to the result of which the 
two best boys will be awarded scholarships of the value of Rs.600 
per annum each, tenable for three years, and passage money allow-
ance, and will be able to continue their studies at the Royal College 
of Mauritius, or at some school in England to be approved by the 
Administrator. The first examination for these scholarships will 
take place in July, 1902. 

The only schools of secondary education are the Victoria School 
and St. Louis College (paying Branch). The Convent (Paying Branch) 
may also be said to be a school of secondary education for girls. 

• It ia stated iD O>loniaI Reporm, Annual, No. 393. Seycl>o1Iee. 
Repon for 1902 (Cd. 1768) that ~e 6m Annnal Exhibitioa of School Worl< 0_ '" tha pupila of all Grant-iD·Aid and Pri ...... Schoola and '" tho. of 
~e Vietoria SchooL wall .......tully held on Deeem. 9!lth, 1902. The 
exhibila n1llllbend 316, aDd thirty·No pm.. ......... awanIecL 

t Tho:;e <an be -.. at the lIoard of Edu..mon Library, SL Stephen'. 
HQuae, Cannon Row, Whitehall .Lond ..... S. W. (See also Appendi:t C.) 
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Regulations for the Higher Education of Girls have been 
drafted. and are now in the hands of the Education Com· 
mittee.-

Regulations have been made during 1901 for Apprenticeships 88 

Hospital Attendants at the Public Hospitsl.t The subjects for 
examinat,ion are those laid down for the examination of candi· 
dates for admission to the Civil Service 88 Copyists.t The appren· 
ticeships extend over a period of three years. and the apprentice& 
are instructed by the Chief Medical Officer. Their rats of pay is 
Rs.I0 a month for the first year. &.15 a month for the second 
year. and Rs.20 a month for the third year. The first apprentice 
was appointed on December 1st. 1901. 

Rules and conditions for Industrial Apprentices at the Botsnic 
Ststion, Victoria, were drawn up in March. 1901 (see Appendix E). 
Provision is made for a course of agricultural training to be given 
by the Curator of the Botanic Ststion. An examination for appren· 
ticeshipe was held in November last, the subjects of which are the 
same as those laid down for the examination of Copyists. The 
apprenticeship extends over a period of four years, and the course of 
instruction is clearly defined in the regulations annexed. The raws 
of wages are Rs.I0 per month for the first year. &.15 per month 
for the second year and &.20 per month for the third and 
fourth years. The first apprentice was appointed on December 
1st, 1901. 

No school has been specially designed to impart a commercial 
education. In Victoria Sehool. however. book·keeping and 
commercial arithmetic receive special attention. 

There is not really what may be termed a native race in Seychelles. 
The general population is a very mixed one. Various races of the 
world may be said to be in one way or another represented in 
Seychelles. The majority of the population consists of the descend
ants of old settlers from Mauritius and Reunion. and of African 
1mmigrants and of liberated slaves. 

The common langnage is a mixture of the Bourbonese and 
Mauritian patois-a corruption of the French language. 

The whole system of education has just been reorganised; a 
prominent place has been given to the teaching of the Engli.oh 
language. and a very important step may be Mid to have been 
made towards the improvement and progress of the youth in Sey· 
chelles. 

L. O. CU1'I"l'Y. 

5th January. 1902. Inspector of Schoo1& 

• 1'11_ Regol,atiana ... ..., approved by the AdminiobatDr ... February 25th, 
190-2, aDd _bliabed a oyst.em of examinatiana in fDw IItaDdarda (aooonIinS 
to age).. n..... io .Jao .. ayatem of """"'Y ........u aDd boot pnze.. No 
pupilB, however. __ ~ted u. the naminatioD UUlOIIIUlOd fur n ...... bor. 
190-2. 

t Theoe..." be _ at the Board 01. EdueatiOll Library. 
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APPENDIX A. 

THE EDUCATI:)~ ORDINAXCE, 1900. 

AN ORDINANCE enacted by "the Admini8trator 01 tlte Seychelles 
I8lands, with the ad~ice and COnBent of the Legislative 
Council thereof. " 

To MAKE BETl'ER PROVISION FOR THE PROMOTION OF 

EDUCATION IN THE SEYCHELLES ISLANDS. 

7th November, 1900. No. 30, 1900. 
Whereas it is expedient to make better provision for the promotion of Preamble. 

Education in the Seychelles Islands : 
Be it therefore enacted by the Administrator" of the Seychelles Islands, En""ting 

with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council thereof, aa follows: .la.s .. 

I. POWBBS AND DUTIES Olr BOARD AND CO>DllTrn Olr EDUCATION. 

1. The Board of Education, established by Regulation No. 2 of 1873, Creation 01 
is hereby abolished, and in lieu thereof there shall be e,_ted a Board of Board ~I 
Education for the Seychelles Islands, which shall eonsist of the Adminis- EducatiOn. 
trator in Executive Council. 

2. It shall be lawful for the Administrator to appoint an Inspector 01 r.'peetor of 
Schools whOle salary shall be fixed by the Legislative Council. Schoolo. 

3. The Board of Education shall have power to frame Regulations in Regulations. 
respect of the following matters, and from time to time to amend or repeal 
the same:-

(A) With regard to the Victoria School, aa to-
(i.) The conditions for admission, fees payable by the pupils, 

and, generally, the administration and management 
of the said school. 

(ii.) The curriculum 01 studies. 
(iii.) The prizes for efficiency to be awarded to the pupils, 

and the eonditions of competition for such prizes. 
(iv.) The appointment of Examiners to conduct all eom

" petitiv .. examinations among the pupils. 
(v.) The award and tenure 01 Scholarships and Exhibitions, 

subject to the provisiona of th.. Ordinance so far aa 
the Seychelles Scholarsbips are eoneerned. 

(,i.) The manner and mod. of paymen' of tbe Scholarsbip 
Allowances. " 

(D) Witb regard to Grant-in-Aid Schools, aa to-

8375 

(t) The !lOO<i government, discipline, and routine work 
of all Grant-in ... id schools. 

(it) Tl.'e a~tcndance required to entitle any acb.d to a gran~ 
m .... d. 

(iii.) The standards of attainments in the subjects of instruc
tinn taught in any school n""""""'1' $a q..Jify the 
acbool 10 earn • ~u1$ I\I11II'-

s 
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(iv.) The month of the annual examination of each ochool 
for a result grant. 

(v.) Generally the conditions under which the annual ex
aminations of schools for result grants shall be held. 

(vi.) The qualifications to be required for the issue and 
classification of certifi""tes to teachers. the cancellation, 
suspension or reduction of such Certificates, and 
generally, the punishment of teachers for misbehaviour. 

(vii.) The sufficiency of school-house aceommodation, furni
ture and apparatus, and the admission and attendance 
of scholars. 

(viii.) TlIC scale of Balaries to be allowed to teachers according 
to the class of certificates held by them. 

(ix.) The Bcale of attendance and result grants to be paid 
to managers of schools for the attendance of scholars 
and for their satisfactory examination in the prCBCrihcd 
standard •. 

(x.) The manner in which, and the conditions under which, 
all salaries and attendance and resolt grants are to 
be paid. 

(xi.) A By.tem of industrial educal,ion for primary schoom. 

E,location 4. (1) There shall be estahlished a Committee to be styled the EAlucation 
Comnlittee. Committee, which shall be composed as follows:-

(i.) The Judge, Chairman. 

(ii.) The Inspector of Schools. 

(iii.) The Head Master of Victoria School. 

(iv.) The following members appointed hy tbe Admilli.trator in tile 
month of December in every year:-

(a) FoUr members chosen hy the Administrator himoclf, 
two of whom may .espectively be the Bishop of 
Victoria and the Ci"jJ Chaplain. 

(b) Two members on the nomination of the Bishop. 
(e) One member on the nomination of the Civil Chaplain, 

(2) TIle Head lIaster of Victoria School, or Bnch other penon as may 
be appointed by the Administ",tor, shall act as Secretary to the Education 
Committee. -

(3) The ComDlit~Bhali be Bummoned by direction of the Chairman, 
or lin written appli \ ion to the Chairman signed by at least four mem bers 

oft~mmittee. 
(4) e meetings the Committee shall be public .xccpt on such 

oceasiOl when a mafrity of the Committee shall otherwise decide. 
(:;) ee members of the Committee including the Chairman .hall 

form a q~. In the aWnce of the Chairman the members pre.en' 
.hall elect Chairman. The Chairman s!mll ha,'e a casting as well ... 
an original . 

(6) The Committee shall be held to be logally constitule<\ not..-ithstanding 
any "acanciesd@S'nhYdeath,resi"""tion,orineapacity of any member 
if the !lumber of .mbers h<-~not reduced at any time by such vacaru·ieB 
below fi,": Prm·~ I'd alway. that cv'!Y such ,'acancy mal 1-: fill • .,) up 
by a person appom. by the AdminIStrator, on the Domlllahon of the 
person who .hall ba~e nominated tbe memkr "h"'" dPath, resignation 
or incapacity shall ba~ caused such vacaney, 
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(7) In .... e of failure by the said person to nominate any person to fill 
tbe vacancy as aforesaid within fifteen days it shall be lawful for ti,e 
Administrator to appoint a person to fill such vacancy without nomination. 

II. It shall be the duty of the Committee to advise upon all questions Duties of 
connected with the education of youth in the Seychell .. Islands. - Committee. 

II. VICTORIA SOHOOL, 

6. The Government Undenominational School established ~t Victoria, Creation of 
MaM, shall henceforth be called the "Victoria School." Vidor .. 

Provided that the Administrator may appoint the Head Master and School. 
Second Master of the Government Undenominational School to form part 
of the staft' of the Victoria School. 

Provided further that the provisions of the Pensions Laws shall continuo 
to apply to the Head Master and Second Master of the Government Un
denominational School 80 long as they continue in the service of 
Government. 

7. (1) The Victoria School shall be under the superintendence and Staff of Vic
direction of a Head Master, to be appointed by the Administrator, at a toriaSchool. 
salary to be fixed by tbc Administrator with th .. ad~ice and consent of 
tb. Legislative Council, who shall be the Executive Officer for carrying 
out within such School any provisions of the Regulations applicable thereto. 

(2) The staff of the Victoria School shall further consist of such Masters 
as may from time to time be appointed by the Administrator at salaries 
to he fixed by the Administrator with the advice and consent of the Legis
lative Council. • 

S. Religious teaching shall not form part of the instruction to be given Religious 
at the Victoria School, hut any minister of a Christian religion shall be teaching not 
But,horised to give religious instruction to the children of the religious to forln .".rt. 
denomination to which such minister belongs, at such times Bnd places o~ instruc· 
as may be Bgreed upon between him Bnd the Head Master. Moo. 

9. (1) Education at the Victoria School shall be. free up to the Fourth F .... 
Standard. . 

(2) In Bnd after the Fifth Standard all pupils shall pay such fees as 
may be from timo to time fixed hy the Board of Education under 
Section 3 of this Ordinsnce. 

(3) Provided that there shall be a paying branch consisting oftwo Stan
dards, the first of which shall include the programme of studies of' the 
first and second non-paying Standards and the second of which .hall 
include the programme of studies of the third and fourth non-paying 
Standards, which .hall be open to all children whose parents are willing 
to pay for their education. 

(4) The fees in th .... two Standards shall be fixed by the Board of 
E.lucstion. 

10. (1) The sums due for the education of the pupils at the Victoria Reoovery of 
School.hall be psid to the Treasurer every month. , fees. 

(2) In the event of any such .um not being psid on or befo~ the seventh 
dar of the .following month, the 'J!easurer .hall give .. ~.n clear days 
written notlCO to the parent, guardl8n, or surety, whose duty it was to 
pay the said sums, to the effect that if such lees are not paid he will issue 
his warrant to compel payment. Sucb notice may be served by any member 
of the police fon:e. 

8375. • !l 
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(3) All fees due and left unpaid after the notice aforesaid shall be dea 
with and summarily recovered &8 taxes unpaid. , 

(4) A certificate under the signature of tbe Head M&8ter of the Victori 
School sball in all cases be primd facie proof of the fact that the fees claim. 
are due, in respect of the pupil therein mentioned, by tbe parent, guardia 
or surety, &8 the case may be. 

(5) The Head Master of the Victoria School shall send to the Treasure 
every month the nam .. of aU pupils not entitled to !O"&tuitous education. 

Should the Treasurer report, and it shall be bis duty to report to tl, 
Administrator tbat arrears of fe .. due for any pupil for tbe peri;;t of thr. 
months have bcen left unpaid, and that it h&8 not been possible to recove, 
the same, tbe pupil, subject to the provisions of sub-eeetion (6) of tbis section 
shall be excluded from the Victoria School. 

(6) The Administrator, in Executive Council, shan have the power I< 
remit, or extend tbe time of payment of, any snm due for scbool fees. 

III. SCHOOLS 011 I'RIlfARY EDUCATION. 

11. (1) Schools of Primary Education sball be schools already or here· 
after established by local managers, and to which aid sball he contributed 
from the public funds of the Seychelles Islands. 

(2) These schools .haIl be called Grant..in ... id schools. 

12. Any school of Primary Education eatablished by any peroon ,ban. 
on thc recommendation of the Inspector of Schools, approved by the Board 
of Education, be entitled to be admitted &8 a Grant-in ... id scbool if tbe 
following conditions are fulfilled :-

(i) That provision to the satisfaction of the Board of Education be 
made for the regular visitation. management, Ind control of 
the school by a manager wbo .ban bave the power to appoint 
and dismiss the teacher of the school. 

. (iL) That the teacher to be 80 appointed be approved by the Board 
of Education. 

(iii.) That tbe average attendance of the school, computed on a period 
of thr .. months next preceding the date of application to be 
admitted &8 a Grant-in ... id school. be not la!s tban fifteen 
in the country districts, and twenty in the town of Victoria. 

(iv.) That tbe school be open to all children witbout distinction of 
religion or race. 

(v.) That no child receive any religious instruction objected to hy 
his parent or guardian, or be present while luch instruction 
80 objected to is given to other children. 

(vi) That the school be at an times open for inspection. 

S.larieo, and 13. The aid 10 which Grant-in ... id schools aban be entitled .hall eon
attendance sist of :-
.... d reanlt (i.) A fixed salary to be paid according to the clasa of certificates held 
~'J1lDt8. 

by the teachers. t. 
(ii.) An attendance grant. 

(iii) A result grant. 

Conditions of 14. (I) No Shant-in-aid school .hall be continued in any locality MIeaa 
oo.tiooan.. the annual daily attendance of the school be not less than fifteen outside 
01 Schools. the limits of Victoria, and twenty in the town of Victoria, except when. in! 

the opinion of the Board of Education, the annual daily attendance~ 
fallen below the above figures on IIOCOUII. of some temporary or fortoi cause.. ... '.. .... , I 
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(2) Provided that the Grantrin ... id may be .nthdrawn on the recom
mendation of the Inspector of Schools, if any of the conditions mentioned 
in Section 12 (other than condition iii.) are not complied with. 

15. (1) The total amount to be granted in any year for education pur- Payment of 
poses shall be annually fixed by the Legislative Council. gnutt. 

(2) No school shall receive aid from the public funds of the Seychelles 
lsIands until the amount of the aid has been voted by the Legislative Council. 

IV. ScaOLABSBIPS. 

16. (1) In the month of July of every yesr there shall be held at the Scholarships 
Victoria School an examination, designated in the Regulations, and open and Lan· 
to all boys in the Seychelles Islands, who shall satisfy the conditions laid reates. 
down in "the Regulations. 

(2) The Administrator shall award, according to the result of such exami
nation, to each of the two beat boys, who shall be cslled Laureates, a Scholar
ship, which shall be termed a Seychelles Seholarship, of the "annual value 
of sO: hundred rupees, tenable for three years, to enable such Laureates to 
pursue their studies at the Royal College in Mauritius, or in some school 
in England to be approved of by the Administrator. 

(3) Provided that no such Scholarship shall be awarded to a boy whom 
the Administrator in Executive Council shall find unworthy of Buch 
distinction on account of groes misconduct either as a pupil of the Victoria 
School or otherwise. 

17. Every Laureate shall be entitled to an allowance of one hundred P_ 
rupees, or Buch other amount 88 may from time to time be fixed by the t!0wance to 
Administrator with the consent of the Legislative Council, to defray his ureates. 
passage to Mauritius or to England, and to a like sum in payment of his 
return passage to Seychelles at the expiration of the said three years. 

18. Every Laureato shall be entitled to receive his allowance in 
form and manner provided for by the Regulations. 

the Allowance 
when and 
how paid. 

V.GBIIB1UL. 

19. The following laws are repcsled :-
Regulations of the Board of Civil Commissioners :

No. 2 of 1873 and No. 4 rI. 1883. 
Provided that aU existing rules made under Regulation No.2 of 1873, 

not inconsistent with this Ordinance, shall remain in operation nntil they 
have been repcsled or replaced by Re~ations framed under Section 3 
of this Ordinance. 

Repcsl. 

20. This Ordinance may be cited 88 the .. Education Ordinance, 1900.' Short title. 

21. This Ordinance shall come into force on the day rI. its .publication ComiDg into 
in the Government O....,tto. force. 

Paseed in the Legislative Couneil this 7th day rI. November, 1000. 
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APPENDIX B. 

REGULATIONS FOR GRANT-IN-AID SCHOOLS.-

Framed by the Board of Education under Section 3 of The Educati. 
Ordinance, 1000. 

I. ScHOOL-BUILDING AND REQUISITES. 

School- 1: The school·building and furniture shall .. tisfy the following ... 
l,uiltling and ditions, viz.:- .. . 

furniture. (1) The grounds adjoining the school-building sball be properl, 
drained. 

(2) The building sball be in every part at lesst nine feet in heig! 
from the floor to the ceiling or to the point from which tl 
roof springs. 

(3) The roof of the building sban be in shingles or in thateh. or, if i 
corrugated iron, shall be ceiled. 

(4) The floor .hall be in any material approved of by the Board ' 
Education. 

(5) The building sball afford at least 74 square decimetrel' of intern 
area for every pupil in average attendance for the last quarter. 

(6) One-fifth at lesst of the total wall .. urf""" of the building .bo 
consist of doors and windows. 

(7) Boys and girls respecti«ly between twelve and fifteen yean 
age attending the same mixed school .ball be kept separate fro 
eaeh other and sban be pronded with distinct seta of delI... 

(tI) Separate privies sball be provided as far apart as ]Kl88ible lor Ix: 
and girls. 

(0) The school furniture sban consist at least of
(a) Forms for pupils not using desb. 

. 

(h) Desks and benches affording two feet in length of de 
space per pupil in average attendance for the I, 
quarter. 

(e) One blacJ:-~rd for at least every twenty pupi" in aWr> 
attendance for the last quarter. 

(d) One desk and cbair for the teacher' ...... 
(e) One clock. 

(j) One hand-bell. 
\ 

.. T ...... can he _n at' ,he Boanl of Education Library, St. Ste" ... 
Hon.oe, l ..... non Ro .... Whi.,ball. London, S.W. 

t A deciwetre = about .. inches. . ' 
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II. CERTIFICATES A..'<D EXAMINATION 'FOB TEACBBlIS. 

2. (1) Every teacher who rcceives remuneration from the Education Teacher to 
Grant shall be required to hold" certificate of competency from the Boord hold cortifi
of Education to be obtained as provided for in the next section. eate of eOlil' 

(2) Provided that holders of first, second ~nd third class certificates peteD'y, 
at the time these Regulations come into force shall respectively be recog-
nised as holders of first, second and third class certificates under these 
Regulations. -

3. (1) The certificates of competency of tcachers shall consist of the 1'enchers' 
following cl ..... :- ,'certificate.. 

(i.) A fourth class certificate, under Schedule A. 
(ii.) A third class certificate, under Schedule B. 

(iii.) A second class certificate, under Schedule C. 
The fourth, third and second class certificates shall be 

awarded to teachers only who shall have qualified them
selves for the same in passing successfully the Annual 
Examination under Schedules A, n and C respectively, 
or who shall be otherwise qualified' as hercinafter pro
vided. 

(iv.) A first class certificate, which shall be awarded to the holder 
of a second class certificate after thr .. years of successful teach
ing in the Seventh Standard of Schedule D. 

(2) Certificates of capacity as teachers in Grant-in-Aid Schools may 
be granted by the Bishop of Mauritius or the Civil Chaplain, and hy the 
Bishop of Victoria or his Vicar General, to deaconesses and nuns under tho 
control of such Bishops. Teachers 80 nominated shall be recognised by 
the Board of Education as holding a fourth class certificate under Schedule 
A. 

(3) Candidates, who shall have passed the Junior Cambridge Locai 
Examination, or the Higher Standard Examination of the Higher Edu
eation of Girls, Mnuritius; or who can produee eertificates from the Rector 
of the Royal College of Mauritius to the effect that they have obtained 
half the total number of marks at the December Examination of the Middle 
Cl ... of the Royal College, or who have obtained any other eertificate whicb 
the Board of Education may consider equiValent, shall be required to pr.ss 
only in School Managcment in order to obtain .. third class eertificatc under 
Schedule B. 

(4) Candidates who are holders of the French .. Brevet Elementaire, 
or nrevet de Capacitt! do Second Ordre," or who have obtained any other 
certificate which the Board of Educatiou may consider cquivalent, shall 
be entitled to a third class eertificato under Sebedule B. 

(5) Candidates who have passed the Scnior Cambridge Locai Exami
nation or the London University Matriculation Examination, shall be 
awarded a second class eertificate on their passing in School Management 
under Sebedule C. ' 

(6) Candidate&, who ..re members of the Royal College of Preceptors, 
or holders of the ""neb .. Brevet Superieur de Capacitt!," or who have 
obtained any other certificate which tho Board of Education may con
sider equivalent, shall be entitled to a second class certificate under 
Schedule C. 

(7) Ordained priests of Christian denominations shall be qualified for 
" second class ee<tificate on the noommendation of their respective Bishops, 
provided tb&t the Sa\ary Omnt shall only be paid for Buch time as such 
priesb "1'0 actually employro in te&ching. 
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(8) Teachers holding the fourth, third, second and fil'!lt cI .... certifi: 
cates from Mauritius shall he recognised as holders of local certificates 01 
the same classes respectively. 

T .... b~ .. ' . .4. (1) The examination for certificates of competency in accordance 
Examlnation .... ,th Schedules A, Band C, shall he held annually as far as poesible in 
h~~r to be the second fortnight of August. 

(2) Except in the French subject, the examination shall he conducted 
in English. 

Date ~f. 5. The Inspector of Schools shall publish a notice in the Government 
EX':"'.:itloD Gazette fixing the date of the annual examination for teachel'!l' certificates 
!~. ver· three full months lIefore the examination is held. 

Candidates 6. Intending candidates for teachers' certificates shall send to the 
for :reachers' Inspector of Schools, four weeks hefore the date fixed for examination, • 
ccrtifica

d 
~ written application stating the CM of certificate for which they wish to be 

to ~ lD examined. 
wntten 
a.pplication. m ScHOOLS. 

Scbools to he 7. All Grant-in ... id schools shall, at.ll times during cI .... hours, he 
o!,,:n to open to visitation by the Inspector of Schools, or any memher of the Boord 
".italion. of Education, or of the Education Committee. 

Application 8. Every application for a Grant-in ... id to a new school .haIl he made 
lo~ Grant-in· on [the approved] form, duly filled in and signed by the Manager and 
Ald. addressed to the Inspector ol Schools. 

Application 9. No application for a Grant-in ... id to a new school shall he entertained 
lor Grant-in· if the conditi0D8 referred to in Section 12 of the Education Ordinance, 
Aid when Dot 1900 are not fulfilled. 
to be enter- ~ 
tained. 

Apportion. 
meDtof 
Graot-in
Aid. 

IV. NATen AI<D Al'I'OJlnONJlENT OF GRANTS. 

10. (1) The Grants to which Grant-in ... id .. bools shall he entitled 
noder Seetion 13 of the EdDcation Ordinance, 1900, .hall he apportioned 
8R follows:-

(i.) A fixed annual salary to he IBid to teachers according to the 
class of certificate, viz.:- _ 

For the FII'8t C\ass Certificate &. 200 
s..ond " " 200 
Third .. ft 150 
Fourth .. ,,100 

(ii.) An Attendance Grant, to he IBid annnslly .t the fixed rate of 
RO.bOc. per head upon the average daily attendanee of the 
school • • • • provided that the .. hoo\ .hall have been open 
at leost 200 full days or 400 half days during the t ... lve 
months preceding the examination. 

(iii.) A Result Grant, to consist of the balance I.ft after lBying from 
the sum annually ,,-.ted under Seetion 15 of the Edueation 
Ordinance, 1900, the fixed salaries to Wachers in aeeorllaPce 
with (i.) and the fixed rate of attendance in aeoordance with 
(ii.), and to he apportioned in the manner specified in I:leeti~ 
12, l3 and 14, subject to a proportional reduction in caae the 
balance so left as aforesaid he f<DlDd insnffieient to 1B1 the t<MI 
Resnlt Grants. 

r (2) No grant whatsoever .halI he }Bid for pupiIo under five yean or 
above fifteen years of age. 
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11. The general Standards of Classification and Syll"bus thereof shall ~~~ an~ 
be thooe set forth in Schedule D. . C1assifiC&~i:" 

12. The Result Grant shall be paid in the following proportion for each ~roportiOD of 
pupil passing successfully in the obligatory subjects set forth in Schedule D. obli:to:;: 

Standard 1. Rs. 2 per pupil .ubjects. 

Standard II. " 3 " 
Standard III. 
Standard IV. 
Standard V. 
Standard VI. 
Standard VII. 
Standard VIII. 

" ". .. .. ,. 
.. 

S 
" 7 " 9 
" 11 .. 

IS .. 
20 .. 

13. Pupils obtaining one-half of the aggregate mark. for the obligato..,. P .... h~w to 
subjects in anyone Standard of Schedule D shal1 be entitled to a pass, be obtamod. 
provided however that they do not fail to obtain at least one-third of the 
marks allotted for either subject. 

No Result Grant shall be paid unless such pass is obt~ined. 

14. (1) A .. Rupee Grant" for each of the optional subjects of Schedule 
D shall be paid in addition for successful pupils th .... in. provided they have 
obtained in the obligatory subjects the required pass referred to in Section 13. 

(2) A pupil shall be deemed successful in any of the optional 8ubjects 
who shall have obtained one-half of the total marks allotted for such subjeet . 

• 
IS. ·A pupil who shal1 have passed successfully in anyone standard Result GnDi 

shall on no account be presentea again in that same standard. Dot to be paid 
. twice for t lUi 

same;, pupil ill 
anyone 

V. ScHOOL- TWB AND RBoISTEBS. standard. 

16. AU Grant-in-aid schools shall he opened durin/! five days in the School Wee~ 
week. and the pupils frequenting them shall he taught for at least four and Holidays 
hours daily. except during school holidays granted by the manager and 
on Public and Church Holidays. 

17. The school year shall he from the 1st of June to the 3lat of May of School year. 
tho next civil year. 

18. For the purpooes of Section 16. the school hours ehall be from 9 to 11 School honn. 
a.m .• and from 1.30 to 3.30 p.m. 

19. The teacher in charge of every Grant-in-aid school shall keep the n.,.;sters to 
following registers:- be l<.pt by 

( )A Ad
" R • tboH.ad 

1 n DlISS'OU eglSter. Teacher. 
(2) An Attendanoe Register. .. The Durham Class Register" in 

which the daily attendanoes of pupils shall he registered aoeo'rding 
to such directions as the Inspector of Schools may issne from 
tim. to time. 

(3) A Register of Transfers and Withdrawals. 
(4) A Register of VISitors. 

20. No pupils under five or over fifteen years of ago shall he entered -Limit of"K"
on tho Official Attendanoe Register of a Grant-in-Aid School. 
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VI. EXAMINATION OF ScHOOLS. 

21. (1) There shall be made by the Inspector of Schools an annual 
examination of the Grant-in-Aid Schools for the purpose of fixing tho, 

D f amount of the Result Grant under Chapter IV. of these Regulations. 
E~!"mi~"tion (2) The itinerary of the annual examination of Grant-in-Aid School. 
to be adver- shall be published in the Government Gazette fifteen days in advance. 
tised. . 
All pupils to 22. All pupils whose names shall appear on the Attendance Register 
be presented (except in cases of unavoidable absence) shall be pr .. ented to the Inspector 
o.n ExamlDa- of Schools on the annual examination day. 
tlon day. 

Examination !3. The annual examination shall, as much as possible, be conduoted in 
how to he English in Standarda I., II., III., IV. and V., and, exclusively in English, 
conducted. in the Sixth and higher Standards. Provided that the examination in 

the French subject shall, when possible, be conducted in French. 

VII. 24, 25, 26.-TnANSFEBS OP PUI'I1S. 

• 

VIII. 27, 28, 29, 30, 31.-DuTIU A"D R""PO".I8ILlTIIOI 

OF MANAGERl. 

• 
IX. 32, 33, 34.-WITHDUAWAJ. AIm FOUPl<JTURE OF OUANTII. 

• 

X. 35, 36.-}[ISCELLA.'IroU • 

Coming inLo 37. These regulations shall come into operation on and after the 1st of June. 
force. 1902, and shall apply to the Annual Examination to he held in 1903, provided 

that Section 23 shall not he atrictIy eoforeed until tho Annual Examination 
of 1904. 

Framed by the Board of Education (Administrator in Executive Council) 
under Section 3 B 01 Ordinance No. 30 of 1900, at a )looting held on the 
2&th October, 1001. 



!'CIIEI>ULE A. 

FOR THE FOURTH CLAI!K CERTIFICATE OF COHPETENCY. SECTION 3 (I), (i). 

I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. 
!{ ted hl'l,ork .... I~b. .... Dcb. Arithmetic • 8chool UlItol1' • Oooeraph,.. f., 

Manqement.. Femalo Teacben. 

lI.alma : ... 100 I ... I .. 100 100 .. 
._---_.--_._----

1 ... "din •• 1. 1lftdlll', 1. Num'MllJon and Notation. 1. To prepare From tho ROD"P 1. General ouf). Demmlo" 8eam. 
'I. ConYl!lnation. l. UluLation. i. }lint. tour ruin, Simple note. neceuary Couquolt to en4 1111l1li of th, Five Inll. elliol. 
•• Dktatlon. I. hnlnr.,. and Compound. to explain to of the HOUle (It 1IIvl.lunl of Ule AllY garment or 
to Pamo •. 4. 1",,,,"u Verbt. a. .I6&lUI'8I or W'llIb~ pOJilie • ~ ... ge York. \1'orld. other uluruJ ar·· 
I. arammar '0 Trall.latlon Into Bnallih. Lenfcb and 1'lme. cho.em text -- i. United King. tlcle widell can 
e. utter wrltln,. ft. BuT letter '"'1t.101L. t. Pract ee, 81mple BolCom. book lor tho I., 

TBX!' BooK. dom and India. be completed :t t. IWoltatlon. 1. t'onvOfIAr.lnD. pound. )1., or Ill. SLAn· 8. Selchell. Ia· ~he above, IU 
8" Anal,alI(tilmpl.HnteDOf). 8. BeuI&ar.loD. IS, Inolo ... , dard. of 1cbe4· Chambfn'l Senior 1&111.11. na a chlld'i plna· -- -- e. Fracf.(unl, Vulaar and ule )). BnBUlh HlltU!,)" - fore, plllow·eale, 

TIXT Boou. TU'l' Boon. Decimal. pa,u. 1 to 101. 
TEXT HOOK. pocket..halldker-

'to Proporr.loD. B. KeeplnlorRer- Ohlet. 
Ohambert'. nu.n~Bndor, Book O,..mm&l ... tarln,t FI.tU'1,1bre 8. Simple Interelt. lat.erl mellLloned Conlwell'.Oegora. 

VI. 8nnO,. 1110 whole. 9, ReducUon nr Rnr ... III Roor.lon 19 of ph), for begin • 
Ituou'. Out.lln. of ID,III11 n.ch.Ue'. Jo'lrit Frenoh Reader. .& I. d, (Rxchauso • ~be Re,ulatJ.ollJ. bon, page. 1 to 

Urammar. P .... gM for tranll.r.lon :- 10. 1I.t.rlg 8ystom. 86: All 1060: 68 
/lldlGlion : 1 ... I.e (,.'hIlIdronnler, of -- 1066; '7l to76j 
'ne Y,old or tha.Wnrld. I, "I.e Turban DIane. • .. po ... 

J, Monttromc,*' 8 ... L·"I~b.m&," TIIX'l' BooIlS, 
Mapa or En'l&n~ 

Lifo and VoaLh .tslled. 4. I. N&urraa: .. url'llIlloJaJ •• '~. 70r 1-8 PondlebUl'J'1 Elcmen. Europ • .all 
Rhakapure (lhamlet). J,<'t:flntlon: UI'J' Arlr.hmetlc, pa~e. 1 &0 MaM. . 

Advloe to a ReokiOll You~b, 1. '" VI.III, H,n.} 101, and JlA$I'el118 to 1:tH. 
HOll JOlllOn. db,nu., In nach· '01' 4-6 II lot III Pendlehurr'1 

Pralao 01 CIU ... t.ltt, t. Bolltrranoe ot.to, Graduated ArI~hm.tlo, Par~ 
)fllton (Vomul d'lllver • Y. 

8. 8l)n~e d'AthaUo-Racln •• For 6-8 U lOt In Graduated 
At lalla, Act n" Be, V. ArItJlIDotlo, Part VI. 

" IStal" pondant. "oonlull.4r." 



t:!CHEDULE B. 

• 
FOR THE THmD CLA.. CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY. SECTIONS 3 (1.), (ii.). 

X. II. III. IV. V. VI. vn. Rebool Needlework for BnlUab. J'roDoh. ArIthmetic. Manapmont. BlltofJ. 0","""",". Female Teachen. 

Hulma: 160 100 150 1110 100 100 5. 

1. lIlaeel1an~~~l~:~I~ I 1. Same 
I 

1. Be,dlna. .. tor House. 01 TudO~ 1. Same &II for tth 1. Same u for fib I. Grammar. t. RNdlna:. on ohapt.on. for J!'OurtJ.l Fourtb Cl ... Stuart au 01 ... cutilleate. 
L AI1,"1*I_ of .entenoct. t. Orammar. CI ... Certl8oa~. Cert\ftoate. Hanover. Clase. 

2. IIrlt.lab. Coloni. 2. Stitchl.. and ~ complu: "O\ODOOl). a. DlotAtloli. I. Percen~. I'rollt and I. m ... toachlnl- 1n ... 1a. 
•• Rlpolitioli. ... Aualyala of aentenoel (0Ul Lou. 8. lIet.hod. of sewing on .tringa, 
6. Lot.t.er wrlUtli and narra- oom~l\'1x aen"'moCl). •• Stookl anel Ih&reI. teaching radlng, --- gatbering, aetttt.s 

Uon. a. Tn.n. atlou. •• AVe1'q1!" wrltl0t! and In, batton.holing, 
8. C'oDY8l'1aUoD. 6. Lotkr \\,rlthll. &. '1'h. tTnlt.arf method. atitblUe 0. IeWIDg on butlOO. 
T. Reolt&tlon. T. Convtu_tlon. 6. Compound nt.eroat. Garment, a "insfon. 

.. RtKlUat.iou. T. Square 1'Ull~ .hlft., a~on, a 
., Probloma (wort and Ume). 

I 
plain nbr t·.blrt.. 
oiRht·ROwn. her-
rlng-booe .Utch 
on canya, or 

TnT_C. TaxI' Boou. Tu'l' BooK.. Tu.'I'BOOL nxr Boos.. TU1' Boou. flannel. 
Damlll8', Ilmp1e, on -- -- -- -- -- -- cany ... 

0. p, Muoo'lSborwBt\&lllh Onmntatre tarl"" at Fl('1n'7 PentUflbnry', Graduated lIanual. of 'b. Cbanlben', Senior Cornwell', 0 ... Qrammar. Imo aOIlUo paa" 1-13tl.. Arltholet.lo. Part. VU. (t.ho 8cII!lDC. aud Art of English Blttory, 
~Ph" for RtoitCl'"UI :- Hachotttl'l )oInt. :rr.uoh whole), ,......,..... 

~~ too end 1. The BeaU' - Th(lDlu lU-ader. no~n. 

AI- RMI."I"~ Uowitt', Britl'h 
I. Tho World OoIDparod to Lo (~h.ttlau d. ev ... _ Colonl., .... 11 

altaJO- Floriau. --st. 
lUtakOlPMft(Aa You LIt. Cl4mtll\oo d'AUlUttt-eoz.. 
1\.). IItlm",. 

• Th. 'FInIlde-N. 00\\011, .. Pnmd, \In at •• , •• parle. 
U Oil. t.ewpa." 



SCHEfJUJ.E C. 

Foa TUE SECOIID CLASS CERTIFICATB OP COMPBTBIICY. 8£(''TIOII 3 (1), (iii.). 

I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VU. VIII. IX. 
Needlework 

.",Illh. YrO'Ugb. 

1_ An:.U~ 8011001 Manapmlut.. Ditto.,.. O ...... ph1. Alpbra. OQOm.~I1'. tor Fomale 
'l'oacbel'L 

---
Hallma: \ .. \00 ... .00 '00 '00 .00 110 

-----
1.0nmmar. 1. Orammar. )fllCellanflO1l1 . ... 1. 86me lUI for Fourth Dou •• 01 1. 8ame.1 for 1. J'lntRulll. 1. Doftnll.loo., 1. Same .a for 
.. AIIAI, I II. I. Analy.'a . Ullnl on Chartel"ll lof and Third CIUloer- naooy", l'hlrdO ..... I. U 10 01 poltuJatea. the 1I'ourth 
•• Paraph,..ln •• •. 1'ranllat.lon • JrIlUrtb 1111 Third tIHI1It.t.Gt • ... 'Brltl'h eo. Bracket... ulodl'. 80d 'Jhln! 
to Currllf!Uull uf faull, .. ~,. ('I.. certlftoat-et, I. DI*lIt!:ne. 10ni0i I. S. Simple tao- I. Bookl. C) .. , Corti· 

Kniliah. 6. (JuJIY.nItton. but. of lreeter dlm- •• Bow lorain Pupil Amerloa Ion. Ocatee. 
I 1011111101,"111,. oult.,. '1'c!aohen. and Afrloa. to 81mple ',UI' I. The runllln, 
O. "...,. tloDi

l 
n· tuck, patab· 

7. Ctll)y ..... UOQ. vol. DI Ing In calico -- on. nn· aud 8annel. 
known. Outtlng but. 

and mallint 
RUYlarmen 
,lloh u 
t.hOle men· 
tloned I. 

Tlxt JJoOBl. Tax'l' BoOK. 1'UT BoOK. TIlXT Bpo.l. Tan BooK. 
Bohedul,»' 

TUT :SOOL TaxT BooK. TaxT BooB.. 

- -- - - -- -- - --• O. p, Ml'lIOn'. Bhortor OrllDlmalro 1 .. 1'1 .. , o~ PODlUeburt. ArI'h· MlUlual. of the Boleuoe 07rll Ban· Dewitt', Brl· Uan And T(ldhlln~er', 
Buell.1I Orammar. )'Iour)'. Th, whol. me"c. Ind Arl.ol'l'llAllbln,. lOme', UI .. I.llh Oolonlll, KUIIM'.Al· Suclld. 

(AUf II'. FII'II. It.ptI to of tho Ii'm, aunDe. tol7 01 BIl" pqllU t.o 188 sabra. VumlJOlll.l.I.tu. lind. 

IlfuTl:-IlIbJaot, VIl. and VIII, do DOt. Ipplf to t,mlte telloObll'l. 
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SCHEDULE D. 

Syllabus for all the Standards for which a Grant-in-aid School is 
entitled to receive a Result Grant. 

(Section" II, 12, 13.) 

OBLIGATORY SUBJECTS. 
Sr.&lWARDS 

~ I ESGLISH. 
CLASSIPICATIOlf,I ________ ""'7 __________________ _ 

OnAL. I WRJ'I't'Bl'f. 

ARn'UHETlC. 

STA.XDA.RD I. 

! I 
RauJlng:The eapltAlI' Wf'lUnrc:-Tt.e Ver· 

and Imall Jet-wl'8ol the tical Writing. COll1 
Alphabet ftom Reading Book No.1. 

To read and write nom· 
oon up to 10 (Notat.lou 
only) • 

• boote. II CoPt: - N~t. and 
oonect. COI'l on alate of 

. wont. of trom 2 to 8 

I
,etten let OD B1&ct
board. 

I 
IJjct'lUon : - Capital 

and IImalllettenof the 
I alphabet on alate. 

Addltlnn mr .Ial.e of num· 
bera up to ZOo 

X8JfrA.L ARITBJlftIC. 

Addltlnn up to !JJ (atArt
Iml' at. any number bel.11t' 

.and Inctea&inr bJ Wllng 
figures., 2, 3 only). 

----- ---------,,------- -----,1----------

STA.!fDA.RO n. 

8pellIngandreadlng. i Wrltfng:-The Vet'. , Th read and wrtte num· 
1teauing ot nOunt. To I tical Wrltln~ CoP1 ben up too 1110 (notal.iun 
pick out Nounll trom I Buok NOlI. 1 and 1. I only). 
Text. Word· building: Cf'IPY: - ~ea& and AddlUon oa slate of 
as glyeo at end of bouk. I OOITeI:tcopyt,...m Read· lIumbe:n 01' to 100. 

Book: - eharoloers'. 101( Kook on slate. 
Fluent Reader&, lit and j lJictatian :--00 alate, JfEIIUL Aarnnnrnc. 
2nd Prtmen. ,'rom Reading Book Addltkm up tn 100 (Hart,.. 

i IIJ)elt tw1~ and 110 .. 1,. tng a, any number bel"W' 
I I and Increanlng by ulllll' 

I 
figure. I, Z. I (m)y). 

Bt.J1r : Pendle1mry"JI Ora-

I 
dilated ArtUuDeUe. Pan I., 
J)IIi:" 1-12. 

-----,-----------
Quiet SpeJHng and,' WrlUng:-1'be Ver. I N/l'fAtJon: 5umben of S 

Intelligent. reading.. tleal Writing ChPf i d1r!ta. 
MeaninB' of liouos and I BoolrSOLZandl.. . 1'illmeratlon ap to 100. 
Verbe. Ct,,,.: _ Se'U and I A.ldltlOlD llfumben(A 

To pick oat NottnI eorredeopyfromRead· !InbtractJnn ( 'dlgi~ 
and Verbs from Test. i lng test on slate at HnltlpUcatkJII Cab_ ! 
Wont.building. paper. 110 •. 

Book : - fhamberl'.! Dtetatlnn :-00 slate lfOT.lL AarTRWft]'c. 
Fillent &eaden: In· froJD RMdlng Book, I Addition tJf numben up 
faot. Beader. apelt once &hd ,low I,. 1 10 III) (.tartin.. at. any 

nnmber below and fn.tt'eu,. 
tog by .... llJar. 1 Coo 

,60nl,). 

1 JIook: Pmdlebury'a 6ft.. 
: doated Artt.bmel.k, Pu1. I .• 
i \be _bole. 

-----------I-------">~-------r----------------- -------------------
QuIck 8~Uing and j Wrtting :-The VeT.J lloc.atl"., abII ~u...,.· 

intelligent readina. tical "'rttfog Cow' Urm of numbcn,." .. digie.. 
}leaning of N oana. Ad· IIIook NOL , aod 5. I Addition. 8ul:Knt-tioo, 
jL'CtiYea, and "uba. Cop,: - 1'(-, and, lIIultipli~ of Dam"" 

To piell: 0IJt. !iOOD8, i cotTeCt eopJ' CJD s1ak! '" .. digttll. 
Adjeetlyea, aud \o'er-lor paper from ~', ...... oil ...... 
from Ted. Word- Book.. KuJupl1caUoD &able&. 
bD.ijtling. : lJieW.lon :-011 ,Iak 

Book: - Chambers'll 1 fl'OOl ReadinK BooII: I 1I...,.u. AarnrxftJc. 
P1aeo' Besden: Bv:'* ' alowl, dictaa.ed. AdditiOb .lid _btradloh 

L ! \10'00<_ ...... ' .. '01-
'i Hook: Pendlebary'a ON-
, dua&ed Arllbmetk, Put. II. 

8rUD.uD n-. 
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SCHEDULE D.-ccmtinued. 

OBLIGATORY SUBnCTS. 
8UlID"RDI .. 

ES"GLISH. 

I 
ABITBMETlC. 

CLIJIJtJ'JCA'IIOB. 

ORAL. I WR'l'I'DY. -
-

l'Ioen' and "10111- Writing :~The Terti- !iotdloD -,pel NQIIleI'&-
pnt Beading.. cal Writ.fngCoPJ Book, &Ion of numbers of 7 digit.. 
)le&D~ 01 aD)' of the NOI. e. 7 and s.. The lint. Yoar Bales. 

words 01 n:t.. CoPr~ ute and The .me '~Ied \0 .... 
To plet out !l'01IM" 

"'~·"Beand" and eta. Addi ADd. Sab-
AdJectiYM. Vert.. and. iractioo (I.. t. d.) 
Pronoun. from Test. Ba_ 

Verbt to Be and. to I PauIDg:-Slmple lbn.u. .... JlI'DIJD!rIC. 
S'fAIfPIJlI) V. 1I&Ye. 8en&eDoe willi Verb &0 MnltlpHcatfon and Dln_ Word-bulldlna. Be. 

Boob: Chambers', I Dictatloo 00 8la&e 01' 
doo of Dnmben 0( Z dl,.lta 
by any Ggure of the IIDly-I'hlent a.den, Boot on CoPJ BooIr: "11 pllcatioa :lab_ II. 4leta1ed. 

Huon', Code Stan- -
dard Bn&liIh Grammar, Boot: 'Pendleb;uy'a Ora--

Part. L dnatedAritilmellc Pan nl .. 
~ e6 t.o 'is UJd eurclaes 
a& to 7S; j5 and. 18; 18 &0 
80; 8Uo80. 

I 
Yluent. ,&4 lnteUf..j Wrlt.lng: - Vertical &one as for 9taIldard V. 

pnt Reading. WritinlJ CoPJ Book PI_ lIllI\ipllcaUoll and 
TopickoQUDrofthe I NOI. thod 10. D .... Wou (£ .. ~. aDd. ... ro"" 01 _...... _or V .... (Coo- .... Cto.~ .• ,.. I"f.' .... ~ -

STUDAU VI. I _Ver";IVo-, ... , •• :- Slmpl. Boob: Pendlebary'l Gr. 
~onI.buUd1q. i Sent.eBc» .u.h Beplar duac.ed Aritbme'ic. Part 

: Cbambers'. ,. erb. DL (the .hole)., and I'arti 
Book Ill. I Dict&tlou (BepeMed IV .. .-ces sn Coo Ues.. . 

1 ........ ""'" • .... 1 ..... ""'""" dud KnIlllb Grammar, 

.---~~-. ._-\ 
Fluenl and lnt.elll. Writ-Inc: - Vertical hdaclloo: JlOIM1 .... 

PDt R.eadlng,. WriUnl: UlpJ' BooIr. TIme. 
MesniDlo( LoeaUoaa 1 MOL H and l!. DecImal No&a&loL 

aDd IdtomL PanlllII/and.A.naI,.la: )lKrie Synem. 
ReplarandlrNp.lar -Buy Coblpotmd Sea· lLapid cut.u. ol e .... I Verba. , &ence. IDYoiee& &hd KUIL 

STUD&a» VII. ranine and Anal,...; Vert. '-Ileplar aDd -ple--'Boob: l."bamben'.: ~tar. -I Bo ... IV. I Wonl.buIIdI .... Boob : Peadleba:rT. 0 .... 
Yuon'. Code Rtab·, DirlaUon (npeat.ed duUedArilbmef:i(' Pu1; IV .• 

, dud Enld,iIIh GI'IUIlIIUI', ' lhree ltlDS). ~ono1t!aDd: 111&01"_ I Part. 10. I ......... "" ..... Pa..-t. V" .. peaa 167 &0 
UIO, DIll. soliU. 

- .- - I ---- , 

S'rUD4I.D YIU. 
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81'AKDARDI 

O. 
CLABBIrICA· f 

SCHEDULE D.-continued. 

OPTIONAL SUBJE'JTS. 

GKOOIlAPnr. HISTORY. Fancs. 

(Section 

JlODLI' 1'101{. RBCITATIOJl'. I 
-----:-------I-------I--------! ------- ------

Standard I. t. Dick', lOng. 
2. The Star. 

/ 

BooK: Cbamben'1 
Infant. Reader. 

--I -
Standard U. 1 1. The ~tar. To .how on allY 

-------

I
t. What the LIttle Wall Hap the dr.w. 

Motl8e S.". 10[( repreft'DUng the 

• river, a mountain, 

lotan' Reader. j 
I 8. Morl')' Spring. I, Coat line, an bland, /1 

I 
BooK : Chamben'. .. .traU.,. cape. 

-I i I-----i---'---
Standard m. Three picees taken r At for' Standard n., I 1 QIII.c·,k 8pellio. and 

I from Chambers's I plos: & gulf, .. ba" ReadIng. neai and 
I Infant Reader at • Jake, ..... pen· I corre....1. Of"" '",m 

the opfion of the lD8uJa.aoistilimUL ,re&(UojfteJ:tonaJate 
Te&Cber. To abow on the I ' or t:#)P7 book. 

I map of ~he worl,1 \he 
I • cootinente. oceaDI Rook : ODJd ; 
I i ad large iIJandL I ! .. .I'.ppnmda .. Jire." 

I I -----------------------1--------

9tandard v. 

H~m"t 1.1 
chlhr. ,1I1l11 
trillo ... ea 
pr.clle&. lui 
chid. 

Hf'1Dmlntl 
8omlo,: a 
plnalore, a 1 -.. baud_' 

Bernml~ 
IntJ,Yt:lIi ... 
tOl(oocaa.: 
1"1 on I 
~ ...... plaltl 
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SCHEDULE D.-continued. 

" .. OPTIONAL SUBJECTS. 

'IOA-

I 
-

I I RICl'fA'IIOIf. GBOORlPRY. JIISTOnY. FADeR. N:uDLBWOllE. 

• VI. FIYe plec8I De8nltion 01 guo. Noman KlolPI, Reading, Dlctat.lon • .t1 .. hlng ..... Inf,-
taken troni Cham· graphical t.erm •• and Bouie of Exercilea. Regular In, lIathering, pia Q 
ben', Hook Ill" at To learn the geo- Planhgenet. Verba. darololf and patch-
the OPtion or the I:Ph1 of Bngland. Paning: Simple big, marking ('In 
1'eacher~ orJaod and Ire- BoOK: Cham- .entanes with ra- llrien and cauvaa. 

land. bel'll'. Junior Bng- gular "Mh, MaJ! nt England Uah H1BtofJ. pagBi TranalatloD Into 
and aM. S6 to 70. Frenoh, p ... agea 

from Chambers', 
Boox: Cltamben'. BooklIL 

GeOll'''p~ Maunal., 
Standard • BoOKS: Orammalre 

Larlve et Fleul")', lere 
ann6e, pageal to 101. 
Guyau: Annes pm. 

paratolre de Lecture 
COlU'lloute • 

-- . - ----- - _ .. . _ .. ._---_ . ----

VII. J'iYO plocal' to Australia. Canada, Boo .. of Lan- Reading. Dictation, TberuoDing tuck. 
be li&kOIl from South African Col· cuter, York, and ~erc1aea, P'nhlK: button·hole ,tltch, 
Cumbora', Book onl-. India, Ceyloll. Tudor. TranalatloJl from marking Ob linen 
IV i.h at the optJon With mapa. French Into lWgllsh cutting out and 
01 0 Teacher. BooK. : Cbam- and vlce Yeraa C maktug a pinafore. 

BooK: Cbambera', hera', Junior Bug. ageafrom Cham '& ahlft ••• pron,lIlgh~ • 
o..,....Pl\t Man .... Iish .dIAtorl,pagea _IV. 'hln. night-gown 
Standard • 70 to 108. 01' pett.looat. 

BooD: Grammalre 
Larlve fit Fle1ll'J', lere 
anUM (the wbole). 

Guyau: lereAnnde 
de Lec'are Vouraote. 

--
VUL Bive pteoel to Tbl' Hnt.1l1h Colo- Bouaeaof8tuan Reading. Dlctat.lon, Aaln E.tandard 

be takeu from Di. &lid Dependeo· and Hanover. Paning, Irregular VI., ploa cuttil18' 
Chamblin'. Book al., with ma ... Verba. Lettar-wrlt.- outandmak~.n 
V" a" t.he optJon BooJr.: Cham- log, 'l'ra.nalatlou. ordlnar1 c:omp ete 
of Ul.e Ttll&Cher. BooJr.: Chamben" ben', JllI1tOl' Bng- from I'nmc.h Into draa: boclico Rbd 

O ...... ~ " ...... Uab 1IlIWr'J. from BugUm and 'doe ."",- .... .. d 
8Lt.udard 11. =. ............ . ..... ~- "" ....... Cbaalben'a V. 

Boon: Onmlll&lnl 
Lari"eel. PleulT,lt·nt 
ann6e (the whole). 

Nicolaa : Lecture ,,_. " ... .... 
abel de famm .... 
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APPENDIX C. 

\CHEDULE I. SCHEDULE OF STUDIES FOR THE J U~IOR CLASSES OF THE 

,(PAYING BRANCH). 

~' 
ENGLISH. ARITHMETIC. GEOORAPHY. 

PUI·ARA·I 
TOny 

('loAM_ 

below 
9t.uulard J. 

CLAM.A. 
Rendina and RpeutulJ. . 
t~I)'Il' on slau. Of DON' book. 
HOI.ll. : _(lhaUIben-. II'luentRoadlln. 

Vtrtt. .,,\tioound PrlmeI'L 
RtGitGfiofl; I'll Try. 

Ml!fry "prln". 
Wrmne' :-Vor\loaISII'I-. HOL 1 and I. 

OLlIS A. I . Cll9!J A. I 
Notation oumben up to 100. Oral Leuonl on Tell. Map i 
AddItion "u ("lthnutnamu)toaCtlualnt I 

Oil copy \)00\01' all 'late. ! pupill wlthdrawllllJl rnear.t I 
Alao 'Mental Arlthmetlo. i to nlp1"8&ent auy of the I 

addition up to 100 (Will'I pographlcal fArms. ' 
I\v:UNll to 6). 

I ' 
I CLA. B. CLAas B. I CUSB B. . I 
i QuIa\: Spentn. aud Readlna. NotaUon, Addttltm,9ubtrao· Same at tor Cl .... A. I 

, ()optOi and llhlt.atlon. lotou numbers of fo dlgll&.1 To thow on Te-t Uap of lob" 
1ll'lOi. :_Chalubel'l',Fluent.Readen.. Nume''''Uuu numben of a World the Continenti aud : 
Stamll,," O. dillt.t. Oceatlland the 8ve largeat I 

R.oitohun. PleoOlllt tor Reoltatlun lu Yont.ft,1 Arlth.: Addition and Rh'en, Laka alld bllWds , 
II.hlhlard. O. (at elldot book). Suba.oUon(u.hl&~ I' of the World. . 

It'I'Ui," ,,-VortJ.1lal SerlOio NOI. land" 1-10). 

I 
BooK: -hulliebury', Arlth' 

moUe,. St.&ndaN L I 

--- - •• ----------- t -~- ----------- ---"-" 

8T4NOAaD! Ruadllll. DlotaUon, "wt. t.o Be ami tIo i Notatlon and NUmeration. 
I. i lIaV$. 'Slulple Addl~hll'. Subll'aO-

i il'ri"''9: VOI'U,,-'al Sert., NlW. Sand" lion, lluU.tpU\.'aUun and 
! 1k)01. :-Chambon's 'luon~ Roadera. i Division, 
! Huok I: 1'0 loanl tho meauh\lr of I Dolll.: .-.udlebQ1'1" me-, 

an illo NOlin .. AdJ"'·U ...... "."_1 lIumtarl A1'It.bmor,le ! 

~" .• u -well ... of \In' LoouUons and ~ 1 t.o '" II 
ldhmlS. amt Vfl1'ht wlt.lt aP1\lVprlaw1' 

I Pft',I~UO"S. used In tb" ltoull. 
I Rn'.h"_. Pu.Lrl : pt...,. .. Uur Reol· 

tat.hm at. ,'ud ut ~>I,.k. t 

HISTORY. 

VICTORIA SCHOOl. 

LATIN OR 
NATURAL 
SCIENCE. 

'FRENCU·_I 

I~ 

I 
I 

I 
I 



~ -, 
;' 

.. .., 

IM .... D.l&D Beldin... UJCI&UOII, ......... .~ ... .=-..-................................ ..._.-.............. " ..... .. Bri"~." ~ .. iii: 1 
. 

U. Paning. The ¥lNt )'our RnJ.-. The United Kln~om lad 
lfriljng: Vntleal Meriel Sos. 6 and" Compound Addlt.&on aDd 8Gb- Bmo~ with ap&. Danlah Con,\!!:H. ! 
Boou :-C'barubeft', l'Iuent fleaden,. traction (lIOn;p- Boou: well'aUeography Boos. : Cham n', 
Book IL To learn a 1'ocabularJ of Reduction (Honer lot Beginnera. Ii:: 1 to Junior, Bnglish ! 
an dle parta of dpeeclJ .. well .. of BooK :-Pendlehury"a ArlUl· 3(1. Chambers', eotP'1'~ HlIwrr. ..... : 
UttI Loculolonl and Idlurna, IIIId metlc (Elemen\al'J),,.. JlaouaJa, 3taodard IV. 1-"'-

I 
. VerblwlL1I '=PrlaWi prevc-1t1onl, 1-7S. 

QMdln..... It. 
&owU""" Pt.-<II,.,.... .. n4 <II 

"""k. C. P. H.uon', rim Notions of Oram· i IDU', pepll &0 os. _lUi •• era" 
I -- --. 

",,, .. DUD Beladln& DIctation, Pantn .. lrnp1ar Bame .. tor 8tandard II. Th. Brlt.ish lal •. The Sa .. n Line Readlug.D1ctatloo, 

i 
UI. Vet"-, EaJ CompcMltlou. Flu : ~d MoltJpUc&- BooJ[ :Chambeft',~phJ Rnt-ored •• Paning, Verbs 

Writing: Venkal Merl_ !f0l. 'T and 8. &lao Dhillon. Mlonala. Standard • Rlohard II. Avulr at Rtre, 
Boou :-CbambGn'a ¥loaDt Reader., Ileuur. or Weight. and Out,Un81 of EUl'O't! BooK : Chamben', R~lar verbL 

: Book III. j,_rne II forlt.&n4ard lL). ........ .Map of Africa to IUled up. Junior Eni'Il'1I TranaJatlon from 

I JlLfrlltUttm: ec.. at end 01 Hook. Boo& :-PendJebnr(a HI". Biatof"Y, ..... French Into 
O. P. Huon', Fint Notlona of Gram· ment.1'J" Arithmotlc, papa . 27 to 00. Engl .. 11 and from 

! mar, pp, 1-uo. _lib umlleL 1-107. Eoglla" Into 
French. 

; Boo .. : Laril'l1 lit 
1 Fleur.r.' lere 

I 
Aun6e e Gram· 
Jr..lre. p~. 1-& • 

• 1. Guyau a Anode 
E""paratolfe, for 
rlm.latlOD Into 

ElllI'lilh. 

) 

18Y",WDABD. Beading. Dictation, Parlin" AnalJSIJ., Bame .. for Standard ur. ~I and Political Qeo. Bouel or tancu. Reading, Dictation. (CiUllo.! Ilde'b 
I 

n'. Irregular Vert., Bur CumPQIIUOIlo PIllA: )J.1IUUI'eI of Area, g:P~ of AOitrana, ter. York. and Panlog.Verba,&o. Part. of Speech, e. 
PM)' Let.ter.wrlt.hll. 8oIld~caP&Clt,a.nd Time. ana a, Bouth Afrlcln Todor. Trallilation from olen.ton .. (lender, 

WritinO: Vertical Berl. "01. 0,10,11. Boo .. !- ndlebury'a Ele- Colontea, ]odl&&nd Ceylo.m. BoOI[: Chambers'. French tnto Compariaonof Ad· 

• Booo :-Chambtlra'. Fluent B81.dora. mentafJ ArIthmetic (the Boo .. !Chamben"~I)b.r Junior EngU.h E1I81 .. h Ind from Jeetivea,Namerall, 
I liooil: Iv.~e"forKtandard 111.). whole). Manuata. St.ndard l. HI,tory, ..... BngUlh tnto Prononn., Verb , lUoitatwn: ecctIlHlt at lind of book. Maptl of Burope and }tab" 70 to lOU. French. ' Paradigm., Re· 

O. P. Muon', Flnt Notion. of Gnm· with blew to be ftllod up. BoOKS: LarIn e~ gulorVerbi. 
mar (t.be wbole). Fleur~'1 l~re 8ooKS: H.Kenned7'1 , Atm6e e Gram- Shorter lAtin 

i maire, VII_ 86- Prlmer. r.~l.' •. 
187. 1'II"It Lat n der 

I 
M. OU)'Au'a 16re Benteneea1-288. 
Annl!e de Leo~ure --Cuurante, I.r ~odelD lid.,) 
tranllatlon loto ohU"D1 Scittnot. 
EuSlllb. Paul Ber~ chapter 

I on auJ.mall. 

• lakon from t.be &qulaiiODl for the Vlct.orla lobool, under Section 8 of the Educat.lon OrdllWlCe, UIOO. Theae hBuiatioDl ("an be leen at. the Board of Bdnration Library 
It. Stephen', HOUlP, Cannon Row. Whitehall, London, 8. W. • 
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APpn , 
SCHEDULE II.--SCHEDULE OF STUDIE~ FOR THE St:~1 

ENULlHH. ARITHMETIC. (JJ'.,(n;nAPHY. 

-1-------1--··----1------1---

;; 

j .. 

Beading, Dictation, Paning, 
AnalyaiJ, Compoaltlon, Le"t.er 
Writiog, Formation ot 
wordL 

WrUing: VertJ.ca1 Seri. :NOI. 
l!and 18. 

:BooD :-Chambun"1 Fluent 
Beaden. BooII: V. ( .. me work 
too be done u in Standard IV.) 

BecitGlion: Piecel .t end of 
book. 

Firat four rulee. 
Boman 'fl'tem of !fo

tatlon •• acton, G.e.)[., 
L.O.M. ; 

)feamre. of Moner anel 
WeJght.. 

J'ractlonll-Vutgar and 
Decimal, Practice, In· 
votcea, &aUo, Propor· 
tIon. 

lluoD'. Shorter Engllsh Gram· Pendleburtl Arlt.hmet.lc. 
mar. Nee J-1M; 176-1tr1. 

Same .. for 8tandard V. 
Writing: Ven.lcal Jeri., 5ot. 

18&:U •• 

Boo ... 

Chambers's Fluent Baden. 
Book '\0"1. (aame .. for 
btaudard Y.). 

RHitation: • pleca at end of 
book. 

)(uoo'. Shorter BDglhb 
0 ......... 

Boo ... 

llelk.leJobn·~ Grammar, ........ 
TeoftJlOD'. DeaUl of the Duke 
oIW~ 

Pencl1elnlrT'l Artthmetlc, 
pages I-1M; 160-M; 
:t.62-W1. 

\ 

Brltl.h Colunlct and 
POMeUlona, t.helr 1W4,I1I1. 
.1I.lon and growtb, with 

'''po. 
Boo&. 

Chambenl'l Ollf'K'mpiJl 
Man .... 8t.auclard V U. 

lIatht!l'llaUcal, Physical. 
¥ol1tlcal Geotvapb, of 
Great. Brlt&Jn .nd Jre
land, and the Colool •• 

Boo •• 

Com..-ell', BdJooI Ger,wra
pb,. pq:_ l-UlO. 

The HotlMlll (If 
and Hanor"r. 

Boo •• 

Chamhen'. 
goeJhh HI 
p_ W6 I,,, 
book. 

Boo .. 

Cham'ben'. II ~ 
KIJIlUb BII 

The 0"... 01 
aIId 1IaaoY ... 

...... 
Chamberll". 

BooL ..... bh "ilia 
ConIw..... 8eboo1 fJeoIr'a-..... 

--!----------~--~+-~------~~~~ • Takeo'~ ..... 1ke 
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(continud). 

lSSES OF THE VlC'l'ORIA SCHOOL (PAYING BRANCH). 

FRENCH. 

dlnKI Dlotatlon, 
ItoU DII'. Verb .. 
lCIroiael. 

Boo ... 

,mmalre tart" at 
leur)'. 2me 
nu6e, pagea I-lSI'.. 

cbatte'. 'Int 
renoh Reader 

1lJ[0I 1-88, for 
!'an.latinD. 

ullnll\ Dictation, 
'''I'I og, Vurb., 
:xerolaoa,. ComlJO 
IUon, Letter-writ. ... 

Boo .... 

unmalre LariYe et 
'laury. 2m. ADDft. 
..,.l8S-S2t. 

ebott.e'aJI'IntJ'rench 
toader • ..... .... 
08 'Ill' tranalatiou. 

mo a. tor VI. 
ltandard.. TnUla· 
aUwI of ..,. pu
... from RllItUIb 
nCo Preach, Baq. 

Boo ... 

UI'InWro J.utft ot. 
!"leu..,.. Iime.&no" 
lP. l-l8I. 

• c b • tot •• ' • Ytnt. 
rrullcb. B •• dol'. 
~ 110 t,o eDCl fur ...... " ... 
ambe",'. 1'11100\ 
1lto&dC!'~ Boat YL 
Dr vaaa&aUoD.. 

DBAWING. 

FIgure. and eat)' 
ooOlbloationa 
of the lI&IDe to 
be drawn with 
Rulen, an d 
Freoban<l. 

&lementaryJ'ree· 
h Ito n d. Enr· .""'. 

Tnt: NeW' Code 
Drawing Bookl 
bJ C. B. Town. 

Boob ... and 6. 

Taking dimeo-
Ilona from Ito """ .. 

Dnwlngto.lCale 
It. plan or tlgure 
having marked 
dimeo.ion .. 
Blilarwllll' and 
reducing plaae 
Ilsur •• - to 

Text. : New Code 
Drawing Boob 
1(a.. 6 and 66. 

ALGEBRA. SCIENCE. 

The J'lnt four 
Sui ... 

Boo ... 

II all ••• Jtnllht'a. 
Allebra 
(Blement--
aryl. ~l ..... 

BooL 

Ban and 
Kot,b"', 
BlemenliU7 
.llab .... 
pp. 1 SO 78. 

Paul Bert', 
btJearor 
Natural 
BeloDCII : p..., .. 

aDdCbom· 
"try. 

CLASSIOAL 
SIDB ONLY. 

LATIlf. 

Stedman', J'lnt Latin 
Header, 8ent.on08l ......... 

Shorter Latln Prlmer. 

Accldenoe and 8:rntax. 
NumenW. 

. L4TIK. 

Stedman'. Buy Latin 
Bseroiaea 1-28. 

Revbed. LatIn PrImer, 
pp. 1 to 111. 

L&u •• 

Stedman" ...,. latin 
_,_ 

Stedman: "- '" Bome (lIeth1leD), 

Be.ued LaUD Prlmer
pp. l-lIII11I-187. :' 

G..-u . 

TodhUDter"a .lueUd : 
D • .,,"._ ..... _ 
L. tbe a.nt..16 pzoo. 
pool ...... 
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MODBBS SIDB 
ONLY. 

Paul Bert'. Yfrst Year 
of N ."ural Science, 
chapter on Plant.. 

Todhunter'a Euclid: 
De.llnltlon .. 4c., 
Book I. P<opool. 
tloDlI. to VIn. 

Book Keeping by 
Bingle Bntryl
Bead,y )(0087 Sal", 
Book, "wet Book, 
Pett.l CUb Book" 
Caah Book and Da7 
BooII. 

Paul Ben', J'tnt Year 
of Natural Science, 
Ph1I101. 

Todbunter'aRuoll d: 
DeDnitlona. 4c.. Book 
I._ ...... L .. 
XV. 

Book l[eeplD,,,,, 
Blogle BDt.r~-
Ledger, Waate k. 
Balance Sheet. and 
ot.her boob .. for 
8taDdud V. 



APPENDIX D. 

GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR THE SEYCHELLES RCHOLAIt . 
SHIPS UNDER CHAPTER IV. OF THE EDUCATION 
ORDINANCE, 1900. 

------~ 

('onditions 1. The conditions under which candidates shall be aUowed to compe"" 
for admi~.ion for the SeycheUes Scholarshipe shaU be the following :_ 
to ExamlDB' (i.) Every candidate shaU be a British subject· 
hon. (ii.) Every candidate shaU be IInder fifteen years' of age on the 30th 

o;ubject 
Inatter of 
~X&mina; 
;ion. • 

of June of the year in which the examination is heW; 
(iii.) Every.. candidate shall send to the Headmaster of the Victoria 

School an application, with his certificate of birth annexed, 
not later than the 31st of March previous to the examination. 

No application made after that date shaU be entertained. 
2. The SeycheUes Scholarships Examination shaU be awarded according 

to the results of an examination based upon the course of studies set forth 
in Schedule II.· for the Seventh Standard of the Victoria Scbool, pro
vided that no candidate shaD be aDowed to compete at the .. me time in 
the Classieal side and in the Modern side. 

' .. ureateo 3. (1) The Scholarships shaU be awarded according to the resull8 of 
nnot satisfy the Examination, provided that the candidates obtaining the highest 
~xamin.ro. marks shaU be in the opinion of the Examiners deserving of the Scholar-

shipe. 

larks. 

(2) If on either side there shaU be no candidate deselTing of a Scholar
ship in the opininn of the Examiners, both Scholarships may be 
awarded to candidates on the other side. 

4. The marks aUotted for the suhjeeto .haU be as foUows :-
For the Classieal side 1,200 mare. 

English - _ 
English Dictation and Faay, u.ter or Narration -
English History 
French, including Dictation and ComJ-lllition 
Drswing 
Geography 
Arithmetic 
Algebra 
Geometry 
Science 
I.&tin 

Total 

100 
100 

·160 
160 
60 

160 
160 
75 
76 
76 

- 12:> 

- 1,200 
FOI' -the 1tlodem side - •• 1,200 marko. 

English - - - - - - - - - 100 
English Dictation and Faay. Letter or Narration 100 
English History - - - - - - - 100 
French, including Dictation and Comp<l8ition - 100 
Drswing 60 
Geography 160 
Arithmetic • - 160 
Algebra 76 
Geometty. -' - 100 
Science '16 
Book-keeping - • 100 

Total .1,200 

• See APPeDms C -.bcwe. 
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Ii. (1) The Seychell .. Scholarships Examination shall be held at the Examina';ol 
Victoria School in the fint fortnight Qf the month Qf July of every yesr ; where held 
the questions Bball be ,set" and, the' answe .. Qf candidates corrected by and by wbol 
ERminers appointed by the Secretary of the Cambridge Syndicate. ooDdDCted. 

(2) Provided that in ease Qf need the Board Qf Education shall be 
empowered to postpone the examination. 

(3) The date Qf the Examination shall be fixed hy the Administrator. 
and a notice Qf the Bame shall bo published in the Government 
Gazette three weeks at least before the appointed day. 

(4) The first examination for these Scholarships shall be held in' July. 
1902. 

, 
6. The Sey.hen .. Laureates shall proceed to the Royal College Qf Mau· Lanreateo t. 

ritius or Buch other place Qf education in England as shall be approved Qf proceod to 
by the Administrator. and shall be required to gain such certifieates Qf good MauriU"" 0 

conduct and progress as are usuaUy awarded to meritorious students. to Engl.nd. 

7. Every Laureate shaU, as a condition of his nomination to a Seychen .. Fonn to be 
Scholarship; make and subscribe an undertsking countersigned by his filled by 
father or his lawful guardian in, the fonowing fqrm:- !:.i';:tes 

I, having heen selected by His Honour the oponsible 
Administrator for the purpose Qf completing my Education at " party. 

at the expense of the Government Qf Seycl.eUes, do herehy p.:omise that I 
will not, directly or indirecUy. apply to 

for any money in addition to the 
Annual Allowance Qf Rs. 600 made to me for three y .... hy tile SeychellllS 
Government. and the Allowance for PBBBBge Money to and from Seychell ... 
and also u.st I will pursue my studi .. at such place of Education as may 
be approved of in accordance with the Regulations. . 

(Signed) 

On hehaIf of the above written (my aon 
or ward as the ease may be), I assent to confirm the ahove undertaking. 

(Signed) 
Father or Guardian. 

8. The AUowance of Iio. 600 to the Laureates shall be payi.b1e either in Mode of pay 
Mauritius or in England, in such manner and at such place as may be meo' of 
approved of by the Administn.tor in the ..... of ~ Laureate. aUowaoce. 

9. Candidateo undergoing the examination shall be under the control of 8ob-
Sub-ERminers to be appointed hy the Administrator., Examiners. 

Made hy the Board of Education (Administrator in Executive Council) 
under Ordinance N ... 30 of 1900, at a meeting held on the 4th Februar:r. 
1901. ' 
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APPENDIX E. 

RULES AND CONDITlONS FOR INDUSTRIAL APPRENTICES 
Al' THE BOTANIC STATION. VICTORIA. 

Annual 1. In January of every year an examination will be held for two appren· 
examination ticeships at the Botanic Station open to the youth of SeycheUes. 
f?r s.ppren. 
tlcesblPS· 

Su bjecte of 2. The subjects of examination will be those laid down for the e""mi· 
eX .. lIlin .. tion. nation of candidates for admission to the Civil Service ... Copyiste. 
Certificate. 3. Candidates for examination will be required to produce two corti· 
of conduct ficates of good conduct from weU-known persona. and a medical certificate 
and health. that they are physically fit for employment ... apprentices. 

Age of 
~ndid8.tes. 

Duration of 
"p'prenti~
Ihlps. 
DismissaJ. 

ioUI'B of 
fLbour. 

lI'ork. 

t.at~ of 

lin ..... 

njuries at 
,ork. 

4. Candidates must not be less than fourteen y ... rs or more than sixteen 
years of age on the 1st January of the year in which the examination 
takes place. 

5. The apprenticeship will extend over a period of four years. 

6. Inefficient apprentices. or those who misconduct themselves. may be 
dismissed at any time by the Administrator on the report of. the Curator 
of the Botanic Station. 

7. The honn of labour will be 6.30 to 9.30 a.m .• and 11.30 a.m. to 4.30 
p.m. 

B. Apprentices will be required to perform whatever work may be directed 
by ~he Curator. but. generally speaking. they will be taught the following 
dut.es:-

FiTlt Year.-Handling the ordinary implemente used in digging. 
harrowing. sowing, planting, etc .• preparing soil. and trimming 
and cotting treee, hedges, etc. 

Swnul and Third YeaTl.-In addition to the abovel the preparation 
of manore. potting, grafting, pruning. and laying out beds, 
and the organs of plante. 

FourfA Year.-Classification of. plants, laying out of. grounds and 
forestry. 

9. The following will be the rates rl wages :-
First Year - Re. 10 per mensem 
Second Year - 15.. .. 
Third Year 20.. .. 
Fonrth Year 20.. .. 

10. Apprentices will receive wages only for the days on .... hich they ... ort, 
bnt no reduction will be made in respect of. Sundays or Pnblic Holidays. 

11. In case of iUn .... certified by a medical practitioner, apprentices ... ilI 
draw half-pay during sneh period of. their absence ... the Administrator, 
on the recommendation of. the Curator, may decide. 

12. In the event of apprentices being absent owing to any injury received 
whilst at work, the Administrator may authorise their drawing full pay 
for .uch period ... the Curator -1 reoommend, or u the circo'DBtanCO!l 
of the ...... appear to jnatify. 

# E. B. SWEET-E.'!CfJ'lT. 
7th March,I90I_ Adroinistrator " 
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APPENDIX AI. 

l'HE EDUCATIONAL WOnK OF THE BASEL A1ISSIOI', 
ON THE GOLD COAST: 

I:N METHOD IN ColdBlNIl'IG INIlUSTRIAL AND MAl'IUAL TBAll'IIl'IG 

WITH OTIIIiII I!iFLUENCFB INDISPEl'ISADLE TO THE FORMATION 

OW TIIII CHARACTER OF THE N AT!VF. RACK. 

I. IN·rBOIluCTIO~. 

Education has always been a difficult problem wit.h regard to 
the African tribes, considering the degraded state of minds based 
upon heathenism and the low state of civilization. The condition 
of the people to be educated being such it will be universally acknow
ledged that a mere imparting of knowledge and literary training 
will not be sufficient, but that there must be combined with it a 
training in useful industries, a most energetio influence on the 
character and a decisive work upon the will of the natives. 

The Basel Missionaries on the Gold Coast, being fully aware of 
this fact, bave from the beginning dealt with these educational 
questions in various ways : 

I. In makiug a simple and limited mode of manual work, chiefly 
agrioulture, compulsory in all their Elementary Schools up to 
Standard m. 

n. In adding other industrial and technical instruction to agri
culture in their higher Central Schools comprising the Standards 
IV.-VII., as well 88 in their two Training Schools for catechists 
.md teRchers. 

m. In training nearly all the girls attending the standard classes 
of the Elementary Schools, but especially those in their Boarding 
Schools for Girls, in needlework and the different branches of 
domestio economy. 

IV. In making expensive experiments in establishing an Agri
cultural School on the mountains of Akuapem, now discontinued, 

. and in erecting a still flourishing workshop for carpentry, joinery. 
and smithwork on the Coast. 

V. In establishing Mission stations with solid mission ho\ll!eS. 
airy and well-ventilated schoolrooms and teach~'S· houses in the 
centres of the inland provinces, each of these stations being '.Ill 
object lesson on the usefulness of all kinds of handicraft, an example 
of a higher mode of living. and a triumph of civilization amidst the 
heathenish b&rbarism. 

VI. In giving a BOund education-the instn,action throughout 
all the Base\ Mission Schools being based upon the culture of the 
native language--apt to influence and raise the great III88B of the 
people. 
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II .. 

AGltlCULTI;KAL WOUI. ])O:-;K Ill> TII~; I..owKK li':HOULS UP TO 

STANDARD III. 
I 

In all the lower schools of the Basel Mission BOme agricultural 
work connected with the school is compulsory. A smaller 01' 

larger piece of land belonging to the school or to the Basel Mission 
Christian community of the place is cleared and eultivated with 
one or two or three of the following planta: coffee, cocoa, arrow
root, cassada, colanut, ':llbber, sissal'hemp, etc. The further 
maIl:ual.,,"ork done ~nsista in w~ wet'din re Ianting and 
fencmg m the plantation. In the ease ~a COCo; • "1 £nlit 
is prepared through all ita stages until It [or aile or ex .-li.! T.e 
preparation of the coffee, whieh till recenky wMithe c f p~uct 
of the school plantations, causes, as therflr8;;j, mac ell ill UlI6 
in these small schools, not a little trouble. The rries re plucke?' 
dried, and by beating them in wooden IDO ,'k dried agaIn 
and selected. 

The Basel Mission Elementary School at ng bad. in 1888: 
1,000 coffee trees on their plantation, and ~J\rned 600 Ibs. of co~ee , 
other smaller schools have 300 to 600 trees. on their plan~tio~. 
Things which threaten to be fatal to the good result of thl8 agn-
eultural work are: t " . 

a. The exceedingly low price paid for COffet on the market ill 
recent years. ? 

b. The lack of other means of transport Ill' the Coaat besidea 
carriers; therefore the further away from thieosst, the less the 
cultivation of coffee will pay. 

c. The fact that for some years past the enffee treeS in large 
districta of the Colony have heen suhject to damage by inS4l(:ta. 

(}l!!!!8da and arrowroot are dried and ground on small perforated 
tin plates (taken from provision and kerosene tins) and wor~oo 
into starch and powdered arrowroot, fit for washing and •• !lg 
purposes. At the Basel Mission Boarding School at C ' '.ansborg 
(on the Coast), the preparation of starch from ~ has heeome 
an industrial hranch, worked in a systematie -fby simple maehin~ 
constructed in the Basel Mission workshop. Though this home-
made starch cannot compete with Cohnan'. etaroh in purity and 
efficiency, yet it is gladly bought by the native population for wash
ing purpoees. The newly introduced plant&-ruhber, colanut and 
aissa1-hemp have not yet reached the stage of being made into 
articles for Ulle or sale. 

In some schools weanng of mata, hasketa and caps is taught, 
but in no syt.tematie way and without any iodustriahcope. I 

Though in smaller schools distant from an European StatiO!1, 
wheret.he superintendence of the manager cannot be atrietIy 
exercised, the agricultural work is of a very limited and aimpJ.. 
character. and not very systematically done, .. there is seldom 



proper tilling and manuring of the ground 01' dressing of the tretl>l, 
yet with a little care and attention 'on the part; of the teacher 
such school plantations will be a kind of model plantation, so far as 
the work goes, for the surrounding native population. In proof of 
this only two points need be mentioned : 

4. Before eetting out the plants a deep hole is·made and filled 
with vegetable mould taken from virgin soil, a thing .utterly 
neglected in the plantations of the common natives. 

b. The plants are eet out in regular lines at proper distance 
from each other, whilst the natives in foolish gfeediness, wisbing 
to get as much as possible in the shortest time, let their plants grow 
th ickly bushed together. 

And there is no doubt that in tbe province of Alruapem the 
example given by the Basel Mission in its school plautation at 
Akropong was imitated by the natives, and coffee extensively 
grown until the insects began to destroy the trees, and the )p.w 
price paid for coffee made most of the natives discontinue the 
cultivation of it, and try the new product-oocoa. Besides the 
good example given to the natives, the work on the 9Ilhool planta
tion is of great benefit to the pupils themselves, as.: 

a. After the mental work done in the schoolroom, the working 
QII the plnntation affords a healthful physical exercise.' . 

b. It prevents the children from lounging about and idling away 
their time after school, giving them at the same time not only a 

lesson on the value of time, but also on the dignity ofIabour. 

m. 
Tnlll INDUSTRIAL WORK DONJI IN TSIII HIGBEB ScSOOL$(STANIlARDS 

IV.-vn.) ~lf TBII BASEL MIssION. 

The six Higher Schools of the Basel Mission, called Middle 
(Grammar) Schools, are all Boarding Schools under direct Eur0-
pean superintendence, therefore Lhe attendance in these schools is 
very regular, the instruction effecti179, and the diSIlipline very 
strict. 

Schools in such a favourable position ought to be able to do BOrne-
thing good in industrial work, tl)(). . 

Go In agriculture the same plants as in the Elementary Schools 
are oultivated, vis., ~<>ffee, cocoa, oolanut, sissa\·hemp, rubber, 
oessada. But' under the eyes of the EUropean Superintendent 
-though no objeot-1essons are as yet given upon the plants culti
vated-all work is done systematically and according to a plan. 
The area under cultivation is much larger than in the Elementary 
Schools; for instance, at Akropong, two acres, at Begero, four acres 
of ground; at the latter place the crops produced the Bum of 
£10 lOs. 6d. in the year 1895, which was spent in buying a husking 
mar bine; at Akropong, till lately, an old machine for winnowing 
was used. . 
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b. Though there are no technical classes with special masterS 
attached to these schools, yet " great deal of industrial work is 
done in addition to agriculture, as : 

1. Masonry, i.e., paving of gutters: every kind of work 
in swish, as swish walls; brick-making, whitewashing; even 
small stone walls, as foundation for swish walls, were erected 
by the scholars; breaking and hewing of stones, etc. 

2. Carpentry of a limited character, as planing boarchl, 
joining of forms, etc., wood carving, etc. 

3. Bookbinding, especially at Akropong, which, five years 
ago, was awarded the first prize at the annual exhibition. 

4. Weaving of mats, baskets, snnshades, etc. As there is 
great difficulty in getting special masters for such different 
kinds of work, the principals of these schools themselves. being 
mostly men of different practical attainments, teach 
the boys, and if that be not the case, by some kind of tradition 
the above-mentioned manual attainments are kept up by the 
elder scholars. 

How far this manual work will have a lasting influence upon 
the character of the scholars is difficult to say. The hope which 
one of the School Inspectors had in proposing technical classes 
at t.he Government School at Accra, that such technical instruction 
would induce scholars who had passed Standard V. to appren
tice themselves for a period of three years at least, in order to become 
workmen in the Public Works Department, wiil, we are afraid, 
meet with sad disappointment. There is a distaste for anything 
savouring of labour among the upper standard boys, who think that 
to be a scholar is to be a gentleman, and to be a gentleman pre
cludes the possibility of gaining a livelihood except by the pen. 
Therefore it was and wiil be always an exception to the rule when 
a boy who has passed Standard V. makes up his mind to learn 
a handicraft, as smith or carpenter. Ae the Basel Mission Schools 
with higher standards were established with the primary aim of 
serving as preparatory schools for the Training Schools for Teachers 
and Catechists, it is not our aim to prepare the pupils for a trade, 
but we are pleased that the great mass of the pupils of these Higher 
Schools (with the exception of the Grammar School at Christians
borg) wish to enter the Mission service as catechists and teachers. 
The industrial instruction given in these schools has therefore 

. mostly an educational value, i.e. : 
'. 1. As the pupils have six daily lessons, and have to study at least 
hJ."O to thrce hours in the class-rooms under superintendence, two 
hOl';'rs' healthful exercise in manual work daily is of great physical 
ben~ fit. 

2 .. The tiClo-table thus leaving for the days from Monday till 
~'l'ida~, . only two hours' leisure time in II day, gives the pupils II good 
lesso; o~ the value and right use of time .. 

3. All "cholnrs from the fil'st to the last are compelled to do 
any manu. ~J work shown to them, even less agreeaJ,J" tasks, as 
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.:arrying of stones and making of swish, by working the ground 
with the hare feet, &nd thus are kept as much as possil.tle ill 
humbleness and strict obedience, and taught that lahour is no 
disgrace even for a high standard hoy. 

4. Lastly, even as teachers and catechi.ts, thPSe practical aequire
menta will be of good use to them. 

Even in the two Training Schools for teachers and catechists 
nobody is exempted from manual work, which is dOlle for one hour 
,·\·ery day, and is nearly the Mrne as in the Middle Schools. 

IV. 

TRAINING or Gml.ll IN NEEDLEWORK A!,D DollESTlC EcoMlll\" 

In the IIl'"ger Elementary Schools, reaching as far 1\9 Standanl 
1 IT., and e'"ell in some with only St&ndard I., instmction in ele
IlIpntary needlework is given, generally under the superintendence . 
of the wife of the head teacher. Though even in these smaller 
schools very good results are achieved. yet a more lasting illt\uelll e 
upon the character of the girls is obtained in the Basel lliss:on 
Boarding Schools for Girls. In these se!>ools, under the dirert 
superintendence of a European lady. the girls ~t a Christian 
training of such a kind as to fit them to be useful wives and mothers 
at a futlll'9 dRY; they are trnined especially with a view to their 
becoming wives of the teacbers, catechists, and other better 
situated members of the Basel Mission oommunitv. Therefore: 

a. Sewing i& here of really an industrial and therefore useful 
character. At the yearly visit of the Inspector, as well as at t.be 
annual exhibition at Acera, the needlework done in these schools 
is publicly exhibited. and includes a useful variety. from the joining 
of pi_ to the cutting out and making up of shirts. abort frocks. 
and drawers, pillow-cases, habies' garments and bibs. socks, 
stockings. antim8CJlS!lal"8. etc. ; even various samples of lace work. 
The verdict on this kind of work. pronounced by the Government 
School Inspector at his annual visit to one of these echools, was : 
.. Needlework, as usual, is excellent." 

2. Domestic Economy, as far as it is taught, is only an improwd 
form of what the natives require in ordinary life. hut we think 
this is an useful step in the right direction. 'The girls are trained 
in the hahits of cleanliness, order, and practical utility bearing on 
home lift>; they receiw instruction in washing. starehing, ironing. 
mending, darning and hOtl9&eleening; they cook their own food. 
and eome are actually trained in European cookery of the plainer 
kind; indeed, they are practically and well bought. 

v. 
AGBlCULTUIlAL AND INDUl'TRlAI. SclfOOL' 

The Basel :Mission, reoognising the faot that indwu....J irain
ing ill a ID08t important factor in the education of a h.then. 
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uu-civilised nation, tried to exercise an every-day infl_ on the 
people, making the spade and other instruments go hand:;l!~ 
with the Bible. 

a. At the heginning of the Mission ou tho lll,mutains of Akuapem, 
an agricultural school for native youths under a European agent 
was established at Akropong.In connection with this school, 
very expensive experiments were made in order to introduce 
European methods of cultivatiOlL Horses, mules, asses and 
cattle were hrought from the Canary Islands, the plough and 
sp8.de were used for tilling the ground instead of the native hoe, 
eutlass anel mattock; and every effort made to get greater facilities 
of transport by carriages. Very costly attempts Were made to 
introduce other than nstive products, as coffee, cotton and tobacco; 
for the \at.ter, a large drying hall was erected at Akropong ; . again, 
trials were made with different kinds of grain, vegetables and fruit 
trees; a heautiful alley of mango and orange trees at Akropo!,g. 
still gives evidence of those admirable exertions (from 1857-1878) 
of the Mission. After a twenty years' costly and laborious struggle 
to make tills great agricultural enterprise succeed and pay, it 
hud to be given up, from the following reasons;-

L Tue natives had no perseverance or spirit of enterpl'ise, 
and preferred their easy and traditional way of agriculture 
to new painstaking efforts, eonsidering any hard labour a 
disgrace for a free man. 

2. Polit.ical friction and hostilities between the tribes On 
the Gold Coast frustrated the consolidation of tills peaceful 
work. . 

3. 11requent deaths of the European agents made the 
Society Shrink froruri.king more valuable lives. . { 

Yet thiS admirable work was not discontinued without leaving 
R. lasting mark On the' country; the cultivation of coffee was tal<en 
up by many natives, and until recently ffi3ny acreft of ground were' 
covered with coffee tree.; and only the low prico paid for it,-
as a result of foreign competition. caused many to plant cocoa 
instead of coffeEl, 

b. Besides agriculture, other trades w~re taken up by the Basel 
Mission. as :-

Book-binding, shoemaking, straw-plaiting, eto., under the super
mtendence of lay-missionaries. Two of these heroic and'self-' 
dellying men built the first rood into the interior, leading 
from the coast to t.he foot of the Akuapem mountain, winding up 
t.he mountain to Aburi, and from there over hiJls and vnlleys, 
crossing many rivulets, to Akropong and Odumase, a distanc~ of 
a bout forty-five miles. This was done from 1850-1860. Though the 
Government granted some ppcuniary help, the greater part of 
this expenS\ve work was borne by the Mission. 

c. Another industrialestaulishment which still exists, and is quite 
unique on the whole coast, is the Basel Mission Works, at Chris
tiAnsbol'/:, on tue coast near Accra, whe ... , carpentel1l, wheelwrighm 
arid 'blacksmiths are trained to do very ~ work, noton~ .. all 
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along the Gold Coast, but also down to the rivers, and ~he Congo 
:Frpe State. Thl~estahlishment; which for. many years had to l;ight 
for its very Il~isterice, and l'f<!uired heavy contributions from the 
llission for,its upkeep. ,uQW seems to be enjo~g better days; not 
only does it pay, .. but it is nowadays generally appreciated. and its 
eminent usefuJp,essac1rnowledged everywhere. And ,.,.,ell does .it 
deserve its success. +be Basel Mission wo,ks are superintended by 
t\\'o Europran manag~, one of them an expert in every kind of iron 
work, and the other a professional worker in wood. The wO.rk
shops are airy and well-ventilated, and equipped with e\'ery necessary 
apparatus, possessing not less than eleven machines for iron, 
wood and turnery ~ork. . , 

There are at present six . skilled labourers and twenty-four 
apprentices employed.. The manager in ironwork, who looks back 
upon Bn experience 0'1 fifteen years, bas seen more than .160 young 
men apprenticed in this e..tablishment during this period; two
thirds of whom were pupils In the ironwork department, and 
one·t.hird in joinery and turnery work. It.is true that, before 
1890, many of these apprentices, after one or one and a-half years' 
stay in the workshops wilfully left, thinking themselves already 
.. masters of arts." or at least considering what they had learned 
enough to seek their fortune elsewhere as independent 
workmen. Since 1890, when the Basel Mission Works were 
reorganized. the apprentices have had to sign a bond. by which they 
promise to continue their studies for a period of three years, and 
deposit £4 as security, which is returned after the completion of the 
term of three years' apprenticeship. but if the apprentice leaves 
before the completion of the term. or if he is discbargedon 
aocount of disobedience or misconduct, this sum is forfeited. 

The workshops being now in a better financial position. 
and having a good internal organization, the great. and good 
work done in this institution is. patent to evcrybody. A YOll,ng 
mun who has finished his UU'OO years' apprenticeship there will 
he sure to he appreciated wherever he works; there is only one 
voioe of praise for workmen. trained in the Basel Mission 
Works from Sierra Leone to the Congo river. on board of the 
steamers 1\8 well as in the factories along the coast. where there are 
railways, or on military expeditions, Lately & gentIemRn saw 
a workman, returning. from the Congo Free State. deposit £2;)0 
with ·the PUI'8er on board. a steamer; this 'maD, had. learned his 
trade in the BaseJ Mission Works. at Christiansborg, and had 
earned the above·ffipntiOl\ed sum in a comparatively short time. 
These good results are based on the following points; 

1. The managers are skilful, energetic ·men. devoting all their 
time and strength. to the work. 

2. The instruction given in ;these well~uipped !hops is solid. 
thorough and well graded. from making a key, to ,th4l repair of 
steam engines, from making. a simple box. ,to ,the ooustruetioD 
Ilf go-carts (acsrriage with two whools aud springs, drawn by 

" . 
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native servants), gigs and dog-il8rts, trucks of two and four wheels 
of the greatest solidity and strength. In the year 1901, not 1_ 
than sixty of these different carriages were oonstructed and sold. 

3. The superficial and shallow character of the natives, who want 
to earn money and to get a good living as quiokly and as easily 811 

poesible without earnest labour and due perseverance, is 
greatly influenced for good in these shops, as the apprentices, 
under direct European superintendence, have to work patiently 
and diligently for three full years; being oonstantly corrected 
and pushed forward, and by word and example taught to strive 
after thoroughness. 

4. By stern discipline, requiring the strictest obedience, they are 
trained in habits of punctuality and order. 

5. The managers also try to influence their apprentices and 
workmen religiously-morning prayers before the beginning of 
the day's work being compulsory for all-and to implant into them 
tbe seUBe of honesty and truthfulness. 

Indeed, the Basel Mission Works at Christiansborg are an insti· 
tution, the value of which for the whole West Coast cannot be too 
highly estimated. The Basel Mission has never received the least sub-

o sidy from the Colonial Gove'mment, but has from its own exertions, 
and of its own accord, supplied the Public Works Department with 
its best native servants, and greetly promoted civilization on the 
whole coast. This, our glory, shall not be taken away from us. 

VI. 

THII Es:rAIILI8IDIl!NT 0., MIssION STATIONS IN THlI INTIIIIJOB. 

The Basel missionaries, when advancing into the inland provinces 
-Akuapem, Krobo, Akyem, Okwao, Asante-bad- to build their 
own houses. They came to Africa with the intention of doing the 
work of evangelisation and civilisation amongst the Negro tribes 
for life, \.s., to live amongst the natives for a number of 
years (on an average, five years) before going on furlough, and to 
return again after one or two years' abllence. 

A missionary home, affording the moderate oomlort requil'l'd 
by a European family, was therefore ablolutely nec ry. The 
Mission·h0U868 of the first period were solid stone bonsee of one 
storev, thoee of the eeoond period (from 1£160) are h0U868 of two 
storeYs. the eeoond mostly framework with briob. 

'!'be missionaries had to teach the natives all the IIIaMI1ty work, 
the aawing of boards and hNms, the splitting of shingles, and all 
the carpenters' work. Besides the llisRion-hOU868, spacious chapels, 
achool-b0U868 and teachers' h0U868 were erected, solid lwisb
buildings witli dool'll, windows and shingle roof. 

On the land aoquired by the lliaBion the Christian convert. had 
to build their houses; a new eettIemeot, on the principles of a 
Christian community, _ before the eyes of the natives. eumpi
lying a n_ and higher mode of life. 
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No better·Iesson can be given on the usefulness of all kinds of 
handicrafts, and no better picture of a higher and happier 
mode of life placed before the eyes of a degraded, slow-bellied, 
heathenish nation, than these stations of the Basel Mission. There
fore, wherever the Basel Mission is setting its foot the whole aspect 
of the country is being changed; its stations are indeed 
landmarks of ci\ilisstion. 

vn. 
THE em.TURK 01' THE NATIYB LANGUAGES. 

In speaking of the education of a native tribe, and of influencing 
its character through schooling, one thing is not to be forgotten : 
the culture of the native language. It is a generally acknowledged 
truth that the education of a heathen, uncivilised, degraded nation, 
in order to raise it to a higher moralst&ndard and better mode of life, 
cannot be done through the medium of a foreign language, but that 
a sound education can only be given on the basis of the vernacular. 
An educational system which utterly di.,rejtards the reading 
and writing of the native language, and teaches professedly English 
only, will have a good result with only a comparatively small number 
of students who reach the higher standards; the great mass of the 
scholara will derive very little or no profit from their years 
of studying tbe foreign lanjtUage, and a good number of these will 
become half~uCllted caricatures of civilisation. It is statistically 
proved that not even onlHlirth of all children entering a school in 
the Gold Coast Colony go beyond Standard m. According to the 
official report of 1893-94, of the 6,925 scholars presented for 
examination no less than 4,579, or nearly 66 per cent., are clllSSified 
under infants and sul»tandardlt; no less than 6,277 were unde
Standard IV., and only 648 in the Standards IV.-VII. In the Yebr 
1899 there were of 10,164 scholara ~xamined, 6,208 in infants and 
sub-standards; under Standard IV. were 8,781, and in 
Standards IV. to VII. only 1,383. Now what about the great 
majority which does not go beyond Standard m.? Ti,e t·ruth is, 
though most of those who passed Standard III. may be able to rend 
t.he reading-book of Standard m., as the contents were, perhaps. 
explained to them with the help of the Vernacular, yet "''en these 
scholars are as a rule not able to read an easy English story-book 
with understanding, not to speak of writing the easiest English 
letter or essay. Therefore, we ask again, what about the 86 per 
oent. not going beyond Standard m. 1 What benefit had they 
from their schooling, if not able to read and write their own 
language 1 Are they not an easy prey to a most foolish vanity, 
priding themselves and parading before the uneducated natives 
a few English phr&8881 These poor, puffed-up specimens 
of a wrong system of education, having only nihhle4 in t.he moo 
superficial maDner at a foreign lanjtU&g1!. look down haughtily 
upon their uneducated countrymen, unconscious how contemptible 
their arroganoe appears to the European spectator. 

83i1i. 
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The Basel Mission Society, bt>ing an edu('ational body us well as a 
Missionary Soeiety, and as such wishing to influence the ma.'I809, 
was from the beginning convinced that a school system, if it would 
raise the people to a higher and better mode of life, could in no way 
dispense with the Vernacular. Consequently, the Basel Missionaries 
chose two ianguages,.the first of which is prominent on the coa.qt 
around Accra, the seat of Government, called the G~ or Accra, 
language; the other one, the Tshi, or Assnte, language, is the 
leading language in the interior up to Salaga and Atabu. By the 
help of an alphabet, skilfully and conscientiously based on the 
Lepsius Standard Alphabet, these two lan~ges were written 
on the phonetic system, and are pow, as they appear in the books, 
a very accurate representation of the spoken language. Many 
thousands of natives have learned to read and write their language 
easily and fluently, and unanimously testify that the language as 
written by tha Basel Missionaries is an excellent medium to fix 
their language. 

A good number of well-graduated school books, as well as religious 
books (e.g., the whole Bible), were compiled and printed and bound 
in Europe. By the help of these books the Vernacular is taught 
on a system well adapted to 'its requirements. All the scholars 
entering a Basel :Mission School begin with the Vernacular, till a 
stage is reached in which syste1fl8tic study of English, learning" 
the language whilst learning to read, can be taken up; and then 
instruction in both languages goes on together till the end of 
Standard m. Whilst correct and fluent reading and writing of 
the Vernacular is an aim in itself, and for the greater part of the 
scholars-who are not proceeding beyond Standards I. or II. or III. 
-is indeed the chief part of all their instruction, the Vernacular 
is also regarded 88 preparatory to English teaching and made 
subservient to this end. There is no doubt that the Vernacular, 
having been laid as good foundation, will be of great help to a 
better understanding and more aolid acquisition of the English 
language. One of the Government School Inspectors stated in hi~ 
report: .. The previous training of pupils in the Verruu,uIar makes 
it certain that at least 80 per cent. of those presented in Standard I 
will not fail to pass. Also the writing in VernacuIar, taught in 
a thorough and well-graded system, prepares the way for the 
English one." 

It is therefore beyond any doubt that by. the school system of 
the Basel Mission, including Vernacular as a chief agency, the 
character of the natives educated in the lfi.~ion schools is deeply 
influenced. It creates notoniy respect for their own language, and 
in consequence also respect for their nati"e customs and their 
nationality, bpt aL'lO tends to promote the intellectual powers of 
the whole race. 

Considering all the abov&omentioned points, and looking leek 
upon the (m!8t and good work done amongst the native tribes on 
the Gold Coast by the Base! Missionaries, who :-
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(a) Not only imparted common science, and the knowledge of 
the English language, but who 

(b) By strict discipline and an excellent school organisation, 
trained their pupils in all good habits; and 

(0) By the manual work enforced upon all th~ir pupils, taught 
them the value of time, the dignity of labour, and greatly 
encouraged the cultivation of new products; 

(d) Who in their workehops trained a great many very useful 
handicraftsmen, not only for the Gold Coast, but for the whole of 
West Africa ; 

(e) Who by their Mission-houses, their well-built chapels, schools 
and taachers' houses, taught the natives how to erect better 
habitations, and to strive after 8 better mode 9f life; , 

(f) Who, by the culture of the native language, deeply influenced 
the great body of the people, and developed the intellectual powers 
of the whole race; 

Considering all this. one will not be Burprised that all the' Govern
ment School Inspectors, who annually visit the schools all over the 
Colony, and inquire carefully into all the details of the educational 
work done, with one accord state: that the Basel Missionaries, 
advancing at a slow pace, in their usual persevering manner, are 
making very sure progress; that their work is the most real and 
solid; that they are the most powerful of all denominations at 
work in the Colony; that for more than fifty years they have 
done immense good to the Colony; that, to quote the verdict of 
one of the former Inspectors of Schools, with regard to the Interior, 
the Basel Mission has alone made a permanent mark on the country. 

W. J. ROrnIANN. 

Akropoug, Gold Coast, July 5th. 1902. 

83i6 
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APPEN;DIX B 1. 

NOTES ON INDUSTRIAL TRAINING FOR NATIVES ON 

THE CONGO •. 

(BAPTIST MIssIONARY SOCIETY) 

l..:..{a.) Industrial training has been attempted by some of the 
Missions. but largely as a means to secure a supply of more or less 
skilled labour without having to send to the coast for costly work
people. The training has larg~ly consisted in the performance of 
the simpler tasks under, the supervision of skilled coast mechanics 
working under the direotion of the missionaries, or, as in 
the Government workshops, with skilled Europeans. Craftsmen 
from the ooast do not like the idea of the .. bush people" of the 
interior learning their tra.des~the same remark applies in some 
measure to the European mechanics and makes the wished-for 
system of apprenticeship difficult to work. Attempts have been 
made, but they have not yet proved an appreciable success i but, 
in the nature of things, such, a system could hardly be expected 
to BUoceed seeing that trades-union principles extend so widely, 
eveo beyond the range of trades unions themselves. • 

(b.) As to courses of study in matters industrial nothing can be 
said, seeing the work in hand, for the time being, has been the 
ollly determining factor as to the training given or acquired. Regular 
.. 'I cchnical" or .. Industrial" teachers, BO far as 1 know, have 
never been sent to the Conge. The missionaries, however, when 
engaged in housebuilding, re-erecting of steamers, and the in
cidentals oonnected with their estabIishmente in the oountry, have 
found the oooasion for training BOme hundreds of young people as 
brick makers, bricklayers, sawyers, carpenters, and some few 
engineers. This supply of native labour has made the establish· 
ment of new stations towarde the interior, of late years, a simpler 
and less costly matter than those nearer the ooast at the outset of 
their enterprise At the four or five printing offices established, 
eame SOOreB have learned to set type, bind books, ete.; llt the 
Roloho Mission pl'88S eame fifteen or eighteen young men do practi
cully all the work except the proof-reading. Press work. however. 
is not 90 popular among the young pecple as other trades, the 
demand for 8uch skill being oomparatively limited. • 

(c.) Agricultural work, unfortunately, is at a disoount with 
boys and men, and even in the Goverument plantations the work 
is mainly done by the women. That the men should take to tilling 
the ground is an Objl'Ct much to be desired, but 1 fear it will be a 
long time before they do 90. Belgian. French, and in a lesser 
degree evangelical missionaries, han, all tried to hreak down the 
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prejudice of the boys in this matter, but in no C8IIII can any con· 
siderable success be claimed-in some instances distinct r"ilure hlJ8 
followed. It is needless to point out how disastrous it is fur I' 
country that its menfolk should taboo agriculture, or how impor. 
tant it is for those who are seeking the development of the country 
to foster every effort to produce a change in this respect. 

2.-Those who have acquired handicrafts have become accus· 
tomed to drawing comparatively good wages for their services, 
and to the spending of the same upon what were, awhile ago, 
luxuries and non.-ntials. There" luxuries," however, are in 
many C8Bes becoming, as they are to all civilised people already, the 
necessaries of life, and this to the advantage of commerce. The 
industrious members of the community are most decidedly its best 
characters. Health and physique are certainly improved in a great 
nunlber of cases by the provision of clothes and better houses, 
enabling those thus protected to pass through times of bad weather 
without incurring the stress involved by the old condition. of lile. 

3.-Under present conditions I consider it wise that all scholars 
should be" half-tinters," going to school one-half the day and 
working the other, till they can read and write, and perhap8 du 
the first four rules in arithmetic. When this standard has been 
reached, excepting in the C8IIII of thDse who give distinct evidences 
of ability to qualify for teachers, I do my best to get our young 
people drafted off into one or other of our workshops-habits uf 
industry are of more intportance for the great majority than 
" higher education," and the dignity of labour is a lesson they all 
need to be taught. Most of our more or less skilled native work· 
people commenced to learn to read and to work at the same tinle. 
Few Congo scholars go to school twice a day, and all our boardeI'H, 
except mere children, work during half of each day, and go to 
school the other half. Day scholars we cannot control out of 
school; the boYlIloaf about for the great part, but girls go to help 
their mothers in the farm&-in fact, this working in the fields 
makes the attendance of the girls much more irregular than that 
of the boys. Below the age of sixteen our system of " half·timers " 
works well, but whether Or not it would be advantageoWl for young 
men proceeding beyond ordinary school classes I 08nnot say from 
experience, but I should try the experiment, if the occasion offered, 
with every confidence. We have generally a few sJlooially-talented 
pupils round us, but not enough to constitute a separate depart
ment; they are individually dealt with by these specially intel'f'tlted 
in them. 

4 . ....:Technical education, as understood in Europe, does not exist 
on t:.o Congo, but all our boarders, 8B previously indicated, work 
for a portion of each day in one or other of our industrial depart
ments, t.hat is to say, all but the very young, '.e., tlwse under 
ten or elevelL 

The ordinary school curriculum covers reading, writing, and 
arithmetic ~ the vernacular, and a very little French. 
Even in the ~hoo1s conducted by Frencb .. peaking teachers the 
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progress mad.e in that language has hitherto been but slight. 
Just now I learn that extl'a stress is being laid on this subject, the 
Government being in need of French-speaking storekeepers and 
clerks. 

5.-The special difficulty is economic. Mission societies cannot 
be expected to devote their funds to technical or industrial work, 
except so far as it may promise to be advantageous in furnishing 
a supply of home-trained instead of imported and expensive 
labour. In this matter our societ.y has been in a measure 
successful. The Government is not in a position to vote the 
funds required for dealing with this suqject in anything like a. 
comprehensive ma.nner. (See also 1 (u.) above.) 

. GEORGE GRENFELL. 

Yalcrnba, Upper Congo, 1902. 
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APPENDIX B 2. 

EDUCATIONAL WORK IN LIVINGSTONIA. 

WITII SPECIAL REFEIIRNCE TO THE EIl"FE<m! OF MANUAL, INDUSTRIAL, 

AND AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTION. 

It should be montioned .. t the outset that none of our Livingatonia 
missionaries being .. t home &t present, and there not being suffioient time 
to writs out and get back an answer, the following statsment has been 
writtsn without that full and detailed information dBBirable to &nOWer 
oatisfaotorily the questions pu' by the Board of Edue&tion. 

ORIGIN AND HIsTORY OF THE MISSION. 

It may help to a clearer understanding of the Educational work 
in Livingstonia if a short 8000unt be first given of the origin and 
history of the mission. It was David Livingslone who first pro
posed to the Scottiah Churches the sta!1.ing of a mission on the 
uplands of Lake Nyasa, in Central Africa. At the time it was found· 
impossible to carry this through, but the suggestion was never 
lost sight of. On his death, twelve years later, Dr. James Stewart, 
of Lovedsle, coming straight from the funeral of the great African 
tl"llvel\er in Westminster Abbey, proposed to the General Assembly 
of the Free Church of Scotland (1874) the carrying out of living
stone's idea, as the best tribute to his memory. His words were :
.. What I would now humbly suggest as the truest memoria.! of 
J.ivingstone is, the establishment by this Church, or several churches 
logether, of an institution, at once industrial and educational, 
to teach the truths of the Gospel, and the arts of civilised life, to 
the natives of the country.n The proposal met with warm support, 
and was heartily adopted. An influential committee was appointed, 
of which Mr. James White, of Overtoun, father of Lord Overtoun, 
was made the first convener. 

It will thus Ilppear that, from its first conception, the Livingstonia 
Mission was designed to be an industrial mission. While every
thing was to be Jlubordinate to the one grand purpose of preaching 
and teaching the Gospal of Jesus Christ, education. industry, 
medicine, and literature were all to have a place. Kx:perience in 
Lowdale had shown that this mode of missionary work was re.t 
suited to the wants and oonditions of the African people. It wa.., 
therefore, agreed that the work in Livingstonia should be conducted 
along four lines, viz., Evangelistic, Educational, lnPustrial, and 
Medical. Hence a carpenter, a blacksmith, an agriculturist, and 
an engineer 8IlQ(\mpanied the two pioneer clerical missioDaries, 
one of whom was II medical man, an M.B., C.M. of Aberdeen. 

The first seven years of the mission (1875-1882) were largely 
years of inquiry, exploration and lurveyinlt-& civil engineer 
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being of the company. They were years of severe hardships and 
sore trials. Difficulties were overcome, prejudices removed, 
and suspicion changed into confidence. But even during these 
early years, industrial work played a prominent part in improving 
the habits of the workers, and Se<luring the goodwill of the people. 

The next twelve years (1883-1895) saw the mission greatly 
consolidated and widely extended. Rarely, in the mission history 
of the church, has a new land of darkness been so rapidly and effec
tively mapped out. A vast stretch of unbroken heathenism was 
practically taken possession of for Christianity and civilisation. 
Tlus period saw six central stations, to the west of lake NYlll!a, 
seWed, with nearly one hundred oUHtations, schools multiplied 
to 120, with about 30,000 children in attendance, eight languages 
reduced to writing by the staff, with the whole of the New Testament 
and part of the Old Testament translated into one, school books 
prepared, teachers trained, the sick healed, and to all classes the 
Gospel preached. Again the industrial work played an important 
part. Brick-making, house building, garden cultivation, printing, 
and bookbinding, &c., quite changed the habits of tbe people, and 
turned fierce raiders into peaceful carriers and tillers of tbe soil. 

The third period (1895-1900), which marks the close of last 
century, saw the starting of the long-looked-for training institution. 
It was begun at a new station, called Livingstonia, near Florence 
Bay, on the N.W. shore of lake Nyasa, wIDch is now the central 
station of the mission. WbB.t Lovedale and Blythswood are among 
the Kafirs in the Soutb, Centres of education, industry, and 
civilisation, it is hoped soon to make Livingstonia, in Central Africa. 
The institution can hardly yet be said to be in working order. as it 
is little more than five years &iDee the site was chosen. It is on a 
plaieau about 4,000 feet above sea level, with hills to the west 
of it. rising 2.000 feet higher. The district was practically un
inhabited, the people having been driven out by the fierce 'Ngoni. 

For a time, work was carried on tentatively and slowly, as an ex
periment to test the snitahility and healthiness of the situation. Ex
perience having eonfirmed the wisdom of the choice, rough tem
porary houses were erected for the staff. and dormitories for the 
pupils. Schools were put up. and a workshop with wooden frame
work reed walls and a saw-pit. All who attended school gave 
part of their time to manual labour, and native lads were ap
prenticed to the various trades. 

The four lines of work originally contemplated-Evangelistic, 
Educational, Industrial, and Medical, are all now in working order. 
though not fully developed. On the educational side, the institution 
has four divisions-{i.) Preparatory; (ii.} Lower Qmrse; (iii.) 
Upper and Normal Course; (iv.) Theological Course. The Lower 
Course teaches Standards IL-IV.: the Upper Course St&ndardlO 
V.-eL n, with special subjects. At present tbere are 223 resident 
and about 1,000 out-scholars. 

[See Notes L, III. and IV. for the codes and regulations for_ 
the training of teaehe18. J 
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INDuSTRIAL WORK. 

On the industrial side there are two distinct divisions-<a) a 
school of manual training for the pupils to train their hands as 
well as their heads. (b) Apprenticeship to the different trades of the 
industrial depart~ent. 

I. Manual Training. 

For all the pupils (boys and girls), part of every day is de\'"oted 
to industrial work. Companies are engaged in mason work, 
huilding and plastering, rough carpentry, road-making, gardening. 
tailoring, and mat weaving, besides the duties arising out of the 

. Boarding Department. A tentative code has been formulated, 
and followed out as far as the conveniences of the station permit, 
with courses of work arranged for systematic instruction. 

All the classes of the institution are free in the afternoon for 
systematic training in industrial work. 

In the Lower School, the boys are arranged in companies, not so 
much aocording to age as according to physical ability. The little 
ones get light work, such as weeding or attending to the paths on 
the station, which gives them exercise in the open air, and develops 
their physique. Others are in the printing office; while the more 
robust get work in the carpentry and building departments. 
and in the making and repairing of roads. It is proposed, for the 
future, to give each boy in turn a regular course of manuaJ instruc
tion in carpentry, wood-turning, and building, to which is to be 
added a course of forging.· AU these industrial courses are intended 
to be the complement of the literary side of the Institution to train 
the hands as well as the minds of the pupils. .., I >' ~ 

In the Upper School the boys receive technical instruction only 
by turns of a month at a time during the school session, seeing that 
the majority of them are at present acting as teachers. But they 
may remain at the Institution during the October and November 
vacation, and get instruction in industrial work, sUl'h as is going 
on. For this extra work they are paid, and so cau help to defray 
part of the expense of their education. . . 

With the amount of extra work going on just now at the Insti
tution there are endless· opportunities and splendid advantages 
for manual training. But, in addition, aU through this Upper 
School course the spheres of pastors, teachers, tradesmen, ete., are 
set before the pupils, and their training directed according to their 
ohoice. A beginning has been made with the purely technical 
classes, and they have been well spoJ.:en of by the masters. Last 
year twenty-one of the pupils in these classes were found occu-
pying honourable places in the prim list. • 

II. A.ppreMooship to Trades. 

'I.'he various trades or industrial departments haw now taken 
shape. and are as follows :-(1) Printing and book-binding. 
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(2) Carpentry and saw-milling. (3) Building, including briok
making, briek-laying, stone-quarrying, hewing and building. 
(4) Agriculture .. In addition work in the stores gives a prepa
ration for a oommeroial life, while the advent of the telegraph hl\8 
given another department for training. Already in tbis depart
ment (the telegraph service), quite a number of mission boys are 
to be found as operators. In 1901 no fewer than 210 natives 
were under industrial training on t'ngagements of one to five years, 
and 200 labourers were employed. Machinery, driven by water
power, has been introdueed into the workshops, and a turbine, 
a circular saw, a oond"ilaw. planing, grooving, and other machineR 
are in use. The wnter for this purpose, and for t,he supply of 
the community, since an abundant supply of good pure water is 
essential for health, has been brought from the mountains over 
a distance of five miles in steel pipes at a cost of £4,000, the generous 
gift, of the Convener, Lord Overtoun. Water power from the 
Mancbewi river, adjoining, provides a means of generating elec
tricity, and an elootrie installation for the supply of light and 
power is now being fitted up. A turbine and dynamo for generating 
the elootrieity at the waterfall, and a motor for the threshing and 
flour mills have been sent out, while it is hoped to add motors 
for the machinery in the printing" carpentry, and blacksmith 
departments. T)J.e installation will provide power and carrying 
cables for 600 sixteen-candle-power lamps, and ligbt up the whole 
Institution and grounds at less' cost than the present outlay on 
kerooene oil. All the work oonnooted with these large under
takings has been done, and is being done, by the natives undel' the 
superintendence of Europeans, viz. - One electrical engineer, one 
surveyor, one agriculturist, two printers, three carpenters. and 
three masons. 

The industrial or technical teachers are all European. There 
are twelve such in the Institution at present. Some of these are 
sent away with their apprentices to do work as required at other 
stations. These industrial masters have not been specially trained 
in the art of teaching. The mission has had difficulty enough to 
get good tradesmen with good characters willing to go. Native 
industrial teachers have not been tried, simply because the 
Institution has not had time yet to train theDl-

As to the age at which manual training ends and technical 
education begins it is impossible to say, as sometimes two and even 
three generations may be seen sitting in the same class. Happily 
this is every year beooming rarer. There are still, however, 
apprentices and other workers who had not the opportunity of 
education in earlier years. For these an evening school is held. 
The enthusiasm' on the part of many of the pupils is very. marked. 
and every year good work is done. Last year 134 attended, and 
ninety-seven pupil'! went in for the examinations. But, however 
earnest the pupils may be, the energies of both pupils and teachers 
are fairly well used up after a ~ day's work. 

The effects of industrial traWng on those receiving it are, 
\ 
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according to the testimony of the missionaries, undoubtedly good. 
This is specially noticeable in the case of the older lads, and their 
example and influence are telling increasingly on the younger. 
Further, this kind of training is adding to the eoonomio value 
of the lads. So much is this the case that it is beooming increasingly 
difficult to retain the services of not only lads who have finished 
their apprenticeship, but also those who have just begun. They 
receive offers of service from traders and others at wages with 
which the Mission cannofl'compete. Steps are being taken, with 
the co-operation of the Administration, to make binding indentures 
of apprenticeship. 

The experience of Livingstonis Institution is too limited to give 
an opinion as to how far industrial education can be successfully 
combined with instruotion of a more literary and general cha
racter. So far as their ahort experience goes the testimony of the 
missionaries is favourable to such combination. That it is 
desirable seemB evident. The African needs to have his handa 
troined as well as his head, otherwise he is very helpless. The 
most useful and successful men ~ong them are almost invariably 
those who have received some industrial training. The mis
sionaries all ask for it, and desire to see it extended and developed. 

In British Central Africa the white population, so far from 
objecting to the education of natives, seem to desire it, as the 
trained pupils of the Institution are in great demand and eagerly 
sought after. This is partly to be accounted for by the fact that the 
supply of native labour is far short of the demand. But the fact 
remains that the trained native commanda a higher wage and is 
pnlferred to the untrained .. In British Central Africa thare is as yet 
no competition between white and native labour. 

In closing it may be useful to quote the testimony of Mr. Fred 
L. M. Moir, Secretery of the African lakes Corporation, and for 
years the manager in Central Africa:-"On inquiring at the officials 
in Glasgow, great appreciation is recorded of the lads educated 
at the Livingstonia Mission. Large numbers of old Mission boys 
are employed as overseers of carriers, as engineers in steamers, as 
carpenters and bricklayers, as interpreters, as keepers of small 
stores who have to keep accounts of their transactions, and in 
other capacities. A boy recommended by the Livingstonia Mission 
as having creditably passed through its cla.qges is almost sure of 
immediate employment. 'l'here seems ne near prospect of too 
mllDy such educated lads being put on the labour market." 

J. FAIRLIIY DALY. 
February, 1003. 
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NOTE I. 

RJ<~GULATIONS FOR THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 

There are two courses of training which qualify teachen for the charge 01 
schools under the Mission, viz. :-

1. Tall N0811AL Ca118 .. .IT TllII r,.STJT11TJOll. 

2. THE AOTING-TEACIIBB8' C011B811 PROVIDED AT THJ: SEVBBAL STATIO"S. 

1. N ormaJ Cou ..... 

(,.) Pupils may he admitted to the Normal Department of the Institution 
upon passing an examination in the subjects prescribed for Standard IV. 

(b) Attendance for five sessions is required in this Department, during 
four of which the pupils must he daily engaged, for at least one hour, in the 
work of teaching, under supervision. 

(c) At the end of the coone the pupils are examined ~ 
subiects :-

1. Scripture Knowledge. 
2. English language. 
3. A Vernacalar language. 
4. Writing. . 
5. Arithmetic. 
6. School Management. 
7. Practice of Teaching. 
8. Oeogmphy. 
9. History. 

10. Practice of .Singing. 
11. Drill. 
12. Freehand Drawing. 
13. Theory of Music. 
N DO. 12 and 13 aTtJ l1pIional. 

tio (d) A pass in liz of the lim eight subjects entill .. to a Teacher·Prola. 
any er's Certificate; bnt any subjects in which the candidate has failed, and 
exa bjeets omitted in this examination, most he taken at subeequent 

(e) TIi, tiona during probation. 
of the sch . ""riod of probatioo io for three yean, including three exammationJl 

if) The p t'll in which the probatiooer is engaged. 
may offer (OIllationer, besides taking up any .ubjeet required by role (d). 
previously bee I: a higher examiuation in any subjeet in which a pass has 

(g) At the e \ seenred. 
Certificate is giv ad of the probation a Schoolmaster·s (or SChoolm .. tr .... ·.) 
and the Beports qal'D, graded, aeoord.ing to the results of theoe examinations, 

\' o~ the School .... Classes eondncted during the period. 

(a) Pupils wh ha ~ 2. kliRff'T«JChera' C",,, .... 
are employed as ~~ ~ paaoed the examination in Standard IV., and_ho 
may PI'OCeed with this ~y. under supervirion at any SlMion rJl the )I_ion, 

8-· 
ust 
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(b) They may attend such specia.l classes as are provided at their Station. 
and the Continuation School at the Institution, or study privately when no 
olasses are available. 

(c) On passing examinations in Standards V. and VI., the pupil will 
receive an Acting-Teacher's Probationary Certificate; and the period of 
probation will begin. 

(d) The period of probation is for three years, including three examina
tions of the school in which the probationer is engaged. 

(e) During probation examinations will be set in the undernoted subjects : 

1. School Management. 
2. Practice of Teaching. 
3. Geography; 
4. History. 

{
6. Music. 
6. Freehand Drawing. 
7. Drill. . 
N ... 5 and 6 are optitmal. 

(f) Any compulsory subjects in whioh a probationer fail~ must be taken 
at subsequent examinations; and a probationer may offer for a higher 
examination in any subject in which a p .... has already been secured. 

(g) At the end of the probation a Schoolmaster's (or Sehoolmistr ... ·s) 
Certificate (A.-T. Course) is given, graded. acoording to the results of these 
examinations. and the Reports upon the School or Classes conducted during 
the period. 

Livingstonia Mission. Ootober, 1897_ 

NOTE n. 
EXTRACT FROM THE REPORT OF THE IJVINGSTONIA 

MISSlON FOR 1901. 

LxvlNGSTONU.. 

lND1lSTBIAL. 

Mr. Hardie, .ince his arrival, h .. been chie6yengaged in preparing for 
the work of the next dry .... on, when native labourere become available. 
A road suitable for vehicular traffic is needed between the lake and the top 
of the cliff, from which a road is oJready made to the Institution. As the 
difference of height from the lake to the top of this cliff is 2,300 feet, and the 
distance in a straight line is only about three miles, a great deal of .... reh 
and careful surveying were required ere a line with a suitable gra.lient 
",as found. This could only be satisfactorily accomplished after the bush 
fires hed cleared the face of the hills and sorges, thus ehowing the exact 
contour of the ridgCB- Now the line of road has all been marked out, and, 
with the few men available, part of it near the lake end has been clearecl 
The making of the road will be a heevy piece of work; but it will relieve 
uati¥cs of the carriage Of many and heavJloads, whieh is d\>t to frigbten 
th,·on from coming here at alI. 

~imilar preparations are being made for the IaJing 01. the water pipes. 
~r. Chalmers arrived on 23rd Novemm':l. and at once set to work on 

needed repairs on the wood-working inary, and oetting up other 
machines that hed but recently arrived. 
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1. Printing.-Mr. R. D. M'Minn reporl8 : 
Staff-Compooitors, six apprentices; bookbinders, one journeyman and 

seven apprentices. 

Work done.-In Namwanga-a small Catechism (500 copi",,). In 
'N goni-Parables, &C. (500 copies). In Mambwe, for the London Mission
ary Society-School Primer (500 copies), Parables (250 copies). In 
Konde, for the Berlin Mission-School Primer (1000 copies). School roll
books for Dutch Mission and London Missionary Society; cargo rueiple 
and manifests, passage tickets, log ... heets, &c., for African Lakes Co., Ltd., 
Tanganyika Concessions, Ltd., &c.; also the \l8usl variety of work for onr 
own stations-memos., account headings, achool registers, certificates, 
schedules, syllable sheets, &c. 

There has been a considerable incr ..... in the amount of binding done 
for members nf the staff and others. 

Work on hand.-Seven books in as many difl'erent language., including 
a N yanja Hymn Book for the Dutch Mission; Acts and OOllpel of J oh n, 
for the London Missionary Society; and a School Primer, for the Berlin 
Mission. 

Value of work 
Books sold in book store 

2. Carpentry.-Mr. Meldrum reports : 

£377 14 4 
268 16 10 

£646 11 ~ 

During the end of 1900 and the beginning nf 1901 the Carpentry Depart
ment suffered very much owing to the lack nf European IUpervision, Mr. 
John M'Gregor being the only carpenter engaged at that time in the work; 
and when we remember that he had to look after the workshop, the erection 
of the turbine house and machinery, keep aU the sawpits going, and abont 
800 outside workers in addition, we can imagine his position. Matters have 
been rigbted to a large extent during the year. Mr. Murray being relieved 
from the charge nf the Agricultural DeJIBrtment. owing to the return of 
Mr. and Mrs. Moffat from furlough, and the appointment 01 Messro. Mel
drum and Adamson.. At the ~nt time each one has charge 01 a eertain 
hranch 01 work-two at Livmgatonia, and two for the other stations-lo 
that now the wants clth ... are being attended to hy two European carpen
ters with native helpers, and also &8 much materisl lupplied from 
Livingstonis as it is pa!8ible to preJl8re. The preeent staff 01 native workent 
consists 01 3 journeymen carpenters, 16 sawyero, and 37 l'pprenticea, 01 
whom 19 have been engaged during the year; .. hile 3 haft Jeft owing to 
.ickn .... 2 have been dismissed as unsuitable, and ~ have left withont 
giving any reason. During the year 2 apprentieea fiuished their course 01 
five years, and are now engaged as journeymen. 

We are employed at the present time with the woodwork 01 a honse for 
Dr. Elrnslie at Ekwendeni, which will soon be read,. for OOO11J1Btion: a cottage 
at Livingstonia, which will soon be read,. for the rool ; and a landing_g. 
for goods at the lake shore. The house presentl,. OOO11pied b,. Mr. Moft'at 
has been fiuished; alterationS were made on the house at Hora; and the 
Educa~ionaI Dep8rtment had several reed houses erected for ochoolboro,also 
a reed school at Livingstonia, and help given to the Dati .... in erecting 
sitniIM achools a~ MIowe Bnd at Hom. A shed had to be erected at Mall
ehe ... as a wood store. Little could be done for outside customero owing to 
the need for work at ~he Institution and otber otationa. 

The foIlowing is .. 8UIIlIII8l'T 01 the work donr :-22 JlBneUed doors. l) 
glaso doors, 33 window&, 9 school d .. ks, 8 ochool forms. table for sa .. lhar
pener. 6 tabl .. , I ..... rdrobe, 1 sideboard, 3 emalI ehesto 01 drawers, 1 waoh
ltand, 3 sel8 01 treosl .. for book ..... 2 pidnre framea, 29 emalI black
bamIs for village ocboola, 3 blackboards for lDAitution, 3 OJ; carte, 2 ,..nkero, 
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9 wheel-barrows, \I hand·cuts, 6 ladders, 24 rakes, 3 masons' bnnkers, 
18 straight edges, \I grain sieves, several yok .. and 90 skeys for oxe", and 
several smaller articl .. , In addition to repairs needed during the year. 

Trees to be cut up Into planks and hoards are chielly hrought from the top 
of Mount Nyamkowa. OwIng to cold and mist on the mountain top the 
natives cannot hegln this work till July or August, and they leave off in 
November to go home to cultivate their own gardens. From Nyamkowa 
and other places several hundred logs have been brought to the sawmill to 
be ready for cnttlng up during the time that native labour is scarce. 

3. Agricullure.-Mr. M.. Moffat reports : 

There is not much of importance t"",hronicle in connection with the work 
in this department for the past year. Since the closing of the school last 
March, on account of the shortn ... of food, the department has managed 
to keep up the food supply without any .... istance from our friends at 
Ihndawe. 

Our crop of maize was particnlarly good. Nearly 90,000 lhe. were har
... ted. Of beans we did not gather in such a plentiful supply-<>nly about 
8,000 lhe. The wheat crop was fairly good ; about 6,000 lhe. were threshed 
out. The return from our small coffee plantation was very meagre, amount-
ing in all to some 600 lhe. Very little tree planting baa been done. . 

The cattle have thriven fairly well. We have reared forty calv .. , and a 
good supply of milk has been &uatained, whilst the trek oxen have been 
invaluahle in the carting of brick and stone and the ploughing of the fields. 

4. Building.-Mr. Gauld and Mr. Sutherland report: 

On Mr. Sutherland's arrival from Bandawe In February, 1901, nothing 
gave him more surprise than the work in hewn stone done by the boys at 
the Institution. He was soon at work repairing the brickwork of the 
turbine 8ume, which had been destroyed by heavy 1l00da, and building a 
pillar of stone to support the wooden part of the lIume. For this work 287 
feet of ashlar and 2t tona of lime were used. ~ 

In March the building of a stone house was begun.;; .. d the apprentices 
showed considerable interest In the work, and 8OI&e became fairly good 
builders. In May this work was postponed for a time to help at a brick 
eottags, with back wing for kitchen, at which Mr. W. I. Henderson with a 
company of school boys had been at work. Lack of bricks neceBBitated the 
building of this cottags being stopped for a time, and allowed of a return to 
the stone building. The dilapidated condition of the carpenters' present 
reed sbop made it necessary to begin the permanent workshop, and the 
foundations were excavated for walls 200 feet long and gables 30 feet wide, 
with stone foundation for brick waDs above. This work went on till m ... t 
of the labourers left in December, at which time the atonework of two 
gabl .. and 40 feet of each .ide wall had been brought up to the ground level. 

A number of ardors for monumental atonework have been reeeived. 
Several tombstones, with inscriptions, have been sent to different places. 
A crcas for Tanganyika, a baptismal font for the new church at Bandawe, 
and a memorial atone with inscription for the pavilion at Zomba in memory 
of our lata Queen, have been partly made or completed. and there are nine 
orders atill to be overtaken. One native especially ahowa • deep interest in 
and liking for this work.. 

Mr. Gauld arrived frcm Bandawe at the close of March.. The crane for the 
quarry ... nt out by kind friends in Glasgow, was at once aet up with Mr_ 
W. I. Heuderson 'a help. It has been mos' uaeful, and when at work saves 
\18 about five ahillings per day as compared with native Iabo\U' required to 
aeoomplish the same work.. Other one or two derrick cran ... to lift 30 or 
40 cwta. would bean immenae help and saving in houae-buildingoperationa_ 

A verandah was added to Rev. Mr. Henderson'" honae, and another to the_ 
"." cottage the late Mr. W. D. Macgregor had oocupied. The brickwork 
~~ X 
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for boilers in the kitchen at the dining-han w .. rebuilt. The foundation 0 

another brick eottage WIIS laid in stone, and the brickwork carried up to th 
level of the joists. 

In June, Mr. W. I. Henderson, with native helpers, went to Ekwenden 
to huild the brickwork oIa new house there,and after he left for furlough th 
natives remained to help with the building of the ochool church, outbuilding 
and repairs. 

A large amount of stone hIlS been quarried, and substantial work don 
with it, including fire-place and door and window lintels and sills. In tb 
brickfield between 400,000 aud 500,000 bricks were moulded! but grea 
losses were sustained owing to untimely showers. Lime was brought b; 
steamer from Young's lIay to Florence lIay, but it takes a long time to go 
it carried to the buildings by means 01 loads of from 30 to 60 Ibs. on the head 
of carriers up the steep ascent from the lake. 

Some 1,200 labourers have been employed for longer or shorter period 
during the year, and there are at present a large number eerving a five 
years' apprenticeehip, and others working on engagements for one year • 

• Approximate value of industrial work done :-
£ e. d. 

Printing Department 377 14 4 
Carpentry Department 11,'6~ 00 • 00 
Building Department ~ 
Agricultural Department.. 500 0 0 

Natives under industrial training on engagements 01 one to five rears, 210 

• From .. The Aurora," a Journal of Missiona.,. News an<\ Christial 
Wl?rk, Livin!1stonia. April 1st, l~. . 
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APPENDIX B 3. 

THE EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE BLANTYRE MISSION, 

BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA. 

The following information has been furnished by the authorities 
of the Blantyre Mission in response to an inquiry addressed to 
them by the Board of Education. 

(1) What has been dons to prollide manual, industrial, or agri
cultural education for nati1J68? Of vIwl do such. cout",es consist 1 
he the teacltet"s EUt"opeans1 Have tll6)J been specinJJ,y troined in 
the work of teacJling 1 Have native teachers b88n tried, If 80, with 
what IUCC8II8' 

Every native boy at Blantyre and Domasi, Zomba and Mlanje, 
is taught a trade, though he may be a teacher, or a catechist looking 
forward to the ministry. He is trained by the resident qualified 
European Missionary to be a printer, a joiner, a gardener, a builder, 
a cobbler, eto. A number are hospital attendants. One or two 
medical assistants are so advanced that they can do everything, 
except major operations. Some make excellent teachers. 

(2) At what age does technical education in industt"y and agri.cultut"B 
begin in the 611ft;"'" stages of gBnl!f'fJl education 1 (i.s., oofOt"B the cmn
mencernent of specifically technical education 1) II manual troining 
mnds a featUt"B of the cunicuZum' If 80, with what t"esults' 

The Educational Regulations (see Note II.) will give the ages. 
Manual training is an essential feature. 

(3) Does it appeat" that industrial and agri.culturol education ia 
hauing good effds (a) on the charudet" of the nati ... " t"eceiting it ; 
(b) on thN ec<momic efficiency. 

The effects are good, both on character and economic efficiency. 

(4) Can such. industrial and agri.cultural education 00 successfu1J.y 
corllhilled lDith instruction of a mOt"B liUro,-y and general character-' 
If 80, to what degt"Bs has such. a combinahon prooed desirable , 

Y 69, certainly. The aim is to maintain the missionary character. 
The trained young men do evangelistio wom. 

(5) Has thne been any opposition on the flOn of any aedioR of 
the ullile popuWion to the proMon for nati""" of a 1"ind « education 
uIIich migIU enable the lattst" to cmnpote effectilJ<'ly with skilled uIIite 
laboUt" in .ariaus industrial occupations 1 . . • 

There is little or no skilled white labour. except that the trading 
837G X 9 
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and transport companies have European employees who ha 
lIative., under them. The planten! and traders compete Cor t 
services oC the educated mission-boys. 811d. 88 they offer bigl 
wages than the Mission can give. it is difficult Cor the Mi88ion 
retain its workers. In fact. this sifts the workers. only eaml 
lads who like Christian work remaining in the Mission. 

January, l00:t 
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NOTE I. 

BLANTYRE MlSSION EDUCATIONAL CODE. 

MARCH 1900. 

VIlRNACULAR SCHOOL. 

Al.o V i/Jaq. School. omd Oul-Station School •• 

Cu.'!S I. 
IUading.-Alphabct. 
Wniing.-Holding Slate and Pencil; Strokes. 
Ifrithmetic.-Figureo 1-9, 0; English .... d Vernacular numerals 1-10. 
O'aI«hi.ma.-Qu .. uona 1-3. 
fUligioru K7ImDI«Ige.-Life of Chris' and Old T .. tament History taught 

orally in alternate s...iona. 

CLASS It 
IUading.-Syllsbus. 
Writing.-Strokes, Hooks, m, n, l, u, w, 0, 0, .. r, d, fl· 
.4rithmeIic.-Vernacular and Engliah numerals HiO. Addition tables 

of h'O unilB. 
Oal«hi.ma.-Qu .. tiOll.l 4-7. 
&tligiqIu KflDWl«Jge.-Aa above. 

CLAss m. 
&.ding.-l.' Mang'anja at Yao Reading Book; Spe/liDg. . 
Wniing.-Allletten; shan warda withou' capitala (on aI&te). 
4ri1iMRelic.-English and Vernacular numerals 1-100; Sums of ","", 

lin .. III unilB. 
O"""""u....-Qg .. tiOll.l &-19. 
&ligi_ KflDWl«Jge.-Aa above. 

CLAss IV. 
&.ding.-lInd Mang'anja at Yao Reading Book. 
Writing.-CapiW Le'Ier8; aenlen ... oopied fnm blackboard. 
AriIIMn.cic.-Addition III 4 lin .. III fig""" and numeratillD. np w 10,000 

. 8ublraction tables. 
Cat«lli ..... -Qu .. tiOD.B 20-36. 
&liui- K _1Il«f4e.-Aa above. 

CLAss V. 

Roading.-;ri Mang'anja or Yao Reader. 
Wniing.-Dictation III a paragraph fnm Lessoo, wilh punc:&ua\ion and 

aapi\ala, o\e. • 
Ani ... ,;. Addi'ion and Sublraction; Numeration up w 1,000,000. 
C..,..,........--Qu ... tioua S7-IiI. 
&tligiqIu KffOIIIl«ige.-Aa above. 
Sp«iDl Subj«I.-Fat &hose proc:eedin« w Anglo-Vem&<Illar &hool

Engliah; Queen" Primer, P_ I. and II.; Spelling; Translatiun 
and lle·Translau...... 
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ANGLO,VERNACULAR SCHOOL. 

(AT BLANTYRB STATION ONLY.) 

JUNIOR DEPARTMENT. 

STANDARD I. 
Reading (Englirh).-Ill!ant Reader and Book I.; Spelling;' Trall.1! 

and Re-Tranolation. 
Reading (Vernacular).-A Gospel. 
Writing.-Dictation on Slates; Copy. 

Arithmetic.-Addition; Subtraction; Multiplication 1-6. 
Catechi .... --Qu .. tioDB 52-{j(). 
Religi_ K1IOUIkdq •• -Ao above, with special knowledge 0/ O"'P<'I ". 

STANDARD II. 

Reading (English).-Book II.; Spelliog; Tranolation and Re-Tranola' 
Reading (Vernacular).-A Gospel. 
Writing.-Dictation with Pencil in Book; Copy. 
Arithmetic.-All Simple RuI",. 
CompoBition.-Writing a story in Vernacular; proper 11118 of capita'" 

full stops. 
Catech ...... --Qu"'tioos 61-78. 
Religiout KfIDIdeJge.-As above. 

STANDARD III. 
Reading (Englirh).-BooklII. ; Spelling; Traoolation and Re-Tfaru,lal 
R<ading (Vernacular).-A Gospel. . 
Writing.-Dietaticn in Book with Pencil; CoPy. 
Arithmetic.-Compound Rules-Money; Reduction 01 Money. 
CompoBition.-Letter in Vemaeular wilb Punctuation. 
Grammar~Parts 01 Speeeb in English and Vemaeular. 
Catech ...... --QuMions 79-100. 
Religiout KfIDIdeJge.-As above. 

-----------" 

A."iGLO-VERNACULAB SCHOOL. 

SENIOR DEPARTMENT. 

(FOR PUPIL TEACHERs A..lW APPRENTICD3 IN THE VARIe 
HISSION INDUSTROO.) 

MANDARDIV. 

1" Year. 

Reading.-Ilook IV.; Spelling; Translation and Re-Traoslation. 
Writi'19.-Dietaticn wilb pen OIl psper; Copy. 
Arithmdic.-Componnd Rule& (Weighta and Measures); Reduct 

Elementary Fractions. 
Gra.omaT.-Knowledge 01 Article, Noun and Adjective. 
~"",pooitima.-Vemaeular Ea9ay and Shon Fngliah S ... _. 
~]ior.-Pointa 01 Canpaas; Globe; Maps; Local Grographr ' 

'. maps. 
RJiqimu K7IOIIJ/edqe.-Qor Lord'. Yiracleo and a Period of Old T_ 
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SrAliDAIID V. 

2nd Y ...... 
Reading~Book v.; Spelling; Translatioo and R&-Traaslatiou. 
Wriling.-Dictation on Paper; Copy. 
Arithmdic.-Simple Proportion; }'nu:tioos; Billa of Pan:eIs. 
Compoailioa.-Vemacular Essay; English Senlen ..... 
Grum..-.-Knowledge of all Parts of speech. 
a-,il,.-General Outlines of Geography of the Wodd ; Cont.inenIB ; 

Oceans, etc.; Geography of Africa. 
H.:....,.-General Outlines of History. . 
~ K~.-Our Lord'. Parables and aPtDxl of Old Testament. 

SrAHDAIID VI. 
:lid Y ...... 

Reading.-Book VL; SpeIliog; Translatioo and Be-Traoslation. 
IVriling.-Dictatioo on Paper. 
Arit4mdic.-Compound Propor1ioo; Decimals; Inlerest; }(ensuratioo 

of Simple Areas. 
C .... poaiIioa.-Vemaeuiar Faiay and Englisb Senlences. 
Grummar.-ADalysis of Senlences. 
a-,.,.-&rope generally and Bri~ lsi .... 
H.:.t.rr.~tlin ... of Churoh History. 
&ligiqtu KN1Ioiedge -Book of AcIB and PtDxl of Old T ... lament HisIorJ. 
Sp«ial CID.u far T .......... -SchooI ~t and Method. 

ADVANCB CLASSSS. 

FOR DEACONS, EVANGELISTS, DB READERS. 

Fmsr Y .... 
ErtglUI. Roodi"l1.-Traoolatioo and Re-Translatioo; 1.-jth Elementar)' 

Kn ..... ledge of English Litemure. 
.ddt.woc:od ~-Involutioo and Evolutioo ; Mathematical Properlieo 

of Square, Cirele, Triangle, Oblong, Parallel LiD ... 
Scift .... -General Ph)'Siology and Physical Oeographf. 
C ... poaiIioa.-Eoglish and V......,..lac EssaJl!. 
H~.-General His""'y of British lsi ... wilb iIB relatioo to Ibeir Geo· 

graph)'. 

SsOOllD Y .... B"·" Roodi"ll.-Traoolatioo and Be-Translation, lrilb Elemenlal7 
Knowledge of English Lilsature. 

Scienar.-Some other scientific IUbjoc&. 
Old T __ -Tbe Pen-.cb. 
N .. T_IR'R' Tbe S)'lloptic Gospela. 
H~.-General HisIorJ and Expanaioo of Civilizatioo lrilb ita reIa&lob 

to Ibe Geograph)' of the warld. . . 

TmaD Y .... 
Old T._-Joohua to 2nd Kings. 
N .. T ... "'R'-GospeI of &. Jobn, AeIB of the Apostl .... iIh rei ....... 

to Ibe 'nIrious EpioIJoa and other wrilonl. 
TMoIaw.-The Qeed. 
H~.-General outlines cl a.uroh HisIorJ wilh special ......... Iab of 

Y'mot Four Cen&urieL 
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CoUBSB OF lNSTBUcrION 

I'OR APPRENTICES TO THE TRADE OF PRINTINU. 

FIBST YaAR. 

1. Learning cas ... type. and method of distributing. 
2. Composing plain WOl'k, with instruction in spacing. justifying. DlOVU" 

of type, and preparing lor distribution. 
3. Learning manuscript signs, Punctuation, capitalization and indeota.tioo 
4. Learning proof-<lOlTOOting signs. 
5. Taking COP1 and correcting proof. 

S&OON D Y KAR. 

1. Composing-D\Ol'8 advanced; ta.bular work. 
2. Making uP. imposing and locking up for IIl18U pi'" band and treMdl. 
3. Ioking; making and care of rollers. 

• TBlRD Y &AB. 

1. Advanced composing-displaying. 
2. Making uP. imposing. and locking up for large ~d or cyliwl ... 
3. Use of large press. • 

Apprentices will be examined at the end of each 1_. and wiD show opeci 
Dlens of their WOl'k. The result <II the eumiDation wiD be ... tend in the~ 
conificate. 

,. 
CoURSII 011 lNSTBUcrION IIOB APPBIINTICII CLUKlI. 

Fmsr Y .... 
Copying letters; indexing let&el' boob; acLJn.ing 1etIen; fcJIdlog awl 

arranging let&en, reeeipla, etc. 
A~-W~aand~ 

SaooBD Y .... 
Invoices :-giving receipl8; despstcltiDg and receiving uIaIdm. 
Pet$;r Cash I-Eiemenlaly exereiaa in book keeping. , 
A.riIItmtti&.-Annges and peroenta.geo. 

Tmao Y ....... 
1Iendering acoounl8 I-Freigbt ea"""ation; .......,.,..,;u abbnmaIioDa 

stores; Jettei' writing and t,pewiitiog. 
AritIomt:lic.-In_; ratio and proportion, etc. 

Appnnticeo will be examined a$ the cIoae of the , ..... and wiD prod"", 
Jecimeoa of their work. Tbe result 01 the .. umination wiD be eotend i< 
Ieir ani6eates. 

CoURSII OJ' lNtmIUCI'ION IIOB CAlIPIIN'!'BT APPBIENTICIl8. 

J'm8p y ...... 
_.-Bough planing and ... 01 joet plane; _ 01 IqUai'IO and 
~; reading, and _ 01 foot rule. 
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2nd Quarter.-8mooth planing; use of smoothing plane and hand plane ; 
training the eye in planing straight edges; sawing and use )f different 
saws; names and uses of various tools. 

ani Q_.-U .. of auger and boring brace and bils; dressing wood for 
. door and window frames; grinding tools on grindstone; sharpening 

plane irons, ehisels, ete., on' oilstone. 
4JJ. Q_.-Making door and window frames. Making a plain dpor and 

brick mould. 

SBOOND Y 1Wl. 

ht Q ... rter.-MakiDg roofing for houses and putting on iron. 
~nd Q_.-Putting in and fastening door and window frames; hinging 

the sa.me; mortising; marking off wood; making a screen. 
3m Q_.-Making book..melves, school forms, black-boards and standd ; 

use of bow saw. 
4JJ. Q_.-Making OOIlIIIlon tables, washiltands, towel rails, chairs 

(camp and folding). 

TumD YlWI. 

111 Quarler.-Making a window and glazing it; a panelled door. 
2nd, ania.ul4JJ. Quarler.-Dining-room table; chair; sofa; picture frames; 

J!'rench polishing. 
Special.-Wood Turning and Wood Carving.-For those desiring it special 

instruction will be provided. 

Apprentices will be examined at the close of.eachJ8ar, and will produce 
.poeim""" of their work. The reoult of eJ8!Din"tion will be, en&ered in their 
.-tificateo. 

OUTLINII8 01' SumBCl'8 TO DB TAUGft 

DURING THREE YEaBS' Al'PRENTICFSHTP IN HOOPITAL. 

QUALD'lOATlON AT lIND o. APl'BIIIITIOISBIP-" HospITAL AT"lIlNDAIIT. '..I 

FmaT YIWI.. 

The general slnlcture of tho body and the elemenlB of physiolo<:~. 
The _""ent of wUUllds, ulcera, and burna. 
&ndaging. 

SBDOND Y lWI. 

Temperature taking. Tho elements of dispensing. WeighlB and Measures. 
l'ho different syringes and their uaea. Bathe and tho packs, CUPt~, 
poubi.... fOOlentationa. 'The ...... ol patienlB, bodsoreo. etc. . -
IQOIIl cookery. ' Diainfecting. 

TJWW Y ..... 

How to observe pa\1enla, tho J>UIso. ole.; states of coIla_ conCllllSion, 
dolirium, etc. What to do iii. omergencies, drowning, poisoning. 
lIDIIkobilB, I .... of blood. Contagion and infection. Venklatioo. 

Apprenticoo will be OJ8!Dined at tho end ol each,--. The re, .. u1tuf 
each enmilUlkW will bu eu$erOO in their at:r't.Wca.kw. 
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NOTE II. 

REGULATIONS 

FOR THE EDUOATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMEN'fS OB'THE 

BLANTYRE MISSION, 1900. 

1.-0 BlI'BBAL. 

1. In the admission of pupils, preference will be given to th .... who bring 
certificates of ch ...... ter or letters of recommendation from other stations of 
the Mission, or who have passed through the Vernacular course in any of 
the out ... tations or village schools, or who are recommended by European 
employel'B and who are over fourteen years of age and under twenty. Ad· 
mission of young boys or of very young girls is not advisable except in special 
circumstances and then only when recommended by parent or guardian. 

2. All Christian parents sending ebildren to school are expected to pay 
the nsual fees for board and education. 

3. All board8\'B and otb8\'B resident on the Mission are expected to attend 
mmring and evening pr8Y8\'B at the stated rune of WO\'Bhip. 

1I.-BoABDBas. 

4. All board... are expected to be within Mission bounds after sunset 
except by special leave of the Head .of the Mission. Any boarder fouD.l 
ahrent from the station, visiting any at the villages after that hour, or alBent 
during the night without such leave, 01' any boarder bringing in beer into 
the station, 01' frequenting beer-drinkinga in the villages io liable to dj"",wl. 

5. All board8\'B IIl1IH be in their dormitories after night bell has rung, and 
mUBt answer their names at roll call. • • 

6. All board81'B mUBt rise at bngle call, sweep and c1esn oat their dormi· 
tories, and fold their blankets and maIII belore fi1'Bt bell. On Satordall they 
muatwash and clesn oat their donnitories and have them ready fOl' inspectiro 
at eight o'clock. 

7. All boarde\'B mUBt take their tom in washing the plates and sweeping 
the dining hall after eaeb meal. J 

m.-1 lINIO. ScaooL. 

8. All pupils in the luniOl' School mnst work in the afternoon and on 
Saturday forenoon at such uaelnl oocnpalion as io appointed them in part 
payment (or their board and educaliion. 

9. All pupils in the Junior SebooIIll1lH take their tom in sweeping out 
the scl.ool daily, and on Friday afternoon and Saturday morning must ..... h 
oat and cIesn the school under the direction at the teach ..... and pupil teachers 

10. No pupil will be retained in school, or ooo&inue to receive education 
in the .Mission after he has paaaed Ibroo&h the lunior School <Standard III.), 
unless he binds himsO:lf by agreemeM or indenture as apJII'entice for three 
;yean to any of the industrial departmenlB of the Miooion to wcrl: in...,.,.,..J· 
anee with the regulaliions appointed for the same as per Seeliion VI. of these 
regulaliiona. 

11. Certificates at character and education will be giveD to all who paaa 
through the eoarse of the lunior Scbool Code and ... the exii examinaliion. 
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IV.--SlUIIOB SoHoor.. 

12. The Senior School is open to all apprenti..... and is hold from 6.30 
to 8 in the morning and from 8 to 9 in the evening. The subjoola taught 
are thoee of the Senior Code--Standatds IV. to VL . 

13. Certificatea of character and education will be given to all who p ... 
through the oourae of the Senior School Code and PBIB the exit examination. 

V.-GIBLS' mUSTBUL WOBIL 
14. The houm of work are from 6.30 to 8 in the morniDg, when the gir\B 

.... omgagod in household work in the vari01l8 mission h01ll108 as far .. oppor
tunity permila. From 8 to 12 the eenior girls who are not in school are 
trained in laundry work, lOwing, cutting out and making garments. From 
2 till 6 the gir\B hoth junior and eenior engage in manual work of various 
kinds. One aftamcon in the week is devoted to washing and ironing their 
own moth ... 

VI.-APPBlINTI<mS. 
15. The working hoUlll are from 8 to 12 and from 2 to 5, and on Saturdays 

from 8 to 12. 
For· hospitoJ attendanla the hours of duty will be arranged by the doctor 

in charge. 
16. Every apprentice must present himself promptly at his work at the 

ringing of the bell, and must continue at>eedily at work during the appointed 
hours. 

17. No apprenti08 may be abeaut from his work for any purpoae whatever 
without parmisoion of the Head of the Department. 

18. No smoking is allowed at any timo during work hours. 
19. Tho oohool hours for apprenti080 are from 6.30 to 8 in the morning 

and from 8 to 9 in tho ovening, and pupils m1l8t present thomaelveo promptly 
on tho ringing of tho boll. 

20. The period of apPNDtioaohip ehall be throe years. The rate of wages 
for apprentioao ehall be .. followa :-

1at Year ~ 6d. per month. 
2nd Year 3& 6d. per month. 
Srd YearlSa. per month. 
21. A bonus of £2 oterling ehall be paid to an &pprantioo in the event of his 

oompleting tho full period of his apprantioaohip and giving O&tisfaction ao 
being faithful and oompot&nt in his cal\ing and .. having oonduoted himeolf 
to the aatisfaotion of the Head of the Mission and of the Head of the Depan. 
ment in which he baa eerved, who ehaIl be the ecle judges ao to the ahove 
qWliiti .. in the apprenti .... 

22. One month's holiday without p"y or one fortnight with p"y is gi ..... 
each ysar at such time during the school _tion ao the Head of the Mission 
may arrange. 

23. Lea .... of abeauoe will be granted at other tim .. cmly wh ... lIlffioi ... t 
_is ehown. For such It-a .... application must be made filst to the Head 
of the Mission and nut to the Head of the Department to which the applicant 
may Wong. In ..... of aiokn_ " madioal oertilioate is required.. 

24. At the end of each ysar the apprentioe will be examined in the subj_ 
of tho oourae for thet ysar, and will submit for ioapaotion specim .... of hi. 
work. The l88Ui1a of auoh examinations will be 8Il!Alred OIl his ~ 
of character and diaoharge. 

25. Wh8ll an apprentioe is found ooIpabIy 'W88ting his time by being 
unpuuotual at bell or by IoiteriDg .. hID he ought to be at wnrk be ehaIl he 
subject to • emoll fine. • 
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26. Work or tools spoiled through ....... lesm_ ohaII be paid for by the 
oulpable party. 

VII.-AIJVAJlOBD Co111l8& 

27. An advanced oonne is provided for those who desire to proceed with 
their education towards the office of deacoD, evangelist, or oatechist with " 
view to the ministry of the netiva Chnrch.. Thia course will embr .... the 
following 8ubjects :-

Fir" ,"" :-English, Advanced Arithmetic; • BCienoe· whjeot; Com
position, Histozy. 

8t#Jf1d year :-English; • science wbject; Old T .. ta.rnent; New T .. ta
ment; Ristozy. 

Third y"" ;-Old Teatament; New T .. tament; Church Risto')'; Theo· 
logy; Christian Ethics. 

During the .bove course pupils will be ,,1.10 to anpport themeelv .. by 
mo,ns of their trod. or calling. 
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APPENDIX B 4. 
THE EDUCATION OF NATIVES IN SOUTH AFRICA. 

This subject. ",,"oh has long interested English people. h88 
a fresh importance to-day. for the manner in which it is dealt 
with is calculated to affect, either directly or indirectly. every 
colony in South Africa. not only through the example offered 
by the local administrations. but by the influence exercised on 
the large native population whioh is being attracted to. the mines 
in the Orange River Colony. Transvaal and Rhodesia from all 
parts of the Continent. 

The steps already taken in regard to education in the new colonies 
show that tht>re is full recognition of its value so far 88 children of 
European origin are concerned. It is quite right that this should 
receive the first consideration. but we have to bear in mind that 
where two races on different planes of civilization come into Buch 
olose contact, as do the whites and blacks in South Africa. they 
act and re-act on each other. and where the higher race neglects 
its duty to the lower it will itself suffer 
~ It must be admitted that a wide-epread prejudice exists in South 
Africa against the school native, based upon a conviction that book 
learning has lowered his usefulness for work, for which it makes 
him more disinclined~than_he naturally is. 88 well as uppish and 
conceited. 

The opportunities of edu08tion within the reach of the average 
native are generally meagre and imperfect. As the books con
veying instruction are· not in themselves demorslisibg. the fault. 
if fault there is. must be with the instnlrtors or pupils, or both. 

The teachers are mostly missionaries who:have devoted their 
lives to Christianize and civilize the natives. In the great majority 
of 0&Sl'S these worthily carry on the duties of their profession; 
but many of them with their families have necessarily led isolated 
lives, with few chanoeB of associating or exchanging ideas with 
people engaged in other work, and have in consequence been uncon
sciously influenced by their surroundings. and some amongst them. 
impressed by th(evidenoe they recognised of a humanity having so 
much in common, have come to the conclusion that the morsland 
intellectual difference between white and hlack is but a question 
of religion and book-learning. This view would be readily adopted 
by the native and. would footer conceit and disoqptent with serviCe. 
But whatever the objection to the eohool Kaffir may be. or what
t'Yer ~. may be off~ for this objection. the growing desire 
of the mtelligent young natives to be taught cannot be disregarded. 
'fhe more thpl come in cont4Ct with Europeans the more this ~ 
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shown, as is evidenced by the increasing attendance at the Missionary 
schools for adults, as well as at the night schools in the towns and 
mining centres where such schools are available. 

It appears the province of the Government to afford the natives 
opportunities of satisfying their legitimate desire for knowledge by 
providing suitable buildings and teachers under the supervision of 
qualified inspectors in mission achools, by grants-in-aid, dependent 
on a proper system of teaching, it being understood that in every 
school receiving Govel'IllIWnt aid instruction must be given in 
Jt~nglish. In the case of wagHarning youths and adults the 
expenditure need not be large, 88 in night;.schools established in 
towns and mining centres the scholars' fees should pay.the greater 
part of the current costs, and in mission schools the same thing 
should be encouraged. With regard to children's education, it is 
best left in the hands of religious bodies or societies, but as the 
parents lose the service of their children while being taught, they 
are, as a rule, unwilling to make further sacrifices. State aid, 
subject to satisfactory reports from Government ilJ~pectors, should 
be given. This has been recognised by all the colonies in South 
Africa and its extension would probably meet present requirements 
89 far 88 primary education is concerned. As regards higher 
education, the demand for natives who are qualified to act 88 

teachers, interpreters, sub-elerks, shopmen, etc., exceeds the 
supply, and it would benefit the community for Government to 
l'Stablish institutions to meet this want, and substantially to subsi
dise those already existing, but here, 88 in the case of primary 
schools for wage-earning nativeS, fees should be expected from 
those who desire to learn. 

But, though natives mostly ask for book-learning, it is yet more 
desirable to offer them opportunities of industrial training. The 
few arts and crafts of which we found them possessed resembled 
those we had over a thousand years ago and cannot survive compe
tition with our present methods. Being thus deprived of all 
chance of progress in their own industries, it seems fair that some 
compensation should be provided. In prospect of the coming 
increase of European settlement in South Africa there will be a 
large field for artificers at a moderate rate of wages, and this can 
be partially met by trained natives. The objection of Europeans 
to teach trades to natives, bMed on fear of competition. is very 
shortsighted. The South African natives, as a rule. are wanting 
in initiative and self-confidence. After proper training they prove 
useful apprentices and fair journeymen. but it is unlikely for 
generations to come that they will be found efficient 88 master
workmen, a position which belongs to the European and which 
it is his own fault if he loses. Industrial schools are generally con
ducted by the various.Missionary societies and some of them ha\"e 
produced excellent results considering the smaIl meaDB at their 
di9JlO'l81. SWlh institutions well deserve increased aid from the 
AdminiRtratioDB_ 

In addition to schools there are other ways of having natiVl'll 
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instructed in trades. For instance, Administrations and Corpora
tions might require their European artificers in permanent employ 
to have a certain number of selected native apprentices who would 
thus fall under the supervision of qualified officials. 

However this question of education is met, there are difficulties 
and prejudicel! to overcome, and this consideration makes it wise not 
to be too ambitious at first, using when possible existing institutiona 
which so far have weathered the storm., The object in view, 
affecting as it does the mutual advantage of the divers races who 
seem destined to share the future of South Africa, is one un
doubtedly worthy of our best efforts. 

Leamington. 

, April. 1902. 

MARSHAL CLARKE" 

Resident Commissioner, 

Southern Rhodesia. 
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APPENDIX B 5. 

ON NA'rrvE EDUCATION-SOUTH AJ!'RICA. 

Native eduoation in Souih Africa is almost entirely in the hands 
of the Mis.'lionaries. It is supported parlly by Government grants 
and partly by funds from home. The latter are employed as 
salaries of Missionaries and teachers and for buildings. It is also 
now aided in some places by native fees. Where Education Depart
ment grants are given there is, of course, inspeotfon. Such inspec
tion at one institution, with over 700 pupils, lasts over iwo months. 

It will be accepted lIS a sound principle that- education in any 
country should be shaped 80 far as possible to meet the require
ments of the individual, or community. or people to whom' such 
education is given. It cannot he said that native education in 
South Africa has been so dealt with. The course of eduration, 
subjects for examination and certificates' are the same for black 
and white. Formerly, though now less 110, Europeans and 
natives. in Missionary institutions at leaat, were in the same classes. 

This guiding principle helpa to determine generally what shape 
the education of the native races should take in South Africa. It 
should he practical, industrial, and, for the great majority, largely 
elementary. Complaint is made by colonists that ther!' is too much 
mere book work, and too little practical training. One cause of 
both complaint and result has been mentioned. The Missionary. 
however, has no ohoiee. 

The second caUBP. is the view the native takes of education. He 
confounds instruction and education, means and end, and has an 
ambition to learn all that the white man learns. He also makes 
little or no distination between intellectual and moral education, 
Bnd does not understand that the best results are only got when 
the two are oombined, and seGured by being made definite objects. 
continuously aimed at Jrom first to last. But there are othel'll 
besides the African who do not give sufficient prominence to tills 
combination. In consequence ,t sometimes, perhaps often. happens 
that in the long struggle to reach 6 certain intellectual level, the 
bigher 0" moral result is missed, with the oonsequence, to the 
individual and to the world, of a less useful and less completely 
educated man. 

The mind of the African is empty. and he has a great idea of 
what he calls "getting knowIPdge." Hence his anxiety about 
instruation merely, apart from mental discipline anil hahit.. To 
t.his must he added little liking for manual labour, though that 
dislike is not peouliar to his oolour in oertain latitudee. He i~ not, 
Imwever, so unwilling to work as ill generally stated. lIut there' 
is. the erronoou.~ idea that manual work is aervile toil, and mental 
work is suppoeed to elevata a man to a higher claas. This is the old 

y 
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native idca of social rank. It is common, probably, in tbe West 
Indies as well as in South Africa, and may be over a wider area. 
His desire, therefore, is to learn whatev~r the white man lenrns. 
This aspiration is very strong, no matter how slight may be the 
knowledge attained of any particular subject. Educational equality 
is probably looked at as a step to further equality. There is such 
an idea existing among a small and not very satisfactory claM. 
Hence there is a strong da>ire, almost amounting to a craze, for 
Latin and Greek among a few, though the amount of knowledge 
gained of such subjects is, of course, useless. 

But taking the curriculum, as prescribed by the Education Depart
mentof Cape Colony, as it stands, another cause which operates 
against much manual or practical training of the native during hilo 
too short course of education is the large number of subjects in the 
normal classes which are kept running through the entire course. 
Little time is left for what is certain Iy a most important part of that 
training. And it is obviously unfair to the native to put him into· 
competition with the white on the same suhjects during a three 
years' course and in a foreign language, and to add on the weight 
of a totally different kind of manual training, which the European 
does not so much require, and does not get, and has therefore more 
time and energy for purely examination subjects. 

In reply to the inquiries sent a., to-

1. PrOll'ision 1TW.d.e fur 1TW.nuaL and industrial or agricultural 
education for natives.-SQ far as I know no separate educational 
institution or organisation strictly belonging to the Education 
Department of Cape Colony exists for that end. Such agencies in 
a partial form, however, are found at various Missions. These 
are at Keiskanna Hoek, Grahamstown, Zonnebloem, and St. 
Mark's, of the Church of England. There are the Wesleyan In.ti
tutions at Healdtown and Lesseyton, Butterworth, and others 
smaller. At some only one trade, or, for girls, domestic economy 
is taught. Loveda\e, of the Scottish Presbyterian lfiBBion, is the 
largest and oldest. It has had for over forty years the following 
trades :-Carpentering, waggon-making, blacksmithing, printing, 
book-binding, and, later, post office and telegraph work; and for 
girls, laundry work, sewing, and dressmaking. The average 
number in these is about 100 in both departments. The number 
Inlght be much larger, but the grants allowed by the Education 
Department are not sufficient to allow of Ja.rge numbers being 
taken. The grant for BOme of the instructors is about £96 a year, 
which is, in reality, half the sum that is necessary. We require to 
pay £150 a year, and give a free house. All apprentices in this 
section are indentured for three and BOme for four years. The 
course consi3ts of regular training in each of these departmenbl, 
80 that at the end of apprenticeship the lads may be able to take 
the position of journeymen. 

2. 8pe::ial tTai1/.ifl{/~of Instrudors.--{rlmeraIly, the older men 
haV6 Dot been specially Uained in the work of teaching, except in 
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wbat is strictly called the Technioal workshop. Tbe instructor 
here is a trained teacher in his own subject. This department 
is separate from the workshops. The instructors, or trades masters, 
are all Europeans. 'In this Technical division, the normal school 
pupil·teachers and lads in Standard V. all receive a certain course 
of woodwork and drawing, The building is large, and of two 
Btories. It oontains bench accommodation for a class of seventy
two working at the same time, 

3. N atiV6 teachers in the industria! departments.-These have 
been tried, but not successfully, one or two being in blacksmithing 
and one in printing, but the exclusive training is not entrusted to 
them. The question as to the amOtID t of success by native instruc
tors is answered by this, that Ew'Opean superintendence is always 
necessary. 

4. AuriculturaZ education was once tried at Lovedale, but not 
successfully. The natives have the idea that there is nothing to be 
learned that they do not already know, but all the lads engage to 
some extent in field work; in planting maize, in hoeing, and in 
dealing with crops, reaping and digging them up. They see, 
however, methods entirely different from their own methods. 
Thus all maize is planted in drills by a drilling machine. The first 
rough hoeing is done by a horse gruhber. No native as yet plants 
maize in drills, and most Europeans also sow it broadca.qt. IAlvedale 
was the first in the district to introduce th~se machines for drilling 
and planting, A very few advanced farmers throughout the 
country use them. 

5. When Technical education in industry and agriJ;ulture 
beyins.-Not in the earlier stages of general education, except in 
the one section already mentioned of wood-work. The low con
dition of education among the natives, and the want of knowledge 
of English, renders several yew:s necessary in the standards. But 
manual training of 'some kind is made a feature of the curriculum 
as already described, namely, that all must engage in Some kind of 
work for two hours daily. At one extreme lies rough field work, 
hoeing crops, 0, road-making, and at the other-it may be the care 
of the library, or of lamps, or windows, or post or telegraph mes
sengers, or as house boys, knife or boot cleaners, and so on, according 
to their strength and years. 

6. Effects of industrial and agricuUural education on charadBr 
and 6fficiency.-Agricultural education, as a special and systematio 
work, may, for the reason already mentioned, be left out of account. 
Natives are willing enough to attend a class of agrioulture, even 
some of them of agrioultural chemistry. but practical work in the 
fields, which in the hot ~n is eevers, is not so much to their 
liking, nor so popular. As to the effects on character, there is 
always some effect of a beneficial kind, thougli there is nothing in 
work per SII to make a man moral. without additional infiu('nces,
Abou~ its econotWo efficiency and value there can be no question. 

83.5. y2 
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These' lads who serve an apprentioeship can earn about 5s, a day 
shortly after leaving, while as laboUlel'l theyjwould receive h. 6d. 
to 2s. a day. 

7. Combinalion of inauslrial ana agriculluraJ saucmion 1Di.th 
inslruclion of a more lilerary and general charaolBr.-theile cannot 
be oombined in any effioien~ degree 80 far as our experience a~ 
Lovedale goes. We have the greates~ difficul~y in getting appren
tices in the industrial departments to attend evening classes for an 
hour and a half. These classes range from Standard Ill. to Standard 
'VI., or even VII. The !ada are generally tired or sleepy, and also 
think that they have now reached an age in whioh they should not 
be troubled with school work. The oombination is not practicable, 
except in a few individual oases, any more than it is amongst Euro
peana. It is diffioul~ to oombine the artisan and the student. 

S. Opponlion fr= Colunial workmen.-On the part of BOme 

trades, among the white population, there has been at intervals 
opposition to the natives being taught trades. Into lOme work· 
shops the native has a difficulty in getting admittance; in others 
not. In printing 8I!tablishmenta and newspaper offioes he is 
generally taken readily. On the other hand, lOme disturbance 
arOBe a few years ago among the tinsmiths in one Colonial town 
in opposition to the training of apprenticeB and sale of tinware by 
an industrial mission of the Episcopalian body. Such outbursts 
appear in letters in the newspapers or in partial strikes, but they 
are not serious, and generally do not last. Competition on the 
part of the native with white labour is as yet in its infancy. We 
are oonatantly asked for a far greater number of !ada who have 
finished their apprenticeBhips than we can supply. Specially is 
this the case with printers, blaoksmiths, waggon-makers, and 
carpenters. 

The right lines of native education are then that it should be
(l)~largely industrial, with a good general education up to at least 
Standard IV. ; (2) with a normal course of training for three years 
for a more limited clas8 to afford the supply of qualified teachers 
for native village schools; (3) with opportunity' under certain 
financiallimitationa for a much smaller class to go as far as matricu
lation; and (4) further, to any extent they may choose to go at 
their own expenae, and on the same terms and privileges as Euro
peans. This last may be justified on the theory that education 
proceeds from above downwards, not from below upwards. A small 
educated class stimulates the ambition of those below; and specially 
does this hold good among Africans. 

The obstacle to any great extension of industrial training is the 
meagre am6unt allotted by the Education Department to 8UCh 
instruction. It is unreasonable to expect that the missionary
eontributing publio of Great Britain will continue to supply ~ 
lor the advantage of the Colony. TheIle MisIIionary SooietUs 
at.u-ted the work, have shown its praeUeability. and spent • good 
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deo.! of miJney on buildings, tools, salaries of masters, and taken 
such risks and 1088e8 as these efforts have involved. They cannot 
be expected to do this indefinitely, and on the expanding BOOle which 
the development of South Africa and the increase of native popula.
tion will necessitate. 

'It is oJso only at what are oaIled Aborigines Institutions of the 
larger cl888 that such work is really carried on in any thorouj!h 
and systematic method. The case of LovedoJe mny be taken to 
represent all other such Institutions. We would reqUire greater 

, expansion at present to produce any impression on the vast nativQ 
ignorance which exists, and the corresponding want of economic 
efficiency. The Missionary Committee are quite opposed to any 
further expenditure in this direction for the reason I have men
tioned. I have asked now for £10,000, chiefly for buildings. 
dormitories, workshops, and tools, and will not get it. If such 
educat,ion, therefore, is to be undertaken, it should be by the Depart
ment of Government which is responsible for it. The gross annual 
expenditure on education in Cape Colony now is, roughly, £270,000. 
That on the Aborigines Institutions is, roughly, about £25,000 per 
annum, - or leas than one-tenth of the whole amount, while the 
native population may be 4 or 6 or 10 to 1 of t,he European, accordinj! 
to the district.. In Natal, where the propOrtion of populat.ion is 
64,000 Europeans to 865,000 natives, including coolies, the ex
penditure is £56,000; and that assigned to native education, 
roughly, between £5,000 and £6,000. In comparison with the 
expenditure in the United States on such pla.ces as Hampton, in 
Virginia, for American Indians and negroes; at Carlisle, in Pennsyl
vania, for American Indians only; at Haskell. in Kan888, and 
elsewhere. the amount e.~nded in the Cape Colony is compara
tively trifling. 

The expenditure per head on Aborigines, that is on purely native 
schools, is, I believe, 128. 3d. per head; on :Mission schools, which 
are poor white and partly black and half-caste. 13s. 4d. ; on third
class public schools for Europeans, £2 le. 3d.; on privats farm 
schools, £2 ISs. 10d.; on first-class puhlic schools, £3 17s. 4<1. 
Recently, 80 far as I am able to judge, first-cla.qg puhlic schools 
have received an increase of 7s. per head ; private farm schools, over 
9s. ; seeond-dass pu Mic. over 12s. ; while native school wants have 
been reduced by nearly 28. per head. AIl this indicates that if 
native edllration is to be developed on right lines, namely, a large 
combination of industrial training; and on any sooJe adequate to 
the wanll! of the country and the rapid increase of native population, 
thE' Education Department would need to put forth some etrength 
in this direction. 

The grant to w.-edale for all purpo.._ is about £2,200 a year. 
The half of this is allotted for teaching purposes. and is spread over 
a line extending from the &ewing mistress in the Elementary Station 
School at £10, to granll! in the standards; for three teachers in 
th .. Normal Departmrnt; for tradeR masters in the printing cal'-

• .~ have .0 Blue Books at hand. 
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pentering, and waggon-making, and in the technical department; 
while there is a limited eection for matriculation and theological 
work for which no grant is given, and for the latter, is not expected. 
The same arrangement holds good as to distribution or application 
of grants in the Girls' Sohool and Work D~partment. The other 
baH of the above total is for Maintenance Grants. It may seem a 
large Bum, hut spread over so large a surface it is not so. 

The annuall108t of the place is, roughly, £10,000, of which one
quarter comes from the Mission Committee in ScotlAnd, one-filth 
from the Education Department of the Cape Colony, and the 
remainder from native and local sources. The scale on which the 
place is maintained is possibly only by payments from the natives 
themselves in the shape of fees for board and education. Beginning 
from nothing thirty years ago, these amount now to close on £5,000 a 
year; and the total sum thus paid by natives is a little over £58,000. 
The demand for education will steadily grow, as the natives are in 
eaMlest on the matter, hut we are crippled for want of bui1dinb .... 
amI al!1O of means or capital required, hefore any ~at measure of 
8pll-tl11l'port can he reached 

J .UOIl STEWART. 

April, 1903. 
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APPENDIX B 6. 

THE WORK OF THE MORAVIAN MISSIONARIES IN 
SOUTH AFRICA AND NORTH QUEENSLAND. 

The experience of the Moravian missionaries in dealing with 
Bome of the races, lowest down in the scale of, humanity, extends 
in one or two cases to more than 150 years, and in several fields 
they have met with considerable success, both from an educational 
and industrio.l point of view. They have no schools where ex
clusively technical subjects are taught, and they can scarcely 
be said to have established in any of their stations a purely in
dustrio.l mission, yet from the earliest time of their labours they 
have striven to wean their converts from their indolent and nomadic 
habits, to show them the benefits of 1\ settled mode of life and to 
instruct them how to utilise the gifts of nature around them. 
There is an old picture in the possession of the Church showing 
Schmidt, the first missionary to South Africa in 1739, surrounded 
by Hottentots, teaching them the use of the spade. 

The cl8SB of men who volunteered to go from their German 
homes in the earliest years of the Mission were specially fitted for 
work of this kind. Most of them had served an apprenticeship 
to some trade or industry before they thought of Mission service, 
and so were well calculated toO become instructors in some industrial 
pursuit. The result of their teaching and example is well illustrated 
by the effect produced upon such races as the Hottentots and 
Bushmen of South Africa. ' 

These two races are said to be the remnants of the earliest inhabi
tants of Africa. Both races were very low down in the scale of 
civilisation. The Hottentots were described as short in stature, with 
narrow foreheads, low skulls and prominent jaws,living in small bee
hiV&-Bhaped huts built of sticks and covered with rush mats. Their 
food consisted chieBy of fruits and roots. In character they were 
capricious. indolent, untidy, and morally degraded. The Bush
men were even inferior to these. They belonged to an earlier pigmy 
race. Their skius were leathery, yellow, and greatly wrinkled 
even in early life, their visages concave, noses '!lat, but with keen, 
piercing eyes. They were the gipsies of South Africa, had no 
fixed abodes, sometimes sheltering in caves, at other bllrrowing in 
the saud, or sheltering behind a rough screen of brushwood. 
Their habits were filthy in the extreme; their r~ ants' eggs, 
locusts, and ano.I..-es. They had no civil organisation, no chiefs, 
nor any vestige of religious belief or oeremony. 

It was on such unpromising material as this that the missionary 
bad to work. The result of that work may be seen to-day in 
pumbers of stations in South Africa. One example may suflico. 
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About the beginning of the last century the Government gave 8 

grant of land for the use of the mi88ionaries and their COOl'em 
of a small valley, called Bavian's Kloof or thl' Vale of Baboons. 
Now the place is known 88 Genadendal. A small colony of HottentotR 
and Bushmen W88 founded heI:e, and the natural resources of the 
valley developed. Now about 18,000 letters p888 yearly through 
the Genadendal Post Office, most of them written by natives. 
The whole colony is peopled by the descendants of the degraded 
Hottentots and Bushmen. As in most districts of South Africa, 
so here'the 8C8reity of water is the great drawback, but 1\ small 
stream runs through the valley, and this h88 been utilised to the 
utmost. First it is made to tum the station com mill, then it is 
artificially divided into five branches, from which numerous 
channels are cut, ana the water distributed over the 800 gardens 
of the natives. Twelve of the most trustworthy inhabitants are 
elected to act as overseers of this system of irrigation, and 88 
the water is limited in quantity, to see to its equitable distribution. 
A recent census of the fruit trees in Genadendal W88 taken, which 
showed that there were 14,000 pear, 8,000 peach, 4,000 apricot, 
and 2,000 orange trees cultivated in these gardens. In addition 
to this shops were opened for carpenters and wheelwrights, and 
forges were erected for smith.. A certain kind of knife is made 
there which is highly valued throuj!'hout the'colony for its sterling 
quality and excellent finish. The men, educated and trnined 
in this colony, are greatly sought after by farmers and otbers 
around, and their trustworthiness and reliahility ensure them 
constant employment. A goodly number are working on the 
railway line, especially on that portion which plll!8t'8 through 
that dreary, sterile trn"t known 88 the Great Karroo. 

One great factor in tmnsforming these degraded racES into a 
thriving industrial colony, in addition to the influence of the 
gospel, has been the ohject lesson of seeing the missionaries working 
with their own hands, both with and for the natives, and it would 
seem as if the missionary added greatly to his influence and power 
over the native mind, if, in addition to his preaching ability, he 
added that of a skilled workman in some trade. 

In North Queensland, Australia, there is a native reserve uncler 
the superintendence of the Moravian mis9ionarieil. Everyone 
knows the degraded condition in which the aborigines lived, 
nnd the Report for 1901 furni..hes striking evidence of the pro
gress towards civilisation made in the last few yean. Three 
distinct festureil charncterise the work of the Mission: education 
for the mind, toalvation for the soul, and occupation for the body. 
The station at Mapoon is gradually changing from a native camp 
into 1\ modern nJlage.. The young people begin to take more 
pride in comfoJltable dwellings and perwonal appearance. There 
are 145 IHnvi fide inhabitants living in houses. There is an average 
attendance of forty-five children at the school. The majority 
can reaJ English with fluency and exp._ion. Their writing 
is especially good, and arithmetic is mastered 88 fu .. compoun~ 
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addition. It is not, the Report adds, so much the knowledge 
. gained, 88 the training to be obedient to rules and regulations, 
that is of importance. In addition to the elementary teaching 
the girls are taught sewing, housework, and other useful attain
mente, fitting them to become better wives and mothers than 
their unfortunate sisters; the boys are taught gardening, car
pentering, milking, and other employmente suitable to their 
years and strength. . 

This teaching is followed up by special instruction classes fo)" 
those who formerly attended the day school, so that they may not 
lose the knowledge gained during their school days. Occasionally, 
simple lectures are giv.en on such subjects 88 "The Life of the 
Butterfly," "The Construction and laws of Machinery," "The 
Human Body," etc., etc., all being illustrated by pictures and 
diagrama:- These simple lectures have proved not only a great 
attraction for the young men, but have also been the means of im
proving them both in mind and body. During the year over 
2,000 feet of board was sawn from local timber, and a nunlber 
of native houses have been erected with it, u.ud all done by native 
labour under the direction of the Superintendent of the Mission. 
Gardens are fenced in and kept in good order, and a fair amount 
of vegetables and fruit raised. 

During the year the Mapoon natives collected a .considernhle 
number of botanical speciml'ns, all of which are of economic 
nIue, i.e., plante ",hich are Used either for food, weapons, or 
medicine. In this way a new species of acacia was discovered, 
and named by the Government botanist "Bothi Bail." 

The Report declares that the character of the people, nay, even 
of the inhabitante of the whole district (a coast line of fifty miles) 
'has been greatly changed, hut the resulte of the whole work cannot 
be tabulated, nor can the change be expressed by any arith
m~tical figures. Industry and work are essential factors and 
"aluable auxiliaries in shaping the lives of a savage race, consisting 
of bNnga devoid of l'ven elementary laws and regulations to assure 
prosperity and safety of life. The station is, of course, in the first 
instance a centre for the Bpread of the goBpel, but lfapoon ha. 
become a vast nursery of civilisation as Wl'll. On another reservr, 
one of the native women is now acting as school-Illistm!s. 

J. 11. 'WReoN. 

October, 1902. 
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Volume 1 of Special Reports (Education in England, Wales, 
and Ireland, France, Germany, Denmark, Belgium, &c.) 
(1896-7) contains the following Papers:-

I. Publio Elementary Education in England and WaI ... 1870-1895. 
By Measn. M. E. Sadler and J. W. Ed"ardo. 

2. English Studenta in Foreign Training Collegeo. 
By Mi .. I. Manley, MiB8 Willi ....... and Mr. H. I. Withen. 

3. Brush Work in .... Elementary School (with iIIustratiODJl). 
By Mr. Beth Coward. 

•. The ABC of Drawing: An Inqniry into the Principleo underl,u,g Elemen 
tary _ction in Drawing (with ill_tiona). 

By Mr. Eben .... Cooke. 
5. Domestic Economy Teeohing in England. 

By Mrs. PiUo .... 
6. Technic&J. Education for Gir ... 

By MiB8 A. J. Cooper. 
7. The Beeondary Day School atlached to the Battarsea (London) PolytaebDi. : 

An Experiment in the <Jo.education of Boya and GirIA. 
By Mr. Sydoey H. Welle. 

8. The Hietory of the Irish Syatem of Elementary Ed .. ation. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

9. The Na.tional System of Education in Ireland. 
By the Right Hon. C. T. Rediogton, D. I. 

10. Recent Legislation on Elementary Education in Belgium. 
By M ....... M. E. Sadler aDd R. I. Moraut. 

II. The Housewifery Schools and (,,,.,. ... of Belgium. 
By MiB8 K. S. Block aDd Mi .. I. Brackenbury. 

12. The Frenoh System of Higher Primary School .. 
By Mr. R. I. Morant. 

13. The Realsehulen in Berlin and their bearing on Modem Beeondary and 
Commeraial Education. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 
14- The Ober·Realechulenof Pruoaia, with spociaIreferenoe to the Oheo--Realsebule 

at Cherlottenburg. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

15. The Pru..ian E1emeetary S.hool Cod .. 
TraoaIa&ed by.Mr. A. E. TweetyDuID. 

16. The Continuation Schools in Baxony. 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

17. The School Joumey in Germany. 
By MiBB C. L Dodd. 

18. The Teaching of the Mother· Tongue in Germany. 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

19. Holiday eo...- in Fraoco aed Germany for Inatruotion in Modem lAogusgeo. 
By M ...... F. S. Marvin and R. I. Moran'-

20. Reeent EdDcational Progreoo in Deomark (with mapo). 
By Mr. J. S. Tboroton. 

21. Education in Egypt.. 
By Mr. P. A. Barnett. 

22. The Education of Girls and Women in SpaiD. ~ 
By Be_ Don Fernando de ~ Y Pereira. 

23. The National B ..... of Eduoatioo in the Vni&ed S_ 
By Mr. R. I. Moran'-

2l. The Hietory of the Manitoba School System aed the ..... of tba :a-t 
Cootroftny. 
. By Mr. R. I. Monon'-

25. Amongementa for the odmi-inn of W ....... to the a.Jef Uaivenitiea in the 
British Empire aed in Foreign Countries. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler with the hdp of Mr. J. W. LongadoD. 
26. Appeodix gi"ring a list of the .hief official popera ~ OIl Edooa&ioD 

in Great Britain aad Ireland. . 
l'Iepared by Mr. M. B. Sadler. 

This voI.me (C.t. @"7l ... be obtained, either direetly or th""'l!h Uly Book· 
.. lIer, from .......... WY MA. ....... D SONS, LTD., F.,....,. Lua, E.C., and 32 
ABurCDO" SrBEft, WBSDII!'onm, S. W. : or OLiVER."D BOYD, ED"'"",,.; 
or E. PONSONBY,116, G84J"rolJ _, Dtm.m. 

Pna, $0. ld-; t-I fru, $0. 104. 
• IAt __ "'" '" pial), 
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Volume 2 of Special Reports (Education in England and 
Wales, Physical Education, the Heuristic Method of 
Teaching, University Education in France, &c.) (1898) 
contains the following Papers :-

I. 

'2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

II. 

12. 

13. 

14-

16. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

lIl. 

99. 

23. 

24-

26. 

98. 

97. 

Tho Welsh Intermediate Eduo.tion Aot, 1889; Ito Origin ODd Working. 
Contributed by the Chority CoJDJDiuionen for England ODd WaI ... 

The London Polytechnio InatitutOl (with iJluatrotiona). 
By Mr. Sydney Webb. . 

The London Sohool of Eoonomioa and Politioal Soienoe. 
By Mr. W. A. S. Hewins. 

The Currioulum of a Girls' SchooL 
By Mrs. BryODt, Miao BuntaJJ, ond Miao Aitken. 

Physioal Eduo.tion .t tho Shem.1d High Sohool for Gulli. 
By Mrs. Woodhou .... 

Gam .. ODd Athletioa in Seoondary Sohoolll for Girlll (with iIIustrationa). 
By Miao P. Lawrenoo. . • 

Tho Org.niaation of Gam .. out of Sohool for tho Children attending PubUo 
Elementary Sohools. , 

By Mr. George Sharpl ... 
Physioal Eduoation under the Schoo! Boord for London (with iIIustrotiona). 

By Mr. Thom .. Ch .. torton. 
Phytlioal Eduoation for Girl. and Wa.nta under the London Sohool Board 

(with ilIustrationa). 
By the lato 14 .... Ely Dallas. 

Physioal Training in Birmingham Bow Sohools (with ilJuruationa). 
By Mr. Sa.muf'1 Bott. 

Physioal 'I'raining under the Leoda Sohool Board. 
By Mr. R. E. Thorn ... 

The Sohool Gardena at the Boaoombe British School (with. iIIustrationa). 
By Mr. T. G. Rooper. 

The oonneotion between the PubUo Library ond tho PubUn ElemenUlry 
SchooL 

By Mr. John J. Ogle. 
The Eduoational Museum of the Teaohera' Guild. 

By Mr. John L. Myreo. 
The Haalemere Eduo.tiona! Museum (with plana). 

By Dr. Jonothan Hutohinoon, F.R.S. 
School Ploys in Latin and Greek. 

By Mr. J. If. Boker.Panoyro. 
The Study of Eduoation. 

Br Mr. J. J. Findlay. 
Tho Training of Sooondary :I. .... h .... ODd Eduoationa! Idaola. 

By Mr. F. J. il Hendy. 
Tho Heuriatio Method of Teaching. 

By Dr. Henry Arm.trong, F.R.S. 
Stoti.tioa, &0., of EI.mentory Eduo.tion in England and Wales, 1833-1870. 

By M ...... M. E. Badler and J. W. Edwarda. 
J..iIt of PubliO&~oD8 on EduoationaJ Subjeow ilBBued by the Chief Looal 

EduoationaJ Authoritioa ~land and Walea. 
• Prepared by Miao M. S. • 

Leo Uni ..... i ... Fr .. ~ 
By Monaieur Louie Liard. 

The Frenoh Uninroiti... (Tranalotion of No. 22.) 
By Mr. J. W. LongadOD. 

The Position of Teach ... in the Skto Seoondary Schoo .. lor Boys in Fron ... 
By Mr. F. B. Kirkman. 

The French Leaving Certilioate-Cert.ilioal d·Etud .. Primoiree. 
By Sir Joohuo G. FiIAlh. 

The TooohiDg of Modern Langwogeo in Belgium ODd Holland. 
By Miao J. D. Mootgomery. 

School Hygiene in Bruaols. 
Jly Mia J. D. Montgomery. 

This "o!ume (C.d. 894.1) can be obtoined. either di .... tJy or through oy Boolr 
.e1ler, from MItSSRS. WY~AN AND ~ONS. J".TD., F1rn'ER l .. N" E.C., and ai 
ABINODON STREET, "ESTMINSTER, S.W.; or OLIVER AliD BOYD 
ED'liBUBGIl; or E. l'ONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STRKRT DUlILDf ' 

Pri<o, 6r. N. ; pMl fr ... 6r. 711. ' • 
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Volume 3 of Special Reports <Natioual Organisation of 
Education in Switzerland, Secondary Education in 
Prussia, Baden, and Sweden, Teaching of Modern 
Languages, Higher Commercial Education in Franco, 
Germany, and Belgium) (1898) contains the following 
Papers :-

I. The Nationa.1 Organisation of Education in 8wit&erJand. 
By Mr. R. L. Morant. 

2. Problema in Pnuoian Seoondary Education for Boy .. with .peoiaI relorene 0 
to sim.il&l' qUflStiODl in England. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

3. II The Currioula. ADd Programmea of Work for Higher 80hoo1l in PruAi"." 
"l!aualated by Mr. W. G. Lipaeomb. 

4. The Higher Schools of the Gra.rul Duchy of Baden. 
By Mr. H. E. D: Hammond. 

ii. StrOmuogen aof dem Gabiet de. SchuI·und BiIduogewOIOna in Deutaohland. 
Von Profeasor Dr. W. Rein in Jena. 

6. Tcndonciea in the Educational Syatema of Germany. (TranaIation of No.6.) 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

7. The Teaching of Modern Languageo in Frankfurt a M. and diotrict. 
By Mr. Fabian Ware. 

8. The T_hing of Modero Langoagea in Germany. 
By Mi8e Mary Brebner. 

9. The Teaching of Foreign Lang __ . 
By Profeaaor Dr. Emil HauaImeoht. 

10. The Teacher of Modero Laoguag .. in Pnuoian 8eoendery Sclwols for Bo,... 
Hie education and profeB8ional training. 

By Mr. Fabian Ware. 

11. Higher Commercial Education in Antwerp, Leipzig.. Pan. aod Bayre. 
By Mr. M. Eo Sadler. 

12. The Present Position of Manual Instruction in Germany. 
By Dr. Otto W. Beyer. (Traualated by1llr. A. Eo Twentymao.) 

13. The Seoondary Sclwols of Sweden. 
By Dr. Otto GaIIander. 

14. Elementary Education in the Grand Duchy of Finland. 
By the Baron Dr. Yrjo.KDokinen. 

This volume (Cd. 89R8) can be obtained, either directly or tbrough any Bonk· 
•• 1Ier, from M .... B8. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD .• FETrER LANE. KC., ... t :fl. 
ABINGDON STREET. WESTHINSTER.~. W. ; or OLIVER AND BOYD, ED".· 
BURGH; or E. I'ONSONBY, 116. (;RAFTO!f 8TBEET, l)UBLlIf. 

Pm, 3 •• U. , pM! Jra, 38. ad. 

The Board or Education issued in 1900:-
Report on Teohmcal _ (Jo1ll1DOOCia1 Education in Eaat I'ruoIia, PoIaad 

Galicia, 8il"'" and Bohemia. 
By Mr. Ja..-llake<. 

Tbia volume (Cd. .f19) can be obtained. either dire<tly Of thT~b ""y Book. 
I'pller, from MES.'iRS. 'WYMAN AND SONS, LTD~, FETTEB LASE. E.C. and:tl, 
.>\RISGOOM ~TBEET, W£.<rrIIIS1)TKR. S. W. ; or OLIVY.:R A.O BOYD. 
E.lJlliB['BGH. or E. POXS(j~BY. Jl6,. GUrfOlI( STREET, DuBLllI. 

Prir><:, 6<1. , fHAlfru, ad. 
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Volume 4 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Colonie.s of the British Empire-Dominion of 
Canada, Newfoundl&nd, West Indies) (1901) contains 
the following Papers :-

A. DOJmlIox OIP ClJrAJ)A-
1. Ontario, The Syatem of Eduoation In. 

Pnopazecl fIOm o8ioial documento oupplied by the Edwation De-
partment of On.... . . 

2. Quebea, The Syatem of Eduoation in tb8 Provinoe of. 
Pnopazecl fIOm o8ioial ~ooumento by Mr. B. Balfour. 

a. Novo. Sootia, The Syatem of Education In. 
By Mr. A. H. MaoKay, Superintendent of EduoatioD, Novo. SootiA. 
I 

" Ne .. Brunowiolr, The Syatem of Education In. 
By ~r J. Brittain, Inotruotm in the Provinoial Norm&l Sobool, 

PredoriotoD, No .. Brunowick. 

6. Manitoba, Tho SyaIem of Education In. 
Pnopazecl fIOm o8ioial documento by Mr. A. B. Twent;yman. 

0. Nortb.Woet Territorieo, The Syatem of Education in tile. 
PnopalOd fIOm o8ioial doouments by Mr. B. Balfour. 

7. British Columbia, Tb8 Syatem of Education In. 
Pnopazecl fIOm o8ioial dooumeote by Mr. B. Blillour. 

8. l'rinoe Edward IoIand, Tb8 Syatem of Education in. 
By Mr. D. J. MaoLood" Chief Superintendent of EduoaticD, Prinoe 

Bdward IoIand. 

9. Memorandum OD Agricultural Education in Canada. . 
By Dr. W. Baundon, DiNotor of Dominion lIlxparimentoJ 11 ........ 

10. Note on the Maodonald Manual Training lIUDd for the d89Olopment of 
manual toDd practical inotruotiou in Primary Sobnola in Canada. 

By Mr. M. :&. BadIer. 

Do Na ..... uxDLAXD-

Newfoqndl""d., The S,-tem of Education in. . 
L By the Be". Canon W. Pilot, D.])., D.c.L., Superintendent of 

Choreb of Bngland Sobnola in Newfoundland. 
IL By tb8 BeY. G. S. Milligan, M.A., LL.D., Superintendent of 

Methodist I!obnola in Newfoundland. 

Co W .... I1n>DIs-

J.. J&lDAica. The Syatem of EduoatiOD in. 
PoR L with Appendioeo. 

Br the BOD. T. Capper, Superintoudiag Inopeetor of Sobnols, 
Jamaica.. 

PoRn. 
Pnopazecl fIOm offioial documents by Mr. M. :&. Sedler. 

2. Britiah o..w... The Syatem of Ecluoation In. 
Br Mr. W. Blair, Chief wpeolO< of SobooIa, Britiah Gui&oa. 

a. The Teeohing of AgriauJ_ in E1amen1Ky toDd Higb8r Sobnola in tho 
W .. tIndi ... 

Oompiled fIOm ollioial dooumento br Mr. M. :&. §adler. 

'l'hia .oIume (Cd. 4,16) oan be obtained. either direetly or through an" Book • 
..uor. fIOm MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FETrEII 1..t.N&, E.·C., and 
32, ABINODON STU..,., W"',"'"INSTER, S. W. ; or OLIVER A>lD BOYD 
.lSDINB"aoB I or :&. PONSONBY, 1111. GBArroN SToBEr, D"BLI... ' 

Prier, 41- &l. ; ".., /rei, ... SrL 
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Volume Ii of Special Reports tEducational Systems of the 
Chief Colonies of the British Empire-Cape Colony, 
Natal, Commonwealth of Australia, New Zealand, 
Ceylon, Malta) (1901) contains the following Papers :-

A. AIPBlCA-

1. Cape Colony. The History and Preaent State of Education in. 
Part L, Seotions 1-74-

By Mr. G. B. Muir. B.A •• of the Department of Public Edu .... 
tiOD, Cepe Town. 

Part r .• Sections 76 to end, Part U. and Part lIt 
Prepared from official documenlAs by Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

2. Natal, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. R. R .... U, Superintendent of Education, Natal 

B. CoIDfOl'iWBALTI[ 01' AUSTBALIA-

1. New Booth WaI ... The System of Education in. 
Prepared from official docnmenlAs oupplied by the Department of 

Public Instruction for New 8cuth Wales. 

.. Victori .. The Sy.tem of Eduoation in. 
By the Hon. A. J. Poaoock, late Minister of Public Instruction. 

Victoria. 

3. Queenoland, The Syotem of Education in. 
By Mr. J. G. Andenon, Undur Secretary for Public InstructiOD, 

Queenoland. 

4.. Tasmania. The System of Education in. 
Prepared from official docomenlAs by Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

6. 8cuth Australia, The Syotem of Education in. 
By Mr. C. L. Whitham, Member of the Board of lnapeclon of Schoob, 

8cutb Australia. 

6. Western AostI'aIia, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. Cyril Jackacn, Inspector.General of Schoo1o, W-... A ... 

fDIia. 

C. Naw ZUUJID-
New Zealand, The System of Education in. . 

Prepared by Mr. M. E. Sadler. from official docnmenlAs BOpplied by 
the Depa.rtment of Education for N .... Z,.I .... 

D. CnLoIl-
Ceylon, The Syotem of Education in. 

By Mr. J. B. CnIJ, late Director of Public lnaInIctioa, and Hr. A. Vau 
Coylenburg. InapecWr of Scboc1o, Ceylen. 

E. JWJu-
Malta, The System of Education in. . , 

By Hr. N. TagIiaIerro, Director of Eduoation, Val ... 

This volume (Cd. 417) <an be obtained. either directly or through any Book· 
selle. from MBS'!.ts. WYMAN A.D SONS. LTD •• FIm'ER LA .... Le .. and 
32, kU'GOOS I:iT&EI<T, WEiT'''''STE&, 8. W.; or OLIVER AIID BOYD, 
EDUiBUBGB; or K. PONSOSBY, lUI. GBArroK STBEIt'I', DUBIam. 

Pria M. ; pod /-. 4L 1Jd. 



Volume 60t Special Reports (Prepllol'atory Schools tor Boys: 
Their place in English Secondary Education) (1900)" 
contains the tollowing Papers :-

J. IntrodootiolL 
By Mr. Co Co CotlerilL 

2. The Masters of • Preparatory SohooL 
By Mr. Co Co Cotterill. 

8. Preparatory School Equipment. 
By Mr. Frank RItchie. 

'" The Tim .. table of Work in Preparatory Schoola. 
By Mr. H. Frampton Stallard. 

Ii. Tha Preparatory Sohool Currioulum. 
By Mr. G. Gidley Robinson. 

6. Tho pla.oo of tha Preparatory School for Roy. in Secondary Education in 
Engla.nd. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

7. Entranco Scholanhipa at Publio Schools, and their InfIaeD .. on Preparatory 
Schoola. 

By tha Rev. tha Honourable Canon E. Lyttelton. 

8. EJ:aminatiODS for Entranco Soholanhipa at tha Publio S.hoola. Their 
Character and Efloot on tha Educational Work of Preparatory Schoola. 

By Mr. C. Co Lynam. 

O. The Teaching of Latio and Greek in Preparatory Sohoola. 
By tha Roy. Co EooIoo Williams, D.D. , 

10. The Toaohing of tha Mothar·Tongue in Preparatory Schoola. 
By Mr. H. 0. TiIlard. 

11. Tha Toaohing of History in Preparatory Sohoola. 
By Mr. A. M. Curtela. 

12. The Teaohinllt of Geography in Preparatory Sohoola. 
By the Rov. F. R. Burro .... 

IS. Tha Teaching of Modern Languagea in Preparatory Schoola. 
By M ...... E. P. Arnold and Fabian W ...... 

1'- The Teaching of Mathamati .. in Preparatory Sohooia. 
By tha late Mr. 0. 0. Allum. 

Iii. Natur.! Seien .. in Preparatory Schoola. 
By Mr. An>har V......u. 

16. The Teaching of Drawing in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. Jam .. T. W.tta. • 

17. Art Teaching in Preparatory Schoola. 
By Mr. W. Eserton ru-

18. The Sohool Workahop. 
By Mr. E. D. _old. 

III. Muoio in Preparatory Sohoola. 
By tha RoY. W. Earle, wit.h an Appendiz by Mr. W. W. a..riton. 

lID. Singing in Preparatory Schoola. 
By Mr. Leonard 0. Venablee. 

Ill. Gardening. ito Role in Preparatory School Lifo. 
By Mr. A. 0. Bar~mo .. , 

til. Heal'" and Physieal Training in Preparator, Schools. 
By \he Roy. 0. T. Wiokbam. 



21. 0. ..... in Preparatory School& 
By Mr. A. J. Co Dowding. 

24. 'r ... Employmen, of Lois ...... Houri in 8011' Bouding 8ohool& 
By Mr. Arthur Bawntreo. 

25. Preparatory 8ohool Libram.. 
By Mr. W. Donglu. 

26. A Day in • Boy'. Life at • Preparatory 8ohool. 
By Mr. P. So Deai'ry. 

27. 8ohool Maoagemen' in Preparatory Sohool& 
By ~ Rev. J. lL WilkiDIon, wi'" lID Appoadis by 11<. A. J 0. 

Dowding. 
28. Eoooomioa of Preparatory 8ohool& 

By ~ Rev. Co 1I1a.ok. 
II~. Preparation for the Preparatory 8ohooL 

By Mr. E. D. """afield 
30. Preparatory Boys' Rchoola und .. Ledy Prinoipala. 

By Mr. Co D. Olive. 
31. The Preparatory Departmen' at Publio 8ohool& 

By Mr. A. T. Martin. 
32. The Preparatory Department at a Pablio 8ohooL 

By Mr. T. IL Maaon. 
33. The ReiatiODl between Publio and l'reparak>ry 8ohoola. 

By the Rev. Herbert BulL 
34. The Preparatory 8ohool ProdUDt.. 

By the Rev. lL A. J ....... D.D. 
35. The Preparatory 8ohool ProdUDt.. 

By the Rev. ~ lIoDourable Oonoa E. LyUelIoD. 
35. The Preparatori 8ohool ProdUDt.. 

By Dr. Holy H.tobinBon Almond. 
37. The Preparatory 8ohool ProdUDt.. 

By Mr. Anhur C. _n. 
38. The Home Training of Childna.' 

By Mra. Franklin. 
39. The POOBibility of c...edooatioo in Engliab Preparatory ODd 0_ 8aeoodvy 

Sohool& 
By 11<. J. lL Badley. 

40. Nol<s on • Preparatory 8chooI for QUia. 
41. Appendix. 

This volame (Cd. 418) can be obt&ined. either directly or through any Book· 
uller, from MIlmRS. WYMAN AWD SONS, LTD., FETTER LA}'j&, E.C., and 
3J, ABINGDON STREET, WF ... t;THlSSTER, S. W.; or OLIVER AlfD BOYD. 
EDIlfBlJIIGH; or E. PONSONBY, 116. G"AYl"OIJ STREET. DuBLI!I. 

PM b. S~ ; po#t fra. II. 7id-

Volume 7 of Special Reports (Rural Education m Prance) 
(1902) contains the following Papers )-

I. The RomI Rcboole of North-W",", lInIIIoe. 
By Mr. CIoudesley B_ 

2. BoraI Education in F ....... 
By 11<. John Co Medd. 

This vola .. e (Cd. 1!34) can be obtaiDed, either dinetJy or through ."'y Book· 
seller, from MESSls. WYMAN .• um SONS, LTD., FE'lTEa L.u"a. .E.C., aod 
32. ABI"GOOIf ST"" ...... WESTJIIB'STEK, S. W., or OLIVER AIfD BOYD. 
EDL'IBUBGH, or E. PON80NBY. 116, GllAYrOlI STBEKT. DUBLI!I. 

Priec Z •• ¥L, pool fiw 16. 8d. 
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Volume 8 of Special Reports (Education in Sca.ndinavia, 
Switzerland, Holland, Hungary, &c.) (1902) contains 
the following Papers:-

I. 
1. The New Law for the Secondary School. in Norway. 

By Dr. Kand. Mag. Otto Andersson. 
2. Eduoation in Norwa.y in the year 1900. 

A short 8umma.ry reprinted from U Norway. U (Official Publication 
for the Pari. Exhibition, 1900). 

3. Education in Sweden. 
Summarised translation of U Enseignement at Culture IntellectueUe 

en Suede," issued in ooJ'ileotion with the Paris Exhibition. 1900. 
by tbe Swedish Government. .... 

.. Note on Children'. Workshops in Sweden. 
By Mr. J. G. Logge and Mr. M. E. SadJer. 

I. The Nobel Foundation and the Nohel PriJ: ... 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

6. The Training and Status of Primary and Seoondary Teaohers in Switoorland. 
By Dr. Alexa.nder Morgan. 

7. The Ma.in Foaturea of the School Sy.tem of Zilrich. 
By Dr. H. J. Spenaer and Mr. A. J. Prosa1and. 

8. Tbe Eool .. Matorne11 .. of P&ris. 
By Miao Mary S. Beard. 

O. The Simplifioa.tion of Frenoh Syntax, Deoree of the Frenoh Minister for 
, Publio Instruction, February 26. 1901. 

Translation prepared by Mr. W. G. Lipscomb. 
10. Primary Education in the Netherla.nds. 

By Mr. R. Balfour. 
J I. Primary and Secondary Instruction in Portugal. 

Translated and abridged from publioatiODB issued in oonnection with 
the Paris Exhibition of 1000 by the Portuguese Government. 

12. Teohnioal Instruotion in Portugal. 
Tranalo.tod and abridged from publioations issued in oonnection with· 

the Paris Exhibition of 1900 by the Portugueae Government. 
13. HUDgarian Education. 

By Mi .. 0. L Dodd. 
14 Publio Instruotion in Servia. 

Summarised tr8.I18latioo of U Notice 8ur l'instruCtiOD publique en 
Serbia:' published 00 the oooaaion of the Paris Exhibitio~ 1900, 
by the Ministry of Publio Instruotion in the Kingdom of Servia. 

US. Commerairu }-:duoation in Japan. 
By Mr. Zonaalm Sano. 

II. 
16. Tbe Study of Arithmetio in Elementary Schools. 

By :Mr. A. Sonnensohein. 
17. A suggestion &8 regarde Laugu&g88 in Sooondary Day School& 

By Mr. S. R. Hart. 
18. Ncwer Methods in the To&eWng of Lotin. 

By Dr. E.. A. Sonnen8Chein. 
10. Three School Journeys in Yorkshire. 
20. The School Journey (London to Caterb&m, eto.) made by the Students .t 

the W .. tminater Training College, 1879-1000. 
By Mr. Joeoph M. Cowb&m. 

Ill. A plea for • greet Agricultura1 Sehool. 
By Mr. Jamea Mortimer. 

2!a.. The Education, Earnings and Social Condition of Boys engaged in Street
Trading in Manohester. 

By Mr. B. T. Campagnac and Mr. 0. E. B. RuasolL 
m. 

93. Sketch of the History of EdUO&tionai Work in the Jate South Afrioan Ro. 
publio. 

By Mr. Jolm Robinaon. 
lI&. Tbe Eduoation of AoIati ... 

By Mr. R. J. Wilkinaon. 
Thi. volume (Cd. tI35) .... he obtained, either directly or through any Book • 

..,ller, froID MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FKT\'ER LANB, E.C., and 
S2, AUINOOON STR""'.:t WES'\'MINSTEB, S. \Y.; or OLIVER AND BOYD 
EDINUUROH; or B. POl'lSONBY,Il6, GIUPTON STREET, DlIRLIN. ' 

Po';" 3r. 211. , pod t-. 30. 7d. 
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Volume 8 of Special Reports (Education in Scandinavia, 
Switzerland, Holland, Hungary, &c.) (1902) contains 
the following Papers:-

I. 
1. The New Law for the Secondary Schools in Norway. 

By Dr. Kaud. Mag. Otto Anderssen. 
2. Educa.tion in Norway in the year 1900. 

A short summary reprinted from" Norway." (Official Publication 
for the Paris Exhibition, 1900). 

3. Education in Sweden. 
Summarised translation of " Enseignement et Culture Intellectuelle 

en SuMe," issued in COJ:l...'1.ection with the Paris Exhibition. }9(X), 
by the Swedish Government .... 

4. Note on Children's Workshops in Sweden. 
By Mr. J. G. Legge and Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

6. The Nobel Foundation and the Nobel Pr~es. 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

G. The Training and Status of Primary and Secondary Teaohers in Switzerland. 
By Dr. Alexander Morgan. 

7. The Main Features of the Sohool System of Ziirich. 
By Dr. H. J. Spenser and Mr. A. J. Pressland. 

S. The Ecoles Matemelles of Paris. 
By Miss Mary S. Beard. 

9. The Simplification of French Syntax, Decree of the French Minister for 
Public Instruction, February 26, lool. 

Trallillation prepared by Mr. W. G. Lipscomb. 
10. Primary Education in the Netherlands. 

By Mr. R. Balfour. 
11. Primary and Secondary Instruction in Portugal. 

Translated and abridged from pUblioations issued in connection with 
the Paris Exhibition of 1900 by the Portuguese Government. 

12. Technical Instruction in Portugal. 
Translated and abridged from publications issued in connection with 

the Paris ·Exhibition of 1900 by the Portuguese Government. 
13. Hungarian Education. 

By Miss C. I. Dodd. 
14. Public Instruction in Servia. 

Summarised translation of "Notice sur l'instruction publique en 
Serbie," published on the occasion of the Paris Exhibition, 1900, 
by the Ministry of Public Instruction in the Kingdom of Servia. 

15. Commercia.l Education in J'apan. 
By Mr. Zensaku Sana. 

II. 
16. The Study of Arithmetic in Elementary Schools. 

By Mr. A. Sonnenschein. 
7. A suggestion as regards Languages in Secondary Day Schools. 
1 By Mr. S. R. Hart. 

Newer Methods in the Teaching of Latin. 
By Dr. E. A. Sonnenschein. 

:;. Three School Journeys in Yorkshire. 
'rhe School Journey (London to Caterham, etc.) made by the Students at 

the Westminster Training College, 1879-1900. 
21. By Mr. Joseph M. Cowham. 

, plea for a. great Agricultural School. 
22. By Mr. James Mortimer. 

le Education, Earnings and Sooial Condition of Boys engaged in Street
Trading in Manchester. 

By Mr. E. T. Campagnac and Mr. C. E. B. Russell. 
~a. l III. 

'.ch of the History of Educational Work in the late South African Re
public. 

24. T) By Mr. John Robinson . 
.!!ducation of Asiatics. 

Tl- By Mr. R. J. Wilkinson. • 
selleolume (Cd. 835) {Ian be obtaineu, either directly or through any Book· 
32, Aq MESSRS. ·WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FETTER LANE, E.C., and 
EDINB1.J£\N STREETr WESTMINSTER, S. 'V. j or OLIVER AND BOYD, 

~ E. PONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN. 
P~-ice 3s. 2d. ; PQst free, a,., •• 7 d. , 
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Volume 10 of Special lte)lorts (Education in the United States 
of America., Part I.) (1902) contains the following 
Papers:-

1. The Study of Amerio&D. Education: Ita interest and importance to English 
Readers. 

By Sir Joshua G. Fitch. 

2. Moral Education in Amerioan Schools: with special reference to the forma.~ 
tion of Oharaoter and to IIIIItruotion in the Duti .. of Citizenship. 

By Mr. lL ThiBolton Mark. 

3. The Constitution of the City School Systems of the United Statee. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

'" Summary Aooount of the Report of the EduoationBl Commission of the Oity 
of Chioago, 1898. . 

By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

II. The Publio School System of Chioago. 
By Dr. E. B. Andrew", revieod and oompleted by Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

6. The Publio Sohool System of the City of New York. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

7. The Puhli. School System of Boston. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

8. The Publi. Sohool System of at. Low., Miooouri. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

D. Tbe Puhlio Sohool System 01 Philadelphia.. 
By Mr. Edward Brooks. 

10. A Sketch of the Developme.t and preoont Condition of tho System of Edu. 
cation in the State of Mina ... "" with an Appoadix doaUns with Min. 
noapoUa and at. Peal. 

By Profeooor D. L. KieWe. 

II. Note on School Attendanoo in tho Publio S.hoole of the United Statee. 
By Mr. A. E. Twontymao. 

Ill. Som. poin'" 01 EduoationBl Interest in the S.hoole of the United States. 
By Mise AUos RaYOUbilL 

13. The Training of Toaoheno in tho United States 01 Amari ... 
By Milo 111. E. Findlay. 

1'" Toaohero Collose of Oolumbla Uniftl'Oity (Ne .. Y ork~ 
B7 Dr. J ...... E. RnBOBIl. 

III. .. Nature Study n in tho United States. 

By Mr. R. Hodsor Wallaoo. 

Thia oolum. (0<1. 837) oan he obtain. d, either dirocUyor tbrough ony Book • 
..u .. , from MISSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FETIER LANE, E.C., and 
~ ABINGDON STRUT, W""TJlINSTER, S. W.; or OLI VJlK AND BOYD 
EDINBURGH; or B. PONSONBY, 116, GRAFTQN Sl'RBKT, DUBLIN, ' 

Priee 2r. 3d. ; pod.frec 20. 8d,' . 
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Volume 11 ot Specialleports (Education in the United State. 
of America, Part II.) (1902) contains the following 
Papers:-

I. The Curriculum of the American Secondary School (High School). 
By Mr. D. S. Sanford. 

2. Seoondary Edue&tiOD in .. Democratic Community. 
By Profeasor Paul II. Hamil. 

3. A Comp&ri&cn between the English &nd American Secondary Schoo ... 
By Mr. George L. FOL 

4. Con American Co·educntion he grafted upon tho English Public School 
System r 

By the Rev. Cecil arant. 

G. Education and Industry in tho United States. 
By Mr. II. Thieolton Mark. 

0. Commercial Educntion in the United States. 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

7. Some Notes on American Universities. 
By }fr. Percy Ashley. 

8. Tabl .. Showing the Chief Reoent Renef&otiono to Higher Educntion in the 
United Sta_ 

9. A Contr&ot bet .... n Oerm&n aDd Americnn Ideala in Education. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

10. Educntion in the AmericnD J)epebdcDcieo. 
By Miao M. E. T&DIlOl'. 

II. The Holiday Con .... for Cuben Tcnchen.t Harvard. 
Prepared by MiBa M. E. T&DII8r from doollDloolo .applied by-the 

United Stat.. Commiaiooer of Educntioo. • 

12. The Ed_tion of the Coloured _ 

By Mr. M. .E. Sadler. 

AppendiDeo :-
A. The Fnnetion of Education in Demoeratie Sooisty (reprinted from .. Educa

tional IIeform," Eeoays &nd Addreooea by Cberl .. William Eliot, LL.I1., 
Pneident of Harvud UDi'venity~ 

B. Bible Reading in the Public Schools of the United S __ 

a. Harvard UDiveraity. Opportuoi.... provided 1m ReIigiouo Wonhip, 
Iootmctioo _ FeUowohip. 

D. _ N"1Oho1aa Ilunay Buller OD BeIigiouo Iootmctioo _ Ita Bela. 
tiOD to Educntion. 

Tbio volume (Cd. 1156) can be oblained, either direetly or through ... y Book. 
aeller, from IlIO!!!llS. WYMAN A"D SOKS PI'ITEB LA"", E.C~ ODd 
3'2, Aa'''GOON I!TBEJ<T, W&'>7"'>I&7"" S.,'?: or OLIVER A"D BOYII, 
EDINBURGH; or E. POKSONBY, 116. GRAFTON STRUT, I1l:8L1N. 

n . 
Price 20. ad. ; pM fre< 20. IId. 
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Volume ~ of Special aeports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Part L West Indies and Central America, 
Sf.. Heleua, Cyprus and. Gibraltar) (1905) (published 
simultaneously with Vols. 13 aud 14) contains the follow
ing Papers:-

A. w .. hm"'" .llO> CIorrBA>. AluBta.t.-

I. TIle System of Education in the Bah.m .. 
By Hr. G. Cole, Inspector and General SuporiDleDdent of Schools, 

Babama& 
2. TIle System of Education in lla<badoo. 

By the Rov. J. B. Reece, Inspector of Schoole. Hr. J. A. CuringtoD, 
Aaoietent Iruopector of Schoo ... and the Rev. J. R. Nioho1s, Semllary 
to the Education Board, lla<badoo. 

3. The System of Education in Bennud&. 
By Hr. Georg.. SimpooD, Inspector of Schools, Bennud&. 

4. TIle System of Education in Britieh Hood ...... 
By Hr. A. BarIO .. DilloD, Inspector of Schools, Brilieh Honduras. 

6. TIle Syetem of Education in Trinidad and Tohep. 
By Hr. R. Gernae Buehe, late Iruopector of Schools, Trinidad ""d 

Tohep. 
8. TIle Syetem of Education in the W"md ...... Ialande. 

(a) Onmada. 
By Hr. John HarhiD, Iruopector of Schools, Grenada. 

(b) 8t.. Lucia. 
By Hr. l'Nd.. B. B1IDII7. Iruopector of Schools, St.. Luoia._ 

(e) St.. VIDOODt.. 
By Hr. i"laDk W. GriJlith, Soarelary of the Boozd of EducatiOD, 

forme<l:r I_tor of Schools, 8t.. Vinoent.. 

B. Sr. 1Im.u1.-

The Byetem of BcIuoatiOD ill St.. HelOD&. 
By the Rov. QolOD AIfnd _.lnspeclClrof Go .......... , SobooIa, 

St.. Holm&. 

Co Eu.on-

I. TIae Syetem of Ed_lion in Cypna. 
By the Rov. 1'. D. Newham, IruopeckJr of Soboo1s, Cypna. 

i. TIle Syetem of Ed_ in Gibnltar. 

ArrUDa. 

By Hr. G. 1'. o-...u, La.. Ooloaial Iruopector of Soboo1s, GiJ>. 
nhar. 

A. W_ Ilmns ...... c.na.u. AIlmUCA-

Ed .... tio .. ill damaioa in ito Relation to SldIIed HllDdiaraft and ApioDJ. 
&waI Wort. 

I\y the Hoel Roy. the Anhhiehop of the W .. Udioa. 

Tbio .01_ (()d. 2377) .... be elMaiDed. ei'her clinJctJy 01" ~ "'1 BooIt. 
-. &om MESSRS. WYM;\N AND SONS, LTD.. F'ErrER LAiIII, B.C •• and 
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PREFATOR1" f\fO'fE TO VOLU!IE 23 

OF 

SPEOIAL REfORT'3 ON EDUOATIONAL SUBJECTS 

-h>tf/ ---

The history of Russian education contained in these pages 
closes with the end of 1904. The outbreak of the waf wIth 
Japan delayed the issue which was then about to take place, for 
an official publication, even though the Board of Education had 
refused responsibility (as they now do) for the opinions expressed 
by the autbor, may be the cause of misconception in tImes of 
storm. There were, however, strong reasons for limiting the 
account by the year 1905, even though when peace was restored 
opportunity offered for carrying the story down to a later date. 
ThIS year marked the opening of a new epoch which is still too 
young to admit of just estimation. The history of the present· 
changes must be written in the future, but for the convenience 
of students mention may here be made of three changes which 
have taken place since 1904 and which are of such importance 
that no bOOK dealing with Russian education.,md appearing in 
the present year could properly omit to mention tliem. They 
are :-(1) the grant of autonomy· to the Universities and places 
of higher education of University rank. This step is fore
shadowed in Mr. Darlington's 61th chapter. (2) The changes in 
seccndary education referred to as in contemplation on p~e 159 
of the Report have now boon carried into full effect. This does 

. not render the course of the Gymnasia obsolete as a certain 
number of these schools oontinue on the old lines; on the other 
hand the curriculum of the real-schools described on pp. 281-
2S5 hILS now boon superseded by new programmes of work. 
(3) The Department of Trade and Manufactures within the 
Ministry of Finance has now been erected into a seJ"U""te 
Ministry. The Commercial Schools which were admirnstered 
by this Department have been transferred to the new Ministry, 
consequently it is no longer accurate, as it was when t.Jll,. Report 
wn.q written, to spe.lk of the Commercial Schools a.o attached to 
the Ministry of Finance. In two places in the Report itself 
reference is made for convenience s&ke to events subsequent to 
1904, viz. (a) on page 182, where reference is made to the use of 
Polish as a medium of instruction in primary schools, and (b) on 
page 480 (note) where mention i. made of the 'Uka.:s of 20th 
October, 1906. . • 

In judging tho Report n;> a whole it is scarcely necessary to 
remind students that an ACOOunt of an East European autocracy 
by a West European scholar 01 strongly democratio sympathiell 

Ts';;b...lu6~t ad~lini.trnti.., moasu ..... _m to have curtailed somewhat 
the extent of the autonomy granted by the decree. 
1213. )l,OllO.-\\"L 9:U. 8/l'9. 'Wy. & S. IS; .... 
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must ineVitably present the history of Russian education from 
a point of view which will not comcide in all probability with 
tbl<t which would be adopted by a Russian historian, whatever 
his political bias. That IS in the nature of the case inevitable, 
but if too much stress were laid upon this consideration, it 
would invalidate the study of any country, or any aspect of a 
country's social life, by the intelhgent foreIgner for the benefit of 
his felfow countrymen. From the British point of view perhaps 
the conclusions most likely to be tentatively drawn from the care
fully balanced statement which Mr. Darlington has endeavoured 
to present will be (1) that Western learning has not been thought 
an unmixed blessing by some of the most serious-minded of 
Russian statesmen; (2) that the educational policy ·of the 
Russian Government has not been continuous· or consistent; 
and (3) that the Universities and institutions of University 
rank have suffered because they were in the first place institu
tions for the recruitment of the Imperial services, and only in 
the second place institutions for the advancement of learning. 
But this laSt is itself a West European judgment which needs 
to be tempered by the recollection that a non-democratic empire 
must needs take steps to educate its officers, and that this need 
has affected the development of our Indian Universities to the 
full as much as it has the Russian. 

In conclusion the Board of Education desire it to be known 
that this book was a labour of love. It occupied for many years 
the scant leisure that !JOmes in the working life of an Ins~r 
of Schools; it is the outcome of more than one long vtsit to 
Russia, and of continuous study of men and books. It brought 
its author no reward; for Its production was delayed by 
manifold mischances and dogged as by an evil fate. First came 
the war; then the unrest that succeeded to it; then times of 
severe official work in Wales; then an important journey of 
inquiry on the Continent for which Mr. Darlington was spOOJally 
serected by the Board; and then his sad death in 1908 at an 
age when many men are still looking forward. Since that date 
other smaller obstacles have stood in the path, but the last of 
them has now been removed, and the volume is made public in 
the belief that it will help to explain the intellectual growth of 
a great and friendly power, and will increase the international 
sympathy which was always near to the heart of an accomplished 
8Cho~r ..n.rJ. linguist. . 

Office of Speciallnquiries and Ucports. 
August, 1009. 
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EDUCATION IN RUSSIA. 

INTRODUCTION. 

-A word or two appears to be necessary by way of introduction 
to this Report in order to explain its general plan and scope and the' 
standpoint from which it has been written, 

The writer has endeavoured to treat Russian education as one 
aspect of Russian culture, He is convinced that no account of 
the eduoational system of any country would be-complete or even 
intelligible which ~hould not take into consideration the influences 
which have affected, as well as those which are now affecting, 
the general intellectual and social life of the nation concerned, 
If it is important to bear this in mind even in relation to 
the coWltries of Western Europe, it is doubly 80 in relation to 
RUBBia, For in describing the state of education in most of the great 
countries of Europe it is pOBBible to take for granted the existence of a 
oortain historical background, made up of national experienoos 
shared more or leBB in common by all the peoples who have con
tributed to European progreBB. and consequently to assume a 
cooside'rable similarity in their present-day conditions and needs. 
In the case of Russia, however. the peeuliar historic relation in 
which she stands to the general movement of European culture 
alters the nature of the problem and renders it impossible to start 
with 88BumptiOllS which would be justified in the caee of any other 
great country of Europe, 

The late Matthew Arnold, in a p88Bage which was written with 
immediate reference to the study of literature, but may equally 
well be applied to every field of intellectual activity. bids us 
regard Europe ",as being for intellectual and spiritual purposes 
one great confederacy bound to a joint action and working to a 
common result," * That suoh a great spiritual confederacy 
actually exists among those nations whose civilisation has sprung 
up on European soil from the twofold seed of Christianity and 
classic.aI antiquity admits of no doubt; and sII the nations of 
Western Christendom whioh have passed through the same phases 
of historical experience stand in more or less intimate relation to it. 
But it is only with large reservations that the same can be said of the 
great nation of Eastern Europe with which this Report is concerned. 
Barely two centuries have .elapsed aince the current of Russian 
history mingled with the wider stream of the history 01 Europe; and 
even now the adhesion of Russia to the ideals of European oulture 
is less absolute, her connection with the European confederacy is 
less organio, than is the case with any of the Western countries, not 

• ~ in Criuoiam, 8nI Ed., 1875, l' 46. 
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even excluding England. Standing historically 88 willi as geographi· 
I'ally midway between Europe and Asia, RU9Bia never forgets that 
she belongs to both. For her the secular barrier which elsewhere 
divides the two great historic continents bas been broken down. It 
is doubtless part of her task to teach to the East the lessona of 
civilisation which sbe herseU bas learnt from the West. But she does 
not learn from the West alone; and it may well prove to be one of the 
functions which destiny has in store for ber to show how all that is 

,valuable in the ancient civilisations of the East may be preserVed 
and combined with all that is best in the modern civilisation of 
Europe. 

It is thisllnique historical position OcCupied by RlIMia in relation 
to the Western world wtlich make. it necessary, in tho writer'R 
opinion, to 'treat ,the subject of RUll8ian education largely, though 
of course not exclusively. from the historical point of view. The 
actulll position of Russian education cannot be understood without 
BOme knowledge of its origin. and of the conditionli which bave 
determined its-development up to the present time; becauBe only III 
proportion aB these !I"' realised does it .~me possible ~ apply a 
correct standard of JUdgment 'to the eXIstmg state of thidgs.'For 
example, the backward condition d RU88ian primary AlIiucation 
with its conBequence, a low average level of culture, i. explicahle 
Only 88 the result of social' and economic condition. which, thougb 
corresponding to those of the medireval stage of Western 4livilisa· 
tioo, iaBted in Russia until the abolition of aerfdom forty yeal'lJ agl>, 
On the other hand, the recent advances made in professional and 
technical instruction stand in direct relation with the industrial 
developments of the last generation, which ill their turn were made 
posaible only by the liberation of labour from the restraints impoeOO 
upon it by the existence of amdom. The present-day problem, of 
bigher education in Rulilia are UIlintelligible unleee studied with 
reference to the vicissitudes through which the pripciple of univeraitj' 
autonomy bas passed in the course of the last century; whilst the 
secondary schoola of general edut'ation have been affected during 
the sanie period by a variety of caule8 intimately eonnected with 
~ sooial and political history of the time. All this, of COU1'IIe, only 
means that in RuS&, aB elsewhere, the preeent i. the child of the 
past. But the point of importance is that the past of RuMia 
requires special study from every student of her present position. 
becauae her past is different ftom that of Western Europe. These 
considerations have detemUned the plan of the preilf!Dt RellOl't. A 
considerable portion of it is teken up with an attenipt to trace the 
development of the lLIM;·n sj'stem of publio instruction in ita 
varions forms and grades from the· fOWldation of the RuaUan 
Empire to the preeent time. This historical sketeh is followed by a 
deacription of the organisation of the system in the fonn which it 
has now 8SBUIDed; and, finally, some of 'the chief edueational 
questioll& which still await settlement in Ruaaia are reviewed and 
d i8Clllllled.' - -.. 

The great interest whiob must nflOtJ . rily attach to thuubjt>ct of 



RU8sia and E'1I[Jland. 

lluBBian educatidn need harlily he emphasised here. It is tile 
natural consequence of the great position which Russia occupies in' 
the world and of the great destiny which is manifestly reserved for 
her. Her terr~tory is surpassed in extent only by that of the 
British Empire. Her, population has increased tenfold in two 
hundred years, and is still rapidly growing. Of the 1M millions or 
human beings who own the sway of the Tsar, over sixty per cent. 
are Slavs of his own race, Great or Little Russians, forming a solid 
DBtional nucleus which ever tends to assimilate to itself all the 
non-Slavonic elements in the Empire. As a nation Russia u. only 
lit the out.set of her eareBl'; the great natural resources of hBl' soil 
are abnost nn touched; other undeveloped resouroes she possesses 
ill the intsllectual capBCities of her people, among whom the advan
tages of education are still confined to a small minority. Yet with 
limitsd opportunities such as these she has already afforded the 
Ql\l'llest of splendid BChievements in many departments 'of letter!!, of 
science, and of art. She moves slowly, for time is on her ~ide; 
and yet she is capable of rapid aud deciSive action when the moment 
for suchBCtion hl\ll clearly arrived. The nation which quietly and 
without bloodshed accomplished an act of 8IDancipation whereby 
twenty-two millions of serfs became in a single day free men 8.Iid 
citizens of the Russian Empire is capable of great thingS, ano. must 
Burely achieve th8ID. ' . , , -

No eivilisednation is more widely suodlJl'ed 'frOw. RUssia"by 
history and nationalt8lnperament, as well as· by social and political 
ideals, than our own. Yet the two peoples have some things in 
ilommon which are of the highest importance; We, too, have been 
distinguished, though, in a lesser degree than RUBBia and for very 
different reasons, by a certain aloofness from the main ourrents of 
European thought. On us, also, has been laid the great '~ponei
bility of empire. And 1a9tiy, we equally with Russia &recalled to 
take our part in communicating whatever is of universal and per
manent value in European civilisation to the peoples o( Asia.' Iii 
i:espeot to the peoples of ioferior oulture who have OOIDAl under their 
rule both nations have a duty to fuIJil which is essentia1ly an ednca
tive one. From this point of view, therefore., if from no otJier, 
everything tJiat relates to tJie educational equipment of the one 
nation must possess a speoial interest for the otJier. 

The Russian writers who have paid particular attention t,. 
English education are few, but amo~ tJiem are included some of 
tile ablest. men in the Empire. All tJiose whose writings are known 
to tJie authOl' of this Report ha\'"e approached the subject in Ii. 
candid, courteous, and open-minded spirit which calIs for grateful 
appreciation on the part of Englishmen. It has be8Il the aim ot 
the writer to discharge the task imposed upon him in a simila.t 
spirit. He Clan at least claim to possess the qualification for such 
a task which is derived from a keen and sympathetic interest in aU 
I hat ooncerns Russia. a gBIluine admiration for tJie high intellectual 
and moral qualities of her people, and a llincere appreciation of tJie 
hrilliant services she has already rendered to tJie progress llf mankind 
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He has, of course, striven to preserve an attitude of strict 
im partiality towards all the great questiOl18 of educational politics 
upon which Ru.'!SiBll opinion is still deeply divided. No account 
of Russian education would, however, be intelligible which did not 
recognise the fact that in Russia, as elsewhere, there is a conflict of 
social ideals-a conflict none the less inevitable nor the lesa keenly 
waged because it does not always expret!8 itself in forms familiar 
to constitutionally governed peoples or to those among whom 
opinion on such matters is more definitely organised on party lines 
The influence of these competing social ideals upon educational 
thought and practice in a country where, as in RU8..ia. the social 
aims of the school tend to take precedence of those wbich are indi· 
vidual is immediate and profound. In the history of R 1lJl8ian 
education we have, for example, to take account from the fuet of 
the dp.ep cleavage of opinion and sentiment which has always 
dh·id.d, and etill continues to divide, those who find the ideals of 
Russian culture implicit in the thought, the institutions, the history, 
and traditions of the Russian people themselves from those who 
hold that the path of progress for Russia lies in the track of the 
older civilislLtions of Europe. The conflict betwe«!D modem 
hureaucratism and the eteadily rising social forces which seek 
expression in educational movemeuts independent of state initiative 
ia a still more instructive instance of the way in which great 
fundamental probleme of hllIlll1l1 progress and social organisation 
affect the question of natioual education. It is the privilege of 
a foreign observer to follow such controversiee as these from a 
detached standpoint. to feel in them. not a personal. but. scientific 
intereet. to be able to appreciate fairly the ideals of both parties. 
without regard to the direction in which his own sympathies may 
lie. It is from this neutral point of 'view that the writer has 
endeavoured to survey the field of Rnssian education. Although 
a certain reserve in the treatment of lOme questions of contemporary 
interest has been inevitable in view of the conditions under which 
this Report ia issued. he has nevertheless striven to render equal 
justice to the ideals of opposing schools of thought in Rnssia, and 
to supply without conscious bias or partiality the materials on 
which any well·informed judgment on Rnssian educational questions . 
mustreet. 

The writer desires here to express his great obligations to the 
Russian State authorities fOr their courtesy in affording him in· 
formation and accesa to educational institutions during two visits 
paid to Rnssia for 'he Purpo!l88 of this Report. He is especially 
indebted to the laM Minister of Public InstrudioD, M. Bogolepov. 
for a Report of the Proceedings of the 8eeondary Schools' Com· 
mission of 1899. wjth which he was supplied by M. Bogolepov 
shortly before the latter's 888&8Sination. The Transactions of this 
Commission have not yet been published, and no information con· 
e.eming them could therefore be gi ven in the folloWing pages; bU$ 
it has nevertheleu been of very great service to the writer to be ve 
had aceese to this important record of contemporary opinion on the 



1>iobiems of secondary education in Russia. His special thanks are 
also due to Messrs. Sonin and N ekrassov, Curators respectively of 
the St. Petersburg and Moscow Educational Districts, for oppor
tunities afforded him of visiting places of education under their 
charge; and to M. Sanchurski, District -Inspector of Secondary 
Schools in the Educational District of St. Petersburg, for hIs personal 
guidance and assistance during the writer's stay in the Russian 
oapital. Much oourtesy has also been extended to the writer by the 
authorities of the Holy Synod. He desires especially to acknow
ledgE the personal kindness shown him by M. Pobedonostsev, 
the High Procurator of the Holy Synod, who in the course of several 
int.rViews discussed with him at length questions affecting the 
. Church Schools and other aspeots of Russian Eduoation. A:n.y 
insight whioh he may have obtained into the spirit and aims of the 
Church Schools is largely due to these interviews and to similar 
oonversations with other prominent persons connected with the 
eduoational organisation of the Holy Synod. 

While the writer owes muoh to the information placed at his dis
posal by representatives of the central government, he has also 
gratefnlly to acknowledge similar assistanoe rendered to him by 
persons interested in the schools of the zemstvos and in kindred 
manifestations of social initiative in the domain of eduoation. 
Here the difficulty is to mention individual names where kindness 
has been so general; but he must not, in any case, omit to acknow
ledge his indebtsdness to the guidance and help given him, both 
in Russia and in England, by Professor Paul Vinogradoff, formerly 
Professor of History in the University of Moscow, and now Corpus 
Professor of Jurisprudence at Oxford. Professor Vinogradoff is well 
known in Russia, not only aa an historian and jurist of tae first 
rank, but aa one of the most competent experts in that country 
on all pedagogical questions. He has been the consistent exponent 
of a body of opinion widely differing from that which underlies the 
existing organisation of Russian education: and from that point 
of view the help he has given by way of criticism and suggestion 
during the passage of the proofa of this Reporb through the Press 
has been invaluable. . 

Finally, t}le writer dasires to tender his most sincere than1m for the 
assistance and enoouragement given to him by Mr. Michael E. 
S.uller, to whom, as Director of Special Enqniries at the Board of 
Education, the inception of the work was in the first place due. Mr. 
Sadler's advice haa been freely sought and generously given at every 
stage of the progress of the Report, and his unsurpassed knowledge 
of educational systsms, at home and abroad, has made his sugges
tions specially helpful. It is, perhaps, hardly lLOOessary to add 
that none of those who have assisted the writer "with advice or 
orit';oism are in the slightest degree responsible for any statement 
of fact or opinion conts.in~ in the Report. 

A hibliographicallist is appended to the volume, from which the 
extent of the author's indebtednees to the published work of others 
may be gauged. The writing of the First Chapter, in particular, has 
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been a task of considerable difficulty, owing to the fact that much 
of the historical material had to be obtained from primary 8Ources. 
But the task could hardly have been attempted at all, at any rate by 
a foreigner, but for the previous work of Miliukov, Ikonnikov, 
Schmid, Pypin, Count D. Tolstoi, Falbork and Chamoluski, to 
whom the writer accordingly desires to record his special obligations 
here. 

The greater part of this Report has been in type for a considerable 
time. Its completion was delayed, because it was hoped that Bome 
definite solution of the outstanding problelIl8 of university and 
secondary education would be reached in time for an account of the 
new proposals to be included in the Report. The RU880-J apanese 
War and the subsequent political unrest appear to haVp. in· 
definitely postponed any such prospect. 
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CHAPTER I. 

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF RUSSIAN EDUCATION. 

I.-THE PRE·PETBINB PERIOD. 

The history of Russian education in its orga.rlsed form can 
IIOaroely be Did to date back to a period antsrior to the time of 
Petar the Great. SchooIa in which the rudiments of Chriatian 
learning were taught certainly existed in the pre.Mongolian period, 
but in what numbers we have little means of judging. They were 
taught for the most part, though not exclusively, by the clergy, and 
were maintained either in oonneotion with the churches or in private 
dwellinge. Intellectual progress of all k~ds, however, received a 
rude oheck during the period of Tatar domination, which lasted for 
more than two hundred years, and ellectually isolated Russia 
from Western Christendom. When Russia at last shook 011 the 
Mongol yoke, and gathered up once more the broken threads of her 
national history, she emerged into view semi·orientalised in habits 
and ideas, and linked to the peoples of Western Europe only by the 
ties of a oommon origin and the possession of a common faith. 
Such intellectual culture as she possessed had been preserved for 
her by the Church; but indeed of purely secular culture she 
possessed only the merest rudiments. Slowly, but surely, however, 
the inBuence of Western ideas made itself felt. In spite of the 

_ jealous watch kept along her western frontier by Poles, Swedes, and 
others. of her neighbours who feared nothing so much as her emer
gence from a state of comparative barbarism, scraps of medieval 
Western learning and science fOWld their belated way into Russia, 
even in the aixteenth, and .till more in the> seventeenth century. 
Foreigners, especially Germans, began to settle in Russia for pur
poses of trade, bringing with them the arts and crafts of the West, 
and thus familiarising the Russians with the external appliances of 
European civilisation. In the seventeenth century European 
literature began to attract a select few among the higher elasaes ; 
and thus the first foundations were laid of that tradition of arist0-
cratic oulture which has aince made the Russian nobility the most 
refined and the most cosmopolitan in the world. 

But these atirringe of intelleotuallife were at first faint and few. 
The schooIa which existed confined themselves to the bare rudi
ments of religious and secular instruotion. The mass even of the 
nobles were sunk in intellectual torpor. Amoag the clergy 
examples of learning were, until the latter half of the seventeenth 
century, almost as rare as among the laity. For the most part 
the clergy, content with their traditional Byaantine lore, looked 
with suspicion on all Western ideas and. oustoms, which were iden
tified in their minds with Latinism and the olaims of the Roman 
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Church. It gave to Peter the Great in the next generation the 
instruments he required for his ecclesiastical reforms. It also 
rendered a considerable service to the progress of Russian culture 
by supplying the translators who busied themselves in the seven
teenth century and later in bringing within the reach of those 
who understood only Russian the chief results of Westsrn science. 
The brilliant and versatile Simeon Polotski, who later on becaine 
tutor to the children of the Tsar Alexis, and, among many other 
literary achievements, wrote the first Russian play, was perhaps the 
most distinguished alumnus of the Kiev Academy, and at the 88me 
time its most typical product. He taught fbr some time in Mos()ow, 
having as olle of his pupils Medvedev, who afterwards himself 
opened a I.atin school in the metropolis. These two men were the 
most conspicuous representatives of the party of progress in the 
contest which was waged during the latter part of the seventsenth 
century upon the question whether Greek or Latin was to have the 
predominance in education. The Orthodox-conservative party 
advocated Greek as the language of the primitive Church and of 
its earliest liturgies and primary records; their opponents urged 
the claims of Latin as the language of soience and European culture. 
Kiev was marked out both by its historical and geographical 
positiWl as the natural headquarters of the Latinists; Moscow, 
which. since U,e fall of Byzantium, had beoome the metropolis of the 
Orthodox world, was equally naturally the home of· religious 
conservatislU. 

This s~le between modern enlightenment 011 the one hand 
and the mere vi, inerlim of conservatism on the other, would seem 
to admit of but one issue, if we did not bear in mind that the COn
Bel'Vative party were able to appeal to a strong traditional preju
dice against everything Latin in matters affecting religion and 
morals. On the other hand the arguments of the Latinists were 
powerfully reinforced by the circumstances attending the intro
duction of the reforms of Nikon (which consisted in the correction 
of the liturgical books of the Russian Church 80 as to bring them 
into conformity with tJle anoient manullCl'ipts). The ignorant 
r.eaI for the letter of the s8".roo. writings in their traditional form, 
which was displayed by such sects as the Staro-obriadtsy, waa 
merely the rlldumo ad absurdum of the blind conservatism which 
would confine all learning within U.e traditional limits preeoribed 
by the oustom of the Church. The llJll80lls of the raskol, or great 
achism, were not lost upon the leaders of the Russian Church. 
When in 1685 the Moscow Slavo-Greoo-Latin Academy was 
founded with the 88mB objects as that of Kiev, some compromiae 
with the new ideas was seen to be neeessarv. It was felt t.e be no 
longer possiWe to omit Latin altogether- from tile currioulum_ 
Whiln, therefore, all the Kiev teachers were rigidly excluded from 
the staff, which cOllsisted entirely of monks, and whilst every 
precaution was taken that the spirit of the teaching should be in 
strict conformity with Orthodox doc~ne, the programme of 
studies was fairly wide, .including the same subjects as had long 
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been taught at Kiev, with the addition of ecclesiastical and civil 
law. In order to make all possible provieion against heterodox 
inflnences, it was decided to obtain teachers from the very foun· 
tain head of Orthodox learning, Greece itaelf. Recommended 
by the patriarch of Constantinople, the two brothers Likhudi, 
learned Greeke who had studied at Padua, and had there taken 
their doctor's degree, were placed in charge of the new Academy. 
They continued to administer the atlairs of the institution until 
1694, in which year reactionary ideas heving once more gained 
the upper hand, they were removed from office. Some years later, 
at the invitation of the Metropolitan Job, they removed to Nov. 
gorod, where they founded a school with a curriculum limilar to 
thai; of the Slavo-Greco·Latin Academy. 

The two Academies at Kiev and Moacow represent the high. 
water mark of educational progress in RUBBia in the aeventeenth 
century. They were both ecclesiastical foundation., and their aim 
was strictly theological. Western learning and acience entered, it 
is trot>, into the plan of studies, but oDly ,·1 necessary weapons in 
the warfare to be waged on behalf of Orthodoxy. The need, how· 
ever, of a more Iibenl education was incressingly felt by the upper 
clssaes of society, who, failing other means of education, were 
beginDing to eng~ foreigners as private teachers in their families. 
It is a significant indication of the sttitude towards Western culture 
which prevailed in Great RUBBiathat all such foreign teachers 
were placed under the immediate 8upervieion of the Moaeow 
Academy, and persons who admitted them in/;!) their families without 
ita permission were liable to confiscation of property. The time, 
however, was fast approaching when the Church wu to cease to 
have the monopoly of education. With the dawn of the 
eighteenth century a new period in Russian history op8ll8; the 
educational questions debated 80 keenly by the theologians of Kiev 
and Moaeow, are suddenly crowded out of the arena by the needs of 
the modem State, as: interpreted by ita imperious and energetic 
head, Peter Alexeievich, known in history as " the Great." 

II.-REIG!II8 OJ' PETIIB TaE GREAT AlfD Bl8 IMMEDIATE 

SUOCE88OB (1689-1761). 

The IIOOI1Iar aehool in RUBBia owed ita origin to the initiative of 
the great Tear-Reformer himself. It is characteristic of the time 
and the man, and in a certain sense also of the nation which pro. 
duced him, that the aehoola which he aeated should have had a 
striotly .. professional .. and civic character, and that their aim wu 
purely .utilitarian and praotioa.I. In them all-whelhfr Naval 
Schoola, or M:a,thematical Schoo\a, or Schools of .Artillery or &gi. 
neering-the minimum of genersl mental tniuing was combined 
with the maximum of preparation for a specific career in the aervice 
of the Stew. This wu entirely in accordance with the ideas of 
education then universally prevalent in R118I!ia, where the con· 
ception of the achool 88 an instrument of individnal mental culture, 
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npart [rom the interests of the Church or the State, had 88 yet 
taken no root. It was not, 88 we shall Bee, until the contBOt of 
Husain with Western Europe had become much more complete, and 
the diffusion of European ideas much more general, that the view 
of the school as a place of special training for a particular career, 
civio or ecclesiastical, began to widen out into the conception ·of 
the school 88 a place of liberal education. 

The peculiar character of the schools of Peter the Great finds 
its beat explanation in the character and career of Peter himself. 
llis own passion for work and admiration for workers, his emi
nently practical bent of mind. his ambition for the:material progress 
of his country, and his clear realisation of the connection between 
t .lChnical knowledge and material ,nil-being, supply the key to his 
whole educational policy. The school was simply an inatrument 
bshioned by him for the accompltsbment of his political BimB. 
It was inevitable, therefore, that the schools which he created 
should bear the impress of his own genius, and that their limitations 
s'lould be the limitationa of Peter's own mind. His own inclinationa 
led him from a child in the direction of the mathematical and 
meohanicalsciences ; he studied carpentering in the German Suburb 
of Moscow, and acquired the art of shipbuilding in the dockyards of 
Saardam and Deptford; engineering and the science of war he learnt 
from practical experts like Timmerman and Gordon, perfeoting his 
knowledge in the school of experience. Litsrary training he 
had practically none. With the value of such training for the 
purposes of general oulture, with the value as mental gymnastio 
e,en of the mathematical soiences which he prized, he was prob
ably little concerned; while the idea that such general intel
lectual culture might be the ultimate condition of e.II material 
progresa was certainly as foreign to him as it was to his contem
poraries generally. His one aim was to appropriate and turn 
to immediate practical use the results which had been attained 
in the West by centuries of patient thought and experiment. For 
the realisation of this aim he needed a number of specially educated 
agents. For the creation of his new capital on the Neva, for his 
system of canals, and his other material undertakings, he needed 
skilled architecta, builders, and engineers; for his Navy, ship
builders, carpenters, and mechanics were necessary ; [or his military 
operations men skilled in the arta of war; for the work of admini.
tration and diplomacy, jurista and men versed in modern languag~L 
The existing school. of Ruesia oould not; give him the agenta he 
required; and he therefore proceeded to found schools with the 
speoific purpose of supplying himself with them. 

He 8eeDllI at first to have had the idea of utilisiug the Sla,'o
Greco-Latin Aoadelpy for his purpose. "By the grDC8 of God," 
he aaid, in &It o[t-quoted conversation with Adrian, the last of U.e 
Russian patriarchs, "we have 8 school; let this echool, then, 
give us men who with proper instruotion shall be 6t fGl' all require
Ulen~ I.'0t on~y for the _,·ice of the Clum:h, but for the military 
md 01"11 _VIce, and for the e.rta of building, and of medicine." 
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But the task before him waa too complex to be 80Ived 80 simply. 
In fact, Peter solved it in the finlt instance by sending young men 
abroad to be specially trained for the work for which they WerE 

intended. This was an expedient for which a precedent had been 
set by Boris Godunov, and which ha.~ since Peter's time been 
repeatedly adopted with exr.ellent results to Russian edu~ation. 
But it could be used as a temporary or occasional expedient only. 
In order that Peter's aims as defined in his own words quoted 
above, might be fully realised, it was necessary that the meanl 
of instruction should be provided in liberal meaaure in Ru88i8 
itaelf, and Peter seems to have early comprehllllded that the educa· 
tion needed to train men for his service waa not such aa the existinR 
academies, with their exclusively humanistic programme and 
theological biaa, could be easily made to furnish. 

His earliest foundation, the .. School of Mathematics and N aviga· 
bon," (established in Moscow in 1701, but transferred 80me 
years later to St. Petersburg, and there re-ehristenlld the Naval 
Academr-), was at the same time the most important Ita first 
Director was Farquharaon, au old Profesaor of the University of 
Aberdeen, who had been invited to RUSBia by Peter after hi. visit 
to England in 1695, and who is remembered as the author of the 
first Ru.man manuals of geometry (Euclid'. Elements), algebra, 
and trigonometry. Not only Farquharson, but most of the other 
teachers of the School of Navigation and the Naval Academy 
were English or Scotch, and the language of instrnction long con
tinued to be English. For several years the School of Navigation 
remained the only establishment of ita kind in tbe country;· and 
during the years which preceded tbe inauguration of the great 
reforms of the reign, it supplied Peter not only with naval officers, 
but with engineers, teachers, civil servants, and administrative 
agents of all kinds. During the early years of the century he 
was fnlly occupied with the strenuous prosecution of hit foreign 
wars; and it was not Wltil the yiL1.ory of Poltava (1709) had left 
him free to set his hand to the worl!: of internal reorganisation, 
that two other important technical achooll were founded,· viz .• 
the School of Engineering and the Artillery School (1712). 
These again were followed by others of a similar type. 

The purely cillic: and utiliIariall cbaracta- of th_ tcboolt Will 
their most striking feature. Founded and maintained .. they 
were by the autocratic power. they were made to sublerve the 
interests of the State throughout, to the exclusion of all conaidera
tiona connected with the moral or intellectual development of the 
individual as such. The object of the achooll was purely and 
simply to train young men of the noble class for the ",,\,lie Ielvice 
in BOIDe particular branch of the administration; their popil. 
were therefore eonaidered from the day or their admission as 

• 'The M_ School of Navigation coolinoed to exist oller 1715 sa .. 
kind of preparatory .. hooI for tbe Naval Aca.lemy. Both inlllilOtiOlUl .. .,., 
ia 171i2 """I!""l in "'" Naval Q,rpa of o.dete (MarMo; S/rJW:r.m.,i Kad<Uhi 
Korpu). 
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having actua.!ly entered on their oflicia.! career, and in fact counted 
their yeartl of training &8 part of their service. Every noble 
was a.!ready boimd to serve the Stato in some capacity or other, and 
Peter's intention was to fit them by means of the schools. more 
completely for the work required of them. AtWidanee at school, 
therefore, became an obligation of nobility. It was, however, 
an obligation greatly resented by the old families, who for the 
most part feared and disliked Peter's innovations in general; and 
it was so frequently evaded in practice that in the earlier yeartl 
of their existence the schools were thrown open to non-nobles 
(rlUnoohif'ltsy), who were, however, confined to the lower classes 
of the schools, and prepared only for the lower ranks of the public 
service. Later on the attitude of the nobles towards the schoolR 
was somewhat modified, and it became po89ible to give them a more 
exolusive and aristocratio character. 

The first attempt at State provision of elementary education 
also dates from the time of Peter. The ability to read and write 
already existed here and there among the mass of the people, 
being va.!ued genera.!ly for religious purposes, It would appear 
that the greater part of the schools where this ability was acquired 
were maintained by raskollLiki (dissenterR), though others a.lao 
existed in conneotion with monasteries. 

Peter now endeavoured to provide for a more genera.! diffusion 
of the rudiments of learning by the establisbment of two different 
types of elementary schools. First in order of creation owne 
the so~a.!led .. oypher," or llrithmetica.l, schools, which dated from 
1714. The subjeots taught in these schools were reading, writing, 
and arithmetio, and the elements of geometry; the teachers were 
old atudents of the Naval Academy; and the aohoole themselves 
were placed under the oontrol of the Admiralty. Education in them 
was free,· and open to all classes; it was also made obligatory 
for children of the lower officials in the publio service, between 
the ages of ten and fiftsen, and this obligation was later extended 
to all classes, though the nobility, for Whom the special schoola 
desoribed above existed, soon obtained exemption from it. How
ever, the prejudice againat the oypher schoole and against school 
learning generally W&8 ao great that from the first they were 
badly attended, except by the ohildren of the clergy; the ukaz 
of 1719 making instruction oompulaory, W&8 met with a passive 
resistance, and oould not be enforced. Of those who did attend 
we read that many ran away, and had to be punished by imprison
ment for 80 doing. A BOOOnd type of elementary school, in which 
the OWTicuIum was It'llS pnlCiaely defined, but was, on the whole, 
more literary than that of the oypher schools, W&8 called into 
existence by the famous Dukhovnyi Reglament 01 1721, which 

• The teachers, who were paid by \he Stale, had nevertheIaB llie righ~ to 
demand a fee of ,. rouble from every child who received ,. certificate of having 
oompleted the conroe. No pupil who bad no& obtained \his eertific:ate ...... by 
law, allowed to marry ; bul.t may be quesLitmOli whether \his latter regn\a&jcQ 
WIllI enr mad. effecti.... . 
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imposed upon the bishop. the duty of establishing scbool, in 
their relpective. eparchies .. These Eparchial Schools were, of 
OOurlla, under the immediate supervision of the Holy Synod, and 
were, as far as possible, supplied with teachera from the Academie, 
at Kiev, MoBCOw, and Novgorod. They supplied a recognised 
want in educating the children of the clergy who, according to the 
Russian custom, usually adopted their father', calling. They 
were, therefore. opened in considerable numbers, as many III forty· 
aix being started during the five years following 1721, and were 
attended by children of all classes. The most suc0et!8ful of them 
were after 1730 re-organiaed with an extended CUITieulum aJ 
.. seminaries," or places of secondary education for the children 
of the clergy, and as such rendered a very important service to 
Russian education in general. Meantime, the establishment 
of the Eparchial Schools dealt a heavy blow at the Cypher Schoolft. 
by drawing away a large contingent of their beat scholars. Th~ 
latter schools had already fm 1720) btoen weakened by the release 
of eertain of the trading classes from the obligation to educate 
theirpuIdren. Many of them, even during Peter', lifetim .... 
were merged in the Eparchial Schools, and others were closed. 
After his death. the Admiralty made an attempt to tranlfer the 
schools to the Holy Synod. which, however, declined to 8II8IIDIe 
responsibility for them on. account of the purely secular char
acter of their cunicuIum. In 1732 the establishment of garrison' 
schools for soldiera' children cloeed yet another source of the supply 
of scholars .to the Cypher Schools, which gradually lan2Uished 
away. and before the middle of the century had completery dis· 
appeared. . 

Small 81 were the permanent _ reauitl of Peter', educational 
reforms, especially in relpect of }lOPUIar instruction, they never· 
~1eB8 mark a very important epoch in the history of the Russian 
school. involving 81 they did a complete revolution in current 
ideas of education. His schools were RCf.IlM in character u 
opposed to those of the seventeenth century, which were religlotu ; 
they were maintained in the interestl of the &au, and not only 
for the advantage of the CkurM; their curriculum wu mainly 
tu}",ical, whilst that of all previously emting Schools had been 
chielly liUrary. In all these respects Peter's educational aims 
ran directly counter to the prejudices of his time and country. 
He W81 all his life~engaged in imposing an alien culture on a people 
who were for the most part insufficiently prepared for it, and avena 
to receiving it. He had to struggle against the apathy of a SOciety 
whioh did not understand his reforma. and against the IU!Ien 
opposition of a Church which detRsted them. If this be home in 
mind, and if ,it be also remembered that the mean8 he took to 
acoomplish his end were the rough and ready methoda of a man 
who was himseU imptrCectly educated, and whoee ideal of the u_ 
of intcllectnal culture were almost exclusively utilitariao. we 
shall no longer wonder that 80 little of his work IUrvived him ; 
the wood. will rathcl' be \hat he wu able to aocomplilh ~ D)Uoh 
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within the apace of life allotted to him. When all poaaible 
deductiollB are made, the impulse given to intelleCtual· progreM 
during his reign must be acknowledged to have been far-reaching 
and profound. . . 

Peter did not live t~ carry through his most important educational 
project, that for the foundation of an Acad~my of Sciences at St.: 
Petersburg. It was the age of the foundation of Academies and 
learned societies. France had had its Academy of Sciences since 
the middle of the preceding century; the Royal Academy of Sciences 
at . Berlin had been recently opened. . The advantage of such 
institutions in furthering the progress of science had not escaped 
the notice of the Tsar, who entered into a correspondence with 
the celebrated German philosopher and scientist, C. Wolft, upon 
the subjeot. The outcome of this correspondence was the elabora
tion of a scheme for the foundation of an Academy of Sciences 
at St. Petersburg, with the special object of encouraging the study of 
languages and other branches of learning and the translation of books 
into RUBBian. The scheme was submitted to Leibnitz, ·who had 
framed the plan of the Berlin Academy, and was approved of by 
him. It provided for the institution of some seventeen professorships; 
and as Peter was ouly too well aware how little the state of learniJJg 
in Russia justified the hope that the profesaol'B would find audienCE'a 
to lecture to, he included in his plan the foundation of a gymna' 
mum which should stand in olose connection with .tho AcadelXl'I', 
and ultimately act as a feeder to it_n arrangement which Wd 
copied by the foundera of the Moscow University in thereigD 
of Elizabeth, and may remind us of the dual foundations of aobool 
and oollege 10 frequent in our own lIduoation history. The 
Academy was, in fact, intended to serve the threefold purpoSe of 
a learned BOOiety, a teaching university, and a gymnasium, but, 
&It we shall see, it really fulfilled only the first of th89ll three 
fWlOtionS. 

The plan was completed in all ita details during Peter's lifetime. 
but it was left for his widow and successor to carry it into effect. 
The Academy was opened by Catherine in 1726, and liberally 
endowed by her. The professors appointed during the nen three 
or four decades included several men of European celebrity, Buch 
as Nicholas and Daniel Bernoulli, Biilfinger, Euler, Miiller, and 
Schloeae:r. So far as their lectures were concerned, however, their 
talents must have appeared to them during the early years of the 
Academy'sexistenoe to have been entirely thrown away upon 
RUBBian society, for no auditors presented themselves. As the 
statutes under which they were appointed absolutely required 
that they should lecture, they aatisfied the letter of the law 
by attendinR· OI1e another's lectures; and the nlMll expedient 
was also resorted to of importing students from Gennany to 
form an audience for the professors. The Academy gymnasium 
started on its career under BOIDewhat better alL"picea, but ib 
period of 8Uooees was short, as it 80QIl oeaaed to be attended 
by the children of the bt>tter elmes, and illl orgMisatiOll left. 
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much to be desired. It consisted of two divisions, or schools: 
the lower, or .. German .. school, had three clRBSe8; the higher, 
or .. Latin.. school, had sometimes two and sometimes three 
classes. '!be teachers were Gennans, and German was the 
language of instruction in the lower school, and partly, too, 
in the higher, though Latin was also' UBed in the latter. '!be 
curriculum was a very wide'one, but as the pupils were not obliged 
to go through the whole course, many attended the gymnasium 
for modern languages only. 

During the first forty years of its existence the history of the 
Academy was marked by many vicissitudes. It was staffed at 
first chiefly by foreigners; gradually, however, RUSBians began to 
take their place. As time went on, the lack of students was to 
some extent supplied by former pupils 01 the gymnasium, who 
desired to receive higher instruction; Rnd a certain contingent 
was from time to time drawn from the Siavo-Greco-Latin Academy 
IUId the theological seminaries. But for mllny years the numbPr 
of such students remained small, and it was necessary for the 
Government to offer special attractions in the shape of bursaries 
in order to keep the 8uditories 01 the Academy profes..ors moderarely 
full. Even these attractions were sometimes insufficient; the 
number of students never exceeded twenty, and sometimes MI 
88 low as two. '!bere were times when lectures ceased llitogether ; 
this was the case, for example, in 1757, and for some time previtJu. 
to that year.- Nevertheless, in spite of the fact that the facilities 
for higher education thus provided were manifestly in advance of 
the publio demand for such instruction. the Academy rendered 
important service to Russia by acting as the guardian of the 
interests of culture during the time of disturbance and change 
which intervened between the death of Peter and the accession 
of Catherine II. The work of trnnslation, which WBI one of the 
objects contemplated by Peter in planning the Academy, went 
steadily forward. Many of the professors undErtook private 
tuition in the great houses of the capital, and thUjl helped to spread 

- <hm$ D. ToIstoi, wh""" aoooont .. Russian education in \he eighteenth 
eentury has been drawn upon for many .. the details given above, tlma aum. 
up his gmeraI conclusiOll8 as 10 \he $eaChing Bide .. \he AeadmJy'. work 
during'the first haH eentury .. ita esist.enee: "The Academy University 
was inrea1ity .. fietion, and \he gymnasium very 1IJlJIa&isfaelory •• &$ if 
both $heae institutions had had a real, as oppooed 10 .. paper, e-. 
it is manifs tha& even 80 a sin,,1e gymnasium eould not provide. sufficient 
contingent .. atudenta for the University, and that a single University .. as 
no$ eapable .. preparing a sufficient number .. ""bolara for \he Academy. 
It eannot therefore but be admitted tha& the idea ....... bining in the Acad .... y 
.. Seieneea plaeea .. higher and aeoonllMy insIruction ..... a miItaIren .-, 
and this ewcl...wn is suPP<'ted by the event." (Vzgliad na neb.boum 
ehaat' v BO!Isii v :.viii alolietii do 1782 goda, p. 12,) .A. early ... ITJ3 Tatiat
ebev in bis " Conversat ...... two frienda m \he advantag..,( leamisg and 
~'! pointed out tha& the Acad .... y eould II?' ~ as a $eaehilu! 
inatitutim will .... t IJICft ........ ""boola to ... ppl" " .nth properly preJl8ftd 
atudenl& See the chapter m! Tatistehev in IJemkov'. " History .. RWIIiaa 
Pedag<ogy, a wi. ii. p. 105.. 
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the leaven of knowledge among the higher nobility .. There ,is 
evidence to show that mathematical studies in particular were: 
successfully pursued in the Academy at this time. The cond~tiOIl8 ' 
were not 80 favourable t{) intellectual progress in.other directions. 
The study of the abstract .sciences may be prosecuted under the 
most rigid of autocracies without fear of exciting political or religious 
susceptibilities. It is otherwise with such subjects as history, 
pbilosophy, and, one may say, the "humanities" generally. In 
the Russia of the early eighteenth century, even more than 
in the France ofthe sixteenth, ules '}Tands suie1.8 itaient difendus." 
Ik"onnikov, the historian of the Russian universities, tells us that. 
MUller, one of the Academy professors, was charged with leBl!· 
fllIl.iesti, because in a MS. which had been seen by a friend he had 
plated that Russian princes had been forced to bow beneath the 
Tntar yoke. It was not, as Ikonnikov reminds us, until the acces~ 
sion of Catherine II. had inaugurated a more enlightened era that 
historical writing became really possible in Russia . 
. Tl:.e failure of the Academy to attract students to its lecture 

halls must not be taken as a sufficient criterion of the interest taken 
by Russians generally in education in the middle of the eighteenth· 
century. The desire for some kind of education was clearly grow
ing among the upper classes of the laity, though a feeling of social 
exclusiveness prevented them from making use of institutions 
which, like the Academy and the gymnasium attached to it, were 
open to non-nobles. Other institutions, however, which afforded 
what would now be called a secondary education, were more in 
favour. The special State schools, such as the Naval Academy and 
the ShliakAetnyi Kadcuki KO'I"fJf'I (founded 1731), which offered 
special privileges, provided for the education of a large number of 
future State officials. The Slavo-Greco-Latin Academy, though 
intended primarily for the education of the clergy, became very 
popular at this time with the noblesse of Great Russia; it numbered 
as many as 460 pupils atone time on its books. The Kiev Academy 
was equally well patronised by the nobles of Little Ruseia. The 
ecclesiastical seminaries which began to be definitely organised in 
1737, with a curriculum modelled on that of the Kiev Academy, 
threw open their doors at first to the children of laity and clergy 
alike; in 1738 there were seventeen of these eeminaries, with 2,589 
pupils, and in 1764 twenty-six, with 6,000 pupils. Many, however, 
preferred a more modem curriculum to the antiquated scholasticism 
in vogue at the academies and the seminaries formed upon their 
model. A new interest in fo~ign countries, and in their manners, 
learning, and literature, was springing up, and instruction in foreign 
languages was consequently much sought after. It became common 
for the richer nobles either to send their children abraM, or to have 
them educated privately by foreign tutors, or to place them in 
private boarding schools, which began in the time of Elisabeth to 
spring up in considerahle numbers, and, in the two capitals, at any 
rate, were 'almost without exeeption kept by foreigners. In Moacow. 
where a IIlll(6 proPOl'tiOU of the nobility still !\'Sided, the number 
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of foreign teaehers employed in schools or private houses was very 
large. They were naturaIly not the very eWe, either in respect 
of intellect, morals, or breeding, of the nations to which they 
helonged; and the Government began to view with alarm the 
tendency to entrust the education of boys and girls belonging to 
the best Ru.'!Sian families to their care.- Apart from the boarding 
schools kept by foreigners, thfr8 also existed a considerable numhfr 
of day schools in the hands of native Russians, in which foreign 
languages were not taught, and the instruction was for the most 
pa.tot of a very elementaJy kind. No Bort of check was placed by 
the Government at this period upon the opening either of day 01' 
boarding schools; anybody might keep a school of either kind, 
and anybody might be employed to teach in such schools; and 
,,"hen opened, they were not subject to in~pection of any kind. 

The growing concern of the Government RS to the influence of 
foreign teach~ led directly to the establishment of the MoscoW' 
University in 1755. By this step it was hoped not only to supply 
to Bome extent the demand for better education. which was showing 
itsolf among the higher classes, hut also to train up graduaIly & 

sufficient number of Russian teachers to satisfy all the educational 
needs of the Empire. The conception of such a university was duo 
in the first place to Lomonossov, who is, perha~, best known 
as the father of R1ll!8ian literature, but was also & man of sueh 

• The contemporary criticisms of TatiBlehev (as given hy DemIrov, /00. <iI.) 
upon lIOme of the educational institutiooa mentioned above are full of in_. 
He notes the following d.fects in the curriculum of the. Corpo of Cadeto: 
(1) The small atlentioo paid to religiouo teaebinlff, (2) the total omioeion of 
natural and civil law, and (3) the .Iem. ... tary character of the instruction given 
in arithmetic, geometry, fortification and other nec ..... y scien-. In 
respect to other schools h. bJsmes the inadequate .... y in .. hieh modena 
languages are taught, since "itbout the"" no progre88 ean be made in mathe
matieal science. He bas a very poor opinion of the Moscow Academy, becao .. 
of its old-fashioned eurricu\nm. But his Btrongest coodt'lDlllltioo io .-ned 
for the teacben employed in private families. .. Many," be _yo, •• for lack 
of skill engage perfectly incapable teach .... ; and it lIOrDetimes bappeD.I tbat 
coob, lackeys, or illiterate per1IOIItI are tak ... as teacben of Freneb and ner-
man, and any aort of worthless vagaboods are ... lnIsted with the teaching 
of morals or politics, and th'18 harm instead of good results from the money os
pended." A good notim of the educatimal .. methods H employed by theoe 
foreign tescliere may be gained from the earlier ebapton of the Mernoil"! of A. T. 
BoIotov (Zapiski Aodreia Timotheevieba BoIotova, 173S-1794. S.P.B.,1871). 
See pages 64-69 for the proceeding» of /Us German tutor, and pages 183-4 for 
the eqnally abeurd methods of /Us Freneb teacbe.-. Pagesl04-110describem. 
life in Ferre'. penaion, thm (1749) reputed the best in 8t. Petersburg.. Fem! 
was also .. " teacbe.- at the Corpo of Cadets.. BoIotov __ to bave leamt 
French, geography, and drawing whiJsl; with him. A. to biot.ory, be _,.. 
tbat it ...... not CIl8\omary k> teach it in that "",,';00, and be goes CD to oboen-e 
that this w .... }l'"Obably better than k> .tUdy it b,. the method. commco in 
boanIing oebools at the lime he wrote (1789), ... bieh coosisted, according 
to his -t, in making the pupila Ieam the historical matter by heart in the 
Freneb language, without underatsndiog wbat thor ... ere learning. A. a 
ru\e,no insIrnction in theRwsianlangllll/<e .. asgiven in these aebooIs, and the 
tcxt-booka noed in aIlllUhjects were in French. The babit of using Frmeb 
as the language of inatructi ... was doobtleB k> acme ... tOIlt juotijjed at ., 
time .. bOIl Russian bad 00... liltle cullivaled f ... Iiterarr purpoeee. 
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enoyclopredio learning that he waS himself called by;E'ushkin .. our 
first university." The realisation of the project was the work of the 
enlip:htened and cultured Ivan Shuvalov, whose influence with 
the Empress was then at its zenith. Apart fl:om the considerations 
already mentioned, the choice of Moscow 88 the site of the· new 
university is stated to have been dictated by its position in tha 
very centre of the Empire, and by the fact that nearly everyone 
likely to wish to study there would have relations Ot friends in 
Moscow, which would make it easier for him to maintain himself 
during his university course. The new university consisted of 
three faculties: law, medicine, and philosophy, of wbich the last
named. providing instructi~ in philosophy (logic, ethics, and meta
physics), with rhetorio and history, formed 8 kind of preparotory 
sohool through which student! in the other two faculties had to 
pass. The faculty of law included natural and national law, 
Russian jurisprudence, and politics; the faculty of medicine pro~ 
vided for chemistry, natural history, and anatomy. A later pro
posal to add a faculty of theology fell through. The constitution 
of the· university was a somewhat remarkable mixture of the 
autonomous and autocratio elements. On the one hand, in view 
of the necessity of making the university 88 attractive as possible 
to a society only imperfectly alive to the advantages of higher 
learning, the university W88 pl8l'.ed outside the control of the 
erdinary police, and subordinated directly to the Senate; it had 
its own privileged court, which exercised jurisdiction over professors 
and students alike. On the other hand, in view of the fact tbat the 
majority of the professors were necessarily foreigners, more 01' less 
ignorant of the Russian language and customs, the financial and 
general administration of the university W88 entrusted to officers 
appointed ad hoc by the Government, and a strict supervision was 
lilaintained in the interests of the State over the actual instruction. 
In addition to their university courses proper, the professors were 
bound to deliver a certain number of public leotures .. The public, 
however. do not seem to have availed themselves largely of this 
provision for thoir benefit, for the sufficient reason that the lectures 
were delivlll'(\.1 in Latin, which W88 also the language employed 
I\Y most of the profllSlUll'S in their universitv teachinlt~ 

In order to ensure a suffioient IlUpplyof properly prepared students, 
the precedent set at St. Petersburg by the foundation of a gymnll9imn 

. to serve 88 a preparatory school to the Academy was followed in 
oonnection' with the new university i hut, in deference to the 
social prejudices of the nobles, two gymnll9ia were founded at 
Moscow, one reserved for the nobility, and the other open to 
ra.m.."Chilttzy. The curricula of both gymnasia assign~ an inlportant 

• It W1I8 not till 1768 that profes.ors of Russian birth ....... enjok.i to DBa 
the Ruesi ... Iangu"!!,, in their leo_ Bet"", this time the use of Rossiaa 
or Latin had been optional with all the profeesora. Minutes of Uni_fly 
prooeodWga, according \0 Count D. Tolstoi, ~ kept antil 1765 in Fnmcb, 
aItior that yev in Latin. 
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place to inodern languages, bUt in other details they differed con
siderably from each other, prominence being given in that ,for 
nobles to military sciences, while in the co1Tll8ponding institution 
for non-nobles arts and technical knowledge took their place. It 
was Shuvalov's special aim to foster the study of modern la.ngusges, 
as the means by which European culture might be tranaplant.ed 
to Russian soil. Such subjects as history and geography were 
taught in French or German according to the nationality of the 
teachers, who as a rule knew no Russian. 

A similar dual gymnasium was established three yeSI'll later at 
Kazan. These foundations of Shuvalov were intended to prepare 
the way for a much more ambitious "cheme, which would have 
anticipated in many respects the educational reforms of Alexander 
I., but was destined never t) be carried out in its entirety. Shu va
lov proposed to -create two more univel'sities, ono at St. Petersburg 
and another at Daturin: in the more important town. there "'''r8 
to be gymnasia which should prepare for the Corps of Cadets or the 
university; in the lIlIIaller towns a kind of preparatory scbools 
to the gymnasia were to be established. The !!Cheme was framed 
with the idea of bringing State education within the reach of 
every child belonging to the noblll88ll. Any attempt to can')' the 
project into effect was prevented by the death of Elizabeth: but 
it is in any case probable, as Shuvalov was warned by lIOJIle of hi. 
expert advisers, the members of the Academy, that the time "'as no' 
yet ripe for an enterprise of such wide scope. Meantime, while 
the gymnasium at Moscow, under the wise direction of Professor 
Schaden, its headmaster for 25,yesrs, well fulfilled the expectations 
of it" founders, the success of the experiment at Kru-.an, owiug 
largely to an unfortunate choice of teachers, was scarcely sueh as 
to encourage its extension to other towns.- The desire of the 
Government to make these schools popular led them to make a 
libersl use of the system of grants or bursaries to individualschoiaI'J 
attending the gymnasia, and It is stated that the greater nlUnber 
of these, both at Moscow and Kazan, were in receipt of such 88Sis~ 
tsnce. 

The same general line of policy was followed with regard to the 
university, which was made the avenue to noble rank: every 
student, whatever his birth, W8I presented on acimi"';on into the 
university with a sword, received the personal nobility which 
accompanied admiBBion into the chi1l, and was S88Ured. an excep: 
tionally privileged positIon on his later entry into the -me of the 
State: meantime he was allowed to count the period spent at the 
university 81 actual yesra of eervice. Provision Wall made for the 
free instruction of a considerable number of atudeots, who were 
eJ.o maintainM at free quarters during their residence at the 
universil?'. Nevertheless, the number of studenta seeking 

• Denhavin, .... ho .. ,. _gat the Iir5 foortem pupila elltered '" the 
Kazan Oymnasimn. ~ left .... very poor """"""t 01 the methoda 01 in
struetim in..... See Iris ",...-d. quoted by Count D- ToIAoi m _ 4l) 

and 46 01 the .. View oIlldneatim in tbe Eighteenth Century:' .' 
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higher instruction was not large. Once more, as had already been 
the case with the educational reforms of Peter the Great, the Govell\.
.me"t had legislated in advance of the conscious requirements 
of the public. The whole organisation of the Moscow University. 
with the schools preparatory to it, bears the impress not of an 
institution called into existence by a natural and. spontaneous 
demand from below, but of one imposed from above by a Govern
ment which needed a larger number of educated persons for the 
.purposes of civil administration, and was also impressed with the 
manifest advantages which educated peoples possessed over those 
in a backward state of culture. . . 

Two years after the foundation of the University of Moscow, an 
attempt Ivas made to bring the teaching in private schools under 
Government control, by the Imperial ukaz of the 29th April, 1757, 
-which ordered that all foreigners wishing to teach young persons 
should pro\'e their fitness for the work by submitting themselves to 
'examination in St. Petersburg, at the Academy of Sciences, and 
'ill Moscow, at the university. In the absence, however, of a system 
of State control over the private schools themselves, this measure 
was found ineffective in practice. 

III.-RE1UNS OF CATHERINE II. AND PAUL (1762-1801). 

So matters stood at the accession of Catherine II. The reign 
'of this extraordinary woman marI.."8 an epoch in the history of 
Russian education, not so much, however, because of the reforms 
she actually accomplished, though these were considerable, as 
because of the new spirit which she sought to infuse into Russian. 
teaching. With the ~le exception of Peter the Great, whose 
work in so many directions she continued and carried towards . 
completion, no monarch so gifted and versatile as Catherine has 
ever sat upon the Imperial throne of Russia. German by origin, 
but French in all her intellectual sympathies; the disciple of the 
Encyclopedistes, and the (lorrespondent of Diderot, Grimm, and 
Voltaire; literary dilettante, and BBgacious woman of affairs; 
high-priestese of autocraoy in virtue of her position, yet holding 
with apparent conviction ideas of individual liberty which were at 
the very moment sweeping France irresistibly into the vortex of 
'revolution, Catherine is one of the most striking, as well as one of 
the most representative, personalities of the eighteenth century; 
morally and intellectually, she was an epitome of the contradictions 
of her time. 

One of the strongest indications of the versatility of her genius is . 
the fact that. though a foreigner by hirth. she was able to place 
herself 80 closely eft rapport with aU the diverse inftuellces of Russiah 
lire that her personality appears to dominate the whole history of 
'her reign. So far as Russia is concerned. the latter haf of the 
eighteenth oentury is emphatically the age of Catherine the Great. 

In her reign. the movement towards the assimilation of Western 
. thought and sei"D:C8 which had receiv6d so powerful an impu'~e 
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through the reforms of Peter the Great, reached ita culminating 
point, and Russia beoame finally recognised in the intellectua: l1li 

well l1li the political sense l1li a member of the family of European 
nations. It is a fact of profound significance in the intellectual 
history of Russia that this 88Bimilating proceBB should have taken 
place at the precise moment when the influence of French literature 
and philosophy on the intellectual life of Europe Willi at ita zenith. 
France WIIB then the intellectual centre of continental Europe. 
French thought dominated the eighteenth century lIB the thought of 
Germany dominated the first half of the nineteenth. Nowhere 
WIIB the intellectual influence of France more strongly felt than in 
those countries of Northern Europe whose own national culture Willi 

comparatively late in developing. There WIIB a moment in the 
eighteenth century when French even seemed likely to take ita place 
side by side with the national tongues of Northern Europe l1li a kind 
of international language of literature and science. It will be 
remembered that Frederick the Great wrote only in French; that the 
Berlin Academy published ita transactions in French; that until the 
time of Holherg, French drama monopolised the Copenhagen stage to 
the exclusion of Danish. It WIIB inevitable from the very moment 
that Russia turned her thoughta towards European acience, thet she 
should fall even more completely under the spell of France than 
western countries of more ancient culture had done. The.disposition 
to go pllBt her German teachers to what seemed to be the fountain 
head of European thought at the time is traceable in Russia earlier 
than the reign of Catherine-we need only refer here to the COlles· . 
pondence ofIvan Shuvalov with Voltaire. But it WIIB not until the 
reign of Catherine that this movement became general in Russian 
society. French civilisation, French manners, French philosophy 
now found a second home on the banks of the Neva; French 
iaahions in literature were copied by Russian writers; French 
became the language of the Coury and of the educated nobility. It 
is important to realise, however, lhat the influence of French ideas 
atIected lIB yet only the upper strata of Russian society, and that 
even within this limited circle their etIect WIIB more super1icial than 
elsewhere. The very society which 80 quickly appreciated the 
outward grace and beauty of French literature and 80 readily 
imitated the brilliancy and polish of the intellectual culture of which 
that literature WIIB the expression, remained comparatively in· 
eensible to the deeper currenta of French thought, or on'y vagnely 
apprehended their profound soclalsignificance. Hence the whole of 
the intellectnal movement which resulted in Russia from the 
influence of French literature and philosophy leaves a certain im· 
pression of artificiality and lack of depth, and it is still one of the 
disputed qUeLtions of Russian history whether theOallicising 
influenC4'8 of the eighteenth century are to be regarded l1li incidents 
in a natural organic process of intellectnal growth, or u mere 
attempta to engraft an alien culture upon Russian life. 

The collision of French \deas, however superficially apprehended, 
'With Russian traditions inevitably called forth a national reaction. 
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If the influence of French thought made for enlightenment on the 
. one hand, it tended also to shake old habits and beliefs on the other, 
. The conservative instincts of Russian society became alarmed at the 
growth of foreign influence and the consequent weakening of 
national traditions. The satirical writings of the time abound in 
. denunciations of foreign fashions in speech and manners, in protests 
against the rationalising and destructive spirit of French literature, 
and in particular against the influence of foreign tutors in the train· 
.ing of Russian youth.' . . 

It is characteristic of the peculiar position which Catherine 
occupies in Ruesian history that in a sense she stands as the reprec 
sentative both of the influence of .French philosophy and of the 
national reaction against it. In the earlier years of her reign she 
was much under the influence of Voltaire and the French eneycl~ 
pedi8res, and her polioy, both in education and in other matters of 
internal administration, bears evident traces of the ideas of this 
school of thinkers; but as years went by, and she saw more clearly 
the inapplicability of the French social philosophy to the conditions 
of a people on an entirely different plane of development, her 
attitude towards French thought changed to one of criticism and 
disapproval. The events of the French Revolution finally com· 
pleted this process of change and inaugurated a period of reaction 
in her policy, whioh had unfortunate results for the. educational 
progress of Russia. 

Catherine was in many respects eminently fitted by her personal 
attainments to carry out a great work of educational reform. She 
was weIl·read both in ancient and modern classics, was versed 
in the writings of the great jurists of the time. such as Montesqnieu, 
Blackstone, and Beocaria, and had devoted much thought to the 
.8ubjeot of education, Her own pedagogical views were formed 
ohiefly under the influence of Montaigne ; but she was familiar with 
the works of Roueseau, Basedow, and others, and she had also a high, 
though by no means an un -critical, regard for Locke. Her Instruo
tions to Prince Nioholas Saltykov, on his appointment as tutor to the 
young Grand Dukes in 1784, contain numeroUB passages borrowed 
or abridged from the latter author's .. Thoughts on Education."· 

It was inevitable that a ruler with intellectual tastes suoh as those 
we have indicated should turn her thoughts seriously towards the 
state of publio instruction in Russia, and that she should approach 
the question in a broed philosophic spirit, w hioh stands in marked 
contrast with the purely practical aims of the great Tsar, her 
predeceseor in the work of educational refann. Whereas Peter hed 
contented himself with producing a new type of official, Catherine 

• See the synopsis of parallel passages printed ... an appendix to Connt D. 
ToIstoi'. "View of Educat.ion in Russia in the EighteenthoCentury," pages 
91-100. Connt Tolstoi notes that all the borrowings from Locke have refer
ence to physical and moral trnining. &sid ... these Instruet.ions, which form 
In themSelv ... a pedagogical document of some imp<rtanee, Catherine also 
prepared several school books. A oareful crit.ical est.imste of her edueational 
writings is conteined in Air. Lavrovski's book published at Kharkov in "''''' 
"Q ~_ ~ SocIoi....m EIWori"" VJiAloi." _._-; 
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aimed at nothing less than the ,i creation of a new r~ ~f mell." 
Whilst Peter had used the school as a means of supplying the imme
diate necessities of the moment, Catherine looked upon education 
as an instrument for moulding the futuro. Peter's aims were narrowly 
material aud utilitarian, and directed solely to the advantage of 
the State: Catherine, on the other hand, under the influence 01 
the enlightened humanitarian ideals of the eighteenth eentury, 
placed the object of education in the development of the child 
himself. In the secularity of her idea.!s Catherine stood on COIDlIIon 
ground with the Tsar-Reformer; but in her conception of publio 
education as a mora.! as well as an intellectua.! ooncern, she not only 
went far beyond the views of Peter, but she showed herself in ad
vance of all the ideas of educatIon current in her time in RUBBia. 
"Her main intention," says Betski, her principal adviser and 
coadjutor in educational matters, "was not merely to further the 
'progress of arts and of learning among the people, but also to implan t 
good moral principles in their hearts." Hitberto the school bad 
been looked upon purely as a place for imparting knowledge: 
the discipline of character and the teaching of the rules of conduct 
were assumed to be the exclusive busineBB of the Church and the 
home. Catherine distrusted the influence of the home 3.' tending 
to perpetuate traditions which conflicted with her plans for the 
regeneration of society; and she exalted in a correspon~g degree 
the function of the school as a place of training. Dot only or chiefly 
of the intellect, but of the inward disposition and outward conduct 
as well. In 8f) doing she realised, as none of her predeceBBorB had 
done, the idea.! of education as a harmonious development of the 
intellectual and bodily powers.; and if her conception of the kind of 
development which should be aimed at was somewhat trup"r:fieial 
and external, if it resulted at its best in the production of well-bred. 
agreeable. and intelligent men and women of the world, her service 
to Russian education is Done the 1_ very great. Wider ideas of the 
scope and function of education began to prevail from Catherine's 
time onward; and in that sense, if in DO other. her reign delll!l'Ves 
to rank as epooh-making in the history of Russian education. 

Any estimate of the services rendered by Catherine to RU88ian 
education is, however, subject to one important deduction. A 
certain inconsistency is perhaps always inherent in the practice of 
enlightened despoti,m ; and in Catherine's case this inconsistency 
revealed itself in a jealousy of independent aooial initiative in the 
work of education which suited ill with her own efforts on behalf 
of popular enlightenment. This attitude of mind became more 
pronounced after her early enthusiasm for liberal ideas had begnn 
to waue ; and we .hall see to what lengths it led her in her closing 
years when 'fe come to consider the independent educational 
movement which was started by the circle of Novikov and 
SchwartZ. 

Perhaps her most secure title to fame from a pedagogical point 
of view rests on the fact that she was the author of a bold and 
Comprehensivp. scheme of education for girls. It Willi not u'e 
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'least remarkable of the achievements' of Catherine that -she was 
-able to cWTY tbroughsuch a scheme in. Russia at a time when 
even in the Western countries of Europe, (apart from'isolatsd 
experiments, such as that of Madame de ,Maintenonat St.Cyr). 
female education had received only the most', rudimentary de
velopment. The influence of the semi-Oriental views 'of woman. 
which were universally prevalent in Russia during the middle 
ages, lasted long after such outward expressions, of ,them as the 
use of the veil and seclusion within the, terem had disappeared. 
Of girls' schools, properly' so-called, there were practically none 
before Catherine's time, "Why should a girl be tanght to read 

,and write? " says a character in one of Catherine's own comedies; 
.. Book -le8l'lling is of no use to a girl. The less a girl knows the 
less rubbish she talks ... • <lirls received such education as was 
thought good for th6m either at home or in convents. The 
private boarding schools for girls which had of late sprung up 
ill the capitals were used for the most part ,by foreigners resident 
in Russia, and in any case were not deserving of much confidence. 
Catherine distrusted the methods of the boarding schools as much 
ofi3 she did the traditions of Russian home education. On the other 
hand, if she was to realise in any degree her dream of creating a new 
race of men and women, it was clear that the first step was to educate 
wisaly the future mothers of the race.t She, therefore, established 
a girls' aebool at Smolny Monastery, which was taught and con
ducted on her own principles. The regulations on the basis of 
.which this sehOoI was organised were drawn up by BetBki, and 
received Imperial sanction on the 12th March. 1764. In its final 
form the aebool consisted of two departments, one for girls belonging 
'to the noble 01888, the other for the daughters of the bourgeoisie. 
'The curriculum was different in the two departments. In that for 
the daughters of nobles it was as follows :-In the first class (ages 
6 to 9) were taught Russian and foreign languages, arithmetio, 
drawing, dancing, musio and needlework; in the second clWII 
(ages 9 to 12) geography and history were added; and in the third 
(ages 12 to 15) a literary course, consisting of the reading of historical 
and other books of an improving kind,was taken, together with ths 
elements of architeoture and heraldry. In the fourth and higheBl; 
class. consisting of girls from 15 to 18, the subjects already studied 
were revised, and instruction was given in law, the rules of deport
ment and politeness, good behaviour and conduct. In the depart
ment for burghers' daughters, the currioulum in general subjects 
, ·0 Vremia, Act Ill., Scene 3, p. l!4 of Pypill'.edit.ion (Chudikhina loquitur). 
, t A letter written by Catherine to V oIt&ire in 1772 oontains a ooncise 
expNOSion of her ideas as to the aims of girls' ednoat.ion : .. I know no' wbe\her 
tWa battalion of young girls, as you call it, will produce AmMons: bot ........ 
. wery f .... from wishing to make nuns of thorn; on th. oontr.fry, we train them 
So that they .hall be the joy of the famili .. into which they e"tot,· we want 
them to be neither prudes nor coquettes, bllt amiabl. girts who,rill be able 
\0 train their own ohildren aright and guide the affairs of .. hooaohold." 
Quoled by Coun' D. To4toi (" Viow of .:lllcation in the EiJzhleenth 
Century," p. 60), from Sbornik R~ LItoriaheokaeo Ohotcbeetva, TOlD 
13. P. 226. . " 
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followed generally the same lines, but instead of the aocompliBiunents 
needed for polite 8OCiety, pro~ence was given to BubjectB con
nected with household management and domestio economy. Up 
to 1783 most of the instruction was giveIi in French or lOme other 
foreign language, but in that year the Schools Commission called 
attention to the fact, with the result that Russian was introduced 
as the language of instruction. 

Catherine put her educational ideas into practice also in the 
Shliakhetnyi CorpfJ8 (a cadet Bchool for the BOns of gentlemen), 
of which Betski himself was placed in charge, and also in the 
gymnasia connected with the Academy. Other Bpecial school8 
were also reorganiaed during this reign, e.g., the Corps of Pages in 
1785, and the Artillery and Engineering School about the same 
time. A School of :Mines was founded in 1774. Special interest 
attaches to the Moscow Blagurodnyi Pamion, a secondary boarding 
school founded in 1778 in close connection with the Moscow Uni
versity. This school, which owed much of its fame and success 
to the devoted efforts of A. A. Prokopovich-Antonllki, its inspector 
from 1791 onwards, played an important part in the education of 
the Rus.~ian nobility towards the close of the eighteenth century. 
Among its pupils may be mentioned the poet Zhukovaki. 

All kinds of mools, however, BUffered considerably from the 
lack of good teachers, a difficulty which, as we shall see, was to 
hamper all·efforts for the improvement of RUBBian education for 
many years to come. 

The pedagogical experiments above described were, of course, 
conducted on a small scale, and though they undoubtedly exercised 
an important educative infIuQIlce upon Russian society, and laid 
the foundation for further developments in the future, their imme
diate results were comparatively inBigni6cant. Catherine's educa
tional work was, however, by no means confined to these experi
mentB. She projectoo a !'Cheme of national education, which, 
however partially it was carried out, w.as conceived in a broad 
humanistio spirit, and, like her efforts for the education. of girIs, 
served as a foundation upon which her succesaors were able to 
,build up a more efficient system. 
. Her mind was occupied with this subject as early as 1770, when 
she proposed to inu-oduoe a compulsory system of education for the 
whole. male popuIavon, the conrse of instruction to Iaat eighJ; 
",ontha. Her first act1,1al attempt to deal with the question dates 
/'rom 1775, in which vear was i8SUed the deeree establishing in each 
Government the tW-caIled pri1=y obstdratfJimnago prizreniia 
(Boards of public assistance), and imposing upon them the duty, 
amongst other things, of founding and maintaining mools in all 
towns and the more populous villages. Little practical result fol
lowed this meaSure ; the grant placed at the disposal of each yriknz 
for alI putposee amounted to only 15,000 roubles, and even had the 
question of finanoe presented no obstacle to the establiahment of 
schooIs, the difficulty of obtaining a proper IOpply of teaclu .... 
must have proved insuperable. 
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or'here the matter rested for several years. :Meantime the Empress 
.W88 devoting much attention to the subject, 88 is evident from her 
colTespondence with Grimm, who drew up a plan of studies at 
her request, and whom she invited in 177'1 to undertake the super
vision of education throughout the Empire. He refused, however, 
,on the score of ignorance of the language. Finally, on the advice 
of Joseph II. of Austria, with whom Catherine discussed the subject 
on the 066811ion of their meeting in 1780 at :Mohilev,. she decided to 
adopt the Austrian system of primary education as recently organised 
-by,Felbiger. The essential features of this system were the estab
lishment of two grades of schools, called respectively the Trivial
schule and the Hauptschule; with the provisioD that all the teachers 
of these schools should have previously been trained in a Normal
schule, and the obligation to teach aecording to certain prescribed 
books. Felbiger had been assisted in Hungary by Jankovicz de 
:Mirievo, an Austrian subjeot of Servian origin, who was a graduate 
in law and economic science of the University of Vienna. Joseph 
suggested that J ankovicz, as being an Orthodox Catholic with a 
knowledge of Russian, and having special experience in educational 
organisation, . would be capable of rendering valuable assistance 
to Catherine in working out her educational plans. 

He was aecordingly invited to Russia, and amved there in 1782. 
The same year a .. Commission for the Esta.blishment of Schools" 
was appointed, with Count Zavadovski at ita. head and Jankovicz 
aa ODe of its Ulembers. The duties aasigned to the Commission 
included not only the provision of schools, but the training of 
teachers and the preparation of suitable educa.tional books. l'he 
result of itslaboura was. the Statuta (Ustatl) of 1786, relating to 
National Schools. By this enactment two grades of schools were 
oalled into being, viz., major (glavnyia) schools in the chief towns 
of provinces; and minor (malyia) schools in district towns and in 
villages. The major schools consisted of four classes, the course in 
esch oooupying a year, except in the highest class, where the course 
laated two years. The minor suhools in district towns had two 
olasses, those in villages only one. The curriculum was based on 
the concentric system, that is to say, it waa intended to differ only 
in scope aa between the two grades of schools. In the lowest oll!.l!S 
of the minor school the curriculum included only the three R'B, 
with religion and the elements of grammar; in the highest class of 
the major school it extended to such subjecta. aa geometry, archi
tecture, mechanics, and physics. Latin and Greek were nowhere 
taught, though provided for by the Statute. The supreme control 
of this organisation was vested in the Schools Commission itself j 
subject thereto, the actual management was in the hands of tha 
priIan,' of which the governor of the province.was president. 
The oversight of all educo.tional details was entrusted to an official 
bearing the title of Director of National (or Primary) Schools, who 
had a eeat on the prikaz. There was, however, great difficulty in 
securing 8 proper supply of teachers for the new echools. One of the 
8S8eIltial featurse of the Austrian system was the et.¢ablisbment in 
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each province of a nonnal school supplying all the schools of thA 
province with trained teachers. This was not practicable in .RuBBis : 
lind the single training college established at St. Petersburgwl\8 quite 
inadequate to supply the needs even of the major schools throughout 
. the Empire. The result was that the RUBBian schools had in many 
cases to supply vacancies in the staff from among their own pupils. 
II certain number of teachers being also obtained from the eccle
siastical seminaries. Nevertheless, the supply of teachers rernainpd 
inadequate, in point both of quantity and quality, throughout the 
whole of Catherine's reign. Many of those who entered the pfO
fession found themselves so badly and in'egularly paid that the,· 
left the schools for other employment on the earliest opportumt):. 
The financial position of the schools themselves was most precariou~. 
Practically no funds were provided by the State, and the schools 
had to be maintained entirely by local contributions. When these 
failed, they were closed; this happened, for exam pie, in the case 
of all the schools in the Government of Tambov. During the reign 
of. Catherine 223 schools in all were opened, and some of those ill 
the larger towns appear to have been fairly well attended, though. 
-the course of the major schools proved to be considerably in advance 
of popular requirements. But the hope of the Government that 
they would provide education for all classes of society was not 
destined to be fulfilled. The gentry held aloof from them, pre· 
ferring to educate their children either in schools confined to th~ 
8)lI8 of the nobility, or by private tuition. The pupils of the State 
9 }hools were mainly drawn from the trading classes, or were children 
of. soldiers. Between the years 1782 and 1800 lI'lIIle 176,730 
8chl)Iar8, of whom 7 per cent.' (12,595) only were girls, are stated 
to have passed through these schools. 

In attempting to account for the sma1I measure of IIUCCe88 which 
attended the establishment of the Catherinian schools, Count D. 
Tolstoi, whose monograph on these schoolsremainsthechlef source 
of information on the subject whiclo. is available to the ordinary 
student, draws a detailed comparison between the system of public 
instruction in the forms which it 388UIDed in BUBBia and Auatria 
respectively. This comparison is particuIarly instructive as 
showing how much more unfavourable kl the spread of education 
the socia1 and economic conditions were in the former country 
than in the latter. The organisation was, in ias general outlinee, 
the same in both countries; but the poinas in which the RuBBian 
system deviated from its model indicate in every instance 1\ M11~ 
parative poverty of material and intellectua1 resources which was, 
.>f course, inevitable in the stage of historic development which 
Russia had then reached, but which placed her at 1\ great diaadvan
ta!!:e in comparison with Austria for undertaking lilly great forward 
m~vement in education. The poinas of inferiority noted by Count 
Tolstoi in'the BUBBian system are (1) the inadequacy of the provision 
made for the training of teacheJ8; (2) the nooesaity of entrustiDg 
the supervision of education to the organs of general administration 
(i.e .. to the gO.-erD018, acting with the pri/ulzy), wl!ereae in A1I8tria 
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this work was undertaken by a special U mefflcktskommusWn in 
each province i (3) the defective intellectual qualifications of the " 
persons to whom the local oversight of the Russian schools was 
entrusted; (4) the fact that the Russian clergy took no part in the 
work of popular education, whereas in Austria the whole administra
tion was in the hands of the clergy, who supplied, in fact; most of 
the educational initiative; (5) the de facto limitation of educational 
facilities to the towns in Russia; (6) the lack of an organising 
genius such as Felbiger had shown himself to be in Austria (Jankovicz 
in Russia confined himself mainly to the preparation of text-books); 
(7), finally, and this is most important, since it accounts for the 
defective provision both of training colleges and schools, and also 
for the inadequate supply of teachers-the lack of sufficient financial 
resources. " Tolstoi points out that Austria was in an exceptionally 
fortunate position in this last respect, inasmuch 88 the establishment 
elf her school system coincided with the suppression of the Order 
af Jesuits, whose property was devoted to educational purposes. 
" The exist.ing institutions of higher education-the University of 
Moscow, the Academy of Sciences at St. Petereburg. and the 
theologicRI Aoademies-continued to make progress during Cathe
rine's reign. Under the fostering care of the learned Metropolitan 
Platon, the Slavo-GnBco-Latin Academy at Mosc-Ow entered on a 
period of enhanced educational usefulness, its curricnlum being 
modernised "and extended. The Russian Academy was founded in 
1783, with: the speCial object of gnarding the purity and developing 
the resources of the Russian language. The quickened intellectual 
interest whioh was characteristic of the time affected University 
studies especially. The Moscow University grew in influence and 
efficiency, approximating more and more to the type <;>f University 
Common in Germany. The panegyrist of Catherine, writing in 
1801, thus sumS up the work of the University during her reign: *
" .. Th. number of Its youthful alumni increased with .very year, and the 
benefilB conferred by this tempi. of leaming kept pace with the increase ill 
numbers. And if we now .... many worthy magistrates in the capitals and 
in the most distant provinces; if the official styl. no longer invariably repel. 
u. by ilB bsrbnrism; if the neco ...... y ruI •• of logic and language are not seldom 
observed in the d .. ision. of the courlB; if the Government can alway. find 
.. sufficient number of ymmg men litted to be ilB instrumenlB and to turn 
their knowledge to the advan""", of .11 departmenlB of the public .. rvice • 
the State ow •• thia benefit to the University of Moscow. and the M_ 
Unh'ersity owes ilB glory to Catherin. and tire .pirit of her reign." 

uarned societies also bej;an to be founded in connection with 
the University. From 1767 onward the RU&.ian language came 
more IIlId more into use lIS the language of instruction.t The 
proportion IIf Russian professors constantly increased. Many of 

. • K.......,wn ... Istoriohoakoe pokhvalnoe slovo EkateriJ 6 11." Works, ed. 
Smirdin. I. 367. 368. 

t .. In the memorable yc~ 1767. Catherine IL reli.ved the Icion"" of 
M""oow from tho yoke of the Latin toDgUo, overthrow the le&rned JlI"jndioo 
01 tho tim. which hindered the extoDBion of learning in our I&th.rland, &IIld 
exproasOO to Kh ...... o .. her .n&b that Russian. &bould ho used- in teaching ., 
thn MOIOOw Uniwrsity" (Istoricheok&ia aapiska, publiahod in 1855 on the 
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these had receivm:l their training in foreign universitIes, and through 
them the influence of the contemporary thought of Western Europe 
was brought to bear strongly on the minds of the younger generation 
of Russian students. An instance of this, which will be especially 
interesting to British readers, is the influence which the Glasgow 
school of thinkers (Blackstone, Hume, Ferguson, Adam Smith) 
exerted through the' medium of Tretiakov and Desnitski, lecturers 
at the University of Moscow who had been sent by Shuvalov to study 
at Glasgow. This practice of sending young men to be educated at 
foreign universities at the expense of the State came greatly into 
vogue during this period. Among the Gennan universities those of 
Leipzig and Gattingen were genemllyselected for this purpOl!e. 
Both were then at the very height of their fame i Leipzig was the 
rICher in traditions of learning, but Gattingen, with its cosmopolitan 
character, its atm09phere of refined culture, and its devotion to 
the modern sciences, possPBSed a special attraction for the RWJ,.ian 
youth. Apart from these State-illldowed travelling student ships, 
it became more and more common for young Russians of the higher 
cl899 to resort to foreign universities to compl('te their education. 
Radistchev, for example, received hill university education at 
Leipzig. The Princess Dashkov, the friend of Cathetine, and 
Pl'l!!lident of the Acad('my of Sciences, sent her son to take his degree 
at F..dinburgh, Professor Morfill states that many RuSsians were 
io be found at this time at the Univer.litv of Oxford; and we are told 
by Rambaud. the French historian of RIlBIIia, that even in ti,e reign 
of Elizabeth, the num her of RUlISian studmts at Paris was su/ficimtly 
great to make it worth while to build an Orthodox ehapel, under the 
protection of the Russian Ambasaador. At Straaaburg, during the 
years 1785-87, there were 88 many 88 forty-four students of RU88ian 
nationality; and when under the regime of Catherine'. SUcce880r 
it was decided to recall to their native country all RU88iana 
who were studying at foreign universities, it was found that the 
number of such at Jena was sixty.five, and at Leipzig thirty-eix. 
The attraction which Western universities exercised upon young 
Russians of position had an important indirect influence upon the 
later history of Russian education. All the trusted ad villers of 
Alexander L during the early years of his reign were rnm who had 
come in this or other ways under the influence of Western culture 
and learning. and this fact, as we shall see, wmt far to deternline 
the particular mould in which the educational refonns of Alexander 
were cast. 

It was not univertlity teaclling only that young Russians eought 
abroad. It was also usual for parents to send their children to be 
educated in foreign schools. But the majonty of Russian children 
of the upper cIasa received their instruction in private boenling 

_on Of tile oenteDaly of the IIooeow um....roity~ c.u-iDe' ...... for 
tile interests of tbe RlIIBiaa Iaogoa@e, while UDdoubtodly credilable 10 her 
in view of her foreign birt.h aad eoomopoJitaa education. ID1IA be 1lIldePWIood 
in -">a with tbe _ft.of natjonoljpn IIDCl .....ti ... ~ fcJnigq 
inft_ by which abe """ berne 10 power. . 
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schools, kept, as a rule, by foreigneI'B (that is,Frenchmen or Gmmansj, 
who used their native language as the mediwn of instruction. 
These schools differed much in quality, but were usually very poor. 
Both Von Wizin a.n.d Karamzin attended the pension of Professor 
Schadan in Moscow, which must have been one of the best of its 
kind. '(Professor Schaden was the first Director of the Gynmasiwn 
attached to the Moscow University.) In St. Petersburg, however, 
the aristocratic schools provided by the State, such as the military· 
and naval schools, continued to attract a large number of pupils, 
because of the special training they afforded for the public service; 
and it would appear that in the eightiell, at any rate, only a minority 
of the pupils in the twentY-llix boarding schools of St. Petersburg' 
were of Russian parentage. The most uhs~tisfactory feature of 
Russian education WlI8 the tendency to employ foreign private 
tutors; which prevailed especially in the pro~inces. The literature 
of the time (including some of Catherine's OWlI l'lays)* abmmdq in 
indications of the wretchedly inefficient character of the instruction 
imparted by these men, who were recruited from the most diverse 
professions and callings, and were generally without any special 
qualifications for their work, apart from their lmowledge of their 
native languages. The German tutor in Von Wizin's Nedurosl' 
(" The Minor ") was an eX-iloachman ; the French tutor in Pu..ohkin's 
"Captain's Daughter" had been a hairdresser in France lind a 
soldier in Prussia; the one described in the same author's .. Du
brovslci" had been brought up to the confectionery business. 
If we are to accept Pushkin's aocount of the proceedings uf the tutor 
in the former novel 89 true to historio fact, the value of the training 
such men were qualified to give must have been, both intellectually 
and morally, much worse than none. . 
: The Government WI\8 not blind to the disadvantage and danger 
of this state of things. Already, in 1757, it had made an attempt 
to weed out undesirable teaohers by the imposition of an intellectual 
test, but withmlt much SIlCCl'S8. The measures taken hy Catherine 
in 1784 to attain the same end were much more drastio and effectual. 
In that year the Sobools Commissioll, which had been established 
two ye8I'B earlier, was directed to obtain information concerning 
all private schools and boarding houses, to inspect them thoroughly, 
and to subject their keepers and teachers to a searching examina
tion. Russian and foreign schools were alike affected by this 
regulation, and the latter, as it happened, survived the test better 
than the fonner. All the Russian schools were closed, their pupils 
being advised, and in some cases compelled, to enter the newly
established State schools. Of the foreign schools one only was 
olosed, but the rest were thoroughly overhauled, and plaoed for 
the future under the general control of the Schools Commission 
and the immediate supervision of the Director of National Schools. 
By the provisions of the Ordinance (nakaz) of 1784, which regulated 

• See fer ODIIIpI. lb. portrai' 01 the French &utcr in .. Mn. Biestoikov 
!!lid Jo'IIIIIiIr," So. 16 (po 206 01 Pypin's edition). 
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all matters relating to private schools, it W88 made the duty of 
the latter official to supervise not only t~ instruction given in 
such schools, but their premises and general administration; 
the methods of instruction adopted were to be the same a8 
those in use in the State schools. Russian must be taught 88 
an obligatory subject, and every half year a publio examination 
of the pupils must take place in the presence of the Director of 
National Schools, who had to present a yearly report to the 
prikaz on the state of the. schools under his supervision. The 
~ight to permit the opening of private boarding schools W88 

reserved to the Schools Commission,- who would require to be 
satisfied 88 to the curricnlum, the fees, and the qualification. of 
the proposed teacher. . The nakaz of 1784 is important as being 
the first of a series of measures by which a rigid system of State 
control was n1timately establhhed over the private schools of 
Rus.,ia, and their methods of teaching and curricula approximated 
to those of the State schools. In causing the closure of all tho 
inferior schools kept by native Russians, who found it difficult to 
satisfy the statutory conditions imposed on the keepers of privato 
schools, and in preventing .the existence "on a legal basis" of 
similar schools in future, the legislstion of 1184 probably did 
much to retard tbe development of Russian education upon native 
lines. We are told, however, by the official narrative from which 
most of these details are taken, t that" these schools, finding support 
in the ignorant mass of the population, continued to exist in secret, 
evading all supervision, and rendering futile all measures undertaken 
against them." , 

The effect of the nakaz of 1784 upon the foreign schools and 
boarding·houses was not 80 overwhelming, 88 th_ schools were 
able to count on a strong feeling in their favour among the richer 
classes of society, and moreover supplied a demand which Willi not 
met by the State schools. To quote again from the same official 
OOcount, .. these school~ received more consideration, notwith
standing their defects, because they were the only plares where 
what was then considered to be higher education could be obtained; 
their pupils learnt French, dancing, musio and polite manntTII, 
which were regarded as being in themselves a perfectly suflicil'llt 
inark of eduCation. This view of education which obtained in 
the highest ranks of society and gradually passed over to the 
more well-to-do middle classes, explains why in our foreign boarding 
schools a knowledge of IllfIcuuages and external polish of mannI'S" 
long held the foremost plaee, while the moral and religious training 
of the pupils, the devplopment of their intellectual JIOWPrB. til" 
awakening and strengthening of patriot~c sentimenbl of de\'ol;I,Jl 
to the tJU"Olle ~d love for the fathErland were neglected NCf'OI 
we wond~r after this, that young RUJ!8ians, fr;lined in IlUch tIIll"",'~, 
frequently left them. denauonalised both in ideas an~ sentiml'T,f •• 

• This righ, ..... in 1786 tnDsferred to the 1'rib in each g __ t.. . 
t 0 JIO'oz_ii lladitA <~I:II aeMhIorItA .:rmInJii, pp II, 8.. 
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and acquired an unreasoning contempt (or overythin/X nwl.lan t " 
To this we need only add that a certain llO!!Illopolitanism of senti
ment was a characteristio note of the period, and that this cosmo
po)litanism was at lea..t as mueh a cause as an e!fect of the influence 
of the foreign schools on Russian society. 

The latter half of the reign of Catherine witnessed the rise of an 
educational movement which is historically noteworthy as having 
been the result neither of State initiative nor of private enterprise, 
but of the action of purely social and philanthropic motives. This 
was the movement started by N ovikov, Schwartz, and the MoscoW" 
Masons. N ovikov was a m .. n of great business talent and organising 
capacity, who devoted the best years of his life to the work of 
spreading enlightenment among the Russian people. Beginning 
his career as a journalist and editor of periodical magazines, he early 
beoame connected with the Freemasons, who had then obtained a 
strong footing in Russia, as in other continental countries, and were 
distinguished by their interest in moral and social questions and 
their antagonism to the rationalisingspiritof the eighteenth century. 
His connection with this society had a strong determining influence 
upon his career. From 1775 onwards his publishing and journalistio 
activity was directed largely to philanthropic ends. In 1777 he 
established two schools in St. Petersburg, which were maintained 
entirely from the proceeds of his journal the Ulrennii Sod (Morning 
Light). In 1779 he removed from St. Petersburg to Moscow tn 
undertake the charge of the University Press, which he had leased 
from the authorities. Now began the period of his greatest activity 
and usefulness. At Mosoow he became the centre of a circle of like· 
minded persons, mostly belonging to the Martinist section of the 
Freemasons; he edited numerous magazines and published book, 
aiming at intellectual and moral edification; he opened bookshops 
in Moscow, and organised the book trade in the provinces, using the 
masonio lodges as agencies for this purpose. A large element in his 
aotivity was the publishing of translations from useful books in 
foreign languages. At Moscow he found a zealous COadjutOI in 
Johann Georg Schwartz, a Transylvanian Professor in the Univer
Bity, whose idealism and moral fervour formed a fitting counterpart 
to the sober and methodical genius of Novikov. Under the in· 
fluence of Sohwartz, who was appointed inspector of the pedagogical 
seminary established in 1779 in conneotion with the miversity, 
the work of the Novikov circle developed greatly on its educationaJ 
side. Sohwartz gathered round him a band of young students, whom 
he inspired with some of his own zeal for education, and enlisted in 
the work of translation. His idea was to further the spread of 
enlightanment pertly by bringing in qualified teachers from abroad, 
and partly by the training of native Russians for the JVork. The 
Friendly Learned Society, founded by his efforts, included in ita 
objects the raising of funds for the education of Russian youths a' 
home and abroad; and a conBiderabie number of young Russians 
were thus educated, the most famous al_ ..... of the society being 
KllI'amzin. Sohwartz, however, died in 1;84, and soon afterwa.rda 

Q 
", 
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began an ollicialpersecution of the Martiniste, whose work was, how 
ever, not firially stopped until 1792. In'that year Catheriue, whon 
the' events of the French Revolution had now rendered thoroughl, 
suspicious of liberal ideas, ordered the prosecution of N ovikov, wit: 
the result that he was sentenced to imprisonment for fifteen years i 
the fortreBB of Schliisselburg. This action on the part of th 
Empress vindicated afresh the monopoly of the State in the work ~ 
education, and brought to an untimely end a movement which W8 

fraught with pOBBibilities of future benefit to RUBBia. The newl 
awakened spirit of social eemce received a rude ch"Ck, from whic 
it was many years in recovering • 
. ' The prosecution of Novikov was but one symptom of a generl 
tendency towarde reaction which clouded the last few years ( 
Catherine's reign, and produced a very perceptible slackening in hE 
educational activity. Under the Emperor Paul the reactionar 
movement W88 carried to still greater extn>mes. The liberty ( 
the Press W88 curtailed; intellectual activity of all kinds WB 

represse~ and well-nigh paralysed. Education in particuLl 
(l('aaed to JlI"OI'\' _, and indeed fell backward, as will he e\"iden 
from the fact that the number of State schooll declined in the Ia! 
two 'years of Paul's reign from 316 to 284. 
, To this general tendency towards decline and ret.rogresIIion ther 

W88 one bright exception. The education of girls c6ntillued to 1 
well cured for by the Empress Maria FeodOl·ovna, under who> 
special patronage and supervision the Emperor placed not onl 
the Girll' School, founded by Catherine, but allo certain OthE 
iD8titutiolL~ of a partly phiIanthropic, partly educational characte 
Thus ~88 formed the nucleus of th088 .. institutiOJl8 of the F.mprl'! 
Maria .. which, even during her own lifetimE>, inercased 80 largel 
in number and importance 88 to require to be placed at her deat 
(1825) under the adnf"mistration of a special dP-partment of tb 
ilmperial Chancellery, and which have for mare than a centw
rendered such conspiCU0U8 eemce to the CftlIBe of girls' ~ucatio 
iiI Russia. The institutions administered by hPr during the reilQ" 
of her husband aurl hl"r BOD were founded and maintained partl 
by contrilrutions from private persons or societies, and to a certai 
extent also by grants from the Imperial T1"l'88iIr)' ; hut they OWE 

iheir existence a\.so in large me8.'!UJ"e to her O\tn genl"rOBity an 
~al jntereBt in the education of gir~. The total .amotlf 
actually given and bequeathed by her for thell" support CODlIIdl"rsbl 
exceeded two million roubles. During a period equal in lengt 
to a whole generation the achooll had the benefit of ber couta. 
Care, and long after her death they continued to retain the imP"" 
of Jler own individuality, which contrasted in many importar 
riispects with that of Catherine. She was the very reverse of 
dootripaire. A respect for the influence of the home, which was 
part of her German training,led hl"r to defer by three yeare tIl 
age of enb-y to the achoohl, which had been fixed by Catherine, 
from five to ten years. . Nor had Rhe much mOrP 8ympathy with tb 
ambition of her predecesoor to ereate a .. nE'll' race of men .. l, 
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means of education. Her aim 'was the much more practical and 
conservath'e one of giving the daughters of poor nobles such an 

, education as would fit them for posts as private governesses and 
the like. HEmce the curricula of the schools under her charge were 
framed in accordance with current ideas as to the essentials of a 
polite education, the greate.st prominence being given t.o the study 
'of modern languages~ though wch subjects as history; geography, 
arithmetic, logic, and rhetoric were also taught. 

H, taking all influences into account, we endeavour to, form ~!l 
estimate of the general condition of Russian education at the end 
of the eighteenth century, we shaH conclude that the chief results 
of the intellectual movement of the oentury had been to improv:e 
the education of the clergy, and to create an upper class of cultivated 
and refined men and women. That thiS refined society was com·' 
posed' of women as well as of men is, certainly the, most strik4tg 
evidence of progress which the age has to offer, if we bear in mind the 
very primitive ideas as to the position of women whic4 had pre
vailed in Russia up to and even after the time of Peter the Grea~. 
But the education of this aris~ocratic minority was only partially 
received in schools and colleges provided by the State, and only to an 
insignificant degree in educational institutions which were open to 
all claBBes. It was the aim of Catherine, as of most of h~ SUQ

OOBBOrs, to create a comprehensive national system of eduoatioll 
which should ignore Bocial distinctions and provide instructioll 
alike, for the petite noblesss aud the mercantile class., Thus 
Catherine hoped, as we learn from the statements of Betski, tp 
create a class corresponding to the tief8.etat in l!'ranoe. Fer the 
present, however, all efforts to create such an educational system 
were frustrated by the inveterate caste-prejudioes and social 
traditions of the Russian nobility, and, except in the Jarger towns, 
ended in failure. Neither private boarding schools nor private 
tuition afforded, or could afford, an adequate substitute lor an 

, effioient national system of instruction. All contemporary evidence 
goes to show that the education of all classes below the aristocracy 

, was at b,est superficial, and often absolutely worthless. As to the 
lowest 011\.."8 of all, the serfs, any effeotive scheme of Il,ducation 
for them was now, and was destined for several generatioJ.lll to 
remain, outside the range of praetica1 polit.ics. , It is stated that 
of the whole Ruasian population at the end of the century ot;tly 
r.ne out of eight hundred was receiving education of any kind. 
But it is important to emphasise the fact that the actual advance 
in culture, at any rate among the upJ>lll' classes, which took place 
during the reign of Catherine was much greater than can be m~ 
in terms of the increase in teaching institutions or agencies, and 
\Vas dependent upon a general quickening of intelleotual interests, 
which in its turn was the result of social and literary influences 
derived in great part from abroad.· '. ~, 

. '. Some idea of the general intelleotual progress made in the reign \>f 
Catherine is given by the statement of Karamzin that in 1777 there ""'" 
OII'i two bookshops in ld.-.w, doiDg .. ~ of ..... than 100000.tonbioa 

7312 c 2 



IV.-REION 01' ALEXANDER I. 

I.-THE OONSTRUCTIVE PERIOD (1601-1812). 

In the above brief sketch of the work of the Empress Man. 
Feodorovna in connection with girls' achoola, We have somewhat 
anticipated the course of events. In March, lS01, amidst general 
rejoicing, the youthful, amiable, and high-minded Alexander 
succeeded to the throne, left vacant by the tragic death of hia 
father. His accession was acclaimed as the dawn of a new era ; 
-and by nothing did the hopes entertained of him seem to be more 
completely justified than by the efforts made on behalf of education 
in the early yean! of his reiblll. It is important, however. to bear 
in mind that in respect of education, as of every other branch of 
Alexander's domestio policy, his reign falls into two well-m8l-k00 
periods, separated from each other by the year 1812. Dwing the 
first period he was still influenced by the philosophical ideas which 
had formed the intellectual environment of his youth_ Educated 
as he had been under the immediate supervision of hill grand
mother and by tutors of her choOl'ing, he shared all her social and 
humanitarian interests, and in the firRt manifeRto which he issuoo 
after hi~ lICCe98ion he proclaimed his intention to be guided by her 
principles and to govern in her 8pirit. The lead of the young 
Emperor was heartily followoo by RJlssian society. "The humani· 
tarian intentions of the Monarch," writes Kararnzin in 1803, "are 
influencing the minds and· hearts of men; everywhere a philan
thropic spirit is being manifested; evprywhere useful institutiOl18 
are being projected and plans thought out." (Worb, iiL 345.) 
The first ye8J'll of the reign were Ionsequently marked hy a Reries of 
efforts at constitutional and social reform, in which the Emperor wa. 
guided by the ad vice of men like Adwn Omrtoryski, N oVOIIIill.!lev" 
Stroganov, and Kochubei, ardent enthusiasta for progress like 
himself. In the yl'&l" 1812;-a year in every respect ml'lIlOl'llble 
in tho historv of RuAAia-A1exander's ooaractfor and idffi. under· 
went a profoond change, religious in its origin, but ultimatt-Iy 

a yar; in 1802 the", wme twenty 11100 shops, repreoentiDg a Vade of 200.000 
rOllblea a yar. Kan.mziD, Works, iii, pp. M6-660, "On the lIook T ..... 
and &he lAm> of ReadiDg in RDMia." &me further atatisti.,. .... given by 
Ililiukov (OcMrlri. ill, ii .• p. 1M), who tells lUI _ of the 9,613 boob bJow1a 
to have been pnblished in Rwosia during the eighteenth coota:Jy, 8,693 (01' 
OWl' 90 per cent.) aPJlCl'll"'d during the latter baH of the cen1uJy, IIDd 8,686 
(or OWl' ee per cent.) in &he ,...... between 1776 _ 1800. In ...... of &he 
imp_~ pari; played by the readiug of boob in &he hiotory of Bolli .... 
eallme, theoe fipreo .... wry iDstructioe. They alford, however. DO preeioe 
__ of tbe _, to which the habit of readiug had opread ill Rwosia in 
&he eighlloeotb .... buy ... they &eke DO .-.ant of boob imported &om 
abnJed. The deDumd fM foreigD boob &IDODg the edueated ........ wry 
..... IIDd it .... chanoteriaIio of the -.8......., policy of the Emperor 
faullhat the im~OD of ~ boob .... (in 18(0) ......... "''' forbiddea. 
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affecting his whole mental outlook and policy:-O The purely sooml 
ideals of his earlier years, though not wholJy abandoned, began to 
besuhordinated to the religious interests by which he was now pre
occupied. Unfortunately this attitude of mind on the part of the 
F.rnperor, combining witb othel' accidental causes, gave an oppor
.tunity to the foes of educational progress, of which they were not 
slow to avail themsel ves. Magno'1-imous, humane, collscien tious, and 
unselfish to a fault, Alexander WB8 welJ described by one of his 
Ministers as a "(''rolsIIS in good intentions" ; his misfortune 'W8S, 
8S the lame statesman has also indicated, that he WBII so often 
badly served by the instruments of his administration. Moreover, 
his humanitarian aims were apt to be neutralised by a Hamlet-like 
indecision of character, which led him to $hrink from the consistent 
application of his principles to the practical probfems with which 
he had to deal at an extraordinarily difficult and critioal period in 
the history of his OOWltry. 
. The educat.ional policy of Alexander was directsd to the building 

up of a compaot and permanent national syptem of instruction, 
which should supplement the manifest deficiencies of the brilliant, 
but superficial, reforms of Catherine, and thus provide in an ade
quate manner for the educational needs of all classes within the 
Empire.. In the consideration of the deWls of this system he WIll 

guided by the advice of his old tutor, the Swiss La Harpe, as well 
11._ by that 01 the so-oalJed triumvirate (Czartoryski, Novossiltsev, 
IIlId Stroganov). 

In 1802, Witllin a year after his aocession, Alexander abolished 
the standing Schools Commission. and created in its stead a Ministry 
Ilf Pul.lio Instruction (Ministerstoo NartJdMgo Prowestclieniia, 
literally, Ministry of Popular Enhghtenment). This WB9 done as 
part of a general system of internal re-organisation, by which the 
old so_lied .. oollegiate" administration, inaugurated by Peter 
the Great, was replaced by special Departments of State, or Minis. 
tries on the Europetul model. The first Minister of Publio Instruo
tion WB9 CoWlt Zavadovski, who had been Preoident 'of the super
seded Commission. He was. however, merely a figurehead. A. 
much more important share in the aotual administration of the 
now rigilllAl belonged to his assistant (Iovaristcla), M. N. Muraviev. 
a man of oonsiderable learning and enlightened views, wbo had 
been one of the young Emperor's tutors. He unfortunately 
died in 1807, at the early ago of fifty. The functions assigned to 
the new Ministry included the supreme control over education 
and educational institutions with the exception of such &~ were 
specially placed under other jurisdictions. This exception proVf'd 
to be in Ule sequel a somewhat import'lllt one, 89 ·it affected not 
only the Cad'!!. Corps, which were under the oontroJ 0' the military 
and no.vn.l authorities, and the schools belonging to the Holy,synod, 

• For the oharacter <if this ohaDge as described by Alexander himself 
the .;.,glish mder mar nf,,!, ~ tbe .. Lift of W~liOllll ,\UOII,'! vI)!. ii., "p. 10 
and2G4, 
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but also the girls' 'sohools under the personal protection and ad
·ministration of the Empress Marie; the effect of it, thereCore, "'as 
to take the secondary education of girls wholly out oC the jurilKlio
,tion of the Ministry of Publio Instruction for two generations. 
Besides schools and colleges, the new Ministry had under its super
'Vision all publio libraries, mu'lllUlIlll, and public and private print
ing presses, and was also entrusted with the cenaorsbip of printed 
'pu blications. 

In 1803 certain preliminary regulations were issued which Core
shadowed the main features of the new educational system about 
to be Created. The definitive statute creating this organisation 
followed next year. By these two important acts of the legislature, 
the Empire WBI! parcelled out inte six F.ducationa1 Districts, each 
Consisting of several Govemments resembling each other in their 
general circumstances At the head of each Educational District 
W88 placed a Cw-ator (popeehilel), who was to live in St. Petersburg 
and act 88 the representative of the intereatR of his district there. 
The whole body of Cw-atora were constituted a High Adminiatra· 
tive Council of Education (Glrwnoe P"lJ1Jlenie Uchilislch) acting 
under the Ministry of Publio Instruction. The first duty imposed 
on the Curators W88 to found universities in their respective districts, 
where none such already existed.' As we have seen, the only 
purely Russian University' W88 that of Moscow. In addition to 
this, however, the Educational District of ViN also poasea!lOd a 
University, ",hich continued to exist until it was suppreosed aCter 
the Polish inswTection of 1831-32. The University of Dorpat. 
originally founded by Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden in 1632, w88 
revived in 1802, aCtera period of eclipse lasting nearly a century. 
It was decided to proceed immediately with the foundation of three 
more Universities at St. Petersburg. Khal'kov and ~7.an ; while 
Kiev, Tobolsk and Ulltiug-Veliki were designated 88 the IIf1lts 'of 
others to be created in the future. The Universities of Kharkov 
and Kazan actually came into existence in 1804: the complete 
organisation of that;:j)f St. Petersburg W88 Cor special reasons 
deferred to the year 1819~ I ~ 

The conatitutionsof the new Universities (to which that of 
Moscow was now asaimilated) were framed on German models. 
1he authority of the Cw-ator was limited to a general control, and 

. the actual administrntion of the University W88 veoted in 'the 
University Council, which was an autonomou., corporat,ion, 0011-

sistillg of the whole body of Profe8BOl'll and adjuncts (or assistsnL 
proCessors). It filled up vacancies in its own ranks and elected 
its own rector and deans of faculties, who constituted togeIber ill 
each University an executive body (praflletaie), charged especiany 
with the finan~al adminislrntion of the University. The University 
Council.had wide powers of oontrol, not only over the inlltnll.'tion 
given in the University, but also over the whole educational system 

• The further foondalioos were 88 followB: The l'Diversity 01 81. Vladimir 
at 'Kiev in 1833 ; the N ..... lll"';an {jniversily at Od_ in 1866 ; the Imperial 
t:w.-ermty 01 Warsaw in 1800; the l'ni~ersitJ' 01 TOOIIIk in 1_. 
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of the District. The members of the University were placed out-
. side the jurisdiction of the ordinary police authorities and made 
responsible only to their own trihtmal, from which then> was an 
appeal to the Ruling Senate alone. In each University there were 
constituted four }'aculties, viz., (1) Moral and Political Scienoes ; 
(2) Physical and Mathematical Sciences; (3) Medicine; (4) Humani
ties. The professorships comprised in these facultieil differed 
slightly in denomination in the three Universities, but at Moscow 
the arrangement was as follows. The ]!'aculty of Moral and Poli
tical SCiences contained chairs in theology, interpretation of Holy 
Scripture and Church history, speculative and practical philosophy, 
law (natural, political, and national). the civil and criminal proce. 
dure in the Russian Empire, anci'ltlt and. foreign law, diplomatic! 
and political economy. In the Faculty of Physical and Mathe
matical Sciences were taught theoretical and experinumtal physics, 
pure mathematics, applied mathematics, astronomy, chemistry, 
botany, mineralogy and rural economy, technology and the sciences 
relating to commerce and manufactures. The Faculty of Medicine' 
comprised six chairs in different branches of medical and veterinary 

. dcience. The professorships constituting the Faculty of Humanities 
were: Ru.'lSian language and literature, Greek l~age and 
literature, antiquities and Latin, universal history, statistics and 
geography, the history, statistics and geography of Russia, Oriental 
18Ilguages, the theory of fine arts and archmology. 

There were two reasons why the fotmdation of Universitiell was 
regarded as the most urgent necessity of the moment. In the first 
place, experience bed abown that the main difficulty in the way of 
creating an E'fficient system of secondary and primary i!l'boo~ was 
the lack of qualified teachers. This lack the Universities WE're 
intended to supply •. The .. preliminary rules" had laid it down 
that every university should have a training-echool or pedagogical 
institute attached to it, where students should he maintained at 
the publio cost, on condition of their binding themselves to serve 
si x years at least in State schools. Such a trailling school had 
been founded by Catherine at St. Petersburg, and still existed, 
tllough it had of late fallen very much into decay; it was now 

. reorganised with an extended curriculum under the name of tile 
Pedagogical Institute and started on its new career with a contin
gent of 100 students drown from the ecclesiastical seminaries. 
One of the main objects of the Government being thus provided 
for in St. 'Petersburg, it was not thought necessary to complete 
t.he organisation of the University tmtil the year 1819. At; Kaznn 
tbe existing gymnasium was converted into a Pedngogic.al Instituto. 

The second n'II!IOIl for l-egarding the roundation of "{TniversitiMl 
as of immediate importance was the fact thllt an important part 
of the admini.tration of the school~ was to he en~9ted to thpm. 
In addition to the Univeooties the new educational lawoJll'Ovidecl 
for the e!ltahlishment of a complete system of secondary and primary 
schools, which WOn! to be of three grades: provincial schools or 
pmnasia, district schools and parish &Chools. Each chief to;va 
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of a province (government) WB8 to have at Icast one gymnasium 
each district town (uie:d .. yt gorod, the chief town of an viezd, 0 

district) wns to have at least one district school; while each parisi 
was to uontain, ns far as pOS!!ihle, one primary school. It was, 0 

cO'Jrse, &S.\1\lmed that district and pari.'<h school. would exist it 
the chief provincial towns side hy side with the gymnaaia; am 
t.hat parish schools would he established in the district towns aid, 
by side with the district schools. The existing major and min~ 
schools of the Catherinian system were to be reorganized as schools 0 

the new type, hy cOnverting the lowest or flMlt class of each int. 
A parish school, while the new district schools were con.titut.e( 
Ollt of the 8E'COnd cla..qs of the Catherinian schools, with an additiona 
higher class. The two highest clB88e8 of the rna jor schools becam( 
the first and second claaseA of the gymnasia, whioh also receivC( 
two new classes in addition. 

At the head of thi~ organisation in each Educational Districl 
r.ood the University, that is to say, the Council as the governin~ 
body of the University ""aa at the same time charged with thl 
oversight of secondary and primary school" which it exeroisecl 
through an annually appointed Schools Committee OOI19i§ting 01 
six professors und.... tbe presidency of the rectors. Sitnilarl, 
the director of each gymnaaium was at the 81\me time dirootoJ 
of the dilrtrict schooJa in his Government, whilst a subordinate 
official, with the title of 1I1IWhittl, had the duty of supervisinB 
under the director's instructions the work of the parish ",hoola, 
whose teachers had to qualify for their work by undergoing exnmi· 
nation at the hands of the teachers of the district schools and the 
gymnasia, and to he recommended by the director of the gym. 
nasium for final eonfinnation of their appointment. ThUll each 
grade of schools WaR placed in intimate relation to the grade im
mediately above it, and the whole together formed a ~pactly 
organised and closely articulated system, of which the Uwveraity 
in each Educational District WaR both the a,lministratrve &lid the 
intellectual centre, appointing and removing the BWJ. of the 
primary .sOOools, n~in"ting for approval by the Minister the 
directors of the gymnasia, and providing for the genernl IlUJX'I"
vision of school work by a system of visitation by professors. 
Private echooJa of all grades were brought into the !y'tP.m by the 
requirement that all intending teaehen in such schools should be 
eX&IDined at the gymna.1ia for certificates giving the Iiceruoe to 
teach, and by providing that requests for permissioo to open 
pri vate schools should he add1't'9lled to the director of the local gym
nasium, and that the deci.ioo of the matter should rest ,."ith the 
Uni.-ersity. R.,..roing schools where hoth sexes were taught 
toget"'-'r were lorbidden ; it WaR ordered that religion should he 
hught in all hoanIing schools 8ccordit.g to the creed proi_d by 
the chifdren, and that the Russian language should form part of 
the ewTicuIum.· UnitT of educational aim aR between the di/f""",, 
districts ... as --00 . by the pre8eDCIIl of the six (''uratonJ -in St. 
:r~t!ll'1lburg sittinl 1!8 Jperqber\l of IIll Adminitotrative Council tq 
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advise the Emperor and his Minister as to the main principles on 
which the educational policy of the Empire should proceed.· . 

The inter-relation of the several parts of the educational mawhine 
to each other was kept in view througbout. For example, just 
as one of the prime object.' of the universities was to provide teachers 
for the gymnasia, so t.he gymnasia were expected to train teacbers 
for the district schools, and a system of State bursaries was early 
e!'tablished in connection with the gymnasi~ to fllcilitata .this 
object. The close connection between the various grades of 
schools was also reHected in their curricula. The prinoiple adopted 
was-to use a convenient though inexaot metaphol'-'that of the 
educational ladder. The curriculum of the gymnasium pre
supposed that of the district school, and the latter again presupposed 
that of the pariah school. A Beven years' course was thus created, 
one year being assumed to be spent over the ourriculum of the pariah 
Ichool, two years over that of the district school, and the last 
four being occupied with tbat of ·the gymnasium. The course 
of the primary scho01 included religion, reading, writing, the 
elements of arithmetic. and the study of a prescribed book treating 
of rural economv, nature-lore and the like. In the district srhools 
religion and aritbmetic were also taught, with the addition of 
moral and oivic duties, the grammar of Russian and 100111 languages, 
the rules of style. history and geography, and the elements of 
geometry, natural history, physics and technology-surely a 
comprehensive enough programme for two YPal'II. It is worthy 
of note that the teaching of religion in the district school was 
entrusted to a lay member of the ordinary stall'. The instruction 
given in the gynmasium included a more ext~ded course in physi08 
and mathematics, French and German (in all four classes), Latin 
(in the three lower classes only); and it was also largely concerned 
with social and philosophical sciences, such as logic (in the first 
or lowest class), psychology and ethics (in the second), mstheti08 
(in the third). law and jurisprudence and political economy (in 
the fourth). Religion. Russian, the ru1es of style, arithmetic 
and handwriting were omitted from the curriculum of the gymnasia. 

The most striking feature of the educational scheme. taken 88 

a wbole. is the boldness and thorougbnees with which it broke 
with the classical tradition then dominating education in Western 
l!.'urope, and gave to the course of instruction in RWlllian gymnasia 
a preponderatingly modem and philosophical chamcter. The 
object of the framers of the scheme in thus crowding the curriculum 
of the :"'60ndary sch~1 W!th ~bjects. generally ~ed as properly 
belongIng to the unn'erslly IS mamfest. Tbey Wlsbed to give a 
complete general education in the secondary school Bpart from 
Ule univer&i.ty. This aim is stated with Sllfficilll1t c11'11\11les.<! ill 
Section 4. of the Statut'l itself, and with somewhat more detail 
ill a letter addressed in 1812 by thE' thE'n Minister of l'ublic In
BtruOtion (Count Razumovski) to Ronunel. who had expressed 
surprise at the encyclopreWc character of the instruction given 
ill Russian schools. ,'. Je crois devoir," he says, .. vous mettre 

• 
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IIU f&,it des wes, que ron a suiviee dans Ie plan d'enseignement 
actue\. On y a fait entrer lee sciences politiques, de conunerC8 e' 
III technologie, tout Ie monde ne pOllvant p88 aVOll' l'occ88ion 
de continuer lee etudes. aux universites, et les gynm/111e8 recevnnt 
des enfants de tona les etats, gentilshornmes, negociallB, arti.,ans 
et autres, ceux d'entre eux, qui BOnt ohliges d'nchever leurII etud(>8 
IIUX gynmases, au qui selon leur etat n'ont pas besoin d'ac'luenr 
des connai9Sances plus etendues, ont I' occa..ion d'y aequerir dee 
notions des objets surmentionnes, autant qu'ils CODviclUlent 
~ chaque etat. C'est dans ootte we, que Iell sciences ne sont 
pas enseignees dans les gynmases avec autant de detail, qu'aull: 
universites."· The gymna.,ia of 1804-18 were, in fact, 89 Ikonnikoy 
has said, "universities in miniature:' Sitch a theory of secondary 
education, however, takes little account of the fact that the succes..ful 
study of such subjects as the socilll and phll090phic sciences requires 
a certain prelilninary intellectual training, for which th(> educational 
schp.me of 1804 absolutely failed to provid(>. Much may undoubtedly 
1)8 said in favour of giving to such rubjCQts a larger place in the 
curriculum of secondary schools than is now usual; and had the 
Russian experiment been tried in more favourable circumstances 
and with a juster sense of the relative importance of competing 
subjects of study, the result might have been particularly in
structive to us in view of some recent controversies. 

The whole scheme was undoubtedly devised and elaborated with 
mnch care; its capital defect was that the new organisation was 
incompletely adjusted to Russian conditions. "'.rhe educational 
system of Alexander I. formed, in fact, a kind of endatJe of autonomy 
within an autocratic State. To a large exten., this was the result 
of a too undiscriminating adherence to Western models. This 
was especially the case in relation to the University system, wLere 
the example followed was that of the self·governing Protestant 
Universities of Germany. In the framing of this part of the &e'"4eme 
the Government was largely guided by the advice of German savants, 
such as Meyners and Brandes. Bnt it may also be donbted, not
withatanding the views ,expressed on this point by the historian of 
the Russian gymnasia, t whether even the Russian advisers of the 
Emperor at this time (Czartoryski, Kochubey, Novossiltsev, Stro
gonov) were not better acquainted with the social and intellectual 
conditions prevailing in Western Europe than with those of their own 
country. They were at all events without exception deeply imbued 
with Western culture, and strongly attracted towarda those ideas of 
constitutionalism and self.government of whlch they found the best 
examples in English political life. t It was not long before the funda
mental defects of the system arising from the cause we have indi
cated began to l'lveai themselves in the sphere of all three grade. of 
education, higher, secondary and primary. 

• Quoted by Schmid, p. 80, from the AuIobiograpbJ' of J!nmmeJ, p. 610. 
t Schmid. p. 13. 
! {lf the four staIes!:nm named above two (Czart..-yoki and Koclruboy) had 

actually oomplered their .. Iueation in F.llsland, and a third <-.. o._ill .. ,,? 
Iiad spent four J'''"''' of his life tbel-e.. _ .. 
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The first difficulties arose from the incompatibility of wiiversity 
autonomy with the bureaucratic regi1Tt6. Some of the Curators 
claimed the right, which was certainly not permitted to them 
by Statute, of cancelling obnoxious regulations of the University 
Councils. When (lIS happened for example at Kharkov) the professors 
protested against such a misuse of the curatorial authority, they 
were censured by the Provincial Court and threatened with punish
ment in case of continued" disobedience." ·This sU'uggle between 
curators and councils is the more curioUll a., one of the main objects 
of fixing the residence of the curators in the capital, and not in 
the university towns, was to prevent any undue interference 
on their part with the autonomy of the universities. The results 
of the con1lict were deplOl'able. Many of the professors left in 
disgust; and their plaoes were taken by less distinguished but 
Inore amenable successors. The universities continued throughout 
the reign to be in name. autonomous, but the attempt to create 
a free university within an autocratio Stajie was only partially 
suooe88ful from the first, and the university reform of the next 
reign in sweeping away the principle of academic independence 
involved little more than a formal change. 

Another difficulty resulted from the fact that the profe88ol'9 
appointed in the first place to the chairs of the new universitie~ 
were for the most part foreigners ignorant of the Russian language. 
They delivered their lectures in Latin, 89 it was still customary 
to do in the universities of Germany: but their audiences under
stood Latin nearly as little as the profeSBOrs understood Russian, 
for the simple reason that the classicallangue.ges were inadequately 
studied in the sohools. Tlus difficulty of language militated 
strongly against the success of the teaching in every subject except 
mathematics. The diaadva.ntage to a university student of. 
an insufficient anquaintance with Latin was so obvious that 
it ultimately led the Government to adopt the reform in the 
curriculum of the gymnasia which wa.q advocated by Uvarov. 
and of which we shall speak later. Until this reform was carried 
into effect the gymnasia were in the nature of things incapable of 
turning out students fully equipped to profit by a university 
course. As a temporary measure. students were admitted to 
the universities without Latin on condition of their acquiring 
it during their course at the university itself. The practiCllI 
inconveniences. however. of employing professors unable to lecture 
ill Russian had been proved to be so great that the expedient 
was never again adopted on anything like the samo Henle. It 
Wl\8 deemed better to prepare native Russians for professorial 
chairs by sending them to study in foreign uni\'8rSities. In 1808. 
for exrunple, twt>lve students of the St. Petersburg PedagogiCllI 
Institute were sent abroad for this purpose • 
. .• TI,e success of the universities was further impeded I)y the old 
diffioulty of inducing the nobility (who apart from the c1ergv 
funned the only etlueated c18S9 at Ulis time) to place their sonS 
in instituti(lIlll which were open to all rinl"1l of society. This was a 
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great disappointment to the Government., who seem to have 
counted on overcoming these caste prejudiOOfl, and to have ex
pected that the nobility would fonn the chief support of the new 
universitil'9. Not only did the Russian universities suffer from 
the ohjection that was felt against them on social grounds, but thry 
were neglected by the nobility for another real!Oll. It WM the 
aim of most Russian parents to expedite B8 much B8 po88ible the 
entry of their sons into the publio service. in order that their 8ub
sequent careers might not be adversely aHected ; and until the"ka~ 
of 1809, as we shall see later, made a university diploma or its 
equivalent a nece88Bry condition of admi88ion to the public ser
vice, a university course presented itself in the light not of 
a help, but of a positive hindrance to SUooe88 in life. The 
only career for which a university diploma was at first an absolute 
necessity \Va.' that of teacher in the flYtlIDBSia. Hence during the 
fi.,.t rAW years after their foundation, the universities existed to all 
intents and purposes solely for students preparing for the teaching 
profession, and of these the larger part received t1leir education 
at the cost of the State.- 10 the hope of conciliating the op)JOf!ition 
of the nobility to the universities, boarding·houses or hOfttelH were 
estahlished in connection with them for the use of nobles only. 

While many causes thus combined to reduoe the usefulnet!l 
of the universities, the gymn88ia were in no better case. The 
decline of efficiency in the former could not, of course, but aff~ 
the schools under their supervision. Moreover, the prejudice felt by 
the nobility against places of education which were open to all 
classes, told with especial force against the gymnasia of the large 

"Miliukov (O.herki, IL, pp. 317-320). It .... ouId appear, however. from the 
text of the vkao of 1809 that the Universities of ViIDa aDd DorpH w ...... 11 
attended. We may quote here • ocntemporary criticism of Kanmzin .... 
the state of the purely R11I&iau Universitiea, "ProfeMOl'll haft been !>tought 
from .broad. though there are no JlIlpila far them; .moog Iheae profO.On 
there are many .... orthy pe""' .... bot they are of little ..... to lUI; •. the JlIlpila 
do not understaud foreign _he .... far they are ill aequainted with LaUa, 
and their mun'- is 10 IIID&Il that tha profeaaon Ie. all inclinatioD to _ 
their .......... The .... ho ... miachieI arioea from the fact that we haft formed 
oar Universities on the German model, without CODOideriug how dilfercnt 
our oonditiOD& are. In Leipzig and GOttiugen • prof....,.. hall only to IIIIOOIId 
hi. rootrum and the lectore hall wiD liD with hearen; bot _ haw DODe 

who""", far ~ leaming. Our nobility enter the JlIlblie ........ ...... 
merchants limply wiob to learn arithmetic aDd foreign ~ for the 
sake of their bwJineaa. In Germany how mauy yocmg men atedy M the 
Universities with • view to becoming ad .. """""", judgN, paa&oN, profeMon r 
Our attomeya and judgee have no ~ to know Romau Law, oar .1orJ!y 
are educated ..... ehow in the aeminariea aDd pr~ no farther; whilA 
the privileges attachOO to • Ieamed __ iu _ .. are lltill 10 new t/Jat 
p>nmto do not M onee decide to prepue their ...... far it." (Ani.Ie .... Old 
and New Rossi ... printed in full .. au Appendix to Pypiu'. " Social Movement 
in Roasia muIer A1esaoder I.," pp. 508, 9. This ani.1e helougo, of eoano. 
toKaramziJo'. reactionaryperiod; it is, in fact, &II elaborate «illd ... of the 
whole reform movement.) As to the inner life 01 the ani_ of that 
pe.-iod • wtry pleuing pictme is drawn for lUI by 8. T. Abakor in bio -
oollectiooa 01 bio ...... otudeat day" in the early ,.,.. of "'" ,..ipt. s... the 
paaaage qu_ by Pypiu (t>p. eiI:, pp. 108, 9) from the .. SeDJCin.lia Khronib. " 
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towns, since these were exposed to the competition of the .pecinl 
schools of the nobility on the one hond, and of the private boarding 
schools on the other. Both of these competing types of schools 
appealed to the prepossession in favour of boarding schools 'as 
against day schools, which long continued to influence the higher 
classe8 of Russia in as great a degree as it lias influenced our own ; 
and from the point of view of instruction also, each of them met 
a particullll' demand, which the curriculum of the gymnasia was 
unable to satisfy, the special schools providing direct preplll'ation 
for 'the publio service, especially for a military career, while the 
private schools offered a linguistic training which was eagerly 
sought after. It might have been expected that the gymnasia 
would at any rate attract the poorer nobility, who found other 
8chools out of their reach. This, however, they failed to do to 
any great extent, pIIl'tly owing to the length of their course, and 
partly owing to the chlll'acter of their curriculum, Thus the 
.. Major" School of Ekaterinoslav, which was attended by 15B 
pupils in 1804, was reduced to less than one-fourth of that number 
after its transfonnation into a gymnasiwn. When the nobility 
did send their children to the gymnasia it frequently happened 
that they removed them at the age of fourteen, in order that they 
might commence their CIIl'6er in the publio service as early as 
possible. Hence the upper classes of the gymnasia were poorly 
attended, and this of course directly affected the number of their 
pupils proceeding to the University. The fact was thus made 
abundantly evident that the legislation of 1804, 80 far at any rate 
as secondary education was ooncerned, was out of harmony with 
publio sentiment, whioh demanded an entirely ,different type of 
education from that provided by the State. 

Nor WIIS the efficienoy of the new schools everything that could 
be desired. ' They were much hampered by a delll'th of teach~rs. It 
would appear from statistics relating to the year 1808 that in tho 
gymnasia then existing there were more than 100 pupils to every 
teacher. AnoU,er indication of the same state of things is found 
iu the fact that instances of" major to schools of the old Catherinian 
type ooeur as late as 1825, the reason for their non-convenJion 
into gymnasia being without doubt the impossibility of providing 
them wiili ilie necessary staff. Judging from official cireulars, 
the teachers seem to have been frequently as poor in quality 
lIS iliey were insufficient in quantity. The directors, moreover, 
were not, as a rule, men of ~o training, or otherwise capable 
of wisely directing the work of their subordinates. Generally they 
were retired nflicers wiili a strong inclination to despise their 
new vocation. The oversight exercised by the UnivenJities 
doubtless did something towards keeping up the standard of 
teaching 111 U,e schools; but it could not supply the'iack of trained 
pedagogical faculty in the responsible heads of ilie 8lffiIlasiu 
or of efficiency in their staffs.- ' 

• It mould be borne in mind that it W1UI "0 part of tbe du,>, of the director 
'" •• ".ch. ond that he h>d to divide his oottentioa botween tbe gpDllUi .. IlII4 
\II. 10_ oohools for which he .... reaponloiblo. _ _ 
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But the greatest enemy tq. efliciency in the gymnasia was ~' 
doubtedly the character of their llUlTicuJum. .. The great variet) 
of widely different subjects,'4 we read in an official memorandUIJ: 
III ·1864 dealing with theBe. Bebools, .. the comparatively 8mal 

- number of hours devoted tq instruction, and the requirement thB,1 
each teacher, with tlie exception of the language and drawin~ 
masters, should jeach several subjects, the study of any single 
one of which demanded no little effort-all this gave tq the in: 
struction in the gymnasia established by the law of 1804 a super· 
ficial and encyclop!edio character, than wl;llch nothing could be 
more inimical tq that thorough and eflicient teaching which alone 
.can develop the minds of the pupils and enrich them with real, 81 

opposed to apparent, knowledge. Thill' plethora of half·assimilated 
knowledge'" (a phrase borrowed from a manifesto of NICholas I., 
which we shall notice later) "was the capital fault of tW! school 
legislation of 1804." Taking all the difficulties of the gymnasia 
into account, we are not surprised to learn that young men left them 
inadequately prepared for higher studies, and that a so·called 
'.' preparatory course " had to be established for their benefit at 
'tlie Universities. - -

The position of the district Bebools was a1so unsatisfactory, 
since aU the causes which tended to diminish the efliciency of the 
gymnasia reacted ultimately upon -them. The classes for whi~ 
these Bebools were chiefly designed had little notion of any educa· 
tion which went beyond the power to read and write, and withdrew 
their children from Bebool as soon as they had mastered the merest 
rudiments of learning. The district schools also llUffered greatly 
from. tho fact that the wretched condition of their finances !Dade 
it impossible to retain their most capable teachers in the profession. 
The statement of Shishkov in 1826, to the effect that" the lower 
schools would long ago have been emptied, had it not been for 
the rule of the Ministry of Public Instruction which requiro\l that 
every teacher educated at the cost of the State should give aix 
years' aervice in the schools," applies to the whole of Alexander'. 
reign. . 

Worst of all, however. was the condition of the parish schools. 
No part of the Government's educational programme was more 
enthusiasbcally welcomed at the outset than that which was con· 
cerned with rural Bebools. ," The main benefit of the new .i\ct,'~ 
wrote Kararnzin in 1803,· "will be the establishment IIf village 
acbools." Unfortunately. however, while the whole OOIIt 01 
establishing universities and gymnasia was made a charge lin the 
imperial Treasury. no public funds were availaJ.le Cor the work 
oC primary educati9J1, ",hich was accordingly commended to the 
public spirit and generosity oC indi\iduslB. clerical and 1/IlV. ood 
of Iocal autllotities. Karamzin, in the article just quoted, agdresaed . 
. • .. 0 Dovom obrazovanii narodnago proneBtcheniia T R<aii." Worb. 

iii., 35" The ... bole article may he read sa • ...m.J IlODtanporary com. 
IDIlJlbry 011 the S_te of 1SQl. 
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a special appeal to the nobility to throw themselves heartily into the 
work of providing popular schools, admonishing them, with the 
recolleotiolllt of the French Revolution fresh in his mind, that" the 
nobility had never fallen where it did not hesitate to mal,e sacrificea 
for the commonweal.'1 The. appeal, however, was for the most 
part made in vain, for it was addressed to a class who were far 
from being convinood of the advantage of educating the serf popu
lation, a 01&88, moreover, in whom the spirit of social enterprise bad 
not yet been sufficiently awaltened, and who po88essed no social 
traditions or habits to guide them in theperfonnance .of the task 
pointed out to them, and no social organisation through which 
they could act. So far &8 the nobility were concerned, therefore, 
the work of primary education was for the most part left undone. 
Only on a few estates were schools established by the liberality 
of private individuals. Much mOl'e was accomplished by the 
exertions of the clergy, who for a time showed real seti vity in 
the work of establishing schools. In the Government of Novgorod, 
for example, as many as 110 village 8Ohools were opened in the 
year 1806 by the clergy, who in the dearth of other teachers. fre
quently' took upon themselves the entire charge of the -school 
without fee or reward, and even gave up the use of their own dwel
lings for the purpose. But this activity wassbort-lived. Nearly 
all the schools in the Government of Novgorod had been olosed 
within two years. It was the same in other pl'ovinces ; . and in 
the course of a few years the parish schools called into being 
by the Statute of 1804 had praotioally diaappeared except in some 
of the towns. 

Thus, even before the first decade of the century had p&88lld. the 
Government was confronted with the fset that the educatiOnal 
reform of 1804 had proved a more or less complete failure all along 
the line. General indifference to education, caste prejudices and 
traditions, the lack of social initiative, bureaucratic interference, 
the dearth of qualified teachers, and the unsuitability of the approved 
oUinaul&, bad all combined to produce a result wbich stood in 
disoouraging contrast to the high hopes with which the scheme 
had been launched by its promoters. When the Government 
awoke to this condition of affairs, much of the enthusiasm with 

. which the reform had been started had evaporated. Moreover, 
the authors of the reform were no longer in the ascendant in the 
councils of Alexander. The influence of the .. triumvirate or 

had !(iven place to that of Speranski, a man . of strong 
intellect and great organising capacity, bold and far-sighted in 
his political views, but with no great faith in edueatiooal 
Utopias.- During Speranski's period of power, which did not sun'; VII 

the fateful year of 1812,n? radical reform in the~uCILtionai system 

• In a nOlable pa:3!I88e of his "Plan of Reforms," Speranski oombat. th~ 
idea "tIm~ enlighlenmenl should precede freedom "; he ... mild have I.ad 
poli"ea\ reform lake preceden ... of popular education on the ground tba, k an 
eduoa\ed slave is the moot miserable of mankind." See cba~ on Speranski 
i D Pypin's ft Social Mo"""",,,,' in Russia uncler Alennder I., , pp. lliS, II. 
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was undertaken, but be is nevertbeless responsible for one measure 
of capital importance which had far-reaching effects in the sulJl!8-
quent history of Russian education. This was the ab of 1809, 
by which advancement in civil rank Wall made henceforth to depend 
npon the posse88ion of a University diploma, or an equivalent 
educational qualification. 

Already in tbe .. preliminary rules " of 1803 it had been announced 
thnt .. nfter the expiration of five years no pe1'801l wbo had not 
completed a course of instruction in some public or private scbool 
should be I!Ppointecl to any post in the civil service wbich required 
a L.-nowledgp of law or other suhjects." The general disinclination 
to "nlue the means of education which had been provided hy the 
Oovernmcnt led Speranski to advise the Emperor to put this pro
vision into effect. This was done by means of the aka, of the 
6th August, 1809. A University degree already entitled its holder 
to a definite position in the scale of ranks---il. doctor, e.g., had the 
eighth rank, a magister the ninth, a candidate the tenth, and an 
ordinary graduate the twelfth. The effect of the akaz of 1809 
was to make the po88ession of such a University diploma a con· 
dition of promotion in the public service, and to compel certain 
claeses of civil servants, if not already in po88ession of such a diploma, 
to submit to a special examination in subjects of general knowledge, 
in order to obtain the right of promotion to the higher ranks in 
the civil hierarchy. This raised a storm of protest, &8 not only did 
it alarm the prejudices of the nobility, who preferred the old method 
of promotion by seniority or length of service, but it also compelled 
many men who had served long periods to sit for the special examin· 
ation; and the indignation excited by the ul-az wila in the end a 
powerful contributory cause of Speranski'. downfalL Amongst 
others, Karamzin strongly criticised the requirements of the special 
examination as being in many cases irrelevant to the candidates' 
special duties.- There can be no doubt, however, that this dJlastic 
measure had the ultimate effect of raising very considerably the 
standard of education in the public service, and consequently 01 
enhancing also the value set upon learning by RUBBian IOciety_ 

\ Some important stepe were taken in 1811 with reference to the 
t\private boarding schools which, as we have already aeen, continued 
th\;l be in great fuvour with the nobility and well-to-do classeB. 1D . 
·}fin'lt year a special report was .prepared by Count Razumovaki, the 
thre&ister of Public Instruction, pointing out the evils which 
en~tened the State and the national life from the systftn. of 
who" "jng the training of the youth of the upper cl&_ to pei1IOIlS 

ties to ~ew no RUl!Sian and despised it," and were bound by no 
report. ~. country in which they lived. .. Their pupils," said the 
cannot pu ~ ~ think and speak after the manner of foreignen, and 
A-'i 0e resul . feW words together oonectly in their native tongue." 
mission to Of .Df this report it was provided that in future the per-

• 0Ul a boarding school should be made dependent, n"* 

~Id and N .... ~,1IIIIia, 1«. oil .. apod Pypin, p.IHO, 
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only. on intellectual, but even more on·mllral qualifications: that 
a knowledge of Russian should be. required· from the keepers of 
boarding schools, and. most important of all. tJlat the language of 
instruction in all such schools ~ould be Russi&.n. At the same 
time. a· tax of 5 per cent. on all receipt.~ from fees was imposed on' 
the keepers of boarding schools. This tax was. however. disoon
tinued in 1817, when it was found that the burden was not reallv 
being borne by the principals of the boarding schools. who had 
promptly. shifted it onto the shoulders· of the parents. by adding 
the amount of tax to the school fees. . 

Though. as has been said above. no general measures were taken 
during this period to remedy the acknllwledged defects of the 
State seoondary schools. the year 1811 is also notable for the 
introduction, in the form of an experiment confined to the St. 
Petersburg Educational District of eertain changes in the ciuni
culum of the gymnasia which were destined to be generally adopted 
later on. and which involved nothing less than a revolution in the 
whole aim. and spirit of Russian secondary education. These 

. changes were due to Count S. S. Uvarov. who in 1810. at the early 
age of 25, had been appointed Curator of the Petersburg District by 
Razumovski, who was his father-in·law. Uvarov deserves special 
mention here as one of the few men-not more than half-a-dozen 
at the outside, if the reigning family be excluded-whose indivi
duality has • left an abiding impress on the whole theory and 
praotice of Russian education. For nearly forty years,. with the 
exception of a short period (1821-26) which he spent in another 
department of the puhlic service, Uvarov remained closely associated 
with the work of Russian education. and both a~ Curator of the St. 
Petersburg District.and afterwards as Minister of Public Instruction. 
rendered services to educational progress which probably no other 
lIIan among his oontemporaries in RUllSil\ oould have rendered. 
Uvarov was a man of deep and wide oulture. a diligent classical 
student, and a perfeot master of the German and French languages. 
whioh he used for literary purposes with as much facility as his 
native tongue. Speranski coupled Karamzin and Uvarov together 
as .. the first Russian aoholars, not ouly in point of merit. but also 
in point of time" : and Goethe (to whom Uvarov had dedicated 
his essay on Homer, written in German and published at St. Peters
burg in 1817), calla him .. einen fahigen, taIentvoUen. geistreioh . 
gewandten Mann." A classicist by taste and conviction. it was 
not until he was appointed Curator that he seriously began the 
study of Greek under the guidance of his friend C. F. Grafe, Pro
fessor of Greek at St. Petersburg. But already he had formed 
his opinions as to the plaoe which the classics ought to hold in 
Russian secondary education, and he came to the duties of his 

. new post with the conviotion that the true remedy tor the evils 
from which the Russian gynmssia were suffering was to pllft:e their 
curriculum on a classical basis. . , 

Tho principles underlying the ch~ introduced by UV&rOY 
were described by him in a melnora~\(lum accompanying his new 
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educational proposals, which were preuent~d to the Minister of 
Publio Instruction in October, 1811. .. The general aim or the 
gymnasia," he says, .. is to prepare its pupils for following a COUI'8e 

of study at the AcadenlY or the Universities, and therefore their 
cUlrioulun\ should not include subjects which belong to the Uni
versities alone. The plan hith~o followed in the St. Petm'Blrurg 
gymnllSium has included many subjects wholly incompatible 
with each other, and this incompatibility has had very diaadvan
tageous consequences. Political economy, commercial aeienoes. 
finance, resthetics, and philO!'fJphicul grammar, which require for 
their study a well·trained intellect nnd therefore form part of the 
instJ'Uction of tbe Universities, have not only not proved useful to 
the pupils, but have even been distinctly hurtful. Instruction in 
these subjects has burdened the memory of the pupils without 
developing their intellectual powers, and hilS diverted them from 

. subjects which form the first fmmdation of true education in aU 
countries and in every age. Religion, the mother ton,,"Ile, and the 
classical languages, history understood in a wide and deep sense, 

: geography in all its departments, mathematics, grammar, logio, 
rhetoric, native and foreign literature-these are the subjects with 
which alone the gymnasium should occupy itself. Such are the 
principles to which we muqt return. Guided by theue general 

: considerations. I venture, to submit to you a plan of instJ'Uction, 
. into whi~h only those subjects I'Ilter which, in my opinion, are in 
harmony with the aim of the gymnasium. You will observe that 
the classical languages are regarded therein as one of the main 
instruments of education.". The plan of instruction was sanctioned 
by the Minister in November, 1811, for introduction into the 
E<lucational District of St. Peterslrurg alone. 

The po!Iition formulated in the fir.rt sentence of the pasRage above 
quoted was of course the precise antithesis of that taktm ull by the 
authors of the law of 1804, who looked upon the gym1l88ia (With the 
schools preparatory to them) as aft'OI'ding an education complete in 
itself, while the main object of the Universities was to prepare 
teachers for the gymnasia and officials for other branches of the 
public service. Uvarov'a conception of secondary education .. 
a mere foundation for the higher etudies was undoubtedly nar
rower than that which underlay the Statute of 1804; and to this 
extent, if his proposals be judged by modem ideas, they muat be 
held to have involved a etep backwards. The changes he initiated 
have, however, to be considered in relation to the circumstances 
of the time. The gymnasia had in faet failed to provide a com
plate education for those who were not proceeding to the Univer
sity; while neither iu faet nor in theory did they provide an ade
quate prep.ration for those who were. In Uvarov'e opinion the 
reaso~ for their failure to do one or the other lay in the inferior 
position aasigned to the classics in their currioulnm, and in the 
inclusion of other nbjects (social sciences and philosophy) whieh 

• Schmid, pp. S6 and En. 
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could not be successfully studied without a preliminary intellectual 
discipline Ruch as the classical langu33es were best fitted to 
:give .. Moreover, a practical oonsideration which was bound to 
weigh heavily with the Government, even though they might not 
share Uvarov's oonviction of the essential advantage of a olassical 
education, was the fact that, as things now were, it was impossible 
to profit by many of the lectures given in the Russian Universities 
without an adequate knowledge of Latin. The main features of 
the scheme of studies introduced by Uvarov were, therefore, the 
relegation of social sciences and phil030phy to the Universities, 
the introduction of the study of Ru,sian and also of Greek into 
the curriculum of the gymnasia, and the increase in the number 
of hours devoted to Latin. Uvarov also discarded the principle 
by which the oourse of the parish school and the district sohool 
were presumed to have been gone through by pupils entering the 
gymn~ium; instead of this three lower classes were now added 
to the gymnasium, which thus obtained a seven years' course. 
Latin was begun in the third class, Greek not before the sixth·; 
thirty-two hours a week were assigned to the former language, 
~ix hours a week to the latter. At the same time religion and the 
study of the mother tongue were made a part of the currioulum. 

In this way olassical instructiou obtained a firm. and as it proved, 
IL permanen~ footing in the Russian Secondary School. and it is 
interesting to note, in connection with a sa bject rOlUld which 
controversy has raged so hotly in Russia during the la,t forty years, 
that the important place now assigued to oJassics in the onrriculum 
of the gymnasia was due quite as much to the acoidentallUld tRm
porary oircumstance that some University professors lectured in 
lAtin as to purely pedagogical considerations. 

It is convenient to anticipate theoourse of the narrative in order 
to sav that. the experiment of Uvarov succeeded SO well that in 1816 
the Universities were requested to considpr the adviRahility of a 
more general adoption of the system. They reported in flLvour of it, 
and their opinion was supported by the Scientific Committee 
(Uc'-yi Komitet), then recently established. who PDlphasised 
the advantage of greater concentration in the COUl'S8 of studies in 
the gymunsia. "Let us be bold enough," said they in one document, 
.. to teach our young people less, and they will undoubtedly learn 
more." So the encycloJIIPdio curriculum of 1804 went by the 
board ; the new ViPWB were ILdopted by the Administrative C~uncil, 
and the system of U varov was finally l'xtended to all Russia in 1819. 
The curriculum as finally settled in that year inoluded religious 
knowledge; the Latin. Greek, Gmnan and Frenrh Ian.,<7Il&ges; 
geography, history (inclt.ding mythology lllld antiquities). statistics 
(gentll'a1. lUld Russian); logio and rhetoric; puro Iftathematics. 
statics and the prinoiple of ml'r.hanics ; expe!'imental physWls and 
natural history; drawing; and (where teachers of these subjects 
were avai.loble) dlUlcing. music, and gymnastics. At the same time 
the CUITicu1um of the distriot school was ligl$ned by the omission of 

;'.!13. D2 
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"moral and civic duties," natural history and technology, while lAtill 
and German were introduced (or pupils preparing (orthegymna~ium, 

We add here some statistics relating to Russian gymnasia and 
district schools for the year 1808, as given in Schmid's IBturij" 
Ifrednikh uchelmykh zavedenii ~ RoBBii, p. 69. The author warns U8, 

however, that the number of pupils in both kinds of schooh! bere 
given must be taken as only approximately correct, and in any 
case they do not includll returns from the untransformed major 
and minor schools:-

Educatioilal No. of No. of No. of No .. of 
DistriclB. Gymnasia. Pupils. District Pupil .. 

School •• 
-

St. Pctersburg- - 3 294 :; 1,()66 

Moscow - - - - 10 447 44 2,356 

Vilna - - - - 6 1,306 64 7,'W2 

Kbarkov- - - - 8 477 18 1,747 

Kazan - - - - 6 316 6 248 

32 2.838 126 12.839 

This account of the ~dary and higher education of Russia in 
the first period of Alexander 1.'8 reign would nat be complete if we 
did not add that a large irumber of ecclesiastical schools were now 
founded for the instruction of the children of the clergy. For the 
education of the clergy themselves there wE!re now four academies 
(viz., at St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kazan and Kiev), as well, as semi
naries in various places. Fifteen provincial schools were also 
established for the education of noblemen's sons destined for a 
military career; and the year 1811 also \IflW the foundation at 
Moscow of the private school of Muraviev for future officers, where 
some of the most remarkable men of the later years of the reign 
rilCeived their education, and which in respect of its general in
fiuence was, as Pypin says, .. one of the best expreseions of the 
social spirit which was awakened in RUMian Society in Alexander'. 
time."· A still more important foundation, dating from the same 
year, was the Lyceum of Tsarskoe Selo, which still exists under the 
name of the Alexander Lyceum, and during the ninety odd years 
ot ita existence has done mueh to form the minds and characters 
of the governing c1aases of RlISBia.. The immediate occasion of ita 
foundar.ion''Was the failure of the Universities, for reasons abov~ 
described, to supply the neeesaary eontingent of weU-educated 
young men for the various offiees of the public service. The ~ 
of irurtruction was ammged to cover a period of ten years, and ".,.. 

, 
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divided into two sections, the elementary and the higher, each 
occupying three years. We give here an abridgemeut of the 
curriculum, as it embodies the ideas of the Emperor and his ad
visers as to the necessary intellectual equipment for the higher 
posts in the public service. The following subjects entered into the 
elementary course :-

(1) The grammar of the Russian, Latin, French, and German. 
languages. 

(2) Moral sciences (i.e. the fundamental principles of religion, 
philosophy, and logio). 

(3) Mathematics and physics. 
(4) The history of Russia and other countries, geography 

and chronology. 
(5) The elements of belles-lettres, reading and analysis of 

passages from·the best authors, rhetorio. 
(6) The fine arts, drawing, handwriting, gymnastics, fencing, 

riding and swimming. 
The higher oourse consisted of more advanced instruction in 

mul-al sciences, mathematics, physics, litm-ature, languages, the 
fine arts and gymnastics, and, so far as time permit.ted, of practical· 
notions of architecture and perspective. 

II.-THE REACTION (1812-1825). 

The year 1812-the year of the War of the Fatherland and the 
bunling of Moscow-markl! an epoch in the life of Alexander as 
well as in the history of his people. Henceforward, under the 
influence of the religious mysticism which now took possession of 
his mind, he began gradually to withdre,v his interest from the 
pll1l\9 of educational reform which had formerly occupied him. 
Moreover, he now hecame much absorbed in intet'Ilational politics, 
in which the part played hy Russia in liberating Europe from 
the Napoleonio yoke naturally gave to him a prepondet-ating voice. 
The change that had taken place in his views did not at once fully 
reveal itself. During the first few years following the retreat of 
Napoleon from Moscow, no monarch so filled the eye of Europe as 
Alexander; everywhere he was acclaimed as the friend of oppressed 
peoples, the ohampion of liberty and enlightenment; and his own 
action in according a constitution to Poland seemed for a time 

. to ju..tify the hope:! that were placed in him. But this phase in 
his oareer was not of long durat;on. Gradually he fell WIder the 
sl\'ay of the general reaction which pre,'lliled among the ruling 
c10sses of Europe against the tendencies in politics, religion, and 
philosophy which had characterised the close of the eighteenth 
century, and were now llSSOCiated in men's minds with the cauSe9 
that had produced the French Revolution. He becaJ~,e possessed 
with a dread of liberal id..as, and with a distrust of the efiects of 
education; and of this change in his attitude the re.actionary 
ad .-isers by wborn be was BIlITOUllded did not fnil to take full 
ad''lUlt~. Hence the last fourteen years of Alexander's rei~ 
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are melancholy years in the history of Russian education. It was 
not merely that from the year 1812 onward all progress ceased, 
except in a few special directions; mere inactivity was soon suc
ceeded by obscurantism and retrogression, and by a disposition 
to suspect and persecute science in the name of religious truth. 

The influence of. the Emperor's personality, though always a 
force' of enormoUS potency in Russia, would' scarcely be suflicient 
t,o accomlt for the decay of education in Russia in the second and 
third decades of the century, were it not for the fact that ~ertain 
currents of thought and sentinlent affecting Russian so~~ety as a 
whole were running strongly in the same direction." The events of 
the year 1812 had produced a profound impression on all classes 
in Russia.. The peril in which the Fatherland had seemed to .stand 
had aroused national feeling to an unprecedented degree. The 
defence of Russian soil against the unhallowed invader, who was 
popularly supposed to he Anti -christ himself come in the flesh, 
was undertaken in a mood of religious exaltation, but at the same 
time with a high-spirited resolution SUM as only great peoples 

.exhibit at supreme moments of their history; the successJJ.l issue 
of the stlllggle wa., an achievemeut which added lustre to the 1tussian 
name, and could not fail to appeal strongly to the pride and imagina
t.ion of the whole people. The first fervour of national enthusiasm 
pass~d away with the danger which had called it forth; but it 
left it.s traces behind it in a great quickening of the national con
sciousness and in a revulsion against foreign ideas and influences 
of all kinds. One noteworthv indication of the influence which 
this change of sentiment exe;ted in tbe educational field was the 
growing disinclination to employ foreign professors at the UnI
versities, and even to use foreign Universities for the training of 
Russian professors. Moreover, the inevitable result of this attitude I 
of mind was to influence Russian thought in a conservative direction, 
and to leave it peculiarly open to the infection of the reactionary 
spirit which, as we have noted above, waS beginning to determine 
t.he policy of the governing classes of Europe. 

But while this was the effect of the War 01 the Fatberland upon 
the great majority 01 Russians of the upper classes, it exercised 
upon a certain number of thoughtfnl minds an influence of a pre
cisely opposite nature. The officers who accompanied the Russian 
armies into Western Europe were thl\f8 brought into contact with 
.. social order and social ideals widely different from those to whiM 
they were accustomed in their own country, and many of them 
returned to Russia deeply inlhned with ideas of constitutionalism 
in politics. and with enthusiasm for social relonn and popular 
enlightemnent. They thus reinforced the small band of political 
reformers tQ which the Emperor hinlseJf and his early advisers 
had belonged. But the tinles were not propitious for the open 
propaganda of their principles, and they therefore organised

c 

th=
selves into secret associations. with ainls generally similar to those 
of the <krman Tugendbund. Their ideas formed a sort of leaven 
whiob. working W\d~ tile BUJfac~ of Russian society, ultimately 
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produced important results in the intellectual history of Russia, 
but for the present had no direct influence upon the spirit of the 
administration. . . 

Meantime, the conservative reaction was in full swing. Every. 
where amongst the. official classes there was a revulsion against 
liheral ideas and a disposition to revert (·0 the old paths-a dis
position which expressed itself· in the political domain by a 
revived belief in the divine right of autocracy, and in the religious 
domain by a somewhat nllrrow and medilllval interpretation 
of Christian dogma, a renewed interest in theology, and a deep 
distrust of modern philosophy.* The Protestant Universities of 
Germany, which had served as models for those of Russia, became 
the objects of special animosity. It will be remembered that even 
ill Germany itself the principle of University autonomy was being 
seriously limited by the action of the German Princes after the 

"" conference of Mini<ters at Carlsbad. The course of events in Russia 
shows the influence of the same ideas. "The whole mischief," said 
Magnitski, who, as a member of the gkH'noe pravlenie, became the 
Boul of the reaction in Russia, " the whole mischief which has heen 
observed in our Universities has been caused by the education, the 
books, and the men we have imported from the German Universities. 
There the infection of unhelief and revolutionary principles which 
started in England and gained additional strength in pre-revolu
tionacy France has been erected into a complete and, so to speak, 
classic system. . . . ., The learning and literature of North 
Germany are so infected with this poison that they can be used only 
with the greatest caut.ion." Another member of the Administrative 
Council. Alexander Skarlatovich Sturdza, wrote a pamphlet, puh
lished in French and German, "On the present "tate of Germany," 
which is largely takeu up with a philippic against the GeIman 
Universities and a denunciation of the freedom of the press. and in 
which he proposed among other things to suppress "akademische 
Freiheit" as being" incompatible with present political conditions," 
to substitute municipal police for the University jurisdiction over 
students, to restrict the right of the body of profes!\Ors to fill up t.heir 
own numbers, 8l1d to subordinate this right completely to the 
decisive control of the Government. The whole pamphlet, though 
ostensibly written with reference to Germany only, is applicable, 

• A letter written in 1813 by Uvarov to Baron Stein (quoted by Pypin, &. 

well as by Ikonnikov and Schmid, from Pertz' Life of Stein) aptly illustra.tes 
the state of opinion in Russia during the early years of the rea.ction. The 
following are extracts :-L'etat des esprits est tel dans ce moment que 13 
confusion des idees est a.n oomble. Les una veulent des lumieres Bans danger, 
c.'a.d., 'Un feu qui ne bn21e paR. D'autres (et c'ast Ie plus grand riombre) 
mettent d&ns Ie m~me sao Napoleon et Montesquieu, lea armoos fran9&ises et 
ieslivres fra.n<,ais, Moreau et Rosenkampff, les reveries de Se.. . .. et les 
decouvertes de Leibnitz. ... On sa jette a. la tete les mots de Religion en 
danger de morale oompromise, de fa.uteur des idees etrangeres, d'Ilhfmine, de 
Philoaophe, de Franc· Ma.c;onJ de fanatique, etc. En un mot, o'est une deraison 
8ompIete. . . . Voil8. au milieu de queUe confusion et de queUe profonde 
ignorance on sa trouve oblige de trava.iller ~ '!1~ ~Q6 mine par les fondemens, 
~ qui menace ruine de toutes pa.r~" . " 

< •• • • • 
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,nulato 7lomine, to Rus!lia also, and accuratelv reflects the views 01 
educational administration which now becanie predominant in the 
official circles of the latter country. 

Among the minor causes which contrilmted to the reaction in 
RllSl'ia, as it affected education, we must not omit to mention 
the influence of the Jesuits during the first fifteen years of the 
nineteenth century. The Jesuits had enjoyed the protl'Ction 
of the Russian Government since the reign of Catherine, wbo 
afforded them an agylum in White Russia when their Ordl'r was 
suppressed by the l'ope. in the rest of Europe. Their board· 
ing schools, of which they had six in Russia in 1804, bad a great 
vogue with the upper classes. It is a sign of the Ii heral spirit 
prevailing in educational matters at the beginning of Alexander'l 
reign that in spite of the personal dislike which the F..mperor felt 
towards the Order tbese Jesuit Schools were at first encouraged 
hy the Government, wbich appears to have felt no apprehension of 
possible proselytising. They fonnd a convinced and enthusiaatio 
exponent of their system of education ill the person of Count J 0geph 
de Maistre, who Wag himself a pupil of the Jesuits, and who stands in 
tbe history of Frencb literature as the representetive of ultramontan· 
ism and the Catholic reaction. De Maistre resided in St. Petersburg 
from 1802 to 1815, as the Ambassador of Sardinia at the Court 01 
Ru.'lSia, and during that period was a personage of great importance 
in Russian societv. The influence whi~h he exerted over Count 
R3Z\lIll0\-ski, the Minister of Public Instruction, is well known, and 
the direction in whieh it was exerci..ed may be gathered from hi~ 
.. Cinq lettres :rut" I'edu~.ation puhlique en Russie, ~ M. Ie Cornie 
Razumovski," written in June lIud .July, 1810. Two extract .. from 
theseletterB will mffice to show the spirit of the advice tendered by 
M. de Maistre to his friend : .. V 0U8 rendriez, lL Ie Cornte, Ie plul 
grand service a votre patrie Hi V0U8 persuadiez 1me grande verite 
a votre excellentsouverain; ootte v~rite est que S.M.I. n', reel/ement 
helOin que de deux especes d'hommes; de gen3 bra..,. et de '""_ 
gens." .. Au lieu d'etendre Ie cerele des connaissances eo RUl!8ic, 
i1 faut Ie restreindre, pour I'avan~ meme de la llCience:" It will 
be seen that _these obscurantist suggestion.1 were entirely in harmony 
with the principles ,,·hieh were shortly to become dominant in 
nussian education. In St. Peter.<burg De lfaistre acted, to use the 
expression of Count D. ToL1toi, "as a kind of lay general of the 
Order" of Jesuits,t and his influence with Razumovski was suffi· 
ciently great to procure, in 1812, the elevation of the Jesuits' 
College at Polotsk to the status of an Academy with the 118me right.. 
as the RU8Sian Universities. In that year, however, the influence 
of the Jesuits in RU8Sia reached its culminating point, and they 
were among the fim vietima of the reaction which set in agaillll& 
the lih<val policy of the early ycars of the reign. Some of them 
were suspected of sympathy with the French in the War of 1812. 

---.. _---- ,-- - ,.- .-.-
• Letlres e4 opuocul .. inOdi .. du comle .J .... ph de lLWIre, 10061 ed~ .01. ii .. 

'1,1.285 a!J:d 2fJI. • 
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They were also accused of "misusing the confidence reposed in 
them" by proselytising the youths committed to their care, and 
in 1815 they were banished from St. Petersburg and forbidden to
entt>r either capital They continned to make White Russia their 
centre until they were finally banished from Russian territory in 
1820, their Academy at Polotsk being closed. The practice, how· 
ever, of sending Russian children to Jesuits' Schools in Austria 
still continned, and seven years later it was found necessary to 
take special measures to prevent this. 

It was not entirely a coincidence that the tall of Rszwilovski as 
Minister of Public Instruction took place the same year as the 
expulsion of the Jesuits. He was succeeded in the office by Prince 
Alexander Golitsyn, an amiable and accomplished man and the 
intimate friend of the Emperor, whose religious views he fully 
sbared, having tra\'ersed with him the same path of evolution b'om 
philosop/uJ to mystic. As High Procurator of the Holy Synod 
he had already had some experience of educational administratiml, 
and had during his tenure of that cffice re·organised the whole 
system of ecclesiastical schools. The tide of reaction now rose 
quickly to its height. The Ministry of Public Instruction was 
administratively combined with the Holy Synod in 1817. One 
by one the vacant places in the Administrstive Council were 
filled up by men imbued with anti·liberal ideas. Sturdza became 
a member in 1818; Magnitski and Runich in 1819. Against the 
influen .... of men like these the efforts of Uvarov, though steadily 
exerted in the interests of an enlightened view of education, could 
accomplish little or nothing. Pedagogical considerations now 
retreated almost entirely into the background. The sole test 
applied to every form of teaching was: .. Is it in harmony with 
the truths of revealed religion" (as interpreted by the Adminis
trative Council) ! 

An extreme, though typieal, exampla of the way in which 
the new order of things was carried into effect is afforded by the 
proceedings of Magnitski in reference to the Kazan educational 
district, to which he was sent by Prince Golitsyn to conduct a 
special inquiry in 1819, and of which he became Curator next year. 
As the result of his special inquiry Maguitski proposed to sweep 

. nW6Y the Kazan Uni\-ersity altogether. This was opposed- by 
Uvurov, and the Emperor refused his consent. The University 
was, however, completely re-organised; ele\-en of the professors 
were dismissed; 8 director was appointed to have special charge 
of morals and discipline; and the programme of studies ". as 
remodelled iu such a way as practically to convert the University 
into a theol~ic& seminary. The instructions issued by the educa
tional autJ,orities in St. Petersburg to the direcWr witll respect 
to the moral and intellectual training of the stude~ts are an 
interesting and characteristic document of the period. In these 
instructiODli it is set forth that" the sin> of the Government in the 
education of students is the training up of faithful sons of the 
Orthodox Church, loyal subjects of the Emperor, good and useful 
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servants of the fatherland." . . • .. The soul of education 
and the supreme virtue of a citizen is humility; ar.d therefore 
obedience is the most important virtue in a student." Accordingly, 
religious teaching and observances were to have a promi· 
nent place in the University, and" students who distirguished 
themselves in the Christian virtues were to be preferred before 
all others," and to receive" all possible privileges in respect of the 
public service." Instruction in all subjects was to be given in 
the spirit of the Holy Gospel. The students of the philosophical 
faculty were to be guided to the conclusion that .. everything 
that was not in agreement with the sense of Holy Scripture 
was to be unreservedly rejected as falsehood and error." The 
professor of classics was instructed that .. whilst exhibiting the 
beauties of the pagan writers, he must at the same time show the 
greater excellence of those saintly men whom this freethinking 
age, blind to their exalted genius. has excluded from its lin of 
models, simply because thpy WPre Christiana and saints, 811, for 
instance, John Chry80stom, Greltory N azianzen, St. Dasi!, and St. 
Athanasius; and while such instru(,"tion in archaeology .was to be 
given as was required for the study of dassir,al authors, he must 
teach III much greater detail the Christian antiquities which are 
necessary for the studv of ti,e writings of the saints." The instrul>
tions as to the teaching of Oriental languages (Arabic d'nd Persian) 
were conceived in a like spinto '1;!le professor of history W811 to 
deal with pagan times in general outline only; and in reference 
to the peliod after the commencement of the Christian era he wns 
to direct attention chiefly to Christian antiquities ujth the object 
of showing that lloe Chri.~tians had all the virtues or the pllflanl 
in an incomparably higher degree, together with many Otllers 
wholly unknown to the antique world. He was to exhibit by 
reference to the most credible sources the wisdom and courage of 
the martyrs, the patience and angelic pmity of the reclUBftl, 'nd 
to show that there ~ere true Christians and saints engaged in 
State affairs, seated on the throne of kings, and employed in their 
councils and their armies. He was to show that the first ages of 
Christianity abounded most in great and holy men, that pagan 
history exhibits no precedent for the persecution of ChristisJl8, 
and that against every pagan hero may be set hosts of Christian 
heroes and heroines without distinction of age. He W&l to show 
that all which in pagan history is called greatness and virtue is 
only a irupreme degree of human pride, and of no account in com
parison with Christian greatness. He was to describe the decline 
and fall of the Roman Empire 88 a punishment of God, nsing 
savage nations as His instrument, and to show how through ages 
of darkness and barbarism Christian people kept alight the lamp 
of learning in their hnmble retreats, and afterwards restored it 
anew to the world. Ymally, he was directed to take B088uet 88 

his guide in his course of universal history.-

• SbonUk PoeWaovIeJW. L, pp. 1317-1337. 
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The University, as the body charged with the administration 
of secondary education, was directed to draw up similar instruc
tionsfor the guidance of the directors of the gymnasia. In a word, 
the whole educational policy of Magnitski was, in fact, what he 
proclaimed that it should be, a consistent and thorough attempt to 
Garry out the principles of the Holy Alliance in the domain of 
Russian education. 

The inevitable result followed. Parents who had no mind for 
the, theological spirit in which the University was conducted sought 
education for their sons elsewhere. In 1822 there were only 
ninety-one students in the University of Kazan. There was peace 
at Kazan, but it was like the peace that reigns in a solitude. 
Magnitski was nevertheless highly satisfied with the results of his 
policy of "thorough," and in 1823 he contrasts to its advant,age 
the education of Kazan with that given elsewhere. ." In other 
places of education," he says, "it is openly preached that Tsars 
rule by consent of their peoples, in virtue of a social contract; 
at Kazan this revolutionary lie is contradicted. In geography 
it is proclaimed that this science contemplates the earth in the 
form in which it left the bands of the Creator. This blaspbemous 
denial of the Fall has no place at Kazan. In history it is declared 
that the world has existed for several hundreds of thousands of 
years; the chronology of the Holy Scriptures is followed at KazOJl: 
In the history of our native country some of the Lord's anointed 
are branded with tb.e names of tyrants and evil·doers; at Kazan 
good and bad Tsars are considered as the reward or the punishment 
of peoples, their deeds are taught as a matter of history, but their 
persons, which are subject to the jurisdiction of God alolle, are 
respected." , " 

As a matter of fact, however, the condition of things at other 
Russian universities was hardly better than at Kazan. The 
teaching of philosophy and science was subject everywhere to the 
a.amejealous supervision. At Kharkov the lIumber of professors 
fell fl'Om 28 to 8. The University of St. Petersburg was finallv 
established in 1819, owing to the exertions of Uvarov; hut, as at 
Kav.an, side by aide with the elected rector was placed a State
appointed director, and the functions of the professorial body 
were confined to purely educational matters. Moreover, Ule new 
University was destined shorUy to lose the advantags of the wise 
and enligbtened administration of Uvarov, who ceased to be 
Curator in 1821. His position as a member of Ule reactionary 
Adrninistl'8tive Council had long been a difficult one. When in 
1821. ~fessor K~~yn's ~k on n.atllral law was denounced by 
Rumch III the Administrative Council, Uvarov defended him. but 
was defeatro; the professor was deprived of !lis post at the 
Alexander Lyceum and forbidden to teach in any other institution 
UlId.". the Ministry of Public Instruction, and Uvarov resigned 
his office. He was succeeded 88 Curator by Runich, who was a 
80Idier by profession, had bad no training in the work of edncation 
fud was a mere henchman of Magnitslti. The policy of MagnitsJri 
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at Kazan was immediately applied at St. Petersburg. The 'peeial 
object of attack was the political and philosophical aciences. In 
September. 1821. Runich reported to the Administrative Council 
that all these sciences .. were taught by the professors in B spirit 
contrary to Christianity. and that ideas were being implanted in 
the minds of the students which were prejudicial to the public order 
and welfare." On his proposal. it was decided to dismiss four 
professors. viz .• Hennann and Arsenev (statistics). GBlich (philo. 
sophy). and Raupach (history). Of these Galich expressed regret. 
and was reinstated; the other three were deprived of their chait'll. 
Other dismissals followed. one of the victims being the fonner 
rector, Balugianski. The universities were forbidden to employ 
for the future professors who had studied abroad, and the practice 
of sending RU!!8ians to foreign universities to prepare themselveB 
for professorial chairs in RuBBia. was. as a matter of course, 
discontinued.* All this affected not only the quality of the 
teaching at the universities. but also the number of students 
attending them. From the opening of the University of St. 
Petersburg to 1837 only 365 students completed their course. 
The older University of Moscow suffer-oo less from this cause than 
the new foundations. From 215 in 1812 the numbers at Moscow 
rose to 695 in 1822-23, and to 876 in 1825-26. The Univer1litit:a of 
Vilna and Dorpat. owing to their exceptional position in the midst 
of non-Russian populations,' were also comparatively unaffected 
by the reactionary movement; the latter Wliversity in paniL-ular 
reaped considerable. if indirect. advantages from the close relatione 
in which it stood with the German Universities. and was thus able 
to maintain a. high standard of learning. the existence bf which acted 
as a stimulus and an example to the other universities of the 
Empire when the reaction had spent its force. 

In estimating the numbers of young Russianro who were at this 
time receiving higher education, it must. be borne in mind that 
concessions were constantly being made by the Government to 
the prejudice felt by the nobility ~ainst the univentities. 'fbese 
concessions g('nerally took the form of allowing the lI8IIle (or even 
greater) rights in regard of entry to the public service to certain 
institutions which admitted only the sons of nobles as were secured 
to the universities; such were the Alexander Lyceum, the 
hostels for the nobility (blogorodnye ptJfI6iony). attached to 
the University of Moscow and the Pedagogical Institute of St.. 
Petersburg. and the so-il3lled High School of St. Petersburg.t 
which was formed in 1822 out of the boanling-house attached to 
the St. Petersburg Gymnasium. There were six places of hig~4lr 

• It may be noted tha~ of the profe&'lOl"ll dism&! in 1821 .. vera!, including 
two refernd toabove (Galiehand Kunitsyn), bad Urns been "d" ... 1ed abroad 
at the Government's experure. 

t It is a signifiearu indication of the strength of the prejudice of the nobility 
against the univerm;.. that they ...... willing to pay I,(JfJO R. a yeac f~ the 
ed"""tim of &heir ....... '" the St. petenburg High School, whereao i~ appears 
from an article 'W'I'i'*"Il by Km;unzjn in l~ tha~ the ... of ed""""'-o '" 
M_ UnivelSity was only 1ffi It. • year. 
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terian schools under the title of .. DeT gegetllleitige Unterricl,t" 
(Paris, 1818). In 1814 Alexander himself visited London and 
attended a meeting of Friends, at which Allen WII8 present. 
At a subseqnent interview Allen took the opportunity 01 
describing to the Emperor the system of education adopted by 
the British and Foreign School Society. Alexander \\'118 

interested, and next year two Russians were sent to the 8cbool 
established on Lancasterian lines in Paris" to learn the plan, that 
they may be able to form schools in Russia" (" Life of Allen," 
p. 240). ~u bsequently, at Allen's suggestion, four young students 
of the Pedagogical Inst.itute of St. Petersburg were sent to Borough 
Road to be trained in ti,e Lancasterian system. In 1818-19 
Allen himself visited Uussia, and had several interviews with the 
Emperor and other important persons with reference to the eJtab
lishment of schools on the" British plan." He was informed that 
Prince Golitsyn was preparing to lay before the Emperor a proposal 
for spreading it (the system) more widely, and he left RU88ia well 
satisfied with the prospect of success. But comparatively little 
came of it. We hear of schools on the Lancasterian plan at St. 
Petersburg, Tula, Kiev, Nikoliev, Sevastopol, Tillis, Irkutsk and 
other towns; some of the liberal nobles established such schools 
on their estates; and there were also schools for soWiers taught 
by Lancas~rian methods. In 1821 Magnitski proposed to abolish 
district schools altogether in. the Kazan Educational District, 
and to replace both district and' parish schools by popular 
schools on the Lancasterian system; but the proposal was 
never C81ried out. In spite of the Emperor's prepossession in its 
favour, the system U/wer became popular. Even dmirlg his lifetime 
it met with a good deal of quiet but determined oppositlOn-; 
and after his death there was no further attempt made to 
extend it, though Lancasterian schools continued to exist at 
least as late as 1864. The whole nwnber _ of rural parocLial 
lI"hool~ at the beginning of the next reign was not grea ter 
than 600. -

Golitsyn had made many enemies among the orthodox party 
by his pietistic (or, as we should say. " evangelical ") tendenmtll, 
and this party, having enlisted the powerful aid of Aral«'.heev, wh088 
influence with AleXllllder was now supreme, proeured bis remonl 
from the Ministrv of Public InStructiOll in 1824. He W88 succeeded 
by Admiral Sh~hkov. a devoted son of the Orthodox Church and 
student of the RU!I8ian language, whose general attitude of mind in 
matJers of religion and politics was that which came to be _
mated bter with the ideas of SIavophilism,f His views of education 

• See ute of Allen. ll. p. 338,for reports of auch opposition. Allen adds. 
R The Emperor has ... difficult part to ac&.," Fer further particulan III to the 
_;"ion with which the Laneast.eriao ..,hools were regarded and the JftSIlmOO 
grounds fer tit .. 81I8picioo, ... Pypm' ... SociaIlloyement under Alesander 1., •. 
pp. 3.'j9...,'J42. 

t H Bon yjeillard, simple, pieux. 00DDlI pv une """"" grande m.ditWn, 
et par """ e.:.nnai ........ approfoqdie cb ... langue" ill De MaiIJIre's deocrip
lion of him (UtI,.. d "P..,.,.,., fourth edition, voL iii .. p. 396). 
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were set forth in a speech delivered before the Glamo6 PratJlenie 
a few months after his appointment, and are worth quoting, as they 
contain the germ of ideas which were for m:my years to come to 
dominate Russian educational policy. "Learning, without faith 
and without morality," he says, "does not constitute national 
happiness. Lewning is as hurtful in a bad man as it is useful in a 
good man; aud moreover it is useful only when, like salt, it is used 
and taught in due measure, having regard to the position in life 
of its recipient and the necessities of his particular vocation. A 
superfluity of learning is as much opposed to real enlightenment 
lIS a deficiency of it. To teach the whole people, or a dispropor
tionate number of them, to read .and write would do more harm 
than good. To instruct a farmer's son in rhetoric would be to 
make of him a bod and worthless, if not a positively dangerous, 
citizen. But instruction in the rules of conduct and in Christian 
virtues and good morals is necessary to everybody • . •. .. 
(Schmid, p. 176.) In these words Shishkov Q\early fa.eshadowed 
the main principles of the reorganisation of the educational 
system which took place at the beginning of the next reign. 
In other respects also the policy of Shishkov anticipated the 
coming regime. In a memorandum addressed to the same 
body (the Glavnoe PratJlenie) he called attention to the great 
variety of books and educational methods used in the schools, 
which rendered it impossible to make the instruction uniform 
or to maintain the desired control over its spirit. A Com
mittee was formed at his instance to consider what measures 
could be adopted to simplify the system of instruction, and 
at the same time to make it more Russian and more Ort,hodox 
in tendency. The labours of this Committee were, however, 
interrupted by the death of Alexander, which took place on the 
20th of November, 1825. 

V.-REIGN OF NICHOLAS I. (1825-1855). 

NieholllS I. WIIS both in personal eharacter and in general policy 
a striking oontrast to his brother. He had no sympathy either with 
the liberal principles which underlay Alexander's earlier administra
tion, nor with the dreamy mysticism which marked his later years. 
To the IllSt AlexandAr was under the influence of vague ideas of 
liberty and constitutionalism. "They may say of me what they 
likl'," said he, shortly bt-fore his death, "I have lived and wiU die 
a Republican." And, however difficult it may be to ret'.QIlcile 
Republican principles with the use of administrative instruments 
like Arakcheev and lfagnitski, the difficulty is only an illustration 
of the mMy contradictions which Alexander's character and conduct 
exhibited. There were nO such conb-adictions U. the character 
of N!ch.olas. .A m~ of inflexi~le will, and strong, th0ll6h nwrow, 
conVIctions, hIS polioy was conSIstently devoted to the maintenance 
of the I\xis~ political system. He was the very embodiment 
of the spirit of authority, the finnly-oo~\'inced upholder of personal 
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rvle at a time when autocracy seemed destined to be reckoned among 
the lost causes of Europe. A soldier by profession and training, he 
carried the spirit of the martinet into every branch of the public 
administration, and his reign was accordingly marked by an ex· 
tension of the bureaucratic regime and an enlargement of the 
functions of Government which rendered all independent social 
initiative, and all freedom of thought and discU88ion, well-nigh 
impossible. 

'l,'he effect of the new regime upon public education was direct 
and immediate. Before Nicholas could seat himself fumly on the 
throne, he had to quell a revolution. The liberal tendencies which 
had been encouraged in Rnssia during the early years of A1ex
,ander's reign, and had been further fostered during the Napoleonic 
wars by contact with the social systems and ideals of the West, 
had, been driven more or less beneath the surface of society during 
the recent years of reaction, but on the death oi Alexander they 
found ill-Ql'ganised and futile expression in the attempt of the" men 
of December" to establish a constitutional monarchy. That at
tempt was put down with a stern hand, but the lesson of the Hth of 
December was never forgotten br Nicholas. Recognising an 
intimate connection between the recent political troubles and the 
" infection of ideas imported from abroad" (Manifesto of the I 9th 

. December), he determined to check the evil at its source by a radical 
reform in the whole system of RU88ian education. Within five 
months of his accession he appointed a "Committee for. the Or
ganisation of Educational Institutions," under the presidency of 
Shishkov, the object of which was to introduce uniformity inti> 
the educational system in regard both of administration and of 

. methods of instruction, and in particular to institute a much more 
"vigilant control over the text-books and note-books used in the 
schools and universities. Nicholas' own view of the problem before 
the Committet', and of the general lIDea upon which the contem
plated educational reform should proceed, W88 clearly indicated in 
his Manifesto of the 13th July, in which the sentences upon the 
Decembrists were announced. "It is not to education," he 88yH, 
" but 'to indolence of mind, which is a far more hurtful !lIing 
than indolence of the bodily powers, it is to the lack of solid 
intellectual attainments that we must attributs that self-willed 
habit of thought, which is the source of violent passions,' that 
disastrous plethora of half-assimilated knowledge, and that 
impulse towards extreme visionary theories, of which !lie 
beginning is moral deterioration, and the ~d is ruin..... The 

,word rendered " ple!llora " in !lie above extract (roskosk = e~, 
luxnrianoe) is one which was destined to play a pronunent 
part in Ru9sian school politic& during the second quarter of !lie 
nineteenth cen'tury. It would be scarcely too much to say 
that the .mole educational policy of Nicholas was shaped by his 
dread of "excess," or in other words by his desire to make the 

• Snbmid, pp. 217-219. 
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ed1!iCation imparted in the State Schools proportionate to the pre-" 
sumed need of the pupils, having regard to their present BOciai status 
and future relations to the State. The positive ideas underlying 
bis polioy may he fairly summed up in the one word "disoipline." 
He required that there should be greater concentration in the subjects 
ofatudy, and that the school should concern itself with the trainirl!!' 
of the character as well 88 of the intellect. His condemnation d 
a system of education which aimed at imparting a little know
ledge on many subjects was clearly directed against the 
enoyolopmdio olllTiolllum of the educational system of 1804, 
thoUgh it touched also the superficial teachirlg in vogue at t~o 
private schools. A later rescript, addressed to the MinisQlr of 
Publio Instruction whilst the Committee was still in session, 
struck at the root of another of the leading ideas of the reform 
of 1804, viz., the edllootionalladder. In this rescript, after pointing 
out (l8I'tain moral and BOcial disadvantages which resulted from the 
instruction of children belonging to different ranks of society in 
the same school, the Emperor laid down the rule that, while the 
cbildren of peasants might be educated in parish IUId district schools,. 
the universities. gymnasia, and institutions of similar rank should. 
be striotly reserved for the" free orden" (swbodnyia 808eoianiia). 
Dut while thus indicating the general lines,of reform for the guid
ance of the Committee, he left all details to be worked out by them, 
Bnd even deferred in minor mattel8 (e.g., with regard to the in
clusion of Greek in the oIllTiculum of the gymnasium) to their 
judgment.-

A memorandum on the refol1DB neoeasa.ry in national education, 
which was drawn up at the Emperor's request by the poet Pqshkin 
and presented to the Committee, possesses a special interest 88 
a)lowing what was the opinion formed of the situation by a man of 
high genius, who viewed the question from a detached standpoint, 
In this document Pushkin traces the rise and growth during the 
last fifteen years of liberal and revolutionary principles, and 
attributes them partly to the influence of foreign ideas, and partly 
to the absence of a BOund system of education. He discusses the 
f88Oination which rank in the civil hierarchy exercised over the 
imagination of Russian society, and the effect it had in inducing 
young men to enter the publio service as early as poesible, 80 88 to 
I8CUl'e early promotion. They thus entered upon life without 
BOlid knowledge and without positive principles, and were left at 
the meroy of every new-fangled notion. The abolition of civio 
ranks would have grvat advantages, but BS this was not practicable, 
they should be tumed to the advantage of the State by being 
reserved for those only who had passed through the Stats Schools. 
lie would therefore have all the RUBSian youth drawn into the 
State Schools, and would abolish the special eDDlinations instituted .. 

• Nicho .... L abo"",,, throughout his life a aInmg prejudice ..;..u.... the 
cIaIBi .. ill education, and ~toIy oppoood the iIllroduotioa of Latin mto 
the ...... of ","-dlee mWD 'up for &he ~rich Aiauadel- by hill "'&or., 
~e poet Zhukomki, who .... peraouaIIy allOl"in""" ~. 
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by Speranski, in accordance with the ukaz of 1809. He condelllJUl 
unsparingly the RU88ian system of private tuition which" confined 
the pupil to the study of two or three foreign languages, and a 
smattering of all the sciences, imparted by any hired teacher. 
Nor is the training afforded by the private boarding-ilchools much 
better. In either case the pupil finishes his studies at sixteen. We 
must not hesitate to crush private education at any co.t." He 
would extend the course of the Secondary School by three years, in 
order that the minds of the pupils might have so much the more time. 
to settle and mature before they entered on practical life. As to the 
.ubjects of the curriculum, he thinks languages take up too much time. 
Six years, for example, are too long to devote to French, which can 
easily be acquired by practice. But" what," he asks, .. is the use of 
Latin and Greek' Is luxury permissible, where the lack of necee
aaries is so keenly felt '" He condemns purely literary exercises in 
IIChool, but would have history taught in the upper cla88ee, so thal 
young people on leaving school may not be swept off their feet by 
novel political ideas. Finally," the study of Busam should, in 
the closing years of their course, chiefly occupy the minds of young 
men of the upper classes who are preparing for the service of their 
native country."· The particular measures advocated by Pnshkin 
were not in all cases adopted, but his memorandum contains much 
which deserves study as a reflection 01 ideas eurrent at the time. 

The labours of the Committee for the Organisation of Schools 
extended over more than two and a half years, and finally resulted 
in the Statute of 8th December, 1828, relating to gymnasia, distriet 
and parish schools. This enactment, together with the regulations 
of 1833 and 1834 as to private schools and private 'tuition, and the 
new University Statute of 18.35, embody the essence of the educa
tiona! policy of Nicholas. The main features of the new edUCll" 
tiona! system were as follows :- . . 

(1) In the first place it broke finally and completely witk the 
principle of the educational ladder. 'The governing idea of the 
lIew regime W69 that all instruction should be aruited to the existing 
rank of ita recipients. As things actually stood, this change of 
attitude was more important in principle than in reality, for it was 
stated by ShiBhkov before the Committee that IIC8I'Cely one in G 

hundred of the pupils of the district schools proceeded as far as the 
Universities. Nevertheless the change was not acoomplished 
without a spirited and eloquent protest from Prince Lievl'D, who 
"'1\8 afterwards (1828-1833) Minister of Public In~cti/lD. U In 
States." he told the Committee, .. where classes are sharply divided 
one from another, where the Jl888IIge from one to another, eBJlPCiaUy 
from the middle ranks of life to the nobility, is exceedingly difficult, 
and it seldOlIl happens thet nobility is awanJed in return limply 
for long and distinguished servi~in llUeh StateUt ill very euy 
II) establish a caste-aystem of education. But in tli'e RUBBian Em
pire, wbere there is no middle ordw, except in so far as it is n-pre
III'Ilted by the lnuling class, where the artisan is in every respeet 

• Schmid, PI" 221-224. 
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equal to the agriculturist, where a well·to-do peasant may at any 
time become a merchant, and is often both peasant and merchant 
at the same time, where the line of nobility stretches out so far 
that at one end it touches the steps of the throne, and at the other 
,is almost lost among the peasantry, where every year many belong. 
ing to the citizen and peasant class enter the order of I\obility by 
the attainment of the necessary rank in the military or civil service 
-in the Russian Empire such an organization of schools presents 
difficulty." The Committee, however, took the view that "al· 
though the laws did I\ot forbid the pasaage from one rank of life 
to another, still this could only take place as the result of special 
personal qualificatiollS, and should by no me&I\S be' the object of 
general endeavour; and therefore a public system of education 
should aim a~ securing for the childreI\ of each class such a training 
as would fit them to be l1lI8ful and conteI\ted in that rank of life 
to which it had pleased a most high Providence to call them at 
their birth.... The statute, therefore, defined the special aim of 
parish schools aa collSisting in the "spread of such elementary 
koowledge, aa waa more or 1_ l1lI8ful to everybody, among persons 
of the very lowest ranks." The district schools, however, were 
to be open to all, aa poor nobles might have difficulty in finding 
other means of educating their children, bnt were epecially designed 
~. to afford to the children of tradesmen, artissllS, and other town· 
dwoUers, ••• such ilIStruction aa would be most l1lI8ful to them, 
having regard to their manner of life and their Bpeoial needs and 
cuatoms." The gymnasia were designed to serve the double pur· 
poee of preparing for the universities, and of affording a proper 
and sufficient education to such persons aa were not able or willing 
to continue their edncation at the Universities, and they were 
stated to be intended chiefly for the SOlIS of nobles and officials. 

(2) In the second place, the IOCial and poZ;tical aims of education 
were brought into fuller prominence by the new legislation. The. 
Government, having once realised, the immense influence of the 
schools in moulding political opinion and sooial ideals, made it a 
prime motive of its policy to use the schools aa a meaI\8 of enforciug 
its own sooial and political views. Education in the reign of 
NichoIaa became, to a degree never before reached in R uasia, a branch 
of internal politica, with aims clearly defined and steadily kept 
in view. These aims were repeatedly formulated by Uvarov, who 
administered the educational system of Nicholaa' reign for more 
than fifteen yeara (1SM-1849). aa consisting in the maintenance of 
the threefold principle of Orthodoxy, autocracy. and nationality.t 
It waa not simply that the Government supervised c1.-ly tl.e 
matter aa well aa the method of ilIStruction in the State-provided 

• Sehmid, pp. Il32, 233. • 
t s... oopeciaIIy 'h .. Jntzodudice to Uftl'm". Ie""" ... &he Iinf leD ,..... 

of hi8 IIOiniIdry (~ JI..... _ NUioitwgo Ptww .. h. n., 1833-
43). Theau&bolllhipoHhe form,,1a ahcmI si __ whicla heeune &he _tela
word of oIIioiaI aaticmaliaa in 11" ... ;. ill aoaall7 uaribod to Uvarov, hat 
it ill ooicl to haft beoa ....t -- "T Jt.oram&iQ. 
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schools. This had been done, more or 16118 thoroughly, by its 
predecessors. The policy of Nichol811 involved in addition 8 
vigorous effort to establish a State mOllopoly in secondary and higher 
cducatiull. It was sought to attain this object, first, by adoptinR 
l'ushkin's plan of "attracting the whole nobility into the State 
Schools," and, secondly, by B9BUlllingastricter control over private 
schools and private tuition, and by limiting the light of RUBBiSii 
parents to send their children to schools abroad. . 

The incre88edcontrol now exercised by the State over the gym. 
nasia and other public schools affected not so much the subjects 
of instruction as the methods of administration, and the general 
spirit in which the schools were carried on. With the view of 
retaining the pupils under discipline and control as long as possible, 
the course of the gymnasia was extended- to seven years. Side by 
side with the director of each school was now placed an impedbr, who 
was specially responsible for the discipline and morals of the pupils, 
and for the due carrying out of the programs of instruetion; and 
hunnrary curators were also appointed from amongst the looal 
gentry to exercise a general BUpervision over the gymnasia. Uni· 
fonuity of CIlrricula ws.~ insisted upOn; each BUbject was taught 
according to II prescri bed scheme, and the choice of text·book! 
wa., strictly limited. As regards ,the subjects entering .into the 
CIlrricula.of the reorganised schools the changes made were com· 
paratively fl'W. It will be seen from the accompanying table oj 
subjects and hours that the course of instruetion in the new gym' 
nasia differed but little from that of the reformed gymnasia of 1819, 
thatia to say, it was predominantly, but by no means exclusively, 
classical and mathematical. Classics (in schools where Greek Will! 

tanght) occupied about 28 per cent. of the whole available school 
time; mathematics (m schools without Greek) and RuBBian liters· 
ture each occupied 14 per eent. Religion, history, and geography 

• were also important subjects. The secial and political llCienCt'll 
which figured so prominently in the CIlrriculs of 1804 now dis: 
appeared almost entirely. The question of the position which the 
classical Ia.nguages should occupy in the gymnasium COU1'II6 W8I 

not decided without a good deal of c(Jntroven;y. Pushkin, as 
before ltated, advocated the exclusion of latin as being a mere 
educationslluxury; and in this he lDldoubtedly voiced the opinion 

. of the great m888 of the nobles, who C8l'ed nothing for c1assics. 
either for their own sake or as the n8C6II8&ry basis of a University 
l'ducation. The view of Pushkin did not. however. COIDD1f'IId 
itself to the majority of the funmittee. which had to consider 
not only the wishes of the nobility. but the inte..esta of RU88ian 
s:lbolarship in general They, neverthel_. hesitated COIIBiderably 
a. to the pJ&oe to be a.'!Signed to Greek. Tn the discu8!ion of this 
question the influence of Uvarov W88, to the IIIlT)lIiae of DlIUly of 
his frieiuis. cast into the_Ie against the indiscriminate intro. 
duction of Greek into the corricnlum of 3D the gytJIIIJI8ia. Speaking 
with aD the authority of a men who was at ooce a line elaasicaJ 
echolar and an educat~oDaI adminisll'ator of wide experience, h~ 
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declared Ins opinion that the time was not yet ripe in Russia for 
the general teaching of Greek in the. gymnasia. .. What advan· 
tage," he asked, .. can we expect from feeble, immature, and super
ficial instruction in the Greek language in our distant provinces 1 
Where shall we find capable teachers of the subject when, putting 
aside Professor Grii.fe, who has a European reputation as a Hellenist 
of the first rank, we. have barely three or four of his pupils who 
POBB889 the necessary qualifications for a professorial chair 1 'I 
In view of this lack of qualified teachers, he proposed that Greek 
should be taught only in the gymnasia of University towns, .. and, 
perhaps, also in Riga and Mitau." This was the solution of the 
ftUestiOli which W811 ultimately adopted. The law 'of 1828 ordained 
that GI'8I'.k should be taught in University towns, adding, however, 
that" as necessity arose and opportunity offered, the teaching of 
this subject should be introduced into other gymnasia also." The 

. 'schools were encolll'llged to take up Greek by the provision that 
those pupils who had studied this language should, on leaving the 
gymnasium, be admitted til once into the fourteenth claBS in the 
seale of ranks, a highly-prized privilege at a time when: hereditary . 
nobles had to wait a year for the same distinction, and oth81'8 as 
long as five years. A glance at the table on the next page will show 
that, whereas Latin was taught from the first class upward, Greek 
was begun only in the fourth ciaes, and that the time devoted 
to it was obtained partly at the expense of mathematics, and 
partly at that of either German or French; only one of these 
modem languages being obligatory where Greek was taught. The 
official scheme of instruction in the ciaesical languages was drawn 
up by Grii.fe and Middendorfi, Director of the Pedagogical Institute 
at St. Petersburg, who are stated to have taken as their models the 
Lehrplan of the oontemporary PruBSian Gymnaeia and Realsohulen 
with Latin. 

The course in the district mools inoluded instruotion in religion, 
the Russian language, writing, arithmetio, geomell'y, geograp\J)', 
history, and drawing. Practically, therefore, the curriculum was 
the same as that of the gymnasium, omitting languages, but the 
range of the instruction in each subject was, of course, narrower. 
The State now made itself entirely responsible for the maintenance 
of thesP mools, as it had &!ready done in the case of the gymnasia 
and the Universities. The course of the distriot schools was also 
extended to five years; and provision was made for suppleInentary 
courses in commercial and technical subjects. The curriculum of 
the parish schools was left Wltouched. 
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THE HYMNA.SIk IN NICHOLA.S' REIGN. 

CUBRICULUH AcCOBDIlIa TO THB STATUTE O' 1828. 

Gymna.ia with 
Greek. 

Gymll8llia 
wir.hollt Gr~k. 

Subjects. CU. ii. iii. Total. Tot 

iv. v. vi. vii. iv. Y. ,L vii. 

------~~~-+~~~-+~,~~:--
/ I I 

1. Uelib";on 3 3 

8 6 

3. l..atin • 6 8 

j I 

3 3 16 16 

6' '6 46 46 3 
I 

16 16 1 

3 

8 8 6 46 '6 39 6 • .46 41 3 - -
'- Greek - • - - - 76 76 76 76 30 - - - - .~ 

6. Gelman 

6. Frenoh-

7. Matbematial 

8. Geography 
and i:!latiBtica 

9. History 

6 

3 

6 8 

3 ,3 

3 

- I--

II 16 16 - 226" . I--- .. 

II 11 

3 

- 3 16 I! 1 -
r-

2 

41 II 
I--

I 3 
~-. ~ 
I-

IO.Pbyoial - - - - - - 3 3 8 - - 3 
f--

3 I 

I-
IL WriUng - 8 8 3 - - - - u - - - - ~ 

~ I-

l~. DrawiDg • 3 3 3 16 .Ii II Ii II 16 II 1 Ii 
I-

Total DUniberofl=-:: 331 33 33 33 240 33 33 33 33 214 hour. -
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The reorganisation of the State schools was only a part, and, 
indesd, the least important part; of· the problem with which the 
GovernD\ent had set itself to deal. The chief difficulty in. its path 
arose from. the successful competition which private schools and 
private tuition maintained with the State schools. It must. 
be borne in mind that. the great majority of private tutors in the 
families of the nobility, and of the keepers of the private schools to 
which the nobility sent their sons hy preference, were still foreigners. 
It was naturally felt to be intolerable that the training of the 
governing classes of Russia should be to so lruge an extent in the 
hands of foreigners. That such should be the case was due to the 
unique position. which Russia occupied in relation to Elll'Opean 
civilisation. It was part of the penalty she had to pay for becoming . 
a learner in the school of Western oulture. No Government, 
however, could be· expected to acquiesce pennanently in suoh a 
state of things. Least of all could a State which had inseribed on 
its educational banner the triple device of Orthodoxy, autocracy. 
and nationality, rest satisfied to leave the education of the flower. 
of its al'istocraoy in the hands of men who were aliens by birth and 
language, who belonged as a rule to religious communions histori
oally hostile to the Orthodox Church, and whose political sympa
thies might be presumed to be reserved for a· social order widely 
different from that of Russia. Pusbkin had said .. We must not 
hesitate to crush private instruction at any cost," and Shishkov 
at first proposed to olose all private schools at the expiration of a 
given limit of time. The proposal was, however, opposed by 
other momberR of the Committee, inoluding Prince Lieven, on 
the ground that not all private schools were bad, and that at 
present Russia was not in a position to dispense wholly with 
them without the risk of doing serious injury to education. The 
law of 1828 consequently made no essential change in the 
position of private schools, though it contained a number of pro-. 
visions having in view the maintenance of a oIose supervision of 
their work on the part of the State authorities, and directed in 
partioular that their curricula should as far as possible be approxi
lUated to those of the State schools. For the moment the polioy 
adopted by the Government aimed at weakening their influence by 
making the State schools more attractive to the nobility. The 
experien08 of a quarter of a century had shown how strong was the 
objection felt by the nobility to allowing their SOIlS to mix 
freely in soI1oo1 with children not of their own olass. This objection 
was now admitted to be reasonable, and in order to meet it and at 
the same time to afford to oIlildren belonging to the noble cIase the 
Ofoportunity of a more thorough education than the private schools 
could offer, the Government decided to establish blagarodnye 
pUllliony, or boarding-houses for the nobility, in coIIneotion with. 
the gymnasia. These boarding-houses, which became very ,x.pular 
(by the year 1849 they had been established in connexion with 
47 out of a total of 75 gymD&.ia, and we are told in an official 
doeuruent of that year that they were nearly always full). fulfiUe<l . 
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lID educational funotion apart from the pw-ely sooial pbjects. for 
which they were prima.ri\y devised. They were permitted to add 
to the course of the gymnasia "certain subjeots more properly 
belonging to- the education of the higher elllllgell." These subjects 
inoluded in practice gymnastics, music, singing, fencing, riding 
and dancing: and much greater stress was laid on the acquisition 
of II fluent command of foreign languages. For example, in the 
boarding-house of the Kiev gymnasium the pupils were allowed 
to speak Russian only on Sundays, the week-days being di.-ided 
equally between French and German. Day-boarders were admitted 
and an important philanthropio purpose was served by the free 
maintenance in the boarding-hOUSeB at the cost of the nobility 

- of a considerable number of children of poor members of theil' 
order. 

Thus upon the daY-4lchool system of Alexander I., which ignored 
all difierencea of aocial status, was engrafted the boarding-house 
system of Nicholas I., founded on caBte distinctions. Alongside 
of the gymnasium open to the free orders and maintained by the 
State appeared the boarding-house, under the same management 
as the gymnasium, but maintained at the cost of the liobility, and 
closed to all save the sons of nobles and officials of the eighth rank 
and upwards. A further development in the same direction were the 
.. institutes for gentlemen's sons" which were sanctioned in varinue 
provinces, and enjoyed all the privileges of the gymnasia, but with 
a course ~hortened by the omission of the lowest claM or two classes. 
All these conCeB8ions to class feeling had the effect of greatly ineres .. 
ing the popularity of the gymnaaia among the nobility. ~ 

The SUCCeB8 of the State schools, however, was not·secured without 
further- repressive measures directed by the Govemmen$ against 
private schools and private tuition. A circular issued in 1831 _ by 
Prince Lieven, as Minister of Public Instruction, made it very 
difficult for foreigners to open new boarding schools in Ruwa, by 
requiring that any person seeking permission to do 80 mould be 
accredited by the RU9Sian Fmhassy in the country of hie origin, 
and should also have resided five years in Russia, and be able to 
present aatisf&etory certificates of good conduct during that period, 
before hiB application oouId be granted. Count Uvarov, on hie 
&OOeilSion to office in 1833, went still further. In November of that 
year the establishment of new private boarding«hools in 8t. 
Petersburg and Moscow W88 wholly forbidden. In other places 
pmnissionto o~ boarding«hools might be granted in ~.of 
.. extreme necessity," but only where it appeared that tha educa
tional facilities provided by tha State were inadequate. In an, 
case and this is most important of all-the right to opeD new 
private boardjng-IIOhools was reserved to Buasian IUbjects. Grad
ually the reins" of control over all private achools were drawn tighter 
and tigltter. The supervision of those in the two capitale Wal 
entrusted to certain academicians, professors, or officials of tlie 
Ministiy of Publio Instruction, who were appointed to the office of 
inspector by the. Minister, but were immediately responsible _ to 
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the CU\'&tors of the respective Edu!l&tion~ Distric~; and, they' 
wel'e instruoted to see that special attention ,was paid in all the 
schools under their oJw-ge to the teaching of religion, the, R\IlISiwI 
language, Russian geography and history. and that all instl1lction 
was, as far as possible, given in the Russian language. .. The regu· 
lations as to inspectors of private schools in the ,two capitals" 
(we quote from the official memorandum OIl Russian private sohools, 
published in 1857)" oompleted the general system of private schools 
within the Empire. The main features of this,system are. the 
placing of private schools under Government supervision, wbich 
became ever more and more stringent ,; the restriction of ,the ju· 
fluence of foreign kllllperB of poarding-ilChools. ending with the 
absolute refusal to fOl'eigners wbo had not assumed.Russian nation. 
ality of the permission to maintain p1ivate boarding-iiOhools; the 
strengthening of the Russian element. not only by entrusting the 
work of education to Russian subjeote. but by making instructIon 
in the Russian language, in Russian geography and Russian history 
obligatory in private boarding-eohools; and, lastiy, the aggrandise· 
lUent of the educational institutions of the State at the expense of 
the private schools by limiting the number of the latter.". 

To this summary it is important to add that the CUITicuia of aU 
private schools was bound, according to the provisiODB of the statute 
of 1835. to approximate as nearly lIS possible-to those of the Stat" 
schools, so that the private schools fell naturally into tlu'ee cate
gories, oorresponding respectively to the gymnasia, the distriot 
schools, and the parish schools. A later regulation which had 
important consequences was the fixing. in 1847, of a nonnallimit 
to the number of private schools which were allowed to exist at 
allY one time in the two capitals. 

Measures of equal stringenoy were directed against the liberty 
of foreigners in respect of private tuition. Nobles, officials, and 
merohante WEn in 1834 striotly forbidden to employ foreign tutors 
who had not received a certificate from one of the, Russian Uni
versities; and in the same year was issued the Imperial orderwhiob. 
for many years continued to regulate the position of private tuton 
in RUlISia. By this order the status of private tutor (fl4SfatJ1lik) 
was reserved to persons who possessed a certificate or diplolll6 
from one of the Russian Universities or Theological Academies; 
that of private teacher (uchil&) was obtained by passing a llDeeial 
examination in thoee subjeete which the candidate profesSed to 
teach;t both olassea of teachers had, if Russians, oertsin definit.e 
rights assured to them in respect of cniA and other distinetiooa, 
and both were plaoed under the supervision of the Director of 
Schools in each province. Persona teacbing either in . private 
housea or in schools without the necessary legal qualification ""_ 
punished by fine and prosecution in the case of Hessian., and by 

, • 0 !'.kld",;; 1OGd~ ~a ~ I ......... I!. 17.· . " 
t Bu~ the """""'JlODding status muld be oblamed WlthOll~ enmin81ioO 

by women wbo bad completed a ..,...,., in lIle <I. &he iostilutiooa <I. IIie 
Em"""" Maria. , '" ' • ., 
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expulsion from the country in the case of foreignen. A later 
1-egulatiOJi of the same year dealt with the qualifications required 
from private teachen who gave mere elementary instruction. It 
had aIready (in 1831) been made illegal to send the children of 
Russian parents abroad for education between the ages of ten and 
eighteen, exceptions to this rule being permitted only with the 
Emperor's own consent. Among the reasons l181!igned for this 
measure was the fact that young Russians educated abroad .. IOmo
times return to Russia with the most erroneous ide&ll concerning 
their native country: knowing nothing of its true requirements, 
its laws, mannen, social order, nor in many cases of its language, 
they are strangers in the midst of everything that pertains to 
their fatherland." 

The administration of the secondary lIChools WSB now (1830) 
taken out of the hands of the universities, and transferred wholly 
to the Curator, 3S8isted by a council, which included among the 
memben the rector of the University. The system of control by 
the universities·had never worked well, owing to the enormoWl 
disu,nces which separated the university towns from many of the 
provincial gymnasia, and the increased number of schools bad now 
made its continued existence impracticable. The change now 
instituted had the effect of rendering the efficiency of the 
gymnasia less dependent upon that of the universities, Bnd 
was thus to the advantage pf gymnasia and univenities alike. 
The parish and district lIChools were also placed under the direct 
supervision of the Curator of the Educational Districts. ' 

The remodelling of the univenity system followed thet of the 
Primary and Secondary Schools. 'The catastrophes of· the latter part 
of the preooding reign bad left the universities in a complete mte 
of disorganisation and decay. In many cases the occupants 01 
professorial chairs had not even the university degrees required by 
statute for the posts they held. Many chairs were vacant, or were 
held by a single professor in conjunction with other offices. It wu 
necessary at once to adypt temporary measures to restore the 
uni versities to some degree of effic.iency. In 1828 recourse WSB again 
had to the old plan of sending students to foreign universities to 
be prepared for professorships. The prohibition of this system 
had, in fact, defeated its !IWJl object; for by reducing the BIlpply 
of·thoroughly.trained Russian prolesaon it had not only lowered 
the intellectual standanl of university teaching, but had made it 
impossible to impart to it that national impress to which the 
Emperor and his advisen attached 80 much importance. Twenty 
flf themOBt promising stwip.uts were now selected from the Russian 
Universities and IIEIlt for a three years' COUJ'8I! of training at Dorpat, 
to be foUowcd by an additional two years at Berlin or pan.; the 
)om peror insistiIig 38 a conditio aiM qua ~ that evtry .tudEut 
.elected fo. the purpose should be of Russian parentage. A" Pro· 
l.....arial Institute" W38 created at Dorpat, with one of the local 
profllBlr9 .. director, to provide for the ~ of theae future 
holders of Russian chairs; and during the ten years of the existenue 
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of' this Institute no less than twenty-three University professors' 
were actually thus trained. Six students were also selected from 
the Ecclesiasticsl Academies of St. Petersburg and Moscow to be 
prepared abroad for professorships in law. In addition to these 
measures, the Pedagogica.l Institute of St. Petersburg,' which had 
heen merged in the University in 1819, was restored, with the 
object of preparing profes~ors for the universities and teachers for 
Lhe schools. In 1833 the University of Kiev was founded to replace' 
the recentlY-illlppressed University of Vilna and received a 
temporary constitution which remained in' force until 1842.· 
Meantime a genersl scheme for the reorganisation of the 
university system was being elaborated in the Ministry of Public 
Instruction. It was' completed and embodied in legislative 
form in 1835 by Uvsrov, who had now succeeded Prince'Lieven as 
Minister. " 

By the new University Statute, which applied to all the univer
sities' of the Empire, except those of Kiev and Dorpat, the 
principle of academio autonomy was almost entirely abandoned. 
The universities were deprived of their judicial powers, and although 
general educational administration was left in the hands of the 
University Council, the latter exercised these funotions subject to 
the control of the.Curator. The Executive Committee of the Council 
(PratJlenie), oonsisting of the rector and deans of fac!lities, with ,a 
Stute-appointed Syndic, retained in its hands the finaneiul adminis
tration,but became praotica.lly independent of the Council, to which it 
no longer reported its proceedings. The rector and deans of faculties 
continued to be elected by the Counoil from their own body, but 
they held office for four years, and their election was subject to 
confirmation in the esse of the rector by the Emperor, and in the 
esse of the deans by the Minister. The professors, and adjuncts 
were slso still elected by the University Council, subject to the 
confirmation of the Minister; but to the latter was also reserved 
the right of appointment without reference to the Council. A 
professor "as required to hold a Doctor's degree, and an adjunct 
that of Magister, in the faculty in which he lectured. Great 
authority in all matters of academio administration was entrusted 
to the Curator, who was now required to reside in the tmiversity 

• An inloreatlng statement of the objects with which the Univenoity of 
Kiev was founded is oontaiDed in & Report by Uvarov. entitled u Ten Yea~8' 
Work of the Minis"" of Publio Instruot.ion, 1833-1843" (]I. 39~ Ho 8&,. : 
"The new University was intended. lID far 8B possible, to smooth away the 
nrioua oharaoteristio featuroa which o:ti:rt.iDguish the youth of Poland from . 
thuee of Russia, and especially to suppreee in them the id .. of ... parale 
natioaaJity, to bring them into al ...... and alooer touch with RulIBi .... ideaa 
.... d auatomB, to oommunicate to them the II"n&al opirK of the RIUISiaa 
Il&t.ioa. The bringina tosether of the Ruaaian and Polish youth in the AIUlien' 
metropolia of Ruaaia; the th_ugh study of the Ruaaian IaLguaga and 
Ii_ture, and aoquaintanoe with Ruaai .... institotiODll and IIy&Ieme such 
...... the prinoipal .......... by .hiob i' ... oough' to ata&in thioo im .......... , ead." r--
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town of his district.- He exeroised a general oversight over the 
discipline of the univel'8ities, acting for this purpose OOie1ly through 
the inspector, who was'no longer, as fonnerly, a professor appointed 
by his colleagues, but might be a military officer or civil servant 
brought in from outside, and was in any ease appointed directly 
by the Curator, and responsible to him alone. All students were 
now required to wear unifonn. Divinity and church history and 
law were made obligatory subjects for students in all faculties. 
The number of faculties was reduced to three by making the 
faculty of humanities and that of physical and' mathematical 
sciences into two separate departments (called respectively the 
philological and the mathematical) in a new faculty of philosophy. 
The old faculty of moral and political sciences was renamed the 
faculty of law, and in it were established new chairs in modern 
Russian law, with the special object of preparing students for 
a career in the publio service; at the same time philosophy and 
political economy were transferred from this faculty to the Depart. 
ment of philology in the faculty of philosophy, which also 
received chairs in Russian and Slavonic history. 

The connection of these changee with the maintenance of the 
"threefold idea of Orthodoxy, autocracy, and nationality" is 
sufficiently obvious; but there can also be no doubt that, in their 
purely educational aspects, they were ,conceived in the interests of 
efficiency. later enactments of the reign with rega111 to the 
universities were all in the direction of reducing still further suOO 
fragments of academic freedom as were left to them under the 
Statutes of 1835. By the Statute of Kiev University, promulgated 
in 1842, the rector was appointed by the Minister af Public Instruc
tion from two candidates elected by the University. The Institute 
of Docents, also, whiOO had existed at Darpat since 1820, W88 intro· 
duced at Kiev, in order to provide for future vacancies in-the 
ranks of the professors without the necessity of sending students 
abroad to be prepared for these posts.' In these and other 
respects the Kiev Statute foreshadowed the changes adopted with 
regard to other Universities in 1849. 

The ministry of Uvarov (1833-1849) COIllItitutes an important 
epoch in the history of Secondary and Higher Education in Ruseia. 
Politically, the period was one of arrested progtl!l!ll; educationally 
it was a time of great advance, for the IIlO8t part aJong national lines, 
the political conditions of the time being re1Ieeted in a certain 
aJoofu_ of attituda on the,part of the oflieial cl88sea towards the 
main tendencies of contemporary European thought. In the 
domain of education this intellectual aJoofu_ I>xjA E I elf iteeU in 

• This requinmeot bad the indirect effect of ...Jocing enonJlOll8ly, the 
importance of the m-- p~. since it ..... thus made impoll!ibli! for 
no Ill" im~ membon, tile Canton, to a-.d jta IIittiDp ~. 
By the aui gI. Ibe ..,;go ita m.tenee bad beeome merely a_rna!; IlId m 
188 it; ,.,., tiansformed inOO a N Couneil of the MiniBUs- " of Ibe type existing 
in other depllrtmente of State. Al the ........ time the 8eientifie C<mmittee 
of the G'--p~ ... IHIOIlSti&u\ed as the .. Beimtifie Cumnittee of 
the lliDiatrJ: and ..... brought.inOO more dinct; re1atioDo with &be Miai ...... 
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the BSSWnption that for Russia the period of imitation was over ; 
that henceforth she would learn from Europe all that it was 
useful . for her to know, but would slavishly copy' neither 
European principles nor' methods. This idea runa through 
many of the official documents of the time. "Having outlived 
the period of indiscriminate imitation," we read in the Journal of 
the Ministry of Publio Instruotion for 1833, .. Russia is better able 
than her foreign teachers to adapt the fruits of education to her 
own peculiar requirements; she clearly distinguishes' the good 
from the evil in the fflIt of Europe; she makes uae of the former, 
while rejecting the latter, for she bears within her heart these 
two saored pledges of her happiness-faith and nationality; with 
which is indissolubly joined a third-autocracy" (Schmid, p. 300). 
And again: .. The Government, viewing with favour every new 
manifestation of intellectual activity within its own borders and 
abroad, taking advantage of every new experiment, and following 
with attention every step and every change in European educa
tion, is firmly convinced, and clearly indicates its view, that all the!lO 
movements. methcds, and experimenta can only be useful to us 
in certain respects, when they are adjusted to the course of our 
own civio development, to the' requirements of our own State 
institutions, and are not out of hatmony with our 0IL'It national 
sentiment" (Schmid, p. 293). 

This official attitude of critical reserve towards the intellectual 
movements of Western Europe did not prevent Russian education 
from making material progress during the period under considera
tion. On the contrary, the administration of Uvarov was 
distinguished by a steady ad vance in the efficiency both of the 
uuiversities and the gymnasia. Both inoreased rapidly in numbers 
and publio consideration, and in the forties, at any rate, began to 
attract the sons of nohles and higher officials to an 83:tent hitherto 
unknown. thus aocompliilhing one of the main ,objects which the 
Government had had in view in the reorganisation of the 
educational system.· The universities ceased to serve as mere 
training schools for the teaching profession, and began to be 
real nurseries of higher learning and centres of scientifio research. 
Of the scholars and men of letters or of !lOtion who distinguished 
themselves in the next reign, especially during the" period of 
great refonns," a very large proportion had passed through the 
Uvarovskian gymnasia, or the universities, or both. A list of 
such men would inolude almost alI the Russian names most 
familiar to English ears-Turgenev, the Aksakovs, Ostrovski, 
Katl..-ov, Leontiev, and many 'Others of hardly less note. It 
is not a mere historical coincidence that the State schools of 
Nicholas's reign should have this array of famous names to point 
to; alI other available evidence leads to the ooncl~on that, despite 
many defeot. of method and equipment, and the. laclt of proper 

• See Uvuo"'. general ....... of &he ...."Ita a"-iDed .... ""~- &he lirB .... 
yean of hi. adminiatrauon (DuiaIileIie, pp. 32-M). - ..... 
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pedagogical training on the part of many of the teachers, the aecon· 
dary schools were 88 a rnIe well taught up to the standard of ,that 
time, and that the advance made in University teaching during the 
first twenty years of the reign W88 even more remarkable than tho 
improvement in the efficiency of the schools: Nevertheless the lack 
of a sufficient supply of qualified instructors continued to be severely 
felt both by the universities and the gymnasia. Frequent exceptions 
had to be made to the rnIe which required the Doctor's degree in the 
case of a University professor, and that of Magister in the case of an 
Adjunct.' Of the headmasters at least one-third had no degrees. 

That progress was made under such difficulties was due in no 
small measure to the influence of Uvarov's own personality. ,In 
the instruments of his educational policy Nicholas was as fortunate 
as Alexander had been otherwise; and by none was he better 
served than by Uvarov. Working in entire accord with the general 
aims of the Emperor's policy, he was yet able by wise and liberal 
methods of administration to temper within certain limits the 
rigidity of the bureaucratic regime;· his sincere and lifelong 
Interest in education, and his wide rauge of intellectual sympathies 
made their in6uence felt upon his subordinates in the public service ; 
as an administrator he was keen, capable, and tactful, as a 
di..ciplinariau firm to the point of severity; while his own JlOIIition 
and achievements in the field of scholarship were sufficient to win 
the respect of the most brilliant professors and educational workers 
of the time and to secure their loyal support for his adminiBtration. 
As regards university teaching opinion was certainly represaed 
within certain strictly-defmed limits; hut the pressure WRll at 
any rate evenly and consistently applied. There W88 none of 
that uncertain' and spa.'!Dlodic hanjing of opinion whicb 
had so much hindered the progIes8 of higher education in the 
second and third decades of the oentury. The secondary 
schools, based as they were in the main upon principles which 
Uvarov had consistently advocated since 1809. were the objects 
of his special solicitude,88:Minister. Henee it is that RUl!8ian 

• Thus at Kazan Oriental languages ... ere al ..... ed to be aubotitoted lor 
Greek, Slavooio, and German; at Archangel EngliBh ..... inlrodue..J ; in tlrJ 
Biberi&n gymnasia iDstruction ..... given in R_ian laW' &lid judi,ia1 pro
oedure; commercial and Ieclm.ical COUl8e8 were instituted in eoonection with 
the gymnasia in plaees where local circnmstantes indicated that aucl1 coo..
... ouId be useful It may be interesting to quote UV8lOV·.,..ordo~ fII'''l'OI of the 
teacbing 01 Oriental languages at Kamn, .. it oootains a comment upon. 
characteristie of the Russian edumtiooaioystem which ne • .,.. lai .. to strike. 
f<reigD observer ... The lack of local and special application has already been 
00. 01 the chief diffienlties which the Miniolry 01 Public Instructim haJJ ..... 
eonntered in the development 01 the edneotiooaioystem. The """'" IULjed. 
in precisely the same lorm have been onppooed to be tougbt OIl the Dwina and 
OIl the Kam, on the shores of the Baltic Sea and OIl the banks 01 the c...pian. 
It has been ohawU to be naeIeoo and impoMible to red""" all the I'eqnin"'~lt. 
of aucl1 dilferent regims 01 the Empire to me unchangeahle J'!an, to me 
fixed immovable Iorm, and this unpractical prineip\e has been WIthout doubl 
the main ......... 01 the 1ack 01 confideoce Ielt in our eehooh. and 01 the in· 
adequate influence .... hich oome of them have eurciaed upon the \ocaliu.. 
in which they w ..... _ted. ... 
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Seoondary Education of the middle of the' century baa beCome 
peculiarly associated with his name; for wbile the acbools of the 
three great predecessors of Nicholas are knmm respectively 
as Petrine, Catherinian, and Alexandrine, those of ~icholas' 
own reign are called only by ~e name of U varov-U mTol:8lciia 
uMUiltcha. . 

But for the real explanation of tbe educational progress made 
during the reign of Nicholas we must look to circumstances lying 
wholly outeide the region of bureaucratio administration and 
methode. The eecond quarter of the nineteenth century W88 signal
ised in Russia by one of those spontaneous outburste of intellectual 
80tivity which occur in the history of every civilised nation, and . 
whioh, however we may explain their hietorical genesis, it seems vain 
to attempt to assign exclusively to any mere combination of external 
causes. We tefer to the brilliant literary and scientifio Rl'nai88Bn'l8 

which reaohed ite culmination in the forties, but W88 the naturalout
growth of an intellectual movement dating from the beginning of the 
previous decade. On ite purely literary side thie movement may be 
regarded as the continuation of the splendid literary tradition which 
had been established by Pushkin, and which was now worthily mai.u
tained by a line of succeesors, such 88 Lermontov, Koltzov and 
Gogol, with others of lesser note, who all wrote during the thirties 
and forties. But on ite scientifio and philosophical side, which 
W88 more important than the literary, it took ite direction under 
the influence of those very tendencies of Western thought, which 
were regarded in official circles with so much suspicion. 

The early thirties mark the opening of an entirely new era in the 
intellectual life of Russi&--an era of constructive thought, dis
tinguished from those which preceded it by the faot that the -.ch 
for organising principles now took the place of the more or 1_ 
8uperficial appropriation of the resnlte of Westem cnIture. The 
new spirit manifested itself first of all in an intellectual movement 
afJeoting certain groups of young men who were studying at the 
Moaeow University. This movement had two aides, one politico
aociaI, the other philosophical; the former found ite most typical 
representatives in Buch men 88 Herzen and Ogarev, who in 80me eort 
carried on the political traditiona of the Deoembriatll, but were 
more definitely influenced by tbe aociaI doctrines of Saint-Simonism : 
the latter in the members of the circle of Stankevich, which oocupied , 
iteelf mainly with the study of German philosophy, particnIarly tho 
doctrines of Schelling and Hegel. The Stankevich circle included 
in the early thirties men who ten years later stood 88 widely apart 
as Belinski on the one hand and 1. Kireevski and I. Aksakov on the 
other, but who for the moment found common ground in the study 
of the ahstractiona of the Hegelian system. In ~cnlar, Hegel'. 
doctrine of the dialectical pl'OC8ll8 88 applied to hietOry, which was 
then exerting over European thought as great an influelll:e as the 
theory of evolution was destined to exercise a generation or tw-o 
later, was eagerly accepted by all the members of the Stankevich 
prcie, tho~h it was aftenrarda applied' by them to Rneaian con-
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ditions in ways widely differing according to their individual pre
di\.eQtions. As time went on, the intereste of the Stankevich circle 
began to be transferred from abstract problems of philosophy to 
social questions, and in consequence of this a cleavage took place 
between its liberal and conservative sections. The former noW 
drew closer to the group of social reformers of whom Herzen waa 
the central figure. and out of this fusion arose the new party of 
Westemists (Zapaduiki) whose controversy with the Slavophila 
during the forties forms one of the great episodes of the intellectual 
history of Russia, and haa also profoundly influenced its social life 
in many directions. In view of the importance of this controversy 
we may venture briefly to recall its main features. 

The question at issue waa the attitude which Russia should 
assume towarda Western culture. The Slavophila started with a 
belief in the moral bankruptcy of European civilisation resulting, 
aa they maintained, from ita materialism and rationalism.· Fully 
accepting the theory of Hegel aa to the historical succesaion of 
peoples, they proclaimed that Russia, with her capacity to combine 
religious with intellectual culture was 'the destined historical sue
C<!88or of the effete West. Th,ia capacity waa assumed to result 
fr"m the special advantage which Orthodoxy possessed over Pro
testantism with its tendency to degenerate into rationalism on the 
one hand, and over Catholicism with its disposition to tyrannise 
over the reason on the other. Hence they decried all borrowings 
from the West, belittled the work of Peter the Great and the whole 
"Petersburg" period of Russian history, would approve of nothing 
in the existing State organisation which could not be traced hack 
to pre-Petrine times, and sought the germs of an independent 
national culture in the traditions, customs, beliefs and ideala of 
the mass of the people who were as yet untouched by Western 
influences. The Westemists contested the assumption that the 
civilisation of the West had entered on the period of decay, pro
tested against the idealisation of primitive forma of culture, main
taining in particular the essential superiority of the conscious 
results of intellectual labour over unconscious or semi-articulate 
traditioIUtand beliefs, and proclaimed that the only condition under 
which Rusaia could carry forward the work of civilisation lay in 
her .acceptance of the results of Western civilisation aa the starting
point for future progress . 

• As & omnm ... t ... the attitude of the Slavophilo towudo W_ <rinl ... 
tioD, it is worthy of ............ that 8Very imporUlDt "--of IIu!ir docIriDe 
..... be tneed back &0 & W ....... _ They aooepted the IIIecJris of aOl!"i 
on the philooophy of 1Ustmy. bot they also cnreel much &0 the inft_ of 
Schelling. who lep .... Oted iu philooophy the oame ~ .. foaud ex· 
pnBIioo iu Bomauticiam iu Iiten.tme, viz.. the _00 ogaiuA the ",1ionaIioo
iug tenden"" of the "iDUIIIiuaUoo" period. The _tic ...,.a-
01 8cheItiug ~ &0 the IIIecJris of the PM' I·~ 8fOWth 01 _tu",
u ""IJOIIII'Ied by Saviguy. aud to the vague ideae 01 ualioDaliam which -eN 
~ iu men'. miudo .. the ..... It of the _ iu_ iu uatiooal poychology 
mated by the 8'1"'''' following the l'reDch BevoIutioa. """"""t for -rly 
....rythiug iu the Slayophil ereod which ... "'" hono.eel from IIe!!eL Sea 
OD article by Prof. P. VmognIdofI em "L V. KUwnId aud the J>eginoiuga 01 
.Ifoaoow SiavophiliRu.'! iu Y",..,., P/rt~ i P.u:Jw/ogii. l8II'J, No. II, 
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The direct e£lect of the Slavophil controversy upon Russian 
education was very great, if only because of the enormous impetus 
which it gave to the study of history, archreology, and law, and of 
national literature, folk-lore and institutions. But the questions 
debated between the Slavophils and the Westerniste represent only 
one phase of the intellectual movement which resulted in Russia, 
during the forties from contact with Western thought. We have 
also ~o take into account the influence exerted at this period by 
the brilliant band of young Russian scholars who had been edu
cated, generally at the expense of the State, in German universities 
e,nd who from 1835 onwards, began to return to Russia in order 
to occupy chairs at the Universities. During their residence abroad 
they had' come under the influence of all thOle great movem.ente of, 
thought which proceeded from the German Universities and SO" 

profoundly a£lected European scholarship and science during the 
f!rst half of last century. Their great place of resort was the Uni
versity of Berlin, then at the very height of its fame and influence. 
Here they had attended the lectures of Hegel or of his immediate, 
disciples; they had studied history in the light of the critical, 
methods of Niebuhr and. Ranke; they had been the personal 
pupils of teachers of European authority like Savigny, Eichhorn, 
1,taumer and Ritter. During the later thirties and the early forties, 
the chairs of the Russian Universities were being rapidly' filled, 
by young Russian professors, who had been trained under the, 
conditions above described and were qualified hoth ,by attai.nID.ente' 
and natural capacity to infuse a new spirit into the university , 
teaching of their native country. The statement of Uvarov in an 
official report of the year 1843, that" in the chairs of the Ruesian 
Universities were to be found young Russian professors in no wise' 
inferior to the best foreign teachers, hut with this difference that 
attachment to everything national creates a true bond of union 
between teachers and taught" was already fully justified by the' 
work which was being done for Russian science by men like 
Redkin and Krylov, Kriukov and Granovski. 
, The particular home of this intellectual movement was the 

University of Moscow, which now attained the position (never 
since entirely lost) of being the main focus of the constructive 
thought of Russia. Seldom in the history of any country has so 
much intellectual power been concentrated within the walls of a
single teaching institution as was to be found in the University 
of Moscow during the forties. History was taught in the Westernist' 
spirit by Granovski, Kudriavtsev, Soloviev, Kavelin. while the 
Siavophil point of view was represented by Shevyriev, whose 
special field was the history of Russian literature; Redkin and 
Krylov lectured on law; Katkov on the history of philosophy; 
Leontiev on Greek Mythology and Roman antiquitres. But the 
movement was by no means a purely academic one. "Closely 
associated with the leaders of thought within the university were 
other men of not less note, who were connected with the university' 
merely as former Rudenta-Slavophilslike I. V. Kireevaki, who . - , 

"'Ill 
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editeu the M08kvitanin, and gave to Slavophilism its philosophical 
basis; Khomiakov, who undertook the rehabilitation of Byzantin. 
ism; K. Aksakov, and lury Samarin-Westemists, like Herzen, 
Botkin, and that keenest of literary gladiators, Belinski, whose 
articles in the Otechestvennyia Zapiski, which he edited from St. 
Petersburg, were models of the skilful treatment of social question. 
under a thin veil of literary criticism. Under the influence of 
these diverse currents of thought a new interest in intellectual mat· 
ters spread in the educated society of Russia. That society 11'88 still 
smaIl an~ homogeneous enough to make the communication of 
ideaa eaay, and the very absence of any public life in which edu· 
oated persons standing outside the bureaucracy could share, caused 
them to throw themselves with all the more zest into the diacuasion 
of purely literary and intellectual questions. In this cultivated 
society thought began to be busy on all the problema of social 

politics, the public discussion of which was forbidden; the articles 
of Belinski were eagerly scanned not only for the sake of their 
charm of style, and the critical insight which they displayed, but 
also for the sake of much that 11'88 only indirectly implied by the 
writer" and had to be read between the lines: the lecture· hall of 
Granovaki was crowded with hearers ready to applaud not only 
the eloquence and historical learning of the professor, but also 
the skill and courage which could make a lecture on Charlemagne 
the occ88ion for the exprelision of opinion 88 to the debt owed by 
RU8Bia to the civilisation of the West. Thus it was that, in spite 
of the narrow limits set to speech and writing by the policy of the 
State, the time of Nicholas I. was a period of unprecedented intel· 
lectual activity and progress, and one in which the fOrces of thought, 
even though denied full expression for the moment, were never· 
theless silently preparing the gronnd for the social and educational 
reforms of the next reign. 

The influence of the movement of the forties upon the intel. 
lectuallife of RU8Bia wasindeed profound and far.reaching. Not 
only did it give a strOng immediate impulse to the progress of 
science in directions which have been already indicated, and cause 
a great diffusion of intellectual interests among the rank and file 
of RUBBian society, but the movement of the sixties in favour of 
primary education was largely afiected by ideaa which took shape 
under its influence, particu1arly by the new respect for the common 
people which was the best result of the Slavophil teaching, snd 
by the studiea of RU8Bian natiouallife and institutions which were 
undertaken in the RU8Bian nniversitiC!!. But the deepest signifi. 
fieance of the movement is to be found in the fact that it marks 
the point in the intellectual history of RUBBia when the public 
opinion of educated society definitely forsakes the lead of the 
autocrac.r and establishes itself as an independent social force. 

The increased diffusion of intellectual interests led directly and 
naturally to au increased demand for education. Botb the gym· 
nasia and the \IIliversitiel! filled rapidly in the lata- thirties and in 
the forties. In 1847 the number of gymnaaista 11'88 about ~,OOO, 
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or nearly three times as many as at the end of Alexander I.'s reign. 
The number of university students had increased at about half 
the same rate. No sooner, however, had this increased demand 
for education shown iteelf than the Government began to feel 
alarmed lest its principle of adapting education to the rank of its 
recipient should be endangered. As early as 1840 Uvarov called 
attention in a circular to the necessity for taking precautions lest 
the general desire for higher ellucation should lead to the creation 
of an intellectual proletariat. "In my opinion," he says, .. while 
perfect fairness should be observed in the admission of students 
(to the universities), some attention should be paid both to the 
origin of the young men who devote themselves to the higher 
studies and to the future which awaits them. If, on the one 
hand a wide development of intellectual capacities is an undoubted 
advantage, on the other hand this ~evelopment should be com
mensurate with the needs of the student in his future civic vocation. 
Although in dealing with this subject it is difficult to assign definite 
limits, or to lay down hard and fast rules, we may and should be 
guided by the consideration that, in view of the desire for education 
which is everywhere growing, the time has come to take care that 
this extraordinary aspiration towards the higher subjects of study 
shall not be suffered to disturb in any way the existing class-system, 
by awakening in youthful minds the impulse to acquire unnecesaary. 
knowledge, which cannot be succesafully applied in practice.". 
The demands for higher and secondary education continued, 
however, to increase, and in 1845 it was determined to check it by 
raising the fees both in the universities and in the gymnasia. It 
was categorically stated by Uvarov in proposing this measure that 
it was required not so much on economic grounds, &II by the need 
of restraining the aspirations of Y(lung men for education within 
limits corresponding in some degree to Dxisting social divisions. 

The frankly aristocratic tendencies of the administration were 
nowhere so clearly manifested as in the attitude (If the Government 
towards the instruotion of the lower claases. Practically nothing 
was done by the Ministry of Public Instruction to extend primary 
education among the rural population. The only effective 
steps taken in this direction were due to the initiative (If another 
department of State, vii., the Ministry of Imperial Domains, 
which began in the thirties to establish village schools for 
the State peasants. The particular object of these achools, 
whioh were maintained byspecial taxes levied on the peaaantB them
aelvea, was to train the clerks needed in the work of rural Mminj .... 
tration. Their number slowly increased, until in 1853 there were 
about 3,000 of them providing Primary Education for nearly 
100,000 ohildren of the peasant class. Statistics are wanting as to 
the number of rural Primary Schools under the 't:ontrol of the 
Ministry of Education, but it is probable that they were lew. So 
long as serfdom continued in Russia, it was difficult for any effective 

• Schmid, 1'- Si6,. 
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system of Primary Education to take root, 88 such a system must 
always depend for its success on the co-operation of the landed 
proprietors, who were apt to regard the education of their serfs 88 

incompatible with their 'own interests. Such elementary instruo
tion 88 was diffused among the mass of the people was imparted 
by . means of the sO-ilalled shkdy gra'111dy, or reading-and-writing 
schools. of which there seem to have been a great number, leading 
a precarious and unrecognised existence, but really serving a useful 
purpose in bringing the rudiments of learning within the reach of 
the lowest olass of the population. It will be. remembered, of 
oourse, that Finland had an educational system of its·own, and that 
Poland continued to be separately administered until the late 
sixties. The case of the Baltic Provinces was also peculiar. Here 
• certain degree of instruction had been fairly general among the 
Lutheran population since :(l.eformation times, owing to the fact 
that the ability to read and write was required by the Lutheran 
Church as a qualification for confirmation; and from the forties 
onward a large number of Lutheran Primary Schools began to 
spring up in the provinces, 88 the result of the revived interest 
of the squires and pastors in: the education of the Lettish and 
Esthonian peasantry. For the Orthodox population of these pro
vinces about a hundred special schools were also established with 
the 888istance of the Government, -and placed under the BUper-: 
vision of the Orthodox clergy. But the Orthodox teachers were 
poorly paid, and the schools were not a 8UccesiI. 

Uvarov ceased to hold office 88 Minister of Pnblic Instruction in 
October, 1849. Six months before his resignation he had become 
responsible for a measure which went far to undo the work of his 
life. devoted as it had been mainly to the spread of cia8sicalJ8IIrIling 
in Russia. In order to understand how this surprising result came 
about, it is necessary to recall the fact that the year 1848 was • 
time of political trouble and revolution throughout Western Europe. 
Fears, based on a somewhat slight foundation in actual fact, began 
to be entertained that this revolutionary movement might affect 
Russia, and led the authorities to examine' anxiously the ,_ of 
the existing educational system. The classics fell under IIlJspioion 
of encouraging repuhlican sentiments, or at any rate of weakening 
the sentiment of allegiance to the established order of things in 
Church and State. This trend of opinion was rein forced by the 
p.-edilectilln always strongly felt in RUlI!Iia for studies of a more 
positive and practical character. and by the prejudice against the 
classics as mere dead and useless Jeaming-a prejudice to which 
vigorous expression was at this time being gi"en even in Gennany. 
The great controversy between cia8sicism and realism, which was 
80 powerfully to affect the course of Ru88ian education for the next 
fifty years, was; in fact, beginning. and for the moment the tide 
was running strongly against the classics. It was under the com
bined influence of these ~ that the reactionary ordinance of 
lIarcb, 1849. was issued. By this ordinance the course of the 
gymnasia was divided into two partS; the first, called the geMrfll 
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or tilemtmJary, portion, was confined to the three lowtlr classes, and 
comprised instruction in religion, Russil\ll, mathematics, geography. 
French, German, writing, and drawing; the second, or special 
.portion, commenced with the foW'th class, and allowed the student 
.toconcentrate upon.(a) classics, (b) mathematics, or (c) law, 
according as he was intended (a) for the universities, (b) for the 
,military profession, or (c) for a career in the Civil Service. Though 
a knowledge of Latin was still required from those who wished 
to enter the universities, Greek was obligatory only for those who 
intenaed to pursue their studies in the Firet (or Philological) Section 
pf the Faculty of Philosophy. A further blow was aimed at the 
teaching of Greek two years later, when the Emperor suggested 
that Greek (which, nuder the sympathetic administration of Uvarov. 
had been introduced into forty-five out of seventy-five gymnasia) 
was a superfluous subject of study in all schools excepting those 
in towns with a Greek population, such as Taganrog and Nezhin_ 
The Minister (Shirinski-Shikhmatov) proposed to retain it also in 
,one gymnasium in each university town. This was done, with the 
result that Greek was henceforth taught in only five or (including 
the Dorpat District) eight gymnasia throughout the Empire. 
In the rest of ihe schools its place was taken by la.w or natural 
scienoes. These radical changes were introduced suddenly, and 
before a sufficient supply either of teachers or of text-books. in the 
new subjects was ready. The result was a general disorganisation 
of the eduoational system, affecting not only the secondary schoo~, 
l.lut ultimately the universities also. . 
. Similar reaotionary measures were taken in connection with ,th,ll 
. universities. Young Russian scholam were no longer allowed to 
be sent to foreign universities to prepare themselves .for professor
ships, and foreign BIIvants might no longer be invited to fill Uni

'versity ohairs in Russia. The number of pensioner-students in 
the faculties of Law and Philosophy was limited to 300 in aac" 
university. The univemities were deprived of the right to ele,!' 
their own rectom; henceforth the rector could not be at the SlIme 
time a professor, and might be an outside pemon, provided only 
that he had. a degree. The choice of the deans of faculties WB!I 
also made subject to revision by the Minister. The righl of the 
universities. and even of the Academy of Scienoes, to receive 
foreign books and periodicals without their being submitted to the 
Censor was oilrtailed. The teaching of philosophy was discon
tinued. exoept in regard to logic and psyChology, which subjects 
were handed over to the professom of theology. * The place of 
philosophy was taken by pedagogy. Finally. all instruction had 
to be given according to fixed programmes, and lectures were placed 
und6r rlgoroua supervision. It will easily be Been how all these 

o 
o It is interesting to no,," that among the pomOllll deprived of their posta 

in OOlllIO<juenoe of this regulation ..... M. N. Katko ... who bocame'ho famoua 
aa the 8(lOOtJe of oonaervaQ'" ..... 1000 in the next; r..ign. He hod been 
ain .. 1846 IId8iatanl profuoaor of Logic, Psyohology. aod the Hiatoty of Phil ... 
oopby at ~he University of ldoooo ... 
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restrictive regulations, in combination with the disorganisation of 
the secondary schools, lowered the standard of academic efficiency 
during the closing years of Nicholas' reign. Literature suffered 
along with learning. The restrictions imposed by the Censorship 
upon all literary productions increased in severity to such an extent 
as practically to make original writing imp088ible, and the period 
from 1848 to 1855 was actually described in an official report of the 
next reign as a .. censor's reign of terror" (epokha lBemumago 
tor,ora). 

Happily the acoo8Bion of Alexander 11. in 1Mb was to put an end 
to this interval of obscurantism and repression, and to open a 
new and brighter page in the history of RU8Bian education. 

It remains to note, however, before passing on, that the number 
of military schools was considerably increased in the reign of 
Nicholas, and that much was done for technical education of 
various kinda by the exertions of Count Kankrin, who was Minister 
of Finance from 1823 to 1844. In particular we may mention 
the foundation of the Technological Institute at St. Petersburg 
in 1828 (opened 1831). Progress was also mnde in. the organi
sation and extension of secondary education for girls. In 1828 
the existing institutions of the Empress Maria were placed under 
the Fourth Department of the ImJlflrlal Chancellery, and during 
the reign of Nicholas, twenty-fourne-iv ".institutes," as the boarding 
schools for girls had come' to be called, were founded, bringing 
the total number up to thirty-eight. The CWTiculum of these 
schools was unified, 88 had been done in the case of the gymnasia 
for boys, the number of hours allotted to each IUbject being 
strictly defined. The rule of the institutes W88 strict; the girla 
were kept in an almost monastio seclusion, never going home 
during the whole of the six to nine years they spent in the institute, 
except on some extraordinary occasion. The instruction &eeDI8 to 
have been rather IUperfiCial and to have been. largely confined 
to the accomplishments necessary for polite intercourse. Still it 
would appear to have been good of its kind; certainly the portraits 
of educated Russian girls and women which are met with in COD

temporary literature leave a not unfavourable impression as to the 
general effect of the school training of the time. The number of 
pupils who were being taught in the institutes at the close of the 
reign was. 6,860, of whom more than half received their educatiOll 
at the coat of the State. An important advance in the extensiOll 
of girls' education was also made in the forties by the establish
ment of secondary girls' schools for the daughters of the clergy. 
Taking all grades of girls' schools together, the number of girla 
receiving education in 1856 is stated at 51,632. sa against 30,964 
in 1834. Th" number of males receiving instructiOll had ine:reased 
during the same period in a somewhat greater proportiOll. Aceord
ing to sOme figures given by U varov for the year 1834, the pr0-
portion of persons under instruction to the total population was 
88 1 to 200. Statistics referring to 1856 ahow that &he proportioD 
was then lODlething like'l to 170. 
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VI.-REIGN OF ALEXANDER II. (1855-1881). 

The accession of Alexander 11. inaugurated a new era in the 
educational as well as in the sooial and politioal history of Russia. 
The...:T~Libe!at21." was cast in a very different mould from 
his predecessor. Broad in his sympathies, enlightened and pro
gre881ve mIDs policy and devoted to humanitarian ideals, he was 
in every respeot a fit instrument for the accomplishment of the 
epooh-making ohanges which will ever remain associated with his 
name. He ascended the throne In the very cri.~is of the need, as 
well as of the opportunity, for reform. InfIuencea making for 
reform had been silently gathering strength for years, and had 
been held in check only by the iron resolution of an autocrat 
averse by conviction to all change. The break-up of the old 
sooial order, so far as it rested on serfdom, was now recognised as 
an historic neoessity; the pure bureaucratism of the late reign 
had been discredited by· the course of the Crimean War; the 
eoonomio position of Russia was rapidly changing. Hence it 
was that when Alexander pronounced in favour of reform, the whole 
educated sooiety of Russia rallied with rare unanimity to his 
support. The first seven years of the new reign constitute one of 
those ideal moments which ocour so seldom in the life of any nation, 
when the strife of faction oeases, when sectional interests are put 
aside or forgotten, and when the whole people act together by 8 
cowmon high-minded impulse towards a single great national end. 
Slavophiles and Westernists, on whom the hand of repN'BSion 
had in recent years weighed alike heavily, were at one in their 
enthu.~iasm for reform. The old restriotiOllS on freedom of thought 
and speeoh were largely removed; the universities in particular 
regained by a series of special measures extending over the years 
1856 to 1861 all, and more than all, the liberty which they had 
possessed under the statute of 1835. Government by publio 
discussion and all the other formulte of weStern oonstitutionalism 
were extolled by the sentiment of the hour. Literature revived 
as by the touch of a magioian's wand; journalism rose rapidly 
to the position of a power in the intellectual life of the 
oountry. 

Education was affeoted by these influences at many points. 
Russian pedagogio literature took its rise in this period, 88 the 
natural result of the intelleotual impulse of the time, combined 
with the humanitarian spirit which then pervaded all Russian 
thinking. l'irogov's" Voprosy Zhizni .. (Questions of Life), which 
appeared in 1856, created a great impression. Its central thesis, 
vis., that the object of education is to train men, and not to pre
pare young people for special callings, may now appear the tritest 
of commonplaoes: but it was a new idea to many Russians of that 
time, aeoust<Jmed as they were to look upon secondary ud higher' 
education almost exolusively 8S. the avenues to employment by 
the State. The Morskoi Vestnik and other periodicals began to 
give a oonsiderable portion of their spaoe to the discussion of 
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pedagogioal questions; spooial educational journals (suoh 811 the 
Zhurnal dlia Vospitsniia, the Pedagogicheskii 15bornik, and the 
Uchitel) came into existence, and being conducted in the broad 
humanistic spirit advocated by Pirogov, had an important effect 
in educating publio opinion in matters relating to the al't and 
soience of pedagogy. At the 9ame time the desire of the Govel'll' 
ment to promote private initiative in the work of education led 
them to extend much favour to private schools; and the social 
enthusissm whioh prevailed amongst all clSBses found practical 
expl't'Ssion in the establishment of a large number of SWIMY 
Schools, staffed largely by voluntary teschCI'B, among whom were 
many university students. The universities, freed from all hamper. 
ing restrictions. threw open their lecture·rooms to all without dis· 
tinction of sex; profe.,sors began to deliver publio lectures; the 
education of girls made rapid' strides. 

The direct effect of the reforms themselves upon education WSB 
also very important. Including as they did not only the emanci· 
pation of the serfs. but thA establishment of a meSBure of local 
government in town and oountry, and reforms in judicial procedure, 
tluch as the institution of trial by jury, they constituted in their 
entirety a social revolution of the first magnitude, which W811 
.felt from the first to involve as its natural result and complernent 
:a wide extension of popul81' education, as well SB the breaking down 
of those artificial barriCI'B by which ilj the last reign it had beeo 
.sought to make of secondary and higher instruction an aristocl'atio 
JUonopoly. "Great heavens I" exclaims a contemporary writer 
(Ushinski)- in an article on the great act of emancipation, .~ what 
sohool. and schools will.be needed for all this people, newborn to 
civic life! And not sohools to teach the rudiments only, but 
schools where the people may le81'n to use their freedom with benefit 
to themselves and to othCI'B." These words .imply echoed a 
sentiment which was almost universally prevalent in RU88ie.n 
society at· the time. The possibility of introducing at once a 
system of compulsory universal instruction such as then existed 
in Getmany WSB seriously discussed. I van Turgenev, respooslve 
as ever to the passing moods of his countrymen, wrote 8IIl'Iy in 
the new reign an essay in favour of such a system. The necessity 
of some comprehensive Boheme of popu181' -education appealed to 
Slavophiles and Westerniats alike; for the former this necel!8ity 
resulted naturally fromtbeir idealisation of the peasantzy; for 
their opponents it followed SB a corollary to their respect for Western 
example. Moreover, the call to take a responsible p81't in publio 
affairs WSB in itself an education to many of those to whom it W811 
:addressed. They were quick to feel their own need of lOch in
struction as would fit them for the intelligent discharge of the 
duties to be Jt.id upon them; and the appreciation of learning 
which qd always exiate<' among the RUBBian people W88 th\Jll 
powerfully reinforced by a new motive. The influence of the 
emancipation of the negroes in the Southern States of AmeriOB, or 

-CoIIecIed Pedagogieal Faa,., p. ~. 
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of the sucoessive extensions of the franchise in England. in in- . 
oreasing the dem&nd for education among the classes affected. will 
furnish the English reader with illustrations. suggestive without 
being parallel. of the effeot which the great social changes of the 
sixties had upon the educational problem in Russia. 

Nor was it only. or even chiefly. the demand for popular educa
tion which was stimulated by the social revolution. The" grea.t 
reforms .. had economio results. which reacted directly upon higher 
generol education on the one hand, and made necessary a wide 
development of technical instruotion on the other. NumbeJos of 
the poorer gentry found their materiol position seriously affected 
for the worse by the emancipation of their serfs, and were con
fronted with the neces.qity of finding careers for tbeir SOIlS and 
.daughters. by which they oould earn their own livings; and to 
surlh O&1'eers education formed the Only avenue. Hence arose an 
unprecedented demand on the part of the lesser nobility for oppor
tunities of higher education for both men and women. At the 
sa.me time, the reforms in the judicature and the institution of the 
zemstvos, and of the organs of municipol government. actually 
opened out careers in a number of new directions; careers, too. 
which were apparently open to noble and simple alike. provided 
only the aspirant for employment could obtain the necessa.ry 
eduoationol equipment. The result was a great infIuz of studente 
from all ranks of the population into the gvmnaaia. and the univep,
aities; and this influx speedily increased the supply of candidates 
for administrative posts to a point exoeeding the demand. The 
foot that between the years 1854 and 1885 the ,nwnber of uniVlll'llity 
students rose from ..;l,551 to 12,939 .. and that of boys attending 
gymnlUlia or reaJ-schOOlS fI'Om 1'7,809 to 93,109, wbilst the number 
of girls reoeiving secondary education had grown in even greater 
proportion. may serve as a mea..ure of the increased desire for educa.
tion in this reign. Finally, as soon as th .. abolition of serfdom 
made it easy to move labour from place to place in response to 
eoonomio requirements, the great naturo.i resources of· Russia 
began to be exploited; an era of unprecedented industriol e:x.
pansion set in; and this oreated a demand for special and pr0-
fessional instruction, which has oontinued to increase down to our 
own day. 

Nevertheless the high hopes that were entertained for the future of 
Russian education dlll'ing the early years of the reign were not 
destined to be fully realised. After 1862, pu blio feeling underwent a 
clUloIJg6; optiluism gave way to disillusion and disappointment; the 
former untlollimity of sentiment disappeared. The Polish insurrec
tion of 1861 awoke the slwn~g ~vatism of Russian society 
and prepared the way for a sooiol reaction; and the movement in 
this direction was strengthened by disorders 8Illon~ the university 
students, many of whom were deeply imbued with radical ideas, 
aympathiStld. with the Poles. and claimed more liberty in their 
university life than the Oovemment thought wise to allow them. 
In COllBl"l.uence of the unrest BDlong the students, the University 
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of St. Petersburg was temporarily closed in December, 1861. This, 
however, was but a symptom of a general tendency-a manifestation 
of that cleavage between .. fathers" and "90ns," between the 
older generation and the new, which fonns the theme of.Turgenev's 
famous novel. The rift of opinion grew wider and deeper year by 
year, and extended right through RUlI.qian soci~ty. Differenccs 
which had heen lost sight of during the general enthusiasm for 
reform now began to reassert themselves; the party of revolution 
separated itaeIC1rom the moderate reformers, many of whom, 88 for 
example Katkov, ahjuring their earlier Liberalism, passed over 
to the opposite camp. The. doctrines of Nihilism found ready 
acceptance among num bers of cultured young men and women who, 
failing to find a career corresponding to their degree of education, 
blamed the Government for their disappointment. Antagonism 
to the existing political system became more and more embitkred 
as.the State, obeying the inetinct ofself-preservation, became more 
and more conservative. The revolutionary party grasped the 
weapons of violence (attempts were made on the life of the Tsar 
in 1866 and 1867), and were met with the weapons of repreasion ; 
and so began the long, internecine struggle between autocracy and 
anarchism which cost Russia so dear, and, ultimately, involved the 
sacrifice of the life of the great Tsar-Liberator himseH. It is 
necessary to bear these circumstances in mind if we are to nuder
stand the successive phases of the educational movement in 
Alexander's reign. It is a case in which dates are all-important. 
The emancipation of the serfs was accomplished when the tide of 
socia1 enthusiasm was at its height. The educational legislation 
of 1863 and 1864 was carried when the tide was already beginning 
to ebb. All later changes, such as the law of 1871, relating to the 
gymnasia, were carried into effect nnder the full inJIuence of the 
~tion. . 
, The year 1866, in which Count Dmitri Tolstoi succeeded 
Golovnin as Minister of Public Instmction, may be fixed as the 
turning-point in the educational history of the reign. The policy 
of the men at the helm of educational affairs previously to this 
year had been to pay the utmost possible deference to the opinion 
of educated society, and to allow the widest practicable scope to 
10caI initiative and self-government. With the advent of Tolstoi 
to office this policy was completely reversed_ Pu blie opinion was 
henceforth' taken into little aeconnt; government by expert 
advice, and the utmost possible centralisation of authority in the 
hands of the Ministry of Public Instruction now became tbe 
guiding principles of educational administration; and the poli~.,. 
thus initiated was adhered to with little deviation for a whole 
generation, and cannot be said eveu yet to have been essentially 
modified. We' shall see, 88 we tmce the history of the various 
grades 0' education in the suooeeding paragraphs, how these 
vicissitndes of policy affected every sphere of educational activity 
during the reign. We begin with the history of the universities, 
as they were the fil'8t to be reorg~nised in the early sixties. 
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The educational statesmen of the new reign found themselves 
faoe ~. face with the fact that the standard of university 
teaching had fallen considerably in Russia since the forties.· The 
reasons for this decay of learning are IJlpeatedly dwelt upon· in 
the official documents of the early sixties, and from one of these 
we quote the following succinct enumeration of them.-

.. (a) The deficiency in the supply of good Professors. After the 
closing of the Professorial Institute at Dorpat, and the prohibition" 
(in the latter part of the late reign) .. against inviting foreign 
servants to occupy university ohairs, the difficulties in the way 
of sending young Russian students to complete their education 
abroad, the smallness of professors' salaries, and, finally, the 
winecessarily complex character. of the examination for learned 
.degrees, all combined to reduce greatly the number of persons 
oapable of discharging with distinotion the duties of a professoria1 
chair. Not being able to invite learned men from abroad, the 
universities were necessarily confined to oandidates of RUSBian 
birth; but the number of these could not be great, both because 
the standard of learning in the universities was not sufficiently 
high, and Decause the majority of publio careers outside the educa
tional profession offered a better prospect of an Bssured position, 
in life, with fewer special requirements, than the career of learning. 
The consequence of tJ,is was that chairs remained vacant, or that 
the professors who filled them devoted themselves to various 
additional occupations in order to better their financial position 
and often attaohed more importance to their outside work than to 
their offioial university duties . 

.. (b) The excessive variety of the obligatory subjects of study, 
which involved the necessity of sacrificing thoroughness of know
ledge, and induced great leniency in eXSlllinations . 

.. (0) The defective preparation of those who enter the univerai
ties has often obliged professors to make their teaching more suited 
to the Secondary School than to the Univeraity. This refers 
especially to the teaching of the ancient and modern languages." 
[This WIlS, of course, the inevitable result of the decline in the 
effioienoy of the Secondary Schools.] 

.. (d) The indifferenoe of the learned oorporations to the interests 
of their universities and of learning generally, which partly results 
from the fact that they are deprivoo. of all share in the consideration 
and administration of matters relating to questions oonnected 
with university life, )ll\1'tly from the indifference of society itself 
to the interests of learning, partly from the material anxieties 
which weigh upon the professors, and finally from the not entirely 

• 8bonW: P"""""""'i, pp. 1040·2. See aIao Ob:m ,,~ Ali ..... 
........ Namdrtogo P~""""'" 1861-186t. S.P.B. J86S. We may 
perbapa be aUo....cJ. 10 up ....... doubt whelher "'_ lOCOun!a of. the clefoc!a 
of the IJIliv .... u... ...... 110' lIOIIleft'" o_-ooIoared. Some of the .. _ 
famoua profoaoon of the shu.. besan work in the p.-JiDg d .... dea, and 
mus' have done muoh to bop the ataIld&rd high. ID opi\e of \be del"""lliDl 
C01I.ditioDs of "'. tUne. • 
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satisfactory composition of the learned bodies. Having no reo 
sponsibility for the internal government of the universities, which 
is entrusted to the Curator, the Pravlenie, and the inspector of 
student.., the University Council, instead of exerting a restraining 
moral inlluence and supplying an impuIae to progress, has BOme' 

times, on the contrary, suffered from intellectual stagnation and a 
rash enthusiasm. 

.. (e) The poverty of the universities in educational apparatus, 
which has not permitted them to rise to the level of similar institu· 
tions of Western Europe . 

.. As the result of all this, it now appears that the work which 
the )IJ1iversities are doing in the field of learning is not great; 
many chairs, in the absenee of a systematic method of training 
future profeaB01"8, remain vacant; or are occupied by persona who 
do not posse8B the statutory degree qualification; whilst the 
academic life of the students, standing as it does in an untrue 
relation to the university, contains in itself the elements of dis
order, which have, unfortunately, revealed themselves of late in 
regrettable incidents in nearly every university." 
.' The passage just quoted will supply the key to the policy which 
dictated the main features of the university reform of 1863, which 
aimed (a) at raising the level of university teaching by improving 
;the financial position of the profeBBOl'll, by increasing their autho
rity and inlluence 88 a body. and by providing a recrniting ground 
from which their ranks could be efficiently filled as vacancies 
occurred; and (b) at placing teachers and taught in a more nonnaJ 
relation to each other by centring ail responsibility, in respect 
.both of discipline and instruction, in the University Council • 
.Autonomy in the administrative domain, the advancement of 
learning in the educational, therefore became the two guiding 
principles of the refonn. 

The project for a new statute for the University of St. Patera
burg was drawn up as early 88 1858, and considered first of ail 
by the Council of that University, and then by those of other 
Rus..ian Universities. A Commission, consisting of the Curatont, 
their assistants, and several professors from each University. 11'88 
appointed in 1861 to consider the comments and criticisms· thus 
-obtaiwod, with a view to drawing up a general statute for all the 
universities of the- Empire. "'e draft statute thus prepared 
was printed and sent out afresh not only to ail the universities, 
but-hy an innovation thoroughly in accord with the principle 
then in favour of taking the educated publio into the confi
dence of the Government,-to many private individuals dis
tinguished by their learning or ex perience and in tereet in educa
tional matters, and to certain foreign savants. The observations 
of these penwI.Is were considered by the Scientific Committee, 
assisted for this purpose by many of the university profesaors, and 
a third draft of the Statute was prepared, which was revised by 
a special committee of high State official., then sent up to the 
Imperial Council, and finally after some new C01TI!Ct.iDna approved 
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by 'the Tsar on the' 18th of June, 1863. The same policy of 
taking counSel with outside expert opinion was followed in the 
preparation of the Statutes of 1864 relating to Primary and Second
ary Education; and all three enactments bear in their spirit 
and general aim evident traces of the circumstances attending their: 
origin. 

Under the Statute of 1863 the internal organisation' of the 
uni.versities underwent little change in form; but they were placed 
in an 'entirely different relation to the State. The centre ,of 
authority was shifted from the Curator to the University Council, 
the, Curator retaining only a general control. and deciding questioris 
of special importance referred to him by the Council and the 
Pm vlewe, or submitting them when ultra wes to the Minister. 
The,: rootor was elected by the Council, for a term of three years, 
On the Inspector (or pro-rector), who was also elected by the Council, 
Lay the immediats responsibility for maintaining order within the 
university; the investigation of breaches of order was the duty 
pf ~9 Pravlenie,but all important cases were transferred to a 
a,peoial University Court, consisting of three professors,' one at 
least of whom must belong to the Faculty of Law. This coUn, 
however, had no jurisdiction over breaches of order committed by' 
students outSide the walls of the university, except in the case of 
~ffenoes against university professors and officials.- An important, 
mdireot means of control over the students was reseFved to the 
COuncil by entrusting to it the duty of deciding awards of bursaries; 
i'emission of fees, and the like. The arrangement of all the details 
of instruotion, the final decision in respect of degrees, aild all 
Inatteri affecting the internal organisation bf tlle faculties were 
entrusted to the Council. As the powers with which the Council 
was then invested included the right, with the concurrence of the 
Minister, to sub-divide the faculties into sections,t to combine or 
divide' professorships, or to replace one chair by another, and to 
kleoide which of the subjects of instruction should be considered 

• It may be noted, in passing, that the University Court never had more 
than a nominal existence. 8.. the interest~ controversy between Pro
f .. '!SOI' Liubimov (in the Rllsskii Vestnik for February, 1873), and l'rof....,.. 
Guerrier (in the Vestnik Evrppy for April of the lIIUIle year). Liubimov, 
in criticising the 8tatute of 1863, had stated that the _tion relating to 
University Court was a dead letter. Guerrier retorts: .. If this be ao, 
Heaven be praised. It isveryundesirahl. that the UniversityConrt, which 
takes cognisance of offences committed by students within the walls of the 
University and their collisions with the professors, should be constantly 
and uninterruptedly employed. The University Court ..D8ts for exceptimal 
........ and the little use that is made of it is only a testimony in favour of 
the .tatute of 1863." ' 

t The liberty given to the University Councils to divide tfte Faculties into 
_liOnB was intended mainly to prevent the 8uperfieislity which ~ ramlted 
JIllder the old statute from insisting on too great • number of obligatory 
lubj80ta.. The atudentB in e8('h aection W8I'e now allowed to specia';'" in the 
.. bjoeta of that eeelion, whilst the subjects eomprisod in other soctiOM ..... 
nIfl"I'ded .. of IIIlOOndary importanee for them. • 
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obligatory or otherwise for students, it will be seen that university 
autonomy under the Statute of 1863 WIl8 intended to be no empty 
fonn. The position of the professorial body 38 an autonomous 
corporation WIl8, in fact, fully restored, with the object,. 8S the 
explanatory memorandum put it, "of awakening in them (the 
professors) a greater interest in the affairs of their university, 
and of binding them together by a common bond of moral responsi
bility for its welfare." Each university (with the exception of that 
of St. Petersburg) had four faculties: the llistorico-Philological, 
the Physico-Mathematical, the Faculty of Law, and the Faculty 
of Medioine. The University of St. Petersburg had the three 
first-named fa.culties, and also a faculty of Oriental languages; 
but the existence of a special Medical School in the capital (viz., the 
Bo-ealled Military Academy of Medicine) rendered a Fa.cuIty of 
Medicine in connection with the university unnooeasary. 

In the llistorico-Philological Fa.cuIty at each university there 
were twelve professors and seven docents; in the Physico-Mathe
matical, sixteen professors and three docents; the Faculty of 
Law had thirteen professors and six docents; that 9f medicine, 
sixteen professors and seventeen docents; that of Oriental lan
guages, nine professors, eight docents, and four lectors. 'The 
Statute provided also for a professor of divinity, and four lectors 
in foreign languages (German, French, English, and Italian). 
Subject to the general control of the Council, a certain meuure of 
autonomy was also granted to the meetings of the Te8p8Ctive 
fa.culties in regard to the purely educational interests which affected 
them; they also elected their own deans, whose term of office Will 

fixe<!- at three years. ' 
An important innovation WIl8 the establishment of a class of 

Privat-Docents in connection with the universities. 'The object of 
this innovation was to supplement, and in BOme degree to repla.ce, 
the old system of sending graduates of Russian universities abroad 
to prepare for professorships_ In the explanatory memorandum 
accompanying the project 118 presented to the Imperial Council it 
is stated with reference to this matter, that "to pennit outside 
persons to deliver lectures in the capacity of Privat-Dooents ia 
admitted to be the best possible means of creating a nursery of 
professors and of filling vacant chairs, and the most effective 
method of preventing stagnation and apathy. Privat-Docents 
are distinguishei from Docents by the fact that they are under 
no obligation to serve the university, and receive no salary from 
the State, but are allotted at the discretion of the'university a sum 
proportionate to their services from the fees charged for attendance 
at lectures, 'They arepennitted to chooee for themselves the 
subject of their lectures, to make use of the educational equipment 
of the wriversity, and to take part in the examinations for degreee. 

"'('he _tion of Privat-Docents will infuJle life into the universities 
a 8l- ensuring a oonstantinHux of new and fresh vigour, and by 
Imperoiucing the element. of competitioo will maintain the zeal 
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of the regular staff."· As the degree of doctor in his own faculty 
was required for a professor, and that of magister for a docent, so 
a Privat-Docent was required to he at least a candidate who had 
publicly defended a thesis in tpe presence 6f his faculty. Another 
important measure adopted with the view of raising the standard 
of teaching at the universities wf\S the provision for an increase 
in the salaries of professors and doCents. During the thirty years 
that had elapsed since the salaries were last fixed the cost of Jiving 
in Russia had increased threefold. This had had the effeot of 
driving the best-qualified men out of the profession, or of foroing 
them to eke out their professional salaries by writing for the Preas, . 
or undertaking extra work of other kinds; in either case the intereets 
of learning and science had suffered. The new Statute proposed 
to remedy this difficulty by doubling all salaries and adding to those 
of the professors a certain proportion of the lecture fees. The 
num her of professorial chairs was at the same time increased, 
and a considerable sum of money, amounting in the aggregate' to 
twice the former grant for this purpose, was placed at the disposal 
of the universities for the extension and replenishment of their 
libraries, museums, laboratories. and the like. 

Another very important provision of the new Statute was the 
requirement for the first time of a leavin~ certificate (atteBtat Melo8ti, 
a term equivalent in meaning to the German Reile-Zeugni88) from 
the gymnasium or other secondary school of equal rank as a con· 
dition of admission to the university. Hitherto admission to the 
university had been dependent on the passing of an examination 
held by the university itself. As regards the admission of " audio 
tors .. other than students to university lectures, each university was 
left free to frame its own regulations; but the proposal, supported 
by a majority of the universities, that the term " auditors .. should 
be constJ:ued to mean persons of either sex, was finally rejected. 
It was not on these lines, as we shall see, that the question of uni-
versity education for women was destined to be solved. . 

Apart from the full and frank recognition of the principle of auto
nomy, nothing is more characteristic of the Uni"ersity Statute of 
1863, as compared with its predecessors of 1804 and 1835, than the 
emphasis laid by its authors of the principle of " learning for its 
own sake." The avowed object of the Statute of 1804, as set 
forth in its first section, was the preparation of young men for 
various branches of the State service; and this function of the 
universities, which had acquired increased relative importance 
as the result of the rights they bestowed in respect of rank in the 
oiviJ hierarchy, had always tended to overshadow their significance 
as places for the disinterested pursuit of knowledge. It was the 
object of the framers of the Ilew Statute to break with.this tradition, 
and to make the uni"et'Sities before e"erything else seats of intel
lootual activity and scientific research. The words of the ~xplana
tory memorandum treating of the rights conferred by the 

• The .,.tem of Privat-Dooenta had only & lIomiDa1 .--OIIlUldor &110 
Statuta of 1663, but wao further developed UIId.or ita au ........ izllS84, 
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universities in respect of Min, or civic rank, are significant and 
interesting in relation to this point. .. There is no doubt," say the 
authors of this document, .. that the rights bestowed by the 
university in respect to civic rank serve to attract young men to 
the university, and that many of them seek there not education 
so much as the means of entering on a career in the public service ; 
and that consequently the universities are converted to BOIDe 

extent into training grounds for civil servants. . • • • • 
It is manifest, however, that this is not the proper aim of university 
education, that it is not for this purpose that the universities are 
divided into faculties, and that the instruction imparted in them 
~ould certainly not be given a practical direction such as will be 
useful to future officials of Departments and Chancelleries. :&Dow-
141dge is pursued at the university for its own sake, and it is the 
intrinsic character of the various branches of human knowledge 
which serves 68 the b68is for the division of the universities into 
faculties.· University teaching is capa~le of conferring rea\ benefit 
upon· those who seek in the temple of science nothing but science, 
that is knowledge, and are not attracted thither by material and 
speculative motives. For this reason all artificial attractions are 
prejudicial to the university, for they fill its lecture halls with 
auditors who have no business there. . . . . All this gives 
reason for wishing that the universities should have the right of 
~ferringonly learned distinctions, which should mark a greater 
or· leSser degree of intellectual attainments, and that they should 
exercise no rights in respect of civic ranks which according to the 
system in use among us are connected with the discharge of civio 
functions; while the examinations for posts in the public eervice 
should certainly not be the affair of the universities. Neverthele88, 
the present project does not abolish the right to civic rank which 
attaches to university degrees. The reason for this is that if the 
right were cancelled in respect to the universities, it would be 
nilcessa.ry to do 80 at the aame time in connection with other educa
tional institutions, which give a less thorough education. • • . _ 
Until the State recognises the necessity and expediency of a general 
revision of the regulations relating to the public eervice, the univer
sities cannot form an exception to the general governmental system." 
For the re68OU8 thus assigned the provisions of the Statute of 183r. 
68 to the civic rank COITeSpouding to university degrees l'I'IJl8ined 
unchanged; that is to 88y, a Doctor on entering the ci\il eervice 
received the eighth rank, a Magister the ninth, a Qmdidate the 
tenth: studSlts who had successfully completed their university 
course were placed in the twelfth rank. 

The university legislation of 1863 maro the beginning of a new 
period of intellectual advance, not perhaps of such striking historical 
significance as·that which took place in the forties, but even wider 
than thl!l latter in scope, and not less intimately related to con
temporary movements of thought in Europe. The studies in hi .. 
tory and law which had been 80 brilliantly begun in the preceding 
reign wen continoed with 8Ucce118 by • younger generation of 
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scholars-pupils for the most part of the Moscow profe~sors of the 
forties; but in addition the impetus towards 'he investigation 
of physical nature wh\ch was characteristic of the second half of 
the nineteenth century was nowhere more strongly f~lt than in the 
universities of Russia. where it fell in with a strong national bent 
towards the study of the positive sciences. The ·work done by 
Russians during this period in zoology, anthropology, geology, 
mineralogy, chemistry, and botany constitutes jn its entirety a 
cO.ltribution to the advance of knowledge of which any nat:on 
might well be proud. It would be vain to attempt to single out 
names for special mention where the general level of achievement 
was so high; but it is important to note that the intellectual 
movement of the sixties and seventies was no longer confined 
to a single university, as had been the case twenty years earlier; 
.but affected to a greater or less degree every centre of learning 
in Russia, the remote university of Kazan, for example, distinguish
;ng itself in the work of chemical research. If the Moscow uni
versity still retained a certain primacy among its sister institutions 
it was mainly because its metropolitan position and historic prestige 
made its chairs the natural goal of the ambition of professors .who 
had won fame for themselves by their work in the provincial uni-
versities. ' 

Whilst thus the Russian universities were breaking new ground 
in the field of science and establishing for themselves a European 
po lition as centres of learning and research, the question of their 
administrative reorganisation had again begun to be raised by the 
State auth,orities. The Statute of 1863 had only been in force 
three years when the entry of Count D. Tolstoi upon office inaugu
rated a regime of centralisation which was in fundamental opposi
tion to the principles of local autonomy underlying the reformed 
constitution of the universities. Henceforward the policy of the 
Government was directed towards the limitation of the self-govern
ing powers of the universities, and the transfer of these power, 
once more into the hands of the central authority •. It began to 
be urged in bureaucratic circles that the autonomous organisation 
of the universities was in various ways incompatible with 
the interests of the State; that, in particular, the control 
of the University Councils over the students led to slack
ness of discipline, malJifesting itself in such OOIlummC68 88 
the students' disorders of 1869; that the right of the professorial 
body to elect its own rector and to fill up vacancies in its own 
rank-s tended to make of the Council a close and exclusive corpora. 
tion within the State; and that the right of the universities to 
ommge all courses of study without reference to the requirements 
of the State resulted in these requirements being insufficiently 
Rttended to. • 

It was not however until 1872. the year in which the reorgani
sation of the secondary school system was completed,' that the 
lir8t definite steps were taken towurW a revision of the Statute of 
1863. Following the precedt'.nt he had Ljmself created in relRtion to 

'l\!13. G 
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the Secondary Schools. Tolstoi BIlked the opinion of th~ universit ics 
in that year as to what provisions of the University Statute 
needed modification. Many alterations in detail were suggested both 
by the Faculties and the Councils. but none of them touched the 
fundamental points at issue. In fact. the universities. 8B a whole. 
were. 8B the event proved. averse to any radical interference with 
the existing organisation. 

Fresh diBOrders. however. hroke ont in the autumn of 1874 in the 
University and other places of higher education in St. Petersburg. and 
were made the occasion of a further step in the direction of change. 
In November of that year an Imperial CommiBBion. consisting of all 
Ministers who had places of learning of university rank in their 
departments. W8B appointed under the presidency of Count P. A. 
Valuev. the Minister of the Interior. with the object of investigating 
the causes of these disorders. and suggesting measures for obviating 
them in future. This Commission went closely into the whole 
working of the existing University Statute. and decided in favour 
of a series of recommendations which really involved a radical 
reorganisation of the whole university system. Among other 
things. they recommended the limitation of university autonomy 
by withdrawing from the jurisdiction of the corporate body of 
Professors certain matters of administrative discipline. and by a 
change in the mode of appointment. of profeeeors and other uni
versity officers. They also advocated increaeed governmental 
control over the general trend of the instruction. not. however. by 
directly restricting its freedom. but by the establishment of special 
Examining Commissions to be nominated by the Minister, and to 
comprise members appointed from other Departments of State, 
which Commissions should conduct all the IinaI examinations for the 
ordinary university diploma (but not those for learned degrees). 
In view of the large numbers of students crowding into the universi
ties, they recommended increaeed strictne88 in the conditions of 
admission, and that greater care should be taken to exclude those 
who were insufficiently prepared for a university CO\lI"!!e, or who 
possessed insufficient means of BUpport. With the same object, 
they also recommended that the existing system of bursaries, 
grants to poor students, remissions of fees, and the like, should be 
revised and limited. , 

The general principles of reform thus laid down were approved 
by the Emperor in December, 1874, and Count D. Tolstoi pro
ceeded to take steps to embody them in a project of law. During 
the following year a Commission for the revision of the University 
Statute W8B formed under the presidency of 1£. (afterwards Count) 
Ivan Davydovich Delianov; and during the autumn and winter 
of 1875-6 a section of the Commiseion visited penonally all the 
universities wilh the view of taking evidence from individual pr0-
fessors a,pd making observations upon the spot. The attitude 
of the St. Petersburg University towards the proposed reorganisa
tion was significantly shown by the refusal of the profeMll1l to give 
any opinion on the questions BUbnitted to them otherwise thaD . 
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in their collegiate capaCity, i.e., either in Faculty or in Counci\. 
The views of the majority of the Moscow professors were equally 
decided against change, though they were otherwise expressed. 
In Professor Guerrier, of Moscow, the defenders of the existing 
system found their most able and courageous champion. The 
articles from his pen, which appeared in the Vestnik Ewopy 
during 1873 and the following years, did much to influence public 
opinion on the university question in a sense adverse to tile Govern
ment proposals. The chief exponent of the bureaucrat.ic view 
in the public Press was Professor Liubimov, of the same university, 
himself a member of Delianov's Commission. His art.icles mav he 
read in the" Russkii Ve.qtnik," the monthly jowllal edited \'y 
KRtkov. 

The Commission of Delianov sat from the 16th of SeptEinuer, 
to the 8th of December, 1876, and in the course of its twenty-five 
seaqions, discussed very thoroughly all the fundamental questions 
of principle which had been submitted for its consideration. The 
main questions affecting external organisation related to the position 
of the Curator-whether he was to be, as under the Statute of 1863, a 
kind of mediator between the University and the State, or the em
bodiment of the State's authority as exercised over the University; 
to the position of the Rector-whether he was, as heretofore, 
to derive his authority from the free choice of his colleagues on 
the University Council, or whether he was to be imposed upon 
them from above as their superior officer appointed by the Crown; 
and to the mode of appointment and re-appointment of Professors
whether the vacancies in their ranks were to continue to be filled 
up by co-optation, or by the direct intervention of the State acting 
through tile Minister, and again, whetiler II professor at the end 
of his normal tarm of service was to be continued in office, if at all, 
by the votee of his colleagues or by the Minister's appointment. 
In respect of all tilese mat.ters, tile proposals of the Government 
taken together involved a complete revolution in tile existing 
organisation of the Universities, and a reversion to the system 
of State control which had obtained under tile Statute of 1835. 
Another point of fundamental importance. which was also closely 
connected with the question of the relation of the State to the 
Universities, was the administration of discipline within the Univer
sities. Here the question was whether discipline should be in the 
hands of an inspector or pro-I'eCtor appointed or elected by tile 
professorial body. as under the existingstatnte, or should be placed 
in tile hands of an inspector appointed by the Curator. and ll'Bpon
sible directly to bim. as had been the case under the Statute of 1835. 
On'y a dozen years previously. the occurrence of di..turbenees 
among tile students had been confidently atn-ibuted by the GO"m)
ment to the absence of responsibility on the part of the proft'll!'Or.< 
for tile mllintennnce of order. and these disturbences had Lren held 
to constitute the strongest reason for l'kicillg all jurisdiction in 
matters of discipline in their bands. as being the fittest JlCIWns tn 
exercise tilllt moral intiuence over the students whicb would afl"ord 

c2 
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the best guarantee against disorqer and insubordination. Othor 
views now prevailed. The actual state of discipline in the Univer
sities was held to be strong proof that the system inaugurated in 
1863 had -failed to justify itself; it was maintained that the pro
fessors were not a fit body to be entrusted with the exercise 01 
discipline, since the existing state of unrest demanded a quicknet18 
in decision, and a promptness and resoluteness in action which the 
University authorities had failed to show; and it was further
more held that the existence of a special University Court, however 
seldom it might meet, was undesirable, because it fostered in the 
minds of the students the idea that they were a kind of BIalUB in 
BIalu, specially privileged and exempt from the ordinary civil 
jurisdiction. For all these reasons, it was considered desirable to 
transfer the control of discipline from the University Counioil 
to officers directly appointed by the State authorities. Of no lees 
importance were the changes proposed to be introduced in the 
organisation of University teaching. Here the criticism of the 
existing system aimed at showing that _ the result of entrusting 
the organisation of instruction to the faculties had been UJWltis
factory, both from the point of view of educational efficiency, and 
also from the point of view of the interests of the State. It was 
urged that the tendency of the Faculties was to fall Wlder the 
influence of specialists, and that the consequence of thm had been 
that certain branches of lea.rning had received more than their due 
share of attention, to the neglect of others, which the State regarded 
as of equal importance. Moreover, it was alleged that the standard 
required for the degree of Candidate had been Wlduly lowered, 
and generally that too great indulgence was shown. to the students 
under examination. Under the system in vogue, students were 
examined at the end of their University course simply on the 
lectures delivered; but attendance at lecturea, though nominally 
obligatory, had largely fallen off, since the students were aceustomed 
to get up the necessary lectures from lithographed notes taken by 
a single student, and afterwards circulated. Thia was complained 
of as a fruitful source of superficialitY and cram. To obviate these 
defects (which, it is important to note, were declared by the Rectors, 
who sat on the Commission to be much exaggerated-), it Willi now 
proposed to frnnsfer the eonduct of the final examinations from the 
Universities to special Examination Commissions appointed by 
the Minister. ThrOugh the I',Yllsbuses of examinstion publishN 
by these Commissions, the State would secure for itself the ultimate 
control of all instzuction given within the University, and would 
be able to check Wldue speci.alisation, by insisting upon attention 
to the essential portions of every lranch of study. As a set-oft' 
against this inaeased oontrolof instzuction by the State, it was 

• 
• The )'resident of the Commission himaeH oboerved that the ccmpJaioto 

of .Jacbi""" and want of in_ in study OIl the part of the atudmto had 
little application to the Faculties of Medicine end Mathematics, in ... bid) 
the .tudeoto w<rked 8)'11tematieally and with diligenee, and that they ... ere 
opeciallr applieable ooIy to the Faculty 01 lA.... _ 
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proposed by Professor Liubimov, and other members of the Com
mission, to introduce a modified form of the German. principle of 
.. Lelw-tmil "Lernlreiheit," on the ground that such freedom wO)lld 
promote kindly relations between teachers and taught, and would, 
besides, aUow scope for the cultivation of the special gifts of indi
vidual students. The president of the Commission, Delianov, 
opposed this proposal lIS being unnecessary (inllSllluch as the 
present compulsory system had proved quite compatible with 
intellectual progress), and inapplicable to the conditions prevailing 
in Russia, where the students would have in practice little choice 
of lecturers, and where there was no settled tradition in favour of 
learning, such lIS made Lernfreiheit possible in Germany. He 
also pointed out that tile proposed restrictions (which consisted 
in binding the students to foUow a certain scheme of studies .to 
be drawn up by the Faculties) would reduce their freedom to a 
nullity. 

Into other details considered by the Commission, such lIS the 
method of allotting bursaries, and the like, it is hardly necessary to 
enter here. It must suffice to note the important fact, that on 
every essential point of the reform proposals, the Rectors of the 
Universities, all of whom were members of the Commission, voted 
solidly in. favour of the maintenance of the existing system, and 
were able to carry a majority of the Commission with them. The 
views of the minority were nevertheless embodied in the project 
of law, which WIIS drawn up in the Ministry of Publio Instruotion, 
and was presented to the Imperial Council on February 6th, 1880_ 
In this project. all authority over the administration of the Un.iver
sity WIIS oentralised in the Curator. With regard to the Rectorate 
the elective principle wlISaffirmed. but it was proposed that tho 
Minister should flJT' tIuJ present retain the nomination of both Rectors 
and Deans in his own hands. The right of the professorial body 
to fill up its own vacancies WIIS abrogated; professors were to be 
appointed and re-appointed solely by the Minister. though the 
right of recommendation WIIS reserved to the Councils in the case 
of first appointments. Disciplinary functions were taken out of the 
hands of the Council. and entrusted to an Inspector (with his 
assistants). who was to be appointed by the Curator. subject 
to the confirmation of the Minister. Finally. the ultimate control 
of University instruotion was secured to the State by the establish. 
ment of Examining Commissions. independent of the Universities __ 
These Examining Commissions were to conduct the final examina
tiona for the University diploma., hut all intermediate examinations, 
as well as those for learned degrees. were to be left as hereto
fore to the Universities. The principle of Lern/mAeit WIIS also 
admitted. hut restricted by the condition that a student's plan of 
studies. though framed b~ himself on certain defined lines, should 
require the approval of a professor, and that the student's attend
ance at a certain minimum nunlber of lectures should be necessary 
herom he could count his term. . 

)[eantime the students, affected by' the increasing unrest in 
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society, had again got out of hand. During the se88ion of 1878-9 
there were frequent disturbances at ·the different Universities; 
and the Government, having come to the conclusion that matters 
had p688ed beyond the control of the University Councils, fell back 
upon a provision of the statute of 1863, which allowed the Curators 
to exercise extraordinary powers in cases of special ~mergency. 
In October, 1879, the Minister of Public InstructiOJ) issued instruc
tions to the Curators to take temporary measures, which had the 
effect of setting aside completely the jurisdiction of the University 
Courts and the University Councils themselves over the students, 
and of entrusting all matters of discipl~e to inspectors acting 
directly under the control of the Curators, and owning no respon
sibility to any other University authority. These instructions 
were received by the Universities with great dissatisfaction, and 
were never fully carried into effect; for in April of the next year, 
two months after the project of the new University Statute W68 
presented to the Imperial Council, Tolstoi himself was dismi88ed 
from office. His proposals for University reorganisation thereupon 
fell into abeyance. His successor, M. Saburov, a man of moderate 
views, who had been Curator of the Dorpat Educational District, 
maintained a negative attitude both towards the project. of law 
and the new disciplinary rules. Liberal counsels were again in the 
ascendant in affairs of State. For'a mef period it seemed as 
though the ideas of constitutionalism in general politics, which 
involved as their natural corollary the recognition of self-government 
in University. affairs, were once more to control the policy of the 
Government, as they had done in the early years of Alexander's 
reign. All prospect of this, however, came to 8Jt end with the 
stupid crime of March, 1881, which changed the whole aspect of 
things in Russia, and indefinitely postponed all progress in • liberal 
direction. 

, , 

The year 1864 saw the enactment of a mea81lle of capital 
importance in relation to primary education. The enthusiasm in the 
cause of popular IInlightenment whic!h characterised the early yean 
of the reign had b~o means spent itself in mere empty discussion. 
Numbers of new schools were opened in the rura1 districts with the 
co-{)peration of the Ministry of the Interior: at the same time the 

..... clergy were honourably distinguished by their activity in opening 
.rish schools •• especially in the provmce of Kiev, where, owing 
::ai'J.to the zealous exertions of the Metropolitan Arsenius, there 

"ll8DV as 200 schooJi; in 1862. Private individuals also did 
:.:. as "'}rom ~ time, for exam~Ie, da!-«- the ~blisbment of 
Coun~ T~tols ~ool at YII8I1lUa Po1iana, With the w~ .of 
whichiers m Western Europe have been made faDubar 
by th ~l ~f.' founder. In 1864 it was estin1ated that there 
~~ ~h.with 630,000 schobn in the whole llwIIian ;:eire' As .."...,..,j~Lto the een8U8 of 1858. the total n1lD1ber 

of liliabitant. ~~ about 74 m.i11ions, it w"';1ld ap~ tha~ 
one out ()f everr hqn<\red ar. seventeen of the r'j"IlatlOO .-.s m 1~ 
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reoei ving school instruotion ; but iJ; should be noted that the offioial 
memorandum from whioh these figures are taken expresses a doubt 
whether some of the 630,000 returned as attending school had any 
existence except on paper. In any ease, these statistics cannot 
olaim to give a precise notion of the number of persons who were 
actually being taugbt to read and write, as they do not profess to 
take aOOOlmt of the many so-oolled s1o.kvly gramotnosti, or reading
and-writing schools, which are known to have led an il-regular and 
lmauthorised existence at this tilne in the villages and even in the 
towns. They were taught by persons who were unwilling or 
rulable to satisfy the test of qualifications ilnposed by law on the 
teachers of private schools-poor ladies, ex-elerks, old soldiers, 
half-educated peasants and the like. Their exisw.nee as a 01888 

was no secret to anybody; but individually they managed to 
evade offioial control and enumeration. 

As early as 1858, at the instance of the then Minister, Kovalevski, 
the Scientifio Committee of the 'Ministry of Public Instruction had 
taken in hand the framing of a general scheme of prilnary and 
secondary education: and in 1862 a special Committee, consisting 
of representatives of all the Ministries which maintained or con
trolled elementary schools, was appointed to consider means of 
co-ordinating all such schools under the control of the Ministry 
of Puhlio Instruction. The projects framed by both these Com· 
mittees were, after consideration by the Imperial Council, printed 
in English, French, and German, and circulated among foreign 
educational experts. MeantUne the great interest taken by the 
clergy in the work of founding schools had rnised for the first tilne 
a question which has since played an ilnportant part in the educa
tional politics of Russia, and still divides Russian educationists 
into two opposing camps-the question of the control by the 
clergy of all primary education. For the moment, however. the 
weight of opinion both within the Government and in educational 
circles C'utside was against the advisahilitY.llt b.a'QAingJI.'reLthe 
srllools to the .lioly.,.Syuod.:. 'Tt was thought that all grades of 
education;'prilnary, secondary and higher. should be under the 
contt'Ol of a single department of State; that. moreover, the country 
clergy had neiU,er the tUne nor the requisite training, pedagogical 
or other, to u\ldertake the supervision of prilnary instruction; and 
that they were insufficient in number to exercise the requisite 
control over all schools. An Imperial order was therefore issued 
to the effect that, while all schools founded by the clergy should 
remain under their control, it should be the duty of the Ministry 
of Publio Instruction to estahlish schools throughout the Empire 
which should remain rulder its own administration, and that the 
clergy and the Ministry should co-operate with each-other as far as 
posMWe. • 

There were other questions to be decided, some of them of no 
less fundamental ilnportanoe than that of clerieal control. before 
the main features of the new system of prilnary education could 
~ decided. Foremost among these ~tood the question whether. 
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or to what extent, primary instruction was to be made compulsory. 
In respect to this matter the discussion was much influenced by study 
of the respective systems in vogue at the time in the three great 

I representative countries of Western Europe, Prussia, France and 
_ i England. In Prussia education was Compulsory for every child 

! within certain limits of age, and was enforced by fine or imprisonment 
1 inflicted upon the parent in case of disobedience to the law. In 
France there was no personal obligation to attend school, but there 
was a communal obligation to provide schools. In England there 
WM neither personal nor communal obligation in respect to primary . 
instruction, which was provided entirely by private initial-in', 

I the Government merely making grants iu aid of auch schools 88 
i submitted themsel yes to inspection by the State. The PruBllian 
! system was decided to be impracticable in Russia, not only for 
I financial reasons, but because it would involve the provision ofa 
i school within reasonable distance of every child's home, which was 
i thought imp09Sible in view of the scattered position of the RUBIlian 
I village'J and the lack of the necessary teachers: moroover, unl_ 

I 
education were made free; the poverty of the peasants, especially in 
the remoter districts, would make it impossible for them to pay 
the requisite fees. The French system of communal obligation 
found more aupport, and was actually-incorporated in the projret 
of the Special Committee, but it was ultimately rejected on the 

I ground that, while the communal tax which would be nece8llary 
would fall equally upon all the local inhabitants, the scattered 

,t'baracter of the population would prevent the majority from 
, profiting by the educat,ion provided. The final decision- was thl'rCfore 
; in favour of a modification of the English system; that is to say, 
: the compu1sory principle was definitely rejected in every form, and 
\ the Government resolved to confine itself to the establishment of 
,a few model schools at the expense of the State, while private 
j societies and individualq were to be atlrncted to the work of popular 
: education by encouragement and even assistance in cases of necessity 
! from the Government. This decision, though arrived at maioly 
• for administrative reasons.fell in with a sentiment strongly prevailing 
'in Russian society at the time, according to which Government 

\

interference in the matter of education was deprecated 811 likely 
to check the action of personal initiative.- Critics of the law of 
1864 on primary education, however, have not failed to point out 
how essentially different the conditions under which the system 
of primary education peculiar to England had grown up were mIlD 

Hhose existing in Russia. Per.!OIlai initiative was not 8 tradition 
of Russian life, as it has always been of F.nglish: on the other hand, 
State interferen... in the fonn of administrative control by the 
central goven.ment was inevitable in Russia, where the first founda
ti01l3 of.local self-government were laid only in tJlis very year of 

• Tbis phase 01. RUlOIian opinion was represented in a ,"""" .. ba~ e.lnlne 
f"nn by Coun~ Leo ToLotoi, wbo baaed bill proteot 8,!l'lIinBt compulsorY Slate 
education largely on the ground tba& Stales everrwhere gave all educatioq 
wbieb did not COl i ""J'O'ld '" popular noodo. -
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18&!. It remains to be noted that the English example was followed 
at a time. when even in England the system of relying on private 
initiative in the provision. of primary instruction was recognised as 
baving reached the limit of its usefulnes.q, and was about to. be 
supplemented by a system analogous to that prevailing in Prussia, 
while Russia herself stood on the threshold of a period in her history 
in which private initiative in social matters W8.B to find itself more 
and more subordinated to the control of the bureaucracy. 

Another point of prime importance was to define the relat.ion 
of the zemstvos, or organs of local self-government created in 1864 

.. in certain provi'lces and districts, to the work of primary education. 
It had been decided that these bodies were to have the power to 
provide school" though not to determine curriculum. The quest.ioll 
W8.B now mooted of entrusting the immediate supervision and control 
of all primary education to. the zemstvos ; the alternative proposal 
being the creation rJtl hoc of School Counoils in each province and 
district .. ' The latter proposal was preferred by the Ministry of 
Publio Instruction, apparently on the ground that such special 
bodi. might be expected to have more expert knowledge of 
educational matters. On the other hand, the proposal to delegate 
the entire control to the zernsh'Os received the powerful support 
of such educational authorities as Baron Korf and the Ex-minister 
of Publio Instruction, Kovalevski. The question W8.B fully debated 
in the speaial oommittee formed to consider the final project before 
its presentation to the-COuncil of the Empire. The latter, however, 
adopted the proposal of the Ministry. with the provi.ion. however, 
that the Provincial and District Zemstvos respectively should be 
represented by two members on the COITe$ponding local School 
Counoils. Thus the role of the zemstvos. 8.B such, was practically 
COllfined to the provision and maintenance of the schools, while 
the administrotion and control remained in the hands of the Ministr), 
of Publio Instruot.ion acting through the local School Councils (for 
whose constitution see below) as its agents. 

A U,ird matter which received careful consideration, and with 
respect to which much difference of opinion wos revealed, was the 
question of the language to be used in instruotion in districts where 
Russian (i.e .• Great Russian) was not the native language. There 
were. of course, considerableodistrict8 of the :Empire where the 
Russian Wnguage was not used at all in instruction. The most 
important of these. however-the Baltio Provincea and PoIand
wt're not affreted by the educational legislation of 1864. The 
question. therefore, was of most importance in its relation to those 
district8 of White and LitUe Russia where the native language was 
a dialect akin to Great Russia. Here the proposal of the Ministry 
of Publio Instruction was in favour of a system of in~truction similar 
to that 8Iltually now in use in the Welsh-speaking d.i.qtrict8 of Wales : 
tbnt is to say. it was suggested that Ole local language should be 
\ISM as the medium of instruction to lOt'gin with, and thRt the 
trnnsition to the use of Great Russian should be made graduallv 
dw·ing the school COIjI'Se. The proposal. bO'\\"eTI'r. failM to eommmd 
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itself to the judgment of the Special Committee: and in the law 1\11 

finally confirmed no exception is admitted to the principle that 
.. instruction in popular elementary schools shall be given in the 
Russian language." 

The general provisions of the law of 1864 as to primary educa
tion were as follows: Primary Schools were defined-and inci
dentally a much needed relief was afforded to the keepers 01 small 
private plementary schools by the provision that nothing in the 
re6Ulations laid down by the law should apply to mere instruction 
in reading and writing by persons of various callings in their own 
homes. The curriculum of Primary Schools was defined as con
sisting in religion, the three R's, and, where possible, Church singing. 
All children were to be admitted without distinction of faith or 
rank. or, where separate schools were impossible, of sex. The 
question of payment or non-payment of fees was left to the dis 
cretion of the promoters of schools, on whom was also laid the 
obligation of maintaining them. Religion was to be taught only 
by the parish priest, or by a special religioua instructor appointed 
by the District School Council with the sanction of the episcopal 
authorities. The general moral and religioua supervision' of the 
schools was also entrusted to the local parish priest, who was to 
report in case of necessity to the District School Council. In 
addition to this communities or societies' maintaining schools were 
to appoint special curators. whose duty it should be to exercise a 
general supervision over the affairs of the schools. The con
stitution of the School Councils need not be minutely described, 
as it underwent considerable modification in 1874 at the hands 
of Count Tolstoi. We n~d only mention that the Bishop of the 
diocese was by the law of 1864 made e%-{)fficio president of the 
Provincial School Council 

We have already seen how far the law of 1864 was from meet
ing the views of those &dvocates of decentralisation and local 
initiative who would have preferred that the whole supervision 
of primary education should devolve upon the zemstV08. Count D. 
Tolstoi was dissatisfied with the law of 1864 for a very di1Ierent 
reason. In entire disagreement with'the Liberal principles of his 
predecessors, he maintained that the only body competent to 
supervise primary education was dte Ministry of Pnblic Instruc
tion itself. His wlwle policy was therefore, directed towards the 
greatest possible concentration of COBtrol in the hands of "the 
""nml administration. This principle supplies the key, not only 
to his attitude towards the law of 1864, but to all the positive 
measures adopted during his minietry with reference to primary 
instruction. Both of the two types of school created by him
namely, the" Ministerial" Model Schools eetablished in 1869, and. 
the Ur~n Schools founded under the law of 1872-were ex-· 
empted from the jurisdiction of the School Councils and placed 
under the direct control of the Ministry. In 1869 the Zemstv08' 
Schools were also brought .more immediately into relation with the 
central authority by the institntion of a new body of Govemmen~ 
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officials-the Inspectors of Primary Schools, who were to act 
under the Director in each province, and were entrusted with wide 
powers of control over all the schools administered by the Ministry 
of Public Instruction. Finally, the law of 1864 was revised ten 
years later, with the double object of defining more strictly the 
relations of the Ministry and its local officials to the School 
Councils, and of associating the local squires more intimately 
with the work of the Primary Schools. 

According to this revised constitution, which in all its main 
features is still in force, the District School Council consists of the 
District Marshal of the Nobility, who is president j the Inspector of 
Primary Schools, who acts as president in the absence of the Marshal 
or his deputy; one representative of the Ministry of Public Instruc
tion, appointed by the Curator of the District; one representative 
of the Ministry of the Interior, appointed by the Governor of the 
Province; one representative of the clergy, appointed by the 
Bishop of the Diocese;· two members of the District Zemstvo; 
and one representative of any town authority maintaining schools 
at its own expense. The Provincial School Council is presided 
over by the Provincial Marshal of the Nobility, or in his absence, by 
the Director of Primary Schools j and also comprises representa
tives of the Ministries of Publio Instruction and the Interior, and 
of the olergy, appointed severally as above i also two members 
of the Provinoial Zemstvo. 

Certain further steps were taken by the Ministry of Pu hlio 
Instruction during the reign of Alexander II., the effect of 
which was to round off the system of primary education under 
their administration, and to give it in all essentials the fonn 
whioh it has retained to the present day. In 1869, as above 
mentioned. CoWlt Tolstoi carried through a project for the 
establishment of a certain number of model village schools of one 
and two classes. The organisation of prinlary education involved 
&I one of its inlmediate consequences the establishment of training 
colleges for teachers. Golovnin had prepared and introduced 
into the Imperial Council a projeot for the e..tablishment of fifteen 
teachers' seminaries. His successor W&l at first unfavourable to 
tile idea of such a method of preparing teachers, preferring to 
rely on the output of the ecclesiastical seminaries. Later, 
however, he changed his mind and a considerable number of 
special teachers' seminaries were created. In the early seventies 
the Government turned its attention to the question of the re
organisation of the existing Distriot Schools, which were still carried 
on under ti,e law of 1828. The somewhat antiquated curriculum 
of these schools no longer met tlte requirements of tlte town and 
industrial population, who feeling the necessity f~ tlteir children 

"Of a general education above tlte elementary level, were ~ 
to send tlten, in considerable numbers to tlte gymnaSia. The 
lower 01_ of tlte secondary schools were consequently over
crowded with scholars for whom tltey were not intended, and who 
)lad no hope !If being ahle to complete tlte course. There was, 
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therefore, real danger of the creation of an intellectual proletariate, 
that is to say, of a class of persons who had received an education 
for which they could find no practical application. In order to 
obviate this evil, and to provide a kind of elementary educatiou 
suitable to the needs of the urban population, the Government by 
the law of 1872 provided for the establishment of .. Urban 
Schools" (gtn'odskiia uchilistcha), and the gradual re-organisation 
of the existing district scbools into schools of this new type. The 
course of tbe Urban Schools was to last six years, and to include 
instruction in religion, reading, writing, arithmetic. Russian (with 
Slavonic), practical geometry, history and geography (mainly of 
the Russian Empire), the elements of natural science and physics, 
drawing, singing, and gymnastics; with supplementary subjects 
in the higher classes, with the special pennission of the Minister of 
Public Instruction. The curriculum, therefore, went very con
siderably beyond that of the ordinary primary schools, and even 
of the district schools, and thus involved the necessity for a class 
of specially prepared teachllnl. Provision was, therefore, con
currently made for the establishment of the requisite number of 
teachers' institutes, with a more advanced curriculum than that of 
the existing teachers' S'lDlinaries, which prepared only for the 
ordinary primary schooL~. Unlike the latter the Urban Schools 
\Vere to be partially provided and maintained by the Government 
(as was the case with the district schools which they were intended 
to replace); but they might also be provided at the expense of 
local bodies, or (with the pennission of the Curator) by private 
persons. One important difference between the Urban Schools 
and the District Schools was that the course of the former was not 
correlated with that of the ordinary primary school-that is to say, 
it neither presupposed the curriculum of the primary school as did 
that of the district school, nor was its first three yeara' course 80 

ammged as to coincide with the three years" course of the primary 
school. In 1880 the number of Urban and District schools 
taken together was 476, with 42,873 pupils. Ten teachers' insti
tutes had been established by 1879. 

Primary education in the rural districts made considerable 
progress in the late sixties and the seventies under the fostering 
care of the zemstvos, in the qualitative 88 well 88 in the 
quantitative sense. After the definite decision of the Government 
not to place all primary education under the eontrol of the 
clergy, the interest which had been shown in primary education by 
the latter in the early sixties W88 not maintained, and the number 
of schools under the administration of the Holy Synod decreased 
rather than otherwise during the latter part of the reign. In 
1880 the number of parochial Church Schools was only 4.348. 0" 
the other hand those established by the zemstvOB intteased ,,-jIb 
considernble rapidity, and during the seventies many primary 
schools which had previously belonged to other Departments 01 
State were transfened to the 1finistry of Public Instruction. to he 
maintained by the zemstvos. By tlle end of the reign the number 
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of .. zemstV08' schools .. outnumbered all others in ·the· proportion 
of about three to one. Notwithstanding the narrow limits 
assigned to their activity by the legislation of 1864 and 1874, lind 
in spite of their generally slender financial resources, it is to the 
!lnterprise and initiative oU):le __ zEl!lls~os, guided by such men as 
Baron Korf, that practically_ all the. progres~ made in primary 
education during A1exan.d!ll' lI.'s .reign. is dlie.:--Tlie-&ate;as· ·we 
ha va 'seen,fiad rested satisfied Withcrea{mg the machinery of 
control: it was left to the public spirit of educated society, acting 
through the organisation of the zemstvOB, to bring into aetual 
existence the schools which were needed to satisfy the growing 

. popular demand for instruction.. The zemstv09 set about their 
task with a zeal and determination wbich no obst&ele could 
discourage. Within the general limits indicated by. tIre State 
regulations, they gradually worked out the details of a system of 
primary education specially adapted to the needs of the Russian 
population: and to them oertainly belongs the crellit of having 
been the ohief agents in establishing primary education in Russ.ia on 
a finn and permanent foundation. The educational work of the 
zemstvos marks an epoch' iii. the social history of Russia, sinoe it con
stitutes one elf the most remarkable manifestations of that spirit of 
social initiative' which the reforms of the sixties did so mucb to 
stimulate and the subsequent reacti()n so much· to depress. 
Among the services they rendered to Russian education may be 
specially mentioned their insistence on the necessity of proper 
pedagogical training for teaehers, and the employment in the 
schools maintained by them of a considerable p"rop~i~!!..()~o~o:..n.. 
teachers, who in 1880 formed 27'5 per oent. of the totalnumber oltho 
teachers of primarJ: achQols iii'gOvern~enti where locarself-go,:orn
ment had been introduoed.··Some further statistics collected by the 
Central Statistical Commihee as to rural schools in European 
Russia in the year 1880 will, perhaps, help to give an idea of til" 
position which primary education had reached by the end of 
Alexander's reign. ]n that year there were in the sixty govern
ments of European Russia 22,770 primary schools (of which about 
two-thirds had been opened since 1864), with 1,140,915 pupils, 
and 24,389 teachers of both sexes. Of the pupils, about 20'6 per 
oent,. were girls, but the proportion of girls varied very greatly in 
Ilifferent parts of the Fmpire, ris.ing to 46 per oent. in the Baltic 
:Provinoes, and falling as low as 10 per oent. in the governments 
without BeIIl8tvos. The whole ooet of these schools W8S 

6,229.160 R., of which 44'1 per oent. was contributed by the district 
lI:emstV06, 33-7 by the village communes, 12'1 per cent. by the 
Imperial Treasury, 1'9 per cent. emue from fees, and the rest from 
private suh."Criptions or oontributions by various societies. As 
Ule small amount derived fromf_ will show,prirrlary education 
had been made pr8ctieaUy{ree to' alV- _.' . : -

In oonneetion with Primary Education, a word or two must be 
said also on the subject of Sunday Schools, which had 8 oonsiderable 
"~e in the early years of this reign, though their development 
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was arrested by the conservative reaction. It should be explained 
that Russian Sunday Schools differ from those to which we are 
accustomed in England in being primarily concerned with secular 
education,- and thus correspond in function more closely to our 
evening schools, except that the Russian Sunday Schools are purely 
primary in character. What is usually supposed to have been 
the first school of this type in Russia was opened in 1859 by 90me 
students at Kiev under the patronage of Pirogov, the enlightened 
Curator of the Kiev Educational District; but other Sunday Schools 
were established independently about the same time in other 
places, all owing their existence to the new-born enthusiasm of the 
educated classes for popular enlightenment. The Government 
were at first extremely favourable to the movement, and abstained 
as much as possible from any exercise of official control which 
would be likely to check their development. The then Minister 
of the Interior, Lanskoi, went 90 far as to commend them, in 8 

circular dated March 22nd, 1860, to the favourable attention of the 
provincial governors. Anybody who wished was allowed to open 
these schools, and almost anybody, even students and gymnasists, 
could teach in them. They were open to all comers, the teachers 
gave their services gratuitously, and the expenses were met by 
means of voluntary subscriptions, concerts, and the like. Some 
hundreds of these schools had been established by 1862. But 8 

large section of Russian society had looked from the first "'ith 
considerable BUSpicion upon the movement, and by the middle of 
1862 this BUSpicion had communicated itself to the Government 
authorities. In June of that year all Sunday Schools were closed 
.. pending their reorganisation on 8 new basis." This measure 11'88 

the result of 8 commWlication from the Minister of the Interior to 
the Minister of Public Instruction to the effect that the teaching in 
two of the schools was directed against religion, the righta of pro
perty and the State. Two years later the establishment of Sunday 
Schoola was again made legal by the provWons of the law of 1864 
relating to Primary Schoola; and this was confirmed by the law of 
1874, in accordance with which the opening or cl08ure of Sunday 
Schoola was made dependent on the Inspector of National Schools, 
acting in concert with the President of the District School Council. 
But the work, 80 abruptly arrested in 1862, was never again during 
the reign resumed with the same energy andenthnsiasm. Some 
Sunday Schoola, of the work of wlWlh Baron Korl gives a favourable 
account, were opened in 1866 in connection Wlt!l the Theological 
F eminaries; but they had only 8 short existence. Later on the 
municipal authorities of St. Petersburg and Moscow also opeu..i 
some schoola of this kind; and at Kharlrov the work W811 energeti
cally carried ont amid circumstauces of much discouragament by 
Mme. Christina Danilom3 AIche.-wi&, who still remains intimately 
lL88OCiated. with the Sunday School movement, and during the Iallt 
forty years h811 rendered services to it, which are now univl'I"II8l1y 

• Sunday schools 01 the Englioh type have existed in the Baltie l'ro~in ..... 
since !he time 01 AlexandN L 
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acknowledged. But it was not until the nineties that the zeal for 
this kind of work really revived in Russian society. 

We now turn to the history of Secondary Education during the 
reign. The actual reforms in the gymnasia, which were carried out 
by the ministry of Golovnin in 1864, proved to be short lived, and 
served only as a stepping-stone to the much more permanent settle· 
ment which took place in 1871 and 1872. It is nevertheless 
n~cessary to describe them in some detail, as the very circumstances 
which prevented a lasting solution of the problems of Secondary 
Education from being reached in the sixties are of great importance 
for the further history of the Russian educational sY3tem. The 
'8ftect of the changes in 1849 and 1851 had been to destroy the 
classical basis of the gymnasium, without, however, converting it 
into a .. real " school in any generally recognised sense of the term. 
Consequently its existing curriculum satisfied nobody; the study of 
law was acknowledged to have yielded no fruitful resulte; the 
physical sciences, which had been taught under all the difficulties 
arising from a deficiency in properly qualified teachers, and in text 
books and apparatus, had also disappointed expectations; and 
the tellChing in modern languages left much to be desired. Re· 
organisation of some kind was clearly inevitable, and the question 
was hotly debated among educational experts whether such reorgani. 
sation should proceed on classical or on .. real" lines. On the 
question of the comparative merits of a classical or a modern educa
tion Russian sooiety was at this time sharply divided, a small though 
iniluential minority holding to the classics, but the average opinion 
inclining very strongly against them. The views of both parties 
were strongly emphasised, and the tendency on both sides was to 
regard the two competing ideals of education as mutually exclusive. 
The idea of dualism in Secondary Education-the idea, that is to say, 
that there might be a two·fold path leading to general intellectual 
development-was not yet familiar to the minds of Russians, 
accustomed as they had always been to see a single type of Secondary 
School maintained bv the State. The extreme difference of opinion 
existing between .. Classicists" and .. Reatists " at this time was 
a factor in the situation which had an important bearing upon the 
course of events in the sequel. 

The Ministry in power shared the extreme views of neither section, 
and wsre inclined to Beek a Bolution of the difficulty in ths creation 
of two types of Secondary Schools side by side. Their point of view 
has been recently defined with great clearness in an article by 
Professor Bilbasov:. from which we extract the following passage:-

.. The greatedu ... tional value of a study of the ancient languages admits 
of no doubt. The experience of all the cultured lands of Europe through 
many centuries has proved ~hat the classical tongues, Greek and Latin, 
afford the human mind a healthy gymnastic such as admirably prepares 
it for all other kinds of work, whether of a positive or of an",hstnd nature. 
Only classical edu ... tioo in the wide eon .. of the word, only wha\is mean' 
in the west by • ....,.....",.. .......... konoitrg,.1IIRfI1Iitiu, is fitted to f()[lJl the 
statesmanlike ~d, to produce the scholar, to de.e1op the philooopher. 
The Stale stands m much need both of statesmen, and of pioneers in learning, 
and of _, thinkers. They are the salt of tbe esrth. Fir their training 
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classical courses are ne ...... ry, and these dcmand ... ured lcisure for pro 
lODged and persevering work . 

.. Besides ... It, the State stands in no less need of simply educated people 
In the army of the intelligent forces of the nation leade ... and chiefs are neces 
"'''y. hut rank·BoIld·file worke ... are no 1 ... n ....... ry. They make up tb. 
gre,t majority, and for cl .... ica! education they bave neither the capacity nOI 
the time. nor the means. To classical learning the Scriptural saying ia full) 
applicable, • He that can apprehend, let him apprehend.' But what of hill 
who cannot 1 For such an one our public opinion baa long and irulistentll 
demanded • real' instruction. With this disposition on the part of aocietl 
we have to reckon, for not only is it the result of the history of our develop 
ment, which haa proceeded until the most recent times solely along the pall 
of realism; it arises out of the very nature of things; in other words, 0111 

of the requiremen!8 of actual life, the ... tisfaction of which must fonn tho 
only justification of any and every school system. In point of fact, ia ;, 
impossible to deny the educational value of mathematics, of the eDCt position. 
of physical &cience, of modern languages and the graphic ar!8, even if tl".) 
be not combined with the study of the ancient languages. It is too late i. 
the day to affirm that these subjec!8 if taught with sufficient thoroul'hne .. 
cannot afford the mind the development which we associate with the idea 01 
an educated man; but it is of course necessary for this pur"""" that the, 
should be seriously studied, and that the labour spent upon them should be 
such aa to discipline the mind and will, in the same way aa the labour which 
is devoted to the study of the ancient languages . 

.. Social life is made up of manifold interes!8. The cape:city to rightly 
appreciate and further any of these may be most readily and effectively 
exercised by per9OII8 with classical education; for others • real ' education 
is preferred. In order that society may develop in a proper and harmonious 
way it mnst comprise fully educated per80na with hoth kinda of training . 

.. Such, in their general features, are the considerations, on the basis of 
which the Imperial Council, after long and exhanstive conoideration, noani· 
mously accepted the idea of Oolovnin, that • the object of the gymnasia 
is to afford their pupils a general edumli",,: and that • in accordance with 
the dilference in the subjec!8 which contribute to general education, the 
gymnasia should be of two kind.s-elassical and • real' .. • 

The project as originally prepared by the Scientific Committee 
proposed to create two types of schools, one with a "normal" or 
" philological" course, which should include both Latin and Greek, 
the other with a "real " course, to include Latin, but not Greek. 
As in the case of the primary schools and the universities, the 
official proposals were submitted to the judgment of edut'ational 
experts at home and abroad; and it is instructive to now that 
while the foreign advisers of the Government were on the side of the 

. classics, Russian opinion leaned towards a more modern cwricuJum. 
In order to meet criticisms from one side or the other, the project 
of the Ministry was modified over and over again, and received 
Imperial sanction only in its fifth recension (14th Nov., 1864). 
In its final fonn, the educational scheme of 1864, though nominally 
providing for only two categories, viz. , (classical) gymnasia and real
gymnasia, practically created three types of schools, viz.,gymnasia 
with Latin (one·half of the whole num her of schools were to be of 
this type), gywnasia with both Latin and Greek, and real·gymnasia, 
teaching no classics at aIL The Ministry of Public Instruction 
was left free to establish either gymnasia or reaI-gymnasia, 811 

. • R ....... SUd". AJri, 1900. The arUcle is ... "1Jed .. The fle«cu!ar, 
School in Ruaaia Thirty Y _ Ago. a , 
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local Clrolimstances should require; but in view or the existlng 
lack of qualified teachers of Greek, which was the natura) result 
of the recent neglect of the subject, it was provided that" instruction 
in Greek should be introduced into the classical gymnasia gradually, 
and should be made dependent on the supply of properly prepared 
teachers ... • Apart from the ancient langu.'lges, the following 
Aubjects also entered into the curriculwn of 1864, in proportions 
varying according to the different types of schools: RUBSian (with 
Slavonic), French or German (in the fully classical schools), or both 
tin the rest), mathematics, history, geograpby, natural history, 
physics and cosmography, writing and drawing. An important 
provision of the statute was that completion of a course of study 
in the gymnasia (whether with or without Greek) should carry with 
it the right of access to the universities, while those who had passed 
through the .. real-" schools could be admitted to the higher tech
nical schools only. The disability thus imposed upon the" real-" 
schools was so severely felt that, in spite of the indifference to 
cl8BSical learning which was characteristic of average educated 
RUBSian society at the time, more than two-thirds of the schools 
which took the .. real" course in 1864 shortly petitioned to be 
transformed into cl8BSical gymnasia, merely in order to fulfil the 
legal condition attached to the right of access to the Univl'rsities. 
By the year 1871 Greek had been introduced into 37 gymnasia 
out of a total of 90. 

The refcrm of 1864 was more or less in the nature of a compro
mise. It proceeded on the principle of disturbing as little as possiblo 
the existing order of things, and leaving future developments to be 
decided by the teaching of experience. Such a solution of tho 
question might have had a fair chance of success in illogical and 
compromise-loving England. In Russia it had none. RU83ia i, 
not a land of compromise, and does not understand how a system 
which is logically open to criticism may be accepted because of ill 
practical expediency and gradually improved as opportunity serves. 
The statute of 1864 settled nothing, because it gave the victOl'y 
neither to the classicists nor to the realists, but 8BSigned the most 
favoured position to a type of school for which neither of the con
tanding parties had a good word to say. Golovnin himself, as 
appears frOIn an article in the Journal of the Ministry of Publio 
Instruction, regarded the gymnasia with Latin only as a mere 
tl'mporary expedient. It W88 not therefore to be expected that 
l6SS responsible persons should accept the situation created by the 
legislation of 1864 as permanent. MOI'I'Over the principle of 
llualism, which was now admitted for the first time into the school 
system of Russia, was not on8 for which Russian opinion was yet 
,·ipo. Hence the compromise of 1864 did not 8"8D bring about a 
truce between the contending parties, who continued the COIItro\'l!l'Sy 

• The:yearly output of tho hiatorico-philological faoultioo of 011 the RUlIIiua 
oniveroitioa (which focultioo II1IPpliod nine out of elo_ of tile teacheno 
of tho IJYIIlIII"UaI did DOt ex.-! thirty or forty a' thio "me; aDd of U
only a ......u proponloa had at;udiod GIOOk os alf"Oialll1l. jed. 

'i\l1S, 
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with unabated vigour until 1871, when the question was finalll 
decided, thQugh not Bet at rest, for II whole generation by Ih, 
triumph of classicism. 

In order to understood how this result came about, it is neceft!'ar; 
at this point to consider Bomewhat more closely the phase whicl 
the clll89ical controversy had 8BSUDled in RUBBia at the period w, 
have now reached, aild in doing BO we shall have to take 8CCOUn 

of Bome influences not of a purely pedagogical nature, whieh mon 
or less directly affected the attitude both of the Government anI 
of 80ciety in general towarda questions of publio education. 

We have to note at the outset the unquestionable and admittec 
fact that the average Russian is by tradition and inwllectua 
habit indifferent to the classics. The historical reasons for thil 
mental attitude are more fully di8CllBSed in a succeeding chapter 
here it will suffice to say that, as it reveals itself in history, in litera, 
ture, in the ordinary affairs of life, and in the domain of purel) 
intellectual interests, the bent of the Russian mind is distinctl) 
positivist, finding its affinities in the modern spirit of scienti6c 
investigation rather than in the sm ving after literary perfectiOl) 
or in the speculations of abstract philO8Ophy. Such an intel· 
lectual temper does not predispose its possessor in favour of the 
purely formal discipline of a classical education. On the other 
hand the 'real hllmanising and liberating influences which corne 
from contact with the mind of classical. and especially 01 
Greek. antiquity, were recognised as within the reaeh only. 01 
the select few who might be able to enter deeply into the life 01 
ancient Greece and Rome, and, 80 to speak, to saturate themselves 
with its spirit. Special justification might therefore be claimed 
for the classics as the central subject of an education which 
aimed only, or chiefly, at the preparation of a governing das •. 
Such predominance of the classics suited well with the 
avowedly aristocrntic eharacter of RuSsian education ~ the 
middle of the century, and it is largely from this point of view 
that we must explain the acquiescence of RUBBian society in tll~ 
classical system introduced and maintained by Uvarov during the 
greater pan of the reign of Nicholas. But it is important to 1'('. 

member a,1so that classicism had been accepted in the fortie;, ... 
part of the Westernist creed, which natnrallyinclnded in the admira-

, tion for western culture II belief in its historical foundation.. , 
• But since 1850 many things had happened. It was not only fllat 

the classical tradition in education had been dethroned, and that the 
ehang8i introduced, however unsatisfactory in themselves, had 
accustonied the public mind to the idea of an alternative system of 
general education. The aoeial, economic. and intellectual condition. 
of Russia WetlB undergoing a profound ehange. 'The exclusiveness 
of the old aoeial 0I'd« had been broken through. The period of 
industrial expansion was beginning. Increased commercial contact 
with Western Europe made the need of a eolid foundation of actual 
knowledge more widely and deeply felt. 'The beginning of the 
II8COIld half of the centUry was a time of great advance in' those 
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forms of soientifiB activity for whioo. the Russian mind hOB always 
shown most aptitude. Owing to all these oouses it WOB felt that 
the very aims of publiB eduootion had fundamentally altered. 
It WOB no longer possible to confine the function of the sOOool to 
the education of ofliciaL~ for the State service, or even of an inde· 
pe!ldent professional clOBs. Hence it was maintained that the time 
had gone by in Russia, OB in the rest of Europe, for the decisive 
preponderance of classics in eduootion, and that a more modern 
type of school was necessary to meet the requirements of the time • 

. Meantime the party of progress had outgrown many of the artioles . 
of . the earlier Westernist creed. A certain disillusionment with 
Western ideoa is in fact a OOaracteristio of the sixties in Russia. 
SlavophiIs and Nihilists, agreeing in nothing eIse, were united in 
their antagonism to the "rotten West." The same movement of 
ideoa carried the middle party of anti-i'8volutionary Liberals 
beyond their earlier position of admiration for the olassics, and made 
them the upholders of a liberal eduootion of a more modern type. 
Henceforth Russian opinion on eduootional subjects becomes 
predominantly" realist," or at any rate anti-classical. The older 
Westernist attitude towards the olassics in eduootion is represented 
almost exolusively by Conservatives of the type of Katkov. To 
convince oneself ef this one has only to read the eduoetiona1 artioles 
wri~tell. by Katkov about 1870 alongside the well·known essay of 
Granovski on the "Decline of Classical Teaching, q the date of 
whiOO is fifteen years earlier. 

While tendencies unfavourable to olassicism were thus gaining 
ground in Russian sooiety, the eduoetional polioy of the State had 
been impelled by oiroumstanoes to take an opposite direction. 
The alarming growth of Nihilism and revolutionary opinions generally 
among young people made the Government anxious to find a correa· 
tive in eduootion. The olassics seemed to offer suOO a corrective; 
partly by their remoteness from modern life, and partly by their 
restraint and simplicity. The ferment of the new ideoa had, in 
fact, produced a kind of intellectual intoxication: classicism, it 
was held, would" sober" the minds of the young generation, or, OB 
it was sometimes put, wonId "restore them to sanity." During 
tile times of unsettlement and sooial unrest, young people had grown 
impatient of intelleotual effort; the antidote was to be COftCe7Itranon 
in their studies, and the theory was advanced and found eflicial 
acceptance that the oIassi08 alone, along with mathematics, were 
suitable objeots for suOO concentration during the whole period of 
school life. 

With the entry of Count D. Toistoi into office the reaction in 
favour of oIassi08 became a settled principle of Governmeot policy. 
As early as January, 1867, an artiole appeared in the 'lffioia\ Journa1 
of the Ministry whicK foreshadowed all the principles of the oIassical 
reform of 1871. Outside official oircIes the protagonists of clMsi.cism 
were Katkov, editor of the Ru.sskii V...mil: and the Mod'OllskiitJ 
V iedomoBli, and his ooadj u~, Professor Leontiev, of Moscow. 
The cause of modem education was equally well defended by such 
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papers as the Pelerbwrgskiia V iedomo8ti and the (J0I08 • . Both sidea 
appealed to the example of modem Germany, and both found in 
German precedent and in German pedagogical literature a veritable 
armoury of facte and arguments with which to sustain their respec' 
tive positions. Space does not permit of any attempt to follow the 
controversy in detail; it will suffice if we succeed in making re88on· 
ably clear the general principles which found expression in the 
legislation of 1871. Both sides started with the 888umption that 
secondary education should be general, '.e., not special or merely 
utilitarian. The realists, however, maintained that the cl888ical 
languages had no monopoly of the fundamental requisites of a 
liberal education, and that a general mental training which would 
be more suited to the geuius of the RU88ian people could be 
obtained from a curriculum constructed on a non·philological basis. 
At the base of the official position was a certain theory of the 
relation of the" European school," by which was meant the classi· 
cal school in the various forms which it had 888umed in France, 
Germany, and England since the Renaissance, to the whole pro· 
duct of Western civilisation. It was in the exposition of thi. 
theory that the great journalistic ability of Katkciv W88 most 
conspicuously. shown. .. You tell us," he say. in effect to his 
opponents, .. of the intellectual and scieutific progress of Western 
Europe, of its advance in the technical and industrial arts, of 
its material prosperity, and you say that it is important for RU88ia 
to appropriate the results of all this material aud intellectual 
progress. Granted; but what is the fundamental condition 
of our doing so? You maintain that we must have a modem 
form of education. What a superficial view is this I Do 
you not see that the countries where all this expansion 
has taken place are precisely those in which tha classical school is 
at home, and that where there is l1li claseical school there is DO 

material or intellectual progxe881 ~ two things are obflously 
related as causo and effect. By all means let us appropriate the 
results of European civilisation; not, however, its results only, but 
its principles; not alone the flowers and the fruits of modem culture, 
but its roote." This conception of the cansee underlying European 
progress was of course naive in its incompleteness, for however 
great may have been the moulding infIumce of claesical letters 
upon the thought of Europe, it would need more than the ingenuity 
and literary skill even of a Katkov to obscure the part which other 
influences, social, religious, political, and economic, have played in 
weaving the complex web of our modem civilisation. * 

• The folluwmg extract from on article by Katkov in the JI o.ot¥hill 
Vi..unno.ti of 11th May, Hm, .. iIl show pretty clearly the 8landpoint of d .. 
aothon oft.he llJlITicuIumof 1871 :-~Theatody of the hiBlAlry of dl. eivilia. 
tion of peoples leads 08 10 the .... viction that the 'fundamenlal, deep-lyin~ 
....,.. of';;he pheoomenarevea!ed on the mace is nothing elae 1'- the positioo 
of the achool which lraina, from .biIdhood 10 maturil1, the ioteUeeIoIaI faeulliel 
f ... acientifie pomrits. "itb t.hio achooI Ii .. the ..eret m the rise ... laU .,. 
the intellectual Ievol of naliOllll. Decay, disorganisation. And ineffieitney ill 
~ scbocI reveal themoelna in oetuaI life with utonillhirJ8 rapidi17, mucli 
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Side' by side with the disposition to· attach 'an imp0rlance to 
'lhe classies, whiOO will now seem to most people disproportionate, 
there was exhibited a tendency not only to depreciate the educa
tional value of purely scientific subjects, but even to attribute to 
them a positively harmful irifluence. The "true lathers of Nihilism," 
according to Katkov, were the authors of the educational changes 
of 1849 and 1851. A similar view is expressed in the carefully
prepared explanatory document which accompanied the educational 
proposals of 1871 on their presentation to the Imperial Council . 

.• , In the almost complete banishment of the ancient languages, and 
especially of Greek, from our schools, in the adaptat.ion of the 
gymnasium course to practical enels. • , • is to be found one of 
the chief reasons, if not the only one, for the materialism which 
hM taken so strong a hold on our young students, for their nihilism, 
and their minous self-oonceit. For the question between the 
oncient languages, as the basis of all further scientifio culture, 
ond every other method of instruction is a question not only WI 
between serious and superficial learning, but also as between moral 
and material tendenoies in instruotion and education, and conse
quently in sooiety as a whole. In fact, the material of instruction 
may be suOO as either to act on all sides of the human spirit, en
nobling and exalting it (suOO is the study of the ancient classical 
languages and their literatures), or to develop the pupils in a one
sided manner, to exercise no irifluence either on their moral or on 
their msthetic education, and to attract their attention exclusively 
and prematurely to political and sooial q\lestions (suOO was 

more quickly and I?"'!loundly' than we can imagine. Dut in whab """.t.ts 
the ....... t of the traming afforded by tho eohool which prepares lor the higher 
(; .•.• Univ.rsity) educatioo' • • .,', , 

.. The first ooodit.ioo of a school which leads to scientific knowledge is what 
il called oonceutratioo. To d.velop the intl'lIect means to co\loot and """cen
trats it. If there wore no BUbject on which the mind 01 the pupil could be 
aeriollsly e~erciaed daily during a BUecession of years, then a school 01 this 
kind would be out of the qucstioo. Such a subject must alford scope I ... 
.... ioua sciootifie study to children .qually with adults; it must grow "ith 
the gnm·th of the pupil; it must call lorth aU the Iaculties of the human mind 
in their natural order of BUecessioo i in the course of the .tudy of it there 
must he a .tri"t gradatioo from the lower to the higher, from the external 
to tbe ...... t,al; BIlIi while developing the mind, it must at the sam. tim. 
i"otn,o\ and .nrich it, Whl I ... this purpose eannot som. other science ... 
~'TOUp cl aciences he used' Becau ... in the eohool of which .... speak no 
"";ellOO in th~ specialised ...... of this word ..... be .. s"bject of instruction. 
'1'h. very object 01 this school is to prepare its pupils I ... the study of .pecial 
.cienees. If .. ien ........ Id he taught in the eohool, then why should Univer
ait.i .. he nooded t Th. sciences m .. y enter into the eohools I ... boys ooly as .. 

, oupplemmtary element, only in respect to 80IIle of their results, but """"",Iy 
too .. 8ubjoet of ..nou .. continued, and concentrated study. Mathern .. ti .. 
alone flllDl an exceptioo, but 001", AS regard. their ~eneqd ... el .... ent....,. 
port.ioos. The pupils may be mad .... quainted \\ith the """Its cl science in 
_tain braGche. of knowledge, certain subject. may be diseusoed with 
them in the light of scienc., bllt it would be madn ... to suppose that BIlY 
opeeial acionce could l<rm .. subject 01 instruction in a eohool wbere th" 
bo:r is Rimply being prepared t<> be .. man, whe ... his intellectual facultie. 
""' onl1 in the genn IroJII which tiler mu.t'be developed. Tbjo i~ ,,!IT 
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,undoubtedly the influence of the courses of law in our gymnilaia),or 
to questions of the material world (the courses of natural science) ... • 
[t is curious to observe how completely the views of the Govern· 
ment with regard to the classics had changed since 1850, when it 
was the ancient languages which were suspected of fostering dis· 
affection to the existing order of things. It was now proposed to 
sacrifice not only natural science, but also in some degree such 
humanistic subjects as history, RUSBian and modem foreign 
languages. It was stated that the lessons in the two first-named 
subjects were frequently made the vehicles of personal opinions 
not corresponding to the views of the Government. t As to modem 
languages, they were depreciated because of the ease with which 
"they were learnt, and for reasOns of a politico-moral character. 
What, asked Katkov, will our children gain from a school in which 
modern languages are a speciality l .. Good success will give them 
the habit of speaking foreign languages: the h,ighest 8uccess will 
turn them morally into foreigners." 
; The events leading up to the legislation of 1871 were as followa. 
Soon after his entry on office in 1866, Tolstoi issul}d a circular 
asking the opinion of Curators, Pedagogical Councils, and certain 
other educationists 88 to the working of the system of instruction 
inaugurated in 1864. The replies were, for the most part, in favour 
of a system of gymnasia and real-gymnasia, both giving a general 
education; the gymnasia,' however, to include schools teaching 
both ancient languages, and schools teaching Latin only. The 

the object of coneeaa-ated study in • school which aim. at edncaticm it 
not any seience whatever, bot languages. • • • ". Grammar and the 
"reading 'of authors-that is aU wbich the school does, wing the IIDcient 
languages as its instrument f", the trsining of the y~ minds entrusted 
to it. care. In tbis tbere is nothing a-anseeadental, nothmg extraordinary, 
nothing unnatural to the age of the pupil., bot within the limits 01 this 
study they develop aU their capabilities, acquire aU the habits 01 tilooght 
required for the independent pursuit of science, IIDd become IICCIUtomed 
to intellectual effort. In this respect the 8tudy of the claasies is DBDall,. 
called a mental gymnastic, but this insufficientl,. defines their importance 
in the sphere of training. They not 001,. formall,. develop the intelleetnal 
faculties, but they fertilise IIDd enrich them. By"means 01 the .tudy of 
theselaoguag .. yonog people are made acquainted, not 'hrough the state
ments of others, bo, by their own feeling and 'hougM, with the great 
foundation lacIB of th. intellectual life of tba whole of edueetcd JDo.nlrjgd 
Every word of these lIIDgnages is in itself an historic fac'. But in limitm, 
themselves to the laognage, the students enter into the very life oI"hieb 
~he laognage was 'he expression. They acquire the content 01 the great 
prodactinns which form the heritage 01 all ch·ili .... peoples, and which 
kni' 'hem together. By actual personal stnd,. 'hey gain a knowledge 
of aU the forms of man'. inteUeetnal activit,. in their simplest, purest, and 
clearest outlines. AOCUBtoming themselves to the labour of though' 
and developing in aU their mental capacities, they, da,. b,. da,., and ,.ear 
by year, enter more 8lld more intimately into the histor,. of noiveraal 
civilisation.'! 

• ~ Poot. V., pp. 269, 270. 
t Ibid, pp. 340 and 342. The import8lwe of tba otudy of the motbe!r. 

to_ aDd of hiolmy ... aa nevertIu.IaB otzoDgly imoiotcd upon by maDf 
claMicioIB otaading oataide ollicial mJes. 
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viows of tbe Government, bowever, went beyond this. Betwet'D 
1869 and 1871 an Imperial Commission, presided over by Count 
Strogonov, was engaged in preparing a project for gymnasia (with 
progymnasia) and real·schools. The most important· of their 
proposals were as follows ;- . . . . . 

(1) The course of the gymnasia (not of the roal·schools) was 
extended from seven to eight years; and a preparatory class was 
&Iao added to ensure better preparation for those entering the. 
gymnasia. The existing course provided for an aggregate of 184 
hours a week, as compared with the U varovskian schools, in wbich 
240 hours had. been the rule •. The d~ution in the aggregate 
had been brought about by shortening the individual lessons. 
The addition of an extra YE\&r to the course was intended to hring 
up the aggregate number of hours available for instruction to its 
former level; and also to delay by a year the minimum age of 
entry to the universities, which, under the existing system, was 
seventeen. It was hoped that the effect of this change would be 
that students would enter the universities better prepared intel
lectually, whilst the addition of a year to their average age would 
diminish the chances of disturbances and other infractions of order. 

(2) The proportion of school·time given to classics in the gym
nasia was very considerably increased at the expense of other 
subjects. Eighty.five lessons per week in the aggregate, or over 
41 per cent. of the total number in all subjects, fell fu the share of 
the two oocient looguages; of these eighty·five lessons, forty·nine 
were assigned to Latin, and tbirty-six to Greek, the latter lo.nguage 
being begun in the third class. The aggregate proportion of school
time allotted to classics was tbus rather smaller than in the Prussian 
gymnasia of the time; on the other band, the Russian curriculum 
assigned & relatively greater importance to Greek as compared with 
Latin thoo the Prussian. The reasons given for this preference 
of Greek to Latin are interesting. .. Religion," says the official 
dooument already quoted, .~ the historio development of our 
lo.nguage, the monuments of our anoient architecture and p&inting. 
the olose connection of our history with that of Byzantium, and in 
general the constant interaction between the Greek world and the 
Slavo·Russian. all point us to the necessity of &n intimate study 
of the Greek world; and it is only in this direction. through the 
medium of the Greek lo.ngunge, that it is possible for our learned 
men to enrich historical science with very important and at the same 
time entirely independent work. since it is almost impossible for 
Western scholars to rise completely above prejudice in regard to 
the Orthodox East; &nd the history of the Byzautine Empire, 
I!O closely connected with that of our native land, still awaits the 
investigation which' our scholars are fitted to supply. Our higher 
schools would certainly not fulfil their historic vtlcatron if they 
tunled aside from the Greek language &nd the Greek I\"orld, PO 

rich in the fruits of spiritual life. not only in ancient pagan, but in 
moopm Christian times, or if to Un'ir study Wen! not nssigued a wry 
~l'icuous plsce in our ~'CllllI:lia. .•• • Whilst the naliOll' 
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of Western EW'Ope, not connected with the Greeks by the ties of 
spiritual kindred, nor by feelings of deep mutual friendship, and 
far less interested than we are in the future destinies of the Orthodox 
East. • • • study with all po98ible zeal the Greek language, 
found 8Ocieti1'8 for encouraging the study of it in !!Choole, eta. • • • 
we RU98ians have 80 far shown ourselves indifferent to this mealll 
(more available to us than to anyone else) of raising the level of 
our own intellectual culture and of strengthening the mutual 
sympathies that unite us with the Greeks."· 

(3) With a view to sec1J1'ing greater unity of aim and method in 
the teaching, and a closer connection between the moral and intel· 
lectual aspects of education, directors and inspectors were henceforth 
required to take part in the teaching, and cl888·tutors in special 
charge of order and discipline were to be appointed from the ordinary 
staff. 

(4) The right of admission to the universities WIl8 to belong only 
to those who had completed the course of the gymnasium. The 
course of the real·school was to serve the double purpose of pre
paring directly for practical life, and also for a ftrljler COW'110 of 
study at the higher technical schools. . 

Before the proposals of the Commission were laid before the 
Imperial Council, they were considered by a special Committee 
(prisutBtvie), in which the Tsezarevi~h Constantine took part. On 
this Committee opinion was diVided, the minority being in fa,'our 
of conVf'rting half the I!YD'nasia into real-echools ll'ith an eight· 
years' course, of includmg Latin as an optional subject in the 
curriculum of the real-school, and of giving students from the real· 
schools with Latin access to the physico·mathematical f8CUlty 
aild to that of medicine. In the meeting of the whole body of the 
Imperial Council a majmity took the srune view, only nineteen 
members out of fnrty-eight voting for the proposals of the Ministry. 
The Emperor nevertheless confirmed the opinion of the minority, 
and the law relating to gymnasia 81Id progymnasia was llnally 
promulgated in July, 1871. It was followed by a supplementary 
law relating to real-scbools in May. 1872. 

The curricula of both types of schools are given below. With 
respect to that of the real-school, it should be observed that the 
object in view was to provide a general education suited to the IIL't'da 
of the mercantile and industrlal claeece. General subjects were 
taught in the first four classea; in the fifth apecialisatiOll began, 
the fifth and sixth having two sides, the .. fundamental" 81Id the 
.. eomml3l'Cial." The course on the commercial aide ended with 
the sixth cIass ; but on the .. fundamental " ~ide there W88 a aeventh 
or supplementary class, which was sub·dhided into three aections : 
(i.) general, for those preparing for the higher technical schooJa; 
(ii.) cht!lDico-t':!ebnical. and (iii.) mechanico.technical; both tbe 
Iatter te'ong designed for those who were completing their technical 
educati<xl in the Secondary School 

• />b<'nI. PIlOt. V.. pp. 3M-8. 
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CURRICULUM OF THE GYMNASIA AOOORDING TO THE LAW OF 
1871 

ClasseP. .~j 
Bl111J11C1'8. 

t~ 
..e9 

i. ii. iii. iv. v. vi ,·ii • . iii. ~~ 
e-S S'" 
&. ~'S - - - - I-- -

lIeligion - · · · 4 II 2 2 II 2 I I I 13 

lIu .. 1an leDgua"" and} 
li .. ~ture, with bla· 6 4 4 4 3 3 2 II II 24 
VODIO 

Latin . · - · - 8 7 5 5 6 6 6 6 41 

Greek . · · · - - - 6 6 8 6 6 7 16 

Logio .- · - · - - - - - - - I - 1 

Matbematiaa: Arithmeti(' 6 6 4 I - - - - - -
Algebra • · · - - - 2 II II I I - -
Geometry - · - - - - II 2 I - - -
Trigonometry. - - - - - - - II - -
Matbematioal Geo-

graphy. · · - - - - - - - - 1 -
Bevbion . · · - - - - - - - - 3 29 

Physi ... · · · - - - - - -- 2 II 2 • 
I 

Natura' SeioD08 · · - - - - - -I 2 - - II 

HiatoT1 • · · · - - - 2 II j~ 2 2 12 

G_.hy · · · - II II 2 I 1 I 10 
I 

Genna or French . · - - a a 3 3; 3 2 2 19 

Handwriting. · · 6 8 I - - - - - - 6 

Total for po);'" taking 
24 24 

*,.: 
one foreigu anguage. 2B 26 26 26 l!lI!I 

To' al lor tboae taking 
two foreign Iango_ 29 24 27 29 29 i!9 2B5 

I 

N.R-The I!rngJlnD&,"a, "b,ob mel"""" 'onr '" BlZ eI ..... wly. had .. 
~nrrio.hlln ideo"",!' .llb th'" of the o.·-poad!n& eI ..... of \he gyDUlIUIia.. 
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CURRICULUM OF THE REAL-SCHOOLS ACCORDING TO TIlE LAw OF 181 

SUBJEm·S. 

Religion -

Russian • 
lilt Modern 

Laokuage 
2nd Modern 

Langutlge* 

Ge>graphy -

Hiatory 

Writing 

Drawing -

Mathema'in 
N aturnlll is-

tory - -

Cl ....... Fandamental 
DivillioD. 

Supplementary 
Clas •. 

i. 
Total ~ 

ii, ill. iv. v. vi. in d ~ 
cla~ ~ 

6 4 

6 

2 2 

4 2 

6 

4 

4 

4 

2 

4 

jj 

6 

2 

2 

4 

4 

2 

4 

6 

6 

2 

4 

4 

1 

2 

3 

3 

2 

6 

8 

1 

2 

3 

3 

2 

6 

4, , 

10 

22 

22 

18 

8 

8 

6 

:10 

6. 

2 

4 

jj 

2 , 

jj 

2 

3 3 

2 I 2 

2 

3 

2 

Commercial 
Divilion. 

f
To," 

v. .L in 8 
1_ 

l' 1 . 2 I 2 
! 

6! 6 
I 

& i 8 

- I 2 

2 2 

10 

22 

28 

24 

10 

8 

6 

20 

~ , 
Ph18ica -

Chemistry -

Mecbanif'B -
Bookkeeping 

and Com
mercial 
Correspon
dence -

4 

4 4 

• 2 i 2 

3 
: {~j ~ I 

I 

• 

- 5' 6 
Machine de

oigaiog -

Modelling - - - - - - -
LaadBurvey-

ing and 
LeveJling- - - - - - -

Construction 

8 

2 

2 

(geD el" .. 1 
priDcipl e 8 of) _ _ _ ',';1_ _ _ _ - - - 2 2 

ACCOUD~ , 

c$r:!f~ ~ ~ ~ ~- ~ 1/ ~ ~ = : p'i 
: La':::kf; 0 r ~ _I _ _ _ _ _ _ I - - 12 

Totu _ - ~i 24 29 29 33-\33 172 -'29t--aol 
:10-

• I 

-, -, , 

- -! 
-I , 
- ': 

-, -I 

10 

• For those't1'bo propoeed to continue their "ueli_ iD the Commercial Divieioa, 
t .. o foreign laDguagee .. ere obli=atory. The languag .. taught ..... FRIDCb, Genaaa, 
&gl ..... ,.OO in eonain diameta lta.1JaD. and Moden. G .... k. 
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The long struggle between classicism a.nd realism had thus been 
decided in favour of the former by the personal intervention of the 
Emperor. By the conservative Press his act was extolled as the 
necessary complement of the abolition of serfdom, which 
likewise been due in an eminent degree to his personal initiative. 
;t'he "Moscow Gazette" described the reform as involving "the 
renascence of Russian nationality by placing it on terms of educa
tional equality with the most civilised nations of the world." But 
the" mass of educated opinion remained unconvinced, though a 
revulsion in favour of classicism was confidently foretold by the 
victorious minority. "The consequences of this reform," wrote 
Katkov, "will not be long in revealing themselves; before j;en 
years have passed our country will have felt ite beneficent results, 
and generations already born will bless the present reigu for it." 
The experience of thirty years has hardly justified the optimism 
of this prophecy. 

Meanwhile the work of extending Secondary Education was 
energetically pushed forward. Within ten years of Tolstoi's' entry 
upon office the number of pupils in the gymnasia and real-schoola 
had more than doubled; the number of schools had increased 
from 96 to 255 (133 gymnasia, 69 progymnasia, and 53 real-ilchools). 
The sudden increase in classical instruction laid an impossible strain 
on the resources of the Russian Universities, which had even 
before only been barely able to supply the necessary number 
of olB88ieal teachers. In this difficulty the Government fell back 
on the expedient of inviting teachers of Slavonio race from the 
neighbollring countries of Western Ew'Ope-Gennany, Bohemia, 
Moravia, Galicia, eto. Much advantage to Russian education 
was expected to result from the importation of teachers trained 
in the schoola and universities of Germany, and accustomed to 
German method! of instruction, while. their acquaintance with a 
kindred Slavio tongue would, it was believed, much facilitate for 
them the acqnisition of a tolerable oommand of Russian. These 
were undoubtedly real advantages: but there is a considerable 
weight of testimony to the effect that they were largel)' counter
balanced by the essential disadvantages under which all foreigners 
must labour in teaching suoh a subject as classi08, in whioh a subtle 
appreciation of the pupil's idiom-what the Germans call SpraclIg&
fiiJll-is at least as important as an accurate acquaintance with the 
language taught. It must be evident that a system 80 largely 
dependent for its suooeea on foreigu teachers started on ita course 
heavily handicapped. * In order to increase the anpply of native 
teachers of olassi08 the Government; also founded several special 
institutes, inclnding one at Leipzig. 

• Profeosor Hodestoy (Shkolnyi Voproo. p. 45). writina in 1880, tel .. "" 
tlla' H perhAps a good half» of the peno ... \hen ...... hing ~iCB in the 
R-u.u. achools did not apeak R-u.u. aa their mother-toogue. Dootoenki 
though he maintained that the k whole future of Russia' was bound up with, 
tll~ olasoi~al rof~ of 1811. neverlhol .... prot ... todsll'Ollgly againa\ the policy 
01 unportiDg c1 ..... eal ...... h"'" from abroad. .. 1nJIJ .. against the oomparauve 
nogloo' of the molh .. ·~ IIoIld of history, *hich WIllI """ of the .... u1ta of 
thorofOl'D\o 
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It remains to note briefly the steps taken in the late aixties and 
early seventies to extend the Russian educational system to Poland. 
First came (1869) an Imperial order that Ruasian should henceforth 
be the exclusive languag& of instruction in boys' and girls' gym. 
nasia, the Gennan gymnasia being temporarily excepted, but only 
for two years. After the lapse of one year, all private lIChools 
were to use Russian as the language of instruction in physico. 
mathematical and historical subjects; and notice was gin'll 
that the regulation might ultimately be extended to all subjects; 
In the same year the sO-{lalled High School (Glamma SAkata), a~ 
Warsaw, which had been founded in 1862 with Dlany of the funotions 
and privileges of a University, though without the name, was 
raised to full University status. It was organised on the general 
lines of the Russian Universities, but with many limitations of 
autonomy (in respect, for instance, of the appointment of Pro. 
fessors, Rector, and Inspector) which approximated its position 
to that of the Russian Universities under the Statute of 1835. Two 
years later, instruction in Russian reading and writing was made 
obligatory in all Polish Primary Schools; and in 1872 and 1874 
respectively, the operation of the Ruasian Statutes relating to 
gymnasia and real-schools, W88 extended, with a few minor altera
tions, to Poland. 

The reign of Alexander II. witnes~ a remarll:able development 
in the education of girls and women. It will be remembered that 
80 far as the higher cl88Be8- and the clergy were concerned, the 
education of girls W88 already well organised; in fact, the .. insti· 
tutes" which provided for the daughters of the nobility and the 
official class, and the lIChools for the daughters of priests, eon· 
stituted together a public provision for girls' education which 
might challenge comparison with that made by any other country 
in Europe in the middle of last century. Neverthel_, the reo 
quirements of the middle class in the towns, a clsas which woe 
rapidly growing in numbers and importance, remained unprovided 
for. It was one of Alexander's first objoots after his _ion 
to supply this want.' His efforts in this direction were warmly 
seconded by his Imperial Consort, t1iil EmpresS :Maria AIexandrovna ; 
and the' oorual meaSures decided on were taien in consequeDce of a 
report drawn up by Professor N. Vyshnegradski, who had been sent 
by command of the Empress to study the question of girl.' education 
in Germany. Provision W88 made in 18.'l8 for the creation of two 
grades of girls' day schools. under the administration of the MinisVy 
of Public Instruction, the first grade having a six yeara' COUI'II8 

of study. and the second one of three years. 'l'hia enactment 
was revised and supplemented in certain details in 1860, and 
during the next ten years, thirty _yen schools of the first grade, 
and ninety-four' of the second, were established in diffen!llt p8IU 
of the Fapire by private individuals and publie bodies without, 
however, receiving any assistance from the Imperial Treasury. 
There were two t'8III!Dtial diffen!llcea between these girls' schools and 
the previonaly existing institntes; they were day schools, and 
they were open to all classes. The organisation of theso lIChoola 
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reached its final (i.e., its present) form in 1870, when the first and 
aecond grades of schools were oonverted respeotively into gymnasia 
with a seven years' course and progymtiasia with a oourse of three 
years or more, and provision was made for Stats aid to supplement 
the work of private initiative. The oourse of the gymnasia also 
inoluded an eighth year with a supplementary pedagogical course 
iD, the case of girls intending to devote themselves to teaching. 
The seven years' course inoluded 118 obligatory subjects; Religion, 
the Russian language and literature, arithmetic, geography and 
hiatory, the elements of natural history, domestic economy and 
hygiene, writing, needlework and gymnastics; and as optional 
lubjects (for which a special fee was charged) French, German, 
drawing, music, singing, and dancing. Similar gymnasia (day 
aohools) were at the same time estsblished by the Department of 
the Institutions of the Empress Maria, alongside the older institutes 
(boarding schools). The first of these gymnasia was opened in 
1858, and their definitive Statute was promulgated in 1862. About 
thirty Diocesan Girls' Schools. were opened during the' sixties. 
The Statllts under which these schools are still administered was 
published in 1868, and the aohools for the daughters of the clergy 
estsblished during the preceding reign have since been bronght 
under its operation. 

The progress of aecondary education for girls could not but give 
rise to a demand for higher education for women. We have already 
seen (p. 91i) how the question of providing University teaching 
for women was tentstivelyraised in the early aixties in the form 
of a proposal to admit theDl'1I8 " auditors" to the lecture-rooms 
of the Universities. By some professors at St. Petersburg they 
had actually been so admittsd. This, however, came to an end 
in 1863; and it became manifest that the goal was not to be reached 
in that way. But the goal itself was not lost sight of. Every 
year the necessity of providing some kind of higher education for 
women became more and more pressing, as an ever increasing 
nwnber of women belonging to the poorer gentry were driven by 
,the effects of the 8Dllll1oipation to seek education as providing a 
means of ae\f-support. Failing to obtain what they wanted in 
their native oountry, many Russian women began to drift off to 
foreign, especially Swills, Universities.· This resource, however, 
was not open to all; and the idea of a Russian University for 
Women gained ground steadily. The realisation of this idea a 
few years later, as the result of private initiative. was an achieve
ment unique in the annals of Russian higher education. 

In December. 1867. Madame E. I. Konradi. who then edited the 
N..wiG, raised the question of systematic university instruction 
for women. by addressing a memorial on the subject to the Science 
Congress. then sitting in St. Petersburg. The Co~gress expressed 
thair approval of the idea. but found themselves unabte to take 
.teps to further its realisation. since the matter loy outside their 
programme. Meanwhile public attention had been drawn to the 

, • Til. Swiss Uni.ersitilll had .--ntlr been opened to \\1IIlIQII, , • 
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subject, and a few months later a memorial to the same effect, 
numeroUBly signed by women, was presented to the Rector 01 the 
St. Petersburg University. A Commission of Professors Will 
appointed to consider the question, and on the report of this Com· 
miBBion the University Council expreBBed itself in favour of the 
organisation of higher instruction for women, though not within 
the walls of the existing University itself. The attitude of the 
individual professors was one of warm sympathy and readiness to 
co-operate so BOon as the project should be brought by its promoters 
into practical shape. The latter, encouraged in their undertaking 
on all sides-among others, John Stuart Mill wrote them a letter 
of congratulation-now approached Count D. Tolstoi with a draft 
proposal for the establishment of Women's Higher Courses. Mean~ 
while, as it was thought that the existing secondary schools for girl. 
afforded inadequate preparation for the serious prosecution of 
university studies, preliminary COU1'IIeII of lectures for women 
in mathematics, the natural sciences and literature, were organised 
both by the Government and by certain private personiI. 

In 1869 the Minister authorised advanced COU1'IIeII of lecturee 
at St. Petersburg in physico-mathematical and historico:philological 
subjects, to be open to both sexes. This was scarcely what thl! 
friends of women's education had hoped for, but it was acCepted 
{aute de mieuz. Many difficulties still remained, since the promoters 
of the movement were not allowed' to appeal for funds throngb 
the public press, but the self-denying co-operatian of the University 
professors enabled them to overcome these. difficulti~, imd the 
lectures were finally started in January, 1870. They took place in 
the evenings, 88 both the professm:s and many of the student. 
were occupied with their own teaching duties during the day-time. 
Practical work 11'88 done in the University laboratories on Sundays 
and holy days when the men students were absent. The number 
of persons attending the lectures reached 900 in the very first year. 
The subjects treated included RUBBian. history and literalure, 
univeraat history, lsw, botany, zoology, geology, human anatomy. 
and physiology, minera1 and organic chemistry. The rule by 
which men 88 well 88 women were admitted to the lectures con· 
tinued in force until M. Ossinin, Director of the Institution. of 
the Empress Maria, offered to allow the use of one of the gymn88ia 

undel' his chargefor the purpose of the lectures, on condition that 
they were confined to women ouly. The Ministry of Publio In
struction 8886Ilted to this condition, and thus the origina1 intent~ 
of the promoters of the COU1'IIeII 11'88 de {ado reached. . 

The example of St. Petersburg 11'88 followed by other University 
towns, such as Kiev and Kazan, and notably by Moscow, where 
the movement owed much to the public-spirited exertions of Pro
fessor Guerrier, who is now an Emeritus Professor of the Univenlity, 
but whose interest in women's education, as in every other worthy 
sOcial movement, continues active and unsbated. These first tenta
tive eJforts were, however, somewhat lacking in system. The 
:l,,"8J and intellectual attainments of the women attending the 
lectures were naturally very diverse, Bince no evidence of previout 
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study was required as a condition of admission. The audiences 
must, therefore, have approximated in character very closely 
to those of our own Extension Lectures. There was no fixed CUlTi
·oulum or programme of studies, and considerable inconvenience 
and delay were sometimes caused by thll necessity of submitting 
each course of lectures separately to the Minister of Public Instruc
tion for approval. Moreover, the whole movement rested on a 
very precarious financial basis. All these considerations decided 
the leaders of the movement to discontinue in 1875 the lectureB 
at St. Petersburg, pending the preparation of a new and more care
fully· thought-out Bcheme. 

Meantime the attention of the Government had been drawn 
to the necessity of taking some steps to check the growing tenden·cy 
of young Russiim women to seek education at foreign universities. 
In 1872, no less than 108 Russian women were studying in ZUrich 
alone. But ZUrich was then the headquarteJ;ll of the revolutionary 
propaganda carried on by Lavrov, Bakunin, and others; and it 
was said that the Russian women-studente at the university were 
beooming infeoted by the Bubversive doctrines preached by these 
men, and that they afterwards helped to spread them in Russia. 
A oircular was therefore issued by the Russian Government, bidding 
all women·studente to return to Russia within the year on pain 
of exolusion from all appointmente or other privileges at the dis
pp3al of the State; at the same time the Government undertook 
to organise University instruction for women in Russia: By 
order of the Emperor, a special Commission consisting of the 
Minister of Public Instruction, the Minister of the Interior, and 
the Director of the Institutions of the Empress Maria, was ap
pointed to oonsider the whole question. The final result of thei,!' 
deliberations appeared in the· issue of an Imperial Decree, on 
April 9th, 1876, authorising the provision of course3 of higher 
instruction for women in University 'towns, 8uch C0111'8eS being 
recognised .as useful and indispensable not only in order that 
RUssian women might no longer be under the necessity of seek
ing University education abroad, but also in order to l'rovide 
tho higher classes of the secondary girls' schools (institutes and 
~ymnasia) with properly qualified women teachers, in view of 
the fact that the supply of men teachers was no longer adequate 
,wen to the requirements of the secondary schools for boys. In 
consequence of this Decree the women's courses at St. Petersburg 
wore reopened in 1878, in three sections or faculties: the literary_ 
historical section, the physieo-mathematicaI seotion, and the section 
of pure mathematics. The studente were now obliged to present 
n certificate of having completed a full course of instruction in 
a secondary ScllOOl, or of having attained the rank of .. domestio 
toocher" (certificated governess), Other hearers" might be ad
mitted only with" the spt'Cial permission of the Curator, • In order 
to obtain a oertificate of having suooesafully oompleted a course 
atudente were obliged to undergo examination at the end of each 
year, and also to present a thesis. The course was at first fixed at 
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. three years, but afterwards (in 1881) extended to fout. The neW' 
institution was placed under the presidency of the well·known 
St. Petersburg professor, M. Bestuzhev-Riumin, who', however, 
held office only until 1881. By that time, however, the 8UCcesa 
of the oourses appeared to be assured. 

A particular interest attaches to the movement which began 
in the sixties for providing women with an advanced medical edu
cation. It was, of course, only one phase of the movement in 
favour of higher education for women generally, but it was especi
ally justified by the necessity of having lady doctors to attend 
on the women of the MussuIman population of the eastern provinces 
of the Empire, who are forbidden by their religion to have recourse 
to the assistance of a male doctor. The question was first raised 
.in 1861 in the form of a request by a Russian lady to be admitted 
to the medical courses at one of the provincial universities. The 
Faculty of Medicine referred the matter to the Minister. who in 
tum consulted the Medical Council. The opinion of the latter 
hody was favourable to the granting of the request, but the Ministry, 
nevertheless, took the opposite view. As we have already men
tioned, the lecture balls of the universities were definitely closed to 
women in the session of 1863-4, and among the RUl!8iari women wJ.o 
thereupon sought admission to Swiss and other Universities were 
.many who took up the study of medicine. Meantime an exception 
to their own rule was made by the Russian Go\"ernment in favour 
of Madame Koshevarova Rudneva, a lady of unnsual abilities, who 
was allowed to study for the Diploma of Doctor of Medicine at the 
Academy of St. Petersburg, in order to practice among the Bashkirs. 
She obtained her diploma in 1868, and her example did much to 

·encourage the friends of the movement in favour of medical instruc
tion for women in Russia. Count ToIstoi, however, remained deaf 
to allappeaIs to organise such instruction; and the goal was final\y 
reached through the instrumentality of General Milutin, who 19'88 

then Minister of War, and in that capacity' had control of the Military 
Academy of Medicine at St. Petersburg. A timely gift of 50,000 
roubles by Mdlle. Lydia Rodstvennaia made it possible for him to 
suggest to the Emperor that the medical courses tlf the Military 
Academy might be utilised for the instruction of women without 
any extra charge upon the State Treasury. His plan was approved 
by the Emperor tentatively for a period of four years. The courses 
were started with ninety students, and during the period between 
1878 and 1881 the number of admissions amounted to 959. . . 

At the end of the four probationary years, the courses were trans
fEllTtld to the Nicholas Military Hospital, continuing 88 before to 
be conducted by the professors of the Academy. A fifth year lI'a' 
now added to the COUI'8i! of instruction, which thus became praeli
eal\y equivaleJ'Jt to, though not in all respects identical with, that 
pursued <!Jy men students. The Russo-Turkish \far broke out ju§ 
before the student. of the fifth year had finally oompleted their 
studiee: eome thirty of them volunteered to go to the front, and 
~ eervices weze accepted as doctors' assistant.. In the military 
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hospitals the.y a.oquitted themselves with such skill, and displayed 
such self-devotion, as to win the highest praise not only from the 
medical and military authorities of Russia, but also from the Turks 
themselves. - The following winter sixty af the studenta of tho 
Women's Medical Courses passed their final examination, and 
received the degree of .. Woman Doctor.'" 

We have finally to cast a glance at the history of private schools 
during the reign of Alexander II. The resnIt of the warfare wag£d 
by the State against these schools in the preceding reign had been 
twofold. First of all, it had established the State gymnasia in 
a position of unchallenged superiority with respect to their rivals. 
By the middle of the century there were comparatively few private 
schools able to compete with those supported by the State: the 
great majority were either confining themselves· to elementary 

. instruotion, or were serving as preparatory schools for pupils 
intending to enter the gymnasia. Secondly, the State had finally 
succeeded in transferring the whole business of private school
keeping out of the hands of foreigners into those of persons who 
were Russian by nationality, if not always by origin. But the State 
had won its battle at some cost to the intellectual resources of the 
nation. The policy of the Government had naturally discouraged 
private initiative in the work of education in the country generally,' 
whilst in the two capitals the existence of a fixed limit to tile nurn ber . 
of private schools permitted by the State had oreated a monopoly 
in favour of the proprietors of the privileged schools, which theso 
persons were not slow to turn to their own advantage by raising 
their fees, but which was lIot to the advantage of educational 
efficienoy. This state of things told with especial force against the 
interests of girls' education, since up to 1857 there were no State 
schools which were open to girls of all classes, and those who found 
the doors of the institutes closed against them had no resource but 
\0 seek admission into a private school. 

The whole position of private schools had, in fact, undergone a 
clll;nge which made the maintenance of the old attitude of BUS

picion towards them no longer reasonable, especially on the part 
<If statesmen so much disposed on general grounds to look favourably 
on the action of private initiative as were Alexander and his advisers 
in the early years of his reign. The policy adopted by the nnl 
Government with reference to private schools therefore involved 
a complete nwersal of all the principles which had guided the 
n"t.illn of Nicllllills. InstoMd of disollumging these schools in the 
ill t,,,,,,1s of the. State gymnasia, the Government were now disposed 
to weloome the best private schools as providing an element of 
healthy competition, to see in those which merely erepared thei? 
pupils for admission to the gymnasia a very valuable means of 
supplying a want which was not met by the ordinary t>rimary 

• See a broohnre entitlod " Apc,,'u BUI' l'Instruotion MtIdicaIe dDs '.mm .. 
OIl RUSSlo, U prt'Iparod (Qr tho _ Pn.ris Exhibition. 

;213. 
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schools, and to encourage all kinds of private schools, but especiallJ 
those for girls, because they filled up lacuna! in school supply wh6l'4 
the establishment of State schools was not feasible. 

It was these considerations which fanned the motive of th, 
Imperial order of the 12th January, 1857, by which the limitat.im 
of the number of private schools in the capitals was abolished. Th, 
disposition thus shown by the Government to encourage the worl 
of private schools quickly had its ell'ect in the establishment 0 

new schools, not only in St. Petersburg and Moscow, where tb, 
number of private schools increased by fifty per cent. in eigb 
years, but throughout the country generally. The opening of suel 
schools was further facilitated in 1858 by transferring the right" 
pennit their establishment from the Minister to the Curators 0 

the respective educational districts; and more effective super 
vision of their work was provided for by transferriog the duty 0 

inspecting them from the officials who had hitherto combioed tM 
duty with other official functions, first of all to special inspector. 
of private schools, and then (io 1861) to the ordinary District In 
spectors acting under the instructions of the Curators. 

Having thus committed itself to the policy of encouraging th, 
establishment of private schools, the Government was bound, ir 
its own interests and io the interests of the public, to go a atel 
further. If private schools were to be allowed to supply the placo 

• of State institutions where it was impossible for any reason t< 
establish the latter, there must be sufficient guarantees that th, 
private schools were educationally efficient. UndPr tbe existio~ 
regulations such guarantees were practically absent. The principa 
of a private school must be a Russian subject, and a person of goo~ 
reputation, both from a political and a moral point of view; but hE 
need possess no academical qualification whatever. None of th~ 
teachers were required to have a University degree, no matter what 
classes they might take; they must simply posaet'II the title 01 
" domestic teacher." Whilst thus a considerable degree of freedom 
was permitted to the private schools in directions which did not 
tend to educational efficiency, they were hampered in directions 
where increased liberty was desirable; that is to 88Y, they were 
bound to teach according to curricula conforming as nearly II! 
JYlSSible to those of the gymna..ia, the district-schools or the primary 
8,hools. The Government resol ved to reverse these conditiOn! 
by allowing greater freedom of curriculum, but at the same time 
t"king fresh guarantees for the efficiency of the teaching. The 
measures adopted to this end, which received Imperial aanctioQ 
in 1868, were sufficiently radical. 

In the first place, the method of ela..sifying private schools W88 

changed. InstA'ad or being lOO!Iely c18l!8ilied according to the 
tl~..-ee in wKicb their various curricula approximated to th01lE 
for the iarioua types of StatAl schools, they were now divided ioto 
tiJrJe grades, according to the number of era- they contaioed, 
or in other wo~ds. acoon:Iing to the length of their 00tJnI6. The 
first grade comprised schools with not 1_ than ,ix cIasaea (or 8 
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six years' course), the second was made up of schools with not less 
than three classes, while schools with one or two olasses were 
assigned to the third grade. The choice of subjects entering into 
the curriculum was left to the principal under two restrictioDS
(1) the curriculum must inolude religion and Russian in all schools, 
and where history and geography were taught, the course in these 
subjects must include Russian history and RussiAll geography; and 
(2) the scheme of work must be approved by the Curator of the 
Educational District. Inasmuch as it was the policy of the Govern· 
ment to give every encouragement to the establislunent of private 
srhools with curricula approximating to that of the classical gym
nasia, it was provided that such schools should have the title of 
" private classical gymnasia," and that their pupils should, after 
completing their course, obtain the right of admission to the Uni
versity on passing an examination conducted by the st.6ff of their 
roopective schools with the co~peration and under the supervision 
<If the State educational authorities. The standard of academical 
qualification both for principal' and teachers of private schools 
\\'118 considerahly raised. The principal of a priYate boys' school., 
of the first grade must now be a university man, and if he W88 a 
foreigner who had graduated at a University ahroad, he must also, 
on assuming Russian nationality, pass a special examination 
according to a syllabus sanotioned by the Minister of Public Instruc
t.iun. I'rincipals of schools of the second grade, and also of those of 
t.he third grade with two classes, need only possess the status of 
" domestic teacher." For women principals of schools either of the 
first or seoond grade, or of the third grade with two classes, the 
status of "domestio governess" (IIIJStafln.itsa) or .. domestio 
kachlll"" (ucMteln.itsa) was sufficient. Both men and women 
principals of schools with one cla..os required only the same qualifica
I ion 88 the teacher of an ordinnry primary school. The qualifica
tions requisite for teachers of private schools were liS follows. 
In the three highest olasses in schools of the first grade the teacher 
must have a University qualification; for the lower classes in these 
schools and for schools of the second grade the status of " domestio 
t.,,,cher " WII8 sufficient. Except.ions tl) these rules were, however, 
admitted in ti,e case of clergymen employed as teaohers of religion, 
Rl't tellchers. and teachet'S of modern lanl(unges. 

The regulations just described have retllained in force up to the 
I.resent time. In presen.tinI( thorn fOl' consideration by the Imperial 
Counoil, Count Toistoi expressed the belief that they would not 
only haye the effect of improving the privllte schools themseh·es. 
but tllIlt they would relieve tile Tr\>nsury of the burden which 
wunlti otherwiS& raU upon it of llll\int<lining a I(r6Otly-increased 
IIlIInb,.1' of Stdte Schools, nnd wuuld Ilhlo give rise to a be~lthy 
l·i\,t1lry belween Shlte 11IId pri,·nte school., which c'buld only tum 
to the advl\Ilhlge of eduention ill W'lIernl. Subseqnent e5:perience 
hus, it is believed, fully COlldrmed the accuracy of this forecast. 

lu the same year (lSGS) some impol'tant supplementary regu. 
lations on the subject of pri'V8te teachCl'll recei\"6d Imperial 

7213. III 
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sl1Jlction. These regulations provided, among other things, that 
the status of private tutor (n<I8taooik) should he obtained not only 
by persons who had graduated in a university or theologicnl 
academy, hut also by those who had completed a course in any 
uducational institution of the highest (or University) rank, or who 
had p888ed a special examination for the purpose; defined still 
further the rights and privileges of private tutors and teachers; 
dnd left it within the competence of the Minister of Public Instruc
tion to frame rules as to the employment of students and gymnasists 
in private tuition. 

VII.-TBE REIGN OF ALEXANDER III. (1881-1894). 

The reign of the third Alexander may he briefly described 88 a 
period of counter-reform. The tragic circumstances in wwch the 
new Emperor was called to the throne, and the nooe88ity of dealing 
strongly with the revolutionary crisis, combined with his own 
conservative temper and nationalist leanings to bring about the 
definite abandonment, and in some respects the complete reversal, 
of the policy of the reform period. Hence the leading principles of 
).Iexander's internal policy were the resumption by the central 
power of some of the authority with which it had voluntarily 
parted, the strengthening of the principle of autocracy, and tho 
steadily-pursued aim of R1IS8ification and national consolidation. 
Perhaps the most marked examples of the application of theeo 
principles to general local administration were the imposition of a 
system of checks on the rural organs of self-government, the limita
tion of the municipal franchl8C, the abolition of the elective magis
tracy, and the RuMification of the frontier provinces. But all 
these measures had their counterparts in the sphere of educational 
administration; and "it is from this point of view that we must 
regard the important legislative changes wwch affected education 
during the reign." 

One of the main aims of the educational policy of the ne\\'" 
reign was to strengthen stilI further the principle of centraIisa· 
tion and State control, of which Count D. Tolstoi had been the 
zealous exponent during the seventies. This policy was mOllt 
strikingly exemplified in the reorganisation of the universities in 
1884 on the lines already laid do\\n by the project of Count 
Tolstoi. Another step in the aame direction, but involving prin
ciples of still more profound and far-reachlng consequence, 
was the call to the Church, acting as an independent State organi
sation, to take an increased part in the work of . primary 
education side by side with the zematV08. The introduction of 
the Russian language as the· obligatory medium of inatrnction in 
the Baltic provinces, and the provisions for limiting the 8CceSII of 
Jews to placee of secondary and hlgher education, may also he 
mentioned as tJpical examples of the general policy of the Govern
ment. Other impertant meaaures wweh involved no absolutely 
new depariure, but aimed chielJy at the eItenaion or modification 
of the existing Byatem of pub:ie instmetion, .. ere the enlarged 
provision for technical and rrofessional education rendered neceN!Bry 
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by',the indUStrial development of Rustria; the modification of the 
curricuIa: of the gymnasia and real-achools, and the like.' 

The new Minister of Public Instruction, Baron Nikolai, who 
succeeded Saburov a fortnight after the assassination of Alexande~ 
II., entered upon his duties at a diffieult moment, when the minds 
of men were profoundly agitated by recent events and the uni
versities in particular were in a state of great unrest and disorder. 
During his brief period of office he conducted the affairs of his 
Department with tact and skill, and without hal'ing recourse to 
ox traordinary measures. He resigned office in March, 1882, and 
was succeeded by Delianov, Count Tolstoi's former assistant 
Minister, whom we have a.lresdy met as President of the Com
mission of 1874, and who deserves notice as the first Russian 
Minister of Publio Instruotion who had himself received a Uni
versity education (most of his predecessors hal'ing been alumni of 
special schools, such BB the Alexander Lycewn). With his acces
sion to .office the policy ofoentralisation, which had been more or 
less in abeyance during the administrations of 8aburov and Nikolai, 
again became predominant. One of the first acts of Delianov 
as Minister WBB to reintroduce into the Imperial Council the project 
of Tolstoi for the reorganisation of the universities. 

Since the question of University reform had been first'mooted 
by Tolstoi, the dissatisfaction felt by the Government with the 
existing regime had been steadily growing. Whilst Tolstoi, in 
his official report for 1874, had been able to express" a generally 
favourable opinion of the work done in the wuversities for the 
.. d vancement of learning and of the intellootual and moral level 
of the students," the pioture drawn ten years later by Delianov 
hdore the Imperial Counoil of the condition of the universities, and 
ill particular of the quality of their intellectual product, was sombre 
iudeed. It is diflioult to believe that the output of the universitie~ 
c'lUld have deteriorated so much in so short a time; and Delianov's 
dllScriptio? was not found convincing, ev~ by the m~jority or thes, 
to whoin It was addressed. But the dommant motive Cor the pro~ 
pm16d reorganisation was undou btedly the wish to i)lace the 'Uuiyer; 
siti~under a more' effootive form of State cOntrol. ,Righ'tly, or 
wrongly, it had become an a.'<iom in bureaucratio circles to attribute 
the spread of "anti-governmentnl" ideBB among the educated 
youth of Russia to the lacik of State oontrol oVllr the great centreS 
of learning. "The root of the evil," said Delianov on this point, 
.. lies in the fact that the Government has held itself aloof from 
university instruction, and hU8 left it to the individual di.'lCretion 
of the professors, to the equally arbitrary decision of Faculty 
meetings and the University Council, and to the purely nominal 

. oversigbt of tho rector and the deans, who, as functi~sries elected 
(rom amongst the professors, could not poesibly supervise' their 
work with anything like superior authority. As the resutt of the 
Government'e failure to concern itself with university instruotion. 
ihe unrestrained freedom of tho professors was inevitablybourid 
to', produce ainUlar unrestraint on the -part of the Btudents:n 
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Whether or not this view of the causes of the prevailing WU'esl 
is regarded as having been well fOllnded, it must be taken occoun! 
of as the accepted official view of the time. 

The project of University reform was first of all considered b, 
two combined sections of the Imperial Council, that of !A\WS ani 
Imperial Economy, with the assistance of Baron Nikolai. M.M. 
Golovnin, Delianov, Pobedonostsev, Bunge, and others, wh, 
were specially invited to take part in the deliberations. On thi, 
body, which sat from October, 1883, to May, 1884, and de"ot", 
nineteen sittings to the discu.~sion of the project, opinion Will 

strongly opposed to the proposals of the MiniHtry, Aave only a, 
regarded those which had referen~,e to matters of discipline. OJ, 
this point it was generally felt that the distW'bances of lBi!1 hn<1 
greatly strengthened the case in favOW' of increased State control. 
but the voting on every other important section of the projec! 
gave a majority of three or four to one against the ministerio 
proposals. This result was largely due to the powerful rea8ODin~ 
of Baron Nikolai, who was a convinced opponent of the proposed 
scheme of reorganisation, and spoke with all the authority of on! 
who had recently borne the weight of ministerial responsibility 
in reference to the matters under debate. The opposition al"~ 
included such influential persons as M. N. P. Pobedonost.'!ev, 
who had been since 1880 High ProCW'ator of the Holy Synod, and 
as a former Moscow Professor had" a very intimate knowledge 01 
University affairs. 

The project was next submitted to the Imperial Council in full 
session. Here also it failed to command the support of a majority. 
But even whilst it was being considered by .the Council, the pro· 
visions of the project were made still more stringent in one impor
tant respect affecting the question of State control than those of the 
original project of Count Tolstoi. The latter had retained the elf'C
tive chara.cter of the &!Ctorate, which had remained intact through 
all the vicissitudes of University history vince the time of Alennder 
I., except under the modifications introduced in 1849 into the Statute 
of 1835. The Imperial Council propo3ed to reconcile the two princi
ples of election and ministerial appointment by the provision that 
the MinistAr should choose one of two candidates proposed by the 
Utliversity Council, or if neither of these were acceptable to him. 
that he should have the right to appoint a third candidate of his 
own choosing. The majority of the Imperial Council were, howe"PI', 
not prepared to get rid of the principle of election by the University 
Council altogether, and their unwillingness to do this drew forth a 
special memorandum from Delianov, in wbich he pointed out the 
necessity, in the interests of wlity of administration, that not only 
the Rector, but also the DaMs of Faculties sbould be appointed hy 
the Minister, so that tJU!i-e should be DO danger of the Universities 
being split into two factions, gathering round the State-appointed 
Curator and Inspector on the one hand, and the elected &!Ctor on 
the other. The arguments of tJlis memorandum failed to convince 
the majority of the Imp8!ial Council, but the views of the minority 
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on this, as on other points of the Government propOS&lS, were 
nevertheless embodied in the final draft of the project. This was 
approved by the Tsar on the 23rd of August, 1884, after having 
been further discussed in his presence by a small committee or 
" conference" (801Je8lckaniel, in which the opposition was repre
sented by the High Procurator of the Holy Synod, and the official 
view was stated by Delianov, Tolstoi; and Ostrovski. 

, The general effect of the Statute of 1884 may be described as the 
bureaucratisation of the University system. At no time in the 
history of the Russian Universities, not even in the closing years 
of the reign of Nicholas I., had the principle of State control over 
every department of University life been ,carried out with. such 
logical consistency. Instead of the University Council, the Curatur 
became the centre of authority. Rector, Deans of Faculties, 
Professors and Inspector all now became State-appointed officials, 
the Rector being appointed by the Crown on the nomination of the 
Minister, the Inspector and the DellJl8 of Faculties being appoint~d 
by the Minister on the recommendation of the Curator, and the 
Professors being appointed by the Minister, who was. however, 
bound to choose a person with the degree of Dootor in the Faculty 
concerned, and might also give opportunity to the Faculty 
and the Council to recommend candidates. By this means the 
entire administration of the University was made ultimately to 
depend on the Minister of Publio Instruction, acting as regru ds 
each University through the Curator of the Educstional Distri(:t. 
The University Court was abolished, and the State secured contl,,1 
of the discipline by taking it out of the hands of the Council, and 
entrusting it to the Inspector, who was responsible to the Curator, 
though he was also subordinate to the Rector, and bound to fulfil 
all the lawful demands of the latter. Finally, the control of the 
State over the instruction was secured by a system of Examining 
Comnlissions, the functions of which may be described in the follow
ing words of the minority of the Imperial Council: .. The penoons 
oomposing the Commissions, from the president to the last of their 
members, would be entirely dependent on the Govel'llment. III 
oontrnst to the Statute of 1863, which took the whole duty "f 
supervising the work of the students out of the hands of the Govern
ment and handed it over to the Univp,rsity Corporations, the new 
Statute would place this duty from beginning to end in the honds 
oI the Go,'el'llment, leaving the latter to settle at the beginning 
the examination requirements and at the end to ascertain by 
means of the Commissions established bv itself whether the students 
had acquired the knowledge necessary'to fulfil the stated requue· 
ments." By means of the examination syllabuses issued by th_ 
Conunissions it was proposed not only to control the instruction 
in the interest of the Stllte, but to secure tlmt the subjects of studv 
should be taught in their full range and scope. The freedom ~f 
specialisation which the faculties had hitherto enjoyed ~ thlll1 
oonsidemWy limited; and 8 further restriction upon the full liberty . 
"f the profe~rs was contnin~.d Ul U,e P"?,;sion that the F8culti~ 
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lIhould submit their SChllllll'll and syllllLU8e8 of instrnctionfor the 
eanctioo'o£ the Ministry of Public Instruction. The conduct of the 
intermediate examinations, and also of those for learned degrees, was 
left entirely with the Faculties. The much-discu88ed .. liberty of 
learning" found expression in the new Statute in tho permiMion 
W-anted to any atudent to attend lectures in other I"aculties than bie 
own, and also to exercise his choice in cases where more than one I'cr
BOn lectured on the same subject. But in the study of the subjeclJl 
of his faculty he was bound to take as his guide one of the duly 
authorised schemes of instruction, and his liberty Will 8tiU further 
restricted by the provision that he should not be able to count any 
term in which he had not attended the required number of lectures, 
or pasaed the required intermediate test examinations.·, When it 
i~ added that in only a few instances was there any real ehC:JIce C)f 
lecturers available in the same subject,itwill be seen tha£ofLe.-n.' 
freiheit, in the Getman senae of the word, there remained to tbp 
Russian student only the merest shadow. 

With regard to the Faculties into which each Univenlity W81 

divided, the general amwgement remained the same 81 unda- the 
Statute of 1863, hut in respect to the prof8ll8Ol'8hip8 conatituting 
the different Faculties, changes were made the DatUre of wbich 
will best be seen from the following table, extracted from an article 
in PraflO, October 17~ 1899 ;- , 

No. of Chain No. of Chairi 
aeoording aeoordiog 
to8tatute to8talu$e 
of 1863. of 18&4. 

Historico-PhiJologieal Faculty 11 11 
Physico-Mathematical .. 12 10 
Facultyof Law 13 I!. , 

.. Medicine 17 23 

.. Oriental Languages I) I) 

It is, however, important to observe that while the numh4S" of 
profeasOl'8bip8 was 'slightly increased under the Statute of 1~ the 
numh4S" of recognised teachers of all' kinds was eor:.aidersbly. 
diminished_ Acoording to the article above quoted, the average 
number of such teachers in each University w8l88, whereas after 
1SS4it fell to 67., 

One of the earliest acts of the new reign was the trausfer (with 
a few exceptions), to the Ministry of Pnblio Instruetion, of the 
technical and professional schools which had hitherto been ad· 
ministered by the Ministry of Finanoe. The establishment 01, 
intermediats and primary technical schools can hardly be;"aaid 
to date further back than the year 1865 or thereabouts. Certain 
special schools of vari0U8 grades had eertainIy existed earlier under 
t~,e control of different Departments of State, with eurrieula' 
aclapted to the .,special requirements of these Ministries. But of 
technical and professional education in the wide and liberal _ , 

• StudeolB were obliged to have exmpJeted ten hall-:rearlr _ for ad
mission to \be final enmination in medicine, and eigh~ for admUorion to 
'ha~ in \be other t'aeohies. ' 



Bw'"ei.wi:rlJtislJtionof U~Wersitie8, 1884. 1M 
br'tn\nle~, tliere :was. liftlliu;,til' fhi. reigr:i'.of'Af6xii4dJr"Il'1·\\I!~ 
~velr advanced. DUring . the late. sixties :.ina 'the 8eventi.tla;':tfi~ 
number of technical schools, both intermediate and priniaTY~.wI\iCJ:I 
,veri, established in every part of the Empire by the efforta . ot ·th~ 
Government in co-operation with Iocalauthorities. arid . priva~ 
indi\1iduals, was very considerable, arid of these the greater portion 
;were under the control of the Ministry of Finance, Tlui con~truJJ 
increase in the number of these scbools, and the great variety ,of 
tho regulations under which they were carried on, suggesteq. th~ 
iJ.d\1isability of the preparation of a general scheme of technical and 
]>rofessiohal instruction, and the first steps towards the.· allcom~ 
»lishment of this end had been taken dining tbe latter yearirof 
'the. reign of Alexander II. The Ministry of Publio'filswction 
was, alre,ady ~oncerne4 with technical instruction' iii : virtue 6; 
the regulations or1872, which permitted the establishmenf 01 
supplementary industrial classes in connection with the primar! 
schools both in town and country. It was now determined ·to . 
concentrate the control of primary and intermediate tecluiica:l 
instruction in the hands of this Ministry. This was done· by.;·a: 
decree··of the Imperial Council in April, .1881; and two years .1a1ie~ 
a special Department· was 'ostablished in connection with the 
Scientifio Committee of the Ministry of l'ublic IlJsli'Uctiun ,Ii> 
deal with such instruotIop.,arid the duty was inJP08ed' upOn this 
DepartInenb of framing a general scheme tor the organisation til 
teehnical instruotion throughout the Empire. . The genm.al priI1~ 
ciples of organisation proposed by the section received Imperial 
sanotion· on Maroh 7th, 1888;· and a special Commission c~. 
sisting of representatives from the Ministries of Public Instruction', 
Finance, the Interior, and the Imperial Do~ains, wwi appointed 
und~r the presidoncy of M. llin to determine the localities ·whm'li 
industrial or teclUlioalschools sbould be opened 'at the Governmen,'e 
expense, and wha~ special 'brn.nchcs of study sbOuld be pu\'SUed 
in them.' ., 
'The ukaz ilf the 7th March, 1&~,· pro\1id;,a :fii~· %gradea .of 
techliica/8cho'ols, intermedial;¢ and lower; and also for trade schoolS; 
t.hat iii,' schools intended·to prepw'8 for apal'ticuJar:tl'8de. 'Aftiii' 
atating that ".industrial Schools for the male inhahitantS of.·the 
EUlpire e:\ist for the purpose of diffusing among them technical 
education of the secondary Wld primary types, and also instruotion 
in handicrafts," the document proceeds to define the function of 
each grade of school. The intermediate technical schools" impart 
the instruotion and skill nect'l!Salj' to artificers, who· will act IlS 
the immediate lIlISistants of ongineers and other managers of indus: 
trial undertakings." The lower teclmical schools, .. in additioti 
to instruotion in the methods of some one definite form of 'prO-' 
duotion. impart the lmowledge and skill needed-'by those who 
will be the actual and innnediate overseers of the work Qf artizllrui ill 
industrial establishments." Finally the trnde schoo~ are intended 
.. to p:i\'8 practical instruction in the methods· of some on'oro~ 
at' itidustry, and to imp:ut the l"'lowl~'6 and sI..-ill re4wrea.'f~. 
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intelligent work in connection with BUch industry." Detailed 
regulations for each of these grades and kinds of schools were il!BUed 
in 1889 by the Ministry of Publio Instruction. These regulations 
embodied the recommendations of the Special Commission abovo 
referred to, according to which the intermediate technical schools 
were BUbdivided into five categories, viz., schools of mechanicB, 
chemistry, architecture. 8I?riculture. and mining (or metallurgy) : 
and the lower technical schools into three categories, viz., schools 
of mechanics, chemistry, and architecture. In the trado schoolB 
the technical subjects studied were confined to mechanics, and the 
art of working in wood or metal. The curricula of each of these 
types of school, with the hours per week, devoted to the several 
subjects of study, will be found in the Appendix to the sixth chapter 
of this Report. 

The Commission recommended that forty technical school. 
(viz., seven intermediate, and fifteen primary schools, and eighteen 
trade schools) should be established at the Governnll'nt expl'nll8 in 

. various parts of the Empire, thiIty-one different localities being 
Darned for the purpose. Other recommendations of the Com· 
mission with regard to preparation of the Buitable text-boo!.. 
for the different types of schools, the creation of a special BeCtiun 
within the Ministry of Public Instruction to deal with mattt·." 
affecting technical instruction, and the appointment- of spl'Ciul 
inspectors of technical schools, have all Bince been canied out. 
Two supplementary enaclmentB deserve mention here, D8Il1ply. 
the law of the 20th December,1893,relating to schools of apprentict'JI, 
and that of the 24th April, 1895, relating to lower trade«hools. 
The former type of school has a course of three years, and is intended 
to propBI"ll its pupils for following their Usde tmder a mastPr in a 
private workshop; the latter, with a course of four YC8l1l, and 
a purely practical curriculum, is intended to encourage and 
develop petty industries among the peasants in the villagt'JI and 
small towns. Apart from the general work of org&l.iMl-ion, 
very considernble activity has heen shown since 1888 in tl.e actunl 
estahlisbment of technical schools of various types and IIf11dI!!l. 
Out of 100 of these schools existing in 1900, no ieBII than 117 11011 
been founded during the preceding twelve Yean!. 

The rofonn of the reaI-flChools was undertaken in close connection 
with the organisation of technical instruction. The numher oC 
real-i!Chools founded in accordance with the law of 1872 had now 
ri.'IeD to 104, which were mainly BUpported by the 100,,1 0'WU.~ 
of self-government, assisted by grants from the State Trea8ury. 
The provisiona of 1872, by which it had been BOUght to coml,i .. " 
with the general education given in these schools special instrucli'4. 
in mechanies 8Ild chemistry, had not worked satisfactorily, and it, 
was DOW Celt tQat the organisation of apeciaI technical achool. 01 
mechanics and chemistry had rendered it lDlDooessary to maintain 
any Iongei- the .. chemico-technical " and .. mecbanico-teehnical " 
divisiOO8 of the supplementary cu. 'The Minister of Pul,"" 
Instruction at firat proP<~ to eoDvert all the reaI-llCbools into 
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five-claas schools, whioh should prepare for admission into the 
projected secondary technical schools, the right of admission 
into the higher technical schools being· withdrawn from thrun. 
This proposal was, however, rejected, and measures were taken 
instead with a view of making the real-school into a place of g~neral, 
rather than special, education, not only by suppressing the technical 
divisions of the highest cla.'IS, but also by increasing the number of' 
hours given to such subjects as mathematics, modern languagl'll, 
RURsion, history, physics and nature-lore. These changes came 
into operation in 1888, and the statute as t,hen revised is still in 
force. The revised curriculum is given herewith. 

Two years later, the curriculum of the classical gymnasia also 
underwent modification, The classical system of instruction, inll'o
.Iuced, as we have seen, twenty years before in opposition to the 
wishes of the majority of educated people in Russia, had never 
heen a success, and as years went on, had to contend against an 
ever-increasing current of popular dissatisfaction. With a view of 
making such concessions to the general demand for reform as were 
possible, Count Delianov in 1890 appointed a Commission pre
sided over by his assistant Minister to revise the existing pro
grammes of study. As the result of the recommendations made 
hy this Commission certain changes were introduced in points of 
detail. The number of hours devoted to classics were reduced 
from eighty-five to seventy-five, the study of grammar was deposed 
from its pride of place, composition (i.e., the so-called Brttemporalia, 
or translation from the classical languages into Russian) was made 
an ancillary study, and the reading of authors now took the first 
place. At the same time the teaching of Russian was strengthlll1ccl 
ill the higher claasea, and Russian and religion were recognised 
69 .. prinoipal subjects," alongside of claasillS and mathematics. 
Tho revised curriculum of 1890 is given herewith. These chnngl'S, 
however, failed to satisfy the party of opposition to the olassics, 
while they were loudly bemoaned by the olassicists as a serinus 
blow: to Russian culture. 

The measures above noted in relation to seoondary and techn.ical 
Instruotion are overshadowed in importance by the developments 
in Primary Education which took place in the eighties. Great as 
had heen the services rendered to Primary Education by tbe 
aemstvOB since their creation in 1864, it had become obvious that 
at the rate of progress hitherto maintained, the ideal which moot of 
the friends of Russian education set before themselves of making 
Primary Education accessible to aU su bjects of the Tsar was not being 
hrought within mea.'!Ilr8We distance of attainment. The question 
of the ways and meauB of attaining this ideal had more than 01l1'C 

heen seriously discussed both in official circles and in the public 
Press, but even suoh an enthusiastio ohampiOl~ of populnl" 011-

lightmnnent as Baron Korf had deelared his belief that the possi
bility of providing the ~.OOO or eo additional scb~ which 
ap(ll'lU'8d to be necessary in order to make primary instruction 
umversal was for the moment outsido t!>e range of practical politics. 
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REVISED CURRICULUM: OF THE REAL-SCHOOL, 1888. 

cu... ... Fund.meD~ 
j 

Commerelal 
DiviaioD. 0 DiviJIioD. j 

S1!BJECTS. 
.9 :I i ,5J 

i. ii. iii. iv. vi. :d 
., 

yL v. -a. v • ~O 00 ... 
1-0., " 1-0., CIJ ., . 

ReiigiOD • · 2 2' '2 2 51 2 12 2 II 2 12 

X .... ian .' · 8 6 , 3 3 3 24 , 3 3 24 

German • · 6 6 4 3 , , 'Z1 6 6 • 31 

" 

2nd l'oi-e4,'Il 
Language" " ~ 

, , , 3 3 18 - 6 6 22 

Geography · 2 II 2 \I - \I ' 10 2 - \I 10 ' 

. 
Hist.ory . · - - \I 2 \I , '10 , \I 2 • , 

Matbematico - 4 6 6 6 6 4 28 3 2 3 24 .. , ..I 

j '.' , 
~" :' 

Pbysics . · - - - 2 3 3 8 2 , a 

N&"Histo~ -
. : 

- - , 2, ,2 3 - 7 12 3 7, • 
~' 

)0) JT:d 
prawIDg -: I · .. .J ' 3 3 3 3' S 

}28 C 
- ,-

r" 
, 

Geometrical ~ 

Drawing · - - 2 2 2 2 - -
'Writing - · \I 2 - - - - , - - - , 
Commercial CorreRr::: . 

eu .. & t-
keepiag · - - - - - - - - , • 8' 

• 
Te~ · 26 28 30 30 30 30 174 28 30 30 17~' 

, 
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REVISED CURIUCULUM OP' THE GYMNASIA., 1890. 

Cla.sa •• , 

Subjectl. 

J 
Total. 

i. ii. iii. iv. v. vi. 

~ -

Rellgion- · · · · - 2 2 2 2 2 2 \I 2 10 

R .... ian. with Chllrch Slavoni.,) 
Literatll'" and Logi .. i> 4 4 3 3 3 3 , 29 

Latin , · · · · - 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 42 

G .... I< . · · - · . - - , 6 8 8 II 8 33 

Mat.hematioa ~ - · - - , 4 , 3 , , , 3 3 '29 

PhJlico • · - - · - - - - - -
: I 

s 2 7 

nisto.., - . - - - \I 2 • 3 2 2 13 

Gqraph,. - - · - -I 2 2 2 !: - - - - 8 
I 

i i 
F_oh - - - - · -1- 3 \I 3 S 2 3 3 19 

German - 3 3 3 S 3 9 2 19 · · · '1-
i 

WriliDg and Drawing · · - , , 2 - - - - - 10 

Total for tb ... who "'k. boU1} ,-
t'_oh and Uermao. 23 2S 2U 29 

~I-=-
29 1!9 225 

TotAl for th'" who take only} [23 
c- f-- ~ 

lien ...... 25,Y2 26 26127 26 26 2(l6 

. LC-Ff--1-j--To~':!..~ """'" .... ho take only} I 23 :lG 29 26 I 26 26 27 27 206 

Ii, 
i 

(HOWB &lid. Sa'bjecls of l~paratory ('1 ..... 8 u to. the cu.rricu.lum of 18'11). 
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The question then arose whether the bare rudiments of lea1'llJng 
might not be placed within reach of the masses by other and 1e811 
expensive means than through the regularly organised and State. 
controlled schools. In this way attention was directed anew to 
the reading-and-writing schools (ahkoly gra1MtrwBti) to which we 
have before referred as leading an nnrecognised. underground kind 
of existence. which evaded all official cognisance and control. 
It had become obvious that nothing was gained by this refusal of 
official recognition. as the schools existed in spite of it. and. more
over. it was admitted that the teachers. although inadequately 
equipped for their work. were for that very reason free from all 
suspicion of spreading revolutionary propaganda. In view of 
these considerations Baron Nikolai. in 1881. took the decisive step 
of issuing a circular declaring that the teachers of schools in which 
instruction was given in the rudiments only need not JlO88eB8 any 
official status. The effect of this circular W88 at once to legalise the 
teaching in the ahkoly gramdnoati.. Doctrinaires objected to tbe 
measure 88 a lowering of the ideal of popular education. Practir,al 
educationi.,ts. however. saw in it a great opportunity. of which they 
were not slmv to take advantage. The zel1lJ!tV08 en~ed tbe 

. growth of these schools by grants fronl their funds. The .ltktiy 
: gramotnoati.. thus ~cued from their obscurity. suddenly sprang into 
great vogue; the Nationalist party. in particular. accustomed to 
idealise the peasant and all that belonged to him, acclaimed them 

{

'as a genuine growth of Russian soil. thE!' only thing in RUSllian 
education that was native and not bolTowed. Henceforth they 
become a factor of increasing importance in the spread of elementary 
instruction in Russia. . 

In 1884 a step of .still greater importance was taken, which had 
the effect of handing over a very considerable share of the work 
(If Printary Education to the clergy, and placing its control to a 
greatly increased extent in the hands of the Holy Synod. Even 
before the imd of the last reign the question of giving the church 
greater control over the primary schools had been raised afresh; 
but nothing had been done to give practical efiect to tru. idea. 
It was reserved for M. K. P. Pobedon08tsev, who had been the 
tutor of the new Emperor, and had now 8Ucceeded to the office of 
High Procurator of the Holy Synod, to devise and carry out a 
scheme which marked a new departure in the history of popular 
education in RU'!8ia, and ao far M it 11M yet been carried ont 
hM had the efiect of greatly IllDdifying its character and aima. 
M. Pobedon08t&ev'a views on education are better known in England 
than those of any other Rnaaian statesman or thinker. His distrnst 
of ready-made formnlle and general propositioll8, whether borrowed 
from Germany pI' elsewhere; his impatience with education when 
di vorced from life; his preference of skill to knowledge, of action 
to though'r., of the training of the will to the cultivation of the mind 
his insistence on the supremacy of the moral motive in education, 
and his protest Bg6mst all education that ill merely intellectual ; 
his finn conviction that no achool can be finnl1 rooted &mongBt a 
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people whose affection it does not command, and wbosespecial 
national needs it does not satisfy; finally,his faith in Orthodoxy 
as an essential element in the national basis of Russian education
have all been made familiar in this country by the recent translation 
into English of his "Moscow Collection of Essays."· If these ped~ 

. agogical views be taken in eonnexion with the general confession 
'of political faith contained in tbe same vohune-the scorn of 
modern democratio institutions, the arraignment of representative 
~ovemment as .. the great lie of our time," the exaltation of direct 
pel'9onal rule-they will furnisb the key to the polioy which under
lay the new eduoational departure. t That policy implied in effect 
a return to the old ideals of Orthodoxy, autocracy, and nation
ality which had dominated RUBBian education in the days of 
Nioholas I. 

The question has now to be answered; In what respect were the 
schools of the zemstvos, in spite of the strict oontrol over them 
which was reserved to the State by the legislation of 1874, oonsidered 
unsatisfactory from the point of view just indicated t The reply 
to this question will suggest some interesting, though superficial, 
analogies with the problems of English elementary education. 
The two iasues mainly involved were in fact the appointment of 
teachers and the religious .. atmosphere" of the school. The 
nomination of the teacher in a school provided by the zemstvo 
rested with the latter, though he was .. admitted" to the exercise 
of his duties by the Government Inspector, and .. confirmed" in 
them by the District School Council. The teaching of religion was 
obligatory in every school, and was entrusted to a zakonouchiUl, or 
clorgyman appointed for the purpose; but the religious lesson once 
over, the priest had practically no further influence over the teach
ing. Moreover, there had been constant difficulty in many schools 
in getting regular olerical teachers to give the religious lessons, and 
in practice the lay teachers had frequently undertaken this duty, 
though for their competency to do so there were no guarantees 
which were considered satisfactory by strict Orthodox Churchmen. 
The Church Party contended that the effect of these circumstances 
was to secularise the atmosphere of the zemstvos' schools, or, at any 
rate, to deprive them of that definitely religious character which 
should distinguish the Russian primary school. But considerations 
of a more political kind also came into play. The general trend 
towards centra1isation, which was now part of the fixed policy of 
the State, inevitably expressed itself in attempts to limit the com
petence of the zemstvos in every direction. As regarded the primary 

• RoOoct.iona of • Ruasian Stateoman: London, 1898. 
t A furlbor example of \he applicat.ion of II. PObodOllOSt.aoy'. principIN 

\0 oduoation is to be found in Ibe roorganisat.ion of \he ~t.ieaI oominarieo 
r.nd ""hoom in 1884. The main feature of \his nlOrganisat.ion W8II 'hi> abolition 
of Ibe elool.ive principle which had ...... acknowledged aince 1867 in Ibe 
OOoi"" of \he rector and the OOQ8t.itut.ion of the goveming body 01 the ... minary. 
8 .. &he erit.iciam 011 the elect.ive principle 011 pp. , and II of the hplaaatGrf 
Memorandum aooompanyiDg the Statute of nlOrganisatioa. 
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,schools, this tendency had been strongly reinforced by reOtlu 
events, for which the zemstvos had no responsibility, but for whiel 
the, Government blamed the system under which the zcmstv~ 
schools were administered. It wa.s well known that the pro 
gramme of the Nihilist propaganda had included an attempt t.: 
reach the people through the schools. Soloviev, for example 
who attempted the life of Alexander II. in 1879, had been a school 
teacher. Though this "going to the people" (iUi" narod] 
had notoriously ended in fia.sco, the Government were determined 
to take every precaution against dangers which might arise from 
a similar source in the future. To men possessing the political 
and religious convictions of Pobedonostsev and the Emperor, 
it appeared obvious that the only way to maintain such a control 
over primary education a.s wa.s necessary in the interests of Church 
and State, was to bring the whole teaching of the school, a.s far a.s 
possible under the direct influence of the Church. It might not be 
possible for tho present to go back upon the decision come to in 
the early sixties, and to transfer the existing schools of the zemstV08 
to, the control' of the clergy. But it wa.s at least possible to create 
side by side with thllm a new type of school, in which, the appoint. 
!'lent of teachers should rest solely with the Holy Synod, and the 
clergyman should be in the position not of a mere clerical helper 
to the lay head of the school, but shonld have the supreme control 
in all matters of instruttion, secu!a.r' a.s well a.s religious. 
, It was such a type of school that was created by the Regulation. 
of 1884 a.s to Church parochial schools. TIlese were defined as bdug 
schools opened by the Orthodox: clergy, with the ohject "of 
lI,trengthening BIIlong the people the Orthodox teacbing of faith and 
Christian morals, tmd of imparting usefulelementBry knowledge." 
:rhey migbt consist eitber of one cla.ss with a two years' course, or of 
~wo claases with a four years' course. Their cwriculum included 
religion, Church singing, reading both of tbe Church Slavonic and 
the ordinary RWlSian character, writing, and elementary arithu\etic ; 
Imd in schools with two classes, elementary Church ana RUllSian 
history also. 'Ihe instruction was to be given either by the local 
clergy or, Wlder their supervision, by teache1'!l of either sex 
appointed with the !IaIlction of the bisbop of tbe, diocese 
(eparkltvtlnyi arkltieret,),hnt candidates for such posts who 
had received their education in ecclesiastical schools Wlder the 
"dmini.tration of the Holy Synod were prefmTed to others. 
The general supervision of the Church schools in each eparchy 
was 'entrusted to the bishop, who was to be 38HislR-<i in 
matters affecting the school. by a Rpccially-ronstituted School 
Council, on which the local director of primary schools was to have 
a seat. Later or. District Sections or U>mmittees of the Eparchial 
School Council~ wore IIppointed, 8OIl1ewhat on the anal"!!'Y of the 
existing Oi3trict School Councils controlling the schools of the 
iemstvos. Finally the flUpreme control of the .... hole sysiRm was 
vested in tha Holy Synod itself. For the pro>ision and maintenance 
of the new schools the II"ly Synod d"p"lIdPd very largely upon 
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private oontributioDB and grants from local authorities; but they 
were also able to count from the first on a considerable amount of 
financial aid from the Imperial Treasury. Beginning in 1884 with 
the comparatively modest sum of 350,000 roubles, the grants from 
the State in aid of the Church parochial schooL, steadily increased 
in amount until in a single year (1895) they reached the very con
siderahle figure of 3,279,145 roubles, which was 80me ten times 
greater than the annual sum dishursed by the Treasury in aid of the 
schools of the zemstvos. In addition to this, the Church Schools 
have made constant appeals for assistance from the funds at the. 
disposal of the zemstvos, basing their claims on grounds which 811111e
times sound very familiar in English ears.* 

In this way, side by side with the system of Primary Education 
centrolled by the Ministry of Publio Instruction, there was set up a 
rival and separate organisation, the only formal link of conna.tion 
betwe.en the two being the presence of the Director of Primary 
Scheols e:r: officio at the sittings of the Eparchial School Council. 
Tlo.e appearance of this competiAg system on the field was bl' no 
me&nB welcome to the friends of the zemstvos' schools, nor to 
liberals generally. Th. former, pointing to the poverty of the 
olergy, their already burdensome clerical duties, and their want of 
.pecial preparation for the work of teaching, deplored the new 
departure as a blow to the efficiency of primary education: the 
latter resented the system adopted for the administration of the 
Church Schools as a restriction of the principle of local government. 
the applioation of which to Primary Education had seemed assured. 
Of the controversy between the adherents of the two typea of 
schools we shall have more to 8ay in a subsequent chapter; but 
it may here be mentioned as characteristio of the peculiar eon
ditions of Ruasian life that the cry of clerical ascendency, that 
bugbear of &11 publio education in the West, is in R .. Bia 

• For 8DIIlple, the Eparohial School Council of Kunk .... d ita Dismot 
l'<>mmitleell paBII8d .. reeolution affirming .. the urgent n_ty that deoioive 
.tepa should be taken to place Churoh Schools on an .qual footing in respeot 
of th.ir right to financial support, with those maintained by the Miniatry 
of Public Instrootion and the r.ematvce," o.nd d.manding that" the funds 
oollected by the lem8tvoo for the education of the people should be expendod 
on all elsmentary schools. those 01 the Church included, and moreover that 
.. due proportion of such funds should be handed over by the r.ematvoa not .. 
on act of grace. but should be placed .. t the disposal of the Eparohial School 
l'<>uncil .... d ita District Committ_ as their lawful sh .... for distribotion 
among n..-itous schools at their own discretion." It was also pointed out 
"y som. of tho District Committ.eea that the fact of the education rate being 
lUldor tho eontro\ of the ....... tvoo, .. placed insnperablo difficulties in the 
.. ay of the raising of funds by the clergy for the support of <Iluroh Schools ; tJ.. poaaanta refU8e a second oontribution for school p~ generally 
re"lying t.h&t the mon.y oontribot.ed by them should go W> their schaols. 
and not to otber peopl...... (Report on the eondition of the <l.urch paroehial 
schools of the Kursk Eparohy for the year 189"..-3. quoted by Fateork and 
Charnuluski. po as.) On the whole the appeal to the ....... tvoa for financial 
aid to the Chnrch Schools has met with a very slight respoo..... In 1001!, 
fnr ex"mpl .. DO gran'" at all were Il\&de h)' o.ny of the aemstvoa to th_ 
&.hOllIs. . 
~13. K 
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never seriously raised. Clericalism, as an historical phenomenon, 
is the product of conditions which have no exist.ence in the Orthodox 
East. 

Favoured by the State authorities, however, the Church paro· 
chial school system has not only 88tsblished itself as a pennanent 
part of the provision for Primary Instruction in Russia, but h81 
coli3tantIy widened its boundaries. Two notable extensions of ill 
sphere 'of operations took place in 1891, when the shlroly grallwt!J 
were placed under the exclusive control of the Holy Synod, and 
it was also decided by agreement between the Minister of Publi( 
Instruction and the High Procurator that all Sundsy School! 
henceforward started as independent institutions, that is, not in 
connection with elementary . day schools, should belong to the 
department of the Holy Synod and be subject to its regulations. 
As a matter of fact, the great majority of Sunday Schools opened 
sincel891 have been administered by the Holy Synod under this 
agreement, which, however, ceased to operate in 1904 .• 
. While thus the principle of dual control over primary education 

was making headway in one particular direction, the work 01 
concentration and unification was proceeding apace in every other. 
This process, which had begun with the transfer of the technical 
schools from the Ministry of F'mance to the Ministry of Public 
Instruction, in 1881, was extended until, with the exception of the 
Church parochial schools, practically all primary and secondary 
instruction of a general character was concentrated in the handl 
of the latter miniatry. Of the individual measures adopted to 
bring about this result we need mention only one, viz., the transfer 
in 1886 of the Lutheran schools in the Baltic Provinces from the 
control of the consistories to that of the central administration in St. 
Petersburg. This step was tsken as part of the general policy 
of Russification which was being adopted by the Government to 
counteract the in1luence of the nobility and educated minority 
of these provinces. The latter being German by birth, language, 
religion, and intellectnal sympathies, and regarding themselves 
as the stsndard ·bearers of German culture within the Rll'!8isn 
Empire, had founded and maintsined large numbers of schools, 
in which the native population of Finns, Letts, and EsthonisRII, 
who ontnumbered the Germans by thirteen to one, 'Were beins 
educated under German in1luences and to a certsin emnt, in the 
German langoage.' Secondary.and higher instrnction had alwaYI 
been carried on almost exclusively in German in all three provinces. 
The Russian Government, after having long acquie9Ced in this state 

• DmiDg the ,.,... 1887-1897 the old eIaim of the CbttnlII to CClIlIroI all 
Primary Education .... _ia reriwd.. In the fmmer ,-, ill IICCOI'<Ianco 
with • ","",u_ of the BuIing Beoate, con1irmod by the Emperor. the HigtI 
l'rocmat« of the Holy Syaod. ....t the MiJIW« of Public IDotnoeQoa wen 
""~ to prepare • joint "'J'OR OD the adYilability of __ tin@ 

the whole eontzol of Primary Ed...,._ wi_ • IIiDgIe State depBrt ..... " 
But ill 1897 thio commiaoiool ..... annulled, en the gnnmd t.hH the .ort 01 
Primary Eduea_ ..... too peat to be 1IJIIIertaken by Ally oingIe U el_ 
iDatitutioD "" ~ of-8ta .... n • 
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of things now determined to put a stop to it. By a series of measures 
extending from 1884 to 1894, which are described in more detail 
in the. Appendix to this chapter, the teaching of Russian ·was
made obligatory in all the primary schools-of the ·Dorpat Educ&
tional District,' and Russian toOk the ple.ceefGerman as 'the 
language of instruotion in the secondary schools and the University. 
The process of Russifying Polish education, which had been begun- in 
the sixties, was completed in 1885 by a regulation making Russian' 
the language 6f instruction in Polish primary schools in' all subjects 
except religion and the mother tongue. We inust not· omit to 
note the restrictions placed in 1886 upon the . admission of Jews 
to the Universities. Henceforth the proportion of Jews' in the 
Universities within the so-il8lIed Jewish Pale (that· is" rougbly 
speaking, Poland and South·Western Russia) was limited to 10 
per cent.; in other provincial Universities to 5 per ·c~t. ;,·in.tI;le 
two Russian capitals to 2 per cent. One result of this legislation 
hIlS been to increase greatly the number of Russian' Jews . seeking 
eduootion in foreign -Universities, especially in those of Germany 
and Switzerland. Similar restrictions were placed in 1887 I1.n the. 
admission of Jews' to secondary schools. . 

The right of admission to the gymnasia and progymnasia was 
also restricted in the ease even of persons who were not Jews· by 
the Ministerial circular of June 18th, 1887-. .. Anxious to· reform 
the personnel of the students of the gymnasia and progymnasia," 
so runs this document, .. I find it absolutely necessary to admit 
into such establishments only such children as are under the care 
of persons who offer guarantees satisfactoty that they will be subject 
to l-egular domestio supervision and will be furnished -with. .311 
necessary oonveniences for study • Thus, in striot acoordaneewith this 
I't'guintion, gymnasia and progymnasia are dispensed from receiving 
the children of coachmen, lacqueys, cooks, washerwomen,- small 
tradespeople, and the like, whose children, with the exception, 
perhnps, of those who are gifted with extraordinary capacities, 
ought by no means to be transf8lTed from the sphere to which 
they belong, and thus brought, as many years' . experience -bas 
shown, to slight their parents, to feel dissatisfied with their lot, 
and to oonooive an aversion to the existing inequality of fortune 
which is in tJle nature of tJtings unavoidable." Direotors were 
IIOOOrdingiy enjoined to make full inquiry respecting ench child 
applying for admission; when admitted, the director was held 
responsible fOI' his conduct, was bound to see that he did not join 
any 80ciety WitJlOut express permission from the authorities, and 
tJ,e like. Societies for tJte assistance of poor scholars were directed 
to make grants ouly to tJtose children whose parents had tJtemsel\'es 
received tJteir education in tJte gynmasia, but ~ere unable without 
assistance to give their children the aame advantaAes. The school 
fees were at the same time nearly doubled. The efteot of these 
meaaures was to reduce the number of pupils attending the gym
nasia and pl'Ogymnasia from 65,751 in 1882 to 62,863 in. 1895 • 
while the proportion of pupils belongillg to the noble class rose 

7213. It II 
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from 49' 2 per cent. to 56' 2 per cent., during the eight years following 
1884. 

In respect of women's education the reign of Alexander m. W88 
a period of much vicissitude. During the first five years of the 
reign, the work of the Higher Courses wmt steadily and successfully· 
forward, being much facilitated by the disinterested assistance· 
of University Professors and the generous pecuniary help of the 
puhlic. The municipality of St. Petersbw-g came in 1882 to the 
help of the Courses in that city with a considerable annual grant; 
and three years later the promoters of the movement found them· 
selves in a position to erect, at a cost of 230,000 roubles, the spacious, 
permanent building on the V88ili Ostrov, in which the Cou~ 
are still conducted. But with the year 1886 began a time of much 
trouble. As early 88 1884 Delianov had in his official report as 
Minister exPressed dissatisfaction with the Courses on the gr~ 
that they fostered in young women a disinclination towards home 
and family duties. In May, 1886, apparently in consequence of the 
part taken by some of the students in political propaganda, the 
admission of new students was everywhere suspended by order 
of the Minister of Public Instruction, pending the teport of a 
special Oommission which was to consider the whole question of 
women's education in RUBBia. * The three years which followed 
were years of great trial and" discouragement for all the 
friends of University education for women. Meanwhile,; 
the history of twenty years earlier repeated itself: RUBBian 
women flocked to the Swiss, French, and Belgian Universities to 
obtain the education for which there was no longer any provision in 
their own country. Nevertheless, it was not till 1889, just before 
the last of the students admitted before 1886 were due to complete 
their course, that the Government consented to the admis..ion 
of new students to the Higher Courses of St. Petersburg, condi· 
tionally on the acceptance of a new constitution by the Soeiety 
which supported the Courses. The principles of the new constitu· 
tion were formulated by the Minister of Puhlici Instruction in 
accordance with the recommendations of tho Commission on 
Women's Education as follows:-

.. (1) The direction of the"""""", shall be ooncentmted in the penon of 
a single director, in whooe bauds shall lie the ehoice at lecturers, whilst matlen 
of discipline shall be entrosted to a lady inspector and hOI" aasistants, who 
shall be appointed by the Mmistry of Public Instruction. 
. .. (2) There may be a special Council in llOJ1IIeC>tion with the ........ to 

superintend matters of finauciaJ adminiotration. The expeooeo of a.e-... .. 
shall be met from the funds of the Society and from lecture feN, and oball 
be subject to \.be control of the Curator of the Ed_tionol District. 

•• (3) There shall be a fixed limit to the numb..- at otudenl8. 
" .. (4) The instruction shall be given in......-.lance with a oehemeat sludies 
settled hy the Mlnisvy, and shall comprise two sections, hiotorico-philo
logical and~JBico-mathematical. The _ion sball not include h ....... 

• II io stated that tha stepe taken with regard to the Courses in" 1886 
.. "'" lazgely due to the inllueoce exerted OIl the mind of the Em,.- by tile 
~tiV8 _ of women'. ~ucation advocated in Count.- Eo O. Radell', 
Memornn:lum on tbe subject. . 
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mtd animal physiology, natural history and histology, since th ... subjects 
form part of the physical and medical scienees which will be taught in the 
oontemplated Women's Institute of Medicine . 

.. (6) A hostel intended specially for tho .. whose homes are not in St. 
Petersburg shall be provided in connection with the cours... Students 
must live either in the hoatel or with their parents, or near relatives, but not 
in private lodgings." 

This new constitution, which bears the evident impress ,of the 
same tendencies as had produced the University Statute of 1884, 
had the effect of transferring the effective control of the Oourses 
out of the handa of the Society into those of the Ministry, whilst 
leaving the former responsible as before for all matters of 
financial administration. * It was nevertheless accepted 
by the Society, and the Oourses were reopened in September, 
1889, with 144 students. The lecture fees were fixed at 100 roubles 
a year, and the charge for board and lodging in the hostel at 300 
roubles. The total expense of education in connexion with these 
Oourses therefore compares favourably with the cost incurred by 
a woman student at a University Oollege like Aberystwyth, where 
also residence in a hostel or wi th friends is obligatory. The number 
of students was at first limited to 400, of whom not more than 
three per cent. were to be non-Christian, but the number of appli
cations for admission was so great that in 1895 the limit was raised 
to 600. This numberagain was soon exceeded with the sanction ofthe 
Emperor Nicholas, under whom the fixed limit has been practically 
abolished. Between 1896 and 1900 the average number admitted 
was over 800. Even so, an examination of the statistics of ad
mission shows that for every hundred admitted during the 
ten years which followed the re-opening of the OourseS, sixty 
applicants had to be refused. It should be noted that it was only 
in St. Petersburg that the Higher Oourses for women were resumed 
in 1889. Those at Moscow remained cloeed until the next reign, 
and those at Kiev and Kazan have not yet been re-opened. 

Medical education for women had a still more unfortunate history 
during this reign. In 1881 General Vannovski succeeded Milutin 
as Minister of War, and it was soon afterwards decided that the 
medical courses for women could no longer take place in a military 
hospital, nor remain under the supervision of the Minister of War. 
In consequence of this decision no new women students were ad
mitted to the Courses after 1882. Those already admitted were 
permitted to complete their course, which they did in 1886, when 
lectures definitely ceased, not to be resumed until 1897. Meantime 
a Commission, presided over by Prince Volkhonski, asaistant Minister 
of Publio Instruction, was appointed in 1883 to draw up a scheme 
of studies for a new Women's Institute of Medicine. Differing 
from a previous Oommission which had sat the year before, and . 

• The Sta18 eoo.1ributes 3,000 roubles a year to the funds <Jl the Society, 
the Municipality <Jl St. Petersburg an equal amount. In 18811-$ lecture Ie •• 
amounted to SO,I&) rouhles, and voluntary suboc:riptiOll8 to 24,674 rouble .. 
and in the pre.ious year to 61,091 roubles. The average annual expenditure 
<Jl the Society during the years lso:>-OO w~ n ..... ly14O,000-roublea. 
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-load pronounced for a limited course of atudy, at the 'end of which 
successful students should receive the title of "learned midwife .. 
(uchenaia akusherka), a majority of Prince Volkhonski's Com· 
,mission reported in favour of a course of five years' duration, com· 
prising practically all the subjects which entered into the OOUI"II8 

.~en by men students, on completing which the students should 
,receive the title of " Woman Doctor," with the right to attend on 
'WOIIIe!l and children. This project was approved in principle by 
·the Imperial Council, and it was decided that the new Women's 
:Institute of Medicine should be established at St. Petersburg a8 
soon as the necessary funds could be collected. General Shaniavski 
and his wife (the same lady who, as Mdlle. Lydia Rodstvennaia, had 
by her· generosity made medical instruction pOSRible for WOIDL'Il 

in Russia in 1872) again came forward to help, but it was not rullil' 
1895 that the necessary capital was subscribed and the building of 
the Institute commenced. Lectures began two years la.tP.r, and in 
1900· some GOO women students were attending the COUl'8e8 at tho 
Institute. 

Vnl.-:-:-REIGN OJ' NICHOLAS II. (1894-PBESENT,TuIE) • 

. The nineties were distinguished by a general revival of intereet 
iii 'educational· matters, the outward and visible signs of which 
were f,he increased activity'" the .educational press, and the froo
lliscussion of projects of reform in society generally. Almost al\ 
the pedagogical jow;nals which are now exerting most influence 
upon Russian opinion have been started since 1890; and the general 
press .has also' begun to devote more space to educational 
questions than has been usual since the seventies. 

The position of primary education first cla.imed attention. The 
terrible famine of 1891-2 with its eonsequencee helped in no incon
siderable degree to impress upon the publiemind the eonviction that 
the moat effectual remedv for the wretched social and economical 
condition of the ma1!8 of the peasantzy W811 to be found in the spread 
of education. Humanitarian and economic motives combined 
to ereate a'desire, now 80 widespread as to be almost universal, to 
bring at least the' rudiments of learning 811 fig- 811 possible within 
the reach, of 'all; and the question of the best means of attaining 
this end was again vigorously discussed in the press and in society,' 

f".j.,!d with much greater faith in a successful issue than had been 
i "(~fested at any time since, the beginninl; of, the reign of the 

8uperintJJexander. Whereas m the early IlIghtiee the prevalent 
.. hall be meoe discussion had been, .. We are poor, and therefore we 
d, ~bject 10 • school3," the general drift of the discussion ten years 
la.t.5~~ ~ ~ equal aptness be summarised in the words, .. We 
are .. by the MUifFSlore we muM have schools.'! . 
I' But..w.<¥hyoico-oUms besidee those relating to primary education 
-..e bq;;1i ;roo themselves insistently on the public Dotice • 
.. e::~ llr, :!"J... ;Jncrease in the p-oviaion' of technical school8 
"""""";teDt. . < of womfi!18 also a widespJe&d feeling of dilaatirfac. 
1Icmornn:!h thabc 8UbjOC~ orgauiIation of II8IlODdaIy education. 
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especially with the preponderance given to cla8sicaf studies in the 
sch(lols . which alIofded access to the Universities. The slight 
readjustments of the CUlTicuIum and the concessions in minor details 
which had been made by Count Delianov in '1890 did UIIt go far 
enough to satisfy popular sentiment; and it was becoming increas
ingly manifest that the dislike of the publio to the present balance 
of studies stood in the way of that sympathy between. school and 

· home, upon which the highest success of any educational system 
must ultimately depend. Finally, there were many questions 
affenting University education which were fast ripening for solu
tion. The Statute of 1884 had centralised authority in the hands of 

· the Ministry (If Publio Instruotion and of officials direotly appointed 
by it: but the improvement in instruction and in the general 

· oonditions of University life, which was predioted as the result of 
that Statute by its responsible authors, had failed to show itself, 
and there was a strong and growing conviotion of the necessity 
for some radical modification (If the existing system. 

Thus,when the present Emperor ascended the throne in November, 
1894, he found a number of diffiouit questions more (lr less urgently 
calling for solution in almost every branch of education, higher, 
~eoondary and primary. The question (If extending the means of 
primary instruction seemed for the moment to be the most pressing: 
a\ld the Emperor's interest in the matter is sufficiently shown by 
his remarks in the early years of his reign upon the reports of the 
Provinoial Governors as to the state of eduoation within their 
respeotive spheres of administration.- We shall n(ltice further on 
the steps which have bean taken to increase the supply (If primary 
8ohools in accordance with the Emperor's wish. Questions of 
primary eduoation, however, have not bean allowed to occupy 
the whole attention (I,f the Government: during the most recent 
yoars the reform (If the secondary schoola and the reorganisation 
of the Universities have tended to take precedence of every other 
question of school politics, . . .' 

Before describing, however, the measures taken with reference 
to sohools giving a general education, it will be oonvenient to 
notice here certain legislative enactments (If the reign, the eftect 
of which h .... been greatly to further the development of com
mercial education. By the law of 1894 all newly-establiehed 
commercial echools were to be under the control of the Ministry 

• For example, with reference 10 the explanation of theGovernor of Kheraon 
th .. , all the existing schools were ovvcrowded, and that the number of schools 
was insufficient 10 ... tisfy the demand for primary edueatim, the Emperor 
remarka, .. I direct the most oerious attmtion of the Minister of Public Instruc
tion 10 this, 'I On the statement of the Governor of Astrakhan that the 
rural population showed an in........mg desire for inmuctioo of their children, 
the Em~ no",", .. We must come til the belp of the people in thia vital 
matW,' The Governor of TuI& draws attmlioo til the lact that four.fift.he 
of the children in the schools .... boys, and that i\ is very imp0r\a4t til a_ 
girls 10 school, eo the educat.ion of the people depends on the Ii......,)' of the 
moth..... The Emperor's no,," io, .. I entirely agree. The qll1llllioo is. of 
UReme importanca. 't 
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· of J.'Iilance. By the Ordinance of 15th April, 1896, four typel ~ 
cOlllmercial schools were created, viz. (1) Commercial Schoou 
(2) Business Schools, (3) Business Classes, and (4) Courses in Com 
mercia! Knowledge. The first of theae four types of school ma: 
be of two kinds·; it may either contain seven classes, giving: 
combined general and commercial education, or it may contAil 
three cIasses, giving a purely commercial education. In eith~ 
case the instruction given is of the secondary grade, and is in 
tended to afford training for the more responsible in commercia 
and industrial undertakings. The Business Schools, which hav, 
either three clasaes or one with a course of corresponding lengtl 
(i.e., either three years or one), train their pupils for inferior post 

· in such undertakings. Finally, the Business Classes and Com 
mercia! Courses are intended to impan to persons of all ages abov. 
twelve, but especially to those actually employed in industrial 01 

commercia! concerns, such knowledge as will be practically usefu 
to taem in their work. A most successful forward movement it 
co1llD.erciai education has followed the legislation of 1896. FOl 
every commercial school existing previously to that year, therE 
are now (1904) no less than sixteen schools of one or other of the 
types above described. . 

Count Delianov retired from the Ministry of Public InstructioD 
in 1896. For a brief period the affairs of the Ministry were tem· 

· porarily directed by M. Anitchkov, 'who W88 succeeded in February, 
1898, by M. N. P. Bogolepov, first as .. administrator" (u1"'1W
liail.l8f.chi), and then (December, 1898) 88 Minister. Since 1895 
M. Bogolepov had held the post of Curator of the Moscow Educa
tional District, and before that ~e had been a professor af law in 
the University of Moscow for ne'lU'ly a quarter of a centw-y, and 
had during that period twice lleM"ed~ the' office of rector. He, 
therefore, brought to the dutfes 0., his new post a varied and 
practical Imowledge of educational eonditions, such as, perha~, 
no former Minister of Public Instructioll had possessed. He initi
ated no new poliCy, but his tenure of office W88 marked by great 
activity, especially in the field of Secondary Education. His death 
at the hand of an _in in March. 1901, however, cut short his 

· career before his plans for the reform of the secondary schools were 
fully matured. . '. 

The meaanres taken during Bogolepov'. ministry for the im
provement of Primary Education may be first briefly summarised. 
In view of the fact that the existing Primary Schools were every
where very much overcrowded, and that refusals to admit children 

. applying for places in the schools were matters of constant occur
rence all over the Empire, it W88 clear that a large increase in the 
number of available schoola 1i'8lI mgentJy called for •• On the other 
hand, it 1i'8lI &Ji essential part of the Government policy to increa8e 
SO far as .possible the control exercised by the State over primary 
education: Bogolepov therefore sought to supply the demand 
for new schools in two waY": firstly, by encouraging the estab
lishment of parish schoola of the type created by the law of 1828, 
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which were directly under the control of the Government, neither 
the zemstvos nor the locaJ. School Councils having anything to do 
with them; and, secondly, by facilitating the opening of so-called 
.. Ministerial Schools," the curriculum of which was somewhat 
wider than that of the ordinary Primary Schools. Hitherto school& 
of the .. Ministerial" type could only be opened with the consent 
of the Ministry, which gave a grant to each of 1,000 ronbles in the 

. case of schools with two classes and of 226 roubles in the case of 
those with one class only. The former grant was sufficient to pay 
the salaries of two teachers and the clergymen who gave the re
ligious instruction, but the lower grant did not suffice to cover the 
expenses of the one·olass schooL These difficulties were now met 
by the law of the 5th June, 1901, which permitted Curators to open 
Ministerial Schools on their own authority, and raised the grant 
to one-olass schools to 500 roubles, or, with the consent of the 
Minister, to 700 roubles, while the grant to schools with two classes 
might be, with .he consent of the Minister, as much as 1,400 roubles. 
The number of Primary Schools of all kinds increased during the 
three years of Bogolepov's ministry by more than 25 per cent. 

This increase in the nmnber of schools naturaIly involved a 
corresponding increase in the nmnber of teachers required. Teachers 
IU'8 very difficult to obtain in Russia, even under ordinary circum
atancee, largely owing to the smaIl amount of the salary and the 
impOBBibility of making adequate provision for a rainy day; and the 
same cause results in a constant leakage from the ranks of the 
profession. With a view of making the material position of the 
State teachers more secure, Bogolepov carried through in 1900 a 
scheme for the creation of a pension fund. In order to provide 
for the training of the new teachers required, he established a tem
porary system of pedagogical coursee at clliIerent points of the 
Empire. Finally, teachers' conferen088, which had been suppressed 
since 1883, were again permitted to assemble under the presidency 
of the inspectors of Primary Schools. 

With regard to the Primary Schoola under the Holy Synod the 
mos, important event of the present reign has been the develop
ment uf a system of training-achools for "-hera. Th_ training 
schools, which are of two kinds in correspondence with the two 
types of Primary School Mminist.ered by the Holy Synod, have 
greatly increased in number since 1895, when a Treasury grant was 
first allotted for their support. 

The }lI1lg1ess of higher education during the ministry of 
Bogolepov is indicated by the institution of a new Faculty of 
Law at Tomsk, and of a new Faculty of Medicine at Odessa; 
the establishment of an Oriental Institute at Vladivostok; 
and the re-opening of the Higher Women's Courses at Mosoow 
(again. 88 in the aeventies, with the oo-operati~ of Professor 
Guerrier). Special importance attaches to the students"discnlers 
of 1899, and to the measures taken by \he l£inistry in ccmsequence 
of them. Theae discnlers bad unfortunately become, during 
the last fort,y .}'I!IIrS, most. normal incident of Rmmjan Uniftl'9itr 
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life, and ~f late they had greatly increased in frequelley and gravitl 
'But the year 1899 marks a culminating point in the history of thPI 
disturbances.· Not only was the actual conHict between t\J 
students and the authorities more stubborn and long-continuc 
than had ever been the CM8 before, but the CO\JJ'II8 of the strug!!i 
revealed the existence in almost every place of higher educatio 
of strong and compact organisations, working in intelligence all 
sympathy with each other, with a common programme, commo 
methods, and common aims; and furthermore, the method ( 
protest everywhere adopted took the entirely new form of a " strike 
(zabastovka) against lectures, and deliberate obstruction as 8 moor 
of rendering the academic machinery ineffective until the demanc 
of the students were complied with. For nearly three months
from the 8th February to the end of April-the situation W8 

critical. Ultimately, all the higher educational institutions wer 
closed, and the students were sent down; ROme of them were take 
back at once, others at intervals varying from half 8 year to 

·yelll". 
As a consequence of these disorders the Government summonee 

in June, 1899, a conference of Curators and heads o' higher educa 
tiona! institutions to consider" means for the restoration of orda 
and the improvement of the conditions of student life." Th 
recommendations of this Commission served 88 a basis for th 
measures adopted by the Ministry, which were communicated t 
the publio in a series of circulars issued during JWle and Jull 
They may be summarised 88 follows. 

(a.) The staff of the University inspectors W8B increaoed, beneefortb ther 
W8B to be one assistant inspeetor to every 150 otndenl8. The effeet of u,i 
at St. Petersburg W8B to treble the number of 8118istant inspectors employ..J 

(6.) With a view to promote a mono even distribution of stndente amOOI 
the various Universities, stndenta .. ere in future bonnd to enter the Uni 
. versity of the Edncatiooai District .. bere u,ey had reeeived their leavin! 
eertificate, otndents from Distrie18 with no Universit.iea of their own, ...... 
assigned to that of a neighbouring District, '4~ thooe fran Vilna .. ere assign .. 
'" Dorpat; those from the Caueasna to Kbarkov, o.re-, or KieY; "'- Iroo 
Orenburg to Kazan or Tomsk. 

(c.) Variouil means of promoting cloau relations between prof....,.,. an< 
stndenta were reeanmended, such as the organisation of literary and ocientifi 
circles (J:n.zh.b") under U,e direetion of a profeasor, and the full« developmen 
of the &minar system in U,8 Universities.· . 

(d.) Hostels were established in eooneetion wilh the Univenitieo for u,. 
special benefit of thooe stndenl8 who had no frienda or relations living it 
the University towns, and .. ho .. ere u.eretore exposed by their poven,. " 
U,e infioenee of unhealthy physieal and mora1 ~. 

Doring the next year these IDeII8lUe8 were carried out on a wilL 
scale in all the higher edneational institutions of RDMia.. The, 
have, however, met with only modem", 81ICCe8II. The two fuat. 
named measniee had little effect on the general eondition of diI!-

• It ma~ be explained u.s, the State auU,oritieo had Ioog desired to ... 
&mn"".methods mme widely uaed in the Russian Universities. but the degreo 
towbich dleyhad been inlrodueed variednmehas betweendifrerent f .... hies 
being Ieasi in .... in &he fMUlties of lAw. 
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cipline at the Universities. The kruzhki started in some .cases 
oxtremely well, but it was found impossible to prevent them from 
disoussing political subjects, and they were therefore closed in 
1904. The hostel system has also been discouraged of late on the 
ground that it promotes the aggregation of students. 

The disciplinary measures to be adopted in the event of a renewal 
of the disturbances were also considered by a special Conference con
sisting of six ministers having places of higher learning in their de
partments. and the " temporary rules" drawn up by this Conference 
received Imperial aanction in July. According to these rules 
students who took part in disturbances or conspired to absent them
aelves from lectures were not only to be liable to expulsion, but 
might also be drafted into the army to fulfil their term of military 
sorvice irrespective either of their age or of any privileges which 
might belong to them in virtue of their education or family position, 
and notwithstanding that they might have drawn the lottery num
ber entitling them to total exemption from military service. These 
rules were severely oriticised on the ground that military service, 
being a patriotio duty inoumbent on all citizens, should not be 
degraded to the level of a punishment for wrongdoing; and the 
keen resentment whioh they evoked was one of the main causes of 
the assassination of Bogolepov, who was-quite wrongly, as it 
now appears-held to be principally responsible for their enact
ment. Shortly after his death the rules were withdrawn. 

The provision of new technical schools of all grades went steadily 
forward during the ministry of Bogolepov, and just before his death 
he had prepared a scheme for the better organisation of the Inter
mediate Technical Schools. His most important work, however,. 
was done in conneotion with the reform of the Secondary Schools 
1>f general education. Recognising that the time had arrived for 
80me reform of seoondary education, he determined as a prelim
inary measure to call together at St. Petersburg a conference of 
educational experts to consider the whole question of the changes 
that were desirable in the present system. The Circular by which 
this Conference was summoned is here translated in its entirety, 
. not only in view of its intrinsio importance, but also because it 
contains a very convenient summary of the main problems which 
still remain to be solved in oonneotion with Russian secondary 
oducation. The Circular is addressed to the Curators of Educa
tional districts. 

CIBOUW 0. TBII MINISTBB 0. PUBLIO INsTRUCTION. 

July 8th, 1899. 
Among edurationista and the parenta of pupils attending our gymnasia 

aud rcal«hools, amplaints have long been mad ... to MOW! defeeta in 
th ... edurational institutions. Among the subjeeta of ~plain$ may be 
in._ced tho alienation of tho secondary school from the family ~I:': 
bunJaucratic cba<acter of the former, whereby an arid and lifel.... . 
is imparled into living edurational work, and leachers and taught are plaeed 
in a false relation to ... ch other; the lack of attentioo to the individual 
peculiarities of the pupils and the neglee$ of moral and physicallraining' 
$he undesirahililY of allowing epecialisatioo of. U.e echool C01lJ'IIO $a ~ 
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with the I""eat classes, sinee this binds the children to follow a certain I 
of study belore their natural capacities and inclinations have declared the 
selves; the excessive amount 01 the daily intellectual toil impooed upon , 
pupils, especially in the lower classes; the incompatibility 01 the vari, 
parts of the curricula with one another, and with the time available for otUI 
and the crowding of the time-table with oubjects which are of second, 
importance, if not actually ouperfluous; the inoufficiency of the instruct 

. given in the language, history, and literature of Russia, and the delect 
acquaintance of the children with the physical world around them, all whi 
taken together, deprives the school 01 its living national character; , 
excessive predominance of the ancient languages and the laulty methode 
teaching them, in consequence of which the aim of claeoical education is 1 
attained, notwithstanding the considerable number of hours assigned to th 
languages; the defective intellectual equipment of those who complete ti 
course in the gymnasia, which is an impediment to their oucce.so in univ,," 
8tudies, and the unsatisfactory way in which the scholara turned out by 
real-ilChools are prepared for the course of study in the higher techni 
colleges. Complaint is made in general that the education given in , 
achools is inferior, and many other weak points are noted, which it 11'01 
be auperflu0U8 to enumerate in detail. 

Although there is much in these complaints that is exaggerated and mt 
that is due to a mistaken idea of the school's omnipotence, and to forB 
fulnesa of the complex conditions of lile among which it exists, I feel bOIl 
nevertheleso to admit that they are not without a certain meaoure of juo. 
cation. However, before taking any atep" lor the removal.of existing dele 
in our Secondary Schools, I think it necesaacy to acquaint myself with: 
views of our most expenenced educationists on the queotion un,ler " 
sideration. With this object in view I propose in the winter of the pres 

, year to swnmon a special Commission to meet in St. Peteroburg. A. I w 
this Commission to comprise representatives from the Educational Dish 
under your ExceUeney's charge, I reques* you, at your earliest convenien 
to select two to four pe"""'" from the most experienced, eu\tured, and gif 
directors aud teachero of the secondary schoolo, endeavouring to oecure, 

- far ... possible, that they ohall be exponents of the requirements of 1M 
" types of Rusoian schools which provide" general edDC8tion, viz., the gy 

naoia and the real-ilChoolo, and of the vari0U8 currenta of thought wh 
pre. ail in educational circles in your district. As" guide to th .... oclee! 
p<'rIlOIl8 in their labours of preparation, I request your ExceUeney to be gc 
enough to communicate to them the following mstructw..., which, ale 
with othero, will be given to the proposed Commission :- , 

1. The work of the Commission will be ... follows: (a) To inveotifil 
thoroughly the existing organisation of 8econdary Education witb 
view to aocertain its defects, and to indicate the steps that should 
iaken lor their removal, consistently with the maintenance of the clatosi 
gym ...... om and the reaI-ilChooi ... the main types of 8eeondary Sch. 
in RU88ia; and (b) if in the eonsideration of the foregoing queot' 
proposals .hall be made forthe alteration of the existing typea of schOl 
or for the creation of a new type, to oubject these proposa\a 10 ,sat 
nation, hut apart from the queotion .Jlfoposed in (a). 

2. The conclusion. of the Commiosion sball not only be eXJftll 
in the. form of general propositionowith the reaoono therefor adequat 
.. I fortb, but these propositions shall aIoo be worked oul in detail, 

.... 10 give a clear idea of thcir possible realisation in practice. It. 
thlLi be necesoary that these eonclusions .honld be baaed not 10 mu 
upon abstract judgments ... upon observations made by .... i • 
."d expel ienced educationists of the actual life of oar 8ecoodl 

Scloo~ COIl3idering .. hat changes are desirable in the existing or~ 
.tiro of our gymnasia and reaI-ilCboolo, the Commission 8bould 
guided by the coruideration that the goal in view muot be approaclJ 
gradually and caulioujtly, since Ibe coolinuity 01 O'Jr educational w( 
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must not be violently broken. Whw.t observing this point of view, 
it is neressa.ry to bear in mind that the modem conditions of Russian 
life imperatively demand the in ......... of those professiOO&l eehools of 
various kinds which prepare their pupw. directly for practical life. By 
thus gradually improving the c\assical and rca\...,hoo!s, and giving the 
greatest poseible extension to professional training in our fatherland, 
it will become poseible to distribute pupw. freely and regu\arly, and with 
due regard to their natural vocation, state of preparation, and cireum
stances in life, among the different kinds of educatiOO&lestablishments, 
and a natural direction will thus be given to tbose youthful forces which 
at present, finding any other outlet impossible or diflienlt, are 
artificially attracted to the Secondary Schools of general education 
and the Universities, without having any natural inclination 
thereto. 

4. Among other matters, apecia\ attention should be devoted by the 
Commission to the question of physical training. In view of thia the 
Commission will have to consider what me .. s"res should be taken to 
attain the desired end, and in partienlar, how such a distribution of 
school work may be effected as will make it poseible for the pupils, 
according to their age, to devote more time than is at present found 
pOBllible to recreation between lessons, and to physical exercise and 
games. I regard the thorough elucidation of this question of the physical 
training of the young as one of the most important problems before the 
Commission. If it should appear that this problem cannot be solved 
without curtailinJ>: the currieuIum. I think this latter course a lesser 
evil than the neg1ect of the physical side of education, especially as in 
tho ourrienla now in use there will be found not a few points of secondary 
importance, which may be sacrificed for the sake of preeerving the health 
of the pupils, without prejudice to the main object, which is to attain 
a certain degree of mental culture, whw.t at the same time laying a solid 
foundstion of knowledge in the subjects taught. It is, however, necessary 
that this question of curtailment should be decided not by specialists 
ollly, who are naturally disposed to attribute prime importance to kinds 
of knowledge which from the pedagogical point of view not seldom seem 
to occupy a subordinate place. 

5. The question of morel training in the wide sense deserves still 
greater attention. Though it is precisely in regard to this side of its 
life that the school finds itseH moot dependent on the moral standard 
of the family and society in general, it is nevertheless bound to do all 
that lie. in its power todev.lop in those who COOle under its inftuence 
a will directed by moral BlId religious principle. The Commission will 
tberefore have to consider what means can be adopted to assist the 
development in the eeholars of genuine religious feeling .. of sincere attach
ment and devotion to their Emperor and country, of the sense of duty, 
honour, truthfulness, respect for authority, and the like, having in view· 
not .. mere BYS",," of formal precepts, but also m .... urea which shall 
perm"'''' the every-day life of ~he school. 

The main questions raised in this Circular will be discussed more 
fully in a subseqUE'Jlt chapter of this report. The Commission of 
Enquiry thus summoned sat from Jannary 7th to March 6th, 1900, 
holding during that time thirty-two sessions, e::<clusive of meetings 
of sub-committees. They considered not only the subjects directly 
indicated in the Circular, with many subsidiary questions incidental 
thereto, but also 8I1ch matters as the pedagogical kai!ling of secon
dary tenchprs, and the best means of improving their f»lancial 
position. The result of the labours of the Commission of Enquiry 
was then submitted to the consideration of a smaller C'.llJJlmission, 
presided o'·er by M. Cyril P. Yanovski, {onnerly Curator of the 
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Caucasus Educational District. Meantime, some important cbanges 
.in detail were introduced into the ourricuIa of the gymnasia, 
involving, among other things, the abolition of written tests in the 
exSminations in classics, greater insistence on the study of authors 
Bi compared with prose composition, the abolition of compulsory 
holiday tasks, and the like. The Yanovski Commission, which was 
charged with the duty of drawing up new statutes for gymnasia 
and real-ilChools, and of making proposals as to the training of 
secondary teachers, sat from the autumn of 1900 to February, 1901. 
It is understood that the project of new statutes which they prepared 
involved no ,essential modification of the dual system of gymnasia 
and real-schools, but provided for important changes in the ourrieula 
of both. Before, however, these projects could be presented to tho 
Imperial Council, Y. Bogolepov was assassinated, and his proposals 
for reform thereupon fell into abeyance • 
. His successor was General Vannovski, who had recently come 

prominently before the educational world as the Commissioner 
appointed to inquire into the causes of the students' disorders of 
February, 1899. The new minister promptly took up the question 
of the reorganisation of secondary education d£ 1WIIO. In the spring 
of the same year he summoned a new Commission 'to advise with 
him as to the measures to be adopted. This Commission came to 
VeI'Y different conclusions from those reached by that of which 
:M. Yanovski had been president: In many respects their recom
mendations involved a complete revolution of the existing system. 
They broke, for instance, with the principle of dualism which had 
prevailed in Russian education for more than a generation, by 
substituting a single" common" school for the existing gymnasium 
and real-school; they banished classics entirely from the lower 
classes of this common school, and admitted them as a rule in the 
higher classes only as optional subjects, at the same time reducUlg 
their importance very considerably in respect'of admission to the 
universities; finally, they divided th\' school into two lIBCtions. 
each with a course complete in itself, and provided greater facilities 
for the passage of scholars from the Primary to the Secondary School. 

General Vannovski's proposals, baaed on these recommendations, 
were con1irmed by the Emperor experimentally for a single year. 
It was fully expected that the new system wonld be finally adopted 
at the end of the year's trial, and wonld come gradually into opera
tion in the course of the next few years. During the year, however, 
other counsels prevailed. In the spring of 1902 General Van
novski resigned his post, and was sueceeded by M. G. E. Singer, 
a fonner Professor of the Univel'llity of WarB3"V. 

,The Imperial Rescript addressed to the new Minister under date 
of the 10th of June, 1902, laid upon him the special dnty of pre
paring and SJftJmitting for approval plans for the reorganisation 
both of. the lIeCOudary schoola and the Universities.. Since that 
date the Ministry of Pnblie Instrnction bas been oocupied with the 
consideration of the details of the Iegi.lative IIl688Ul'Il8 _ry to 
give effeot to the commanjls of the Emperor. _ Pending the production 
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of a final scheme of reform for the seoondary' sohools certain 
temporary measures have been adopted in accordance with an 
Imperial Order of the 20th July, 1902. The main features of this 
temporary' arrangement are as follows. A certain nnmber of 
gymnasia adhere to the curriculum of 1890 without change. In 
the rest of the gymnasia and the real-schools the work of the lowest 
two clssses has been made identical. In those .gymnasia which 
take both olassical languages Latin ilL begun in the thiI:d class, 
Greek in. the fourth; but most o~ the gymnasia take Latin ouly. 
In the real-sohools more attention ilL given to foreign langnages 
and the graphio arts. On the 15th March, 1903, a further Imperial 
Order was issued laying down in greater detail the general lines 
on which the reform of secondary education should proceed. The 
following is a snmmary of the moat important pasaages of this 
Order. 

(1.) The number of classee In the gymn86ia to be eight, aa befom; both 
anoient Iau~ to be taugbt in them, but Gmek to be optional in the 1IlB' 
jority. Completion of tho coutee of tbe gymnasium to give admioaion to tbe 
University. 

(2,) Real eoboola to bave, as befo .... six fundamental classee with a seventb 
supplementary class. Completion of the co ..... of tbe eeventb class to give 
....... to the higber teobnioalaoboola. 

(3.) In addition to the two exiatiog types of echool ..... ndary aohoola with 
six olassee to be established, completion of whose coutee shall give the right 
of admiaaion to the proviaoial oivil eervi ... 

('-) A wide deve1opmont to be given to eeoondary technioal and professional 
eduoation of a kind adapted to satisfy the praotioal needs of ill .. 

(5.) Speoia1 oaro to be taken to devise m ....... for inoreasing the moral and 
re1igioDBinfiuenoo of .. hoola of all kinde upon their pupils and for strengthening 
their attaohment to the Ruaaian State and nation. 

(b.) In order to aerve abe. interoats of moral training. boarding hoQ808 to be 
eatabUabed where the pupila of • partioular group of .. hoola in & given toWD 
oan have tho ,,",vantage of proper guidance. 

('/.) Meaaureo to be taken without delay to SOCIInI a supply of properly 
trained taaohOl8 to moot the requirements of the reformed ...... dary aohoola. 

With a view to the preparation of a scheme for the reorganisation ' 
of the Universities and higher teohnical colleges steps had already 
been taken by M. Sanger's predecessor to collect the opinions of 
the Councils of these bodies as to the changes which they judged 
to be necessary. These opinions. which are understood to include 
a unanimous recommendation in favour of a return to the principle. 
of University autonomy and the legalis"tion of students' associa
tions, have been submitted for tho consideration of a special Com
mission of experts including representatives of the Universities. 
The reSult of the deliberations of this Commission has not yet been 
made known; Meantime some of the special temporary measures. 
which have been adopted for the administration of the Universities 
may be regarded as significant of the probable direction of reform. 
Such are the establishment of a temporary discipTinary court of 
professors; the issue of regulations for the organisation of students' 
circles for literary. scientific and other. purposes. and the like. 
It is true that these particular measures have been attended with' 
little success, and that the disciplinary court was even abolished 
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in 1904 after existing .nly a couple of years. This proves nothing. 
however. except that reforlll8 of this kind cannot be carried out 
in isolation. but muat form part of a general 8Cheme of Unive1'llity 
reorgam.ation. Perhaps the most significant indication of the 
trend of events is the fact that the Government has since 1899 
made little use of its right to appoint profe88ors. but has allowed 
the Universities in most cases to fill up their vacant chain by 
election. 
. M. Sanger resigned office early in 1004. and has been succeeded 
by General Glazov. _ . 
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In the foregoing pagea we have .... ferred only incidentally to the educa· 
tional history of the Baltio Provinces and Poland. Down to very .... cent 
time. the history of education in both these .... gions haa followed an indepen
dent course, and 88 a consequence of these historical differences the coUP 
ditions of publio instruction in both are even now very dissimilar to those 
p .... vailing in OentraJ Ruasi... It appeared, therefore, d .. irable to deal with 
the hiatory of education in theae frontier provinces separately in an Appen
dix, and ao to avoid the necessity of interrupting .... peatedly the thread of 
the general narrative. 

A.-THB BALTIO PBaVIN0B8. 

The Baltic Provinces occupy a unique position within the Russian Empire. 
Their population ia predominantly Lutheran in religion, and only an insig
wfioant portion of it is Russian in origin. The landed proprieton, the clergy, 
and the trading ol .... os in the towns, are almost entirely German by race and 
language, the rura.! population is either Lettish or Eathonian, the. former 
element preponderating in Kurland and South Livonia, the latter in North 
Livonia and Eathoni... In the thirteenth oentury the Lettish and Eathonian 
inhabitants we ........ duced to subjection and foreed to accopt Chriatianity 
by the German knights of the Order of the Sword, which became in 1236 .. 
branch of the Teutonio Order_ The region thns subdued was made by 
Frederick II. in 1226 .. margraviate of the Empire. The present BaJtio 
gentry, who are still known in their corporate capacity aa Ritterschaften in 
their respeotive provin"" .. are descendants of the swoxd-bearing knights 
and the vaaaaJo of the Order, or of the vaaaaJ. of the bishops, between whom 
and the Order there went on thronghout the Middle Ages a eontost for supre· 
maoy, whi.h finally ended in the triumph of the Order. The towns have .. 
somewhat different history, but their origin is equaJly German. Founded 
for the moot part- by colonice from Lubeck and othar Hanseatic towns they 
early obtained rights and privileges independently of the RitterschafteD, 
and from 1435 onwards their representatives were admitted to the Livonian 
Lendtag on .qual terms with the oth.r ord .... 

The contact of the provinces with Rnasia began early. Lying aa th.y did 
.. thwart the peth of the Russians to the _ they began in the latter part of 
t.he fifteenth oentury to fool the p ...... ure of the growing powar of Moeoow. 
Tho Livonian knighta joined Alexander, Grand-duke of Lithuania, and After
ward. king of Poland. against Ivan the Great, and under th. leadership of 
Wolter von Pletrenberg, Grand Master of their Order, inOicted " notable 
d.!O&t upon the Russian forces in the battIe of the Siritsa (1502). This 
.uo.... ....ured peace to tba provinoee for a period of baJf A oentury, 
during which the moot impori&nt event in their history W&8 th. mpid ad. 
vall"" made Among their population by tho principl .. of the Reformation. 
llut han the Terrible .. fused to renew the peace with the provinces, and 
invaded tho country in 1558, and tho following years. The distre6B to which 
the provinct"8 l\'ere thus redul'('d led to their disruption. Esthonia. with 
Re, al. threw h.nelf into the arms of Swedon in June, 156t. A few monthe 
I .. k'r. Livonia became" port of the dominions of Sigiamund A_ ..... King 
of l'ul""d (1543-157'2). Kurland at the same time became " Polich fief 

• Reval was of Danish oril->1.o. 

7'.!l3. L 
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under Gottfried Kettler. who. in accordance with the .o·called Poeta Suh· 
jectioniB concluded with Poland. 8I8Umed the ducal title, which remained 
hereditary in his family until 1737. By tho Pacto Subjectionia. often reo 
ferred to also .. the Privilegium 8igiamundi Auguoti, the provinceo oubject to 
Poland reteined thoir local autonomy, and were permitted the free ""erciao 
of the Protcotant religion, and the use of the German language in Church 
and State. Livonia remained Polioh until 1623, when .. tho reouIt of the 
politi'''"religiouo war waged between Poland and Guotavuo Adolphuo. 
Livonia was ceded to Sweden by the provioiono of the Treaty of Marlenburg. 
Kurland still remainod a ""parate duchy, but Eethonia and Livonia cou· 
tinued to be Swedish, until trouble arOllC owing to the violation by Chari .. XI. 
of the conotitntionaI privilcg .. of the provine... This led directly to War 
between Sweden and Ruooia. The patriot Patku!, who had been condemned 
to death by Chari .. beeause of his proteot againot tbe broach of the privilegeo 
of the provinceo, but had eocaped, indurced Poland, Ru .. ia and Denmark 
to unita against Sweden, and thoo began the long hiatoric struggle between 
Sweden under Chari.. XII. and Ruooia under Peter the OreaL The ... ar 
was at tirot diBaotrooo to Ruooia (dof ... t of Narva, 1700), but tho victory· 
of Poltava in 1709 loft Potor in virtual pooseooion of Eethonia and Livonia, 
which were formally recognised .. Ruooian territory by the Treaty of 
Nyatadt (1721). But meanwhile tbe Capitulationo of 1710 had been 
signed between Peter and the two provinceo, with which were OIIIOCiated 
tho towno of Riga and Roval. By th ... Capituiationo Peter confirmed 
the provin08O in the enjoyment of all their former rightt and privilogeo, 
promised to maintain tho Lutheran fann of worohip, and all formerly 
existing lawe and atatutee, acknowledged German .. tho official language 
of tho provinOBO, "nd undertook to re·found the Univoroity of 
DorpoL The feudatory relation of Kurland to Poland continued to be 
nominally maintained, but from 1710 onward this provinoa "lao .... in reality 
complotelydependent on Ruooia. In that year Anne, the daughter of Ivan, 
Peter's brother, married Duke Frederick William of Kurland. He died ne~t . 
year, and the inlluenoa of Poter canoed his brother to be Rcludad from the 
8ucceaoion in Anne'. favour. Anne became Empreeo of Ruooia in 1730, &rid 
when in 1737 Kettlo". line died out, her favourite, Biron, w,," elected Duke 
"t her inot&noo. Henceforth the province became to all intcnta and pur
preeB " port of RnAi... In 1795, the year of the final partition of Poland, 
the Landtag of Kurland formally renounced the Polioh mzerainty, Biron'. 
aon abdicated, and Catherine took J>OIIIIe8Oion of the province, having oon· 
firmed the inI1abitanti in all their &DCient privilep 

Lot no DOW .... t a gJanoe at the history of edncation in tho Baltio Provinceo 
during the peried treated of abovo. Aa might be upocted from tho Gorman 
origin of the governing claeoeo, ochoola began to be founded in the pn>Yineee 
from a vory early time; the Ritter nnd Domachule of &oval, for uample, had 
a hiatory reaching back .. far ao 1319. Bnt the political viciMitndoo through 
which the country had poaood had canoed tho &Choola to fall into decay by 
the time the Swedeo took poeoeoaion of Livonia, and it 11'''" one of the lirwt careo 
of Gnat&voo Adolphno, "Iwaya & lover of learoing. to restore them to their 
former pceition. In 1631 be founded gymnaoia at Koval and Dorpat, and tho 
tat1m' institution was next year converted into .. univenrity on the model of 
th"t of Upsal&. It received the namo of Academia Guot&viaoa, and had four 
facultiea, vi .... theology, medicine, law and philooophy. In 1656 tho taking 
of Dorpot by tho RnooiaII8 canoed tho Univeroity to be oWoed; tho library 
and printing·proeo ...... concealed in tho orypt of the Church of 8L Mary, 
.. hero they romaiDod till 1688. Dorpat .... again eeded to aw_ in 1661, 
bot the Univeroity novertholeoo remained closed until 1690, when it .......... 
stored by CbarIfr XI., under the name of Academia Gnot.tvo-C.rolina. Itt 
aecond peried of oDstence. however. 1aatcd no mo'" than twenty yeotW, of 
which 001, nino 1I'oro paoaed at Dorpat. On tho outbrNk of war bet ...... 
Ruooia and 8weden, Charleo XII. removed tho University in 1699 to Pernau 
tor greater aafety. At Pernau it dragged out "somewhat _ble niotcDce, 
and ..... cWoed ... ben tho Rnoaian ArmyapprllAChed the town in 1710. 
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Although the Capitulations oontained an und.rtaking on the part of Peter 
loo restore the University, no great anxiety WBR shown by the Livonian noblity • 
• ither in his time or throughout the greater part of the eighteenth oentury. 
for the red.mption of the promise. The question of the restoration of the 
Univ8mity was raised several times in a ha.lf-hearted way, but no decisive 
step was taken until the reign of Pa.u}, when an uka3 was issued ordering th6 
nobles to ohoose a site for the University. Arrangements were prooeeding 
to carry out this command when the Emporor died, and it was left for his 
Ion. Alexa.nder I., to complete the Boheme as part of the general educationM 
reorganisation carried out in his reign. 

Education of a grade below that of the University made good progreu 
during the seventeenth and ";ghteenth oenturi... At the date of the Capitul ... 
tions th.re existed in the provin .... in addition to the three sohooiB a1r.ady 
mentioned, two other importa.nt ~hools of the same type, viz., the Domschule 
at Riga. founded at the Reformation. and mainq,ined by the town. and the 
Riga Lyceum. founded in 1675 by Charles XI • andmaintained I>t the cost of 
the State. The Ritter und Domochul. at Roval had fall.n into decay by the 
end of the seventeenth century. but under ObsrpBBtor Miokwito (an old pupil 
of Franke of Halle), who became its Director in 1724, it sta.rted on anew career 
of us.fuln.... The Riga Domsohule is inte_ting as having had H.rder as 
on. of its te&ohers. The Aoademio Gymnasium of Mitau was founded by 
Duke P.ter of Kurland in 1775. So loug ... the University of Dorpat reo 
m_ined oloaed tho instruotion at all thos. schools partook of I> highor BB well 
as a secondary oharacter; the Academio Gymnasium of Mitau, for example. 
taught thoology I>nd law in addition to ordinary gymnasium subjects. Thoao 
of tho youth of the Provinoea who deaired University instruction in tho proper 
.. n .. of tho word. found it at Garman Upiversiti ... suoh as Konigobsrg and 
Gottingen. 

The first stepe towards the provision of a oystem of primary sohools in the 
Baltio Provino .. were taken by Livonia and Eothonia in the latter half of the 
eighteenth oentury. In 1765 tho Landtag of Livonia laid uponitsmombsra 
the duty of providing Ho/8Clw.I ... on thoir estates. to which the peBB&nts 
should BOnd their ohildren from Martinm&B to Easter. In every parish there 
were alao to bs established Pariah Schools. from the pupils of whioh the 
te&ohe .. 01 the Hofschulen were to bs drawn. The ovorsight of the pariah 
schooiB ,,,,a entrusted to the paotora, whoao duty it W&B to inspeot them 
monthly. Eothonia followed anit with a oimilar system; and the organisa· 
tions thus oreated were confirmed by Catherino in two uka ... dated 1765 and 
1786. By 1787 thore b&d been established thirty·fi ..... parish and 223 com
munal sohoola in Eothonia &lono. Little W&B done in Kurland owing to the 
internal disorganisation which preoeeded its inecrporation in the RUBBian 
Empire. 

. All three provinoea were inoluded in the goner&! scheme of educational reo 
organiaation which W&B carried through at the beginning of Alexander I.'. 
reign. The Baltio Pronnoea, along with Viborg in Finhmd, were formed into 
aaeparete Educational Distriot. Tho University of Dorpat W&B re-established 
in 1802, and like the purely RUBBian Univerait-iea. received an autonomous 
oonstitution. in whioh only a general oversight was reserved to the Minister or 
Curator. In respect of its administrative provi";ons, the Statute of Dorpat 
dillered from thoao of other Rullllian Universiti .. in certain d.t&iIa of 6nanoi&! 
management. On the educational aide, where tho Government were gnided 
largely by tho advioo of G. F. Parrot (afterwards Pro!eooor of Physico and 
Rector) ... d Profeosor Glinka, .. vera! important spooi&l features were intro
duced into tho Statute, in correspondenoo with the apeoia.l oonditions, 
religious and oonstitutional. of the Baltio Provin.... There ....... four facul
ti_Thoology. Law. Medicine and Philosophy. Of th ... tbs lirat W&B in
tended for tho training of tho Lutheran olorgy of the Provin.... In the 
Faoulty of La ... three chairs were assigned to looal provincial.Ia.... Tho 
philosophioal faculty W&II subdivided into four sections, m, physioa and 
mathomatioa, nato.r&lscienoea, philology and history. teohnioa and OCOIlOmi ... 
The Stetute W&B ....... t in 1820, bu.t the oh&ngoo then made &!footed only tbs 

• 
7213. L II 
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financial and judicial sides of the University's funotions, and th .... only In a 
minor degree. In all essential featurea both of administration and educa 
tional organ!sa.tion, the University of Dorpat continued unoha.nged until the 
later year; of the reign of Nicholas I. 

In other rCflpects, too, the eduoational system of Alexander I. was mud" 
to apply to the Baltic Provin.... The' existing schools of mixed seoondary 
a.nd higher type were oonverted into ordinary gymnasia, not in all caSCH 
without protest from those locally interested in them. New gymnaHia and 
dil:ltrict schools were created, and aU grades of schools were placed in tho 
same kind of hierarchical relation to 8&Ch other and to the University 88 WG8 

the case in the other Educational Diatricts of RUBsia. The first statute laying 
down the lincs on which the schools of the provinces were to be organilred WBII 

issued in 1804; this was recast in the Bame yea.r &8 the Univertrity 8to.tute, 
mainly with a view to increasing the importance of the a.ncient languages 
in the curriculum of the gymnasia. Under the Statute of 1820 the school. 
of the Baltic Provinces continued to he administered until the changes of the 
eighties. 

Very little was done for primary education in the Baltic Provinces during 
the reign of Alexander I., at any rate before1817, when serfdom W88 aboli8hed 
there. The zeal which was displayed by the nobl .. during the reign of 
Catherine for the education of their serfs had proved to be very 8hort-lived, 
and of the schools noted above as existing in Esthonia in 1787 only thrcc 
pa.rish and seventeen communal schools were reported as BUrviviDg in 1817. 
The liberation of the ""ris • had the effect of directing attention anow to tho 
naed of primary inBtrnction for the rural popnlation. Botw ..... 1817 and 
1821 a serics of legislative oteps were taken, the general effect of which woo 
to transfer the control of rural schools in all these provin""" from the Ministry 
to the Lutheran consistories and the .... mbIies of the noblesse. Attendance 
at school was now made compnlsory for ev<>ry child from the age of ten until 
such time as the pastor should prononnce him proficient in his studies, and 
was enforeed by the imposition of .. fine. The proper proportion of schoo'" 
to population 11',," also fixed by statute; in Livonia the proportion 11'''" one 
commum1 school for ev<>ry 500 male inhabitAnts, .. pa .... h school being elso 
declared Il8CC88ary in ev<>ry parish containing over 2.000 .. uJs. The general 
school statute of 18'20 laid down that the curriculum ohould consist of religion, 
tho three R·s. and elementary instruction in German. No great forward 
movement W88 made. however, until the fortiea, when the Government ~D 
to O'Itablish a number of Orthodox schoo'" in the provinces. and the "'l_ 
And pastors threw themsclv .. with greatly increMed zeal into the work of 
establishing and m,intaining Lutheran schools for the roraI popnJation.. By 
1850 the number of Lutheran schools had ..... bed 1,500. About the aame 
time (the date for Livonia is 1849) the Obtrlandld",lbehiJrtkn with the diol~ 
bo.nIB ou bordinate to them were established. 

Throughout the reign of the first Alexander the whole syatem of cdncation 
in the Baltic Provinces was German in language and spirit, and ROMian "u 
treated purely as a foreign Iaognage both in the schools and the University. 
Toward the end of the reign, the CU1'8tors of the District began, it is true. to 
call the attention of the Univ .... ity Council to the n""";ty of insisting on .. 
good knowledge of Rnssian. But their representations had not much effect. 
aud the chair of RUBOian at the University even remained v""",,, from 1829 
to 1835. But with tLe eutry of UV&I'OV, the champion and exponent of 
official nationalism, upon ofIiceaa Minister of Public Instruction, a cbange iu 
the a.ttitude of the Government became immediately manifest. The time wae 
not yet riFe for the application of 1ilQ8e drast.ic measures of Ruuificatioo whieb 
marked the reign of Alexander IlL, bet the policy and action of Uvarovarc 
nevertheless won ... yof attentive trtudy 88 having initiated the proceM which 
W8SI aftt'rwards eanied out to it.8 logical issue. He haa left, his viewa on the .. 

• No distributioD of laud .... made to the eeri. a& the emaocipac.ion. and tbey 
Wlore COJl!M."(IUt"Dtly left in many retlpecte .. de~ 011 the nobIe. .. tOOl had 
bithGtt.o Loon.. '. -
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matter on record in the Duiatiklie, the rejlOrt on the first ten years of his 
ad.ninistration, to which we have more than once referred already. In this 
document he discusses the poaaibility of Russifying the educational system 
of the Baltio Provinces, and atatea his opinion that cautiouB procedure is 
necessary in view of the deeply-rooted prejudices of the Baltic people. He 
complains that the latter made the mistake of ignoring the fact that the 
relative positions of the Germans and RUSBia.ns ha.d been modified. "Ger
many is no longer what she was, and Russia h&B grown to manhood. The 
spirit of the Baltio Provinces vainly imagines itself to be the representative 
of Germa.n culture in Russia.. We understand and appreoiate tha.t culture 
better than they do. U Then follows an interesting contrast between the 
measures respectively required in dealing with the Germane and the Pole. of 
the western provinces. In the C&8e of the mtter, in spite of all the existing 
animosity, you oould reckon on the quiok, impressionable, excitabb, Slavonio 
nature; the Germana, on the contrary, were not to be oa.ught by a single adroit 
movement, 8 few emotional words; you must, so to speak, sit down and 
besiege them; they would surrender in the end. but not all at once. 

When Uvarov wrote these words, he had already gainedBomeexpericnce of 
the difficulty of oonducting auch siege operations, and of the stubborn dofence 
whioh the beleaguered could make. He had at first had the idea of reor
ganising the University of Dorpat on thelineB of the general University Statute 
of 1835. and had instructed the Curator, CraffstrOm, to prepare a report on 
the subj.ct. Th. report was presented In 1836, but the result WM that the 
Emperor decided to leave the organisation of the University and Bchools &8 it 
was for the present. The polioy of gradual measures had in fact been now 
decided on. On the very day on whioh the Emperor's decision was taken, 
Uvarov presented to him a memorandum in which ho discusscd alternativo 
methods of dooling with the Bo.1tio Pl.·ovinces. Rejecting as premature, and 
indeed impossible, the plan of replacing all the Oerma.n professors at Dorpat 
by Russians, and molting Rusaia.n the language of instruction, he decla-n'd 
himself in favour of beginning with th ... hoolsratherthan with the University. 
His proposale wore as foUows :-

(1) To take the schools out of the jurisdiction of the University. 
(2) To incre .... in every possible way the teaching of Russian, and 

gradually to introduce Russian as the language of instruotion in one or 
more subjeota. 

(3) To make it a rule that after the lapes of three years, no native of 
the Baltio Provin .... should be appointed a teacher in a gymnssium 
or school, unless he were able to teach his subject in Russian. 

(4) To appoint to vacant headships of schools principally Russians, 
oxceptiOllJl being made only in favour of such na.tives of the Baltio Pro
vinces as added to all other necessary qualifications a good knowledge of 
Ruaaian. 

(5) Gradually to introduce Russian as the language of official corre-
apondenoe, the Curator's bureau to aet the example. . 

(6) The Minister of Publio Instruotion to appoint special visitors to .... 
th .. t aU th .... m .... ures W8re oarried out, indepeodently of the ordinary 
supervision of the Curator and his assistant. 

(7) An adequate knowledge of Russian to be henoeforth a nOOO8R8ry 
qualifioation for the degree of Aotual Student, Candidate or Doctor of 
M ... odioine at the University. ' 

(8) To extend to Dorpat the provision of the general University 
Statute which gave the Minister power to 611 vacanoies in the Univorsitv 
staff. Uvarov propoeed to use this po ...... in order to appoint as profl'SSO';' 
Russian scholars who ahould be bound to lecture in Ru~an. 

Tho Emperor approved of this plan of campaign, but gaVe instructioll<! th.t 
it should be kept an administrative oecret for the preoent. H"""'ver. the 
..,.,ret leaked out; the educated publio of the Baltio Provinces took alarm, 
and their apprehensions found expreesion in artioles published in the papers of 
Germmy. Meanwhile, Uvarov proceeded to oarry out his programme • . 
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An Imperial order W88 immediately issued embodying the provision of (7) 
above, and providing in addition that at the expiration of five ye0.T8 & thorough 
knowledge of Russian should be required from every candidate for admission 
to the University. In the following month, January, 1837, the schools were 
transferred from the supervision of the University to that of the curator. The 
policy of appointing Russian headmasters W!18 shortly applied in the case of 
the Mitau gymnasium, a. certain Vh.aatnikov being nominated for the post. 
In addressing a request to the Emperor for a distinction for biB nominee, 
Uvarov took oceasion to make Bome remarks a.bout the slow pregreR. which 
the RUBsian language was making in the Baltic Provinces. This memorandum 
also somehow became publio property, and added to the alarm already felt. 
The Rittersehaft of Livonia petitioned that the .. hool system might be left 
as it W8.B, suggesting. however, that the number of competent teachers of 
Russian might be increased. The TSM sent Prince Volkonski to the Provincea 
to make enquiries; and at his request Ullmann, the Rector of the University, 
drew up a memorandum in strong opposition to Uvarovs views. 1'he 
Emeritl'B Professor and former Rector, O. F. Parrot, now reeiding in St. 
Petersburg as a member of the Academy of Sciences, also entered the listAli. 
In a letter addreooed to the Emperor, he boldly went to the root of the matter 
by declaring that RU88ification in the sense desired by U varov would meaD 
the degradation of a higher culture to the level of a lower, and that the true 
policy should be the opposite one of endeavouring to lift the rest of Ru .. ia 
to the intellectual level of the Baltic Provin .... 

In the face of the strong opposition locally ar(JlJl!Cd and 8uPI",rted in I,igh 
bureaucratic circles in St. Petersburg, where the infioonce of Baltic GennaJUf 
was then, as always, very considerable, the net result of Uvarov'. polky 
was not great, and his plan WdB ne,"er fully carried out. In dedding on 
promotions and in the examinations for Jeaving oortifieau,s, Uvarov ordered 
that the highest marks should be .... igaed to RWlsian; but the provision 
by which a competent knowledge 01 Russian W&8 required from every ('aruH· 
da.te for admission to the Dorpat University, and also B8 a condition of a 
University diploma, was not put into force until 1845. The experiment was 
tried of teaching certain subjects in RU88ian both in the gymnasia and the 
Kreisochulen; but finally Rnooian w ... reroined as the langnage of in.otruc· 
tion only for the history and geography 01 R_ia. 

The position of RUBBian at the Univeraity wu not stronger than in the 
a·:::hools. The onIy subjects in which RU88ian waa WK'd 8IJ the medium of 
ill8truction were Orthodox Theology, RU88io.n La,.. and the Ruuian Language 
and Literature: an attempt made in 1845 to make R"..iAn the Is.Dg1~ of 
iuotruction in State Medicin, was met by the Univeroi'Y with an atllOlute 
non posaum1UJ, and had to be abandoned. Even ProfeBllOJ'O who w.re RouiAn 
by birth, such 88 Pirogov, the well·known writer on education, lectured in 
German, and correspondence between the University and the Minister and 
Curator continued to be carried on in that langnage. When in 1841 (r"f1· 
strom, the Curator, propooeCl in accordance with UYllfOV·. plan of gradU&I 
Ruooitication to make RWlBiAn the longnage of official communiealion be· 
tween the Uuiveroity and the Miniotry of Public Inotruction, biB J>fOF<lO&I 
... aB referred to the Faculty of lAw, which had no difficulty in proving by an 
appeal to charters and other legal docnmen .. from the time of the Pada 
8uhjedi<mil downwanIB thet the obligatory nae of Rnooian ..... contrary 
to the privileges of the Baltic l'rovinoeo; they onggeoted, hawever, thet • .11 
official communications with the Miniotry might be accompanied by " 
Rnaoian tranalatioo. and this ouggeoticn ..... acted on henceforth. 1n.n. 
can be little doobt, from all the ... ailobl. evidence, that opeaking geoerally, 
the ......,.,... ado:.>ted dnring the reign of Nicholao I. 10 /urthsr the opread of 
Rnaoian in tha provineeo __ carried out in a merely IonnaI and perfunctory 
manner, ADd that 1beir _ ... quite onperticial and iIluoory. 1he 
optimiotic __ made by Uv .......... to the JlI"lI(n8 of the RIIMian 
loDguge. which oeeur in the report of hio visitation at the provineeo in 1848, 
.... probably to be attributed to hio desire 10 juotify hio cnm policy in fMe 
of __ ~ 01 the _oily appointed Go_ ... .<JeneraI, SuYOlOt;; 
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who had oa.Iled attention to the great ignorance of RUOBian prevailing in the 
provinoea under his eharge •. 

The steps taken by the Government in 1849 to limit the autonomOnB 
powers of the RUSBian UnivemitieB affected Dorpat aIeo, 8BVB that the re
etriotion of the numbel- of students to 300 did not apply in the 08B0 of the 
latter to the FaouIti .. of MedioinB or Theology. All th ...... trictiOnB were 
removed by Alexander II., and in 1865 the Univemity received a new Statute 
baeed on the same generol principles of autonomy 8B the Statute of 1863 
for the purely RUOBian UniveNiti... Apart from the FaouIty of Theology, 
tho chiof BpOCiaI foatn... of the new Statute were the provision of Lector
Bhips in EBthonian and Lettish. In contra-diBtinction to the RUOBian Uni
veroiti .. , the 8BBOOiationB of otndants, whioh had existed Bin .. the foundation 
of the Univeroity, but had never been openly reoognised. now received legal 
recognition. Th ... students' aBBOOiatiOnB have always played an extremely 
importaut part in the University lifo of Dorpat, and in fact in the life of the 
educated society of the Baltio Provin ... genarally. Their influGn" reached 
out into the after·life of their members, forming a bond of union among them 
whioh can only be compared to that which omb! among the old boys of .. 
partioular publio school in England. ThUB they very materially aided in 
binding together the educated olaooee of the Baltio Provinces ..... sodcty, 
in keeping up their Gorman traditions, and serving ... foci of the German 
.pint.· • 

The Liberal and pro.German tendenci .. which guided the poliey of Ale,,· 
ander n. throughout the greater part of hie reign, gave .. complete chook to 
the prooeeo of Russification in the Baltic Provin ... in the aixti .. and eeven
ti... In spite of the growing influence of tho Slavophils in Rueeian society, 
and tho zealo118 propaganda on bohalf of tho RU8Bian language whioh was 
conducted in tho provin ... themselves by tho Orthodox ArchbiBhop Platon 
of Riga, tho moasures actually adopted during this reign in the interests 
of the otndy of RUBBian were comparatively unimportant. German con· 
tinuod to be the language of the University, the gymnasia, and the District 
Sohoola; and the Slavophil party had to rest content with the establishment 
of separate RUBBian gymnasia, two for boys at Riga and Reval (1868-1871), 
and one for girla at Riga (1871). The rule which made .. knowledge of 
RUSBian an .... ntial qualification for the haadBhips of gymnasia and Distriot 
Schoola was aIao oonfirmed, it was ordered that business correspondence 
bet .... n educational institutiono maintained or aided by tho Treasury and 
State authorities was to be oonduoted in Ruasiao, and .. CoDlDiiBsiod'was 
appointed to oonsider further moasures for advancing the interests of tho 
RUSBian language in tho provin.... In 1871 tho Orthodo" Primary Schools 
of tho provin .... which had hitherto been under the direct oontrol of tho local 
Orthodox cl.rgy, wore plaood under tho supervision of a special provincial 
council, which was three Y08I1I later, at its own request. subordinated to tho 
Ministry of Public InBtTUction. But propoaola for subjooting the Lutheran 
sohouls to simiI ... control by tho Ministry had to be dropped owing to the 

• A good ..... unt of the Dorpal Korporation .... as thoy • .;steel in 1888. is 
to be found in a brochure on the Baltic qileotion, published "' Leipo:ig in that 

. VNI", and entit.hd .. Ein nrlaaaener Bruderatamm. II They had a loca)" buia 
like the Russian oZ._MM_: &he oldest of them were Curoni... Esthonia, 
Livonia, aod Fraternitao Rigeusia; at 1 __ half of tho whols body of otudonlB 
belonged to one or other of t.he KorpontiODeD. They had their own code of law 
and moral. in the JlUu<-i_ C_ whioh oould be enIar!!od or modified 
oaIy by deoisioo of U.O C __ -<llo legislative body aod highes' .. on of 
appoal for u.. etnd.nlB boIonging to tho OO<porBtiono. The C_ conaiated 
of t.hn!e re_tativeo {eAmvi ..... ' from ...,h corporauon. JAstiDot &om the 
COlltlttlhl .... but alao consisting of three memben from each Cbrporatiou. ".. the 
BVf'~ whicb decided. subject to oonfirmation by the C~ • ..,. OD all 
mattera of Ho,.ori,iIriL Duelling was ~ oompulsory_ The .. 11thOf' of this 
brochure claims that; the corpontiolll tep' up and eDfc:wced a GI!I"tILi.u demooratio 
.taDdord of plain living, all lux""1 aod _ being condemDod as ---"u... 
and .. frci. . 
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determined opposition of the Baltio squire .. who threaten.d to .. &Be main
tenanee of the schools, if th.y were tak.n out of th.ir control. 

The reign of Alexander II. W8B, in fact, a period of Germanisation, rather 
than of Rusaification, since from the beginning of the 8ixties onward we 
have to take into account the enstenoe of a conscious and consistent effor~ 
on the part of the educated claaaes of the provinces to spread German culture 
among the Lettish and Esthonian peasantry. This policy was openly avowe:l 
by Bishop Walter, who in a sermon delivered at the opening of tho Livonian 
Landteg in 1864, d.c1a.red that the GermaniBation of the Letts and E.tho ..... 
a aacred duty, and the most important task of tho Livonian nobility. He 
was removed from his office in consequence of this deliverance, but the work 
went on n.v.rth.l.... Apart from the Primary Schools, tho Baltio nobility 
had an excellent instrument of Germanisation at their disposal in the District 
Schools. The University and the gymnasia wore chisfly attended by the 
eons of the gentry and clergy; bnt the Krti ... hvl .... of whish the • '0'&8, at 
least, one in every town, were frequented for the most part by peuanta' 
children, who d.sired a more advanced education than oould be given by the 
ordinary Elementary Schools. The language of instruction in th .... ochoola 
11'&0 German, and the yonng Letts and Estho who had been taught in them, 
afterwards adopted German &8 the language of their every·dey life, and fre· 
quently became thoroughly Gormanisod in oontiment and manner of life. 
It now become the aim of the ed6cated c\a.soea of the provineeo to estend 
these Germanising infIuenceo 00 far &0 poosible to the rur&! Primary Sohoobl, 
which, &0 aJroady mentioned, had been fonnded in groat nnmbon by the 
Baltic gentry sinoo the forties. . 

The intoreot of this Germanising movement lies in the f&at thet it involved 
an entire chang. of attitude on the part of the German.speakiug upper cl ..... 
towards the Lettish and Esthonian peaoantry. During the daY" of ooridom 
and for long aftorwarda, the linguistic 8I)paration between German and Lett 
or Esth bed been jealously guarded by the squires and clergy &0 a ciaA dis· 
tinction. The sqnireo had learnt the local language in order to communicate 
by meano of it with their :tenontry. Tho pastors both epeke and wrote it 
in the fnlfilment of their spiritual duties; and in fact, nntil the rioo of the 
Young-Lettish and Yonng-Esthonian movements, the literary cultivation of 
the local la~ was entirely in their hando. But the """ of German "'&8 
regarded &0 a kind of hall-mark of aristoor&ry, the ontward eign of IIOOiaI 
privilege; and ito acqniBition by the peaoantry bed therefore been disconr&ged 
&0 nfDoh &0 poosible.· This feeling, however, w.. _ Jl88IIing & .. &y. If 
it sti1l lingered among the older generation, whish remembered the days of 
oerfdom, with the yonuger nobJeo and clergy it bed given way before 

. the conviction that German culture in the provinceo conJd no Iongor rest upon 
the onpport of a email upper c1&oo, that it 11'&0 needful to p!&oo it on a broader 
and more democratic bo.ois, and oecuro for it & rallying ground among the 
peasa.nt popnlation. Some sort of cul_aI unity, resting on the ~on 
of a common religion, aJroady bound the Estho and Lett. to the German 
upper c!&oooo. From the moment thet Protestantism drove a wedge between 
the Lotto and their neighbonro and kinsmen. the Litbu&l!i ...... who remained 
faithfal to the ll<>maa eonfoooion. -the fonndatinn ..... laid fm: & ca1tme in 
the BB.Itic Provin ..... which marked off their population from their Eastern 
neighbonra, whether of the Greek or Lotin rite, and bronght them into cJooer 
relations with the intelloctnallife of Northern Europe. It .... the aim of the 
Gennanising movement which took its rise in tho mtB to give to this auity 
of culture a 8OC1I1M &0 weD .. a roligious baaia· 

• C/ • .. Z~ und-EigentbiimIJcbkeiteo in cleo Baltitehm Provinzeu R .... 
lands n (Baut..,." ,OM). pp. 20. %1. "In ref ........ to tM common people, the 
Germaa ~ .... looked. upoD as a Cft!Id 01' ensign. which the COIDIDOD folk 
had DO righi to-bear~ Evea. at the paeat time aM. few of the 1JqtUn. .... es .. 
...,mely displeued if their _ oequire the Gennaa Iaoguage ... ad"", Gennaa 
... ye of life.·' It ahooJd be .ud tbM tlDa brochure ia writ~ with aD obrio. 
0Dti-German biao, aDd that i ... 000000ym_ author ia probably a Lett.. 
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The conditions were in many respects very favourable to the success of 
such a plan. Local control of elementary education w88 very highly developed 
in the Baltic Provinc... By a seri .. of specia.! regulations, the first of which 
dated from the time of the emancipation of the .. rfs, the duty of 
c.d.ministoring and supervising the rural schools in the Ba,ltic Provinces 
boo been laid upon the local .... mbli.. of nobl.. and clergy, 
the La.ndtage and the Consistories. A nominal control We.9 retained 
by tho Ministry of the Interior, an arrangement which is explained by the 
olose connection between the sohools and the Lutheran Churc~ which was 
also under the supervision of the aa.me Ministry. Under these conditions 
there hrul.grown up a peculiar loea.! system of school rulministration. The 
highest authority W88 vested in the Supreme Board for Rural Schools (Ob ... -
land8clwlbe1Wrde), coniliting of Chief ChUJ'Ch Curators (Ob ... ~;rche"vor8teher, 
persons appointed by the Landtag with the primary duty of administering 
Church property), the genera.! superintendent or president of the Lutheran 
Consistory, and a special counsellor (8chulrat), appointed by the nobility. 
Under this genera.! authority acted the District School Boards (Kreioschulbe-' 
Mrden), composed of members elected partly by the Consistory, partly by 
the nobility, and partly by the representatives of the peBBant communities. 
In q&>oh parish there was a Parochi&1 Governing Body (Kirch8pie/schul .... -
waltung), composed of the Kirchenvor.leIIer of the parish, the pariah school 
lnD,ter, and a peasant school co elder." Individual sohools were supervised 
by the parish Kirchenvor8teAer, the pastor, nnd the Bchooll! elder." The rural 
Primary Schools were of two gr&des, the oommuna.! schools (Gemeindeach.,ze .. , 
called WiRterachulen. in Kurland), with a oourse of three years, or re.ther 
three winters. since. like the Russian schools proper, -they were open only 
during five or six months in the ye"'; and the Pariah Sohools (called Jahre-
8C!>"z... in Kurland), which were open aU the year round. In the pariah 
suhoo1, whioh formed a kind of oontinuation school for those who requ;red 
more than W88 given by the (}emeinde8chu~ instruction in German was 
aiven to all, and Gorman w&s the language of instruction in the upper classe •. 
In the Geme1ndeschukn, Gorman W88 optionaJ thronghout, and instruction 
W&S in the mother-tongue. Russian W88 here taught to alL Attendance was 
compulsory at the CommonaJ Sohools, not at the Pariah School At the 
former, education was also free. The Primary Schools in the towns wero 
oontrolled, not by the Oberland.sd.ulbehOrd., but by the munioipaliti08 con
oomed; and by a Qurious arrangoment. which is noteworthy as a relia of tho 
Alexandrine system, the immediate oversight over them w&S entrusted to the 
direotors of the local gymnasia, acting under the Curator. 

When the organisa.tion of elementa.ry instruotion, above described, had 
resched ita full development, the Baltio system of education, taken 88 a 
whole. was exclusive and aelf·oontained to a degree unpamlleled elsewhere 
in the RUBBiu Empire. The higher institutions, from the University down 
to the Diatriot-schools, were indeed under the direot control of the Ministry 
of l'ublio Instruction, but their peeulia.r locaJ eharacler was preserved by 
the use of o.rm&n &S the language of instruction, whioh practically oonfined 
the ohoi .. of teachers and horul·maslera. even in State.supported gymn88ia, 
to gradualee of the Univenlity of Dorpat. In the .... of the lower schouls 
Germ .... inOuon .. was equa.!ly well ... ured by the highly-developed systam 
of local con trot. It W88 no wonder, therefore, that the educated c1assea of 
the provinces, proud as they were of their German descent and their tradi
tions of Western culture, should have oonoeivod the idea of preserving the 
Baltio Provinoes by meana of their educational aystem as an independent 
cultur..! unit within the Empire. It has always been maintained, and doubt
loss with sinoerity~ by the Baltio Gcnn&lls themselves" that these aims COD

hined no .Iemont of pelitical dioaffootion. Certainly.othe history of two 
conturi .. had given &mple proof that the Tsars had no more 10yaJ subjects, 
and no more ~OU8 serV8Ilta., than the Germans of the Balt~ Provinces. 
Their intellectual training and their administrative &alent had a.!ways """ 
for them an in8uential poaition in the Russian bureaucracy; and they pro_ 
1C88<!d themselves nct prouder of their o.,rm'l" lineage than they......., of the 
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long 8UCOOSBion of famous men which the Baltio land had given to the 8Orvioe 
01 the Russian State. Their ideal of cultuml independenC8 w .. not perhape in 
ita nature incompatible with politicaJ subjection. Neverthol088 it wu natuml 
that the RUB8ians should look with jealonsy on the divided Bympathiel 
which Buch ideals involved, "pecially in view 01 the recent nniJicaticn of 
Germ~ny and the growth 01 race leeling among the German.lpeaking peopleo. 
Even apart from politioal considera.tions, the ideal of cultural independence 
came into direct conHict with the principles of Slavophilism, the etarting
point and TaiB",. .retre 01 which was the challenge it flung out to the claim. 
01 German culture. In proportion ao the SlavophiJ doctrinee lound acccpt
ance in Russian society. the antagoniom which existed between them and 
the educational aims of the Baltio gentry beoame more and more manifest, 
and when. under Alexander III .• Slavophilism became a controlling element 
in the policy 01 the State. the isoue 01 the Btruggle between the two oppooing 
ideala 01 culture oouJd no longer be doubtlul. 

Moreover, it may well be doubted whether, under the moat favourable 
'conditiona, it waa Btill poB8ible, in the latter hall 01 the nineteenth contury, 
to win nver the Lettiah and Eathonian peaoa.ntry to German idoals. To 
have heen aucoeealul, Buch a t&ak should have been commenced centuries 
earlier. and we have oeen how far the Baltic gentry. down to the moot recent 
tim ... were from undertaking it. When at !&at they awoke to the nCOOtllity 
01 this work, their opportDDiti .. had paaaed. The wave of national .. If· 
conacionane88 which had Bpread over Europe during the nineteenth century 
had reached the populationa 01 the Baltic Provinces. and had awakened .. 
leeling of local patriotism. which centred in the vernacular tong ...... nd the 
loca.l lolklore and traditioDB of the Eatha .. nd Letta. The 8u.ti .. oaw the 
rise 01 the Young Lettish and Young Eothonia.n mov.menta. both under 
the leadership of young men of pea.sa.nt origio, who had received a Univenity 
educationt and both strongly hostile to German influence. The excln.ive~ 
ness 01 700 y ...... now bore ita naturallruita; the German·opeaking cl ....... 
01 the Baltic Provinces reaped what their forelathero had .. WOo 'fhey were 
canght between two fir .. , the policy of RU88mcation on the one hand, "nd 
the popular Lettish and Eothonian movementa on the other. t" 

So long, however. ao Alexander IL lived, the German language remained 
firmly entrenched in ita tr&ditional pooition in the achoola. Even .. late .. 
1880. whf'~ at the insta.nce of Saburov, reaJ~8ChooJs were for the tint time 
.. tablished in the Baltic Provinceo, itwaa definitely otated. in the Regulation 
under which they .. ere created, that the German language ..... to be need in 
them. But with the _ion of Alexander IlL there came a change. No 
part 01 the RW!8ian Empire wao more deeply afleeted by Aleunder'. n ... lon ... 
list policy than the Baltic Provinces. In oonkast to his lather, Alexander Ill. 
had a decided anti·German hiaa ... hich .. fleeted hie action in more than one 
direction. The policy of RlIS8ilioation, which had heen in aheyance lor 
more than a quarter of .. oentory. w .... now taken up afreeh and carried out 
with a thoronghn ... and logical OOD5iatency which .toad in marked contraat 
.. :th the oautiODl and tentative methode of Uvarov'a administration, and 
which. in the conroe of ten y ...... (1884-1894). reea1ted in the dethronemeot 
of the German language and the aImoet complete extinction of German 
influenoe in the Univeraity and achools 01 the Ba.ltic Provinces. 

One 01 the firet indicationa of the coming change..... the ref...J of the 
Tear to ooofirm the privilegeo of the Provin ... , granted by Peter 8Dd C&therir. 
IL. and r&tiJied by all their 11J000880l"II. The significance 01 this will be "PP"'"" 
mated if it be remembered that the acknowledgment of German ... the 
official language of the Provinces waa one 01 the conditione embodied in the 
Capitulations. The definite aDDOnnoement th_ theoe privi1ege8 would not 
be r&tiJied came m.I885. MeanWhile, the campaign of RuoaiJication had 
alrcady been opened, and, 8ignificantly enough. the firet blow was aimed at 
the KreiBaclluleo, .... h:ch, 88 we have ...... were the chief m...... by whicb 
the yonng Letta and Eetho acquired a literary knawJedge of Gennao, and 
therefore the moot effecti .. e inotrumeota of tbe Ger.oani<ing policy. In 
aceordance with a circular isoutlCi by the Curator, Kapulltin, aD old Pruf .... 
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of Kazan, these achools were converted into Urban Schools of the ordinal y 
Russian type. with RUBsie as the la.ngua.ge of instruetion. They were thus, 
by a aingle atroke of the pen, tomed into instruments of RUBBification. he 
full execution of the plan was deferred for three years; but .. beginning w ... 
made .. t the Kreissohule of MitSou, with the result that the numbers in the 
school promptly fell from 400 to nineteen, only Jews and Poles being left in 
the sohool. A similar result followed si.mi1a.r measures at Riga. next year. 

A Btill more important atsp waa the issue by Imperi&l authority ill 1885 
of tho "Regulations aa to tho use of tho Russian language in the busin ... 
and correspondence of public bodi .. in the B&ltio provin...... Tho gist of 
th ... Regulations, which formulsted for tho first time tho Government policy 
of RU88ification, was as follows. All Government authorities and institu
tions. with certain specified exceptions, were henceforth to conduct their 
busin... and oorrespondence ontirely in Russian. This rulo wao made to 
apply to bodies which oonsisted partly of elooted persons, and partly of per-
8Ono appointed by tho Govornment; II 'mimi, therefore, it applied to tho 
University, in which every member of the stafi was a State official. Purely 
loco.! bodioo, suoh ... the Landtago and tho municipalities, were still permitted 
to UBO German or other locaJ la.nzuage in their publio busin ... and" intsrnoJ .. 
colT8Bpondenoe., but all oommunica.tions between sllch bodiM and State 
authorities and institutions must be in Russian. though they might be acoom
penied by .. German, Lettish, or Esthonian trans\ .. tion. The full applioa
tion of tho Regulations to the Univeroity was postponed for the prooent, but 
it was .tated by Kapustin. in .. cironlar deted Dooomber, 1885, that while 
the intern&l busin ... of the Univeroity might .ontinuo to be tranaaoted in 
Latin or German, aJl pape .. relating thereto which might be IOnt in to the 
Stato authoriti .. must be ..... mpanied by a rl"'mi in Ruaaian; &lao that 
&II .ommunioations of the Univeroity with outside bodi .. or peraona, and 
&II diplomas, certificates, ote., issued by tho University, were to be in RussiBn, 
permission being given. in tho ..... of the latter kind of dooumonto, to add to 
the Russian text a translation into U Latin, or any other language.." No 
further stepa were token in relation to the University until 1889. e""pt tbat 
the Government adopted tho poli.y from 1885 onwarda of ma.king appoint
mente to vacant chairo condition&l on the accepted candidate's undortaking 
to lecture in RUBBian, whonever .aJIed upon to do 80. 

Meanwhile the work of Russifying the secondery .... d primary achools was 
onergetically token in hand. A1roady in 1885 a .ur .. toriaJ ciroular had greatly 
strung up tho requiremente in roapoet of knowledge of Russian in the gym
Dll8ia" especia.lly at the completion of the COUl'BO. Full mutery of the bngua68 
was now required fro~ .dbilurientett. and the highest BUCC688 in other sub .. 
jocto was n. longer to atone for lailure to get the highoot m&rk in Ruoaian. 
ldorooV<jf, aJl teach ... of the oIuoaicaJ languages had henceforth to be gra
duatoa of .. Ruoaian University, teachers from Germany being thus practi
cally excludod.. Two years later, at the instance of Manassein. who had 
..... nUy completed a special visitation of the provin .... tho deciaion W80B takan 
by tho Committee of MiniBtoro to mako Russian the language of instru.tion 
in aJl boyo' oohools having the righto and privilogoo of State oohoola. Tho 
Imperi&l ukaz to thia efleet was issued in April, 1887, but the roguIa.tion 
W80B modified in November of the samo year to the extent of aJIowing the use 
of tho native language of tho pupils in religious instruction, the decision as 
to what waa tho native language in any given c .... being left to tho Govom
moot officiaJa on the opot. A beginning was made in August in the secondery 
oohools ma.intained by the Ctown by introducing Russian as tho language of 
instru.Uon,either in oerta.in subjects, such ... history and googrophy. or in the 
whol. range of instruction in certain cl....... In five ~ however. the ..... 
of tho language wao to have been extended to aJl .ubj .. ", and aJl o1&ssoo. 
This m .... ure W&B next year applied aJoo to the oohools ma.inta4>ed by tho 
towno and the nobleaoo. Vainly tho Landtage and tho Municipaliti .. peti
tioned to be aJIowOO. to retain tho oohools ... German .. peoking instituUona 
on the footing of private schools, i. ... without the right of entry to the Uni
versitieo and othor State p;ivilegoa.. or on ooadiUon of oatablishing apaclai 
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olo.sses in Russian when the school OOUl"88 waa over. Their petitioDII to thia 
effect being refused, they declined any longer to maintain the l.hoolA, and, 
in the course of the Dext few years, the gymIlMia of Birkenruho (founded &R 

lately &I 1882), of Fellin and of Holding.n, with the Ritter·und Domochu1e 
pf Roval, were gradually clooed. 

The &ame meaoure W&I meted out to girla' IchoolA &I to thOle for boyo. 
A part, on the one hand, from the two purely Ruolian gymnaoia at Roval and 
Riga, which were State institutions, and, on the other, from private !Choola, 
there were in the Baltio Provinces some twenty girl" Ichooll with over 3,300 
pupila, which were maintained by municipalitieo or by endowment.. 1110 
first ltep in the direction of .ubjecting theae .chooll to more offectivo State 
control was taken in July. 1888, wht>n achooIa with more than four claaflci 
were placed under the lupe ...... ion of the Curator of the District, thOll8 with 
I ... than four under that of the directors and inopectora of primary .. hooll. 
On 17th April, 1800, the meaourea of RUllification which had already been 
applied to boyo' 8cboola were extended to thooe for girla, the Mini.oter being 
directed gradually to introduce RUllian &I the Iatlgoage of inatruction in 
all luch achooll, except for religioUl teaching, begiuning with the lower 
cl ...... or with individual aubjecte. Finally, by the law of 23rd May, 18811, 
RUllian w .. made obligatory for allachoolA, public or private, the Minioter 
being entruated by the Committee of Minioters with the duty of carrying 
the law into effect gradually. The intention of thia enactmcnt w .. to prevent 
the evaoion of the law of April, 1887, above referred to. AI a matter of fact, 
alter the refuaal of the Government to allow the noblea .. and the municipali. 
tiea to tum the achoolA maintained by them into private achoola, theao boW .. 
had begun to 8ubacribe liberally to existing private ICboolA, with the view 
of improving their efficiency, and thua enabling theae achoola, which wer. 
atill taught in German, to take the place of the achoola which had been clooed. 
By the law of May, 1889, which affected no 1eaa than 335 private achoola with 
13,660 pupilo, the German language W&l cut off from ita laot refuge in the 
secondary education of the Baltic Provinceo. 

In dealing with the primary achools a aomewbat dillerent line of action 
was necessary. Here there could be no question of introducing RU88ian 
universaUy as the language of instruction, aince even the German "'IuimI and 
paatora had not attempted to IUperacde tbe UIO of the local langu.ageo for thito 
purpose. The object of the Government W&I to break the COJIlWCtion of the 
achoola with the Lutheran Church, to remove the gentry, and especially tbe 
paators, from their former position of authority and control, and to place tho 
Russian language in at least 88 favourable a position in the SChOOM &fI Gt,"llD8n 

had formerly occupied. In February, 1886. the achoolA and teacb.,.' """"i· 
naries were transferred from the control and administration of the Ministry of . 
the Interior to that of the Ministry of Public lDBtruetion. In January of the 
following year, Direetore of Primary Schoola-at lim one, but afterwarda 
three-with a correepoDding number of inspectors, were appointed to luper
vise primary inBtruction. together with private acboolA a.nd private te",_-hing. 
The way having been thua prepared, the fina1.top ..... taken in May, 181!7, by 
the iBlUe of temporary Regulationa for the administration of the Primary 
Schoo", of the three provin.... Aocording thereto, the Livonian Supreme 
Board and ita cllitrict boarda (or the """",,ponding bodies in the two other 
provinces), with the bodieo subordinate to them, and the IChooi commiooion. 
o( the towns, were placed in dcpendence npen tb, Miniatry of Public Iruotrue· 
tion; the Director of Primary Scboola .. &I made a member of the supreme 
body in each province, an:l the inapecton mem"'", of tbe district board. 10 
the ........ onder their inopection. All matters of difference ari.ing in the 
boarda were to be referred for dccjgion to the Miniotry. The paatora .... re 
confined to the ovf.(8ight of the religious instruction. Far all BUbjecta •• eept 
religion, RUlIIIian 11'&' to have paramount importaoce ; the loca1langoage ..... 
to be uacd '" an aid to teaching during the firBt period (the lim two years) of 
iuatruction; but in the third year Ruooian .... to be introduced. AU rulea 
and instructiono issued by the Supreme Boarda ...... to be ""bject to ron 
firmatiOD by the Mini....... '1». Curator'. Council at Darpal (acting onder 
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the advice of a special Committee of Experts) was to decide all matters 
affecting text-hooks in the locallsnguages. . 

The general effect of these cha.nges was to subordinate the prov.incial 
hoarde, whose control of primary eduoation had hitherto heen virtually 
supreme, to the authority of the Ministry of Public Instrootion. The nobles 
and clergy were furious at the ohanges, and the inevitable result followed. 
Tho nobl .. retaliated by withdrawing support from the sohools, ovor whioh 
they no longer possessed an effective control, and by closing the ~minaries 
for teachers. To replace the Dorpat Seminary, which was closed in 1889, a 
new seminary was established at Balk in 1894; and in 1891 the seminari .. 
at Gatchina and Pokov were thrown open to Lutheran candidates of Finnish, 
Lettish or Esthonian nationality. It was not so easy to supply the defioienoy 
arioing from the withdrawal by the squires of financial support from the 
ochoolo. The sums &BBigned by the State Treasury for this purpose proved 
entirely inadequate, and primary education, especially in the rural districts, 
entered upon a prolonged period of depression, whioh oan hardly yet be 
said to have oompletely pesaed by. , 

We now return to the history of the ~tepa taken to Russify the University. 
In 1889 it became necesaary, owing to the introduction into the Baltic Pro
vinces of the judicial reforms of Alexander n., to reorganise the Faculty of 
Lew in the University of Dorpat. The change consisted in the suppression 
of cert&in chairs in local and international la.w, and the provision of new 
chajre for the teaching of various branchoa of RUBBian law. It therefore 
involved a very oonsiderable change in the pareoonel of the teaching staff 01 
the FIWulty; and it was rosolved, in pureuance of the policy already adopted, 
to introduce Russian as the language of instruction for all the newly created 
profQ8S()t'8hips. Here. however, the autonomous constitution of the Uni
versity stood in the way, and as Delio.nov declared it was useless to expect 
the University Council, consisting. as it did. mainly of Germanprofeeaore. to 
appoint Russian-speaking persona to the new posta, power was given to him 
by an uk ... dated Febroary 4th, 1889, to lill up the vacant ohaire on his own 
initiative. The obliga.t.ion to use Ruuio.n &8 the language of instruction 
was 800n extended to all subjects in the La.w Faculty, one of the reasons of 
special urgency .... igned being tho fact that RUBBian was now being made 
the language of official businessthronghont the provin.... From Ootober, 
1891, onward., all the internal busin ... of the Law Faculty had to be trana
acted in RU8Sian. 

AJJ a nooes .. ry preliminary to further m .... ures for tho Russifioation of tho 
University, ita autonomous oonstitution was finally abolished in November. 
1889, tho University Statute being ... imilated in all .... ntiaJ points to tho 
genoral Statute of 1884. Next mont·h the Curator asked the University to 
supply him with information 88 to whioh of the Russia.n subjects on the sta1f 
at pl'68Qnt lecturing in Gorman would be able, either immediately. or in the 
course of the next eduoational year. to substitute Russian for German in 
their I .. tu ..... and which would require a further period of grace. On 
receipt 01 the information asked for, Dewov fixed the limit of timo dnring 
which tho change was to be completed at two year&. It is to be observed 
that this docWon did not affect teaehere 01 foreign nationality, who at the 
be~inniug 01 tho reign 01 AIOl[ander UI. nnmbered no leea than nineteen (aU 
Germano) out of a total of forty-Iour_ No role has even yet been laid down 
JlI"""'ribin!l tho language to be used by professors 01 foreign nationality_ 

During 1891 and 1892 the temporary regulationo made in 1885 with reference 
to the use 01 Russi.., in the oflijial business 01 tho University wen> all modified 
in the diroction of grostor .fringency. From October 1891, the diplomaa 
were no lonl\1lr ac<ompanied by a German translstion and proepsctusee of 
loot ures. lists of professors. matriculation lists, &:.c., had aU ~ be drawn up in 
RUS<Iian. In October. 1892, it was ordered that the minut... of the Council 
and the Pravlonio should be kept in Russian, though the conceeeion _ made 
a littlo later that a ('..noan translation might be added, which ...... however 
to pos:sc8I no official value. In Novembor, 189"l, Russian was made ~ 
11\1l1!""I!O 01 official busin .... in all focultios and in all eooietiee and other . . 
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.imil .... in.titutiOnB connected with tbe Uoivereity. A supplementary lOri, 
of circul ..... completed the pro"",," of RWI8ification by preecribiog RUIOian , 
the language to be used in exs-ninations for teachers' certificates in all ex-aminl 
tions and II disputations" conducted by profe88on who lectured in RU88iar 
in dissortationB for learned degrees. preeented by candidatee wbo bad OOD 

pJeted their gymnasium course in RU88ian; and in the addreaaes delivered I 
the anniversary celebrations. Finally, by the examination regulatiOM iseUE 

in September, 1893, tbe standard of knowledge of RnBBian required from, 
students of Ruseian nationality (witb aortain exceptional wao very oonsidorab: 
raised. 

By tbe end of 1894. therefore, the prOOO88 of RnBBification, 10 far &I Govcn 
ment measures were concerned, WB8 complete. The effect of the pl'OCefl8 hi 
undoubtedly been to modify profoundly the wbole character of educatio 
in the Provin ... , and the strong .. t advocatee of tho RUllifying policy woul 
not maintain that this result hao been attained without some &&orifice , 
educational ~efficiency. The determining factor in the situ.o.tion has been tl 
.tubbom :oppoeition offered by tho educated Genoan .• peaking claBs .. to tl 
measures' of the Government. The withdrawal of the financial 8UpPO: 
formerly given by the squirOB to the rural primary achools bas thrown tI 
maintenance of these schools entirely upon the local communities aided to 
very small extent by the State, and hao thus greatly crippled their nsefulno 
and impeded their progress. Recent accounts, however, appear to ahow tJu 
the primary 8Ohools are beginning to recover l08t ground.· Seeondary educ, 
tion has suffered still more .. verely. partly owing to tbe clooure of a grc. 
number of schools, both public and private, partly owiog to the use o! 
foreign language for pnrpoeee of inBtmotion and partly beCaUlO the chan! 
of ayetem caUlled the retirement of • conaiderable number of experience 
teachers and headmaoters, many of whom found employment in Germa.: 
'1'he results of tbe change are perhape moot Itrikingly manif .. t in tbe UD 
versity of Dorpat. There bao been ail inereaoing tendency on the part , 
tho German gentry and intellectoaJ claeaee to lOOk univ ... ity education f, 
their 8OJ18 at Genoan Univemiti... The number of students at Dorpat hi> 
neverthele&Sl, Dot been allowed to decrease, since the pIacea formerly OOCDpk 
by the 8OJ18 of the Baltic gentry have been filled by R_ian youths, many' 
whom for one reason or another, have been unable to find admia8ion in1 
a purely R088ian Univemity, or have been excluded therefrom. t F, 
example, Dorpat now shares with Warsaw and TOlDBk the right to adm, 
eandidates holding the leaving certificate of the Ruasian F"",leoiaotieal Bem: 
nariea. The regulation of 1899 ( .... p. 154) by whicb students from th 
Vilna District cannot proceed to any other university than Dorpat h ... Is 
inoreaacd the proportion of RDBSisno studying there. At the aam. tim 
~o number of German .. peaking prof ....... at Dorpat baa tended conatanti 

• The total number of primary IIChoola in the three provinoee in 1904 "AI !.9'l 
(Livonia, 1,769; -Ilia, 645; Kurland, 663) II compared with 3,007 in lSI! 
(Livonia, 1,804; Eathonia, 862; KurlADd, 641~ The ineraoe in the numbo 
of .. holan attending th ..... bools baa been, ronghly _"""king, proporti01J&te t 
the inereaoo in the population, viz., 19 per cent. in ~"'D y..... Statiotio 
ahoW', however, that Orthodox IChoob have incr sed Mace 1886 A the ezperu 
of Lutheran schools. e.g., the Dumber of Lutheran .choola in Livonia fell betwee 
1886 and 1904 from 1,242 to 1,081, ",hiIe other ocboola iDereaoed from ti68 to 681 

t The .w.emente in the ted .... borne ont by the following atatiotio» of -
attending the Dorpat Uoivenity.-
Year. Studenta. Number of otodent. p~ of 

from .... ;. IChooIo. Baltic otudent 
1881 1.065 8l!1 83 per cent. 
1891 1,_ 1,241 73" 
1897 ".' 1.0!JiI 4.50 41., 
1898 1,373 431 31 ,. 
1899 .. I r .. • .. 1,4.5:5 399 28,. 

The ....... t available It&t ....... (tw- for 1901).how the following diotribution, 
nuden .. by religioPB helief ,-Orthodox. I,IJ!l9; 80_ c.&holic, 511; Lot ...... 
471; J ..... 133; other oreedo, 9; total. 1,166. 
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to diminish. all vao&Doies being of oourse filled up by Russian.speaking 
candidates. The Univ .... ity is rapidly beooming. therefore. a thoroughly 
RUBBian institution, not only in respect of the language used in instruotion, 
but in respect of the per8on...z both of tORohers and taught. And thus the 
funotion whioh its history and geographical position s .. med alike to point 
out to the University of Dorpat-that of serving as a eonneoting link between 
Ru .. " and Western oulture-is one whioh it is no longer oapable of 
performing. 

B.-POLAND AND THB NORTH,WBSTEBN PnoVINons. 

The history of eduoation in the provinoes which formerly oonstituted the 
Republic of Poland has also eontinued'down to our o~ time to present certain 
peculiar features whioh merit epecial description. This statement, though 
applying ospecially to Poland proper. i .... the kingdom of Poland as recon· 
stituted by Alexander I •• in whioh tho bulk of tho native population was 
Polish in race and language. is alao true to a great oxtent of those north· 
western provinces whioh remained part of Poland up to the time of the first 
partition, but in whioh only the aristooracy was Polish, the lowerordel'b being 
either White RU99ian or Lithuanian. It is important. for the understanding 
of the eduoational history of tho north·west provinces. to realise that at 
least until the Buppression of the insurrection of 1863 these provinoes were a 
kind of debateable land. as to which the views of Pol .. and RU99iana were 
irroconcileably opposed. Tbe Poleo regarded them as a kind of "Polonia 
irrodenta." severed politically from Poland, but incli990lubly united with ber 
by historical, racial a.nd intellectual interests. The Russians, on the oon .. 
trary. looked upon them as essentially Russia.n provinces, in whioh by an 
accident of history. (the Tatar invasion) a Russian population had fallen 
under the wmporary domination of Poland, never acknowledged the Polish 
olaim to them. and habitually referred to them in offioial phraseology as the 
.. provin ... regained from Poland." The following sketeh will deal with the 
history of eduoation in both regions from the time of thoir de6nite inoorpora • 

. tion with Ruaaia, i.e.. in the case of the north-west provinces from the time 
of the final partition. and in the 0 .... of the kingdom of Poland from the 
suppression of the insurreotion of 1830. 

We must, however. begin by noting a few of the outstanding facta in the 
edu."tional history of independent Poland. whioh are important for their 
bearing on the Bubeequent oourse of events. In 1364 the University of 
Craoow was founded by Casimir IlL Its roal history. as a oentro of 1oarning, 
bogine in 1400. when it was re-established by QueonJadwiga, and her bus· 
band, Stanislaus Jagello. By the end of the fift.eejlth oontury it had attained 
considomble repute, and became the object of the special care of Sigismund I., 
who in 1635 ennobled all its professors and doctors. In 1564 the Josnits first 
made their appearanoo in Poland. Their .. hoom and collegos greatly in. 
oreased in the reign of Stephon Batory (1576-1586). who also founded the 
University of Viln... From this time onwards to the first partition ~1772) 
BOOondary and higher education ..... almost entirely in the hando of the 
J .. uits. But in 1773 their order was suppressed by the brief Dami""" tIC 

Rtd .... ptor. and their property was nationalised and devoted to educational 
purposes. The 88me year the Polish Diet appointed a Commission of National 
Education. and entrusted it with the task of framing .. national system of 
education. Tho remarkablo work dono by this Commission during tho 
t ..... ty years whioh preceded tho final partition in 1795 has been fully de
BOribod for English readers bJ M. Kazimien Lutoslawaki, in Sf. o-g., July 
1906. The system framed by them was sanotioned by tho Diet in 1778. h 
several of its features, suoh as the diviaion of tho country into oducational 
distriots, tho institution of throe grad .. of ""hoom stancpng in hierarobical 
relation to each othor ODd to tho nnirersitioo, the provision of teachers' 
seminaries in conrection with the unil"8l'8ities. etc., the Poliah syah was the 
model and prototype for the RU99ian system of Alexander L 

By the final partition of 1795 Cracow paoaod to Austria and Vilna to RWIBi ... 
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Th. portion of Poland which became PrusBian, and which includcd Warsaw 
and the territory as far as the Niemen, contained no Univer.ity. Out of thia 
territory was formed the Grand-Duchy of Warsaw by Napoloon. Under th6 
reaettl.ment of 1814 the Grand·Duchy of WarB&w p .... ed to RU88i.., and 
Alexander now formed Poland into a constitutional monarchy, with himsolf 
as hereditary king. As we have seen above, the newly constituted kingclom 
did not include any of the provinces of Lithuania. or White RU8flia.. which 
were not acknowledged by the RU88iana to be Polish. Th. admini.tration of 
the kingdom was in the handa of Pol .. , and Polish WB8 the officiallangoag •• 
In 1816 the University of Warsaw W88 founded and W88 formally opened in 
1818. It continued to exist until the insurrection of 1830, when it was BUp_ 
p .... ed along with the older University of Vilna. During the whole period 
of its existence it was e1ltirely Polish in spirit, administration and languago. 
Education in general during this period owed much to Stanislaus HtM~ic 
(born 1755) who had been a prominent educational worker and writer in the 
Republic of Poland before the partition. 

That the educational .yatem of the Kingdom of Poland should up to 1830 
have been so entirely Polish, both in .pirit and language, w ... under exi.ling 
conditions, quite in the natura.! order of things. It is, however. a more re
markable fact that for the greater portion of that period tbe educationa I 
ayatem of the north·w .. t provinceB w .. de larlo as Polish 88 in Poland itself. 
This 11'88 due to entirely peraonai caUIIeB, namely the peI.onal aympathk. 
of the men at the head of affair.. Alexaoder's friendahip for Poland i. well 
known; it dated. from the time of the final partition, W88 sincero, openly 
avowed. and consistently expreel!'ed in action. Z3Va.doV"~ ~he first H.WJlian 
Minister of Public Instruction, was alao an admirer of Poland; he hOO been 
educated at a Jeeuit school in that country, spoke ita language, and re\aincd 
a predilection for ita literature throughout hi. life. Bot the influen .. which 
directly shaped the course of affairs 11'88 that of Prince Adam Czartoryoki, 
the patriotic Polish noble who afterwards became famou. throughout Europe 
by his share in the l'olish insurrection of 1830. AM .. boy Czartoryski had 
been sent 88 a kind of ho.tage to the coort of Catherine It and had there 
gained the friendahip of the Grand- Duke Alexander, afterward. Emperor. 
On Alexander's accession to the throne, Czartoryski became one of biB mOBt 
intimate advise1'8. He W88 consulted by the Emperor in everything that 
concerned Poland, and had a large share in the drafting of the COD.8titution 
of the Kingdom of Poland after the Treaty of Vienna. It 11'88 a .igaal mark 
of the Emperor's confidence in him that he W88 appointed Cantor of the 
Eduoational District of Vilna, which compriaed all the w .. tern provinooo 
in which Polish W88 apoken by the opper cl....... In the administration of 
his District, Czartoryski had practically a free hand. and naed the liberty 
accorded to him, apparently with the lull knowIedge and concurrence 01 the 
Emperor, for the advancement of pnrely Polish ideas of culture. AM to tbe 
extent to which under hia regime the UniV8rBity and ..,honis became .... t .... of 
PoloniBing influenoeo. we have the testimony of C ... rtoryski himself in hi. 
Memoirs. He anya (p. 326): .. L'UniverBite de Vilna Iut toute polonaise, 
et poor I .. provinces de cotte nation. j'aurai l'occasion d'eu parler plua tard ; 
neanmoins. il me semble utile de faire remarquer ici que, durant lea annl'e8 
qui suivirent, toute Ia surface de Ia Pologoe .. coumt d'koleo, danaleoquell .. 
Ie sentiment polonais ent plein. libert6 de .. developper. L'Univ .... ite OJ 
j'appelai leo anvanta leo plua distingue. de Ia nation, et quelquee h?mmee 
eminenta de l'etranger, d.irigea ce mouvement avec un ze1e et nne IOtelh· 
gence qui ne laissaient rien a doorer: it De BUrprit pereonne, et ~ verital,k) 
consequenoeo. eontre leequeUesIes R""""" .. recrii.rent plUB tam. """,hlercr.t 
alors deoouier naturelJement des intentions gen~ de I' Kmpereur." 

That the PotiW' tendenoieo of Czartoryoki'. admini.tration were ~_,k<d 
upon with favour 'by tlle Ministry of Public Inatruction, at any mIL' du"roK 
the early ream of the reign. there is abundant evidence to abow. ThC're i5 
extant, for example, & memorial addr<soed t.o 7 .... vadov.ki by Thaddt .... 
Czacki, who w,," Czartoryski'. great coadjutor in the provin ... of Little 
Russia, then reckoned in the Vilna Distriot, with reference to the projc<,1ed 
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.. tablishment of " Univeraity at Kiev, which had been foreshadowed in 
the Preliminary Rules. Czacki opposed thie project on the expreea ground, 
amongst others, that the wishes of the persons who would contribo te to. 
wards the establishment of the University would be for instruction in Polish, 
and tha.t this would be impossible in an ancient centre of Russian influence 
like Kiev. The Minister agreed, and the ..... ult was that the project for 
a Univeraity at Kiev was indefinitely postponed, and that in its plaee a kind 
of higber gymnB8ium, afterwards called tho VoJhyuian Lyceum, was founded 
a.t Kremenetz (K.rzemenic), in which the staff, tho langua.ge of instruction. 
and the text-books used were exclusively Polish. 

Tho administration of Razumovski was by no means ae favourable to 
Czartoryski's plans as that of Zavadovaki had been. Rs.zumovski had little 
sympathy with Poloniam, and the speeia! indulll"nce .hown during hio ad· 
ministration to the Jesuits, with whom the interesto of the Roman Church 
were always placed balore thosa of the Polish national party, was not at all to 
the taste of Czartoryski. The establishment of the Polotsk Academy, as 
a kind of mcla .. of aducational autonomy in the Vilna District, muat have 
been partioularly gaJling to him, sinoo all the Jasuit Schoola in the District 
were thua removed from hio control and plaeed under that of the Academy. 
Czartoryski was abroad from 1810 to 1816. He continued in hio 011108 for 
eight yaara after his retorn; but his influenos with Alexander was already on 
the WaDS. To thie reault both political and personal oauaas contributed; 
but the occasion of the final breaeh between them Was given by the occur· 
renos of diaturbanoas in the University and .ohoola of the Diatriot, which, as 
appears from Czartoryaki's own correspondenca with the Emperor, were 
caused by "I'esprit turbulent qui .'6teit reveilltl dans diversea uruversit •• 
al\amandea et la funes!e manio dee oooitlttla .. crete. parmi I .. tltudianta de ce. 
univeraitea.1I Thia spirit of unrest had. .pread from Germany to the Univerai
tiea of Cracow and War.aw, and thonoo had infected the si.ter Univeraity of 
Vi1na. In 1823 M. N, Nov08iltsov WOl aent on .. special mis.ion of enquiry 
to the Vilna District, and as the reault of hi. report, energetio measure. we'e 
taken in 1824, involving the diami •• a1 of four profe •• ore of the Univeroity, 
tho appointment of a Director as at St. Potersburg, the .evere punishment 
of otudonto who had belonged to aeoret aecietieo, tho oxclusion of civio ed 
political aubjecta from the oourae of the gymnasia, and wtly, the enforced 
resiJ!lll>tion of Czartoryaki himaeH. NovOBiitsov was appointed Curator in 
1824, &nd immedi&tely .ot himaeH to reverse in mey important _peeto hi. 
predeceoaer'. polioy. During the next six yean the Vilna District, which 
had originally oompriaed all the provin ... formorly belonging to Poland and 
which it bad been Czartoryaki'. aim to keep intact as an administrative unit 
for educational purpoaea, waa broken up by the traUlfer of some of the moat 
important governmenta composing it to other Educational Districts. Tho 
administration of the University WOl reorganised: and the conversion of 
the ooboola of the Roman Catholic olergy into lOCular achoola ..... resolved 
upon. Thi. proo ... of aeoulariaation bad already begun when tho insurrec· 
tion of 183~1831 broke out. After the insurrection W&I put down it pro
ceeded still more rapidly. and steps were at onoe taken to introduoe Ruasian 
as tho lango&ge of instruction in all the .. hoola of Little and White Ruesia. 
The Universitiea of Vima and Warsaw, which had .. rved as foci of the 
revolutionary spirit, wore both suppressed. and the administrat.ion of the 
.. boola of Poland. passed into the hande of the Russian Ministry of Publio 
Instruction. 

The policy adopted during tho admioiatration of Uvarov in relation to 
Poland and the l'oliah .. peaking provinoas is more than onoo explicitly stated 
in his official reports. particul .. ly in the Duialikn.. ~e" provin ... 
regained from Poland" were treated quite differeotly froni Poland proper. 
With regard to the former, Uvarov'. action, though deocribed bY' himaeH 
as being teo modem. to Batisfy the extreme RUOIian party, amounted 
to .. comple. rever&al of the Poloniaing polioy of Czarteryaki. As late .. 
1829 speoW provision had been made for the training of teaohera of Polish 
for the .... tarn provinoeo; bllt this arrangemeat W&I brought to an end 
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in 1836, the reason offioially given being th,.t the RussUm 1s.nguago bad made 
unexpected progreoo even in tbe primary soboola of tho weotem governmenta. 
All Polisb teaching ooaaed in Little Russia in 1835, in Vitebsk rmd Mobilov 
in 1836, &nd in Vilna, Grodno and Kovno in 1838. The "'&Cbing of Russian 
W&B cor .... pondingly encouraged, and a thorough knowledge of it _ made 
an indispensable qualification for admission to the fourt.lenth rank of chi ... 
That m&ny of tbe Polisb nobility of tho weo"'m provin ... were far from 
acquiescing in this suppreoaion of their language in the schoola ia evident from 
the fact that in 1846 it beoame neOOBBary to forbid nativ .. of the w .. "'m 
provinooo to ,.ttend the schoola of Poland, where the instmction _ It ill 
given in Polish. The Polish University of Viln,. W&l not restored, but ita 
pl&oo _ supplied by tho new Univeraity of St. V1a<Iimir, • thoroughly 
Russian institution planted at Kiev, "the mother of RU88ian oities," whoae 
history had been entwined with thet of the RUOlian nation linOO the earlieot 
dawn of oivilisation. 

Tho polioy of eoteblishing Ste'" gymnasia with bo&rding.hou_ in con· 
nection with them W&I specially f&vourod by UV&l'OV in the west, lincoOUper. 
vision over auch establi&hments was so muoh more easily exerc.iaed than over 
the prin'" bo&rding.schoola which they were inU!nded to replace. SimiJ&r 
motives led him to eoteblish .. number of girla' schoola, which were inU!nded 
to compete with the Catholic convent schoola, to which the nobl .. had long 
been &aCUBtomed to .. nd their daughte1'l. Th ... convent-schools were 
also subjected to increaaed supervision, and in the forties many of them were 
cloaod ,.Itogether, their funds being devoted to the secular education of 
girls. Uvarov also continued the policy initiated by his predeceoaoro of 
closing gradu,.lly the boys' Ichools kcpt by the Catholic clergy. Generally 
speeking, the policy of the Government was to substitute Ste'" schoola for 
private &ehoola in the education of the upper 01-. and to .... imilate in 
every way the education&! system of the w .. tem provin... w thet 
prevailing in the rest of Russia. . 

In Poland proper the meaaur .. taken were different. Though the Poliab 
provin ... were administered from St. Petersburg, and from 1839 formed • 
.. parate Educational Diatrict under the Ministry of Public Inotmcticm, the 
system of education in Poland oontinued throughout the reign of Nicholas 
to exhibit .ome important distinctive (.atur... Sids by .ids, lor example,. 
with the cia&lical gymnasia, the School Statute of 1840 mada proviaion lor 
reaI-schoola, which were to have a technical, oommercial, "" agriculliOraJ 
bias in &OOOrdan.. with Jocal reqniremenl8, &ad a oystem of cr&ft.&choo\8 
was also eotablished in the m&nuf&Oturing to...... The OIIOOIU'IIf!OIIt of 
real and technical education, .. hich W&l reasonable in viaw of the more &d. 
vanced indDBtriaJ dsveJopment of Poland, as ooJUpared with R_ia, became 
stili mono marked &B time went on. All the &ehoola wore taught in Polio&, 
and the Polish lang.age W&B • oubject of instruction both in the gymnuia 
and the district-schoola. The policy 01 leaving Polisb in pmctioalIy illl 
former positiou in the echoola of Poland is repeatedly daf&uded by Uv&roV 
in his reporm on the ground thet greater circumspection _ ueedod in de&ling 
with Poland than with the weotem government., or ovon the Baltic Provinceo. 
.. There h&B been," he &ays m. the D~ .. no oppreooive order for the 
introduction of the Ruooian language in ochoola; instead of thia, J have 
endeavoured, while meeting aD reasonable Ioe&l damando, to inatJl inw tho 
minds of the Paleo reopoet far Ruooian culture, oonIideooe in the alma of the 
Government, &ad a olear, if not openly .. vo .... ed, ocn&eioumeeo of the good. 
intentiona of the Ministry." Of this oonci.Iiatory policy, however, the 
nmar&AOD of a Polish University formed no pari.. The IUppreaoioa of the 
University of W""",,, continued throughout the reign of NichoIu, with the 
twofold object of eompelling the Polish youth to aeek higher educatioa At 
the UnivBrBitiea o( Rnooia, and of OIIIUring that the te&Ohero required for· 
the Polish achooIs abOl.ld have roooi_ their &O&damic&l Inining in • R_iaa 
atmO&pbere. . 

The general policy of Uvarov W&I continued by his immodiata _ 
d' the . of Nicho1ae, The --... of A1eDD<ler IL . ted unng l'IllgD . . " . ...•. '. mangara. 
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a still more liberal regime, both in relation to the western provinoes and to 
Poland. In 1858 tho teaching of Polish, which during tho reign of Nichola.' 
had ..... d throughout tho wootern provinces, .xcopt in a few private 

·.chools, was reintroduced in tho schools of the Vilna District, aod two 
years late~ Poliah wao even made an optional subject of inotrcction in the 
Educational Distriot of ruev. Th ... ooncessions were withdrawn only 
after tho insnrreotion of 1863. 

Tho eduoational moasnreo taken by tho Government after the suppression 
of the insurrection were dU9 to the initiative of Muraviev, who in 1863, as 
Dictator of tho North-Western District, criticised very s.verely tho results 
of the educat!""al policy of Uvarov and hio succ ... ors. He ..... rted that 
tho 8yotem of encouraging tho inc ....... of State socondary .chools, ,,'bich the 
Ministry had adopted as a means of d,rawing off the chftdren of the PoliSh_, 
speaking nobl .. from the private sohools, had been a complete mistake, 
inaomuch as these State schools hed .imply been used 118 the avenue to 
in8uential posts in tho public scrvioo, which hed thus become crowded with 
persons diaaffocted to Russian rul.. He maints.ined that the efforts of tho ' 
Govemment"should rather have been conoentrated on the instruction of the 
Orthedox poaosnt population, and h. therefore advocated the clooing of as 
many as possible of tho existing secondary schools, replaoing them in the ' 
towns by two·cl .... schools in which no Polish should he taught, and taking 
energetio steps to cover the whole of the western provinoes with a number of 
Russian primary oohools for tho rural population. A project of law intro· 
duced by Muravi.v in 1864 into the Western Committee in ord.r to give effect 
to these vi.ws was approved by the Emperor; aod tho policy embodied 
in it W88 carried into effect durin t the next few years. The neoessity of ; 
having Ruuian teachers for the primary 8ohools of the western provinces led 
to the establishment of the first Russian T.achers· Sominary. From thio 
time forward all recognition nf tho Polish language ceased outside the bollO- . 
daries of Poland proper. In 1892 Russian even replaced Lithuanian and 
other looallanguages in tho religious teaching given in primary schools through
ant tho vnna District, o""pt doting tho firat yoM of inotructiou. It appears, 
however, from official atatemonto on the 80 bj .. !., that schools with Polonising 
and Catholioising aims continued to exist secretly in tho west at loast ... lately 
... 1892, ... is attested by the issue in that yoM of .. Temporary Regulations 
as to penalti .. for s .. ret teaching In tho North-West and South· West 
governments. " 

We return to tho hiotory of education in tho IDngdom of Poland. In 
1861 the educational administration of the country paosod from the Ministry 
of Publio Instruotion to the newly crea.ted U Government Commission for 
Publio Worship and Popular Instruction It in Poland A Polish noble, the 
Marquis Wielopolski, w ... appointed Director of Public Instrcction, and in 
1862 tho educational syotom of tho country was remod.lled. Th. Statute 
of tho 8th May of that yoM fully prooorvod the Polish character of the 
tIOCOIldary ""hoola, and in addition propoood to create a 8yotem of lower 
oohools of various ,typos, both 8p<'Oial and general, which ohould be super
viood hy local governing bedi .. ma.inIy oompoood of the nobles and tho 
olot'KY. Higher education was also 'Provided for by the inotitution of tho 
010 ..... SdooIa, or High School, at Warsaw, which was o:ganised on tho model 
of a university. with four Faculties, vi .. , of Medicine, of Law, of Phyoios 
and Mathemati"", and of History and Philology. 

Th. 8yotom of education ootabliahed by tho Statute of 1862 had hardly 
got into working order when the insuneotion broke out. The o.ttitnde of 
tho Government towards Polioh edUCAtion after Lb. suppression of tho 
inourrootion was at first a liberal and 8ympathetic one. Th. Imperial 
Rescript to Berg on hio appointment as Diotator in August;"I864, laid down 
that tho general foaturoo of tho 8ystem of IIl6:! were to be ~ &hough 
preoant.iona ohould be laken against the possibility of tho ochools being 
used for the forthoron .. of political aima, and against the danger of the non
Polish elements In tho population falling under Puliah inJIuenoe. Each 
nationality re!"'"""1'te4 i1' Po!an<!.-whethor PoIioh, Russi..... Germ..... or 
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Lithuanian-should havo it.. own .. hoola, .. pecially of tho elem.nlrlry fIT"'lo, 
whioh should be taught in the mother·tongue of the ohildren attending them, 
and the attitude of the Stata towards the8a .. hoole should be one of .t.riot 
impartiality. The Reoorlpt laid down the guiding principles of the lyotem 
of IOCOndary and high~r education, and foroehadowed tho oonvo .. Ion of 
the Waroaw High School into a University. Stepa were at once taken to 
ro· .. tablish the primary IChoole, which were entroBted to the immediate 
care of the village oommono&, oversight on behalf of the State being exer· 
oiled by ten Directors, .... h of whom hod a diat.rict of hia own. A number 
of girls' ochoole wele foundod on the model of thOlO recently Btarted in RIIlIIIi ... 
Two yoaro later. in 1866. a Statute for Sooondary Bobools w .. ilaued l and 
in 1867 otepa wore takon to l800Ultitute the W ...... w High Bohool .. the 
W ...... w Univorsity. 

But by this time tho policy of tho Government hod undergone a change. 
and the actual couree of eventa during the next five years otands in marked 
conlrw with the liberal spirit of the Roecript to Berg. The fint indication 
of tbe change of standpoint WaB afforded by the University Statute. AI fint 
introduced into the Council of Administration far Poland, the projeot "'&I 
for a Polish Univeraity. This met with strong opposition from Cherkaaold 
and other members of the Council. Meanwhile, Witte, whn hod suoceeded 
Wielopolsld aB Director of Poblio Instruction in Poland, had proeented a 
report to t.he Emperor, in which he declared the oontinued e:ristence of the 
Waraaw High School aB a Po1ish inotitution to· be positively hannfuL This 
report wao approved by the Emperor. and the fate of the projeot for a Polish 
University wao thenceforth eea\ed. Tho Ministry of PobJio Instruction lhortJy 
afterwards roeumed oontrul over Polish education l and under the inlI_ of 
Count D. Tolstoi, not only did the Statuta in Ita final form make provhdon 
for tho oroation of a purely RUlBian University. but the principle of dlreot 
eontrui by the State wao ao strongly affirmed as in the .... of the RUI8ian 
UniversiUoa under the Statute of 1836.. Tho Rector and Inopeotor muot be 
RuaoianB, and wore appointed direotly by tho Government. The University 
Council at first shered with the Minister (ar the Curator. in the .... of minor 
posta) the right to fill up vacant chain! l but in 1872 this right wao withdrewn 
from tho Council and vested in tho reproeentativOB of the Government a1one. 
Discipline wao placed in the hands of the Inopeotor and a IpeciaI oourt of 
professors. RU88ian wao made obligatory ... the 1anguage of lnotrootion fa all 
subjeote. and alao .. the Janguago of University boom- of m-rtationo, 
speeohoe, and studenta' prize eompceitiOUl. In order to attract RU88ians to 
ocoupy posta in the University. special privllsgoa ware attached to the oervIce 
of tho State in Poland. Tolstol now proceeded to apply the same polley to lhe 
secondary schoola, which in point of 1anguago wore of four varieties, Polish, 
GeI'lll8D, Ruooian. and mixed scboola. In 1868 the proceoo began with tho 
introduction of Russian .. the language of instrootion in pbyaWo-mathomaIical 
and historical subjecta In Po1ish soboola, and in unlverul history and 
geography in German scboola. Next yeM the ... of Ruooian ..... 1IUIde uni· 
v .... lly obligatory for all publlc schoola alike. though private schools were 
for the proeent allowed to oontinue the use of Polish in cen.iu oabjeota. 
rD enending tho operation of the Statutea of 1871 and 1872 to Poland (_ 
p. 124). a significant omission w ... made by the Govemmonl. No "hooorary 
Curators" were to be appointed in Poland, since $he Ministry of Poblic 
InstrucUon oonoidored that. .. to pennit the amaIlest ahere in tho administra
tion to the Polish gentry or clergy wonld awake in frivo1ouo minds the hope of 
a retorn to the old system of eontroJ 0_ the scboola by tho aqniroe &0<1 
prioete, which duriDg the time of ita IUpremacy." ..... under the Statute of 
1862, .. hod C&OJI!!Id the education of the oountry to take a directiOD U-. 
patible with the Jorlncipleo of Imperial unity, which form the besis of tho 
p ........ t 8JBtem of education of the 1ooa\ populatioo." 

The RuooifioatiOD of the primary scboola proreOOed IIOID01rhot monl .knrly. 
In 1871 It was ordered that. the iDBtnactioo in thee .. hooIs ahould ".., far as 
poaaible n be given in RUIIIian; but it "'88 DOt until 1885 dLM RDMiaD .... 
definitely made oompu1aory. as the Jaoguage of instructiOD in all IUbjocto, 
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.xcept religion and Polish. The toaohing of Russian reading and writing WIloS 

mode obligatory from 1872 onwa.rds. A step which had important and far· 
reaching colll!6quences was taken in 1871 with regard to the appointment of 
toaohera in primary schools. By the Law of 1864 the choice of toaohe .. 
rested with the gminy and village communities. Tolstoi complained that the 
effect of thie W88 to pI .... the appointments practicoJly in the hands of the 
loco.! gentry and clcrgy; and in 1871 the right of appointment was transferred 
to tho Directore of Primary Schools. In 1879 a further step was taken. Thc 
then Curator, Apuktin, received instructions not to admit Catholic priests to 
toaoh religion in the schools, or to do so only with great caution, on tho ground 
that whenever admitted they exercised undue influence over the whole con
duct of the schooL 

The toto.! effect of theae modifications of tlie Law of 1864 has been un· 
fortunate for' Polish primary education. The withdrawal from the village 
communitice of the right to appoint the toaohe .. has led to a great slackening 
of local interest in eduoation; the absence of religious instruotion in tho 
Catholio faith by persons qualified to give it h .. caused distrust and dislikc 
of the .. hools among the poorer cl_; and 1in&lly the exclusion of the 
nobles and olergy from &\l active part in the work ofprimaryeducationhae 
caused the educated cl ..... of Poland to _ume a hostile attitude to tho 
sohoola, and haa out off an important source of income from them. It is for 
these roaeons that primary education has made leu progreos in I'oland than 
in Russia during tho l .. t thirty years. Attention was repeatedly drawn by 
Govemore·General (e.g., by Albedinski in 1881, by Gourko in 1889) to the 
decline of popular education in Poland, but the inlIuenoe of Delianov waa 
steadily exerted against any ohange in the existing system. The question of 
the exclusion of the clergy from the schools was raised by Gourko in 1889, and 
after long debate in the Committee of Ministem-in the course of which 
Delianov declared that" it was better not to have schools than to have them 
gnided by the Catholic clergy "-a eompromiss was arrived at aceording to 
which:-

(1) Petitions from leo&! communiti .. , asking that the parish priest. 
should be &\lowed to toaoh in the sohools should be submitted for decision 
to 10cal education&! [Sta\e] ollioi&la acting in eonference with tha pro· 
vincial authorities. and that in oase of any difference of opinion. the 
matter should be decided by tha Governor.QeneraL 

(2) In no caae should the toaohing of the Roman Catholic religion be 
entrusted to pemons of other communicns. (Complaints had been made 
that in default of priests to toaoh religion, thie duty had bean undertaken 
by Lutheran Dr Orthodox head teechera.) 

Tbi. arrangement was confirmed by the Emperor on March 16th, 1892. 
Unfortunately, however, the effect of the regulation was very largely destroyed 
by a suboequent circular, placing religious teaching by Catholio priests under 
vary oloae supervision by the provincial authoriti.. and the police. The 
result was that very few petitions were sent in by the local communities, and 
oven now the teeching of religion by Catholio priests in Polish primary oohools 
remaina exceptional. 

During the last few yeam there have not heen wanting signs that the Govern
moot is disposed to modify its Russifying polioy in Poland. It is now known 
th"t the fi",t impulse in this direction was given by a report made in 1898 
by Prince Imeretinoki, who was Govern ..... General of Poland from 1897 to 
1900. This report dealt with the social dangem likely to arias from tha 
growing impoverishment of the Polish peasants, and pointed out that an 
improvement of their economio position could only be expecl/'d as the result 
of better education, both generel and technical. But as'ihings were, the 
exiating .. hools being Russian in language and non·Catholi. in spilOt, failed 
to attract the Polish peasent, wh ... confidence would only be won byechooIs 
which reoognioed his own language and religion. The report further pointed 
out that compulsory use of Russian in toaohing prevented the in ........ of 
t.ochnic&l sohoola, which were essential to the development of industries i • 
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and here again, the reeommendatlon was made that the poHcy of RUI8ifica· 
tion sho.lId b. relaxed SO as to l"'rmit of the foundation of Polish IIOhooll. 

The considerations advaneod in this report have cansod the educational 
authorities to modify somewhat their attitude towards the use of Polish in 
schools. Since the administration of D. Tolstoi the·teaching of PoHsh in 
secondary schools had been l"'rmittod only as .. non.obHgatory subject for an 
average of three hours" week; but "II instruction in the 8ubJect had to be 
given in RU88ian. In 1899, in accordance with .. decision of the Committoo of 
Ministers, the use of PoHsh was permitted in the gymnasia for the teaching 
of Polish. The effect of this permission was, however, much weakened bY 
some ministerial instructions issued in 1901, which hedged "bout the use of 
Polish with many restrictions.. In 1900 the program of studies for rsa\·IIOhoola 
in Poland gave" place in the ordinary currionlum to the Polish iangeage 
and literature. In June, 1905, a still more important resolution of the Com· 
mittoo of Ministers allowed Polish to be nsod in primary achoola in the teaching 
of Arithmetic, Polish and Religion. In other words, aD lubjecto ex~ 
RU88ian could under this resolution be taught in primary achoola in tho 
mother-tongue of the echolara. 
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, 
CHAPTER II. 

THE PRESENT POSITION AND ORGANISATION OF 
EDUCATION IN RUSSIA. 

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS. 

The task of describing the existing organisation of education in 
the Ru&Bian Empire is much complicated by the fact that many of 
the great Departments of Government, in addition to the Ministry 
of Publio Instruction, are concerned in the administration of public 

. education, and .that therefore a great variety of methods of organi
Ation and control are to be found existing side by side. The 
diffioulty of obtaining a general idea of this somewhat complicated 
machinery is, however, considerably reduced if we adhere to the 
accepted division of educational institutions into .. general" and 
.. special," and bear in mind that as a rule the Ministry of Publio 
Instruotion is entrusted with the control of the places of general 
education, while the sohools and colleges with specialised curricula 
are under the supervision of other Departments of State specially 
interested in their effioienoy. Thus the Universities, gymnasia, 
progymnasia, rea1-schools, and an important part of the primary 
schools are administered by the Ministry of Public Instruction; 
but the theological academies and seminaries are under the control 
of the Holy Synod, commercial schools under that of the Ministry 
of Finance, agrioultural schools under that of the Ministry of Agri-. 
culture and Imperial Domains, ceztain Engineering Institutes are 
maintained by the Ministry of Ways of Communication, and eo on. 

To this general rule, however, there are eome important excep
tions. The Ministry of Publio Instruction is by no means wholly 
restricted to the supervision of places of general education. siuce 
the great majority of intermediate and primary technical and trade 
schools are also under its control.. On the other hand, a consider
able number of places of general education are under the adminis
vatton of other Departments. In the field of primary instruction, 
the schools of the Holy Synod outnumber eomewhat those belong
ing to the Ministry of Publio Instruotion. while the eoldiers' schools 
under the Ministry of War, and the orphan schools (priiuty) under 
the Ministry of the Interior contribute a not inconsiderable quota 
to the total provision for primary instruction. Again, among 
secondary Iklhools giving a general education should certainly be 
classed the schools for the daughters of the clergy, admiIj,istered by 
the Holy Synod, and to a 1arge extent a1so the ecclesiastical eemi
naries. An important pan in the secondary education of girls is 
a1so borne by the institutes and ~ under the Department of 

• 
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the Institutions of the Empress Maria. Finally, certain aristocratio 
boarding.schools, of which the Alexander Lyceum may serve as tho 
type, and which give a general education partly of the secondary 
and partly of the Universit~ type, are attached to variou. 
Departments of State otber than the Ministry of Public 
Instruction. 

It may be necessary at this point to remind the English reader 
that when we speak of particular educational institutions as be· 
longing to such and such a Department of State in Russia, it must 
not be' assumed that these institutions are necessarily supported, 
wholly or in part, by the State. Certain kinds of schools and 
colleges, as for example the Universities and most of tbe classical 
gymnasia, are in fact so supported; others, t.g., some of tbe higber 
technical colleges, real·schools and primary schools, are maintained 
partly by State subventions and partly by funds locally contri
buted; others again, including nearly half of the primary schools 
and some of the most important places of technical and commercial 
instruction, q.epcnd almost wbolly on local funds, with little or no 
aid from the Imperial Treasury; and finally, many are private 
vcnture schools, pure and simple. These distinctions, however, 
make practically no difference to the kind and degree of control 
exercised by the State. The State in Russia assumes control of all 
educational institutions, however provided and maintained, dictates 

·tbeir curricula, and assures itself by exactly the same means in 
private as in State-provided schools that its requirements have been 
complied with. Private schools are officially recognised as existing 
in order to co-operate with the views of the Government, and the 
English idea of a school as having rights in the shape of freedom 
from Government inspection and the like which it can barter away 
to the State in exchange for Treasury grants or otber privileges is 

. one which is entirely foreign to Russian habits of thought. 
In the following account of Russian educational institutions we 

shall endeavour to state in each case tbe Department of State to 
,which the particular school or college !eferred to belongs;' bnt 
where this information is not alIorded, it may be taken for granted 
that the institution is nuder the control 'of the Ministry of Public 
Instruction. In the first section of this chapter a general survey 
is taken of the educational provision existing in the Russian Empire. 
For this purpose we . observe tbe usna.l c1assification of placee of 
education as gene1'al and .pedal, the difference between tbem con
sisting partly in their curricula, but mainly in the fact that while 
institutions of the latter kind prepare their students for lIOII16 

definite career in life, those placed in the former category pursue 
the aim of general culture. This general survey J8 followed by a 
description of the organisation of education in the chief Government 
Departments o.mcemed; tbe 8U~ing section of the chapter 
gives a IJ\1Illtnary account of the instruction given in the more im· 
portant and typica.l placee of education, both general and special ; 
and the fourth and last section is devoted to the consideration 
of some of the general features of the RlIl!8ian edu::ational 
ey.t.em. . 
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. Much of the statistical iuformation given in this chapter is based 
upon the official aooounts of Russian education prepared for the 
Paris Exhibition of 1900, among which we ought especially to men
tion the chapter on education incorporated in the excellent publica
tion of the Ministry of Finance entitled " RU!l8ia at the end of the 
XIXth Century" (Rossiia " lamtsie XIX tJieka). In regard to 
primary education much use has been ll\&de of the official publication 
of the Ministry of Public Instruction entitled" Statistics of Primary 
Instruotion for the Year ]898"; (Statisticheskiia SfJedeniia po 
tlaCkal'fIOtnU obt-/J%OtItHIiiu" Rossiiskollmperii, Dannyia 1898 gada). 
Bnt later sources of information have, wherever pOBBible, been 
consulted, and statistics corrected in accordance therewith. 

I.-GIliNIliRAL SURVEY Oli' EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. 

I.-PLACES OF GENERAL EDUCATION, 

Among these the most important are the Universities, of which 
there are nine, viz., those of Moscow, St. Petersburg, Kharkov, 
Kazan, Kiev (University of St. Vladimir), OdeBBa (the New-Russian 
Uni.versity), Warsaw, Dorpat. (Yuriev), and Tomek. The total 
number of students at all nine Universities amounted in 1899 to 
16,497, besides 1,109 .. auditors" u.nattached to the Universities. 
The oorresponding numbers were on the 1st January, 1905: stutients, 
22,082, au,J.itors, 1,167; and the following were the numbers of· 
atlldents attending each University; Moscow, 5,489; St. Peters
burg, 4,508; Kiev, 3,003; Kharkov, 1,660; Dorpat, 1,766; 

. Warsaw, 1,51>6; Kazan, 1,255; Od888a, 2,066; Tomek, 779. 
The University of Tomek is not yet fully organised, and at present 
consists of two Faoulties only, Medicine and Law. The normal 

. number of Faculties in the other Universities is four, viz., the His
torico-Philological anol the Physioo-Mathematical Faculties, and 
those of Medicine and Law. At St. Petersburg, however, there is 
a Faculty of Oriental Languages, but no Faculty of Medicine, the 
place of the latter being taken by an independent institution under 
the War Office, viz., the Military Academy of Medicine. The 
Faoulty of Medicine was organised at .od888& only in 1896. At 
Dorpat there is a Faoulty of Lutheran Theology in addition to 
the four faculties existing at the sister Universities. The following 
statistica show the distribution of University students among 
the various Faculties on the 1st January, 1~. In the Facnlty 
of Law there were 9,063 students; in that of Medicine (in eight 
Universities), 5,1«; in the Physioo-Mathematical Faculty (in 
eight Universities), 5,842; in the Historico-Philological Faculty 
(in eight Universities), 1,619; in the Faculty of Oriental Languages 
(St. Petersburg only), 267; in the Faculty of Lutheran Theology 
(Dorpat only), 147. 

In additi:>n to the Universities there are several institutions 
giving instrnction up to University standard in particulu branches 
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of learning, and thus corresponding in 80me measure to University 
Faculties. Such are :-

(1) The Historico·Philological Institute at St. Petersburg, whioh 
was founded in 1867 with the special object of supplying teachers 
for the gymnasia in history, literature, and the classicallangusges. 
Since 1870 a gymnasium, in which the students give lessons under 
the supervision of professors, has been attached to the Institute. 
The course of instruction corresponds generally to that of the 
Historico-Philological Faculty in the Universities. The staff include. 
a director, a professor of theology, five ordinary and five extra
()rdinary professors, and five secondsry teachers. On the let Janu
ary, 1905, the number of students amounted to 103. The Institute 
is a r83idential college, of which the entire cost (including the 
maintenance of the students) is borne by the State. 

(2) The Bezborodko Historico-Philological Institute at Nezhin 
is an institute with precisely similar objects. It was founded in 
1806 by Prince Bezborodko as a kind of high school, but converted 
to its present purpose in 1875. On the 1st January, 1905, the 
number of students was eighty-five, and the staff consisted of a 
director, a teacher of theology, four ordinary and five extraordinary 
professors, with five other teachers. . 

(3) The Demidov Lyceum for the Study of Law at laroslav datee 
as a "school of military studies" from Alexander I.'s reign, but 
wasre-organised as a School otLaw in 1868. It has a course of four 

. years. Its stall consists of a director, four extraordinary and two 
ordinary professors, assisted by several docents and !lther teachers. 
In 1904, the Lyceum was attended by 644 students. . 
. (4) The Lazarev Institute of Oriental Languages at Moscow was· 
founded in 1815, and consists of two divisions. The lower or gym
nasium division, with eight ordinary classes and a preparatory 
class, has a course eqnivalent to that of the gymnasium. The· 
specisl divWion has a course corresponding to that of the Faculty 
of Oriental Languages at St. Petersburg, its staff consisting of a 
director, four professors, a docent, and other teachers. The number 
of studente in 1904 was eigb,ty-seven, with thirteen un&ttached 
auditors. 

(5) The Institute of OrlJlntal Languages, established at Vladivo
stok in 1899, had 125 students in attendsnce in January, 1904-
It has a four years' course, and ite curriculum includes Chinese, 
Japanese, Korean, Manchurian, Mongolian, and English, with law, 
political economy, and other general subjects. 

(6) The Imperial Lyoeum of the Tsarevich Nicholae a$ Moscow, 
privately founded in 1869, has two divisions, the lower, which 
provides secondary instruction such as is given in the ordinary 
gymnasia and the higher, or University division. The lower divi· 
sion has a court.e of eight years, exclusive of the yIH spen' in the 
preparawry c1aas. The University division has a three years' 
course, during which the students attend leotures given by the pr0-
fessors of the University of Moscow in ,he variau faculties. 
Twenty-four studeda a~ the Lyceum in 1899. 
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(7) The ArohSlOlogicallnstitute of St. Petersburg, founded mainly 
for purposes of post.graduate study, is specially concerned with 
Russian archSlOlogy. Its stsff is largely composed of professors of 
the University of St. Petersburg. On the 1st January, 1899, the 
number of students was sixty.live, together with 130 unattached 
auditors. 

(8) The Imperial Alexander Lyceum, which, like some of the insti· 
tutions already mentioned, combines the functions of a secondary 
school with those of a place of higher learning, will be' described 
more fully in the third section of this chapter. 

(9) The Imperial School of Law is an institution of the same type 
as the Alexander Lyoeum, i.e., it is a boarding school and at the 
same time a residential college. It oonsists of two divisions in 
four classes with a curriculum corresponding to that of the gymnasia; 
tbR higher division contains three classes taking a specialised course 
in Law. The staff includes a director, a professor of ecclesiastical 
law, four ordinary and six extraordinary professors, with a consider
able number of other teachers. The institution is under the control 
of the Ministry of Justice; and its special aim is to prepare officials 
for servioa under tha~ Ministry, though its alumni are also free to 
enter the publio service in other Departments. The number of its 
pupils at the beginning of 1899 was 107. 

Uni_sity Eztension.--Since 1895 a movement has been on foot 
in Russia, which like the Universi1;y Extension movement in this 
country, aims at the spread of bigher education among persons who 
find a course at the University out of their reach. The peculiar 
conditions prevailing in Russia have, however, caused the move· 
ment to develop there on somewhat different lines from those which 
it has followed in England or America. In a country where the 
right of publio assembly is so severely restricted as in Russia, it is 
obvious that a system of University Extension based chielly on 
lectures would stand but a poor chance of 8Uecess; and in point 
of faot an attempt made. by 80me St. Petersburg Professors a few 
years ago to start a course of extension lectures in the capital with 
the avowed objeot of supplementing the defects of secondary 
instruction was stopped at the outset by the Ministry of Publio 
Instruotion on the ground that such lectures were not provided 
for by the existing law. Moreover, the immense distances 
whioh often separate the larger oentrell, of population in Russia 
from eaoh other and the comparative slowness of locomotion 
would aleo prove serious obstacles in the way of the travelling 
lecturer. The Russian system therefore aims ohielly at the 
direotion of private study, whilst to public lectures is assigned 
only a subordinate and unessential position. The scheme has been 
admirably planned and carried out by the .. Commission for the 
Organisation of Home Reading," which has its-head-quarters at 
Moscow and is a kind of offshoot of the Society for thO Spread of 
Technioal Knowledge. The Commission issues programs of 
systematio study, each comprising a course of four years, in the 
following branohes of knowledge: (1) M!,thematics; (2) Physics and 
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Chemistry; (a) Biology; (4) Philosophy: (5) Law and Social 
Sciences; (6) History; and (7) History of I.iterature. These pro· 
grams, which are very carefully written and, judging by the number 
of copies sold, must be used by large numbers of persons who do not 
enrol themselves 8S regular readers; indicate the best books for the 
study of each subject, give much valuable guidance to the reader 
as to the lines on which his study should proceed, and in particular 
supply a series of questions by which the student can test his own 
grip of the subject. Answers to these questions may also be sent up 
to the Commission for revision; and the Commission undertakes 
in addition to this to afford help in difficulties met with by the 
students in the course of their work, and to look over and mark in· 
dependent compositions written by the students. The annual fee 
charged to students taking the whole course in one of the eeven 
branches of knowledge mentioned above is three roubles; hut a 
course in a single suhject (e.g., Astronomy, Russian History, Civil 
Law) may be taken for au annual fee of one rouble. The Commis
sion arranges for the sala or loan to its readers on specially favour· 
~ble terms of all books recommended in its programs.· 

Secondary Schoola.-Of secondary Bch0'l's giving a general 
education the most important are the gymnMia, progymnasia 

• As we shall not again refer to the work of the Home Reading Commiuioo 
in this chapter, we add here in a footnote the general heads of the C011J'lle in Law 
and Social Sciences, &8 an illustration of the general aim and IICOpo of the 
Btudi .. directed by the Home Reading Commission. 

First Year:- 1. General ideas of society, its elementary forma and the 
laws governing social phenomeD&. 

2. The Theory of Political Economy 
Seoond Year :-1. General Study of Law. 

. 2. History of the Philosophy of Law, 
3. State Law. 
.. Economic History of England. 
Il. Economic History of R1l88ia. 

Third Year:- 1. Economio History of R1l88ia. 
2. Agricultural Economy. 
3. Industrial Economy. 
.. Commercial EcOnomy. 
6. Civil Law. 
8. Crimina1 Law. 

Ji'curth Year: -I. Intaruationa! Law. 
2. Comparative History of IDBtituti ..... 
3. Social 'olitics, (a) The Labour Question; (hI Popular 

Education; (0) The care of the Poor; (d) Publie 
Health. 

.. Finmce. • 
h will be seen that the object of the Commi";"" is not ao mnoh to serve the 
interests of general culture &8 to _ble its students, by a eonne of --..t 
atudy. to gain a olear outlook over some one great field of human 
aoieu.... Bot it ahquld be added that, in view of the omaIl DDm!J<,r of 
persoDB who are abl.l to complete. foll 001Jr1I0 of study, BOOh as that above 
outlined, the. CommiaBion is DOW making arrangements for the epiBOdio _t
IlleDt of eertain branches of kDowledge, mnoh CD the Iinee of the delAdled 
801lT'" of lectures given in oonnection with our ...... ayatem of UDivenOty 
&tenaioa. 
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and rea1-schools nnder the Ministry of Pnblic Instrnction. The 
conrse of instrnction in these schools is more fully described in the 
third aection of this chapter. Here we will only add that on the 
1st Jannary, 1905, there were in Rnssia 220 gymnasia and 26 
progymn .. ~ia (incomplete gymnasia with four or six classes), giving 
illstrnction in the aggregate to 101,815 pnpils; and 147 rea1-schools 
with 49,443 pupils. 

To the category of schools giving a general education must aloo, 
on the whole, be referred two grades of schools administered by the 
Holy Synod, viz., the ecclesiastical schools (dulchomyia uchilistclia) 
and the ecclesiastical seminaries (dulchomyia aeminaril). Both 
are primarily designed for the children of the clergy, who are edn
cated in them without charge; but others are also admitted on 
payment of a fee. The funds for the support of the ecclesiastical 
schools ue collected by the clergy of the diocese in which they are 
situated and the schools themselves are under the special snper
vision of the bishop of the diocese. They consist of four classes 
and have a course practically equivalent (as far as aecuIar subjects 
are concerned) to that of the first four classes of the gymnasia. The 
seminaries are maintained directly by the Holy Synod aided by 
grants hom the Imperial Treasury. These seminaries. are the great 
source from which are recruited the lower ranks of the parish clergy 
and they also furnish a large contingent of teachers of primary 
schools, especially of those belonging to the Holy Synod; but the 
pick of the scminary pupils enter the Ecclesiastical Academies and 
are there prepared for the more important clerical offices. The 
seminaries contain six classes. In the two highest classes much 
attention is for obvious reasons devoted to Theology, Church History 
and other subjects necessary to those ahout to take holy Orders. 
Moreover instruction in pedagogy is given in the highest classes, and 
the pnpils haTe also teaching practice in the primary school attached 
to each aeminary. In the four lower classes general subjects pre
dominate: the course in these classes (whioh pre-snpposee that of 
the ecclesiastical schools) is equivalent in general scope to that of 
the higher classes of the gymnasia. In 1902 the number of ecole
eiastical schools was 185 with 29,601 pupils, and of seminaries 68, 
with 19,386 pupils. 

The Cadet Corpe, which are more fully described below under 
the beading n Military and Naval Collpges and Schools," should 
also be mentioned here 88 secondary schools giving a general 
education. Of these there are 25, giving instrnction to nearly 
9,000 pupils. 

Primmy sc1wols, as has been already indicated, exist nnder 
several Ministries. The moet important categories are the Urban 
and District schools, the primary schools maintained by the Ministry 
of Public Iostiuction or the zemstvoe, the Church{larochial schools 
and the l.Jwer elementary (n reading·and.writing") schepls of the 
Holy Synod, the schools of the Ministry of War, those nnder the 
Department of the Institutions of the Empress Maria, those of the 
Imperial Philanthropio Society, the orphan schools of the Ministry 
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of the Interior, etc., etc. The curricula of the primary schools are 
de&lt with further on in this ch& pter. Statistics for the ye&r 1898 
rel&ting to &llsuch schools were collected by the Ministry of Public 
Instruction in the official public&tion previously referred to. Thp. 
following table is compiled from the data there given ;-

Ministry of Public Instrnctioo 
Holy Synod 
Ministry of War 
Ministry of th. Interior 

Number of Number of Number of 
Schools. Teach..... SChol ..... 
37,046 84,121 *2,650,058 
40,028 67,907 *1,476,124 

848 1,058 46,420 
553 1,102 20,610 

D.partm.nt of the Institutions of the Em· 
press Maria • 

Imperial Philanthropic Soci.ty • 
Ministry of th. Court and Domains 
Ministry of Finance • 
Ministry of Marine 

163 
40 
23 

" " 

210 
179 
63 
12 
·f 

6,097 
2.822 
1,599 

237 
379 

Total 78,699 164,652 4,203,246 

Of thb total number of schools give!!' in this table, 1,785 or 2'3 
per cent. were schools for &dults which were attended by a total of 
89,045 persons of both sexes. 

A stndy of the above table reve&1s some interesting f&ets. It 
will be observed th&t though the schools under the jurisdiction of 
the Ministry of Public Instruction &re lese numerous th&n those 
under the Holy Synod, the number, both of te&chers and achol&rs, 
in the former is gre&ter, not ouly th&iJ. those in the l&tter, but th&n 
those in &1l other kinds of pri.m&rJ. schools put together. Ex· 
preseed in percentages, the statistics we h&ve &ire&dy given may be 
exhibited &8 follows ;-

Ministry of Public Instructioo 
Holy Synod • • • 
All other Minist;rieo • • • • 

Schools. 
per cent. 

47'1 
50'9 
2'0 

T...,h ..... 
per cent. 

64'4 
43'9 
1'7 

SchoM. 
per cent. 

630 
36'1 
1'9 

100' 100' 100' 

It &Iso &ppea.rs th&t taking &1l the RUBBi&n primary schools togl!tber 
there is one te&cher for every 27'2 schol&rs; in the achools of the 
Ministry of Public Instruction there is an aVer&ge of one te&cher 
for every 31'5 schoM; in those of the Holy Synod one te&cher for 
every 22 achoM; and in thooe of other Departments, taken 
together, one te&cher for every 29'4 schol&rs. The aVer&ge number 
of schol&rs in e&eh primary school in RUBBi& is 53'4; the average 
under the Ministry of Public Instruction is 71'5; under the Holy 
Synod, 36'9; &nd under &1l other Ministries, 47'4. 

Of the 4,203,246 pupils who attended the primary schools of 
RWl8ia during the year 1898, 75 per cent. (3,136,163) were males and 
25 percent. (1,051::,431) were females. With respect to 9,652 schol&rs 

• Aooordl.Ig to th. la_ official reporta, the Dumber of children tao,bt 
(in 19(4) in IChooIo under the Ministry of Public Instrnction .... 3,200,835, 
aDd the number of th ... tanght ,m 1902) in the .. boola of the Hoir SJDO<\ 
... 1,782,883. . 
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no information as to sex was obtained. Of the 76,914 schools 
attended by children, 90 per cent. were situated in j;he country and 
10 per cent. in the towns. As according to the census of 23rd 
January, 1897, the urban population of Russia was 13 per cent. of 
the population of j;he whole country, it would appear at first sight 
as j;hough j;he towns of Russia were less well provided with primary 
schools than the country. It is probable, however, that if statistics 
were available showing the average attendance in town and country 
sohools respeotively, the larger numbers attending the town schools 
would be found to more than compensate for the smaller number 
of separa~ schools. 

Reckoning the superficia1 area of the Russian Empire at 
18,704,730' 0 square versts and the population at the beginning of 
1899 at 130,000,000 souls, the official publication which we are now 
following calculates that j;here was in that year one primary school 
to an area of 237 square versts and 1,652 inhabitants. These ratios 
will, however, give an entirely false idea of the actual distribution 
of schools if it is not borne in mind that j;he Russian Empire in
cludes vast tracts of territory, especially in Asia, which, owing to 
olimatio conditions, are 'eij;her entirely unsuitable for human habita
tion or can ouly support a very scanty population. If we look at 
the retlll'll8 for the more thickly populated districts of European 
Russia the statistics assume a much more favourable aspect. For 
instanoe, in the Government of Tula there is a school to every 14 
square venits; in that of Moscow one to every 18 square versts, 

, and in j;hoBe of Kiev and Mohilev one to every 21 square. versts. As 
regards 'he supply of schools in proportion to the population the 
following Governments appear to be j;he best provided: OIonets 
(one to 638 inhabitants); Esthonia (one to 660); Tula (one to 
760); Livonia (one to 790); Arohangel (one to 1,897); Novgorod 
(one to 983); Grodno (one to 1,025); Iaroslav (one to 1,038); 
Kurland (one to 1,176); Tver (one to 1,178). 

Sunday and evening schools, especially the former, constitute an 
increasingly important part of the provision for primary instruction 
in Russia. These sohools are under the control either of the 
Ministry of Publio Instruotion or of the Holy Synod; but, as already 
explained, by virtue of an agreement entered into in 1891 between 
the Minister of Publio Instruction and the High Procurator of 
the Holy Synod, all Sunday schools opened since that date, with 
the exception of those opened in connection with the day schools 
of the Ministry of Public Instruction, are under the supervision 
of the Holy Synod. * The curriculum of the Sunday schools is 
in any case the same as that of the ordinary primary day schools ; 
but the oourse is of no specified length, j;he pupils, who are of 
all ages, staying as long as they choose and l~g when they 
ohoose. Mixed schools are rare, and schools for girls ~ women 

• Thill arrangement ...... e tAl an oouI in 1-' 
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greatly preponderate over those for men and boys.· The teachere 
are always voluntary workers, and are often unpaid. It is a 
remarkable fact, and one which deserves to be recorded to the 
honour of the teaching profession of Russia, that though all 
girls who have completed a course in the secondary day schools 
have the right to teach in primary schools, and though many RUBlian 
young la<!!~ ~elonging to thep,"-o!eBBionala!\AJeisured classes do take 
advantage of t1iiB -ng1ittO help in Suilday school work, the great 
liulKof thif"teaching in-the RU88lanSuhdaY-Schools is done by men 
and women who are engaged throughout the week as teachers in 
the secondary and primary day schools, aEABive up their. only day 
~ rest to w()r~ i~ the Sunday_schools. In Some cases th..y not only 
give their time and labour, but their money also, for in some of the 
Moscow scho~ls i.t _is_th!:._!e_ache!~~o paY.l0~t~e pupils' refresh
ments! It 18 difficult to obtain an accurate Idea of the "total 
ilui;ilier-of Sunday schools existing in Russia: but they must 
amount to many thousands. For the year 1902, the Holy Synod 
returned the number of such schools under its own control 88 343, 
giving instruction to 14,341 persons (7,216 males and 14,341 females). 

No precise official statistics are available 88 to the number 
of. army schools in which illiterate co~ripts are taught to read and 
write ; . ilOr 88 to the numoor-of iioTdiers under instruction in them. t 
Yet these schools are a most important addition to the edncational 
provision of the country, and are of the greatest possible assistance 
in spreading the rudiments of knowledge among the adult popula
tion of RU88ia. It is stated to be a rare thing for a soldier to leave 
th~~rmy at the end of hi8teiii:!i1nbng~t.ory service without being 
ahle __ to--~anLWrrte~The number of' military -detachments 
in which there were soldiers' schools in 1898 is officially stated 88 

about 7,500. 
Sc1wo18 belonging 10 non-Orthoiloz ChriB/ian COfI/esl'ion6: J eJDi8h 

and Mohammedan Sc1wo18.-Among the primary schools described 
above are included many which are established among non-RUBlian 
and non-Orthodox populations and in which, though the secular 
instruction follows in aU respeats the programs in use in Orthodox 
RUBlian schools, religious teaching is given according to the doctrines 
of the form of Christianity locally predominant. Snch are the 
Lutheran Schools of the Baltic Provinces, the Roman Catholic 
Schools of Poland, the Arminian Gregorian Schools of the Cancasus 
district. Statistics relating to all regularly organised Jewish primary 
schools are also included in the above account. Of the:e there are 
several categories, diHering little from each other except in respe<.-t 

• I foDDd that in Mcecow tha proportion of women'. 8DDdoy 8choola to 
th_ for men 11'88 thirteen to ODe. Thooe which I vioited were atUlDded 
princip&Uy by girls who had come originaUy from the country. but DOt very 
largely by MOIIClOW girls, who have genenilly _ved a good primory 
education in the excelJeot day .. hoola mointaiDed by the 110060. 
monicipolity. 

t In 1898 the proportion of COIIIICripto who couId nsd &lid write W88 44' 6 
per cent.. of the ",hole Dumber caUed up. Twenty yean earlier the proponion 
.... only 21 per .... t.. 
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of the statute under which they are administered. The most im· 
portant are the schools administered under the special ordinance 
of the 16th March, 1873. These are State schools maintained out 
of the proceeds of a special tax levied on the Jewish populatlo~ (the 
lo-called" candle tax," 8t1eChnoisbor). They exist only in the Educa. 
tional Districts of Kiev, Odessa, and Vi1na ; their teachers are thoSe 
trained in the special Jewish Teachers' Institute of Vi1na; they have 
one or two classes, according to circumstances, and their curriculum 
does not materially differ from that of other primary schools of 
corresponding grade, except that the Hebrew language and the 
Jewish religion are taught in thl\lll. Primary schools for Jewish 
'Children also exist in Poland, where they are administered under the 
general law of 1864 relating to Polish primary schools. 

The schools a\ready mentioned are not only assimilated to the 
ordinary Russian primary schools in respect of secular teaching, 
but a1so use the Russian language as the medium of instruction. 
In both these points they are distinguished from such schools as the 
Jewish hedery and the Mohammedan med~es8e and mektebe, of which 
no acoount has been taken in the statistics given above, but the 
aggregate number of which thronghout the Empire is put at about 
30,000. All these schools are strictly confeesional in character. 

-'rhe xez;. has from time immemorial played an important part in 
the moral and religious training of the poorer Jewish population. 
Is is a sma\l private school of ten to fifteen pupils kept by a single 
teacher, called a medamed, who teaches as a rule in his own house. 
The children attend the hedet- from four or five years of age to about 
thirteen, or until they have mastered a certain oourse of religious 
instruction, which includes the chief portions of the Talmud. Since 
the early forties of last century repeated attempts have beep. mde 
by the Russian Government to bring the hedery under control or to 
limit their number by the imposition of an educational test upon the 
medatneds; but,in spite of all such restrictions,many of them managed 
to evade police control, and in 1893 the policy of the Government 
with regard to them underwent modification. By the law of that 
year they were legalised on condition that the medatneds obtained a 
certificate-granted for a year at a time and dependent not on 
educational attainmente, but on general trustworthiness of 
character-from the local Director or Inspector of Primary Schools, a 
general responsibility for the supervision of the hedet-, being a1so 
laid on the local rabbis. Subsequent regulations framed by the 
Ministry of Public Instruction aim at the improvement of the 
physical conditicns under which these schools are carried on, by re
quiring that the room in which the teaching is given shall not be 
used by the medamed or his family for any other purpose. The 
result of the law of 1893 was greatly to increase the nnmber of reo 
cognised ~'; and it is now reported in the R~ educational 

• The latest published official statistics (th_ for I_I stato till! number 
01 Iwe<I!J in tho Education...t Distriot of Od ..... , 1,242, in that of KieT as 
-2.:iIJII. in that of Vilna as 2,797. The number of Aedetr existina in Poland is 
nol gi ...... though it UllIBt be very 1I""'t. 

7~13. N 
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press that the Ministry of Public Instruction is once more con. 
templating steps towards increasing its oontrol over these schools 
by fixing an educational test for their teachers, and making the 
teaching of Russian and arithmetic obligatory in them.. The 
kdery, wbich are private schools, must be distinguished from the 
Talmud-lory and the eahihoty, which are charitable institutions 
maintained by the Jewish community and giving board and educa· 
tion to poor Jewish children. Since 1894 the teacbers of the 
Talmud-tory have been required to po!!Sess the same qualifications 
88 are demanded from private elementary teachers. 

The medrease and the mektebe are taught by Mohammedan priests 
or mullahs. The curriculum of " these schools is extremely narrow 
and rudimentary, the children being merely taught to read and 
write the local Tatar language in the Arabic character and made to 
\earn by heart certain prayers and passages from the Koran. Never· 
thele3s, children are stated to remain as long as ten years in these 
schools with very little profit to themselves. The oourse of "tbe 
meMease, however, is of a more advanced character than that of the 
melctebe. The Government b88 hitherto shown itself extremely 
chary of interfering with these schools, being anxious not to offend 

• A very important recent development in the history of the Jewioh lwiull 
is the eetablisbment of model Mdu1J in many of the toWll8, particularly in 
thcoe of w .. tand Soath-weet Ruoeia. which posse .. "large Jewioh population. 
S<> far as can be judged from notices which have appeared in the publio pr .... 
the movement for the eetablisbment of theoo model .. hoola is one of the man;" 
feotations of thet general quickening of the Jewi.oh national oentimeut which 
baa taken shape in Zionism. The object of this movement is to ..... te out 
of the emting JwJuv a new type '" .. boola which, while l8II1I>in\ng purely 
Jewioh in character and spirit, shall be in no way inferior to any "primary 
school in Rossia in reepeet of equipment or general ed ..... tional efficieDey. 
The curricultml of theee model schoola therefore compriBee not only the 
religious subjects tongbt in the ordinary 1wJ.er, but all the aecular subjecto of 
the one·claS8 Russian primary schooL The teachers employed are well paid 
according to Russian standards; "nd a system elrists of training them in 
practioal teaching under the gnidanoe of competent educational ezperIlo before 
placing them in charge of .. boola of their own. The organisatioD" of theM 
reformed JwJuv is Aid to be making rapid 8tridee, and the Society for the 
Spread of Enlightenment among Russian Jewa baa adopted the po1ioy of 
refusing aid to any JwJuv which do not give instrnction in general aecul&r 
subjects. Thus out of .. pttreIy coufessional acbool is being created "regularly 
organised primary .. bool of general edncation, diJJering. however, from other 
primary .. boola in Russia by the use of Yiddish .. the language of instrnction 
and the p1aoe acoorded to the Jewi.oh religion in the cnrricolum. Obvionaly 
the risa of tbeee model .. hoola ereatea a new oi_tion. EIillting regulationa 
for the control of the JwJuv contemplate them only .. religious achool& The 
introdnction of aeouI&r aubjecto into the cnrricolum puts them in .... entirely 
different category, and aIao raiBea the important queetion of language, aince 
theee .. hoola will hardly be allowod to form an exception to the general ruJ,o 
that the langoage of instruction in all Rusaian primary acboola shall be Russian. 
The coutemplated A88WIlption of inereaaod couUol over the 1wJ.err by the 
Bt..te to which reference io made in the text _ to be cloaely connected 
with the risa of \he model Mdtry. (The foregoing delaila .. to the model 
1wJ.err are baaed on an article by II. Uspeuski in the lby.JUDe Dumber of 
B .... Ka_ 8/JJ:oln for 1904. See aIao • pempblM prepared fDr the Paris 
EIhibition, ... titIed "A Short Sketch of the Work of the 8ociet)' fDr the 
fpreod of En1;ghtenmenl among the R1&iaD J ...... 1863-1896.", • 
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unnecessarily the religious susceptibilities of 1;he Mohammedan 
population. Nevertheless it looks with great suspicion upon them, 
since the spirit of the teaching is supposed to be often anti-Russian" 
and in any c&&e the Mohammedan priests are eager proselytisers, 
finding their most promising field of operations among the heathen 
tribes of Russia and among recent converts from heathenism to 
Christianity.· So far, however, the Government h&a rested satisfi.ed 
with requiring a certain minimum of educational attainment on the 
part of the Muss ulman priests of the eastern parts of the Empire, and 
with organising Russian cl&S8es under experienced teachers_in 
oonnexion with a considerable number of the meMesBe. 

Education of Women and GWls.-An education corresponding in 
grade to that of the Universities is supplied by the Higher Women's 
Courses at St. Petersburg and Moscow, the history and oonstitutioJ). 
of which have already been fully described. On the 1st of January, 
1899, tbere were attending the St. Petersburg Courses, 916 regular 
students and 44 unattaohed .. hearers." .(The number of studento 
entered for the year 1903-4 is stated as nearly 1,5(0). In contr&&t 
with the men's Universities, the historico-philologic&lsection of the 
Women's 90urses is very much better attended than the physico
mathematical, the number in the former being &8 a rule about 
twioe as great as those in the latter. No preoise statistics have 
been obtained with reference to the Moscow Courses: but judging 
from the impressions received at a personal visi1; paid in 1900, 
historico-philologic&l studies are equally popular in the older 
Metropolis.t Medical education for women is provided by the 
., Women's Higher Institute of Medioine " at St. Petsrsburg, which is 
attended by some 500 students studYing for the degree of Woman 
Doctor (ZhensU:hina Vrack). Secondary education for girls is pro
vided for in Russia by four di1l'erent kinde of sohools : (a) the insti
tutes of the Department of the EmpreBS Maria; (b) the gymnasia 
under the same Department; (0) the gymflfJ8ia under the Ministry of 
Publio Instruction; (d) and the diocesan (eparoMal) schools for girlB 
which have been established in most dioceses, together with thirteen 
other girls' achools direotly administered by the Holy Synod. The 
sohools of the first-mentioned oi&SS are boarding-schools open only to 
the danghters of the nobility; the gymnasia, whether belonging to 

• Caseo occurred dm1ng the oightie& in which whole 1'illagoo of pagan Chen>. 
missea and Voti&ka in the Government of Ufimsk tumed Mohammedan and 
.. tobliBhed Mohammedan schools. 

t At tho twenty-filth annivemary of the founding of the Women'. Higher 
Couneo at St. PetAmlburg, held in NOV8lllbar, 1903, it ..... Btoted thet 16.910 
women from first to last had reoeived their education in oonneotion with ouch 
higher oouraes. Statistico fumiahed in oonoeotion with the St. PetAmlhnrg 
Couneo ahow that of the 2.227 atudenta who have obtoined their diplo"..A 
there, 826 or more than one·third are now engaged in MN>hiDg work of varioua 
kinds, 167 ..." oontinGing their edWlation at home or abroad, eighty-aix have 
adopted the mO<!ioa! profesaion or ..... occupied as n~_y ..... engaged 
iu literature, and a conoiderable numbar have found employment in railway 
offi ..... banks, laboratories, obaorvatori.... The demand on the part of file· 
tori .. and toohnioal inatit.>tione fa< women ~ in chemistry holding 
the diploma of the Higher Couraea ill said greatly to uoood the supply. 

'1218. 
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the Department of the Institutions of the Empresa Maria or to the 
Ministry of Public Instruction are day schools open to all classes. 
The diocesan schools, though primarily intended for the daughters 
of the clergy, also admit girls belonging to other classes. Both 
kinds of gymnasia as well as the diocesan schools act as training
schools for female teachers. A girl who has passed BuccesafuUy 
through seven classes of the gymnasium receiveB the title of .. ele
mentary teacher and teacher of primAry schools." Those who 
have passed through the eighth or supplementary class, and ob
tained the ordinary aJJ.estat or certificate receive the title of .. dom
estic teacher" (domasll1liaia uchiJ.elnitaa); those who have done 80 

and received the special medal of distinction, receive the higher 
title of domashniaia naslatmitaa: either title carries with it the 
right to teach in secondary schools. In like manner, the girls who 
have passed succesafully through the course of the diocesan schools, 
the normal length of whic.h is six years, receive the title of domash
niaia uchitelnitaa, which confers the right to be employed as teacher 
in a primary school; and in point of fact, the female teachers of 
the Church parochial schools are largely drawn from the ex-pupils 
of the diocesan schools for girls. Taking all kinds of secondary girls' 
schools together, on the 1st January, 1899, there were in RUBSia 
477 schools with 129,462 pupils, distributed as follows: institutee 
under the Department of the Institutions of the Empress Maria, 
32; gymnasia under the same Department, 30; total number of 
girls attending both kinds of schools, 20,246; gymnasia and pro
gymnasia nnder the Ministry of P\1blic Instruction, 346 with 94,078 
pupils; diocesan schools, 69 with 15,138 pupils. By 1902 the 
number of diocesan schools had increased to 73 with 23,202 pupils : 
and the number of girls' schools nnder the Ministry of Pu1!lic in
struction was returned in 1904 as 520 with 164,668 pupils. 

The number of separate primary schools for girls is small. Such 
schools hardly exist outside the towns. As_~rnI~.gjrI!_receive 
primary instruction in the same schools as boys. 

. ,. . --- - . - - --- -- -- -.--

... U-PLACES OF SPECUL EDUCATION. 

So far we "have been concerned with educational institutions 
which aim, ou the whole, at general culture, though the education 
obtained in them may also fit its recipient for certain special careers 
or walks in life. We have now to treat of educational institutions 
whose main purpose is to train directly for a special profession or 
eaJliug, though the course pursued in many of them may also ""rve 
the purpoees of general culture. Such are the Theological Aca
demies, the training colleges for teachers, medical schools and 
commercial and technical schools and colleges of varions kinds. 

" 
THEOLOGICAL EDUC.lTlOll. 

Of Ecclesiastical Academies there are four. In addition to those 
of Kiev and MfJIICOw, th~ circumstances of whose foundation have 
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already Deen described in the preceding chapter (see p. 9), there is 
also one at St. Petersburg, founded in 1197, sod one at Kazso, 
established in 1842. The course of instruction in these institutions 
is described in the third section of this chapter. The number of 
students at all four Academies taken together was 867 in 1902. 
1'he Academies have the right of conferring degrees in Theology 
(Doctor, Magister sod Csodidate). The ecclesiastical seminaries, 
which are. also places of theological training, have already been 
referred to, and their curriculum will be further described later on. 

INSTITUTIONS FOB THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 

These are of several kinds in correspondenlle with the difIerent 
kinds of schools in which the students under trahiing will respec
tively teach. The training of men teachers for the gymnasia is 
to some extent undertaken by the Historico.Philological Institutes 
at St. Petersburg and Nezhin, inasmuch as the students of the 
higher COll"""at these institutions teach in the gymnasia attached 
to them under the supervision of the professors. Provision is 
made for the training of women teachers for the secondary day
schools under the Department of the Institutions of the Empress 
Maria by the Higher Courses in Pedagogy maintained by that Depart
ment. These Courses are held in a special institution at St. Peters
burg, to which is attached a pro-gymnasium used by the students 
for their tesching practice. Some 300 students attend these Courses, 
whioh are divided into two seotions, literature and mathematics. 

With regard to the training of primary teachers, those who are 
intended for the Urbso Schools are trained in the Teachers' Insti
tutes (Uchitelskie Imliltlty), of which there are ten, with some 720 
students. . Of these the one in the Caucasus prepares primary 
teachers for schools of all kinds, and the one at Vilna has the special 
function of training teschers for Jewish schools. For the training 
of teaohers ()f the ordinary primary schools maintained by the 
Zemstvos there were in 1904 sixty-five Teachers' Seminaries (Uchi
'eld:iia Seminani); * with 6,310 students. Of the sixty-five 
Seminaries two only are for women, the female teachers serviog in 
the primary schools of all kinds having as a rule received their 
pedagogical training in the secondary schools for girls. The teachers 
of non-Russian schools (itlOl'OdclUlSkiia vchilistcha) receive special 
preparation· for this work in the so·called .. teachers' schools" 
(vchitelskiia shlcoly), of which there were six in 1904. The teachers 
in the Chufllh parochial schools are largely drawn either from the 
ecclesiastical seminaries or from the corresponding secondary 
schools for girls; hut the Holy Synod has also established two 
kinds of training institutions, vis., the vchitelskiia shlcoly (in 1902, 
there were fo>uteen of these, eleven fot men sod three for women) 
for teachers of the ordinary parochial schools, ai.d tJtoroklas8flyia 
vchilistcha, lil., schools with a second class, which pruviere training 

• Th ... inclnde Biz semiDlr.ri_ wl10llv maintained by the .."...t_ (-aioo 
,..AiWoiiioo "",Will. • 
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for teachers who have charge of the 8hkoly grf.lm()/lIOm (reading· 
and-writing schools), or are employed as assistants in the ordinary 
parochial schools. Of these fJloroklasmyia 8hkoly there were at 
the same date 385 (fifty-six of them for girls.) In addition to 
these permanent institutions for the training of teachers there have 
been organised, both by the Ministry of Public Instruction and the 
Holy Synod, a number of Special Pedagogical Courses in various 
places, with the view of giving some general training in pedagogy 
and school method to candidates for the office of teacher who have 
not been through the ordinary training institutions. Those under 
the MinistrY of Public Instruction are organised in connection 
either with Urban Schools or primary schools with two classes, and 
have a course of one or two years. Summer courses in pedagogy . 
. are also organised. 

MxDICAL EDUOATION. 

Medical Instruction for a total of 5,144 men stndents is pro
vided for by the Medical Faculties existing in connection with 
the eight out of the nine Russian Universities. In addition 
to these University Faculties, the Military Academy of Medicine 
(founded 1798) at St. Petersburg was attended on the lst January, 
1899, by 750 students and eighteen unattached" auditors." The 
Women's Higher Institute of Medilline at St. Petersburg, which 
was opened only in 1897, had at the same time 386 regnlar students, 
and this number has since been considerably exceeded. In addition 
to the above-mentioned Schools of. Medicine there also exist a 

. number of institutions for the purpose of giving a supplementary 
medical education to doctors already in practice. Buch are 
the Clinical Institute of the Grand Dnchess Helena Paviovna at Bt. 
Petersburg (founded 1885), with the midwifery courses estab
fulhed in connection with this Institute; the Institute of Gynre
coiogy, and the Institute of Bacteriology at Moscow; the Co1ll!M 
for Medical Men established in connection with the bacteriological 
station of the Medical Society of Kharkov. There are four Veter
inary Institutes in RU8Bia, educating in all 1,702 persons, viz., at 
Kharkov (~lItndents), at Kazan (582 stndents), at Dorpat (325 
students), and at Warsaw (291 stndents). To each of these In
stitutes, except that of Warsaw, is attached a school for the train
ing of veterinary surgeons' assistants. Finally, there are eight 
schools for midwives, and six schools for surgeons' assistants of 
both sexes. 

Mn.rrABY AND NAVA.l, CoLLEGII8 AND 8cBOOL8. 

The educational institutions of the Ministry of War are both 
numerous and mportant. For the advaneed stndy of military 
science tbere are four Military Academies, viz., the Nicholas Aca
demy of the General Staff, which has a special section for the .tudy 
of Oriental Languages; the Michael Academy of Artillery, the 
Nicholas Academy of Engineering, and the Alexander Academy 
of Military Law. In addition to these are sl:veral Military Schoo~ :-
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the Nicholas School of CavaJry, the Nicholas School of Engineering, 
the Michael School of Artillery, the Paul Military School, the Con
stantine Military School,. the ~exander Military School. The 
Corps of Pages at St. Petersburg, and the Military Pedagogical 
Seminary at Moscow are also under the control of the Ministry of 
War. The former is a school of general education preparing for .the 
~itary profession; and the same description applies to the twenty
five Corps of Cadets, which admit boys from ten to seventeen, and 
have a seven years' course of instruction. In addition to the Corps 
of Cadets there are also eleven schools fQr non-commissioned officers 
(seven for infantry, two for cavalry, and two for cossacks). The 
Ministry of War has recently (1903) obtained imperial sanction 
for the creation of a new type of Military Schools called "Cadet 
Schools," which are to be established by the noblesse with the aid 
of a substantial Treasury Grant. . These schools are intended for 
the instruction of sons of poor hereditary nobles destined fora 
military oareer. 

Advanced instruction in naval science is given by two places of 
higher education under the Ministry of Marine, viz., the Nicholas 
Naval Academy, and the Cronstadt Naval Engineering School. 
The former of these is divided into four sections (hydrographic, 
mechanical, naval construction and military navigation), and the 
latter into two (the section of naval construction and the technical 
section). In addition to these there are also officers' classes for the 
study of mining and artillery. The secondary eduoation of future 
naval officers is obtained in the Naval Cadet Corps, a boarding-
8chool organised on the general model adopted by other special 
8chools, such as the School of Law and the Alexander Lyceum, 
with three general and three special classes. 

Besides the eduoational institutions under the control of the 
Ministry of Marine there are thirty-five .. navigation classes," 
which are designed to supply the requirements of the merchant 
marine, and since 1898 have been adminiatered by the Ministry of 
Finance. These classes are of three grades. Those of the third 
or highest grade train oaptains of ocean-going vessels, those of the 
seoond train eit.her oaptains of ooasting vessels or pilots of ocean
going vessels, those of the first or lowest grade train pilots of 
ooasting vessels. Of the first grade there are ten classes, of the 
second fourteen, and of. the third eleven. The training requisite 
for captains of ocean-going vesse1s belonging to the merchant 
service is also given by the .. classes of mercantile navigation .. 
with a three years' course, which are held in connection with the 
Commercial School of Odessa, by the Archangel School of Mercantile 
Navigation (which has a navigation section witIB. a five years' 
course), and by the .. courses for sea captains,"which.are held 
during thtl winter months at Archangel I\Ild at Kem, and the 
normal length of whioh is two Fl':!. 
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TECHNICAL CoLLBGBS AND ScHOOLS. 

• Higher technical instruction of various kinds is given iII the 
following institutiona :-

(1) The Practical Technological Institute of the Emperor 
Nicholas.!. at St. Petersburg was founded iII 1828, and opened 
three years later. Its curriculum, which covers five years, com
prises a general course, as well as special sections iII mechanics 
and chemistry. The general course occupies one year, after which 
the students specialise in one or other of the above-named sectiona 
for an additional period of four years. The staft consists of a 
director, fourteen professors, six adjuncts, forty ... ix other teachers, 
and a considerable number of assistants of various kinds. On the 
1st January, 1905, there were 1,190 students attached to the 
mecha~cal, and 256 to the chemical sections, making a total of 
1,446 mall. . 

(2) The Practical Technological Institute of the Emperor Ale .. 
ander III. at Kharkov, founded 1885, has also a course of five 
years, and in other respects its curriculum is arranged on the model 
of that of the St. Petersburg Technological Institute. The staft 
conaists of the director, ten pro(essors, one adjunct, and thirty
seven other teachers of various kinds. On the 1st January, 1905, 
the general course at Kharkov was attended by 216 students, while 
in the mechanical and chemical sectiona there "Were respectively 
662 and 98 students-total 976. . • ' 

(3) The Imperial Technical School of Moecow, founded in 1868 
(or rather then re-organised as a place of higher technical inatruc
tion), provides a five years' course, and like the sister inatitutiona at 
St. Petersburg and Kharkov comprises two sections, mechanical 
and chemical It has, however, DO general course; the studenta 
specialise in one section or the otber from the first. The stall in
cludes a director, twelve professors, six adjuncts, and a large number 
of subordinate teachers. At the beginning of 1905 there were in 
the mechanical section 991 students, .and in the chemical 26:1, 
making a total of 1,253 in all. . 

(4) The Polytechnie Institute at Riga, founded in 1861, and re
organised in.1896, is almost wholly supported by local funds, with 
the addition of a yearly gnwt of 10,OOOR. from the State.. It com
prises six sections, dealing respectively with mechanics, chemistry, 
engineering, building, agronomy, and commerce. In the four first
named sectiona the course lasts five years, in the agricultural section 
four, and in the commercial section three and a half. Thi stall 
consists of a director. fourteen professors, eleven ad junete, a libra
rian, and six subordinate officers. On the lat January, 1905. 
there were attending the Institute 1.665 students, distributed as 
follo~ amongo,the various sections: mechanics, 372; chemistry 
296; commerce, 309; engineering. 395; agriculture, 143 ; 
building: 100. It will be observed that the proportion of students 
specialising in chemistry, as compared with those in the mechanical 
8el:tion, is Fte~ at R~ than at an! other technical college. 
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(5) The Technologica.l Institute a.t Tomsk was opened in 1900. 
At the end of 1904 the number of students a.ttending its courses 
was 954, distributed as follows: mecha.nics, 437; chemistry, 
172; mining, 203; engineering construction, 142. 

During the past few yea.rs the Ministry of Finance ha.s opened 
three Polytechnio Institutes a.t Kiev, Wa.rsa.w, a.nd St. Petersburg 
respectively. -

(6) The Polytechnic Institute of the Emperor AIexa.nder II. a.t 
Kiev, founded in 1898, is divided into four depa.rtments, chemical, 
mechanical, engineering a.nd agricultural, the course in each cover
ing four yea.rs. The staff consists of a. director, seven ordinary pro
fessors, one extra.ordinary professor, fifteen other tea.chers a.nd about 
fifty subordinate employes of various kinds. About 360 students 
were a.ttending lectures a.t this Institute in the a.cademica.i yea.r 
1899-1900. -

(7) The Polytechnio Institute of the Emperor Nicholas II. a.t 
Wa.rsaw, founded in the same yea.r, ha.s three departments, 
chemical, mechanical a.nd engineering : a.nd it is proposed a.Iso to 
establish a. Department of Mining. The course la.sts four yea.rs. 
The staff consists of a. direotor, seventeen ordinary professors, eight 
extraordinary professors a.nd a. large number of a.ssistants. At the 
beginning of the educational yea.r 1899-1900 the Institute wa.s 
a.ttended by 271 students and seven una.ttached a.uditors. 

(8) The Polytechnic Institute a.t St. Petersburg, opened in 1902, 
has four sections (commerce, nava.l oonstruction, metallurgy, and 
electro-technics) and ma.kes provision for 1,800 students. 

(9) The Ministry of Agriculture a.nd Imperial Domaius controls 
the Mining Institute of the Empress Catherine II., the foundation of 
whioh dates ba.ck to 1775. This iustitution ha.s a staff of sixty·nino 
persons and was a.ttended by 480 students a.t the beginning of 
1899. Its course lasts five yea.rs. 

(10) The Higher School of Mines a.t Eka.terin08la.v wa.s founded in 
1899 with two sections, mining a.nd meta.Jlurgy. 

Two Engineering Institutes a.re under the control of the Ministry 
of Wa.ys of Communication. 

(11) The Institute of Engineers of Wa.ys of Communication of the 
Empero~ AIexa.nder I. a.t St. Petersburg ha.s a history rea.ching ba.ck 
to 1809, 'but wa.s reorga.nised 88 a. higher school of roa.d and ra.ilwa.y 
engineers in 1890. It ha.s a course of five yea.rs, a.nd a.t the beginning 
of 1899 ha.d 886 students on its books. Its staff consists of fifty·five 
persons. 

(12) The Moscow Imperial Engineering School, founded in 1896, 
is under the &Bme Ministry. Its course lasts three yea.rs : it ha.s a. 
staff of forty-eight persons. a.nd on the 1st January. 1899. it wa.s 
a.ttended by 300 students. 

Two higher technical schools a.re under the conm.' of the Ministrv 
of the Interior. These a.re :- • 

(IS) The Institute of Civil Engineers ofthe Emperor N"lChoias I. at 
St. Petersburg. wa.s founded in 1842, as a. " School of C<lnstroction." 
It ha.s a course of five~, ita staff num.bered sixty-foUl on the 1st 
January, 1900, a.nd it wal! a.ttended by 353 etudents. _ 
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(14) The Electro-technical Institute of the Emperor Alexander 
III. has a course of five years. Its staff consists of fifty-six persons 
and on the 1st January, IS99,itwas attended by 195 students and 
five unattached auditors. 

Besides the agricultural sections of the Polytechnic Institutes at 
Riga and Kiev, there are several independent places of higher in
struction in various branches of agriculture, forestry and rural 
economy. The three institutions mentioned below are under the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Imperial Domains. 

(15) The Institute of Rural Economy at Moscow, reorganised in 
IS94 from a previously existing School of Agriculture and Forestry, 
with two departments, one of agriculture, and the other of agri
cultural engineering, has a course of four years. Its staff consists 
of sixty persons, including a Director, twelve prof_ors, nine 
adjuncts, and other teachers and assistants. The number of 
students at the end of 1902 was 223. , 
. (16) The Institute of Forestry at St. Petersburg has a "staff 1)f . 
thirty~ight persons, and at the beginning of IS99 gave instruction 
to 501 students, of whom more than a quarter resided in the 
Institute. 

(17) The Higher Courses in Vine~ture have existed since 
1888 in connection with the Imperial Nikitski Garden near Yalta 
in the Crimea. 

(IS) The Institute of Rural EcOnomy and Forestry at New 
Alexandria in the government of Lublin is in the department of the 
Ministry of Publio Instmction. This Institute was reorganised in 
IS93 from a previOll8ly existing institution founded twenty-four 
years earlier. The course lasts four years: during the first year 
the instmction is general: the last three years are devoted to 
speoialstudy in two separate sections, agriculture and forestry. 
The staff consists of forty-eeven persons including a Director, ten 
professors, and eight adjuncts. Three hundred and twenty-four 
students were receiving instmction here on the 1st January, 1905. 

Finally alDDng places of higher technical instmotion must be 
mentioned one institution which is under the control of the Ministry 
of Justice, m.;-
, (IS) The Constantine Institute of Land Surveying at Moscow. 
This institution, however, combines secondary with higher instruc
tion, having four classee with a ourriculum corresponding to that 
of the four highest classee (III. to VI. inclusive) of the real-schools, 
and special courses with two departments, viz., of land-measuring 
with a three years' course, and of engineering with a course of two 
years. The normal number of students at the Constsntine 
Institute is fixed at 300. 

The general ado of the places of higher technical education which 
we haVIl. enumerated is two-fold: first, to supply the different 
departments of Government by which the several institutions are 
administered with officials po6s"Ming the equipment of technical 
knowledge which is necesssry for efficiency of administration: 
and secondly, to provide' the skilled eng'.nee18, chemists, and 1'ro-
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fessional men of various kinds who are needed to fill responsible 
positions in the industrial world of Russia. ' But alongside th888 
higher institutions which supply the directing element in the in
dustrial army, .there exists a number of intsrmediate technical 
Bchools, whose special function it is to supply intelligent and trained 
assistants to the leaders of industry, and . also lower technical 
schools, which aim at the production of artisans and skilled work-
men. 

Of intermediate technical schools there were eighteen in 1900 
and twenty-three in 1904. In the latter year the number of pupils 
was 1),528. Of these four, viz., the Industrial School (agriculture 
and mining) at Krasno-Ufunsk, in the Government of Perm, the 
KommiBBBrov Teohnioal School (mechanical arts and productions) 
at Mosoow, the Sohool of Manufacturing Industries (dyeing and 
weaving) at Lodz, and the Industrial Sohool at Irkutsk, deserve 
espeoial notice as having been in existenoe a comparatively long 
time and being therefore of established reputation. All four .combine 
teohnical with general instruction. M. Anopov, who is the 
greatest living authority upon technical education in Russia, in 
the oourse of an interesting pamphlet on secondary school reform, 
mentions the sohool of Lodz and the Kommissarov School at Mos
oow as having been eminently successful in turning out well-trained 
students of good general intelligenoe, and attributes this result 
ohiefly to the mixed oharacter of their ourricula. Equallyemphatio 
testimony is borne by others to the excellence of the instruction 
given at Krasno-Ufimsk.* We may therefore regard this type of 
school 88 likely to grow in favour in the future, and in, fact the 
Ministry of Publio Instruction has recently established several 
other schools with a similar currioulum, e.g., at Kasimov (1896) at 
Taganrog and Briansk' (1899) and Alexandrovsk (1900). Other 
Bohools whioh deserve special notioe are the Industrial School at 
Kazan founded in 1897 with two sections, one of meohanioa and 
the other of ohemistry, and the Mechanioo-Technical Sohool at 
Kostroma founded in the same year at the cost of the late M. Th. 
V. Chizhov. 

Of intermediate schools dealing with subjects of Rural Economy 
there were at the end of 1902 eleven with 1,830 pupils: among 
these are reckoned nine aohools of general agrioulture with a course 
of six yeare each; a aohool of vine-culture in Bessarabia and 
olassea in land surveying, etc., at Gorki (Government of Mohilev). 
A special section for instruotion in sheep br eding is attached to the 
Kharkov Agricultural School: and pedagogical coursea have been 
established in oonnection with the same school for the training of 
teachers for the elementary agricultural aohools. All these aohools, 
as well as the elementary schools of agriculture -to be presently 
mentioned, are in the department of the Minister of Al¢oulture 

• Prinoo Kropo~kin, in" Fields, Factori ... &Ild Workahops," p.14.A~lributee 
the ri ... of the m .... ufaoture "I agricultural machinery in the Southern Urala 
to the inftuenoo of ~s """oolt • 
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and Imperial Domains. Under the control of the Mini.try of J uc
tice are five intermediate schools of land surveying, with about 300 
pupils, at Pskov, Penza, Kursk, Ufa and Tiflia. 

1'here are a considerable number of elementary technical schools 
of the industrial type. The following are enumerated in .. RU88ia 
at the end of the xixth Century "-twenty lower technical schools; 
twenty-two trade schools of the normal type; fifteen apprentice 
sehool. ; thirty-five lower trade schools"; sixty-six industrial 
school. of various denominations existing under special statute3 ; 
158 railway technical schools: forty-four naval classes for the 
training of pilots and captains of coasting and ocean-going veSBels : 
six mining schools: the technical divisions and classes in con
nection with primary schools, especially in the towns; and finally, 
the rural workshops (15 in number) for technical instruction under 
the Ministry of Finance. The following description of these .. rural 
workshops" is quoted from the same source: .. The aim of these 
workshops is to prepare farm workmen capable of attending to 
agricultural instruments and machines, and able to repair them, B8 

well as workmen who can make farm implements and the simpler 
parts of machines and other things used in agriculture for the manu
facture of which a kitowledge of carpentering, of joinery, and of 
smith's and locksmith's work is necessary_ Boys of not le88 than 
fourteen years of age, with a general education such as is given in 
the primary schools, are admitted into these workshops, which have 
the right to take private orders and apply the proceeds to the special 
needs of the establishment_" . 

Among lower technical schools the School of Brewing at St. 
Petersburg, and the School of Spinning and Weaving at Moscow 
deserve special notice. 

'TIle number of lower agricultural schools has greatly increaaed 
within the last few years. In 1902 there were 145 of these schools, 
attended by a total of over 6,000 pupils. Of these schools, eighty
four were concerned with general agriculture; nineteen (i.e. three 
maintained by the State and sixteen !SUpported from private 
sourcee) were schools of gardening and fruit and v~getable grow
ing; and there were also fourteen dairy schools: seven girls' 
schools of rural economy and housewifery; and twenty-one prac
tical schools for workmen. 

In addition to the above there were twenty~ht lower schools of 
forestry for the training of foremen and surveyom' assistants. 

The study of gardening, bee keeping, silkworm culture, and other 
rural occupations has also been greatly stimulated in the ordinary 
primary schools by the encouragement and assistance given by the 
Ministry of ~.cultore . 

• 
• On ~ I'" J&DTJJJEY, 1905. ~ munb« of U- ocboolo ...... foIlotro , 

21 lower teclmioaJ ocboola; 26 Wade ocboolo; 26 appreat.ice ocboola, IIDd 98 
10 ..... Wade ""hoola. 
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COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS. 

We have already described in the Historical Sketch the provisions 
of the law of 15th April, 1896, by which all schools and otber establish
ments giving a commercial training are divided into four classes : 
Commercial Schools, Business Schools, Business Classes and 
Courses in Commercial Knowledge. Since 1896 all commercial 
schools (with the exception of the two old foundations, the Com
mercial School of St. Petersburg, and that of Moscow, which re
Dunn in the Department of the Institutions of the Empress Maria) 
have passed under the control of the Ministry of Finance, and by 
the law of 1894 all newly created commercial schools of whatever 
type must belong to that Ministry. The following were the statis
tics relating to commercial schools under the Ministry of Finance 
~t the beginning of the educational year 1899-1900; nineteen 
Commercial Schools, sixteen Business Schools, nine Business 
Classes and twelve Courses in Commercial Knowledge; total, 
fifty-six commercial schools of all kinds. The total number of 
pupils receiving instruction in these fifty-six establishments was 
10,950, viz., 6,013 in the commercial schools, 2,284 in the business 
schools, 1,946 in the business classes, and 707 in the oourses. of 
commercial knowledge. By the beginning of the year 1903 
these fifty-six schools had grown to 139, and hy the beginning of . 
1905 ~ 191 (viz., sixty-eight commercial schools, sixty-three busi~ 
ness sohools, thirty-two business classes and twenty-eight courses . 
in commercial knowledge). 

Besides the independent educational establishments mentioned 
above, the ordinary real-schools under the Ministry of Public 
Instruction also have commercial sections; with a course lasting 
two years. The number of real-schools with such commercial 
sections appears to be about thirty-two or thirty-three_ 

SCHOOLS or THE FINK ARTS. 

Among schools of Fine Art should be specially mentioned two 
whioh are under the Ministry of the Imperial Court, viz., the Higher 
School of Art attached to the Imperial Academy of Fine Arts at 
St. Petersburg; and the School of Painting, ScUlpture, and Archi
tecture at Mosoow. The former, which has a staff of twenty-five 
persons, comprises two departments, viz., that of painting and 
llCulpture, and that of arOhitecture. At the end of 1899 the school was 
attended by 330 students, of whom 206 were studying painting 
and sculpture, and 124 were studying architecture. Pedagogical 
courses for drawing masters are also established in connection with 
the Imperial Academy. Two important institutions of a similar. 
kind are also attached to the Ministry of Finance, viz., the Strogonov 
School of Technical Drawing at Moscow, and the .tlaron Stieglits 
Central School of Technical Drawing in St. Petersburg. The latter 
has a normal school attached to it and drawing classes attended by 
2,000 pupils. Another important centre of artistic training is the 



School of Drawing of the Imperial Society for the EncourAgement 
of the Fine Arts at St. Petersburg; And at Mirgorod there is an 
Industrial Art School attended by 700 stndents, which was founded 
in memory of N. V. Gogol, And has a section of cerAmic Art. There 
are Also ten schools of art And design in various important pro· 
vincial towns; most of these schools have been started in quite 
recent years. There are evening And Sunday classes for instruction 
in Art in St. Petersburg, Moscow And other placee. 

We must not omit to mention two Theatrical Schools At St. 
Petersburg And Moscow, under the control of the Ministry of the 
Imperial Court. . . 

Musical education is provided at the two ConservAtoria in St. 
Petersburg and Moscow (Ministry of the Interior): the Chapel of 
Singers of the Court at St. Petersburg (Ministry of the Imperial 
Court); the Synodal School of Church Singing at Mosoow, the 
Warsaw Musical Inetitnte, the Schools of Music of the Imperial 
RussiAn Musical Society <at Odessa, Kiev, Kharkov and Tillis), and 
by a large number of private institntions, numbering 155 in aU. 

ll-ORGANISATION AND ADMINISTRATION. 

In the preceding section we have endeavoured to take a general 
. survey of the provision existing in Russia for education of all kinds 

and grades. The present section will be devoted to describing, 110 

far &II posaible, the administrative machinery by which the State 
maintains its control over education. In order to do this ex· 
haustively, of course, we ,should have to enter minutely into the 
details of the different arrangements made by each of the many 
Departments of State which have educational institntions under 
their control. This is, however, not practically neceseary for 'the 
purpose which this Report has in view. The general method of 
educational administration in Russia will be BUf!iciently clear to 
the reader, if we confine ourselves to describing the organisation 
adopted by (a) the Ministry of Public Inetrnction (b) the Holy 
Synod (e) the Department of the Inatitntions of the Empress. Maria 
and (d) the Ministry of Finance. The administration of education 
in other Departments of State does not, 110 far &II the writer is aware, 
present any peculiar featnrea which would ca1l for specia1 notice. 

(a) We begin with the Ministry of Publio Inatruction. . 
'Central AdminiBtratiota.-At the head of the Ministry of Pnblic 

Instrnction stands the Minister, holding his offioe by the appoint
ment and at the pleasure of the Emperor. He is aaaisted in the 
duties of his position by a subordinate official of high rAnk, bearing 
the untrans1atable title of TorKJri.akh, who also acts as his deputy 
during his absence. The administration of the educational in· 
'stitntions under the control of the Ministry is carried on by mee.na 
of several standing Boards or Commissions within the Ministry, 
among which t1e most important are: the Council of the Ministry ; 
·the Def&rtment of Public Inetruction; and the Scientifie Com
mittee. 
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The Council of the Minister is presided over by himself, and is 
composed of his assistant-minister (Tooaristch), the Director of the 
Department of Publio Instruction, the President of the Scientifio 
Committee-, the Curators of Educational Districts when in St. Petetjl. 
burg, with other mem.bers directly appointed by the Emperor. 
Certain high officials, such as the rectors of Universities, and others, 
may also be invited by the Minister to attend the meetings of the 
Council when matters on which they are specially qualified to 
advise are under discuSsion. To the Council of the Minister are 
submitted all matters and proposals involving new departures or 
important changes, either in legislation or administration; the 
financial estimate for the cost of administration of the Department 
and the places of education in oonnection with it, and other matters 
of finance which exceed the authority of the Curators; all ques· 
tions relating to the internal organisation of schools, Universities, 
and other plaoes of instruotion, on the administrative as well as on 
the educational side, and generally, all such matters as in the judge 
ment of the Minister should receive the consideration of the Council. 

The Department of Public Instruction plays an important part 
in the actual administration of the educational system. It is 
subdivided for administrative purposes into nine sections, dealing 
respectively with inspection, higher education, boys' schools, 
girls' schools and training of teachers, primary schools, technical 
and professional schools, scientifio institutions, private schools 
and Jewish schools, pensions and accounts. 

The Scientifio Committee (Uckenyi Komitet) is specially con· 
cerned with the consideration of purely educational matters and 
proposals, and with the examination of schemes of instruction, 
and of books and periodicals proposed for use or circulation in educa
tional institutions. Plans for scientifio expeditions and commis· 
sions, and reports- thereon, also fall within its purview. The 
President of the Scientifio Committee is appointed directly by the 
Emperor; its ordinary members are nominated by the Minister, 
but its President has the right of inviting other persons of special 
competency in educational matters to attend the meetings of the 
Committee and take part in its deliberations. The Committee is 
divided into three sections, one of which is concerned with matters 
of a general character, another deals specially with primary educa· 
tion, and a third with -technical instruction. Books intended for 
use in schools or other places of education are sent in by their 
authors or publishers to the Scientifio Committee for examination; 
but any educational specialist may also call the attention of 
the Ministry or Scientifio Committee to text·books which, in his 
opinion, are deserving of special attention. A list of the books passed 
by the Scientifio Committee is published. Until l8C9!ltly this list 
was arranged under three heads, some books !>eing .. recom
mended," othera .. approveJ," whilst a third catlgory consisted 
of those whinh were merely .. permitted "; but this diatinction 
has now been discarded in favour of a simple list of .. permitted ,~ 
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books. Under no circumstances is any book not contained in this 
list allowed to be used in any place of education, not even the 
Curator of the Educational District having any independent du.
oretion in this matter, save in certain exceptional case3 to be pre
sently mentioned. 

The Ministry of Public Instruction, in common with other R uBBian 
Departments of State, POBBeBBes its own official organ (the Zhtwnal 
MinisterstfJa Narodnago ProBtJeBtclumi,ia) which is published monthly, 
and besides recording all important official notifications, circulal8 
and regulations relating to education, frequently contains articles 
on subjects of general scientific value and interest. 

Local AdministraJion.-For purposes of local administration the 
Russian Empire. exclusive of certain regions of Asia to be presently 
mentioned, is divided into twelve Educational Districts (Uchelmye 
Oknlgt.), each consisting of several adjoining .. governments " 
(!fUberni,i) or provinces, and generally taking its name from the chief 
town comprised within it. The Districts are as follow8: St. Peters
burg, Moscow, Kiev, Kazan, Kharkov, ViIna, OdeBBa, Orenburg, 
Warsaw, Dorpat", Caucasus, Western Siberia. Eastern Siberia, the 
region of the Amur, and Turkestan, have not yet been organised 
into Educational Districts; all education in these outlying pro
vinces is under the immediate control of the General Governors of 
each. Of the Educational Districts of European Russia that of 
St. Petersburg is the largest in area (extending over BOme 636,800 
square miles), but that of Moscow, ·though lees than one-third the 
size of the St. Petersburg District, has the largest population (about 
17,000,000 or 18,000,(00).* The Dorpat District, which consists 
of the three Baltic Provinces, Livonia, Kurland, and Eathonia, is 
the smallest both in area and population (area, 36,929 square miles ; 
population, 2,400,000 in 1897). 

The administration of each Educational District is entrusted 
to a high official bearing the title of Curator (popechilel), who is the 
local representative of the Ministry of Public Instruction, and, as 
such, has under his charge all grades !If educational institlltions/ 
from the Universities downwards. He holds his office by direct 
appointment of the Tsar, though he is nominated by the Minister 
of Public Instruction. 'l'he powers exercised by the Curator within 
his own District are very wide, including not only a general super
vision over the work of the schools and their teachers, and of the 
Universities and their profeesors, but also the filling up of all vacan
cies in the ordinary stafi of the schools, and the nominating for con
firmation by the Minister of persons fitted to discharge the functiOllJ 
of Directors of secondary schools, and of Inspectors or Deans of 
Faculties in the Universities. But extensive as the authority of 
the Curator is, his competence is strictly limited in certain directions . 

• The figutea gi~ in an official brochure entilled H The _ian Mini.uy 01 
Public E<j.ucation at the World'. Columbian Espooition" in 1893 '"'"' 
16,685,393; but the populoIion of tho Moocow District; which _piN moch 
of the industrial legion 01 au..n. mlllt ha... OOD8idorabl7 mer-cl 
Ilia.., the ... 
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.. He cannot, for example, modify in any way the ordinary-course of 
instruction approved for primary and secondary schools, though he 
may sanction snpplementary courses; nor can he on his own author
ity approve or disapprove any book for use in any school in hi. Dis
trict. It is part of his duty to prepare an annual report on the con
dition of education in his District. He resides in his District, and is 
&8sisted in hilt administrative duties by a staff of secretaries and in
spectors, and by a so-called .. Curator's Council." This Council is 
constituted very much on the analogy of the Council of the Minister, 
which has been already described. It is presided over by the 
Curator, and consists of his assistant, the district inspectors, and the 
directors of gymnasia, real-schools, technical schools, and training 
colleges. Where there is a University or other place of higher edu
cation within the Distriot, the head of this institution also has a 
Beat on the Council; whilst on purely educational questions the 
deans of the historico-philological and mathematical faculties, 
along with six professors appointed by the University, also have a 
voice in the deliberations of the Council. The Director of Primary 
Schools may also be present at discussions affecting such schools. if 
he happens to be in the wwn where the Council sits, and other 
persons may also be invited to take part. Its functions comprise 
the consideration of measures for the improvement of education, 
and of finanoial and business questions arising in connection with 
the purchase, sale, renting or oonstruotion.of school premises, the 
opening and closing of schools, the collection of statistical data as to 
educational progress and the like, and the examination of text-books 
with regard to their suitability for use in schools. The conclusions 
of the Curator's Council on the last-named ~ubject, however, require 
the oonfirmation of the Minister, except in the case of books written 
in certain local languages. For example, in respect to Polish books 
the decisions of the Warsaw Curator's Council may be finally 
confirmed by the Curator; and with respect to books written in 
the local languages of the Baltio Provinces the final decision rests 
with the Curator's Council itself. 

For the actual inspectio;' of secondary schools the Curator has at 
his disposal one or more District Inspectors, according to the size 
of his district and the number of schools to be visited. Th • .se 
District Inspectors are, of course, important and responsible officials 
who arc chosen from the ranks of the secondary teachers for their 
abilities and educational experience. The supervision of primary 
instruotion is entrusted to a different set of officials, viz., the Direc
tors of l'rimary Schools and their subordinates, the Inspectors of 
Primary Schools. As a rule, each Director has under his charge the 
primary schools of a single government; to each Inspector are 
assigned one or more vie%dy, or districts, the aV8f1ig8 number of 
tAie%dy under each inspector being about two and a Lalf. Through 
these various local officials representing the central adminiAration, 
all grades of education, higher, secondary, and primary, are brought 
into direct relation with the Ministry of Public Instruction. But 
in the case of primary edu?tion we have.a\80 to take account of 

• 
i'21~, 0 
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certain IQQaI organisations for educational purposes, a9 weU as of 
the provincial ood district zemstv08, which in various ways stand 
in, close ,relation to the work of primary education. The grcat 
variety of these local administrative arrangements makes the task 
of ,describing the organisation of primary education a somewhat 
complicated one. 

The first important distinction to be borne in mind is between 
the governments affected by the law of January 11th, 1864, 
establishing local government by the zemstvos, and those to 
which this ordinance does not apply. In the former category are 
'included all the eleven governments in the Moscow Educational 
District; aU the five governments comprising the Educational 
District of Kharkov, all the four contained in that of Ode88a, with 
five each in those of St. Petersburg and Kazan, four in that of Oren
burg, . and two in that of Kiev-thirty-four governments in aU. 
The,duties of self-government imposed upon .the zemstv08 by the 
legislation of 1864 include the organisation of the local medical and 
vetel'inaQ' services, the care of roade, the relief of the poor, and 
othe.r ecpnomic arrangements (including insurance against fire and 
the. like), ,and the provision of primary education. These functiona 
were, 'hpwevet;always exercised subject to the control and super
visim~,qf the local governor, who had also to confirm the zemstvo's 
decisiolijl; and by the legislation of Alexander III.'s reign the work 
and competence of the zemstvos haa' been subjected to still further 
restrictions. 

The precise relation of the, provincial and district zemstV08 to 
the wori!:. of primary education was finally determined by the law 
of tile 25,tll May, 1874, which is still in force. The effect of it was 
to c.~te in all the governments with zemstv08 a system of Pro
vincial lLnd District School Councils, on which the zemstv08 are 
reprecsente(l, to associate these Councils with the officials of the 
centr.l!-l "epartment in the administration of primary schools, and 
at the same time to assign an important role to the local nobility 
by making the Provincial and District Marshals of the Nobility 
ez-of!icio presidents of the local Provincial and District School 
Cou~cila, re.pectively.. The constitution of the"" Rehool COIlflcils 
has ,been alr"adY d • .'!CrilJe<} on p.]07; we 4l""d only add to the 
acc~)Unt ther .. given that the land-captains (ze" .. kie naclwlniki), 
who have: eml<ld only 6ince 1889, have a right to take part in the 
deliberations of the District School Councils on qnestions afiooting 
their spheres of jurisdiction; that the same right is also accorded 
to local. curators Of schools on mattp.rs concerning their schools, and 
that the ~Iinister may also authon ... the I,resence of the doctors of 
the zemgtvo, when questions affecting sanitation and health are 
under disclIs9ion. The. head. of the local training colleges also 
have the right 'to sit and vote at meetings of both Provincial and 
Dutrict Gcbool Councils. The more important part of the aetnai 

• Tbore a.re some part.a of the country in which there are DO p'ovinciaJ or 
distriet ....... h.ls-of ~b. Dolrility. H"", the acbool ouuncilo are ,,",,"dod O'~ 
by the directonJ IUId ~ of l"'imaoy "",,001L 

• 
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work of administration is done by the District School CoUncil, 
which appoints teachers on the recommendation of the inspector, 
decides questions relating to the opening and closing of schools, 
sees that they are equipped with books and necessary educational 
apparatus, and receives from the inspector an annual report on 
the condition of education in the district. The Provincial School 
Council has a more general authority, acts as a kind of court of 
appeal for the decision of questions referred to it from the various 
District School Councils within the government, undertakes the 
distribution of the State subsidy in aid of primary education, and 
receives from the Director an annual report on the condition of 
education within the government. The actual work of inspection 
is done by the Director and his subordinates, the inspectors; who 
are direotly responsible to the central government, and haye the 
supervision, not only of the schools maintained by the zemstvos 
and towns, but ot other primary schools, such . as the so·csJIed 
.. schocls of the Ministry." 

It will thus be seen that the local administration of education 
is wholly in the hands of the representatives of the central govern
ment on the one hand, and, on the other, of local bodies constituted 
ad Aoo, ·on which the zemstvos or towns providing the schools have 
only an insignificant minority representation; The role of the 
zemstvos and towns is, however, not entirely confined to the \lro
vision and maintenance of the schools. They have also the ll~t 
of supervising the instruction in their own schools, * and for this PU4'
pose many of them have appointed special commissions of super
vision, and have organised a syst .. m of inspection by experts. 
PrIvate founders of schools have also the right to appoint, with 
the II&nction of the Provincial School Council, special curatoM (of 
either sex) for the immediate supervision of their schools. 

The provinces in which local government by the zemstvot has 
not been introduced present many varieties of educational ad
ministration. the only constant element being the Director or 
Inspectors of Primary Schools as representatives of the central 
dep .. tment. In many distant provinces the sole control of edu
cation is in the hands of these officials. It should be noted, how
ever, that in some sparsely-populated districts, where the number 
of schools is small, the office of Director does not exIst, anel also that 
in Asiatic Russia the place of both Director and Inspector of 
Primary Schools is sometimes taken by the Director of the local 
aecondary achool. 

In the governments nearer the centre of the Empire, how~ver, 
some kind of local achool council is gellersJIy established to assibt 
the officials of the central administration. In the province of the 
Don Cossacks there are provincial and district achool councila of the 
type created by the law of 1874, but each of these olbnncila contains 
one representative from the ooisko. In the governmen~ of Kiev. 

• This right, after having been frequently disputed by the central author. 
iti .... was finally _ured to the 0'r"'" of \ocaI aeIf.govemm ... t by .. d..,"'ion 
of the Son&te in 1893. -

'I'm, 
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Podolia, and Volhynia there is no Director of primary schools, but 
primary education is under the control of a council of fourteen 
inspectors presided over by the Curator of the Educational District. 
The Educational District of Vilna, comprising the governments of 
Vilna, Grodno, and Kovno, which are predominantly Lithuanian, 
and those of Minsk, Mohilev, and Vitebsk, which are White Russian, 
has a peculiar organisation. In each government there is a pro· 
vincial school council, over which the Director of Primary Schools . 
pr~'ides, the members including one representative (who must be 
an Orthodox Russian) of the provincial Commiseion dealing wi~h 
affairs of the peasantry, one representative of the diocesan clergy, 
and an inspector of primary schools. In matters affecting Roman 
Catholic schools representatives of that Church attend the meetings 
of the Council on the invitation of the President. The duties of 
the Council compri'3 the giving of sanction for the opening of new 
schools by local authorities, the appointment of teacllers in Mini,· 
Lcrial model schools, and the confirmation of such Ilppointments in 
""hools provided by towns or village communities. One peculiarity 
of the adl!liuistrative system in this district is t-.at the Directors 
and Inspeci',"s of primary schools may be clergymen. 

The adrninwtration of primary education in Poland is in se"eral 
Iespects peculiar. The Directors of Primary Rchools here po_ 
rather more extensive powers than their colleagues in other Educa· 
tional Districts. The Warsaw sch90ls are also placed under a 
special inspector with the same authority as the Directors. As no Inclll 
self-government exist. in the Polish towns, all local administrative 
control of the town sch,'ols is vested in the Directors and Illl!pectors 
of primary schools; anll in town and country alike, the appoint
ment and dismissal of WIchers rests entirely with these officials. As 
regards ~'illage school., a certain share in the supervision is B88igned 
to the rrg'lns of local .. "If'government, the gmirv,· and the village 
community. A distinction is made between .. village schools," 
established for a siugle village community, and .' sehoolsof the 
gmina," established for the benefit of one or more gmin". 'The 
latter are administered directly by the ~ of the gmina and the 
lavniki, while the former are managed by the locallOltysy under the 
direction of the~. Special supervisors of ..,hools may be chosen 
by the gmina or the village community, their appointment being 
confirmed by the loeall'Bprescntative of the central administration. 
These supervisors act under the immediate direction of the ~ of 
the gmina. It is the duty of the ~ and the IOIly6Y to see that the 
teachers in the schools under their management perform their duties, 
to collect, and provide for tlle due expenditure of, the funds neces
sary for the maintenance of the schools, and to bring the needs of 
the. school before the m,eetings of the gmina and the village com-

'. • The gm'lla is • 8pecia1 Polish inot.itutioD corresponding 10 80me _, 
10 the R ..... .- miT, bu~ uu1ike the "". B ill oom~ of ",prmenlaloivee of aD 
cia..... n eleele ile own """ or preeicleu~ who ill .. , \he .. me Hme ilo chief 
ex .... ti .... officer. The soby., "'" his &88iotanta, chooea by the meetiDgo of the 
peM&D' comm....... The """,,lei ..... local magio""_ 
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munity. The teachers in PGlish schools may be Gf any religiGn, 
save that members Gf mGnastio Grders Gr societies are excluded frGm 
the prGfessiGn, and that in Russian parishes Russians Gnly are per
mitted to exercise the Gffice Gf teacher. 

The GrganisatiGn Gf primary education in the Baltio PrGvinces 
(LivGnia, EsthGnia and Kurland) alSG presents many striking 
features. EducatiGnally these prGvinces oooupy a unique positiGn 
in Russia. They fGrm the . Gnly_ part __ <!~.J;h.!l_.EtnP~h~j;h .. 
p~iGn and mamterianQe"Gf schG':!Is._~J:OOGgnised as Gbligatory 
upon thii -'i9JJ!m~ity. and as a consequ~ll~ GU~_~e_ g~eral 
ediiCiitiGnaI level Gf the poPWs.tiGn is very mu()!L!llghe~n it is 
elsewhere in Russia." The credit "fGr-thisstats Gf things berGngs 
ultimately to -the" Lutheran Church, which from an early period 
insisted Gn the ability to read and write as a neoessary qualificatiGn 
fGr confirmatiGn. 

In describing the GrganisatiGn Gf primary inatructiGn in these 
provinces, we have to distinguish between town and country schools 
Gn the Gne hand, and Lutheran and OrthodGx SchGGIs Gn the Gther. 
The schGGIs Gf the towns are under the cGntrol Gf the Directors and 
Inspectors Gf Primary SchGGIs ; but their financial administratiGn is 
in the hands Gf special bGards, each Gf which includes twG members 
Gf the municipality, twG representatives Gf the Ministry Gf Public 
InstructiGn, and a Lutheran pastor. Where nGn·Lutheran schools 
are concerned a olergymall Gf the church providing the schGGIs also 
sits UPOIl the board. 

The village primary schools established fGr the OrthGdGX popula
tiGn are under the control Gf a CGuncil appointed ad Mo, and 
consisting Gf the bishGp Gf the diocese, the rectorGf the1local ecclesi
astical seminary, the Curator Gf the EducatiGnal District and his 
District Inspector, the Directors Gf primary schools, alld the Director 
of the Riga gymnasium. 

It is,hGwever, in the administratiGnGf the Lutheran vilIsge schools 
that the most characteristio features Gf the local GrganisatiGn are 
exhibited. In spite Gf some variatiGII in detail, the system in use 
is in principle the same fGr all the three provinces, presenting the 
eame mixture Gf ley and clerical elements, and the same balance Gf 
local and Imperial factors, in the compositiGn Gf the administrative 
bodies concerned. We ehall therefGre confine Gurse\ves to deserib
iog the details Gf the system ill the fGrm it assumes ill LivGnia, as 
being sufficiently typical of the Gther two provillces. The schools 
are divided intG twG categories, communal and parish schGGIs, the 
latter having a somewhat mGre advanced course than the former. 
E..,~<!mmuno_(or group Gf communes, provided that the aggregate 
male populetiGn of such groupe does nGt exceed 5(0) is bound to 
maintain a communal schoGI;- each parish con~ at -least 
2,000 male inhabitants has to provide a parish school "The 
superVision -of Lutheran parish and communal sChools ~Gnge to 
a Supreme C'<>mmittee of Land Schools (OberlandW&ulbehortle), 
constituted as fGlIGws: the DirectGr Gf primary schGols, one repre
eentative of the Ministry 'if EducatiGn, f<lur chief Church curatol3 
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(K irchenIJ07'8tehe..), the General Superintendent of Livonia, and 
one counsellor (&hulrat) elected by the nobility. Tho duties of 
the Supreme Committee are the establishment, supervision and 
improvement of the schools under their control. For the more 
immediate supervision of the Lutheran schools of the province of 
Livoriia there have been created District Committees of 1.111<1 
Schools (KreiBschulbeMrdcn) consisting of the Inspector of primary 
sc"ools, one representative of the Ministry, a chief Church curator, 
two visitor-members elected by the nobility, two clerical visitor
members appointed by the I,utheran Consi.tory of the province, 
nnd two peasant members chosen by the parochial school 'eldMs • 
(.~chulUlteaten), from among themselves." [For these elders aee 
below.~1 .. The actual management of the schools is in thc hflnds 
of local Governing Bodies of Parish Schools (K irchspielac:.III
verwaltung); each such governing body is under the presidency 
of a Church curator appointed from the parish; its members are 
the loea.l pastor, the teacher of the parish school. and one p~rochial 
school elder, chosen by all the church wardens and school c!d,Jrs 
of the parish. The oversight of the instruction given in the com
mlma.l schools and in private houses in the province of Livonia ia 
entrusted to the Church curator and the local pastor, who are 
assisted in this duty by the lower clergy, by the churchward,m~, 
and by school elders chosen by the local Governing Body frolft 
among the officials and elected peisons of the commune. The 
hea!\ of the commune and his assistants are bound to look after 
the general order of the schools, if they are maintained at the cost 
of the community. In each parish there are special school' C03-

ventions,' coAsisting of deputies from each commone within ,the 
patlsh, of representatives of the tJotchi1ltJ8 of the nobility, and 01 
the local pastor. The duty of 'these conventions is to delillo"alo 
on and decide all financial matters in connection with the local 
school8; they have also to choose one of the two Church cura!o.-s 
af the parish, and likewise his substitute:'· , . 

Internal Admi1liatratitm-UniverBilia and HVjhe.. Tech"iC<J. 
Collegea.-The nine Universities of the Russian Empire (with the 
exce~tioll of .those of Warsaw and Dorpat, which have special 
statutes of their own) are administered under identical regulations. 
At the head of each stands a Rector selected by the Minister of 
Publici Instruction from amongst the ordinary Professors and 
appointed by Imperial order for 8 term of four years_ He i.I 
immediately responsible to the Curator of the District for the 
general administration of the University; at the expiration of bis 
term he may be continued in office with the Emperor's sanction 
for an additional period of four years_ The charge of disdpline ia 
specially entrua',ed to 'an Inspector, appointed by the Minister 

• The JW88!!e within quotation mam io traD8lated verbatim from the 
accotJJlt of primary education in the Baltic Provincea cont&iDed in }'aJtolk 
and Cbamoluski'. admirable book "Narodnoe Obraw ...... ie y ~ij '! !'pp. 
~ 9O~ The German equivalenta for the R...u.o terms _ have, h.",.ver. 
~ added from other IIOIIroe& of information. r 
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on the recommendation oHhe Curator, but acting Una~r the Rector. 
For the discharge of his duties the Inspector is supplied'with a 
cer..ain number of assistants. The ProfeBBors are appoin~d 
by the Minister,'who is, however, at liberty to Invite the {[Diver
sity to nominate a candidate. In this case, the choice is made 
in the first instance by the Faculty concerned I' their recomD,lenda
tion must then be coufumed by the Colinoil and presentedthrongh 
the Curator, but if the person thu recommended 00 not' apProVed, 
the Minister may s~ill'make the appointmen.on his own'lhitiativ'e,. 
Priva.t-Docen~ are admhted to teach by the Curator on therecom
mendationof the Faculiy concerned,presented through .~he Rector. 
Lectors (in modern andorienul languages) are 'selected by .the 
Faculty concerned and presented through the Council 'or· 'cOn
firmation by the Curator. The Deans of Faoultieil 'a~e 'c"hosen 
from the profOBBors of their respective faculties by the Curator, 
their appointment being confirmed for four years by the: MiniSter 
by whom they may aIBo be reappointed for a forthertemi." The 
Rector. Deans of Faculties; and the' Inspector fom together '8'n 
executive body'called the 'Pravlen'ie, by which aU the 'important 
administrative and financial business of the University i~ oonducted: 
The University Council consists of all the University';prore~8ors 
under the presidency of the Rector; its functions are ,almost purely 
educational; the ouly matters left for its final decision are the award' 
of degrees and medals; other questions s1ibmltted for Its ~onsider~~ 
tion, such as the filling up of vacant chairs, the framing of scneliies of 
study and sylla.busesof lectures; are referred for final deoision t<! th~' 
Minister or (in the case of the appointment of lectors, and other 
matters falling within his special competence) to the Curator. Meet' 
ings of the Faoulties are aIao held under the presidency 'If the Deans 
to arrange for examinations, to present persOlill for degrees, to 
decide on' the merits of candidates for profe~rships within the 
respective Faculties, and to consider other matter's directly' 
affecting instruotion within the Faculties. " " " . 

The interns.! organisation of the higher technical colleges under 
the Ministry of Publio Instruction follows the same generai,lil).es as 
that of the Universities. The particulars which follow apply 
specially to the two Institutes at St. Petersb~ and Kharkov, and 
to the Moeoow Technical School; the organisation of the IuS.titute 
of Ruia.l Economy and Forestry at New Alexandria has special 
ftiaturea.t The head of each Institution has the title 'of Director; 
he is appointed by the Emperor on the nomination of the Minister. 
and must be a person of academic distinction 'lmdedueational 

• In each University there is .. taWished .. spooial Chair of Divinity for tl>e 
bonofit of students of the Orthodox faith. The Prof""""r oi, Di1"iI\ity ia 
att.aohod to no Faculty. but is .. member,of the Uni......uty QounciL " , 

t At Ne ... A1",,0IIdria th. Council of the Institute eorreoponds in function'" 
the Educational Committee of the throe sister eollegos; its ~. oone. 
_pond. in oom. degree to their Bconomical Committee; and ohete is in addi~ 
.... Agricultural Committee charged, with the administration of tho..- o( tJ,., 
.... t.itute 'and with the man~m.nt of the Experimental Farm. • 
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experieru:e. He may combine the duties of a Professor with those 
of Director, in which case a corresponding addition is made to his 
salary. In the management of the Institute he is assisted by two 
Committees, viz., the Educational Committee, consisting of 
himself 88 president, the lecturer on religion, and the pro
fessors; and the Economical [Finance] Committee, also presided 
over by himself, and consisting besides of three members of the 
teaching staff appointed upon the Committee by the Curator of 
the District for three years, and also of persons having the' over
sight of separate departments within the Institute. The Educa
tional Committee decides on its own authority aU matters relating 
to the admiBaion of students to the intermediate examinations, the 
half·yearly reports of the Institute, and other documents issued by 
the Institute; but other matters of educational organiBstion which 
are submitted to its consideration have to be referred for final decision 
either to the Minister (such are the forming of schemes and pro
grams of instruction, the distribution of theoretical and practical 
studies, the consideration of the qualifications of candidates for 
vacant professorships, ete.), or to the Curator (such are the award 
of bursaries and remission of fees, the consideration of the quulifica
tions of candidates for the minor teaching parts, ete.). The Economi
cal Committee administers the finsncial affairs of the Institute. The 
responsibility for discipline among the students and the preservation 
of order within the walls of the Institute is entrusted to an Inspector 
who is provided with four 888istants. The Inspector, the Professors, 
and the Adjunct Professors are aU appointed by the Minister of 
Public Instruction. The lecturer on religion is also appointed by 
the Minister, acting with the concurrence of the ecclesiastical 
authorities. The Director's Assistant and the Secretary (both of whom 
must be professors) are appointed by the Minister on the nomination 
of the Director, conveyed throngh the Curator. AU members of the 
staff of lower rank than an Adjunct Professor and other officials of 
the Institute who are in the service of the State are appointed by 
the Curator; other employes by the Director. 

Secondary SchooZs.-The. internal organisation of secondary 
schools for boys, under the Ministry of Public Instruction, whether 
giving a general or a technical education, is also in all essential 
respects uniform thronghout the Empire. At the head of each 
secondary school is placed a Director, who is chosen by the Curator 
of the Educational District, and confirmed in his appointment by 
the Minister of Public Instruction. He has a general responsibility 
for th", educational efficiency and good order of the school entrusted 
to his chMge, presides over the Pedagogical Council and the Economi
cal Commit-tee, proposes the appointment and recommends the 
dismissal of ~members of the staff to the Curator of the District, 
with whom tIi~ 'r.ctual decision in these matters rests, and has a 
-~ right of di:i'poeition over the special funds of the institution. 
acco_isted in tbdl discharge of these functions by an Inspector, 
and a.a,. special oveWight of discipline. Both the Director and 
~ 9D~ TUcke part in';,'he teaching. In progymnasia the duties 
beea ad<W •. -l Inspector -: re combined in' ~ single pelllOD. 
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The rest of the teachers employed in the secondary schools under 
the ~try of Public Instruction are appointed by the Curator 
from persons who hold a diploma in the subjects they profess either 
from one of the Universities or from some other institution 
recognised as of equal rank. In its collective capacity the whole 
stalI forms a Pedagogical Council, meeting once a month at least 
under the presidency of the Director, and deciding such matters as 
the Bdmission and promotion of pupils, the allocation of bursaries 
and exemption from fees, the choice of books and educational 
apparatus, the arrangement of the time table, and the award of 
teaving certificates. The Pedagogical Council elects from among 
its own members three persons (in the secondary technical schools 
four, in the progymnasia, two only) who, with the Director and 
Inspector, form an Economical Committee dealing with all question. 
of finance which arise in connection with the administration of the 
school. 

A feature of the internal organisation of the Russian gymnasia 
and real-schools which calls for special mention is the tutorial 
system. This system differs in some important details from that 
which is known by the same name in some English public schools. 
'l'he class tutor (klas ... yi nastamik) in Russia exercises many func
tions which in England are undertaken by the form master. One such 
tutor is attached to each class, the person appointed to the office 
being generally chosen from among the masters who give the 
largest number oflessons to the class. While the duties of a teacher 
in a Russian school ate confined to watehing over the progress made 
by his pupils in the particular subject or subjects for which he is 
responsible, the class tutor is supposed to supervise the instruction 
of the class as a whole, to take an interest in the general intellectual 
and moral development of each pupil, and with this object to enter 
into relations with the class masters on the one hand, and with the 
parents of the pupils on the other. The class tutors have in par
ticular to see that the pupils of their class attend the lessons regularly 
in all subjects, and to keep a day book in which are entered notes of 
their progress and conduct. Two assistants are assigned to the 
class tutors in a gymnasium or rea1-school, one in a progymnasium. 
The Government has always attached epecia\ importance to the 
tutorial system (which has existed in its present form only since the 
seventies) seeing in it not only a valuable means of moral influence, 
but also a guarantes for the wise co-ordination of the work of a 
particular class, and against the imposition of excessive demands on 
the time and energy of the pupils, which is the special danger of the 
subject system of instruction and frequently results in overstrain 
and nervous breakdown. The practice of the higher authorities 
has therefore always been to give the preference in the matter of 
promotion or honorary rewards to those teachers'who have most 
distinguished themselves by their success as class tutors. 

In the secondary technical schools the tutorial system is not so 
fully developed, but in all such schools there are in addition to the 
ordinary teaching staff one or more officials with the title of 1IGdzir-
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rUe!, or supervisor, whose duty it is to watch over the conductofthe 
pupils, and to supply the place of class teachers who chance to be 
absent for any reason. . 

The internal administration of the girls' day schools (gymnasia 
and progymnasia) under the control of the Ministry of Public 
Instruction differs in some important respects from that of the boye' 
schools under the same Department on the one hand, and from that 
of the gir.ls' schools under other Departments on the other. The 
general control of each girls' gymnasium is in the hands of aDirectre88, 
but the instruction is supervised by a Pedagogical Council, which is 
presided over, not by the Directress, but by the Director of the local 
gymnasium, or failing such an official, by some other person 
representing the Ministry, The Economical [Finance) Committee 
consists of the president of the Pedagogical Council, the Directress, 
and members elected by the municipalities or other public bodies 
whicb support the schoo! either entirely or jointly with the Govern
ment. 

The iriternal organisation of the primary schools· under the 
Ministry of Public Instruction calls for little remark, In the upper 
primary schools. of general education (especially the Urban Schools) 
where there are several teachers, these form a Pedagogical ('.ouncil 
which discU88es and decides all matters of organisation. discipline. 
promotion. award of certificates. choice of books for the library. 
and ~he like. ('.artain persons bearing the title of .. honorary 
superviSors" (pochetnye trmOtriteli). who are appointed by the 
Curator in State-provided schools, and by the founders in other 
schools, also lIave a right. to attend the sittings of the Pedagogical 
Councils of Urban Schools. The Trade Schools under the Ministry 
of Public Instruction have a similar organisation to that. of the 
Urban Schools.. The organisation of the lower technical schoole 
follows the lines of that of the secondary technical schools which hu 
already been described. In the ordioary primary school with one 
clasS aU responsibility for. the general conduct of the schoo\ reste 
with the single teacher. . . .. . 

The. details given abewe refer especiany to schools under the 
control of the Ministry of public Instruction which are not conducted 
with a vl!l:wlo private. profit .. .As regards private adventure schools. 
certain pecnliarities of organisation remain to be noted. These 
schools are officially divided into three grades in accordance with 
the. le.ngth of their courses. Generally speaking. the schools of 
the ,first grade have conrse8corresponding to those of the State 
secondary schools (gymnasia or real-flchoolsl, the schools of the 
second grade have oourses correl!pouding either to those of the 
progymnasia. or to those of the Urban or District Schools; the 
curricula of the schools of the third grade. which form the great 
majority. are p\rely primary in character. There are besides a 
number <If private schools which are classified by the same method. 
but pursue special aima. such u the preparation of clerks, book
keepelB, or 'copyists. The higher grades of private schools are 
ahyays separate .for the. t,.o sexes; those of the primary; type are , 
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frequently mixed. As regards their external administration, aU 
private schools are under the control of the Ministry .ofPublic 
Instruction, which exercises the same kind of oversight over them 
as over the State Schools. In the two capitals, the supervision 
of private schools is entrusted to the District Inspectors; in the 
provinces, to the Directors and Inspectors of Primary Schools. 
The internal organisation of private schools follows generally the 
lines of that of the corresponding public institutions, though 
variations in detail occur. Questions of 1inanceand the appoint
.ment of teachers are, of oourse, left in the hands of the principals, 
the State, however, intervening to fix the standard of academical 
qualification both for principals and assistants (for particulars see 
p. 131). 

(b) The educational organisation of the Holy Synod. is analogous 
in its general character to that of the Ministry of Public Instruction. 
though differing from it in some important points of detail. 'The
supreme control over all grades of eoolesiastical schools and collegelt 
is of cour&e vested in the Holy Synod, but in respect of actual 
supervision and administration much the same position is assigned 
to the Bishop of the diocese as is occupied under the Ministry of 
Public Instruction by the Curator; and the local organisation of 
primary education under the Holy Synod follows closely the system.. 
adopted for.the schools of the zemstvos by the legislation of 1874. 

• The Holy Synod i. the organ of the autoaraoy in relation . t<> 
eaalea;'8tical affaira. It was created by Peter the Great to take the plaaa, 
aud exeroise the funotiona, of the patriarohate whioh he abolished. Its 
member., oonsisting of Metropolitans, Arohbishops, and Bishops (with the. 
Exaroh of Georgia) are aU appointed by the Emperor, some permanently, 
others lor a 1iJ:ed period. It holdo its .... ions in St. Petersburg, and tho 
Metropoliten of St. Petersburg generallyaats as its president; the provin.i"l 
members Bit by rots. The Holy Synod differs from the seoular Ministri .... 
in tha.t ita deoisions are Dot 8U bjeot to revision by the Senate, nor have its 
projucts of law to be submitted to the Council of the Empire; it ba:s, in fact" 
the Ama oompetence in regard to ecolosiastioa.laffairs as belongs to the Senate 
in the civilophere. In relation to the Holy Synod the High Procurator, who 
js always a layman. acts as the Emp3l'Ol"s representative and intermediary; 
hia duty is to see that the ""ts of the Holy Synod are in &aeordan .. with 
tho civil law, to submit its legislative projoots for Imperial lIIldletion, and 
to .ommunioats to the Synod aU Imperial commando affeoting the sphere 
of ito administration. H. "Iso presonts to the Emp>ror a periodical report 
on eO'lieaiastical a1bira. He has a 83at on the Counoil of Ministers. and in 
other respeots p"""""""" the rigbts of .. minister lor logiolative and adminis
trative purposes. Certain matters of ecoleeiastical administration are 
~xpressly rosorvad to him, and .urrent administration is largely in hia 
hands. Tho same dualism. is repMuceJ in local diocesan administration. 
The affairs of .each diocese (eparchy) are in the hando of Eparohial 
Consistori.., composed of tho Bishop of the diooeoe aud four or five 
membors 'appointed by the Holv Synod on his nomin~tion, and ohooon 
both from the rllaok and the White clergy. The admiJOistrative husineeo 
of .... h consistory is diooha:ged by .. lay secretory. who is &ppointed by the 
Holy Synod on the recommendation of the High Proour~tor, a'hd .tendo 
in muab the """'e paoition in relation to the Conaiato:ry as the High 
ProcUfl>t.or. to whom he is direotJy _sible. """"pi" with rer-n .. to the 
lIoly Synod. 
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The internal organisation of the EccleslBstical Academies is in 
many respects similar to that of the Universities, the only essenti .. l 
difference being that the latter institutions consist of several faculties, 
the former of one only. The Rector of the AeaUcmy is a clergyman 
of learning and eminence appointed by the Holy Synod on the 
recommendation of the Bishop. He is responsihle for the good order 
and well-being of the institution, and for the general course and 
tendency of the instruction, in which he himself must take a certain 
part; he also presides over the meetings of the Council and Pravienil: 
and reports to the Bishop monthly, or more frequently in case of 
necessity, on the condition of the institution under his charge. 
The Inspector is appointed in the same way 88 the Rector, and is 
preferably a clergyman, but, contrary to the system prevailing in 
the Universities under the statute of 1884, he must be a memher of 
the stall of ordinary Professors, and he is also more directly and 
exclusively subordinate to the Rector than are the University 
inspectors. All members of the teaching stall, including ordinary 
and extraordinary Professors, Docents and Lectors must (with the 
exception of the teachers of modern languages) he members of the 
Orthodox Church. Ordinary Professors must have the degree of 
Doctor of Theology (or the eqnivalent degree in Church History or 
Canon Law); extraordinary Professors and Docents must 1lave at 
least the degrce of Master of Theology. An exception to this rnIe is 
admitted in the case of professorships in subjects COmmon to the 
Academies and the Russia" Universities; for these chairs persons 
holding the requisite degree from one of the Russian Universitie~ are 
eligible. Appointments on the teaching staff are made by the Holy 
Synod in the case of Professors, by the Bishop in the case of Docents 
and Lectors, the Council of the Academy having in all cases the 
statutory right to nominate candidates. The Council colll'ists of. 
the Rector, Inspector, and all ordinary and extraordinary Professors, 
the Rector having also the right to invite other members of the 
teaching staff to sit and vote on qnestions on which their opinion is 
('.()nsidered valuable. All questions relating to the instruction 
given in the Academy come within the purview of the Council; bnt 
its decisions in the more important matters reqnire confirmation 
either by the Bishop (e.g" the conf~rring of the title of A~-tual 
Student or the degree of Candidate, the choice of Docents and 
J.ectors) or by the Holy Synod (e.g" the conferring of the higher 
degreee, and the choice of Fofessors). Finance and general adminis
tration are in the hands of the Praderiil:, consisting of the Rector as 
President, the Inspector, three ordinary Professors elected by their 
colleagues, and (for financial matters only) a lay .. honorary warden .. 
(bliustitel) and the bursar of the Academy. 

The secondary schools administered by the Holy Synod are of 
three kinda; eclllesiastica1 seminaries and schools (for boys), and 
diocesan girls' schools. The internal organisation of the seminaries 

. follows closely that of the Academies. The Rector and Inspector are 
appointed in the same manner as the conesponding officers of the 
Academies; at the comme,ncement of the .school year the members 
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of the teaching staff are also appointed by the Holy Synod on the re
commendation of the Councils of the Academies, but vacancies occur
ring during the school year are filled up by the High Procurator 
personally. In the case both of the Rector and the Inspector and also 
(as a rule) of the ordinary members of staff the degree of Magister or 
Candidate of Theology is required; but for teachers of the physical 
or mathematical sciences a certificate qualifying its holder to teach 
these subjects in the gymnasia is sufficient. The seminaries differ 
from the Academies in having no Council, the functions of that body 
being discharged bv the Pramenie, which is divided into two sections, 
dealing respectively with educational and ,administrative matters. 
Beside, the Rector and Inspectors three members of the teaohing staff 
sit on thePravlenie, holding their offioe by appointment of the Bishop. 
The local diocesan clergy are also represented by three members on 
the educational seotion of the Pratienie, and by one member of the 
administrative section. These olerical representatives are elected by 
Diocesan Conferences, consisting of certain of the clergy oalled to
gether by the Bishop for this purpose as well as for the consideration 
of the financial needs of the seminaries. The number of the clergy 
so summoned, and the method of their selection, are left to the discre
tion of the Bishop. 

The Academies are kept in close touch with the seminaries by the 
requirement that the Councils of the former shall nominate teachen 
for the vacant posts in the latter at the beginning of each school year, 
shall appoint members of their own body as visitors (rooizory) of the 
seminaries, and generally shall consider measures for improving the 
character of the instruction given in the seminaries. The Pradmie 
of each seminary has a still more direct responsibility for the teaching 
and general conduct of the ecclesiastical schools established within 
the same eparehy, supervising their curricula, selecting the text
books and educational apparatus to be used in them, deciding 
matters referred to them by the Prauleniia of the schools, considering 
tbe reports of their head·teachers and oommunicating their oonclu
sions thereupon to the Bishop, and finally, at the instanoe of the 
Bishop, appointing visitors to inspeot the schools and reporting to 
him on the "",ults of such inspection. 

While the Academies and seminaries are supported in the main by 
funds at the dispoaal of the Holy Synod, supplemented in the case of 
the seminaries by a direct Treasury grant, the ecclesiastical 
schools are largely dependent for their support npon funds locally 
raised by the clergy. Hence has arisen a peculiar local organisation 
for the supply of the financial needs of the schools. Each diocese is 
divided into several "school distriots," acoording to the number of 
ecclesi ... tical schools it contains, and conferences of clergy arranged 
by the Bishop, after the manner of the Diocesan Conferences de
scribed above, al1! held from time to time within eacboschool distriot 
to consider the financial cireumstances of the District school, to elect 
members of the School Pra.ume and for similar p~ The 
internal organisation of the ecclesiastical school calls for no special 
remark. The head teac.her (smotritdl. his ASSistant, and the whole 
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of the staff of the ecclesiastical school, are appointed in precilM 
same way as the corresponding officers of the seminaries, ani 
Pravlenie is similarly constituted, consisting of the head teacb 
a9Sistant, one teacher appointed by the Bishop, and two cler, 
elected at the conference of the diocesan district served by the, 

The diocesan girls' schools are wholly supported by funds rai 
the local clergy, who are represented on the school council ~ 
members appointed by the Diocesan Conferences called toget 
deal with matters affecting the seminaries, At the head of e 
1he dioce38D girls' schools is placed a "mistress" (nuchal 
whose special duty it is to care for the moral and religious trair 
the pupils. In the discharge of this duty she is assisted 
number of governesses (voBpitateln';l.8y) who, in addition to tb 
of the health, conduct and deportment of the girls committed t< 
charge, teach them sewing and embroidery, and assist them 
preparation of their other lessons, The supervision of the j. 
tion is entrusted to an " inspectoiof classes," who is alwa)l1ry 
man with the degree of Magister or Candidate, and .he 
takes the religious teaching in the school. The teache e 
clerical or lay persons pOll8e88ing satisfactory certificates f 
passed through a course of instruction in higher and 
educational institutions. The Council of the school is p 
by a clergyman appointed by the Bishop, and consists, in 
of two clerical members appointed by the Dioceaan Confe 
mistress, and the inspector. The mistress is selected by thl 
but her appointment has to be confirmed by the Holy Ii 
which the name of .the chosen candidate is sent up by the 
but the latter may, if he dissents from the choice of the Coo 
mit an alternative name to the Holy Synod, All other 
of the stafi are actually appointed by the Bishop, tl. 
inspector is selected by the Council, and the wspitatelnit. 
mistress. I, 

We now proceed to describe the organisation by mean. 
the HQiy Synod administers the 40,000 primary school8 nnd 
trol. The supreme control of the system is vested in . 
School Council in St. Petersburg, con3isting of a preairle 
;s always a bishop) appointed by the Holy Synod, the Chief I 
with his assistants, and nine permanent members (fay or 
appointed by the Synod. A physician and an architect also 
in the deliberations of the Council in matters on which the' 
advice is needed; and persons who have rendered special serv 
the Church schools lDBy also be elected honorary membetf, 
Council. Extraordinary sittings of the Council held for t 
sideration of general questions affecting the progrese of the 
schools may be attended by any of the following peJllOns, if.. . 
invited: presic,nts and members of the Eparchial Schoo~ . 
and their sections, eparchial and district inspectors, clerical J j 

of schools, honorary curators and other peJllOns engaged j" I 
tiona! _rk in connection with the Church schools. TIIe~f. 
School Council of the Holy Synod is not only charged with t",,/t'j 
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aJministration, both financial and educational, of theBChQOIs balongr: 
ing to the Holy Synod, hut it also takes cognisance of the work of the 
clergy in all primary schools. Among othet duties, it decides. the 
curricula of the Church schools, supervises the pUblication of cheap' 

• school books and books of generailiterature, suitable for popula:r1llMi,' 
and organises the training-schools and the model schools in ·eonnec; 
tion . with the ecclesiastical seminaries and diocesan girls' '1ichoals. 
Within each eparchy. (or diocese) the administration of the schools 
is entrusted to the Eparchial School Council, which is presided over 
by a clergymall of academic status apJ.lainted by the Bishop;_d 
consists besides of the eparchial inspector of Church schools, a rep~' 
sentative of the Ministry of Public Instruction (generally the Director 
of primary schools), and nine permanent members (laymen or clergy
men) appointed by ,the Bishop. Honorary membership of' the' 
Eparchial School Council is also conferred in return for special 881>-

~ .. ~he Eparchial School Council is specially charged with the 
Diocesan C<lDent within the eparchy of ChUrch parochial 'achoolS; 
gether by tand readings, Sunday schools, and popular readings in the 
of the finalln Sundays and festival days, and also with the develop.. 
80 summor Church singing. The District Sections of the Eparchial' 
tion of thelouncils are specially entrusted with the eare and supervision' 
.. The AceMwly gramd.y., Each District Section consists of a president 

requireme ed by the Bishop, the district inspector of Church schools, 
\, for the V8<a clergyman), certain of the higher local clergy, and eight lay 
, shall appo:al members appointed by the Bishop, who may also invite a 
aeminarie.~tative of the district zemstvo or local municipality to take 
character the deliberations, of the section. The local Inspector of 
of each aem schools (or other representative of the Ministry of Public 
and generaion, nominated by the Curator) is ez oflic1o a member ilf the' 
the same as are a1ao the local land-captains, if of the Orthodox Catholie' 
books anl'ina1ly, the management of, and responsibility for, the Church' 
matters real schools and the slJroly gramd.y existing within each parish 
the reportiBted to the parish priest. Thus at every point the organisa..' 
sions therthe Church schools is closely connected with that of the Church' 
Bishop, a>IId the whole &<!ministration is l'ractically in the hands of the 
him on tl. The parish is the unit of administration: within the parish 

Wbile anagemen' of the ""bools is in the hands of the local priest ;. the· 
funds 8t~hiai School Colmcilil and their District Sections again derive 
the IIlr authority entirely from the Bishop of the diocese, by whom their 
school,tlbers are appointed; finally, the supreme authority resides' 
raisedili the Central School Council nominated by the Holy Synod itself. 
for tb;c) The general administration of thp. educational institutions of 
divid'" Empress Maria is vested in the central" Council of Guardi8ll3 '" 
eccle..,..lv ... l;i Sotl<'tl and in tho ('bief Administrator (glavnoupra"':' 
by tiri • ...tcA.) of the Department. The immediate supervision of ,these' 
scri),1.Qt\flltions is ent.Jvsted to a special Curat .. r,' Rf>pointEd by the' 
to ",~mJ14U'Or from among the mcmhets of the Council.. The .gymn~i!S 
m~ , 
int • Tho Eparcby is ... rule oolerminous .,;th tho Govomm ... t (go,,"",.Ia) 
leI 10 province.. f . 
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within a particular district (e.g., those of St. Petersburg) are placed 
under the control of a chief of gymnasia (Nac1Ialnik gimanzii) who 
is nominated by the Council of Guardians and presented by the 
Curator for approval to the Empress. The function of the Chief of 
Gymnasia, who acts under the direction of the Curator, includes • 
financial and general administration; he hes a general control over 
the gymnasia, selects teachers for appointment by the Curator, 
&'I8igns them their work, fixes examinations, and in other way. 
supervises the course of the instruction. For the discherge of the 
duties of his post he has an assistant who, like hilIlllClf, is nominated 
by the Council of Guardians" and approved by the Empress. Such 
matters as the choice of beaks for the schools are decided by a 
special Scientific Committee within the Deplll1ment, consisting 
of the Cw·atar, the Chiefs of Gymnasia, and the Inspectors of 
Studies. 

For the internal administration of each gymnasium there exists 
the same kind of dual organisation which we heve already noted in 
the case of the diocesan girls' schools, the moral and intellectual 
sides of education being to some extent separately provided for. the 
former by the Directress (glavnaia nadziratelniUa) and the dame6 de 
clas,e, the latter by the inspector of studies (impektor klaa.O!J) 
assisted by a staff of teachers of both shes. The Directress has 
general charge of the girls whilst at the school, and watches part.icu. 
larly over their health, deportment and conduct; in all these 
matters she is assisted by the klaallflaia da1TllJ attached to each class. 
The insp<-etor, who must be an experienced teacher of acadcmic 
status, has the direction of the girls' studies, and is also immediately 
responsible for the financial management of the school. In his 
educational functions he is assisted by a Pedagogical Conference, 
and in his administrative duties he has the support of a Finance 
Committee (klwziaiatt1e'1lnyO komilet). The Pedagogical Conference, 
which has much the same functions as the Pedagogical Councila 
of the boys' schools, is presided over by the Chief of Gymnasia, 
or his assistant; or, in the absence of either of theoe, by the in
spector, the Directress, or other member. The Finance Com
mittee is presided over by the inspector, and ""nsists besides of 
the Directress and two other masters. In addition·to the ordinary 
stall of masters and mist! •• es, a lady doctor is attached to each 
gymnasium, and in St. Petersburg this lady also gives the leMOns in 
hygiene and first aid, .. hich there form part of the cnrricuIum. 

The Pedagogical Cour.... maintained by the Department of 
the Institutions of the Empress Maria are not under the control 
of the ordinary Curator. Their honorary Curator is H.I.H. the 
Grand Duke Constantine Constantinovich. They fall, however, 
within the sphere of administration of the Chief of Gymnaoia; 
and their organi>4tion is in other respecl8 analqgoWl to the$ of the 
gymnasia.. At. their head is placed a Senior Direcbess (star./aaia 
nadziratelmua) with two assistants, and an inspector. 

(d) The Commercial Schools of the Ministry of Finance are 
• attached to the Department of Trade and Manufactures within 



that Ministry, anei. ~velsight ~n behalf of the ceiitrai Goveriiment 
is maintained over them by an Educational Committee (Uchebnyi 
Komitet) the President of which is appointed to his post by the 
Minister of Finance. The Committee includes several members 
nominated by the Minister of Finance, one member nominated by 
the Ministry of Public Instruotion, and other persons who sit at 
the invitation of the President and have the right to vote on equal 
terms with the nominated members. To this Committee are sub· 
mitted in general all questions touohing the work of the schools, 
and in particular statutes proposed for individual schools, pro
grammes of work, circulars and instructions issued to the schoola. 
The ohoice of text·books also comes within their purview, the 
range of choice being in praotice oonfined to books approved by 
the Ministry of Publio Instruction and the Holy Synod. Local 
supervision of the sohools is maintained by means of a body of 
Government inspeotors attached to the Ministry. The oversight 
of the individual schools is entrusted to local Councils of Curators. 
Eaoh of these Councils oonsists of a president, the director or other 
person in charge of the school, and of ordinary members whose 
number is fixed by the Statute of the school. The president and 
the ordinary members are selected by the societies or other bodies 
founding the schools, but in all oases, except that of the presiden~ 
of the Council of a Commeroial School proper, the appointment 
is subjeot to oonfirmation by the Minister of Finanoe, who has 
also the right to add a member to any Council at his own disoretion. 
The heads of all grades of schools are appointed by these Counoils 
subjeot to oonfirmation by the Minister. In Commeroisl SchooIa 
the subordinate members of the stall are appointed by the director, 
in the schools of lower grade by the Councils: in either case con
firmation by the Department of Trade and Manufactures is required. 
Approval of the appointment of religious teachers must. however. 
be given by the looal eparohial authorities. 

III.-INSTRUCTION IN THE VARIOUS TYPES 01' INSTITUTION. 

Under this head it is intended to supplement with further details 
the general information contained in the Historical Sketch and in 
the first eection of this chapter on the eubject of the instruction 
provided by the various educational institutions there referred to. 
It is obviously impossible within the limita of a report like this to 
deal with this part of the subject in anything like an exhaustive 
manner; and the diffioulty increases as we go higher and higher 
in the educational scale. Higher education is necessarily special
ised; secondary and elementary instruction may be erther general 
or special. If we reckon the difierent faculties in each University 
as being for 01Al" present purpose separate instituti/lns, a complete 
survey of higher instruction in Russia would involve the description 
of perhaps a hundred varieties of organised aeademic teachmg (some 
of them, it is true, only slightly differentiated from one another). 
With regard to higher instruction, therefore. we shall content !I= 
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selves with presenting some particulars as to the courses of study in 
the Russian Universities and the Ecclesiastical Academies, together 
with a conspectus of the plans of study in eleven of the higher 
technical colleges of Russia. This conspectus is borrowed £:rom an 
e;tremely interesting and valuable paper read before the Congress 
of the Imperial Russian Technical Society in 1897 by M. Anopov, 
who has for many years been the chief Russian authority on all 
subjects connected with industrial and technical education. * 

No account of higher instruction in Russia would be adequate 
which did not include some information as to organisation of studies 
in those insti~utions of the boarding·school type which combine 
secondary and higher instruction. The Alexander Lyceum has, 
therefore, been selected for special notice as a representative institu
tion of this class. 

Secondary instruction presents a much smaller variety of type 
than higher, but here also selection is inevitable. The particulars 
given will, it is hoped, give a good general idea of the scope of 
instruction in the chief types of secondary schools giving either a 
general or a technical education. These particulars include a 
summary account of the course of studies pursued in the two kinds 
of schools of general education (gymnasia and real-schools) under the 
Ministry of Public Instruction, in the ecclesiastical seminaries and 
schools and in the Cadet Corps; a similar account of the course 
of the girls' day schools under the 1;>epartment of the Institutions 
of the Empress Maria, and of that of the diocesan girls' schools ; 
some particulars as to the curricula of two selected Commercial 
Schools; the scheme of studies of a school combining general and 
technical education (the Kommissarov Technical School at Moscow) ; 
and the general schemes of studies sanctioned for intermediate 
technical schools under the Ministry of Public Instruction. 

The instruction given in the various primary schools of general 
education being almost homogeneous throughout the Empire, it 
has been thought sufficient" to descn"be in detail the curriculum of 
the schools administered by the Ministry of Public Instruction. 

Finally, sOme details are added as to the curricula in use at the 
various training institutions for secondary and primary teachers. 

L-HIGHER INSTRUCTION. 

(a) Univermiea.-The following are the subjects of instruction 
in the respective Faculties in the seven Universities to which the 
provisions of the statute of 1884 apply. It should be borne in 
mind that there is no Faculty of Medicine in the University of St. 
Petersburg; that the Faculty of Oriental Languages exists in that 
University alone; and that the University of Tomak eontains only 
Faculties in Medicine and Law_ Apart from the Faculty subjects, 
instruction in Dftinity is provided for the Orthodox students in 
each Uni~rsity_ 

.. Po VOproBU 0 merakh k D&ibolee bJ'attomu. • naimeoshimi satratami, 
..... prostnmeniin v naohem otecheetvie yYlllhago opet.oiaInago obrKovaaiiel 

.S.P.B., 1897. 



HisIorioo·PMlologirAl Faculty.-Philosophy; Classi ... 1 Philology; Com' 
parative Philology and Sanskrit I' Rusaian Language and Literature; S1avonio 
Philology; Geography and Ethnography; Univena\ History; Rusaian 
Hiatory; History of Weotern Europoson Literature; Church History; 
Theory and History of the Fine Arts. (Twenty ordinary and live extra.
ordinary profeeoora; the", are also four leotora in Modem Languag ... viz.; 
Gennan, Frenoh. English, and Italian.) 
PhyBico.Mat~ Faculty.-Pure Mathematics; Theo",tical and' 

Praotioal Meohanica; Astronomy and Geodesy; Physica and Physical 
Geography; Chemistry; Mineralogy and Geology; Botany; Zoology. 
Comparative Anatomy and Physiology; Technology and Technical Chemistry ; 
Agronomy. (Twenty ordinary and five extraordinary profesaora.) . 

Faculty 01 LaID.-Roman Law; Civil Law and Procedure; Mercantile 
Law and Procedure; Criminal Law and Procadure; History of Russian 
Law; State Law; International Law; Administrative Law; Financial 
Law; Eooleaiastioal Law; Political Economy and Statiatioa; Encyclopledin 
of Law and History of the Philosophy of Law. (Eleven ordinary and four 
extraordinary professora.) 

Faculty 01 MlMlici .... -Anatomy; Phyaiology; Histology and Embryology ; 
Medical Chemistry; PhermacOgn08ia and Phermacy; Pharmacology with 
Composition of Medioines, Toxioology and Study of Mineral Watera; General: 
Pathology; Pathological Anatomy; Medioal Diagnosia with introduotion to 
Clinic; Private Pathology and Therapeutioa; Syatematic and Clinical Stndy 
of Nervoua and Mental Diseases; Syatematic and Clinical Study of Cutaneous 
and Syphilitio Diseases; Therapeutio Faoulty Clinio; Therapeutio Hoapital 
Clinio; Operative Surgery with Topographio Anatomy and praotioe in 
operatious; Surgical Pathology. with deomurgy and Btudy of dislocatious 
and fract_; Surgical Faoulty C1ini.; Surgioal HOIpital Clinic; OphthalJ 

mology with Clinic; Midwifery. Women'B and ChlldMn'. Diseases with· 
Clinio; Medical Law; Hygiene, and, in oonneotion therewith, Epidemiology. 
and Publio Health, Medioal Statiati .. , Study of Epizootio Diaeasea and 
Veterinary Polioe. (Fourteen ordinary and nine extraordinary prof_) 

Faculty 01 0rienI4l tGnguagu.-Sauakrit; Arabio; PeraUm; Turoo·Tatar; 
Chin_ and Manohurian; Oriental History; Mongol and Kahnnk; Hebrew; 
Syriao, and Cbaldaio; Armenian and Georgian. (Six Ordinary and three 
extraordinary profeoaora; there are also leo tors-not exceeding eightr-in 
Bpeoial languages or dialeota.) 

Admission to the Universities takes place once a year, before the· 
20th of August, and is confined to those who have obtained the 
certificate of maturity (attestal netost.) from the gymnasium. or 
hold a similar leaving certificate from aome other institution whose 
currioulum is reoognised by the Minister of Publio Instruotion as 
equivalent to that of the gymnasium; e.g.1 the curriculum of 
the eoolesiastical seminaries was formerly so recognised, but this 
reooguition is now oonfined to three Universities.· Besides stndente 
the University lootnrea are also open Oil certain conditions to. 
persons nnconnooted with ihe University. 

On admission, each student must attach himself to BOme particular 
Faculty. though he is at liberty also to attend lootnrea in any 
other Fsoulty. Each Faculty is required by Statnte to frame one 
or more aohe:a.as of atnd y for the gnidance of the ajudents attached 
to that Faculty. These schemes, which are sanctioned by the 
Minister after consideration by the University Conncil, "must set . 

• VIL, W ........... Dorpet and Tomsi. The great majority of atodenbi in the . 
Uni-...raity of Tomsk are drown from \he eooleoiastieal aeminariea. . . . 

71111. • 
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forth the subjects which the student is required to take up, and the 
general lines on which they should be studied. Each student is 
required to take one of thesa schemes as a guide, and no deviation 
from the selected scheme is permitted without the sanction of the 
:pean of the Faculty. During his University course he must al80 
attend a fixed number of lectures each term, present himself for such 
intermediate examinations as are appointed by his Faculty, and 
must also fulfil the requirements of the Faculty in respect of practical 
work in the laboratories and the like. Detailed regulations on all 
these points are published by the central authorities, and no student 
is allowed to count any term in which he has failed to comply with 
the requirements laid down in these regulations. 1'wo terms (polu
godiia) are reckoned in each year, and for admission to the final 
examination held by the Btate Commission a student is required to 
have kept ten terms in the Faculty of Medicine, and eight terms in 
each of the other Faculties. For the purpose of these final examina
tions five different Commissions corresponding to the five Faculties 
are appointed by the Minister in connection with each University. 
The examinations conducted by these Commissions are both 
written and oral. The candidates who satisfy the examiners 
receive a diploma either of the first or the second grade, according 
to the marks they have received. Those who fail to pass are allowed 
to sit again for examination within two University terms from the 
date of their first examination, and meanwhile may, with the consent 
of the Curator, attend lectures as .. auditors." Under the eame 
conditions a student who has received a diploma of the second 
grade may be re-examined for a diploma of the first grade. A 
student may not be re-examined more than ,wice in the eame 
Faculty. , 
, The diploma conferred by the Btate Examining Commission is 
not technically a degree. though it is fully equivalent in value to 
the B.A. degree conferred by our British Universities. It 
opens the doors of the public service, it confers a definite 
status in the hierarchy of ranks, and it gives the ript of 
entry into the learned professions. With the diploma, therefore. 
the great majority of Russian students rest I!&tisfied. Only a select 
few remain at the University to read for a degree. and most of these 
do 80 with the view of.nltimately obtaining a professorial chair. In 
all Faculties except tLat of Medicine there are two degrees-Magister 
and Doctor; in the Faculty of Medicine there is only on&-that of 
Doctor. The period that elapses between the Btate examination 
and the first examination for a degree varies with different students. 
In 80me cases it is a year; it cannot be more than four years. If a 
stndent needs 888istance during the period of preparation for a 
degree, he can obtain through his Faculty a bursary for two Ye&rll, 
renewable for an.. additional year. In view of the high standard of 
attainment required for either of the two learned degrees. these 
blllllBries boostitute a real endowment of research. They are, how
ever, only granted to those' who need them; and many students 
prosecute theit stu<lies without them, either at tM University or 
~here. 
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'l'he degree regulations vary in certain details in di1Ierent Uni
versities, but the following requirements are fixed by Statute. As a 
rule, the degree of Magister must be obtained before that of Doctor, 
but the University Council, with the sanction of the Minister, may 
waive this condition in the case of persons distinguished by their 
scientific labours. To the examination for the degree of Magister 
(or of Doctor in the Faculty of Medioine) ouly persons are admitted 
who have obtained a diploma from a RUBBian University,. but in 
exceptional oases Dootors of foreign Universities may be admitted 
by the Faculty to the examination without satisfying this condition. 
The oandidate for the degree of Magister, or in the Faoulty of Medi
cine for that of Doctor, is required to submit to an oral eT.amina
tion before the whole Faculty, and publicly to defend a dissertation 
approved by the Faculty. Candidates for the degree of Doctnr, in all 
Faoulties save that of Medioine, are required only to defend publicly 
a dissertation approved by the Faoulty. The degree of Dootor may 
also be conferred on distinguished persons without examination, but 
for this purpose the vote of a majority of two-thirds of the members 
of the University Counoil is required, and their decision must be 
confirmed by the Minister of Publio Instruotion. 

(b) Ecclesiastical Academie.t.-The course of the Academies 
oocupies four years, and consists partly of obligatory subjects 
taken by all students, and partly of alternative subjecta selected 
by the individual students. 

Obligatory subjects taken by all students are the following :-
1. Introduotion to the theologioalooion-. 
2. Holy Scripture and Biblical History. 
8. Dogmatio Theology. 
.. Moral Theology. 
5. Homiletioa and the History of Christian Pleaohing. 
6. Pastoral Theology and Pedagogioa. 
7. EccleeiaatJcal Law. . 
8. History of the Churoh. i. ... of the UniveraaI Churoh until the .. paration ; 

afterwa!da of the Orthodox Eastern and of the RWIIIian Church.. 
O. Patriatioo. 

10. Eooleeiaatical arcl>a!ology and Liturgioa. 
n. PhilO8Ophy (a) logkl, psychology. metaphysioa; (b) history of philO8Ophy. 

The other subjects of instruction are divided into two groups, 
one or other of ~hioh may be taken at the option of the 
individual student. 

The first group oompri._:-
(1) Theory of literature and history of foreign litera_ 
(2) The RWIIIian and S1avonio Ianguagea (with paleography) and the 

history of RlIII8ian literature. 
(3) Hebre", and Biblical Archalology. 
(4) One ancient and 0118 modern Iaoguage. , 
• Some Univeraiti .. ( • .g. M.-.w) confine admission to the Examin .... on 

for the d.- of Magistor to thoee atudenta who he"" obtained" diploma 
of the lim grade. Othen, as for example SL Petersburg. mab DO lIlob 
.... tri ... on. The diploma of the &rat' grade oorresponda to the older desrw 
I" CandiIiaM, wbiob """ .bcJlislled ""dar the ~tole of IS8*, . 
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The second group comprises;-
~I) History and criticism of Weotem ",1igio1l8 belier.. 
(2) History and confutation of RUBlian Dissent. 
(3) General secular history. 
(4) RUBBian secuIar history. 
(5) One ancient and one modem language. 

In the Academy of Kazan which, from ita geographical position, is 
largely attended by studenta destined to labour as clergymen among 
non-Russian and non-Orthodox populations, there have been estab· 
lished, parallel with the two above-mentioned groups of special 

" subjects, two sections of so-called .. missionary subjects," called reo 
Spectively the Tatsr and the Mongol section. Either of these 
sections may be tsken in lieu of one of the groups of special subjects. 
except that a student choosing either the Tatsr or the Mongol section 
is bound in addition to take one ancient and one modem language. 

The Tatsr section comprises :-
(1) History and.confutation of MobaDlDlOdanism. 
(2) Ethnology of the Tatar, Kirgbiz, Bashkir, Chnvaeh, Chererniso, Votiak 

and Mordvinian tribee. 
(3) History of the spread of Christianity among the above tribes. 
(4) The Arabio and Tatar Ianguages with general philological lUl'Voy of 

the languages and dialects of the above-mentioned tribes. 

The Mongol section comprises :
(I) History and confutation of Lamaism. 
(2) Ethnology of the Mongol. Buriat, Kalmuk, Ostiak, Bamoyecl, Vakut, 

Chukch, Tonguz. Manchurian, Koreits, Gold, Giliak, Koriak, and oths 
tribee. 

(3) History of the spl8ad of Christianity among the above tribes. 
(4) The Mongol language with its diaIecto (Buriat and Kalmuk), and 

general philological survey of the Ianguages "",d dialects of the other 
tribes above mentioned. 

For admission to an Eeclesiastical Academy it is necessary to have 
completed the course either of the ecclesiastical seminary or of the 
classical gymnasium, and to pass in addition an entrance examina.
tion .. Those who acquit themselves with special distinction in the 
entrance examination are educated in the Academy at the expense of 
the Ststs, the rest are admitted as pensioner-students at their own 
charges. An examination is held at the end of each academical year, 
and the students are classed according to the way in which they 
acquit themselves in this annual examination, the essays written by 
them on given themes during the year, and their general CQIldnct 
being also taken into consideration. -Those who successfully com
plete the full academic course receive either the degree of Candidate 
in Theology or the title of Actual8tudent, according to the degree of 
success with which they have passed throngh the course; and a dis
tinction is also made between. Candidates according as they have 
been marked as .. excellent" or as .. good " during the four years of 
their course. Stltdents who have been classed as .. excellent" 
throughout the course, and who have also presented a dissertation 
pronounced by the Council of the Ac¥emy to be satisfactory for the 
degree of Master, receive the degree of Candidate with the right to 
proceed to that of Magister .withont further oral examination; but , 
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the latter degree is not actue.lly conferred upon them until the dis
sertation has been published, and they have satisfactorily defended it 
in presence of the Couricil and other persons epecially invited by the 
Council to be present (colloquium). Those, on the other hand, who 
have been classed ae .. very good" or .. good" during their course 
and present a satisfactory dissertation at the conclusion thereof 
receive the degree of Candidate, but for the degree of Magieter are 
subjected to a further oral examination, and present a new disserta
tion. Studente claesed ae .. fair" during their courl!8.and pt:eSellting 
no diasertation or one considered unworthy of the degree of Candi
date receive the title of Actual Student. A Candidate who has failed 
to fulfiI all the requiremente for the Maeter's degree at the conclusion 
of his course may obtain it later by presenting a new dissertation, and 
(in the caee of those not classed ae excellent during their course) by 
paesing another oral examination; and the same rule applies, 
mutatis mutandis, to Actual Studente seeking the degree of Candidate. 
The Doctor's degree, which is open only to those who have already 
taken the degree of Master in Theology, is conferred either on the 
strength of a dissertation or on the ground of. general scholarship, in 
either caee without oral examination. In contradistinotion to the 
lowar degrees, which are in Theology only, the Doctor's degree may 
be taken either in Theology, Church History, or Ecclesiastical Law, 
according to the nature of the dissertation or of the independent con
tribution to the advance of learning on the ground of which the degree 
is granted. 

(c) Higher Technical Oolleges.-It is impossible, without entering 
into disproportionate detail, to give anything like a full account 
of the curricula of the higher technical institutions, ae each of them 
is necessarily pursuing a special aim, with a correspondingly special
ised program of studies. We shall, therefore, content ourseIves 
with giving the general conspectus of subjecte of study, prepared 
by M. Anopov (see Appendix II. to this chapter, p. 271), adding 
here a few words of explanation as to soml! general features 
of the organisation of instruction in these institutions. 

The .tudente of a higher technical college are drawn from three 
classes, corresponding to their previous intellectual training. They 
may be either (a) .tudente who have completed a course at some 
other plaoe of higher education; (b) those wbo have completed the 
course of a secondary school of general education, whether gymnasium 
or real-school; or (0) those who have completed the course of some 
other place of education recognised ae affording an adequate pre
paration for admi...ion to the technical institution in question_ 
The first class of .tudente are admitted without eXlUDination ; 
all others have to submit to a competitive examination, if, as 
usually happtms, the number of applications fo; admission ex
ceeds the number of vacancies. . 

Each of the technical colleges is intended to prepare ft.r a parti. 
cular profession; and the student who successfully co;npletes the 
/l0urse, and p~ the final examination in anyone of them, receiveR 
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a title (wanie) corresponding to the profession he is about to enter. 
Thus the Technological Institutes of Kharkov and St. Petersburg 
confer the title of "engineer-teohnologist .. or "teohnologist .. ao
cording as the oandidate passel his final examination with distinctil}n 
or otherwise. The Moscow Technioal School confers in addition the 
title of .. engineer-meohanician .. or .. mechanician. .. Under similar 
conditions the Institute of Rural Economy and Forestry at New 
Alexandria confers the title of " agronom .. or " forester" of the first 
or second grade. 

n-IDGHER AND' SECONDARY INSTRUCTION COMBINED. 

TBB ALBXAlO'DIIB LyCBUJI AT ST. PIIITBII8BUBO. 

We have selected the Alexander Lycenm as representing a 8mall 
but highly important class of Russian educational institutions 
where the IOns of the higher Russian nobility receive both secondary 
and higher education. The Alexander Lyceum (which until the 
forties was situated at Tsarskoe Belo, and known as the Tsarskoe 
Selo Lyceum) is at once the oldest and the most famous of these in
stitutions. Its early annals are illuminated by the name of 
Pushkin, who, even as a pupil at the Lyceum, had already won 
fame as a poet: the famous satirist M. E. Saltykov (Stchedrin) 
was also educated there. During the ninety-four years which 
have elapsed since its foundation more than 1,400 pupila have 
received their education there, who have afterwards occupied im
portant posts in the public service. Of these, we may specially 
mention three successive Ministers of Public Instruction-Golovnin, 
Count D. Tolstoi, and Saburov: three Ministers of Foreign Affairs 
well known throughout Europe-Prince A,M. Gorchakov, M. N. K. 
Giers, and Prince A. B. Lobanov-Rostovski : Count M. Kh. Rentern, 
Minister of Finance; M. K. K. Grot, Chief of the Department of 
the Institutions of the Empress Maria ; Connt Bobrinski, Minister of 
Ways of Communication, and others. The list printed in the 
Pamiatnaia Knizhka of the Lyceum for 1899, of offices in the public 
service, which are now being filled by old pupils, is a striking proof 
of the services which the Lyceum has rendered, and continues to 
render, to the Russian nation. .• ' 

Admission to the Lyceum is confined to boys belonging' to the 
hereditary nobility, and the sons of persons possessing the title of 
Actual Counsellor of State or the rank of general. All the pnpila are 
boarders, ~e fees being fixed at 800 ronbles for board and tuition_ 
Counting the preparatory school, which is, however, housed in 
separate premiaes close to the main bnilding, the Lyceum consists of 
nine ciassell; thr\e in the preparatory school, and six in the Lyceum 
proper. The six Lyceum classes are divided into two sections, the 
lower of which gives a secondary education corresponding to that 
of the gymnasium, the higher or academic section being largely, 
though not entirely, occnpjed with the study of law. Among sub
tecta of ~eral edncati~ mathematics' and modem ~~ 
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occupy, on the whole, the most important place. The latter are 
dropped only in the last year of the senior course, and the greatest 
p08Bibie pains are taken to give the pupils a thorough practical and 
colloquial knowledge of the three cbiefEuropean languages-French, 
German, and English-as well as an acquaintance with the master
pieoes of their literatures. That the knowledge of modem languages 

. pOBSesBed by the pupils of the Lyceum is wonderfully good the 
writer can testify from personal experience. Latin is also a subject 
of serious study in the preparatory school and in the junior section of 
the Lyceum; bllt Greek is not taught at all. Physical exercise3 of 
various kinds-such as gymnastics, fencing, military exercises, 
dancing-occupy an hour and a half eaoh day, viz., from eleven 
to one, with a break of half an hour for lunch. Lessons in the lower 
classee are from 8 to 11 a.m., and from 1 to 4 p.m., and from 6 to 
8.25 p.m. The seniors have lectures from 9 to 11 a.m., and from 1 
to 4 p.m.; they are also bound to spend a fixed portion of the 
evening in study. Games (e.g., lawn-tennis, football, croquet, etc.) 
occupy a larger place in the common life of the Lyceum than is 
usnal in RuBSian schools of the ordinary type. 

The Lyceum is in the Department of the Institutions of the Em.' 
preBS Maria, and the Chief of that Department is its Curator. The 
resident Director is appointed directly by the Emperor; he is a8Bisted 
by two inspectors, called respectively the .. inspector of classes" and 
the II inspector of pupils," the former of whom has special charge ·of 
the intellectual side of the work of the Lyceum, the latter of disci
pline and morals. To each cla8B is also attached a special tutor 
(tJOspitatel), whose duty it is to maintain a general oversight over 
the conduot of the pupils of his cla8B, maintain order and discipline 
among them, and act generally as their guide, philosopher and friend .. 
A certain number of these tutors are always chosen from the foreign 
language masters of the establishment, since the latter use their re-. 
apective mother tongues in their intercourse with their pupils, thus 
greatly increasing their opportunities of obtaining a thorough com
mand of the various languages taught at the Lyceum. 

The course of instruotion given in the Lyceum is indicated by the 
requirements for admi8Bion into the several cl&8Bes, as laid down in 
the official handbook of the Lyceum. In the case of the intermediate 
classes the program of reqnirements is, of course, identical with the 
work of the cl&8B immediately below; but as no new pupils can be 
admitted to the two highest classes of the senior section (Classee I. 
and II.) the program of reqnirements does not set forth the work of 
the senior seotion. We give below (in Appendix Ill. at the end' 
of this chapter, pp. 272-27~) an abstract of the reqnirements for 
entrance (i) to the Preparatory School, (ii) to Cl&8B VI. (the lowest 
claBS of the junior section), and (iii) to Cl&8B Ill. (the lowest cl&8B of 
the senior seotion), * and a table showing the n~mber of hours 
devoted to each sllbjeot in the various classes of the Lyccum.. 

• The II@"" of admiBSiOll are lim ..,. foUowa: to the 10_ division of the. 
prep ..... tory .00001, 11-13; to the middle division, 12-14; .lo the highest, 
13-1G : to CIasa VI., 13-16;, to q...,. V" 1*-)7; to Claat IV., 15-18; to 
()laao nt, 16-iJ, 
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DI.-BECONDARY lNSTRUm'ION. 

(A) S"COlirDABY SCHOOLS 0 .. OOlDlAL EDtJCATIOli "lOa BoYS. 

(i.) Gvm""';" (1M &al Bc1&oolI. 

An account of the course of the gymnasia and real-schools, aa 
extracted from the official schemes of study, which were in force 
for all such institutions in Russia until the middle of 1902, will be 
found at the end of this chapter in Appendix IV. The temporary 
organisation of secondary instruction which waa then introduced 
has modified these schemes in many schools, e.g., by deferring 
Greek to the fourth clB88 of the gymnasia, or dropping it alto· 
gether. But a considerable number of gymnasia still continue to 
be taught on the former lines; and as the whole question of the 
permanent reorganisation of secondary instruction is still BUb iudia 
it haa been thought better not to attempt any detailed description 
of temporary arraugements. 

It should be said that the normal age of entry to the First CIaaa 
of both kinds of schools is 10. Pupils are admitted a year earlier 
to the Preparatory CIaaa of the gymnasia. 

(ii.}-Eccluiaslical Bc1&oolI Gnd BemiMl'iu. 

The curricula of the ecclesiasticall!chools and seminaries may be 
considered together, since the course of the latter pre-supposes that 
of the former, and the four classes of the ecclesiastical school may 
from this point of view be considered as forming a single whole with 
the four lower classes of the seminary. The course of the fifth and 
sixth classes of the seminary is almost exclusively theological; philo
sophical and theological subjects are also introduced into the curri
culum of the fourth class, and religious instruction receives in all 
classes both of the school and of the seminarie&-a larger share of 
attention than in the purely secular schools. With these dillerences, 
the combined course of the two grades of schools may be regarded 
as practically equivalent to that of the classical gymnasia. Pupils 
are received into thelowe&t class of the ecclesiastical schools between 
the ages of ten and twelve, and into the lowest class of the eccle
siastical seminary between the ages of fourteen and eighteen. The 
ages fixed for admission to the intermediate cJaasea of el<her kind 
of institution are correspondingly higher. (For Curriculum see 
Appendix V., pp. 286-288.) " 

(iii.)-TM CabJ eor,.. 
Particulars aa to the course of these schools, which are under the 

control of the K'nistry of War, and are intended to afford to boys 
destined for the military profession a broad general education pre
paratory to the special course of the higher Military Colleges, may 
be gathered from the official progralll8of requirements for admission 
into the various classes o~ the Ca,ht Corps. The same syllab:1ll of 
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examination requirements applies also to admission into the eorre
. sponding classes of the Corps de Pages, except only 88 regards 
modern languages, in which the Corpl! de Pages issues its own regula-

. tions. 
The Cadet Corps have a eourse of seven years. For admission to 

the first or lowest classes boys must not be under ten nor over twelve; 
they must pOSBess certain elementary notions of religion and of Old 
and New Testament history: they must be able to read fluently in 
RUBBian and Siavonio, to recite from memory simple RUBBian poems 
and fables, to transcribe from copy and write correctly from dicta

. tion ; they must )lave some idea of Russian grammar; they must 
know the multiplication table and be able to apply the four simple 
rules to problems not involving, in the case of multiplication and 
division, numbers above 100 . 
. Generally speaking, the course of these schools presents many 

points of similarity with that of the gymnasia, the great difference 
being however that the classical languages are not taught at all in 
the Cadet Corps. The course in Religion (taught in all claSBes) and 
in History (Classes III. to VII. inclusive) is practically the same as 
that of the eorresponding claSBes of the gymnasia. The course in 
foreign languages is also very similar, though French is begun in the 
first claBB in the Cadet Corps, that is, one year earlier than in the 
gymnasia. The general Bcheme of instruction in RUBBian follows 
the same general lines as that of the gymnasia, thongh Church 
Siavonio is not begun in the Cadet Corps before Class V., where it is 
taken in oonneotion with the historical study of RUSBian. 

In Geography the Cadet Corps have a special soheme. Some 
elementary notions of the geography of the world and of the Russian 
Empire are given in the First Claas : the subject is dropped in the 
next two claases, and taken up again in ClaSB IV., where Asia, Mrica, 
America, Australia are studied: in ClaSB V. Europe in general and 
Russia in more detail are taken: in Claas VII. Russia is studied from 
a specially military stendpoint; 

The Mathematical course of Claases I.-V. inclusive is practically 
the same as in the gymnasia: but in the two higher claBBesof the 
Cadet Corps inoreased attention is paid to this subject. Trigono
metry is begun in ~e VIth, and the Principles of Analytio Geometry 
in the VIlth. . 

Physical Science also receives muoh more attention in the Cadet 
Corps than in the gymnasia. The oourse of the former in this sub
jeot is much nearer that of the real-schools. In Cl88B 11. Zoology 
and Botany are begun, and both subjeots are continued in CI88B ill. 
The study of Boteny is carried still further in Claas IV., in which 
some knowledge of Mineralogy is also imparted. In CI88B V. the 
pupils are introduced to Physics, which is cont.inued also in the two 
higher classes. 10 Class VI. Motion, Sound, Light ire studied; also 
the elementary laws of Chemistry and Animal Physiology. The work 
of the seventh Cl88B inoludes I!eat, ¥agnetism, and Electricity; 
also Cosmography (elements of astronomy and meteorology) . 

• A special feature of the instruction giyen to the pupils of the . . 
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highest class of the Cadet Corps is Law, by which is really meant an 
elementary course in ethical, social, political, and juridical 
science intended to serve as a basis for the special study of Rusian 
law undertaken in the higher military colleges. Jo,l 

Manual work is taught as an optional subject in each of the Cadet 
Corps, and more than one-third of the pupils are stated to take 
advantage of the instruction in this subject. 

(a) SBOOlfDABY 8cBoou or GORAL EDl1CATIOB roB GIBL8. 

(i.) Course of the day schools (gymnasia) for girls in the Depart
ment of the Institutions of the Empresa Maria. The following 
table of lessons gives a general view of the subjects taught and the 
number of hours per week assigned to each. It should be noted 
that the classes in these schools, contrary to the uual RU88ian 
custom, are numbered doWDw~, the first being the highest, and 
the seventh the lowest . 

CI ........ 

vii. vi v. iv. iii. a i. 

---
Religion - - 2 2 2 2 I 2 2 

Rnasisn - - 4 4 3 3 3 3 a 

French - - 6 ~ 6 6 4 3 a 

German - - 4 ~ 6 6 6 3 3 

Mathematics - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Geography - II II I I I II -
Hiatol)' - - - - - I I 4 4 

Pedagogy - - - - - - - - 21 

N aturaJ Sciences - - - I I I a 
-

Htuene and 
int Aid - - - - - - S I 

Needlework - I I I' I I I I 

Singing ~ - I I 1 1 S I I 

Dancing - - I 1 1 I 1 1 1 

Calligraph; - I II II - - - -
Drawing - I I II I I I I 

-f~ ToW ~ 28 30 I 30 30 30 

. . 
(English, Latin, and music are optioul subJects, for which an 

extra fee is paicL) • 
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The above is the arrangement of lessons adopted in the St 
Petersburg Gymnasium for Girle. It is slightly different in some 
respects from that in use at Moscow, e.g., the teaching of Hygiene 
and First Aid is peculiar to St. Petersburg, the time for this subject 
~eing obtained at the expense of Natural Science and Needlework. 

There are also variations in detail between the instruction given 
on other subjects at St. Petersburg and Moscow respectively. 

The account which is given below (see Appendix VI., pp. 289-
291) is translated almost verbatim from a. bilingual brochure on 
the St. Petersburg Gymnasia, which was prepared for the . Paris 
Exhibition. * 

(i.) The course of instruction in the Diocesan Girls' Schools 
comprises the following obligatory subjecte; religion, RUBBian 
(with Slavonic), arithmetio and the elements of geometry, 
geography, history (RUBBian and general), elements of physics, 
pedagogy, writing, church singing, and needlework. Optional 
subjects, for whioh a special fee must be paid, are modern languages, 
musio, and drawing. Pupils are not admitted before the completion 
of their tenth year, and course lasts six years. The table given 
below (see Appendix VI., p. 292) shows the number of hours as· 
signed to each obligatory subject in the various classes of the schools. 

(0) Co>OlBBClAL EDUCATION. 

Some idea of the general aim and scope of commercial education 
may be gained from the curricula of two schools in St. Peters· 
burg, viz., the Commercial School of St. Petersburg, which is one 
of the oldest schools in Russia, having been founded in the year 
1772 i and the Peter School of the St. Petersburg Merchants'Com· 
pany. The former of these schools is in the Department of the In· 
stitutions of the Empress Maria, the latter is under the control of the 
Ministry of Finance. 'l'he tables given in Apper.dix VII. (pp. 294-
295) will show she subjects taught in each of these two schools, 
and the number of hours assigned to each subject. 

The average age of the pupils attending these schools is much the 
'he eame as in the gymnasia and real schools. 

(D) TIIOIINICWo EDUOATION. 

Under this head it will suffice to give (1) the general scheme of 
studies pursued in one of the older intermediate technical schools, 
which, as has been explained in a previous section, oombines in ite 
ourrioulum both general and special instruction i and (2) the schemes 
of studies sanctioned by the Ministry of J>ublic Instruction for the 
various kinds of technical schools which have been, and are now 
being, establiehed in different parts of the Empire. It has been 
thought advisable to append these schemes to Chapter VI., which 
de:Us with the whole question of technical instruoti~, rather than 
to this ohapter. . 

• S. Petoraburgakiia ZhOlllllriia Gimnazii Vedomstva Uahreohclf'nJ Impera· 
trilBy HarD. lnstitutiODB de l'Im~triee Mari&-G)'IIIDaBOII de J_ 
)~U .. to s. Peterabourg. s.P.B. 1900, 
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IV.-PRIMARY INSTRUcr.r:rON.· 

The great diversity of method and organisation which charac· 
terises the administration of primary schools in Russia by no 
means implies a corresponding variety in the methods or sub· 
ject matter of instruction. In the latter respect, apart from 
certain inevitable diHerences which arise from the great 
diversity . of language and religious belief existing within the 
Empire which will be considered later, the primary schools of 
Russia, to whatever department of State they may belong, are 
distinguished by very considerable nniformity. According to the 
classification adopted by the Ministry of Public Instruction in its . 
officially issued·" Statistics of Primary Instruction in Russia for 
1898" (St. Petersburg, 1900),· all Russian primary schools may 
be divided into three categories or grades, viz., schools with one class, 
schools with two classes, and those with a course superior to that of 
the schools with two classes.· Ninety-six per cent. of the whole 
number of primary schools about which the Ministry of Public 
Instruction possessed information belonged in 1898 to the first 
category. The publication just referred to thus defines the general 
character of this type of school. " The school with one class is a 
school of primary instruction, which aims at imparting to the cbil
drenthe first rudiments of knowledge. Theknowledgethusimparted 
may have a greater or less degree of clearness and connectedness, and 
the habits acquired in the schools may be more or less firmly rooted. 
This difference depends neither on the particular designation of the 
school nor upon the Department of State to which it belongs, but 
upon certain general conditions which affect its efficiency, such as 
the financial resources of the school, the intellectual level of its 
environment, the social and economic conditions of the locality, 
the capability, degree of training, and zeal of the teacher, the activity 
and skill brought to bear by the management. Where these condi
tions are favourable, the children acquire at school not only the 
fundamental notions of religion and morality together with the 
ability to read, write, and cast accounts, but also a certain stock of 
practical knowledge, which however is acquired incidentally, and in 
any case does not constitute the aim of the school" 

The one-class school of the Ministry of Public Instruction will best 
serve as a type of the schools belonging to this category. A good 
idea of the general scope of the curricnlum of the schools may be ob-

• As t.be n<>menclature in uao in RDSSian primary ochoola dilfer8 ......... 
wbat from that· "hich is moat familial' to EugIi.sh readerw, it ia important to 
.explain tbat t.be term claM is applied in Rusaia to the .. hole number of children 
oDder t.be charge of a single teacher, though aJI the ocholan oompooing ,he 
....... may not be,.acI;uaJIy tanght together. H t.be ....... CClDIIiN of childreD 
in various stages of progre8I. it is oubdivided into ..mmu, the work of """b 
,"",,"on ~nera1Jy occupying • ymr. ()ne.c\aao achoola acoordingly ..,OIin 
of three ouch aectiona, oorreeponding to the three yeanl ooume of ouch achoolo, 
two-oIaaI .. hoola of five ....tiona, eimilarly COlI<8pOIlding to their lift yeanl 
ooune, ud ....... 
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tained from the .. Model Programs* of Instruction for Primary 
Schools" issued by the Ministry of Public Instruction in 1897. . We . 
translate in full the .. General Observations ". prefixed to these 
programs . 

.. (1.) These programs are intended for schools ,in which the 
children are taught for three years and for not less than six months 
in the year, exclusive of holy days. Thie .period of time must be 
considered the minimum for proper instruction in Behool. 

.. (2.) The programs. set forth the minimum range of knowledge 
which ought to be attained in a one-class primary school. If the 
circumstances of the 6chool are unfavourable (for example if it is 
attended by many ohildren of non-Russian parents, or if the attend
ance generally is irregular) the time of instruction should be extended 
but the program should not be abridged. If, on the other hand, the 
circumstanoes of the school are especially favourable (for example, 
if there is a separate teacher for each division), the syllabus of in· 
struction in particular subjects forming part of the elementary 
curriculum may be extended and supplemented, but ouly with the 
sanction of the Director· of Primary Schools, which is given 
separately for each school, a report on the case being furnished to 
the Curator of the Educational District. t .. . 

.. (3.) In view of the great educational importance of" Church 
singing, in choosing a teacher decided preference should be given 
to a person able to teach singiug • 

.. (4.) The distribution of the subject matter of instruction over 
the years of school life. which is adopted in these programs. is in. 
tended only as a guide. and teachers may, in accordance with local 
conditions. transfer parts of the course from one year to another. 
provided thst the general aim be kept in view, vi .... that the scholars 
should, under normal conditions. hav~ gone through everything 
that is contained in the program by the end of the third winter • 

.. (5.) The following distribution of lessons shows the number 

• up to 18\17 no detailed programs for primary schools _ issued by the 
Ministry. The range of the instruoliion was, however. to come exten' 
determined by tho requirements of the examination for partial exemption 
from military servi... In order to obtain ~. oerIiificate enliitling to t;his 
privilege. a candidote must haw .. knowledge of ~. pmyers ed liturgy of 
the Church, of Old ed N ... Testament history, md of ~. shorter Catechism 
(Cnled md Ten Commedmente): must be able to read lIuently. ClOl1'e<ltJy. 
Md intelJigenUy a narmtift or deeeriptift _ from M unoeen book in 
the Rueaie or Slavonio oharaoter. ""d to reproduce ~. subj.d matter in 
reepoDBO to questions: must write from dictetion oorrecUy and wi~ duo 
regMd to punctuation, ed be able to read m.nueoript: must work oommon 

, problema in ~e four prim.ry rul .. of ari~tio, ud show a knowledge of 
Ruaoi.n weights, m .......... ooinage, and divisions of time. 

t Thie does not mee the, eithar the Director of PriDwy Schoola or the' 
Curator h .. powor to _otion ~. teaching of .ubj_ no' provided for by 
~e terms of ~& Statute of 1874 relating to Prim.ry Soh","" A oiroula.r of . 
the Curator of ~& S," Ptltereburg Educational District, doted in Deoembe.-, 
1~95, desIs upreea1y wi~ t;his point, and m.keo it quite olear that Auoh sub
jecte .. history, geography .nd n.1iw'al soienoo o.nnot be added to tbe ourri. . 
onium of ~e one-c1asa oohoo1, ~ough Oerte.in generail1ot.ions of u.- subjectll 
m .. y be given incidentally in the oouree of the ~ ieaaoD.. 

• 
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of hours weekly which must be devoted in every primary school to 
~h subject: this arrangement of hours may be modified for excep. 
tlonal reasons, but only with the permission of the local inspector 
of primary schools :_ 

Religion -. - G hours 
Church Slavonic· • 3 " 
Russian • 8 " 
Writing' • 2 

" Arithmetic • I) " 

Total· • 24 " 
Three hours a week in addition are assigned to Church ainging, and, 
where possible, instruction is given in gymnastics, especially drill. 
In the above table the number of hours indicates the time which the 
teacher is bound to devote to work with the scholars; this time 
Should, as far as possible, be distributed among the divisions in 
accordance with the following instructions :-

.. (a.) The teacher of religion shonld divide the time devoted 
to this subject equally amongst the three divisions . 

.. (b.) In the teaching of Church Slavonic the second and third 
divisions may be combined and taken in reading for half an 
hour each day, whilst in the second half of the school year two 
half hours a week may be assigned for the instruction of the 
lowest division in the elements of Church Slavonic. During 
this time the two upper divisions will read Church Slavonic 
by themselves . 

.. (c.) In Russian the teacher will devote somewhat more time 
to the lowest divisions than to the two others, in order that 
the former may master the rudiments of reading and writing 
as qnickly as possible. The rest of the time will be divided 
equally between the second and third divisions • 

.. (d.) In Arithmetic each of the three divisions should have 
approximately the same amount of time devoted to it. 

L .. (e.) As regarde handwriting, the teacher shonld devote monl 
time to the lower and middle divisions, in order that 
the scholars may, as soon as poeaible, acquiria correct and 
legible style of writing • 

.. (6.) Whilst the teacher is giving a 1esaon to one division, the 
children of the other two divisions will be occupied independently 
with work set them by the teacher, and it will be most convenient 
to set work in the subject which the master is teaching in one of the 
other divisions, thongh, of course, exceptions to this rnle may be 
permitted. The lowest division, for which it is difficnlt to devise 
a Iarge number of independent occupations, may be llent home 
earlier than the ~ provided however that the time spent by them 
in school is not !ess than three hours daily • 

.. (7.) ~& distnoution of time by days and hours (i.e. the c0m

position of the weekly time-table. of leeaons) is a matter for the 
decision of the teachers among themselves, subject to the instruc
W>IIS of the inspector, provido>J, however, ,that the te:&cher of religiOli 
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be permitted the right to select the days and hours which are mos' 
convenient for him, and that the teachers sha.ll endeavour to fix the 
times of lessons which place the greatest strain upon the scholars' 
attention early in the day, before the children have become ex
bausted." 

The abridgment of the" Model Programs" given in Appendix 
VII!., pp. 296-298 will show the general lines on which it is recom
mended that the instruction in each subject should proceed. 

The curriculum (If the one-class model" schools of the Ministry " 
differs from the above ouly in having a somewhat different· distri
bution of lessons whieh enables four hours a week to be devoted to 
linear drawing in the third year. The subjects taught in the ODe' 

olass Church parochial schools under the Holy Synod are eesentially 
the same as in the ordinary one-class schools under the Ministry, 
though greater stress is here laid upon the teaching of religion, 
Church singing, and Church Slavonic. The" reading-and-writing 
schools" (shkoly gramoty), which, since the year 1891, have been' 
under the control of the Holy Synod, have a curriculum which 
embraces all the subjects necessarily taught in other one-class 
schools; the ouly difference being in the range and thoroughness 
with which each subject is treated. 

To the rule that one-class schools have a three years' course an 
exception has to be made in the case of schools established for non
Ruesian-speaking populations. In these schools the oourse covers 
a period of not less than four years, the reason being that an extra 
year is required to impart a knowledge of Ruesian to the children, 
who, for the most part, are quite ignorant of it before their admission. 
These schools exist both under the Ministry of Public Instruction 
and the Holy Synod; the organisation of those in connection with 
the latter owes much to the labours of the late Director of the 
Kazan Church Training School, N. I. Ilminski. 

The curriculum of the primary school with two cla.sses is, during 
the first three years cf the course, precisely the same as that of the 
one-class school; but in the fourth and fifth years certain supple
mentary subjects are added (geography, history, nature study, 
geometry, etc.) The following is the scheme adopted for the 
schools under the Ministry of Publio Instruction-

Fourth Year. Fifth Year. 

Religion 4 3 

Hussian- 8 6 

Arithmetic (including fractions) 6 6 

Hiatory - I ., 3 

Oeography and Natural Hiatory II , 4 

Lin_ Drawing 4 4 

'IlI13. f.l 
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Singing is taught for haH-an-hour at the end of each day'. 
work. 

The instruction given in Sunday schools follows generally 
the programs sanctioned for primary day schools of one or two 
classes. 

To the third or highest grade of primary sohools must be referred 
the District Schools created under the law of 1828 and the Urban 
Schools founded under the law of May 31st, 1872. The latter were 
intended gradually to replace the former, but tbe process of trans
formation is even yet far from complete. The District Schools have 
three elasees and a three yeare' course, one year being aseigned to 
the work of each class. The currieulum comprises religion, Russian, 
arithmetio, geometry, geography, a short course of Russian and 
general history, handwriting and drawing. Supplementary courees 
in commercial and technical subjects may be introduced in acoord
ance with local requirements. It will be seen that the oouree of 
the District School necessarily presuppoaes a certain degree of ele
mentary education on the part of those entering it, and this is an 
important point of difference between these schools and the Urban 
Schools intended to replace them. No previous knowledge is re
quired for admission to an Urban School. Its course is arranged to 
cover six yeare; the two first yeare are devoted to teaching the 
mdiments very much as in an ordinary primary school of a eingle 
clase, while the course of the last four yeare is of a distinctly higher 
character. The main points in which the currieulum of the Urban 
School differe from that of the older district school is in the introduc
tion of Church Slavonic, natural history and physics. An Urban 
School may have from one to six classes, the difference between a 
school of one clase and a school with more consisting not in the 
length of the course or the range of the instruction, but in the number 
of teachere and separate class rooms. Urban Schools with one class 
(and a single teacher) are divided into three groups or sections, 
the work of each of which is arranged to cover two yeare. In 
Urban Schools with two classes (and two teachere) the first class 
ill divided into four sections, and the seoond class into two, the 
course being similarly divided into two parts, of which the first 
occupies four, and the seoond ",,0 yeare. In tbree-clase schools 
each class is simply divided into two sections. The arrangement 
in the schools with four or five classes follows that of the three
elase school as regards the younger scholare, but the upper classes 
are not subdivided;* the six-class school, having a teacher for 
eaoh claes, of course does not subdivide at all. Of these various 
~ypes of U;rban Schools the one-:elass school is for obvious reasons 
ilia least in favour: in 1904 only one school out of a total of 729 
"lB of this type--·Tbe Urban School most nsually met with is 
.------~~.------------------------~---------

• ThUB ia • fonr-<>laao a;:hool, the pupile of the NO lim ,..... .... Iaugh~ 
~UJer bya Bingle 1Il88ter, aod oimilarly ~ .... of the third aod fourth ,eMfI; 
bat. the fourth and fifth years have each. " master of their own. In" fin>. 
c\aaa aahooJ "'- is a IIl88ter lor each f"M' ex ... p the lim aod .......... which 
are grouped. '. . 
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one with three classea, each containing two divisions (of schools 
of this type there were 434 out of 729). Next come the sohools 
with four classes (212); and these again are followed at a con
siderable interval by those with two class'l8 (34). Of schools with 
five cl888e8 there were sixteen, and of those with sir, thirty-two. 
The following scheme shows the distribution of school-time among 
the various subjects of instruction in a three-class school-

Houas PEa WEEK. 

Olasses. 
SUl!.IBCTS 

i. it tiL 

t~on - - - - . 6 3 2 
ing and Writing - . - R - -

R1ll!Sian and Ohurch SlaTonic . - - 6 4 
Arithmetic - - - - - I 6 5 
Practical Geometry, In,trumental 

and Freehand Drawing - - - 4 6 
History and Oeogret~ -- - - 2 4 
Natural History an P 18i",,· - - 3 4 

Total - - - - 18 24 I 25 

- -• PhYSl'!S IS b9~"tln oaly 1D the SIXth year, 

Singing and gymnastics also form part of the curriculum, about 
half an hour a week being devoted to each subjeot in every class. 

We must not omit to mention that in all grades and types of 
elementary schools in RUBBia instruction may be given, in accord
ance with local oircumstancee and needs, in various kinds of handi
crafts and practical occupations, such as needlework, gardening, 
Slojd, and the like. This teaching is given ont of school hours either 
by members of the regular staff of the school, or less frequently by a 
special instructor engaged for the purpose. The extent to which 
this aide of the school's usefulness has been developed in RUBBia 
is illustrated by the offioial returns for 1904 relating to the primery 
schools under the Ministry of Publio Instruction. Out of 43,982 
schools of the primary grade, including Urban and District Schools, 
9,760 had plots of ground of varying me attached to them, of 
which 8,058 were appropriated to educational usee. Farming 
work was carried on in 2,246; 4,702 were used as school gardens 
or vegetable plots; beekeeping was taught in 792 schools; silk
worm culture in 174; while the cultivation of the vine, hops and 
fruit-trees was also taught in a few schools. Instrnction in various 
orafts was given in 422 schools, and there were 644 classee in manual 
work. Needlework was tanght in all girls' and mixed schools, 
where women teachers were employed. No recent .statistics are 
obtainable aa to sc;.hools giving instruction W.1 needlework, but 
in 1898 the number of such schools was etated aa 4,556. It should 
be noted that the attention paid to gardening and oth~r forms of 
rural activity is very largely due to the initiative of the Ministry 
of Agriculture and of Imperial Do~ns, which baa encouraged 

7211 QI! 
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the teaching of these subjects by free grants of land, of seeds and 
of plants, by providing suitable instructors, ete. 

V.-INSTRUCTION IN PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 

The foregoing details of the instruction given in Russian schools 
and colleges of various grades are based upon the official programs 
of study issued for State educational institutions. These pro
grams are not necessarily followed by the private schools, which, 
as already explained, are divided into three grades according to 
the number of classes they contain. The curricula of aU such 
schools must receive the approval of the Curator of the Educa
tional District in which they are situated; and the general rule 
is laid down that private schools must" co-operate with the views 
of the Government in the spread of education." Moreover, it 
is declared to be desirable that private scbools should use the same 
text-books, etc., as the State schools, thongh the use of other books 
is permitted in case of necessity; such books, however, must be 
sanctioned by the State authorities. . 

Among private schools of the first grade (i.e., those with not leaa 
than six classes) there are some of the very highp.st order of ex
cellence. One such school, which was visited by the writer, is the 
girls' gymnasium of Mme. Stoiunin at St. Petersburg, the lady 
principal of which is the· widow of the well-known educationalist and 
writer on pedagogical subjects, V. Ia. Stoiunin. Private schools 
which attain a sufficiently high standard may be granted all the 
rights and privileges which belong to the corresponding State 
institutions, and sometimes receive a subvention from the Govern
ment. The lower grades of private schools often act as preparatory 
schools to the gymnasia and other secondary schools. This is a 
function which many of them are said to discharge with only in
diiIerent success, especially when, as frequently happens, the same . 
establishment nndertakes to prepare pupils for higher schools of 
several different types. 

. 
VL-INBTRUCTION IN TRAINING INSTITUTIONS. 

'fRAnmia or E'muLa 8BOOlfDABY TJW)JID8. 

The Pei/.agogical Oourses at St_ Peteraburg.-For admission to 
these courses a candidate must have completed the course either of 
the Gymnasium under the same Department (Empress Maria) or of 
a girls' secondary school recognised as of equal ststus, or must 
present a certificate from the Ministry of Public Instruction con
ferringon its holder the title of tlomaahniaia ucAiUJniUa. No 
entrance exatqina.tion is required in the case of those pupils of a 
gymnasium or in¥ituts who have completed their course .. with 
distinction"; aD other candidates have to pass an examination 
(which, in 'view of the.limited number of vacancies. assnmes the 
character of a competitive test) in Russisn, mathematics and IIOIDl! 
one foreign language. 
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The course of instruction lasts three years. Students enter either 
for the literary or the physico-me.thematica.! section. In either ce.se 
the course of the first two years includes not only studies designed 
to widen the ce.ndidate's general range of knowledge, but a.Iso a 
certain amount of instruction in the theory and -method of instruc
tion a.s applied to the subjects included in the curricnla of secondary 
schools for girls. In the third yee.r the course includes tee.ching 
practice in the pro-gymne.sium atte.ched to the establishment under 
the guidance of pede.gogica.I experts. These lessons are. given in 
the following subjects: Russian, French, arithmetic, geography, 
and calligraphy. Those students who complete the three yeMs' 
course and successfully p&SB the /ina.! examination, receive the title 
of domashniaia nastfWnitsa, and the right of tee.ching in the four 
lowest classes of the gymne.sia for girls, with the preference in ce.se 
of vacancies in the day schools belonging to the Department of the 
Institution of the Empress Maria. 

The following table showe the subjects of instruction in the 
Pedagogical Courses-

PEDAOOGIOAJ. Coaa.'Es AT ST. PETERSBURG. 

(Department of the Institutions of the Empress Maria.) 

Literary Section. Physico-mathe, 
matical Section. 

Classes. Cloases. 

i. it iii. i. ii. iii. 
-- ---------

Ro~on- - -- . II 1 1 2 1 1 
RUSSIan and Methodology . 2 4 2 2 4 9 
Russian Literature - - - 2 2 3 - - -
Theory of Literature - 2 - - - - -
Generol Literature - - - II II 2 - - -. 
Russian History - - - 3 2 2 - - -
U niversa\ History - - - II ,; II - - -
Psychology - - - - 2 - - 2 - -
~~Y..: : 

- - - 2 - - 2 -- - - - - 2 - - l! 
Fren nguage - - - 2 II 2 - - -
French Literature . - - 2 II 1 - - -
German Language - - 2 2 - - - -
German Literature - - - - - - - - -
Arithmetic - - - - - - 2 2 - -
Arithmetical M.ethod - - - - 2 - -
Algebra - - - - - - - - 3- 3 -
Fundamentals of Analysis - - - - - 3 , 
Geometry - - - - - - - - 3 II -
Trigonometry - - - - - - - - 1 -
Analytical Geometry - - - - - - - !I 
Phyoi.. - - - - - - - - II 2 2 

I • Cosmography - - - - - - - - - II . 
~~ ~ - - - - - - 2 2 2 
Nat . lory - - - 2 2 2 I 

I 
2 

I 
2 
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Under this head we have to take account, as baa been already 
·exlpained, of four different types of mining institutions. viz., 

(0) the Institu~ fOl'the training of teachers for the Urban Schools. 
(b) the Seminaries for the training of those for the ordinary primary 

schools under the Ministry of Public Instruction. 
(c) the Church Teachers' School preparing those who will be em

ployed in the Church parochial schools ; and 

(cl) the Vtorolclasmyia Shkoly which train the teachers of the 
lower parochial schools, the so-called .hkoly gromoty. 

The curricula of these four types of training institutions are given 
below •. In each case the normaIlength of the course is three years .• 

(al C':rriculum of /he T~tI IJ11lI;"'k. 

C1 ........ 

I 
i. ii iii 

I 

Religion - - - - 2 I 2 1 
I 

RllSSian with Slavonic - - - 5 I 6 2 I 

Arithmetic and Algebra - - - 5 4 2 

Geometry - - - - 2 2 1 

History· - - - - - - 3 2 1 

Geography - - - - - 2 2_ 1 

Natural Science - - - - 4 5 1 

Drawing and Calligraphy - - 5 4 1 

Pedagogy and Didactics - - - - 2 2 

Total - - - 28 28 12 

Singing is taught twice a week, and one hoor a week is devoted to 
gymnastics. For admission it is necessary to p888 an examination 
in the subjects taught in the Urban Schools. In 1904 Manual 

• With regard to the tnining iuatitutions under the llima&ry of PIIblic 
Inmuction, it must; be oome in 'mind Iihat, if privately mainl6ined, they 
lI1&y. like private schools, have a special curricuhun IIaDctioaed by the 
Curator of the Edutational District. There Iiee before the writer ... ch • 
specia1 cuni.calnm ......,t;ioned leg the Teachers' School maintaiDed by the 
Provincial z,mstvo of at.. Petaabarg. The ... bjeeIe taught in "'"' iuatita
tion are practically the ........ 88 in the ,ordiouy toachen' eominuiee, wi 
the distribution of hoon ia oomewhat diJlenmt.. 
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. work was being taught in six out of ten Teachers' Institutes. To 
each institute is attached a practising school of the Urban School 
type, where the students hear model lessons given, and give 
lessons themselves under the guidance and supervision of the 
director and lecturers of the institute. . 

(b) Ourriculum 0/ the TeacMrB' S"""fI4f'1J. 

(The course 1a.sts OIdinarily three years, but is sometimes 
a year longer.) 

C1 ..... eB. 

L ii. iii. 

Religion 0 . 0 0 . 0 4 3 1I 

RWi8ian 0 0 0 0 . 0 4 " 51 

Slavonio 0 0 0 0 0 1I 1 1 

Arithmetic 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 2 

Geometry 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 

RWI8ian and General History 0 0 2 3 1I 

Oeogmphy 0 0 0 0 0 3 1I 2 

Natural Scionce 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 

Calligraphy and Drawing 0 0 0 G 4 3 

Pedagogy - 0 - 0 0 0 - 51 3 

Gymnastics 0 - - 0 0 0 II 2 11 

Singing 0 - 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 

Practical Work in School - - 0 - - 8 

Total - 0 0 - 31 31 I 32 

Manual Work, though not an obligatory subject of instruction,' 
is taught in more than half of the Teachers' Seminaries. The 
entrance requirements of the seminaries are eqnivalent to the 
course of the primary school with two classes. }ome seminaries, 
however, have preparatory classes the ourriculum of which is the 
same as that of the second olass of suoh a school. Theopractising 
school attaohed to each seminat}' is a primary school of the ordinary 
type under the control of the Ministry of Publio Instruction. 
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The teachers' schools (uchitelskiia 8hkoZy) which train teachers 
for non-RUBBian primary schools have a theoretical course inferior 
to that of the seminaries and approximating to that of the primary 
school with two classes. 

(c) Curriculum of Ilu Church Teach .... School. 

CI .... es 

I i. ii. iii. 

Religion. 
ChurCh} I Russian and Genera.! 4 4 4 

History. 

Didactics and the Genera.! Principles - I II II 
of Pedagogy. 

j Church Singing and Music - - 3 3 II 

Church Slavonic - - - - II II -
Russian Language and Literature, } 

and the History of Literature. 4 4 , 4 

Russian and Genera.! History - - 3 II 3 • 
Russian and General Geography - 3 II l! 

Mathematica (Arithmetic, main} 
3 princip~ca of geometry and land- a II 

m .... unng) 

N atnre-lore - - - - - - l! II 

Drawing - - - - . II 1 1 

Total - - - - 24 I 24 l!3 
I 

Instruction in Hygiene and (in the Church Teachers' Schools for 
Women) in Needlework is also included in the course. In order 
to be admitted into one of these institutions it is neceBlll1J1 that 
a candidate should either have completed the course of the 
ctorolda8maia 8hlcola, or pass an entrance examination corresponding 
to the course of the latter. The practising school attached to a 
Church Teachers' School is always a Church parochial school with 
two clapses. 
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(d) Ourriculum 01 lAo Ytorok/a88MiG Shkola. 

SUBJECTS. 

Reli gion • . · · } 
Gen eral {"'hnrch History · 
Church Singing · · · · 
Russ ian . . · · · · 

Church Slavonic · - · · 
Russian History (Ecclesiastical and 

Secnlar) -'. • - . ..... 
Geography, with N sture-Lore -

Arithmetic, with Geometrical Draw-
ing • • - • 

Calligraphy . 

Didactics : 

(a) Talks on Primary T .... hing 

(6) Practical Lessons 
Model School • 

in the 

Classes. 

, 
i. ii. 

4 4 

4 3 

6 b 

2 2 

- 3 

2 3 

4 4 

2 -

.. -

- -

24 24 

• 

iii. 
-----

3 

3 

6 

1 

2 

i 

3 

-

-!iI 

6 

26 

(Instruction in Needlework and Hygiene is also given.) 
Admission to the vtoroklasrnaia shkola is by examination, and is 

confined in the oase of the institutions for male teachers to these who 
have oompleted a oourse of instruotion in 80me primary BOhoo!. In 
the oase of girls the previous instruction required may have been 
obtained at home. The age of admission is from thirteen to seven
teen. The practising sohool is a Church parochial BOhool with one 
cI_, or a ,hkola gramolnasti. 

1V.-SoHB GENBBAL FUTURES O. TUB RUSSIAN EDUCATIONAL 
SYSTEM. 

I.-RIGHTS A.'ID PRIVILEGFS ATTACHED TO 
- EDUCATION. 

One of the most striking characteristics of the educational system 
of Russia is the relstion in which it stands to the polCuliarly Russian 
institution of cAiIL This is the term used to denote the hietarchy of 
ranks into which the whole Russie,n nobility is divided, not in accord· 
anoe with their birth, sooial position, or hereditary titles, but in 
accordanoe with their posi?on in the public service; Chi" is not a 
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very ancient institution; like many others of the characteristio 
features of the politico-social life of Russia it owes its origin to Peter 
the Great. The idea which lies at the root of chin is that civil 
service should be hierarchically organised on the same basis of 
personal rank as military service. Starting from this idea Peter 
created fourteen" classes" or grades of chin, and made promotion 
from one class to another depend 'upon promotion from post to post 
in the public service. For this purpose he took the existing ranka 
in the military service as a standard of comparison, and to each 
of these military ranka he assigned a civil equivalent, so that, for 
example, a major·general had his counterpart in an .. Actual 
Councillor of State" (Class IV.), a colonel was matched with a 
.. Councillor of State" (Class V.), an ensign with a .. College Regis
trar" (Class XIV.). A place in this hierarchy of ranka cannot be 
obtained otherwise than by service to the State, either in a military 
or a civil capacity, and all millMry' officers and civil servants are 
ipso facto noble. Nobility, however, is of two kinds, personal and 
hereditary. Personal nobility belongs to all classes of chifi I here
ditary nobility is confined to the four highest classes. To the 
various grades in the table of ranks correspond certain titles or 
modes of address. All persons of a class below the fourth are 
addressed as Vysokorodie, roughly equivalent to our Esquire: 
the title of Excellency (PreflOskhoditelatfJO) is appropriated to Classes 
III. and IV.: that of High Excellency (VysoTwpt-l!fJOskhodiUlsWo) 
belongs only to ihe two highest classes. . 

The educatioualsystem of Russia is a1lected by ihe table of ranka
at more than one point. In the first place all members of the teaching 
profession who serve in the educational institutions of the State, 
from Uuiversity Professors to teachers in Urban Schools, belong to 
the Civil Service, and consequently, each has his proper place 
assigned to him in the acale of ranka in accordance with the position 
h~ .. holds.. The Rector of a University or the Director of a higher 
technical college is placed in Class IV. ; a University Inspector or an 
ordinary Professor in Class V.; an extraordinary Professor in Class 
VI.; a Lector in Class VII. To the sta1l of a eecondary school are 
assigned ranka in each case a grade lower than thoee of ihe corre-' 
sponding positions in a University, the director being placed in the 
fifth class, the inspector in the sixth, the teachers in the seventh. 
Persons belonging to a particular elass in viriue of their official 
position may nevertheless, within certain limits defined by statute, 
obtain promotion to a higher class while still retaining ihe same 
office. Thus it happens thai one finds a Director of a eecondary 
school, or a Districi Inspector, with the title of Actual Stete 
Councillor and the rank of a major-general (Class IV.), or a 
University Professor with the title of Privy Councillor and the rank 
of a general ofch\ision (Class IlL) : in each of these cases the official 
in questirn being addreeeed as .. Your Excellency." But there is' 
another pc.int of contaci between the hierarchy of ranka and the 
educational system which is of even greater importance. In R1I88ia 
education is the one gatQ of aocees to the public service in all i • , 
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branches. The class in which a public servant commences his official 
career depends entirely upon the kind and degree of previous 
education which he has received. The certificate of maturity of 
the gymnasium gives the right to the fourteenth class j the ordinary 
diploma of the University gives admission to the tenth, the degree of 
Magister to the eighth, the Doctorate to the seventh. Those who 
complete the course of the Alexander Lyceum leave with chin of the 
twelfth, tenth, or ninth class according to the way in which they 
have acquitted themselves j and similar privileges belong to other 
institutions of tile same kind. It is the fact that chin is thus made 
dependent upon education, which makes it true to assert that in 
Russia education is the one indispensable oondition of admission to 
the ranks of the nobility, whether personal or hereditary. . 

II. EXEMPTIONS FROM MILITARY SERVICE •.. 

Since 1874 every male Russian who attains the age of twenty-one 
years has been liable to be called upon to give six year" servicE!..!!L 
~h.§ Mmy. the individuals to be actually canea-up bemg deter
mined b1...l0t._ The period of service in the case of any person on 
whom the lot falls may be shortened bY.!J?~od corresponding to 
the degree of education he has'lecmV-oo. For this purpOse all the 
eduoational-- institutionso[ -ihe- Empire are divided into three 
categories. The first of these comprises all places of higher and 
secondary education, including teachers' institutes. Persons who can 
produce evidence of having completed ihe course of any of ihese 
institutions have to serve only two years; this period, moreove~ 
may be further reduced by one haU in the case of those who 
volunteer for military service without waiting to be drawn by lot. 
The second category comprises teachers' seminarillll' and schools, 
Urban and District Schools, and primary schools Wl'th-.two _ clasees; 
completion of the course of any of ihese carries with it the right to - . 
serve only three years. Finally, those who have completed the 
course of the ordinary primary sOhool wiih one class serve only four 
years in ihe army (but aix years if assigned to the navy). Students 
who attain the military age whilst still prosecuting their studies are 
allowed to oomplete their oourse before commencing their military 
services j moreover, pupils who have completed the oourse of a 
secondary technical sohool have since 1896 been permitted to 
defer their military service until the age of twenty-four, the object 
of this regulation being to allow them to complete and strengthen 
their theoretioel knowledge by practioel experience in factories 
and works. Duly qualified persons engaged as teachers in educa
tional estsblishmente are entirely exempted from the obligation 
of military service; this privilege, however, isJ:oOt extended to 
those teaching without the statutory qualifi.cations. It will be 
seen that all these exemptions have the effect of placing ~ special 
premium upon educational att1Wunents, and in particular ol 
rendering the teaching profession more at.traotive- -
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III. RELIGION AND LANGUAGE. 

In a country presenting such extreme differences of race and creed 
as does the Russian Empire, the provisions made in respect. of 
religious instruction and the use of local languages in school. are of 
the utmost interest and importance. Speaking generally, it may be 
aaid that Russia has gone very much farther in the direction of secur· 
ing unity of language than unity of creed. There is, of course, only 
one State Church in Russia-the Orthodox or Greek form of Chris· 

.tianity, as there is only one recognised State language-the Great 
Russian dialect of Slavonic. Butowhereas RUBBia extends a large 
tolerance to other forms of religious belief existing .ide by side with 
Orthodoxy within the bounds of the Empire, and sometimes (as 
Catholicism in Poland, Lutheranism in the Baltic Provinces, 
Mahomedanism in some of the Eastern and South·Eastern 
Governnients) claiming the allegiance of the great majority of the 
inhabitants *, to languages other than Great Russian she accords 
only the minimum of official recognition which is required by the 
circumstances of each individual case. This difference in attitude 

. is reflected in the provisions made with regard to religion and 
language respectively in Russian schools. 

Religion form. an obligatory element in inatruction in every 
educational inatitution in Russia. The only exceptiona· we 
have noted are the higher technical colleges of Poland and the 
Baltic Provinces; and again, no provision is made at the Russian 
Universities for the religious teaching of students not profe88iug 
Orthodox Christianity. In schools, whether in Russia proper or 
among non·Orthodox populationa, each child receives religioUB in· 
struction from a priest of the church to which he or she belong.; 
so that it frequently happena in places like St. Petersburg, where the 
population is representative of all races and creeds, that religions 
teaching isgtven to different sections of the pupils in one and the 
aame school by an Orthodox clergyman, a Roman Catholic priest, 
& Lutheran pastor and a Jewish Rabbi. It is to be noted, however, 
that in non· Orthodox Christian schools, whilst priests or clergymen 
of the faith profeSBed in the school have free aecesa to the children 
for the purposes of religions teaching, they are expre88ly exclnded 
from taking any part in the secular instruction. ~ 

Broadly speaking, Russian is the language of instruction through· 
out the Empire. To this rule no exception is permitted in thoee 
provinces of Little and White Russia where the local language, though 
not identical with Great Russian, is very nearly akin to it. But places 
with a predominantly non-RUB8ian population are somewhat differ
ently treated. Russian is tanght in all schools, and is uaed &8 the 
medium of instruction in all Universities and secondary schoola 

. , . 
• III ooDDeCtion with the above 8t&tement it io important to be ... In mind . 

(I) that llle official toleration of certain forms of the r",W impliee nO rigbS 
on the part of Russian diooentero to haye their doctrinee taught In the .. boole ; 
and (2) that any attempt to OODvert • penon from the 0rth0cI0s faith II 
a criminal oli.""" In Ruosian law. 
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except in the religious teaching. With regard to the use of Russian 
88 the language of instruction in primary schools, there is in dilIerent 
parts of the Empire BOme diversity in practice. In the village school. 
of the Baltic Provinces the language of instruction is either Russian 
or the Iocallanguage·(" as convenience dictates") during the first 
two years of the course, but in the third year all instruction, except 
in religion and church.singing, must be given in Russian. In the 
town schools the use of the local language is allowed as an aid to 
ingtruction during the first stages of a child's school life ; but after
wards all the teaching must be in Russian, except in religion and 
sin"aing. In the Polish primary schools Russian is the language of 
instruction except in the case of religion and the mother tongue. both 
of which subjects may be taught in Polish. In BOme of the govern
ments of the north-western territory where there is a Lithuanian, . 
Lettish or German popnlstion, religious instruction is permitted to 
be given in the mother tongue during the first year of school life 
to Catholic children" in case of necessity." In the Caucasus con
siderable use is made of the local dialects in instruction. The mle 
of the Holy Synod 88 to the language of instruction in the Church 
primary schools under its control which are established amoug non
Russian popnlstiona is 88 follows :-lnatruction in reading and 
writing is given for the first half-year in the child's own language, 
but from books printed in the Ruasian character. t From the 
second half-year onwards, the children having by this time 
maatered the mechanical diflicnlties of readiug, are gradually 
introduced to the reading of Russian. But for the first two 
years all the lessons in religion are given exclusively in the native 
tongue of the children . 

.• 1 .... Esthonian in Esthoni .. aod the northern half of Livonia; Lettish 
in South Livonia and North Kurland; Lithuanian in South Kurlaud. Lmmian 
ill also spoken in the north·weal; comer of Kurland. German is the Iaoguage 
of the gentry and educated 01_ in &II three provinoea. 

t Special importance ill attached to the uae of the Ruasisn cbamoter in 
eohoola deoigned for the Musao1man Tater population. The reaeon for this 
ill no\ ouly lIlat the adoption of the RII88ian alphabe\ greatly facilitates the 
intn>duot;ion of the Ruasisn Iangoage among .. non-RII88ian population. 
Another .......,n of at 1eaa\ equal importance is to be found in the Inditioual 
......,.,;ation ezistiDg in the popuIa. mind bew- the nae of .. particular 
alphabet and bolief in a particula;r creed.. A familiar inatanoe of this is the 
U"Mjmjty with whi.h &II the Slavonic peoples who adbore to the Church of 
Rome ha ... adopted the Latin alphabet, while thoae of the Eaatem oonfeoaion 
_ a modification of the Cyrillic. A aimiIar inatinct 10ada the Tatar popula
tion to attach a particular religioua value to the Arabio cbamoter. which 
came into uae among them with the introduction of Islam.. The aubst.itotion 
·of the RUSBian alphabet for tho Arabio effects a breach in this Indition, and f .... 
this .......,n it is atnlnuously oppoeed by the Mohammedan clergy_ Apart 
from tboee lBIDi·religioaa OODBiderationa, 00 __ • the Ruasisn alphabo\ 
h.. many advantagoe 0_ the Arabio for the ", .. _tion of Tatar 
tangu_ The po...ny of the latter alphabo\ in .oweI oymbola ........... i\ 
opocialIy WI811itablo for the "'presentation of the oopioua wwel-syatom 
of the Tunlo·Tatario to_ The RII88ian alphabet, on lIle contrary. 
_ eked on\ by a few diacri\iool marks, is found to be fairly adequate for 
this purpoee. 
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IV. PROVISION AND MAINTENANCE Oli' EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTIONS. 

The following categories of educational institutions are provided 
and maintained by the State :-Universities, teachers' seminaries and 
institutes, gymnasia (both for girls and boys), real·schools, Urban and 
District schools, parochial schools established under the law of 1828 ; 
also many special and technical schools of all grades. But all kinds 
of· secondary and primary schools are also established by private 
initiative. Urban Schools may be established either at ~he cost of 
the State, or at that of local authorities, societies, or individuals. 
Model primary schools are established bi the Ministry of P'lblic 
Instruction in rural districts wb,ere local authorities, societies, insti
tutions, or private individuals undertake to provide a site (of not less 
than a dessiatina = 2.7 acres), to provide a caretaker, to build (or 
hire) and keep· in repair the necessary teachers' dwellings, and to 
assign a definite yearly sum towards salaries and apparatus. Where 
these conditions are observed, the Ministry of Public Instruction paya 
an annual grant not exceed ing 500 roubles (or with the consent of the 
Minister, 700 roubles) to schools with one class, and an annual grant 
of 1,000 roubles (or with the consent of the Minister,I,400 roubles) to 
those with two classes. Primary schools of the ordinary type under 
the Ministry of Public Instruction are provided either by local 
authorities or by private societies or individuals, and are almost 
entirely maintained by them. In the thirty-four governments with 
zemstvos it is these bodies which usually provide the schools; 
in towns, it is the municipalities. Few zemstvos, however, appear 
to bear the whole cost incurred in connection with the schoolt, in 
respect of provision, maintenance, and structural repairs. Usually an 
arrangement is come to between the zemstvo and the locality in 
which a school is required, the peasants undertaking to provide the 
building (sometimes with the aid of a loan from the zemstvo) to pay 
a caretaker, W supply fuel, and sometimes to contribnte so much 
per head of the population to the funds of the zemstvo. The local 
landowners also not seldom take an interest in the school and bear a 
share of the burden of maintaining it.· In any case the amount con
tributed by the central government towards the mainteuance of the 
zemstvos' schools is minute in comparison with what Is obtained 
from other sources, and is devoted solely towards the. following 
objects :-(1) to provide the best schools witb apparatus and to 
encourage by grants of money persons who distinguish themselvea in 
the work of national education; (2) to provide special grents, not 
exceeding 100 roubles to each person, for ex-pupils of the ecclesias
tical seminaries who devote themselv,ea t, teaching in the schools 
of the zemstvos whilst preparing for the priestly calling; (3) to 
make temporary grants-in-aid to necessitous schools_ 

In the Baltil Provinces and Poland primary scbools are provided 
by the.local communities in the manner already described in the 
second ~tion of this chapter (pp.·212 to 214). The provision of 
sehools in Poland is encouraged in some casea by building grants 

• See article by AIesaIUbr Novikov in the N_ v ......... for 12th to 14th 
April, 1899, OIl " The Primary Schoollllld illl Fn1ure. n 
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from the State and by a Government grant for the firet ten years of a 
school's existence of a sum equal ro.. the annual amount raised from 
local eources. . 

In the case of the Church parochial .chools the proportion of 
expenditure borne by the Imperial Treasury is much greater than in 
the oase of the primary schools under the Ministry of Publio Instruo" 
tion, since the former cannot rely upon contributions (rom the 
funds tlf the zemsWoB. Moreover, the ratio of Treasury grante to 
looal contributions towards the maintenance of Church parochial 
sohools tends constantly to increase. In 1885 this ratio was as 1 to 
10: in 1895 as 1 to 4. In 1898 the local contributions to Church 
sohools amounted to 5,350,000 roubles (nearly ten times the amount 
raised in 1885). The Treasury grant assigned to these schools 
in May, 1899, was 1,859,605 ronbles. Many Church schools, 
particularly those established among dissenting or non-orthodox 
populations, are maintained entirely out of the funds at the disposal 
of the central authorities. 

Owing chieBy to the number or State Departments engaged' in the 
work of education in Russia, it is extremely difficult to present 
financial data relating to education, ;Which oan lay any claim to 
absolute preoision and completeness. The following statements will, 
however, give a general idea of the amounts spent on public instruc
tion in the Russian Empire, and the proportions in which the burden 
falla upon the State and local resources respectively. From the 
artiole on Russia in Brockhaus and Ephron's .. EntsiklopedirJ.eakii 
SlotJar," vol. liv., pp. 197 and 206, we gather that the expenditure 
of the Ministry of Publio Instruction in the year 1897 amounted to 
26,475,867 roubles, or a little less than 2 per cent. of the total ordi
nary expenditure of Russia in that year, which was 1,494,598,224 
roubles. The aggregate amount of the educational expenditure if 
all the Ministries taken together in the same year is put at 
45,546,600 roubles, or 3'1 per cent. of the total State expenditure 
for all purposes. By far the greater portion of thie sum is devoted 
to higher and secondary education, as will appear from some inter
esting data furnished by the publication to which we have already 
eo often referred (Statisticheskiia Slledeniia, pp. xxxiv-v.). The 
statistics there given refer to primary education alone. According 
to thie eouree of information, th,· total sum spent on primary educa
tion in the year 1898 was 40,616,149 roubles (of which 73'2 per cent. 
was devoted to schools under the Ministry of Public Instruction, 
24'4 per cent. to schools under the Holy Synod, and 2'4 per cent. to 
sohools of other Ministries). The following table shows the propor
tion of thie amount contributed respectively from Imperial and 
local sources :
Imperial T......."ry 
ZemaLvoe 
Village Oommunities 
Municipalili .. 
Vollmtary Oontn'butioDB 
Fees 
Varia"" Soun>eo 

Tota1 

8,665.274 R 
8,940,200 R 
7,290,111 R 
6,446.472 R 
6,057,1)78 R 
2,764.5M R 
2,452,450 R 

'40,616,139 R 

or 

" .. 
" 
" 

" 
" 

21-3 per """t. 
21-8 ' .. 
1800. , • 
13'0 " 
12,2 

6-8 ., 
6-1 .. 
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The population of the Empire being reckoned at 130,000,000, tho 
total expenditure on primary education works out at something 
like 311 kopecks, or about 71d. per head; the share of the State in 
expeuditure is 6f kopecks, or l~d. per head. The figures giveu in 
Rossiia tI Komsie xix. Veka, p. 777, show that iu 1896 the zemstv08 
devoted 9,920,100 roubles, constituting 16'4 per cent. of their 
annual expenditure, to popular education. The corresponding 
figures for the municipalities are not given separately in M. Kova
levski's book, but from other sources we gather that the proportion 
of municipal funds annually devoted to education is rather more 
than 8 per cent. of the total annual expenditure. The details given 
by M. Kovalevski as to the finances of the mw and the gmina refer 
to the year 1894. In that year the proportion of the total expendi
ture of the Russian mtrs which was devoted to education was 8'5 per 
cent. (5,227,600 roubles) : in the case of the Polish gminy the propor
tion was 19 per cent. (692,000 roubles).· 

V. OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE SCHOOLS: COMPULSORY ATTEND· 
ANCE: FACTORY LEGISLATION AFFECTING EDUCATION. 

A communal obligation to provide and maintain primary schools 
exists in each of the three Baltic Provinces, the number of schools 
so provided and maintained standing in a fixed proportion to the 
nnmbers of the Lutheran population. In Livonia the proportion 
is fixed as follows. Each commune (or group of communes, pro
vided the male inhabitants of such group do not exceed 5(0) is 
bound to maintain a commune school, and each parish containing at 
least 2,000 inhabitants is bound to provide a parish school. In 
Esthonia and Kurland the proportion of schools to population is 
somewhat difierently fixed. In all three provinces children must 
attend school between the ages of tel) and thirteen years, the penalty 
for non-attendance being a fine of small amount for each day 
missed. Except in the Baltic Provinces there exists in Russia no 
legal obligation to provide schools and no obligation to attend them. 
It is, however, within the competence of the mtr to insist on the 
attendance of children at school within its local bounds, and ex
ceptional cases have occurred in which parents have been fined by 
the mi, for neglecting to send their children to school. ·It is clear 
that primary education mnst be made generally accessible before it 
can be made compulsory. Meantime, however, the Russian 1egis
lature has taken certain steps to prevent obstacles being placed in 
the way of the attendance at school of children at work in factories. 
By the law of 1st Jnne, 1882, supplemented by that of 12th June, 
1884, no child is allowed to work in a factory under the age of twelve. 
Children between twelve and fifteen years of age may not be em
ployed for more than eight hours a day; and owners of factories 
employing suclt children are bound to allow them the opportunity 
of attending school for at least three hours a day, or eighteen hours . 

• In aompering the expeuditme of the mil' with tha$ of the ,.,.. ... " .. 
Important; k> bear in mind tha, UJa' Ruaaian mil' .. exclusively _ peuaa$ 
tnmk>tioD, while the Polish ,.,.. ... em~ the, DOlnllty ...... 
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a week, except in the case of those who hold a certi1i.cate of having 
completed the oourse of a primary school; moreover, if there be 
within reach a primary school of a higher grade than the one-class 
school, a child who has only a certificate from the latter may 
claim the benefit of the statute in order to attend such higher 
primary sohool. The maximum penalty for infringement of this 
provision of the statute is fixed at 100 roubles. Factory owners 
are encouraged by the State to provide schools, which may be 
attended by children in their employ as well as by the children 
of their workmen. On the 1st of January, 1899, the number 
of such schools which had been established in European Russia was 
446, giving instruction to 46,793 children, and maintained almost 
entirely at the cost of the factory owners themselves. 

VI. APPOINTMENT AND QUALIFICATIONS OF TEACHERS: 
SALARIES AND PENSIONS. 

In all public educational institutions under the control of the 
Ministry of Publio Instruction, howsoever they may be provided, 
the State either appoints the staff, or at least intervenes in the 
appointment, acting for this purpose through various official agents 
according to the status of the teacher to be appointed and the 
importance of the post to be filled. Rectors of Universities are 
appointed directly by the Crown on the nomination of the Minister 
of Publio Instruction; University Inspectors, Deans of Faculties, 
and Professors by the Minister; the whole of the staff of the secondary 
schools by the Curator of the Educational District; the teachers of 
the primary achools may be selected by the persons establishing or 
maintaining the schools, but they are admitted to the exercise of their 
functions by the Inspector of Primary Schools, and are confirmed 
in them by the District School Council, in which isa.lso vested the 
right of dismissal. Teachers of Urban Schools are appointed directly 
by the Government. Even in the case of Urban Schools not provided 
by the State, the actual appointment of teachers rests with the 
Government, though the wishes of those who provide the school are 
coilBulted. 

The State does not interfere with the appointment of teachers In 
private schools, otherwise than by requiring a oertsin standard of 
academio qualification to be observed. 

The teachers of the Churoh parochial achools are either the clergy 
of the parish or other persons nominated by the parish priest and 
confirmed in office by the bishop of the diocese. In case no approved 
candidate is presented by the local priest, it becomes the duty of 
the Distriot Section of the Eparohia.! Council to select a suitable 
candidate, and, pending the confirmation of the appointment by 
the bishop, to admit him to the exercise of his duties. 

The aoademica.l qualifications for the office of teacher are 
strictly defined for educational institutions of all wades. A Uui
versity Professor must have the degree of Doctor in the Faeulty to 
which he is attached. a Privat-Il/lCent at least that of Magister; 
ti,e Professor of Theology at each University must be either a Doctor 
~ R 
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or a Master of Divinity. Similarly in the higher technical colleges 
for the more important chairs (e.g. physiC8 and chemistry al 
St. Petersburg and Kharkov, theoretical mechaniC8, physiC8, and 
chemistry at Moscow) a learned degree is required, that of Doctor in 
the case of a Professor, that of Magister in the case of an Adjunct; 
for other professorships a degree is not insisted on, but the 
holders must be persons who have received an education up to 
University standard in the.subjects they profesa. Only persoll3 
who have completed a course at the University, or have 
pasaed the special examination referred to below, are permitted 
to teach in the secondary schools of general education, except in 
the case of teachers of religion and also of drawing and other special 
subjects. As regards the secondary and lower technical schools, 
the teachers of the " general" subjects (mathematics, physiC8 and 
natural history) must either .have the qualifications required from 
teachers of these subjects in the real-schools, or must have completed 
the course of one of the higher technical colleges; the teachers of 
mechaniC8, chemistry, rural economy, or other" technical" subjects, 
including technical drawing, must be persons who have been through 
a course of instruction in one of the higher technical colleges in the 
particular subjects they profess. The academic qualifications for 
the teachers of geometrical drawing, practical work, book-keeping, 
etc., are laid down with equal precision. Teachers of special sub
jects and practical demonstrators have ou the completion of their 
academic course to undergo an additional course of practical training 
for their work in factories, works, and industrial establishments 
within the Russian Empire, and are also sent abroad to study in 
foreign technical institutions. During this period of special training, 
which lasts one or two years according to circumstances, the future 
teacher receives from the State a sum of l,OOOR. a year for his main
tenance, on condition of serving in the technical schools of the 
Ministry of Public Instruction two lears for every year during which 
he haa received such maintenance. 

The right to teach in the secondary schools of the Ministry of 
Public Instruction and of the Department of the Institutions of the 
Empresa Maria does not follow unconditionally from the p0sses
sion of a University diploma, except in the case of students of the 

, historico-philological Faculties who have completed their course 
with distinction, and in some other exceptional caaea. AD others 
must pass a special examination in order to obtain the title of .. teacher 
in the gymnasium .. (which carries with it also the right to teach in 
real schools in the same subject). Special examinations for the 
purpose of conferring this title are conducted (except in the case of 
modem languages) by the historico-philological or the physico
mathematical Faculties at the Universities; they are not confined 
to persons who1>ave completed a course at the University, but form in 
fact, a sort of aide gate into the teaching prof_ion for those who 
have ~ otherwise educated. The examination, however, is not 
the same for both classes of candidates. The lull examination is 
taken only (a) by persons who have gone thro~h the complete 

. . . 
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course of the gymnasium, but have not obtained a University 
diploma; and (b) by persons who have finished their University 
course, but not in the Faculty or department of learning to which 
the subject they desire to teach is related. On the other hand, an 
abridged, examination only is required from those who have com
pleted the University course in the Faculty, which includes the 
subject they intend to teach. The difference between the "full .. 
and " abridged" examinations consists in the fact that" the former 
comprises subsidiary subjects, which are not required in the case of 
the latter; e.g. the full examination for the teachers of Russian 
includes logic, psychology, and Latin, in addition to Russian and 
Slavonic; that for teachers of mathematics and physics includes 
astronomy, etc. In both cases a standard equivalent to that main
tained in the University examinations is required. SpeCIal rules, 
however, apply to teachers of modem languages. The examina
tions in their case are conducted by special Examining Committees, 
largely or wholly composed of gymnasium teachers, presided over, 
where possible, by the District Inspector or by a University Professor. 
University qualifications are not insisted on in the case of modem 
language teachers; but persons who have completed a course of 
secondary instruction, and foreigners educated abroad are admitted 
to the examination, which is abridged in the case of those edu
cated in Russian secondary schools, full in the case of foreigners 
not so educated. The standard of examination is that of the 
gymnasium, not that of the University. . 

In the case of all candidates for the right to teach in secondary 
schools the examination is written, oral and practical, two trial 
lessons, one given to a lower, the OthOlr to B higher, class of the 
gymnasium, forming an essential part of the test required from each 
candidate. 

The right to teach in primary schools may be gained in various 
ways:- . 

(a) By going through the course of one of the training colleges for 
primary teachers (seminaries or institutes); or, in the case of teachers 
of Church parochial schools, by going through the course of B training 
school maintained by the Holy Synod. 

(b) By completing the course of the Ecclesiastical Seminary or the 
Eparchial Girls' School, in both of which Pedagogy is taught in the 
highest classes, and the pupils have practice in teaching in the 
primary school attached to each of such institutions. 

(c) By completing the course of a girls' institute or gymnasium, in 
both of which kinds of schools pedagogy is taught. 

(d) Persons who have passed through a University or B secondary 
school of general education may also obtain the right to teach in 
primary schools, if they show proof of practical efficiency by giving 
B trial lesson. 

(6) Other persons may obtain the aame right by passmg aospecial 
examination whioh includes B test in practical teaching. Such 
examinations are held both by the ~ of Public Instruction and 
the Holy Synod. For district schools under the Ministry of Public 

'/213. all 
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Instruction, the candidate must pass an examination in religion and 
Russian, and must, besides, show knowledge up to gymnasium 
standard in one subject of the district-school curriculum, and up to 
district-school standard in the rest. District-school standard is 
required in the case of teachers of ordinary primary schools, but the 
requirements are less severe for rural teachers than for those who 
wish to teaoh in towns. 

Some idea of the rate at which teaohing work is remunerated in 
Russia may be gained from the following examples. - The salary of 
an ordinary professor at a RUSBian University is 3,OOOR. a year; of 
an extraordinary professor 2,OOOR. ; of a reader (lektor) in modem 
European or Oriental languages I,OOOR. In addition to his fixed 
salary every University teacher receives fees from the stndents, the 
total amount of whioh varies, of course, with the number of lectnres 
given, and the number of students attending them; and such a 
teacher may also undertake lecturing work outside the Dniver. 
llity. '1he Rector of a University receives I,500R. in addition to bis 
salary 118 a Professor, and has also an offioial residence. Deans of 
Faculties receive 600R. a year in addition to their professional 
stipends. The remuneration of the staffs at the different technioal 
c()lleges under the Ministry of Publio Instruotion varies somewhat. 
The Director receives at Kharkov 4,200R.; at Moscow and St. 
Petersburg 4,200R. with an official. residence; at New Alexandria 
5,OOOR.; in each case if the Director also acts as a Professor he has an 
additional salary of I,200R. or I,500R. a year. Each Professor at 
Kharkov receives 2,700R.; at St. Petersburg seven professors re
ceive 3,OOOR., and eight 2,700R.; at Moscow and New Alexandria 
the salary of eaoh is 3,OOOR. Adjuncts receive 2,OOOR. except 
at Kharkov, where the salary is fixed at I,BOOR. The annual 
remuneration of a lecturer at the St_ Petersburg Women's Highcr 
Courses varies according to the number of weekly lectures he 
delivers. A professor giving one weekly lecture receives 200-
250R. a year; if he gives two weekly lectures he is paid twice the 
amount, and so on in the same proportion. 

The salaries of teachers in the State secondary schoola are com· 
puted by a somewhat complicated method.. Each teacher receives a 
~ed sum' for the first twelve lessons a week .which he gives; this 
sum in the gymnasia (as also in the lower technical schools) may 
be 750R., 900R., I,200R., or I,500R. per annum, according to the 
scale on which he is paid.. On his first appointment a teacher 
in a gymna.sium is paid on the lowest scale (750R.); after five 
years of service he is promoted to the second acaIe (900R.); after 
fifteen years of service he may obtain I,250R., and after twenty 
years l,500R.: but the two higher scales are seldom attained, 
since only one salary can be paid on either of these two scalee in 
anyone scb'lo[ at the same time. For each lesson. a week given 

• 
• The Englisb reader may be ... he mninded \hal tba value of the rouble 

is slightly more than two abjlljngB The kopeck ia "",,·bundredth pert of 
a rouble, or nearly eqoivalept \0 " farlbing. 
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by the gymnasium teacher after the first twelve he is paid at the un
varying rate of 60R. a year. A teacher giviug thirty lessons a week 
would, thus' begin with a salary of 1,850~. a year; after five years he 
would be receiviug 1,9SOR., with the possibility of an additional rise 
of 350R. after ten years more. The salary of the Director of a gym
nasium is paid on the second scale augmented by a third, that is, he 
receives 900R., plus 300R., as salary proper; in addition to this 
SOOR. is paid to him as " table-money" (stolo"1!ia) and he has also 
an official residence free. The Inspector is also paid on the second 
scale without augmentation; he has in addition 600R. table-money, 
and an official residence. In the case of the secondary technical 
schools, the salaries are somewhat better. The Director has in every 
case an official residence, and his salary varies in accordance with the 
number of departments under his control; e.g. the Director of a 
chemico-technical school gets 2,OOOR. a year (inclusive of table
money): but the Director of a combined school of mechanics and 
chemistry has 2,600R.; and other combinations may raise his salary 
lIS high as 4,OOOR. The teachers of the secondary technical schools 
are also more liberally paid than those of the gymnasia. The four 
Bcales of fixed payment in the case of the former are 900R., 1,200R., 
1,440R., and 1,800R. respectively; the second scale may be attained 
after five years, the third after ten, the fourth after fifteen. Supple
mentary lessons are paid for at the rate of 75'R. instead of 60R., as in 
the case of the gymnasia. Lower rates of payment are, however, 
applicable to the teaching of the graphic arts, to demonstration in 
the laboratorie3, and to practical teaching in the workshops. The 
salaries paid in the Commercial Schools under the Ministry of 
Finance are as a rule better than those obtained in the secondary 
schools of the Ministry of Publio Instruction: e.g. a Direotor of 
a Commercial School gets from 3,200R. to 5,200R. a year, an in 
spector from 2,4OOR. to 4,OOOR., in both cases with residence. 
Teachers (of either sex) in girls' seoondary schools are paid at a 
somewhat lower rate than those in the oorresponding schools for 
boys. 

Every teaoher in an Urban 'School receives from the State an 
annual salary of MOR., plus 7GR. for residence. In BOme cases 
this 'salary is further supplemented by the municipalities of the 
towns in which the schools are situated. Teachers in the model 
Ministerial schools receive from 330R. to GOOR. a year with 
lodging. The salaries of teachers in the ordinary village primary 
schools vary very greatly, being highest in the Governments of 
St. Petersburg and Moscow. From an article in the October 
and Novemb,er numbers of Russkaia Shkda for 1892 it appears 
that the salaries in the Government of St. Petersburg then began 
at 6OOR. in the case of those teachers who had been through a 
gymnasium or teachers' seminary, or had attelllled pedagogical 
courses; the commencing salary for others was 4SOR. In either 
case the salary rose by an increment of SOR. every five years to a 
maximum of 840R. and 720R: respectively. But these salaries 
would appear to be much above the averag,e. An article in Russkaia 

• 
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Mys! for February, 1898, gives the following statistics of average 
salaries of primary teachers in the Governments of Novgorod, Orlov, 
and Olonets. . 

N ovgorod. Orlov. OIonel8. 
Male Teache... 225 R 32 K 240 R 21 K 309 R 51 K 
Female Teache... 221 R 95 K 218 R 277 R 03 K 
The official " Account of the Administration of M. Bogolepov". 
published in 1901, states that the average salary of a primary teacher 
under the Ministry of Public Instruction does not exeeed 200-250R. 
Teachers in Church parochial schools receive as a rule much less 
than their confreres in the schools of the zemstvos. According 
to statistics relating to the year 1899, t the yearly salary of nearly 
66 per cent. of the Church teachers did not exceed 100R., and only 
about 15 per cent. of them received over 200R. per annum. The 
worst paid of all are the teachers of the Shlroly gTamolnoBti, many 
of whom receive only about 50R. for the winter. It must be borne 
in mind, however, that these teachers have in the past generally 
been ordinary peasants, who followed some other employment in the 
summer. The vtoroklassnyia shkoly are now doing much to supply 
better trained teachers for these small schools. 

The pension rights attached to the teaching profession in the 
higher and secondary branches are very considerable in Ruaaia. Pro
fes3!)r3 and secondary teachers in the service of the Ministry of 
Public Instruction have in this respect an advantage over adminis
trative officials in the same Department. Twenty years of work 
gives to such a teacher a right to a pension equal to half his salary, 
twenty-five years' service entitles him to a pension equal to his full 
salary. Moreover, if the teacher is prevented by shattered health or 
some incurable disease from continuing in the exercise of his profes
sion, he is still more generously treated. After ten to twenty years 
of service he receives one-third of his full salary; after twenty to 
twenty·five years two-thirds; after twenty.five and over he receives 
the full amount. If the illness is such as to require the constant 
attendance of another person, the periods of service entitling to a 
pension in the varions scales just mentioned are still further abridged ; 
five to ten years of service giving a right to one-third the salary, ten 
to twenty years to two-thirds, twenty years and over to the full 
amount. '\,"-.t-."-

As regards primary teachers, only those serving in State-provided 
schoola have the position of public servants with a right to a 
pension from the State. An Urban School teacher may look 
forward to a pension of from 300R. to 330R. a year after twenty-five 
years of service. The ordinary primary teacher had until lately 
no such proepect, except in a few Governments where pension 
funds were locally established. The pension scheme of the Ministry 
of Public Instruo':ion which came into operation at the beginning 
of 1901, ~ill, doubt1eas. do much towards rendering the position of 

t Kratkii Obmr Deiatebwotl MinlatentV& Nuodnago ProevefAlcheniia 
za vremia upravleniia pokoinago Mini.ma N.P. Bogolepov&, P. 29 • 

• Quoted in B ... J:aiG PIII:oUJ for January. 1005, P. 153. , 
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the primary teacher in that Department more secure. It provides 
not only for his own support in case of his incapacitation, but also 
for assist~ce to his family in case of his death. 

VII. FEES, BURSARmS, ETC .. 

The following data as to fees have been selected as fairly well 
representing all classes of schools and colleges in Russia. The fee 
paid by University students for admission to all lectures, laboratory 
demonstrations. etc .• is 25R. a semester, i.e. 50R. a year (at Warsaw 
IOOR.) ; in addition to this the student has to pay to each professor 
whose lectures he attends· a honorarium of one or more roubles, 
according to the number of times per week the professor lectures. 
On the average each student would pay some 4OR. or 5CR. a year 
in fees to profeilSors; so that his total disbursements for University 
instruction would amount to rather less than IOOR., say £10, a year.* 
At most of the higher technical colleges the cost is somewhat less. 
The fixed fee at the Technological Institutes of St. Petersburg and 
Kharkov, the Institute of Rural Economy at New Alexandria, and 
the Institute of Civil Engineers at St. Petersburg is 5CR. a year; 
at the Mining Institute of St. Petersburg it is 6OR., and at the Moscow 
Technical School 75R.; but at none of these technical colleges are 
special fees paid to professors. The charge for instruction at the 
Riga Polytechnic Institute is I50R. to natives of the Baltic Provinces, 
and 160 R. to others. The fee charged at the Alexander Lyceum 
(which, it should be remembered, does not admit day scholars) for 
board and instruction is BOOR. a year. The fees at the Cadet 
Corps (boarding schools) are, as a rule, 450R. (in one case 550R.) 
a year. Those charged at the secondary day schools (gymnasia 
for boys and girls and real-schools) under the Ministry of Publio 
Education vary from 40R. to 70R. a year, the most usual amount 
being 60R. Day-boys at the Kiev First Gymnasium pay GOR. 
a year, boarders, S80R. Pupils not of clerical parentage are charged 
4OR. a year for instruotion at the St. Petersburg Eccle,iastical 
Seminary. The Pet'lr School of the St Petersburg Merchants' 
Company charges I2bR. per annum. In the Commercial Schools 
under the Ministry of Finance the average fee charged to day-boys 
varies from 75R. to 250R., and to boarders from 500R. to BOOR. ; 
but the charge in these schools differs in different classes, ranging 
from 8OR. in the lower classes to I5CR. in the higher classes of 
the same schoo!. The fees of the Business Schools provided by 
societies or corporations run from 20R. to IOOR.; those charged 
by private Business Schools range rather higher. The fees at 
the Kommisarov Technical School at Moscow are IOOR. for day
boys, 360R. for boarders (but the latter also pay 4OR. on entrance 
for .. equipment "). The Lodz Higher Trade School for many 
years charged its pupils only 20R. per annum. The fees paid in 
the ordinary secondary technical schools vary fro"m 4OR. to GOR . 

• HoalAlla now exist at all the Univendti.... The cost of 1ivJ;.g at the 
Alexander Hostel In oonneotion with 'the tit. Petersburg Univenity is stated 
at 191 roubles a year. 
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a year: those of the lower technical schools do not generally excced 
20R. In the Trade Schools the charge per annum varies in difIerent 
localities from 3R. to lOR. Schools of Apprentices appear to 
cha.rge from 6R. to 8R. The fees at the St. Petersburg gymnasia 
(day-schools) for girls under the Department of the Institutions 
of the Empress Maria vary from SOR. to looR., the latter being 
the most usual charge. One of the best of the ,Private day-schools 
for girls in St. Petersburg charges fees varymg from l50R. to 
220R. a year. ' 

The charge made by the Urban Schools varies from 2R. to 2OR. 
a year, according to local conditions., In St. Petersburg it is 2R., 
but this fee is often remitted to poor parents. In all primary 
schools other than the Urban Schools, gratnitous instruction is 
the rule, fees the exception. In the Moscow primary schools 
3R. a year are charged to cover the cost of books supplied to the 
children. 

But a considerable proportion of those receiving not only primary 
but secondary and higher education in Russia pay no fees at all. 
In the first place, a.lI persons actually in the service of the Ministry 
of Public Instruction in connection with secondary or primary 
schools have the right to free instruction for their children in any 
gymnasium, real-school, or technica.l school under that Ministry. 
But, apart from this, a certain proportion (generally abont 15 per 
cent.) of free pisces are reserved for deserving children of poor 
parents in every secondary school. This is such a characteristic 
feature of Russian education that even the private schools commonly 
follow the example of the State in this respect. Many pupils, 
whose fees are not wholly remitted, also receive specia.! assistance 
from time to time from the specia.! funds of the schools they attend. 
The proportion of University students attending lectures without 
payment has of recent years averaged from 17 to 20 per cent. 
Finally, in connection with higher education, the bursary system 
has received a very wide extension. The sum spent by the State 
alone in 1898 upon bursaries and other subventions to poorer 
students amounted to 653,IOOR. ; and, in addition to this, a large 
number of bursaries have been founded by private individna.Is and 
societies. University bursaries are of two kinds. The first kind 
consists of those to which conditions of service are attached by the 
donors, i.e., either the State, the zemstvos, or municipalities, or the 
private societies, which have founded the bursaries. Those who 
receive these bursaries bind themselves in return to enter the public, 
service for a sta~ed period after the completion of their Uni~sitY 
course_ The second kind of University bursary consists of those 
to which no conditi~n of obligatory service attaches. These are 
awarded on the re3u1t of a competitive examination conducted 
according to teg!1lations settled by the Minister of Public Instruc
tion. In additi':-n to these bursaries a certain sum is plsced at the 
rlisposa.lcSf tne Rector of each University, to be used at his discretion 
lor the relief of poor students wllo haveJlot obtained bursaries. 
the statutes of the higher technica.l coll~es ai,;o invariably provide 
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for a certain number of bursaries and free places. For example, at 
the St. Petersburg Technological Institute there are 105 bursaries of 
360R. each, and provision is made for free instruction to 100 students. 
Much is also done to assist pOOl Btudents by the societies which 
have been founded for the purpose in connection with the 
Universities, and many other' places of higher and secondary 
education. 

The bursaries granted to poor studente during their course of 
study at the Universities must be distinguished from' those given 
to students who have obtained their diploma and wish to stay on at 
the University to read for the degree of magister. If the Faculty 
Meeting applies to the Minister on behalf of such a student, a bursary 
is granted to him for this purpose for two years, which period may be 
extended by another year on the renewed application of the Faculty. 
Of these students there were 198 residing at the various Univer
sities in 1904, in addition to seventeen others who had been sent 
abroad with travelling studentehips. Similar assistance is given 
at the Ecclesiastical Aoademies to students who, after taking their 
first degree, wish to read for a higher degree, with a view of ulti
mately being employed as professors. 

VIII. PREMISES AND EQUIPMENT. 
It remains lina.lly to say a few words about premises and equip

ment. In respect of both pointe it is difficult to make any general 
statement, since the range of difference between the best schools 
and the worst, especially in the domain of primary education, is 
extraordinarily wide. In the capitals and large towns there are 
many examples of beautiful and commodious school buildings, 
furnished with a.ll the appliances of modern educational science, 
and so far as secondary schools alft concerned, the writer has per
sona.lly seen none that were not at least reasonably satisfactory 
from a hygienic and sanitary point of view. But the statements 
of official and semi-offioial publications leave no room for doubt 
that many secondary schools are carried on in premises which in 
point of airiness, open spaces, and general comfort are not a.ll that 
could be desired. The author of the official report of the Educa
tional Section of the Nizhni Novgorod Exhibition of 1896 complains 
that .. in the majority of cases" the schools are old, ill-lighted, 
and badly ventilated,that they have neither open courts nor gardens, 
and that their sanitary arrangements are imperfect; and he asserts 
that these conditions have a very injurious efiect on the health 
of the pupils, inducing headache, alll9mia, short sight and other 
physical troubles. Improvement is, however, undoubtedly being 
made in this respect. Many of the school buidinge of tae Kiev 
Educational District, for instance, are stated to be excellent in 
every way. The First Gymnasium of Kiev, as may be seen from 
the dotails given in the special brochure on the"school prepared 

, for the Paris Exhibition, is a good example of a thorougloly up-to
date school, satisfying the most exigent demands of modem hygienic 
science. The grea~ defect in Ruseian secondary achools which 



strikes' an Englishman is the lack of space for open-air games. 
The indoor Hall of Recreation, in which the pupils march or saunter 
up and down during the times of recess, is but a poor substitute 
for such an open playground. 

The contrasts between the best and the worst primary schools 
are very well summed up in the brochure issued by the St. Peters. 
burg District Zemstvo under the title of .. The Life of the Russian 
School." .. In the capital and in the great centres of population," 
says the author of this book, .. schools may certainly be found 
which meet all modem requiremente--veritable little palaces 
with spacious and well-ventilated classrooms, large recreation 
halls, beautifully kept courts and even gardens, and sumptuously 
equipped with furniture and educational apparatus. Many of the 
schools maintained by local communities, though they pretend to no 
such luxury as this, are nevertheless very suitably housed and 
equipped. But it is very different in the more remote provincial dis· 
tricts." Then follows a description of one of these rural schools 
" A tumble-down hut; a low, narrow room with tiny windows 
scarce admitting the uncertain light of a winter day; the cold 
coming in through the chinks as well as through the door, which 
has to be opened from time to time for ventilation, cold which 
numbs the fingers and freezes the toes, and forces the teacher to 
wear a double covering for her feet and wrap herself in thick shawls ; 
the air vitiated by the smell of the children's sheepskins; a lack 
of books, no tables except the window sills, wretched grey paper 
and bad ink, miserable furniture. • •. " The writer of this 1!-eport 
can testify from personal experience that this picture of the con· 
ditions under which some rural schools of Russia are taught is by no 
means overdrawn. No one can have visited such a school without 
feeling convinced that great devotion to duty on the part of the 
teachem and great willingness to learn on the part of tl1e pupils 
are the sole conditions which make success possible in circumstancetl 
so adveme. We shall see in the succeeding chapter that both these 
conditions 'are abundantly present in the Russian primary 
schools. 
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CHAPTER II.-APPENDIX I. 

LEARNED INSTITUTIONS AND SOCIETIES. 

The following aocount of institutions and sooieties existing in Russia. for tho 
advanoomont of learning o.nd the proseoution of scientific l'C8earch is founded 
OD the artiole U Learned Societies" in Brookhaus and EphroD'& EntBiklope
dichukii Slovar, voL M, artido ROBsiia, pp. 410-414, Bupplemented by 
p.a.rticuls,1'6 drawn from other sources. 

Impuiol A.cademy 0/ Sciences <II St. Peterab ... g.-This institution was 
founded in 1725 by .. ukaz of Peter tbo Great, and was opened by his widow 
and BUOCOSBor in the following year. Since IS41, it has been divided into 
threo .octions, viz., (1) tbe Physioo·Matbomatioal Seotion, (2) the Seotion of 
Ruosian Languago and Literature (representing tbo old R_iaIi .Academy 
foundod in 17S3, and amalgamated with tbe Academy of Scienc .. in IS41), 
and (3) tbe Hiatorioo.PhilologiooJ Seotion. In IS99, on tbe ocoasion of tbo 
Pushkin oontenory, tbe Section of RUBBian Language and Literaturo wa • 

. ougmonted by a new doportment of Bell .. Lettros. Tho Academy consists 
of Ordinary and Extraordinary Academiciano, Adjunots, Honorary Members 
and COr ..... ponding Mombers. The peraono oomprised in tbe first threo 
oat1gories Dore Russia.n 8oholars appointed to Acoo.omico.l elmira oorresponding 
to the partioular bmnch of soience in which they have won distinction. The 
Proaident and Vice. President of tho Acadomy are appointed by tbo Emperor. 
Tho Permanent Secretary is an Academician whose duty it is to supervise . 
tho current buainass ~tI'aira of the institution, conduct correspondence with 
Ruasinn and foreign savants and learned societies, etc. The Academy 
p"""Cl8 a library of about 400,000 volum .. ; a physical cabinot; labor.tori .. -
(ahomicru, physical, betanical, physiologicl>l); mnaoums of botany, geology, 
zoology, ol .... ic.1 arch .. ology, othnography and anthropology, witb an Asiatio 
musoum, oonsisting of 80me 25,000 books, manuscripts and other objects; 
a Russian numismatic cabinet oontaining a fine collection of ancient RU88i.a.n 
coina and medals. The Museums are open to publio inspeotion, snd are 
availablo for reaoarch purp .... to poI9Ono unoonnected with tho Academy. 
The Aoademy has alao tho .upervision of tbo following institutions: the 
Chief PhysiooJ Obsorvatory at St. Petersburg, the Constantino Magnetic .. 
meteorologiooJ Observatory at Pavlovsk, tbe Physioal Observatory at Tiflis, 
the M~gnetioo·metoorologiooJ Observatorioa at Ekaterinburg and Irkutsk, and 
tbe Chomioal Laberatory of St. PetAmlburg. Attached to the Academy is a 
Standing COmmisaion for tbe .... istance of needy ocholare and writAml, and it 
has at its disp .... l =y special funda for tbe encouragemont of reaoarch. It 
has its own printing.proaa and typo foundry, and publish .. a montbly jo11I1l&\ 
(/.-i;" lmperaloral:oi A.lJJademii Nauk), and a yearly Pamiama;" g"iz/lm 
as woll as Tra.naactions of its variouo aoctiona. 

Aooording to tbo statiotica contained in tbo articlo in tbe Emriklopedichukii 
Slovar whioh we are following, tho number of learned .ocieti .. in RUBSia in IS99 
was 340. This number,however, includea five aociotioo in connaction witb tbe 
RUBBian Orthodox Church, whose aims ...... not oxclusively or predominantly 
8cientifio, and some otbers whose aims are chie1ly practical Of tb ... 340 
800ieti .. tho greater part have been founded aince tbo accession of Alexander 
II. In 1856 tbe number of laarned aociotiea of all kinda did not exceed 
twenty.five, but rose to 200 during the nan twenty.b, years. Of th .... 
now existing 80mewhat over two·tbinIs ...... in the two capita1a. Some of 
tbe provincial University towns-Kiev, Warsaw, Od ..... , KIzan-a1so 
atand woll up in the list. Many ie!p1led oocietiea are in fact foanded in 
OODD.eotiOD with the UniV81'Bities, which since 1863 have }Xl 5 3sed the right 
to eatahlish tbom witb the IWlCtion of the Minister of Publio Inotruction • . 
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Since 1897 the Minister of Public Instruction haa had the rigM to Banotion 
the .. tablishment of learned Bocietiee of every kind. 

The following are tho principa.! Bocieti .. existing in RU88ia, arranged aocord· 
ing to the branch .. of learning which they are f01lllded to promote. 

Eco7lOmiee.-The oldest existing eociety in RU88ia iB tho Free Economical 
Society, f01lllded 1765. It has three .. ctions, (1) Seotion of Rural Economy; 
(2) Seotion of technica.! productions connected with rural economy and of 
agricultnral mechanice; (3) Section of political economy and rural economical 
statistics. 

Philoaophy.-The Poyohological Society, founded 1804 in connection with 
the University of Moscow; ito organ, .. Questions of Philosophy and Pay. 
OOology .. ( .. tabliohed 1889) is devoted to research in psychology, philosophy 
and logic; the Philoocphical Society, founded 1897, in connection with the 
University of St. Petersburg; the RU88ian Society of Experimental Poychology, 
founded in St. Petersburg early in the nineti ... 

RUBsia .. LafVJUfVJ. aM Likratur .. -Society of the Lovers of RU88ian 
Literature in Moocow University; the RUBBian Literary Society (St. Peters· 
burg, lounded 1886); the Literary and Artistic Society of OdeBOa (has existed 
since the end of the lortiee); the Literary and Artistio Society of Kiev (1896) ; 
the Russian Literary Circle in Riga (1874). Societi .. lor the Btudy of tho 
RUBBian language and literature aloc exist in Mitau, Reval, Fellin, and Riga. 

A ... irnl aM M adem LafVJUfVJM aM Likralur .. - The Society of ClaBOi",,1 
Philology and Pedagogy (St. Petersburg, 1874); the Nee.Phiiological SociJ 
in connection with the University of St. Petersburg (reorganised in ito p .... 
form in 1889); the Claseical Philological Society (Kiev). ~ 

Hi8Iory.-The two oldest historica.! eocieti .. in Russia are the"" ;:,.~:::; 
of Russi .... History and Antiquities .. of Moscow, and Odessa, lounde. mtlllCu 
tively in 1805 and 1&39. The Imperia.! Russian Historical Soci. • R .... 
founded in St. Petersburg in 1866, and oince that date haa done Do com. I 

encourage and facilitate historical research by the publication of lW! avaibl 
An Historical Society was lounded in connection with the University The A 
Petersburg in 1889, and anotber in connection with that of !'of the ~ Chiel I 
In 1895 there waa founded at St. Petersburg .... Society of th ht' b d'!"teOI 
RUBBian historical learning, in memory of the Emperor Ale~ 18. Y . 'fA 
historical eocietiee have .. more local character. Such !'10oi Wlth,rw.... I 

Society 01 the Chronicle~ N .. tor in connecti,,\ duit""Oir't'iIe part of :.story at 
(Iouuded 1873); the Society of Arnh ... logy, Hi'D the part of tDe PUl the p, 
nectioD with the University of Kazan (1878); 'bi" ta ~ Iu 
gators of the Astrakhan region (1874), which ?OSBI em mrC1lll18 n Kba: 
history; the Historico-fhilologiea.! Society of th.chapter that both the( docu 
is mninJy ooncemed with the investigation ~he RU88iaD primarl Soci 
history of Little RU88ia; the Historico-Philo!ogi . _,"1ty) tIu 
OdeBOa (1889), which devotee itself principally . .d RU88UavOJ 
Litemture, and (since 1898, when a Byzantino-S( n was ...w.a..PJ 
aloc to Slavenie questions generally; the Historic<. • Society COD· '19 
nected with the Bezborodko Institute at Nezhin (1. Literary and 
Scientific Society fouuded in 1897 at the University .t aloc h ... " 
eection of history and philology. Eparobial Hiotorico-. Committeco 
exist at St. Petersburg .. Dd KamelJllto-Podolsk. A (lew. . Society ...... 
founded at St. Petersburg in 1897 in connection with ,um of the 
Emperor Alexander III. The eo!lection and publieation < _ -'" historica1 
documents is uuderta.ken by opecia1 .. Archleographical Commissions" "I St. 
Petersburg, Kiev, ViJna, Tillis, and Mooeow. Very considerable oervicee in 
the field of local historical investigation have heeD rendered by the Pm
vincial Archive Commissions, of which there are now eeventeen in v6rioWJ 
provincial towne. ' 

Ara.aoloJll.-The general otudy of arnha.ology in alI ito brancheo is nuder· 
taken by three BOCieti.., TiL, the Imperial RUBBian ArnhEOlogical Society of 
St. Petersburg, fouuded in 1846. whinh has three aectiODl, DODJeIy, the _tion 
of Oriental arnha.ology, the Ruaian and Slavonic eectioD, and the ....w.. of 
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~1 ... ica.I, Byzantine and Western European ~Iogy; the Impe!'i&l~. 
logical Commission of St. Petersburg, fOllDded in 1859;. and the Imperial 
Russian ArchlllOlogical Sooiety of Moscow, fOllDded 1864. The .tndy of 100&1 ' 
antiquities is prosecuted by a number of societies, such as the Society of 
ArohlllOlogy, History and Ethnography of the University of Kazan (1878) ; 
tho ArchlllOlogica.I Sooioty at P.kov (1880); the Cirole of Lovers of the History 
and ArchlllOlogy of tho Crim .... at Sebastopol (18b4); tho Novgorod Sooiety 
of tho Lovers of Antiquity (1894); tho Turkestan Circlo of Lovers of Archmo. 
logy at Tashkent (1895), the p .... ident of which is the Governor General, and 
whoes object is to oolloot materials for the .tndy of the anoient history of 
Central Asia; the Archmologio&l Sooiety at Pornov (1896); and tho Society 
of the Lovors of ArchlllOlogy, History and Natnral Science at Tver (1898). 
Two Antiqnarian Sooieti .. belong to the Baltio Provinceo, vir., tho G .. tll
"Mfj fur Guchicht. und Altm"fI18kunde der O''' .. proviflUfO R .... lando at Riga 
(1834), and the Gtlt1am ..m;,w Gue1l8ch4fj at Dorpat (1838). Speoial 
hranoh .. of Arch..,logy are the object of inv .. tigation by the following 
.ooieti .. : the MoBOow Sooiety of Old RUBBian Art; the Imperi'" Society of tho 
Lovors 01 Anoient Wntingo, at St. Petersburg (1877); the Society of EcoIOBi· 
... tica.I Arch .. ology established in 1894 in connection with the EcoI .. iastica.I 
Academy of St. Petersburg; the Kiev Sooiety of Antiquities and Arts (1897); 
the Commission for the Colll!OOration of Ancient Monnmente at Kiev (1898) ; 
and the Moscow Nnmismatio Society (1888). Several BOcieti .. are devoted to 
the interests of loca.I Church history and archlllOlogy. Snoh are the Sooiety of 
EcoIOBiaotio ArchlllOlogy at the Kiev Eco1eoi ... tica.I AcademJ (1872); the 
Sootion of Ikonography in the Sooiety 01 Lovers of Religions Enlightenment at 
Moooow, the Eparohial Committee for Eocls8i ... tica.I Archoeology at Nizhni 
Novgorod (1889), the Volhynian Sooiety of Eoclesiastical ArchlOology at 
Zhitomir (1894), the Commission of EoolOBiaotica.I ArohlllOlogy at SnkhWll 
(1893), the Society of Eoolooiaotica.I ArchlllOlogy at Stavropol (1894), the Com
mittee of Eool .. i ... tical ArchlllOlogy at Smolenok (1896), the Association for 
Eco1esi ... tica.I Archlllology at Tula (1898). The", are Archmologica.I lDstitutoo 
at St. Petersburg (1878) and at Con.tantinople (18~5). 

The foUowiog societi .. are devoted to the .tndy of LaID: the Law Society 
of the University of St. Petersburg (1876) with sections of civil, oriminol, ad
ministrative and ouotomary law, and inolnding also the RUBBi&n group of the 
International Union of Criminalists; and the Law Societies in. connection 
with the Universiti .. of Kiev, Kazan, and Odessa. The University Literary 
Society of Dorpat also oontaino a Law Section. The Law Sooiety of the 
University of Moeoow W8B olosed in 1899 by order of the Minister of Publio 
lDstroction. Other oocieti.. for tho advancement of legal science are 
.. tablished at Tillis, Kursk, Iaros\av and Ekaterinoolav. There is a Sooiety 
of International Law at St. Petersburg founded in 1880_ 

Gtt>grop/ly, Anlhropology, EIAII<lgI"Gp/ly.-The moot important oociety 
dovoted to the interests of goographica.I and related scion ... is the Imperial 
RuOBian Geographica.I 8ooiety, founded in 1845, which consists of four _lions 
.iz., mathematical goography, physical goography, ethnography and statistics. 
BOBid .. this there is the Society 01 Investigators of the Alma at Barnaul (1891), 
the Society for tho Investigation of the Island of Eool at Arenoburg (1865), tho 
section of natnrru history in the Peter Society for the Invootigation of tho 
Astrakhan region (8M above under History), the geographica.I and ethno
graphlca.I _tiono of the Moooow Society of Lovers of Natnrru Scionce, Anthro
pology and Ethnography ( ... below), the RUBBi&n Anthrcpologica.I Society and 
tho Uni.ersity of St. Petersburg (1887), and tho Anthrcpologica.I Sooiety 
founded in 1893, in oonnoction with the St. Petersburg Military Academy of 
Medicine. 

M .u."ROIiaJI mod PAy ..... ' Sci ....... - There are Matbomotica.I Sooieu.. in 
connection with each of the Universities of Moscow, St. Petersb~. Kharkoy 
and K .......... Physico-Mathomatica.I Society .. t the University-of Kie.. a 
Physioo-Chemica.I Society of the University of st. Petersburg. an A.tronomi:"1 
Sooiety at St. Petersburg, and a Circle of Lovers of Physico and & ...... omy " 
Niahni No'8OfOd-
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NaluTal HisIory.-The Imperial Moocow Society for the Investigation of 
Nature has existed in connection with the University since 1805. The 
Imperial Mineralogical Society, founded at St. Petersburg in 1817, has inoluded 
since 1861 geology aud palmontology within the scope Of ite intereote. The 
Imporial Society of Natural Scienoe, Anthropology aud Ethnography, founded 
at the University of Moocow in 1863, compriseo sectiono in anthropology, 
ethnography, the physioal .. ien.... zoology, chemistry and geography. 
Besides these Natural History Societies exist in connection with .... h 01 the 
Universities of St. Petersburg, Kazan, Kiev, Kharkov, Odessa, Warsa.w, 
Dorpat and Tomsk, that of the last·named baving also a medical .. ction. 
There is also an Entomological Society at St. P.tersburg, au Imperial Ru .. ian 
Society for the Acclimatisation of Animals aud Plante at Moocow; a Society 
for the Investigation of the Natural History of the Government of Iarool&l', at 
laroslal'; a Society 01 Lovers of Natural Science at Ekaterinburg; a Geologi. 
cal Committee at St. Petersburg; a Society of Natural Science Investigato .. 
and Lovera of Nature at Saratov; and a Bimilar Boci.ty at Riga. 

petkv;0'lll.-The most important Pedagogical Socisty is that fonnded in 
connection witJ> the University of Moocow. Two pedagogical .... isti .. 
also exist at St. Petersburg, and one at Ekaterinhurg. Tharo is a Froebel 
Soci.ty at St. Petersburg, founded in 1871. 

Bihliograploy.-A RUS8ian Bibliographical Society existe in oonnoction with 
the University of Moocow. 

Of m.dical .... ieties there are aeonoiderab1enumbor, thirty.threolach being 
enumerated in the two capitals alone. Societies oonnocted with the drama, 
musio and other arts are also numero~; and there are also many societies 
pursuing practical aims in connection with rural economy and teclmical 
knowledge,concerning which we have no detailed information atourdispoeal. 

Scientific C<mgr ...... -The organisation of Congreoseo lor the discnsoion 
of ocientifio Bubjects is attended with Bpecial difficulties in RUB8ia. Since 
the Bixties, however, Bnch Congreoseo have been held /rom time to time, 
the first being the Congress of Naturalists which met at Kiev in 1861. In 
1867 an ordinance 01 the Committee of Ministers anthorised the holding of 
periodical Physical Science Congreesee, and the first of these took pl&ce 
at St. PeterBburg in the winter 01 1867-8. (S" p. 126., Archaeological 
and Medical Congreoaee have also been rocen1ty organiaed. A ecmg
of RUB8ian Jurists met at Moooow in 1874, but oflicial BaDOtion for the holding 
of" .... nd Congress 01 this kind has not boon obtained. ' 
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CHAPTER II . .,-APPENDIX III. 

CAl REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO THE CUSSES 01' TilE 

ALEXANDER LYCEUM. 

L-Bequirem<7116 for admi.,;"" 10 ".. low.., Iii";';"" 0/ 1M Preparatorll 
School. 

BeligioJa.-Reqolrements vary aooording to the creed of the pupil (Ort.bo· 
dox. Roman Catholic. or Lotheran). For Orthodox boys they oompriae a 
knowledge of the moat common pray..... the Creed. the Ten Command· 
ments. and .. knowledge of the chief events of Old and New Testament 
hiatory. 

RwBian...!....DeclensioDa and oonjugation.: grammatical anaIyaia, writing 
from dictation. aad knowledge by heart of certain poem •• 

Latino-Declensions of lubstantivea, adjectiveI!J, pronouns, and numerala, 
comparison of adjectives and adverbs, infinitive, imperative, and the present 
active and paaaive of the regoIar verba, wit.b exerciaeB. 

M athematiC8.-Arithmetic to addition and 00 btraction of fractiono. 

Gtcgraphll.-E1ementary notiona of mathematical geography. general 
knowledge of the .orface of the earth from the globe. 

French tJn4 Gtrmtm.-Knowledge of names of objects met with In the 
hooae. the courl-yard. the field, and th" wood ; parte of the body. articl .. of 
dreae, daya of th" week and month.. Tranalation of ohart ItODtltnOOl and 
p&BBagea into RWlllian and French [German]. Some poemo to bit learnt by 
heart. Dictation. 

ii.-Bequir_ for admiuion into C/.a&8 VI.. i .... 10"" low.., dau of 
1M Lyuum proper. 

In mathematic. and Latin • knowledge of the <'OI1rae covered by t.be 
firel four claaaea of the gymnasia for boyo. In the other oubjecta the 
requirements are .. follows : 

BeligioJa:-Ia) Orthodox boys moot know the prayers In general nae, 
the hiatory of the Old and NItW Teatamen$, aM the Liturgy of tile 
Chnrch. 

(b) Catholic boya mnat kno .... the ohort Catechism and the whole of 
Old Testament history. 

Ic) Lntheran boy. mnot know tbe five parts of the Catechism with 
biblical tltxto as aet forth In Dietrich.' handbook. Also the .. hole 
of Old Teatament history ... in Kurtz' " Bibli6dre Guckidlh." 

B...m ... ~FolI knowledge of RDBBian etymology and eyntaL Reading, 
wnoiatiOD, and knowledge of the main forms of the etymology and .1Ola>: 
of Chnrch Slavonic. Oral and written reprodnction of matter reAd. Dicta
tion. Knowledge by heart of stated poemo and fables. 

a-p:Jphll.~".1 elementary knowledge of lDA~hematicaJ and physical 
goography. The use of the globe. Description of the five parts of the world 
from the phoyHicaJ, ethoographical, and political otandpointB (not including 
R0B8ia). 

. HiaIor,.-RIBian history. AncieJR history of the Eoot.. 
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Frmdo lind G ........ IO.-AlI the etymology. Writing letter from dictation. 
0 .... 1 reproduction in I!'renoh or German of p8II8IIge read. Translation from 
Russian to the foreign language and vi ...... ..t. 

EngUsh.-First roleo of etymology. Conjugation of auxiliary and regular 
verb., Writing easy ph ...... from dictatioD. Tranolation from R .... ian to 
Eng1iah and.... ........ 0 .... 1 reproduction of ma_ read. 

iiL-&qu ..... "",,.,. for ~ ,1110 OItJB8 III., lhal ", 10 !he Senw. Btdicm. 
[Note.-In addition to the following, the requirem.nla includ. a know· 

ledg. of ail the work gOM through in the lower oIaoooo.] 

IltligiolO.-Orthodox Pupils.-The whol. of tho Cafaohism. 
Luth.rans.-Bibl. History, OBpociany the .apugo of Joaus Christ and 

His sufferings. The five parla of the Catechism, with d.taiIed 
exposition and knowledge of biblical ""'Ie referred to, 

Catholica.-Third and Fourth Parla of the Cafaohism. 

R .......... -Theory of Literature according to a detaUed program. Know· 
ledge by haart of set poems. 

Logio.-Function of Logic. . Ideas and representation. Definition and 
Division. Judgmenla. The Laws of Thought. Law of Identity, Opposition, 
and the excluded third. Iuforenoeo. Immediate Iuf.reuoeB. The SyIIo. 
giom. Logical Fa1lacieo. Induction; M.thods of Induction. Deduction; 
Analyois and Bynthoaia. Proal 

LJjj".-{liooro'. philosophical writings: Pro Ligario, n. Finibus or D. 
Officiis, De S.neotuto, De Amicitia or Speechca (e.g. In Antonium); or Livy, 
and not I ... than on. book of VirgiL Traual&tion from Russian to Latin. 
G .... mmar generally. 

M alA_ics. - Application of A1g.b.... to Geom.try and Analytical 
Geom.try. 

(See aI&o note above.) 

PAy ..... -Light. Heat rayo and ch.mioal .... ys. Heat. Tranaformation 
of work into heat. Mechanical theory of heat. Conaorvation of ene'l!Y. 

(See alao note above.) 

OoomogrllpAy.-The ohape and aize of the earth. Diurnal motion of the 
haavonly bodieo. Pooitions of the.tara. Pooitions of p1&ooa on the earth. 
Motion of the earth on ila uia. The ann: ila visible motion, distance, Bize, 
CODBtruation.. Movement of the earth round the BUlL Measurement of time. 
The moon. Eclipoea. Plan.to. Cometo. Failing atara. Fixed .tara. 
Nebulous .poto. Univeraal gravitation. 

G...,....pAy.-The Russian Empire. 

HioIory.-MediaovaI, Modem, and R1I8Bian History. 

~-I!'rench Literature (Comeille, Moliere, Racine, La Fontam., 
BoUeau, Paeca1, Booouat, Fenelon), from PI",to' M......., '" ,.. ~ 
'"'_.... On!. narration or written oompooition in I!'rench upon a given 
hiatorioal or llisto"ioo·literary theme. Translation into I!'rench of Puohkin'. 
Stori... Dictation. 

Gmtuut.-Grammar genoraIly. Translation from German into ROBBian. 
Translation into German of Puohkin'. Storieo. Knowledge of chief German 
olaooioo up to the time of the Reformation. On!. narration and written 
oompooition baaed on posaageo read. Dictation. • 

.l'lIf/IiM.-EagIioh literature: Sbaleopeore, Pope, Swift, Defoe. Bomo. 
Soo\\ from Turner'. c-... ;,. BIIglHA L~ Oral narration and 
,mtten compooition, .. ill GeJ1yD. Dietalion.· 

7213. s 
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(B) TABLB SHOWING THB CoUllSB O~ &ruDY.· 

Cl_OR of 
Clas .... of Lyceum. Preparatory 

School . 

t· ii. iii. iv. v. . . VI. 1. 2. 3. 
I-- I- - - -

Canon Law - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -
Chnrch History - - , - 1 1 - - - - - -
Encyclopmdia of Law - - - - 3 - - - - - -
Hiatory of Russian Law - - 3 - - - - - -
Civil Law and Procedure - 2 " - _I - - - - -

I 
Criminal Law and Procedure- 2 " - -I - - - - -
Roman Law - - - - - - (; -I - - - - -
Political Economy - - - 4 - - - - - - -
Financia.\ Law - - - 3 - - - - - - - -
Statistics - - - - 3 - - - - - - - -
Imperial Law - - - 3 3 - - - - - - -
Administrative Law - - " - - - - - - - -
International Law - - " - - '- - - - - -
History of Philosophy - , 2 - - - - - - - -
Russian History - - - - - " 2 2 - - 2 -
Unive ..... l History - - - 2 3 2 2 " 2 - -
Hiatory of Russian Literatnre - 2 3 - - - - - -
Historyof U niversaiLiterature - - " - - - - - -
Hygiene - - - - - - 1 - - - - - -
Religion - - - - - - - 2 2 1I 2 2 t 

Russian and Chnrch Slavonic - - - " 3 3 " " " Latin - - - - - - - - 6 5 6 6 6 6 

French - - - - - - II 2 " " 3 3 3 " German - - - - - 2 2 a " " 3 3 " 
Engliah - - - - - 2 2 3 " 3 3 - -
Logic - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - -
Mathematics - - - - - - - II 7 6 6 6 6 

Physics - - - - - - - - 3 3 3 - - -
Cosmography - - - - - - ! - - - - -
Geography - - -.. - - - - - - - S i 2 j 

General Study of RMBia - - - 3 - - - - -
Natnrai History - - - - - - - - - - 2 ! 

Calligraphy - - -

, '1_' 
- - - - .' - 2 t 

Drawing 
., 

- • -,r:._ ..... - - - - - - 1 1 I 

" I !-I 
- .-1- ;r36 

f-. - -
~ !9 30 36 31 31 31 I 

• The ......... "'" numbered in the rev_ ontOI' to thai ,",op&ed in lb. 
ordinary om-... CI.a L ~ Ib h~ .. &. aDd e .... VL the ...... _ 
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COURSES OF STUDY IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS FOR Boys. 

(i.) COURSE OF THE GYMNASIA. 

RELIGION. 

(We give merely the gene".1 hoods of the program of religious instruo. 
tion Anotioned by the Holy Synod for use in the gymnasia.) . 

Preparalory Ow... (four lesaoDB).-The most nonal prayers; the Creed; the 
Ton Commandmonta; narrative of the principal evonta of Old and Now 
Teatament History. 

Fir" ow... (two lesaons).-Old Teatamont Instory. 
8tcrmd Ow... (two Ies80DB).-New Testament History. 
Third 01_ (two iessoDB).-Litnrgy of tho Orthodox Christian Churoh. 

with expoeition of Church paalmody. 
Fourlil Ow... (two leesoDS).-Firat notioDB of the Catechism; Divine revel .... 

tion. aaored tradition. and tho Holy Soriptures: first part of the Catechism 
(on Faith). 

Fiflh Ow... (two leBSODB).-First and s .. ond parts of the Longer Catechism 
(on Hope and Love); history of the Orthodox Church. • 

Sizell 0108. (two lesaons).-Continuation of the history of the Orthodox 
Churob. 

SovonIlI GIld Eighlh 0la88 .. (two , ... OUS in e""h).-Christian doctrino and 
ethi .... 

The ahove ooUl'110 of religion. instruotion is, of ooUl'llO. for boye of tho 
Orthodox faith only. The official prograona contain no information &8 to 
the religioU8 instruction given in the gymnasia to thoee professing othel 
oreoda. 

RUSSIAN (WITH SLAVONIC). 

Th. &in! of the teaching of the Ruesian Jangcago end literature in tho 
gymnasia i8 defined &8 being the oorrect use of the literary Jangcago in speech 
and writing both from tho grammatioal and stylistio pointe of view. The 
srammar of RWillian being partiouJarly diffioalt and oomplicatoci, it i • 
...........,. to devote oonaiderable time to this part of tho subjeet. Hence the 
work of tho claaeea belo .... the fourth is mainly concerned with tho principles 
of RWillian srammar. along with such e:s:eroi_ in reading. writing. dictation, 
oompoaition, and leaming by hcI\rt as will illustr&te the facta of the Jangcago 
and etmngthen the pupil'. hold .. pon them. The subjects studied in the 
fourth a.nd fifth ol&9I!l'B, on the oontmry, are the two elementa upon which 
the exiating literary Jangcago ia beood, viz. the old Church Slavonic, and the 
Jangcago of RWillian oral and popular literature. In the sixth and .. vanth 
olaeeea tho history of the literary Jangcago in its an_ve phalOlO of 
dovelopment forma the object of study. In the eighth cJaeo tho knowledge 
alroody obtained of tho !&ots of tho Jangcage, and ito litarature. aorvoa ... a 
basi. for the swdy of tho theory of literature a.nd style. Great importa.noe is 
attached in all cJassoa to oral a.nd written eJ:Orcisoa in eompositioft. In the 
high .. 0""" the latter oonaist largaly of _ye on hisl<";NI!, lilorary and 
oth .. oubjooto, or ?' )mPolation o:s:eroi..., . 
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The course in RWIIlian language and literature. therefo .... falla naturally 
into two divisiona, in tho lower of which the study of language • prodominalet, 
in tho higher. tho study of literature. The following i. the distribution of 
work among the various classeB a.a given in the official achome:-

A. Lowor oJasooo (gmmmar). 

Preparalory (J/Du (sill: 100000000).-Divioion of BOunds into vowela. conoooanbl 
and .emi·voweIa. Division of words into syllablea. Aocont. Goneral notions 
of tho parU of speech. Doclenoion and oonjugatiOn. 

Fir. Oltus (fivo 10000no).-Stody of tho analyoia of. simple sentenco a..d 
more detailed study of tho paru of speech. 

Sea)7l4 (J/Du (four leasono).-Syntsx of the limple and oomple", sentence. 
Principal and lubordinote cia...... Conclusion of Etymology. 

Tloird (J/Du (four lessono).-SyntaJ: of the oomple", sentance with detailed 
study of the rules of punetuation. 

N.B. Each 8Il000asive cIaeo ...... pitulatee the .... ork of the .Iaeo Im
mediately preceding it. 

FOUI'Ih (J/Du (three Iessono).-Grammar of the old Chur.h Blavoni.language. 
Recapitulation of RU88ian Grammar. Ideaa of periods and their division 
into simple and oompleL 

N.B •. The oourse of old Chur.h Slavoni. grammar in this .Iaeo II of 
extreme importen... On the one hand, it explaino many fee_ 
of the gmmmatical structure of the R111IIian Iaoguage; on the other 
hand, it familiarioea the popil with one of the .hief eIements 
.... hich have entered into the oomposition of the Iaoguage in its 
present condition. The oourse of the fourth cIaeo is, tberef_. 
the _tial link .... hi.h bindli together the lower cIaeoeo studying 
the RUJI8ian Iaoguage with the higher cIaeoeo studying R111IIiIlD 
literature. 

B. Higher.laaseo (literature). 
Fif/l& (J/Du (three Iessono).-Study and analysil (from the points of view 

of language, style aud literature) of the old R111IIi ... writings of the twelth 
and thirteenth centuries, and of the oral popular literature (byli1/1f • ... ligi ..... 
poelllll, historical baIJade). 

N .B. Oral popular literature forma another main eIement .... hich hao 
gone to the making of the present literuy Iaoguage. and is at the 
eame time the inexhaustible aoarce from which the living material 
of the language is _tly being drawn for literuy I""JH*& 

BiztA (J/Du (three Jeeoono).-Study and analysis of the works of Rulli. 
literature from the _th century to Karamzin. 

B.-Jo (J/Du (three iesaono).-Study and analysis of the worb of BUSIiq 
literature of the nineteenth oentur} from Karamzin to GogoL 

B;gAtJo 01_ (three ~s).-Short ayaIemalio ....... of the theory of 
otyle. poetzyand pr__ Study and anaIyoia of modele of literuy an,. both 
R111IIian and foreign. 

N.B. In all clalroOs selecl worb of R111IIi ... literature .... read, diocUJI8ed 
and, up to the seventh cIaeo incluaive, learnt by hem, and the oral 
and written exerciaeto indicated in the program' and expIanatur;r 
memoraodam .... performed. -

LOGIC. 

In the e'.ghth claaa of the IiYmuainm """ hour • week ill devoted to the 
element. of Logic. 
----------------_._--
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Firal Olau (si" leosoDll).-Etymology, principally 01 the declined parts 
of speech: also tho indicative mood, of the verbs of the four conjugations 
and 01 the verb BUm; the pupil should at the same time have coDBtont exer· 
OiB88, at first in isolated Latin phrases, whioh should, as far as possible, have 
some positive eontsnt, but altorwards in continuous Latin toxts (e .. y 
fabl... aneodotoe. narrati_): th... to be diBOussed, translated into 
RU99ian, reproduoed in Latin in answer to qU08tiOns, turned baok from 
RU88ian into Latin, and p .. aphraaed: words and (especially) whole phraee& 
and short p ..... geo to be learnt by h.art. 

SUXJrod Olau (six !esaons).-Etymology, sepeeially of tho verb. With tho 
addition of the ehi.f exOOptiODll, tho syntaotical rules n • .......,. for the 
reading of the chrestomathy. with exoorei ... as above prinoipally on tho 
Latin p888ageo oontained in tho ohrootomathies. 

Third Olau (five 1eosoDll).-Syntax of tho ..... with o"eroisea as above. 
both orally and in writing. In tho 8OCOnd baH.year tWJ leosons a week only 
to be given to this work, the remaining three lessons to be devoted to Comeliu. 
Nepoa. 

Fov.rtJo Olau (five 1eosons).-Syatematio oouraa on the syntax of the com· 
pl.x aonton .. (to tho aubjunotive mood in depend.n .. upon oonjunations 
inohmvely) witb writton and oral ex.roiaoa. This to oooopy, in tho _ 
half.yoar. three I .... ns. in tho seoond baH·year, two lessons. In tho first 
baH·year. two 1eosons; in tho aooond haH.year. three 18S8ons are to be devoted 
to tho reading ofCteoar. 

"/IA Olau (five l8S80DlI).-Syatematio oouraa in syntax "01 complex 
aonton .. (oompl.tion) with writton and oral exeroiaes (two 1eosons). In one 
haH.year. SaJluat, and in the other. Ovid'. M.tamorpb .... (three 1eosons). 

SizIA Olau (five 1eeaons).-Syotomatio recapitulation of Latin syntax with 
oral and writton exeroiaes (two 1 .... 08). Oioero's Orations in one baH·year • 
.... d Virgil'. &l.id in the other (three lesaono). 

S.tMRIA Olau (five 1eeaons).-Ciooro'. Orations in one haH.year.,and Virgil'. 
&loid in the other (five leuono). 

Big1lllo Olau (five lesaono).-In one haH.year Livy (five 1_), .... d in 
the other Livy (one 1eeaon) with Horaoo (fivo 1eosons). 

B. GBUL 

TAinI Olau (four 1eeao08).-Etymology. eopecially of tho cIoclinod parts of 
opaeoh, together with tho pre&. and imparl. aotive and paoaive of the verba 
in • (unoontraoted) with exeroioeII aa in Latin in the firat.olaaL 

F.!UI1r. Olau (five I .... 08).-Etymology. eapecially of the verb with 
exeroi_ as above on oonneoted _ Thi. to ooooPY fi ... 1eeaons in tho 
_ baH.year. and two 1 .... 08 in the eeoond. Th. remaining three 1eeaons 
in tho ooeond baH·year are devoted to Xonopbon'. Anabaaio. 

Fi/IA 0""" (six le88ono).-Reoapitolation and completion of Etymology 
with n..-y oupp1emontary matter in oonnootion with writton and oral 
o~ (two looaona). Xonopbon'. Anabasis in ODe baH·J'l&l. and Homer'. 
Odyeaoy in tho other (four looaona). 

8i2lIA ~ (six lesaono~-Prin.ipal ruIea of syntax. with oral and written 
enraiBOl (two le88one). Homer'. Odyoaoy in ODe baH.year. and Xonophon'. 
Momorahilia in the other (four looaona). 
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S..,.,.q, and BigMo ClaM .. (au.: I.ooDB).

In 0IlIl half-year in 01 .... VIL : 
Homer'. Diad 
Herodotus -

In the other half Y08r in Claaa VIL : 
Homer's Diad 
Plato -

In one half-year in Claaa VIIL : 
Homer'a Iliad 
Demoathonoa 

In the other half-year in 01 ... VIIL : 
SophocIea 
Demoathenoa 

2 Jeaaona. 
4 .. 

2 Jeaaons. 
4 .. 

II I.oona. 
4 .. 

4 Ieaaona. 
2 .. 

MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

PrtpfJl'aimy ClaM (au.: JeaaoDB).-Arithmdic: the f01l1' fondameotal niL.. 
applied to whole nwnben. 

Firlll ClaM (foor Ioosono).-Arithmdic: operatWDB with whole nombers, 
abstract and concrete. Easy fractions. 

Sumul Cl4B. (f01l1' Ieaaona).-Arithmdic: operatloDB with aimple and 
decimal fractions. Recurring decimal, 

Third ClaM (three \eoaoDB).-Arithmdic (ono \eoaon). Rati .. and propor
tions. Solation of problem. relating to the ao-oa1Ied raIea of three. Re
oapitulation of arithmetic. Algebra (two .Ieaaona).-The four fundamentel 
rules applied to monomia\a. Addition, aabtraction, and matiplication ·of 
polynomiala. 

FourlA ClaM (four leoaoDB).-AlgebrCl (two Ieaaona). Diviaion of poly. 
nomia\a. Algebraio fractions. Solntiona of equations of the. lim degree 
with ono unknown quantity_ Solntion of determinate equations of the lim 
degree with several unknown quantities. Powers and ron"",, of monomials. 
Extraction of aquard roots of algebraic monomials and of namberr.. 
PJ:oportion&. GwmeJrg (two Ieaaona).-AngIea; right lineo. 'perpendiea~ 
lara, obliqueo. and par.illels. Triangles, quadranglea aod polygons. The 
circle. Problem. in OODBtraction and numerical examplea. 

FillA ClaM (four Ieaaoua)_-Algebra (two Ieaaona). Solution of equations 
of tho second dcgroo with one IlIlknown quaniOty. Proportiee of • trinomial 
of tho second degree. Solution of easy equations of the aeoond degree with 
two unknown quantitieoi. Operations with radical. and quantitiee with 
fractional indiooa. ExVacIion of the ... he rootA! of namhera. GWI1ILIIy (two 
IeaaoDB).-PrOportiouality of right linea. Relations between tho aides of • 
triangle. Bimi1nr triaDg\ea and polygon&.. ~ of ",,&loa. 
Regalar polygons. Conception of limit. Length of aircamferenee of 
circla. Tho num"'r fr. Area&. Simple problem. in OODBtractio... 
Nwnorica1 examplea of each of the foIegoing aoctiona. The ... lative poaiti ... 
of right liDf8 and plano ourfaeea in apaoo. Dihedra1 and polyhedral qleo. 

Bi:dA ClaM (four \eoaona).-AIg<lml (two \eoaona). Prosr-iona. 
Logarithms. GWI1ILIIy (two \eoaon,,).-BeguIar polyhed!a. ~ 
of tho ourfaeea and volumea of prism. and pyramida. EquaJity and similitude 
of priama and pyramid&. Ronnd bodiea. lIfeaome_ of Iiboir ....u
and voIumeo.. .' 

S.-I/I- ClaM (three \eoaona).-AIg<6ra (cae \eoaon in the IInI& haJf-,
and t .... o \eoaona in the aeoond). InveatigatiOD of equationa 01 the lim degree 
with one IlIlknown quantity. Invoatigation 01 the .,.- 01 equationa 01 
tho lim degree with two unknowna. Solntion of iDdetenninaIe equati .... 
of the lim degree.' Ccmt;inned tr.oIiooa. The theoIy of oombinati ..... 
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NeWton's binomial Trigonometry (two 1eaaons in the lint h&If.year and, 
one in tho second). BeotiIinear trigonometry. 

EigbA 0IaBs (three leaaona).-MatAemalic.t (two leaaona). Retmpitolation 
of tho foregoing with solution of problema. Ideae of tho application of 
&!geb", to geometry. M~ (kogrq;phg (one Ieaaon).-Rotatory 
mOV8DlODt of the .. lestial sphere. Rotatory movement of the earth. 
Tme sbope and size of the earth. Apparent annual movement of the sun. 
Aunu&! movement of the earth round the ann. Me&BUrement of tim.. Oon· 
BtitUtion and dimensiona of the ann. The moon. Ecilipaea. The planet&, 
Oomet& The law of nniver&&! gravitation. Ebb and tiow of tides. 

PHYSICS. 

8io:A ClM. (two leBBona).-Gener&! notions of a physical body. Motion 
aud for.... Composition and resolution of foroes. Gravity. Liquids. 
G&BeODB bodies. Short sketch of the moat import&ot ohemical phenom ...... 

8..-1& ClMa (three leaaona).-H ... t. Light. Acouati... Magnetism and 
electricity. Galvaoiam. 

EigbA Claaa (two leaaona).-Development and completion of ·the mechan· 
ical aide of physica. Principle of the oonaervation of energy. Notions of 
meteorology. Reoapitolation of the course of phyaiOB in ita main fe&tnroa. 

HISTORY. 

!I'JMnj 0IaBs (two leaaona a wook).-EIementary conne of Russian History •. 
1'0""" 0IaBs (two 1eaaons).~ystomatio oonne of Ancie ... t History 

(goner&! notions of the history of the East: history of Greo .. and Rome). 
FillA 0IaBs (three Ieoaona). Systematic conne of medilOv&! European 

history and of Ruaaian history to the time of Ivan tho Terrible. 
Sio:ALOIaBs (two I .... na).~ystomatic oourse of modem EnrOpe&D 

history to tho de&th of Louis XlV .. and of Rnaaian history to tho end of the 
reign of Peter tho Great!. . 

8.-00. 0IaBs (two Ieoaona).~ystomatio course of modem EnrOpe&D. 
hiatory from 1715. and of Ruaaian history from the death of Peter the Great 
to the presont time. 
V.Eiglllla 0IaBs (two Ieaaona).-Rocapitolation of tho hiatory of Greoco and 
Rome with supplementary matter. The remainder of the available time is 
occupied for tho moat part with the recapitnlation of Ruaaian history. 

GEOGRAPHY (Two Ieoaona a week in e&oh aIaaa). 

Fir., OIaBs.-Jl1lementary notiona of mathematic&! and physic&! geography. 
brief Burvey of tho world's surf ..... with the aid of tho globe and mape. 

8."",.. CIaoa.-Aaia, Africa, America, and Auatralio. 

Third CIaoa.-Enrope. 
FotU'I.\ CIaoa.-Ruaaia. 
All parta of the world ... well ... Ruaai.. are to be atndied from tho· 

physical, political, and etbnogmpbic&! pointa of view. 
. . 

FRENCH. 

Th. oourae in French is divided into three grades, in acoordan<e with the 
ober&oter of the methods of teaching and the nature ~f the verb&! and 
grammatic&! material to be dealt with. 

In the elementary oou...... viz., that of the 8OOOnd. third. and fourth 
c1 ...... bv me&na of reading and translation from Roaaian into French. 
&long with oral and written oIaao exerciaea, the pupils are made acquainted 
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with the etymology and the rules of .yntex which are _ntial 1m the 
nnderBtending of the text. 

In the course of the intermediate c\aases (th. fifth and sixth), a ohrestc
mathy or a oomplete work by a French author .. read, and the eubject
matter serves as the material for oral and written class exercisea and 88 the 
oc""';on for familiarising tbo pupils with the chief parts of .ynte,,-

In tbe oourse of tbe oenior cl ...... (tbe Beventh and oigbth), attention .. 
concentrated on the reading of French authon. 

In .... roan .. witlt tb .. scbcme the .tudy of French in tlte individual 
o\aases is arranged as follow.:-

8fM7Ul OitJ88 (three I ... ons).-Resding and writing. Orsl tranalation at 
first of isolated phrases, afterwards of easy oonnected passages, tbe words 
and expreBBions of which should be thoroughly learnt. Parapbrase of matter 
read and reproduction of it by the learner in response to questiOlUl. Writing 
from memory and dictBtion of words and .. ntences learnt. Pupils to be 
made acquainted with the chief grammatical forlDll and syntBctical rules 10 

far as required for the oomprehension of the text. 
Third OitJ88 (two 18BBOD&).-Roading and translation of connected pasaog .. 

from the text-book. Oral and written exercises, ouch as arc given in the 
.... nd class; but differing somewhet therefrom in .. ooroance with the 
character of the Iinguiatic marer;'1 .tudied. ~ of words, expreBBinna 
and poe..,.. Continuation of etymology_ 

FourlA OitJ88 (threoleeaons).-Roading and oral translation of OODDeoted 
passages from the chrestomathy •. Paraphrase of text translated and repro
duction of it in the pupil'. own words without questioning. Learning of 
poetry. Dict&tion. Completion of etymology. 

FillA OitJ88 (three lelBOns).-Roading of pasaog.. from tb. ohrestomathy 
with mutery of the lingniatic material oontained in them; cnr&ary reading 
of a short complete book or of episodes' from ieveral boob. Paraphraaiog 
and oral and written reprodllotion of matter read. Learning of poetry. 
Rules of syntax. 

8izIA OitJ88 (two Ieeaons).-Roading of a short complete work or episod .. 
from several books, both with preparation and 1lD888Il. Oral and written 
reproduction of matter read. DictBtion from an nnaeen text. Rules of 
oyntBL 

8<W71l1a Olau (three leasom) and EigAIA Olau (throe Ieeaons). Reading of 
Short oomplete works or epiaodeo from proee works of the 1aat two centuries 
or poetical extracts choaen by preferenoe from the claaaial period of Freach 
6tcrature, with the addition of the n_ry historiealand literary explana
tions and biographical .... onts of the anthon.. Oral and written expooition 
of the content of matter reed. ' 

A general idea of the at&ndanI aimed at 1riIl be obtBined by noting the 
authors reoommended for ltody in the different ",-. They inoJude, in 
the fourth c1aM, Lam6, Fleury, Biotoire Ancienne (extracts): in the fifth, 
Michaud (extracts form the Hiotoire d8B CroisadeB), Maistre (<.g. I.e Upreas, 
I.e je1lll8 Siberienne), Fenelon (Fableo, etc.), .. lected worka of Bouveslz8, Vigoy, 
etc.; in the oixth, Voltaire (extractB from RisWire de CbarIee IL), .. lected 
works, maiDly historical, of Rollin, Barante, MicheI8I, De1avigne, aud ~; 
and in the eeoenth and eighth e1aaoeo, eelected portions of the historicU 
writioga of Thierry, Thion, and Lenfrey; extracts from BoHon'. Hiotoire 
N"tnro\Je; I.e Bruym, (extracts from the ~), eeIeoted works 01 
Vigoy, Octsve FeuilJet and Scribe, MoIibe, Cbrneille, Racine, and VoltBiN 
(in the approved echool editions). -

GERMAN. -
(Three bomB • week .... aaaigned tD this eubjed, except in the two hfsI-& 

"'- wIIere the number ill reduted to _) 
'The otody of German in the gymnaaia ill heeed on the ....... principIOB _ 

lllat of i'reDch. and folilnn the ....... ...,...u 1ineo in repnI to method. n. 
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00111'10 in this oubj .. t therefore need not be described in detaiL For reading 
and translation from German to Rusaian a ohrestomathy is used up to tho 
fifth 01... inclusive. For the sixth 0!aBB the following are the authors 
recommended: Hauff (LichtAmatein and Marchen). Herder (Cid); Sobiller 
(Der Neffe ala Onkel. Turandot). Goethe (OOtz von Berlichingen); and for 
the seventh and eighth 01 ...... tho following: Lessing (Minna von Bamhelm. 
Emilia Gaiotti). Sobiller (Episodes from the History of the Thirty Years War. 
and the Revolt of the Netherlands; alao the best known historical playa. 
Goethe (Hermann and Doroth .... Egmont, Wahrheit und Dichtung. 
Iphigenie). 

The explanatory memorandum emphasises the faot that the aim of the 
study of modem languages in tho gymnaaia is twofold: viz •• (1) to sorve the 
iota_Ie of general iotellootual culture. and (2)" to provide the pupils with 
the knowledge n ..... ary to enable them on the completion of their course io 
the gymnasium to make UBO In the original of scientifio and literary works 
written by Frenoh and German scholars and authors. not only for the purpose 
of extending their own general education. but also for the study of the 
special branoh of soientific knowledge which they have chosen." It is io 
pursuanoe of this twofold aim that the study of modem foreign languages io 
tho gymnasia II bused especially upon the reading of authors. 

OALLIGRAPHY. 

P,tparakJry Olao. (four lesoons).-Prelimioary exeroises with the lead penoil 
for the training of hand and eye. Elements of small and oapital letters in 
their genetio order. Figures. Latin script. 

F.,. Ou... (two lessons).-&eoapitulation of above. Writing of words and 
ph ..... between lines. Exercises io German script. Exeroises in writing on 
.. Bingle lin .. 

BtcOJIdOIao. (two IOBBons).-Continuation ofe:.:erci ... in Rusaian soript on .. 
Bingle line. Latin and German soript, oopied from blaokboard or from 
printed text, on .. single lin.. Greek lettere. 

f'M"J Ou... (one lesson).-Exerois .. in oursive writing without lin ... 
Germ .... Latin and Greek .. ript from blaokboard and oopies. 

DRAWING. 

Prtparalorll Ou... (two I ... ons).-Drawing of flat rectilinear figurea. 

Fir. au... (two leeaons).-Drawing of flat rectilinear and ourvilinear figures. 
B-..d Ou... (two I_).-Drawing of flat figures and rectilinesr geomelri· 

o,a! bodi .. in perspective. 
fi.rd Ou... (two lesaons).-Drawing of geomet<ioa! bodi ... of rovolution 

(oylinder. cone. globe) and limple oroamen\O io relief. 

Jii.) CoURSB OJ' TBB REAL-SCBOOLS. 

RUSSIAN WITH SLAVONIQ 

The BOheme of work in this anbjeot io its ~ outlines the """,e 
u io the gymnasia, the lower oIaeseo (to IV. inolusivo) being maiBIy 
ooeupied with pmmar (Ruaoian and Slavonio). th_ from IV. upwards 
with literatu.... But the oourae io literaklre taken by the upper olaseos 
is not 80 full as in the gymnasia, 

PUF _, Cu... aad 01aaet 1. It> IV. i""""' ..... -AI in the gymnasia, 
e:.:eept thot in O\ua IV. IosooDa are si- on vamifioation and Wle. 

Cu... V. (three 1osooDa).-Short oourse in the theory of poetry and pr-. 
Reading and analysis of aeIeoted m<Alois of literary _celleuee. 
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0"- Y 1. (three ~1I8).-Reading and ...... lysia of Ruaaiao. lit.o:ary worb 
of the nine_th OIIIltmy to Gogol inolusivB. . 
B~ 0"- (four \eoaona).-Re&ding and ...... 1yU of R_1aD 

literary worb from tho _lieot times to Karamzin. 

MODERN LANGUAGE& 
The aim of the study of modem languag .. in the reo!· .. hoolls not the 

ame as in tho gymnasium. Whe ...... in the...... of tho latter great .tro_ 
is laid on the use of French and German as aoientilio IIIld literary 
instmmenta, the practical adVlllllageo of a knowledge of modern tongu81 
come more prominently into view in the 0&88 of the former. Henoe, 
_yo the explanatory memorandum which accompaoi81 the official 
program." the teoching Df modern iaDgoagos ahouId he dinIcted towardo 
enabling the pupils not oo1y to maater the grammar of the language 
studied and to UDderstaDd without espooial difficulty a book written iD 
the foreign tongue, but it shoold..too teoch them, as far u pouibl., to 
exprees themee1vos in the iaDgoage on\ly and in writing." This dilferenco 
in aim as between th~ gymnasium and reaI·school ill olearly redeoted in 
their reopeativ. programs of instruotion in modem iaDgoag8l. 

GIIBlUB. 

The oouzao in German Is divided into three _liona. In the fim· 
_tion, comprising Claes L (six \eesons) and Claes lL (six te..aa) the 
German is studied by practical methods by m81118 of Ol[erciaos hased on 
.. oonnooted ton, the objeot of which ia to import to the pupils the 
............,. linguiatic material, and to fami1iariae them with the funda-
mental rules of German Grammar. -

In the eoooDd -lion, comprising Claes III. (fiv. leoeono) aDd Claes IV. 
(four \eoaona) German grammar ia oyatomalioally gone through with on.! and 
written m:erc~ The reading of the poeoagee of the chreotomathy ..... eo 
to elucidate and fix in the mindo of the pupila the ru\es of grammar, ... 
well &8 to conoolidate and extend the knowledge of vocabolary and idiom 
which they have already acquired. 

In the third aection, which includee tho fifth (three L.ona) sixth (th_ 
leoeonsl and 8upplementary (five leMons) claeaos, the pupils are mainly 
occupied with the re&ding of German authors, their attention being ohie8y 
directed to the aubject.-matta. 

The 1ast poragrapb refers oo1y to the fundamental diviaion of the reo! 
echooL In addition to the ...-ork of that divisioa the pupils of tho. 
commercial dinaion have two additional hounI for German in the &fth 
and sixth claas, which He occupied &8 foUmn 0-

Fi"" m- (Commen:ial Din.ion~-Study of .....w commercial letten 
and Vanslatioo of them into BuaaiaD: etody of commercial phraseo and 
yocabolary : compoaition of commercial /etten!: practice in German 
convematioo OIl eommercial abject&. 

Bi:dJ& m- (Commercial DinaiOD).-Study of billa, coalncto, etc., in 
German: oontinnotion ci etody of German commercial t«min<>IDsY. 1etter 
writing and conv_li .... 

hDcu. 

The _ in F,omch is diYided into wo stages, in ooolormity with 
the character of the methodo of inKIucliClll..,d the _ of the lingaio"" 
and gramm4i;jeaJ mataial. 

In the ..!egMntary etage, taken by the ,.ionior claas, riz., n (fi ... leoaouo), 
IlL (five ........ ) ..,d IV. (four Ieuons), the pupilo read and __ t.. fIOID 
I' ...... h to Rao>iYI. with oral ..,d wril&en e-moe. in cI-, &lid ... U,UO 
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familiarised with the etymology and the syntactical ruIea neoeosary for the 
underatanding of the text. 

In the mor stage, viz., thet of 0Iaa_ V_ (two IOBBons) and VI. (two 
leaaona) paasagea from the chrestomathy and complete works (or conaiderable 
portioDB of them) are read, the IIDbject-matter eerving aa the text for oral 
and writlleD CM exercise., and .. the "-';on for making the pupila eo
quainted with the moat important principlea of syntax. 

In addition to the work of the Fundamental Division in Cl ..... V. and VI.; 
the pupila of the Commercial Division go through a special courae in com
mercial French, aimilar to thet deacribed above in the caae of Germ..". 

GEOGRAPHY 

(Two hours in each c1eaa. e"cept the fifth) • 

. OIaH I.-Elementary notioDB of mathematical and physical geographyanc 
a brief aurveyof the world'all11riace with the aid of globe and map. 

OIaH II.-Brief aurvoy of the Rueaian Empire and physical and 
ethnographiCal deacription of Asia, Africa, America, and Auatra\ia,.with 
mODtion of tho principal States into wbich they are divided. . 

. OIaH III.~Phyaicai and ethnographical aurvey of Europe and aurvoy 
of the Statea of Weatom Europe with their Colenioa. 

OIaH IY.-Survey of the Ruaeian Empira with brief reoapitu\ation of the 
gqraphy of Europe. 

0ltJ0I YI.-Short COUrBO of phyaical geography. Survey of the Ruaaiau 
Empira .. compared with the chief StateB of Europe and of other parta of 
the world from the physical, induatrial, and commercial pointa of view. . 

OIaH Y II.-Short coune of mathematical geography. 

HISTORY. 

Tho teacbing of history in real8chools is divided into two cou,""", . 
the elementary and the 8ystematic. The component parta of th ... coo .... 
ara diatributed amcmg the o\aaaea .. followa :-

OIaH 111. (two leaeona).-EI8DlOJltary oourae of Ruaaian History. 
OIaH IY. (two 1oaooDB).-Elementary courae of anoient and mecii .... al 

- history .. far ... the Cruaad ... 
OIaH Y. (two 1eaaODB).-Elementary courae of madileval and modem history 

from the beginning of the Crusadea. 
OIaH VI. (four leaaonal.-Det&ilad ooune of Ruaaian history. 
OIaH Y II. (four I_I_-Detailed course of modem history with • 

pt'eliminary survey of the ohief features of the medileVailife of Europe. 
N.B.-In Claaa VI of the Commercial Diviaion, which baa two 1oaoODB 

only in hiatury. a courae of Ruaaian history ia alao gone through. but in an 
abridged form. 

MATHEMATICS AND GEOMETRICAL DRAWING. 

PI ..... -11 O/aaa """ OlaNu I. /0 III. iaduoi .... -Aa for the gymnasia, but 
C\aoa IlL haa in addition two leaaODB • week in tec\mical drawing. 

O/aaa IY. (eight leaeo .... l-Algebno (thrae leaaona).-OperatiODB with 
algebraic fnotio.... So1u~on of equotiODB of the lim ~ with ..... 
unknown quantity. Solution of determinate aystems of equatiODB of the 
lira' dog.... with eaveraJ unimpwn quantiti.... Powell! and roots of 
mOllOllOmials.. Ex~t.ioD. of the square roots of IDODClDomjaJ. EnracUOIl 
of the Iquara and cube roots of nambon. 

• 
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I,Gtomdry aM Gtomd,irAl Drawing (five .... ons).-Aogleo. Ri~ht lin .. , 
perpendiculal'8, obliques, &Ild parallels. Triangle., quadrangles, and polygons. 
The oircls. Measurement of aogle.. Similar triangles and polygons. 
Solution of problems in con.truotion. 

Olau Y.-Fundamental Division (.even .... ons).-Algebra (three 1 .. lOns). 
Solution of equations of the second degree with one unknown. Solution 
of simple Aystema of equations of the second degree. Operations with 
radicals. QU8ntiities with negative and fraotional indices. Logarithms. 
Prog .... iona. 

Gwmdry and GwmtJrirAl Drawing (four les.ona).-Relations between the 
Bides of" triangle. Regular polygons. Notions of the length of" .ircum· 
ference of "circle. The number w. Areaa. The mutual relation of straight 
lin.. &Ild plane. in spaoe. Dihedral &Ild polyhedral angles. Solution of 
problems of oonstruction. 

Olau V.-Commercial Division (two .... ons.)-Brief COUI'88 of planomet..,. 
and stereomet..,.. 

Clau VI. (eight leaoous).-Algebra (two leaoous).-Inveatigation of eqna· 
tions of the fil'Bt degree with one nukuowu &Jld systems of equstion of tbe fil'Bt 
degree with two unkuowua. The thOOJ1' of combinations. Newton', 
binomial for " whole positive indeL Continued fraction.. Indeterminatl 
equations of tbe fiI'Bt d.gree with one nukuown. Recapitulatinu of algebra. 

Getnndry and rhomdriaJl Drawing (four '-ms).-Regular polyhedra. 
Measurement of .urfaoee and volumea of prisms and pyramids. Equslity aM 
iIimilitnde of prisms aM pyramids. Round bocIiea. M ............... t of their 
Burfaoee aM volumea. Recapitulation of geomet..,.. Solution of problems 
iD construction. 

TrigoIwmdrll (two leosons).-Roctilinear trigonomct..,.. 

S .. ppkmtnItJrg Clau (three .... ons).-Application of algebra to geometry. 
Recapitulation of tbe whole .ou .... of mathemati .. with lOme additions. 

Tbe Bupplementa..,. .laea has alao two ....... a week in projectional 
drewing. 

NATURAL HISTORY. 

Clau III. (two leaoons).-Botlny-eyatem &Ild morphology of 
flowering plants. Zoology-eyatem of the ..... tebrata. 

Clau IY. (two I ... ons).-Botany-eyatem aM morphology of __ 
80_ring plants. Zoology-lyatem of the vertebrata. 

Clau V. (three leesons).-Zoology-aoatomy of lila "ertebrata. 
... pecialiy man. Botany __ tomyof plants. MineraIogy-<lJ)'l
t&llography and mineralogy. 

S .. ppkmtnItJrg Clau (two leaeons).-Short _ on the pbyaiolog of 
pIanlB and animals. 

PHYSIcs. 

Clau V. (four leaeons).-PreliminaJ1' notions. MoIioD and for-. 
Gravity. liquids. Gaaeo. H .. t. Short oItetch of cheaUcal 
ph.nome .... 

Olau VI. (fOIL' leesona).-&und. Ugh\' JdagDeIism. EJectricfty. 
CaIr,anism. 

ClaM VII. (t_ t-s). Motioa. EDezgy. a-pitalalioD '" _ 
m&lt ...... rJ addilioae. • 
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DRAWING. 

Prtparalory Claf, (two IOBSono).-E1.mentary drawing with ruled lines. 
Claf. I. (four I.ssona).-i. EI.mentary principles of drawing: oonjunc. 

tion of .traight lin •• and simple geom.trical rectilinear figures and 
their combina tions in the form of a flat omament. 

iL Practic. in drawing the oircumf.renc. of a cirol. and simpl. 
ourved figurea oompoaed of segments of a cirol •• 

iii. Drawing simple flat ourved figureo, oomposed of elements of 
the vegetabl. kingdom; I.aves and flow.... Iymmetrioally 
arranged OD one or more axes. 

Clao. II. (four lesooDB).-i. Drawing of more oomplioated flat symme
trical ourvilinear ornam.nta and limple motiv .. oompoBOd of spirals. 

iL Drawing of simpl. flat geometrical figures and bodi .. from wire 
modele in porapoetive. 

Iii. Drawing 01 simple solid geometrioal bodies in wetar oolour. 
Clall III. (two I ... onl).-Drawing in wotar ooloor in perspeotive simple 

groupe of geometrical bodi .. , Bymmetrioally arranged. 
ClaII IV. (two leasono~-i Drawing ornaments in rsliel, oomposed 01 

the elements of limpl. lolid geometrical bodi ... 
. ii. Drawing limple ornamental models, BOleoted from the 

veg.table kingdom, in the ahape of leav ... flowers, ltams. 
ClaII V. (four 10000no).-i. Drawing Bimple roaettes, .to., in rsliel. 

iL Drawing in perspoetive architaotural ornam.nts, composed of 
bodies with lurfaoea 01 revolution; baaea 01 oollllDllll, baiUB' 
tradea, _, .to. 

ClaII V I. (two IOBBODB).-Drawing arohitaotuml fragmonta with Itrong 
reliel, parts 01 oomioea, oOOBOI ... medallion .. eto. 

8upplernen1ary ClaII (throe 10BB008).-i. Drawing of capitols, 0 ...... 
mental heads of animaIa, masoarono, .to. 

iL Antique heads for tho mom capable pupila. 

CALLIGRAPHY. 

Thia oubjeot is taught much as in the gymnasia, bubo inak'notioD is giVeD 
In tho writing of Gmsk I.t ..... and the Bubj.ot is DO' CODtinued beyond· th. 
8000nd o\aao. 

CoMM'BW"U DIVISION 01' TllB RJIALo.8OHOOL. 

The .pooIal aubjeots taught in th. Comm.roiol Diviaion (Claaaeo V. 
and VI.) are Commercial Arithm.tio (inoluding inatruction in money, 
weights and meaouros used in different countries; In .. reat and P."",ntagoa. 
Stcoka and Sh ....... Profit and Looa, Diooount and tho lib). Book.keeping. 
Cummorcial Economy (productiou, "",ohange, diatribution, oonaumption). and 
Comm.rcial Geography. 
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CHAPTER n.-APPENDIX V. 

CURRICULA 01/ ECCLESIASTICAL SCHOOLS AND SEMINARIES. 

(i) CURRICULUM or THB EcCL1!8IA8TICAL SCHOOLS. 

Claesos. 
SUBJ1ICTB. 

i. ii. iii. iv. 

Old Testament History . . 3 - - -
~ew Testament History . - 3 - -
Catechism" " " " " - - 3 -
Completion of Catechism and 

ExJ>oaition of Liturgy. - - - 3 
RUSSIan and Slavonic " " 10 3 3 3 
Greek " " " " " - 6 6 6 
Latin" " " " - " - 6 6 6 
Arithmetic " " " ~ 4 3 II II 
Geographr " - " " - - 3 3 
Church Smging - " " " 4 II 1 1 
Calligraphy " " " " 2 2 - -

Tots! " " " 23 23 23 2.1 

(ii) CURRICULUM 01/ THB EccL1!8IA8TICAL SBMIlURIBIl. 

Classes. 
Sl1BJ1!CT8. 

i. it I ill. iv. v. vi. 
-----------!------
Holy Scripture - - - " _' 22 I _4 _3 _3 _3 
Biblical History " - " 
Rwoaian Literature and History} 4 

of Literatwe. 
Greek----
Latin -"""-
MatheD1&tics - " 0 0 

Physics - " " 0 -

History, Russian and General 0 

Lr-gic - 0 0 0 0 

Psychology 0 0 0 

4 
4 
3 

3 

Elementary notions and Short} 
History of Philosophy. -

Church History, History of 
the Rusaian Church and} -
Confutation of DiseenL 

LiturgiCII 0 0 0 0 " 

Homiletics 0 " 0 0 

Fnnc!amentsl Theology 0 0 I -
Dogmatic TheolO!!f 0 0 0 • -

Comparative Theology " -I -
Moral Theology 0 " 0 -

Practicallnstructinn in pastoral I -
Work. 

Didactics 0 "" 0 -

4 
4 
3 

3 

I Church Singing < 0 0 0 1 or;- 23 .Tot&! 

3 

2 
2 
3 

3 
2 

I 

2 
2 

3 

!it 

3 

3 

I 
! 
1 

1 
1 

3 

! 
1 
! 
3 

I 

1 
) 

1 
1 

1 

3 
1 
II 
Ii 

J 
1 

Note.-t'rench, Gerntan, and Heb ..... w, ikonopruntlDg and gym_lin! 
tanght ont of ochool honno. o. 
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n i. lIClal'Cely n ....... ry to d ... cribe the programs of instruction in use in 
th_ two kind. of .. hoola with the same fuIn.... as those of the I!JI"'n"';a. 
The following notes are, for the most part, confined to the subjects common 
to th_ .. hoola and the gymn"';a, the special theological and philosophical 
subjects being left untouched. 

The teaching of Rueaian and Slavonic haa thus much in oommon with the 
Ioatruotion given in the gymn.,.;a in th_ languages, that the whale of the 
grammar is supposed to be mastered in the four clas... of the eoolesiaatical 
schoola; hut wheroaa Slavonic is not commenced in the gymu..;a until the 
fourth ol&sa, it is taught in the eooleaiaotical .choola pM; pa88U with Russian 
from the firot. The work of the seminari ... is confined to the Btudy of the 
theory of literature and the history of the literature of RUBBia. In the firat 
ol&a. the general rules of composition and .tyle are taught, .and the various 
forma of literary production are described, prose worka, for example, being 
oolllidered &I (a) deaoriptive and historical; (b) philoaophioal; (e) cratorical, 
and poetry &I (a) epic; (b) lyrical; (e) dramatic. This th.oretical treatment 
of the aobject forms the b..;a for the Bystematic study of RUBOian literature 
in the II8CODd and third cl&eaea. the period ·down to the beginning of the 
eighteenth century being taken in the second claM, and the modern period 
in the third. 

The CDurle in arithmetic in the eoolesiaotical eohoola is spread over four 
years, decimals. for example, not being commenced before the third c!&ea. 
Algebra is not taught at all in the ecaleaiaoticalschoala. a.nd the inatruotion 
given in this subjeot in the seminaries does not cover quite &8 muoh ground 
&I in the gymn.,.;a. The couroe in geometry and phyaiOB, on the other ha.nd, 
Is about eqnivalent to that of the gymn..;.. 

Th. oourse in geography taken by the third cl ... of the eoaleaiaotical 
schools includes during the Brst half year general notioOB of mathematical, 
physical, a.nd political geography; during the second half year. Asia, Afric.., 
Am.ri .... and Australia, are studied in gen.ral outline, and European Russia 
is commenced. In the fourth c!&ea, a more detailed study is made during 
the firat half year of Ru&Ii.., both EuropS&U and Asiatic; during the IeDOnd 
half yaar, Europe is taken in general outline. 

The couree in history in the seminari ... is &I follows :- . 

C/aH I.-Ancient history (Oriental, Greek. and Roman), and medirevsl 
history to the time of Gharlemagne. 

CI .... II.-Medireval history from the time of Gharlomagne to the XVITth 
century, and the history of Russia to the end of the House of Rurik. 

ClaM III.-History of Western Europe from the XVITth century to the 
preaent time. History of RUlBi. from the period of confusion to the olose of 
the ftign of Alexander IL 

<l>urch history is taught .... separate .ubject from this ol&sa upwards 
aooording to the following eoheme. 

ClaM III. History of the <l>urch from Apoatolic times to Oonatantine tbe 
G ..... t. 

ClaM IV. Oonstantine the Great to the fall of Byzantium and the beginoiog 
of the Reformation in the West. 

ClaM Y. F'l<im th. fall of Byzantium and th. beginning of the Reformatioo 
to tbe pres ... time. History of the Rueaian Choroh in particular to 1589. 

ClaM V I. History of th. RUBBian Church from 1589 Iq th. preeeot lime. 

The conroe of .tudy in th. oluaicallanguagee ill 10 arranged tliat the mDB~ 
important prinaiploa of etymology and ayobu: i.. both Latio and Greek 
ahall be mastered in tho eacleaiasllioal .. hoola, and that the pupilll ahail, 
"boo. thoy roaoh tho fourth ol_ be able to read in Latin _ from , 
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Cornelius N.poa, and aD Epitome lIiatorite I!acrae, and In Greek the N ... 
Teetament, eepeoially the Goopel of at. Luke and the Acta of the ApootJ ... 

Th. followiDg is the program of instruction In both Janguagee In the eccl •• 
siastioal eeminariea: 

LATIN. 

Oltu.I.-Ext"",1II from Cresar De Bello· Gallioo, and from Ovid', 
:r.f.tamorpho .... 

Oltuo II.-Extracte from Cic.ro'. Orationo or philO8Ophio writinga (LreIiIU 
and (Jato), and from Vergil'. lEneiel. 

Oltuo 1I1.-Ext""'111 from Cicero (Orationo, or De Officiil, or Tuoculan 
Dispntationo). 

Oltuo IY.-Extracts from Laotantius' InotitutiODOO Divime. 

Oltuo Y.-Extracts from Latin Christian writen, eepeoiaUy St. AuguatiDe 
and St. Ambrose. 

Oltuo YI.-Extraclll from Latin Christian writoro, .. peciaUy at. JerI)JM 
and at. Gregory. 

Oba.-In the first four claooee the pnpila are practioed In Latin compooitioo. 

GREEK. 

Ola .. I. - (a) Recapitulation of grammatical COUJ'OO studied In the eceJeoi. 
•• tical ochools. 

(b) Xenopbon (Anobaois, Cyropaldia). 

Oltuo 11. - (a) Structu18 aod ocanolon of the bexameter. Homer (Ody...,. 
.nd Iliad), with .tudy of the fonno of the old Ionio 
dialeot. 

(a) Xenophon'. Memorabilia and Herodotus. 

Oltuo 1I1.-Dem ... thenee (Olynthian Orationo and Philipplca). 

Oltuo IY.-P1ato (Apology, Crito, Pha!do, Laoheo, Enthyphron). 

01a8Iu Y. and YI.-The Pathe .. of the Ohureb, 
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CHAPTER n.-APPENDIX VI, 

COURSES 011' STUDY IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS II'OR GIRLS. 

(L) TBB ST. PB'l'lIBSBUBG GnnfASIA IN TlIB DlIPAB_ 011 

TJIB. baltl 0 liONS 0. TIIB EHPBBSS JdABu. 

Religion.-For admission into the seventh oIass a knowledge of the most 
important prayel'll is required. In this olass the Lord'. Prayer and all the 
other most nmaI prayers .... tought and explained; &Iso the Creed and the 
Ten Commandmonta; the most important festivals of the Church .... &Iso 
e:q>l&insd, with the object of f&miliarising the pupils with the prominen~ 
evanta of New Testament history. In the .ixth oIaoo, the most important 
eventa of the Old Testament .... stodied, and in the fifth, the history of the 
New Testament haood 88 far 88 poooibie on the text of the four GoopeIo; in 
the fourth, the liturgy of the Orthodox Church; in the third the two first 
pOlitiono of the Orthodox Cateohiom (i ... , oonceming Faith and Hope); in 
the second, the third part of the Cateohism (ooncemiug Charity) and 
general survey of the prinoipal eventa of the history of the Orthodox 
Church. [Tho work of the 1st Class is not given in the &08Ount we are follow
ing; but in the MOBOOW program it is set forth 88 followa: .. HiBtory of the 
Orthodox Christian Church, espeoially of the Ruoaian Church. Study of the 
prinoipal PB8IIBg8B of the Aota of the Apoaties. Reeapitulstion of the 
doctrine of Faith .. oording to the longer Cateohism."] 

Pupils belonging to other nreeda (Catholioo or Protest&nta) are tought by 
members of their own olergy (priesta or paators), who are engaged at eaoh 
gymnasinm and present their own programs of religions .tudy. Pri_ of 
the Jewish or Mahometan rites .... &Iso invited by the authoritieo to give 
religon. inatmotion to girio wbooo parenta daoire it and pay apooially for 
ouch inatruotian. 

Ruuian.-In the lower oIasses the pupils .... e:o:oroised in reading with 
expl&n&tion of the oubjo.t matter, in expression, in or&! or written repro
duotion of matter which they have read or heard, and in the 1e&rning by 
heart of ohort p88II8ge8 of poetry or prooe which have been previOUBiy 
&na1yeod and e:q>lainocl. Grammar is aoquired in these oIeeoea by practi .... 
thet is to "y, the rule is framed from individual _pi.... SpooiaJ atten
tion is gi ..... to oorreot opolIing and punotustian. In the fourth and 
third oIaaoea, the principal rulea of etymology and syntax .... recepitulsted 
in a oyatemstio form, and .... compared 88 far as poooibie with thooo of 
foreign 1anguages. Literary works .... now read and anaJyeed from the point 
of view of logioaJ oonatmotion, and artistio expression; and in the third 
oIaoo, the theory of literary style is stodied and a generaJ ides is gi .... n of the 
charaoteriotioa of narrative and deaeriptive literature, founded on the stody 
of modeio in poetry and prooe. The work of the _d oIass inoludea a ooua 
on the thanry of poetry and of prooe. In the first oIass the -.hie( monumenlB 
of RWllian literatore .... stodied in their historioaJ order. In all oIeeoea 
~ in composition adapted to their reopootive staseo of progress .... 
written by tho pupiio. 

FreMA tm4 ChrmGR.-1n order thst the pupils may aoquire a oommsnd of 
linguiotio material, and may &Iso, as far as is poooibie in a day ochoa!. aooustom 
themeolvea to the oolIoquiaJ forma of both these 0languagea, oertoiD 
praotioaJ ~ directed to the at±ainDWtt of this objeo& fvrm • part 
of the whole ochool oourae from the 10_ oIeeoea upward. Buah .... (a) 
the IMming by heart of words, eon_tiona! phrases, of _ or JlI'III&fl8II 
of~.prose and poelry (b) _, practi .... both nraIIy and in writing, in 

~1& T 
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trau.JatiOD, paraphraSing. and reproduction of matter read or Ioarnt. (e) in 
the higher claaaea practice in oonnect.ed narration or in IIt1DlIJlariaing matter 
read. (d) the study (in the oouree of reading) of dmived words, oynonym8, 
homonym8, and eh&r&cteriatio idioms. Grammar i. studied pract.ioa1ly in 
the lower olasaes, oyst;ematioa1ly in tho higher. i .... from the fourth incluaive. 
the pupil's knowledge of gr&llllD8r being suppleDleDted little by little from 
their reading of the beat authom. The oemor claasea (the second and Ii ... t) 
begin the study of the litera.,. language by the aid of a chrestomathy. and 
then from school editions of individual autho.... The chief aim of the modern 
language teaching in the gymnasia for girls is to enable those who reach tho 
highest cl .... (a) to translate lIuenUy from tho foreign I&ngnsgo into RWlOian 
a narrative or descriptive passage of moderate difficulty. and (b) to reproduce 
in the foreign language either orally or in writing. the substance of what they 
hove read. 

HiaImy.-In the three lowest classes history is not tought as a .eparate 
subject; but narratives of the principal evento of RUIOian history •• uited by 
their form and contento to young ohildren. are .. neoeooary element in tho 
subject matt.er uoed for the teaohing of the mother tongue. The ayatematio 
study of history begina in the fourth cla.aa, in which two hou .. a .. devoted 
to tho subjoot. Tho work of this CM comprises the chief periods of 
Oriental and G_k history. In the third claas the hiotcry of Rome and 
modireval hiotcry down to Charlemagno is atudied in an equally general 
way; tho work of tho oooond class cove .. mediawal and modem history to 
the Thirty Voa .. War. and RWlBian hiotcry to Peter the Groat; in the lim 
class the study of modem European history and of the history of Ruaoia is 
concluded. and the work of the low .. e1 ...... is recapitol&ted in general out· 
line. For the leaving examination only the principal dateB apeciliod in the 
detailed program of hiatorical.tudy a .. requirocL 

Physiu.-Tho study of this 8Ubjoot is begun in tho fourth claa!, the work 
of which oompriaes eleDleDtary notioDB on the general proportiee of bodiee 
and a brief 8UrVOY of chemical phenomena. In the third eIoea the courae 
includes the Ia .... of equilibrium of liquid and g_ bodieo, magnetiam and 
stotioal electricity; in the second, gaivaDiam,light and heat.. In the higheR 
OM ODC Ieeson is devoted to the study of tho elemento 01. ooomograpby. 
whilst two are giV8D to physics (eleDleDtary mschani'lll and aooaatics); tho 
work of the lower olaaoea is aIoo .... pitulated. 

J(a/Iat;ooaIiu.-In the preparatory eIasa the children a .. 8lt ... iJJed in mental 
arithmetic and the aolution of problema involving lignroo up to 100. and are 
aIoo tought the principol Ruesian measure&. In the _enth and lizth 
ol&aaes the work is conoernod with whole numbeu and ordinary fraotiono 
with simple problems. Tho work of the lifth and fourth cl&aaes includoo the 
whole of arithmetio. with tho exception of proportion. In tho fourth claso. 
the pupiJo are tsnght to measure exporimenWly aurfacee and ciroleoo; the 
systematic teaching of geometry begina in the third clua, "here tho pupilo 
are introduced to the .tudy of lin .... angl ... and plano Iign..... Arithmetical 
proportion with problema is aIoo studied in this cia& In the aeoond cm. 
tbe goneral formulas of algobra are tongbt, and tho study of plane goom_try 
is concluded. Stereometry forDUl the "ork of a.. L 
p~ (only in the highest eIasa). In the teaching of pedagosy alleJ>. 

tion is chiefty give .. to aucb gonoral principloa of paychoiosy and k>gie, 
including particularly tho paychoklgy of childhood and adoleoocenoe. as will 
<mabie tho pupiJo to .pproacb tho work of teaching with intei1i1l""'"' and 
judgmant and facilitate fur them· tho study 01. Mriouo pedagogical 
wrilingll. With thio object., afIar IIOJD8 preljrninvy o~ on tho train· 
ing of youth and ita importance, tho -.her _to of tho following point. in 
...........v.. : tho chiri 1D8IIifeatau.- of tho p.yclUcaI life in relation to the 
kaining 01. ehildreD-«notiODa aod their development in tho ohild; aUentioa. 
oonoeptiona,·....,mory. imaginMiOlJ. though, tho devolopment of language in 
tbe child, _u.-. tho eurcise of • will and the ........ 1' ...... , 01 
character. Jd_ and babite.. 
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GeograpIoy.-The study of this subjeot begiruJ in OI .. s VII. with elementary 
notioDB of the geograpby of the world, and the ohildren are also made 
acquainted with a plan and map of St. Petersburg and the immediate neigh
bourhood. The sixth olass study the world in general, with Russia in more 
detail; map drawing is begun in this olass. The work of Class V. is the 
world from the phymoo-etbnographioal point of view, along with political 
diviaioDB and the capitals of Europe. That of Class IV. is concerned with the 
political orgauisstion of the chief states of Asia, Africa and America (excluding 
the United States). The political OrgauisstiOD of Europe and its colonies, 
and thet of the United States, constitute the work of the third cJass, while 
~e seoond olass 6>\Jo~ .. detsiled course in the geography of RUBBia. 

HygieM ,,"" Fir., Aid.-The object of the course in this subject is to 
impart to the pupils suoh a general knowledge of the Ja,ws of health .. will 
enable them in after life to dea\ inlAilligenUy and rationally with questione 
reJa.ting to the preeervatioD Dot only of their own health, but also of thet of 
th ... who are entrusted to their immediate care and supervision, whether in 
the family or the sohool. The aim of the inetruotiOD in first aid is to 
remove the practical helplesenese of most mothers in face of the ordinsry 
&ecidenta of children (burne, bruises, cuta, swoons, and the like). The 
course of hygiene and first aid inoludes elementary Dotions of anatomy and 
phyeiology. On the introduotion of inetrDotion in hygiene, the section 
relating to the phymeal training of children was removed from tho program 
in pedagogy. 

OalligNJplIy. In the preparatory o\ass and CJaee VII, preliminary exer· 
cises and e1ementa of letters. Russian and French script. CJaee VI., 
writing between lines, transcription from book, blackboard, or manuscript; 
French and German script; practice in oursive writing. CJaee V. practice 
in cursive on a eingle line; copying from .. printed text. 

Drawi"fl. CJaee vn., drawing on aqunred paper. CJaeees VL and V., 
copying Oat omamonta fixed to the bJa.ckboard. CJaee IV. geometrical 
bodies and wire models (aquare, circle, and cube); Olasses Ill. and n.. 
drawing from eimple pJa.ster omamenta; CJaee L drawing from more com· 
pIioated omamen .... and for the beet pupils. drawing in water ooloure. 
N~,," CIaeeee vn. and VL. knitting of garters, and mending of 

stookinge; .. wing OD canvas and cloth. CJaee V., recapitulation of .. wing 
Ioosons on finer materials; .. wing on 8anne\s; buttonhcling and back· 
8titching; linen patch; child'. linen garment and bed-linen; marking with 
....- on canvas (eampler-wurk). CJaeees IV. and Ill., measuring, ontting 
au' and making women'. under1inen. CJaee n. buttonhcling on woollen 
materials; meaauring, outting, and making a eimpla bodice. CJaee J. 
outting out and finiahing .. complete dre!B in the gymnssium uniform. At 
the end of their course the pupils can make .. dn>as for themeelvea in material 
of their owu ohooaing. 

7~lS T2 
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(l) DIOCBSAl< GIlWI' SCHOOr. 

Clll88e •. 

SUBJECTS. 
I 

I i. I ii. iii. iv. v. vi 
, ---- .--, 

Religion. 
, 

· · · 4 4 4 3 3 3 
I 

Russian (with Slavonic) 4 
! 

4 4 3 3 3 

Arithmetic 
, 

4 I 4 4 3 3 · · I -

rustory · · · - I - - 2 4 3 

Geography 
I I 

2 2 3 3 2 · · · -

Elements of Geometry • i - - - - - 2 
, 

Physics · - · · , - - - - 2 a , 
Pedagogy · · · · i - - - - 2 

Calligraphy · · · · 4 2 2 

~r"'" 
-ont of 

Church singing · · · , 2 2 2 2 fschool -h011l1!. 

----
18 I 18 

--
16 16 16 16 

Needlework, which is also an obligatory subject, is taugh' out of the 
ordinary school hounL 

The following details 88 to the course of insIiruetion in each of the 
obligatory subjects are _ted from the official prograDIII appood.ed to 
the "Statuta of the Diocesan Girls' Schools." 

FmsT CI.&ss. 

Religioll.-Short explanation· of the Creed, prayers and ('.(>mmuulmenta. 
Principal evants of lJIIoCred history explaining the Creed: peading of Ihe 
GospeIa in Slavonic, with translation into Russian for pw~ of 
esplanaQOD. 

RU8Ii<m.-Exercisce in reading and relation of mattar .-I: Imrning by 
heart shm p88II&gmo of pross and poetry. AualysiB of the oimp1e 180_ 

Arilhmdie.-Meaning and 088 of namerical oymbola: additioa and sub
traction of whole number&, with meDial eDrCioee beu-ing thoreoa. 

W";'i.., and C1&vd& BiIIfi..,. 

S""""o CI.&ss. 
Religimo.-Old T_ment history: reading of the Goopelo in Slavonic 

with tnosIation into RIIIIIian. 

BU8Ii<m.-Oontinualion of e:u.ciBoa. Etymology. 
Arit.Uodic.-14uJtiplicaQOO tab.... Multiplication o.nd diYioion of whole 

IUUIlbon, with problema on tho Iou primary 10_ 
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Gtograph1J.-Neceasary firat notions of mathematical and physical 
geography. General knowledge of the globe. 

Wriling &lid akur"" l/inging. 

TmnD CLAS •• 

Beligion.-New T",tament history: explanatory reading of the Acto of 
the Apostle. in·Slavonic, with apecial reference. to the grammaticaJ peculi
aritiea of that language. 

Bua""".-Reading, narration, dictation. Syntax with practical anal1"i9. 
Arilhmdic.-Oomplex numbers. Addition and subtmction of fractions. 

Bills of parcels. 
Gscgraph".-Asia and Africa. 

Wriling and a""""" Singing. 

FOURm OLAs •• 

Beligion.-Fint part of the longer Catechism: explanation of the Liturgy; 
reading of the Epistles in Slavonic with grammatical explanations. 

B .......... -Reading of Ruosian literary models with explanation of literary 
oategories and forms. Composition exerois03. 

Arilhmdic--Multiplioation and division of simple fraction.: decimal .. 
Gtograph!/.-America and Anstralia. 
Hi8Iory.-Ancient History. 
Wriling and ahuroh Singing. 

l!'IrrH 0LAss. 

BeligiorJ.--Completion of the Catechism: explanation of the Church 
Service. Continuation of explanatory reading of the Epiatle. in Slavonic. 

B.....w...--Continuation of practical study of categories and forma of 
pro .. and poetry. Composition exerci_ . 

Arilhmdic--Rule of three with ita Various applicationa. 
GscgrapA!/.-Rurope. 
Hi8Iory.-History of the Middl. Ag... and history of Buosia to the 

acoeasion of the Romanova. 
PAy ..... -Th. general properti ... of bodies, the equilibrium of liquid and 

gasoo ... bodie .. heat and oonnd. 

Sam CLAss, 

BeligioA.-Outlin ... of Church History and History of the Buasian Chnrch. 
B..ma...-History of Russian literature. 
EI_""" of G...",.wy.-Meaaurement of the auperfici .. and oontent of 

geometrical boW .. with practical problems. 
Gscgraply.-Ruaaia. Detailed _tment of mathematical and Physical 

geography. 
Hi.....,.-Modern History and History of Rnssia to the Pf"IlII' &Una. 
I'Ayoic&-Magu.tiam, e1eotriciliy, g&1vanism and Iigh~ 
1'«Iagow.-E1ementa of Pedagou and Didaolioa. 
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CHAPTER Il.-APPENDIX VIl. 

CURRICULA 011 COIDflllRCIAL BoBOOLS, 

(ii.) THE COMMERCIAL ScHOOL Olr ST. l'BTBBSBUBO, 

General CJassea. Be C . 

Subjoots. 
iv.1 v.1 vi. i. ii. iii. i. n. 

: I 
-2~I-l I--

Religion · - - · 2 2 2 1 I 

Ruaaian · · - · 4 4 4 3 31 3 2 3 

German 
1 

- - · j; 6 3 3 3 i 3 3 3 

French - - · · - . I 2 6 3 3 3! 3 3 3 

English · - · · . I - - j; 6 4' 4 3 3 

: I 
I 

Arithmetic - - - - 4 j; 4 2 - , 1 - -
Algebra 

1 - - - - - - - 2 ii II - -
Geometry - - - - - - - - 2 21 2 - -
Trigonometry 

, 
- - - - - - - - ;/ 2 - -

Phyaics - - - -
: I 

- - - - 4 - -
N .. tura! Science - · - - - 2 2 2i 1 - -
Hiatary - - - - - - - II II 21 3 - -
Geography - - - - - 2 II 2 2 lIi - - -
Calligraphy - - - - -

i 
3 3 2 1 1 I 1 - -

Drawing - - - -
i 

2 1>. 1 1 1 - - -
Book-keeping - - - , - - - - - - - 6 

Commercial Arithmetic - - - - I - - - - 3 1 

Chemistry - - · - 1 - -i - - - - 3 !l , 
-I Knowledge of Warea - - - I - - - - 2 3 , -

Political Economy - - - , - -I - - -i - 2 1>. , 
Law : I 

, 
3 - · - - - -

=1 
- - - , - -

Commercial Law ; - - - - - - - - 3 , , 
Commercial Geography - - I - -I - - - - 3 -
Commercial Correspondence - I - ~I - - - - 2 ) 

Gymnastics - · - - - 1 1 1 1 , 1 - -
Dancing 

0 

1 I - - - - - 1 1 1 1 I 1 - -, 
< ' 

Choral Smgmg 

Total 

- -A total of five bonn divided among all the c~ 

-IMI~I~ltil~ltil~l~ 
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(ii.) TuB PBTER ScuOOL (Pdn>v8kot Uchi/iBk1le) OJ' Tn ST. PBTIIBSBUIIQ 

MBBCR4BTS' Ck>IIPAltY. 

---

~l: 
Prepar- S}18t 2nd 

atory iii. iv. v. iaI ~':I 
Subjects ClasS. or:... 

-- '-, 

~ . .. b a b .. b a b .. b .. b a b mar a 

Religion 
1-1- -I- -l- e---

· . • 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

- - - 6 6 6 6 6 II II 4 4 4 4 a 3 2 2 2 2 

French - - 666 6 5 5 4 4 a a 
af aJ: 

2 

German - - - 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 4 a a 3 3 ~'3 2 2 
English - - - - - - - - 2 i 4 4 4 4 2 1I 1I 
Aritlun.tic - - 6 6 6 4 4 5 II 2 2 - - - - - - - -
Algebra - - - - - - - - - 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - -
Geometry - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 2 \I \I 1 1 - -

T rigonometry - -- - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - -
Pbyaics - - - - - - - - - - - 2 2 3 3 3 - -
Chemistry - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 2 2 

N amral Science - - - - - - - - 2 2 2 2 3 3 1 1 - -
Geography - - -- - - 2 2 I I I 2 2 2 2 2 - - - -
History - - - - - - - - - II 2 3 3 2 I 3 3 - -
Politics! Economy - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I I , 2 

Commercia\ Geography - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 2 2 
History of Commerce - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 II 

Law . · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 4 

Knowledge of W ...... - - - - - - - - - - - - - I I 3 
Book-\reepin~ and Com-

men:ial Aritlunetic . - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 6 1\ I 
Writing - - - 3 3 I I 2 2 II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Drawing - . - I 112 2 2 II I - - - - 1 - - -

-I e--
Total ~ ;-i3C

3( 
30 3232 

::T19~ 31 31 --.-
9 

Dancing 
~-.- -.-1 ---· - i 1 1 1 1 ~ 

Oymnastica -
, 

- - 01 1 1 1 I I -1 I 
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CHAPTER II-APPENDIX VIII. 

ABRIDGED PROGRAMME OF PRIMARY SOHOOLS. 

RELIGION. 

In the first year the most U8U&1 daily pray"'" are taught, Bnd the chiWren 
learn by heart the Creed and the Ten Commandmenta. In the second YOBr 
the main eventa of the history of the OW and New T ... tamenta are studied. 
In the third year the children are taught the Short Catechism and receive 
l....ans on the Liturgy, the significance of the ohief acta of worship conneclAld 
with the service of the Orthodox Church, etc. 

CHUROH SLAVONIo. 

Ji'msT Y E4B. 

Study of the Church Sl&vonic alphabet. Peculisritleo of the Chnrch 
Slavonio alphabet &8 compared with the Ru.oaian. Roading of the moot 
oommonly used pray"",. Practical acquaintance with diaoritlo oigno and 
abbreviations. 

Roading exercises from the primer. 

SECOND YIWI. 

Reading of the Gospels and the 'Chasoslov (Horologium). SlavODio 
numenJs. 

TsIaD YIWI. 

Roading of the Goopala. Reading of the P8Bltar. 
The explanatory memorandum inotructa the teacher that S1avODio reading 

ehould he commenced after RDllBian, and &0 800n as the children aheD have 
mastered the mechanical diffienItiea of RD88ian reading. i.e. abont tho middle 
of the first year of school life. 

RUSSIAN. 

FmsT YIWI. 

Analysis of words into syUabl .. and syUablea into aoondo. Lotten ADd 
their combinations. Reading of .. p ..... te words and short ph_ compcMed 
of the Ietten learnt. Reading of short &ad ~ aonneoIAld ~88, with 
apeoial attentiaa to marlm of punctuation and WIth reproduction of "'''leot 
matter by pupil in __ to teaeher'. questions. Learning by be .... of 
short fables ADd other poems. 

Division of worda into syUablea and rn1ea for carryinji over parts of • 
word to the next line. Capita! and omaU !etten, U80 of .. pita! !etten. 
Vowela a.od oonoonanto l the hard vowe1a and the oorreaponding 110ft aouudo. 
U .. of the hard and 80ft signs after <OD8ODOnto, etc. U .. of oertain .1ter. 
native vo",.1 symbols. What vo ... 010 may not foDow _tain eonoonaota. 
Bard and soft pronunciation of. OODBODants.. Acceot., change in meaning of 
worda .. cording to position of aecent. Writing from dictation of individual 
worda and short sentences, with the object of affording praetice to the 
aehol&ra ir the rulea of orthography .. hieh they have learnt, the didatioD 
exercise being preoeded by exp1aootion of the right method of writing word& 
in ... hich the ocho1ara might make mistakes. Copying from book "-8"" 
previonslT read. 
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SHOON» YBAB. 

Praotice in fluent and (so far as possible) e"preaaive reading with oral 
reproduction of subject matter in response to teacher's questions, and other .. 
wise. Written reproduotion of short p88B&geB with 88siBtance of te&cher'a 
questions. Learning by heart of poems and fable .. 

Worda signifying a thing (object), the quaJity of a thing, the action or 
Bt&te. of a thing. The substantive: its gender, number, case-endings in 
responae to questions. Personal prononna taking the place of the substantive. 
The verb: ita tenses and persons, imperative and infinitive moods. The 
preposition standing by itself and in the form of a prefix. 

Proper letter to be used in ...... where the pronunciation of a vowel or 
oonsonant in a word is obsoure. Use of the full stop, oolon (in certain 
lpecified 088ea). quotation-ma.rks and hyphen, comma before vocative oaae. 
Dictation with previoua warning aga.inat errol'B and also upon rulea of ortho
graphy already learnt. Copying from book. Writing from memory of 
matter previously learnt. 

TllmD YBAB. 

Intelligent and expreaaive reading with oral and written reproduction of 
subject matter. Reading of ordinarily legible manusoript. Learning by 
beart poems, fabl .. and elegant prose e"tracts. 

The adjective: ito agreement with the substantive in gender, numberand 
oaae; .... e...,dings; degr_ of oomparioon; full and short endings of 
adjective. Cardinal and ordinal numbers. The sentence, subject and 
predicate; extension, oomplement and exercises in the proper use of 
punotuation between senteno .. and parts of a sentence (not inoluding 
oomma and .. mioolon). Exerei ... on the use of the letter or at the end 
and in the middle of words. Diotation for purposes of recapitulation and 
testing pupil's knowledge. Copying from book. Writing of letters and 
aimple descriptions acoording to a given modeL 

WRITING. 

The teaching of writing presents no features of peculiar interest. In 
the first year the .oholar first learns the proper way to sit and bold bis 
pen: he is .ucces.ively taught how to form the e1emento of lettere, the 
letters themaelv.. and oomplete words: by the end of the year be is 
.upposed to be oble to writa .entences in large band between lin... The 
aeoond year" work conai.ts chiefly in accustoming the scholar to a smaller 
handwriting, the copy exerei... being either from beadlin.. or the 
blackboard. The pupil oontinuo& to write between linea until the third 
year, when b. begina to write on one lin.. Greater attention is, of ooU .... 
paid to legibility than to rapidity of writing, but by the end of the third 
year a fair amount of rapidity is axpeoted to bave been attained. 

AR,lTHME'l'lo, 

FmsT YBAB. 

Counting, direcUy and otherwise, up to 100. 
The four primary rule& with numbers not exceeding twenty. 
Nolt. The requirements may be exoeeded only if a thorough knowledge 

of the rules within the limits indicated h ... been attained. 
Knowledge of figurea and the .igo. of arithmetical OlOf&tions. 
Examples of fun~n~ arithmetical conceptions ( .. ,~ &d<!z take away, 

repoet, how many lim ... 18 sucb and such a number contained" in .... other 
divide, bow much more or \eoe, bo. many tim ... more or ' ... ). ' 

Roman numeration up to Xx. 
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SBcon YB&B. 

Numeration and applioation of the four rulea from 100 to 1000. 
Explanation of the arithmetical expressions: addition. II11btraotion. 

multiplication, division: oomparison of numbers. 
Multiplioation and division by 10 and 100. 
Acquaintanoe with the most oommonly used RllBSian meall11rea. 
Solution of problems. orally and in writing. upon the arithmetical rules 

learnt. 
Elementary knowledge of fractions (defined In tho explanatory 

memorandum to mean such 8B are oommonly used in practical Ute, 
.. g •• 1. t. I. n. ,. i. 1). 

TamD Y IIAlI< 

Numeration and the four primary operations upon numbe.. of any 
magnitude and proofs of th",e operations. 

Operations upon compound concrete numbers. 
Very simple oaloolations with fractions. 
Solution of problems, oral and written. 

SINGING. 

The .bief aim of the toaohing in this subject is to familiarise the acholars 
with the .hanIB and hymns in mosl; frcquent use in the Churoh. though 
in all three divisions the singing of national and patriotic aongs ie, .. far 
as possible. made part of the insln1ction. The cltanto ch-.. .... of 
progressive difficulty. and singing by note is introduced in the aeoond year. 
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CHAPTER II-APPENDIX IX. 

AGENCIES AUXILIARY TO TaE PRIMARY SOHOOL. 

The shortn ... of the oourae of the primary sohool and the rudimentary 
oha.raotar of the instruotion whioh it is possible to impart in it lend a great 
relative importanoe to &genoi .. whioh aim at supplementing this instruotion 
and enabling thoeo who have oompleted the oouroe of the primary sohool to 
oarry forward their own eduoation. This work can be done by Sunday 
Sohools and reoapitulatory cloasoa only to a limited extent, as the cou .. e of 
th ... institutions is neOOBBarily limited to the range of subjects taught in the 
ordinary primary IDhools. Particular interest therefore attaches to the 
organised efforts whioh are being made, both by publishing firms and phil. 
a.nthropio 8ooietiea, to spread ohea.p literature among the m88888 of Ru&.Jin.. 
and this movement has been attended with a su ..... which may at firet sight 
seem entirely out of proportion to the progress made in the organisation of 
primary education and to the literacy of the population. 
It must be bome in mind, however, that books can be produced very 

oheaply in RUSBi ... and also that the Russian peasant has a natural love of 
reading, or, where he is himself illiterate, of being read to. Sometim.. as 

. many as thirty peasants will gather together in a RUSBian village to hear a 
ohild read from the Gospels or the Liv .. of the Saints; and in some cases 
peasants will even olub together to hire a hut as a reading·room. The.e 
oircumstano .. have made it poesible for RUSBian publishers to count upon an 
enormous sale for reprints of standard works and books of popular soience, 
and to produoo suoh books at pric .. muoh below those usual in this oountry. 
The Gospels in RUSBian, for example, may be obtained for t..n kopecks (a 
kopeck is about equal to a farthing), ten of Tolstoi's most popular stori .. for 
the same prioo, one of Ostrovski's best oomedi .. for 8k., Koltaov for 8k.,all Push· 
kin for a rouble. For forty or fifty roubles (say, £2 to £2 lOa.) it is poasible 
to obtain from two to throe hundred volum ... uitable for a village library.-

The need for oheap books of a healthy and useful kind to astisfy the demand 
of the peasantry for reading matter is shown by the enormous asle of litera· 
ture of the ohep.book type (Iubochna .... Iiteratw-a, literally, literature carried 
in lubocAJ:i, or baokets of b .. t), whioh is hawked about by strolling pedla.rs 
among the peasant population. The great contre of this trade is M08COw. 
Thi. ohep.book literature presents a great variety of subjects, comprising 
medi .... >! roman ... and abridgments of modem novels; alm ........ and 
riddle· books ; books of .. .,mi.re!igious oharactar, suoh .. the Paasion 
of Christ, or tho Livea of the Saints; treatill>s on Antiohrist and the end 
of the world; guides to the ohoioo of .. wife; and so on. Muoh of it, if 
not positively harmful, dOO8 not partioularly tend to edification. It W&8 

calculated by the MOBDOW Committee of Litaracy thet Dot I ... than four 
million copies of books of this kind wore sold during the year 1892 alone. 

To OOUDW .. t the in1Iuenoo of books of this type and to repl ..... them by 
literature of a more healthy kind much h .. been done both by the enlightened 
enterprise of private publishing firms and by .ocieties .. tablished with .. 
philanthropio purpose. A good acoount of the progreBB of this movement 
is given by Prin.... Kropotkin in an artiole entitled .. Lending Libraries 
and Cheap Booka," whioh appoarod in the .. Nineteenth Oentury .. for January, 
100(, and from whioh _ venture to quote .. couple of passagoe. 
~ Another important feature of the RU8Bian publishiJlg activity is the 

.. ttontion thet has been given to the country labourer, the l"'IB8\It. Some 

• The .. bove examplea and muoh of the other information -tained in 
this Appelldix ...... borrowed from M. Vakhtero .... r.....uol_ ~io 
llf!l'O:/G i - ospooially pp. S. 26 and 27, . . . .. 
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publishers. inspiled with the desile of Bpreading knowlodge among the pe .. ant 
maaaee. &I well &I .... eral others who am merely guided by commercial calcu. 
lations. publish .. l1l88I of excellent literature and popular aoionoe in editiona 
of hundreda of thousanda of eopi ... on good paper. well printed. the bookA 
rooging from one to thirty kopecks (i. ... from one farthing to IOvenpenoe) 
in prioe. So thet for a fow Bhillinga a poor family living in tho country can 
have a Bhelf of books upon .. arious Bubjeote. correapcnding to a popular 
enoyillopoedia, and another ahelf of lighter reading for the 8&me price." Prin· 
.... Kropotkin mentioDB eopeciaIIy that " the m .... ment ow .. Inuch to the 
efrorte partl,. of the women pioneers of popular education. who have .tatted 
cheap editioDB of better literature. and partly of Tolatoi and hie frienda (the 
firm .. The Intermediary "). Thia last firm alone opread ev..ry year from 

. 1.000.000 to 2,000.000 copi .. of very wellchoeen popular literature; 10 that 
at the preaent moment there is a large literature of good popular publioations. 
which would do honour to any Woet European country. One finda now among 
theae farthing .... d halfpenny pu bUcationa all Borta of admirable abridgment. 
of the works of the beat writera of all nationa-in natural acienoe. economio •• 
geography. agriculture. hygiene. folklore. fiction. poetry. calendara full of 
encyclopllldic information and yet coating only five farthinga. and 10 on. 
Only hietory is poorly ropreaonted. on account of the rigours of oenaorohip." 
Some of the moat aucoeaaful attempt. to mpply the people with aound liter ... 
ture of the type described by l'rincoa Kropotkin ha .. e been made by lOCietisa 
like tbe st. Peterahurg Commi_ of Literacy. the Moacow CommitlA>l of 
Literacy. the Kharko .. Booiety for the Spread of Literacy among the People. 
The flrat-named aociety. whioh during the years 1886-1896 distributed 400.000 
books, is, however. now auppreaaed, and the 1lIofulneM of the Moacow Society 
hal alao been of late years much enrtailed. We abould aleo mention hero the 
work of the Synodal Pross, which combinsa the functions of a publishing bouao 
and adistzibutiog agenoy. and isauoe about a million OOJ.iea of books of .. arioua 
kinde ev..ry year. A good example of the popular literatore ismed by the 
Synodal Preaa is the Pariah Library. a aerioa oompriaing treatiaea on religion, 
national hietory (oivil and religiona). roral economy. and geography. reprint. 
and abridgment. of ROSBian 01aaeica, eto., all well printed on good peper 
and taatefuJly got uP. and IOld at pri_ ranging from 20 to 60 kopeoks per 
.. olume, the moat nanal price being 30 kopecka. Many of the ZOJDBtVOl ha .. e 
have of late taken up the queation of mpplying cheap literatare for the 
people, and with this object have _bliahed book-etorea. whero books are 
IOld at a eoDsiderable reduction upon their pu bliahed price, an A1I'IIIlpDIODt 
made possible by the fa .. ourable _ mch book-atoroa are able to obtain 
from the great bookaelling and publishing firmo. Such book-atoroa ean 
only be opened with tho permisaion of the provincial governor, but \hil 
permisaion once obtained. all RIl8IIi&n books not prohibited by the oenaor 
may be sold. Book_ at ... hich pnblioations approved of by the 8cieDti&, 
Commi_ of the Ministry of Publio Inatrnotion can be offered for .Ie may 
be _bliabed in OOIIIIeotion with &Choola without the previoua conaont of 
the go......, .. ; and in the caoe of Church Schoola the District 8ectiOOI of 
tho Eparchial School Councils haYS the duty laid upon thom of _blishing , 
IIIch otoros wherever possible. J 

Tho zematv.. have also dooe much to """"""'fI the eatabliahmont of 
~ librariea. Tbcee librarioe have IIA>adi1y increaaod in Dumber of reoeot; 
yean. their .. tablialunent having been much facilitated by the efforta of the: 
IOCietioe _ have mentioned above, u well II by the lo1r prioea at which' 
the works of tho boat RIl8IIi&n writera can now be obtained. Aooording to .. 
_ont made by the Moacow Committee of Literacy, tho coat of .~u. 
Itooked village library need not n ..... esoeed about £30. The permisoioD 
form • village li!Jrwy hal alao to be obtained from the goy""''''' The 
eomprised in it ~ ....mcted to au. permitted for the _ 01 primary -.; 
-...dary &Cboola with the additioo of thoae contained in • apecialliat pnb1 
liahed from time to time in the official organ of the O .............. t, the P"",i/tI1 
1IIev""IP Y uI1ul.' I 

Public readinga .... alao an important __ 01 spreading enligb-~ 
and • lovs 01 li_ &WlIIi the people. • TIle State regnJaticao governiD& 
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these readings are IOmowhat different for tho St. Potersburg Eduoational 
District (where th.y are under tho control of a special Standing Commission) 
for tho ohi.f towns of the provin .... 8Ild for district-towns 8Ild villag... In 
the last-nam.d th.y have only boon permitted to be orgBDisod by tho aocnlar 
""thoriti .. sinoo 1894; but tho District Sootions of Eparchial School Counoils 
havo boon authorised sinoo 1888 to oonduct readings in Bchoolrooma und~r tho 
guido.nco of pariah priests. Until 1901 tho organisation of publio readings 
was .ubject to vory BOvere reatriotions both as to the persons who were 
allowed to oonduot thom and as to the oubjoot matter permitted to be road. 
In the greater part of Rusaia they oould only bo .tarted with tho combinod 
BBIlOtion of tho Minister of Publio Instruotion, the Minister of the Interior, 
and tho High Procurator of tho Holy Synod; tho promoters must a.loo be 
approved by tho local administration &8 wall &8 by tho oantra.l oducational 
and ooo\oaiastioal ""thoritioa; 8Ild tho books read had to be .. looted from a 
specially approvod list, with the addition of ouoh works as are permitted 
in tho libr&rioa of primary achools. It was on. of tho last acts of tho Ministry 
of Bogolepov to obtain a relaxation of th ... regulations. By tho terms of 811 

Imparl&! Order, deted 28th J8Iluary.I901. tho right to 88Ilotion publio reading. 
W&8 entruatod to the looal Direotor of Primary Schools, a veto in reapoct of 
individu&! re&dora 8Ild of tho place and time appointed for reading being 
&leo .... rv.d to tho gov.rnor of tho province; and tho Director of Primary 
Sohools may a.loo in speci&! instan .... anotion tho reading of oompositions 
other than thoao specially approved by tho Ministry of Publio Instruotion. 
Tho n.w regulations do not affect readings organised by tho o\ergy or by tho 
Standing Commi .. ion above referred to. A Ministerial regulation, deted 
3rd Deoombor. 1902. relaxed still further the conditions under which publio 
readings may toke place in school promisee. For such readings tho permission 
of the Distriot School Counoil only is required in tho ..... of primary schools, 
that of tho Direotor of tho school in the ..... of BOoondory oohools; tho sanction 
of tho governor. however. must be obtained before any poreon not on tho 
atoll of tho school can be employed &8 reader. Under th .... improved oon
ditions we may prohably look forward to • oonsiderable d.velopment of tho 
ayatom of publio readings, which. &8 the writer can testify from poreonal 
obaorvation, pooaoae a great attraction for the people and oonatitute in many 
to ..... and viUagea an intoroating and important ph .... of tho aooialactivity of 
the oducated olaaaoo. Thoyare (uoopt in the st. Petoroburg Distriot) organ
ised entiroly by private initiative. i .... either by aooiotioa or private individoa1s, 
but are IOmetimoa aided by granta from tho looa.l administrative bodies. 
One of the mOBt oucoeoafnl of tho aooieti08 for organisation of publio readings 
is that of Tambov, which h .... t ita cIiapoo&l an endowment of 250,000 roubles, 
given for the purpose by the founder of tho oooiety. E. D. Naryahkin. This 
BOOio" baa established in tho government of Tambov more th8ll a thoU88lld 
publio readings and viUage librarioe. Odoa&a and Barnanl in Siberia may 
a.loo be named &8 places whore the eyatom of publio readings baa been widely 
developed. 

Some mention ebould hero bo made of tho eyatom of school colonies, which 
was instituted in 1887 by Mias E. N. Orlo .. for children attending .... of tho 
primary schoo\e of Moaoow, and baa since received " wide development, no' 
only in Moaoow but in many other places a\so. Full detai\s of this intoroaling 
experiment may be found in " pamphlet prepared for tha Paria Exhibition, 
entitled" N otioo sur lea Colonies Soolairoa de MoaooUo" In 1900, tha Moeoow 
Munioip&! Oounoil voted an annual Bum of 2,000 roubles to tho ClOIDmittea 
eng8@l'd in tha orgaIliaation of school colonies. At st. Petoroborg tho work 
is undcrtakOil by tha Munioip&! Counoil itself, which allota a B1IDl of 22,000 
roubles a yov to tho maintenance of school oolonies 8Ild kindred objects. 
Tbo primary object of theao oo1oni ... is to toke weakly childron.living in towns 
into tha country for \we or three months during tbo lIWIImor. in order to 
benefit them pbyoioally; but tho ooloniso .... a.loo made to earvo tlle endo 
of moral and inlAilleotua.l diaciplin& a.ia9. For enmple, tbo ohildren .... 
t.&ugh' to oboarve and study nature and to take part in fi.eld work; inatrue
t.l0ll in various kinds of manual OOCUpM;OIIII io ofWD given: tbo girls .... 
tough,to mend \heir own ~ ...... • 

• 
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CHAPTER III. 

1'HE RUSSIAN PRIMARY SCHOOL AND ITS 
PROBLEMS. 

I. GENERAL CHARAUl'ERISTICS AND CONDITIONS. 

In order to understand Russian primary education aright, it i 
important to bear in mind certain points in which it differs from botl 
secondary and higher education in respect of origin, history, an, 
presen$ conditions. 

In the first place, it is not to anything like the same extent th, 
creation of the State. Underlying the educational superstructur, 
reared by the State and the cultivated classes in quite modern time 
there is a basis of popular, spontaneoua culture which has a mucl 
louger history. The beginnings of popular education in RUB8ia all 
as old as the dawn of civilisation. All through the centunes whiel 
have elapsed since the introduction of Christianity into Russia, w, 
can trace the existence of a popular desire to acquire the elements 0: 

Slavonio and Russian learning. This desire was satisfied first b, 
the Church, and afterwards, also by the literate laity: in the OD! 

case by means of schools which may be considered the prototypes 0: 

the modern Church parochial schools, in the other by schools answer· 
ing to the modern ,h/wly gramotnosti. All this, however, W88 un· 
organiaed effort, the free response to a spontaneoua demand, and W81 

a matter with which the State as such did not concern itself at all. 
When the State in the eighteenth and the first half of the nineteent~ 
centuries did interfere in the domain of primary education, the nel 
result of its interference was at least as much to restrain primary 
education as to advance it. The legislation of Nicholas 1.'1 reigtl 
against .. illegal teaching" would, if carried into elled, have im· 
proved the ,h/wly gramotnosti off theface of the earth, though nothint! 
better was put in their place. Happily, the law against illegal 
teaching remained, to a large extent, a dead letter: the .h/wl~ 
gramotfW8ti continued to exist in spite of everything, and did muc~ 
to prepare the way for the great educational movement of the sixties. 
But $he point to insist upon is that up to the reign of Alexander II. 
these poor little hedge-echools, always under the ban of the law, but 
answering to a popular need, formed no inconsiderable portion of the 
provision existing in RUB8ia for the education of the poorer cIaseea. 

The history of primary instruction since the sixties has been 
concerned with $he creation, partly by the State, but mainly as 
the result of spontaneous socia1 effort, of an organiaed system of 
primary instruction independen$ of these popular elements of culture, 
and also with 'the endeavour of the State to draw them within the 
sphere (,f its own eontrol. The schools of the zemnvoe and of the 
Holy Synod are the results of the one process; the lubordinatio,. 
of the .1Jwly grlJfllOtfto6ti to the clergy, and the efforts of the Hol~ 
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Synod to provide these schools with regular programs and specially 
trained teachers are instances of the other. But the process of organ
isation is still far from complete, and probably for a long time to come 
the old type of half-educated peasant or strolling teacher-old soldier, . 
broken-down clerk or ex-monk or whatever he may be-will continue 
in many places to exercise the pedagogic calling without much real 
supervision or control from anyone. 

Moreover, it should be noted that while all schools in Russia are 
equally under the control of the State, very few schools of the ele
mentarygrade are State schools inrespectof their origin. Almost the 
only State-provided schools are the Urban and District Schools and 
the Ministerial model schools. The Church schools owe much to the 
direct encouragement and support of the State, but even they are 
not State schools in the sense of being wholly State-maintained and 
State· provided. The schools of the zemstvos and the municipalities 
are purely a result of social initiative-acting, however, under the 
legislative sanction of the State. Whatever may be said of tllp. 
schools of the Church in this respect, the relation of the State 
to the sohools established by the zemstvos and the towns 
is essentially one of control, pure and simple. Eiuther
more, the amount of control which the State is able to exercise 
over the teaching in primary schools is limited by circumstancei' 
arising out of the conditions of the case. It is one of the paradoxes 
of Russian life that in spite of the elaborate bureaucratic machinery 
oreated by the State for the administrative control of primary 
education, the schools are, in fact, less strictly supervised from the 
educational point of view by the officials of the central government 
than in England. This state of things is, of course, the direct result 
of the enormous areas over which supervision has to be maintained. 
When the schools under the charge of a particular inspector are 
scattered over two or three uiezdy poorly provided with facilities of 
locomotion, it becomes a matter of physical impossibility for him 
to visit each school even as often as once a year; and where visits 
are sO infrequent anything like effective supervision of the teaching 
becomes very difficult. 

While these causes tend to diminish the control of the central 
government over primary education, the fact that there is nowhere I 
in Russia proper any legal obligation to send children to school gives 
the peasantry in practice a very real inJIuence over the'spirit of the 
teaching and ensures its popular character. No peasant will send 
his child to any school, however conveniently it may be situated, if 
the teaching given in the school is not what pleases him. This 
circumstance goes far to acoount for the abeence of any apparent 
division of opinion between Government and people as to what 
should form the oonstituent elements of primary instruction. It is 
true that the Stats lays down the general lines of the oprrioulum, and 
has now even issued detailed programs of instruotion for ~riDwy 
schools; but until education is made a matter of legal obllgation 
even the State cannot legislate fu in advance of, or eeriously in 
opposition to, the oonsoiousreqnirements of the people. 
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For a country like Rl18Bia, where so many influenoes are con. 
atantly in operation to produce a rigid uniformity, the variety 
of types o(primary school which still exist side by side is surprising. 
Apart from the Bhkoly gramotYwati, which, as we have said, are a 
spontaneous growth of the soil, there are even in Central RU88ia 
schools administered under every educational law which has been 
passed during the last eighty years: schools of Nicholas I. (the 
law of 1828); the various kinds of schools established under 
Alexander II. (the schools of the zemstVOB, the schools of the 

. Ministry, the Urban Schools); the Church Schools created under 
Alexander Ill. The schools of the Frontier Provinces, again, have 
special characteristics of their own; those of Poland, though 
assimilated by a aeries of supplementary measures to the RU88ian 
schools, are still administered under the law of 1864; the primary 
school system of thelBaltic Provinces still remains in all essentials 
as it was organised' c by the Lutheran Consistories. The German 
colonies on the Volga and elsewhere also retain their own schools, 
which have the special privilege of being taught in the German 
langusge. But alongside these regularly organised schools, more 
or less systematically controlled by the State, there are thousands 
of others, over which the official supervision which can be exercised 
is of the most uncertain and superficial character. Such are the 
Jewish Aedery in Little Russia and Poland, the Mohammedan 
mdetebe and me4rUB8 in the Eastern Provinces, and other similar 
schools which, like the Russian 'hkoly gramotfllJllti, have sprung 
up in response to a spontaneous popular demand for the rudiments 
of learning, either secular or religious. 

We have, therefore, to recognise that in the case of RU88ia we 
have not to deal with a homogeneous, firmly knit system of primary 
education, framed by the State according to a single preconceived 

- plan, but with oue which has grown by the accretion of several 
diverse elements and in which many loose ends, 80 to speak, re
main still to be gathered up and worked into the complex fabric 
of the State organisation. And in this, as we have indicated, 
lies one great distinction between primary education and the 
higher grades of instrnetion in Russia. The influence of tradi
tional and popular elements has been, and is, far more strongly 
marked in the former than in the latter, an<l the main reason for 
this is that primary education has a longer history behind it than 
either the secondary schools or the universities. The fact that 
the organisation of both secondary and universit:- education ill 
80 simple, uniform and completely centralised, is ptm,ly the result 
of its modem origin; just as in a new country the row !lAn be 
laid out in the straightest and most direct 1ine that leads to the 
goal, whereas those of an old country tend to follow the curves and 
windings of 8!l'Mnt footpaths, trodden out by past generatioll8. 
But wit~ education as with roads, what is lost in uniformity may be 
more thAn made up in picturee.queness and interest. 

In this chapter we shall be ooncemed only with the regularly 
organised schools, which after all CODStitute 90 per cent. of the 
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provision made . for primary education within the Empire, and are 
the 'normal type to which all other schools tend constantly to 
'approximate. . 

For the study of primary education in Russia there is no lack 
of material. All matters relating to the instruction of the masses 
are followed with keen interest by the cultivated society of Russia, 
an interest which is fully reflected in the public press. The reason 
for thi.s becomes manife~t when it is realised that !:.1~!!)JlJ1,W)!: 
educ~t~on ~~Jormed durmgJh~.p~Qrll..!ears the..llI'eat~'!! an4 
most open of all fields for social ~~i.!l.fue.J!Jl.d.l!uma!!!~ri!\n eff.Qr.!( 
inR.i.lsg~eacfCr8-oTLeo Tolstoi's writings will be familiar with 
iIle story of his educational work among the peasants of his estate 
of Yasnaia PoJiana, where for some years he taught day by day 
in his own school, thus gaining the experience on which his educa
tional theories are based. But Russian education owes still more 
to the practical genius and public spirit of Baron Korf, who devoted 
years to the experimental study of the problems of primary in
struction, and whose schools established on his estate at Alexandrov 
in the Government of Ekaterinoslav became the model for zemstvos' 
schools throughout Russia. The secular schools, as they. exist 
to·day, are in fact the creation of men like Baron Korf, Ushinski, 
and Leo Tolstoi. 

But it is right to add that enthusiasm and devotion in the cause 
of education are the monopoly of no party in Russia. Against 
the names of the founders of the seoular school whom we have 
just mentioned may well be set that of S. A. Rachinski, the spiritual 
leader olthe movement in favour of Church schools, as M. Pobedono
stsev has been its organiser and director on the administrative 
side. At the age of thirty-five M. Raohinski abandoned his pro
fessorial ohair at the University of Moscow, retired to his own 
estate at Tatevo in the Government of Smolensk, and devoting 
the remainder of his life to the work of teaohing in village schools 
of his own founding, created the model which the schools of the 
Holy Synod have followed, and left behind him at his death in 
1902 a memory of self·sacrificing publio spirit of which the Russian 
Church is justly prond. 
. We have mentioned, however, only the best known representa
tives of a considerable body of men and women of every shade 
of political and religious opinion, whose efforts on behalf of their 
less fortunate fellow-countrymen form one of the brightest pages 
in the annaiaiof popUlar instruction in Russia. To the honour of 
Russian soe.ety it must be said that examples of men who, like 
M. Rachinski, .ha ve turned aside from careers of distinction, or of 
delicately bred women w9d' have. left homes of refinemen~ e:nd 
culture in order to labour for the mtelleotual and moral uplifting 
of the Ruesian peasant in some country hamlet <'I: parish remote 
from all the inftuenoes of civilissd life, have neither beeq few nor 
far between. Russil!n wome~h~ve~!llIpe()i~.Y~ti!'~ll.edthem. 
selvcs __ by _their .high-soUIea~ steddfast. enthusiasm for a wo.rk in 
~hich no laureia were to be woo, and no rewllrd. coulc! ~)90ked 
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for save the consciousness of a duty bravely done to humanity. 
Such efforts to bridge over the moral and intellectual chasm which 
of late has seemed to grow wider with the pll88ing years between 
the cultivated society of Russia and the inarticulate mass of the 
people, have an incalculable social importance in addition to their 
educational value, and may find a partial analogy In the movement 
which has given to England ita University settlementa and kindred 

'institutions. Several striking instances of women of birth and 
I education who have thus" gone to the people" (as the Russian 
phrase runs) are presented to the Western reader in a little pamphlet 
published in French by the District Zemstvo of St. Petersburg, 
under the title of "La Vie de I'Ecole Primaire." We must not 
yield to the temptation to say more upon this interesting topic; 
but it has been necessary to say 80 much, because the history of 
primary education in Russia would not be fully intelligible, nor 
would ita future be 80 full of hope, were it not for the existence 
as a permanent factor in Russian life of the spirit which makes 
such instances of high, unselfish devotion possible. 

n.-HIGHER GRADES oJ!' PRIlIARY INSTRUCTION. 

In considering the problems of primary education in RU88ia, it 
will be convenient to deal first with the higher grades of primary 
schools, namely, the Urban Schools established nnder the law of 
1872, the District Schooll!, and the schools with two classes. All 
these types of schools are sharply marked off from the ordinary 
one-elass primary school by many peculiarities of organiaation, 
administration and external circumstances. They are all 
directly administered by the central authority. Emting as 
they do in the more populous districta, they are compara
tively unaffected by many causes which hamper the efficiency 
of the ordinary primary schools, and are taugbt under con
ditions which tend more and more to approximate to those 
prevailing in the Western countries of Europe. They are for the 
most part well supplied with teachers trained according to the 
most approved methods of Western pedagogic science; and the 
resulta they attain with the small fraction of Russian children who 
attend them· are, generally speaking, similar in degree and kind 
to those which the primary schools of any other civilised country 
would have·to show. But it is worth while to call attention to 
one peculiar feature in the organiaation of primary education in 
Russia which affecta the higher grades of schools wei to some 
extent restrieta their number. We mean the dividing line drawn 
between the kinds of schools which may legally be established 
in town and country respectively. This distinction, which is apt. 
to strike the loW observer as somewhat artificial and nnn ....... ery 
in relation to the actual conditions of Russian life, is not an old one 
and apPears to have nothing to do with the traditional habit of 
regarding the population of town and country as belonging ta 
two distinct social orders. It is rather an accidental distinction 
due to piecemeal legislation. 
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The only institutions in Russia which can properly be described 
as higher primary schools are the Urban Schools created under the 
law of 1872, and these can only be established in towns. Next 
in grade come the primary schools with two classes. The most 
important schools of this type are the Ministerial" model" schools 
established directly by the Ministry of Publio Instruction. Accord· 
ing to the striot letter of the law, these can only be established in 
the countrv, though de facto they are to be found in towns all!o. 
The ordinary primary schools with two classes may be founded 
either in town or country, but their establishment is in practice 
much restrioted by a circular of the Ministry of Publio Instruction, 
issued in 1889, which lays down the rule that two·class schools 
founded by local bodies or private persons shall be administered 
under the law of 1828 relating to parish schools, that is, shall not 
be controlled by the local .School Councils established in the reign 
of Alexander ll. It is obvious that the ell'ect of the arrangement 
by which all schools with two olasses are administered by the 
central government must· be to discourage the general establish
ment of such schools and to make local bodies and private 
individuals prefer to establish schools with one class, in the 
management of which they have some voice through the local 
School Councils. 

Henue the only type of primary school which can be established 
. with equal facilit)' in either town or country is the school of .me 
class, and the great majority of Russian primary schools are con
sequently of this type. The highest grade of primary school 
cannot be established in the country at all; and it is important to 
note that this regulation affects not. only rural districts properly 
so-called, but the great industrial villages of recent growth, wl>jch 
IU'O towns in all but name, and in which higher primary instrucfion 
is more urgently required than in many of the district towns. On 
the other hand, the most common and convenient form of two.c) ...... 
schools, the ministsrial model schoola, cannot be established in 
towns without ignoring the letter of the law, though these schools 
would seem to be much better adapted to the circumstances of some 
of the distriot towns than the Urban Schools administered undr.r 
the law of 1872. These anomalies are to a great extent the con
sequence of the industrial expansion of RUSBia during the last 
generation; and it is to be supposed that any comprehensive new 
measure for the extension or regulation of primary education will 
involve some readjustment of the present system with the object 
of bringing it more into harmony with present-day conditions. 

Much discussion has recently taken place in the educational pre ... 
of RUSBia on the subject of the reorganisation of the Urben Schools. 
The question a'ppears to have been first raised during the ministry • 
of Bogolepov, who was known to contemplate t.ery considerahle 
modifications of the existing Urban School system. The precise 
lines upon which hIS scheme of reorganisation would have pro
ceeded have not transpired, bnt the discUSBions in the public press 
and in educational circl8l\ ~neraUy afford ample information 88 
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to the reforms which are called for by public opinion. The questions 
discussed partly concern organisation, and partly the content and 
method of instruction. 

At present Urban Schools, though all nominally following the 
same program of instruction, are organised on lines which differ 
considerably in accordance with the number of teachers composing 
their staffs. The course in every case lasts six years, and conse· 
quently in every Urban School there are six different sets of 
pupils under instruction. It is, however, the exception to find a 
school in which each of these sets constitutes an independent cl&88, 
or, in other words, is taught by a separate teacher of its own. Group
ing of sets is the rule: e.g., in the three-class school, which is the 
type most commonly met with, two sets are &88igned to each teacher. 
It is beginning to be urged that the time has now arrived to abolieh 
grouping altogether and to substitute a single uniform type of 
Urban School for the variety at present existing. This would, of 
course, involve in effect the levelling up of all the weaker schools 
to the standard of efficiency now attained by those which have a 
teacher for every class. Failing this reform, BOme writers urge that 
the program of requirements should cease to be uniform for all 
schools, a certain minimum of attainment only being insisted on as 
a condition of obtaining a leaving certificate. 

Again, many people think that the present organisation of the 
Urban School places it in an abnormal relation to the ordinary 
primary school on the one hand and the secondary school on the 
other. The course of the Urban School does not presuppose that 
of the ordinary primary school, and in this respect it differs from 
the District School which it was intended to replace. This has 
led in many cases to a wasteful duplication of the provision for 
elementary instruction, which might be avoided if the lower classes 
of the Urban School were always suppressed in places where there is 
a sufficient number of primary schools of the ordinary type to 
give the necessary preparation for the more advanced course of the 
Urban School. In practice, this has been done in many industrial 
districts, but it is not an arrangement contemplated or definitely 
sanctioned by the law. 

It is further proposed by an influential section of Ruseian educa
tionists so to modify the curriculum of the higher classes of the 
Urban Schools as to make it practically identical with that of the 
lower classes of the secondary school. In this way pupils who had 
completed the course of the Urban School would be qualified for 
admission to the fourth claee of the gymnasium or other school 
of equal grade. It is clear that BO long as classics form an important 
part of the curriculuni of the gymnasium, any such propooal a8 

. this would not be.-practicable. But &8III1IIling that t.he commence
ment of Lj1.tiu is deferred to the fourth claee of the gymnasium, 
the mere addition of a modem foreign language to the present 
curriculum of the Urban School would transform it into • very 
efficient place of preparation for the middle elasa<!e of the gymnasium, 
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the real-school, or the secondary technical school.. , Thus in the 
oase of town children at any rate, the path from the primary sohool 
to the university or higher technical college would be made straight 
and plain, instead of running off, as at present, into ,blind alleys at 
several points. It should be added that, quite apart from any 
question of using the Urban School as a stepping-stone to higher 
education, the addition of at least one modem language to its course 
is often advocated purely in the interests of that important section 
of its pupils who aspire to posts as clerks in mercantile houses, 
as foremen in factories, or as minor officials in the publio service. 

Lastly, there is a strong feeling in favour of replacing the clas8-
system of teaching which is now in vogue in Urban Schools by 
80mething more nearly approaching the subject system of the 
secondary schools. t ,The class-system has in practice already been 
considerably modified in this. direction. This tendency is the 
natural result of the strong conviction whioh prevails in Russia as 
to the essential superiority of the subject system of instruction, 
about which we shall have something more to say in the chapter 
dealing with secondary education. The general introduction of 
the subjeot system into Urban Schools would entail a great specia.li
sation of the training given to the teachers in the institutes, 
since the great advantage of this system is that each subject is 
taught by a person specially well acquainted with that subject. 
Whether this specialisation is either possible or desirable is another 
question. 

III.-PRIMARY SCHOOLS WITH ONE CLASS. 

As we have aJready had occasion to observe in the preceding 
chapter, it is not in the higher grades of schools that the great 
bulk of Russian children of the poorer classes receive instruction. 
The demand of the Russian peasant or artisan for primary instruc
tion does not at present go beyond the modest ourrioulum of the 
one-class school of the zemstvo or of the Holy Synod, or the still 
more rudircentary oourse of the shkola gramotflOsti. The chief 
interest of Russian primary education centres therefore in the 
one-class schools; and amongst these, rather in the schools of the 
country than in those of the towns. The mere statement of the 
fact that, in spite of the recent growth of industries in Russia, 
oull }~ pe.!ll!l!>,t. of the w.hol~.9p1!ll!ti9nJive inJiQ..~ as com
paM with 77 per ceJltjn E~and and3J!J.es.will suffice to show 
wliy-tIle refauve ircportance of tlie-ruraJ school should be so much 
greater in Russia than in this oountry. 

What then are the specia.l characteristics of the one-class primary 
school in Russia' That the peculiar conditions of Russian life 

• For a further diBol188ion 01 probloma afteoting the Urbao School see the 
Report 01 • Special Commission on theee schools app6inted by the !II"""". 
Pedagogical Sooiety (Proceedings 01 the Sooiety lor 19(3).. ' 

t The au bjeot system was the one actually nsed in the older District Schools, 
.... d such District Schools as hove not been conwrted into Urbon Schools 
continne to employ it. 
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should have caused primary education in Russia to assume charac· 
teristics which are not met with elsewhere in the same degree 
will not be a matter of surprise to anyone. Climate, religion, 
national traditions, the distribution of the rural population, the 
nature of their pursuits and their general economic condition, the 
enormous distances over which supervision has to be exercised, 
are all factors which have powerfully influenced the history of 
Russian primary education and have affected not only its external 
,organisation, but also the very character of its curricnlum. 

For example, the poverty of the people affeet& the school at many 
points. Its first and most direct consequence is to make the \"Ural 
school a winterschool9nlY: The sternness of the struggle that has 
toDewaged' 'With the forces of nature for the bare means of sub· 
sistence is such that the children can be spared for school only so 
long as it is impossible to labour in the fields. Directly the frost 
breaks up and nature awakes from the sleep of winter, the schools 
must close; they are therefore open only from October to May, 
~ayJor}40 daY!l __ a~th~,..QJ!.t.IIide. The shortness of school life-in 
most cases not extending beyond three years and often even falling 
short of that-is also due to the same cause. Children cannot 
under the conditions of the Russian climate be sent to school 
earlier than eight years of age, nor can they be kept there beyond 
twelve or thirteen; the particnlar ages during which they are 
actually at school depend very much on local and individual cir· 
cumstances. Fin8.11y, in connection with the question of poverty 
it shonld be pointed out that it costs mush more to equip a chi~~ 
for school in Russia than in England, since the neeCIOfWarm -Clothing 
~iO!OotB-i8s0iiiucligrearer; and this expense is oftenooyond 
the reacTi of the poorest parents. 

The sparseness of the population, again, greatly complicates 
the question of providing an efficient school within reasonable 
distance of each child's home. This circumstance has to be borne 
in mind in accounting for some characteristic phenomena of the 
recent history of Russian education, such as the attempts to develop 
and organise the .hkoly gramotnoati. Thesame cause, coupled with 
the severity of the climate, and other physical conditions, has had 
another important consequence. The short days, the extreme 
cold, the deep snow in winter, the terrible state of the roads in 
early spring and late autumn, make it impossible for children who 
reside at a considerable distance from the school to return home 
daily; and it therefore becomes necessary in many cases to provide 
some sort of lodging accommodation for them in connection with 
the school. This accommodation is of the rudest and simplest 
kind, often amounting to nothing more than a rongh shelter; but 
here the children attending the school are housed for the night, 
providing their 0'Vl food, of whioh they genemlly bring with them 
a week's supply at a time. Where these conditions exist, they alter 
the whole nature of the relation in which the school stands to the 
children, laying upon it obligations which among us are held to 
attach only to the boarding school. The school becomes the home 
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of the children throughout the day; the responsibility of the teacher 
is no longer confined to the normal school lessons ; he has perforce 
to become the friend and companion of his pupils out of school 
hours as well, to provide employment, instruction and recreation 
for them during the long winter evenings, to act in loco parentis 
to them in all the small affairs of their life. This increased respon
sibility, though purely a matter of custom, and not of legal obliga
tion, is always cheerfully undertake'll by the teachers, and in many 
cases discharged with a devotion which is beyond all praise. The 
normal working day of a Russian teacher in a school with a 10,dging 
attached to it cannot be put at less than twelve hours. 

The features of the Russian rural school which have already been 
noted-its character as a winter school only; its c,<?!!!!!e li!llite!l to 
three yea,!. the late age at which school life begins ; and the fact 
that"iii many cases the children are not. only taught, but actua.11y 
live "t the Bchool-are sufficient to mark it off sharply in point of 
external organisation from the corresponding schools of Western 
Europe. The absence of any legal obligation to attend school 
also deeply affects the character of primary education in Russia, 
and causes .its problems frequently to assume aspects with which 
western countries are unfamiliar. 

H all these factors in the life of the primary school are impor
tant as they affect external organisation, they are not less so from the 
point of view of their influence upon the character and spirit of .the 
teaching itself; and in this direction they are reinforced by certain 
deep-lying causes connected with the traditions and habits of thought 
of the Russian peasantry. Within the extremely modest limits 
which are assigned to the curriculum of the Russian primary school, 
there is still room for much that is distinctively Russian to assert 
itself; and the specially national elements in the teaching of the 
primary school are in fact so much more strongly marked than they 
are in the higher grades of education as to go far towards justifying 
the assertion which some Russian educationists are fond of making, 
tRh .. t_ •. ~h~..E.~I!!"!..,~O~()oL!!.~~!. onll sc~ in R~ja wJrich is 

ussla.n. . 
- Foremost amongst the distinctively national characteristics of 
the primary school we must put the religious and ecclesiastical 
basis of the teaohing. There is a consensus of opinion that what 
the Russian peasant most values in the school teaching which his 
child obtains is the ability to read religious books in Russian, to 
read the Gospels in Slavonio, and to join in Church einging. He 
is by no means indifferent to secular learning, but until recently 
his attitude towards it was still more or less medieval; and even 
now the instinct to regard all learning as the handmaid of religion 
strongly affects his attitude towards the school. At ~JJ!ltEl...A 
school in which_the~' Law of God~_8hould.nothe taught .. w()ul<i be 
IDoonceivable to Jilin. No such schools, in fact, erist in Russia, nor is 
there -any school of educational thinkers which would tenture to 
advocate for a moment a purely lleeular program in Russian schools. 
Differences of opinion exist, as we shall see later on, as to the relative 
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importance to be 888igned to religious teaching in comparison with 
other subjects; but the absolute exclusion of religion from the 
cllIricuIum does not come--within-the rangeo! practical polities in _ 
RU88ia, and -it is not so mucK as discU88ed. It should be added 
ih~t by religion is always meant the doctrine of the Orthodox 
RU88ian Church, except in the case of pupils profe88ing certain other 
recognised creeds, such as Lutheranism, Roman Catholicism, or 
the Jewish faith; and that a sharp distinction is drawn between 
these recognised beliefs and the various forms of RU88ian dissent, 
which have no legal status whatever, so far as the schools are 
concerned. 

In close connection with the religious element in the instruction 
stands the teaching of Church Slavonic, to which an inlportant 
place is 888igned in the curriculum of every primary school. The 
Importance of a knowledge of this language to every Orthodox 

rRU88ian is incontestable. For the benefit of readers unacquainted 
with the history of the Slavonic languages, we may here explain that 
Church Slavonic is a modified form of the Old Bulgarian dialect 
used by the two Slavonic apostles Cyril and his brother Methodius 
in the ninth century. It has long ceased to be a spoken tongue 
in the ordinary sense of the word, but is used by all Slavs who 
follow the Greek rite as their liturgical language. It preserves a 
!more primitive phase of Slavic speech than any of the living tongues 
which have sprung from the same stOck, but it is nut to be regarded 
as their common parent. Its use for religious purposes through 
many centuries has, however, left a deep impre88ion on the literary 
dialect of Great RU88ian and other Slavonic tongues, and the same 
cause has given it a strong hold upon the affections and imagination 
of the RU88ian peasantry, who regard it with all those feelings of 
veneration which inevitably attach themselves to forms of speech 
long reserved for sacred uses. 

These circumstances would be sufficient in .ihemselves to justify 
the teaching of Church Slavonic in the schooJ8 of RU88ia, even if no 
special pedagogical advantage could be claimed for this instrUction. 
But in point of fact the pedagogical vaJ.qe of the language must be 
rated very high indeed. The teachmg of a language, separated 
indeed from the mother to~e of the pupil by marked differencee 
both of grammatical structm.. and of vocabulary, yet not 80 far 
apart from it as to be beyond the b:tellectual grasp of children of 
tender years, is surely an edueatiossl instrument such &8 it rarely 
falls to the lot ola primary school ton foer to use. In skilful hands it 
is capable of conferring benefits co_ iq.arable in kind, if not in degree, 
to those which are claimed for the study of the classical languages 
in the case of oldsr pupils. Putting aside, therefore, an q oestiOM 
of the value of c,hureh Slavonic from the religious point of view, 
its value as an instrument of mental gymnastic must always give 
to it a pOsition of unique importance in the modest echeme of 
studies of the RlllIIIian primary. schools. But it is important 
to emphasise the fact that DO subject of the curriculum iallO -
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dependent upon skilled teaching to make it effective as Church 
Slavonic.· 

Of the secular subjects entering into the curriculum the only 
one which calls for special notice is Russian. The Russian Govern
ment is so much alive to the importance of a common language 
as a unifying instrument, that. the teaching of Russian is made 
obligatory in schools of every grade, whether established among 
a Russian-speaking population or one of alien speech. It is obvious 
that the task of the teacher must be very much more difficult i'! 
the latter case than in the former, and this fact is recognised in the. 
provision which extends the course ill primary schools established 
among the non-Russian population to four years. So great, how, 
ever, are the intrinsic difficulties of the language, e.g., its shifting 
accentuation, and the subtle variations of meaning conveyed by 
the aspects of its verb-that four years must often appear all too 
short a time for the. primary school to accomplish the task imposed 
upon it. I)l the case of those subjects of the Empire who already 
speak some other Slavonic dialect, such as the Poles or the Little 
or White Russians, the difficulties are of course by no means so 
great j while for Great Russians, in whose case the object in view is 
the obtaining of such a mastery of the grammatical difficultieS of 
the language as will enable them to avoid provincialisms in speech 
and writing, the three years of the norinal primary course are pro

. bably ample under erdinary conditions. But great as the diffi
culties of Russian undoubtedly are, it must not be forgotten that 
the disciplinary value of the study of such a language is corres
pondingly great j and that a primary school which comprises 
in its ourriculum two such subjects as Russian and Slavonic is 
equipped on the linguistio side as no other primary sch'Yl in Europe 
is. It should, however, be mentioned that while the spelling of 
Church Slavonio is perfectly phonetic, that of Russian contains a 
oertain number of arbitrary features, though it is very far from 
being so hopelessly unscientific as the system of orthography in 
use ill English j and that Russian teachers complain very much of 
the unproductive expenditure of time involved in teaching purely 
conventional details which have no scientifio value. 

If we compare the ourriculum of the Russian one-class school 
with that of our own primary schools, the most conspicuous differ
ence will appear to be the absence of any provision in the former 
for teaching history, geography, nature-lore and drawing. All 
these subjects form part of the regular course in the schools with 
two classes, and in the Urban Schools, the latter also adding 
instruotion in elementary geometry. It should be explained, how-

• A Ruosian friend of tho writer, an educationist of high standiDg, u
~ the opinion that this skilled toaching i8 seldom avaiJa.ble.. He says : 
• As a matter of f&ot, the te&ohing of Church S1avonio ~ on a low lew!, and 

doos not go beyond a more or 1 ... inatruotive groping after tbs 8OjIBO of prayers 
and extracts from the New ToIltament. One of two things happens: in the 
seoul .. sohoola very tittle is achieved by it; in the Church sohoola too much 
is aaoriJioed to it. U 
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ever, that a certain amount of historical and geographical infor
mation, and some elementary notions of physical science, are in
cidentally conveyed to the pupils of the one-class schools, especially 
in those of the zelIl8tvos, through the medium of the reading lesson. 
The knowledge of Russian history and geography sometimes dis
played by Russian school children is surprisingly clear and accurate. 
Nature study cannot be said to be so successfully carried on, since 
mere book learning or oral teaching is of little avail here, and 
intuitive methods of nature-study are difficult in schools open 
during the winter only. This practice of "explanatory reading," 
as it is called, has, however, sometimes been discouraged by the 
higher educational authorities on the ground that the whole time 
at the disposal of the primary school with one class is needed 
for the mastery of the more elementary subjects named in the 
curriculum, and that the scholar's attention ought not to be dis
'racted from these subjects by attempts to supply him with a mass 
of unconnected details of general information. * . 

A primary school with a course of three years, or rather three 
winters only, is such an unfamiliar phenomenon to the present 
generation of English educationists that the question will naturally 
be . asked what results are actually prodnced by such a school 
working under average conditions. In attempting some answer 
to this question, certain preliminary considerations must be· borne 
in mind, such as the average age at which Russian children are 
admitted to school, the state of preparatiOli in which they enter 
it, their attitude towards school learning, and their general 
intellectual capabilities. 

It will probably be admitted that nnder all ordinary circum
stances a child entering school for the first time at eight, nine or 
ten years of age when his intellectual faculties have already under
gone a considerable degree of development, but are still highly 
plastic and receptive, must be in a better position to profit by a 
three years' course of instruction than he wonld be either at a 
much earlier or a much later stage. But in the case of a Russian 
child the conditions under which the first ten years of life are 
pasaed are nsually such as to make him, both in an intellectual 
and moral sense, old beyond his years. M. Rachinski has a passage 
of much eloquence and pathos dealing with this point, which may 
well be quoted here . 

.. The RUSBian boy entering a rural ocbool in his eleventh year baa Ii~tle in 
common with • child of the same age belonging to the cultivated c'-. He 
baa OlIver yet set eyse on a primer, but be knowa well the alphabet of life. He 
baa already tasted much unchiJdish sorrow, baa already been a sharer in maoy 
unchildish labour&. By the time he could barely ot.aDd firmly on his feet, he 

• The attitude of the Ministry 01 Public Instmction toworda .. espIana.
tory readiug .. baa varied somewhat; but ita la_ prograDI8 declare it to be 
dos:rable to impart ti> the children """'" knowledge of natural histor), and of 
&Wllian history and geography. The wholo ... bied ia dealt with in eomJeC-

'"n with the qaeot.iOll of estending the program of certain ...... clMo primary 
~1o in a cir...w of the Curator of the,Bt. PeterBi>ors EducaIionaI Di8Irict, 

t 2nd December, 1895. 
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baa been entrusted with the nurSing of a younger brother or sister. All our 
country children, boys as well as girls, have passed through this nursing ex· 
perience. On the threehold of coilscious life there is laid upon them the most 
awful of responsibilities-responsibility for the life of a helple88, beloved, 
importunate orea.ture, who oannot exist without their consta.nt care. The 
mother, of oourse, is harrowing or ploughing, mowing or reaping. As soon as 
the'signs of physical strength appear, tasks beyond his strength &re laid upon 
tho boy, tasks connected with responsibility for the most va.luable portions of 
a peasant's stock-the cattle and the horses. He is an active partioipator in 
all the labours and e&re8 of the fa.mily. In the midst of this he&vy, feverish 
toil there is no poasibility of hiding from him any of the dark or repulsivo 
sides of life. He 1e&rn8 everything, not from f&cetioUB stories, but from bitter 
personal experience. He sees death at close qU&r\ers in all its terrifying 
det&ils, in all its mysterious gre&tness, and le&rnB to look upon it simply and 
soberly, with humility and hope. By the sids of a /lve'ye&r-old child of the 
eduoated olasses he is an ignoramus. but he is immeasurably riper for contact 
with life than a youth of twenty ye&rs who baa been delicately nurtured in a 
wealthy, cultured family. 

"To go to school is a dslight to him. There awaits him alifeof comparative 
comfort and e&88, free from all \abour, physical or intellectual, which is 
beyond his powers-there await. him the luxury which is the neC888ity of 
childhood, but for which there is no time in his home Iif&-the luxury of con· 
stant attention and C&re from his elders. But he brings with him the feeling 
acquired in: the home, of ..... ponsibility for his own conduct and for his own 
time, the consciousness of the necessity for labour and the exertion of all his 
powers. It is for the teacher to see that the .. precious seeds ato not choked 
but that they &re strengthened and properly directed. He brings with him 
a.Isc a vague, but lofty and reverent, idea of learning, &8 tho key to the 
mysteries of prayer, of eterna.! life and of divine wisdom. Making the sign 
of the ctoBB, h. ki8888 the first book which is put into. his h&nds."-Stlakaia 
Shltola, pp. 15-17. 

The eagerness' of Russian children to avail thernsel ves of the 
opportunity of schooling is universally attested. "The majority 
of our children" says a lady teacher in one of the schools of the 
St. Petersburg district Zernstvo, " love school: cases to the contrary 
are extremely rare. Seldom, indeed, does it happen that lessons 
are missed by the fault of the children: such a thing occurs only 
when they are kept at home by their parents to work, or because 
of inclement weather, or (and this is no uncommon caseHor want of 
~othinli!lr ...P99Jll. ~hey insist on coming to school: very few 
parents take any pama to see that their children attend school 
regularly, but the converse does occur, that is to say, the parents 
try to keep a child at home, and he quietly runs away to school. 
The children have a characteristic expression of their own [for 
attending school]; they do not- jlpeaL~L~~in~§ent_~scch(J01 ; 
they_sal'~a~ they are let go to school (puskaua tI shkdu), lh!!.tis, 
they are ./lot detained _at home." --This attitude on the part of the 
children towards their -scliiiiil explains at once why it is pOBBible 
and indeed inevitable that lessons and other occupations in 
Russian village schools should extend far beyond the nominal 
five hours or 80 of teaching which are contemplated by the law. 
Let us hear M. Rachinski once more upon this ~ : 

"Onrchildrencome to school with the firm intention to master therudimente 
of leeming, generally at their own.........t request, and with per!et,t readin .... 
to study without in\emlption from mgm till eve. Such is aIoo tho wish of tho 
parente. A school in which work is confined within the limite of tho louT 0: 
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five hoUl'B a day which pedagogical ooien •• recogniaee ae sufficient. is oon· 
Bidered a poor oohool. And the parents are right. Th.y prize but Iittl. the 
Bcanty fragments of knowledge which can be go, up for show in the course of 
three or four winters of State instruction, but they appreciate highly th. 
n.c .... ry arts (forma of skill), which can be rt4llll acquired in that tim., 
though only with great concentration of labour. All tbis irresistibly impels 
our Bchool to increase the number of hours of instruction, and the chief im
pnIa. in this direction com .. from the pupils themselves. Their constant 
presence in the achool, their truly insatiable thirst for learning, compel ev.ry 
teacher who is interested in his work, whether he will or no, to increase the 
number of cluBlesaons, especially during. the first hall of the winter, when it is 
n.cesaary to utilise the whol. of the abort day; and then begins the long 
evening, in which the children cannot run abou' the BtreetB. Of the Bpecial 
features which this intenaiv. Byetem of instruction intradu ... into the .urri. 
culum aa well as into the BChool diacipline, I aholl Bpeak later on. For the 
present I Bimply insist on the fact that Buch intensive teaching is not a tyrenny 
exercised over the ohildren, but a concession to their demands; they have 
come to Bcheol to learn, and th.y have nowhere hut the Bchool to go to. To 
g.t them out of the claaa.room, i' is literally necesaary to put out the lamp. 
Tbey do their work with patience and perseverance, fully understanding 
that this work is difficult and important. Tbis attitude on the part of the 
children towarda the .. hool alon. makes it poaaible for the teacher to do the 
extra work involved, which, however, to every peaaant teacher appeara 
entirely in the normal course of thinga."-Sdokaia Sh1rd4, pp. 19-20. 

M. Racbinski in another place (p. 27) tells us that he ~~ &8 

a teacher who P8.B8es all Iris Iifein school; that in winter, on work· 
mg days aJiil1iolyaaysalike: hiiiipenils the whole day from eight in 
the morning to eight at night SU1TQunded by some seventy peasant 
children; and that a like number of children of the same age 
belonging to the best families and with the most careful training 
would drive him mad in a week. 

In reading such testimonies &8 those above quoted to the love 
of school and the eagerness to learn which are shown by Russian 
children attending the primary scbools, we must, of course, give 
due weight to the fact that attendance at school is in Russia neither 
compulsory nor universal, and that therefore children for whom 
or for whose parents learning has no attraction are not &8 a rule 
to be found in the schools. Doubtless the effect of making educa
tion compulsory would be, even in Russia, to make the school more 
or less unpopular with the baser and more ignorant elements of the 
population. But for the present the Russian primary sehool has 
no such difficulty to contend with. Whatever the disadvantagea 
under which its work is carried on, and we have said enough ~ 
show that these are in many respects enormous, it yielils to no 
primary school in Europe in respect of the good will with which 
it is regarded by the community which it servea, and of the eager· 
ness with which its benefits are welcomed by the children themselves. 
ThE: love of school shown by the children, together with their 
eapacity for the intensive work described by M. lW:binaki in the 
extract above quoted, are factom of the highest importance in the 
success of the sChool, and help us greatly to understand why it 
is that a 'daree yeam' course dOM aetuaIIy yield results so much in 
advance of what might be expected, jndging by Western experience 
oulT· 
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Another factor of at least equal importance is the extraordinary 
receptivity of the Slavonic race. This national characteristic, 
'ltith which we are all more or less familiar in the case of RUBSians 
of the cultivated classes, is fully shared by the children of the 
RUBSian peasantry. It is impossible to visit a RUBSian primary 
school 'ltithout being met at every turn by striking evidences of 
the quickness of the ohildren in receiving and &ssimilating know
ledge. One hears, for example, children who have been at school 
ouly a few weeks read from their RUBSian primer, slowly and 
stumblingly it may be, but still with a surprising degree of correct
ness, passages of difficulty quite equal to those of our First and 
Second Standard Reading Books; and one is assured that these 
children on admission did not even know their alphabet. The 
writer was told at one of the Moscow schools that the children 
were expected to master the purely mechanical difficulties of 
learning to read in about three weeks. Equally rapid progress 
is made in the other subjects of instruction; one oceasionally sees 
quite remarkable specimens of neat handwriting (single letters 
and words) after a couple of months' teaching; and the older pupils 
display exceptional readiness in mental arithmetic. 

When all the points we have mentioned are taken into account
the late age at whioh ohildren enter school, their eagerness for work 
and intense application to it, and the exceptional receptivity of 
their minds-it will not be thought surprising that even a short 
three years' course of instruction proves sufficient to give substantial 
and permanent results in the case of the majority of scholars attend
ing the primary schools. What do these results amount to in 
practice' In other words what advantage does a boy who has 
completed a three years' course in a primary school p08BeB8 over 
his illiterate fellows '-In the first place. he has acquired the power 
to read his own language in its literary form. Incidentally the 
instruction he has received in connection with the reading lessons 
has been the means of giving him a certain amount of information 
relating to the history and geography of his native land. His 
intellectual interests have thus been awakened. his mental borizon 
has been greatly widened. and he has at his command the means of 
carrying forward his education for himself to a degree ouly limited 
by his own capacity for BSSimilating knowledge. He has, moreover •. 
acquired a better command of correct RUBSian for purposes of 
speech and writing ; this not ouly greatly facilitates his intercourse 
with his more cultivated fellow-countrymen. but is also a great 
advantage to him in the affairs of his ordinary life; he has learnt, 
for example. how to write an ordinary letter on business or in the 
way of friendly intercourse. He has a sufficient knowledge of 
arithmetic to enable him to deal correctly with whole numbers 
and even the simpler fractions. Last. but not least. if he has had 
the ad vantage of good teaching in Church Slavcdic. his study of 
this language must not only have trained his faculty of cemparison 
and given him Bome insight into the laws of language, but by 

. ~nabling him to comprehend more fully the prayers and services 
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of his church must .surely have contributed to make his whole 
conception of religion more couscious and intelligent. 80 muc~ 
for the purely intellectual side of the school's work. Its influence 
in the sphere of morals and religion is equally positive and de
cided, though in this more than in any other department of the 
teacher's work personal factors and local circumstances must 
be taken into account. Of the differences between the Zemstvos' 
schools and those of the Holy Synod in respect of religious 
influence in general and the Orthodox" atmosphere" in particular 
we shall speak later on. But it must be obvious that where, all 

is the case with so many of the rural schools of Russia, the teacher 
is in contact with his scholars during moat of the waking hours of 
the day, his opportunities of influencing their characters must be 
enormously greater than those enjoyed by the Western school 
teacher: and there is, in fact, no lack of evidence as to the 
softening and civilizing effect which the rural school in particular 
actually exerts over the characters of its pnpils. Of the material 
advantages which a good primary education may secure to its 
possessor it is sufficient to say that it greatly increases his chances 
of remunerative employment, especially in the towns, and tbat in 
the case of those who are called up for military service, a certi
ficate of having completed a three years' course in the primary 
school abridges the term of service by two years, and may also 
in various incidental ways lighten considerably their military 
dutie!'l (See Rachinski, Selakaia Shl«Jla, pp. 92-94). 

While the above is believed to be.a fair summary of the advantages 
which a good one-class primary school, taught by an efficient 
teacher devoted to his work and calling, has to offer to those of 
its scholara who complete the full COIllllE', it is important to insist 
that three years is the minimum time within which these results 
can in ordinary cases be achieved. It is the misfortnne of Russian 
primary education that.!dM"gLQUlllber, even a IIl8jority on the 
whole, of the pupils leave school ,before th8:eompletion of the 
~hr.ieyears'_cOl!!f!C~,:-The reasons for this discouraging phenomenon 
are not far to seek. They are ,to be found in the poverty and 
ignorance of the parents, coupled with the absence of legislative 
sanctions in the matter of school attendance. Indiredly, doubtless, 
the partial exemption from military service which attaches to the 
possession of a leaving certificate acts as an encouragement to many 
parents to keep their children at school until they have completed 

~ ,the course; hut this inducement is operative only in the case of the 
~ys. Hence the school life of a RussiaA girl of ~he poorer c188ll' 
~ ~d rareli~-:eXceed two:yearil7" The ineVitable result of this t". of things is a cousiderable amount of intellectual recidivism 
i>- £:;-~ch the existing provision of Sunday schools and reeapi
: $ '_ of~' I!I"e8tly as these have increased in number of recent 
~ ,t a \hree inadequate to cope. In the absence of a law making 

ICe of what'ltory (which would probably indeed be almost 
it COWu "ot be enforced over a great part of the country) 

remedy for the e~ting state of things lies in the gradual' 
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education of' public opinion. The advisability of extending the 
. course of the primary school to four or five years and of widening 
the curriculum at the same time so as to include definite instruction 
in geography, history, geometry and the like is from time to time 
discussed in RUBsian educational circles. There are, undoubtedly, 
some localities in Russia where a school with a four or five years' 
course might be established with good prospect of success. But 
it would certainly seem that until the Russian parent of the poorer 
class has realised the necessity of keeping his ohild at school for 
the three years required to complete the present course, it is some· 
what premature to contemplate a general extension of the primary 
school course beyond its existing limit, and to attempt to widen 
the curriculum without extending the course would be positively 
harmful. • 

It may seem paradoxical or inconsistent, after speaking of diffi· 
culties arising from the unwillingness of parents to keep children at 
school until the completion .of the course, to go on to assert the 
existenoe among the masses of Russia of an almost universal feeling 
in favour of education. Yet there can be no manner of doubt that 
an appreciation of the advantages of education, at any rate for boys, 
does as a matter of fact in Russia, as in some other countries that 

'might be named, go along with a very widespread indisposition or 
inability to utilise existing advantages to the utmost. * 

l'he existence of this appreciation of education is, to some extent., 
vouched for by the almost universal overcrowding of the existing 
schools, and the large number of applicants who are annually 
refUBed admission into these schools. The facts of ~he case are 
very well stated in a recent publication of the Ministry of Public 
Instruction, from which we extract the following passage: 

.. Aocording to the figuros for 1897, the avcrago number of scholars attend
ing each primary Bchool in the Empire was fifty. If we toke into acconnt the 
fact that at I .... t 30,000 of thes. Bchoolo wore located in ordinary practl .... 
huU!, and oould acoommodate at moat fifteen to twenty schola.n. it will be seen 
that the existing schools were very muoh over-crowded. and the oonc1uaion 
is inevitable that the low number of ohildren attending .. hool in RUSBia is 
mainly due to the fact that there are few .. hoolo, and that they oannot 
accommodate all the ehi\dren who eould and would attend .. hool. This oon· 

• As regards M0800W this atatement may be illustrated by p\aoing Bide by 
Bide two pasaages ooourring in Professor VinogradofI'a Memorandum on tho 
Universal Aooossibility of Primary Instruotion in Moacow. to which reference 
will be made later. U We may leave entirely out of Reoount the at1BU.mption 
that any oonsiderable number 01 poor families will refu"" to IIOIld their 
children to the.ehoo\s, il lacilities 01 ....... to the latter are &ffurded on .. wide 
aoole. Whato_ may be the ..... in vi11agos, &mung tho population of 
MOBCOW tho recognition 01 the benefit and nooossity 01 elementary instruction 
may be unneidered univoraal" (p. 10). .. Th. number of sobolars in ~ 
first," i. ... tho lowest, .. claaa is about one half of the total number in tho 
aohool; the 8000Ild c1 .... is ooneiderably smaller than tM first, and the third 
ia unfortunately apt to ahow a still more ooneiderable Ialling oft" (p.8). The 
diminiohing numbers in the higher classoa ..... ho __ • partly' due to ~ 
striotness of the ""aminstiona, whiolo prevenls many of the morn backward 
,.molars from obtaiDin8 promotion in the rego1ar oouno. 
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elusion is confirmed by this fact among others, that wherever now sohool. are 
opened they are at once filled with soholars, and that refusals to admit children 
for lack of room are now an ordinary oocurren .. in all parte of the Ru •• ian 
Empire, from St. Petersburg to the remotest comers of Siberia. • • • In 
tho Government of St. Petersburg the average number of children annually 
refuaed is as follows: by each school maintained by the Zemetvo, .ixteen ; 
by each Ministerial .ohool, ten; by each Church parochial .. hoo~ eleven. 
According to the official report of State Secretary Kulomzen, refooalo of tho 
meano of education havo latterly become .. chronio phenomenon In Siberia 
in the life of many sohool. in the country ae well ae in the towne .... 

The whole question as to how far the desire for primary instruc· 
tion had penetrated among the )leople of RU'l8ia was investigated 
some few years ago by the Moscow Committee of Literacy (Komila 
Gramotnosti), who obtained replies to enquiries on the subject from 
a large number of persons in al1 parts of Russia. Of the answers 
received 90' 2 per cent. (viz. 96' 3 per cent. from towns, 88 per cent. 
from the country) stated that there was a general desire on the part 
of parents to have their children educated. As regards the remain· 
ing 9'8 per cent. the enquiries had in some cases been misunderstood. 
Where there was clear evidence of a positive prejudice against the 
schools, the reasons given were based on religious grounds (this 
concerned e.g. the Tatar Musulman populations, and to some extent 
also the Russian sectaries) and partly on poverty and remoteness 
from centres of civilisation. • 

Whilst, therefore, there are good grounds for the statement that 
there exists in Russia a general desire for education, it should only 
be made subjeet to one very important qualification. It is in point 
of fact tree only in respect of the boys; the desire that girls should 
be educated is by no means general among the poorer classes in 
Russia. Roughly speaking, out of every four children receiving 
primary education in Russia only one is a girl; and the proportion 
of girls to boys in the schools is very much smal1er in the vi1lsges than 
in the towns. The distinction between town and country in this 
respect is very wel1 brought out by the results of the investigation 
of the Committee of Literacy above referred to. Of the replies to 
the question whether the desire for education applied to girls 88 well 
as to boys, only 13'4 per cent. were in the affirmative in respect of the 
villages, as against 76' 7 per cent. in relation to the urban popnlation. 

This comparative indifference to the education of the future 
mothers of the nation is a fact of such capital importance that it is 
worth while to enquire somewhat more closely into the reaeons for 
it. Perhaps the most fundamental reaeon is to be found in the 
traditional notions obtaining among the peasantry as to the general 
position of women. However advanced the ideas of female educa
tion entertained by the upper classes of Russia may now he, it 
should he remembered that it is only a comparatively short time, 
as ~he lifetime of nations is reekoned, since anything beyond the 
merest rudiments.of book·learning W88 thought total1y unnecessary 

1 
• Krntkii Obzor deiatelnooti Ministerot .... Narodnago Proom!stebeniia ... 

vromia upravloniia pokoinago MiDiBtn -N. P. Bogolopov&. B.P.B., 1901.-
(p. 6.) • , • ..t 
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for the daughters of the most aristocratic families in Russia. In 
this respect, as in many others, the ideas prevailing among the 
peasantry simply represent a lower state of culture from which the 
upper cla.sses have now emerged. "Why should a girl learn to 
read and write ¥ " asks the Russian peasant. "Her busincss is to 
stay at home, to spin and knit, to cook the broth, to nurse the baby, 
and to mind the house. What is the use of book.learning to her 1 " 
Old=-world notions of this kind notoriouslI die hard; still the in
lIuence of nioaern,deas sTowly'makes l&elf feTt;'aniI1ne old prejudice 
against the education of girls is observably on the wane in many 
districts, as may be shown by comparing the statistics of school 
attendance of succeeding decades since the sixties. There are, 
however, some other considerations, partly of an economic, and 
partly of a moral kind, which also operate strongly in the direction 
of keeping the school attendance of girm at a much lower level 
than that of boys. A boy's work is out of doors, a girl is more useful 
indoors. The boy is wanted for field work in the summer, but in the 
winter he is free to go to school. His sister is of more use in winter 
than in summer; she can not only help in the work of the house, 
but she can occupy the long winter evenings in spinning flax, knitting 
stockings or gloves, or in any of the other small industries for which 
certain districts in Russia are famous. Hence it is just at the time 
that the schools are open that the girls are most wanted at home. 
The Ueport of the Committee of Literacy mentions as an illustration 
of the way in which these economic considerations affect the question 
that in some districts the attendance of girls at school depends on 
the flax harvest; a good harvest reduces attendance, while a failure 
in the crop causes a sudden influx of girls into the schools during the 
ensuing winter. Cases are also. mentioned in which girls have 
attended school on Fridays only, since it is acco~.ted.~I. t!!.~ P'Ca~ 
!.-"in_t?spi~ ~)Jl.l'.!i<l.!m!. It should also be borne In mind in con
nection with the economic aspect of the matter, that although no 
fees are, as a rule, charged in Russian primary schools, the equip
ment of a child for school is nevertbeless a very considerable tax on 
the resources of an ordinary peasant household. Very many peasants 
cannot afford to spend five, ten or fifteen roubles on extra overwear 
and boots for more than one child at a time; in such cases, if there 
are both boys and girls in the family, the boys naturally get the 
preference. One consideration which tells powerfully in favour of the 
boys is the fact that they can obtain partial exemption from mili
tary service by means of the school, while there is no corresponding 
privilege open to the girls. For this reason, even when girls are 
sent to school, they are withdrawn, as a rule, earlier than the boys. 
1'he ordinary parent will make an effort to keep his boy at school 
for a third winter in order to obtain the military exemption; but 
as to his daughter," what good," he asks, "will a.third year do to 
her' She knows her letters, she can read and say her prayers. 
What more does a girl want' She is not wing for a .. ~,'~ .. 

There is still anotber reason <>peratillg In the same direction, 
namely, the dis!i~ o~ many of the Russian r-antry for mixed 

nl& X 
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schools. But the vast majority ohlte rural schools of Russia are 
of the mixed type; liep..rate-girls' schools-are afmost Unknown 
outside the towfis~- Mixed schools are, in fact, a necessity in Russia 
for the same reason as makes them a necessity in the less thickly 
populated parts of rural England-the need of economising in 
buildings, cost of maintenance and teaching power. The instinct 
of the peasantry is, however, in many places against these schools, 
as places of education for their daughters; and it must be admitted 
that there are reasonable grounds for this feeling whenever constant 
oversight on the part of the parents is rendered difficult by the 
distance of tJ:1e child's home from school. It is one thing to allow 
a boy to trudge several versts to and from school in the dark winter 
mornings and evenings, or to spend the entire week away from home 
in the rough common lodging shared by other boys; but the case is 
entirely different with a girl. Many of the more enlightened parents 
would willingly send their daughters to school if they could have 
them educated separately from the boys, or if separate lodging 
accommodation could be provided under proper supervision. The 
proof of this lies in the fact that wherever separate girls' schools 
have been provided they are filled to overflowing. As it is, the 
attendance of girls at the ordinary mixed rural schools is frequently 
confined to the daughters of families living in the imoediate 
proximity of the school. Another reason which weighs with the 
peasantry in favour of separate girls' schools is that only in these 
schools is it found possible to teach needlework, instruction in which 
is highly prized on account of its practical value: 

I Whilst all these caoses unite to keep down the attendance of girls 
at the ordinary primary schools to an abnormally low level, their 
opportunities of obtaining higher primary instruction are throughout 

\ 

the greater part of the Russian Empire practically non-existent. 
Except in the provinces of Kiev, Volhynia, and Podolia, the Urban 
Schools establiBhed under the law of 1872 are open only to boys. 

We have dwelt at some length on the inferior position in which the 
girls of tM lower classes are placed in respect of educational oppor
tunities because it undoubtedly collStl~ates one of the most serioua 
weaknesses of the whole educational system of Russia. No system 
of primary instruction can be said to have its foundations finnJy and 
securely laid which does not provide adequately for the education 
of the future mothers of the race. It is not too much to say that 
the slow'progress -",ruCD -primary education in Russia haa made 
enn among the male population ~ largely due to the backward 
state of public opinion among the peasantry with regard to the 
education of girls. The influence of the mother over the intellectual 
development of the child during the first ten years of life can hardly 
be overestimated. It is found by actual experience that wherever. 

'Russian mother can read and write all the children can' do 80 also. 
at least to sOmehteot:-r...cklir culfureontne part of the mother, 
on the ot~r hanc.l. deprives the sehool teacher of the mOllt powerful 
anxiliary to his efforts on behalf of ~e child. .. If, twenty years ago," 
says M. Sokolov. a priest of the Government of Tula ... we ha4 
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begun to provide for the instruction of girls instead of boys, nearly 
the whole of the generation now growing up would be able to read 
and write, and we should not now have to waste precious time in 
school teaching the sounds of letters, prayers, and the first rules of 
social intercourse. If we cannot now reverse our procedure we 
should, at least, make up for lost time by endeavouring in every 
possible way to attract girls into ow; schools.". There can be no 
doubt that the opening of a large number of girls' schools would do 
more than any other possible measure to reduce illiteracy in the 
next generation. Short of this, much might still be done, even under 
present conditions, by means of Sunday schools, summer schools for 
girls, and the like. 

The existence among the poorer classes of a growing appreciation 
of the advantages of education, at any rate for boys, being thus 
established, it is important to enquire further to what extent this 
appreciation has so far led to a demand on the part of the peasantry 
and the artisan population for secondary and higher education. It 
follows almost as a corollary from what has been said as to the 
difficulty of inducing parents to leave their children at the primary 
school for as long a period as three years that the number of children 
of the lower orders who seek instruction higher than elementary is 
as yet very small. The statistics of admissions into secondary 

_ schools, universities and higher technical colleges show, nevertheless, 
that a small but slowly increasing percentage of students are drawn 
from the agrioultural and artisan classes. But the path upward 
from the elementary school to places of higher education is not made 
easy. The close co-ordination of secondary with university in
struction in Russia finds no counterpart in the correlation of the 
elementary curriculum with that of the secondary schools. In the 
educational legislation of Alexander I. the educational ladder was an 
officially recognised ideal, but the re-organisation of the educational 
Bystem under Nioholas L broke off the connection between elemen
tary and secondary schools, and the gap thus created has never been 
again bridged over. Of course, there is nothing to prevent a clever 
boy, whose parents can afJord the necessary expense, from passing 
from a primary school at the age of ten or eleven into a gymnasium 
Or real·sohool, and thence making his way to the university or to a 
higher technical college. Such cases happen, no doubt, sporadically; 
there is, for instance, a constant dribble of boys from the Urban 
Schools into the ree.I-schools. But nothing is done to pick out poor 
boys of good capacity attending the primary sohools, in order to send 
them on with the help of bursaries, reduced fees or the like, to the 
seOOlldary schools. III fact, as we have already seen in a preceding 
chapter, the whole spirit of the administration of the Ministry of 
Publio Instruction has of late years been directly opposed to any 
such policy. 

That the principle of the educational ladder finda strong and abie 
• 

" Quoted in an article on Girls' EdUCDtion in U NarodfUJd ObrazovaUe II 

JanUAty and Fobruaty, 1901. •. . 
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advocates in Russia goes almost without saying. It may in fact 
be said to be one of the essential planks in the platform of the party 
of educational reform. We have already, in an earlier section 
of this chapter, noted a proposal to make the Urban School a 
stepping-stone between the primary school and the gymnasium, or 
other place of secondary instruction in the caFe of town children. 
The whole attitude of the reform party to the question is, however, 
conditioned by their dissatisfaction with the existing organisation 
of secondary education. Their demand is not so much for greater 
facilities of access to the existing gymnasia and real-schools as for 
such a reorganisation of the curricula of the latter as shall make the 
passage from the primary schools into them easy and natural. This 
might be done, for example, by so arranging the course of instruc
tion in the lower classes of secondary schools as to include much the 
same subjecta as are taught in the higher primary schools, 80 

that pupils might pass from the latter to the former either 
without examination or on the result of an examination in certain 
subjecta only. A proposal of this nature actually formed part of 
the recommendations of General Vannovski three years ago. 

There are other objections, entirely unconnected with questions 
of curriculum, to any scheme for facilitating the passage on a wide 
scale of boys from rural districta into the existing secondary schools. 
One serious difficulty, for example, arises from the fact that the 
secondary schools are all established in the larger towns. A boy from 
the counky attending such a school is taken out of his natural en
vironment, and, unless his parenta also remove to the town for the 
sake of his education, he is cut off from all the wholesome influences 
of home. Moreover, the whole aim and spirit of the secondary schools 
of Russia are such as to make thoughtful people of all parties in 
Russia doubt greatly whether, in any but exceptional cases, it is 
to the real advantage of a peasant boy to be placed in them. M 
Rachinski puta this point very clearly in a passage occurring in IW 
Sdskaia Shkola (pp. 94 and 95) • 

.. In the majority of caaes a peasant boy un only lose by being placed iJ 
one of our secondary schools. The final and irretrievable breach with h. 
former BOCia\ environment which such a .tep renden! inevitable .. loom lindl 
ita compensation in the obtaining of a real education. In laying thia I ....... 
no reproach to the teaching in our gymnaaia. But ouch ia the inevitabll 
resnlt of the relations .. hich have been established bet .. """ our education&: 
system and the public ..,nice, and of the vie ... of education which hav. 
developed under their influence in our rapidly increasing haU-educated society. 
It ia owing to these oouditions that our oecondary schools, and partly also on. 
places of higher education, are becoming more and more nuneries, not of 
en\ightment, but of officialdom. This ia why they ..... fiUed to ovedlowing 
why they produce maIoontenta, why fail ..... to complete their conrae _um .. 
the aspect of a real calamity. In the eyes of the pupilo and their parenlo 
the knowledge acquired in them ia nothing. n io aU a qneotion of dip1oma, 
of rights with .... pect to the public service. A knowledge of the r .... tin COD

junctions. if not crdwned by admisoion to the fourteenth c\aea [in the _Ie of 
ranks] ia Cqllllidered such a misfortune that it. drives our dioappointed gym
nasista to the greatest follies, not even escludiug ouicide ilMelL Fe .. peaoantAI 
have the paticDce and the me&DB to keep .. 0011 at ochoollong enough to <om
pI-to the coo..., of the lJYDlIl&!Iium. An incomplete coune \eav,," him tri!h 
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far more vain aspirations than real knowledge. Even if he completes the 
course, in a majority of cases his education simply flings him. into the hungry 
and unsatisfied army, a1rea.d.y too numerous, of our minor officials. 

It is obvious that the criticism contained in the above passage is 
directed not against the desirability of some kind of secondary educa
tion for village children, but against the general spirit and asBOCia~ 
tions of the existing secondary schools. A system of rural schools 
of the secondary grade, or of a grade intermediate between the 
primary school and the gymnasium or real-school, would be open to 
none of the objections urged by M. Rachinski. If, as has been 
suggested, a number of such schools were established in the larger 
villages of Russia they would afford the brighter boys from the 
rural primary schools the opportunity of continuing their education 
nnder natural conditions, whilst keeping them fully in touch with 
rural life. The more ambitious pupils might pass on to the secon
dary schools of the towns, but in the case of the majority the rural 
secondary school would be their final place of education. * It must 
be said, however, that the realisation of such a scheme as this is 
at present outside the range of practical politics. 

To other disadvantages of the Russian primary school which 
have been incidentally enumerated in the preceding pages, we have 
to add the difficulty arising from a defective supply of teachers. 
This has been from 'the first a chronic source of weakness to the 
Russian system of primary instruction; and of late years, in conse
quence of the rapid increase in the number of schools opened both 
by the Ministry of Public Instruction and the Holy Synod, the supply, 
of fully qualified teachers has tended more than ever to faJJ short 
of the demand. In the preceding ohapter ·we have indicated the 
main sources from which the teachers of both these classes of schools 
are drawn. Here we will merely recall briefly that so far as trained 
teachers are ooncerned, the schools of the Zemstv08 rely partly on 
the output of the teachers' seminaries, and partly on female 
teachers, trained in the pedagogical classes of the secondary 
girls' schools; that the teachers of the Church parochial sohools 
are also largely drawn from the latter institutions, especially from 
the Eparohial Girls' Schools, though an increasing number of 
teaohers are being turned out by the training colleges of the Church, 
and a small but very valuable ~.()ntingent consists of ex-pupils of the 
Theological Seminaries on their way to Holy Orders. All these 
may be described as .. trained and certificated teachers," if we use 
the term in a sense somewhat different from that which it hears as 
applied to our own primary te.achers. In addition to' these, there 
is a large class of teachers who are .. certificated" only, that is, 
they have acquired the right to teach by passing a qualifying ex
amination, held either by the Ministry of Public Instruction or the 
Holy Synod. Finally,,, certain number of persons are always em
ployed in both kinds of schools who possess no qu\lification what-

• See • p.>por on R .... ai Socondary Schools by an Orthodox ~lorgym&ll. 
M. Nikolai Eloonski, printod in the "lnnsactions of the Moscow Pedagogical 
Socioty" for 1900. 
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ever: this number is very much largor in tho Church schools than 
in those of the Zemstvos, since the licence to teach in the formel 
depends solely on the local ecclesiastical authorities. 

The difficulty of filling vacancies as they arise may be illustrated 
by some statistics taken from the official paper from which we 
quoted a few pages back. "In 1899," says this document, "there 
were 7,931 vacancies in the office of teacher: of these 1,1592 were in 
new schools. The vacancies were filled in 6,1590 cases (83 per cent.) 
by persons possessing a teacher's certificate; in 805 cases (10 pel 
cent.) by persons without such a certificate: 1536 places (7 per cent.) 
remained unfilled. Of those who were appointed, 2,212 (or 30 per 
cent.) had special pedagogical training; 2,591 (or 35 per cent.) had 
been taught in sccondary schools (2,186 in girls' schools); 2,592 (or 
35 per cent.) had been taught in primary schools or at home. Thus 
more than one-third of the whole number were neither specially 
trained nor had received an adequate general education." The 
proportion of untrained teachers appointed in 1899 would certainly 
appear to be abnormal, and to be due largely to the difficulty of 
finding teachers for the schools recently opened. Three years 
earlier, viz., in 1896, of the total number of teachers appointed, 
76 per cent. had received pedagogical training; 20 per cent. were 
certificated only; while" per cent. were unqualified. But we have 
quoted the figures for 1899 because one of the discouraging phe
nomena of recent years has been the decline in the proportion of 
trained teachers available for the work of primary education, and 
because one reason for this appears to be that the schools main
tained at the cost of the Zemstvos have increased at afaster rate than 
the output of the teachers' seminaries, maintained for the most part 
by the State. This state of things constitutes 80 serious a hindrauce 
to the spread of education-among other things it acts as a dis
couragement to the opening of new schools-that it is important 
to enquire the reasons for its existence. . 

The first reason which suggests itself is connected with the fact 
that so large a proportion of the teaching pe!'.01IM are women. 
In 1898 the proportion of women teachers serving in schools under 
the Ministry of Public Instruction was 43'7 per cent. of the whole.'" 
It is probable that the percentage of women teachers employed 
in the schools of the Holy Synod is even greater; but u to this 
we have no precise information.. It is one of the disadvantagee 
of an educational system under which the teaching posts are 80 

largely held by young unmarried women that it caunot count on 
anything like permaneuce in its 8taff of teachers. Sooner or later 
the profession of teaching tends to be abandoned for that of wife 
and mother; only a minority of women teachers really make the 
work of primary education a vocation for life. Thus gaps in the 
ranks of women feachers are constantly occurring which the output 
of the girl4" secondary schools is insufficient fully to 8upply • 
. .As to the teachers who are. drawn from the ecclesiastical 
• The proporiion is bigbeA in OonVai Ruooia, _ .,.... in IJ>e BalLi. 

l'r.mnoe.. 
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seminaries and are preparing for holy orders, it is obvious from 
the very nature of the case that their period of service in the 
primary school can be but brief, not exceeding five years at the 
outside. 

But as regards the majority of the male teachers employed in 
the primary schools, the main reason for the constant leakage 
which goes on is undoubtedly an economic one. It is difficult to 
obtain precise data as to the cost of living in rural Russia, and 
doubtless it varies somewhat in different localities; but the writer 
has formed the opinion that something like 250R. or 300R. a year 
is needful to enable a single man to live in a Russian village in the 
style expected of a teacher. For a teacher, even though, as is 
generally the case, he is of peasant extraction, cannot live quite 
like a .peasant. His training in the seminary has 'given him the 
tastes of an educated man: he associates on terms of equality 
with the local intelligentsia, with the clergy, the small landowners, 
the petty officials; he has to dress in a certain style and to keep 
up appearances. Even in the country this means something; 
but in the towns the difficulty is still greater, inasmuch as the cost 
of living is higher there. Expenses are, of course, increased in, 
definitely if the teacher ventures on matriroony. A budget of 
necessary expenses for a married teacher in an Urban School is given 
in the December number of Russkaia Shkola for 1900; the total 
for the year is 749·4R.* It is not probable that the expenses of a 
married teacher in an ordinary primary school in a large town 
could be reduced much below this figure. 

If the reador will now turn to the statistics of salaries paid to 
primary toachers which are given in the preceding chapter (pp. 261-
262) he will see in how few cases thoy really afford a living wage. 
'I'hose earned in the country will barely support a single man; of 
marriage, of laying something by for a rainy day, the rural teacher 
must not even think. 'Ine salaries paid in the towns as a rule are 
better; but only in a few places (e.g., in the two capitals) can they 
be called really satisfactory. And it should be remembered that it 
is only within the last three or four years that a teacher has had 
any prospect of a pension to induce him to continue in his calling. 

The inevitable consequence is that the rural teacher leaves the 
profesaion as soon as he sees a better opening elsewhere. Some 
ssek admission into a Teachers' Institute, the course of which 
qualifies them for the better paid posts of the Urban Schools, and 
moreover gives them a definite place and proepects of promotion 
in the civil service of the Empire. Others drift into other callings. 
The official paper from which we have already quoted telle us that 
twenty years ago when the office of uriadnik (a kind of police officer) 
was instituted, many schools had to be temporar»Y closed because 

• It may be of interest to give the items of expenditure sepan!t.ely. They 
....... foUowa :-Reaidenoe, 108R. ~ warming, 46·6R.: lighting, 16·8R.: 
hoard, 294R.: hoots and oIothing, l00·2R.; sorvioo, 76·8R.; hooks and 
newspapora, 18&; sondri... 87R. 
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of the appointment of their teachers to the newly created poste; 
and that now (1901) the same phenomenon is being repeated in 
places where the State sale of liquors is being introduced, teachers 
passillg oveiiii-considerable numbers to the service of the Depart
ment of Excise. 

The only remedy for this state of things is a considerable im
provement in the financial position of the teacher; and this is, of 
course, a remedy which it is easier to suggest than to apply. 

IV.-PRoBLEMS OF PRIMARY EDUCATION. 

1.- 'THE QUESTION OF UNIVERSAL INSTRUCTION. 

The account we have attempted to furnish in this and the pre
ceding chapters of the actual condition of primary education in 
Russia will han placed the reader in a position to understand the 
bearings of some important questions which have of late years 
claimed the special attention of the Russian educational world. 
We refer to the question of the universal provision of facilities for 
primary instruction, with or without compulsory legislation; and 
to the controversies which have,arisen from the rivalry of the schools 
established by the Holy Synod with those maintained by the 
zemstvos. 

The idea of making primary education universal and obligatory 
is an old one in Russia; but it cannot be said to have become a 
question of practical politics until 'the abolition of serfdom in the 
sixties. We have already described in the first chapter the reasons 
which led the educational statesmen of Alexander II.'s reign to the 
conclusion that it was then premature to attempt to make primary 
instruction either universally accessible or universally obligatory, 
and decided them to leave the provision of schools for the most part 
to local and private initiative. The question was revived in the 
seventies by the then Minister of Public Instruction, Count D. 
Tolstoi, but the inquiries made by him only served to show once 
more that under existing conditions the proposal to establish a 
sufficient number of schools to meet the educational needs of the 
whole natjon wo~d...ha .3JL@llomic"lIDj;;",.!biliJI":-a conclusion 
iii which so genuine a lover of popu:rar-educatiOn as Baron Korf 
was constrained to concur. But the question was at that time 
always argued as though the problem was to place ROIISia in • 
position of equality with Western countries in which universal 
compulsory education had heen introduced and in which the period 
of school life W88 six or seven years. The inevitable con~ion 
from these premises was that some 2CI(),OOO additional schools 
would be required in order to provide primary instruction for the 
whole of the population, and the cost of establishing such a number 
of schcols appeared to be prohibitively great. In the nineties, 
however, the quootion W88 revived in a much more practical form. 
The great,.success attained by such zemstvos as those of M08(;OW 

and others, especially in the industrial districts of ROIISia, in 
reducing illiteracy within their bOrders encouraged the hope that 
nis excellent example mil;ht be followed in the near future through. 

" 
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out the Empire. It began to be pointed out (particularly by 
M. Vakhterov in his valuable and interesting brochure entitled 
.. Vseobstchee Obrazovanie") that the period of school life was 
80 much shorter in Russia than elsewhere that nothing like 80 many 
as 200,000 schools would be required in order to bring primary 
instrnction of the existing type within the reach of every child in 
Russia whose parents desired it. It makes, of course, a great 
difference whether the normal period of school life be taken at 
seven years, as is the case in most Western countries, or at three, in 
accordance with the existing usage in Russia. In the former case 
the proportion of children of school age to the whole population 
would be not less than fifteen per cent. But we have said enough 
to show that a Il4:lhool with a course of "seven years or even of five 
years is for the present an unrealisable ideal, at any rate for most 
of the rural districts of RUBBia. " School age" is 80 indefinite a term 
in Russia that it is difficult to fix precisely the percentage of children 
who are of school age at a given time; but taking the period of 

. school life as the three years betweel!."~ight ang.,!wJ:l.Jle (9. 10, IIi. 
we may reckon the proportion of such children to the whole popula
tion as be~g 6·7 per cent. This figure is based on the investigations 
of M. Bortkevich. published by the Academy of Sciences. Stated 
in this way, the prohlem of extending the benefits of education to 
the whole population assumes muoh more manageable proportions. 
There are already districts in Russia where the proportion of 
children actually attending school approaches the l"'rcentage just 
stated. In Livonia, for example, the proportion is 6·3 per cent .• 
in 1ar081av 5·3 per cent., in Tula and Olonets 5 per cent. The 
investigation of Bogolepov into the literacy of the children of school 
age in the Government of Moscow showed that in" the district of 
Moscow 91 per cent .• and in the district of Mozhaisk 83 per cent. of 
such children had been to school.· In the towns of Moscow, St. 
Petersburg and Odessa the provision of primary instmotion is 
now nearly, if not quite. oommenaurate with the needs of the 
population. t These are, of oourse, 80me of the best districts. 

• Of therecruitacialled upiD 1898, 92 percent. iD the Baltio ProviDcoe, 67 per 
oont. iD the Government of laroslav, 80 per cent. iD the Go'V1!lDJl1ellt of 
Moooow, and 73 per oent. iD the Government of S\. Petersburg. oouId read 
and write. The proportion for the whole of RDSIIi ....... 44-6 per cent. 

t In Moooow this .-It hu been brought ahout quite _tIy hy the 
muuicipsJity (da_1. whiob oboss this method of ooIehrating the fometh 
anni.........." of the grant of self-gowrnment to the towns and.....- It 
is iDtcresting to note that the obis! promoter of this movement was ProL 
Paul ViDogradolf, now Corpus Prof....,. of Jurisprudence at Oxford. In • 
.. Memorandum on the means of ma.king primary ins1ruct.ion uuiversoJly 
......,pb)" in the town of U<*x>w," whiob was _ted to the M-.." Dum .. 
iD April, 19tH, by ProL YiDogradoli, .. President of tho UuuicipaJ Schools 
CommiBBion, he poiDted out th .. t so"", 3,000 pJ...... needed still to be supptied 
in order to make the provisiou of educ.-ationai faciliti .... C<>rTeSpoDd to the 
requirements of the local populwOD. Tho Dot""" by & -resolution p&saed OIl 

May 15th. 1901, adopted ProL Vinogradolf". anggestion that the ne. 
ach.., • ..........y to supply the deficiency of achool pIaooe should all be ...... 
vided by 1904. According to COIDII\uuiosli .... ..mob haft .ppeored in the 
RDSIIi ... preas, the whole of the 3,000 plaoes haw now been supplied, though 
it is stated tha.t 1,000 more .,. required in the suburta <If the city. 
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'fhe average f~ the whole country is greatly reduced by the 
condition of things obtaining in somo of the more backward 
governments, e.g., Vilna and Astrakhan, with a school attendance 
respectively of 1'9 and 1'7 per cent.-of thejJopulation. But the 
!Jtatistica:-prepaied-for 110 Paris ExIiThition showed that of the 
whole population of tbe RUBBian Empire 3'2 per cent. were attend· 
ing school during 1898. Taking the sexes separately, the figures 
work out at 4'8 per cent. for the male population, and 1'6 per cent. 
for the female. Roughly speaking, therefore, the extension of 
primary education to the whole population would involve doubling 
the existing school accommodation. This would provide for girls 
and boys alike. But, as we have seen already, public opinion 
among the peasantry themselves is not ripe for the universal in· 
struction of girls. If, therefore, the supply of additional educational 
facilities be confined within the limits indicated hy the presumed 
demand, the number of new schools required would be very much 
less than has just been suggested. Taking the present number of 
schools of all kinds as 80,000, it is probable that an additional 50,000 
schools would make primary education accessible to all who desired 
it, even allowing for the probable contingency that the bringing of 
educational facilities nearer the homes of the children would greatly 
stimulate the demand for instruction in the case of girls. 

To achieve at least this result has now become the recognised 
goal of educational progress in Rnssia. Very little is now beard 
of compelling attendance at school by legal sanctions. If obliga
tory instruction is still cherished as an ideal by a few enthusiasts, 
most educationists are content to regard it as at any rate unattain. 
able during the lifetime of the present generation: while by othera 
the· whole subject is contemptuously dismissed as mere moonshine 
in relation to the actual conditions prevailing in rural RUB8ia, the 
i.mpoBSib~.~oa.ds in a31tt1!nn.z the ~C<l.r s.?~w: ~ winter, t~.J>OVerty 
I!I!he .pl\rent,9, tTie]lifficultr of provl<Iiiig swtable c10thmg for the 
children •. anLt.h~]i~ The phrase .. obligatory instruction" has 
now given way to .. universal instruction," or at least ... instruction 
accessible to all ;" and in this form the subject is discnssed with 
keen interest in educational circles in Russia. In 1896 an important 
Congress on Technical and Professional Education met at Moscow. 
The General Questions Section of this Congresa discnssed the 
subj ect of universal ir.struction, and came to the following con· 
elusions, which are quoted here as representing the judgment of 
competent and practical educationists on this important question. 

1. The Section conside18 it desirable to organise universal 
education in Russia. 

2. This matter should remain within the competence of the 
public institutions of the zemstv08 and the municipalities 
(a reference 10 the question then pending, but since decided. 
whethu the whole work of primary educa~on should not be 
handed over to the clergy); for.this purpose financial aasistance 
hom tbe State is necessary. 

3. An obligatory rpinimum sho1Jld be imposed OD local 
organs of administration in respect to the number of schools. 
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The third of these conclu9ions raises a question of fundamental 
importance. At present all such matters as the geographical dis
tribution of schools, the si£e of classes, and the proportion of 
teachers to scholars are left to the option of the local bodies pro
viding the schools, and are dealt with on very different lines in 
different localiti~s. For example, at Saratov, thou!!h ~~IY.~.:t.6.l)er . 
ceJ:l~,.of. the .. !1hildren. oL.school agll..J~re __ ~d.~r _tp.~trU~tIon,_. allg 
thougp.the municipality_us!!!!. ._theschools. twice. a.,. dayJQI..t.w,o 
dilIerent--sets-of scholars, the claill!i~!re sj;ated ~be. o~,.c!,()wde9.. 
aTmost·-ro the' point of suffocation. The Kursk zemstvo, again, 
reckons a teacher to every sixty scholars, and one to every ninety 
in schools where all three divisions are under the charge of a single 
teacher. On the other hand, the zemstvo of the Government of 
Moscow fixes forty as the normal number of scholars for a single 
teacher, and allows the number to reach sixty only under very 
exceptional circumstances. The municipality of St. Petersburg 
fixes the normal number of children in a one-class school at fifty, 
modifying this arrangement within certain limits in schools with 
more than one teacher; and of late the normal size of classes in its 
schools has been little exceeded. * These varying standards greatly 
affect the question of making primary instruction universally 
accessible, at any rate in the minds of those who hold that care 
for efficiency should keep pace with the desire to increase the 
facilities of education. It is cancei vablo that a local body might, 
by 88Crificillg efficiency, achieve the ideal of universal instruction 
earlier than one which adopted a higher standard in respect of 
staffing, premises, equipment Ilnd the like. As a matter of fact, 
the tendency is the other way; it is found that the nearpr a local 
body approaches to the ideal of universal instruction, the higher is 
the standard of efficiency it adopts in individual schools. 

The question of the obligatory minimum of schools, and related 
matters, were therefore considered by a special Committee of the 
Section, and this Committee made the following suggestions, 
amollg others :-

1. Children of school age to be reckoned at 67 per 1,000 
(varying from 60 to 80 according to locality). 

2. N umher of children per school to he taken at 40 to 60. 
3. School radius not to exceed three versts, and in BOme 

places shonld he as low as two versts. . 
4. Minimum salary of teacher to he 240R-400R accord

ing to local. circumstances: salary of religious instructor 30 
R-60R. 

Apart from the clearly expressed preference for the organs of 
local government as the hodies most fitted to undertake the organ
isation of universal instruction, there is little in the above proposals 
which can be described as controversial. As a ltatement of what 
it would be desirable for RUBSia to aim at, if means were fCJrtbcomillg. 
they wonld probably command \he general assent of all parties . 

• Thoso exampl08 &nI borrowod from Prof"""", Vinogradoff's "'pan men
\ionod on _ 329. 
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Two facts of the situation, then, may be stated as beyond question. 
First, the popular demand for instruction is much in advance of the 
existing supply of schools; and secondly, there is an ever.rising tide 
of sentiment and conviction on the part of cultivated society in 
favour of the utmost possible extension of primary education among 
the people. So far the conditions would appear to be more favour
able for the introduction of universal instruction than they have 
ever been before. But difficulties arise when questions of ways and 
means come to be discUSBed. 

The truly admirable results achieved in the domain of popular 
education by the most progressive zemstvos and municipalities 
and the tendency observable in many of the more backward 
local bodies to follow their lead at a greater or leSB interval, 
may at first sight suggest the conclusion that the zemstV08 
might confidently be left, out of their own resources supplemented 
by voluntary contributions, to increase the provision of schools to 
such an extent as to make primary instruction universally acceSBible. 
It is doubtful, however, whether such a conclusion would be justifi
able in the actual circumstances of the case. It is at any rate not 
the view held by some of the most earnest members of the progressive 
section of educationists. Many persons who are naturally by no 
means inclined to under-rate the importance of the zemstvoe in the 
public life of RUBBia doubt very much whether these local bodies 
have not in many cases almoet reached the limit of their ability to 
advance the interests of primary education, and whether any but 
the richest of the zemstv08 are in a position to provide schools for 
the whole of the population without a considerable subsidy from the 
State. M. Vakhterov, in the work referred to above (p. 329), goes 
so far as to express the view that the vain or exaggerated hopes 
placed by the friends of education upon the philanthropy of man u
facturers and upon the public spirit of the organa of self-government, 
have been among the chief reasons which have hampered educa
tional advance since the sixties. And it will be noted that the 
resolutions of the General Questions Section of the Congress of 1896 
emphasise the necessity of obtaining a contribution from the State 
towards the cost of providing the additional schools. 

1tloreover, the competence of the zemstvoe to deal effectively with 
the question of providing universal education has been very seriously 
limited by two acts of the central government both occurring in the 
last decade of the nineteenth century. The first of these was the 
handing over of the control of aD .. reading and writing" schools 
(shkoly gramotnost.) to the clergy. In view of the sparseneSB of the 
population over a great portion of RUBBia, it is clear that any scheme 
for making education uniwrsal must involve the creation of a large 
number of very small schools of the type of the a/,k,,/y !/rt"rw{1W'Jfi. 
Some experiments made towards the cloee of the eighties in the 
Government of Smolensk and elsewhere will sufficiently indicate 
how such little schools might be connected with the geueral system 
of zemstvoe' schools. They were estsblished in the remoter district8 
with scattered population, and placed nndP.r the geJl,ral direction 
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of the teacher of a neighbouring school established by the zemstvos 
or the Ministry. These little schools were taught in ordinary 
peasante' huts, and the peasants themselves provided fuel, light 
and other necessaries. The teachers were young persons from 
sixteen to twenty years of age generally selected by the teacher of 
the central school from among his former pupils. The' cost of each 
school to the zemstvos was not more than about £4 a year. The 
teacher of the central school visited each school once a week or once 
a fortnight, gave model lessons, arranged about books and apparatus, 
and gave advice and direction generally, his position with regard 
to the affiliated schools being precisely analogous to that of the parish 
priest in relation to the shkoly gramotnosti under tbe Holy Synod. 
Then came the regulation of 1891, placing all such schools under 
the control of the clergy. The experiment of affiliating small 
schools to the central schools maintained by the zemstvos thus came 
to an abrupt end, and was made impossible for the future. 

The second act of the central administration to which we have 
referred is the regulation issued by the Ministry of Finance in 1900, 
placing a fixed limit upon any further increase in the general ex· 
penditure of the zemstvos. The effect of this regulation is, of course, 
to prevent the zemstvos from greatly increasing the number of 
schools maintained by them .. The most progressive zemstvos are 
comparatively little affected by it; but it bears very hardly in cases 
where there is more leeway to make uf, as it leaves no room for 
repentance, but restricts the energies of the future within the limits 
set by the remissness of the pas~. '~7" 

Nor is it at all likely that any large measure of financial support 
for the schools of the zemstvos will be forthcoming from the State~ 
It is, so to speak, .. a plank in the Liberal platform" in RUEsia to 
demand a larger appropriation of the resources derived by the State 
from taxation to purposes of internal progress in general, and of 
education in particular; but it is very doubtful whether any step 
taken by the Government to meet this demand would add to the 
funda at the disposal of the zemstvos. The whole policy of the 
Russian Government during recent years has been in the direction 
of increased centralisation, and of limiting still further the restricted 
powers conferred on the organs of local government by the l~gisla
tion of the sixties. In accol'laDce with this policy the practice of 
the Government has been to direct the flow of State subsidies in aid 
of primary education into chalmels where their application will 
remain entirely under the control of the central administration; 
hence the largely increased granta recently assigned to the cburch 
schools, administered by the Holy Synod, and to the model schools 
directly under the control of the Ministry of Public Instruction. 

From all tbese considerations it would seem to follow that the 
zcmstvos and municipalities are not, failing a c~"Dge in the fiscal 
policy of the State in respect of tbe distribution of its exynditlrn', 
in: a position to nndertake the provision of nniversal instructiuD. 
The goal is far more likely to be reached as the result of tbe combined 
~lTorts of the r.emstvos on the one band, and the Holy Synod on the 
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other. The latter department possesses, as things now are, certa:n 
mani{p.st advantages over the Ministry of Public Instruction for 
supplying the gaps in the present provision for primary education. 
It has the control of the 8hkoly gramotno8ti; it was, until a very 
recent date, in a position of vantage with respect to the establish· 
ment of Sunday schools; and though it cannot count on any 
substantial or regular assistance from the local taxes levied by 
the zemstvos, it has the support of the public treasury. It is 
not probable that the provision of universal facilities for educa· 
tion will follow as the result of any definite act of the legislaturo; 
but there is reason to hope that it may be attained little by little 
and, it may be, sooner than some Russian friends of educa. 
tion now believe to be possible. Meantime it may be remarked 
that any sudden increase in the number of schools as the result 
of legislation would bring with it difficulties of its own, in view 
of the lack of qua1ified teachers to supply even the schools 
already in existence; and that even a gradual approach to the 
ideal of universal education would have to be accompanied by 
mpasures on the part of the State not ouly for greatly increasing 
the supply of teachers, but also for improving considcrably their 
material position. 

II. THE CONTROVERSY BETWEEN THE SCHOOIJ! OF THE CHURCH 
AND THOSE OF THE ZEMSTVOS. 

We must now attempt to give some account of the main difierencp-s 
in organisation, curriculum and general spirit ootween the schools 
of tbe zemstvos and thOSP. of tbe church. Here we shall be treading 
on highly controversial ground; and the writer will therefore 
endeavour to make his statement of the questions at issue asobjectiw 
as possible, leaving the reader to form his own opinion as to the side 
of the controversy on which the balance of advantage lies. 

It is essential to a proper understanding of the difierencea between 
the two kinds of schools to realise at the outset that the questions 
debated in reterenOl' to them have Vlaylittle in common with the 
controversy on the subject of religious teaching in thr schools of 
England or France. There is no party in Russia which calls for 
purely secular teaching in the schools; thcre is no movement in 
favour of undenominational teaching; there is no outcry against 
the control of religious teaching by the church. Religious instruc
tion is universal in ltUl!8ia: the control of such instruction by the 
Holy Synod, at any rate in all purely Russian schools throoghO'.lt the 
Empire, is absolute and unquestioned; every Russian child of the 
Orthodox faith is presumed to be taught religion by a priest of the 
Church"' and acconling to a program sanctioned by the Church; and 
the right of entry to all schools, by whatever Department of State 
they may 00 administered, belongs to the clergyman of the parish. 
The epithet "sectlar" ("'Jet.l.:u illJissometimes applied by the church. 

• Ik/tJdj,. the lay teacbm- often gi_ the reJigioue inot.nJctiOB in the abeeJwe 
of the .... ligiOWl teacher; but be baa lIP legal right to do 110, uoJe.. be baa 
...... ivoo the special authOriaatiOD of the epII'chiaJ .... thQritieL 
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party to the schools of the zemstvos; but the word as thus used is 
very far from bearing the meaning which attaches to it in the West. 
By a 8vetBkaia shkola, as a Russian clerical would use the term, is 
meant a school under secular control, or at Iliost a school in 
which it is implied that secular teaching takes precedence of 
religious; but certainly not a school in which there is no religious 
teaching. 

The most palpable external difference between the two types of 
schools is that just indicated, namely, the difference in organisation 
and control. The church schools are administered by ecclesi
astics: those of the zemstvos by laymen. Lay elements undoubt
edly enter into the composition of the various organs of adminis
tration under the Holy Synod, just as clerical representatives are 
f01lnd on the oorresponding bodies acting under the Ministry of 
Publio Instruction; but this does not alter the fact that the con
trolling power in relation to the schools of the Holy Synod is at 
every point in the hands of the clergy, and that in relati(jn to the 
schools of the zemstvos it is in those of the laity. This distinction 
penetrates the whole of the two rival systems from summit to base, 
affecting the organisation of the humblest schools in the land. The 
Church sch(lol is a school in which the priest is master, giving his 
instructions as to secular and religious teaching alike to the lay 
teacher (where one is employed); but in the school of the zemstvos 
the position of the two men are almost exactly re\'ersed; the priest 
enters the school as theassistantof the lay teacher for the performance 
of a specific duty, and the responsibility for the secular instruction 
rests solely with the latter. One frequently hears great resentment 
expressed by Ruaeians of the clerical party at the position of subor
dination in which the clergyman is placed to the gospodin uchitel 
in the zemstvos' schools. The very different relation in which he 
stands to the teacher in the sohools of tho Holy Synod is perhaps" 
the most striking evidence of the different conceptiollll of 
the aims of primary education which underlie the two rival. 
systems. 

The preference for clerical over lay supervision is such an essential 
feature of the educational system of the Holy Synod, that it is 
worth while to dwell for a moment on some of the reasons put for
ward in its support. The most ohvious reason is, of course, the 
necessity for maintaining the special religious and ecclesiastical 
character of the teaohing, which is described a few paragrapha later 
on. But there are, besides, some considerations of a general 
character on the strength of which tho clerical party maintain that 
the parish clergy are the ouly possible supervisors of primary 
education in the more distant parts of Russia. We must distin
guish between inspeotion on behalf of the central government, 
and super\'ision on the part of local p.>rsons interested in thP. sohools 
of a particular neighbourhood. It is maintained that the distances 
in Russia are so great and the areas, which are necessarily under 
the charge of a single State ins~tor, so enormous that the super
vision which can be exercised by these officials is reduced to a mere 
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form. Under existing conditions the State Inspector of the 
Ministry of Public Instruction can visit each individual school 
only about once in two years. Obviously, therefore, he can exer
cise little efiective control over the character and tendency of the 
teaching. A more real supervision is capable of being exercised by 
educated persons living in the neighbourhoo:l and interested in 
the school, if such are available. But here we have to take into 
account the effect of C<lrtein mwern tendencies in reducing the 
number of educated lay persons habitually residing in the country 
in Russia. Increased facilities of Iccomotion, the attractivpnftlS 
of city life, with all the other influences which have gone to producA 
that international mod~rn phenomenon known as the .. drift to 
the towns," have enormously incrI'ased absenteeism among the 
provincial RUBBian gentry, and have at the same time, it is to be 
fpared, done much to relax the bonds of sympathy and mutual 
comprl'hension between them and the peasant class. A still more 
serious and far-p-&ching change is being brought about by the 
economic ruvolution which, year by y~ar, transfers more of the 
land of Russia out of the hands of th~ old noblesse into those CJf new 
men, merchants, innkeepers, usurers, Jews, and the like, many of 
whom insufficiently comprehend or are incapable of performing 
the traditional duties of a landed gentry, and-what is of capital im
penance from the Orthodox point of view-are r.ftpn divided in 
...,ligions beliPf from the peasantry.by whom they are surrounde<'. 
Finally, an important factor in the situation is the distrnst felt by 
the Church of the secnlar spirit of the educated laity generally. 
Explain it as one may, there can be no denial of the fact that tho 
educated and half educated classes of RUBBia, though outwardly 
observant of the forms of religion, tend more and more to indifier
entism in matters of belief. This is but one manifestation of that 
cleavage between the inUlligentsia and the masses which is 80 

striking a phenomenon in the life of modem RUBBia. We are far 
from aaying that there are not shining examples of piety and zeal 
for the national faith to be found among the edncated laity of 
Rnssia. Bnt the exis!-ence of a minority of fervent believers does 
not alter the fact that the tendency towards indifierentism among 
the RUBBian laity as a whole is sufficiently pronounced to make 
them incompetent supervisors of primary education in the eyes of a 
church anxions ahove all things that the instruction given in the 
schools of the people shoald be penetrated through and through 
with the spirit of Orthodox Christianity. • 

When all these considerations are taken into account, it is not 
diflicnlt to see why the parish priest, who is never an absentee, 
and is bound by every tie of interest and conviction to the church 
which he serves. shoaId be C01II!idered by the clerical party to I.e 
everywhere the best supervisor of primary education, and in some 
districts the onlf possible guardian of its interests, as that party 
conceives ',hem. And it is equally easy to see why the State, in 
its desire to strengthen its efiecti'lI! control over the teaching in 
primary schools scattered throughout the vast Russian Emr,ire 
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should have thought it good policy during the past twenty ye,m 
to favour the schools of the church at the expense of those of the 
zemstvos. 

We shall see later on what reply is made by the critics ot the 
church school system to the considerations just advanoed in ita 
favour. Meanwhile we proceed to consider the differences in curri· 
culum and general spirit which are observable as between the two 
trI ea of schools. 

It has already been explained that the main features of the 
curriculum are the same for all primary schools in Russia. It 
might certainly 8eem at first that a course of instruction confined 
to religion, Church Slavonic, the reading and writing of the Russian 
language, arithmetic, and church singing (as is· the ease in the 
great majority of primary schools in Russia), would leave vwry 
little scope for differences of instruction to assert themselves. 
Such differences as do exist are differences of proportion and 
emphasis. More prominence is given in church schools than in 
those of the zemstvoa to· Church· Slavonic and church singing. 
It is constantly asserted by the Church party that the teaching of 
Church Slavonic is slurred over or neglected in the schools of the 
zemstvoa. This accusation is indignantly repudiated by the 
friends of the latter, and it is quite possible to accept their ..... ur· 
ances, whilst still believing that the relatitHl importance of Church 
Slavonic is rated somewhat lower in their schools than in those 
of the church. The use of Church Slavonic is so intimately bound 
up with the religious life of the Russian people that its elevation t.. 
the place of honour in the curriculum of the Church schools follow. 
almost as a matter of course. Moreover, the strong vein of SIavophil 
sentiment, which shows itself in the utterances and opinions of 
church writers would, of itself, incline them to attach very high 
value to a language which, socially and politically, as well as in a 
religious seuse, forms the strongest bond of union between all Ortho· 
dox Slavonic peoples. Finally, it is reasonable to suppose that the 
teachers of the Church schools, in so far as they are drawn from 
thc ecclesiastical seminaries and girls' schools, would be especially 
competent to teach Church Slavouic. As regards other subjects 

. of the curriculum, it ouly remains to mention that the practice of 
explanatory reading is discouraged in Church schools, on the ground 
that attempts to give information de omni f'Il BCibili are out of place 
in a school with a course of three years only. 

The difference between the church school and the school of the 
zemstvoa, however, is not 80 much one of curriculum or method as 
of general spirit. The aim of the church school is to permeate the 
whole of the teaching with the religious spirit. This idea is quite 
clearly expressed in the following passage occurring in a recent 
official document of the Holy Synod (U ExpIanatoI7 Memorandum 
to Project of Law relating to Church Parochial Schools "), "The 
character of the church school is determined by the fact that it 
not only possesses among the subjects entering into its currieulum 
one bearing the title of ·.~o~' bl!~ that the whole of the 

j~l3.. • Y 
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instl')lction must be penetrated by the church spirit and gravitate 
towards the church as the centre of the religious and moral life of 
the local community." Religious and moral influence is thus the 
first aim of the school; intellectual development is sought only 
in s6 far as it is accompanied by spiritual and moral growth. 
Moreover, it is affirmed that the results aimed at can only be 
obtained by closely 8880ciating the school with the Orthodox 
national Church. .. Upon what principles does the Church school 
base ,itepublic instruction 1" says a wntor intba Church organ, 
Narodnoo ObrazotJanie (March, 1897). "Upon those traditional 
principles of the Russian national consciousness-Orthodoxy, 
autocracv, and nationality-which detormine individual, SOCIal 
and national life. By what means does it fulfil the tasks it has 
undertaken 1 By 'uniting the school with the church, If a child 
has begun to love 'the church,has grown hahituated to it, has 
learned to obey its laws, that is enough to make him throughout life 
a faithful son of the church, a loyal subject of the Tsar, a true 
eitizenof his country. 'But it is only through the extomal organi .... 
tion which the Church school has received that this union with the 
church is made" possible." The school is intonded, in fact, to serve 
as 'the vestibule of entrance into the church; its function is to 
impart' to the children of the parish under the guidance of the 
priest as the" shepherd of souls and the father of his parishioners," 
the knowledge necessary to enable them to fulfil their duties to the 
church, the Tsar, and their native country.- The definiwly 
Orthodox charactor of the instruction has always been strongly 
insistod on, as may be seen, for example, by comparing the definition 
of t,he aim of the school in the Regulations of 1884, by which the 
church parochial syswm was established, with the corresponding 
statoment of aim in the Law of 1814, under which the primary 
schools of the zemstvos are adminstored. 

The ideals of the Church party are perhaps most clearly revealed 
by their criticisms of the schools of their opponents, Briefly 
stated, these criticisms amount to this; that the spirit of the 
zemstvos' schools is too westorn; that they are too moch under 
the influence of German and French ideas of pedagogy, which are 
objected to as being too one-sidedly secular and setting too high a 
value on the intellectoal aim of the school. .. The zemstvos' 
schools," say the Chorch party, .. train the mind bot do not develop 
the character;' ours, on the other hand, give more weight to the 
religious than to the secular element in education: our aim is not 
primarily intellectual but spiritual." "We hope," said one of the 
leaders of the Church party to the writer, .. to develop • new 

i 
• Compare an artble by Southey in the H Quarterly ReYiew" for October~ 

1811. which adumbral.ell an edocatioaal syotcm for EnriaDd eurioaeIy ....... 110~ 
to that of the RL.oiaa Church parochial 8Ch~" The <burch ... d ach",* 
eotablisbmenta o02ht" .. ys be .. to be intimately COIIII<Cfe<I; the perioII 
priest should be the ooperin\endeDt. of the pariah achool; and w_ . .....,. ~ 
men be ... been educated far the ~ it _onId be ,...n if tbe .1erlI ...... 
always the ochoolmaotB. (p. 303.) 
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~tional school of pedagogy, of which' Rachinski 'and'llminski 'will, 
bl! regarded as the founders." Underlying ,the whole ohurch; 
position in the controversy may be recognised the 8.\lsumption: 
thatr the Church school'is the more national, and ,that it is tbe 
school which the peasant instinctively recognises 'as answering' 
to his spiritual and intellectual requirements. , , 

To sum up, then, the gist of the claim made on behalf of the' 
Church schools as compared with those maintained by the zemstvos: 
is that they are more national, more religious, and better super
vised. The friends of the zemstvos' schools i oin issue with their 0 

opponents on each of these points, meeting the allegations of t1!~: 
latter for the most part with a vigorous an<l in?ignsnt denial.·, 
.. How ·can it be maintained," they ask:, ,. that the schools of thtt! -
zemstvos are lesa national than those of the (,'hurch: ,!hen bot~· 
have the same curriculum, settled in each case by the suprem~: 
authority of the State in accordance with the recognised need/t; 
of the population at large' And how can it be affirmed tha,t ~8'. 
Church sehool is par err.cellence the school the peasant wants, in· face', 
of the fact that the Church schools are lesa well attended than tj!e: 
schools of the zemstvos' The peasant knows quite well what 'he. 
is about and prefers to send his child eight or nine versts to a gooel; 
IIChool rather than half the distance to a poor one. That is the reason', 
why the schools of the zemstvos contain on an average ,71'5 children" 
as against an average of 36'5 attending the Church schools." " 

This retort from statistics is a very telling one, but it should 00" 
borne in mind, on the other hand, . that the facts are at least: 
susceptible of another explanation. The zcmstvos being the first 
in the field, Ilnd having a start of neGrIy twenty years in the matter' 
of the provision of schools over the Church, were able to supply' 
the larger villages and more populous districts with educational! 
facilities,leGving only the districts with scattered population to be" 
occupied by the Church schools. How far this explanation may 
aocount for the striking difference between the attendance at the' 
two kinds of schools it is difficult to &&y; but in any case it is cleGJ' 
that the average of children in attendance at Church schools must; 
be very materially reduced by the returns from the ,hkoly gt'amot· . 
fIOSti, many of which contain no more than a dozen scholars. 

Tho assertion that the interests of religious instruction are 
comparatively neglected in the schools of the zemstv08 is also met 
with an emphatic negative. On this point we cannot do better 
than refer tho reader to an article by M. K. Tikhomirov in the 
May.June number of the R,tssTr..,ia. Sltkola for 1897. M. 
Tikhomirov replies to the charge in question by quoting from the 
.. Instruotions' to the primary tellchers of the Educational District, 
of Vilna," which have been in force since 1871, and which certainly 
do not leGve the impresaion thllt the persons who drew up thes& 
ilLOtructiolll' were indifferent to the claims of reli~ous instruction. 
We quote in full y, Tikhomirov'a account of the waY" in which 
the day is spent in the schools of this EduCiltional District, not only 
because it gives a F idea of the place which religio\l8 observances 

Tll 
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occupy even in the la-called secular achool, but also because it 
incidentally affords an interesting glimpse into village achool life 
in general; 

The following i. the regular program of the school day, at eatabliohed II, 
long usage • •. g., in the schoola of the north-western part of &UI,ia. In th.· 
morning aU the children .... mble for prayers; the proper morning prayers 
(with others) are read and song by all in unison, the DOual arrangement being 
for one of the schola ... (in a fixed rotRtion) to read them in aloud aud di.tinct 
"oiee ,,·hil.t aU the rest, including the teacher, repeat them in a wh;"per or 
.mdertone; bot in some schoola _ have hoard the praye ... ...ad by aU the 
.chol .... together in unioon. B<>foro the heginning of the ..... ODS " the prayrr 
before study" is road and generally SO"", after .... on ... the prayer lifter .tudy" 
and the grace hefore 'Peat (th. children are dismistted for dinner); after 
dinner the grace after meat and again the U prayer before "tudy" ; whrn 
lefsODR are OVlU', tho usual U prayer after 8tudy," and where mOAt of the 
schola ... are day-pupils not living in the t'Ommon lodging, the ovening prayora 
111'10 are read. After reat and play, the .hildren _hie At 8 p.m. in the 
cl ... room, and under the supen;"ion ADd guidance of the te""her they p .... !"',. 
the .... ODR which have been explained during .. hool and BOt for thll foUowin/! 
day. At 8 or 8.311 p.ID. comea supper, hefore.nd after which. prayer io oung 
or read. and after thl. evening l>rayers are rllad and song in the way d ..... ibed 
for morning praye7e; then lights are put out in the c ...... room and .11 f!O to 
hed. BP.fore he himself reti .... to root it io the teacher', duty to go round the 
living room. attached to the ocbool and assure himBOlf that evprything" right 
And in gaud order. On Sunday and feast days in aU .choola the .. bola ... are 
obliged to attend divine .enice, where they read and .ing under the goidan"" 
of their teacher. ' 

As M. Tikhomirov remarks, this is scarcely the deacription of a 
Aodless school, nor of one in which the training tenw. to alienate 
the children from the Church. -
. With regard to the question of supervision, the opponenta of 

Church schoolo have many objections to allege against the clergy 
88 local managers of achoolo. They are, say they, not seldom 
totally unfitted by previous training or by personal character to 
supervise the teaching work of the pariah; they are in many. 
instances quite apathetic towarw. the whole movement in favour 
of Churca achoolo, which did not originate with the rank and file 
of the clergy, but is largely a movement from above; and even 
if this were not 80, the number of their other duties would prevent 
their devoting a proper amount of time to the achools_ Finally, 
even allowing that the Orthodox clergy are the best possible super
visors of the work of the achoolo in the districte with an Orthodox 
population, this is not true of districte (e.g_, in South-West RDSllia) 
in which the population is predominantly Roman Catholic, and 
in which the number of Orthodox clergy is consequently very 
small_ 

The competency of the clergy to undertake the charge of popular 
education is discnsaed and defended by M. Rachinski in a special 
article reprinted in his Selskaia Sltkola, and the question is in BOme 
r.ispecte such a delicate one that it eeema better to give here a 
summary of M. Kachinski's pointe than to attempt any independent 
treatment.of the subject. It should be premised that rtI. Rachinaki 
is dealing ..-ith the qnaIificationa of the clergy Eot only aa m&nagem 
of ""boolo but 88 teachem, for i~mnst IIQt be forllotten tbat abou~ 
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20 per cent. of the Church parochial schools are taught by the clergy 
without lay assistance. The objections he is replying to are based 
on the grounds stated above, namely, (a) the insufficient preparation 
of the clergy for the work, (b) the number of their other duties, and 
(e) their moral qualities. 

Ca) In reply to the first point he calls attention to the fact 
that in the ecclesiastical seminaries from which the clergy are 
mainly recruited pedagogy is now made a regular subject of the 
curriculum in the two highest classes. Many of the clergy after 
leaving the seminary have spcnt as many as five or six years in the 
work of teaching before taking Holy Orders. Moreover, the office 
of deacon is frequently filled by ex-teachers-and this is becom
ing a great object of ambition among teachers, as it may lead up 
to full priest's orders. Hence it follows that the clergy of the 
future will all have more or less pedagogical knowledge and 
experience. 

(h) As regards the pressure of other duties, M. Rachinski says 
that the deacon can perfectly well teach the ordinary subjects of 
the ~urriculum, if the priest will not take him away from the Bchool 
on wsek-days, as he has no neceBBity to do; and the priest can, 
and ought to, teach religion and exercise general supervision over 
the work of the school. The priest can also perfectly well look 
after the 81Jcoly grmnotflO8ti, as he has in any case to visit the hamlets 
of his parish in which these schools are carried on. 

(e) With regard to the moral defects alleged against some of the 
clergy, he remarks in the first place that the clergy are not more 
vicious than the laity of any other profeBBion, but acknowledges 
that they ought to set a good example to the laity. He points 
out, however, that whereas the clerical profession should partake 
more than any other of the nature of a vocation, it is in RUBBia 
practically hereditary; that the training of the clergy leaves much 
to be desired; and that they sufter greatly from the lack of moral 
support from the absentee nobility and from the educated middle 
class. Under the circumstances he wonders that the cases of 
criminous and neglectful clergy are as infrequent as they are. He 
says it is the general experience, with which his own observation 
coincides, that the number of conscientious earnest priests is on 
the increase; that the growing intelligence and curiosity of the 
people, the multiplication of schools, and t'>e call to the clergy 
to assist in the work of eduo~tion have all had the effect of awaken
ing them to a sense of their responsibilities; and that, therefore, 
the future is full of hope. 

The Church schools are open to other criticisma besides those 
which have reference to the competency of the clergy to supervise 
or oonduct them. One undoubted source of weaqess to them is 
the unstable character of the financial basis on which they rest. 
Thsir support must always in the main depend on local. v~luntarr 
contributions. The ordinary funds at I Le dispas,.) of the Holy 
Synod are already severely taxed by th· .tmin of having to find 
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maintenance for some 45,000 married cler8Ym~n and their familieR ; 
and the special State subsidies voted towards the Rupport of the 
schools from time to time are a somewhat precarious resource. 
Hence it is maintained that the schools which have been IIlready 
opened, generally in hired buildings, possess no guarantee of per
manence; that the teachers are miserably paid; and that many of 
the schools themselves are inefficient, or exist only on paper. Some 
go so far as to maintain that the existence of the whole system 
-depends entirely on the energetic personality of M. Pobedonostsev, 
lind tbat it wonld crumble to pieces at once were it not for the 
stimulus supplied to the clergy by their knowledge that zeal in 
opening new schools is at present the surest way to promotion. 
Of course all this is strenuously denied by the advocates of the 
Church schools, who maintain that the only foundstion for the 
II8!1ertion that the schools exist only on paper is found in the admitted 
fact that many of the .hkoly gramntnosti have only a temporary 
existence, being opened as the need fOT them arises, and c10aed 
again when they have served their purpo3e. 

Without presuming to paas judgment on any of these points let u" 
in conclusion, ask what are the great questions of principle which 
appear to underly the whole controversy. It seems to the write~ 
that two such questions are involved; one' moral or pedagogical, 
affecting the aims of instruction, the other political, concerned with 
its organisation; and that On both these questions agreement is 
,lifficult or impoasible because they represent phases of wider con
troversies affecting the whole conception of religious and social life. 
The question. of the place to be aasigned to 1eligion in education 
raises the most momentous issues of life and conduct; and it may 
well be that the difference of opinion will be permanent which 
divides those who hold to the medimval view tha~ religion should 
dominate the whole mental life, from those who adopt the more 
modem conception that the spheres of religion and knowledge are 
IICparate. Failing some adjustment of these conflicting ideals, it 
would seem to be inevitable that both should be embodied in systems ' 
of education working side by side, and each acting as the complement, 
of the other. Whether this will be the aolntion ultimately adopted 
depends on the action of forces the relative strength of which is at 
present incalculsble. ln'the political sphere the educational con
troversy brings us face to face with a simi1ar conflict of ideals. 
The whole history of the revival of Church 8!'hools has to be under
stood in connection with the general tren!1 towards centralisation, 
and the etrengthening of the bureaucracy which has characteriaed 
the reigns of the last two Russian Emperors. The opposition of 
Russian Liberals to the educational system of the Holy Synod; 
has derived much of its vehemence and force from their conviction 
that this elabol-ate organisation, based on the negation of the 
elective frinciple~ and pressing the whole machinery of the Church 
into the service' of the State for tJte supervision of popular instruc
tion, constitutes a serious set-back to the principle of self-govern
ment which had receive4 a limited rer.ognition in the domain 01 
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'edubation" during t.he· reign. of the .eoond Alexander. There Ale 
signs, however, that this tendency towards centralisation has now 

: reached its limit •.. During the last few .years the tide of opinion 
in favour of increased local control in education of all grades has 
been steadily rising, and has affected the attitude of the Govern
ment iteelf towards questions of higher and secondary instruction. 

· What would be the effect of any change of policy on the much 
larger questions of primary education, and in particular upon 
the relations between the two rival systems of schools,.it is for the 
future alone to decide. . 

m.-THE DEMANDS OF THE FRIENDS OF THE ZEMSTVOS' 
SCHOOLS. 

It remains to give some account of the movement·of opinion 
just referred to, in so far as it affeots the administration of eduoa
tion generally. Disoussion of the administrative problems of 
education has of late been very active in Russian society; and it 
is impossible not to perceive that. the drift of public opinion is very 

· decidedly in one direction. The oriticisms of the existing system 
may be directed against this or that detail-against the position 
of dependence in whioh the teachers of the zemstvos' schools are 
placed upon the State Inspector, who may, for any reason that 
seems sufficient to him, refuse to confirm a teacher in his post~ or 
insist on his dimisssal by the School Council,-against the inadequate 
representation of the zemstvos which provide the schools upon 
the Sohool Counoils which oontrol them,-against the consequent 
inability of the local organs of Eelf-government to adapt local 
education to local needs,-against the limitation of the power of 
the local authorities to extend or otherwise modify the school 
oourse,-against the restriotions above noted on the oompetence of 
the localities to tax themselves beyond a fixed limit for the support 
of their Bchools, or to maintain schools of more than one type 
and so on. But the positive demand based on these critioisms is 
always the same, vii., that a large measure of the control now 
vested in the State officials shall be transferred to the local elected 
authorities. 

And it should be noted that the demand of the reform party, 
as of late formulated, goes far beyond the mere removal of restric
tions now imposed by the State upon the competence ofthe zemstvOB, 

· though even this would mean a great deal. It would, for example, 
involve a. considernble change in the existing order of things, if 
the zemstvos obtained a. majority, instead of a. minority, repre
sentation upon the Scbool Councils; if they seoured the a.bsolute 
right of appointing their teachers, uncontrolled by the State officials ; 
if the fixed limit to expenditure were removed; and if they were 

· allowed a greater measure of freedom to adjust their school courses 
to local requirements. But the program of relbrm advocated by 
many- responsible educationists is much more adwnced than 
this. The demand, for example, is now frequently heard that new 
80urces of local taxation ehall be placed at the' dispoelol of the 
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zemBtVIlI!, for educational and other purposes l that the moneys 
now disbursed by the State in aid of primary education shall be 
administered by the zemBtvos, subject only to lOme such control 
as is exercised by the British Treasury over the expenditure of 
Parliamentary grants; that the J:emBtvOI shall be entrusted with 
the supervision of all existing primary schools, whether secular or 
otherwise, within their respective areas, and that the whole work 
of furtb« promoting and extending popular instruction shall be 
left entirely to them. 

It does not fall within the scope of this report to enter upon a 
discussion of these proposals, or even to describe them further in 
detail. It will be sufficient to append here a translation of the 
text of a document which seemB to the writer to contain the most 

. authoritative recent exposition of the program of the party of 
reform, viz., the resolutions passed by the Tenth Section (U Schools 
and Courses for working men and their children ") of the Technical 
Congre88 of 1903-1904. 

RBOOLUTlOl!lS or THJI TBNTII SIICTIOl!I or THJI TlICIlllIOAL Col!l"UIIII or 
19034 (ScIIoOLS AlJD Co1lB8_ I'OB WOBlW<a Mn AlJD 'l'IDlB 
ClJm.DBIIN). 

1. The growth of industry aDd the increaoed prodacti_ of labour 
.land in direct dependence upon the development of general edacatiou, 
without which profOll8ional inatraction doea not attain its object. 

2. In order to promote the in........ of national """)th. which dopenda 
im:mediately upon the productivity ot the worker'. labour, it is urgontly 
neoessary to introduce universal inatnction at the ... rlieat poaaible IIIOIDeDt. 

3. The organioat,on of univeraal inatnction should be left to the orgaus of 
aelf'goV8l'l1ment in town and oountry (municipalitieo aDd zematvce), . 

4. 1a .thooe localitieo where there are no aach orgaus of .. If·government. 
univ""",1 inatruotion can only be attained on oonditiou of their creation. 

5. In order to reaIiae the ideal of univeraaI inatnction it is _ry (0) 
to abrogate the law fixing a limit to local taution by the zematvoo, (b) to 
open up new aouroeo of taxation to the zematv .... aDd (0) to alter the preaent 
syatem of local taxation. 

6. In order to heateD the realiaotion of this ideal it is nece ... ry to alter tho . 
existing ooustitotiou of the zematvoo ao ao to allow of a more regular .yatem 
of repreaentatiou, to en1arge the independence aDd oompetenoo of the inati .... 
tiona of .. If.gov .... nment, and to introduoe • amaIIer unit of local governmenl. 

7. Scboola maintained by grants from the Treaoory (village achoola, .. boola 
of the Ministry, urhao primary .. boola, Church achoola, etc.) .hould be __ 
ferred to the oontrol of the _08 and municipalitieo aIoog with the _ 
aDotted fot: their 8Dpport by the Imperial Treaoory. . 

8. It is n8C""'"ry that the fonda nolO' placed at the diopooaI of Curatora of 
Ed_tional Districta for the promotiou of primary education ahouId be 
distributed with the COIIC1IlreDCIl of the provincial """",tvOl, 

9. The rights of publio boctiea maintaining achoola ahouId be extended ao 
.. to permit of their 8Dpervising not only the financial but aIao the ad ..... 
&ioooI .ide of the acboola' work. . 

10. Independently of the cIewIopmenl of ....... tvoe' achoola fot: children, 
there ahouId be eetabliBhed in COIIIIeCtion with factoriee and worb (aud aIao 
In indoatriaI districte) an adequate number: of 8V8Ding aud Sunday .. boo .. 
for adults, giving m,trucIion both in --' aud technical aubjectoL I!uch 
achoola ahouId not be reetricted to the ourricula of .. boola for chiIdrea. 

lL The elioting orgaoioatiou of School CounciIa ahouId be altered, aod 
the project of """"" ahouId be drafted yith the __ ., the """,",Yo. 

MIl JDunicipaIitioo. 
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12. Teache.. of primary eohools should be .... oelated in the organisation 
and administration of education by the eetablishment in oonneotion with the 
ZOll1Otv08 and municipalitieo of education oommit_ collliating of elooted 
repreoentativee of the taaohe ... 

13. For the immediate loeal supervision of the s.hools elective achool com
mit_ should be organised. 

14. Instruotion in primary schools should be given in the loCal lomguege 
of the people. . 
. 15. The summoning of an alloR_ian Congress of persons engaged in 
primary education is ne_",. at the earliest pOBBible date. 

16. The variety of nat\Jral oonditions prevailing in different localities of 
Russia precludeo the pOBBibility of a oommon, noiform type of lohooL 

17. The seooudary aohool should form a direct continWlotion of the lower 
eoboo!, and ito requiremento for admission should correspond to the fOIulto 
of the inotruotion given in the lotter_ 

18. The primary school, like every achool of general education, should 
follow a single aim-to aid the development of abstract thinking. It i. neoes
aary that the idea of human individuality should be made o1ear to the child 
attending such a aohool, and thet he should be aided to impose " coneoiou. 
limit to the arbitrarinOll of human aotiou& 

19. The RUIIian primary ochool cannot, without bsing untrue to ito own 
proper vocation, carry teohnioal knowledge to the people. 

20. With a view to the attainment of a higher general level of intolle.toal 
dovelopment on the part of the pupils of the primary sohool and to their better 
preparation for the aaquisition of special knowledge, the revision of the exist
ing prograll1B and the extllneion of the oourae to four years is neoeeaary. 

21. A four-years' oourae of inotruotion may be introduced without 'any 
ohange in the existing legislotion. 

22. A four years' course of inotruction should not involve any extension 
of the enoting programe and e:mmination requirements. 

23. The Model Program of 1897 should bs locally revised in ooncert with 
. oducationisto of repute, repreoentativee of organs of loea1 self-government 

and teaohera. The model programs eo revised should have no binding 
force. 

24. Compulsory examinations should be abolished in aohoo1s. 
25. Teacho .. in primary aohools should be permitted freedom of action 

and their legal position should he better Bafeguarded •. 
26. All kinds of punishmento and rewards should be abolished, 88 being 

oppossd to the fundamental prinoipl .. of aohcol education and training. 
27. School savings banks should be done away with in view of their evil 

InOuen .. on the morals of the aoholara. 
. 28. Oeneral questions of education in future Teohnioal Congreeaes should 
reoeiva open and thoro118h dillOU1l8ion in a special .. ctian. 

29. Societi .. for the spread of teohnioal knowledge should have the right 
to aot in the epharo of general education to the ""tent to which they find it 
neoeeeary and pOBBib1e. 
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CHAPTER IV • 

. SECONDARY EDUJATION IN nUSSIA AND ITS 
PROBLEMS. 

I.":"'lNTRoDUCTORY, 

Tho purpose of this chapter is to throw into relief some of the 
-mO!it importrint aspects of public secondary education in RUBBh, 
;and to giye some account of the chief questions which are now being 
;<liscussed in relation thereto. Many of these questions are, in their 
main features, identical with ~hose which are occupying the attention 
of educationists in other' civilised countries; others are peculiur 
to the Russian Empire. 111 either case the special national factors 
which affect the consideration of the questiona at issue are of the 
first importance. The aims of education, so far 88 they are con· 
c:emed with the fundamental, unchanging needs of the human 
ftl'irit, are, broadly speaking, everywhere the same. NevertheleK8, 
certain parts of the educational problem Rtand to each other in 
different relations when viewed. from differing national stand
points, and the importal,lce of the individual parts in ·relation to 
the whole problem also varies greatly in accordance with the social 
organisation, the political institutions, the historical, geographical 
and economic conditions, of different countries. If national educa
.tion is everywh'ere affected· by these considerations, it is especially 
important to bear.them in mind in the case of Russia, the circum
.taitces of whose history and present position differ so widely 
froni those of the rest of the nations of EuroM. An English reader 

. in' p ... ticular would find Russian- education a perplexing study 
·if he failed to take into account the very different conditiona under 
which the educational systems of Russia and England respectivel¥ 
-have taken their present shape. To a Getman student the difficulty 
-of the Russian systeri1is by no means so great. The ~ucational 
nomenclature which he finds in use reminds him at every point 
of that of his own country, from which much of it is in fact bor
rowed; the Russian system of secondary schools has been largely 
organised upon German models and follows German categories; the 
educational literature of Russia expresses itseU for the most part 
in terms of German thought. Nor is it merely in respect of matters 
of external organisation and terminology that Russian education 
reproduces German characteristics; the likeness between the 
Russian and ~ systems goes deeper,' and rests ultimately 
upon certain Bimilarities in the political conditions of the two 
eountries •• among which may be specially mentioned the great 
part which the control of the State playa in the IOciaI and poliucal 
life of both. 
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:n;:-eOMPARISON BETWEEN ~E RUSSIAN SCHooLs AND THOSE. OF 
- OTHER" CONTINENTAL COUNTRIES. ' 

But even as compared with Germany, the cOnditions of Rulisian 
education present not a few peculiar features. The most sfriking 
of these are summed up in an official memorandum accompanying 
the project for the refprm of the gymnasia in 1871. ,The,passage 
in question deals with the reasons for extending the conrae of; the 
gymnasia from seven. to eight years. After pointing out that th~ 
course of foreign gymnasia usually extends over a period of notless 
than nine years, the memorandum proceeds :,-,' , " 

.. Foreign gymnasia also enjoy many other advantages in comparillOll wirt. 
, our own. There the social milieu fills up many educationa:l gap. left7by t/lP 

s.hool, whereas with U9, on the contrary, the school is compelled to carry 
on a gtruggle against the lack of educative element. in the social environment. 
Further, foreign countries possess excellent text-books, aud :apparatus' and 
admirably prepared teache!'s, whilst our gymnasia ,are greatlY'~"in 
both of th.... I·inally. the curriculwn of our g)'lDIlll8ia,ifwe art' not ,It!> 
mutilate it by arbitrarily excluding from it Its most """",,tial and educativ .. 
elements, exceeds in soope that of other countri .... -Foroxample, in other 
countries it is possihle to rest content with the study'of the mother tongu.in 
the form which it has assumed in literature; we, on the other hand, with',a 
view not only to a more thorough study ,of our .own language and a fuller 
aeqllaintancewith the Iitcr~ture of our nativo country, but ahoo for the,satis
faotion of our religious needs, must study Church Slavonic alongside '.of ' 
RussiAn. M.oreover, in other countries there is a possibility (01 which advan
'tage i ... Iwayo taken) of _t,tidying universal history in inuuediBte""nilection 
with that of the'native coUntry, whilst we are deprived'of this Possibility, 
at : au,y rate until the beginning of the e4;hteenth century. And lastly, 
wltere .. in foreign gymnasia it is for the most part considered sufficient to 
study one modem foreign Iangllage, with us it is ne ... ssary to afford the pupil 
the opportunity at least of learning two languages, Freri.ch an<l Garmon.' .," 

This p~age, 'though written nearly a generation ,ago, may still 
serve. with slight modifications, as a hrier but' accurate ~\unmary 
of the chief permanent conditions which distiilguishRussian 
eduootion froni its German 'prototype.· A Comparison with English 
or American systems of secondary instruction will reveal differenOOll 
of a Dlucli more fundamental character, and to this we shall retw1t 
presently. Meantime a few words of comment on the points men. 
tioned in the passage' just quoted will serve to bring ,out more 
clearly the differences between the Russian and otherci>ntinental 
ilysttlmS, 81idwill thus prepare the English reader, to understand' 
hO\v Russian ide8lt of secondarY education differ from those wit,4 
which he is most ·~amiliar. Taking the \-arious points in order, 
we have first to notice ;- ' • 

(1)' ~e difference in the out-ot-school surroundingS of the pupilS 
attending the gymnasia and real-schools. There caD be no doubt 
that taken as a whole the boys attending the secondary day-schootB 
ofHuSsia are drawn from a lower social slJ'8tum than those of England 
or ,France, and are accustomed to less intellectual surroundings 
than those 'of Germany_ Thll reasons for this fact 8{6 not far to 
Beek. Neither the children of the aristocracy of birth, nor th~ 
of the higher officials, attend iIle gymnaSia as a rule; the former 
are educated for the most part by private tutors, the latter· iii • • 
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special schools open only to the nobility. For the rest, though 
it is no longer accurate to say, aB might have been said with truth 
before the emancipation, that there is no native middle cl_ 
in RUBSia, it is perfectly true to aBBert that a cultured middle 
clasB is only in process of formation. The schools and the Univer· 
sities are themselves among the most potent instruments in the 
creation of this cultivated middle cu; the increue of wealth 
as the result of the development of trade and industry is also a 
powerful influence operating in the same direction; but these causes 
have not been &t work in combination long enough to produce in 
Russia the social results which they have invariably produced in the 
Western countries. As to the actual degree of culture of themidiIle 
class which is thus being formed in Russia, it would be difficult to 
make anypositive statement,whichwould be equally true of all its 
component elements, drawn as they are from the ranks of the poorer 
officials, theintelligentM (or educated class), and the families of the 
clergy on the one hand, and from the mercantile classes on the other ; 
but it is safe to S8Y that the average of culture is lower on the whole 
than in the middle cu of Germany or France, and that in BO far 
as the children attending the gymnasia come of middle cu families, 
the influences of their home life are on the whole 1e8B intellectual 
and refined than those to which children of the same class in either 
of these two Western countries are habituated. But many of the 
pupils of the Russian secondary schools do not belong to this 
class. Probably every gymnasium or real-8Chool contains a con
tingent, representing in BOme cases a considl!l"able proportion of the 
whole number, of pupils drawn from the poorest families, who are 
attracted to the secondary school by the military exemptions 
and other pri vileges attaching to the possession of a "certificate 
of maturity," but who would be entirely unable, without the help 
of bursaries or other pecuniary assistance, even to pay the school 
fees. The proportion of such pupils enormously inereased after 
the sixties, and in spite of the Government cireular of 1887, raising 
the school fees, and excluding the children belonging to certain 
defined cues from the gymnasia, it is still very large. Some 
indication of the poverty of the pupils in the secondary schools is 
afforded by the fact that many of them are under the necessity 
of earning their school fees by giving IessonIJ to younger boys • 

.. In every gymnasium," says Count KapniBt (KlMlIilNm, p. 38), 
., especially in the provinces. there are a number of pupils who 
from the time they reach the sixth, the fifth, or even the fourth 
cu, earn their oWn me&II8 of aubsistenC8 by eoaching (repetitor
__ ) and other occupations. These young people, who are 
often no more than children, belong to the poorest families, live 
under the most unfavourable condition .. and spend two, tlIree, 
or more hours a day in assisting their more fortunately placed 
oompanions in theii- school tasks, whilst at the same time pnrsning 
their own s'rudies, going through and completing their course." 
To BUm up, therefOre, a large number, though not tbewhole, of the 
~piIs aUftlding the _dary day lIdlools of Ruasia. are drawn 
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arom families distinotly below the intellectual and social le"el 
of those which send their sons to the cOITeBponding schools in the 
Western countries, whilst a considerable minority, amounting 
probably in many cases to one-third of the whole number, belong 
to the poorest classes of the population. The home life of many 
of these latter is spent among SUITOundings which not only do not 
oonduce to high intellectual development, but are often even 
incompatible with good physi081 health. 

The effect which the prevalence of these conditions osnnot fail 
to have upon the life of the school is obvious. . Not only do the 
pupils lack, in great measure, the wise direction and stimulus 
to intellectual effort which a cultivated home is capable of giving, 
and whioh, when it is given, so greatly facilitates the work of th,· 
teacher, hut the want of intelligent appreciation on the part 01 
parents of the work which their children are doing in school is also' 
fatal to the existence of that harmony of aim between the school 
end the home on which the highest efficiency of any system 01 
education must always depend. No one who realises how much 
the success of German education depends upon the intelligent interest 
01 German society in the schools of the State, and upon the extent 
to which the influences of the school are seconded end reinforced 
by those of the home, or who understands how relatively Im'ge a part 
is played in the education of English middle-elass youth by influences 
wholly independent of the school, can fail to see how heavily-handi· 
capped the Russian schools must be so long as they continue to draw" 
their pupils so largely from the uncultured classes. There is, of 
course, a bright side to the picture which must not be left out of 
sight. The eagerness of the poorer classes for secondary edu08tion, 
standing as it does in such marked contrast with the state of things 
\Vhi~ prevailed in Russia only a few generations ago, is in itself a 
most encouraging end hopeful sigu for the future, since it osnnot 
but result in Buch a general diffusion of intellectual interests among" 
all ranks of society, as will ultimately, end perhaps "ery shortly, 
place Russia on an equality in respect of edu08tional conditiolls 
with the most culti vated nations of Europe. 

(2) The second point referred to in the passage we have quoted 
is (i.e., was in 1871) the deficiency of suitable text-books and 
properly prepared teachers. The lack of text-books has now 
eeased to be a real difficulty. During the last thirty years the. 
output of school bool,."8 of all kinds has enonnously increased, and 
is now more than sufficient in quantity to meet the demend. 'The 
difficulty of obtaining a good supply of teachers, which has always 
been one of the main hindrances to edu08tional success in Russia. 
still continues to give trouble, though not to the same extent 89 

formerly. The introduction of foreigu instructors en fIUJSS6 to teach 
classics in the gymnaaia affords a striking proof of the extent to 
which this difficulty was felt in the seventies, wh~ the sudden and 
rapid multiplication of schools, especially of the cWsical type; 
g-.lve rise t~ a demand for teaehllrB which the Russian Universities"" 
were unable fully to supply. Quite half of the classical mllstera 
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employed in Russian schools in 1880 were persons of non-llussian 
extraction (mostly Au~trian Slavs), whose teaching, at any rate. 
until they ha~ become fully familiar .with the Russian language,. 
cannot have been thoroughly effective, however well-equipped they 
may have !>een in respect of knowledge of the subject they pro fe_d. ' 
Count Kapnist, writing in 1890, stated that .. at the present time 
the great majority of these teachers, though they have retained all . 
incorrect accent, have nevertheless sufficiently lI1astered Russian, 
if not to be able to teach it, at any rate not to permit their pupils to ' 
make serious blunders."* This, however, is faint praise, and there 
can be little doubt that the employment of foreign masters in such' 
large numbers h88 told greatly against the success of the higher. 
fo~ms of classical teaching in the Russian gymnasia. By this time 
the difficUlty of obtaining native classical teachers h88 bcen praM i
c'ally overcome, 88 the historico-philological faculties in the Russian 
Universities have pr-oved equal to supplying vacancies 88 they arose: 
in the gymnasia. The real and professional schools have always 
been re880nably well supplied with native teache1'8. 

Apart from the question of supply, the two main difficultil"1l 
which remain to be solved in connection with the teaching sta1l of the 
Russian Secondary Schools are (1) the question of remuneratioll, 
and (2) the question of professional training. With regard to tho 
first point, there seems to be a general agreement that the present 
scale of remuneration, which W88 fixed thirty years ago, is not 
sufficiently high either to attract the best talent into the teaching 
profeasion or to enable teachers to give their undivided attention to 
their school duties. Putting the matter briefly, an assistant teachlT 
in a State Secondary school, teaching for the thirty hours a wllf.,k 
which are accepted 88 the normal limit, receives 1,830 roubles a yellr 
(say £190) for the first five years of his service, after which his 
salary is increased by 150 roubles, thus reaching 1,980 roubles (£206) 
a yeal" iii all. Extra payments, e.g., for correcting exercisea and 
acting 88 .. class tutor" (klas81'lyi llaatallftik) may raise his remu
neration to 2,230 roubles a year, but in all ordi~ cases, I!O long 88 

he continueS to be an assistant teacher, his 88lary remains as aoove 
stated from the sixth to the twentY-ilixth year of his service, when 
he receives his pension. Directors and inspectors are paid on a 
somewhat different scale, but substantially their position is not 
verymuch better, the former receiving as a rule 2,000 roubles (£208) 
and the latter 1,500 roubles (£I5G) l\ year, with J"e'4idence in each 
CIlS6. If these figures he compared with the corresponding ~tatiHti~ 
<"0 far as these are available) for F.nglish Secondary Schooll!, it will 
appear,tbat while thp material position of an F..nglish Ju>",dma.ter is 
a. a I")lle betlR.r, allli often very much better, than tbat of a RWl.ian 
director or inspect!>r, an English assistant master actually receiVf1l 
less on an average than his llussian eonfrere.t That is not to II.1Y, 

.. KlaMiUt''''' p. 57. .. 
t 1f the st<\tisti"" of salaries given on JIII. 200, 210 of tbe Report of tbe 

R'1g1ish Commission m 8erondary Edlll'ation may be taken .. typical, the 
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however> that the Russian .assistant toacher is adequatoly .remune~ 
ratod for his difficult and exhau~ting lahour~ . Anincome of less than 
2,Q00 roubles a year may' be.sufficientto enable him to livein·a. 
numrler :suitable to his position, so l~ng as he remains. a· bachelor; 
it is wholIy'inadequaw fu'tbe needB of a married man with a family; 
With the most rigid economy a moderate,-sized middle-class house': 
h'old cannot be maintained, at anyrate in the larger towns of Rusain,' 
!in Ipss than 3,000 roubles a ),ear ,- A married teacher is therefor~' 
under' the absolute necessity of earning on an average ay: .~:!:!ra: 
t'housand roubles a year,. in addition to his officiaisaiary, in ord:~r to 
keep s'oul and body together anyhow and provide proper education' 

j < •• • , 

avcrago oalary of an English assistant master i., about £135 Ii year. Inccm-, 
p.cing Uussian salaries with Engliah, however, it must ~ borne·in mind -that, 
the secondary ... achers or Russia are (mOdern lanl(llage masters except"l), 
almost to a man University graduates, while English teachers of tho coiTe
aponding class l"'" not nceesoarily RO, . . , . ' . . . . 

• Tho atatemonta in ··tho ·~xt, which aTe . !i.'gely based' upOli ; data! 
supplied in an artiole in the RU88k4ia Shkol4 fol' November, 1895, from the' 
pen' of !II. J. Mohr, director of one of the gymnaaia. of St."Peten.burg. may 
be illustrated by tho foU~ table of the coot of li-:ing in one of .the; 
larger towna of Russia. This tablo is· taken. from a peper by M. A. ' 
Pl .. teror, printed in tho .. Traneactions of the Moscow Pedagogical Sociaty: 
for 1000." 

- .. 
MAnRl.ED~ 

. J..~m.· of Bxpendl~'Gre. Un' .' .~ 7 nwriod. No 1-' S .. 15-6 children 
children. chUdren. ChUdr~ll. children. or mo";, . . 

it It R It It ~ 
R .. iden~ • - · 300 400 SUO 600 @OO 700 
Firewood;' eta. , , - 96 144 144 144 19~ 
Lights. • · - 5 24 30 36 4:! 4& 
Floor-polishing · - 12 I~ 24 24 24 
House-tax. · - · 5 7 11 11 11 14 
Serv~ta' wages -. · - 72 M6 156 156' 2-28 

(cook) (cook and (three . 
uut5e) aerVBOtl) 

Gr&tuitiOll to servant, 24 12 26. 26 26 :-J!I " 
Servants' food · · - 72 IH . 144 1:1-1 . ISO 
'l'.ble expenses · · 865 l MO 600 720 MO 960 'I'e&, rmgU', rolla · - 36 I 
Clo'hing and boots · 150 2tlO 200 300 350 400 
Lo.undry. · · 60 96 lOS Il!O 132 14-l , 
'J'obw;oo - · · 36 36 36 36 36 36. 
Wll.ter . · · · - 12 18 24 :If> .2 
Doctor ItoDd chemi.t · 20 :<0 50 .U 90 100 
Boo~ .. .t.ationetr ' and 

UOWI'paper • · · 1111 50 50 fiO 60 50 
AmnAelllent. - · l:ln 6:1' 44 7 - -
~undrius· • · · ~9 78 115 13'2 125 144 ._-----

1.2"0 ""Kl 2.3100 2.800 2.8110 3.31'1 
" .M. 1'16litt1Nl' adds, U Ihough tb18 est.Ulla1iQ of expt:UtiGI HI B8 low aa 

potiSiblo, e.nd though nothing is .Uowed for the aurumer kip out. ~f town, for 
t·bt) COdt of girls' education (and perha .... boya' \~ if tbey do not get Lhloogh. 
their h.&lUiDllliun~). etc., and thougb ·u.muscments' disappear fl'QJII the la.ler 
colutl~n ... the tigurea obtained. are. ne""ert bel.,... greatly iU.CXcedS of the &aJari 
recoi'fed for thirty lHaOul .. week under the present ecale (12 les!JOne at.' 
75R _ 900& + IS leuons at. OUR. ..... 1,080& + I5lLlary ... Cla8l·tlltor ... 16UR + re~ 
ulllDoration fnt' oorrectinll{ flxerolsea = lOOK - 2 pe:r ceat. dedu( t.OQ for 
pension - 4SR.. Total 2,100&)." • 
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for his children. The m88JllJ of obtaining this additional incow", 
which comes most readily to his hand is the giving of private 1e9aon', 
and it. is probable that the majority of married teachers in the 
larger towns actually adopt this method of IJUpplementing their 
official income. The effect which this must have upon the bealth 
and energy of IJUch teachers need hardly be dwelt upon. Five hOUl"B' 
cl888 teaching a day in a gymnasium or real-1!Chool, week in, week 
out, through the whole school year, is weary work enough for a man, 
but if to the regular day's work be added the giving of private 
lessons in the evening, with constant anxiety as to making ends 
meet, the nerves must be strong indeed which will stand IJUch a 
strain, and it need not lJUrprise us to hear, on high authority, that 
the teachers of Russia are, as a class, not long lived, and that many 
of them BUffer conatantly from nervous weakness. The difficulty 
under these conditions of keeping their knowledge fresh and up-to
date is also a consideration which has a serious bearing on their 
efficiency as teachers. The Russian Government has ahown il8e1f 
fully alive to the fact that in the difficult work of national education 
it is as important that the teachers ahould be reasonably free from 
financial worry as that they should be peraons of high intellectual 
attainmenta, and that neither aim will be fully aecured until their 
material position is considerably improved. The whole IJUbject 
received careful consideration at the hands of M. Bogolepov'. 
Commission, and legislative effect may be expected·to be gil'en to 
its recommendations as soon 89 circumstances pennit. 

Another IJUbject which was also di8CUl!8ed by the 98me Commission 
and has received much attention of late in the educational world 
generally, is the question of the pedagogical training of secondary 
teachers. This qumion is at the present moment iIi muCh the l8me 
stage of advancement as in En~land ; that is to 88Y, graduate. are 
appointed straight from the University to fill vacancies in' tbe 
gymnasia or real-l!Choola, those , .. ho have most BUCI'.e8IIfully com
pleted their course at the University having the first choice of 
poets. The selection is made by the authorities of the Educational 
District; the candidate is appointed in the first inst'lllC8 for a thr1'e 
monthe' probation, during which time he haa tLe title and statu., 
not of a teacher (ucAilel), bnt of .. one discharging the functions 
of a teacher" (upradiaiu&tcMt tlolzl."M' ucAiIelia). At the end 
of his three months of probation, if he has discharged his duties to 
the satisfaction of the Director of the school alld the District 
Inspector, he is conIinned in hi.~ position, Bnd his fwther promotion 
in the ranks of the profession and of the civil hierarchy depends upon 
himself. But of late the conviction that lIODle special preparation 
for the teaching profession needs to be superadded to the general 
intellectual trnininjt ft'Ceived at the Universities has rapidly .pread 
among all who are interested in Russian eecondary education, and 
various schemes fOr providing BU~peciaI preparation have been 
mooted in toe educational journals and the public pre8I (!8UeraIly. 
So far as the writer has observed, -the measurEII proposed may La 
"'aaai/jed under two heads (a) the pro\-ision of apecial instrumOQ 
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in pedagogy in connection with the Universities, coupled with the . 
institution of a system of student-teacherships in connection with 
secondary schools, which would enable the student to receive 
instruction in the art and practice of education under the guidance 
of experienced teachers, and (b) the establishment of special peda
gogical courses for practising teachers. Of these two alternatives 
the former wonld appear to be preferred by the most competent 
authorities, and it is certainly the solution of the problem which 
is best supported by precedent in the history of Russian educa
tion (e.g. the pedagogical institutes established in connection with 
the Universities in the time of Alexander I.). The whole question, 
however, stands in very close relation to that discussed in the preced
ing paragraph. Some of the strongest advocates of the training of 
secondary teachers are of opinion that "special pedagogical 
training can be demanded from teachers only on the condition. 
of a considerable improvement in their material position; other
wise this demand will simply prove an additional obstacle to the 
choice of the teaching profession, which even at present is entered 
unwillingly .... 

3. The third point emphasised by the authors of the memorandum . 
of 1871 is concerned with those features of the curriculn.'ll of t.he 
,econdary school in re.qpect of which a certain measure of deviation 
from Western custom is imposed upon Russia by the very circum. 
at .. nces of her position. The particular subjects in question are 
Church Slavonic, history, and modern ~anguages. A!! regards the· 
first of these subjects little need be added to what we have ulready 
laid in treating of Russian primary education. It is only nece&!ul'Y W 
remark here that the importance of Church Slavonic in the secondary 
schoob of Russia depends not only on its religiou.q significance as 
the liturgical language of the National Church, but also on ita 
intrinsic value for the study of the Rus..ian language and literature, 
inasmuch as it was the litG'!llJ' language of Russia up to the end of 
the seventeenth century, and has also greatly influenced the Great 
Hussian dialect, which is now the recognised literary and official 
\nngunge of Russia.t With respect to the teaching of history, again, 
the peculiar position in which Russia stoulds iA obvious. Uuless the 
study of history is to be undel'Stood in a narrowly national sense-as 
is too often the case in our English secondary schools-it must take 
some account of the main historical factors--economic, social, 
religious and political-which have gone to the making of modern 
Europe as a whole. It is comparatively easy to teach the subject 
in this sense in countries like England, France or Germany, whose 
own national hiStory has formed so large a part of the general history 
of Europe. But in Russia, whose national life until the seventeenth 

• The words quoted ..... from a spedal report on the tvoining of teacbera 
dmwn up by • Commisaion of the Moscow Pedagogical Soeie~f'-(Trans. 
Rc~ions, 19(0). • 

t Pupils belonging to the non-OrtbodoJ: populaUon of the Westem and 
South-Westem ProTinceo of the Empire ha .... hithette besn """"'pled fro", 
\be obligatory study of Church ~lavoni .. 

~13. 
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century was almost untouched by the influences which affected tho 
Western countries of Europe, the difficulty of teaching universa 
history in connection with that of the native country is undoubtedl, 
a very real one, though the importance of a knowledge of the genera 
history of Europe is not less in the case of a Ruasian tban of I 

German or an Euglish boy. It is right to add, however, that thi, 
difficulty is very successfully overcome in practice. Probably in n. 
schools in the world is history more thoroughly taught than in th. 
secondary schools of Ruasia. Finally, the study of modem foreigr 
languages possesses a very much greater importance in Russia than iI 
any other great country of Europe. Whether the matter be considetec 
from the point of view of the practical man or the scholar, a gooe 
knowledge of modem lauguages is an equslly necessary part of th. 
equipment of every educated RUS8ian. Owing to the fact thathisoWI 
language is 80 little understood by foreigners, the RW!8ian man 0 

business needs French and German for the purposes of his commercia. 
transactions. The traditions of polite society make a knowledg. 
of French at any rate a necessary accomplishment of every RussiaI 
lady or gentleman. The ability to read modem languages is equallJ 
indispensable to the Russian with intellectual interests. Whethe] 
he ,,~shes to follow closely the progress of contemporary though I 
or to pursue any Hue of independent research, the Russian savanl 
finds that he cannot dispense with at least a working acquaintane< 
with the three languages of European culture, F..nglish, French 
and Gennan. Even the ordinary student finds French and Germar 
necessary. In spite of the groot advance made by Russian scholan 
and men of science in certain departments of knowledge, some timl 
must yet elapse before learned works in Russian become !lUfficientlJ 
numerous to make the study of foreign treatises unnecessary to till 
Russian student; meanwhile, in order tbat a young Russian mn, 
place himself on an equality in point of opportunities of study wit! 
a Frenchman or a German he must learn 88 I~t one more Ianguagl 
than the latter finds necessary. Hence the importance attache( 
by public opinion to the French and German lauguages as element. 
in the curriculum of botb types of secondary school in Russia 
It is true that according to the existing statute one only of thee« 
langnages is nominally obligatory in the gymnasia, bnt as a matlel 
of fact no gymnasist who intends to carry forward his studies 01 
the University can afford to dispense with a knowledge of eithel 
tongue.· ._--- .~----~.---.----------

• Th...- 83y nothing of Cbnrch Slavonic, which is aOO for him praetieall, 
"foreign "mp-the RtI88ian gymnaoiBt baa perforce to nndertake the limo). 
taneoo. study of foor langoagelO--G ........ Latin F'renrh. and Germ&n-whid 
.. rc:'e1lt oommittoo of the English Hcadmaolelll' Conference baa deel ...... 
to he .. too ODCrOWI .. requiremeot" f .... English boyII. We may add hen 
that the acquisition of .. ooUoquiai knowledge of modern Iaoguag_ iI DOl 
8peeis.lly aimed ... by the ordinary _.ry ochoo"', and the _t facilit, 
and accuracy with which edocated RlIIIIriaD8 frequently"-k foreign Lou ___ 
is generally the· """"t of home wining. Modem Ia_ haft! hithertG 
heeo taught in the gyuasiom mainly .... instromenla of ocientific otody. and 
in tho rea!'l!Chooi for tho pmetical porpooeo of eoD1Jll8l'cialIite. n-~ 

• 
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m.--COMPARIBON BETWEEN RUSSIAN AND ENG:LIS1f SCHOOLS. 

So f8.l' we he. va been dealing with the poinfltJ Which distinguish 
the 8000ndmy education of Russia from Wlat 01 Western Europe 
generally. If we ntl1Tow the field of oomparison to Inolude Russia' 
and England only, many other differences emerge int.o view, the 
most important of which are due to the very different position 
which the State occupies towards education in the two countries 
respectively; to the different relation in which the secondary 
schools of each stand to the Universities and other places of higher 
learning; to the effect of endowments on English education; 
nnd finally to certain differences of internal organisation, among 
which may be specially mentioned the much wider development 
which the boarding-school system has received in England than 
in Russia. But behind all these differences in detail, it must never 
Ue forgotten that there lie the great controlling facts of national 
ch8.l'actpr and genius, of historical development, and of social 
organisation and environment. In both countries the charac
teristics of the educational system are the characteristics of the 
national life as a whole; consequently, individualism, decentralisa
tion, aelf-government, and the utmost freedom for individual 
enterprise are the distinguishing marks of English education, as 
State control, extreme centralisation, and the limitation of private 
initiative are of Russian.-

an> noW rooogniBed as being too Mrrow, and .. wider development will probably 
in tho futore be given to modem language teaching in both kinds of schoola. 
Doubtl .... the adoption of modem mothods of instruction will facilitate tho" 
acquisition of a colloquial comm .... d of foreign languageo in RUB8ia as eh!e
when>; but the demand of tho progressive party is not so much for this .... 
for a more thorough knowledge of the litc .... tureo of foreign countrieo • 

• It may help to place the FJlglioh reader at t,ho r4<ht point of view for 
j.,dging of tbe Russian system of secondary instMlction if we brie!ly (IUIIlmorisc 
I,en> tho ""nelll.ions arrived at by a very oompctent student of F..nl;lish 
oo\lootion (M. Mizhuev) as to the peculiar characteristics which distinguish 
Inlf schools from those"f Russia and other continental countries. The follow-, 
iug are the points he enumeretes (Ru881caia Shkola, April, 1807. pp. 69, 70) :-

(1) The absence of uniformity in English schools, in re5!le!'t both of 
administration, curriculum. and inner life_ . 

(2) The prominooce given to school games as a means of physical training 
.... ther than to gymnastics. 

(3) The care for the develol'ment of the character and the wiD, RS well 
as of the intellect. 'l'his development is made possible by 

(4) The great freedom allowed to tho pupu.. 
(lI) The tendency to treat boys as tllOllI'h they were men, and the great 

extwlSioll given in l'>.glish schools to the principlo of oelf1!Ovem
mont among the boys. 

(6) The predominance of the boarding-school system. . 
(7) The friendly relations existing 00_ teachers and taught. 
(~) The division between aristocratic schools (i.e., our great public schools) 

and rclati"ely cheap school... He notes espeoially that no (State) 
privilCl."" are reserved to the arist<lCl'8tic .. hool& . 

(9) DcrentralLsation and the development of private initiati:e in Mura
tim. The latter has provro 1 .... harmful to ooucatm. in England 
tban elsewhere, bemuoo .. .. 

';213. r. 2 
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" In respect of the organisation and control of secondary education 
by the State, Russia and England stand at opposite poles. No 
greater contrast could well be imagined than that which is presented 
by the Rus~ian system of education on the one hand, with its 
centralised administration, its hierarchy of State teachers of various 
grades, its definite programmes and mlI'ricula, and its reduction 
of all possible forms of genernl education to two simple types
and the English system (if so it can be called) on the other, with 
its lack of cohesion, its unco·ordinated aims, its bewildering variety 
of curricula, its 1llltrammelled freedom of instruction, and its 
traditional tendency to treat education as a private concern. It 
is significant that, while at the present moment the reform of 
Becondary education is under discussion in both countries, what ill 
meant by reform in England is more complete organisation and more 
(.ffective external control; in Russia, on the contrllI'1, what is aimed 
at is a change of curriculum, that is, reform in the subject matter 
of education, and those most eager for reform in this sllru!e would 
desire to _ a less stringent form of external control than exists 
at present. 

We have already in a previous chaptllr deecribed the organisation 
by whioh the State maintains its control over all grades of education 
ill RU88ia; but it may be interesting to note here a few general 
considerations suggested by observation of the Russian system 
as compared with the very different educational conditiOllll pre
\"ailing in England. 

"The difference between a constitutional State such as England, 
and an autocratic State such as Russia, IIXpresses itself, perhape, 
most clearly in the different role assigned to public opinion in each. 
Public opinion in a constitutional State exercises many of the 
functions which, under an autocracy, ue reserved to the Govern· 
ment. While in RU88ia all secondary schools, whether public or 
private, are responsible directly to the State; in England they are, 
broadly speaking, responsible to public opinion alone. Publio 
opinion must also supply with us the motive power for educational 
reform; an English Govel'llment itself is, as a Russian writer well 
remarks, "little more than a temporary commill8ion for giving 
legislative effect to reforms demanded by the community." In 

(10) The EngIiah have been more COIlBpictlou8 than any natm, ""cepe 
the Americans, by the liberality of their donations (0. edueational 
purposes. 

M. M"izhuev also commenta upon tha tendency in English ochools to drop 
Greek ... an obligatory snbjeet. All who are acquainted with both Rwooiau 
and EngIiah IIeClOJlliary schools will recognise bis statement of tha diff_ 
between them as ace ...... 1e and full of insight., though in order to make u 
quite complete, a fow other poinIB mould be noW in additioD: •. , .• the 
in8uen.,.. which tha Uuiveraitico 0"''''''' upon eecondsry inatraction in 
England partly t.Implgb college ICho1arBbipa. and partly through tha Loe.I 
EuminatioD ; the preference mown in English schoo. 1M form ......... 
... compared' with teaclumt of speciaJ snbjectl, and tha tendency to combine 
t_ 01: ........ typea of ochool (claaIicaI,and modem "oidea, H OOi.tiIJIOIkiiaI 
~veIy to (IY1DD&IIia aod ...... hooll) in the same inatlkiti<la 1iDder • 
oingle head. 
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Russia the position of affairs is exactly reversed; the province of 
public opinion is purely negative and critical, fulfilling, in fact. a 
function not unlike that of .the opposition in a constitutional State. 
But all initiative rests with the Government, acting with the 
assistance of such expert advisers as it ehooses to summon to its 
counsels, but centring all real executive authority in the hands of 
a small knot of high officials. 

The most direct and obvious result of a highly centralised system 
of administration such as this is to produce great uniformity of 
aim and organisation. The existence side by side with one another 
of a large v8.1iety of different types of secondary education is almost 
inevitably discouraged by the State as beiog incompatible with 
simplicity of administration. Furthermore, the smooth working 
of the administrative machine also necessitates the restriction of 
independent initiative 'in education. Private sehools need not be 
suppressed; they may even be welcomed as a necessary supplement 
to the State-provided schools; but they are only encouraged in 
ao far as they can be pressed into the service of the State by being 
made to conform in all the essential features of their curriculum 
to the programmes of instruction approved by the Government 
for the State schools. 

In all these respect8 Russian educational practice runs very 
much counter to accepted English ideas; and it would be very 
easy for an English critic to make out a case against the Russian 
system which would be entirely convincing to all who look at the 
matter from the English point of view. He might point, for 
example, to the constant tendency under a system of State control 
of education to subordinate the interests of the individual to those 
of the State; to exalt unduly the mere maehinery of minutes, 
programmes, curricula, and instructions; to forget that in educa
tion the teaeher is everything, and that circulars, instructions, 
curricula, and the rest are but the tools to his hand, useful only 
in so far as he can turn them to educational profit. He migb t 
protest against the idea of applying the formal methods of admin
istrative routine to the living work of education, as though the 
human spirit were only so much passive material to be acted upon 
at will, and point out how ine,-itshle it is that centralisation should 
produoe bureauoratism, and that bureaucratism should degenerate 
into mere mechanical fOlmalism. He might show in particular 
that there is no place for an Arnold or a Thricg in a COWltry where 
educational initiative is monopolised by the State, and that the 
mnnifold services which the private teacher has rendered in the 
development of English education would have been impoesible 
except as the result of his freedom (so far as the State is concerned) 
to experiment in education, to teach what he liked in the way 
that seemed to him best. 'l'he writer is far from wishing to dis
sociate himself from the views thus adumbrated'; he is convinced, 
on the contrary, that the balance of advantage, for Eng~-speaking 
oountries at any rate, is very d,lcidedly in favour of a looser and 
freer organisation of publio instruction than exists in most of 
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the oontinental countries of Europe. I He would only remind the 
reader that a. highly centralised system of education has been 
for Russia an historic necessity; that probably under no other 
system would secondary and higher education have been 80 widely 
diffused among Russians as they are at present; and, finally, 
that a centralised form of State control over education, prQvided 
only that it leaves initiative free, p088C88e8 certain intrinsic ad·· 
vantages which are by no means unworthy of consideration. Let 
us briefly state a few of the most important of these. 

(1) In the first place, the centralisation of control in tho hands of 
the State very much facilitates a gElleral rpform of education 
",henever this is thought desirable by the Government. The ease 
with which the most revolutionary and ~weepiug changes in secon· 
da.·y education have been effected in Russia stands in striking 
contrast with the enormous difficulty encountered in England by 
any attempt to alter the general direction of studies even when 
such alteration is Rhown to 00 a matter'of urgent national impor
tance. Since the State has little or no e<mtrol over the machinery 
of secondary instruction in this country, changes in sehool cwricula 
must as a rule take place from within, or must be the effect of 
outside opinion acting directly upon the teachers and managers 

. of individual schools. Unfortunately it happens too often that the 
opinion of the outside public,"when it tends in the direction of 
educational refonn, is vague, unorganised, and inarticulate, and 
is therefore ilI·fitted to contend against an order of things which 
is 8Upported by all t.he forces of tradition and vested n,tereRts. 
Tradition is in English education what authority is in Russian
either a good or a bad thing, according to the use that is made of 
it. So long as (mr secondary teachers are men of 8O\U)d philosophic 
temper and ·training, and ha,'e an adequate sense of the way in 
which national interest, are affected by their work, we may well 
be content to leave (JUestiOD8 of educationa.l reronn largely in their 

"hands. But if and whenever this e<mdit,ion is abnent, the dead 
hand of tradition is apt to prove an even wo'1ie evil in educatioo 
than the dead hand af authority. 

(2) This leads us naturally to the second point. The State organisa· 
tion of education does at least secure the existence within the 
nation of a large body of men who, while serving the State in par
ticular parts of the educ:itiona.l field, are accustomed to 1001. ' .. pou 
edncation from a broad, national standpoint. One man may bo 
a director of a gymnasium or a real-school, another 8 University 
professor, 8 third 8 District Inspector, but all alike are OffiCial1 or 
a State department which is concerned with the interests, not ;)1 
this or that branch or grade of education, but of nationa.l educatiOIJ 
88 a whole. Their common position as servants of the State bind. 
them together in a community of interest, if not of aentimmt. 
It is impo88ible n.;i to reflect upon the 1089 which our own country 
has 8Uffered in the past from the lack of some equally effeeti, .. 
bond 01 union between the membenl of the teaching prof_ion. 
Our first-gtade JIeOOIldary school. and our Uni versitics attract to . 
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their service some of the finest and best-trained minds of the nati()n. 
But neither kind of institution has hitherto given us the assist' 
ance in solving great national questions of educational reform 
which we might justly expect from them, and which they are in 
the nature of thingS so well qualified to afford. The English 
public achool master or the University professor lives in an isolated 
community which is complete in itself and stands in no organic 
relation to any other community of the same kind. They arc not 
!o much members of a profession, as members of particular societies 
,within a profession. The consequence is that the interests of their 
own societies tend too much to fill their horizon and prevent many 
01 them frOm attaining that broad statesmanlike grasp of the 

,problems of national education as a whole, which comes from 
greater comprehensiveness of vision and of interest. It is precisely 
this broad outlook upon educational questions which distinguishes 
the corresponding classes of educational workers in Russia, an~ 
which they seem to owe chiefly to tbeir position as membE>.ra of a 
profession welded togcther by the bond of common service to the 
fltate,. Among the leaders of thought on secondary education in 
Russia are to be Jound quite as many University professors as 
teachers in gymnasia and real schools, and both grades of teachers 
display an interest in the questions of primary instruction to which 
it would be hard to find a parallel in this country. 

(3) AplLI·t from its effect on those actually engaged in educational 
work, the State organisation of education also tends to create a 

,keen mterest in tl,e subject on the part of the outside public, and 
thus inclines them to pay that" honour to lessons" which, to use 
,Thring's noble phrase, should be .. the first article in a nation's 

. sL'Culn.r creed." A sigoificant indication of the interest felt by 
. Russian society in questions of puhlic instruction is afforded by 
the space allotted to them in the columns of the public press. 
Monthlies of the standing of the .. Vest .. ik Ewopy," the .. Rus,kii 
Vest .. ik," the .. Rus," the .. RU88koe Obozrenie," and .. RU88kaia 

. Mysl," 88 well as dailies like the" NOtJ08 Vremia," the .. MOB-
lw""kiia V edomosti," the .. Russkiia Vedomosti," and others 
of similar rook, frequently print thoughtful articles onedues
tional nllltters. which would certainly not appear in suclt journals 
as these unless they appealed to a ,,;despread public interest. It 
is true that this interest is greatly quickened by the military 
exemptions and other privileges attached by the State to 
tl,e BucCl"tll!ful completion of a course in one of the puhlic schools, 
and perhaps still more by the fact that admission to the Universities 
(or institutions of equal rank) and consequently to the higher 
professions is made contingent upon the possession of a certificate 
[rom the school testifying t.hat the candidate ha.q completed suclt 
a course. The existence of tllPSO privileges and requirements at 
once make<! success in tlte schools a matter 0' urgent practical 
concern, and induces many parents to take an interest In e.ducation 
who would otherwise be indifferent to it. It also tends to inCl'e8lle 
greatly the number of tho."I! Bet'I";ng education, especinlly of the 
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secondary and higher grades, and encourages boys to aim at 
higher standard of attainment than they might otherwise be canten 
with. There is, of COUl'lle, a reverse side to the medal. The Ver 
magnitude of the privileges associated with educational SUCCill! 

aggravates the bitterne.qs of failure to attain them, and fosters 
feeling of hostility to the school wherever the blame of failure r.a: 
be attributed to the severity of its requirements, rather than t 
the incapacity of the pupil himself. And in this connection it i 
to be observed that the professions have a relative prestige in th 
eyes of Russian society far exceeding even that which attaches t 
them in this country. The reason for this is obvious. Commere 
has not yet won its way to social recognition in Russia. To a poo 
Hussian boy the professions Ilnd the puhlic service offer the ani: 
possible means of bettering his social position. The state of thing 
to which we are accustomed in England, where boys of the mer 
cantile classes are received on terms of perfect social equality int. 
our most aristocratic schools, where' a university COUl'lle is , 
frequent preliminary to a business career, and where even a senio: 
classic may become a cotton -spinner or a senior wrangler a tea 
broker, is almost inconceivable to a Russian. Hence it is thai 
failure to get through his course is in the eyes of a Russian gynmasi.1 
such an irretrievable disaster. The professions and the StaIA 
sen.'ice are both closed to him. His career is broken on the VeIJ 

threshold of manhood. 
The control of education by the State also determines the natun 

of the relation between the secondary schools and places of higher 
education. In Russia the schools m'e organically connected witl: 
the Universitie.q, or other institutions of University rank. as partli 
of the same State system. The bond of connection between secon· 
dary and higher education is formed by the requiranent of thE 
certificate of maturity (aJJeatat zreloati) of the gymnasium for 
admission to the Universities, and that of either the gymnasium or 
th.e real school fo:r admission to the higher technical colleges. Both 
types of sehool make it their aim in theory to give a general in· 
tellectual training as well as to prepare for institutions of a higher 
grade. But it is important to observe that the relatio:n of the 
gymnasia to the Universities is in actual fact much closer than it 
is in theory presumed to be. .. Our legislature," says Count 
Kapnist, .. defines gymnasia as educational institutions whose 
aim it ia to give a general education and also to prepare for ad
mission to the Universities and other places of higher education. 
Of'these aims preparation for admission to, the University has 
long become the predominating one, and by actual experience 
we have arrived at the more pcooi.se conception of the significance 
and aim of the gymnasium as a preparatory school for the Univer-' 
sity. Attempts to give a new direction to this tendency in our 
gynmaaia have 1'0t been crowned with success; the experiment 
of forming within them departments whose aim it should be to 
prepare, not for the University, but for other careers in life, has 
t1Jllled out a failure, and prove<! abortive in practice. At tbe 
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present time more tha.never our gymnasia are educational institu
tions having as their one main object to prepare for the University, 
while prepara.tion for other more special institutions ha.s become 
of secondary importance, though access to them still remains, and 
ougbt in justice to remain, open to those who have passed through 
the gymnasia." (Klassitsizm, p. 62.) 

We sha.ll see later that this conception of the function of the 
gymnasium meets with vigorous protest from those who hold it 
to be unjust that the whole curriculum of the school should be 
decided by the requirements of the minority proceeding to the 
University. Here we are only concerned to note the fact that it 
is so decided. It will be seen, therefore, that the Russian gymnasia 
are quite as closely related to the Russian Universities as our own 
public schools and more import,ant grammar schools are to Oxford 
and Cambridge. The relation, however, is of an entirely different 
kind. The English Universities are autonomous and independent 
institutions, which are free to impose their own conditions of 
admission upon intending matriculants, and by this means, as well 
as by the influence of the college scholarship system and the 
University Schools Examination, are able to mould, or at any rate 
considerably to affect, the whole curriculum of the schools. The 
Russian Universities are not autonomous institutions, the con
ditions upon which they may admit students are settled for them 
by the Stato, and they possess no independent power to influence 
the teaohing in the gymnasia. Bearing this distinction in mind, 
we may define as follows the influence exerted on the secondary 
schools by the entrance requirements of the Universities in the 
two countries respectively._ The attestot zrelosti. which fonns tho 
only condition of admission to the Russian Universities, implies n 
higher average standard of attainment in classics, mathematics, 
and the mother tongue than is required for admission into most 
of our English Universities; on the other hand, our older Univer
sities, by means of scholarship competitions, raise the standard 
of excellence in the case of a few pupils of our best secondary 
schools to a higher level than is attained in Russia, though at ti,e 
oost of a specialisation of the curriculum which most RUS8inns 
would oonsider very undesirable. 

Turning now from matters of external organisation to the inn~r 
liCe of the secondary schools themselves, we shall find the contrasts 
between Russian and English schools both numerous and striking. 
The most important of these contrasts are the result of the differ
ences between a system in which boarding schools predominate, 
and one in which day schools fonn the large majority. Neither in 
Russia nor in England does either type of school hold the field so 
exclusively as the day school does in Germany; there are important 
boarding schools in Russia, as there are important day schools in 
England; the difference between the two ~tries is that in 
England the older puhlio schools, and those more modern institu
t.ionewhich have been organi~d on the same model, are numerous 
!lAd inlluential enough to give the tone to the whole secondarJ 
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system. whilst in .Russia the great boarding schools, such 88 the 
Alexander Lyceum. the School of Law and the Corps of Pages, 
have· been prevented from influencing Russian education in a 
similar way, partly by their fewness and partly by their clUllll 
'character. Moreover, here again economic factors come into play. 
The boarding-school system is comparatively expensive, and, 
. therefore, unsuitable for wide diffUSIOn among a poor people. 
Very probably even in England it has now almost reached the 
limits of its usefulness, and any great exteBBion of secondary 
edllcation among us will have 88 its consequence a considerable 
development of the daY-lichool system, as h88 already been the 
caSe in Wales. There is a certain tradition in Russia in favour of 
'boarding-school education. We have already described how the 
'gymnasia were made popular in the time of Nichol88 I. only by 
attaching" boarding-houses for the sons of gentlemen" to them. 
At the present time boarding-houses are maintained in the larger 
towns in connection with some. of the gylIlllallia and real-llchools, 
owing to the considerable influx into such towns of pupils from 
parts of the provinces where no adequate educational facilities 
exist, and such boarding-houses have always been recommended 
by the Government as the best means of providing for this element 
in the schools. Nevertheless a vary considerable proportion of 
the pupils attending the secondary schools of Russia-amounting, 
according to one statement* to about ten per cent. of the whole 
-live in lodgings with no other supervision than that which the 
class tutors and. their assistants can give to them. This systom 
combines allthe disadvantages of the day,school and the boarding
school systems;without any of the advantages of either; the only 
remedy we have seen suggested is the adoption of, a system of 
cheap hostels. . .' 

The differences between .. day and boarding schools are among 
the most fundamental of the conditions that call affect the cba.racWI' 

· of secondary education. It is not too much to say that the whole 
· problem of education is affected by the dilferenOOI between the two 
types of school. In the day school the whole life of the place 
centres in the c1ass-room; in the boarding school, the c1ass-rootn 
is . only one out of many influences which are brought to heal' 
upon the pupil. Consequently, the aim of the day school 
tends almost inevitably to be nam>wed down to purely it:
tellectual functions. moral training being left to the churcll 
and the family (by which many people w()1J1d argue that 
such work can be better done). The boarding school, on 
the other hand, must take the place. of the home; it must 
train the will and the character 88 well 88 instruct the mind; its 
responsibilities towards its pupils are therefore enormously greater 

· than those of the day school, 88 its opportunities of influence are 
also greater. 'I'h8 dilference in the influence of the two, types of 
lI!lhool is cie.arly seen in the dilference of their products. 'The 

• See articJe in B...uaio 8IJJ:ola, Se~tember, 1900. P. 104. See aloo A. 
Imoy Beaulieu. L 'Empirodeo T ...... el .... a ....... 4thedD. 18117. ii.. pp •• Ii25, 6; 

- , . 
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~ussian boy who has completed a course in the gymnasium or the 
real-school is undoubtedly better developed intellectually than aD 
English public-school boy of the same age; but the English boy'hos 
had the opportunity of a more many-sided training, and as a mle 
has benefited by it. He is generally what the Germans call denk
scheu; prefers doing to thinking; is less under the influence of 
ideas than of instincts and traditions. But he is physicallyweU
developed; he has learned more or less of self-reliance and self
control, has acquired a sense of responsibility, and knows' how ,to 
govern as well as to obey. He owes infinitely less to the teaching 
of the class-room than the Russian boy; to a large extent he' is 
self-educated, or has been e.ducated by his fellows; but he has hud 
enough" wholesome neglect" to cast him upon his own resources,' 
9Jld to develop in him a certain power of initiative. Some years 
ago, \Ulder the influence of M. Demolins' well-known book, " A quoi 
tient III. superiorite des Anglo-Saxons?" an abridgment of which 
was edited in Russian by M. Pobedonostsev, Russian society 
began to take a great interest in English education, and the possi
bility of transplanting the English public school system to Russilln 
soil was much discussed in the Russian press. Such discussion, 
however flattering it may be to' an Englishman who feels that 
there is not too much to boast of in the educational arrangements 
of his country, has always seemed to the writer to miss the signifi
cance of one essential point. All that is most valuable in the lile 
of an English public school arises from its being the reflection 01 
the life of a self-governing community. its school soci~ties, its 
organised games and other forms of social activity, its corporato 
life Ilnd feeling, the mingling of the dcmocratic with the monarchical 
'pl'iticiple in its system of government, its speciaittilditibns and 
conventions,all these things heli, to make the'Englishpublic.scIiool 
a microcosm of the larger England which lies beyond,its walls and 
playing-fields, and are'valuable chiefly in so far as ,they1train its 
'pupils to take their part as public-spirited citizens Of a ',Iemocratic 
community. Few, indeed 'of the typical features of English public 
schoollils would remain after taking away all that .would be fOlJl;ld 
incompatihle with the political system of Russia. The writer. has 
retained a very pleaslUlt impression of the life of a RussilUl lxiarding 
school from a visit paid to the Alexander Lyceum in St.l'Ertersburg ; 
,but he is neverthell'BS convinced that the school systems of RU99ia 
·and EngllUld respectively are too closely related to the social order 
of eaoh COlUltry to admit of succe&!ful imitation one by the other. 

Another important characteristic of Russian secondary educa
tion as compared with EngliSh is the predominance of what is 
known in Russia as the " subject system" (predmdnrJia Ntema).of 
instruotion-that is, the system by which each master in a 
secondary school teaches one, or at most two, svbjects, in which 
he is specially proficient. No such thing as a form-master exists, 
so far as the writer is aware: in lUly Russian secon'dJy school,· 

• It dOO8 exist, as wo hA ... aeen ill the pteceding chapter, in the Ur ....... 
Schools administered 1Illder the Ia,., of JS72. 
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and the place of BUoo a master. is only partially 8UppJied by tu, 
lllass tutor (kIaunyt fIGBtatmiA:). Many of the masters teaching in 
Ii ~ven school are not even ftpecially attached to that school; 
their time may be dhided between two or more institutions. of 
whiOO one may happen to be n. gymnasium and another 8 relll 
school. This 00ClI1l'B particularly in the case of teaOOera of the 
BUbjects to which only a comparat.ively 'mall number of hours 
are assigned in the time-table of the gynma'Jia. e.g •• geography 
or physics.- SuOO an arrangement as this has obvious advantages 
m respect of the intellectual trilll' of education. It _ that 
every sUhject in every school shall be taught by 8 person who knOWI 
that subject better than he knows any other. That in itself i. 
doubtless 8 great deal; but it is not everything. Every Engliah 
fonn ·master would readily admit that he had sometimes had to 
teaoh subjects in which he was not specially well versed; but. be 
might certainly claim that what is lost on the intellectual side of 
edllcation by the system under which he works is more than made 
np on the moral side. The Russian teaeher is muOO more of a 
professor than his English confrere. both in respect of his method. 
of instruction. and also in respect of hlB special knowledge of tlte ' 
subjects whiOO he teaches; but the constant contact into which ; 
the English form-Dl88ter is brought with tha particular set of boys • 
entrusted to him gives him infinitely more of thOle opportunities . 
of influence wbiOO every true teacher prizes above all other incidents . 
of his profession. H the Russian teaeher knows his subject. the 
1<::nglish teacher knows his boys: and even from the point of view 
of intelleetual culture. the latter kind of knowledge is not 1\1tl1011t 
itS importance. t Thring's ideal of " a school to teach and train 
eaeh boy" is perhaps seldom eompIetely realised either in England 

• TIle R ...... 1III8tbod 01 ClJlDputiDg ......... by tbe Damber 01 -..... 
givea ia intimately COlID8Ctod with the subjecwyatem 01 iastnwtioa. TIle 
oppaaite syatem. 01 fiucI ......... which prevails la this _try II bMed DB 
the assamptioa thet .. a rule .. maater'a time ia opent in a IiDgIe iDAitotioa 
aad ill diotribatod, if aeed be, &IDODg .. ....,.[ subject& 
-t.:...,~icn with the above the following remarb OO!IdiiJl~ m ... 

Po .. 's I11811"Btive bro<4 ........ The Teaeber and his W 18k, ' are cf 
m~. After mentioning with approval the cIoee pel ...... reIatiou. eDIt
ing between acme of the older teaehen (of primary sclwolo) in the COImll", 
and their pupils, the ""tbcr pruceeds :-

M But in " town, and especially in a large tcwn, " IaIAlher beeom .. a kiad of 
edaeatiooa1 bireling, woaring himself " .... , m the clrudgftY '" bis ca11ing, and 
teAching assumes the .. peet of a mere craft. fa De .. er--mll' concern lor 
tbe daily 1nad of himself and his family. without interS,without inspiratioo. 
be does his day's wen, hurrying OIl foot. or driving, from me oehoal to 111mb., 
to give bis Ieaaws, and everywhere he -"vee &ired ROd irritable, in ....,e _ 
losing minutes and IjIIll11er8 cf an hOlli' from each Ieaon, and ne1'er devotiJII' 
bis Ia"'- to" Hingle ClIIe '" the achooB ia which he .... 811 IaIAlber. How eM 
be lmow his pupils, bow <aD he mark !heir abililits and de1'dopmout I .iU 
tba& is left to him 10 do is to gift his Ieaon, 10 I""."poIIDd his queoticm, and 
to &'!Sigo imper!lOlf'" marb (tba& is, marb wbidt .. not .&'ect.ed by the 
iadividua/il, of the pupil} 10 the _era. Seldom is a teacberlo be ~ .ilb 
who is __ ,with bis...n, his.,..... and J..IOIit:ion-be isalJeorbed in_ 
fa the improvemeot 01 bis means oIlivelihaod, ..,d m the qaeat I,. opper
__ 01 beUerioc himaeIf elaewhae.° 
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or in Russia; but the English school fails most OD the side of 
teaohiog, the Russian school on the side of training. 

Among matters of internal organisation in respect to whioh the 
praotice cf RUB9ian secondary schools differs from that of our own 
should also be mentioned certain aspects of school discipline. We 
need only emphasise two points in particular. The first concerns, 
the uniformity of discipline in Russian schools. So far as school 
rules are concerned, no distinction whatever is in theory made 
between the highest class and the lowest, between the young man 
of twenty about to proceed to the university and the child of ten 
fresh from the family circle; all are equal before the law, which is 
the same for all. In practice, doubtless, distinctions are made; 
but, there is in Russian schools nothiog like that graduated scale 
of privileges according to age and position in the sohool which is 
found in most English schools; least of all do the Russian schools 
afford any parallel to the position of authority and responsibility 
which is assigned to the sixth form in our publio schools, and the 
great advantage of which lies in the preparation it gives for the 
freedom of university life. The second important point to be 
noted is the fact that corporal punishment is entirely prohibited 
in all Russian schools. The Russian aversion to this kind of 
punishment, though always justified on purely pedagogical grounds, 
would seem to be ultimately based upon reasons which derive all 
their force from the fact that exemption from stripes was historically 

'a oivio privilege at first shared only by comparatIvely few among 
the suhjects of the Tsar, but afterwards so widely ext.lnded that 
oorporal punishment came to be associated with ideas of criminality 
and serfdom, and thus to be resented as an indignity which ought 
not to be offered to the freeborn. From another point of view it 
may be regarded as a natural revulsion against the harshness of 
the old Muscovite regime. That corporal punishment should 
be ~ermitted even in the most aristocratio schools of England, 
that It should have been largely lIsed even by our best-known, lllost 
bumane and most successful headmaster!!, and that such protest 
Bgninst it as makes itself heard in this country should affect our 
lower schools rather than our higher, are among the standing puzzles 
of English life, even to those Russians who understand us best; 
Yet in point of fact the complete abolition of the cane is a matter 
of recent aocomplishment in Russian schools. It is true that 
corporal punishment was forhidden by the educational legislation 
both of Catherine II. and Alexander I.; but it is nevertheless 
certain that it WIllI actually in use in some of the Alexandrine 
schools, whic4 found it difficult to live up to tho standard set by 
the exalted bunlanitarian ideals of the monarch. Under Nicholas 1. 
corporal punishment was permitted in the last resort, when other 
means of oorreotion (including incaroeration) had proved useless. 
Lut only in the three lowest classes. and then only at the discretion 
of the pedagogical council. In practice. however. tl!ese limits 
were not Btrictly observed. both directors and inspectors ordering 
'''''"(J01"6i punishment on their own 8uthority. The practice W8I 
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finally abolished by the school statute of 1864. The present genm-a
tion of teachers have had no personal experience of its use in the 
schools; public sentiment i.q unhesitatingly against it, and one 
never finds it referred to in RU88ian pedagogic literature except in 
tenns of condemnation, or as a relic of medie\'al barbarism anI\" 
to be exen-ed as belonging to a period before the" great refonns." 
. ~{any RU88ian edur.ationists are disposed to go still further in 

the same direction and to condemn in toto, or at least to look with 
great suspicion upon, the use of any kind of punishmcots or rewards 
as educational instruments. The writer had the privilege of being 
present at a meeting of the Moscow Pedagogical Society. which 
was attended by about 400 persons of both sexes, including Borne 
of the foremost educational thinkers of RU88ia, and which unani
mously adopted the following rllSolutions, together with others 
framed in a similar spirit;-
. .. (a) C.ertifieates of m;";t, rewards, the inscription of names upon a roll 01 
hononr (literally, gilded tablet), the distribution and placing of pupils in <1_ 
according to their attainments, should be bani.hed from the .. hools, sin .. they 
obscure in the minds of the pupils the true end. of knowledge, and with the 
highofOinded motives of the quest of leMlling mingle sem.h eoosideration .. 
"'ingiury, envy, and o",er undesirable sentiment •. 

.. (b) All kind.. of marks (class marks. or quarterly or annual marks) .hould be 
entirely excluded from the school; [otherl method. of informing pareflts .. 
to the work of their children shm.ld be devised by tbe pedsg()flieal coundl. 

,. (c) The punislunent of pupils, as a means in the hi~hest de{;l"ee dangerou. 
to their IItOI'III development, should be resorted to only in exceptional _. 
and aa the vlti_ means of inIluendng their eooduet." 

As the inclusion of marks in this sweeping condemnation will 
doubtless seem strange to the English reader. we may quote in fuJI 
the passage referring to marks in the paper read in support of these 
resolutions. The whole paper is printed in the TrII1l1I3Ctions of 
the Society for 1901 ;-

.. Amoo/! the features of the life of the modern ochool wbicb d .... 1op bad 
fcclings and hin,ler good ones from taking I'OOt. must be reekmed marks of all 
kinds, whether !riven for a particular leoson or at tbe end of eacb quarter 01' 
y...... A: mark is by its very nature an evil, because it ....,mea _hing 
which doea not actuany exist. namely. ",e poooibility of aeeurately 
appraising each of tbe pupil'. answ..... Every answer is • complex 1II&tW. 
but the mark acta at naught the individuality of tbe answer and redu ... all 
th. pupils to a few apparently predae eateg<riea. ae<Ording to which they are 
grouped with what 100Ics like great minuten.... By a glance at the quarterly 
list we may Ieam tbe comparative mnits of the pupils with such """"""'Y" 
to determine tbe fractional part of a mark by wMeh one yontb ill IX'tter 01' 
wone than hid fellow. Not to speak of the impoooibility in faet of defining 
in "" much detail the intdlretual sttainments of t~ J"'pilB. it iit n-.-y 
i •• the intnests of t1";" mcnJ lraining 10 Ii:< our !pO'!ial sUeDtm 00 t,", f~ 
that this ""oopiru; of pupils a<OOnIinl< to tbe marks Ihp) have r ... t'ived giv .. 
f,.od lor tbe development of ri"alry, mvy, and otber bad 1...,lin"". Boy. 
aecmot.m thft1lllP..! ... to \earn f ... the aake of marks, and w4 f,,, Ihe loYe of 
Im_!£dge, and mark-bnnting brings in its train aU kif"'" ,Ii ,l<eeptiona, 
""pying. and otber forlDS of school dl'enceo. Setting a high value on good 
marks. boys eagerlJlaDd jealously watch the way in .. ·hich they .,.., given by 
the teacher. It is in eonnffiioo witb marks that partienIa.- tcacben gain the 
reputation ;X being unjust, and they give rise to ....u- d~""'. ·11_ 
bi""," .. thing B is to be the beIpIesa vietim of injustice I ... d nothing gin" 
...,.,...;00 im: such lee\inga 80 frequently .. mark., because witb aU ~ _ing 
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precision of this method of estimating answers, a mark may really be a per
fectly indefinite thing, allowing scope to the teacher's personal opinions and 
oven admitting of such abuses as the ghing of a bad mark for a boy's behaviour 
in class. The pupils, as incompletely developed and at the same time interestcd 
persons, are certainly disposed in many instances, when they get a bad mark, 
to suspect the justice and impartiality of the teacher, which strikes at the very 
root of the school's moral influence over its pupils. No less harmful is the 
effect of marks in disturbing the quiet work of the pupil in class and at home by 
introducing into it the idea of reward and punishment; because whatever wc 
may say of the objective significance of marks, as a simple index of a pupil' •. 
knowledge, a 'one' is always a punishment for him as a 'five' is always B .. 
reward." This constant expectation of rewards and punishments, involving 
the agitations of self-love and fear, not only ruins the nervous system of tlie 
child, but destroys his conception of the true aims of learning. What be<;om •• 
inlportant for him is not knowledge itaelf, hut the way in which his tcacher 
appraises it." 

With the views set forth in the passage just quoted, many English 
teachers will find it difficult wholly to sympathise. All educators 
would of course agree that the highest possible motive a boy can 
have for work is a sense of duty, and that the' boy who works solely 
to avoid punishmmt or for the sake of marks or r8'wards is substi
tuting a lower motive for a higher, and so far is influenced by a 
wrong ideal. But whilst the authors of the passage quoted would 
seem to regard the two motives as mutually exclusive, the practice 
of most English teachers shows that they consider it possible to 
use the lower motive to stimulate and reinforce the higher. And 
hore it is important to observe that the whole question is vitally 
affected by the difference in the attitude of the pupils themselves 
in the two countries towards their school work. Generally speak
ing, the difference consists in this, that in the. case of the English 
boy marks, rewards and punishments are the only external stimulus 
which is available, and they are often enough quit.e insufficient to 
rouse him even to a show of interest in his work; the Russian boy, 

• It should be explained that according to the system of marking in 
use in all RU88iaU sohools, 6S weU as in connection ·with all public examina
tions, the highest obtainable mark is live, the lowest being one. The 
value of the marks may perhaps be boot represented to the English reader by 
""ying that (; = excellent, 4 = good, !l = fair, 2 = moderate, 1 = poor 
or a failure. In practice the lowest mark is seldom given, so that the actual 
range of marks is from five to two. A pupil reeeives marks according to his 
answering in class. The questioning of 8 particular pupil often tokes a con
siderable time. and the rapid CfOSiI·fire of question and 8ns~.r customary in 
Eoglish schools is ahnost strange to Rn .. ian practice, aR i. also the habit of 
re'luiring ~hort written answen to questions set to the whole class during 
lesson time. The tluestions given in the highf'-f elasses in such subjects as 
classics, hL .... tory, anll HnssiR.ll. literature, are, not infrt'qnently such ~ to lay a 
Revere tax. 00 a boy's powers of oral expn>,MtOll. In ract, the llI'eat 3ch"antage 
which tlm Hnssian system of qucstiooiog seems to an English obsef\'er to 
IlOS.il"8S O\'l~r that. to which he is act"ustomed is tha' it forces. the pupil to expnss 
him ... lf orally in a connected and \ogioal way. On the other hand, the Engli.h 
system enables Ibe kllowlcclJle of each boy to be tested mnch m .... frequently 
than can be dOlle in Rnssia, where it sometimes hal'vons that the teach"" 
does not ,::et nnmd bis class more than two or three times a year. This fact 
nf course ,.,mtly increases the relath-e \,uue of t.he mark gi\:en Ol'cacb occasion 
o( 'll1f"St.innitW 8 pupil. and expla.in, the great. importance attat'hed to it by 
~h. pupil himself and his friends. 
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on the other hand, hall the powerful additional incentive whioh is 
supplied by the knowledge that his whole future career depends 
on his success in his school course. Hence not only does the 
Russian need the stimulus of marks less than the English boy, but 
he is disposed to take them far more seriously, because very much 
more depends on them. It is doubtful whether even the English 
boy would continue to display the philosophic indifference to 

.lessons and marks which so frequently characterises him at present 
if they were brought into such intimate and obvious relation to 
bis future career all is the case in RUBBia. It will, therefore, be 
easily seen that the complaints all to the evil influence of the mark· 
system have a special significance in relation to Russian conditions. 
It must also be recollected that this system is apt to be more pre· 
judicial to the existence of wholesome relations between pupils 
where the life of the school centres wholly in the cl68s-i"oom than 
where, as in English schools, the boys have usually many 
opportunities of meeting elsewhere and forgetting the rivalry 
of the class·room in the common interests of the life 
. outside. 

The exceptional privileges attached to the p088e88ion of the 
certificate of maturity, which make the succe88ful completion of a 
course of secondary instruction a matter of the greatest importance 
for the pupil's future career, also account in large mcasure for the 
~xtraordinary development of the system of private coaching 
(repetiUwstlJO) in Russian JleCondary schools. There is probably 
not a class throughout the Russian Empire, there is certainly not 
a gymnasium or a real-school, in which It certain proportion of the 
pupils do not avail themselves of the services of a repetitur j Will 

ill the case of the lower e1aBBes of some schools every second or 
third pupil does so. The large classes which are to be found, 
especially in some of the real-schools, greatly favour the growth 
of this system by preventing due individual attention being paid 
to each pupil hy the class teacher. But it is not only the weak 
scholars who seek the help of a repetiUw; the use of this resource 
depends far more on the financial position of the particular boy'. 
parents than on any other consideration. Many of the pupils are, 
of course, not in a position to pay the necessary fees for such a,.ia
tance. In fact, as we have already noted, the repet1Jmr employed 
by pupils in the lower cla.',aes are very commonly themselves gym
nasists, who find in the fees thus earned the means of supporting 
themsel ves whilst passing through the higher classes of the echool. 
In the University towns a great deal of the work is done by student8, 
many thousands of whom rely for their suhsistence almost entirely 
on private leSBOns of this and other kinds. A third cl.al!8 of Moo 

petiUw. is formed by the class tutors and other members of the 
ordinary 8taff of theeecondary aehoole themeel ves. The whole 
question of rlpttitarBtflO forms a most difficult phase of the problem 
of 8econdarY education in Russia, and propoea1s for the better 
regu1ation of the 8ystem are not iJifrequently put forward in the 
IJUblic preMo The practice is of e(IUI'9A a _what abnOl'lD8l 

• • • 
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outgrowth of the secondary school system, but all. the indications 
point to the conclusion that it has come to stay, and it is even said 
that there is a growing tendency on the part of the weaker teachers 
to shift therespon~ibility for the pupil's progress on to the shoulders 
of the repetitor.* The relation of the repetitor to the normal 
work of the school is in any case somewhat difficult of adjustment, 
If the repetitor be a class teacher, and his private pupils the mem
bers of his own class, it is not easy for him to avoid the charge of 
showing favouritism to them before their classmates. The fear 
of such accusations naturally deters many sensitive teachers from 
undertaking this kind of employment. The Ministry of Pn blic 
Instruction has also maintained an attitude of great reserve towards 
the practice of allowing pupils to receive special lessons from their -. 
own class teachers, and has sometimes even forbidden it alto
gether. But if private lessons are to be given at all, it is olten a 
practical necessity that the olass teacher should give them, sinco 
no other qualified person may be IIvailable; this is the case, for 
example, in mo.ny of the smaller towns of Russia. In such cases 
it has been proposed to recognise officially the right of teachers 
to !dve private lessons to weak pupils of the highest or .. graduat.
ing" class. Difficulties of another kind arise when the repetitor 
is a person \m~nnected with the ychool staff. The teaching then 
almost inevitably partakes of the nature of cram, since it ig 
strictly direoted to satisfy the requirements of the teacher of the 
pnpil's oIa.'I8; the collision of two standards of judgment-that of 
the ooaoh and the class teacher-is a perpetual source· of friction, 
which even affects the relations between the home and the school; 
and, finally, there is alwayS a difficulty in justly appraising work 
in which the pupil has been assisted by his coach_ matter of 
great importance where so much depends on the class marks as in 
the Russian schools. 

IV.-CBmCISMB OJ' TBB EXISTING SYSTEM; 

In the foregoing paragrapha the writer hlia attempted to mnke 
olear to the English reader, as far as possible by comparing the 
Russian gymnasia and rea1-oohools with the English schools of . 
colTeBponding grade, the main distinoti ve features of the Russian 
system of secondary education. It has, however, already becn 
explained that this system is now in process of revision. and thnt 
ohanges of a more or less BUbetantial nature are certain shortly to 
be introduced into the curriculum of both types of secondary 
school. The reasons which have made this measure inevitablo 
have been incidentally referred to in the foregoing pages, and it 
will suffice here to refer the reader to the frank and detailed state
mllnt of criticisms of the existing system contained in M. Bogole
pov's oiroular of the 8th July, 1899, whioh is qlloted in full on 
pp. 155 to 167 of this Report. The points partioularly emphasised 
in that circular were: the strain~ relations existing between the 

• See..mole on the mbi..,' in the .. Novae Vremia .. (or Hay 6th, 1900. 
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school and the family; the prevalence of bureauoratio methods of 
educational administration; the look of attention to the indi
viduality of the pupilB; the neglect of moral and physioal training: 
the too early speeialiaation rendered necessary by the differentia
tion of the CUlTioula of the two types of 8Ohool; the mental and 
physioal overstrain of the pupils; and certain general questions 
of oWTioulum. 

With regard to some of the matters here refeITed to, .especially 
the two first mentioned, it seems to the writer that little ean use
fully be added to what has already been said. Criticism of foreign 
systems or 8lT8IIgements is always an invidious task; as, more
over, the matters in question are of such a nature that a RU88ian 

. opinion will be very muoh more valuable and interesting than any 
whioh an outsider could give, we shall confine ourselves to quoting 
without comment a passage from a report adopted by the Moscow 
Pedagogical Society with reference to the organisation of the 
secondary schools, merely premising that this report was drawn 
up apropos of the oiroular just referred to, and that while it may 
be taken as voioing the views of the advanced party of reform, it 
contains no statements of fact which would be seriously questioned • 

.. The special peculiarity and 8t the same time the radical defect of the 
e.isting."seeondary schools affording 8 general education must undoubtedly 
be admitted to be their bureaucratic character. Bureaucratism is impr ...... 
upon every aspect of school life, and in the words of the Minister of Public 
Instruction, introduces • arid formalism and life1essn .... into living edllcatioo.1 
work.' Bureaucratism is above all 8 question of oeutralisatioo, wbich pre-
811ppoees the exercise of a strict and uniform control over all tbe detailB of 
the teacher's work by a single oeutral authority. But in view of the extreme 
variety of conditions prevailing in Russia in respect of climate, moe, """isl 
status, economic position, and the rest, such 8 strict and uniform control wouW 
aeem to be I ... applicable to Russia than to any other country; and hence 
it is deal' that this oootrol cannot everywhere pooseso real intrinsic lignili
em .. , and consequently 88SU1Des 8 fOl'lDal character. Reasonable J>edal!0@ieaI 
consideratiOO8 retreat into the background, and the dominating principle 
in the school becomes the strict but formal fulfilment of the instructioo. of 
the authorities. The school is deprived of its initistive, and its staff tend. to 
be eomposed Dot of educational workers, but of e:a;ocutive officials. Educa
tional interests, the interesta of the intellectual and moral individuality of 
the pupils naturally take the secood place, whilllt; the thoughts of the educaton 
are ooooeutrated on questions of ofIieiaJ advancement. So it happen. th~t 
minute regulation exercised by a oeutral authority kills the independent 
activity of edncationists. thot is, il. destroys the soul of life within them • 

.. But if tbe place of independent initiative "ithin the school is I~ 
by detailed and uniform regulations, the carrying oot of these reguiallOll8 
with pric:ision 8lld aoouraey requires tbe exercise of a strict and constant 
supervisioli, which takes very various forms and undermines .11 cm1id ... ce 
Dot only in tbe individual teacher, but in the ~ogieaI council, and even iD 
the headmaster himself ••••• The whole life of the school ceotrea in the 
headmaster, as tbe repreoentati\"e of the contro1ling power of the central 
authority. The Iunctiona of the pedagofricaI eouncil may be reduced, if tbe 
headmaster ... willa, to the mere eoo1irmatim of the arrangallents of the latter. 
But the headmaster timselI is involved in a wbole network of checka and rfj!1I

Iationa to ~ an extent that he CIIIIDDt move a step without reler ..... to the 
opinion 01 the Curalcr of the District or to an endless variety of roIeo, inatroe
tiooa, c:irenIan, ordinances and memotands which fill wbole volum.. and 
demand .... g and special study_ 
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.. This system of minute regulation of educational work, a system of oon
stant oontrol over everybody and of distrost towards everybody, permeates 
the whole life of our school down to the veriest triIIes. Not only the teacher 
or the headmaster, or the pedagogical council, but even the Curator is debarred 
from placing in the pupils' hands the most harml ... narrative or the mo.t 
elementary text-book without addressing .. request to that effect to St. 
Petersburg. If 90 little confidence is shown by the supreme authorities 
even towards the Curator of the Educational District, what shaD be said of the 
teacher who stands immediately face to face with the ehild 1 With his linan-· 
cial position imperfectly a:ssnred, everlastingly wearied and worried by an 
amount of teaching work beyond his powers, dependent upon his headmaster 
in everything, humi!iated and deprived of rights, it ill surely only in irony 
that the teacher can m a great number of ...... be eaUed an educator (ptdagog). 
He is placed in charge of a class of 40 to 50 boys, and required to question 
them oonstantly, and assign them marks; long and dilli.nlt programs of 
work filled with aU kind. of trilling deteils are plaaed in his hands, and the work 
of these programs is distributed minutely among the cl ..... ; he is required 
to suffer the interference of tho headmaster in his methods and plans of teach
ing, and aU this is crowned every year by a strict examination test. 1'hu.., 
all the work of the teacher in his class is reduced to endless questioning 
an i a continual drilling of his pupils to pass the examination test, which often 
po ....... no I ... terror for the teacher than for the pupil. Outward formalit.y 
everywhere prevails ; 80 many marks must be given, such and such details 
of the subject must be learnt, the answering in the examination must be 
smart. The demands of external control are fully satisfied by this formal 
aspect of the matter. But how aU these marks, examinations, and endless 
home ICS5OI1JI affect thel'upil-of that he cannot even take notice • 

.. All these defects m the school, which proceed from its bureaucmtic 
organisation, determine also the mutual relations between the school and the 
outside world. The school beare itself towards parents as towards subor
dinates; It does not oonsider it necessary to take account of their opinions: 
it comes into relation with them only, if one may 90 express oneself, on disci
plinary occasions. The parents on their part regard the school with terror 
and often with dislike. Seeing that the personality of their children is not 
treated with respect and consideration in the school, thai the children ruin 
their health over tasks which are beyond their strength, that they have no 
time to spend in llIe open air nor for games or occupations suitable to their 
"Ire and personal inclination., parents cannot love the schooL But neither 
.an they do without the school, because the certificate it confers ..... ur." 
their children's future. While such laek of harmony, which is Unfortunately 
only too well known to the pupils, exists between the home and the school, 
tho relations between the pupils and the school authorities eannot be normal. 
The pupils as well as their parents look on the school &imply as a means of 
obtaining a diploma, and whilst they formaUy satisfy aU its requirements, 
they do 80 with inward mistmst. Thus formalism and mistrust in the rela
tiona of tho authorities to the school beget corresponding formalism and 
mistrust in tho relations of the pupils and their parents to the school itself.'! 
Crransactions of the Moscow Ped~cal Society for 1900. Report on Re
forms desirable in Secondary Schools, ad mit.) 

With a view to remedying the defects enumerated in the above 
extract, the Society suggests that, while all general questions of 
educational policy should continue to be determined by the central 
authority in St. Petersburg, the powers of the subordinate organs 
of administration should be increased, a large liberty of initiative 
being allowed them in matters of detail. Cefttrelised control 
with dooentralised admiriistration is, in brief, the idw of the 
Society. It is the goal which _ OImIelves are approaching from 
the opposite direction. . . 

2AII 
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We turn now to the questions of curriculum and the rellltoo 
questions of overstrain, premature specialisation, and the like, 
which are raised in M. Bogolepov'A circular. Here it wiII be 
nep,e8sary to treat the case of the gymnasia and of the real-tlr.bools 
separately, since the problems presented by the two types of school 
differ considerably in character. Briefly speaking, one may soy 
that the advocates of reform direct their efforts towards the 
humanisation of the' curriculum of the real-tlChool, though without 
wishing to make it less modern, and towards the modernisation of 
the curriculum of the gymnasium, though without desiring to 
make it leBB humanistic. We propose to deal with tbe real-tlch(){,l 
first, since the questions involved in the discDBBion of ita curricu
lum are less fundamental and admit of briefer statement tban is 
the case with the problems connected with the gymnasia. 

The proposals usually made for the refonn of the real-tlChool are 
partly'COI\cerned with the readjustment of the time-table to II new 

_ conception of the balance of studies, and partly with the reBdjust
ment of methods of instruction to modern ideas of the aim of 86('00-

dary education. So far as the writer is aware, no prop0981 has been 
made by any responsible RUBBian educationist to remove from the 
curriculum of the real-tlChool any subject at present taught tbere ; 
nor is the introduction of any new subject seriously suggested, 
except by that school of educational thinkers which holds that some 
kind of definite philosophical training, though it be only in the shape 
of formal logic, should find a place in the curriculum of every 
secondary school. What is proposed is to lning the existing IIU b
jecta into a new relation with one another by 888igning increased 
importance to those studies, such lIB language, literature and 
history, which are recognised lIB having II general, and not merely 
a professional. educational value. The tendency to make the 
curriculum more humanistic is also strongly reinforced by the 
sentiment in favour of giving to it a m01'& definitely Datillllal 
eharacter, since thia sentiment takes the form of a demand for a 
wid'll recognition of the language and Iiteratureof the mother tongue, 
and of RUBBian history, in the plan of studies of the real1lChooi 
and gymnasium alike. * 

Into the details of the criticisms levelled at the existing curricu
lum of the reaI-tlChool we do not propose here to enter. It would 
be easy to diBCU88 at a wearisome length whether this subject or 
that should have an additional hour or two a week 888igned to it 
in the official time table, or whether some other subject should be 
dropped in the fifth claes or continued to tile end of the school 
course. On such matters 88 these qual lwmilleB, "" l16J1tenJim, and 
it is the business of thia report to concern itself only with the more 
general tendencies of educational opinion in BU8Bia. We shall 
confine ourselvest therefore, to saying that it BeeIDII to be pretty 
generally pgreed that the present programme of studies in the 

• Siooe the .bow pangraph ... wri_ """'" ha ... !Mea tabo tmdoI' tbe 
Imperial Order of 20 July. 1902, ID otreogtben the otudy of Buoiaa lqaasIJ 
&lid li __ IIIId of Buoiaa Hiotory In tbe ...u«lhoola. • .". . . . 



real-llchool is overloa.ded, especia.lly in the higher classes, and thai 
it Ia.ya a severe ta.x on the energies of the average pupil to go through 
it in the norma.! period of seven yea.rB. This ha.s led many people 
to demand that the course of the rea.I-IIchool sha.ll be extended by a 
year 80 &B to be of the 88me length as that of the gymnasium. (It 
should be said, however, that the whole question of ·the normal 
length of the course of the aecondary school in Russia is a very 
much debated one. It will be remembered, for example, that the 
course of the aecondary school proposed by General Vannovaki as 
Minister of Public Instruction in 1901 W&B of seven years only.) 

The propOBBI to strengthen the elements making for general 
culture in the curriculum of the rea.I-IIchool, and at the same time 
to make the length of its oourse coincide with thai of the gymnasium, 
is a manifestation of a tendency in Russian opinion which has been 
ateadily gaining strength in official circles as well as in society 
~nerally ever since the educational settlement of the seventies. 
The statute of 18'12, though nominally recognising rea.I-schools 8R. 

pla.cea of general education, Practically dealt with them 81! special 
and professional schools by giving the predominance to the com
mercial and technical elements in their curriculum. No other· 
oonception of the function of the rea.I-IIchool was in fact consistent 
with the views held by the framers of the statute with regard to the 
olassical Ianguages as the neoessary constituents of a liberal educa
tion."! 

Nevertheless the opposite view of the aim of the real-llchool 
wluoh rested on the assumption that the education of the nineteenth 

. century was no longer dependent on the literature and thought of 
Greece and Rome, hut that modem culture and modem science 
were capable of providing adequately for all the intellectual needs 
of the modem world, continued to hold its ground, and found a 
measure of officia.I recognition in the re\ised statute of 1888, which 
l(I'8atly strengthened the elements of general culture at the expense 
of technical and professiona.I subjects in the real-school curriculum. 
That, however, was merely a temporary settlement of the question; 
for there is clearly no logical halting·pla.ce between the position of 
Count Tolstoi and the recognition of the type of education repre-

• In the special Committee (~) which oonsidored the project of tho 
Statute of 1871, Count D. Tolstoi, in .... ponoe to a challenge, thus formulated 
hIS position wit.h respect to clasaieal and .. real .. instruction : 

!' (1) Count Tolstoi acknowledges only one type of general (Iibt>ral) .duca· 
tion, viz., the clasaieal, and denying the possibility of any kind 
01 dualism, does not admit that the natural sciences can be instru
menta 01 general education. 

" (2) Consequently CoWlt Tolstoi ",",sid.", el....ueal gymnasia with t.he 
two ancient languages as alnuefulfilling the functions of secondary 
schools of general education, and abollilhes the preoent real
gymnasi .. ,. (schools with lAtin only) .... baving been organised 
ClIl mistaken principles. • 

.. (:I) Finally in place of tho present. real-gymna.,ia, CoWl\, Tolstoi estab-
1i...tIes reaI...chools of various kinds, proposing to mtroduce into 
them Feral educatiOll' and special courses parallel with .. ell 
other:., . _ _ 
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sented by the real-schoolas of equal dignity and value with the type 
represented by the gymnasium. It is for such recognition that the 
friende of the real-school are now pressing. 

The most important and practical expression of this dPIDand for 
equality concerns the right of admission to the Univet'llities. At 
present the real-schools are in a position of decided inferiority with 
respect to the prhileges they can offer to those of their pupils who 
intend to proceed to some place of higher education after leaving 
school. Wherena the youth who has completed his course at the 
gymnasium finde all such places of higher education open to him, 
the realist at the corresponding point of his career is confined to 
the higher technical schools only. Moreover, the number of these 
latter is so limited that the mere possession of a certi6ca.te of 
maturity is not sufficient to secure admission into them ; the candi
date must take his chance in a special competitive examination 
held by the particular college he wishes to enter. The real-sehool. 
are thus placed under very serious disadvantages in comparison 
with the gymnasia, and, as is often the case with our own .. modert?o 
sides," cannot hope under present conditions to attract the most 
promising material to work upon. Hence the demand which 
constantly grows in urgency that realists shall at least have access 
to those University faculties in which a knowledge of the clasaWal 
languages is not a necessary condition of the prosecution of 8Il8delllic 
studies, viz., the faculties of medicine and of mathematics and 
phySics. ![t is difficult to see how this demand can ult.imately be 
resisted, except on the hypothesis, which the logic of facts is rapidly 
making untenable in Russia, that no scienti6e etudy is possible 
without a classiea1 training. In point of fact, the proposals of 
General VannoVski made the abovlHl8med faculties accessible to 
those who had completed a non-ilJ8ssiea1 course in the secondary 
school. 

In addition to the questions dealt with abovl', which aJl'ect the 
rea1-schools in particular, there are others of an equally pressing 
nature, which concern all secondary ecbools alike. Deferring con
sideration of these for the present. we now tum our attention to the 
problems awaiting solution in connection with the gymnasia. 

Among these there is, strictly" speaking, only one of central 
importance, and that is the question of the place to be assigned 
to the classics in the curriculum of the gymnasium. On the way 
in which this question is decided many other thingB depend-tho 
position of the mother-tongue and modern foreign languages, of 
philosophy and the physical sciences, in the scheme of secondary 
studi_the age at which specialisation should begin in the case 
of those continuing their studies beyond the secondary stage-the 
conditions of admission to the University-the relatiOO8 between 
the secondary and ~he primary school, and a host of other matters 
of lese importance. Scarcely any of the defects indicated by 1(. 
Bogolepov's 'famous circular in the curriculum of the gymnasinm 
could be effectively dealt with without IIeriously modifying the 
classical character of the inBIrIIction. Since the time available for 
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school lessons is practioally a fixed quantity, inoreased attention 
to modern literature or the physical sciences could only he given 
at .the expense of the hours now devoted to Latin or Greek .. Again, 
tJ:te only possible way of obviating the premature. specia1isation 
which is one of the great disadvantages of the present dual system 
. of schools, is to make the ourriculum of the lower classes as nearly BS 
possible identical in both gymnasia and rea1-schools, and this can 
only be done by deferring the teaching of Latin in the gymnasium 
to a somewhat later stage than is done at present. The question 
of overWork is also directly affected, for if it is decided that Latin . 
need not be begun, say, before the third class, nor Greek before 
the fifth; the pressure upon the lower classes will be sensibly 
relieved. Moreover, those who helieve that overstrain has a 
psychological rather than a physiological basis-a view for which 
0. very great deal may be said-may point to the unpopularity of 
classical studies BS accounting for much of the .mental and physical 
lsssitude observed in the gymnasia. The same cause may be 
alleged as affecting the relations hetween the school and the home. 
The extren:iely difficult questions involved in the large proportion 
of failures to complete the course of the secondary schools co.n 
hardly he discUBBEld without considering how far the predominanne 
of classics in the eurriculum of the gymnasia prevents the opening 
of an honourable door of exit for those who are unable to complete 
the full course of these schools. The relation of the gymnasia to 
the primary schools also greatly depends upon the extent to which 
classics are made an obligatory subject of instruetion in the lower 
elasses of the former; while the question of the relo.tion of the 
secondary schools to the Universities raises at onee the whole con
troversy as to whether a classical education is a necessary part of 
the preparation for University studies. In view of the magnitude 
of the issues involved in the classical question, the following section 
of this. chapter is devoted exclusively to the consideration of it as 
it affects secondary education in Russia. . 

V; ..... Tnm C!.A6sIOU'QUESTION IN' RUSSIA. 
_ : ',"_1 ~. I, J! _' . 

. In every country of Europe. where theclassios have formed the 
main subjec~ of secondary. instruction, their~laims to predominance 
are now being I\harply. ch~enged. . This is the ease also ill Rusna ; 
l>u~ itwo\lld helHllistake,tosuppose that the problem,to beso1wd 
Is in alll'\lSpects the same hIr Russia 88 for the. countries of WesterD 
Europe •. Even if the problem itsslf were the'1llLllie,the conditions 
undw: which it ball to. be solvedtlnl. fundamentally different, and 
for this 1'6!ISonth"classical contrGversy in Russia assumes aspects 
whioh han! not., "lid oaDAot in the nature of things have, any 
precise counterpart in the countries of the West. In England, 
for example. where the position of the classics in llecondary education 
is contested almost as "igorously as in Russia, the sbength of the 
ancient languages lies in the flt,ct that all the foroolS of tradition, 
sentiment, and prescription are on their side. while the cHorts 
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of those who seek to depose them from their pride of place must be 
concentrated on converting publio opinion. Here the State does 
nothing directly to encourage the teaching of the claaaics; the 
Parliamentary granta to secondary schools were, until lately, 
devoted exclusively to the advancement of physical science and 
mathematics. In Russia these conditions are exactly reversed. 
There the balance of public opinion is, and has been for at least a 
generation, against the claaaics; tradition and popular sentiment 
are against them too; and they have been upheld by the power of 
the State, steadily resisting the pressure of a public opinion, which 
it maintained to be misgnided or misinformed. ' 

. This difference is fundamental and has its roots in deep-lying 
historical causes, which must be appreciated by all who would 
rightly understand R\IlI8ian education. Neither in Russia, nor 
anywhere else, is it possible to discuss this subject from a purely 
pedagogical point of view-in _, lIB it were. We must take 
into account,all the influences of national environment, which in 
their turn are the resultant effect of a complex variety of causes, 
racial, geographical, and historical. We Bhall be better able to 
understand the form which the claaaical controversy 888UIDe8 in 
Russia if we reflect for a moment on some of the reasons which 
have given the classics their peculiar position in English education. 
What is it, in fact, which has caused classical culture to be so closely 
associated in the consciousness of our cultivated classes with the 
very idea of a liberal education that to destroy its predominance 
in our public schools and Universities would seem to many English
men a calamity hardly to be borne 1 Those who are most con
vinced of the educational value of the classics must admit that this 
disposition in their favour is largely of the nature of an .. inherited 
prep_ion," the reasons for which lie lsi: back in the history of 
Western civiliaation. To give an adequate account of these re&8ODlI 

would require a volume. We should have to trace the historic 
links which connect the modern Romance nations with classical 
antiquity, and make them the natural heirs and guardians of its 
traditions; to recount all the causes, political, intellectual, and 
religious, that gave to mediseval Rome its hold over the mind, 
the conscience, and the imagination of the Western world; to recall 
the unique significance of Latin, not only as the language of the 
Western Church, but as the Bymbol and instrument of that intel
lectual freemasonry of the Middle Ages which made all learned 
men of one nation, and to explain how it thus became inevitable 
that, when scbools and eo11eges were founded. they should use Latin 
a.. the only key that would unlook the tzeasure-house of knowledge ; 
and finally we should have to take account of the influence of the 
Renaissance of letters which, while it shook the 8Upremaey of 
media-val Rome over the consciences of men, Bkengthened enor
lDously the hold tof the jdeas of clMSical antiquity over their 
int('l\l'Cts. ~ 

With all theee historical _siderations what has Russia to do I 
- Nothing, and less than nothing. Russia had no part in the intol-
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lactual development of mediaival Europe, which was dependent on 
the use of Latin. The language of her Church is not Latin. In 
fact the use of Latin for religious purposes revives the memory 
of the bitterest controversies in which the Eastern Church wIIs 
engaged with her Western sister. Latin as a religious language 
grew at the expense of Greek after the rent in the Church. One 
must understand how closely ideas of creed Imd nationality are 
interwoven in the mind of the Russian people before one can fully 
appreciate· the atmosphere of prejudice which long surrounded 
8Uch worde as .. Lae'MOO" and .. Laeytlflik," as used in popular 
speech, and which contrasts vividly with that reverent homage 
which for a thousand years was paid throughout the West to 
.. Rome la grande. "In the controversies of the Russian Church 
the accusation of " Latinism .. has always been 8Il effective weapon. 
It was used against Nikon the refonner. It was flung in the teeth 
of the founders of the first Russian schools. A striking eXilIIlple 
of the connotation of prejudice which attaches to things Latin even 
at the present day may be quoted here from a modem work. written 
by a Russian whose name is familiar to all educated English readels 
-the great chenIist, Mendeleev. It occurs in the dedication of 
his magnum opus to his mother: "This work is dedicated to the 
memory of a mother by her son. . • . When she died, she left 
him the following admonition as an inheritance: • A void Latin 
fraud, persevere in labour, and seek scientific truth with patience.' 
• . • The son has always thought it a sacred duty to carry out 
the wishes of his mother ..... 

1£ is thus plain that Latin has, to say the least, no historical claim 
upon the sympathies of Russians. But how stande the case with 
Greek, In view of the historical connections between Uussia and 
Greece, it might appear at first sight as thongh Russia stood in 
the same relation to Hellenio culture as Western Europe does to 
Latin. But the relation is, in fact, neither 80 close nor so direct. 
Russia is not the direct heir of Greek culture in the same sense as 
France and Italy are of Latin. Her debt is owed to Byzantium. 
not to Athens. The Greek world with which she came into contact 
at the dawn of her national history was no longer the world of_ 
Aeschylus or Plato, nor even of their disciples and commentators. 
Long before the Ru..nans cams under th~ influence of Byzantium, 
the old Hellenic culture, resting as it did upon a social order and 
a view of life which had become obsolete, had faded away into a 
mere tradition. Cosmopolitanism in the secular domain, and 
Christianity in the religious, had effectually blurred all the charac-

. teristic features of Hellenio thought. [t was not simply that Byzan
tium could hand on to Russia little that had formed part of the 

., legacy of ancient Hellas; what she had to give her was something 
. essentially different in kind, viz., the doctrines and ethical ideals 

of Christianity, a decadent tradition_ in literattJe and art, along 
• 

.. The dedicati&D is given in full by Morfill /Ir1Slory cl Russia, p.- 4M), 
who trllly daocri .... it as .. cbJIracteristicaUy Russian..'! 
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'wjth' principles of law and of political and ecclesiastical govern' 
ment, which derived at least as much from Rome as from Greece 
and part from neither. So far the position of Russia in referenCl 
to classical antiquity does not, perhaps, differ essentially (rom thai 
of some countries of Western Europe (Scandinavia, for example 
and in a lesser degree, England), whose contact with Rome in thE 
Middle Ages was comparatively late and indirect. But in com, 
parison 'even with these counJries the connection of Russia with th~ 
Classical world is weaker than has yet been indicated. She W81 

also without any outward link with classical antiquity correspondin~ 
to that, which waS supplied throughout Western Europe by the use 
of Latin as the language of the learned, and which at any given 
moment made the Middle Ages accessible to the influences 01 
ancient thought. At no time in her histOry was Greek used in 
Russia either as the language of the Church or as the language 01 
science. Greek was studied, doubtless, in the Russian monasteries, 
but .)nly as the language of the fathers of the Church; it never tOok 
the plate occupied in the West by Latin as the key to the WIder· 

, stan<ili.Ig even of classical Greek writers like AristOtle. Thus 
from every point of view it appears that the influence of Greek in 
medireval Russia was incomparably weaker than the influence of 
Latin in the rest of Europe. 

Another important point of difference between Russia a.nd 
Western Europe is that the former had no pa.rt in the reviva.l of 
letters in the fifteenth a.nd sixteenth centuries, a.nd had no cla.ssica.l 
Renaissa.nce of her owrl. While Western civilisa.tion was being 
.. born aga.in" through a. vivifying first-hand conta.ct witll the 
thought, the ima.gina.tion, a.nd the litera.ry idea.1s of the ancient 
world, RllBSia remained apart from and untOuched by the move
ment, though, had it occurred two centuries later, it could not have 
failed to a.ffect her deeply. Greek scholars came to Moscow after 
the fall of Constantinople, as they went to other European capitals:; 
but Russia"which had but just shaken off the Mongol yoke, a.fforded 
no soi). in which their, learning could take root and fructify •. Xt 
was not until the eighteenth century that Russia was ready., to 

,a.ppropriate tberesults of the revived intellectual activity of Europe ; 
and then it was from contact not with the thought 01 Greece and 
Rome, but with that of Germany and France, that her intellectwil 
awakening -resulted....., That the fruits of WesterncuIturewhich 
Russia thus gathared were grown in a soil made fertile by the ideae 
of classical antiquity, and that therefore Russian civilisetion, in 
so far as jt, is i>Qrrowed from the West, is but Grmco·Romanat one 
more remove, scarcely a.ffects the question in any practical way. 
For what we_ ~ tr,ying to explain is the distinctive Russian attuwk 
towards the. classics, and how this attituds differs from that of 
Woo~ European nationi.' The greatness of the intellectual dsol 
of modern Eurdpe to ancient Greece and Rome is consciously 
recognised> in the West, if it is not even exaggerated; it has, at 
any rate, always deeply impressed the imaginationa of the Western, 
peoples, and has thus ensured to the classica a place in education j 
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which has not been whoJly dependent on pedagogichl" reasons; 
The Russians owe no such direct debt to the classics, which have; 
consequently never either compelled their reverence nor h~ld' 
their im&gination to anything like the same extent. It is natural 
that they should feel the same sense of obligaticn to modem thought 
as Germany, France, and England do to ancient. Historic&lly 
speaking, the first condition of intellectual progress for. Russia 
was an acquaintance with modern foreign languages, just as :for 
Western Europe it was an acquaintance with Latin. It is a matter 
of prime historichl importance that Russia should have entered 
the family of European nations at the moment when the re",-ival 
o! letters had ah-eady borne its fruit, when the masterpieces of the 
four great literatures of modem Europe blld a1ready appeared," 
and when the current of Western thought had begun to set strongly 
in the direction of physichl science. That Russia should be caught: 
up and carried alcng by this intellectu&l current was in the circum
stsnces IIlmost an historic necessity. 

To these historichl considerations mIIy be added others connected: 
with the bent of the national intellect. Nothing is more easy than: 
to generalise on nationlll charMteristics, intellectual or otherwise; 
and the facility of the process makes it especially dangerons in the' 
cll8e of a people whose habit of mind is so flexible and versatile ali 
that of the Russians. But if there is one characteristic of the 
Russian mind more fully estsblished by evidence and by comn'lon. 
consent thm another it is its "positivist" tendency; ." N n! peuple," " 
AYS M. Anatole Leroy-Beanlieu, "n'a I'esprit mow metsphysique ;. 
nn! ne se preoOcupe mow de feasence des chosea. Sea sciences 
mvorites, oolles qui deja I'attirent Ie plus, sont lea sciences physiques, 
les sCiences natnrelle&, les sciences socisles. n regne dans la nation: 
un positivisme plus ou mow refltlchi. . . • . n y a. peu de 
peuples aussi depourvus de sentirnentslite, et s'en misant da.va.ntage 
un merits. "* . 

M. Leroy-Beaulieu may perhaps be going too far in a.ttributing I: 
lack of sentimentslity to the Russians. Nevertheless, it is true that 
in all intsllectua.1 ma.tters they are a.ttracted by preference towards 
the positive and tangible; that their bent is logical rather than meta.- " 
physical; that where other na.tions may err through unrestraint of 
imaginaticn, the- most da.ngerous inteUectuhl l'itfall in a. Russian's 
path is misapplied logic. The Russian mind acts freely only 
within the domain of ascertainable fMt. Within theso limits i~ 
shrinks from no specn\aticn, bowever hold, from no inference: 
however e.'ttreme. It is perhaps not fanciful to see, as M. Leroy~ 
Beaulieu does,in this habit of the Russian mind, the influence of· 
the physichl environment in which the life of the nation has heeD 
lived. " La pensee du Russe," he says, .. ne oonnait 80uvent pas plus 
de homes que _ campagnes ou ses horizons, elle aime I'illimite, 

• 
• .. L' Em".... d .. T ... " '" Iu R .......... 4th ed., 1897, i., P. 154.. H. rightly 

exempts (rom this jud!!ment the Littl. RIll!Si.n., who stand to the Great 
Russians. intellectually in much the sAme relatioo as the Provcn<;als to the: 
}'rench, or the peoples of the "Celtic fringe .. to the main British stoclt. 
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elle va droit a l'extremi~ des idees, au risque de reucon~ 
I' absurdi~."· And indeed, if one once admits the fact of th 
influence of physical environment upon mental conditions. it is no 
difficult to see how the unbroken uniformity of the Ruasian plai~ 
and iu particular the absence of mountain and sea, must hav, 
told in the course of ages upon the national mind, and how fa 
these things go to explain its wide horizons, on the one hand, anc 
its indefiniteness, predisposing it to mysticism, on the other. 

-For though it is true that the RU88ians are intellectually morl 
positivist than any other people of Europe, it would neverthele8i 
be a one-sided view of the matter, as we have already indicated 
to regard them merely as a nation of realists. From this thel 
are preserved not so much by any balancing intellectual quality 
as by their sensuous, emotional, and mystical temperament. II 
is this which, reacting on their intellectual nature, lends to it thai 
touch of idealism which redeems it from the sway of purely mate
rialistio interests and renders it peouliarly susceptible to tru 
influence of ethical and social motives; it is this which gives tel 
them their capacity for devotion to a cause or an idea, and 80 
Jrequently infuses into their convictions, even upon purely in· 
tellectual subjects, an exalted, almost religious, fervour. Here, 
then, are the two sides of the Ruasian nature which most deeply 
;mpresa themselves upon the foreign observer, its intellectual 
,ealism urging it towards the study of the positive sciences, and 
its emotional idealism tending towards religious exaltation or 
mysticism. It need hardly be pointed out how little either of 
these characteristics has in common with the high intellectual 
serenity, the restraint and moderation, and the delight in abstract 
truth which form 80 large a part of the ideals of clas9ica1 antiqnity. 
And if the Russian mind finds little th,.t is congenial to it in -tho 
ab~tract ideals of the ancient world, 8till leas is it attracted by 
t:'e purely formal reasons which modem pe4agogica1 science has 
~vered for the stlldy of the classics, ina3mllCh as it is disposed 
to dcmand from every study pogitive intellectual Dlltriment firat 
and foremost, to set a higher valne on content than on form, and 
to refuse·to be put off with the mere promise of "mental gym
nastic." 

E.idence of this trend of tlie Ruasian genius is not bard to dis
.:over. A sufliciently striking indication of it is to be found in the 
predominance of the realistic tendency in Ruasian literature, that 
i3 to say, in the preoccupation of Russian writers with problems of 
actual life and in their tendfficy to subordinate the artistic to the 
ethical interest. To deal with this topic fully would lead us too 
far afield; it will suffice to mention the names of DostoieV8ki and 
L. Tolstoi 88 exhibiting in varying degrees the qualities we have 
just noted. It is perhaps a more convincing line of argument to 
show that the reg\ons of intellectual activity in which the RU88ians 
have actutilly distinguished themselves most are precisely the 
physical and socia\ scieilCB8 and mathematics. A mere recital of 
the names of RU..n!lll8 who have achieved a reputation extending: 
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beyond the bounds of their own country in the respective branches 
of science to which they have devoted themselves is sufficient to 
esteblish this fact: Lobachevski, Ostrogradski, Chebyshev, 
Sophia Kovalevskaia, in mathematics; Struve and Bredikhin, in 
astronomy; Mendeleevand Butlerov, in chemistry; Mechnikovand 
A. Kovalevski in biology,; InostrantsevandAmalitski,ingeology'; 
Pirogov, in surgery; Siechenov, in. physiology; Bogdanov, in 
anthropology; Timiria7.ev, in botany;. Count Alexis Uvarov, in 
Russian awhlBology; Nevolin, Redkin, Chicberin, Kachenovski; 
Martens, Maxim Kovalevski, Petrazhitski, in law; Soloviev, 
Kliuchevski, Bestuzhev-Riumin, Vinogradofl, in history; Buslaevi 
Tikhonravov, and Pypin in the history of literature. Theseare 
but examples of famous names, the list of which might easily be 
extended. If we turn to ciassicalliterature, philology, awhwology 
or philosophy we are at once struck by the dearth of names worthy 
to rank with those we have mentioned. That classical schola.rs of 
distinction do exist in Russia we do not for a moment wish to deny: 
the work, for example, of V. V. Latysbevon the inscriptions of the 
northern shore of the Black Sea, and that of Professor Korsch on 
olassical metres must always be mentioned with. respect; but 
such schola.rs are out of all proportion few in comparison with those 
who have achieved distinction in other directions. Nor is it only 
in the region of soientifio research that the Russians have dist.in. 
guished themselves. They have displayed equal ability in the 
domain of applied science, as is evident by the remarkable aptitude 
which Russians of both sexes have Shown for the medical and 
surgical professions. 

The history of Russian education abounds in indications pointillg 
in the same direotion. While mathematics have been studi~d 
with success at the Universities from the very first, and the fBCUlti~ 
of physical sciences have never suffered from a lack either of com· 
petent professors or of serious students, the faculties of phil.ology 
have always been comparatively deserted, and it has sometinle8 
been diffioult oven to keep them supplied WIth professors. Out of a 
total number of 16,497 young men who were in 1899 pursuing 
their studies at the eight Russian Universities only 648 belonged 
to the historieo-philological faculties, as against 7,109 students 
of law, 4,638 of medicine, and 3,772 of physical science and mathe
matics· ; and this in spite of the fact that every one of these 16,491 
students must of necessity have passed through a course of olassical 
instruction in the secondary schools. It is understood that at the 
present tinte the historico-philological faculties in the Universities 
are just able to meet the demand for classical teachers in the schools; 
but the filling up of vacancies in the ranks of such teachers has in 
the past been a constant source of diffioulty, and we have seen how 
in the seventies and later it was necessary to intport large numbers 
of foreigners for this purpose. With regard to the'supply of eiassical 
professors at the same period, Professor Modeatov (himseH a classical 

• See po 185 for &he '!QlTIIIIpOIldiDg .tatistioo relaliDg to 1905. 
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schol8l") gives BOme interesting details in the conl'l!8 of an wel, 
written in 1880.- After mentioning that the chairs of Latin it 
three Universities (Kiev. Odessa. Kazan) were all then vaClmt 
and that at Kazan this ehair had remained unoccupied for tet 
years. he goes on. "St. Petersburg is in this respect more fortunate 
But it is worth observing that in the University of St. Petersburj 
out of seven professors of the ancient languages only two are () 
Russian nationality; 1I!IlOIlg the rest are two Gennans (it is tnie 
of Russian origin). one Greek. one Tsech. and one Finn. with 'j 
name ending in -us." As regards the Philological Institute" onl) 
one teacher of classical philology is of Russian nationality in th4 
ethnological sense. and he is really a University Professor; mnonj 
the other philological savants of the Institute you will find tW( 
Gennans of non-Russian extraction. one RU8Bian from the weel 
with a Gennan name. one Tsech. one Ymn. and a Greek (if I mistakl 
not. from N ezhin)." In the Academy of Sciences .. you will finrl 
p,ot only no RUl!Sian name among the representatives of el8!.sica' 
philology. you will not even find a Rwosian subject." Thpre is D( 

reason to suppose that the state of things thus described in 18H(] 
was in any way exceptional; that it was not 80. the whole previous 
history of classical teaching at the Russian Universities affordl 
abundant proof. 

The facts above noted are BUfficiently significant of the attitude 
which educated Russiana have, consistently maintained towarrl 
classical studies. at any rate at the Universities. This attitude hal 
in its turn had some important aecondary consequences which 
it is necessary to be8l" in mind if one wishes to form an IICCUrate 
idea of the bearings of the classical controversy in Russia. In the 
fi!st place. the classics Iacli: the intellectual prestige which would 
surround the subject if Russia had produced great claSBicaleeholalll. 
They also Iacli: that indefinite social prestige which has not yel; 
ceased to attach to them in England and some other countries 01 
the West. The contzast which Russia presents to England in thia 
reSpect is rather strikingly illustrated by the fact that in RUMia 
it is for the most p8l"t the poorest students who attach themselves 
to the historico-philological faculties. whereas the picli: of ClUJ' po blie 
schoolboys are attr.acted to the corresponding U schools" at the 
English Universities. The" haIl-marlc of a gentleman," the out
wRl"d sign of aristocratic oulture. is certainly not in Russia an ability 
to quote Euripides or Horace; it is rather a finished command of 
two or more foreign languages, pariicularly French.t Another 

• "Sbkolnyi voproa," PJi. 22, 23. 
,t A convincing proof of the smaJl IIOcial conoideration aeconIed to the 

daaaics in Russia ia all'orded by the insignifiC'JU!~ place they """"Pf in the 
.,..,..;",,)a of the apeeia.\ acbooIs _ favoured by &he Itlllllian ariotoeraq. 
Tbe Corps de Cadets firuI 110 room for either LMin or Greek in their oebcme 
of atodies. In &he t!m.e lower ~ (&he junicr dirisim) of &he AIesand<s-
1.1_ fil', bomw ooli of tbirty1ix ..... e_gned to lAtin, but in the lime 
t\asoes llOIIStitutiog the higher divisim, ueiUJer Latin DOl' Greek ia bmgb" 
Neither language formed pan of the edu£aIim of the ........ l T ..... which 
_ C8lI!Iull:r mapped CIIlt b:r hie father ...... of the _ S)'pieaI Bn .... 



praotical consequence of the fact that classical studies are so little 
pursued at the Russian Universities is that there is outside the 
oircle of classical professors and teachers no considerable elMs of 
educated persons who have received a classical education up to 
University standard, and whose opinion in favour of classics would 
be regarded as at once thoroughly well-informed and altogether 
disinterested in the sense of being free from a natural professional 
bias. Lastly, a direct result of the unpopularity of the classics at 
the Universities has been that the best native ability has never been 
attracted to the teaching of the ancient languages in the schools. 
TillS is a point of very great practical importance, as will be obvious. 
to 8Jlyone who reflects how much the SUOCBSS of the classical teaching 
in our English public schools owes to the long-eontinued prevalence 
of exactly opposite conditions. One of the strongest practical. 
arguments for the retention of Latin and Greek in something like 
their present position in our system of secondary· education-an 
argument which appeals to many Englishmen who are critical of 
tile educational value of the classics in themselves-is that no 
other subject could at 'J1I"e8enJ be taught with the same perfection 
of method, and therefore no other could yield the same results in 
intellectual development. . 

We have now seen how historical conditions on the one hand, 
and national temperament on the other, affect the question of 
classical study in RUBBia. It remains, further, to mention another 
Russian charaoteristic which is relevant to the present discussion, 
and seems to be related to both the above-mentioned causes, 
thoUKh it is perhaps more proximately a result of history 8Jld 
snvironmsnt than of national temperament. There is in Russia 
little of that respect for mere antiquity which is found among 
peoples of ancient civilisation who have had 1\ long 8Jld unbroken 
national history. The foundations of national lile in Russia are 
doubtless old. In one sense she hIlS a national history lasting over 
a thousand years; but as an organised state she is among the latest 
born of the nations of Christendom. 'l'he thread of her historical 
development WIIS broken off in the thirteenth century, and hardly 
resumed before the sixteenth; her history as a Enropean nation 
may be sa.i.d to begin only two centuries ago. Hence, neither in the 
physical nor in the moral sense is she rich in visible monuments of 
antiquity. Only the most humble and least imposing of her 
secular institutions (B.g., the miT) are old. The most impressive 
instruments of her power are of recent growth. The Holy Synod 
and the Ruling Senate were theereations of Peter tb8 Great; the 
great departments of the bureaueraoy are just a century old; the 
Imperial Counoil was established in the year in which Mr. Gladstone 
was born. Russian literature, art, and science are all in their 6rst 

who has ever sat on the throne of the Romanow. Aewrding to Ramband 
(" Histoire d. Ia Russi .. " p.830), the stndiesof NicholasILeonsisted chielIJ 
of mathematics, the t>J>ysical sciences, geography, history, politi~ eeooomy, 
modern 1Angu8f!88 (Frenob, English, End German), with riWng, fencing, and . 
other physioaJ. IWIl"Oiaea. 
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youth. These things oannot but affect the Russian'swhole menta 
outlook. Moreover, the present generation of Russians hav, 
lived in an atmosphere of change. They have eeen great politiea 
and eeonomieal oouaes at work which have profoundly modifie< 
the whole structure of 8Ociety. Men and women not yet old hav, 
seen one social system crumble away, and another rise from itA 
ruins to take its place. It is hardly wonderful, then, that th. 
Russian should have little of that instinctive reverence for what u 
ancient, which seems to be felt in a greater or 1688 degree by mOBI 
Englishmen. Even if this indifference to antiquity be a temporary 
phenomenon, the result of passing eonditiona, it is nevertheleal 
important to take note of it here, because it affects very considerably 
the whole attitude of Russian Society towards ancient learning
though it may be only in a negative way. 

The main diflerentilB in the conditions under which the classical 
question has to be diseussed in RUBBia will now be clear. Some 
1888 fundamental points of difference between Russia and the West 
-BIlch as the comparative importance of the study of modern 
languages in Russia-have been considered in a previous section 
of this chapter. To sum up what has already been said, the historic 
civilisations of the West are the immediate legatees of clasaical 
antiquity; the peoples of the West look to the ancient world not 
only as the parent, but as the nurse, of their culture-not only as 
its ultimate source, but as the unexbauated reserve to which they 
bave again and again returned to draw fresh intellectual supplies. 
Moreover, many of their finest minds have been 80 saturated with 
the influence of the classics, that the thoughts, the ideals, and the 
spirit of the ancient world may be said still to live amongst them. 
Clasaieal teaching in RUSBia has no such historical hssis; it is not 
congenial to the RU88ian mind, and poesesaes little living interest 
for it; finally it cannot, to anything like the eame extent as in, 
Western Europe, count on a prepoeB888ion in its favour among 
the educated. As a school subject, or at any rate as the centre 
of school instruction. the. clasaics muat justify their position in 
RUSBia as nowhere else in Europe. 

These facts can hardly be said to be in dispute. They are indeed 
common ground to the two parties in the controvenlY. But from 
the 8&me premises each party draws very different conclusiooa. 
The advocates of a modern ~ducation appeal to the wide hiatolieal 
differences which separate RUSBia from the rest of Europe as con
stituting in themselves a reason why Western systems of education 
are unsuitable for RUSBia. The clasaicists reply that ItUch argu
ments leave the main issue entirely untouched, inasmuch as the 
pedagogi~al value of the clasaics cannot be affected by historical 
oonaiderations. Katkov points out in a weD·known article dealing 
with this point, that the historieal connection with the classical 
world was noticeably weaker in the _ of some Western European 
peoples thau in the _ of others; that Roman law, for example, 
had soaroely prevailed at all in England; that since the Reforma
tion the Latin language had had no significance in relation to public 
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worship in the Protestant countries of Europe; and that. neverthe
less. in all these countries the classics had formed the basis of 
higher education. Moreover. if actual contact with the classical 
peoplps were to be a deciding consideration. no European nation 
had had a closer contact with Greece than Russia herself. From 
these facts he drew the conclusion that the classical languages had 
I'Stablished themselves as the centre of instruction in secondary 
schools .. by the very nature of things. and in accordance with 
that reason which prevails in history." In other words. Katkov 
was of the opinion. recently expressed by an English writer.- that 
there resides in the classics an .. admirable tonic virtue .... which 
specially fits them for the purposes of intellectual discipline; and 
this was to him a sufficient justification for assigning them a pre
dominant place in Russian secondary education. Similarly. to 
Ks.t:tov and his school it was no argument to ss.y that the bent of 
the Russian mind was towards the positive sciences; all the more 
reason. he replied in effect. for the oorrective which classics.1 teacbinll 
with its formal discipline •. and its remoteness from merely utili
tarian interests, is so well fitted to supply_ And here we touch. in 
fact. the very kernel of the controversy. It is of the essence of 
the classioists' case that all the benefits which have been found 
to result from classical teaching in other countries ms.y be olaimed 
for the same teaching in Russia. Their opponents insist. on the 
contrs.ry. that all that makes a Russian to difi'er from s. Frenchman 
or a Germs.n-temperament. history. ns.tions.1 needs. ls.nguage 
itself-diminishes or destroys the force of the argument from 
Western exs.mple. Between these two points of view no recon
oiliation is pOSBible. 

We are now ready to follow in more detail the course of the 
classical controversy in Russia. It· may be well at the outset to 
remind the English reader that the curriculum of the Russian 
gymnasia. as settled in 1890. is by no means 80 exclusively classical 
as that of the average public school in England. The aggregate 
number of hours per week given to Latin and Greek together in all 
the classes of a Russian gymnasium is seventy-five. that is. one
third of the whole available school time (which amounts to 22!> 
hours a week in the case of boys learning two modem languages) ; 
in tlte individual classes the proportion of time given to classics 
varies from less than one-fourth in the lower clallS88 to rather 
more than one-third in the higher. Corresponding data obtained 
by an ex"Ynintion of the time-tables of Rugby School show that no 
form on the olassical side of that school devptes less than half the 
available school hours to classics. and that the forms of the Upper 
School devote rather more. A somewhat 1s.rgcr proportion of time 
is assigned to mathematics at Rugby than in the Russian 
gymnasia; but every other subject of the curriculum (religion. 
the mother tongue. French. German. historj. and natural 
science) is more scantily provided for in the English so!hool than 

• The Headmaster of HsileyburJ Co"noge in !! '!-'eaehing an<j OrganisatlClll." 
Edited by P. A. Barnett; p. 1114. . . 
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'/213. 
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in the classical schools of Russia. It is obvious, thorefore, that 
such terms as .. the preponderance of the classics .. have a some
what different significance as used in Russia from that which 
attaches to them in England. The cuniculum of the RU!I8ian 

.,classical schools may be better compared with that of the 
Prussian gymnasia according to the regulations of l8D6. Here 
again the proportion of time devoted to cla!l8i('.8 is smaller in 
the Russian than in the foreign schools, the Prussian regulations 
allotting 39 per cent. of the whole school-time to the subjp,ct, 
while 33·3 per cent. only is assigned to it in Russia. It must be 
horne in mind, however, that the pr<lponderance of the classics 
in the Russian gymnasia is still further secured by ranking them, 
along with mathematics and Russian, as "lirst-cu subjects" for 
the purposes of the alJestat zrtloati, or leaving certificate, which 
thm controls the teaching of the Russian schools very much as 
University scholarship examinations do that of the English public 
schools. 

-It is implied in what has already been said as to the main WUCII 

of the c!a!l8ical controversy that the case for the ancient lsngnages 
as educational instruments is stated in Russia much as elsewhere. 
We will therefore endeavour to sum up as briefly as p088ible the 
main arguments urged in their favour, 80 as to avoid wearying 
the English reader unnecessarily with trite matter. We may 
arrange these arguments under seven heads:-

1_ First, the teaching of the classics in schoools is defended on 
the ground of the mental gymnastic afforded by the study of their 
linguistic material. It is claimed that Latin and Greek afford the 
means of mental discipline to a grpater degree than any modern 
language-

(a) Because they have been preserved in a sufficiently primitive 
stage of development to afford an excellent training 
in the structure of language generally and in the Iawa 
which govern its growth, , 

(b) The fact that these languages are the expres.qjon of a civili
sation different from our own (though not too dis
similar for the purpose) involves the necessity of con
stant comparison and contrast, and of a aBStained 
eBort on the part of the learner to place himself in
tellectually at the c!a!l8ical- point of view. Thna the 

. atudy of these langnages furnishes an incomparable 
means of cultivating precision of thought hnd ex
pression, whilst the judgment is trained by exercising 
it continually upon those problema of interpretation 
which confront the learner at every step in his reading 
of classical authors. 

(e) The classifal writings themselves are marked by an austere 
timplicity and restraint of expression, a lucidity and 
definitenesa, a precise ..correspondence of words with 
ideas, which no modem language displar' in the oall!e 
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degree. Hence they form an admirable correc~ive to 
slipshod habits of thought and to vagueness, obscurity, 
or inaccuraoy in the use of language. ' , ' 

(tl) The syntactical struoture of Latin, in particular, is 80 

logioal, and its grammar as a whole is so regular, that 
the study of this language cannot fail to induce in the 
learner, even unconsciously to himself, habits of clear 
and logical thinking. 

2. Secondly, apart from the usefulness of olassioal study as formal 
gymnastio, it extends the mental horizon as no other study ia 
oapable of doing. To introduce a boy to the reading of a cl8l!SicM 
author is to transplant him into a new intellec~ atmosphere. 
No boy can study the olassics without obtaining BOme sense of 
hiatorioal perspective. of historical growth and evolution, of the 
relations between the past and the present in respect to thought. 
literature. art, law, and politics. Rightly taught. they thus culti. 
vate the scientifio attitude of mind. and they emancipate the mind 
from the influence of modern prejudices and prep0B8essions. More
over, the study of antiquity is especially suited for youth, becauso 
it can be treated aa a completed oyole of human development; the 
laws governing which have been adequately investigated and 
asoertained, and becaustl it can be studied objectively, frmn the 
outside. as modem civilisation cannot. Further. the anoient vie .. 
of life, depending aa it did upon a few leading ideaa. has a unity and 
simplioity which renders it eaay to study aa a whole. 

3. Thirdly, aa literature the classics have the highest vallle. 
Not only were all the great typical forms of literary art, which are 
Imown to modem Europe, created by the peoplee of classical 
antiquity, bnt the actual produotions of the Greek intelleot, both 
in letters and art, remain the higheet achievements of the most 
gifted minds the human race has yet produoed. Greek literature 
therefore, if not Roman. possesses a universal significance, which 
makee it an essential element in any system of education which aims 
at the oultivation of literary taste and _thetic appreciation. 

,. Fourthly. the ethical element in oIassicalliterature must not 
be disregarded. That literature Contains teaching of high ethical 
import; it preserves the record of the words and deeds of many 
men of lofty character and great nobility of mind; and though 
much of the morality of the ancient world must appear elementary, 

, one-sided. or even false in the light of Christian tAlUlbing.no literature 
contains more striking examplee of osrtain virtues, such as courage. 
patriotism. and the II8Ulle of honour. which are never likely to 1088 
their place in the eetimation of mankind. 

5. Fifthly, aa eoientifio instruments a Imowledge of the classical 
languages is indispensable for the study of the history of European 
civilisation and thought. Not only is classical antiquity a closed 
book to those unacquainted with the classicallangu~ but Latin 
is also the key to the history of tJ!.e middle ages in Western Europe, 
whilst Greek is almost equally indispensable to students of early 
Russian history. 'fo the ,tudent of Ar;iaJ;l philology. again. it is 

'/213. IPS 
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a great advantage to possess a knowledgo of two languages whioh 
preserve so many primitive forms 8B Greek and Latin. 

6. Sixthly, we have to take account of certain practical or utili· 
tarian considerations, such 8B the use of Latin to a doctor or a 
jurist, and the use of Greek to a clergyman; the value of a knowledge 
of Latin in facilitating the acquisition of the modern Romance 
languages; the value of both ancient languages 8B the source. 
from which the scientifio terminology and much of the higher 
vocabulary of modem European languages have been derived; 
and the like. 

7. Finally, it is claimed that the experience of the most 
advanoed and intellectual nations of Europe-an experience 
which has extended over many centuries-is overwhelmingly in 
favour of the c!88Ilica1 system of education. 

Assuming that we have sucoeeded in stating with tolerable fairness 
and accuracy the case for the cl88llice 8B it is put by their RUBBian 
apologists, it remains to explain on what part of the case they are 
accustomed most to rely. It is probably safe to 88Bert that wherever 
cl88llical teaching 88 an element in secondary instruction hll8 been 
the subject of debate, the defendent of cl88llicism have mainly 
restR.d their case not upon the usefulnese of the classice for scientifio 
or utilitarian purposes, but upon their value either 88 literature 
or else as instruments of intellectual discipline and culture. The 
French advocate of the classice gives prominence to the literary 
training to be obtained by their means.- In England we have been 
more inclined to lay stress upon intellectual gymn88tiC, at any rate 
in the case of boys at school.f Russian classicists incline very 
•• C1 .... ics, wbioh bave beld tbe field since the days of the Renaiaoance. 

and wbich have been the triumpb and glory of our roonlry, produce the 
following results :-The,. teach the student to disrover the perfoot """",ing 
of words, and tbe exact relstioo the,. bear to ideas; to arrange them in beau· 
tiful and ~ order; to catch the finest shades of feeling of which the lonl 
is capable; to j!I"OUP wordo in telling or hap"" asaociatioo, answering to Ihe 
ne\"er-ending variet,. of man's thoughts; to undenotand and enp,. the moot 
varit'd forma of beaut,.; to di,.,.,." in everr questioo the element that is 
buman ",.d oni ........ I; 1astI,.. classics transmit from age to age, aloo/l .. it h 
their texts and pbilO!lOphieaJ books, an old store of truth, wisdom. ond 
jreDerona sentiment. whicb is the bequest of perished _ to the thinking and 
feeling member1i of the hnmao ........ -Speecb of M. L'-'DiB Liard, Vice-Rector 
of the Academ,. of Paris, De<ember, 1902. (Quoted from a tnIIulatico b,. 

" ~. O. E. Crawford.) s.e also a quotatioo from a work hr I.e P . .I_ph 
Burnichon, S.J~ qunted br Mr. Sadler in Vol. 3. of Spe<-ial Reports on 
£ducational Subjects, pp. 229, 230_ 

.t " Putting it quite lJriefI,., the learning of these ancient Ianguag .. in ito 
earI~~ stages affords an opportunit,. for ll"aining in JlRCisico of tlo""gh&, 
tneIJI<Ir) •• inference. and aecuracr; in its later stag .. it .. capable of enriching 
the mind with DOble ideas. The aim of the ocbool is therefore to m.trud 
till the _. 01 aixteeo or 1IeVeIltem, in aneh a .. a,. .. to IIeCUrI! the earliff 
benefit., if hoyll' leave then, while graduaJ\,.paving the wa:r forthe later \QJefito 
in ease tbe stud)'" coofinues to the Universit,. ... --e....... Lrttel"", ClIl a-i<al 
Teaching. iR " T~"hlng and OrganiuWm." Edited br P. A. Barnett, p. 214. 
Of _ • &nd!.La di1ferenl view IIOIDetimeII ""'ted ..,. competent teac ...... 

0103 .. .. Aims and ....... ;ce of T"",,~;"- .. Edited .... FIederic 
e.g_. Mr. J. L Paton (1'" ~ .-.. . ~. -J 

S_. p. f6) holds u..iC. . tho ?bJec'.~ teaching Law... . . . to "'"" 
_e, to $ aeh ho;ra to IIdun. ..... rightl,.. 

, 
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distinotly to the latter ideal rather than to the former. In Russia, as 
in England, the cause of classioal teaching is admitted to stand or 
fall by the men tal training a.ft'orded by the study of the grammar of 
the ancient tongues and the reading of classical authors. But 
between Russian and English practice there are some differences, the 
most important of which consists in the very different value 
assigned in the two oountries respectively to oomposition-that is, 
to translations from the native language into Latin or Greek. In 
the first place, versification in Greek or Latin, which Canon Lyttelton, 
in common with many other English teachers, considers to be .. the 
most effective of all the devices connected with classics viewed as a 
gymnastio of the mind," has never found a place in the curricuhun 
of the Russian classical school; and he would be. courageous indeed 
who should venture now to propose its introduction. The writing 
of Greek or Latin verses would certainly seem, even to most Russian 
classicists, mere futile dilettantism, fit only for elegant aristocratic 
triflers, but entirely out of place in a serious plan of school-studies. 
Prose composition is more favourably looked on; but even this 
exercise has had its vicissitudes, and its star is now on the wane. 
Between 1871 and 1890 very great stress was laid In the Government 
instructions upon the importance of grammar and prose composition 
as elements in a classical education. But the pressure of publio 
opinion, impatient with forms of intellectual exercis" of which the 
advantage was not apparent, has now caused grammar and composi· 
tion to be subordinated to the study of authors. In the explanatory 
memorandum attached to the plan of studies according to the 
revised curriculum of 1890, it is laid down that .. the main dis
tinction between" composition and translation from the classics 
.. is that the former has a more didactio significanoo, serving as a 
means of strengthening grammatical knowledge, while the latter is 
an end in itself." During the past twelve years, therefore, the 
chief aim of olassiool teaching has been, to use the W01-ds of the slUIle 
memorandum, .. the precise understanding of the mea.niBg of the 
author read.'1 In the two highest claases eat lessons in gratllffilU' are 
discontinued, and the teachers of tJlese classes are instructed that 
"no side of the life of the ancients," in so far as it contributed to the 
above-mentioned aim, .. is to be left without proper elucidation. 
In order to attain this end the attention of the pupils should be as 
little as possible diverted by grtunmatical explanations; but should 
be concentrated on the translation. . • • .. '1'0 the extent to 
whioh this change has been carried out, the centre of graVIty 
of olassioal education hBS shifted from formal gymnBStiC in the 
direction of mental enlargement, and in this respect English method 
and practice in classical teaching part company rather decidedly 
with Russian. In England, classical prose composition, just 
because it forces the pupil to divest ideas of their expreasion ill 
modern speech, to view them apart from thai! local and national 
colouring, and then to re-embody them in terms of an~t thought, 
continues to be prized by most teachers as the highest and most 
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valuable form of mental gymnastic afforded by the cl888ics.. The 
difference, however, is one of proportion rather than of principle. 
In Russia, as in England, the champions of cl888ical learning 
regard intellectual discipline as their inner citadel of defence; the 
cultivation of literary taste and skill, the value of the cl888ics fur 
purpoSolS of historical and philological research, together with 
all the more practical considerations mentioned above, are in com
parison mere outworks, which are not of course to be lightly 
abandoned to the enemy, but the 1099 of which need not involve 
the SWTeIlder of the cause itself. 

This view of the prime function of cl888ical teaching in school. 
falls in completely with, and in fact follows directly from, the con
ception of the classical school as being paT ezcellencs a school 
leading directly to the Universities and affording the necessary 
intellectual preparation for all the higher forms of study. ,. The 
gymnasis," says Count Paul Kapnist, t .. being schools whose 
principal aim it is to prepare their pupils for the higher academic 
studies, must hold themselves aloof from all utilitarian tendencil!ll 
and concern themselves, not with providing their pupils with a mass 
of information more or less applicable to their future careers in life. 
but with their highest mental development, with their training in 
habits of logical thinking and of persevering intellectualIabour. • • 
The training of future scholars is not at all the object of the stud)' of 
the ancient languages in the gymnasia; this study enters as an 
~sential element into the curriculuin of these schools in consequence 
of the fact that not only theoretical considerations, but the ex
perience of all the civilised countries of Europe for centuries, have 
shown that these subjects constitute a powerful and unrivalled 
means for the development of logical aptitudes in youthful minds. 
making them capable of intellectual activity in various direetions • 

. As in the study of mathematics in the school. 110 also in 
the study of the classical languages, and likewise of most other 
lubjects of the curriculum of the gymnasia; what is important 
is not tIlat the pupil on leaving school should permanently retain 
in his memory all that he has studied there • • • on the contrary. 
the matter of essential import is the 1»"_ ulKilf vJ&ereby h .. 
Imcncledge .. obtained, and which gives him a development which will 
remain with him throughout his life." And Count Kapnist adds 
in a note, .. The importance of the two ancient 1anguagee for im
parting this general training is the sole ground on which their 
predominance in the course of the gymnasium should be baaed." 

The Russian upholders of the c1assical system have probably 
been well advised to entrench themselves strongly behind the 
argument of mental gymnastic; for some at least of the wter 

... Rightly haodled, Latin prooe iI perbapa the _ elI"edive intIrumml 
of ednea~im a teach ... can u.oe. 'I Mr. J. L. Paloo, in .. Aims IUd Pra&ice '" 
Teubin~, '! p. '10. ' .. 

t ll~i",. lur. ....ooJ.odilllfJieJ __ giM1tIJZic1oua.,o ."",.."....iieJ 
(Cbssici.m as die nO' , r:r basis 01 the insInsetion of the B1JIIDUium), ,p. 74, '12. . • 
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defencea enumerated are more open to &S8alllt in RU88ia than else
wh!ll'll. For example, it is obvious that the value of the clas.,ics 
for the purposes. of comparative philology must be. much. more 
moder!1-telY.88timated in the case of a Russian whose.,own lan~oge 
has been preserved in a primitive phase of linguistill development, 
and (when supplemented by Church Slavonic, which is understood 
by all educated Rus8ians) is as valuable a possession to the philo
logist .is either of the cilassioa.l tongU88. It .Is equally clear that 
from the point of view of the cultivation of their native languagell 
the Romance peoples have a mucil greater interellt in the study of 
Latin than Russians, whose native speech, except ·in' respect of 
eccl88iasticaland scientifio terminol6gy, has borrowed little from 
classical sources. It is even a tenable proposition that a knowledge 
of Latin is indispens~le .to the man who wquld acquire complete 
mastery' 9f the resources of . the Englisil tongue. : though great 
instanoes such as that of John Brigilt may be quotedtl! the contrary: 
But a study of Greek or Latin ,gives Vf~ry little.assistance~ a 
Russian in acquiring a thorough knowledge of his own language, 
and, as a matter of foot, the great masters of Russian speech; from 
Pushkin to Tolstoi, have not been men ofclassioallearning.- .The 
advantage of a knowledge of Latin for the acquisition of tbil Roma",ce 
languages is of course the same for a Russian as it is for an English
mWl; but it is not an advantage which weighs veL'Y,.heavily with 
Russians, who know by a good deal of experience that a practioal, 
tllongh not a scientific, acquaint.ance with French. or .. Ita1ian, CWl 

be very well acquired by persons who know no Latin. t " . . ; 

In o\hor resPects, the attack on the outer defences of t.he classical 
system hns presented much the same fea.tUl'('S in Russia 88 else
where.· The high importance of classicallitorature. from the intel
lectual, msthetio, and ethioal points of view is; as . a rule, fully 
admitted; but it is maintained that the very slight degree to 
which the classics are found in practice to oultivate the literary 
and artistio faculties of boys at school does not justify the prominent 
place assigned to them in the curriculum of the gymnasia. It. is 

• Perhaps the statement in the text needs a little further exegesis. Both 
in Russian and in English, no inconsiderable portioo of the higher vocabulary 
is the "",ult not 80 much of the natural = .. s which determine the growth 
of language I{t'nerally, 118 of deliberate wing or ccnseious inventim m 
the part of educated person. well acquainted with more highly cultivated 
tongues. Our own higber vocabulary WII8 supplemented and enriched b)" 
drawing directly 00 the reSOUl'COS of Latin and Greek; and 118 this work was 
dooe by persons wh" were ... turat~ with the id .... of el .... ical antiquit)"! 
the new terms they introduced entered into our \anguage with their eiassical 
oonnotatioo unimpaired. Tbough the meaning of many of th..., tmns bas 
becum. modified in the course of time, the eiassical atmosphere lingers palpably 
about thorn still; that is to say, there are subdcti ... of m .... ing in such lerms 
which cannot be rightly appreciated by those who know nothing of the life 
and thought of the ancient world. In Russian, on the other hand, the learned 
vocabular)" was enriched either by borrowing directly frem French crOerman 
.,.. by frallling ncw "'mls m Genll&n wodels; cmsequcnu¥ the elasoiaJ 
atmosphere counts for little here. The ke)" to. the higher votabulary of 
Ru.'ISian is, above all, Ocnnan. • 
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Urged that all the moral teaching of the classics would be equally 
accessible to the pupil in a Russian translation; and that most of 
the literary and artistic training obtainable from the classics would 
be adequately provided for by extended acquaintance with great 
masterpieces of modern literature, RU88ian and foreign, which 
might also be supplemented by translations from the classics. 
There is a good deal of testimony that the average Russian 
gymnasist-and in this he is sufficiently like the average English 
public school boy of corresponding age-never does get to the 
point of appreciating the classics on their literary and artistic side; 
and the view is frequently expressed that a sense of literary excel· 
lence is not to be expected at the schoolboy age. "How:' asks 
the Moscow Pedagogical Society, "will a boy appreciate Cresar's 
elegance of style, when that of Turgenev, even, is almost beyond 
his comprllhension 1" If, therefore, it is found 80 difficult in practice 
to teach the cias.qics as literature in school atall, it is somewhat idle 
to attempt to defend them on the ground of the literary training 
they undoubtedly afford to those who are capable of appreciating 
them. 

Again, it is admitted that the value of Greek and Latin as inst.ru, 
ments of research is not open to doubt; but it is maintained that, 
while this would be an excellent reason for their l"etention in the 
place of honour in a few schools whose special function it would be 
to prepru"e studeilts for the hiswrico·philological faculties, it doet! 
not justify their position as central suhjects in a national system of 
instruction, the pIime object of which is, not to train a few 
scholarly specialists, but to provide the State with educated citizen. 
and cllicient servants in e"ery department of publio life. But U.e 
predominance of classics in the cuiricu1um of any achool would, 
in the "iew of the objectors to the olassical system, be justified 
only in the case of the future specialist in history. philology, or 
olas.qical letters; for the great mass of students who, after wm
pleting their course at the secondary school~ attach themselves 
to the faculties of law, medicine, or physical science at the Universi
ties, a classical training has no special value whatever. 

The position advanced in the last paragraph raises at once tho 
most debated question in the whole controversy; since the very 
essence of the claim made on behalf of classics 1\8 mental gymnastic 
is that the training they afford is of such a kind 1\8 to be of value 
not only to future historians or philologists, but to students "'ho 
devote themselves to any of the higher branches of knowl.edge. 
This was precisely the claim by which Katkov and his followers 
in the seventies justified the introduction of the c1assical 8ystem 
in all its stIictness into the Russian gymlUll!ia. Katkbv'8 famOl18 
principle of "concentration," though directed primarily against 
U.e intellectual shallowness and disinclination to mental effort 
which he held to I.e the result of BUperficiaI study of • wide range 
of subjects •. involved the assumption that all the mental training 
which a diversified cuiricuIum could give WI\8 implicit in the 
classical 8ystem of inBtructinn, and that it WI\8 all the more valuable 
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because unconsciously 8Sl!imilated. He furthermore maintained 
that the mental training thus obtained was an indispensable con
dition of SUCC6es in aU the higher branches of study. "The fact 
undoubtedly is," he says in one article (" Moscow Gazette," 11th 
May, 1871), "that the school of which we have been speaking" 
(i.e., a school in whioh one-half or more of thll school time was 
devoted to olassics) "is everywhere the oondition of the highest 
level of intellectual culture and of the development of all speciali
ties of knowledge and understanding. The light of science extends 
everywhere in our time, even to countries which are barbarous 
and half-savage, but the indubitable fact is that the countries 
which do not possess this school have no independent science of 
their own; they make use of borrowed light, and are in intellectual 
dependence upon other nations." This is no obiter dictum or 
isolated expression of opinion. The claim that a classical training 
is the indisp\ln&able preparation for the successful pursuit of all the 
higher forms of intellectual activity was consistently aBBerted by 
Katkov and his school in the most uncompromising and unqualified 
terms; and this, along 'l\ith the idea of using the classics as a 
cOITective to the intellectual and poliHcal tendencies then pre
vailing among the Russian youth, constituted the prime motive 
of the school legislation of the early seventies. [t is, therefore, 
against 'the olaim of the ancient languages to supply the best 
possible intellectual discipline, lind against the great preponderance 
oonsequently aBBigned to them in the school CUITiculum, that the 
main energy of the attack of the opponents of olaBBicism is directed. 
Mental gymnastio as the final aim of sohool teaching, and concen
tration as the prinoiple of Bchool method by which this aim is to be 
attained-these are the two dominant ideas whioh the critics of 
the classical system in secondary education aim a\ over
throwing. 

Little more is possible within the limits of this chapter than to 
indicate the general trend of the disouesion on these two subjects. 
The principle of concentration is impeached as being opposed to 
that harmonious development of the intellectual powers which is 
the ideal of modern education, as it was the ideal of the ancient 
tlreeka themselves. If this charge be met by the aBBertion that 
the various aspects under which the claBBics are studied do in fact 
provide a many-sided intellectual culture, the anti-illaBBicists 
reply ip. effect: .. Granted that this is true in some sense and to 
a certain degree, it has still to be shown that classical instruction 
is the only, or the best, way of obtaining the rosult aimed at. Do 
the olassics, for example, afford better opportunities for the training 
of memory than modern languages' Is the study of ancient 
texts bet.ter adapted to cultivate the powers of observation than 
ti,e study of natw'l!' Is the historical sense more effectually 
developed by reading the classical authors tblft1 by the study of 
history t Can it be maintained that practice in app-loying general 
rules of aooidence or syntax to particular instances is a better 
discipline for the deductive faoulties than mathematics can olfer I 
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Or that the inductive faculties are better exercised on the facta (,J 
Latin Gramm8l' than on the lacts 01 physics 1 GrWlted that e 
classical training imp8l'ta a greater precision of thought and oj 
statement thWl CWl be obtained by Wly other means, is this in itsell 
a sufficient justification lor allowing the classics to throw all othel 
subjects into the background, which is what the principia ot con· 
centration involves 1 Concentrate the pupil's intellectual energil'll 
by all means; but not by limiting him to this study or to that., 
but by directing his attention to tbe essential facta Wld central 
principles of every subject, and teaching him to group individual 
phenomena around these lacta and principles. Thns only will 
you give unity to your teaching, and preserve your pupil not only 
from the intellectual superficiality which you deprecate and deplore, 
but from the equally fonnidable vices of ignorance of the phYAical 
world which surrounds him, and of inditi'erenoe to the mOV8lll81lta 
and interests of modem life." 

The value of clBS8ics 88 mental gymnll8tic is impugned for the 
most p8l't upon grounds which are famili8l' to the English reader, 
though the statement of them may vary in form from that to 
which he is accustomed. Some writers on the subject go ~II far l1li 

to deny t}lat there is any mental gymnastic obtainahle from tho 
classics,which could not equally well be got out of modem language!\, 
provided the latter were taught by improved methods. Thi. is the 
view expreesed by M. I vanovski in a paper on the Curriculwn of 
the Gymnasia, which was read I)llfore a sIJeciaI commission of the 
Moscow Pedagogical Society, and derives special interest from the 
fact that the criticism of the cl8S<Jical system contained therein 
WIIS endorsed by that Commission. Other opponents of Cla...u"UlIIl 
admit ti)at the classies have an advantage over other subjects-from 
the point of view of the mental discipline they afford, but maintain 
that this advWltage is too dearly bought at the prioe now paid for it. 
Out of a multitude of arguments •. logical, psychological and empirical, 
with which the claims of the classics, especially of grammar, in 
respect of intellectual gymnastic, are BSBailed, I select for statemL'IIt 
a few which seem to me for various reasons to be t ypica!. 

The first of these is based upon the differentiating circU/lJtItanoo 
that the native tongue of a ·Russian boy is highly inflected, and 
rich in grammatiCal forms. . A great p8I't of the value of the mental 
discipline deriv\ld from drill in the Latin BIId Greek languages resulm 
from the comparison of the grammatical fonIl8 of thess languagl'll 
wiih those of the loonIer's native tongue. In the case of an English 
or French. boy, who speaks an .. analytic !' language, the learning 
ofa highly inflected form of speech like Latin or Greek is doubtl_ 
a very valuable discipline; but to a Russian boy, whose mother 
tongue is in some respects richer in inflexions than either of th .. 
clalWcal languages, the advantage is much leas apparent. For 
him the corresponrliug mental discipline would eonsist ill studying, 
not the grBI1l1ll8tical forms pf Greek and Latin, but thoee of Eo¢ish 
and French. This applies perhaps with especial force to aecidcnce; 
but even with regard to syntax alBo, the Russian language diff .... 
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10 fundamentally (Pom English or the Romance languages, that 1\ 

I'llally scientifio study of the contrasts which tbe structure o~ 
these languages presents t~ his own would afford a Russian boy 
a mental gymnastic by no means unworthy .to .be placed in com' 
parison with that ~btainable from Latin grammar. One need 
only mention by way of illustration the entirely different conoep~ 
tion of action in past and future time, as expressed by the aspects 
of the RIIBBillil. verb and the French or English tenses respectively.
It must bave been a peroeption of these facts that led .. recent 
correspondent of the Spectator (November 22pd, 1902) to suggest 
Russian as a substitute for Latin in. the .curriculum of English 
scbools, and Bismarck's view of the r.elative value of Greek and 
Hussian as subjects of study is well known. But it is important 
to remark. in passing, that while the grammatical material . of 
Hussiau is comparatively primitive and dissimilar from that of the 
Teutonic or Romance languages, the structur,e of Russian literary 
prose is modem and follows Western. models; and for that reason 
it is impossible to pnt Russian literature on .a level with clussical 
lIS an instrument of tbe higher intelleotual gymnastio. 

Another oriticism is concerned with the laok of positive content 
in the verbal and grammatica\material which forms the main 
portion of the mental pabulum provided by the classics during 
the first few years of the school oourse. It is maintained to be 
undesirable to exercise the pupil's mind. in the interests of purely 
formal development. on matter which is lacking in intrinslo 
significance. This is a consideration which appeals ~tl'ongly 
to the Russian mind. constitutionally impatient as it is 'of studied 
that are merely disciplinary, and always disposed to attach much 
more value to substance than to form. The criticism is supported 
by two arguments of a psychological nature. It is pointed out 
that boys of ten or twelve years of age are intensely interested 
in things, but care little for the verbal expreasion of them. To 
foroe them to occupy their minds with words rather than thinj(fl 
is therefore unsoientific and a violence done. to nature. Again, 
it is contrary to BOund pedagogical principles to exercise the mind 
of a youn~ learner upon matter which poaseases no interest for 
him. Both these considerations, and especially the latter, are 
more convincing to a Russian tlian they would be to an English 
Bohoolllloster. The English pedagogical oonscience appro\·es 
of a certain amount of sheer uninteresting grind l belie\iug it t<> 

• In view of tho comparatively sligM attention which baa been paid in 
England 10 t.he Slavonic language .. it may be necessary lo oay In explanation 
of the remark in t.h. text, that the Russian verb pc ...... s no mean. of dis
tinguishing degrees of remoten.,.. in past I.ime, having, fur example, only on. 
wont 10 expretlll the dilTerent. shades of meaning conveyod by the Engli .... 
made, ha"" made, had rnoJ.., elc. ; but that it b~ in compenso.tion, an elaborate 
granunalical apparatus (the ao....Iled .. aspects ') for ..wkiog the distinetion 
between all aciioo done once (semelfacti.e)and one which is bl\hitual. The 
aame remark app.lies ",1IIaIi. tnIIIwodi. 10 future time, and alllO to indeJinile 
Woe as expI'\'8liOd by the infinitive woW. 
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be morally, if not intelleotually, productive.- It is certainly poBBiLI 
to CILITY the cult of interest too far. Nevertheless,everypraotica 
teacher realises that by neglecting to make his lessons B8 interestinl 
B8 possible, he WQuld be depriving himself of the main stimulus 1< 
attention. 

The essence of the complaint against classical study in its earlie 
stages, viz., those in which grammar predominat<ss, would a ppea. 
to be that it afiords a special, philological, i.e., a narrowl) 
scientific training, and is comparatively lacking in the humanistic 
elements which should form the basis of a liberal education. Witl 
respect to the mental discipline to be obtained from. classica: 
study in its later stages, i.e., from the reading of authors, the 
criticism is of a difierent kind, being directed not so much agains1 
the lack of positive content as against the difficulty and nnsuit
ability for boys of the literary material of the classics. Tc 
the few who are really able to place themselves at the antique 
point of view, the study of classical literature is aoknowledgerl 
to be an incomparable means of intellectual culture. But it iI 
asserted that the average Russian boy never does succeed in 
realising ancient life. To do so demands a great effort of the 
intellect and the imagination-an efiort which taxes the powers 
even of the grown man, and therefore the study of classical 
antiquity is essentially a study for the specialist and should in 
ordinary cases be undertaken at the University and not at the 
school. That classical study is unsuited to the capacities of 
the average boy is held to be shown by the fact that over 70 per 
cent. of those who enter the Russian gymnasia leave without 
completing the course, and of those who obtain the certificate of 
maturity which enables them to proceed to the University only 
an insignificant fraction are so interested in the stndy of classics 
as to pursue it further during their academic course. A system 
of instruction which succeeds in its aim with less than thirty 
boys out of every hundred stands self·condemned. The reply 
of the classicists, of course, is that although the benefit received 
by the apparent failures of the classical system may not be capable 
of accurate measurement or definition, it is none the less real. 
The hoy who leaves the gymnasium without a certificate may 

• An intemoting expn!08ioD of opinioa on this poin' m&y be qaoted from 
an article by .distinguiahed EDgIish IILUl of acieDee, Dr. A1eDDder Hill. late 
Master of Downing College, Cambridge, whole ...... aa to Ule value of • claMicU 
edncation in relation to sniJoequen' ocientific atwliea Ie precioely ~ of 
Katkov. Ia lID anicle CODtribn~ to .. Aims and Practice of Teaching." 
p. 283, he says: .. I have DO hesitation in aaying ~ on Ule average, boys 
trained on u... classical aide of 01IJ" pubUn ochoole make better men of .m-, 
medicine &ad of law thaa the boys who 001II8 to Ule UniVllrlity from u... 
modern aide; far Ule claaai .. develop the power of snstained awl orderly 
UUnldDg. Some pan of Ule eredi' for this maR desirable nn1' m ... ' be 
attribn~ to the ditPipline of working ., • mbjed which 06en in i .... 1f DO 
temptAtioua 10 wnrk. No advIID~, from the oohooIboy pcim of ..... , .... 
to be derived &om jm atndy •. It doM _ 001II8 _ 8IID1Jgh to hie 01I'D life 10 
""""'" hie onrioaity. His oaIy motive 1m Jeaming hie Ieooon Ie tJJa hie ....... 
tells him 10 de .. ; aod tbia, ,.. think, ohooId ai_yo be oal6cIent." 
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have little apparently to show for his expenditure of time and 
labour; but his thinking powers have, nevertheless, been braced 
and stimulated by drill in the clllBsies to an extent wbich would 
have been impossible with any other form of mental exercise. 
The certificate of maturity is not the only gauge of the success 
01 a classical training. 

We may notice, further, the line of argument followed by some 
critics 01 t.he classical system with refe'rence to the special advan
tagcs offered by the study of ancient history and civilisation. 
'l'he classicists claim for ancient history a special pedagogicul 
value for two rellBons; first, because the history of the ancient 
clllBsical world may be studied lIB a completed whole,- and secondly, 
because unity and simplicity· are (as Guizot has so well pointed 
outt) the distinguishing characteristics of ancient civilisation, 
just as variety and complexity are of modern. Thus not only 
are the essential principles of ancient civilisation more certainly 
known than those which underlie the present incomplete cycle 
of development, but they .are more readily apprehended by the 
youthful mind. The comment of the objectors to the" clllBSic9 
Rmounts to this, that so far lIB the study of ancient histOJ'y can 
be profitably pursued in school at all, the advantages indicat~d 
can be obtained without a knowledge of the sources in the original; 
In studying other periods of history we trust to· translation. 
and" why," asks M. Ivanovski, "oannot a translation of Coosar 
or Livy give us wha' is given by a translation of Dallte or 
ErllBmus?" As to the oomparative simplicity of ancient civilisa
tion, it may be a positive disadvantage to accustom young people 
to suppose that the problems of social life are simple and 088y 
of solution. M. Ivanovski is, however, presenting aD extreme 
and possibly an individual view when he observes that the sup
posed simplicity of ancient history, and the ancient world is 
.. to a large extent founded on a misapprehension. It is not the 
ancient world itself whioh is simple, but its presentation for 

• Gnmovski puts this point very well in an article on the .. Decay of 
Cl&8Sical Teaching," written in 1865:- . . 

.. 01 all the departments 01 ancient history the O....,co-Roman alone pre
.. nta a elooed cycle, complete in itself. In it alone we find a complete de
~elopment of national life lrom its infancy to its decay and final dissclutim. 
We may say that every important phase 01 this protracted life-process W88 

accomplished in the daylight of history, and before the eyes 01 the rest 01 man
kind. This is why the destinies 01 Oreece and Rome have always been 
and will long remain a lavourite subject lor the thought and study 01 great 
h .. loriana, and reOect.ing mind. which seek in history laws 01 the same kind 
88 nature obeys. Th. phenomena 01 modern Christian history are .till far 
from having reached their euilnination; every one 01 them may in its last 
consequenoes furnish a painful revelation 01 the falseness 01 th. judgments 
which ha~ been passed upon it. Through all the events which constitute 
the content of the last fifteen centuries, which separate JIll from Constantine 
the Oreat, there runs a living thread. whose ends are m the hand 01 Ood. 
Th. organic thread, by which the events 01 the pagan world WOl'b CODoeeted, 
waa broken abort by Christianity.'! • 

t a Histoire Generale de la Oivilisation eo Enrope" (S""""d Lecture) 
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school purposes" (ego 8hkolnaia pererOOotka). He wou._ appell 
to hold, in fact, that the view which Guizot has presented to u 
of the simplicity of ancient civilisations is an illusion of perspective 
which would be more or less corrected by historical study, bu' 
this is probably true only within narrow limits. 

Much of the indictment agllinst clllllSical teaching reBol ves itl<el 
into the charge of boolcish.neas and estrangl!TlleTlJ frurn life. .. 101 
opponents of the classical system," says M. Ezerski in thE 
.. RIJ88kaia Shkola" for December, 1900, .. reproach it with isolatin! 
the student from actual liCe, carrying him away into an ancient 
far-off world remote Crom modern copditions, chaining him to thE 
study of the dead letter, and stifling with its scholasticism thE 
free play of thought under the pretext of developing thl 
logical faculties." And again: Of The fund8I"!~tal defect 01 
classicism is that it is concerned exclusively with the book. If I 
book is always a dead thing, it is doubly dead when written in 8 

disused language and dealing with a long-vanished world." TIlu 
accusati", of bookishness, of courae, derives its whole weight Crom 
the alleged excessive proponderanr.e oC the classics in the curriculum 
oC the gymnllSium, since all would presumably admit that book· 
learning must in any case enter largely into any modern scheme 
of studies. The gravamen of the charge is that the classics absorb 
so much oC the school time that the pupil is not brought into real 
contact with the actualities of contempor&ry liCe; md that modern 
languages and the mother tongue, geography, and the physical 
sciences must all be more or less sacrificed so long as the classiCI! 
are maintained in their present privileged position. It may be 
rioted that both .. the insufficiency of the instruction given in the 
Rnssian language, literature, And history, and the defective 
acquaintance of the pupils with the physical world around them," 
were among the subjects of complaint against the secondary schools, 
for whioh the late Minister of Public Instruetion, in his circular 
of the 8th July, 1899, admitted that there existed a certain measure 
of justification. 

The qul'Stions of intellectual discipline and culture which we 
have been discussing are intimately related to mother matter 
which hIlS played an important pllrt in the clasAical cootroversy 
in Russia, viz., the use of the c1888ics as an intellectual and moral 
corrective. This point needs to be considered not only in it. 
general beIIIings, hut also in relation to the paMicul&r circumalanCC8 
which preceded the legislation of 1871, md determined it. spirit. 
The polilical and intellectual unrest which Attended the break-up 
of the old social system, had, &8 we have alreadyaeen, taken ShApe 
in the revolutionary movement known &8 Nihili= • movement 
to which in many of its characteristic aspect. history present. few, 
if my, parallels. .Its protest ag&in:st every existing form of IIOcial 
md political orgmisalion; its scornIuI negAtion of all accepted 
beliefs; its' eontempt for the legacy of the peet; it. erude 
materialiem i its utter lack of poRiti..,., ideals; it. &ngry demand 
for the ta~ula rtua in everything; such were the distin"tive featuns . . . 
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of this extraordinary movement which spread like an infection 
among the impreSsionable Russian youth in the sixties and seventies. 
Other revolutionary movements have had some sort of philo
sophical ba!lis, some defined creed, some positive program. 
Nihilism was frankly negative and destructive. It was no wonder 
that the Russian Government should grow alarmed- at the spread 
of such ideas, nor that it should fall back upon the school_ as its 
instrument for counteracting their influence. The use of the school 
for the purpose of influencing opinion on social and political ques
tions is a less familiar idea to Englishmen than the use of the school 
to influp.nce religious opinion; but it is no strange phenomenon in 
countries with a more centralised system of State education than 
we possess, and it follows naturally enough from the thesis that 
the State has the right to control the education of its citizens in 
its own interests. 

What, then, were the qualities which made the classical languages 
seem to the Russian Government, in view of the circwnstanr.es 
of the time, to he specially suitable to form the principal subjert 
of study in the gymnasia 7 Chiefly, their remoteness from modem 
ideas, interests, and controversies. AlI humanistio study inevitably. 
brings the student, at ""y rata when a certain stage is reached, 
into contact with large questions of social and political philosophy, 
of religion and ethics; it is important, therefore, that such study 
should he pursued in a serene atmosphere, high above the strife 
and passion of oontemporary parties and the oonfusion of oon
temporary opinion. This high, serene a\mosphere oould he afforded 
only by the olassics.. Modern literatures, not excluding that of 
RU88ia herself, are by their very nature largely concerned with 
questions which are still the subject of debate. The teaching of 
modern history, again, affords opportuuities for the most various 
interpretations of politioal events and social and philosophical 
movements. The physical soiences were regarded with suspicion 
for other reasons whioh have already been explained. Classics 

• No stndent of the hi,tory of Prussian odncatioo cao have foUowod 
the trend of thought in tho Russian educational world during the Bixties 
and .. v ... ti, .... without being reminded of the similar pnrt which eoosiderationl 
of the kind d .... ihed above played in school politi .. in the time of Friedrich 
Wilhelm IV. But this Tiew of the effect of classical waehing has not I ..... 
..... i.wntly or unh-eJ'llI\Uy held. The connection whirh Taine BOUght 10 
.... tabl"'" hetwoon classical roarhing and the e,'ents of the trench Revolution, 
and t·he view held by Nicholas I. of Russia as to the inftuenCl' of the classiCI 
in spreading republican opinions, are at least evidence that the question has 
two Bides. ' 

It may be bere noted that the (ear of the fJII9mI infturnce of the e\as.'irs, 
which troubled 90 many minds in the middle of last Cl'ntury in Ocrmany 
(,.hrre it was tho nanlral reaction against the apirit of the No,. Humani"",), 
and which found expre...ion in Fl'1Ulce in such works ... , that of the Abhe 
Gaumo (IA tier roxge.,. de. MCko1h fJIOdt:nal! .. , 0 .. Ie PJUflRiatM da .. fhlvralioa, 
Paris. 11151). ha, nevor been strongly felt in Russia. 1'!tis is naturally e.I

plainOO by tho fact that tho ethical ideals of classical antiquit,.ha"" at no 
timo ezercisod on Russian mind~ tho attraction they had for 8Ueb men as 
Winok.lm ....... Goethe. Wolf, and other apostles of the New-Humanis"o 
movement in Germany. 
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and mathematics alone could give no cause for ollence, the formel 
lor the reasons above indicated, the latter because of its abstracl 
character. These two subjects were therefore placed in a pre· 
dominant position in the curriculum of all schools which prepared 
their pupils for the Universities. 

The pedagogical justification that may be claimed for this measure 
is clear. U it be true that the Russian mind lives too much in the 
present and the actual, that it lacks the steadying influence of long 
national traditions, that its very quickness and vcrsatility rendel 
it especially liable to be carried away by sudden waves of thought 
or sentiment, surely the study of cl888ical antiquity would seem 
to be peculiarly well adapted to hold these tendencies in check. 
CaJteris paribu8, a man imbued with clasaical culture will certainly 
be less at the mercy of modern catchwords and shibboleths, political, 
philosophical, or religious, than one whose intellectual horizon 
is bounded by the thought of his own time. From this point of 
view a better knowledge of clasaicalantiquity may be held to be 
as desirable for a Russian as a greater acquaintance with contem
porary foreign thought is for an Englishman. And if these con
siderations be generally well founded, they acquire a double force 
in relation to the exceptional conditions which prevailed in Russia 
in the pixties. An antidote to subversive ideas might reasonably 
be sought in attempting to fix the minds of young people upon the 
great civilisations of the past, which are in so many ways the source 
of living influences in the present; and in thus showing them that 
the course of events and especially the life and growth of political 
societies are not the result of blind chance, or of arbitrary acts of 
power, bnt are subject to historic laws, which cannot be violated 
with impunity. 

The reply made to this may be thus summarised. In the first 
place, it ia said that the conditions which influenced the action of 
the Government in 1871 were temporary in their nature, and 
have since been greatly modified, and that it is now time to recon
sider the whole position in relation to present needs. And again, 
granting that the considerations above adduced give the clasaics 
a special claim to a permanent place in Russian education, it has 
still to be shown that they are entitled to the exclusive and pre
ponderating position now 888igned to them. Argnmentll of the 
same kind as those which have been put forward on behalf of 
clasaics may be used in favour of other subjects also, since clasaical 
culture has certaiuly no monopoly of power to enlarge the mind, 
and to lift it above passion or prejudice. If a knowledge of clasaical 
antiquity enlarges and emancipates the mind in one direction, 
ignoranoe of modern literature and physical science fetters and 
enslaves it in another. Sober, well balanced, and reasonable minds 
are not produced.by artificially confining them during the period 
of growth to a single field of intellectnal activity. While no one 
would claHn that the school should take aU knowledge for its 
province, it is nevertheless desirllble, in view of the great arul 
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increasing complexity of the problems ofinodern . life, that -the 
school should at least give such guidance to the youthful mind 
as will enable it to find ita be&rings;iu, all the main departments 
of human knowledge. . -

So far our review of the classical controversy has been concerned 
with the intrinsic value of the classics. as an educational instrument. 
This review, brief and imperfect as it has nece88&rily been, will 
have served to reve&! how fundamental are some of the diller-

. ences which divide the opposing parties. This is not to say that 
in the course of nearly half a century of discussion there has not 
been some progress towards agreement.. No one can have paid 
even a superfioial attention to the history of educational opinion in: 
Russia without observing -that the groUnd which is common to 
the contending schools of thought bears a sensibly larger proportion 
to the whole &rea of controversy tban was the case a generation ago. 
It is rare now to find a Russian educationist of _ et&nding who 
would hold, with the realists of the- seventieS (or ,with mn- own 
Herbert Spencer, who seems to havegreatlylnf!nenced them), that 
the physic&! sciences should succeed to the preponderating position 
Bctually occupied by the ancient langusges in secondary education. 
The best representatives of both sides are now in substantial agree
ment that the curriculum .of thesflCondary school should have a 
broadly humanistic basis.- Many who criticise severely the exil!ting 
system would nevertheless admit that there is a distinct pl&ce for 
the classics, or at any rate for Latin, in a wisely-framed scheme of 
secondary studies. The classicists on their part are not indisposed 
to certain concessions in p<>inta of detniL The main issue, however, 
is not whether the classics ha va or have not an educational value for 
school purposes, but whether their value is such as to entitle them 
to remain the principal subject of study in the privileged secondary 
school. On this question it cannot be said that tl,ere has been 
any real approach to agreement. To a !&rge extent, the differences 
between the two parties depend upon a difference in standpoint, the 
advocates of a modern education tending to argue the question as 
though it turned upon the relative values of different kinds of 
knowledge, the cl&SSicists maintaining, on the other hand, that 
there is a prior question to be considered, n&nlely, the relative 
values of discipline and knowledge. And even if it could be agreed 
that discipline, intellectual and mor&!, is the chief object of school 
education (either in 80me C&Ses or in all), there would still remain 
a wide difference of opinion as to how the &est discipline may be 
secured, whether by concentration on a single subject, for whicll 
a gener&! disoiplinary value is olaimed, or by study of several 

• See Ibe Resolution. of \be Moooow Pedagogical Soeiel,. as k> \be edu",,
tima! system of Ihe ...... dary school, paragraph 4: .. There sbouId be only 
on. typo of secood,.,.,. school giving a g<>neral eduoation. and Uris .. hool 
should have a humanistic _, and give ........ ~alI higher educational 
illstitut!oos."-Transactions, Vol. L, _. lli. p.ll9. This ~t,. bas a 
membership of about 1,000, and is m<n bmIdl.v repnBDtetive of the party 
of reform than any other educouiooM IJl"!!8IIisatio in-Russia. • 

72l3. 2 C 
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subjects, each of which may possess a special disciplinary value 
These are fundamental questions which it would seem almost hope' 
less to decide on purely t! priori grounds. There remains, however 
one criterion to which they may be submitted, namely, that 01 
experience. The appeal to experience is, in fact, made by botlJ 
sides with equal confidence, and, ever since Katkov started ill 
the M OSCI1ID Gatette his famous polemio in favour of classical teaching, 
it has bulked largely in the controversy. There is this difference, 
however, between the classicists and t.heir opponents, tha~ the 
appeal of the former is made for the most pm to the experience 01 
the West, while the latter rely on the experience of Russia herself. 

The position of the classicists may be thus formulated. The 
classical system has on its side all the authority of use and WOIlt. 
Latin from time immemorial, and Greek more or less since the 
Renaissance, have formed the main subjects of instruction in the 
schools of Western Europe, and in Spite of the competition of 
more modern studies, still for the most part maintain their ground 
there. It is argued that this remarkable persistence of the clsseical 
tradition in education must be based upon experience and con· 
viction of the unique value of the ancient languages as educatiOIlal 
instruments. It is said, again, that modern civilisation itseU owes 
its rise to the revival of classical letters; that tbe nations which 
have made the most striking contribution to the advance of science, 
letters and art in modern times, e.g., the Frencb, the Germans, and 
the English, are precisely those which have lIS8igned to the classics 
the largest place in their educational systems; and that in propor
tion as the classical1anguages have fallen into neglect in any country, 
the general level of culture in that country has tended to sink, 
as it did, for example, in Russia itseU after the blows dealt at 
clllS8ical learning in 1849 and 1851. From these premises the 
conclusion is drawn that the classical school is an essential condition 
of the highest intellectual progress in any and every direction, 
whilst 80me go 80 far as to argue that the maintenance of claBIical 
studies in their present poeition is necessary as a guarantee of the 
intellectual independence of Russia, which would be endangered 
if the living tongues of the modern Western nations were to take 
the place of the dead languages in Russian education .. Thus by,a 
seeming paradox, classical culture, the value of which consists. 
ez hypothesi, in its being the source of Western civilisation, comea 
to be regarded at the same time as a bulwark against denationalising 
influences entering Russia from the West. 

The objectors reply in effect as follows. As to the general 
question of the relation between intellectual progi_ and the 
cla&iical school, modern culture is far too complex a thing to be 
referred to a single C&WIe. However important a part clUBical 
letters may have played in the advance of European civilisation, 
it is an unproved oesumption that they are a permanent condition 
of progt_ for all times and all countries. 'The reasons which gave 
to Latin its 'peculiar place in medieval education were an accident 
of history; Latin was etulfie4 thrOughout the Middle A~ froIp 
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motives which were practical and utilitarian as well as scientifio, 
and, being strictly relative to the conditions of the time, had very 
little in common with the considerations put forward by the 
modem apologists of classical instruction. So long as Latin 
remained the recognised medium of communication between the 
learned of all countries, so long as it was the language of con. 
temporary literature and science, no education was, of course 
possible without it. It was the only key to the storehouse of 
medimval knowledge, and it was, therefore, studied not as an end 
in itself, but as a means to an end; that is to say, it was acquired 
by students of 6ll nationalities for precisely the same reasons as 
now make it necessary for Russians to learn French and German. 
Generally speaking, in their attitude towards literature the Middle 
Ages were intent on matter, and uncritical of form; and in thid 
sense, at least, it may be claimed that the medimval point of view 
in education was nearer to that of the modern realist than to that 
of the modern classicist. When the Renaissance had awakened the 
dormant sense of literary beauty, the classics began to be studied 
as models of artistio excellence. This gave a strong, indirect 
impulse to literary creation in the vernacular tongues of Europe, 
which ultimately destroyed or greatly weakened the motives which 
bad led men to the cla.,sics both in the Middle Ages and in the 
period of the Renaissance. For in proportion as the modem 
European languages developed the capacity for literary expression, 
the results of thought and research tended more and more to pass 
into their custody. The relative importance of Latin was pro
portionately diminished; its use, both in speech and writing, 
evorywhere decreased, lasting longest where, as in the Germanio 
countries of the continent, the literary development of the modem 
vernacular tongnes was aJowest. New reasons for the predomi
nance of the olassics in the schools had then to be sought, and 
they were found in the advantage of a knowledge of Latin and 
Greek for mental gymnastio, for historical or philological research. 
and the like. From the historical point of view, therefore, the 
classical system appears to many persons to be a mere accidental 
survival from an order of things which has long since passed away, 
and the reasons now alleged in its support to be in large measure 
an after-thought of modem times. Moreover, the anti-classicists 
have not failed to point out that in those countries of the West 
which have been the specisl homes of classical culture, the position 
of Latin, and to a still greater extent that of Greek, is becoming 
more and more insecure; and that the trend of recent events in 
Scandinavia, in France, and even in Germany, has materially 
weakened the force of the argument from Western example. A 
considerable literatum has, in fact, grown up upon this subject. 
The trend of educational opinion abroad in favour of a wider 
curriculum than that afforded by the old classica,\ mools j, eagerly 
noted by the Russian advocates of refonn; and in particular 
much interest has been aroused by the changes recently ntt-OOuced 
into the curriculum o( .the seWndary echools of the Seandinaviaa 

'!lila. '03 
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countries, which in their geographical and historical conditions 
are held to present many close analogies with RU88ia.-

But-it is argued_ven admitting that the success 01 the 
classical eystem in other countries has been 88 great 88 is pretended 
by its most enthuei88tic supportenl, that would not be sufficient in 
itself to justify its introduction into RU88ia. The SUCCe81 of any 
educational system muet be judged in relation to local and national 
conditions; for in 80 far 88 those local and national conditions are 
essential, the system will not bear tro.nsplo.ntation into any environ· 
ment in which they are not reproduced. Now in all the countries 
of the Latino-German world there have existed certsin conditionl 
which have peculiarly favoured the SUcce88 of cl888ieal teaching. 
Such are the traditional hold which the cl8S8ica have there retained 
over educated society; the pride which these nations have always 
felt in tracing their intellectual ancestry back t{) Greece and Rome ; 
and, most important of all. the resulting confidence which Society 
on the whole has felt in the prevailing system of education. Th8118 
things cannot be transplanted at will. < They are the very 80il in 
which all the best fruits of cl888ical education have grown to per. 
fection. Even those who believe with Katkov that cl888ical 
learning is the " root of science" should pause to considel' that roots 
will not thrive in a 80il that is unsuited for them. 

But why~ntinue the objecto1'8-why this conatant reference 
to the experience of Western countries? ~vewe not our own 
experience, not 80 long certsinly 88 that of Western peoples, but 
long enough to enable 118 to form an adequate opinion 88 to the 
value of the cl888ical system for Russia? The study of the ancient 

<languages in other countries may have all the wonder-worlring 
power that is claimed for it j it may train and s~gthen the will, 
cultivate the taste, and act 88 a whetstone for the wits j the fact 
remains that it has worked none of these wonders for us. " The 
~Iassicalsystem," says a report adopted by the MOIICOW Pedagogical 
Society,t .. which W88 introduced with such generous promi_ 
from its supporters, has suffered shipwreck complete and unpanll
leled in the history of the Ruesian school. Its failure iB vouched 
for not only by the testimony of the profealOr8 of different univer
sities, it iB openly admitted by directors of gymn88ia and by teechenJ 
of the classical languages themselves. Variat18 opinions are ex
pressed 88 to the re&IlOD8 for this failure, but all, advocates and 
opponents of cl888icism alike, unanimonaly acknowledge that the 
c1aasical gymnasia have not justified the hopes which were enter
tained of them, and that the teaching of tha clasai~11angnages not 
only does not introduce the pupils to an understanding of ancient 
culture, not only does not give them the formal development that 
waa expected;but does not even give them a thorough knowledge 
... ( Latin and Greek grBlIlIIl&r." Others take the argnment & atep 
lurther and point-out that Russian literature and thought reached 

• See ProhIoor Paul Vinogradolf, "BorN ZfJ oUol. _ Sl»todi ....... "... 
Sierui£, '" p. 6. . • 
tT~ Vol. l, _. jjj~ p.32. 
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their highest point of development during the middle decades of 
the nineteenth century, and that the classical system introdueeLi 
in the seventies has so far done little to pro\'ide successors to the 
men famous in letters and life who cast lustre on the reign of Alex
ander II, It is certainly true that the. "makers" of modern 
Russia-in the political.as well.as in the Iiterl!J'Y sense-have as a 
rule known "little Latin and less Greek," though many of them 
have been thoroughly ,~onversant with .~he literature and thought 
of the mod~rn nations or Europe. . . . . 

To this indictment the classical party are not without an answer. 
They admi~ that the classical system has not yielded all the results 
that were cpnjidently expected oUt; but they maintain tha~ it has 
ne~~r yet ~d a fair c~ce. The experiment has been tried under 
the adverse conditions created by the ferment and unrest of the 
seventies an,deighties, ,which disturbed and unsettled the minds of 
young people to' 1m unprecedented degree; by the unwise policy 
pursued at the same time ofimporting from abroad classical teachers 
who were imperfectly acquainted with the Russian lauguage;- by 
the lack of good text-books and other accessories of instruction, 
from which the gymnBsia long suffered; by the predominance 'of 
mechanical aims and methods in teaching; and, finally, by the 
iusullicient remuneration of many of the teachers, which, by obliging 
th61n to undertake private tuition or other extraneous duties, has 
prevented their' full efficiency. A reformed classical gymnasium 
staffed by better-paid teachers working according to improved 
methods is accordingly the remedy proposed by the classicists for 
all the admitted evils of the existing system. 

Naturally t11eir opponents do not accept this as an adequate 
~~hltiou of the difficulty. "Let us not be told," says the Report 

• P'of many of the defeota above noted the state of eduoational opinion 
in influential cirolea during the oixtiea and .. ventiee must bear the ohief 
blame. Katkov'a views on educational method were mechanical in the 
extreme. To him the .ubject was the only thing that mattered, not the 
peraonality of the teacher. .. The eompnleory aubjecta of instruotion in 
the achool." he aays in one paaaage (tl Moacow Gazette," 12th IMoember, 
1865), "should be luoh that the _tiel part of the teaching shAll depend aa 
little aa poeaible on the ohoioe or peraonality of the teacher. Such aubjecta 
are mathematlos and the olsasioallanguagee." Katkov's attitude was shared 
by lOme whose own praotioal experience might have taught them better •• 
Skvortaov (" NedtMJi R<JOMgo ucA</mago ditla," p. 148) mentions the ..... 
of ... former eduoational worker of aome thirty years 1180," who held that 
"for him, 88 .. headmaster, a teacher was like a compositor or a maker
DP. and that even to the pupils it oould not matter in the least whether 
they were taught by • Rusaian or .. foreigner, provided they were taoght 
the oubjd." .The prevalence of views auoh as th ... goes far to explain 
the adoption in the S8ventl .. of the policy of entrosting the clsasioaI teach
iug in the gymnsaia to non-Rusaian Sla..... It is interoatiog to note, however, 
that this particular mB811U1'8 received the powerful oupport of SlavophUa 
like J. S. Aksakov, whose attitude was by'no meana s:mpathetio toward. 
Coun1i D. Tolstoi'• aeneral administration.. See A..ksa.k.ov 8 article in. U Rv&, U 

No, 9, 1881.· Dostoevaki, on the other hand (ZapiaaiG -KIIiz.W:a, pp, 367, 
388) protested against the introdnotipn of Czech teachera of olaosi ... on the 
ground that they were .. oold, unsympathetic. and hostile " to Rusaian youth, 
""d nogardod the Rusaian 11Ul8'!08I' with a certain diodsin. . - . · 
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above quoted, Ie of improved methods, of a change of aim in the 
teaching of the ancient languages, of the training of teachers, or of 
the panacea supposed to be offered by an increase in their salaries. 
Our experience has been too wide and too long-continued to allow 
us to rest content with these new promises. Many gymnasia have 
had clll88ical teachers better equipped for their work than lilly 
special institution can equip the average teacher-professors and 
directors, for example, who were fully acquainted with every method 
of instruction and whose financial position was fully I188w·ed. 
Nevertheless, it would appear that not a single gymnasium has been 
shown to have attained the aim sot before it. What kind of material 
position, what kind of training must we provide, in order that 
ordinary teachers of average capacity may attain results which are 
not now attained by the most fortunately placed, talented and 
distinguished masters 7 It would be extremely risky to rest any 
hopes upon a change in the fundamental aims of c!ll88ical teaching, 
because in this respect, too, we have already an experience which is 
8S painful as it is limply sufficient" (the reference is to the changes 
made in 1890, which have been described above) ......... It 
is evident that if the c!ll88ical school can be sUcceBSfuJ anywhere, 
it is only in exceptional circumstances and with specially gifted 
and t,ained teachers. For this reason, especially in RU88ia, it 
cannot be the school of the State, The State needs for its service 
a large number of persons who have received a thorough (8erioznoe) 
general education, and the c!ll88ical school, however ideally placed 
it may be, can give only isolated units • • • •• What is needed, 
then, is to create a new school, which shall not be classica!.". 

A word of comment upon the last two sentences in the passage 
just quoted may fitly close this account of the classical controvel'll} 
in RU88ia. It is obvious that the value of the classics 118 an educa
tional instrument will be very differently. appraised according 
as the best result of a liberal education is to be sought in developing 
to a high degree of capacity a small number of specially gifted 
minds, that is, in the training of a guiding or governing claY, 
or in diffusing intelligence 118 widely 118 possible among the IIlII88 

of society. To state the question shortly, is education to be 
aristocratic or democratic in its aim' Here we touch what ill 
perhaps the most fundamental of all the questions of principle 
which affect; aecondary education, not only in RU88ia but in uther 
countries also. In our own educational practice, at any rate 
in so far as regards the schools to which our cnltivated classes 
aend their sona by preference, we have been frankly aristocratic ; 
and per!uLps it would not be too much to 83y that the aristocratic 
principle is implicit in the classical system everywhere. But with 
us the classical system, whatever may be said against it, does ulti· 
mately rest upon' the consent or acquiescence of lOCiety, and .. 

I subject to Iree competition; what the Russian opponents of the 
classics affinn is that the nristOCl'l\tic principle should not control 

• .f.o<: <iI. Wi4~ pp.31-34. 
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a State system, which monopolises the whole field of intellectual 
training, and whose function it should be to provide for the due 
cultivation of every possible variety and degree of mental aptitude to 
be found within the nation. Such a system of education, say they, 
should have in view not only the training of a few leaders of thought 
and action, but should aim at raising the general intellectual level of 
the country, which is determined at any given moment by the state 
of education of the mass of the people; and this is especially impor
tant in the case of Russia, whose interests imperatively demand that 
the number of educated persons in proportion to the whole popula
tion should be largely increased. It is this consideration which 
leads some Russians, who fully admit the high educational value 
of the olassics, to hold that, as things are at present, olassical instruo
tion is an intelleotual luxury in which Russia cannot afford to 
indulge, and that she should therefore rest satisfied for the present 
with what are confessedly lower forms of humanistic culture. 

VI.-OTHER PROBLEMS OF SECONDARY EDUCATION. 

In the preceding seotion we have attempted, so far as the nature 
of the subject would allow, to treat the classical question in isolation. 
But, as we have already had occasion to. indicate, this question 
cannot in practice be treated apart from the whole problem of 
secondary eduoation, to every part of which it stands in the closest 
possible ~lation. The controversy as to the place to be assigned to 
olassics in the secondary school turns out to be in fact a conflic~ 
between two competing ideals of culture. Both these ideals assume 
the possibility of framing a canon of secondary studies which shall 
provide for the intellectual training of all who aim at obtaining a 
general eduoation; the only question at issue }letween them is as to 
the way in whioh this canon shall be constituted. One school of 
thought deprecates interference with the existing canon, claiming 
for it a kind of <ecumenical authority on grounds expressed in a 
formula very familiar in another conneotion-"quod semper, quotl 
ubiq1U', quad ab mnnwus" ; the other denies that any such per
manent and universal value can be claimed for the accepted canon, 
declares that the authority it once possessed has been superseded 
by the advance of science, and demands that a place of equal or 
greater honour shall be assigned to subjects more closely tour.bing 
modern life and thought. The general aims of the latter school 
are well expressed by Professor Paul Vinogradoff, who defines the 
ideal of general education as consisting .. on the one hand in a 
many-sided and at the same time thorough acquaintance with the 
elements of the main branches of knowledge, and on the other in 
the elementary development of the main faculties of the human 
spirit. A man who has gone through the secondary school of 
general education should have the power, when he enters on the 
path of specialisation, to avail himself of any of his mental powers, 
without the risk of being checked by a kind of atrophy proceeding 
from the neglect of certain intellectual faculties in youth. • • 
No less important is the second requisite of general education, 

. . - . 
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viz., that a man should be provided with a certain fund of know 
ledge and interests in the numerous branches of intellectual life, 
which stand apart from the main course of his existence."· 

To define the fundamental principles which underlie the posi
tions assumed by these two opposing schools of thought is a mOl·e 
difficult task than to descrihe the systems and proposals in which 
the3e' principles take ,practieai, shape. We, have, however, said 
enough in the preceding section to indicate that the predominating 
aim of secondary education is generally aseumed by the mtJre 
conservative school of ,thinkers, to be intellectual gymnaltic; 
th~lUgh individuals belonging to that school abo attach great 
importance to other aims, such as the cultivation -of ta.'Ite and 
literary judgment,' thl!! development of the. historic sense, and the 
like. It is natural to< feel considerable, diffidence in attempting to 
define- the aim of secondaryeduoation as understood by the party 
of reform, since that party is-by no means homogeneous, and even 
if it were, a general agreement as to the direction which reform should 
take is not -incOinpatible with very divergent vie-wa on abstract 
questions of educational theory. We may, however, take the 
Moscow Pedagogical Society as adequately representing the stand
point of the Extreme Left in the party of reform. In the report 
of this Society, from which we have already quoted, t the funda
mental ideas of the scheme of secondary instruction put forward 
by the society are thus stated: 
'u The doctrine of mecbanical concentration _ • -. • shonld give placc 

to the dem .... d for hannony, for a w.ll-sdjusted balance of stwliea, which 
shall d~"elop the vari0U8 sides of the human spirit. The idea which reconcil .. 
the apparent diversity of subjects and of indh'idual108llOllB is tbat aI man in hill 
relations to himself and to the world about him, the de~elopment of reaaoo 
and consciousne .. in these relations. In the lower clasoea this idea cannot 
always he expressed with adequate clearn ... and foree, and in relatien to it tho 
course Df these classes must. 800Ietimea ...... e m .... ly as a preparatory stage_ 
_ . . In the middle and higher elasoea, taking advI!Iltage aI the material 
already accumulated, and of the bigher development aI tbe pupil, we may 
aim at tbe coneentratien of bis knowledge about thooe fundan.ootal principL,. 
which determine a man', outlook upon the world. This cmrentratioo ",ill 
.... ume apecial fmml and e~ in accordance wilb the ClOOlA!nt of tb. 
vari0U8 auhjects of study. T~ teaching of faet.e should ~ ... efore be illu
minated by those general ideaa of the particular science which go to form 
the basis of a man'. philoooJ,hyof life. Such, for e18lDpie, are tho ideasof law 
in history and literature; of beauty in poetry; aI the conservation aI energy, 
of the indeslructihility,of matter and of mechanu..! ........ Ii~, in pbysinand 
chemistry; of Ibe organiBm and its nlations with it. envirenmenl in the 
biological sci ....... ; ol the interaction ol man and nature in geography: 
of tbe unity of eonsciousn ... and the development aI the mind in evn."tant 
interaction with its envircnment in psyehology; aI the relatioo ol thought 
to speech in philology; of exact knowledge in mathematies ; ol providen<~ in 
the ....... hing of religicn. _ Sueh ideas should penade the ,.hoIe teaching IIId 
fonn the connec:iog linb between the individual I.......... Thus the thongh& 
of the pupil will not dissipate itaclf in various direetimB, but will be CUI
eentrated upon those 6mdamental propositi .... aI eadJ aubjeet ol etwly 
upon which the educated man'.vie1r ollife is ba..!.'! ' 

f • , _ . 

• ~ Bor'I .... MioIt<,» pp. 18 and 19. ,- -
t l'roooedin,.,. ol the Society for 1900" On the Organisation of the 8eccn. 

d....,. Bchool of 0eneraI Eduo\~: pp. 43 an~ 44. - " 
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It must be admitted that the words we have just quoted embody 
a logical and consistent theory of secondary instruction, restful! 
upon a firm philosophic basis and corresponding to an ideal of 
culture which is both true and attractive. If a firm grasp of, and 
a delight in, general ideas are not the supreme tests of culture, 
they are at any rate constant characteristies of the cultivated-mind; 
and any system of instruction which really succeeded in bestowing 
upon its pupils that wide outlook upon men and things which every 
true kind of culture involves, whilst at the same time adequately 
disciplining and developing their intellectual powers, would thereby 
e.tahlish unassailable claims upon the attention of educators. The 
plan of the Moscow Pedagogical Society aims at doing this, first, 
iJy selecting the subjects of study in such a way as to bring the 
pupils into contact with all the main branches of human know
ledge; and, secondly, by concentrating attention in each of these 
~ubjects upon the fundam81ltal laws and general principles about 
which' individual facts and phenomena group themselves. Its 
authors reject as inadequate the ideal of formal development as 
the chief aim of secondary instruction, and demand that the mind 
shall be furnished with ideas as well as made capable of receiving 
them. Moreover, they insist that school education shall be mainly 
concerned, not with the facts and ideas of a dead world, but with 
the interpretation to the child of the actual human and physical 
world in which he lives. The controversy no longer turns upon 
the relative claims of the humanities and the physical sciences as 
objects of instruction; on the contrary, the Moscow srheme fully 
r cognises, and, indeed requires, that the basis of secondary educa
t ion shall be humanistic, in the sense that it shall be mainly con
cemed with man in his relation to his fellowmen and to the physical 
universe. The Society is equally emphatic in dissociating itself 
from all sympathy with purely utilitarian aims in secondary educa
tion, or rather in desiring that such aims should be subordinated to 
the ideal of general culture. The central principle of its proposals is 
in fact a protest against what George Eliot calls somewhere .. an 
el[ccssive retention and denerity without any insight into the princi
ples which form the vital connections of knowledge," and it is one of 
the counts in the indictment which it brings against the emting 
classical school that, while nearly one-half of the whole available 
school time has perforce to be devoted to .. modern II subjects, 
tl,ese subjects, having been introduced into the curriculum from 
purely utilitarian considerations, are not taught with the scientific 
breadth necessary to make them serve the ends of intellectual 
culture, even from the point of view of formal development alone. 
The Society would, therefore, have no subject admitted into the 
Murse of the secondary school to which sufficient time cannot be
devoted to make of it as real an instrument 01 liberal education 
as the older humanistio studies are claimed to have been. Thus 
the study of the mother tongue and its literature EhdlIld develop 
in the pupil's mind .. ideas of 'the relation of speech to thought 
and of thonght to the historic m;l",u " in which Russian literature 
has grown up; the study &f modern lang\f1llf'B will serve to widen-
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his intellectual horizon, whilst at the same time securing the mental 
discipline which is afforded hy practice in the transference of ideas 
from one national idiom to another; mathematics wiII give precision 
to his habits of thought; the physical sciences wiII teach him to 
observe the causal relations between the phenomena of nature, 
and to generalise correctly from the facts observed; the study of 
history will reveal to him the general laws of human progress, and 
so on. It is maintained that such a course of instruction is well 
within the powers of the average pupil attending the Itussian 
gymnasium; that it will strengthen his will, train his reasoning 
faculties, and develop his taste and imagination at least as 
effectually as the existing classical system, and that, in addition, it 
will afford him an equipment of positive knowledge such as the 
present cul1iculum does not even promise to him. 

The Moscow scheme hAB been selected for special mention, 
partly because it gives logical and consistent expression to ideas 
which have long been afloat in Russian society, and partly because 
the principles which underlie it appear to have had great influE!nce 
upon the proposals of General Vannovski 08 Minister of Pu blio 
Instruction, whi~,h, if they had been finally adopted, would have 
put an end once and for all to the predominance of the c188Bics 
in the secondary school. But it is not intended to suggest that 
the Moscow scheme represents more than one phase of opinion, 
though a very important one, of the many which find acceptance 
among those who are dissatisfied with the system of instruction 
now in vogue in the Russian gymnasia. Generally speaking, all 
the critics of the existing system agree in desiring that greater 
prominence should be given in secondary instruction to the RUBSian 
language and literature, to modern foreign languageS, and to the 
physical sciences; and the conviction that the aim of instruction 
in all subjects is to enrich the mind with ideas, and not merely 
to discipline the intellectual faculties, may almost be said to pervade 
all contemporary Rnssian thought on education. But the point 
of view from which reform ois urged va~ indefinitely. Many. 
even of those who value most highly the ideals of classical instruction. 
nevertheless realise that the classical system has largely failed in 
practice to attain its end as an instrument of liberal culture, and 
are convinced that this end would be more naturally and easily 
reached in the case of the average boy, eapec;ally 80 far as the 
development of taste and judgment is concerned, through the native 
lan"anagl\ and literature, supplemented by the study of modern 
foreign tongues and possibly of translations from the classice. 
Others are impressed with the relatively unimportant place assigned 
to national elements °of culture in the present curriculum, and 
o:Jesire that the teaching of the Ru.ssian langnage and of the history 
of Ru.ssia should be strengthened with the view of bringing the 
pupil into more cOnscious relation with his national environment ; • 

• The releien- made in the ten 10 the teo<:hing of tbe R_ian IaDguage 
and IiSeratare perhapo eaIJ lor .. Iitt" lurther expiaDatioD. The_, 
programs in thia oabject ..... eriticiaed from two point. of tiew; lim, u 

. ~ . . -
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whilst the physical sciences are too congenial an object of study 
to the Russian intellect not to find many advocates of their claims 
for their own sake. 

We shall endeavour further on to give some account of 
the proposals for reform to which these various currents of opinion 
have given rise; but before doing so. it is necessary to touch briefly 
on some other important questions which affect the discussion of 
tho general problem of secondary school reform. These are the 
qucstions of (1) specialisation; (2) the large percentage of those 
who fail to complete the full course of the secondary school; 
(3) overstrain; and. finally (4). the relations of t,he secondary school 
to the universities on the one hand and the primary schools on 
the other. 

(1) The question of specialisation presents peculiar difficulties in 
Russia. difficulties which are partly a necessary consequence of 
the accepted views on the subject of general culttu'e as the aim of 
secondary education. and are partly inherent in any higbly centralised 
system of educational administration. We have _referred above 
to the prevalence amoug Russian educationists of the belief in a 
universal canon of secondary studies. There ·is. of course, another 
view of the functions of se~ondary education, a view which 
is implicit in much of the educational practice of Great 
Britain and America. and which rests essentially on the assump
tion that in education no such thing as a universal canon 

giving too muoh attention to the older literature. muoh of which hOB II purely 
antiquarian and historioal value. and too little to the literary mOBterpiocea 
of modem tim .. ; and oeoondly. 80 aiming rather at the Btudy of grammar 
and style than at the oomprehension of the subjeot matter of the authors 
read. If we may venture on an Englioh parallel, it is almoat 80 though the 
Anglo-Saxon and Middle Englioh writers were to receive more attention 
in our eeoondary aohoola than those who have flourished sinoe Shakspeo.re
not, by the ..... y. a purely hypothetioal 0800. Of the Ruaaian authors .. ad 
in the gymnaoi& and rea1 .... hoola the only one of universal repute is Puahkin. 
and the oouroe atope ohort at Gogol, taking no aooount of the groat literary 
movemont whioh hogan with the forti ... and hao oontinued down to our own 
tim.. The reform party urge that suitable works of later writers suoh &8 

Belinoki, Turgonev, Gonoharov, Oatrovoki, L Tolstoi and othera ohould 
enter into the ourrionlum, and ohould be studied from the point of view of 
content rather than of form. This raisea a question which oannot be decided 
on purely pedagogical grounds, namely. whether modem literature doaIing 
largely with matters of oontemporary interest is a suitable suhjeot of inatruo
tion in aohoo1s. The diffioulti .. involved in this queation have never become 
8llUte in this oountry. partly beo&u .. we have eo wide a field from which to 
.. Ieot our eubjoota of .tudy; &ome of the mOBt fruitful porioda of our litera
'"'" lie far back in time and abound in maaterpieoea dealing with eubjeota 
which .... either not oontrovoraia1 in their nature or which from the lapoe of 
tim. have IOBt their e:<ploaive quality. Russia is not in this position. Mach 
of the beat RUBBian literature is modem in date, generally realistio-m 
treatment, often ~ in spirit. The life which it relleota is the life of 
the nineteenth century, the interest. which underlie"it .... in large mO&8Ul'8 
thOBO of the preeant generation. With indis<· ..... t treatm'lllt it is alwayo 
poeaible that the study of this literature may raise queationa too delicale 
and diffioult to be diaouaeed with 'advantage in the el ... ·room. The official 
polioy h ... thOl'8fOl'8 been·to .,..ludo the """" modern productiono altogether 
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is possible, that the· necessities of the human spirit being 
infinitely various, equal degrees of culture may be attained by 
many different paths, and that method in teaching is more important 
t.han subject-matter, and the spirit of the teacher than the method 
he follows. This individualistic ideal of teaching has much in 
common with the educational theories of Count Leo Tolstoi. But 
it cannot be said that the educational thought of Russia has moved 
to any great extent along such lines as these. For the most part 
Russian pedagogical science assumes it as axiomatic that the 
secondary studies of all who would be accounted educated persous 
should, in respect of their general coutent, be the same, or at most 
admits but two paths leading to general culture. And here peda
gogical theory finds itself for once in harmony with administrative 
convenience, for it must be obvious that a system, of instruction 
minutely differentiated to individual requirements would be 
incompatible with a highly centralised administration such as 
exists in. Russia. ' 

There is nevertheless a widespread demand in Russia that the 
tltmost extension compatible with the aim of general culture shall 
be given to the principle of individualisation in teaching and training. 
~t is complained that the existing system takes no account of thl' 
personality of the pupil, and allows too little room for the develop-

from the curricula of boys' schools (they are by no meano so rigidly excluded 
in tho"" for girls). Thus the .tudy of Russian Iitorature stope mort at the 
precise historic'" moment when the interest of the subject hegillS to be _
ferred from queotiona of literary form and the development of 8tyle to be 
underJyiDg ideas of the subject matter. The existing progr&IIIlI in the R~ 
language and literature are in feet a conaistent application of the principle of 
iooloting the oecondary .. hool &B far &B pceoible from the intereoto and COD

troversies of oontemporary life. Thooe who oppoee thlo principia as embodied 
in the c1aosicaJ ""'tem are bound to chaJlenge it also &B applied to Ru.ian 
literature. It is &BOY to see how the preference for queotiono of gr&llUllal' and 
.tyle on the one hand and for periods of literary &do~ on the other 
offende thooe who reject the priociple of formaJ development and hold thet 
ideas mould form the main subject matter of education. It;. perfectly 
possible (&By the critics of the existing oystem) to oe1ect works by ouch modern 
writers &B Tnrgeoev and T01stoi, which are free from politico-ooci&l motives 
of & oontroveroia1lrind (e.,., the Diary 0/4 8'f1'Jrl1maA and W ... 11M P ..... ) 
but even if thlo were othenri.oe, " is it," they .. k, " the functioa of tb ochool 
to ignore the problems of modsm life r Ought it not rather to aim at giving 
to ito pupils ouch guidance .. is pC8sibie towards a right judgment ~ 
th_ problems r The echool C&DDOt, and does not, prevent the pupil from 
becoming acquainted with the modern Iitorature of his native i&Dd. What 
it can do, and ought to do, is to give a ocientiJic beoiB ... his 1mowledge and 
so to preoerve him from the erron and prejudiooe into which igDonmAle of 
historical facto might lead bim." It will th"" be _ the, tb qoeotionof the 
plooo to be &B8igned to modern IiterBture in the oecondary ochooI involves 
priociplso of the moot fundamental kind, and becomes almost as mach & ""'" 
qqOBtion of educational politico .. the q.-tion of the position to be _gned 
to cIuoico. 

[Sinoo the above no'" W&B writtoD, the Ministry of Public Instruction has 
IIaIICf;ioned theotttdy of oert.in works of the f01lowing writaa in theeighthcba 
of the gyDJnMiom and the oeventh .. of the ftI&I«hooI: prooe writers. 
To~ev, Goncharov, O&tzovoti; J'08W, 'AlaikD~, Count A. K. To1atoi, Th. 
L Tiul<:hev, A. A. Fet.] 
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ment of any special capacity he may possess. The possibility oC 
framing a general curriculum which would provide adequately for 
all average cases is taken for granted. But what of the boy with 
peculiar gifts? It is highly desirable, not only for his own sake, 
but also in the interests of the nation, that such gifts should be 
developed to the utmost. It is the wcalmess of a rigid govern
mental system of instruction that it does not easily lend itself 
to modification to meet these exceptional cases. Even those who 
hold most strongly to the ideal of general culture in education 
would readily admit it to be desirable that a child of exceptional 
endowments should be allowed to concentrate his energies on such 
studies as would best promote his individual development, though 
they would insist that he should not neglect other branches of know
ledge to such an extent that he would be unable to find his bearings 
iii them in after life. The difficulty of reconciling such a measure 
of individualisation with the maintenance of the. ideal of general 
culture' is, in fact, less than the practical difficulty of realising it in 
a centralised state like Russia. Who is to decide when a deviation 
from the ordinlUj' curriculwn is desirable in the interests of a particu
ar pupil? The idea of leaving the decision to the parent would 

not be so much as entertained in RIlSllia. It is obviously a matter 
which lies outside the proper sphere either of the central government 
or of the provincial administrat.ion. There remains only the" peda
gogical council.'· Of their competence to decide such matters 
under all ordinary oircumstanoes there can be no reasonable doubt . 

. and a strong feeling exists in favour of giving them the power to do 
so. It is nevertheless easy to Wlderstaild the reluctance of tbe 
oentral government to grant to the teaching staff of a school all 

authority which, if loosely used, m~ht disorganise the whole 
secondlUj' system, and it may be presumed that if' it be decided 
to delegate this power to the pedagogical council, it will be hedged 
about with many restrictions and limitations designed to prevent 
its abuse in practice. The practical difficulties of carrying out such 
a measure of individualisation are, however, in any case great 
enough to constitute an effectivo check upon any disposition to 
make too free a use of it. It is comparatively easy to allow a boy 
to specialise in the ordinlUj' sense, as is so frequently done in Eoglish 
schools-i.e., to give up certain subjects entirely and devote the 
whole time thus gained to a single object of study. This, however, 
is not proposed in Russia, nor would it be held to be compatible 
with the ideals of general culture which are common to all schools of 
educational thought in that country. The difficulty we have in 
view is how.to enable a boy who drops, say, one hour out of every 
four which his class devotes to Frooch or German to take part 
henceforth in the work of the class on anything like equal tennR 
or with any advantage to himself, the subject in question being one 
towards which, eo: hypotlresi, his special gifts 40 not incline him 1 
Practical difficulties of this kind may well make 1;IIe libertv to 
individualise seem ahnoot inoorppatible with the idea of class t.=ach
illg. And if this be the case with regard to the intellectual side of 
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education, what shall we say of its moral RBpects? II A school to 
teach and train every boy" with due regard to bis particular 
idiosyncrasies of mind and character is douhtless a great ideal, and 
under favourable circumstances not an unrealisable one; but it is 
possible only at a cost of time, money, energy and self-sacri6ce,such 
as under average human conditions cannot always be reckoned on 

The Russian educationists who are most anxious to see intro
duced into the national system a certain liberty to specialise in 
the sense just indicated are at the same time agreed in deprecating 
another kind of specialisation which actually exists--namely, the 
euforced early specialisation which is the result of the difference 
between the curricula of the real-school and the gymnasium from 
the lowest classes upward. and of the consequent necessity of making 
a choice which will affect a boy's whole future career before his 
natural inclinations and capacities have had time to declare them
selves. Speaking generally, the course of the gymnRBium leads 
towards the Universities and the learned professions; that of the 
real-school towards commerce and the professioDB which rest upon 
the applied sciences. A boy admitted to the lowest clasB of a 
school of one or the other type is, 80 to speak. predestined to a corre
sponding career at the age of ten. If at a later stage in bis school 
course he wishes to change from a school of one type to a school of 
the other, he can only pass the necessary examination by the help 
of special coaching in the suhjects which are not common to the 
cun;cnla of real-school and gymnasium alike. The undesirability 
of this state of things is pretty 'lUuversally admitted. The only 
effectual remedy is, of course. to make the curriculum of the two 
types of school identical, at any rate in the lower clasaes. Here, 
however. the supposed necessity that those who are to make a 
serious study of the classics should begin Latin at least at the age of 
ten :11' thereabouts stands in the way of any such compromise. 
But of late the conviction has begun to spread that the commroce
ment of Latin may be Bafely and even profitably deferred until 
the third or fourth class has been reached. by which time it is main-. 
tained that the intellectual powers will have undergooe a degree 
of general cultivatioo which will enable them to grapple all the 
more successfully with the difficulties of an ancient 1a.ngaa.ge.-

(2) Another matter in connection with Rnssian secondary educa-
'. tion, which is of importance from· the social as "ell as from tbe 

educational point of view, is the large proportion of tru- who 
leave the secondary schools of general educatioo before they have 
completed the full COUllM!. Out of every four pupils who enter 
either kind of secondary school, ronghly speaking. only one succeeds 
in obtaining the leaving certificate, and the majority of the re
mainder leave from the lower classes. Certain deductions have, 

:;nowever, to be made before the precise bearing of these statements 
(SiLl be grasped. It does not at all follow that as many as three-

eUoo;nco ~",bme pangraph ..... '- ill type. ~ deci ......... '-........ 
ca.!!). RuMan G<m.rnment to def .. ~ """,_t of LeIm iB • 

• f,!' L,f ~ gymnasia lIDtiI ~ third-cIa.. 
by ~,.... L. 
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fourths of the pupils of the secondary schools can be reckoned 
as educational failures. Doubtless a certain proportion who 
cease attendance at a partioular school afterwards obtain admis
sion at another; and there are always a considerable number 
of pupils who leave school owing to no lack of ability to profit 
by the instruction there given. but for purely domestic reasons. 
such as poverty. But when all due allowance is made for these 
circumstances. the fact remains that a considerable number of 
young people. who have at one time had the ambition to enter 
a profession or to qualify for higher positions of various kinds. 
fail to attain their object; and are driven to seek a livelihood in 
humbler spheres of life. as artisans. tradesmen. or clerks. Bearing 
in mind what has already been said as to the extraordinary value 
set upon the professions and positions in the public service in 
Russia. it is easy to understand how bitter must be the sense of 
disappointment in the case of those who have failed in their efforts 
to attain such positions. Disappointed ambition is. unfortunately. 
no uncommon phenomenon outside Russia. and oases in which 
young men have vainly BOught to better their social position by 
means of education are bt no means rare. even in England. But 
the circumstances of the two countries are in this respect widely 
different. With us. between the professions and trade there is 
no such gulf fixed as in Russia. . A boy who finds a profession 
beyond his abilities and turns to business does not necessarily 
lose caste in England. and if he is fortunate he may even find in 
trade a surer way to social advancement than in a profession for 
which he was not specially fitted. Moreover-and this is a still 
more important point of difference---.gecondary education is a 
private matter in England. and no civio rights or privileges are 
made dependent upon it; an English boy. therefore. who fails to 
attain the degree of education requisite for admission to a profession 
may blame his school. his teachers. his examiners. or himself. but he 
will never think of blaming the State or the social order in which his 
lot is cast. But this is precisely what a Russian youth under similar 
circumstances is disposed to do. Finding himself an ~bject of 
general commiseration for his failure to obtain the certificate which 
would have opened to him the portals of the higher places of learning. 
he to()o often blames not himself for his want of ability or diligence. 
nor his parents for their want of judgment in selecting for him a 
career for which he was unfitted. but the Government which has 
imposed the oonditions he has been unable to satisfy.-

The danger of this state of things is one of the standing arguments 
of the advocates of reform in the existing system of secondary 
education. Sometimes it is used aa a weapon in the hands of the 

• .. As the larger half of thoee who leave the gymnasia do not sncoeed in
obtaining admission to IUIJ' other educational. institutions, it follows that 
lOCiety yearly reooi""" into itoeU from the gymnasia al"". a m ... of yotmg 
people who oonsider themeel""" justified as it-were in mnrmurin&,at the exist
ing ordor. end the injuetioe whiob has enoountered them at the dawn nf their 
liSe, and has ruined their .ooatenoe. .. .!-Modestov ... ShJ>oI"9' Vopw," po 65.. 
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anti-classicists, who maintain that the predominance of the 
classics is the one great hindrance to the successful completion of 
the course of the gymnasia; but the force of this contention is very 
much diminished by the fact that the percentage of failures in the 
real schools is nearly as great as it is in the gymnasia. Much more 
effective is the argument in favour of so arranging the curriculum 
of all secondary schools of general education as to provide a com
pleted course of instruction by the time the fourth class is reached, 
so that those who for any reason are obliged to leave at fourteen 
or fifteen may find an honourable door of exit open to them and 
escape the iguominy of being accounted "failures" (neudachniki), 
ThIS proposal of course incidentally cuts at the root of the classical 
'ystem of instruction, as it is quite clear that no complete kind of 
classical training can be given to the average boy between the ages 
of ten and fourteen. Another method of reducing the proportion 
of neudachniki would appear to be to raise the standard of attain
ment required for admission to the secondary schools. The present 
low standard of requirement certainly has the effect of causing the 
lower classes of the gymnasia or real-schools to be crowded with 
children, many of whom had much better have been sent to a good 
Urban School. The increase of professional and technical 
schools may be also expected to draw off a large contingent of 
those pupils who in default of such schools being available have 
been entered at a secondary school of general education. 

(3). A few words must also here be said npon a subject which has 
received of recent years a good deal of attention in the educational 
press of Russia, viz., the question of over-pressure in the public 
secondary schools. This is not a question which can be fully 
discnssed without reference to a number of matters over which the 
school has little or no control, such as the poverty and consequent 
nnder-feeding of many of the pnpils, and the conditions nnder which 
their home-life is spent. So far as the writer's ohservation and 
study of the suhject have gone, the pressure upon the pupils wonld 
appear to be most severely felt in the lower part of the school and 
in the highest or "graduating" class, while the intermediate 
classes are comparatively free from over-strain. Such over-pressure 
as exists is, however, less the result of too much overloading of the 
curriculum than of the arrangement of the hours of lessons which 
is necessitated hy the circumstances of the case. Practically the 
Russian boy who attends a secondary school is at work in school 
from nine in the morning to three in the afternoon, with 
only short breaks, none of which is long enough to allow of organised 
games being played in the open air, even if, as is rarely the case, the 
necessary playgrounds existed. Not only is it trying to work so 
long together with little opportunity for refreshment, but the 
present arrangement ha~ the additional disadvantage that it allows 
little chance of· preparation hetween lessons. All the work of 
preparati® has consequent1y to he done in the evening, and it seems 
to be generally agreed that the average time required for this work 
is not less than three, whilst in some classes it may be as much as 
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five hours a day. Bearing in mind that the Russian secondary 
schools are for the most part day-schools, that they are Bometimes 
attended by pupils living at a considerable distance, that in the depth 
of the Russian winter the daylight fades early and that the streets 
of many Russian towns are ill-lighted and badly paved, it is diffi
cult to say that the present arrangement is not the best possible; 
but it certainly involves a heavy strain upon the physical powers 
of the boys concerned. As a set-of! against those disadvantages, it 
must be remembered that ;;he frequent festivals of the Orthodox 
Church have the effect of very greatly increasing the number of . 
sch«ol holidays, and must correspondingly lessen the strain upon 
the pupils. With a school year shorter on the average by some fifty 
days than that of English secondary schools it would, in fact, seem 
at first sight strange that the cry of over-pressure should be so much 
louder in Russia than with us, if we did not allow for the in1Iuence of 
two causes which; in the writer's opinion, go quite as far towards 
accounting for the over pressure complained of in Russian schools 
as even the arrangement of the hours of work or the absence of 
playgrounds and organised games. The first of these two causes 
is the intimate relation between the pupil's career in after-life and 
his success at school. When we consider the complaints as to 
over-pressure in the Russian secondary schools in the light of the fact 
that cases of.nervous breakdown are in England rare in the secondary 
schools, though they frequently occur at the Universities, the con
clusion is inevitably suggested that anxiety with reference to the 
future is one of the chief causes of failure of health among the students 
of both countries. The Russian boy is compelled to preoccupy 
himself with the question of his career from the moment he 
enters upon his school course; if he fails to get through his ex
aminations at school, and to obtain the leaving certificate, his 
career is broken irretrievably. He has no chance to recover lost 
ground at the Uuiversity, as an English boy might hope to do, since 
admi88ion to the University is made absolutely dependent upon 
hi. holding the certificate of maturity from his school. Success 
at school, therefore, become. the sole avenue to success in after life, 
or at least to the kind of success which is most prized by Russian 
boys. We oan hardly wonder that the nervous tension which is 
inevitable under these circumstances involves a strain which the 
more highly-strung temperaments are unable to bear. Much has 
been done of recent years to diminish this strain by reducing the 
number of obligatory examinations, but it seems impossible to 
eliminate it wholly without a radioe.l alteratiOJ\ in the existing 
system, such as is not seriously proposed in Russia. The second 
cause of over-pressure to which we have referred is the prevalence 
of the subject-system of instruotion. Great as the merits of this 
system undoubtedly aro, it certainly has one mstinct disnd-
vantage as oompared with the system of' form ll\asters-4t renders 
diffioult the adjustment of the claims o{ oompeting subjects of study 
upon the pupils' time and energy. Where all the instruotion is in 
~h. hands of spe<"ialists, each teaCher is naturally disposed to as!!ign 

;213. 
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areat, and it may be disproportionate, importance to the subject 
for which he is responsible. He can hardly be expected to know 
how far the demands he makes upon his class are compatible with 
what is required from them in other subjects; and the result is that 
the aggregate amount of work imposed is sometimes beyond the 
powers of all except the specially strong or exceptionally gifted. 
The pedagogical council can, doubtless, do something to moderate 
the evil by encouraging conferences between i ~ indi vidual members; 
but so long as the subject-system prevails-and its advantages are 
so manifest that the opinion of Russian educationists would be 
strongly opposed to replacing it by anything like the English system 
-it must continue to some extent to cause over-pressure in 
individual cases. 

The existence of over-pressure in the schools has done much to 
bring into prominence questions concerning the physical conditions 
of school life. The scientific treatment of such questions has been 
greatly facilitated by recent advances in experimental psychology 
and especially by studies in the physiology and psychology of 
childhood. A large and increasing literature in the Russian language 
is concerned with these important subjects, and the educational 
authorities have of late devoted much attention to the question 
of making the physical conditions under which the work of the 
8chools is carried on as healthy as possible, and of improving the 
physique of the pupils. A recent circular of M. Sanger deals 
exhaustively with the subject, gives increased liberty to the peda
gogical councils in the matter of holidays and intervals between 
lessons, and recommends the organisation of games and other 
physical exercises, stricter attention to ventilation and other 
hygienic conditions, and the provision of meals for pupils at or 
under cost price. 

(4) We have lastly to consider the question of the relation of 
the secondary schools to the Universities on the one hand, and to 
the primary schools on the other. We have already referred 
incidentally to the first matter, viz_, the relation of. tltl! secondary 
schools to the universities; but the reader may here be remind~d 
that two questions are involverl in the discu .... on of this subject, 
viz.: (a) What kind of school shall prepare for the Univer.ity f 
and (b) How far shall the curriculum of the school be dctermined 
by the function thus imposed npon it! . 

(a) No subject is more keenly debated in Russia, and none 
arOUlleB more feeling, than the question whether admiasion to the 
Universities shall be open as heretofore only to those who have 
completed the course of the classical gymnasium, or shall btl 
granted with or without certain restrictions to the pupils of othe, 

~ types of school also. The cry for reform generally takes th" 
shape of a demand that those who have passed through the COUl"IIII 
of the real~chom shall have 8I'Cf'99 to the phy.rico-mathematica 
and mediool faculties of the Univ."."iti"", 89 weD as to the higber 
technical colleges. We have already seen that the great. if not the 
only, obltacle in the way of the realia~tion of this aim is the COIJ-
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Viction which hn.:1 hitherto obtained in official circles that elassienl 
st.udy is the one necessary formative influence which fita a man for 
higher scientific pursuits. So long os this principle continues to 
hold the field, the Russian Government is only a.cting logicaIl! 
in refusing to admit to the State Universities any who do not hold 
a certificate testifying to their having completed a full course ot 
classical study. If, on the other hand, this principle is given uji 
by lhe Government, the inevitable eonsequence will be that, while a 
dassical training may still be considered indispensable for those whO 
intend to pursue their studies in the faculties of history and philologY' 
or of law, it will no longer be required in the cn.:se of those who 
wish to devote themselves to the physical sciences or mathemati('s; 
Ilnd therefore access to the faculties concerned with these subjelltli 
will be p~nnitted to students who have completed the course of tilt! 
non-classical State schools. This was,. in fact, the gist of th~ 
proposals made by General Vannovski in 1901; but succeed;"11 
administrations have shown no disposition to make any similnt 
conllCssion to the wishes of the advocates of anon-classical education. 

(b) Supposing the question discussed in the PI'eceding paragraph 
to be decided either iu favour of allowing the gymnasium alonel 
or other types of school along with it, to prepare its pupils for tbl'! 
University, the further question still remains, How far shall thll 
requirements of the University be allowed to affect the curriculUII\ 
of the schools preparing for it? Hitherto the aim of the gymnasia 
has been legally defined to be two-fold, viz., to give a general educa
tion and to prepare its pupils for the University. But in practic\l 
the second aim has completely overshadowed the first, and tbili 
"ooms to have been the aim of the Katkovian circle from the first. 
The curriculum of the gymnasium has been framcd almost solely 
with a View to the requirements of those pupils who were proceeding 
to the University, and with very little regard to the interests .II 
those who might wish to find in its course a complete and adequate 
intellectual training for the duties of life. NeverthelesS, the 
tI-.'nd of opinion during the last generation has been very distinctly 
in lhe direction of making general culture the controlling aim 01 
tho seeondary Mchool, leaving preparation for places of higher 
learning to O('cupy a subordinate place: and there are not wantinlt 
U,ose in Russia who would heartily subscribe to the opinion of tho 
American Connnitt<>e of Ten (Pl'. UO, 51 of their Rllport) lhai 
" A soconuary school programme intended for national use must 
be made for those children whose education is not to be pursued. 
beyond tho secondary school. The preparation of 1\ few pupils 
for college or scientific school should be the incidental and not 
tho principal object." This is, for instance, precisely tho view 
expressed by the Mo..cow Pedagogical Society in the report from' 
which we ha\'"e already quoted several times: "1'e most concern 
ourselves with what is nec.essary for general education, and not 
with what is required for the speciul aims of 1\ particular mstitutioll. 
If these institutions require anyehing of such a kind that it does 
not naturally ~ult from \ho ~ner&. e<i~c~ti.oI)·l'!lCcived in the 

• 
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lecondary 8chool, it is for them to look nftt'r their own interests. 
But for the secondary s~hool there is and must be only one interest 
-general education and the development of the man" (p. 37). 
The general adoption of the view of secondary education set forth 
in thia passage, and especially its recognition by the Government, 
would almost amount to an educational revolution at the present 
time; but it would nevertheless Dlark the culminating point in a 
long evolutionary process, the starting point of which wa~ the 
conception of national education as essentially a means of preparing 
officials for the service of the State. 

Of the relations between primary and secondary education 
something has already heen said in the preceding chapter. Here 
we need only note that many educational reformers would desire 
to see the organic relation which existed previously to the reig D 

of Nicholas I. between the two grades of schools restored by making 
the requirements for admission into the secondary school correspond 
to the curricnlum of the ordinary primary school, and by admitting 
iuto the lowest class of the former without examinatiou those who 
have completed the course of the latter. Some would go still 
further, and facilitate the passage of scholars from the t;rban Schools 
into the middle classes of the secondary schools by making the 
course of the Urban School equivalent to that of the lower cla88e8 
of schools of the grade above them. The p08Sibility of realising 
any such scheme of co·ordination between primary and secondary 
schools greatly depends upon the position which the classical 
languages are allowed to occupy in the latter; but if, 88 is now 
proposed, the commencement of Latin be deferred until the third 
class of the gymnasium, there would be little difficnlty in 80 widen· 
ing the course of the Urban School by the addition of optional 
subjects in its higher classes as to make it afford a complete ednca· 
tion of the higher primary or lower secondary type, wpile at the I 
same time serving as a preparatory school for the gymnasia or other i 
places of secondary instruction. The unsatisfactory character of' 
many of the private schools of the third grade, which at present 
prepare for the gymnasia, makes it especially desirable to bring 
the better types of primary school into close relation with the 
secondary school of general education. 

A word or two should here be added on the subject of private' 
schools of the secondary type. The right to open these IChools Uti 
at the present time pretty freely given, since the Government _ 
in them a valuable means of supplementing the State provision foil' 
secondary instmction. The movement for reform in their ~ 
expresses itself in a plea for more freedom in the framing of' 
cnmenla. At present, the programmes of instruction in private' 

_ schools have to be submitted to the Curator for approval, and 
once they are ap),roved IIf by him no deviation from them is peri. 
mitted in any particular. It is urged that some relaxatioD 
of these 'l'e8trictions upon initiative wonld react beneficially, 
0"" educational progress, since the private schools might then aerve . 
th~ purpose of pedagogical laboratories where experiments might .. ~ ~ 
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be tried. which, if found successful, might be adopted in 
the State schools. As it is, reform has to be based too 
much on purely theoretical considerations,. or at best, on the 
experience of foreign countries, not on practical experience gained 
from the working of Russian schools. Here, however, a difficulty 
arises from the fact that the best private schools enjoy" the rights 
of State schools," that is to say, that pupils completing their course 
in such private schools have precisely the same privileges with 
reference to admission to the universities, or the like, as those 
educated in secondary schools maintained by the State. It is 
inevitable that over schools enjoying these rights the State should 
claim to exercise precisely the same kind of control as over the 
State gymnasia, since only thus can it ensure that the amount and 
kind of knowledge entitling to the privileges in question are approxi
mately the same in each case. This difficulty, however, does not 
affect private schools which do not posseBB the rights of State 
sooools. In their case, it is maintained that thl! State might well 
leave the individual schools free to settle their curriculum without 
interference, resting content with the very adequate guarantees 
against the misuse of this freedom which a vigilant system of in
spection is able to afford. Judging from oommunications which 
have recently (1903) appeared in the publio Press, the Government 
is now on the eve of some such concession to private schools as that 
just indicated. 

VII.-PROJECTS OF REFORM--CONCLUSION. 

The forogoing account oC tho pl'olJlellls whicli now await seWe
ment in connection with sPAlondary education in Russia will 
have helped to place tho render in a position to understand the 
main features oC the projects for the reorganisation of the secondary 
schools which have been put forward in recent years. That some 
kind of refonn of the secondary system is needed is agreed on all 
han(ls; but as to the precise direction which reform should take and 
the extent to which it should be carried there is mucn difference of 
opinion. The more conservative school of reformers approach Ih 1 

question Crom the standpoint defined by Dogolepov in his circular 
convening the Commission of 1900, their aim being to remove such 
deCects as have been shown to exist in the present system whilst 
prl'Serving the svstem itself in all its essential features. They 
would, Cor example, maintain the dualism of the existing system. 
and would continue to reserve to the gymnasia the exclusive right 
of preparation for the Universities. But they would introduce 
better methods of teaching. improve the financial position of the 
teachers, transfer still further the centre of pvity in the teaching of • 
clBBBics from grammar to the study of authors andchelike. Others 
would go a step further, while still mainlBining ~~e ganen» character 
of both the existing types of sc~ool. In: additIOn to the reforml 
just mentione<l, they would reiluce the numb9r of hours devoted to 
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classics in the lower classes of the gymna.~ia, and would even delru' 
t.he cemmencement of Latin teaching to the third or even tbe 
foUrth class, Greek being begun at a still later stage. The advan· 
tages of such a scheme would be that it would not 'Only allow 01 
the strengthening of such subjects· as Russian, modern languages, 
and nature study in the lower classes, but would also permit the 
cw'Piculum of these classes in both types of secondary education 
to be made practically identical, and would thus much facilitate 
the passage of pupils from one kind of school to tbe other and 
defer specialisation of study for several years beyond the period 
&t which the final choice of school must now be made. A special 
form of this proposal aims at throwing together the real-scbool 
'Ind gymnasium into one institution, making their curricula 
identical in the lower classEl/!, and allowing specialisation on clas.qical 
or modern lines, say from tbe fourth class upwards. 

All these proposals for reform, much as they may differ from one 
!lnother in details, have one important feature in common, viz., 
they all aim at the preservation in some form or other of the existing 
dual organisation of secondary schools. In this respect they stand 
In sharp contrast to the scheme of secondary instruction advocat<>-d 

. by the adherents of the .. common school" (edinaia sUola), the 
fundamental principle of which is the abolition of the dual system 
and the establishment in its place of a single type of school the 
curriculum of which shall be in essentials the same for all who desire 
general, as distinct from technical or professional, education. This 
scheme is of course merely the logical application of the principle 
which we have observed to underlie so much of the educational 
thought of RU88ia, viz., that general education can be but one in 
respect of its content as well as of its final aim. And historically 
speaking, the .. common scho.ol .. is but the inevitable result of 
farrying out another tendency of Russian educational thought to 
its logical consequences, namely, the tendency to 'approximate 
~he curriculum of the gymnasium aud that of the real-school by 
broadening the basis of the former whilst making the latter more 
humanistic. 

Theoretically there is of course nothing to prevent a .. common 
school" being organised on a strictly classical basis, since it is 
p088ible to hold, as is in effect done by the ultra-classicists, that a 
scheme of secondary instruction which excludes the classics lacks 
the essential mark of a liberal education. As a. matter of fact, i 
however, the present-day advocates of the .. common, school" ill 
RU88ia are to be found almost to a man in the ranks of the anti· 
classicists. The scheme of the Moscow Pedagogical Society, whicb 
is based upon the principle of the" common school," excludes thes<i 
classicallangnages from the curriculum altogether. The proposed 
scheme of General Vannovski admitted them only as options' 
8ubjects. The cpmcululn of the latter proposal has already heea 
described on p. 158; it IIl&f be of interest to give here that of tha 
Moscow Society, for purposes of comparison . 

• 
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Classes I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. Total. 
Relilrion - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 16 
Russian 6 4 3 4 4 4 :; :; 35 
Psychology 2 2 
Mathematics 3 4 :; 4 5 3 3 3 30 
French 5 4 4 3 " 4 2 26 
German :; " 4 3 3 3 2 2 26 
Physics 3 3\5 {~} Chemistry 

::} l4 
2) 14 Natura! History 2 2 2 3 

Ooography 3 3 3) 
History 3 3 4 3 4 4 21 
Drawing - 2 2 2 \I 6 

It will be observed that while the advooates of the retention of the 
dual organisation of schools have somehow to solve the problem 
of what rights in respect of admission to the Universities are to be
long to each type of school, those who are in favour of the" com
mon school" would cut the Gordian knot by the proposal to admit 
to the higher places of learning all who had passed through the 
secondary school. The scheme of General· Vannovski, however, 
proposed to reserve the right of admission to the historieo-philo
logical faculties of the University to those who had elected to study 
classios in the higher classes of the secondary school and to those 
who, having studied LlLtin only at the secondary school, had also 
passed an examination in Greek. His scheme also provided for the 
division of the school course into two cycles of studies, one ending 
with the third class and forming a complete course in itself, the other 
extending from that class to the end of the £ull oourse, This 
arrangement of the curriculum, which is based on a principle most 
ably advocated by Professor Vmogradoff of Moscow,· was intended 
to provide a fairly all-round general education for the boy who waa 
oompelled for whatever reason to leave school at fourteen or fifteen 
without bmnding him as a neudachnik, or .. failure." .AIl we have 
already said, the fact that under the classical system no such honour
able door of exit can be provided midway through the school course 
constitutes one of the gravest objections to that system in the 
eyes of many Russian eduoationists. The" common" sohool with 

• As we have mentioned Professor Vinogmdofl's name in this connection. 
wo ought, perhaps, to explain that according to his view (as incidentally 
explained in his pamphlet entitled .. B",'ba %tJ shkolu .... SkandiMV8eom 
8...". "), the first eycl. 01 studies should end approximately at 16, that is, 
a ycar or two later than was proposed under th. Vannovski ocbeme. H. 
pointa out in support of this proposition (1) that boyhood ends and youth 
""gins about sixteon; (2) that th.lowor o,clo olstudi .. should afford adequate 
proptVation for the simpler prolessiooa; .... d (3) that it should last long enongb 
to allow 01 .. complete elementary oouroc 01 instruction being given in history 
and literature. Profcasor Vinogradoff, as the recognised expono.nt in Ruesia 
of tho principlo of tho U common 11 scbool, presided over a Sub~Commission • 
whioh WI>S appointed in oonnection with tbo fwhoUB BOiolepov Commiasioo 
of 1900, and whioh formulo.tod a BOhome for tlf,e organisation of a U oommoo. to 

..,bool oIl!"nerai eduoation. Th. proposals of this Snb-CQnunidon have no$ 
hoon published, hut are understood to baw bAd great inftnoooe upon the 
.. hame afterwards Adopted by General Vanoovski. 
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its two" cycles" of studies provides such a door of exit for those 
who can only complete the first cycle, whilst in the case of those 
who are proceeding further with their studies it delays specialisa
tion and the choice of career until the second cycle is beg)ln. 

Between the position of those who hold by the present dual 
organisation of secondary schools and limit their ideas of reform to 
a mere reorganisation of classical teaching in the gymnasia and the 
advocates of a non-classical" common school," there is of course 
room for many intermediate phases of opinion. We need only 
mention here the view which is held by a considerable number of 
people in Russia, that the salvation of secondary education is to be 
sought in a return to the Uvarovskian schools of the forties. That 
is to say, the present gymnasia should be replaced by schools with 
Latin only, or with Greek merely as an optional snbject. The 
prestige and repute which the Uvarovskian schools enjoy in the 
history of secondary education in Russia make this proposal un· 
doubtedly attractive to many minds. The compromise embodied 
in the Imperial Order of July 20th, 1902, in accordance with which, 
the system of secondary education is now being administered 
actually does place most ofthe gymnasia on an Uvarovskian basis; 
and the Imperial Order of March 15th, 1903, would appear to con
template a very general extension of the system of schools with 
Latin only. But side by side with schools teaching Latin only, 
or including Greek as an optional subject, a certain number of 
gymnasia are still retained with a fully classical curriculum; and 
the real-schools also remain as the representatives of a distinct type 
of secondsry instruction. Such an arraugement is far indeed from 
the principle of the" Common school," which ouly a few years ago 

"seemed on the verge of recognition as the basi~ of the State system 
~ondary education; none the less the adoption of such a com
promise by the Government implies the definite abandonment at 
least of the exclusively classical system which had held the field 
for more than thirty years. It is quite certain that no such com
promise will really satisfy either of the two extreme parties. The 
ciassicists will regard it as unsatisfactory from the point of view 
that the decay of the teaching of Greek would affect the scientific 
prosecution of studies, e.g., in the early history of Rnssia and the 
Russian Church, which depend upon a knowledge of that language. 
Their opponents, on the other hand, will hardly be placated by the 
sacrifice of one ouly of the languages the predominance of which in 
the school blocks the way in their opinion to any real measure of 
educational reform. But in any case a fair trial of the present com
promise cannot fail to yield experience which may_help materially 
towards a final settlement of current controversies. Meantime, the 

-proposed establishment of a new type of secondary schools with six 
classes would apIll'ar to lJ\l a very important step towards satisfying 
the needs of the numerous "spirants for secondary education, who 
now find tt.e course of the gymnasium or real school beyond their 
powers; and if, as may be presumed, the course of these lower 
secondary schools is ~ ,be entirely lion-classical, they will also 
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constitute a substantial concession to the demands of the advocates 
of a modem education. 

This review of the problems of secondary education in Russia 
has of necessity been largely concerned with the statement of can
Hicting opinions upon a subject in respect to which few definite 
conclusions have been reached and few leading principles can be 
said to be generally accepted. Secondary education is every
where passing through a period of transition. Old principles are 
being questioned, old beliefs shaken, old standards of judgment 
abandoned; and, as usually happens in such cases, the positive 
work of construction has hardly kept pace with the destructive 
work of criticism. Nowhere is the unsettlement of ideas in the 
domain of secondary education so marked as in Russia, which lacks 
the historic environment in whioh many hitherto accepted prin
ciples of education have been developed. The task of forecasting 
the future ·of Russian secondary education is rendered doubly 
difficult by the rapidity of social and economic change which is the 
most striking characteristic of the life of modern Russia. But if the 
writer may be allowed to hazard a personal opinion as to the pro
bable trend of events in the not-distant future, it certainly seems 
to him from all present indications that Russia, which in matters 
of education has so long been 90ntent to wait upon the Western 
world, is now on the way towards finding an independent national 
solution of the educational problem before her. Such a solution 
may not be immediately reached, and meantime an intermediate 
stage of uncertainty and experiment may have to be passed. It 
may well be that the result of this testing process will be to sift out 
the useful grain from the mere chaff of theory and precedent and 
to leave Russia in possession of a system of education more precisely 
suited to her national needs than she has ever yet possessed. As 
ProfessoF Vinogradoff finely says, using a metapbor which would 
appeal vividly to the imagination of his Russian readers: .. We are 
face to face, we may say, at this moment with a kind of debdcle 
(kdoklwd), in whieh the old order of things is being broken up and 
swept away; but therewith the way is being cleared for the free 
movement of the stream. It is a difficult and a dangerous time; 
but we must remember that, without the breaking-up of the ice, in 
this northern clime of ours there is no spring." (Eor'ba za skkolu, 
ad {in.) 
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CHAP1'ER IV.-APPENDIX. 

NOTE ON 

SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR GIRLS. 

In view of the groat relative interest and importaoce of tho probleDU' 
affecting the oooondary ochools of general education for boya, tho foregoin, 
chapter h ... boen ontirely taken up with the discU88ion of thcoo problems te 
the exclusion of those which concern the general ociucation of girls. It" 
owing to no dispositioD to undorrate tho importance of girls' educa.tion in 
Rnssm that this couroe has boon followed. On the contrary, the interosl 
which attach .. to the subject has boen repeatedly dwolt upon in the prooedil1l' 
pages, and enough has boon &Bid in the nl'8t chapter to show how cl"""I, 
interwoven the movement in favour of girls' and womon's education ball 
alwl>ya boen with the gonoraJ aceial progress of RU88ia. The main Purpoo<l 
of thiB Report, however, is k) doscribe the actual conditions of education ill 
Ruosia at t4e preoent time: and it must be ooaeoded tha" however great 
""'y be the aceinl and hisk>ricaI interest which belongB to the eubjoot of girls' 
odUco.tiODJ the qUC8tiona whioh arise in connection with it at the ptteeent 
time are neither of such intrinsic importance nor of soch oontrovondal il:\tcreHt 
as those which concern the oooondary schools of general education for boya. 

This explanation of this difforonoe between boya' and girls' ochools lieo 
In the historical fact that the curricula of the latter IOprooent in the main 
th. educational id .... of the oixtieo, before the KatkoviaD doctrine of con· 
centration had prevailed over the oppeeing principleo of many.sided develop· 
ment and the balance of intellectual interest;". Girls' education W88 subject 
to non. of thooe disturbing inftueneeo which affected th. boyo' gymnasia 
and the reaJ-<lCbools in the 8Oventieo, and has emvooqnently developed stoBdily 
along th ... national Jines from which the claosieal movemont initiated by 
Count D. Tolatoi is no ... held by the majority of educated RU88ians to have 
constituted. departure. Moreover, the p1'OOO8ll of oentral .... tion by means 
of th. minute rogoIation of the details of instruction. which was charaeteriotic 
of the aame rolgime, has never been applied to girls' ochoo'" with anything 
like the same consistency as to those for boyo. Thno aU ~he main inlI_ 
which have made oooondary ed .... 1icm for hoya the oubjoet of ouch keen 
controvel'8y in ROIIia havo largely pasaed the girls' scboola by. Tho domand 
of the reform party in Rusaian education fOtr • wider bBOio of instruction, 
more freedom of initiative, and greater recognition of the modern elemen'" 
in education ill one which has "It,aya been very much more completely SBtisfwd 
in girls' oooondary aehools than in those for bo,.. 

But though the problema affeeting girls' education are neither 80 urgent 
nor 80 fundamental as thooe which roIste to oocondary education for boya, 
the.., have boon of late many signa that ineroased interest is being taken in 
the former, both in official cireles and in general oociety. This interest has 
been mnch stimnlsted by the roeent publieation of severe! books dealing with 
the subjeet among which ohould be specially mentioned the ."Of,IJen~ 
k History of tho Education of Women and Girls in ROIIia H of Milo LikhacbeTa. 
The roeent opening of Higher Women'. Coo..- in Moacow and Od_ has 
... b:.d the effect of diroeting at.teotion k> the ... hole problem of lemaJe 
education. • 

No detAiled disc .... itn of the qi""tiOllll affoeling girls' ed .... tion wiD be 
.. U~mpled here ... So far .. th_ questions relale to mattero of curriculum 
and internal _t, ...... y of them ...... cl ... ly aJlied to the probWma 
already dioeusoed in the foregoing chapter, Po< example, the plea for • 
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1Iider ~ of the uatioaal eIeoaal& in ed .... tioa (especially RIIIlBian 
literalme and hiato<y). for .. larger pJaee 10 be _gned in the curriculum to 
IICiemi6c _ing (""P'Jcia.Uy on __ lore a.od hygieDe). for impronod 
methods of _ing foreign Jaosuagoea, f .. ""'_ Raining in the """'1& of 
philosophy a.od logie, and the like, ia just; .... "fa!id in reJa.tioa to p' ..,hOOIa 
.. to boya'. Again, all q .... tioaa of reward a.od pqniabm .... have a opeciaJ 
in_ for ""'"" _",m>d in [!iris' ed ..... tioa.. The mark Ayatom is criticioed 
very 8Uongl y in ita application to sirfB' .. boola; a.od some girls' achooIa 
(<.g~ ""'* of. Mme. Stoionin in SL Pelerllbarg) ha ... carried ool the principles 
adrocakYI hy the "1"",,,00 .. ,hoo! of ed_tioaio1s hy abolishiDg 18_ 
and pooiRlmumlli a1to@eober. 

ODe Ieudeacy, ho..o..,... which ia _bIe in the _l hiatory of. girls' 
ed ..... tion _ for .pod,,1 ootiee--D."'I8iy, the _* for iDcrMoing tho 
inII_ of womea 00 the _,hing and ......... ~ otafJil of p' schools. We 
haft .:<pIained in the oooond ebaptor the priDeip'" of d ..... control in R ... iaa 
sirfB' ocIlooIo. by whicll the ad...-u... a.od ed_tioaaI oido8 of the oehooIa' 
..nt are ~y oupoc ,ioed hy ........ while the """'lion of the dilecto_ 
is __ or Ie", ",,06Ded 10 ..... ttoos of diacipline a.od moral kaining. ID the 
.,..., of the sirfB' gym ....... UDder the Ministoy of Public lDotmetioo, the 
PedagosicaI CounciJ is aetu."\J1v presided 0_ hy the JoeaI Direelor of tho boya' 
gy:nmasima.. who lW\y pB'iLly hAft little or DO interest or e1pctieaee ia the 
opociaI problema of sirfB' ed"""tiooL OoIy in the W_ .. Ed_tional Dis
triel are opociaI Direeton appoinlod to the charge of the girls' .. hoola UDder 
ohia Miniotry. Again, the bwching .. II of the opp>r eIaaaoa is ...... Iargoly 
oompoaed of....... Until recently, in fact. the sirfB' aehooIo of the Miniotry of 
Pllblie IDIItrDetioa ..... _ pormitlod to employ __ """'hen in the 
higher -. whiIo they ...,.., /reqDODtly DUbie to ohlain the __ of 
the _ male """'bon, owing to the fact _ the BBI&riee paid -. •• " rule, 
10_ in girIa' oehooIo ohao in ""'"" f .... boya. B<nnmIr, by aD imperiAl Order 
of the 29th Septemher, 1901, the _try obtained the righl to admit .t i&s 
0_ dioerotioa __ boIding "diploml> from the Higher Women'. ('0_ ... 

\I!<lehen in all 01 .. _ in their oebooIs, a.od ...... to allow _ who had them
ani... OOIIlplelod the """"'" of. .. _ary sirfB' ochooI to bwch foreign 
~ in_h oeJoooJa. The ~ of the IDatit1ltioaa of the t:mpn.. 
Maria bY _ .. _I' fcrther in _ling the right to Ie8eh in the upper 
c:Waes of. illl gymnao;& .-iohout further conditioDa to ""'"" who. after o~ 
the title of .. Dom...tic go_ • ha ... complolod .. __ of _y in 0<1Il

_ .... wiob the Higher WORlCIl'O eo...-. The further __ of. obia 
000_1 will ~y dopoud "poD the aomber of __ who are able to 
0 ..... _ odIlcatioa of the UDi_y typo. """ ohia will depoad in its ....... 
.... the _, to which opp..l1lllitioo of _y in ooomectioD. wiob H~ 
W .. ....,..'. Coorse& or otberwille &Ie multiplied in the mture. Bul """" ........ 
to he DO _ wby, .. the facilitioo for higher ed_tion for __ in_. 
JaaIo _ a.od inopeeton. .. -U ... --.. oboald BOt in the fa""" 
be Iaqr:ooiy oepIaood by .......... in girls' oehools. 

(The ......... bo ill acqll&inted with Russiaa will lind a further diocwsi.Ja 
of .rus 8ubjo<-t in all artiele by P. Zabolotski in the .• Ro.od>JidI s.u.Ia ,. for 
Febnoary, 191'1.) 
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CHAPTER V. 

'l'RE UNIVERSITY QUESTION. 

I.-SOME GENERAL CONDITIONS o. UNIVERSITY LIFE IN RUSSIA. 

The question of the reorganisation of the universities, which 
recent events in the history of higher education in RU88ia have 
rendered urgent, presents difficulties qnite as serious and perplexing 
as those connected with secondary instruction; but there are im
portant points of difference between the two cases. Whereas the 
problelnB of secondary education are mainly pedagogical, those 
which await solution in relation to the universities are primarily 
administrative, being concerned with questions of external organisa
tion and control, which, however, directly affect instruction at many 
points. 

Any reform of the existing university system must necessarily 
be based on a more or 1888 thorough revision or modification of the 
University Statute of 1884, the provisions of which have already 
been described in the Historical Sketch. This chapter will, con
sequently, be largely devoted to a discnssion of the points in which 
this Statute has led to unsatisfactory results, and therefore stands 
in need of amendment. But before entering on this discnssion, it 
will be well to follow the precedent set in the last two chapters, and 
to direct the reader's attention to certain genersl conditions of 
university life in Russia, which are by no means the product of any 
particular statute, but depend upon historical causes, and stand in 
intimate relation with the general social and political life of the 
country. 

The position of the Rumn universities is, in many respecta, 
unique in Europe, They are entirely the creation of the autocracy, 
which has been free from the first to impress its own stamp npon 
them, to mould them to its own purposes, to grant them a measure 
of autonomy or to withhold it from them at its own will, un
hampered by any previously existing traditions of academic freedom. 
Not ouly have they never known anything like the freedom from 
State interference enjoyed by our British universities alone among 
similar institutions in Europe; they are tbemselves an integral 
part of tbe State organisation. They have been bnilt, so to speak, 
into the structure of the huge edifice of bureaucracy by which the 
Ru88ian Empire is administered. From this point of view, each 
Ru88ian university is simply one subdivision of a great Department 
oT'State which acts as the organ of the autocratic power in its sell
assumed capacity as.ooucato'r of the nation. 

This is notwof course, the ~n1y point of view from which the 
work of the Ru88ian universities m~ be regarded_ However great 
may have been the share of the State in the establishment of placea 
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of higher learning, once they are called into existence, they are 
Bubject not only to the law of the State, but to those higher laws 
of intellectual development and social progress which the most 
Btrongly organised of States has only a limited power to control. 
The history of the Russian universities furnishes a Bufficiently 
Btriking example of the difficulty or impossibility of setting artificial 
bounds to organic intellectual growth. They' have served the 
purposes of the State, it is true, and, as we shall see immediately, 
they have done so with great efficiency; but they have also formed 
independent Bcientific traditions: they have become centres of 
social and intellectual infiuences acting independently.of the State : 
they have initiat.i great intellectual movements which have in the_ 
event reacted powerfully upon the policy of the State itself. This 
twofold aspect of the work of the Russian universities must never 
be left out of view. In origin, and to a large extent also in function, 
they are State institutions; but by the very law of their being they 
are Bomething more. They are, as has been well said, " organised 
Bocial forces," whose relative importance in a State where such 
organised social forces are few can hardly be overestimated. 

Nevertheless the State control of higher education is a factor 
of the very utmost significan~ even in the intellectual life of the 
universities. In the first place, it explains the predominance given 
in Russia to the conception of the university as a training place 
for future State officials. In a highly centralised Empire like 
Russia, where little scope is left for local self-government or volun
tary public service, the State req,nires an enormous number of 
educated persons for the purposes of administration; and these 
it i. one of the chief functions of the universities to supply. In 
order to ensure that its officials shall possess the education requisite 
for the intelligent performance of their duties, a diploma from a 
university, or other place of higher learning recoguised as equivalent, 
is made a necessary qualification for every responsible post in the 
public service. The effect of this is to crowd the universities with 
future candidates for employment by the State, since only a privi
leged few are able to choose the easier mode of a0C888 to the public 
service offered by the special aristocratic schools. A similar 
influence is exerted by the provision which opens the doors of the 
learned professions ouly to those who have obtained a diploma in 
the corresponding faoulty. The inevitable tendency of such 
arrangements must be to obscure more or less the significance of 
the universities as places for the pursuit of learning for its own 
sake. We do not, of course, mean to assert that purely scientific 
ideals do not appeal strongly to a large numher of Russian students, 
for such an assertion would he belied by a whole series of actual and 
historical facts. But it is an inevitable consequence of the close 
connection of the university diploma with. the student's future 
career that the material and practi~ advantages of 'education 
should bulk largely in the eyes of the'lnajority of univusity students. 
This fact has exercised a de~ng infiuence on the history and 
charaoter o~ ~h\! RU88ian universities. Great &8 have been the 
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services rendered by tbe nniversities of Russia to the advance of 
scbolarship and science, the servir.es they have rendered to the 
Rnssian people in raising the level of education among its official 
and professional classes have been immeasurably greater; and it 
is therefore the latter merit even more than tho former which 
constitutes their special historical claim to distinction. 

The distinction made between the diploma and the degree stands 
in intimate relation to this twofold function of the university as a 
training place for the official and professional classes on the ono 
hand, and as a nursery of pure learning on the other. The English 
reader should here be reminded that the terms .. diploma " and 
.. degree," as used in the Ruasian universities, -do not bear the 
meaning which attaches to them in England or in Germany. The 
diploma of the" first" and" second grade" may be equated with 
our Honours and Pass Degree respectively: to the Russian" learned 
degrees" of magister and doctor we have no preciae eqnivalent, 
as they represent a level of intellectual attainment much higher 
than is required for the degrees bearing the corresponding names 
at any of our British universities. Learned degrees are sought 
by comparatively few of the students attending the RU88ian 
universities; broadly speaking, only by those who are looking 
forward to a career of study or to occupying teaching posts in 
the universities orotherpIaces of higher learning : the great majority 
are satisfied with the diploma which opens the doors of the public 
service and the professions. It is important to hear this distinction 
in mind, because it explains why the State, especially in reecn t 
years, has maintained so strict a control over the diploma examina
~on, while it has heen content onder every revision of the University 
Statute to leave learned degrees to the decision of the facu1ties 
themselves. All university education in Russia is regarded as a 
function of the State; but the interests of the State being more 
widely involved in the diploma examination than in the examina
tions for degrees, the inducement to exerciae direct control over 
the former is correspondingly greater. . . 

The -State origin and bureaucratic character of the R ..... ian 
universities go far to explain another distinctive feature of the 
university system-namely, its lack of corporate life. The students 
of a Russian university are conceived by the legislature as indi
vidual units for whom the State provides higher instruction. 

he professo18 are State officials whose function it is to impart 
tion on a given subject. The idea of the university as a 

corpo . on within the State uniting teache18 and taught by meall8 
of seien interests common to both is absent. The idea of the 
students 88' forming "y themselves a corporate body is not only 
fp""ign to the whole Spirit of R1l88ian legislstion, but is expressly 
guarded ~inst by the univemity regn1ations. The idea of the 
professorial body a: a colJlO'ition with common interests is not 
entirely ahoe"., but it is not strongly developed, and the history 
~f the !sst twenty yeam bas tended _eaken rather than strengthen 
It. We must guard ourselves here against misapprehensiop by 
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saying that an unrecognised, extra-~cademical corporate life does 
exist among the students, and of this we shall have much to say 
later on. For the present we are considering only those features 
of the university system which are normal expressions of academic 
life. 

Another general characteristic of the Russian university system 
which it is important to bear in mind is the social stat'Ull of the 
students. In this respect the Russian universities present a striking 
contrast to those of our own country which draw their students 
mainly from the aristocratic and well-to-do classes. '. The great 
families of Russia do not, as a rule, send their sons to the universities. 
preferring to have them educated at select aristocratic schools, such 
as the Alexander Lyceum, the School of Law, or the Corps de Pagp,s. 
The universities have, therefore, never had any such share in the 
training of the ruling caste as has fallen to the lot of Oxford and 
Cambridge in this country. There have, of course, been very 
brilliant examples of men of university training who have held the 
highest offices uuder the Crown; notable instances in recent times 
have been M. Witte, formorly Minister of Finance, and M. Plehve, 
the late Minister of the Interior. But, speaking broadly, the 
function of the universities has rather been to supply the State 
with administrators of a lower rank, and also to form a recruit
ing ground for the learned professions. Social reasons therefore, 
as the term is understood in reference to our older uninrsities, 
play no part whatever in attracting students to the Russian 
universiti~s, which are, on the other hand, crowded with young men 
belonging to a class which in England (whatever may be said of 
Wales and Scotland) does not usually seek university education at 
all. The advantages directly or indirectly dependent on the posses
.ion of a university education in Russia are so great as to make it an 
object of ambition to numbers of young men who are qnite unable, 
"ithout assistance from some outside source, even to pay the com
paratively low fees charged at the Russian universities. Many eke 
out their resources by coaching; others depend on bursaries given 
by the State or public bodies, or founded by private benevolence: 
others re"eivo grants from the societies for assisting poor student. 
which exist in eonncrtion with ewry university. Finally, the clute 
and co-operative societies formed by the students thelllBClves, c.g., 
for providing meals at cost price, serve in many cases to lessen 
considerably the cost of living to individual students. 

Enquiries instituted some twenty-five years ago by M. N. Ch. 
Bunge, then rector of the Kiev university, and afterwards Minister 
of Finance, pointed to the conclnsion that some sixty per cent. of 
the whole number of university students at that time depended on 
some kind of outsido assistance for the means of prosecuting th<;jr. 
studies; and this must be regarded 'IS an extremely moderate 
e.:timate. Of these a certain number were Iiving'in extreme poverty, 
Without even the money to buy necdsary book.,., or ...uncient food 
to maintain them in good bodil,y health. Instances were found in 
which students spent only three to five farthings a day on food. 
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This was the class of students of whom Count D. A. Tolstoi spoke in 
1880 as .. leading a roving kind of existence, making a shift to live 
from day to day," and with reference to whom he said tbat .. left to 
themselves without moral supervisiouof auy kind, they live, heaven 
knows how, associate with heaven knows whom, and frequently 
form centres of discontent and exasperation, which give occasion 
of trouble to tbe Government and society." In spite of the steps 
taken by the Government during the reign of Alexander III. to close 
the gymnasia (from which the students at the universities are 
almost exclusively drawn) to certain classes of tbe population, tbe 
state of tbings described by M. Bunge and Count Tolstoi remains 
substantially unchanged at tbe present time; while the raising in 
1887 of the fees payable by each student to the university has not 
reduced the numbers of the poorest cl888 of students, tbough it has 
added considerably to their difficulties. It is important to add that 
the universities (in contradistinction to the special aristocratic 
schools), are all non-residential. The students, as a rule, live in 
lodgings chosen by themselves, though recently a special effort has 
been made by the State, as we have noted in the first chapter, 
to provide hostel accommodation in connection with each of the 
universities, where students can live a nonna! life in common under 
the supervision of the authorities. . 

From the intellectual point of view, an important difference 
between Rusaian and English universities arises from the great 
uniformity in the previous training which Rusaian stndents have 
undergone before admission to the nniversity. Whereas at an 
English university it is a matter of indifference what school a 
candidate for matriculation has attended, or whether he has attended 
any at all, provi fed he can p888 the entrance examination, every 
university student in Rusaia must (with very few exceptions) have 
p888ed through the course of the classieal gymnasium. The reserva
tion of this monopoly to the gymnasia has, and cannot but have, 
important effects on the intellectual life of the Ruseian universities. 
On the one hand, it produces a considerable evenl1e8ll of attain
ment and capacity, a large area of common intellectual ground 
among the stndents; their general intellectual average may not be· 
higher than that of English undergraduates, but the differences 
they exhibit in tastes, interests and ideals are lesa wide, and there are" 
certainly, fewer students at RD88ian than at British universities who 
are hopelessly incapable of profiting by a university course. 011 
the other hand, the closing of the doors of the university to all MV., 

those whose secondary education has heen of a particular type 
throws an enormous weight of responsibility on the secondary 
school aelected for the privileged position; and any defects under 
which this school sollers in respect of organisation, teaching o~ , 

'g;oneral influence cannot but aeriously affect the universities, and 
'throngh them the JVhole idteIlectnaI life of the country. 

Finally, it should be notedtb'tt the RU88ian universities, with the -
exception ofborpat, have no fac4lties of theology, and that they have 
no faculties in the applied scienllfs; except in tbe case of medicine. 
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Hence, there are at most of the universities no students who IlIe 
being educated either for the Christian ministry or for the technical 
professions. The preparation of candidates for Holy Orders is 
und~rtalren in Orthodox Rusaia exclusively by the theological 
selllJ.IW.ries and academies. Higher technical instruction of various 
k~~ ~ given by the special technical colleges attached to different 
IIlllUStries. It would be interesting to discuss how far the absence 
~f these two classes of studente from the universities deprives the 
life of the latter of valuable elements of intellectual infiuence, and, in 
particular, how far the separation of future members of the clerical 
~rofe8Sion from their fellows during the formative period of their 
lives affects the general intellectual outlook of the clergy themselves, 
and their relations with educated laymen in after life. Here we 
~lUst be content to note the fact of their absence as one of very con. 
slderable importance in its bearing upon the BOciallife of Russia .• 

II.-WORKING 011' THE UNIVERSITY STATUTE 011' 1884. 

Such are 80me of the general conditions of Russian university 
life which it is important to bear in mind in considering the effect 
of the modifications which were introduced into the university 
system by the Statute of 1884. We have already described fully 

. the provisions of this Statute and need not here recapitulate them 
in detail. Briefly speaking, its objects were to increase to the 
utmost the control of the State over both the instruction and the 
administration; to sweep away all elements of self-government 
which had previously existed, and thereby to reduce greatly the 
significance of the professorial body in its corporate capacity: and 
to accentuate the position of the students as a mere collection of 
individuala attending the university for purposes of study. The 
Statute aimed at accomplishing these objects (a) by taking adminis. 
tration and discipline out of the hands of the university council 
and placing both in the hands of persons appointed ad hoc and 
d~ctly responsible to the State; (b) by taking. the ultimat.: co~~l 
of IDstruction out of the hands of the faculties and placing It m 
the hands of State-appointed examining commissions to whose 
syllabuses of examination requirements the schemes of study 
drawn up by the faculties had to be adjusted; (0) by taking the 
appointment of professors and other university officers out of the 
hands of the university councils and entrusting it to the Ministry 
of Public Instruction. 

• Tho a'-n .. of fsoulti .. of theology in tho RnBSian Uniwnriti .. is dua 
to tho hi.torioal fact that tho foundation of Thaologioal Aoademi .. procoded 
the OBtabliBhment of uniwrsitiea. Th. abean.. of faculties of &pplied 
soion ... is on tho oont.-ary duo to tho deliberate policy of tho Governmont. • 
whieh. after trying the experimont of estab~ ehaip in I.lleoe ooienoea .. , 
the universities (e.g., uniwrsity professotthipo in agrionlturaJ soion .......... 
... tablislred by Uvarov~ finally adopt.d tho principle of moervtbg tho uni ....... 
siti .. for the study of pure .. i.n ........ hilst providing for higher instruction in 
the applied soion_ in special institutions. 
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The Statute of 1884 left the legal status of the studenta un· 
changed, but ita effect was to isolate them from the professorial 
staff, and to subject them to a strict system of bureaucratio control 
exercised over them by special university officers (inspectors, sub· 
inspectors and the so-called pedelia) and also by the ordinary 
police. The regulations issued in accordance with the Statute 
emphasised still further their position . as individuals without 
corporate rights. 

Let us now consider how the Statute of 1884 has actually worked 
during the nineteen or twenty years which have elapsed since ita 
introduction. In doing so, it will be convenient to distinguish 
between instruction and administration. 

I. EFFECT OF THE STATUTE UPON INSTRUCTION. 

Generally speaking, the effect of the Statute upon instruction 
has been smaller than might have been anticipated. The transfer 
of the control of instruction from the faculties to the State 
commjllSions did undoubtedly affect very seriously the scope 
and content of the instruction, though mainly, as we shall see, 
in the direction of leas specialisation and greater superficiality; 
and the State also obtained the power to influence the spirit of 
university teaching by retaining the appointment of profeBBors 
in ita own handa. But the interference of the State with instruc
tion was limited by circumstances not wholly within ita power 
to control. The main reason for this is found in the fact that 
there is not in RUBBia a large choice of persons competent to 611 
teaching posta in the universities. 

No provision of the Statute of 1884 was subjected to so much 
adverse criticism during the discussions which preceded its con
firmation by the Emperor as the proposal to entrust the appoint
ment of professors to the Minister. It was pointed out (e.g., by 
the St. Petersburg University Council) that a Minister could hardly 
be abreast of scientific knowledge in each subject concerned, and 
in that case everything would depend on the particular view· 
which might be presented to him, sometimes by interested parties ; 
that the traditional system of election by the Councils offered 
guarantees, such as no alternative method could poBBeBB, that the 
persons appointed were men of the highest qualifications for their 
particuW posta; and that it was in the last reeort solely due to the 
elective principle that students were able to look upon every word 
of the profeaaor as the expression of his gennine conviction a~ 
independent judgment. It must be admitted, however, that thll 
apprehensions implied in these criticisms, howt"Ver well founded 

.in principle, could ouly be realised under conditions which did 
not as a matter of fact }I1evail in RUBBia. The event baa ShoWII 

that, m view of tile amall number of persons available for PI'Q> 
feaaorial poeM in RUBBia, it ~kes very little difference in practi<» 
whether the appointment to such poste is made by the univenri7 
councils or by the ~inister. Little or no change- therefore in'> 
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place in the teaching perSqnM on the introduction of the new 
Statute, and such change 88 has since taken place h88 been 110 

gradual 88 not to involve any violent breach with the traditions of 
the professorial bodies. For the ssme re&IIOn, the composition of 
the State examining commissions has been almost entirely academic: 
in practice they have consisted of profe&80m with a State.appointed 
functionary from outside acting as president. The effect of this 
baa been that professom do 88 a matter of fact examine upon their 
own COUlBe& almost to the ssme extent 88 under the Statute of 
1863; and therefore the "divorce of. examinations from current 
instruction," which W88 announced 88 lIne of the main objects of 
tbe existing Statute, h88 been only imperfectly attained. Even 
with respect to smaller details of the organisation of instruction 
the armngements made by the Statute of 1884 have either been 
observed in a merely formal manner or have been replaced by 
armngements approximating to those previously existing. The 
provision which made the" counting of half.yearly terms " (zaclaety 
polugodii), dependent on the student's attendance at lecturee, 

. examinations, and practical work has been reduced more and more 
to a formality; the half.yearly terms have been replaced Bince 
1890 by yearly terms or sessions, and the intermediate facnlty 
examinations, which were at first held only at the end of a student's 
second year, have now become annual (except that no examination 
is held in the third year of the course). Thus for all practical 
purposes the former system of yearly examinations held by the 
faculties has been resumed, the only difference being that these 
examinations do not count towards the univemity diploma, but 
are mere sessional tests corresponding to the college examina
tions of Oxford, Cambridge, and some of our provincial 
univemities. 

Another provision of the Statute of 1884, the intention of which 
was proclaimed to be not to limit freedom but to enlarge it, h88 also 
proved abortive in practice. We mean the recognition of the 
German principle of Lem/reiAeit in the Russian universities, to the 
extent of granting to the studenta the right to attend lecturee in 
other faculties than their own, and to obtain the sanotion of the 
Dean of their Faculty to deviations from the obligatory acbeme 
of studies framed by the faculties and confirmed by the Minister. 
The former liberty has been used only to a slight extent, since to 
the majority of RUB8ian students the extra fees which must be paid 
for attendiog lectures outside their o'l"ll faculty prove prohibitive. 
The latter has not been used at all; in practice, deviations from the 
obligatory schemes are neither aaked for nor ssnctioned. 

So far 88 they have already been described, the effects of the 
Statute of 1884 upon instruction may appear to have been almoai
entirely negative. It baa, however, alae had l',!l8itive res"lts of a 
decided kind. We may sum up the ~tive efi~ of the Statute 
upon instruction and the criticisms to wbich they ha'\>e given rise 
under three heads. ' 

In the first p'lace, thll faculties are no longer at liberty to frame 
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their cOurses of lectures in accordance with their own views of the 
requirements of the students, but must he guided by the State 
programs of instruotion whioh are ieaued from the Minister's bureau 
in St. Petersburg and are common to all the universities in the 
Empire. The e£!eot of this arrangement is to " normalise .. univN"' 
sity teaching, that is, to make it conform to a given pattern, to an 
extent for whioh there is no parallel elaewhere in Europe. It i8 
oomplained that thilleaves no room for individuality of teaohing : 
that it confines professors of European renown to the beaten paths 
of the commonplace and the elementary, thua causing a waste 01 
ener€y without any compensating advantage; and that it makes 
it difficult for university teaching to keep pace with the advance 
of science. It is ourioua to recall, in connection with thie point, 
that one of the main grounds alleged in juatification of the mnaler 
of the control of instruction from the faculties to the State was 
that the former system discouraged individuality on the part of the 
students, by binding them down to a course of study framed by 
the faculty on identical lines for all the students concerned. Hence 
the proposal to correct this defect by connecting a certain measure 
of Lem/reiheil. with the system by which the organisation of in· 
struction was undertaken by the State. We have already seen 
that any real choice of studips, such as was advocated in the seven· 
tieR hy the critics of the Statute of 1863, does not exist in practice; 
and we are therefore left· with this positive result, that the oourseB 
of s,";Qdy framed by the educational authorities are as binding 
on tie individual student as ever, while the ultimate control of 
the scope and content of university teaching is decided by a 1l0D. 
academic, mstead of an academio, body .• 

• ~ inherent <!iffim;dtiea of a system 1ID<Wr which Univenrity profoeoor. 
are subJect to the dictation of a non·academic body not neceaoarily compoocd 
of y. roona of high acieotific standing are well brought oot in UI _cle by 
Pro'....,r Budde on the Univeroity question. S~kingof the heart oearchinga 
"'!rich the Univeroity Statute of 1884 caused to prof"""" .. from thio point of 
VJe'W. he aaya:-

.. It ... ao na~ to 8U~ that the framing of programo of Univenrity' 
I_ even m general outline WM the proper work of doctoro of varian. 
brancheo of learning of similar otending to the Univeroity prof_ Bul> 
none of UI could take our stand on thio hypotbeo;". trio .... in the lint place. ~ 
University prof ........ no Doctor in any branch of Scienoe. no tnIe IObolar will 
ventoue to recommend his owo program for the guidance and edifiealion of 
prof....,ro who .... of equal otending with himoclf. and may often he mo .. 
worthy repn_ntativeo of higher learning thua he is ; and, in the oeecmd pi .... ,;, 
the coutent of the aetua1 programo (which .... even now [1001] in .... &~ the 
Univeroity) left no doubt in our minds that they could not he the .ork of •. 
~ body. triooe they do not reftect the aetuaI condition of knowledge '" 
~ time "! their compooition, nor do they contain any general leading acieol ifie 
idaa runmng tbroogh a aeries of di""""""'" ... d individual poin"'; ..,... 

-&IalIy. the "boeooe in the program of the pbilooophi •• 1emont in every ..... 
i- of ato.dy - ocriooa dooob ... in the miDda of th_ who have to earrr 
them 00' ... to their"'Buitability for Univeroity"... Beoideo "II this t.beIe 
.... in BWBia .. few __ of ~ I"8.Ilk of doctor that il would he bard to 
lind 1ID&ttached peracno not oecupying nniveroity chai ... hooc _boo 
komvledgoo b.... reached "po;ot from wb;eh widor borizono .... no 1oDJ!er vioibJo 
aDd from .hida their portM:uk.< ac'.en"" may he 8MIed '" .. dead ...... of . - , 
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In .tbe second place, it is contended that. the system of direo~ 
State control has led to a lowering of academio ideals. The goal 
now placed before the student is the mere satisfying of examina· 
tion requiremen1B, not the pursuit of learning for i1B own sake, 
The professors, on tbe other hand, are reduced to tbe position 
of civil servan1B fulfilling a particular duty to the State whioh 
has appointed them. It is maintained that this not only diminjshes 
the moral influence of the professors, and undermines their scientifio 
authority, but is wholly incompatible with the very idea of a 
uuiversity. For it is of the essence of a university, as distinguished 
from a mere training college or a higher teohnical school, that it 
shall encourage independent thought and work, shsll give sCope 
to original enquiry and research. This element in university 
work is not adequately recognised under present conditions. It 
is true that the Statute requires as a condition preoeden~ to ad· 
mission to the State examination that each student shsll present 
a satisfactory thesis written during the last year and a half of 
his university course, on a subject approved by his Faculty, and 
fslling within the scope of the examination re'luiremen1B; and 
that a second thesis is made a necessary condition of obtaining 
the diplQma of the first grade. It is also true that special stress 
is laid by the Statute upon practical work done during the course. 
But these things have, in actual practice, comparatively littlt\ 
influence in determiniug a student's place: the centre of gravity 
still falls upon the oral and written examination. Moreover. 
the enormous importance attached to a single examination, viz,., 
the State examination at the end of the university course. not 
only tends to kill all scientific interest on the part of the students. 
and to discourage independent work. but makes the examination 
itself a mere test of memory. or nerves, or adroitness in answering. 
The .. divorce of examinations from current instruction" may. 
Or may not, be a defeUSlble academio ideal; it is. at any rate. 
Clertain that the whole trend of English educational thought is 
towards the opposite conclusion, viz., that examinations are 
defensible only so loug as they are tIIlC divorced from current instruc
tion, and the practice of Russia in the domain of secondary in. 
struction is based on preoisely the same .,principle. Be that as 
it may, any system under which a student's fate is decided, a1mOB~ 
exclusively, by one examination held at the end of his course 
is clearly open to all those grave objections which led the authorities 
of the University of Cambridge during the eighties to modify 
their scheme of examinations in precisely the contrary sense to the 
principles which guided the authors of the Russian Statute of 1884, . 
. Thirdly. the present system has very greatly contributed, as we 

knowledge oapable of being confined within the Idzio~ Iimila of a program, ami • 
of remo;n;ng within those Iimila without mo_~ for a period of __ 
,...... . . . • It is obvious that auoh p,rograms • • , • ," OOD~ Prore-ra 
in~ oimple te&oher8, oorryiDg out programs lmpoaed from abo. amd ftlmaiD. 
iDs unchanged in opila of the progroao of 1Ili ....... n . (" Rwa'" BIY>oI4," Sep'- 1901, pp. Ill, 112.) 
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have already indicated, to give to university teaching a super
ficial and encyclopredic character, which is deplored hy many of 
those most competent to judge as being highly detrimental to the 
interesta of RUBBian learning. The gist of the indictment bronght 
ag";IIRt the antonomous regime prevailing under the Statute of 
1863 was that the organisation of instruction by the Faculties 
led to too great specialisation. It was maintained that the interest 
of particular professors in some special branch of study or research 
caused disproportionate emphasis to be laid on certain subjects 
of the curriculum to the detriment of others of equal scientific 
importance; and that the ouly way to remedy this defect, and to 
ensure that all subjects should be tanght .. in their full range," 
was to deprive the profeasorial body of the right to determine the 
scope of the knowledge required from candidates for a university 
diploma. Whatever justification there may have been for the 
criticisms directed against the teaching of the universities under 
the former regime, it is certain that the tendency under the Statute 
of 1884 has been to develop defects of a precisely opposite character. 
We hear no more complaints of excessive specialisation; what is 
alleged, and without serious contradiction, against the present 
system is that the effort to include in the instruction eve.ry detail 
that may be asked for by the examining authority neceasarily 
leads to mere superficial cram without thorough mastery of any 
hranch of the subjects studied, and that this deprives university 
studies of all their value as an intellectual and moral diecipline. 
M. Cyril Yanovaki puts this point strongly in a passage occurring' 
in his .. Thonghts on Education and Teaching." (SPB., 1900.~ 
He says; . 

.. Every scientific troth ..... be considered the intellectual poooeai ... of • 
man only when it has been ooDBCioos1y. \boroughly .Dd profOl1DdJy _mi. 
leted. The superfioiaJ aoquiBition of this or \hat scientific troth eanno& be 
considered of any use; rather is it JmrUul. beea ..... in failing to aooustonl 
its recipient to serious intelloctuaJ labour it develope in him .hello ........ aDd 

. levity of obaracter. cx_ve seU-cmu:eit aDd empty n.nity. Unfortmlately. 
our places of higher educatioo for tbe moet part turn out young ""'" not cIia
tinguished b) profound knowledge of the oubjecte they heve ot.udied there. 
Seldom do they show any love for their ot.udiee; aDd .till more seldom do 
they continue \hem aftsr leaving their Alma Mater. Our universities aDd 
other places of higher instmction very frequently find difficnJty in obtaining 
persona competent to fiD vacant chain, beeaose tbe pr"'-'rs who hay. 
oocupied \hose chairs, sometinJee for wenty yean or more, have not been .. ble 
during \his long period of time to train up .. orthy m_ to tbemselv ...... 

The whole blame, howaver, for the encyclopmdic character aI. 
RUBBian university teaching most not be laid upon the require
ments of the State naminations; some share of it must also he 
bome by the faculties themselves, who in drawing up their schemes' 
of studies show a strong tendency to travel outside the limit of 
WLat is either necessary or practicable. The lately appointed 
profeasor of Jurispmdenoe Oat Oxford, Dr. Paul Vinogradoft, has a 
passage in .., article publisked In the Ve.tnil: EfJf"qpy (October 
19(1), which bears on this point and is doubtl_ baaed on the. 
writer's own experieuee .. a professOr at 1l0ec0w. . 
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• Faculty meetinga for the drawing up of schem .. of .tudies are of a peonliar. 
oharaat8r-U is aa tbough they were preparing for a loug journey, and were 
packing their truuk with everythiug which could ever under any cironm· 
etan ... be needed! Of course the young student of let·ters must attend 
Ieatcrea in hiatory, Russian and general, and in the history of literature, 
Russian and generaL But for a student in the historico-philological faculty 
a considerable acquaintance with the classical languages i8 .... ntial-h. 
must therefore devote attention to the classics. He must have a thorough 
philoscphical training-that means 80 many hours assigned to philosophy, 
and the history of philoscphy. From the methodological point of view it 
is important that everyone should make the aaqaaintanoo of the moot BCienti· 
fia of the saiences:n this department of learning, comparative philology. But 
itwodldiU beaomeaRussianscholar to remain unfamiliar with the Slavonic 
world; he must attend a course in Slavonic Grammar and Slavonic knowledge. 
Apart from the natural desire of every profe .. or to defend the interests of hia 
own au bjeat, other considerations come into play. Some reopected Emeritus 
ProfOBBOr remembers very well what a beneficial influenoo upon hi. own 
dewlopmont was exercised by the study of lOme related anbj.at or other, 
or by attendanoo at the lectures of lOme teacher fa",ona in the hiatory of the 
RU88ian universities. This will be a 1teighty argument for the inclusion 
of the subjoat in question on the list of those which are obligatory. And in 
the end we get a s.heme of study which it would take a good eight years to 
master, if all its instructions were oonscientionaly and uniformly followed 
out. Everythiug haa been provided fo ....... x .. pt the fact that the ... ate limite 
to the &moot whioh a student's head oan oarry." . 

How are these encyoloplildio requirements dealt with in practice 
by professors and students' In another part of the same article 
Professor Vinogradoll supplies the answer to this question. After 
remarking that the scientifio treatment of such courses as those 
described would demand time which no teacher has at his disposal, 
and receptive faculties such as DO student POBBesses, he goes on, 
U Some professors aim at the encyclopllldism prescribed for them 
by diluting their courses to Buch an extent that these latter lose 
their university character. Others concentrate their attention 
upon certain sections of the subject, selected for their importance 
and typical character, omitting all else or giving to it only a cursory 
treatment; in this case it is necessary to have recourse to various 
legal fictions at the final· examination. Others again leave their 
students to prepare themselves not by means of lectures, but by 
abridged text books, and in this case the final examination loses 
all character of 'finality' and simply takes away the student's 
attentioD from real university work." As to the students them
selves, he tells us that" It would hardly he a mistake to assert that 
no good student follows a faculty scheme in its entirety. All take 
the examinations, but each frames his own scheme of work as far 
as possible, not intending thereby any lack of respect to his pro
fessors and to the subjects in whioh he does not attend lectures, 
but with a view to concentrate his energiee upon what suit3 his 
bent and is within the scope of his powers." 

By way of summary of much that pas already been said, W8' 
may add here a quotation from a thoughtfu)o article bt M. V. 
Mikhalevich, which contains a critical' estimate of the.results of the 
present system of university teaching looked at in the light of 
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fifteen years' experience of the working of the Statute of 181l4. 
M. Mikhalevich says: 
"Our universities give neither an adequate special training nOl a wide general 

education, what they do give is a general education in a wide range of .ub· 
jacts embracing a whole division of human knowledge. The Statuta of 1884 
does, it is true, grant ~he faculties the right to frame '&everal schemes 01 
study,' allows students to deviate from th ... with the sanction of the dean, 
permits attenden ... at lectures in other faculties on payment of the usual 
fee; hut aD th ... are simply ideae which have naver been realised in practice. 
The inkoduction of &ever&! 'schemes of .tudy· (for which, besides, tho 
sanction of the Minister is required) baa not been realised at all, if we leave 
out of account the t.raditional division of the physico'mathematical faculty 
into .... tions of physical science and mathematics, and that of tha historico· 
philological faculty. from the third year onward, into three .... lions (olaoaiCll. 
literature, and history) and at St. Petersburg even into foar (namely, the three 
just mentioned, and the Germanic and Romance .... tion) ; deviatiOD8 from the 
Qbligatory sohemes are not sanctioned at all; attendance at lectures delivered 
in other faculties and adopted to the special study of lacultJIlJ11bjects oer· 
taiuly takes place, but only to a very trilling extent, especially as it imposes 
fresh financial bardens' on the students. As far as regarde inter.facnlty 
oonraes 01 a general character. they have been of rare occurrence in recant 
yoars, and still more rarely have they existed lor a considerable time. The 
crowding into a Bingle program 01 .. mass of the most diverae onbjects 
is equally prejudicial to special and general stndies 01 • aerions kind, .nd 
such. diveraitJI of subjects constitutes at the pr ... nt moment a deplorable 
feature in the academic life of the nniveraity. DoubtJe. it is atill pouible 
to find among those who graduate at our nniveraities persona of good general 
culture and thorongh knowledge 01 • special onbject, but they owe this almost 
eIclDBively to themaelves and not to the nniveraity. They DOe the nniveraity 
after their own fashion-they do Dot attend all the obligatory ~ of 
their facultJI. they find their _y to thoae of other facnlties, and instead of 
attending .. large Dumber of lectures they work in the Iaboratoriea, obaerv .. 
tories or m .... 1lJD8, and they study.t home. And the results attained an 
not such as would follow from the p1lDOtnal obaervance of nniveraity ruIoe." 

(P,,.IIO. Z1 October, 1_.) 

It is constantly asserted by critics of the Statute of 1884 that 
the standard of university teaching has steadily depreciated since 
it came into operation. .. The scientific and 'educational level 01 . 
our universities," says the author of the" article just quoted ... u.u. 
year by year; one after another profeasors, prominent leeturers 
and seholam of talent sink into the grave or retire from the chairs 
of Ruasian universities for reasons independent of their own will, 
and their places remain nnoceupied." It is also affirmed that the 
decline in teaching power has been accompanied by an equally 
marked decline in scientific interest on the part of the etudentl. 
Those who hold this view point Bignillcantly to the ~ that for 
the fimt time in the history of the Ruasian nnivemities the revolt 
of the studente against the authorities took in 1899 the form of a 
general .. strike " againet lectures. The way in which the university 

.&tatute acted to the prejudice of scientific interestl is thus described 
for 118 by Professor E. BQdde in the article from which we have 
already ·quoted. .. ' . ' 

• The pro~ .... bonnd to become demoralised UDder the inlIuence of the 
Statute of 1884 at to cbo<.e u. bimaelf _ oth« __ outalde the nni_· 
oily. He felt u..t he .... not being made responaible fqr the ad" ....... of 
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loienoe, and for the training of ihe instrument. neces&&ry for tlie St&te, and 
loot heart, uncieservedly deprived &8 he was of his share in the enlightenment 
of the country, whilst all the time convinced thet the moot oompetent'per!loDi 
for this work oould be the prof .... ore and no one else. The reform Of· 1884 
had two disastrous oonaequenoee: like a scourge with a double·1aah, it struck 
the prof .. sors on the one hand, lowering their ideals, undermining thoir. 
prestige, and inspiring them with a new spirit of offioialdom whioh destroys 
with its formalism that living sympathy between the prof .... or and his students 
which depends upon the exchange of thought and the development on botl1 
sid .. of a mutual pereonal respect; on the other hand it struok the students,. 
who after the reform of 1884 felt themselv .. onoe more in the gymnasium' 
instead of in a plaoe of higher 1earning, once more in the position of per!lODI 
bound to attend lectures by order, instead of being free to follow their own 
bent or predilectiOn. Respect for the personality of the profess", was henoe· 
forth undermined not only in high quarters, but also among ~e. students" 
who, having made themselves acquainted with the program, ~turalIy bided 
their time and narrowly watohed the profe&eor's lectures, in order to decido 
whother they needed professors of the new type as living guides of their' 
Boientifio work and B8piratio~ or whether they oould do without profeasoril:' 
and oonfine themselves to text-books, whioh amply sufficed for ·the _iDg 
of the intermediate or final examination. In regard to this queetion.(a burn. 
ing one for both sidos l the students came to a speedy, and, it mustiM! admitted • 
.. suffioiently just decision, The queetion W&8 in fact this: 'Either ,the 
professor is oapable of heroism in defence of freedom of scientifio investigation; 
and in thet 0&Be ha will depart from the program, will aot illegally and faIl! 
.. viotim to his 8Oientifio oonviotions, or h. will prefer the part of a walking 
text·book, and then h. will become unnecessary to the 1eoture~oom.thougbi 
s.tisfaotory in the e108 of the Government.''' 

(Rv.s.kaillShkola, September,I901,pp.1l2, 113'l ,. 

Leaving the above extract to speak for itself, we may Bote in.this; 
connection one fact which is not without importance, namely, that; 
the number of RU99ian scholars of European reputation now engaged 
in the universities of their native country is nothing like as large sa. 
it was twenty years ago. It would be rash to say that this circum~ 
stance may not be accounted for by many other causes besides the 
State control of the RU99ian universities, and the method by which 
their chairs are filled, for there are barren intervals in the history, cd 
every university and every country, and it must not be forgotteB 
that one of the most brilliant periods in the life of the Russilllll 
universities-the forties-was one during which they flourished in 
spite of a very ngid bureaucratio control. But at least. one Russian 
scholar of world·wide repute might be named whose services '\\'Quld 
not have been available for the English university which haswel, 
comed him to ite midst, had the RU99ian universities been in p0sses-
sion, at this moment, of an autonomous constitution. ' 

The general effeot of the criticism levelled at the Statute of 1884; 
so far as instruotion is concerned, may therefore be stated as follows; 
It provided no efiective remedy for the defects of instruction whicin 
were alleged as the results of the older system; on the other handj 
it has tended to lower academio ideals, to restrict the freedom and. 
individuality of instruotion, to dimi:ni&b. the scientific Iluthontj 
of the professors, to give to university,studies a superficial character 
and generally to reduce educational efficiency, and retard scien'tifi~ 
progress in Ruesis. . . 
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II. WORKING 011' THE STATUTE 011' 1884 IN RESPECT TO 
ADMINISTRATION. 

We now proceed to consider the effect of the Statute of 1884 OD 
the' administration of the universities. If instruction was lcs8 
affected by the changes introduced by this Statute than might have 
heen expected, the same cannot he said of administration. Here, 
the changes effected amounted to a complete revolution, and have 
had the most importan~ consequences in practice, though not 
altogether in the direction predicted by the authors of the Statute, 
The arguments which were alleged in favour of abolishing the system 
of 1863, by which administration and discipline were placed in the 
hands of the university council, were that a college of professors 
was not a proper body to be charged with disciplinary powers over 
the students; that it acted too slowly and irresolutely, with the 
result that disorders which might have been promptly checked by 
the exercise of firmness and decision were allowed to extend over a 
wide area; and that, as a matter of fact, the discipline of the uni· 
versities had been unsatisfactory under the autonomous regime. 
Hence it was decided to revert to the older system in use before 1863, 
under which the university council was confined to purely educational 
functions, discipline being placed in the hands of an inspector ap
pointed by the curator and responsible to him alone. It is interest
ing, however, to note that this older system, which had existed only 
since 1849, had been found ineffective for the purpose of checking 
disorders, and was abolished by the Statute of 1863 on the express 
ground that it prevented the professors from throwing the full weight 
of their influence into the scale on the side of order and discipline . 
.. The learned corporation of professors .. says an official document 
of the time, .. which, under other conditions, might have anticipated 
and checked disturbances, had no opportunity of co-operating to this 

. end, because, with the withdrawal of autonomy from the university, 
and the subordination of the students in matters of conduct to the. 
curator and the inspector, the moral bond between the professors, 
and students was broken, and the professors became not guides' 
of youth and living members of the university organism, but merely' 
officia1s charged with the duty of delivering lecturee and holding 
examinations. The university police on the other hand, consisting 
of persons not belonging to the university, ~ ~ no moral 
influence over the students, were clearly not m a poettion to restore 
order by normal pedagogical methods." 

It was this system. tried and found wanting during the fifties, 
which was reintroduced in 1884 in the hope that, administered with 
greater consistency and rigour, it would yield results which it had 
previously been found incapable of producing. The inspector waa 
provided in each university with a certain number of sub-inspectolll, , 
and was also assisted by a new cIass of subordinate officers, the so- . 
called pqlelia, corresponcImg in statns, though with much wider. 
and more arbitrary "functions .. to !be proctors' .. bull dogs" at our 
older universi6es. In addition to this the Statute of 1884 expressly 
stated (Section 123) that .. outsid!! the university _ buildings the 
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students are subject to ordinary police control; but the fact that 
they are under the supervision of the police does not free them from 
the obligation of obedience to the educational authorities." De
tailed regulations as to the conduct of the students were issued by 
the Minister of Public Instruction; and by Section 125 of the 
Statute, it is laid down that the decision in regard to offences com,: 
mitted by the students rests, according to the gravity of the offence, 
with (a) the inspector (b) the rector (c) the pravlenie (which consists 
of the rector, inspector, and the deans of Faculties); but in cases 
involving severe punishment the award requires confirmation by 
the curator. .. Conduct-lists" (konduitnyia apish) are kept by the' 
inspector with regard to the individual students, based on informa
tion collected by his subordinates; and these conduct-lists play a 
great part in all questions involving the assignment of punishment 
for particular offences. 

It must be admitted that in point of thoroughness at any rate, 
this system of direct superiision exercised over students by the 
State authorities leaves nothing to he desired. Since 1884 the 
system haa, in fact, been put into operation with a whole-hearted' 
consistency of purpcise for which there were few precedents in the 
history of the Russian universities; and no stone has been left un
turned to ensure the success of the experiment. And yet it has not 
been successful. 'Discipline has not improved since 1884: it 
has' on the contrary grown steadily worse, and the students' riots. 
of 1899 and 1901 were the most serious ever yet known. It is 
officially acknowledged that it is the occurrence of these disturbances, 
which has raised the whole question of university reform. It 
therefore becomes necessary to look a little more closely into the 
caliaes of these disturbances, and to consider how far they are 
necessarily connected with existing conditions of university life. 

'The author of the official brochure entitled .. Die Reform der 
russischen Universitaten na.ch dem Gesetz vom 23 August, 
1884," gives a brief resume of the causes of students' riots, which 
is at any rate interesting as ~presenting a bureaucratic view of 
the matter. He attributes these disturbances (1) to a ~rtain 
frivolity of disposition on the part ot the students which rendered 
them not averse to a brush with the authorities; (2) to the effect 
of the social reforms of the sixties and the ferment of ideas which 
accompanied them, calling forth exaggerated sentiments of human 
rights and dignity; (3) to the physiological fact that the youth, 
of the eighties were .. the oftspring of the generation in whose veins 
glowed the fever of the refcrm period;" (4) to defects of religious, 
and moral training; and (5) to the effect of half-understood, 
passages from Buckle's writings, and to the in1luence of the native 
literature with its tendenoy to exalt and glorify the lower classes, 
all of which produced in eager and uncritical youthful minds all • 
exalted notion of their own mission as the 8Ioviours of oaociety. 
Some of the reasons here given blr.ve 'Obviously a tem/orary signi
ficance ouly, and others are hardly assigned their lust share of 
in1l\~'!ce: bu\ ,the passage may nevertheless serve as a con-
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venient starting point for a fuller consideration of th~ causes of 
the chronic unrest among the students of the Russian. 
IIniversities. 

Among these causes we must certainly 8.Il8ign a large place to 
'Illnsiderations of temperament and intellectUAl and mora.! charac
teristics. The RUB8ian student exhibits in an intensified degree 
all the distinctive qualities of the nation to which he belongs. He 
is unusually receptive of new ideas, and easily carried away by them; 
jealous to a fault of his own dignity and that of his comrades; with 
quick sympathies and highly developed socia.! instincts; impulsive, 
enthusiastic and capable of great sacrifices for an idea.!. Unlike 
the English university man who re~ins many of the characteristice 
of boyhood throughout his college life, the RUB8ian student develop8. 
quickly, and is a man before be enters the university. He carriea 
with him from the school benches a strong sentiment of eapril rk 
ctYrp8, dashed with a tradition of defiance to constituted authority, 
and he linda existing at the university a body of traditions which 
h,e quickly absorbs and which serve to reinforce this corporate 
feeling and give it a more idea.! application. These traditions 
teach him to regard himself as .. member of a" body, unrecognised 
indeed within the State in its corporate capacity, but bound to
gether by the cloeest community of interest and sentiment, a body 
marked oft from the people by the poesession of intellectUAl culture, 
but in other respects feeling its identity with them, a body which 
all its members idealise as the hope of the future, as the fresh 
virgin force which is to bring new life into the body politic and 
sweep away all the abuses of the existing social order. This con
ception of the eaving mission of youth survives every disillusion, 
springing up into new life among every generation of university 
students, and is as strongly held to-day as it was seventy years, 
ago in the early days of the reign of Nicholas I. Along with i$ is 
DB.turally found a very keen sense of persona.l rights and dignity, 
and a disposition to resent any infringement of them on the pan 
either of individUAls or the State. . 
. We may name, then, as the three most ealient eharacteristice of 

Russian university students the sense of comradeship, the sense 
of persona.! dignity, and the conviction of the specia.l vocation of 
educated youth for the regeneration of the society of the future. 
It need hardly be pointed ont that these characteristice are sn1li
clent in themselves to constitute the RUBBisn student a standing 
problem in a Stste which does not permit unrestricted libeny of 
thonght, in which the rights of the individna.! as against itself are 
imperfectly acknowl~ and in which freedo~ '~f ass0cia
tion is hedged about WIth all manner of restrictions, and, 
so far as univemity students are concerned, is entirely 
prohibited.. . 

But there are other factors to be taken into account, and, in 
particular, t~ influence o~ ~ti~ or revolutio~ ideas. Here' 
we must draw' a sharp distinction. between the mfluence of the 
o1"ilanised revolutionary or socialist propaganda, and. th.&t of libent: 
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or constitutional ideas, which involve, doubtless, more or less dis
affection to the existing order of things, but which have nothing to 
do with revolutionary aims or methods. Only a small minority of 
the students are affected by the revolutionary propaganda, though 
it does, undoubtedly, enlist the more restless spirits on its side. But 
the majority stand aloof from the party of revolution, and the fear 
of being identified with them exerts a distinctly restraining in1l~ence 
upon the students in their periodical collisions with the civil power. 
It is doubtful, for example, whether the disturbances of 1899 would 
not have been still more widespread and serious if it had not been 
for the fact that the more moderate and conservative element alllong 
the students feared to become identified with a movement to which 
political aims were attributed. But though ideas subversive of the 
existing social order obtain but a limited acceptance in the Russian 
universities, it remains true that any political discontent which exists 
in Russian society is immediately reflected among the university' 
students, and is expressed by them in an intensified form. And it 
must also be borne in mind tbat in a certain sense political aims may 
be attributed to any movement which involves the assertion of 
individual or corporate rights not acknowledged by the Russian 
Government. Thus the mere act of meeting together to discUss 
grievanoes involves the assertion of a political right-the right of 
association. In this sense it is undoubtedly true that political aims 
play a great part in connection with students' disturbances in 
Russia; and the result is that, however little a student may be dis· 
posed to sympathise with the party of revolution, his position before 
the law may, nevertheless, be a very precarious one in times of dis. 
order. . 

And this leads us to consider a very fruitful source of trouble in 
the Russian universities-the contrast between the de jUf'8 position 
of the students and the conditions and necessities of their aotuallife. 
The position of the Russian university student in the eye of the law 
niay best be shown by a short extract from the official .. Rules for 
Students .. which are common to all the universities. and are issued 
under the sanction of the Minister of Publio Instruction. 

13. Students are considered as individual members (po8etitelia, 
lit. visitors) of the university, and therefore no action is per. 
mitted on their part whioh bears a oorporate character. On 
this account the presentation of addresses and petitions signed 
by several persons, the sending of deputations, the exhibition 
of any notices wnatever in the name of the students, are for
bidden. . 

N.B.-No notices may be put up without the signature of 
the inspector or his assistant. 

14. Within the buildings, courts, and grounds of the unto • 
varsity the organisation of students' readi:Qg rooms, dining or 
food clubs. and also of thektrical representations, concerts, 
balls, and other similar public assemblioa not ha~ a "",eroti/ic 

. oharacter, js absolutely forbidden. 
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Oba. The organisation outside the university for the benefit 
of students, of concerts, theatricals, readings and other publio 
assemblies are subject to the operation of the general regulations 
issued with reference thereto. 

15. Students are forbidden to hold any meetings or gatheringS 
for deliberation in common on any matters whatsoever or to 
. deliver publio speeches, and they are likewise forbidden to 
"establish any common funds whatsoever. . 

16. Students are forbidden to take part in any secret societies 
or clubs snch as zemliachestf)IJ and the like, even thongh these 
may have no criminal object, or even to join any legally recog· 
nised society, without obtaining express permission in each 
individual case from the authorities-of the university concerned. 

Such is the de itwe position of the Russian student. He is forbidden 
to combine with his fellows for any purpose whatever, literary, 
scientific, social or economic. De facto, Russian students do combine 
for all these purposes, and for some of them the necessity for as
sociated action arises out of the very conditions of university life. 
This is the case with regard to literary and scientific associations 
for purely academic purposes; it is still more so in connection with ' 
the so-called zemliachestfJIJ. , 

In an article entitled .. UnitJersitet i Studenche8Wo," which apo i 

peared in the April nwnber of RtJ88kaia MysZ for 1897, Prince' 
S. N. Trubetskoi divides students' associations for academic purposes I 
into two categories, one comprising those with a purely scientific; 
object, and the other including all which pursue the aim of general, 
culture; and he maintains that the necessity for both arises out of, 
defects in the existing organisation of university teaching, which, 
neither encourages specialised study within the range of the subjectsi 
of the State examination nor allows scope to the students' desire for! 
se\f-colture outside that range. He therefore suggests that scientifiC; 
.. oircles .. should be legalised becaW18 they tend to supply the former 
of these deficiencies, and associations for self-culture becaW18 they 
aim at supplying the latter. Whatever value may be aasigned to 
this particular plea, it need hardly be insisted on that voluntary 
associations of students for the disenssion of scientific or literary 
questions are under all circumstances an indispensable adjunct of 
university teaching, and that the inevitable effect of disallowing 
them is to place the universities in the fa1se and anomalous position 
of appearing to be unfriendly to the interests of culture. We shall 
see later on that the Russian State authorities have recently recog
nised the legitimacy of associations with a purely scientific aim, and 
have sanctioned them under certain conditions, which, however, 
deprive them of their character as associations of students pure and 
-simple. " 

The UfJIl~ stand On a different footing, but equally with 
the associatiops which have j\uIt t.een disenssed, are a natural ~ 
growth of the conditions of university life. Their primary pur
pose is economic; they may be d.iacribed as aocieies for mutual 
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aid fonned in each university among students belonging to a parti
cular district. It has already been explained that a large number, 
probably the great majority, of RUBBian students come to the 
university insufficiently provided with the means of subsistenoe. 
It therefore becomes necessary for them to find some way of 
supplementing their resources during their university course. A 
student in this predicament naturally turns for help and advioe to 
some senior comrade whom be has known at home, and by him he 
is introduced to the umliadleBtfJO formed by the students of· his 
particular district. Through it he obtains temporary financial 
assistance, is put in the way of employment as a coach, obtains -
tbe loan of text·books and the like. All these are extremely useful 
and perfectly innooent funotions for a society to perfonn, and for. 
a long time the zemUacheattJa would appear to have confined them
selves to such functions, and to have acted in fact as mutual benefit 
societies or insuranoe clubs. But the last few years have witnessed 
a remarkable development in their activities. In every university 
of Russia there has been a movement towards federating the 
separate umliacliestva. Wherever such a federation of umlia
cliestva has been formed, it acts under the direction of a Joint 
Council (Soi'U.z'1I1.(~ Sovst); and finally the Joint Councils of the 
various universities enter into relations with each other and act 
together for oertain purposes. Thus out of a number of separate 
associations existing for purely eoonomic purposes has grown a 
compact organisation extending throughout the . whole· country, 
and embracing within the sphere of its operations every univer
sity and possibly most other places of higher instruction. In pro
portion as the procees of consolidation has advanced, the umlia
c1&1!8tfJa have shown an increasing tendency to travel ontside the 
objects for which tbey were originally founded; they have, e.g., 
attempted to diotate to the autborities of their universities on 
matters of internal administration; they have established an 
independent system of discipline for their members with regu1ar 
sanotions; and generally speaking, have set up an authority of 
their own replacing that constituted by the State.· 

We are now in a position to understand in the first place how 
students' disturbanoes arise, and in the second plaoe why they 
have increased so much in gravity of reoent years. The rightless 
position of the students de ;1W8, which is 80 far from corresponding 
to the condition of things de facto, contains in itself innumerable 
possibilities of collision between the students and the authorities. 
The occasion ·of collision may he trifling or otherwise, but if it is 
such as to rouse the students to united action in defence of one or . 
molO of their comrades, serious trouble is sure to ensue, and al-

• It is intIon!sting to no,," that the first OOOOBion of lOch interferenoe ... 11.. 
the "";..eraity .... thoriti ... generally arises 00\ of the, """"omia aim of the 
... ~ Theoe latter oIaim • moe 4a the .. _ of buraari<a on the 
ground thet they alone are in a position to iud8e of the relMi.,., need of .. po 
pUoanlB. This question of buraarieIi is of 00IIl'IIB one of prime importance 
in vi ... of the I"'rerty of the greater pan of the etedenlB. 
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though the last word must always rest with she authoriLiE>!<, Lacked 
up as they are by irresistible force, the students' organisation is 
sufficiently compact and powerful to make the struggle a prolonged 
and disastrous one. In the classic inetance of the disorders of 1899, 
the occasion of the outbreak was given by the ill-advised action 
of the St. Petersburg police, who lost their heads among a crowd 
of students and lashed at them with their whips. Two days later 
the students declared the university closed and pledged themselves 
to abstain from going to lectures until the inetmctions guiding 
the police and the administration generally in their relations to 
students were published, and a guarantee of personal inviolability 
was given to all university students of both sexes in Russia. Within 
a week all the inetitutions of university rank in St. Petersburg 
had joined the movement, which quickly spread to every university 
in Russia. The struggle between the students and e,uthorities 
lasted three whole months, and was at last ended only by ths 
advent of the vacation and by the employment of the severest 
repreBBive measures, including the imprisonment of the leaders of 
the movement and the expulsion of large numbers of those im
plicated in it. 

The difficulties arising from tho causes already mentioned have 
been much aggravated by the methods of judicial procedure which 
were introduced under the Statute of 18M, to deal with offences 
oommitted by students.' The University Court created by the: 
Statute of 1863 was abolished, and its place was taken, as far as all ! 
serious offences were concerned, by the Pravlenie, or administrative.' 
council of the university. Both the constitution of this body,; 
considered as a court for the trial of offences, and its procedure" 
have been subject to much criticism, and from both points of view; 
the chief grounds of complaint are connected with the position; 
occupied by the inepector upon it, and the predominating inBuence; 
exercised by his report as to tbe conduct of the students concerned; 
U it be true that the procedure of the old University Court was too 
dilatory, that of the Court of the P'J'avlenie has certainly erred in 
the opposite direction of being too summary and arhitrary. The 
accused person had frequently no opportunity of self-defence, 
and sometimes was not even subjected to examination. The 
Court depended upon the opinion of the inepector, and the inspector's 
opinion was based on the information contained in the. conduct
lists, which in their tum were largely compiled from the reports 
of the pedelia as to the general conduct of the student, his attend
ance or non-attendance at lectures, his participation in meetings 
of students, his relations with prohibited societies, and the like. 
The practical result of this system has been that students have 
.beP.n punished not 80 much for the particuIsr offence alleged against 
them as on the ground of, the opinion of their charactet' formed 
by the members of the inspectorial staff. 'This method of pro
cedure has beo!n a fruitful BOUrne of irritation and diBSatisfactioa on 
the part of the students: it is alleglld that it has frequently led to 
the punishment of qnite innocent persons, and rertsiuly sucli 
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miscarriages of justice are more than probable where so important 
a part is played by the information supplied by uneducated men, 
like the pedelia, the bona fibs of whose evidence is, moreover, not 
always above suspicion. * 

But a student is not only subject to the jurisdiction of the uni
versity authorities: he is also the object of close supervision on 
thp part of the police. It not unfrequently happens that a student 
dismissed from the university is "administratively" banished 
wm the university town by the police; cases have even occurred 
in which" student, thougb not dismissed by the university authori
ties, has been banished by the police for offences properly falliug 
under the jurisdiction of the university. The interference of the 
police becomes especially marked at times of serious disorders 
within the university. Moreover, the numbers of persons concerned 
in tbese disorders render difficult the observance even of the ordi
nary rules of procedure. Students are dismissed by the university 
autborities by the score or the hundred; administrative banish
ments follow on a large scale: in 1899 the extreme measure was 
taken of olosing all the universities, i.e., of dismissing all the students 
and only re-admitting them on the presentation of a request by 
each student individually. Such drastic measures enable the 
Go\-ernment to gain Pyrrhio victories for the time being-Pyrrhic 
in the aense that they are obtained at an enormous sacrifice of 
the intsllectual interests of the nation; but they leave behind 
them in the rninde of the students and their friende a feeling of 
exasperation whioh is a fruitfnl'Source of trouble for the future. 

III.-PROPOSALS l'OR REORGANISATION. 

The fact that tho Russian Government is now fully alive to the 
difficulties which have arisen from the absence of any recognition of 
eorporate life among the students, and from the abnormal cba
racter of the existing uuivelllity tribunal explains the significance of 
certain measures adopted with regard to the universities since 
1901. Such, for instance, are the attempt to organise the students 
in courses under the gnidance of .. tutore" (kl ... atory) choeen by 
the university council from the teaching stafi; the legalising of 
': circles" of students for scientific and literary purposes, and 
especially the establishment of a temporary .. disciplinary court 
of professore." These are, however, only interim measures. The 
",hole question of the re-organisation of the university systsm is 
now under consideration, and the above-mentioned acts of the 
administration are chielly important as indications of the direc
tion which a complete scheme of legislative reform is likely to 
take. 

The deliberations on this important matter are still proceeding, • 
but .it is kn:>wn that the uni~rsitr. coun~, and. the ?>rresponding 
bodies of other places of higher ms9ruction, on belK consulted 
on the subject by the Ministry:, have declared with remarkable , 

• ~iPoo 11101 podol .. ha..., -..d 10 bo omployt'd. 
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UDanimity their conviction of the necesaity of reverting to the 
principle of autonomy in the organisation of the universities and 
of legalising students' 88BOCiatiOns. In coming to these conclusions 
they have but voiced the prevailing opinion in RUBBian society, 
which has had before its eyes in recent disturbances a striking 
object lesson on the results of relieving the professorial college 
from all responsibility for the maintenance of order, and has also 
clearly perceived that the logic of events has rendered untenable 
the accepted official view of the legal status of university students. 
Nothing in fact has been more striking in connection with the 
students' disorders of recent years than the insignificant role played 
by the profeBBOrs. The latter have simply been Fassive and im
potent spectstors of the unequal struggle waged between the 
students and the civil power, though their official position would 
seem to mark them out as the natural mediators in such a conflict. 
It has hecome clear that the whole policy of isolating professors 
from students, and students from each other, has failed in its aim. 
The first ohject has indeed been attained, but the second has not i 
and to fail in the latter while sucoeeding in the former is worse 
tpan useleBS, since it simply means that the Government is deprived 
in times of turbulence and stress of a most valuable moderating 
influence. . 

If, therefore, the Government decides to be guided by the opinion 
of its academic advisers, the result can only be the reversal of the 
policy adopted twenty years ago and a return to the principle of. 
university autonomy. The ~vi.., of the university councils" 
however, goes ·further than this, and includes the adoption of a 
principle never yet recoguised in university legislation-namely. 
the legaIisation of students' 888Ociations. It is not difficult to divi~ 
the reasons which have led the councile to couple this recommenda-i 
tion with their advocacy of the principle of autonomy. ) 

In the first place, students' disturbances have occurred under aU 
forms of university government, and the mere restoration of auto
nomy to the universities will not suffice to avert such disturbances 
entirely, however much it may help to reduce their frequency and 
gravity. The main cause of these disturbances is felt to consist, 
in the great majority of cases, in the refusal of the right of association 
to the students; and if this be admitted, it will follow that by 
granting liberty of association with proper aafeguards against its 
abuse, the root of disorder will be removed. AI it is, by refusing 
the right of association, the State really defests its own end. For 
many of the associations which the average student wishes to join 
exist, sa we have seen, for purposes which are perfectly legitimate 
in themselves. They are, nevertheless, illegal aseociatinna in the 
.J!y,e of the law; and a student who joins them accustoms hillJ88lf to 
the idea of belonging to a ""..eret aooiety, and pro tmoto becomes aD 
eligible iecrnit for file party of rel"olution. Even apart from tLia, 
the very fact.that students' 'associations do maintain themselves 
in spite of all prohibitions induces & certain attitude on the part of 
their members towards the law which is neither natnral nor healthy. 
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MoreOver, the refusal of the right of association, in fact, only affects 
the more timid and conservative spirits. The holder and more 
revolutionary associate themselves in any case; their opponents 
remain, isolated, and, consequently, the revolutionary element 
possesoes an influence in the universities out of all proportion to its 
numericalstrengt4.And finally, professors can exert no moderat.ing 
iufluence upon the spirit of these assooiations, since they cannot have 
any relations with secret societies, whether harmless or otherwise . 
. If we ask what reasons can be alleged against legalising students' 

8I!8ociations, two considerations present themselves as likely to 
weigh with the Russian Government.· The first is the fear of en
couraging the spread of revolutionary or socialist opinions. It 
cannot be said th .. t there is no ground for such a fear. The Russian 
student is n .. turally inclined to radical views, and also shares, in a 
marked degree, the national disposition to oarry all views to the 
extremity of their logical conclusion. To point, as some Russian 
liberals do, to the f .. ct that in English universities, where free dis
cussion is allowed, conserv .. tive. opinions prevail among the students, 
is to argue beside the point, since the deep.lying differences between 
the circumstances of Russian .. nd English universities reuder any 
comparison between them in this respect almost futile. One might 
just as well argue from the Alexander Lyceum or the Corps de Pages 
to the University of St. Petersburg. Another consideration is based 
en the faot that freedom of associ .. tion and disoussion has hitherto 
been regarded as incompatible with the autocratic regime; .. nd it 
might, therefore, be held to be difficult to grant such freedom to 
students while refusing it to other oitizens. This objection, how
ever, would not apply to the legalis .. tion of suoh associations as the 
~emliachl'8tva under similar oonditions to those insisted on in the 
case of ordinary societies, le .. rned or otherwise. 

In respeot to the whole question of unive.rsity reform, it is obvious 
~t wh .. t is really involved is a decision between the two opposing 
principles, between which an uneq .... l warf .. re has been waged in 
every domain of publio life in Russia during the last forty years
the prinoiple of local self-gove.rnment, and the principle of centraJisa
tion. To restore autonomy to the unive.rsitie.s would mean extend
ing once more to the field of higher education the application of the 
principle which created the zemstvos and the organs of municipal 
self-government, and gave them the right of initiative in certain 
strictly defined ma~ of public concern. If the initiative in all 
matters of internal administration were left to the university 
councils, the curator interfering only when the action of any council 
could be shown to be illegal, ultra mres, or oontrary to the publio 
interest, this would involve no principle not already recognised in 
R1l8Sian legislation. But the extension of this principle to university 
administration would, nevertheless, ~ a very significant ~t: 
The situation is not what it was, when the au~nomoU8 St.atute of 
1863 became law. Then the gran\ of aelf-goveriffient to the 
universities was part and parctll of the gene.ral policy which lay at 
the base of the .. great_reforms .. as: a whole. But the trend of 
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policy has been of recent years as distinctly in the direction of 
greater centralisation and stricter bureaucratic control as the trend 
of the early years of Alexander lI.'s reign was towards the opposite 
principle of local initiative and responsibility. From the point of 
view here indicated, the decision of the Ruasian Government in the 
university qucstion will be awaited with special interest. 

But a still more fundamental question of principle i, involved, 
viz., whether the State shall or shall not assume the right to control 
university education in its own interests. The right of the St&ta 
to ~ontrol the aims of education, to direct it towards a preconceived 
social or political end, is one of the burning questions of modern 
educational politics in other countries besides Ruasia; but if we gauge 
the trend of European opinion aright, there is more disposition to look 
with approval on the intrusion of State aims into the neld of second· 
ary and elementary education, than to recognise their relevance 
in relation to university teaching. The reason for this difference 
of attitude is surely to be found in the conviction that the function 
of a university is not only to communicate knowledge, bllt to 
enlarge its domain by independent ir'quiry and research; and the 
lIhole teaching of history is that to intellectual progreas, freedom 
of thought and investigation is as the very hreath of life. So far, 
thcn, as the object of universities is the advance of science, a 
State might well conceive that its own highest interests lay in the . 
direction of abandoning all control over their independence. But ~ 
the problem before the Russian Government is not quite so simple.' 
As we have already pointed out, one of the main purpoaee 11' hieh 
the Russian Universities serve is the training of an educated bureau. : 
cracy; and the State is tberefore vitally intereeted in the kind 
of education which its future ofliciale receive at these places of 
learning. As long 88 this interest remains it is vain to expect 
that the State will not retain a measure of control, amply sufficient 
fo~ its own purpoaee, over the aims and methods of university 
teaching. 

NOli, the grant of autonomy to the universities means handing 
over the organisauon and immediate control of instruction to 
bodies not appointed by the State and only in an nltimate sense 
responsible to it. More than this, it means entrusting to these 
bodies the conduct of the examinations by which the instruction 
is regulated. How can eIJective control by the State be made com· 
patible with a real measure of academic ~om I-that is the 
problem which any government reeolved on granting autonomy 
to the Russian universities will have to solve. 

Some Russian write .. on this subject wonld cut the Gordian 
knot by transferring from the universities to the State itscH the 

.cooduct of all examinations for rights connected with the puhlic 
service Ilr the learned prot,srions. 'fhis" an idea borrowed from 
the practire of Ger&any with re~nce to the &aat __ : bat 
it by no meaos follows that what .. good for Germany wonld he 
equally 80 for Russia. It seems certain that in the actual condi
tions of Russian life th\l ~1fect of making entry to the public aernce . . . - . 
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and the professions independent of a university education would 
he rapidly to deplete the universitlilS, a result which would be 
greatly deplored by all who believe that universities serve the 
intellectual interests of the nation quite ~ much by the spread of 
general culture as by the training of a smaIl band of finished scholars 
and advanced students; while the State could hardly be expected 
to look with favour on a measure which would tend to lower the 
standard of education in the public service. For these reasons 
it seems improbable that any such breach with the historic tradi
tions of the Russian Universities will take place. It is mucl! more 
likely that State and professional rights will continue to be depen
dent on university examinations, but that any grant of autonomy 
will be accompanied by the reservation to the State of extensive 
powers of veto which would ensure to it the ultimate control over 
both instruction and examinations, while giving the initiative in 
both to the university councils. 

It does not faIl within the purpose of this report to attempt to 
forecast the solution of the university question which will ulti
mately be arrived at by the Russian Government. The object of 
the foregoing paragraphs has simply been to indicate the chief 
conditions of the problem before it. It may be remarked, in con· 
elusion, that the. theoretical difficulties in the way of granting 
autonomy to the universities may very easily be exaggerated. 
It should not he forgotten that the traditions of the universities 
during the century which has elapsed since their foundation (the 
earlier history of the university of Moscow is here left out of account) 
have been preponderatingly autonomous; and that a certain measure 
of autonomy was preserved to them even during the greater part of 
the reign of Nicholas 1. And indeed the staunchest believer in central
isation may well hold without inconsistency that methods of govern
ment which are applicable to the ordinary affairs of public life may 
he entirely 'Out of place in the sphere of intellectual and scientifio 
interests. There was a time in the history of the Russian univer. 
sities when even such questions as that of the correct pronuncia
tion of the Greek 11 had to be decided by Imperial authority. There 
has been progress since then; and there seems to he no reason in 
the nature of things why this progress should not continue until 
all purely scientifio questions are left to be settled by the univer. 
sities themselves, the State interfering only when its own interests 
are directly prejudiced. . 

IV.-OTRER PROBLEMS 01' UNIVERSITY TEACHING. 

There are a certain number of problems afiecting the organisation 
and methods of university instruotion which may be discussed quite 
apart from the general questions of principle dcalt with above, a'iJ.d' 
may conceivably receive some k~d of solution iIldependenfly of any 
thorough-going revision of the Statute of l~. In pring this we 
do not mean to imply that the 8~Ution reached would not be difierent 
according as t\le mattars in question were decided directly by the 
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Ministry of Publio Instruction, or by the autonom0U8 councila if 
such are created • 

. We have already seen that one of the commonest criticisms 
directed against the prepent system of university instruction in 
RU88ia is that it encourages superficiality of knowledge while failing 
to serve the interests of general culture. The Faculties have tended 
more and more to become isolated special schools without vital 
connection with each other. In so far, therefore, 88 a student 
confines himself to the subjects comprised within his own Faculty
and, we have seen that under the existing system it is difficult for him 
to do otherwise-the intellectual training provided for him at the 
university, aithough covering a wide range of subjects, is, neverthe
less, of a one-sided character. While the aims of general culture are 
thus insufficiently provided for, anything like a thorough special 
knowledgeofa particular subject is rendered equally impoBBible by the 
requirement that each subject shall receive equaiattention, or, 88 the 
phrase runs, shall be studied in " its full rabge." Thus it is main· 
tained that the interests of g~neral culture and the interests of 
special study are alike neglected. 

The isolation of Faculties from each other is, of course, not a 
specially Russian phenomenon. ] t is the result of the ever increas
ing specialisation of science which makes it no longer pOBBible, 88 it 
still W88 in medireval times, for the individual student to take all 
knowledge for his province. The division into Faculties is at best 
a rough practical attempt to map out university teaching in sccord· 
ance with the supposed natural divisions of knowledge. But such 

. an organisation of studies ever tends to hecome antiquated as new 
fields of study are opened up, 88 new sciences claim recognition, 
and 88 the divisions formerly supposed to exist between one 
branch of science and another are recognised to be fictitious or , 
imaginary. 

The fact is that the specialisation of studies, ho .. ever mIlCh it u,ay 
appear at first to replace unity by diversity, is in its ultimate effects 
the very reverse of a disintegrating process. For although for 9. 

time the sense of the many-sidedn8B8 of knowledge may prevent 
the due recognition of its essential unity, and may cause the erection 
of artificial boundaries in the field of scienC4l, the further advanee 
of knowledge ultin,ately corrects this tendency by filling up the 
gaps which apparently separated one science from another and 
revealing the vital connections between them. The connection of 
law with history, of history with ethnology, of ethnology with 
phyBiology; the interdependence of the two sciences of physiology 
and psychology; the relation of psychology to language, and the 
bearing of the facts of language upon historical investigation are 
hupiliar examples which may serve to show bow purely formal are 
the barriers which separate Qne domain of science from another, and 
how real a thing afdlr all the 1lDl4rlying unity of knowledge is., 
From this point of view any IuJd and fast organiaation of university 
teaching by Faculties is Been to be u.oscientific, because it aaswnea 
the existence, so to spealc, of water-tight oompartmeots in human 
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Imowledge. Carried out to its logioal issue, any such organisation 
of academio work is fatal ~ the very idea of a university, regarded 
a.s a "niversitas Btudii, especially if its whole intellectual life be 
conceived as confined to the lecture room, and the free exchange 
of thought between students of various Faculties be discouraged 
or ignored. 

Of course, in so far a.s the aim of the Russian universities is to 
prepare their students for special ca.reers, such a.s those of law or 
~edicine, or certain branches of the teaching profession, Faculty 
lDstruCtiOIl either of the existing or a more specialised type may 
serve the purpose sufficiently well. It is a perfectly tenable theory 
that while general culture should be the aim of the secondary schools 
preparing for the universities, the latter should confine themselves 
to special studies aiming at ma.stery in one subject or group of 
~ubjects. Such a theory naturally commends itself to those persons 
m whose eyes the ohief function of the Russian universities is to 
train their students Bs efficiently a.s possible for particular posts in 
the public service or for the professions. Hence, one school of 
RUBSian writers is disposed to advocate a much greater specialisation 
of university studies than exists at present with a view to more 
definite preparation for the student's ca.lling in after life. This 
appears, for example, to be the view of M. Cyril Yanovski, who in 
the book from which we have already quoted, takes the ground that 
the final or State examination should be confined to those subjects 
which are necessary for the efficient discharge of certain duties in 
the publio service. 

Such a theory of university teaching is open to the objection that 
it places the Faculties on pneoisely the same level a.s special schools 
training for partioular oaIlings; and few Russian scholars of stand· 
ing would be found to agree that university instruction can properly 
be narrowed down to this function, important though it may be. 
The prevailing view rather appears to be that, while special stuqies, 
suoh a.s are required both for the practical purposes of particular 
ca.l1ings, and also for the advance of abstract knowledge, should be 
developed by the universities in as many directions a.s possible, 
every university course should also provide for general oultnre to 
800me extent; and that the two aims are entirely compatible with 
each other, beca.use while the primary aim of general cul~ is to 
enlarge the mental outlook of educa.ted men and women m the 
ordinary affairs of life, it is none the less necessary for the special 
student or the professional man, both of whom need to keep alive 
an intereet in every branoh of knowledg& which may have a bearing 
on their own studies or pursuits. Those who hold this view would 
maintain that, 800 far from a narrowly speciaIised curriculum being 
required by Russia in view of the needa of the publio service, sur,J!. • 
system of university instruction is less .uitable for Russia than else· 
where, since for all the general pmnoses of aO,"inistration a broad 
lIlental outlook is at lea.st as important as tho posseasion of special 
knowledge. . 
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How, then, can the existing system of university teaching be 
modified so as to produce men of higher general culture, and more 
accurate special knowledge ¥ We may Dote three suggestions which 
have been made by responsible educationists. The first, which is 
associated with the name of Prince S. N. Trubetskoi, is to the effect 
that there should be greater specialisation of subjects within each 
Faculty, coupled with greater liberty to the student to attend 
lectures outside his own Faculty, especially such as make for general 
culture. The objection to this seems to be that it is to some extent 
sell-contradictory, since in so far as Faculty courses were made more 
special, they would ip80 /ado cease to serve the ends of genem! 
culture. 

A second suggestion, which has frequently been made in various 
quarters, is that a great extension should be given to the system 
of inter-faculty courses on subjects such 88 logic, philosophy, 
psychology, and general literature. This idea is developed still 
further by M. Mikhalevich, who proposes that at the base of all 
university instruction should be placed a Faculty of General Culture, 
branching out into special Faculties in the student's third or fourth 
year. An essential feature of this proposal is that there 
should be a minute specia\iaation of Faculties, providing for every 
possible branch of science, though in the interests of the best 
possible equipment it should not be necessary that every such 
special Faculty should exist in each university. This, however, 
would involve a very radical ·change in the traditions of Russian 
university teaching, and might subordinate special study too much 
to general culture. . 

A more conservative suggestion, which is, perhaps, open to 
criticism from the precisely opposite r.oint of view, is put fOnl'ard 
by Professor Paul Vinogradoff, who proposes a more flexible dis
tribution of subjects within each Faculty, the student being required 
to concentrate upon one special subject and to take a group of 
othqa as subsidiary, while at the same time he woul? have full 
freedom to attend lectures in other subjects taught in the university. 
The exact nature of Professor Vinogradofl's proposal will bes1;. 
be seen Rom the following scheme of studies suggested by him 
for the Historico-Philological Faculty. 

(1.) Claaaieal Language. and Literature., Comparative 
Philology, History of Ancient Philosophy, Ancient History. 

(2.) S/,afKJfIic Diakcts, Slavonic Knowledge, Comparative 
Philology, History of Literature (general or Russian). 

(3.) RlJUian, History of Russian Literature, History··: of 
General Literature, History of Philosophy, Russian History. 

(4.) G_ic (or Romance) Languages, Comparative Phil
ology, History of General Literature, History of Phil

'"08Ophy, General History. 
(5.).HiBtory (~neral 'nd Russian) History of Philosophy, 

Classical Languages (or :RussIan Language and Literature,' 
or Histoifol Art). 
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(6.) PhiloBOphy, History of General Literatnre, General 
History, ClB88ical Languages • 
. (7.) History 0/ the Arts, History of Philosophy, GeneraI' 
History, History of General Literature, Classics. 

In each group the student's chief attention would be given to 
the subject printed in italics. Logic and Psychology would be 
taken by all . 
. All BUgg6Btions for the reorganisation of university instruction 

have, of course, to be considered in the light of the connection 
subsisting between tho university examinations and the rights 
conferred by them with respect to the public service and entry 
to the professions. It would be impossible, for example, on the 
strength of their university examination, to open the doors of 
the teaching profession to students who had not taken at the 
university the subjects they would have to teach at school. There 
would be no difficulty from this point of view in adopting in Russia 
a carefully constructed system of elective studies, such as obtains 
in the American universities. A highly specialised scheme of 
university instruction on the other hand, would place difficulties in 
the way of intending teachers-difficulties which would have to be 
met by the institution of supplementary State examinations in 
subjects in which the right to teach was desired. 

The American system of elective studies would appear, in any case, 
to be more in harmony with Russian conditions than the much
discussed system of Lem/reikeiJ, which possesses a considerable 
attraction for thoss Russian students of pedagogy who find their 
ideal in the educational arrangements of Germany. The ques
tion of introducing this feature of the German University system 
into Russia was very fully debated in the seventies, when the 
project of the existing Statute was under consideration, and many 
of the objl'Ctions to its adoption which were then stated, particu
larly by Count Delianov, have by no means lost their force. The 
difierences between Germany and Russia, in respect of national 
character, temperament, and traditions, make it very difficult to 
argue from the one nation to tbe other with regard to a matter 
80 sensitive to national influences as education. The Russian 
proverb, .. to, ckto Neml8u r.dorot>o, to Russkomu smerl" (the Ger
man'a meat is the Russian's poison), seems to be here particularly 
in point. Lem/reikeiJ is peculiarly a product of conditions which 
obtain in Germany and hardly anywhere elee; it is made possible 
only by the national love of learning and capacity for taking pains. 
by the excellent intellectual training given in the secondary 
schools, and, lastly, by the fact that it has behind it a national 
tradition which secures it against serious abuses. Such a system, 
one would think, would suit Rnssia 88 little as it would suit ' 
England. Even in Germany its SUC06ll8 lBl'gllly dependt upon 
the abundant supply of teaching> pol"er in edry subject, which 
enables a healthy oompetition to be maintsitlM between 
profesaora and privat-dooents m. the same university. or between 

• 
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professors in difierent nniversities equally accessible to the student. 
None of these conditions exist in Ruasia to the degree which 
would make Lem/reiheit in anything like the German sense of the 
word possible. . 

For the development iu Ruasia of another feature of German 
university life-the Seminar system-there is much more to be 
said. Seminar methods were adopted with great success by many 
Ruasian professors as far back as the seventies; and the Ruasian 
educational authorities have recently given great encouragement 
to this type of nniversity instruction, not ouly for scientific reasons, 
but also because the Government saw in them a means of bringing 
students together for purely intellectual purposes under the guid
ance and oversight of the professors. There has lately been a 
disposition to exalt Seminar methods at the expense of lectures 
and to anticipate the speedy coming of the time when the latter 
shall give place almost entirely to the former. M. Cyril Yanovski 
makes himself the exponent of this view in the second chapter 
of his "Thoughts on Education and Teaching." His main con
tention is that the lecture system is a medUeval survival which 
the invention of printing has rendered obsolete, that it encourages 
the mere paasive reception of knowledge, and does not sufficiently 
stimulate the student's own intellectual initiative. He would 
permit lectures ouly as supplementary to Seminar methods of i 
instruction, except in connection with the experimental sciences'l' 
and generally those subjects in which demonstrstions are neces
sary. Other Ruasian writers on education, as, for example, Pro- I 
fessor Vinogradofl, in the article already quoted, while fully; 
in sympathy with the development of Seminar methods, deprecate j 
such a wholesale condPmnation of the lecture system. It is in. 
any case oertain that any far-reaching change in tha method ofl 
nniversity teaching cannot be aflected by a mere stroke of the' 
pen, but must be brought about, if at all, by a process of competit~ 
in which at least as much will depend upon the personality of the 
teacher as upon the intrinsic superiority of one of the rival methoda 
over the other. 

With respect to examinations, we need add little to what hu 
been already said or implied in considering the criticisms upon 
the Statute of 1884. It will suffice to note the fact that the reforms 
generally demanded are two in number. (1) That the single 
final examination, on which the diploma is at present granted, 
shall be replaced by several periodical examinations each counting 
towards the final result; and (2) that independent work .halI 
have a larger share of importanoe assigned to it. 

·We may conclnde this chapter by briefly enumerating some ' 
-intportsnt questions connected with the extension of opportnnities . 
of higher educatioll to pel'SOIlll who now find them beyond their 
reach. Here by far the moG intportsnt plaoe mDBt be assigned , 
to the questilin of the higher education of women. For reasons 
which have already ~ discussed, Rnssia hu recently Iaggecl 
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behind in this matter, in 1Vhich at ODe time she seemed likely to 
set an example to the rest of the world. At the present moment 
women's higher courses exist only in the two capitals and OdeBBa. * 
This is not because the demand for university education amongst 
women has slackened during the last twenty years; on the 
contrary, the number of applications for admission to the higher 
courses which have to be refused year by year is a sufficient proof 
both of the keennes9 of the demand and the inadequacy of the 
provision for its supply. There can be no doubt that if similar 
courses were established in other university towns or greet centres 
of population they would be eagerly sought after, and would 
stimulate still further the demand for higher education for women. 
So far, however, the Government has not seen its way to any 
extensh'e forward movement in this direction. Meantime, the 
difficulty of meeting the increBBing demand for higher education 
for women has raised anew a question which WBB decided in the 
negative sense in the sixties, viz., whether women may be admitted 
BB .. hearers" to the ordinary university lectures. They were so 
admitted for a short period BB the result of a special ruling of the 
Professors' Councils, but this privilege WBB revoked in 1908, when 
M. Schwarz WBB Minister of Education.t In one way or another 
it is to be hoped that the desired facilities for instruction of the 
university type will be extended to the women of Russia. Another 
matter which is sometimes keenly disCUBBed in educational circles 
is ·the pOBBibility of intfOducing into R~a something analogous 
to our University Extension Lectures. 1,'here are, however, 
great difficulties in the way of the success of any such movement, 
so long BB the present restrictions on free speech and the right 
of pUblio meeting continue in force.t Meantime, the work of 
University Extension is to some extent being done by the Home 
Reading movement which we have described in the second chapter. 

• The Odessa counoes referred to arc the reeently started Pedagogical 
CoU1'lle8. Notiooa have appeared in the press to the elfeot thot Woman'. 
Highsr Co~ of the typo existing at St. Petersburg and Moscow .... shortly 
to he _blished at Kazan; but no mention of snob eourseo appe&rs in the 
Report 01 the Ministry of Publio Instruotion for 1904. 

t Later in the year another Deoree was issued, re.admitting tho women 
8tudenu. . * For an aoooun' ot tho dilIionlti.. whiob beset any attempt to exteDd 
highsr eduoation by means of publio Iootures the English readsr mayoonsult 
an article by Dr. Paul Vinogradoft in the UDi .... rsity Extension Journal for 
No .... mbsr, 1902, entitled, .. UDiwrsity Extension in England and Russi ... " 
S .. &Iso p. 187 of this Report.. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION. 

I.-INTRODUCTORY. 

The preceding chapters of this Report have been devoted in 
the main to a discussion of questions aflecting the varioU8 types 
and grades of general education in Russia. Our task in this chapter 
and the one which succeeds it will be to attempt some account of 
the provision made for professional education, whether of the 
technological or the commercial type, and to indicate the nature 
of the special problems which arise in connection with the organisa
tion of these kinds of instruction. 

It should be premised that many of the larger questions which 
have already been discU8sed in relation to the schools of general 
education and the universities necessarily affect the professional 
schools and colleges also, in so far as the conditions prevailiog in 
both kinds of institutions are the same. The questions of the 
kind and degree of control to be exercised by the State, of the legal 
position and rights of students, and of academic freedom, are 
matters of as vital moment to the technical, colleges as they are to 
the universities. The same difficulties and problems, again, that we 
have seen to confront the gymnasia and the real-schools in respect 
to internal administration and discipline, arise also in connection 
with the technical schools, althongh, as we shall show in the 
next chapter, the commercial schools under the Ministry of Finance 
have solved many of them with a considerable measure of success. 
Such questions as these, therefore, will not be further discussed in ! 
this chapter, which will be devoted solely to matters which con-: 
cern the technical schools and colleges as places of special and j 
professional instruction. . _' 

n.-lhsToBICAL. 

The organisation of technical edncation in Russia in the form 
which it assumes to-day stands in such intimate relation to the 
growth of the modem industrial movement that a brief glance at 
the conditions which have determined the rise of industrialism 
in Russia must necesaarily precede any attempt to describe the' 
recent development and actnal condition of technical instruction 
in that country. In a certain limited sense, technical education. 
-has a very long history in Russia. The schools and colleges founded 
by Peter.the GreatJere essentially· technical institutions, in which 
the aims of gener culture Pferr! purposely subordinated to the 
special objectt.f producing the skilled engineers, naval constructors, 
builders, architects, mechanics and 'artisans who were required b1 

• 
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the State. But this system of technical education, called into 
being by the overmastering genius of one man for the furtherance 
of a specific purpose, hardly survived its author. After the death 
of Peter the curricula of the schools which he had founded inevitably 
took on a more general character. The technical education move
ment of the eighteenth century resembles a river which loses itself 
in the sand. It stands in no historic relation whatever to the 
development which has taken place in the same direction during 
the last fifty years, and the reason for this breach of continuity 

· must be sought in the causes which held back the progress of Russia 
during the whole of the. eighteenth century, and indeed until the 
commencement of the reign of the second Alexander. 

These oauses are in their tum intimately connected with the 
general social history of RUBBia. Peter the Great encouraged 
native manufactures (e.g., cloth and linen industries, sail-making, 
the manufacture of arms and ammunition) in order to provide 
for the needs of his army and navy without depending on foreign 
sources of supply. The iron industry of the Ural region, which 
still flourishes in spite of conservative methods and certain natural 
disadvantages, owed ite origin entirely to the' policy of Peter. 
The industries established in RUBBia at this time were of two kinds, 
Slale and privale, analogous respectively to the manufadtvreB 
de l'EIat and the manufadures royales which had grown up in 
France during the preceding century under the system of State 
protection instituted by Colbert. The State factories, mines 
and ironworks were actually founded by the Government, and 
for some time worked as State concerns; in the sequel, how
ever, the State, finding that it oould not carry on such under
takings profitably, handed them over one by one to private persons. 
Other concerns, however, were, like the manufadurea rogales 
of France, under private management from the first, though 
the State enoouraged their establishment by the loan of money 
without interest, by supplying them with machinery, and by the 
grant of all kinds of privileges, suoh as exemption from military 
service, the free import of raw material, remission of taxation, etc. 
Under the less enlightened suocesaora of Peter these privileges de
generated into a system of monopolies and concessions which, while 
they laid the foundation of a few colOBBai fortunes, did much to 

· arrest the natural growth of industry.· In spite of these obstacles 
to progress, however, the number of industrial undertakings con
tinued steadily to grow between the death of Peter the Great and 

· the accession of Catherine II. From the middle of the eighteenth 

• Ono 8I&Ulple may be given to show how the system of monopolies worked. 
in practioe. In the reign of Elinbeth Petro ..... Baron SieY<>1'8 preoented a 
petition 10 the Senate. praying that tho paper.mill of one Olkhin might 'be' 
d<8lroy<d, on the ground that his own (Sievom') mill turned out better paper 
and was sufficient 10 supply the whole province. Thl! Senete stopped short 
of the draatio procedure desirod by Si.ve~ but issued .... 'lfder forbiddiDf 

·OIkhin to ex"'nd his usel .... mill! See article RIJMi4 in Brockhaus a,d 
Ephron's Eacyc~. vol. 6-1. P. 277 •• 
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century onwards the most noteworthy feature in the industrial 
history .of RU88ia is the great increase of spinning and weavinB 
factories on the great estates of the nobles, especially in those 
regions of Central Russia where agriculture was relatively nn· 
profitable. The labour required for these estate factories waa 
supplied by· the ordinary peaaants attached to the estates, and 
indirectly their establishment gave a great impetus to the develop. 
ment of cottage industries; owing to the increased diflusion of 
industrial skill among the serf population. 

The political theories professed by Catherine the Great were 
irreconcilable with the system of monopolies, and more than one 
enactment of the earlier part of her reign bears witness to her 
desire to establish freedom of industry. Under the reactionary 
influences of her later years, however, her policy took a precisely 
opposite direction. In 1785 the right to open factories was placed 
nnder such restrictions as practically to confine it to the great 
capitalists among the nobles and merchant class. It was not nntil 
late in the reign of Alexander I. that the right of opening factories 
was really extended to all orders in the State. The reign of his suc
cessor (1825-1855) was a period of considerable advance, at any

l
' 

rate in a limited number of industries. At the close of the reign 
of Nicholas the number of workmen employed in factories W&IJ

1
' 

about 380,000, of whom some two-seventbs were engaged in cotton 
spinning or weaving. . The development of the cotton industry 
which is to be noted as the great achievement of the reigq 
of Nicholas, was due in great measure to the initiative of foreigner; 
(particularly of the German, Lndwig Knoop), thongh the rise of 
great Russian firms like the MoroZOVB is a su.fliciently strikinS 
evidence of the part borne in this work by native enterprise. i 

The great obstacle to the development of industries during the 
whole period above treated of was the institution of serfdom. So 
long as the peasants, the only possible clase from which industrial 
workers could be drawn, were chained to the soil, and labour could 
not move freely from place to place in response to economic require
ments, Russian industriee were bonnd hand and foot. To a certain 
extent this was the case even with regard to agriculture, the fertile 
black-soil regions of the south suJIering from a lack of labour, 
while the more barren districts of the centre had more population 
than they could support. In the eighteenth century various 
extraordinary means were employed by the State in order to 
supply the factories with labour. Serfs from the State and Crown 
lands were regnlarly allotted, sometimes temporarily, sometimes 
in perpetuity, to the factories established by the Government, and 
the right to acquire villages with serfs was specially granted by 
tIte Legislature thronghout the eighteenth century to the faetory • 

• owners. * Other sources pf supply were mendicants and criminals 
drafted off to the actories by wlU' of pnnishment, very much as in 

• 
• This riy)J.t .... ccmsiderably....m.;.te<l in 1802, ODd fiDaIIy .boIi the<l. 

in 1816. 
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the days of Pitt similar classes of persons were pressed into the 
service of the British navy, runaway peasants (who under Peter 
the Great could not be reclaimed by their masters if they had 
found employment in & factory), prisoners of war, orphans and 
foundlings reared in publio institutions, even wives of soldiers on 
service. The mines were to some extent supplied with labour 
from abroad. Devices of this casual and uncertain nature could 
do little towards providing labour on a scale commensurate with 
the vast natural resources of Russia, or calling into existence a 
permanent industrial population such as in every other country of 
Europe has proved to be the condition of the highest manufacturing 
success. 

The factories established upon the estates of the nobles were in 
the mo,st advantageous position with regard to their supply of 
labour, since the right to own and acquire serfs belonged to the 
IIOblesse without restriotion. Not only could the landowners 
employ their own serfs in their factories, but they were also able 
to hire additional serf labour from the smaller proprietors who had 
no factories of their own. By the beginning of the nineteenth 
oentury this practice of hiring serfs from other estates had attained 
very considerable proportions. But factory work was most un
popular with the. peasantry, and the method of supplying the 
faotories with forced and generally unremunerated labour was as 
inefficient and wasteful as such & method has always proved itself 
to be. The rise of the obrok system, by which & fixed money pay_ 
ment in lieu of compulsory service was exacted from the peasant 
by his lord, greatly improved the conditions under which RU88ian 
industries were supplied with labour,· and led to a considerable 
increase in the technioalskill and productive power of the workers. 
The obrok system was especially widely developed in the more 
northerly districts. Peasants belonging to estates in these districts 
roved away in large numbers to the towns and there engaged for & 

time in artisan or industrial occupations. Many of the serfs thus 
released on obrok were very successful as manufacturers, and 
amassed great fortunes; in 8uch oases it was particularly to the 
advantage of their masters to encourage them to engage in industry. 
aince they were 'hus enabled to take toll of their serfs' wealth in 
the shape of obrolc. But although the difficulties which serfdom 
oppoeed to the development of industries might thus be minimised, 
the existence of these exceptional cases could not alter the fact 
that the essential condition of serfdom-the adscriptio glebre of the 
serf-is the precise antithesis of that free and abundant supply of 
labour in the open marI..-et on which modern industrialism depends. 
Accordingly it was not until the abolition of serfdom in 1861 set 
labour free that Russian industries were placed in a position to 
develop in all the directions indicated. by the economio requ.ke: 
ments of the country. • .. • 

It was not only serfdom per Be wruch retarded She growth of 
industries during the pre·refprm period. Many other CBUSes 
inherent in thMoclal conditions to which the institution of serfdom 
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corresponded also contributed to the s~me result. Such were the 
.absence of a native middle class; the scarcity of money and 
consequent lack of purchasing power, in a community where trade 
was still carried on largely by means of barter; and, not least, the 
smallness of the demand among the people at large for the appli
ances of civilisation, which resulted from their widespread ignorance 
and their low standard of material comfort. AlI these conditions 
were in their turn profoundly modified, some directly, some in
:directly, by the emancipation. For the land assigned to the 
peasants the squires were paid by means of redemption bills which 
were negotiable: the ready money thus put into circulation gave 
a great impetus to commercial transactions: and a portion of it 
.was invested in the new industrial undertakings which were now 
made possible by the increased supply of voluntary labour. Foreign 
capital also began to lI.ow freely into the country: railways were 
built; constructive works of every kind were undertaken; great 
centres of population sprang up;. in a word, all the characteristic 
phenomena which mark the life of the modem industrial state 
rapidly appeared among a population which only a generation 
earlier had been almost purely agricultural. In 1861 there were in 
Russia (including Poland) 14,060 factories with a yearly output 
of the value of 290 million roubles; in 1881, their number had risen 
.to 35,160 with an annual production of 1,305 million roubles. 

Until the year 1877 the financial policy of Russia was one of 
moderate protection, and State encouragement of industry largely 
took the form of improving the means of internal communication 
and of establishing banks and other institutions for facilitating 
the supply of capital. During the tenure of office of Von Reutem, : 
Minister of Finance from 1862 to 1879, forty-five commercial and· 
industrial banks were founded and more than 1,800 venta of I 
railway were built. Near the end of the reign of Alexander 11.,1 
however, the aims of the Government became more and morei 
protectionist, and with the accession of the third Alexander, a 
system of high protection became an integral part of the national 
policy. That system owed its development chiefly to I. A. Vyshne
gradski, Minister of Finance from 1887 to 1903. As Vyshnegradsld 
was also the originator of the scheme of technical insmretion, of 
which we shall have to speak immediately, and which was framed 
under the influence of the same leading ideas, it becomes neceasary 
here to say something as to the general prindples which underlay 
the protectionist system of Alexander III., and its relation to 
the dominant nationalism of the time. 

The importance of nationalism as a factor in the policy of Alex
ander m. has already been referred to in the first chapter. But . 

• nationalism as a political and social creed had by this time taleeD .. 
on a mu~h wider meaning than it held for the early Slavophils, who 

•• • 

• Between ~." vea ... of 1867';'" 1897 the _a~ population of 8C1'CD 

gma~ m .... nfaeturfug __ (St. Peterwl]org. )1:. ..... ..0 •• TuIa, W ..... w. Lod2,. 
Odosa. ViJna). moe from 1,290.875 to 3,884.446. 
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were its first prophets in RusSia. With them itS motive had been 
mainly religious and cultur&!; in the hands of the Pansl&vists of 
the sixties and seventies it had been applied to international politics; 
it was now extended-as Panslavhts like Ivan Aksakov had &!ways 
demanded that it should be-to the domain of nation&! economy. 
The ideals of the new nationalism were no longer purely religious, 
intellectual or even military; they no longer turned exclusively 
towards an actual or ideal past; they were concerned rather with 
the great part to be pl&yed by Russia in the future as a nation 
among the other great nations of the world, and their re&!isation 
was held to depend on the efficient organisation of all the nation's 
forces, economic, mor&!, physical and intellectual, towards a common 
end. From this point of view the industries of Russia came to be 
regarded as a national concern which needed to be controlled ana 
direoted in the interest of the Russian State for precisely the same 
reasons as the military and civil services were so controlled and 
directed; and the workers' of Russia were looked upon as a vast 
nation&! army whioh, being entrusted with nation&! interests 
of the utmost moment, must be pl&ced by the State in a position 
to defend and promote those interests to the best advantage. It 
was this central idea which supplied one of the main motives, not 
only for the movement towards protectionism which was characteri!
tic of the eighties and which reached its culminating point in the 
tariff of 1891, but &!so for the organisation of the technic&! instruc
tion of the country, of which we shall speak l&ter on. In its 
essenoe, of course, this widening of the conception of nation&!ism to 
embrace the economio sphere is an internation&! phenomenon; 
but it was of relatively greater significance in Russia, because it 
there fell in. more completely than elsewhere with the politic&! 
and socw tendencies which were shaping the gener&! policy of the 
State. 

The part which l>rotectionism was c&!led upon to play in the 
furtherance of the nationalist idea is obvious. The aim of the 
Government was to make Russia a self-contained Empire capable, 
not only of providing all the raw material required for the develop. 
ment of her industries, but of manufacturing everything neceasary 
to supply the materw needs of her popul&tion. Russia poesesses, 
probably in a greater degree than any other country except the 

.' United States, all the natur&! advantages which are necessary 
to the success of such an enterprise. The extent of her territory 
is so vast, the range of climate and soil in the regions included 
within the Empire is so wide, and her miner&! we&!th is so great, 
that there is hardly any kind of raw mated&! required for the more 
important industries, which she is incapable of producing within 
her own borders. By means of high duti ... upon manufactured 
articles imported from ahroad, and upon raw materials (such as 
cotton and jute) which could be \>roduce'd at hOOle, it wJ hoped 
to stimulate the home production both'of raw materialJ and manu
factured articles to the point at which Russia should become 
practically inderendent of impOrts fro!l1 forei§ll ~untries. But 
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ihe nationalist &ims of the Russian Government went furtheJ 
than the mere adoption of a sYstem of high protective duties. 
Russian industries had been largely built up by foreign capital and 
foreign enterprise. The raising of the import duties had even 
increased this tendency, since it had induced foreign manufacturers 
to establish factories in Russian territory. The town of Lodz in 
Poland, which sprang rapidly into existence as a great seat of the 
textile industries, owes its importance almost entirely to the enter
prise of Germans, and German influence upon these industries is 
apparent everywhere in Russia. The part borne by British enter
prise in the creation of the iron industry of South Russia has been 
equally prominent; we need refer only to the great iron-workll 
established by John Hnghes of Dowlais and his sons, round which 
"the important town of Uzovka has grown up. The effect of all 
this was to give to Russian industry a foreign character which 
suited ill with the nationalising aims of the Government. With 
foreign capital had come in the foreign factory-owner, the foreign 
manager, the foreign foreman; hence the directing brain of the 
Russian industrial army was largely foreign, though the main body 
of the rank and file might be composed of native Russians. This· 
state of things had always been viewed with natural concern by thei 
Russian Government, and the history of the older technical colleges. 
furnishes abundant proof of their disposition to look to education I 
as the remedy for it. One of the principal aims of the scheme of, 
technical instruction which received legislative sanction in 1888 waal 
to carry out in a still more systematic way the policy of training' 
np a generation of Russian engineers and skilled industrial worke .. 
who wonld be capable of replacing foreign by native control. Tb, 
details of this scheme of technical instruction form the snbject 01 
the next section of this chapter. f i 

The high tariff of 1891 was somewhat modified from 1894 onward; i 
by the effect of the Russo-German Treaty of Commerce, but the 
policy which it embodied was steadfastly maintained by Vyshne
grailski's more famous suceessor at the Ministry of Finance, M. 
(now Count) Witte. Basing bis action upon the principle that 
economic independence cannot be -attained by any State which is 
not industrial as well as agrienltural, Witte made it his first object 
to develop native industries, even at the cost of raising considerably 
the price of manufactured arlicles to the oonsumer, and thereby 
increasing the economic diflicnlties of the agricnltural popnlation 
of Russia. He maintained that .. the best protection that can be 
afforded to agricnlture consists in aesnring for it a market at 
home for its products, and remunerative wages for labour which 
finde no occnpation on the land." As stzongly as his predecessor 
he held that .. the nltimate aim of the protectionist system i8 to 

• enfranchise our national J!Toduction from ilB dependence alike UPOD 
foreign "labour an" foreign mark~ts, and to raisle our eonntry to aD 
<>conomic uqity of an indep{mdent importance." But be differed 
nom other RussiaD protectionislB in -regarding the protp.ctionbt 
system as a temporary or .. edu"cational" measll"' only, which 
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should be abandoned as soon as its object was attained •. In order 
therefore that .. the present (protectionist) phase might be traversed 
as quickly as possible,'~ he held that a large amount of foreign 
capital must be attracted into Russia, and employed upon the 
development of Russian industries, the extension of railways, and 
other productive enterprises. If foreign manufacturers could be 
induced to start factories and other works in Russia, 80 much the 
better, as the effect of this would be to reduce by competition the 
high prices for manufactured goods, which are the result of a 
protectionist system. That this policy would tend to the per
petuation of the foreign control over Russian industries, which 
it had been Vyshnegrad~ki's aim to eliminate by means of a national 
system of techuical education, was to Witte's mind a necessary 
evil which must be borne with patience until Russia had become 
in the economic sense self-aufficing. Meantime the temporary 
condition of things was in itself" a school for our young industry" 
which not even the most perfect system of technical instruction 
could wholly replace .• 

Industrial progress was undoubtedly much accelerated by the 
measures taken by M. Witte to carry out his policy. The total 
value of articles manufactured in Russia. rose from 1,339,499,000 
roubles in 1887 to 2,839,144,000 roubles in 1897, the increase being 
pretty evenly spread over the whole field of industry. The number 
of workmen employed in factories rose during the same period from 
1,315,044 to 2,096,262. In 1900, however, a reaction set in as the 
result of over-production and reckless Bourse speeulation. The 
consequent depression in trade and in industrial activity has been 
still further accentuated by the Russo-Japanese War and the 
internal troubles of the country, and the advance of industrialism 
has for the prcsent received a severe check. There can be no 
doubt that much of the progress accomplished under the Witte 
regime was artifioial and unreal in character, inasmuoh as pro
duction was stimulated far in advance of the economic needs of the 
country. But when all reserves are made on this account, it is 
impossible not to admit that the adminiatra.tion of M. Witte gave 
a very oonsiderable, and probably lasting, impulse to the industrial 
development of Russia. 

We have been at pains to distinguish the successive phases of the 
industrial history of Russia, especially during the nineteenth cen
tury, beoause to each of these phases oorresponds a definite period 
in the history of Russian technical education. As in the history 
of Russian industry, 80 in that of techuical education, we have to 
draw a sharp dividing line between the period previous and that 
subsequent to the emancipation. And as the forty odd years of 
the industrial history of Russia which have elapsed since the eman
cipation fall into two unequal halves, distingnished by the grea1ler • 

• • • 
• The pasoagea in inver!Ald oomm.r. inAe abo ... ~ph ..... quo ..... 

from the tnu>alation of a 8~ by M. Witte given in Ch. 2:do(" M. de Witte 
And bis Polior "j of Sir Henry NoQllAQ· ... All the Ru.ajas." 

7213, • lIo2 
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in1Iuence of nationalist and protectionist ideas which marked the 
latter half, so the same years in the history of technical rducation 
fall into two similar periods, of which the later is distinguished from 
the earlier by the increased centralisation of State control. 

As regards the pre-reform period of the history of technical edu
cation, a few words will suffice. Here, as in the case of places of 
general education, the provision of Higher Technical Colleges pre
ceded the provision of Tntermediate:or Lower Technical Schools. The 
primary object of all the Higher Technical Schools established during 
this period was not the promotion of private industries, but the 
supply of engineers for the State service. We have already spoken 
of the technical institutions founded by Peter the Great. A 
Mining Institute was founded by Catherine II. and an Engineering 
School of Ways and Roads by Alexander I. The progress of tech
nical instruction during the reign of Nicholas I. owed much to the 
efforts of Count Kankrin, who was Minister of Finance from 1823 
to IS«. The Technological Institute was opened in 1831, and the. 
,School of Construction in 1843, both at St. Petersburg. The first, 
efforts towards a system of intermediate technical instruction were! 
also made by Count Kankrin, who established Schools of Drawing, r 
Navigation, and Agriculture, and also prevailed upon Uvarov to l 
institute "real" sedions with a technical and commercial course in j 
connection with some of the gymnasia and district schools. These • 
sections, however, were not a great success, and their period of: 
existence was short. The Ministry of Public Instruction did much 
on its own initiative to further technical instruction in Poland 
during this reign. An Institute of Rural Economy and Forestry 
was founded at Marimont in 1840, and an Art School at Warsaw' 
in IS«. . 

The expansion of industry in Russia after the emancipation wu , 
naturally accompanied by an increased demand for technical edu' 
cation. During the sixties and seventies there was a rapid gr01l th 
in the number of institutions preparing their pupila either for em
ployment in industrial concerns or for occupying administrative 
posts under the Departments of State specially concerued in tho 
development of industries. The majority of the Higher Technical 
Colleges now existing in Russia were established during the sixties, 
and the provision made for higher technical instruction in Russia 
at this period would have borne favourable comparison as regards 
quantity or quality with that existing in any country of Western 
Europe. A considerable number of technical schools of various 
kinds and grades were also established at various points through
out the Empire. All these places of education came into existence 
as local needs required, they were placed under the control of 
various Ministries, and were administered each under its own special 

• Statute and according to curricula specially sanctioned for each 
individml case. 'they 10m, however, very uneveuly distributed 
over the country, and, though their establishment repreoented an 
important stlp in advance, they were very far from constituting a 
national system of technical \l<Inc"tion, even when supplemente4 
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by th~ technical clllEses attached to the real-schools under the Ie.w 
of 1872. Such was the condition of things up to tho closing years 
of the reign of Alexander II. This period in the history of tech
nical education in Russia may therefore be distinguiehed from the 
one which followed it as the period 0/ tmCOordinated effort. But 
in a country like Russia where the trend of the administration is . 
always strongly in the direction of centralised control, this phase 
could be a temporary one only. Towards the end of the seventies, 
the lack of a unified scheme of technical instruction began to attract 
the attention of the Government. It was decided that the time 
had arrived for such a reconstruction of the existing system of tech
nical education that all the schools 4nd colleges throughout the 
country should form parts of one organic whole, and as the first 
step towards this end, that the administration of int3rmediate and 
lower technical instruction should be concentrated in the hands of 
a single Ministry. As it was held that the expert control and 
direction which was necessary could best be exercised by a State 
Department specially concerned with education, all technical 
schools of the intermedi lte and lower grades were (with some excep
tions) transferred in 1881 to the Ministry of Publio Instruction. 
The Higher Technical Colleges remained, as before, under the control 
of the various Ministries in oonnection with which they had been 
founded, and which were speoially interested in the quality of their 
output. 

With the eighties, then, hegins the period 0/ centralised cootroZ 
over technical instruction. It was the work of the early years of 
Alexander III. 's reign to formulate a general scheme of iPtermediate 
and lower technical education. It is a significant fact, as we have 
already mentioned, that the name most prominently associated 
with the elaboration of this scheme is that of I. A. Vyshnegradski. 
Vyshnegradski was in the early eighties a ProfeBSor of the Teoh
nologioal Institute and Member of the Council of the Ministry of 
Publio Instruotion, and was reoognised as the foremost expert of 
his time in Russia in all questions of technical education. His 
iJeas and proposals remain on record in the .. General PIe.n .. for 
the organisation of technical instruction, which he presented to the 
Ministry of Publio Instruotion in 1884, and whioh has since been 
published in the officie.l .. Collection of Materials relating to Technical 
and Professional Education." Vyshnegradski's" General PIe.n" 
was not adopted without oonsiderable modification in minor 
d ltails: it sufIers to some extent from the usual Russian defect of 
doctrinairism; but it neverthelEBB merits close attention as having 
formulated for the first time certain leading ideas which have ever 
since influenced Russian policy in the matter of teohnical educa
tion. We proceed to note some of the mOlt important of thedll 
ideas. ., 

As regards the objects of tec?uUoal instruot:on, the influence 
of the nationalist ideas of the time is manife:t on ever}' page of the 
.. General PIe.n." The necessity of making Russian industry 
co national "-i.1. of reDiacinll' forei!!ll Irnidance and control bv 
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that of native Russians-is repeatedly insisted on. We have 
already pointed out to what an extent, as the result of the part 
played by foreign capital and enterprise in the industrial develop
ment of Russia, the posts of responsihility in industrial concerns, 
froin the chief engineer or general manager down to the foreman, 
were filled by foreigners, while the less skilled forms of labour only 
were supplied by native Russians. The disadvantage of this 
state of things for the development of Russian industry is thrown 
into strong relief in the "General Plan." For instance, on p. 29 
we read, "Foremen are at present either recruited from the ranks 
of specially gifted or competent workmen, or are obtained from 
abroad. The latter caae, which is the one of most frequent occur
rence, especially in the great industries of production, constitutes 
one of the weakest points of our industrial system, and is tho 
reason why it has developed slowly, and has constantly remained 
a foreign growth transplanted to our soil, instead of becoming a 
national interest, as in Western Europe. To blame the heads of 
great industrial undertakings for this is hardly fair, as they natur- ! 
ally cannot rely on our aell-taught foremen, who, though they l 
frequently possess very remarkable capacities, are unable, owing' 
to their lack of sufficient knowledge, to adapt themselves to novel J 
ciroumetances, and find difficulty in taking the necessary steps to i 
inuoduce improvemellts; whereas it is theae improvements which,( 
in theae days of increased competition, are the nerves of industry.l 
and any industrial establishment, which is backward in applying 
them to its production, quickly sufIers economic defeat, when it 
places its goods upon the market." .-

Again on p. 44: "It is impossible not to take into consideration I 
*hat in Russia even now the technical experts in great industrial 
establishments and. the foremen who enperintend different partl 
of the works are for the most part foreigners, who only in the 
rarest and most exceptional instances are favourably inclined 
towards native Russians who desire to gain in the workshops 
such practical knowledge as might enable them to take the place of 
foreigners. The instinct of aell -preservation on the part of foreigners, 
their close connection with relatives and friends abroad, the desire 
to make the latter their sueceaaors, and not to enrrender their 
posts even after their death to Russians, is a most fami!iBr phenome
non which meets us at every tum in our industrial system: it ia, 
thongh not the only, certainly the chief, reason why the Russian 
recruits of industry drawn from our schools do not meet with that 
friendly reception which wonld facilitate, or at any rate render 
possible, for them the acquisition of practical knowledge and .kilL 
On the contrary, theae young people are met as a rule with open 
li08tility, which instead of correcting the unavoidable mista~. 
made b}' a novi.,. at the' ontset, finds a malicious pleasure in ex
JUhiting these mistakes to tAe proprietor, and founding upon them 
a decisive verdict adverse to thl! young aspirant. Under 80cll 
conditions the hope that the pt'actical training of aspirantJI to 
the post of foreman can»e encce.Bfully.carried out ~ our indnstrlal . . . ' .. 
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workshops will certainly not be realised, and in Russia more than 
anywhere else it is necessary to arrange for this training to be 
given in lIeparateestablishments which are not subject to the 
inconveniences described." 

The considerations advanced in the two passages above quote4 
will furnish the key to the preference shown by the Rusaisn Govern
ment for the system by which training in the principles underlying 
an industry or trade is made to precede actual experience in in
dustrial workshops. This is the system which is coming more and 
more into favour in America and which in England also finds many 
advocates as against the older system, according to whioh a boy 
entered a factory or worka as soon· as possible after his general 
education· was completed and obtained his grounding in the prin
ciples of his trade either pari. passu with his practical training (in 
an evening technical school), or subsequently (in a day technical 
school or college). Russia has decided (though not without hesita
tion) against what may be called the older English method of 
training ;*but it is worthy of note that her decision has been in
fluenced less by a conviction of the superiority of the one plan 
to the other, than by the necessities of her position, which com
pelled her to devise a system of tecbnical instruction whereby she 
could train up a generation of young Russians capable of developing 
Russian industries without having recourse to foreign skill or 
intelligence, and thus of breaking the foreign monopoly of control 
in her industrial establishments . 
. " Another leading principle laid down in the " General Plan " was 
that there should be such a differentiation of function as between 
various types of technical schools as would correspond in general 
with the recognised grades and ranka in the. industrial army. 
Vyshnegradski's ideal for the rank and file of workers was a uni
versal system of manual training to be given &8 part of the general 
eduoation of the primary schools, this again to be supplemented by 
evening classes or in some localities by special Trade Schools. The 
technical training of foremen was, according to this BCheme, to be 
obtained in Trade Schools, to which only those were to be admitted 
who had been through the course of a new type of Higher Grade 
School, to be specially created for the purpose. For the inter
mediate positions of responsibility between the foreman and the 
general manager or chief engineer he proposed to provide a special 
training by means of upper departments of the existing real-achools; 
when reorganised as nve-clasa schools. The highest officers of all, 
the engineers, skilled chemists and other experts who were to form 
the brain of the industrial army, would receive their training in the 
Higher Technical Colleges. In certain details the actual scheme 
adopted difiers somewhat from thatadumhrated by Vyshnegradski, • 

• Evidence of the hesitation...re~ to ~ve is t. be found 11 the pro
vision by which admission to all gradee of 4echnieel eehools below the college 
is open to pemona who he .... spent two Y""'" in actual wdtk in • factory, 
even though they may not pooaeaa the educational qualification othenrise 
reqlliled. .• 



but the general principle of the differentiation of schools in corre· 
spondence with the organisation of industry has been adopted by the 
Russian Government; and here again it is worthy of no$3 that the 
Russian system is more in harmony with American or German ide&8 
than with those prevailing in this country. 

Finally, Vyshnegradski laid the utmost stress on the necessity in 
every grade of technical instruction for a b&8is of general education 
sufficiently wide and firm to bear the weight of the superstructure 
of technic&i knowledge to be raised upon it. Hill minimum demand 
for the ordinary worker 11'&8 a preliminary education equal to that 
given in the Urban School or the two-class primary school, with the 
addition of the training of hand and eye by some form of manual 
work. For foremen he thought the education given in these schools 
insufficient, and therefore proposed the creation of the new Higher 
Grade Schools above referred to. Technical education of the inter· 
mediate grade should, he thought, be based on a five.years' course 
in the real~chool ; while the full course of the gymnasium should 
precede admission to a Higher Technic&i College. The principle thus 
laid down is fully recognised in the existing system of technical 
education; but it 11'&8 seen from the first that the requirements of 
gener&i education for ordinary artisans and foremen were pitched by 
V yshnegradski far too high under existing conditions. Even now 
the bare ability to read and write cannot be said $0 be universal· 
among the artisan population: in the eighties, it 11'&8 even less i 
widely diffused, and in demanding for the working classes in RUBBia ; 
a higher standard of general education than was attained even in the . 
more advanced countries of Western Europe, Vyshnegradski 11'&8 . 
undoubtedly setting up an impoesib1e ide&i. Moreover, the demand 
for some kind of manual training in every primary school in R UBBia 
11'&8, &8 V yshnegradski himself recognised, incapable of being 
realised until a sufficient number of teachers should have been 
trained to give instruction in this subject; and RUB8ian experience 
has shown that this is a slow and difficult process. 

rrf.- ORGANISATION AlI'D WORK 01' TBlI TIICIIlI'lCAL 

INSTITUTIONS. 

The organisation of technical education which finally received 
legislative sanction in 1888, and 11'&8 ~ into o:Hec:t by the Com
mitosion of 1889, has alre&dy been descnbed m outline m the first two 
chapters of this Report. The reader should here be reminded that 
the 0 . ect of the legislation of Alexander m.'e reign 11'&8 not 10 

much create an entirely new system of technieal education, as to 
organise supplement one that &iready exisW!. Conaequentl1 
the refo then introduced affected only very slightly the Hi;:her 

, "echnical lieges, further than to take them into acconnt 8D •. 

&..uy lIP t part of. the national system of edllC&tion. In 
hiliition to t ctlleges, three main types of technical schools of 

'" .'rmedi& or lower grade were in 1888 created or recognised, 
a ~om other in fnnctio1l, and distinguisbtd in respect of 
co tlOD.. Jina the degree of preliminary geaeral education 
the post ot 0 _ 

• 
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required for admission, and &CCOrding to the more or less adV&llced 
cha.rseter of the instrnction given in eseh. These four kinds of 
technical institutions, supplemented a few years l&ter by two 
further types of lower schools to be here&fter described, constitute 
together the RU88i&n system of technie&l edne&tion, &8 it exists at 
present. 

At the summit of the systsm stood the Higher Toohnie&l Colleges 
intended for the tr&ining of industri&l le&ders, engineers, skilled 
chemists &ad &dministr&tive experts. AdmiBBion to these colleges 
W&8 obt&ined by competitive examin&tions, which were open to &ll 
those who h&d completed the full course of the gymnuiwn, real
school, or other secondary school recognised &8 of equ&l mnk, or that 
of the Intermedi&te Technie&l School. University gmdU&tes were 
&dmitted to the colleges without examination., f"I · .... 1 

Next in grade came the Intermediate Technie&l Schools, which 
were intended to impm the knowledge and skill necessary to the 
subordinate officers of the 1&rger industri&l establishments, the men 
who set nuder the chief engineer or the gener&! manager, but &re 

superior to the mere skilled &rtificer or forem&U. But in view of 
the f&et that only a sm&ll minority of f&etories and works in RU88i& 
are l&rge enough to require a staJI of supervisors of the two gr&des 
above mentioned, it W&8 &lao intended th&t the Intermedi&te Techni
e&l School should provide such a tr&ining &8 would fit its recipients 
to undertake the independent m&n&gement of sm&ller industri&l 
concerns. Admission to the Intermedi&te Technie&l School is open 
to boys who have p&8S8d at le&&t through the first~ve cl&Bses of the 
real·school or (with a supplementary examination in certain subjects) 
the corresponding cl&sses of Bome second&ry school recognised &8 

equiv&lent in status to the real-school. But persons who have 
worked at le&&t two years in a f&etory or other industri&l establish
ment &re &lao &dmitted without any evidence of previous intellectu&l 
tmining; and the Intermedi&te Technie&l Schools of Agriculture are 
also open without examin&tion to men who have completed the 
course of the te&ehers' seminaries, and even to te&ehers of village 
schools who have not taken the seminary course. 

Below the Intermediate School came the Lower Technical School, 
the aim of which W&8 to give the knowledge and skill required by 
persons desiring to become foremen in f&etories. For admiBBion 
to these schools the preliminary tr&ining &fiorded by the full course 
of the Urban School, District Scbool, or two-cIass primary school 
W&8 required; but &8 in the _ of the Intermediate Technie&l 
School, persons who had worked for two years in a f&etory were 
&lao qU&lified for admission, whatever their previous education 
h&d been. 

The fourth type of technie&l school W&8 the Tmde School. Th" 
function of the Tr&de Schools W&8 to. prepare skilled ~kers in 
wood or met&! for employment>in great induAtri&l concerns or to 
give to BUch persons the necessary knowledge and akill for under
taking the management of sm&ller workshops or foundries of their 
own. Candidates for admission to these schools mua have com-
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pleted the course of the one·class primary school, or have already 
worked for a couple of years in some industrial establishment. 

The main outlines of the system of technical education having 
been thus settled by the creation of three difierent grades of school 
below the technical colleges, it remained to decide what different 
types of instruction should be prescribed in each grade. This 
question had, of course, to be decided by a consideration of the 
a~tual needs of RUBBian industry. Two types of school were 
clearly needed to correspond with the two great industries concerned 
in production, viz., ~wre and mining. Manufactures, again 
might be considered in two categories, according as the processes 
employed in them were mainly ohemical or mainly mechanieal. 
Lastly, the building industry was sufficiently important to demand 
consideration by itseH. Thus five main types of technical instruction 
were needed in view of the industrial conditions of RU88ia: viz., 
cgricuitnre, mining, chemistry, mechanics, and building con· 
struction. The Commiscion of 1889, to whom was entrusted the 
carrying out of the details of the SY8tem, decided that schools repra- I 
Solnting each of these five types were necessary in the intermediate 
grade, three only (mechanics, chemistry and building) in the lower i 
grade; but that the Treasury need concern itseH only with me- I 
chanical industries in furthering the establishment of Trade Schools. 1 
They came to the latter conclusion on the ground that four·fifths i 
of the existing Trade Schools were actually concerned with working I 
in wood or metal, and that carpenters' and Bmithe' work was i 

admittedly the most important to the development of industry 
generally.· 

So far we have considered only the type of technical school con· 
templated by the law of 1888. We have Btill to say 80mething 
of two supplementary types called into existence by later Iegiala. 
lion, viz., the Lower Trade Schoola and the Schools of Apprenticea . 

• The relative importance of different manufacturiDg iDduatrie& in a .... i. 
will be seen from tho following eompamtiv. table of val_referring to 1811'7. 

I. Textile induatri ... 
2. Food producIB 
3. Mining • 
4. Metal working 
6. Animal producto (leather, _p, ete.) 
8. Working in wood • • • • • • • 
7. Cerami_ JIlAD1IfactureB (iDclading """""'" gJ-. etc.) 
8. CbemWal productB 

per cent. 
33·a 

• 22·8 
• 13·9 

10·9 
"·7 
3·8 
2·9 
2·1 

9. Paper making • • • • • • • • 
10. Other manufactureo ("g., tobaceo, lead peaci1o, carriagoe, 

etc.) 

1·8 

100·0 

It appe&;;. from au. table that theofust four eategoriea of producliOM 
account for 82 Jl"l cent. of the IAftaI indastri&l OIltplR, and that th.refore 
&ecbnicol achoo ...... re chie(ly needed to oupply engineero, am.- and ."'~ 
Iahourerl for the cotton ",d WooJlea mil'" hrewing ..... AS- ze6mng. 
machiDa mg. "'ing. a!ld \be ~ iroa and fteeI iDduririaL • 
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The idea of establishing Lower Trade Schools was due to a suggestion 
made by the United Department of Laws and State Economy 
during the consideration of the project for Trade Schools. The 
motives underlying this suggestion perhaps need a few words of 
explanation. The admitted aim of the Trade Schools was to meet 
the requirements of the larger industrial centres. Now, there is in 
Russian society a very widespread dislike to the modern industrial 
regime in so far as it rests upon capitalism and the factory system j 
and this feeling-which is shared by Socialists and Conservatives 
alike-ilommonly reveals itself in a disposition to demand legisla
tive encouragement for the peasant industries which still compete 
more or less successfuliy with the big mills and faotories. These 
peasant industries are of very ancient origin, and in some parts of 
Russia they are extremely important and highly developed. They 
are carried on for the most part in the winter, when field work is 
suspsnded, and they not only form a valuable additional source 
of income to the peasants employed in them, but they actually tend 
to the benefit of agriculture by enabling the peasants to improve their 
stock and to rent additional land. The number of persons regularly 
engaged in these petty industries in Russia is certainly not less 
than 7,000,000, as against 2,000,000 who are employed in faotories. 
It is no wonder, therefore, that persons of very divers views in 
Russia shonld be disposed to look to these peasant industries, 
espeoially when developed on co-operative lines (to which the 
Russian artel system so easily lends itself) for deliverance from the 
admitted evila of the factory system. It is from this standpoint 
that we must understand the action of the United Department in 
asking the Ministry of Publio Instruotion to consider whether 
in the interest of the development of peasant industries some trade 
schools ought not to be started in the villages, so as to afiord the 
peasant population the opportunity of teohnical instruction with
out taking them out of their usual rural surroundings. There was 
obviously a great field of usefulness for Trade Schools established 
in villages which would teach peasant artisans how to improve 
their method of production so as at once to economise time and 
labour and turn out a better finished article. The Ministry of 
Publio Instruction, however, in carrying out the suggestion of the 
United Departments of Laws and State Economy, came to the 
oonclusion that Lower Trade Schools of the same kind as thoso 
required in villages would serve an equally useful purpose in many 
small towns, and even in some of the larger centres of population j 
and the Statute by whioh they were established consequently 
makes no attempt to define the pIe.ces in which they are oousidered 
desirable. The Lower Trade Schools are open to boys between 
thirteen and fifteen years of age who are ahle to read and ~i~ 
The course lasts four years, the last fe&r being entirelY devoted 
to praotical work. The trade9 which the aoAooIs are designed to 
teach are suoh as are largely in the 1u.nds of peasarJa' oo-operative 
"associations: e.g., metal-working trades (smith's work of various 
kinds, watoU and clock making, ete.) j working in wood (cabinet-
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making. carpentry, carving, cooper's and wheelwright's work, 
ete.) ; binding and cardboard work; shoemaking, saddlery, 
paperhanging; ~ailoring of all kinds; basket and brush making, 
manufacture of articles of horn, toy -making, ete. Much atten
tion is given in the Lower Trade Schools to subjects of general 
education, the teaching in these subjects being of a very practical 
character. 

TM Schools of Apprentices, established under the Statute 
of 20th December, 1893, are intended by a three years' course to 
prepare boys of from eleven to fourteen years of age for the more 
intelligent comprehension of the methods of the workshop. Their 
object is not to give a complete training in a particular craft or 
trade, but to occupy a portion of the period usually spent in private 
apprenticeship by more systematic instruction in the general 
methods of the trade to be learnt than would be possible in a 
private workshop. But it is intended that the apprentices on the 
completion of their course should proceed to a private factory or 
workshop to complete their training. As in the Lower Trade 
School, much attention is devoted to general subjects, and drawing 
is made a subject of special study. 

The six types of technical institutions which have been above 
enumerated-Higher Technical Colleges, Intermediate and Lower 
Technical Schools, Trade Schools, Lower Trade Schools, and 
Schools of Apprentices-form, so to speak, the backbone of the 
system of technical instruction, as it exists in Russia to-day. The 
sch?ols and colleges comprised in these six categories do not, 
however, represent the full provision made for technical education 
in Russia. Apart from the schools administered under special 
Statutes by the Ministry of Public Instruction, there are still a 
number of technical schools, especially of the more elementary 
type, under th~ control of other Departments of State. These 
have been fully enumerated in the second chapter of this Report 
(pp. 200-204); but we may mention here, as being specially im
portant, the Intermediate and Lower Schools of Agriculture ad
ministered by the Ministry of Agriculture and Imperial Domain.e; 
the (Lower) Railway Technical Schools under the control of the 
Ministry Of Ways of Communication; and the" Rural Workshops " 
established ~the Ministry of Ymance. Of these the Intermediate 
and Lower hools of Agriculture are important enough to call 
for further d ription here. 

Under the Law of the 26th May, 1904, the schools of the 
Ministry of ,Agriculture fall under four distinct categories, viz., 
(a) Intermediate Agricultural Schools; (b) Lower Agricultural In
etitutes (uchJi8tcM)*; (e) Lower Agricultural Schools (.Uoly)*; 

d. (d) Prlactical Agricultural Schools. The full conne of the 
Idi!'mlnedi'!fje Schools wte llix years, the two lowest cla8sea being 
occ pied en' Iy wid! general :ubjects, and the four highest being 

• I • 
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devott>d to subjects specially connected with agriculture. Admission 
to the lowest class is by competitive examination on the course 
of the two-class school of the Ministry of Pnblic Instruction; but 
pupils are admitted to the first special class if they have gone 
through a course corresponding to that of the first four classes 
of a real-school, or have completed the course of an Urban School 
of not less than three classes. The following subjects must enter 
into the curriculum of a six-class Intermediats Agricultural School: 
religion, Russian, one modern language, geography, history, 
mathematics, drawing, natural science, land·surveying, rural 
economy in its various branches, bookkeeping, and law so far as 
required by persons engaged in agriculture. Schools with special 
classes only have a curriculum adapted to local requirements in 
each case. A second modem language, music and singing may 
be taught as optional subjects in all schools. In the Lower Agri
cultural Institutes the full course is of three years. In some cases, 
however, the course is shortened by a year, and a special curri
culum" is sanctioned for such schools in accordance with local 
requirements. In schools taking the full course the ourriculum 
includes religion, Rnssian, arithmetic, the essentials of geometry, 
drawing, land-surveying, geography, Russian history, the elements 
of natural science, agriculture with special attention to such 
branohes of the subject as are of local importance, and general 
notions of the chief laws affecting rural life. As far as possible, 
some instruction is also given in crafts connected with agricultur~. 
To obtain admission to a Lower Agricultural Institut~ a pupil must 
be familiar with the course of the two-class primary school. 

The Lower Agricultural Schools have a more directly practical 
aim than the Institutes. They are of two grades, differing according 
to the scope of the instruction. The curriculum in both grades 
presupposes the course of the one-class primary school; but the 
8chools of the first grade carry on the general education of the 
pupil to the level of the two-class primary school; those of the 
second grade simply aim at confirming the knowledge of general 
subjects already acquired by the pupil. The course of both in
cludes the following special subjeots: measurement of hind, thc 
necessary elements of natural science, agriculture with some of 
its subsidiary branches, and knowledge of the main laws affecting 
agriculture. Here again provision is made for special schoo~s 
with a course of two years or even one year and a curriculum 
speoially framed to meet looal needs. 

All the above kinda of schools may have preparatory classes 
attached to them, and supplementary classes of a technical char
acter may be superadded to the ordinary course. Practical work 
is an essential part of the instruction in all. In tbe Practical 
Ag-icultural Schools, which are intended for .workmen engaged 
in various branches of agrioulture, inchOOing W\,rdening, -r!.nioultnre, 
butter-making, the rearing of cattle and sheep, etc., the curriculum 
is mainly of a practical nature, general educatioll entering into 
it only so far 88 is practicable and nece38&rj'. The course in th'lS& 
schools varies'from one to three vears. 
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IV.-PIIOBLEHS 01" TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

Before proceeding to discuss the special problems of technical 
education in RW!8ia, it is perhaps necessary to remind the reader 
that the object of the legislative work of the eighties, which has 
just been described, was simply to Bettie the lina on which the 
development of technical instruction should proceed for the future
in other words, to determine the needs of Rossian industry, and 
the method by which they would best be satisfied. This was in 
itself no inconsiderable or useless achievement; it was, on the con· 
trary, necessary in order to prevent the waste, overlapping, and 
want of co·ordination from which English education so frequently 
suffers. But the legislation of the eighties did not call into actual 
existence a single technical school; it simply indicated the kinds 
of schools whioh were needed, leaving it to the State or to private 
individusls or communities to supply them as eircumstances de
manded. The provision actually made is not-as will be seen 
by reference to the statistics given in the second chapter-in
significant in amount. We shall see presently, however, that it 
is still inadequate in relation to the actual needs of RW!8ia; but 
before dealing with this question, it will be well to discuss some 
of the more general conditions of tecbnical instruction in Russia. 

The fundamental weakness of the whole system undoubtedly 
consists in the low level of culture among the ordinary individual 
workers. The effect of these conditions in retarding the industrial 
progress of Ruasia is fully recognised in such official documents 
as·the .. Generel Plan" of Vyshnegradski and the official memo
randa and projects which sprang directly out of his proposaIa. 
Though all educational experts in Alexander ll.'s reign were not 
disposed to follow Vyshnegradski to the extent of postulating 
an Urban School education or its equivalent for every worker, and, 
higher grade elementary instruction for every future foreman, 
it is nevertheless certain that none of those responsible for the 
technical legislation of the eighties doubted that a sound basis 
of generel knowledge in the ordinary worker was a necessary con
dition 'Of the highest industrial success. But it was precisely 
this general basis of culture which was most conspicuously absent, 
if not in the larger centres of population, certainly in the smaller 
towns and rureI districts. It is impossible not to reBoot that, if 
it had been found possible during the period immediately aueceed
ing the emancipation to establish a system of universal primary 
instruction throughout the RW!8ian Empire, many of the diffi
culties which now bamper the progress of tecbnical education 
would have been solved in the nature! course of things. 

It may seem at first sight, since the provision of primary educa
tion is so much more complete in the Ialgl'r towns, and especially 
'in the in1,pstrial centres, thi'n in the rural districts, that the general 
intelligence of the Ifttisan po{!ulation of the towns, at least, ought 
to be sufficielltly high. Sucb a conclusion, however, is unwar
ranted in view of the actual conditions under which RUS8ian in-
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dustries are supplied with labour. The settled population of the 
t~wns &8 yet contributes only a small contingent of the workers 
needed in R1I8Sian industrial establiehments. A very consider
able proportion, on the other hand, consists ·of immigranta from 
the country, who do not even intend to settle permanently in the 
towns, but work in a factory until they have eamed a little money, 
and then return to their native villages, generally at the approach 
of the harvest season. To such an extent is this the case that 
some RU88ian factories close altogether in the summer; others 
reduce their output considerably. Mill·owne18 often pay higher 
wages in summer than in winter in order to retain their hands .• 
In some Governments &8 large a proportion &8 two·fifths of the 
male population annually leave home in search of employment 
elsewhere. It is difficult to obtain accurate statistics &8 to the 
extent of this migration over the whole of RUSBia. M. Vladimir 
Kovalevski (in .. Russia at the End of the Nineteenth Century ") 
says that the number of persons who seek this kind of casual em
ployment exceeds five to six millions annually; but Profe880r 
Miliukov (" Russia and its Crisis," p. 452) tells us that" in 1900, 
14·2 million peasants ~f both sexes left their villages in search 
of employment, or 32 per cent. of the whole population." The 

. larger proportion of this migratory population no doubt consists 
of peasants from the north who wander southwards to help in the 
harvest in the com.growing regions. But the extent of this migra
tion to purely industrial pursuits may to some extent be gauged 
by the great preponderance of men over women in the chief in· 
dustrial centres; for example, the proportion of women to men 
is in Moscow only 80 per cent.; ~ St. Petersburg and Kiev 83 
per cent.; in Odessa 86 per cent. 

This constant flow of population between town and country 
has of course a very important influence upon the level of culture in 
the places aftected by it. t On the one hand, it favours the circula
tion of ideas and raises the standard of intelligence among the 
adult population of the country. Statistics show that the per
oentage of recruits able to read and write is always highest in those 
rlll"al districta from which there is most migration to non-agricul
tural employment. But on the other hand this method of recruiting 
the industrial population tends correspondingly to depress the level 
of culture among the factory workers of the towns, and therefore 
to decrease their economio value. It also keeps the average of 
techuical skill among industrial workers low. The same peasant 
does not necessarily seek the same kind of industrial employment 
in two S\lcceeding years; consequently the special skill required in 

• This ate'" of things is in fact closely pamllel to that which pre ..... i1od in 
England during the period of .. domestic industry." whea spinniog'an.i 
" .. ring stopped allogI'tller in some distrietr during the hanest.. 

, n 
t b should he steted that this wholiJs&le migration in search of tom. 

pcmry employment in industrial c:onccmo is • purely Ru.-oi ... pheaom ........ 
It dOflil DO~ for example. alleet PQlaod or the Baltic Pro.-in<es. , 
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a particular industry is rarely developed. * There are signs of a 
slow but steady growth of a settled artisan population in the towns, 
and it is important to observe that the second generation of this 
artisan population, who have grown accustomed to the conditions 
of factory life from childhood, show a notable advance in technical 
skill and the power to handle complicated machinery.t But 80 

long as Russian industry continues to depend as largely as is now the 
case for ita labour upon casual immigration from the country, the 
backward state of education in the rural districta cannot fail to 
react disadvantageously upon the general intelligence of the workers 
employed in Russian industries. 

But it is not only from the point of view of tbe workers in the 
great centres of population that the backward state of primary 
education in rural Russia is to be deplored. The greatest Russian 
industry is, and will probably always continue to be, agriculture. 
More than four-fifths of the whole population of Russia live by the 
land, and two-thirds of the agricultural land in the country is tilled 
by small peasant proprietors. There is no class in Russia which 
stands to gain more, even from a purely material point of view, by 
improved education, whether of a general or technical kind, than 
this class of small peasant land-holders. A factory worker has after 
all a strictly limited task to perform, and he may acquire by practice 
the mechanical skill necessary to perform it to the satisfaction of 

• Cp. Baron E. von der Bniggen," D .. beutigeRoa,land," Cb.4,p.67:
... Wh"t can yon make of theee people, ' said one of the 1e&ding factory 

owners of Moscow once to me. 'Why, they are all landed proprietol1l. 
The best of them learoa in the co",,", of • few yea'" the management of • 
machine in my mill, he becomes worth 80mething to me, and I pay him rather 
more than the wretched wage which the ordinary mill-hand earns. In a 
few years he h88 put by two or three hundred roub1ee ; then he .. ks me to 
release him, &lid off he goes. In his own village he is the rich m&D from the ' 
capital and • very important person 88 long os' his savingB lMt. A year or i 
two goes by, and Triphon toroa up .n, bows down to the ground, and ! 
.. ks for employment. "Little Father, Karl Ivanovich, old Triphoo is back 
again." and again he bows down to the ground. But meantime new' machjD~ 
ery h88 been introduoed, and Triphon has, besides, loot IIOmetbin8 of bi • 
• kill during the two yea'" and h88 to begin to learn his work 00'''' again. 80 
he seldom manages to improve hia position.' " 

A striking comparieoo between the .kill of R1l8Oian and English work_ 
in the tertiIe indoatri .. is quoted by ~lr. I. Villari (~ Rn .. ia under the Greet 
Shadow," p. 235) from ProfeBllOr Mende1eev. H 16' 6 men are needed for 1,000 
spimt1es in Roaoia, while in England thres BOffice, or even __ In. few mills, 
ho_er, the nomber h88 been redueed to teo or twel ..... and in some of the 
Polish mills and in the great works at Na...,. to • little 0_ aiL For 1,000 
mole spindles seven RUBSiana are required to 2'47 Englishmen." Statistic. 
neverthel ... show that the .verage production per workman h88 greatly 
inereased during the IMt forty yea .. ; acoording to oome aothoritieo it has 
e ..... trebled in the leading ind1l8triee. How much of this increase in pro
dQCtive power is doe to improved machinery, and hoW' much to increase of , 
¥cbpica\ skill in the workman, we b&ve DO meana of judging. 

t The efrerl of reoent rogaJatiVIl8 (8OCh ... the ubzeo of ,12th Man:h, 1903, 
and 20th Oli'tober, 19061 .Ilowing the Pf88"Dt to ..... r his eonoectlOD onth 
his oommODe and .bolishing the ..,lIective ... pooaibility of the commune 
for Government lad Zematvo taxes, moat be to favour greatly the growth 
of .. perm&DeDt indootri&l popo1ation in tbe future. 
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his employer with very little intelligent appreciation of the relation 
in which his work stands to that of his fellows or to the finished 
product. It is a commonplace of economics that division of labour 
is less applicable to agriculture than to other industries, and that 
small farms admit of it leas than large estates. The peasant's task 
is therefore much more complex than that of the industrial worker. 
He is responsible both for processes and results: he has to deal 
not with one machine, but with 1reveral: he has constantly to meet 
unforeseen emergencies, to deoide on a course of action in face of a 
new combination of' conditions. The extreme importance in the 
interest of the agricultural industry of a sound and widely diffused 
system of primary education in the rural diStricts is therefore ob
vious, and the action of successive Technical Congresses held 
during the past few years in recommending the introduction of 
universal primary education as the preliminary condition of any 
further extension of technical instruotion, needs no explanation. 

The fact is that the ignorance of the peasant stands in the way 
of the economic progress of Russia at every turn. His farming 
implements are obsolete; his methods of tillage are the same as those 
employed in France up to the time of the Revolution or in England 
before the Enclosure Acts. The open-field system predominates 
nearly everywhere. The yield of wheat to the acre is ouly 28 per 
cent. of what it is in Sweden, and 45 per cent. of what it is in Canada. 
Meanwhile the exhaustion of the virgin soil in the Oh/lNlO-zWm (or 
black-earth region), and the reduction in the size of the holdingS of 
communal land owing to tho increase of popuIation-:-the average 
allotment was in 1861 six acres and a fifth, and has now sunk to 
three acres and a half-make the adoption of intensive and scientific 
methods of agriculture more than ever urgent. Education is by no 

. moans a panacea for all the social and economic evils from which the 
Russian peasant is suffering, but it is certaiuly a condition upon 
which the success of any other measures for his benefit largely 
depends. Of this the history of the efforts made by the zemstlJ08 
and squires to improve the farming methods employed by the 
pell8ants has furnished frequent proof.- Moreover, the poverty 
of tho Russian peasant, which is the result of his ignorance com
bined with the causes indicated above, is a most effectual check 
upon the development of the great manufacturing industries, which, 
finding little or no market for their products abroad, are directly 
dependent for their success upon the purchasing power of the m88B 
of the poor population. And it need hardly be pointed out how 
greatly the progress of poasaut industries is hampered by the back
ward state of education in the rural districts, and how easily the 
pel\S8nt-artisans, owing to their ignorance of the world, and their 
inability to organise for their own protectiou, become the prey of 

• ('po M""konzie·W.UII<'8, .. Russia," Vol. \I_ pp. 230-232. The resulta . 
achieved by some. of tile ~ in Pl>ite of manifold.difficulties '\ave been 
really admirable. We Dlay perhB[lI' mentwD .... an example tbe m_ of 
tho Moecow rem.dt1() in improvin~ tho cultivation of c10VN,.dd other ~ 
.. pecil\lly in d'e Volokol.msk dHriat • 

j.!l3. • !H 
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the middleman, who exploits their industry to its great disadvantage. 
Thus from every point of view we see that the defects of primary 
education in Russia react with disastrous effect upon the improve
ment of technical instruction and the progress of industry. 

If the general position of primary education, regarded as a basis 
for technical training, is unsatisfactory, the progress made by 
manual work as an element of general education is still more 80. 

In spite of the great place occupied by this subject in the delibera
tions of the Ministry of Public Instruction during the eighties and 
later, the total number of classes for manual training attached to 
primary schoole of all kinds in 1904 was only 644. (The subject 
has been taken up with more enthusiasm in the Cadet Corps than 
in any other kind of schoole !) Still, statistics show that the move
ment in its favour is steadily growing, and it is an encouraging sign 
for the future of manual training in the Primary Schools, that it 
forms part of the curriculum in one half of the seminaries and 
institutes for the training of teachers. 

We turn now to consider the problems which affect the technical 
schools and colleges. We begin with those of the lowest grade, 
viz., the Trade Schools, Lower Trade Schools, and the Schools of 
Apprentices, to all of which admission depends on the completion 
of the course of the ordinary' primary school. Here we are con
fronted at the outset by a series of questions analogous to thoso 
which have just been discU88ed, and arising from a similar cause, 
viz., the defects both in quality and quantity of the general educa
tion given by the primary school. The difficulties arising from 
this cause are least severely felt in the Schools of Apprentices, 
where the class-work consists of little more than a recapitulation 
of the course of the one-illass primary school, with special attention 
to drawing. But the shortness of the course of the primary schools 
and the superficiality of the attainments of its pupils, constitute a' 
real difficulty in the case of the Trade Schools, the course of which i 
includes such subjects as geometry, technology and physics. The: 
existing regulation fixes the age of admission to the Trade School, 
at from eleven to thirteen, the intention obviously being to prevent I 
any break between completion of the course of the Primary School i 
and entrance to the Trade School. But this arrangement obviates ! 
one difficulty only to create more serious ones. For not only are~ 
the class snbjects taught in the Trade School beyond the intel-! 
le<itual grasp of an average child of eleven or twelve, but such a' 
chi!d_pecially in the towns, where the Trade Schools are withou'': 
exception situated-rarely possesses the reqnisite physical develop-4 
ment for work in the school worbhopB. For this reason there is 
a general demand on the part of the teachers of these schools that ' 
the age of admission shonld be raised by two years, that is, that nel 

'boy should be admitted below thirteen, nor above fifteen years of 
age (exc4t in the use of ' those who qualify for admission by two , 
years' previoli' work in a facttlry). )' 

The difficn1ty that would be created if this proposal were carried , 
into eflect is aptly illnstrated by' the actual exwrienal of tM 
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Lower Trade Sohools, where the statutory age of admission is 
already from thirteen to fifteen. Here, also, there are frequent 
oomplaints of insufficient preparation in general subjects, but the 
reason commonly aBBigned is that an interval of one or two yearn 
often elapses between the completion of the primary school conrR~ 
and admission to the Lower Trade School, and that during this 
interval the pupil has time to forget all that he has previously 
learnt. The fact is, that the difficulties we are discussing are 
inherent in a system under which the primary school course lasts 
only three years, and is commonly completed at the age of eleven, 
and that they wonld disappear at once if attendance at the primary 
school could be compulsorily prolonged to the age of thirteen. 
As there is little reason to suppose that any such measure is possible 
in the immediate future, it is to be feared that the difficulties of 
the teohnical sohools, which depend for their supply of scholara 
upon the output of the primary sohools, are for the present, irre
mediable_ In any case the remedies often suggested by the heads 
of the Trade Sohools-the establishment of schools intermediate 
between the primary sohools and the Trade Schools, or of a pre
paratory department in conneotion with the latter, or the institu
tion of an entranoe examination-hardly appear to be practicable. 

Similar difficulties arise in connection with the Lower Technical 
Schools, which admit pupils between tkirteen and fifteen years of 
age who have completed the course of the Urban School, the District 
School, or the two-class rural Primary School. The preliminary 
training afiorded by the last-named sohool i~ found in practice to bo 
ina.dequate, and in view of the unevenness of attainments ShOWl 
by pupils entering from the various kinds of schools above named, 
the demand is frequently made that admission to the Lower Teohni
oal School shall be by examination. Furthermore, it is some
times complained that the age of entry is too low, since 
the older the pUl'ils are when they finish the course of the Lower 
Technical School, the more easily do they find posts, and the more 
responsible the posts to which they are appointed. Under present 
oonditions, however. it would appear to be advisable that they 
should not complete their course at a later age than eighteen or 
nineteen, since at twenty-one they are liable to be drafted ofi for 
military service, and it appears to be agreed that at least two 
years' continuous employment in a factory or works is needed by 
the gradua.tes of the Lower Technical School in order to deepen and 
strengthen their knowledge and learn how to apply it in practice. 
The privilego granted in 1896 to pupils of the Intermediate Tochni
cal Schools to defer their period of military service to the age of 
twenty-four has not yet been granted to the alumni of the Lower 
Technical Schools, though the Railway Technical Schools, which 
are of the aame grade, have recently obtained this boon. .,. 

i'he Intermediate Technical Schools" have '-n fror8' the first 
beset by peculiar difficulties. Owing'to certain accidental circum
stances they have been placed in an anomaloos and" diaadvantage
ous position ~ respect to the sources from which they draw their 
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pupils. When the scheme for their establishment became la .... it 
was intended that the real-schools should be re-organised with a 
comse of five years only. and become the regular feeders to the 
Intermediate Technical Schools. whilst the Higher Technical Collegea 
were to depend on the output of the gymnasia. in addition to any 
students from the Intermediate Technical Schools who might wieh 
to go to the more advanced college course. The scheme was after
wards abandoned, and the reorganised real-schools of 1889 retained 
their seven classes, the oompletion of which gave the right of acce88 

to the Higher Technical Colleges, while the completion of five c1888e11 
was made the qualification for admission to the Intermediato 
Technical Schools. 

The consequences of this change of plan have been very unfor
tunate for the Intermediate Technical Schools. Since aceess to the 
Higher Technical C{)lIeges is open to the pupils of the real-school. 
all the most ambitions and clever boys make every effort to com
plete the full COtUBe. in the hope of gaining admission to the higher 
institution, and eventnally obtaining their engineer's or chemist'. 
diploma with all its attendant rights and privilegea. The Inter
mediate Technical School has consequently to fill np its vacanciea 
from those who have either failed t{) obtain admission to a technical 
college or have left the real-school after passing through the fifth 
or sixth class; in either case. the material upon which the Inter
mediate Technical School has to work is almost necea!Brily second
rate in quality. 88 well as limited in quantity_ Moreover. the COUJBe 

of the first five classes qf the real-school does not constitute a com- j 
pleted course of general education; it is. for instance. very defective i 
as regards literature and history_ The conrse of the first six classea J 
of the real-school is mnch less open to criticism from this point of 
view. and many headmastem of Intermediate Technical Schools have 
therefore urged that admission to these schools should be confined I 
to those who have passed throngh aU: cl888e8 of the real-IIChoolJ 
This. however. would make the total conrse of a student who passea 
from the real-school to an Intermediate Technical School extend to 
ten years. or ouly one year less than is needed to obtain a diploma 
from a Higher Technical College. There are, in faet. two Higher 
Technical Colleges-the Mosco .. School of Engineers and the Com
mereial Section of the Riga Polytechnic-which, by offering a 
three years' CotUBe. enable the stndent to obtain his college diploma 
after a ten years' rourse of general and special instruction. No 
student would willingly ftSt content with the leaving certificate of 
the Intermediate Technical School 80 long 88 he could obtain a 
diploma from a Higher Technical College in the same period of time, 
and the efiect of the adoption of the proposal mentioned above 
would simply have been to reduce still further the number of CIIII" 

• dic'tates for admission to the Intermediate Technical Schools. The 
compara'vely smslI nnm~ of real-schools in RlIBIlia has proved . 
another lIOlltt4l. of difficulty. n the strict letter of the law be adhered 
to • ..,.,ording to which the oonrae.of the Intermediate Technical 
School p ..... urposes a five yeous' C\IUll!O in a reaI .... J.ool. an Inter. 
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mediate Technical School can, 88 a rule, only be established in a 
place where a real-school already exists. But it often happens 
that technical instruction of the intermediate type- is greatly 
needed in a town where there is nothing but a gymnasium, or 
perhaps no secondary school of general education at all. In places 
of this kind, the only practical way by which the local demand 
for technical instruction can be met is by establishing either a 
Lower Technical School or a secondary school of the mixed type, 
combining general with special instruction. This practical ob
stacle to the spread of il).termediate technical education is a direct, 
though unforeseen, consequence of the policy adopted by Tolstoi 
in the seventies, by which the real-schools were placed in an inferior 
position to the gymnasia, with the result that their number was 
artificially depressed and the quiility of their output depreciaWd. 

The general result of all these unfavourable conditions has been to 
make the Intermediate Technical Schools dependent on very pre
carious sources for their supply of pupils, and the letter of the law 
with Mlpect to conditions of admission has had frequently to be 
disregarded in their case. Their doors have been opened to can
didates who had not even completed the fourth class of a school of 
general education, and of late even pupils who had simply gone 
through the course of the Urban School have been admitted into 
them, or at any rate into preparatory classes established in oon
nexion with them. Experience has, in fact, shown that there is no 
room in Russia for an Intermediate Technical School drawing its 
pupils from the secondary schools of general education. There is 
an almost nniversal tendency in Russia to 1egard secondary educa
tion simply as a stepping stone towards higher education at the 
University or elsewhere; and in face of this general aspiration 
towards education of the type higher than seoondary, it is difficult 
to see what useful purpose is served by the oontinued existence of 
the Intermediate Technical School as a distinct type of educational 
institution. 

The realif!ation of these facts has led the Ministry of Publio 
lristruction, acting on the advice of a Departmental Commission 
appointed in 1902, to the decision to abolish the distinction between 
Intsrmediate and Lower Technical Schools altogether and to oreate 
in their stead a eingle type of technical school, to which access shall 
be given by the leaving certificate of the Urban School. The details 
of reorganisation are at the present moment under the consideration 
of the Ministry of Public Instruction, but it is underStood that the 
new schools will rank as eecondary IIChools, but will have a course 
intermediate between those of the two superseded grades, and that 
they will remain open to pupils from eecondary schools of general 
education who for any reason are unable to proceed to the Higher 
Technical Colleges. The new departure, though it involves li~e' 
more than giving legislative ~tion ~ an emtiug state'of things, 
is nevertheless significant, because ilP definitely reco~ that the 
intermediate ranlaI in the technical professions mnet he principally 
~crnited fro~ the masses of the people. It may also fairly be said 
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that the new organisation of technical instruction will correspon~ 
rather more closely than the old to the actual organisation 01 
Russian industries, which, speaking generally, are not highly enoug~ 
developed to find employment for two grades of technical expert! 
between the skilled artisan who is the product of the Trade Schooh 
and the highly trained engineer or chemist who has obtained thE 
diploma of a technical college. 

Whilst, however, the Intermediate Technical Schools of thE 
normal type created.under the law of 1888 are doomed to diaappeal 
in the near future, this is by no means likely to be the case with thE 
Secondary Schools combining general and technical instruction, 01 
which the Lodz School of Manufacturing Industries and the 
Kommisarov School at Moscow are perhape the best examples. On 
the contrary, this type of school is not unlikely to receive a very 
considerable extension. In the first place the schools of this type 
which already exist have been nniformly successful, and in the case 
of some of them (e.g., the Lodz School, founded in 1869) their 
successful career has extended over a considerable number of years. 
For this reason they have found a consistent advocate in M. 
Anopov, whose familiarity with the problems of technical education 
in Russia is unrivalled by that of any living authority. Then, again, 
they are a particularly convenient type of school for those dietricta 
(of which there are many in RU88ia) with highly developed indus
tries, but with no adequate provision for secondary education, 
either general or technical. The Government is also likely for 
another reasO!l to favour the establishment of this kind of school, 
even in localities alrea4y supplied with secondary schools of the 
regular type. Schools of a mixed gp.neral and technical character 
would he very popular in Russia, because of the relative pre
ponderance in them of subjecte with a directly practical valne. 
They would, therefore, draw oft a large contingent of pupils, who at 
present crowd into the existing schools of general education, but 
having no particular vocation for stndies of a literary or scientific 
character, fail to complete their course and are Bung upon the world 
without resource. The social danger arising from ·these waste 
producm of the ordinary secondary schools has made the Govern
ment increasingIy favourable to the establishment of schools in 
which the curriculum should stand in close relation with the needs 
of practical life. The very considera bIe snccess which, as we shall 
see in the next chapter, has attended the establishment by the 
Ministry of Finance of schools combining general with commercial 
instruction is also certain to influence the Government strongly in 
the direction of EStabIishingschools of mixed curriculum with a 
strongl technical bias. 

Befor leaving the subject of the Intermediate and Lower Techni-
"Ca\oSch , a word or two should be &aid as to the working of the 
reguIatio hich JICiIIlim persons who have worked in a factory for 
two yuars nter a technicaI.sch~1 without po88eFS ;ng the special 
educational . tion required for all other candidates for 
admiNrion. introduction of t1ria regulation in~ the Statute., 



W88 ,. concession,to the view that practical work ought to preeede 
rather than follow' theoretical inetruction in technical Bubjects. 
Whatever may be the advantages of this method as the basis of an 
independent Bcheme of technical training, it would certainly appear 
from the testimony of RUBBian teachers in technical schools that 
there is little to be said in ite favour when interpolated into a scheme 
which in the main proceeds on the precisely opposite principle. 
The headmasters of technical schools are nearly unanimous in their 
complaint of the backwardness of the pupils admitted under this 
regulation, of the unevenness of their attainments, and of the 
difficulty of teaching them effectively along with pupils of better 
general education. * 

In treating above of the Intermediate Technical Schools we have 
referred to the fact that the tendency to seek advanced education, 
either of the University or the technical type, is practically universal 
.mong the pupils of the State Secondary Schools of general educa
tion. The existence of this tendency gives rise to one of the 
standing problems of higher education in Russia, viz., the difficulty 
of linding places for all who desire admission to the Higher Technical 
Colleges. Practically aU who finish the course of the real-ilChools 
apply for entrance at a Higher Technical College. But the Higher 
Technical Colleges have barely as many vacancies every year as 
there are ~ts finishing their course: and a part from the output 
of the real-schools, the doors of the colleges are besieged every 
year by an ever·increasing number of gymnasists, ex·pupils of the 
Cadet Corps, the commercial schools, the technical schools, 
and other places of secondary and higher education. t The statistics 
of admissions for 1898 are interesting and typical. In that yoar 
the total number of applicants foradmission to the Higher Technical 
Colleges was 2,164.. Of this number 1,234 were admitted, 930 

• One curious result of the admi.sion of these students to the Intermediate 
Technical Schoo" is worth noting h.... Many of them .... naturally approach. 
Ing manhoed before they think of _king admission to a technical school. 
Every male Russian is liable to be drawn far military servioe at tha age of 
t"""ty....... But by a decree dated 14th May. 1896. if a young man thus 
dmwn is at the time a atudent in an Intermediate Technical School he is allo_ 
to postpone his military service to the age of tWWlty.fonr. UnI .... therefore, 
an intending .tedent baa actnaUy entered the Intermediate Technical School 
before the age of twenty-one, he may find that he haa to postpone his th .... 
retioal training for three yeara. The abo",,·mentiooed decree doea not apply 
\0 Lo ...... Technical Schools, the a1nmni of which haw to commence their 
military eorvice immedia.tely on completing their course, which deprives them 
""nerally for three years of the possibility of applying their theoretioal know. 
Jedge to practical work in factoriea. This diaadVlllltage baa given rise to 
much oomplaint, but, •• the distinotion be.,..,... Lower aod Intermediate 
Technical Schook is about to disappear. the privil_ aocorded by the decree 
of May. 1896, will probably be extended to the new schoola which are to take 
their plaoe. .. • 

t A comparatively amal~ but '""Y valu.!>"'. contingeDt of <;tndidetea for 
admission to tha Digit ... Technical. COU_ are Ulliversity graduates who 
ha .... &8 • mle. qua\ified for their diploma II> the Mathematical Facnlty. These 
.... did"tcs ...... t.:Imitted to tha Higher Toc!micaI CoIIegeifwilhcRB eypmina. 
!.ion. 
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were rejected. In the same year 1,375 pupils. finished the cOU\w 
of the real-schools, of whom 1,350 sought entrance to a technical 
college, and of these less than two-thirds obtained admission. 

One of the most striking features in this general aspiration 
towards advanced technical instruction is the extraordinary small 
part that the choice of speciality plays in it. The ambition of the 
Russian candidate for admission to a technical college is for higher 
technical education of some kind: if he cannot obtain admission 
to a School of Mechanical Eugineers he is perfectly willing to be 
trained as a mining engineer, or to study agriculture or technical 
chemistry! This peculiarity was brought into striking relief 
by the system under which the competitive examinations for 
admission were, until recently, conducted in St. Petersburg. The 
various technical colleges of the capital held their examinations at 
different times, with the result that all the candidates of tho year 
presented themselves at the college whose examination was fixed 
earliest. This particular college having. made its selection, the 
unsuccessful candidates turned up in a body at the next, and 80 on 
until all the vacancies at all the colleges were filled up. This 
system, of course, involved an extraordinary strain upon the 
physical powers of a large number of the candidates: and its 
inconveniences are now avoided by holding a simultaneous examina
tion at all the colleges of the capital, on the result -of which a list 
of successful candidates 'is published in order of merit, and the 
choice of college is permitted to candidates according to their 
position on the list. 

With a view to decreasing the nUmber of realists seeking ad
mission to the Higher Technical Colleges and so far as poasible 
diverting the less capable into the Intermediate Technical Schools, 
the Ministry of Public Inatruction in 1896 raised the standard 
required for promotion from the sixth to the seventh class of the 
real-school. This measure proved, however, entirely ineffectual. 
The number of realists completing the course of the seventh class 
continued to increase in spite of it; and the fact that from 30 to 40 
per cent. of these picked pupils of 'he real-schools are unable to 
satisfy their ambition for higher education has been a source of 
increasing embarrassment to the State authorities. The latter, 
have nevertheless shown great reluctance to relieve the difficulty 
by the obvious method of throwing open the Faculties of Medicine 
and of l'hysics and Mathematics in the Univi>mities to those who 
have completed the course of the real-scbools. It appeara certain 
that, if this course were adopted, the immediate result would be : 
to draw off to the UniverSities a considerable number of those : 
who now seek admission to the tecbnical colleges, thus opening up " 
~ t,hem the chance of an honourable career in directions specially 1. 
snited to tJ>.eir previous traiping. 

But the central Uct of the aito&tion is that the permanent re- ; 
quirements of .Russian mduatry demand not the limitaaon but 
the iDcrease of the number of pe~ns reoeiving higher ~hnical 
education, aud it is difficult to see how tbis demand can be met 
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otherwise than by an increase in the nnmber of technical colleges. 
The fact cannot be disputed that the output of the existing technical 
colleges is qnite inadequate to the demand for persons with advanced 
technical knowledge. It mllSt be borne in mind that the demand on 
the colleges is threefold. They have: (a) to provide teachers of 
applied acience for the technical achools and colleges; (b) to supply 
officials for administrative posta reqniring technical knowledge; • 
and (0) to cope with the ever·increasing demand for persons fitted 
to occupy responsible positions in factories.and works. From every 
side comes evidence to show that the colleges are qnite unable to 
satisfy fully this triple demand for their output. Their Directors 
complsin that they are overwhelmed with requesta for engineers 
which they oannot possibly satisfy. Ministry after Ministry haa 
placed it on record that there is the greatest difficulty in filling 
administrative posts with properly qualified persons. The Ministry 
of Ways of Communications found it imp06Sible to obtain a 8uffi· 
cient number of engineers for the contruction of the Siberian Railway, 
aud in spite of very considerable financial inducementa many 
reBpoUBiLle positioUB had to be filled by persoUB who were not 
qualified as engineers and were insufficiently trained for their work. 
The Ministry of Agriculture and Imperial Domains has found equal 
difficulty in obtaining mining engineers for tbe Government mines 
and other State undertakings under ita control, and in view of this 
difficulty, a clause was inserted in 1896 in the new Statute of the 
Mining Institute (which the Ministry controls), to the effect that all 
studenta in receipt of State bursaries ahould be obliged to enter 
the service of the State. The Ministry of the Interior complaill8 
of the dearth of candidates for posta requiring an expert knowledge 
of construction. All the great Departmenta of State which have 
establisbmenta for technical education under their control join in the· 
cry that it is impossible to fill vacancies for teachers as they occur. t 

Nor does it appear that this great demand for the graduates 
of the RlISBisn technical colleges is due to any considerable diminn· 
tion in the number of foreigners employed in Russian indnatries: 
In spite of the increase in the number of technical experta of native 
origin which has taken place during the past twenty years, the 
number of foreigners occupying leading positions in the induatrial 
world in RU8Bia is probably as great, both absolutely and relatively, 

• The Dumber of Qo ............... , posta in Russia requiring scientific ODd 
Ieclwieal knowledge ......,h ... dimensioas which ..... aeldom n>aIiaed a-.t. It 
.... '-0 point.ed oot tha,!.he Russian State_the Iargeot ~in \he 
world. To Bay nothing of posta ODd t.elegrapha, which are State-owned 
in many olber eoootm.-the Russian St_ is lbe Iargeet owner 01 agricul. 
wra\ land. 01 foreete, uul of railwaya in the world. Two-thinIs 01 R1IIIIIian 
ooiI in Europe helooge 10 lbe State, uul \he Crown \aOOa in Asia are &boo 
immenao. The Sta'" owna 38.250 kiIo_ 01 railway. em whieh DO \000 
than 339,000 per80DB are employud. a • 

t The atat..mOllta of \he abo ... puagraPh ~ for the """" paR oa 
information given by M. Aoopov in a .brochure publiBhed in 1897. It is 
probable \he, the ... tablism-, 01 ....... new 'ThcImiral CoIIesea .... by 
t.hio tim. (1906) dOllllloomethinR to mpplythe donn""" for ~ 01 his'
t.ooIulic>I efuc.Uoa 
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as i~ ever was. This has been one of the results of M. Witte's 
policy of encouraging the inllux of foreign capital in order to stimu
late the industrial development of Russia. The Baku oil industry 
may serve as a good example of an industry which is largely carried 
on by foreign capital and under foreign management. But there are 
plenty of districts nearer the centre of the Russian Empire where 
the proportion of foreign managers and engineers is equally great. 
Such is the condition of things, for example, in the Government of 
Podolia, a province of Little Russia, concerned largely in the 
manufacture of cloth, the production of wine, sugar refining and 
roWing. Mr. Anopov in a report upon the need of technical educa
tion in the region tells us that all existing factories and mills thers 
are in the hands of foreign specialists or of self-taught persons 
.. which certainly has an unfavourable influence on the developmen~ 
of industry in tbis region so highly favoured by nature." The same 
conditions, he adds, prevail in the neighbouring Government 01 
Volhynia. 

The need for a largely increased provision of higher technical 
education in Russia is therefore patent. If further proof of this 
need were required it would be furnished by the number of Russians 
who yearly seek technical education abroad owing to the impossi
bility of obtaining it in their own colleges and polytechnics. The 
difficulty of satisfying the demand is purely a financial one. Tech
nical education of the highest grade is necessarily expensive. The 
cost of Buch education in the six Higher Technical Colleges of St. 
Petersburg is stated at 330 roubles per student: and the total cost 
of these colleges to the Imperial Treaaury is 1,000,000 roubles per 
annum. In view of the many calls on the Trea8ury which have 
been made in connection with the provision of technical education 
of all grades during the Jaat twenty years, the State authorities 
have several times raised the question whether higher technical ! 

instruction could not be provided by some other means than by the ' 
establishment of technical colleges; for example, by the institution 
of Faculties of Applied Science in connection with the Universities. 
The discussioDs which have taken place on this suhject are especi
ally interesting and instructive, in view of the movement in the 
same direction which is proceeding in our own country. 

In the middle nineties the proposal to establish Technical Depart
ments in connexion with the physico-mathematical faculties waa 
repeatedly put forward in educational circles, and formed one of 
the subjects of discussion at the Second Technical Congress heW in 
1895-6. The section to which the subject was referred, and on 
which professors both from the Universities and the Technical 
Colleges were strongly represented, pronounced against the proposal 
by an overwhelming majority, and even declared that common 
couwes for students of pure and applied science were impossible 
in such subjects as mathematics, chemistry, and physics, in view 
of the necessary di1Ie~nce in tile aidt of the instruction. The same 
question was .. ised once more previously to the establishment ,.' 
of the Tomsk TechnologicallnstiMe in 1900. The Ministry of , 

• 
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Publio Instruction referred tbe consideration of the question to 
a Special Commission, who were asked to report-

(1) Whether the course of the physico-mathematical Faoulty 
in the existing University of Tomsk could not be so extended 
by the inclusion of instruction in technical sciences as to 
,upply the demand felt in Siberia for persons with higher 
technical education. -

(2) Whether the same object could not be attained by 
establishing a separate engineerilig DeplJrtment (in addition 
to the two Departments already existing in the Faculty, viz., 
that of physi08 and mathematics, and that of natural history) 
and by the addition of special practicallaboratoriesand work
shops. Also, whether such a Department would be likely-to 
attract a sufficient number of students to justify the ex
penditure involved. 

(3) Whether a separate institution should be created, and 
if such an institution were placed in more or less intimate 
connexion with the University, what the nature of that con
nexion should be. 

The reply of the Commission to the first question was that any 
mere extension of the programmes of instruction would be in
sufficient for the purpose in view. Even as things were, theoretical 
and praotical mechanics, agronomy and technical chemistry entered 
into the course as supplementary subjects, and as such had their 
uses; but the Commission considered it. to be no part of the business 
of the Faoulty to turn out engineers, agricultural experts, or tech
nical chemists. As regarded the creation of a separate Technical 
Engineering Department or Faculty with propcrly eqnipped work
shops and laboratories, the Commission was of opinion that this 
would be eqnivalent to the establishment of a separate Techno
logical Institute, since the instruction in technical subjects could 
not proceed with advantage alongside the instruction in other 
Departments. Moreover, such a Department would have to bo 
conducted on .. University principles," i.e., would be limited 
for its supply of candidates to ex-pupils of the gymnasia and 
ecclesiastical seminaries, and the pupils of the latter institutions 
were not sufficiently well grounded in mathemati08 to enter with 
good prospects of success upon a course of engineering science. 
The Commission referred to the bistory of similar experiments 
in America and Germany, and decided that there existed no satis
factory foreign precedent for the estsblishment of such a Depar&
ment or Faculty in connexion with a University. They therefore 
decided in favour of a separate Technological Institute, with two 
Departments of Engineering and Chemistry, in which special 
attention should be paid to electro-technics and metallurgy; 
but they expressed the opinion that for certain subjects in whirJt tile 
reqnirements of students at the University and an InsQtute would 
be identical, common professomhips,might be ~teblished. 

The suggestion contsined in the last sentence inoiicates a possible 
tiue of advance, wherever .universities aUld technical college8 • • 
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exist side by side. Even if common courses are decided to be im· 
possible, it does not at all follow that the proximity of a University 
is of no use to a technical college. The courses may be dilIerent, 
but the professors may be shared in common. This should be 
especially practicable in the first two years of the technical college 
course, when the attention of the students is chiefly given to those 
general subjects, such as physics, mathematics and natural history, 
which lie at the foundatiou of any special technical course. 

Another proposal, recommended by the authority of M. Anopov, 
is that in every town which pOBBeSBe8 several technical colleges a 
common Polytechnio should be established in which all students 
who intend to take a course of higher technical instruction should 
be taught together for the first two years. The existing technical 
colleges would then be limited to a three years' course, which 
should be severely specialised, and students would be distributed 
according to their speciality among the various technical colleges, 
after the completion of their two years' course in the Polytechnio. 
The adoption of this plan would have the elIect of doubling the 
capacity of the technical colleges to accommodate the more ad
vanced students, and consequently of donbling the output_ Such 
a system, however, would involve a very complete recoustruction 
of the existing system of higher technical education. 

Reference has incidentally been made above to another great 
difficulty which confronts the Higher Teehnical Colleges, and' to 
some extent the Intermediate and Lower Technical Schools also
villl., the difficulty of obtaining competent professors and teachers. 
The Technical Schools and Colleges, but especially the latter, are 
in this respect at a great disadvantage in comparison with places 
of general education, because they are exposed to the competition 
of industrial establishmcnts, which can ofier the m08t distinguished 
graduates of the colleges higher salaries than they would obtain as 
teachers in the service of the State. This, of course, is a difficulty 
not peculiar to Russia; it is keenly felt in every country where the 
college-trained man is in demand to fill responsible posts in the 
industrial world. It would hardly be pr&eticable in R UBSia to 
allow professors, as is done in the United States, to urulertake 
private practice as consulting engineers, and the like; for though 
tbere may appear no greater reason in principle why teaching and 
private professional work shonld not be combined in the case of 
an engineer than in the case of a physician, the prestige of a State 
professorship would certainly be regarded in RUBSia as giving the 
technical expert who held it an unfair advantage in his prof_ion_ 
At present the State meets the difficulty as far as posaible by 
attachiug the obligation of State service to the receipt of the bur
saries given to stndents during or on the completion of their 
clour.;e in the tec~ colleges. 

The ado~tion of the &ylft.em of" employing a8 professors men 
actually eugaged in \he practice of their profession would go far 
to establish thtt conneDon between higher technical education 
and the industrial life' of tha country the lack of J'hieh IS now 
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acknowledged to be the great defect of the teohnical colleges. In 
order that these institutions may remain abreast of industrial 
progress, both professors and students need to be kept in constant 
touch with the actual work of the factory, the mine, or the work· 
shop. It is acknowledged that at present this' connexion is not as 
close as it might be, and the means of bringing the colleges into 
closer relation to praotical work fonned one of the most interesting 
subjects of disoussion at the third Technical Congress, held 
in St. Petersburg, December, 1903, to January, 1904. The sug· 
gestions made included frequent visits by students to factories in 
the neighbourhood of the colleges, more consultation of professors 
by the heads of industrial establisbments, and more employment 
of practical working engineers as teachers and demonstrators in 
the colleges. On the other hand, the Congress placed on record 
its opinion that the Higher Technioal Colleges should do everything 
possible to assist practising engineers and other technical experts 
to extend and supplement their teohnical knowledge by the organi. 
aation of special lectures and laboratory courses" as well as by the 
use of their libraries, eto. 

Whilst, however, a widely extended sphere of usefulness is open 
to the Technical Colleges in the directions just indicated, the aame 
can hardly be said, under present conditions, of one whole field of 
manufacturing activities in Russia-the peasant industries of the 
villages. With full freedom to appoint travelling lecturers or to 
organise extension courses, the Teohnical Colleges might render 
invaluable services in the way of improving and developing these 
village industries on the technical side, eapecially if the needs and 
conditions of such industries were made a special branch of the 
atudies pursued in the colleges. It is abundantly clear from the 

• resolutions passed at the Technical Congress of 1903-4 that the 
colleges are ready and anxious to undertake this work; but they 
are prevented from doing so by the difficulties which have already 
been discussed in connexion with the general subject of University 
extension. At present the State does something for the encourage
ment of peasant industries by sending trained teachers round the 
villages during the winter. But in view of the great importance 
of these industries, in which nearly four times as many persons are 
employed as in the factories-and in view of the great future which 
they appear to have before them when worked on the co.operative 
principle-it is of the greatest importance to Russia that the best 
educational resources at her disposal should be placed at their 
service.· 

• The last twenty yeare have seen a striking development in the principle 
o! co-operation as Applied to poasant industrice---a development which has 
undoubtodly done muoh to enable .uab industri .. to maintain thelll88lves 
in oompotition with the large !actori... The su ...... with which tb c0-

operative industri .. of the peasants have bean carried on led t.Iia well-known 
abemist Professor Mendeloov to e/press. the opiniO'n .. few yeare ago tha\ 
.. for Russia tho I .. t word has not been pronounood in th9 slruggl. between 
large and smell ontorpri..,., and th .... is .very OOBSOn to hoI'" that it will 
,,,,m appear "!)"in moot profitable' and expodi.nt to carry on a large part ca 
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V.-CONOLUSION. 

In attempting to draw to a point the various considerations 
suggested in the preceding pages of this chapter. we have to ask in 
the first place what is the function of education in relation to 
industrial development in a country like Russia. and then to inqnira 
how far this function has been fulJilled in her case. 

The factors of industrial progress in any country are of two kinds. 
material, and human. The material factors are an abundance of 
the raw products of nature (including. in the case of agriculture. a 
fertile soil), and a sufficiency of capital for their exploitation. The 
human factors are labour and skill ; and in practice, partioularly in 
the case of the manufacturing industries, we have to distinguish 
between directing intelligence on the part of the leaders of industry 
and skilled labour on the part of the manual workers. These two 
sets of factors are both equally essential to industrial developmen t. 
The ricb""t country in the world is economically on a level with the 
poorest until human industry has been employed upon its natural 
sources of wealth; and the success with which labour is so employed 
is dependent upon the intelligence by which it is directed. If we 
may adapt a well-known phrase of Montesquieu, and enlarge its 
BCOpe ,so as to make it apply to all productive work no less than to 
agriculture, we may say, " Les pays ne sont pas cultives en raison de 
leur fertilite, mais en raison de leur intelligence." 

In the light of these considerations, how did Russia stsnd at the 
commencement of her modern industrial period , 

The raw material of industry is abundant in Russia. In spite of 
her v!lSt tracts of unproductive land, such as the arid wastes of the 
Aral-Caspian region, or the tund'lIB of the ice-bound north. Russia 
is nevertheless a country of great potential wealth. One-fifth ouly 
of her total area is under cultivation. but the cultivated tract' 
includes some of the finest grain-producing land in Europe. Flax 
and hemp, cotton and jute, tobacco, beet-root. and the vine are 
cultivated with success in Russia. She is rich in coal, iron, oil, and 
the precious metals. But the exploitation and development of 
these natural resources by the methods of modern industry de
manded an enormous expenditure of capital, and this Russia, lUI 

was inevitable in a country in which commerce W88 80 little 
developed, possessed in insufficient quantity. In modern times, 
however, capital crosses alI frontiers. The needs of the growing 
industries of Russia were supplied by foreign capital, .. ilh the 
incidental result that her industries, having been largely created by 
foreigners, were a\so largely controlled by them. 

So much for the material factors. The di,eding iflklligerule 
reqnired by the inans . es of Russia W88 to some extent supplied! 

t"be IMustries on .. smaJl leaving only .. portion of !.hem to be haodIcd 
by IarRe entf.rprisea. "'iIllc will event¥ily probably I- into the bando : 
of the Government .... inti! caE'" the rail_ys," (Quoted from Hr. F. H.B. : 
Palmer'. "R..-We in T """Country." ODd of Ch. XL. OD" lDduo&rial : 
Co-oparative AJwocjationa. ") • 
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from native sources, since RUBBia had long since been forced, by the 
very fact of the possession by the State of lands, mines, and forests, 
to establish Higher Technical Schools for the training of experts to 
manage these properties. Bnt to "a much greater degree the leaders 
of Russian industry came from abroad, bringing with them the 
technical methods and trained intelligence of the countries of their 
origin, and thus providing, to use Count Witte's phrase ... a school 
for the young industry of Russia." As time went on, the number of 
technical colleges and schools increased. and we have seen how 
important a factor in promoting the increase of these institutions 
during the last two reigns has been the desire of the Government to 
replace foreign control of RUBBian industries by that of native 
RUBBians. The rapid growth of industries, and the continued need 
of foreign capital, particularly under the Witte regime. have pre· 
vented much progress being made towards the realisation of this 
desire. 

Il capital and expert direction could be imported from abroad, if;. 
was otherwise with .killed labour. RUBBian industries have had in 
the main to depend for their snpply of labour npon a peasantry 
lately emancipated from serfdom, in many cases illiterate and for 
the most part totally lacking in experience of modem industrial 
methods. It cannot be a matter for surprise that the technical 
skill of workers drawn from this source has hitherto been, and still is, 
on a much lower level than that of the corresponding class in 
England. Germany or America. This, then, is the main defect 
from which Russian industries sufier, and the question for con· 
cideration is, how far it is in the power of education to remedy this 
defect. 

We are, perhaps, in England, too much inclined to depreciate 
the part which schools may play in the development of technical 
skill. We remember that the modem industrial movement in 
this country reached a very advanced stage before elementary 
eiucation of any kind was widely d.ifinsed, and when technical 
s·,hools did not exist. But we forget too often that in England, 
8S in France and some other Western countries, arts and crafts 
were old and carried to a high pitch of perfection centuries ago, 
and that what we know as the industrial revolution in this country 
W:\8 ouly the culminating phase of a long and gradual process of 
evolution which led up to and prepared for it. The advent of the 
industrial revolution found existing in England a population among 
which technical skill was hereditary and technical knowledge 
transmitted from generation to generation: and yet it has taken 
England another century and a half of slow development to reach 
the position she now occupies as an industrial nation. Before the 
English precedent can be applied to Russia, we must ask how fu.r 
the conditions of the two countries are similar. _ • 

Up to a certain point, mecluujieal aptitUde iI very wil!.ely spread 
in RUBBia. According to those whe:- know him well, the RUBBian 
peasant is amazingly clever with a few simple tools, such as the 
axe. Moreover.. as we ha va _n, 7,500,000 of thp population of 

• 
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Russia are employed in petty industries, in some of which the 
technical skill required is very considerable. Comparisons in 
matte1'9 of this kind are diflicult, but on the whole we may say 
with confidence that mechanical aptitude is as widely diffused 
among the Russian peasantry as it was among the population of 
England at the beginning of the industrial revolution. The con· 
c.litions of Russian agriculture, again, are not dissimi1ar to what 
thcy were in France about the same period. There is assuredly no 
reason to 8UppO<!e that Russians would make less progress either 
in the manufacturing or agricultural industries than Englishmen or 
Frenchmen have done in a similar period of time. 

But therein lies the crux of the situation. Russians have no 
intention of letting another century or more go by before their 
country takes the place in the industrial world to which its vast 
natural resources and the native capacity of its people entitle it. 
It is for this reason that the example of England is 1e88 iJlBtructive 
to Russia than that of later come1'9 in the industrial field, such as 
Germany (or perhaps better, Japan), among whom industrial 
progress of a very striking kind has been compressed into a com
paratively short spaoe of time. Now the part played by education 
88 a factor in the industrial progress of these countries is very 
apparent. Does anyone now doubt that the rapid advance made 
by Germany during the last forty yea1'9 in the textile, iron and 
steel, or chemical industries is due in the first place to the high 
average level of intelligence among her people, and in the aecond, 
to her admirably organised system of technical instruction t The 
r.-nt history of Austria, Switzerland, Denmark, and the United 
States is full of instances in which an advance in technical skill 
and progress in manufactures ha,ve followed improvement in general 
education, or in whicb particular industries have been stimulated 
by a well-devised system of technical schools. The conclusion 
can no longer be resisted that, while schools are not the only in
struments of technical progress, they are the best means yet dis
covered whereby backward peoples can make np lost ground and_ 
abridge for themselves the slow evolutionary process through
which more advanced natioJIB have reached their pre8ent stage of 
industrial development. 

If this be so, it follows that there is no country in Europe in 
which education is called upon to play a more important part 
in furthering industrial progress than in Russia.. She has ~ntered 
the industrial field later than any other of the great nations of 
Europe, and she has been, and is, heavily handicapped, no~ 10 

much by any lack of mechanical aptitude in her people, as by the 
defective condition of elementary edncation among the classel 
from which her industrial workel1l are drawn, and also by certain' 
~cwliarities of her social organisation, such as the communal 
system of .the mir. In Russia, therefore, more than anywhere 
else, it is the task of the sch~ls ahd colleges to make np national' 
arrears, and to to place Russia industrially on a level with her, 
more advanced Western neighbonrs. -
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When we examine the actual provision of instruction, whether 
technical or general, whieh has already been made by Russia, we see 
how far short it still faUs of being adequate to the great task thus 
imposed upon it. With higher technical colleges Russia is com· 
paratively well equipped, though we have seen that the output 
even of these institutions has proved insufficient to meet the growing 
needs of Russian industries, and that young Russians in consider· 
able numbers are seeking in foreign polytechnics the training which 
they are unable to obtain at home. The need for technical in· 
struction of the intermediate and lower grades ismuchmoreseverely 
felt. In spite of the considerable progress made during the last 
decade or two in the supply of instruction of this kind, the technical 
schools of Russia are still far from satisfying the requirements 
of the natural industries. We make no attempt to compare the 
actual provision of technical schools in Russia with that made in 
Western Europe or America; for comparisons are apt to be mis· 
leading where circumstances differ widely. Ii is in any case clear 
from what has been already said that Russia has not yet placed 
herself in a position to supply from her technical schools all the 
minor officers required for her industrial army. Until she does 
so the foreign manager or foreman will continue to be necessary, 
while native RllBBians are confined to the rae of Gibeonites in 
their own country-a state of things with which no great nation 
can, or ought to, rest permanently content. 

But behind all these problems of the supply of special instruction 
lies the great question which overshadowa every other in impor. 
tance, even for the technical progress of Russia-that of better 
general instruction for the working olasses. It is impoBBible not to 
agree with the repeatedly expreased opinion of the Technical 
Congresses, that the first condition of improved technical skill 
among the workers in RuBBian industries is not direct instruction in 
technical processes, but the introduction of a system of universal 
primary education, which should have as its object to raise. the 
level of general intelligence among the masses; and that only 
when this first condition is secured will it be poBBible to establish 
technical classes for the further instruction of industrial workers 
with good hope of success. In this opinion the Technical Con· 
gresses are supported by the whole weight of modern experience. 
It is no paradox, therefore, to assert that the fundamental question 
affcoting the future industrial development of Russia is the pre
vision \lot of technical bnt of general education. 
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CmmrOULA o:r TBOHlfiOAL BoHOOLS. 

CUBBICULUIl or TllJ: KOIlllI88A.l1OV TBCHlI'ICAL ScHOOL AT Moscow. 
(ScHOOL OOIlBIIffilG GBNIIRAL .AND TIIClIIfICAL EDUCATlOIf.) 

Classes. 
SUIIJIICTR. 

i. I it iii iv. I v. I vi. vii. 

-- - --
Religion - - - ! ! ! I 1 1 1 

Ruaaian - - - 8 6 I) I I - -
Mathematics - - I) 6 I) 8 8 I I 

Rook keeping - - . - - - - I I 

Phyei .. • - - - - - - I 3 2 II 

Mechani .. - - - - - - - - 6 6 

Technology - - - - - - - - " " History- - - - - - I J " - -
Geography - - - I I I J - - -
Germm - - - 8 I) " 3 3 - -
Elementary Linear 

Drawing - - - - - J I I -. 
Teclmical Drawing - - - - - - 8 8 

Calligraphy - - - 3 3 I - - - -
Drawing - - . 3 :I 3 :I :I -

Total - - - r1 r1 lI7 14 14 14 14 

Pradical Work - - - - - 18 18 18 18 



J 

• 

.. 
"" .. 

Cl/1l.JlICULUM or THB IlITBRMEDIATB TBCHNIOAL SCHOOLS. 

Meohanico-'feclmioal School Cbomico·TeehDioal B,·hool. 

SUBJBCl'I or INSTRUCTION. Cl ...... CI ...... 
· 

Total. Tot .... 
L IlL I iii. I Iv. I. Ii. I m. I iv. 

Rellf.OD • . · · · · · 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 4 
Mat omatiea · · · · 8 3 - - 6 3 - - - 3 
Natur.1 HUotor)' · · · · · - - - - - 2 2 2 - 6 
Phyoici' • · · · · · · 8 3 - 2· 8 3 3 - - 6 
Chemistry . · · · · · 3 2 - - 6 3 3 4 - 10 
MechanlOfi . · · · · · 6 2 - - 7 6 2 - - 7 
M&ehine CoMtruction · · · - 2 8 - 10 - 2 2 - • Mechanica.l ProdUCt.tODl .. · · · - 2 8 6 II - - - 8 8 
Cheml.'" ProdDotlonl · · · · - - - 3 3 - - 6 8 " Archlteoture . · · · · · · - 3 - - 3 - 3 - - 3 
Surveying and Levelling. • • • • 3 - - - 3 - - - - -
·Commorcns.1 OeorcPhy aDd Political Economy - - 2 I a - 2 I - 3 
Book.lCeeplng &II COmmerolal Cnrreopoudeuoo - - Il 2 , - - 2 2 • JAW • • • • • • • • • - - - II II - - - II 2 

• --------------------
Total · · · · · 18 18 16 17 69 17 18 18 16 69 

• 
DRAWING BUBJBCl'I' 

O""",olrto&l Dr.wlng · · · 6 8 - - III 10 • - - 8 
T80hnioa.l Drawing .. · · · · · - - 6 12 18 - - 4 4 8 
ArchlUlolural Dr.wlnr · · · · · - - 8 - 3 - - - - -
Drawing (riIoIIani., • · · · · · 3 3 - - 8 4 II - - 6 --------------------• Total • • · · · • 9 9 9 12 89 8 6 4 4 22 

• PRACTIOAL WORK, 
iD lb. Mechanl .. 1 Work.hopo • · · 9 9 9' 9 36 9 - - - 0 
ID the Chomi .... LaboraWc' • · · - II - - 2 - 18 10 - 28 
iD Iho Te.hDo·Chemi .. l ork.hopl · · - - - - - - - 8 20 28 , - -------------'------• Total · · · · · · 9 II I 9 9 38 9 18 18 20 65 . --------------------Grand total 01 boun • 86 38 I 3-l 38 1~6 3-l 42 40 40 156 

--- --- --

• ThOle two hours 0. .... devoted to Eleotro·Technlol. 

TechDical Sohool of Architecture. 

CI ........ 

I iii. I I". 
Total. 

I. I iI. 
1 1 1 1 , 
3 3 - - 8 - - - - -
8 3 - - 6 
8 2 - - 6 
6 2 - - 7 - 2 2 - 4 
- - - - -- - 2 - 2 - , 7 8 17 
3 - - - 3 
- - - - -- - II 2 4 - - - 8 3 ----------
18 17 14 III 81 

6 4 - - 10 - - 8 - 8 
II 8 10 20 85 

10 8 6 4 28 

~ --------
16 22 114 79 

8 10 8. 8 28 - - - - -- - - - -----------
8 10 6 8 28 - .--------

42 42 .2 42 168 

i 
~ 

~ 
l 
f 

.... 
~ 
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CUBBICULU>I o~ lNTBBIIBDlATB TlICB!IIOAL SCHooL8 01" RUBAL EooBOI 

(AOBlCULTOBlI). 

. Classes . 

Subjects of Instruction. Tala' 

I I I i. ii. ill. iv. 

Religion - - . - - I I 1 1 .. 
Physics and Meteorology - - .. 2 - - 6 

Natural Historyand Entomology 6 3 2 - 11 

General and Agricultural Che-
mistry - - - - .. 3 2 2 11 

Technology of Rural Economy - - .. 3 2 9 

Architectuxe ... applied to Rural 
Economy - - - · - - 2 2 4 

Agriculture (general and special) 3 3 3 3 12 

Management of Cattle - - - 2 2 - .. 
Implements and maebines of 

husbandry - - - - - - 3 2 II 

Agricultural Economy and Book-

I keeping - - - - - - - - 2 2 

Sun-eying and Levelling - - - - - 2 2 

lAw - - - - - · - - - II 2 

Total - - - - 18 18 16 18 72 

Drawi"tl{/ Subjecta. 
Instrumental Drawing - - - 2 .. .. 10 

freehand Drawing - - - .. II - - 6 
-

Total - . - - - ,- .. 4 4 .. 16 

Pnu:tiaJl Work. 
In the cbemicallabora\cry - - - 8 8 8 24 

In tecbno-cbemical worbhope ... 
factories giving instructi .. - 20 12 12 12 66 

• • Total - - - - - 20 20 20 20 80 
• • -• 

Grand totaJ of h~ • 168 . • 42 42 42 42 

• 
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CmmIOllL1lM 0,. bmlBMIIDIATB TBCllNIOAL SOHOOLS OF MINKS. 

Class,,". 

Subjects 01 Instruction. 

I I I 
Total. 

• i. ii . iii. iv. 

Religion - - - - - 1 1 1 1 4 

Mathematics - - - - 3 3 - - 6 

Physics - - - - - 3 3 - - 6 

Natural History - - - - \I 3 - - Ii 

Chemistry _ - - - - 3 \I 4 - 9 

Mechanics • - - - - 1\ \I - - 7 

Machine Construction. - - - - 2 2 4 

Mining - - - - - - - \I \I 4 

MetaUurgy and the Technology 
01 Metals - - - - - \I 3 1\ 10 

Chemical Production - - - - - 4 4 8 

Mine Surveying • - - - - \I - - \I 

Book-keeping and Commercial 
Correspondence - - - - - \I \I 4 

lAw - - - - - - - - - \I II 

Total . - - - - 17 18 18 18 71 --- -• Dtowitl{} SubiecU. 
Instrumental Drawing - - 2 4 6 6 18 

Freehand Drawing - - - 4 \I - - 6 

Total - - - - - 6 6 6 6 24 
--

Practical W ... ol 
In the chemical laboratory . - 8 8 8 24 

In technlHlhemical ..... kshops and 
factories giving instruction - 18 10 10 10 48 

Total 18 18 18 1'1 7! • . - - . - • 
Grand Iotal of hO\ll8 - - 41 4!! 4!! 4!! 167 

• 
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~ Mooh""leo-T.ohnl •• 1 Sohool. Chomioo·Te.hnical S.hooL Te.hni.al Sohool 01 Arohitectnf8. 
..;Z').aTl or [IiITRUCTION. CI ...... 

Total. 
CI ...... CI .. B ... 

Total. Total. I. II. III. I. II. I iii. i. ii. iii. 

§ 

Rollr,0n. •• • • · 0 0 0 1 I 1 3 1 1 I 3 I 1 I 3 Arit ml'lo and Alpbra · · · 0 
, 8 - 7 4 - - , 8 - - 3 Glom,t17 • • • · · · · , 2 - 0 , \I - 0 , \I - 0 PhYIloo 0 • • 0 · · · · , 9 1 7 3 3 - 0 } , 4 8 Chomillry • • • · · · · a \I - 6 3 , - 7 -Mo.hani_. • • · · · 0 - 2 , 0 - - - - - - - -Natoral Hlatory. • 0 0 · · - - - - 3 - - 8 - - - -Maahine CODlltrnctlon e- o · · · - , 0 10 - 2 6 7 - - - -Maohanloal Produo,lonl · · · · - \I , 8 -- 3 - 8 - - - -Chemical PlIoductiona .. 0 0 0 · - - - - - 8 8 11 - - - -B.lldinK. Worka and M"lerlall 0 0 • - - - - - - - - 8 8 0 20 Sub.ldiary Apparatul' • 0 • • - - - - - - - - - \I 3 5 Land-Sunoylng and Laying out 01 BuUdingo - - - - - - - - - I \I 8 Bonk·koeplng • • • • • • - - 2 2 - - \I \I - - , • • ---Total· · · · · 0 16 18 18 62 18 

~t 
62 18 If 16 62 - ---DII4 WIIIO, ETa. I · · · · 

~ 
11 .... 1... • 0 • • • • 0 4 II II 8 , 51 II 8 6 0 18 Gaomotoioal and Toohnloal Dr ... ln,l 0 · , 4 0 14 4 4 4 12 4 4 12 Calligraphy 0 . · 0 · · · - - - - - - - - \I 51 , -- I-Total· · · 0 0 0 8 0 8 22 8 o~ 20 12 III St • - - -PRAOTICAL WORI< I 

f 
;::! 

L 
1 • 

In .ho Moohanlea! Worklhopo • • 0 20 20 20 60 18 - - 18 - - - -In tho Chomloal LAboratory 0 • 0 0 - - - - - 10 G 16 - - - -In tho Toohno· eilomloal Work,hopo (or 
laotorlu llivillfl lnouuotlon). 0 • ... - - -- - 10 18 28 14 14 18 46 -Total • · · 0 · · 20 20 20 GO 18 20 I 24 II'J 14 14 18 46 -Grand total of honro · 0 0 .. .... '" ••• _ .... - .. I -- --
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CmuuCUL1IIl 01" TU8 T8.&D8 ScuOOlS. 

CIauea. 
Suhjecta of InatnJctim. 

J 
L ii. iii. Total. 

Religioo - - - - - - - 1 1 2 4 

RU88ian - - - - - - - 2 2 2 6 

Arithmetic and Book-keepillg - - - 3 2 2 7 

Oeomelry - - - - - - 3 3 - 6 

Gen ...... notiooa of Physics - - - - 2 4 6 

Teclmology of Wood in JoiDery Depart-
men' - - - - - - - - 2 

1 1 
Technology of Metala in Fitters' Deport-

1 J I 6 

men, - - - - - - . ~ . 2 

Total - - - - - - 9 14 12 I 36 

Calligraphy - - - - - - 2 - - 2 

Drawing - - - - - - - 4 2 2 8 

Gecmetri ... 1 Drawing - - - - 3 2 - l) 

Technical Drawing • - - - - - 2 Ii 7 

Total - - - - - - 9 6 7 22 . 
Practical work ill workshops - - - 24 24 24 72 

Singing - - - - - - - - - - 1 

Grand $oml of boon - - - 42 44 43 130 
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CURRICULUM Or TUB LoWBB TBADB SOBOOLS. 

Clao_. 
Subjects of Instrnction. 

I i. ii. iii. iv. 

Religion . - - - ~ t I -
Russian - - - - 21 2 -Arithmetic 2; -- - -
Technology of the trade 

taught - - - - - - 2 -
Account-keeping - - - - I -
Drawing - - - - 6 8 6 -

Total - - - 12 12 III -
Practical Work - 37+ 371 37' 491 

Sum Tote.! of Hoora '91 491 491 491 

CuRRICULUM 'or A. 8cBOOL 0' ApPRBIfTIC£B. 

(School for Carpenters and Lockamitha., 

CIaaseo. 
Snbjects of Instructioll. 

~ it iii. 

Religi~n - - - - - - 1 1 1 
Russian with Slavonic and Calligraphy 3 I 11 
Russian History - - - - - 2 -
GeoCPh1- - - - - - 1I - -
Arit menc- - - - - - 4 3 1 
Practical Geometry - - - - I I I 
Acconnt-kee~ng - - - - - - 1 
Elementary hysics - - - - - t I 
Technology of .Metals and Wood - - - 3 
Dra~ - - - - - - " 2 2 
Linear rawing - - - - - ! " " Practical Work - - - - - 1I9 34 .34 
Singing - - - - - - Ii Ii Ii 

-
Total of Hours -• • 481 63l 631 
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CHAPTER VII. 

THE COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS UNDER THE MINISTRY OF 
- FINANCE.' 

L-!NTBODUCTORY AND HISTORICAL. 

The development of the Commercial Schools under the control 
of the Ministry of Finance forms one of the most striking and 
instructive episodes of the recent history of education in Russia. 
The statistiee already given in the second chapter (p. 205) will 
have served to show how valuable an addition to the .educational 
resources of the Empire has been made by means of these schools 
during the l&at few years. In a country still poor in educational 
f&eilities, the establishment of some 200 new schools, capable 
of providing instruction, of the secondary and lower grades, to some 
100,000 pupils, is in itself an event of far-reaching importance, 
especially &8 the instruction given in the Commercial Schools 
proper, and; to a certain extent, in the others also, is rather of a' 
general than of a specially commercial oharacter. But it is not only 
the fact of their rapid multiplication which constitutes their signi
ficance. The principles which underlie their organisation, and the 
spirit in which they are conducted; the partial breach which they 
have effected in the bureaucratic and centralising tradition; the 
recognition whioh, in contr&8t to the older secondary schools, they 
have given to modern ideals of education; and, l&8tly, the extent 
to which they have reflected certain tendencies of modern Russian 
thought, politico"ocia.l &B well &B educational, a.ll combine to 
give these schools a very specia.l interest for the student of Russian 
education. Starting free from the traditions which have hampered 
a.ll Morts for the reform of the older schools, developing during a 
period in which thought on educationa.lsubjects has been especially 
active, and enjoying, moreover, unusual liberty of loca.l initiative 
and freedom from governmental interference, they represent more 
perfeotly than any other type of Russian school the ide&a and 
tendencies to which the future of Russian education seems to 
belong. 

As in the C&Be of the technica.1 institutions discussed in the 
preceding ohapter, the recent movement for the establishment of 
commercial schools is one of the results of the commercial and 
industrial exp&naion of Russia. In its beginning, however, 
commercial education in Russia dates back to the reign of Catlteru.e 
the Great, when the first schO<lI of thE!' kind 'I"S foundM at Moqw 
by Prince P. A. Demijlov. This s"hool, pransferred a quarter of a 
.... ntury later to the northern capital, still exists &8 the St. Petsrsburg 
Comm~roia.l ,School. Two new schools, now known respectively &B 
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the Moscow Commercial School and the Moscow Academy of 
Commercial Sciences, were establiBhed in the reign of Alexander I. 
In the reign of Nicholas I. attemptB were several times made to 
establiBh "real .. sections, giving instruction mainly in commercial 
subjectB, . in connection with the gymnasia. These attemptB, 
however, being dictated chiefly by the desire to draw pupils of non· 
noble birth from the gymnasia and the Universities, met in every 
case with failure. The three independeut institutions already 
named satisfied the need for commercial instruction until the 
seventies, when a fresh advance was made by the establiBhment of 
Commercial Sections in connection with the real-schools created 
under the law of 1872. The Peter School was also founded at St. 
Petersburg in 1872, the Alexander Commercial School at Moscow in 
1885, and five other commercial schools (three in Odessa) at various 
times between then and 1896. 

The proVision thus made was, however, both inadequate in quan
tity and in many respectB too unsatisfactory in quality to meet 
the growing demand of the commercial classes for a thoroughly 
efficient modern education for their children. The Commercial 
Sections were poorly organised, equipped, and taught, and never 
attracted the confidence of society; they suffered under the 
disadvantage of being attached to the most disconsidered type 
of secondary school in Russia, and in consequence of the lack 
of privileges attending the completion of their course they failed 
even to attract the more promising pupils of the real school· 
The special Commercial Schools were few in number and 
were confined to three cities, the two capitals and Odessa. 
From the beginning of the eighties, therefore, it became obvious 
that the whole existing system of commercial education would 
have to be reorganised. As early as 1880, in his capacity as member 
of the Council of the Ministry of Public Instruction, V yshnegradski 
had sketched out a plan for establishing under that Ministry a 
system of commercislschools on much the same lines as that which 
now existB under the Ministry of Finance. The unseitlem~nt 
consequent on the assassination of Alexander II. preven~ this 
project from being carried into effect. The general qu~n ~ 
commercial education is fnlly discussed by V yshnegradski m his 
"General Plan" of 1884, the scheme there advocated being the 
reorganisation of the existing real-schools into schools of commercial 
and industrial education. This part of the General Plan was, 
however, abandoned; and when Vyshnegradski in 1887 became 
Minister of Finance, he reverted to his original idea of a separate 
'system of commercial schools, and took the prelimiuary stepB 
towards the establishment of such a system under his own Depart
ment. The actua1 execution of the plan, however, belongs to the 
Miftistl''l of M. (now Count) Witte. During his administration and • • 
~~ .. 

• In 1897 only 195 pupils 6nished tfleir _ in du> Commercial I!f>cI;ioM 
of Ihe real-echoola, tt.ough in dJat yeK Ihe &otaI Damber oIlhe ~ .... 
119 • 
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that of his successor all but two of the commeroial schools existing 
previously to 1896, as well as all those established since that date, 
have been placed under the control of the Ministry of Finance. In 
this important instance, therefore, the policy adopted in Alexander 
III.'s reign of centralising all control of secondary, and primary 
schools giving professional instruction as far as possible in the hands 
of the Ministry of Public ID.struction has been reversed under 
the present Emperor, and the opposite principle has been 
affirmed of entrusting the oversight of commercial education 
to the Department of State principally concerned in its 
effioiency. In this respect Russia followed the example of 
Franoe, Prussia,' Italy, and most of the smaller countries 
of Europe in which commercial education has received a large 
share of attention. That the experiment has been completely 
justified by its results is largely due to the circumstance that the 
organisation and administration of the new commercial schools 
has been in the hands of exceptionslly able men-Vyshnegradski, 
Witte, Kovalevski, Anopov, and others, who were all keenly 
interested in the work, and realised its profound bearing upon 
the economic progress of their country. 

1I.-PRINOIPLB:8 UNDERLYING THE ORGANISATION 011' THE 
COl'llMEROIAL SCHOOLS. 

In order to understand the principles underlying the legisIs tion 
of J 896, it is neoossary first to endeavour to understand the particu
lar oonditions of the problem of commercial education as they 
exist in Russia. 

The question of the subjeot matter of commercial education is 
the question of what is the best equipment for life of those who will 
form the trading classes of the next generation. To this question 
more than one answer has been, and is, given in Russia and else
where. Some would tell US that the most valuable service which 
the Commercial School can render to its pupils is to communicate 
to t'hem the special knowledge and the particular' aptitudes which 
are directly useful in commercial life, to familiarise them beforehand 
with mercantile transactions and with the arithmetical processe6 
employed therein, to practise them in the forms of commercial 
correspo!ldence, to impart to them an encyclopmdia of information 
as to merchandise and exchange, markets and prices, and the Isws 
aflecting commerce in a particular country, to make of them expert 
book-keepers or shorthand writers. Others, on the contrary, hold 
that, while all these special aptitudes and acquirements are of 
undoubted service to the future trader, he needs first of all alertness 
of mind, keen power of observation, a disciplined imagination in 
the service of a. trained intelligence, the power of clear and JpgieaI 
expressil)U in his own and oth~ lsngue.ges, and such a'wide ou~k 
upon the world a.s is given by a study of hiStory and a knowlea'ge 
of foreign countries, their peoples, manners, customs, products, and 
industries. In other words,· the first condition of success for tho , , 
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merchant, no lese than for the scholar or the profeseional man, is a 
wide basis of general mental culture, which should not exclude, but 
rather involve, an adequate equipment of positive knowledge of 
men and things. 

Between these two views there is no irreconcilable opposition. 
They correspond rather to two different aspects than to two 
competing types of commercial education. Whether genere.l or 
special instruction shall predominate in the commercial schools 
of a given country is a question which must be decided in accordance 
with the special circumstances affecting the trading classes of that 
country, such as their general level of culture, the degree of develop· 
ment of the commerce of the country, and the provision otherwise 
made for general education of all grades. In France, Germany, 
and other countries, where on the one hand efficient secondary 
education has been brought within the reach of all who desire it, 
and where, on the other, the operations of commerce are widely 
ramified and highly organised, commercial instruction of a highly 
specialiaed kind is not only possible but neceasary. The eeolu 
IUperieures de C01n11lllf'ce of France, the hi/here H andela,chulen of 
Germany, and the hohere Handel8·LehranBtalren of Austria are all 
special schools, which by means of a two or three years' course 
aim at supplementing a good general education by such special 
knowledge as a young man must BOoner or later acquire if he is to 
understand the complicated relations of commerce or to bear his 
part in the keen struggle for the possession of the world's markets 
in which all the progressi ve nations of Europe, America, and Asia 
are now engaged. 

But if in the Western countries of Continental Europe, with their 
cnltured middle classes, their efficient systems of general education, 
and their highly organiaed trade, commercial education has for the 
most part assumed a special character, with Russia the case is 
entirely different. Here the conditions which have elsewhere 
necessitated a wide development of commercial education of the 
purely special kind do not yet exist. Russian commerce, at any 
rate in its higher developments, is of very recent origin, and 
traditions of cnlture have not yet had time to grow up among 
the Russian trading classes. The growth of such traditions has 
been retarded by the lack of sufficient provision of modem 
secondary schools which in its turn has been the result of the 
preoccupation of the Ministry of Public Instrnction with the 
education of the official c1888e8. 

During the reign of Nicholas 1 the gymnasia and the tJnivereltiea 
were reserved to the nob/es,e, or were open only under exceptional 
conditions to the children of merchants of the First Gnild: no 

• schools at all above the elementary grade were provided for the 
daUgh~ of fV.erchants. All class restJ:ictions in reference to ad· 
~n to the schools were re~oved in the reign of Alexander II .• 
and the provision of secondary ~uca tion both for boys and girls 
waa largely increaSed. Nevertheless, 8!' we have seen above, the 
!leed for instruction suitable for the trading ~ Wlif no' fully 
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satisfied. With few exceptions, therefore, and these confined to 
the great towns and the highest commercial circles, the Russian 
merchant is both more ignorant and less enterprising than his 
Western confrere. His outlook upon life is narrower; his habit 
of mind is less flexible. If this be true even of the heads of mercantile 
houses, it is still more so with regard to their employes. Compre. 
hensive statistics of the degree of educatiOil. of the assistants engaged 
in Russian mercantile houses are not to be obtained, but an 
investigation recently conducted in Odessa, certainly not the least 
advanced city in the Russian Empire, showed that while most cf the 
shop assistants in that city could at least read and write, and a 
fair proportion had passed through the primary or Urban School, 
hardly any had received secondary instruction. There were indeed 
certain branches of business (the colonial stores and the iron
mongery trade) in which about one assistant out of five was illiterate. 
Facts like these would certainly indicate that the pressing need 
of the trading classes in Ruasia at the present time is for general 
education with a practical bent, rather than for a highly specialised 
form of commercial instruction. 

If we tum to consider the actual conditions of Russian trade, 
we shall find reasons for coming to much the same conclusion. 
Russian trade is neither highly developed nor well organised. Its 
methods are simple, slow, and old-fashioned. It lacks the push, 
the foresight, the enterprise, and the combination which have opened 
up the markets of the world to the wares of German commerce. 
There are no Chambers of Commerce in Russia. Ruasian manu
facturers complain that they oannot rely on the enterprise of the 
merchants of their country to bring producer and consumer together. 
If information is needed as to the markets or the commercial condi
tions of Manchuria or of Persia, it is not the Russian trader who 
procures it, but the agent of the Government. The Ruasian 
merchant waits in the good old-fashioned way for his customers 
to oome to him. He has, or thinks he has, no need for the army of 
highly trained, alert, enterprising commercial travellers of whom 
his Uerman brother makes such effective use. There is not even a 
native word in Ruasian for commercial traveller. When such a 
person is referred to, it is by his French name commis-flOyageur. 
To some extent, no doubt, this condition of things is due to the 
careful way in which Ruasian trade has been protected by the Govern
ment against external competition; it is still more the result of 
general historical causes affecting the whole social life of Ruasia. But 
whatever reasons may be assigned for this comparative lack of 
organisation it is obvious that in the present stage of the develop
ment of Ruasian commerce there would not be a sufficient demand 
for the outpnt of a large number of special commercial schools. 

Finally, the inadequacy of the present provision for gilnflMi 
education of a modern type,made it imPlFible to'contem~te 
the establishment of a system qf commercial education of an 
exclusively special kind. Had the organiSation of ~neral education 
in Ruasia been so far developed as to secure the existence of a good . . 
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real-echool or Urban School in every town where commercial 
education in &special sensew88 in demand, it would have been possible 
to satisfy this demand by making a short course of commercial 
instruction-eay of two years-follow the completion of the general 
course of the secondary or higher primary school, as the case 
might be. The existing schools of general education were far too 
few to make this practieable; and to have taken such a course 
would have entailed the same disadvantages 88 we have seen 
to confront the secondary technical schools, which did actually 
presuppose a course of instruction in the secondary school of 
general education. 

The main considerations which may be presumed to have guided 
the Ministry of Finance in framing the law of 1896 will now be 
clear. By that law four types of institutions giving commercial 
instruction were established, viz., Commercial Schools,. Business 
Schools, Business Cl888es, and Courses in Commercial Knowledge. 
The Commercial Schools are schools of the secondary grade, intended 
mainly for the training of the heads of mercantile houses. They 
are of two kinds, one comprising seven cl888es, and providing for 
both general and special instruction; the other with three cl88Be8 
only, which were intended to correspond to the three highest cl88Be8 
of the seven~l888 school and to provide special commercial in
struction only. In practice, 88 will be readily understood from 
what has just been said, the demand for three~l888 schools giving 
special instruction only has hitherto proved very small, and the 
great majority of the schools wbich have been established have 
been of the seven~ type. The Basiness Schools provide in
strnction of a lower grade, soch 88 is required by clerks and other 
sobordinates in business houses. The model for these schools 
W88 found in the French icole8 Fatiquu de cmnfMf'c.J ; bot, like the 
Commercial Schools, they were intended to be of two kinds, com
prising respectively one and three cl888es. In Bosiness Schools, 
special sobjects received a relatively large place, bot even here, 
especially in three~l888 schools, general instruction was by no 
means left unprovided for. The provision for the establishment 
of one~ schools has hitherto proved a dead letter, all the Bosi
ness Schools 80 far established being of the three~l888 type. The 
Business Cl888es were intended 88 a kind of Ftn1hi1dUfllJ61Chule 
for persons already employed in bosiness houses, for who~ t~ 

, provided instruction in special sobjects useful in commercial life. 
'-~y are held in the evening or at soch other times as do not cause 

in;srence with tLe ordinary employment of the ~ ~ttend
ing to. The Commercial Courses stand on an entirely di1ferent 
footing om any 0' the three categories of schools just described. 
They are- open 0 to persons who have received at least a 

• ~ i\ will <lie con,. \ in the ......... of thia chapter to _ the term 
"duoorciaI ,ochoola· .,in ~"!"'" «> inatitntloaa gbing commercial 
inatmction of aD grode8, Q>mmen:i& Schoola in the opeciaI ...... (n... the 
K~.n"" SI&:ol, eetabliohed under the Jaw of 1896) wiIJ, whew •• 
referred to, be dininguiahed bJ the _ of apltaJ inidallRten. . , 
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secondary education, provide advanced instniction in specially 
eommen:ialsubjecfB, and are chieftyintended f~ the training of ihe 
ieachem of such subjects who are required in the Commen:ial and 
Busin_ Schools. These Classes constitute the only provision at 
present existing in R1I88ia f~ higher commen:ial instruction, with . 
ihe exception of the Commen:ial Section of the Riga Polytechnicum 
which has a ~ years' course open to pupils who have compieted 
six yeara at a Secondary School 

It; will be eeen, therefore, that in deciding between the claima 
of general and special instruction the authors of the legislation of 
1896 followed a middle course. On the whole they would seem to 
have held to the theory that tha particular function of the ne1l' 
schoole was to give special instruction in commen:ialsubjecfB ; but 
they wisely abstained from rigid definition and 80 left the field open 
f~ a liberal interpretation of the intention of the law. With 
regard to the most important type of school eetablished by the law 
of 1896, ihe seven-clasa Commercial School, it is definitely laid 
down that its aim was to give both general and commercial edu· 
cation. The law contained no regoIation as to the distribution 
of school time between general and special subjects. It certainly 
directed (Sea. 4) that in all types of commen:ial schools the pre
ponderance should be given to .. subjects of commen:ial education." 
But the term .. commercial education" is obviously capable of a 
wide interpretation; and we shall see, when we come to discuss 
the oorricula of the commen:ial schools, that the interpretation 
usually given to this provision of the Statute has been rather in 
favour of a practical treatment of general subjects than of giving 
preference to speciaI subjects over general. 

While settling by the legislation of 1896 the main lines of the 
cwricula of the commen:ial schoole of all grades, the Ministry of 
Finance took a step of the utmost im~ to Russian education 

111 leaving details of instruction and organisation to local initiative. 
There were undoubtedly strong speciaI reasons f~ this departure 
from ordinary precedent. It; was impossible for the central autho
rity·to fix beforehand the precise type of curriculum which would 
suit each individual town in which it was desirable to establish a 
commen:ial school In a pat Empire like R1I88ia the conditions 
of trade vary widely from place to place. The di1ference, e.g., 
between a town of Asiatic Russia, which f~ the centre of ex
change f~ a primitive ~ nomadic population, and the great cities 
of European Russia, where material civilisation more nearly ap
proaches the level attained in the countries of the West, is such as 
to affec$ the whole question of trade methods. Apart from this, 
there are the osoal differences between retail and wholesale trade, 
beiween internal and foreign trade, beiween trade with the East 
and trade with the West. There is also the di1ference betwetln tao 
trainingrequired for empioYID:entof tlte coun!<ing-hOll8ll or ac~ 
type (e.g., by bankem, financieis, ~ .:.countants and cleil<B) 
and that which is needed by persons acloally en&&ged in the dis
tribution of merchandise (84·, merchants, produce bfOkem, com-
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mercial travellers· and the like). The existence of these dift'er
enees called urgently for variety and llexibility in adapting a 
general system of commercial education to local requirements; 
and the Minietry of Finance, which of all RU88ian Departments 
of State is probably the most closely in touch with the actual 
conditions of the country, had the best reasons for recognising 
its powerlessness to provide for local educational needs without 
the 8B8istance of local advice. The decision of the number of 
hours to be 8B8igned to a particular subject, the relative value to 
be BBBigned to general and special instruction, and the drawing 
up of the program of instruction generally-&ll of which matters 
are, according to the nsnal bureaucratic methods, arranged by 
the central authority itself-were therefore, in the case of com
mercial instruction, left in the first place to local initiative. It is 
true that the statute of each echool has to be sanctioned, and its 
program approved, by the Minietry of Finance, but to RU'!8ian 
teachers, accustomed to a system under which not only control but 
initiative reate with the central authority, the right to draft cwri
cola and programs and submit them to the Ministry for approval 
represented a very welcome degree of freedom. Moreover, the 
concession of this right involved the manifestation of a new spirit 
in the administration of RU88ian educaticn. It meant that the 
central authority was willing to be guided by local experience in 
settling the form which commercial education shonld take, and it 
implied, moreover, that teachers and local authorities were to be 
looked upon as colleagues and co-workers with the officials of the 
central authority and not merely as subordinates bound to obey 
orders. 

But it is not only with reference to the framing of the program 
that the Government allows considerable ecope for local initiative 
in the commercial schools. It has also given a much wider ex-. 
tension to the principle of local control in matters of organisation 
and administration than exists in any other type of RU88ian echool. 
Exoopt in private adventure echools, $here has been created by the 
law of 1896 for every commercial achool a local governing b&dy, 
caUed the Council of Curators (poptrAiUlngl ~), to which is 
entrusted the immediate supervision and control of the school. 
The functions of this body are not precisely defined by Statute, 
but they were evidently intended to embrace, and do in facl; em· 
brace, all the responsibi1itiee nsually exercised byan~lish~
ing Body, including control over the &taft and the insttuoction &8 

weU &8 over finance and general administration. The selection of 
the Headmaster (whose appointment has. however, ~ be con
firmed by the Minister of F"lJIAIIIl8) is one of the IIlOR ~nt 

• privilegee reserved to the Council of Curatolll, and 008 which ~oea 
f.rr i& make its control over the work of the echool a real thing. 
b equaUy ~t difietence bpween the oo~ ~ls 

of the Ministry of F"lII&IlpI ant other Russjan echools liee m the 
much greater lilleraIity shown by the former in .est-t of ~he . 

• admi..non of Jews. Whereas in the '!!Choola of general education 
• 
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the proportion of Jews admitted is strictly limited by law and 
cannot exceed 10 per cent. even within the Pale, no such limit is 
imposed by geners! legislation in the case of commercial schools. 
Here again the principle of local initiative comes into play, the 
matter being left ,to be determined by the statutes of individual 
schools. Some of these statutes impose a limit, others (business 
schools for'the most part) do not. Where a limit is imposed it is 
in a few caaes quite as rigid as in the gymnasium or real-school, or 
even more so. Two Business I:lchools in Moscow admit no Jews 
at all. At one school in Kiev, a town within the Pale, the limit 
is 10 per cent., although the J owish commercial establishments 
of Kiev enormously outnumber those owned by Christians (there 
are 365 Jewish merchants of the first Guild to eleven Chris
tians). Generally, however, the maximilm fixed by the school 
statutes is much high8ll', as will be evident by the fact that, accord· 
ing to an official report relating to the year 19034, the proportion 
of Jews to the whole number of pupils in commercial schools of all 
kinds was 26' 5 per cent. and in the Commercial Schools proper 
31 pEll cent. Of the pupils who had finished the course at the 
Business Schools of Vilna and Kishinevby the end of 1904, 90 
per oent: were Jews. The corresponding proportion at the Warsaw 
Business School was 50 per cent. Whether thEl exclusion of Jews 
from the schools which a1l0rd access to the Stats service and the 
professions is justifiable or not is a question upon which we can 
here 01ler no opinion, but bearing in mind the prominent part played 
by Jews in the tommercial life of Russia, it is a matter of great 
importance that the door of entry into the commercial schools, 
at any rate, should have been so much more widely opened to them. 

To sum up, the diOlJf'emi.UJ of the commercial schools created 
by the law of 1896 are the absence of enforced uniformity and 
of minute regulation by the central authority, the freedom of 
individual schools to frame (though not finally to determine) their 
own currioula in acoordance with local requirements, the delegation 
of a measure of control to local governiug bodies, and, generally, 
tho fnore liberal spirit in which the schools are administered and 
conducted. It should be observed, however, that the State has 
not in the last resort parted with any of its e,uthority under the 
law of 1896; in retaining the exclusive right to sanction curricula 
and confirm statutes for individual schools, it has reserved to itself 
in full measure the ultimate control over instruction; while the 
local administration of the schools with which the Councils of 
Curators are entrusted is always exercised subject to the control 
of the Ministry of Finance and its officials. It has only aaaociated 
with itself for purposes of consultation, and to some extent 
of administration, persons standing outside the bureaucraoy: 
's a Russian would put it, it has given a limited recoguitillll W 
the principle of obB1ac1Iestt>ennosl~, that is, the Pirticipati3n of s~ 
itself (0b81aclie8ttlO) in t\e work of aoiminis?"ation. But the signifi
canoe of this action on the part of the Stata lies in the fact that 
it is a concession to a demand which has of late been made with ever-

• 
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increasing insistency in relation to every department of public life. 
It is this fact which makes the experiment of the Ministry of 
Finance in relation to the schools under its control so full of interest 
to the student of Russian education and Russian social life. 
Further on in this chapter we shall consider the results of this 
experiment, so far as they can be judged by the experience of a 
decade. 

In connection with what has been said above as to the relation 
of the Statd on the one hand, and of the local governing bodies on 
the other, to the commercial schools, it is imporiant to emphasise 
the fact that these schools are only to a very small extent State
supported institutions. The Law of 1896 lays it down very ex
plicitly that commercial schools of all kinds" are to be maintained 
by the bodies or communities establishing them, or by means of 
voluntary contributions from other sources. In case local re
sources are insufficient· and the establishment of a commercial 
school is considered specially neoessary, the Ministry of Finance 
may B88ign a State contribution either for the establishment or 
the annnal maintenance of such a school, or in exceptional CB8C8 

may throw the whol,! maintenance upon the Treasury." In prac
tice, the State has B88isted Business Schools and Business Classes 
almost exclusively, but of the total amount spent on commercial 
schools of all kinas the State, according to recent statistics, has 
contributed only 1'5 per cent. It must not be supposed, however, 
II') it is perhaps natural for an English reader to do, that the ex
ceptional amount of local control exercised over the commercial 
schools is the consequence of the modest limita within which 
State aid to such schools has been confined. As we have more 
than once said or implied in previous chapters, the control of 
education by the State in Russia has nothing whatever to do 
with the question of State aid. The majority of real-schools receive 
no more financial aid from the State than the Commercial Schools, 
but of local control in the case of the former there is none. 

The position of the State with reference to State aid to com
mercialschools was made qnite clear in a reply given by M. Witte 
to a request of the Commercial Schools Conference of 1901 "that 
loans on easy terms might be made by the Treasury for the erection 
of snitable buildings in cases where the schools were at present 
being carried on in hired premises, since the Bums received from 
commercial societies and municipalities were all absorbed by current 
expenses." M. Witte replied that "$he State not only did not 
refuse grants-in-aid for special purposes, but made very consideralJJe 
grants to schools opened from considerations of State nece8llity. 
Schools, however, which were established in the interests of m~r
chants' societies or municipalities ought, in his opinion, to be 
888isw by these bodies. Societies who approached the Ministry 
o~ance With proppsals for the ~tablishment of schools ought, 
he thought, to state whe\her tiMly proposed ,to build and maintain 
the school at their own expense or intended to apply to the Govern
ment for aid, especially as the Govelllment considerec! that at thp. 
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present time the object' of raising the level of education among 
the mercantile classes would be best served by giving support to 
Business Schools, since in them were taught children of less well
to-do parents, who were uno.ble to establish schools at their own 
cost. There onght to be more Business Schools than Commercial 
Schools, because in the business world there were more subordinates 
than hea.ds of business houses, and, moreover, the fees in Business 
Schools were so small that they could not be maintained with due 
efficiency, if left to their own resources." It may be appropriate 
here to remark, by way of comment upon M. Witte's speech, 
that while Russian merchants, manufacturers; and' merchants' 
societies have given large sums of money for the erection of Com
mercial Schools-many of which are sumptuously housed and 
equipped-:-they have contributed comparatively little towards 
the establishm&nt of Business Schools. The former class of &ehools 
are attended by their own children, the latter by the children of 
their employes. Some discrimination between the two kinds of 
school would therefore appear to be natural. * 

m.--{lURBICULUM. 

In discW!8ing the course of instruction in the RW!8ian Commercial 
Schools, we e&n do little more than indicate certain general ten
dencies and characteristics, since the curricula of different schools 
vary considerably in deta.ils. The subjects which must find a 
place In the curriculum of every school are indeed defined by law. 
The subjects which must be taught in every Commercial School 
with seven classes are those no.med in the model curriculum below 
(it should, however, be expla.ined that the choice of modern foreign 
languages is not limited to French and German, but depends on 
loca.l conditions). Optional subjects taught in the Commerci&l 
Schools are Shorthand, Singing, Music and Dancing. The curriculum 
of the three·cu Business Schools comprises, as obliga.tory subjects, 
Religion, RW!8ian, Book-keeping, Commerce (for the definition of 
this sb.bject, Bee below), Commercial Arithmetic, with the necessary 
notions of Algebra, elementary Geometry, Russian History and the 
Commercial Geography of RW!8ia, Commerci&l Correspondence,' 
knowledge of the wares of local commerce, Calligraphy. Modern 
languages may also be taught in Business Schools. The subi_cbl 

• But that the commorical ch!ssea of Rossi .. are capable of Il"""rous and 
publio-spirited action in tho caUll8 of education is abundantly proved by the 
rom~rkable bistory of the Busineos Classes eotablished and maintoinod during 
the past few years by the Moscow Sooioty for the Spread of Qlmmercinl 
Education. On the 1st of January. l904. 2.777 persons of both ao ..... princi. 
p-,Uy emp\oyt!e in businosa hou .... attended theao 01....... In addition to theao 
01 ........ the Societyhas since 1897 founded a Boys'Qlmmerciai School atte~ded. 
by about 600 pupils,,, Girls' Qlmmercial School (op""ed in IIlf13) ...... d Qlu .... 
in Qlmmorcial Knowledge, giving inoIt.ructiono in 1_ to 183lperaoDS. T:!!oo 
8UCC0S8 of tho education&! 't0vemont 8~ by the sooioty is \argely due to 
the acti .... inlAl ..... t diapIayad in it by the .... II-known Moadlw banker A. S. 
Vishni~kov, who is president of tho rommitteo of the Sooioty, and &!ao of tho 
Y8.1'iOUB C'.ounC'ilS.Df t'umtors which Bopenieo its odu('atiow work. 
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taught in Business Classes and Courses in Commercial Knowledge 
are not precisely defined by law, and nothing in the nature of an 
obligatory cumcnIum'is laid down for them. The remarks which 
follow will therefore apply exclusively to the curricula of the Com
mercial School and the Business School. 

The cumcnIa of two Commercial School. are given on pp. 294-5 of 
Chapter II. We add here a model table of lessons drawn up by the 
Ministry of Finance for a Commercial School of seven classes. 

MODEL CURRICULUM SUGGESTED BY THE EDUCATIONAL COMHITTEB 

OF THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE FOB A SEVEN.(JLAB8 COM

MERCIAL SCHOOL. 

SU1IJEcrS. CLAsSES. . 

~~I~~ v. VL I VU. 

Rt-ligion - - - - - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Russian - - , , , 6 5 , .. 3 2 2 
German , - - . - 9 .. .. .. 3 3 3 
French - - - - - - 8 I 5 5 .. 3 3 
Arithmetic - , - - .. 5 j} 3 

- - - -
Algebra - - - - - - - 2 2 

}2 
-

Geometry and Trigonometry - - - , 2 2 2 -
Geography - - - - 2 2 I 2 2 - - -
History - - - - - - - 2 3 2 3 -
Natoral History - - - - -

I 
2 2 3 - -

Phyoica - - - - - - - - 2 3 , -
Graphio Arts - - - - .. .. .. 2 I - -
Chemistry - - - - - - -

I 
- - 3 2 -

Knowledge of Merehandise · - - - - - 2 , 
Commercial Arithmetic . · - - - - 2 2 -
Book·keeping . - - - - - - - - 3 II 
Commercia.l Correspondence - - - I - - - - I 
Commercial Geography - - - - , - - - 2 2 • 
Politioal Economy , - - - - ! - - - - 10 3 , 
Law- - - - - - - - , - - - - 3 
Practioal Work in Chemistry and I 

Knowledge of Merehandise - - - i - - - - .. 
.-I -

Total , - · Z1 30 '30 
1

30 
1

30 30 32 
I I 

This table has been put forward by the Ministry in the most tentative 
way, and has by no means been generally followed in every detail ; 
in its main features, however, it may be taken as typical of those 
in &Ctual use in most Commercial &hoolSl 

It will be noticed that in none of the tables of lessons which 
a,e ~ven in this Report are special 8ubjects begun earlier than 
tllf..,sixth cl4sa; and,there 8eems to, be general agreement tha~ the 
tUBt four years of the course should in any c:ase be devoted enmely 
to ~neral educo.tion. ~ut opinions difier greatly 88 to the place 
which special subjects should occup,. in the fifth or !."gher clus(JII,' 
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General subjects are as a rule continued to a greater or smaller extent 
until the end of the sixth year, and there is a tendency to continue 
them right up to the end of the course, especially in schools which 
send up a strong contingent of their pupils to compete for admission 
to the higher technical colleges against candidates from the 
gymnasia and real-schools. 

As regards the general subjects of the curriculum very .little 
need be said. In the main the ground covered and the methods of 
instruction in these subjects in the Commercial Schools are much 
the same as in the corresponding classes of the real-schools. A few 
differences may, however, be noted here. In the first place, a· much 
higher value is set on the power of expression in the mother tongue, 
methodical and precise statement being one of the chief ends kept 
in view, not only by the teachers of Russian, but by those entrusted 
with other subjects. The study of the literature of the pre-Petrine 
period is consequently reduced to a minimum; modern writers, 
such as Turgenev, Belinski, Goncharov, Dostoievski, Ostrovski, 
L. Tolstoi, are much more read than in the schools of general educa
tion; and there is a tendenoy to throw the teaohing ofChuroh Slavonio 
entirely upon the religious instructor. In modern languages, the 
preferenoe is given to German, whioh is begun earlier than Frenoh, 
as being the foreign language most needed for commeroial purposes 
in Russia; foreigu languages and their literatures are, however, 
studied mainly from the point of view of general culture, com
mercial correspondence in German or French being considered 
as a special subject to be taken up near the end of the school course. 
As regards history, many teaohers of this subjeot in Commercial 
Schools appear to be in favour of devoting attention ohiefly to the 
history of trade and industry and of eoonomio and socie.! develop
ment; but to what extent this view has been carried into effect 
in actual practioe it is difficult to say. The nature.! sciences are 
studied not only with a view to their general educative effect, but 
also as giving the necessary basis for the soientific knowledge of 
merqhandise,which forms one of the main subjects of special study 
during the later years of the school course. 

:rhe standard of attainment in genere.!subjects which is aimed at 
in Business Schools is of course relatively low in view of the shortness 
of the course, the lack of previous preparation of many of the pupils,
and the specialised character of their occupations. The question 
whether a modern language should or should not be taught 8S an 
obligatory sllbject in Business Schools has caused considerable 
difficulty. On the one hand, BOme knowledge of foreign languages 
is very desirable for an employe in a Russian business house; on the 
other, a course of three years gives an ordinary pupil little chance of 

• It is assumed by the Law of 1896 that the pupils of the Busin ... Sohoolh 
will be recruited orue8y from the two-o!ass.l'rimarJr Schools; 'but the "'&!!!.
ber of th_ latter is too limited to' 8Upp~ a sufficilnt contingent of pupill!, 
and in practice it h .. beee found necessary to .tart a ooJlSiderab1e number 
of preparatory cl ...... with "OOUlllO of one or two years m connection wir'a 
the Business Schools themselvoa. • 

• 
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acquiring a thorough mastery of the language learnt. Nothing like 
a scientific or literary study of the foreign language is in any case 
possible in the Business Schools. All that can be attempted is to 
enable the pupil to understand the foreign speech, to read simple 
correspondence, and perhaps write an invoice in it. If more than 
this is desired, the pupil must supplement the instruction of the 
Business School by attendance at evening courses in modern 
languages, such as exist in some of the larger towns of Russia. 
Generally speaking, the whole of the instruction in general subjects 
necessarily bears a more practical and utilitarian character in 
Business Schools than in Commercial Schools. 

Of the special subjects taught in the two grades of schools, three 
only call for special notice, viz., Knowledge of Merchandise,· Com· 
merce (replaced in most Commercial Schools by Political Economy 
and Law) and Book·keeping. 

Knowledge of Merchandise (too/lrotJedenie) is in its nature a 
very indefinite subject of instruction, which afiords scope for the 
most various methods of treatment, the more empirical methods 
tending to predominate over the more scientific. The wares of 
commerce are so numerous, and ~he modes of their preparation are 
so diverse, that anything approaching an eiliu.tive treatment 'of 
the subject is out of the question, even in the Commercial :School •. 
What is usually taught under the head of too/lf'tnJedenie is simply a 
mass of information borrowed from all the applied sciences as to the 
quality of wares and the moet approved methods of testing them. 
Moreover, a selection has always to be made in respect of the ware. 
to be studied. In the Commercial Schools, the considerations guid· 
ing selection are partly pedagogical-those groupe of merchandise 
being studied which lend themselves best to exposition of methods
and partly practical, the wares of local commerce being atudied by 
preference. The localised treatment of the subject is positively, 
enjoined upon the Business Schools by the law of 1896. It is obvioUB, 
that the subject may be tanght in the Commercial Schools from a 
much more scientific standpoint than in the Bnsine811 Schools; and 
with this end in view the course in Natural History, Chemistry, and 
Physics, on which any scientific knowledge of merchandise DUUlt 
always be based, is in the Commercial Schools arranged 80 aa to 
finish at the point where TotJaf'Orll!Jlmie is taken up. Moreover, the 
natural sciences are, so far as possible, taught with a view to their 
practical application to the course of Tl1fHJrotJedenie which is to 
follow; this, however, is only possible when teachers of physics or 
chemistry, who are well acquainted with the applications of their 
respective sciences to commercial uses, can be found, which is no$ 
always the case. In the Bnsin_ Schools the treatment of the . 
~ubject has neceal"lily to be more empirical. At best, the inatruc- . 
tion° given I'8Jl hardly go beyond certain general notions of the 
~Iucts of the vari4fWI mgdoms flf nature, the typical modes of 

• 
• Tbe Rasaiau ........ til ... n...dered io Io_otokloi<. f.,.. which the Gennan 

W ............... gi_ .. pn>cise "'laivai6l11.. No equally COD_I and exact 
EogIioh lenD _ .... to be available. 0 • 
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Illanufa.cture, simple methods of determining the quality of goods 
and the causes of their deterioration, and the like. . : 

Under the' head of Commerce (Kommerlsiia) as a subject of 
instruction in Busine88 Schools, is comprised a ma88 of information 
on all points of mercantile practice and commercial law with which 
a merchant or tradesman needs to be familia~ in the conduct of his 
business. All matters. for example, which affect the organisation of 
trade, the formation of joint.stock companies and syndicates with 
laws relating thereto: fairs, * railway tariffs, rates and taxes, 
insurance, Stock Exchange operations, eto., may come within the 
purview of the subject. The program of instruotion varies e{ln
siderably in different sohools, hlClining sometimes I:1ore to the 
economic, and sometimes more to the juridical point of view. in 
the existing Statute instruotion in mercantile and industrial law is 
specially mentioned as forming part of the course in the subject: on 
tho other hand. a model program of Commerce drawn up by a Sub, 
CommiBBion of .representatives of Business Schools at the Con, 
ference of January, 1905, gives decided preference in the teaching of 
the subject to an acquaintance with practical commercial trans
actions, treating commercial law and custom as subsidiary branches 
of study. A more detailed treatment of the subjects taught in· 
Busine88 Schools under the head of Commerce is attempted in 
Commercial Sohools, but here the economic subjects are definitely 
separated from the juridical, Political Economy being held to include 
such subjeots as Commercial Geography, History of Political 
Economy, Statistics, Finance and Economio Politics; while Law as 
taught in Commercial Schools, includes general knowledge of Law. 
State Law, general notions of Criminal Law, and a short course of 
International Law. 

Book-keeping is taught in all Commercial and Busine88 Schools. 
There is, however, a good deal of difference of opinion as to whether 
only the general principles of the subject should be taught, or 
whether special applications of it-e.!T., the book-keeping needed 
in banking or in the conduct of industrial concerns-should be in
ch,.-ded in tile instruction. Some schools have gone in for this 
kind of specialisation, though tlte report on the subject presented at 
the Third Technical Congress showed that the specialisation was 
not always determined by local needs. In one school a pra.ctical 
direction is given to the teaching of book-keeping by allowing the 
pupils to keep the books of the school itaelf. At the Moscow 
Commercial School the work in this subject is carried on in German 
88 well as in Russian. t 

.It must bo romomberod that fairs still retain in Russia much of thE\ com· 
Inorcial importan08 which belonged to them in Western Europe th1'83 or 
four oontun .. ago. But even in Russia they"", losing their importan,. with 
the extension of railways and the improvement of the means of communioation • 
gen8~y. • • 
. t Some Busin ... Schools are divided inID two 9oction.s, 1m ........ the Book. 

keeping and t.be Merchandise Sectton.. The form~ which is intended 8}hlly 
for future clerks and aooountanls, provict .. a m.,., advanced oonrae of practioal 
hook·keeping; the latter, which h88 in view the needs ell th .... who d...m. to 
heooma aa1eemen or buyara, olI .... more detailed and aoientifio inslnlction in 
1 ___ ' ____ L~ ... .I!__ , 



IV.-DBVBLOPJlBNT O~ TIIIiI CoJO(BBCIAL 8cBOOLB. 

Ten years have now elapsed since the promulgation of the law 
nnder which the existing commercial schools of various types 
have been established. This is not too short a period in which 
to judge of the BUCCe88 of the new departure and to form 801D8 

general conclusions 88 to the directions in which they have tended. 
or are tending. to develop. 

One of the most remarkable features in the history of the Com· 
mercial Schools has been their tendency to transform themselves 
into schools of general education. We have seen that the Law of 
1896 left the relations between general and special instruction in 
these schools nndefined. though it contained an expression of 
opinion in favour of the predominance of commercial subjects. 
We have also remarked on the tendency to give to general subjects 
a special bent 80 far as this could be done without detriment to 
their value 88 instruments of culture. But side by aide with this 
practical tendency. which is highly characteristic of RlUIIian 
thought. in educational matters. the ideal of general culture bas 
been jcalously guarded; special and technical subjects have not 
heen allowed to encroach on general: on the contrary there bas 
been a marked disposition to extract the maximum of general 
culture out of these subjects and even to sacrifice them in their 
more technical aspects to the interests of general education. 

Several special causes have certainly been at work to produce 
this result. In the first place the absence of a sufficient number 
of schools of general education of the ordinary type, or the dis
satisfaction commonly felt with the way in which such schools are 
conducted. has caused the new schools to be crowded with a large 
number of pupils who are not definitely intended for a commercial 
career: * and the interests of these pupils have to be considered. 
Many of them, for example, come to the Commercial Scboola to be 
prepared for the entrance examination to the Higher Technical 
Colleges, in which they have to compete against candidates from 
the secondary schoola of general education. Moreover the Pllpila 
of the Commercial Schools belong for the most part to the more 
w~ll·tcHloclassea. and can therefore afford to deferspecialiaation to. 
comparatively late period in their school course. Again, no incon' 
siderable proportion of private and public Co:mmercial Schools have 
been atarted by persona who had no special interest in education of 
• strictly commercial type. but were attracted by the greater free· 
dom of instruction enjoyed by schools under the Ministry of Finance· 
and the more liberal spirit in which they were administered. 
Ymally, the general tendency of the instruction given in Com· 
mercial Schools has undoubted! y been affected by the circum· 
stjmce that there are at present no teachers apecislly trained to 

• 
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Berve in Commercial Schools,· which have, consequently, had to 
avail themselvea of the servicea of persons who have been accustomed 
to teach in the secondary schools of general education. 

But while theae accidental eausea have powerfully reinforced 
the trend towards general education, they do not account for it 
entirely. That the motive of the tendency is in the main a purely 
pedagogical one is clear from the official reports of the schoola 
published by the Ministry of Finance. Take, for example, the 
following expression of opinion received from the Libau Com
mercial School, and printed in the Report of the Education Section 
of the Ministry relating to the year 1903-4 :-

.. It is impossible to consider the Commel'Cial School purely as 
a professional school. Starting from the position that no school, 
even a profeBBional one, can or ought to take upon itself the task 
of turning out young people fully prepared for practical life, and 
that the main aim of every school should be to teach its pupils 
to understand the world in which they live and to develop in them 
a will and ability to act, the Libau Commercial School givea a 
general training in the first five cl&8Bes, supplementing it hy 
special instruction in the two higheat clasaea. Thus, whilst aiming 
at producing intelligent and well-educated business men and 
manufacturers, the school at the same time BeeD to increase the 
number of educated persons generally, who, when they leaVe school 
in the narrow sense of the word, and enter the great school of 
lifo, shall be able to profit by its lesaons and act in harmony with 
ita requirements." The ideal of a liberal modem education could 
scarcely be more explicitly stated. 

That the above is not a mere doctrinaire or professional view 
there is abundant evidence to show. A convincing proof of this 
atatsment is afforded by the report of a Sub-CommiasiononSpecial 
Suhjects in Commercial Schoola which was appointed by the Con
ferenoe of 1901, and numbered among its members several laymen 
of practical experience as well as teachers. The Sub-Commisaion 
ropo;ted as follows :-

.. An examination of the Model Time Table constructed by the 
Education Committee (_ p. 516) shows that the time allotted to 
tho whole number of special subjects, except French and German 
co~reapondence, to which no specialleaaons are &8Bigned, is thirty
eight heurs a week. Adding to this an hour each fer French and 
German correapondence, we get a total of forty hours, which is 
distributed in the Model Time Table among the three groups of 
commercial subjects as follows :-To the.group of office subjects 
(Commeroial Arithmetio, Book -keeping and Correapondence in 
Ruaaian and foreign languages) are assigned fifteen lessons: to 
Chemistry and Knowledge of Merchandise with practical work, 
fifteen leaaons: while to juridical and economic subjects fLa .. , 
Political Economy, and Commercial'Geo~phy) oo1y ten lns.ta 

, . 
• The Commero'a1 (onne. Lave as yet do.1~ 1.ttl9 o~ noUUDg to ..... ~ 

I"" ' iiling suoh t.oaohera. • 

• 
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are allowed. This distributioilisconsidered by the Sub-Commission. 
not to'represent a proper balance nor to correspond to the im-~ 
portance of individual subjects for the training of an educated 
busine88 man. Too much time is given to special and technical 
subjects, like Book-keeping, to which are assigned eight hours, and 
Knowledge of Merchandise, which with practical work occupies ten 
hours; and the teaching of Political Economy and La"" which has 
not. only a practical, but also a high educational, value, is corre
spondingly depressed. All the practical men, representatives of 
governing bodies, who attended the session oftheSub-Commission, 
unanimously expre88ed the opinion that the teaching of Book
keeping in Commercial Schools should not be extended, that it was 
sufficient for the future busine88 man to grasp the general principles 
of the system of double entry, that practical work should be con
cerned . only with a few fundamental operations, and that the 
teacher should not aim at the imp088ible ideal of training a book
keeper able to keep the books of any kind of busine88 without 
further guidance. Such book-keepers can be trained only by prac
tical life, Certainly not by the school. In view of the close connec
tion of book-keeping with commerce and in order to economise 
time, the wish was expressed by many members that book-keeping 
should be taught jointly with Russian correspondcnce, no special 
le880ns being assigned to the latter. For the thorough study of 
both these subjects the majority of the members thought a total 
of six le880ns amply sufficient, instead of the nine contemplated by 
the Model Time Table. The time thus set free the Commission 
thought would be more profitably devoted to instruction in Political 
Economy and Law. Political Economy should be regarded 88 the 
main and fundamental subject of commercial education, both 
because of the practical importance of the knowledge it imparts to 
everyone engaged in financial matters, aDd also because of its 
great educational importance in the formal development of itil . 
students. '1'he teaching of law should also, in the opinion of the. 
Sub-Commission, receive more serious attention, since an acqvain
tance with the fundamental laws of the eonntry and with the 
principles of State and civil law is nece8ll8ry for every educated 
citizen, while for those engaged in commerce or industry it is, be
sides, extremely important to be familiar with the basis of ~ercantile 
and individual legislation, and with the laws relatiug to bJlla of ex
change and proceedings in bailkruptcy." 

After laying down the proposition that .. the intermediate 
commercial school cannQt undertake to prepare for any separate or 
particular vocation in the industrial or mercantile .... orld-it· 
cannot, for example, train hook-keepe18, accountants, commercial 
agents, or inspecto18 of merchandise but shonld rather aim at . 
tlUnillg ont lonllg persons who .... ould Ieam with ease any special 
li~biisine88 in acWIaI pr&ctice," .the Sub-Commission proceeded 
to make several rcommevdatiObS which need not be quoted here 
in detail Their'\-1ews on the subject of model counting-houses such ! 
as are established in eonnection .... ith busill"""-l'ractice classes in 

• • 
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ADl~C1c& and elsewhere, POBSess special interest. " The establish
ment of model counting-houses is cousidered a measure difficult to 
carry out in practice, and 'one which fails of its object, because the 
main work of an actual office consists in relations with other firms 
and individuals, and these it is impOBSible to establish. Thus the 
time spent in conducting a inodel counting-house would be largely 
lost. The pupils would be under the delusion that they had received 
a practic&l training, which cannot really be obtained by means of 
fictitious operations of this kind. Instead of work in model count
ing-houses established in connection with the school, it is rather 
considered desirable that the pupils on completing the first special 
cl888 should obtain practice during the holidays in actual business 
offices or financial establishments." 

The tendency to emphasise the claims of general education in the 
Commercial Schools frequently gives rise to a demand for an ad
ditional year to be added to the ordinary seven years' course. This 
addition of a year the Ministry of Finance has statutory power to 
sanotion where it thinks desirable. However much special sub. 
jects may be sacrifioed to general, they cannot be entirely omitted 
in any school administered under the Law of 1896. On the other 
hanll, there is a general conviction in Russia that a complete general 
education of the secondary type cannot be given in leSs than seven 
years; and if this be granted, it follows that an eight years' course 
at least is required wherever special instruction is superadded to 
general. So .far, however, only a minority of Commercial Schools 
have a course lasting eight years. 

The trend towards general education also makes itself felt in the 
Business Schools, which,like the CommerciaiSchools,attracta certain 
contingent of pupils who want education, but for whose needs there 
is no suitable provision made elsewhere. Many, probably most, 
Business Schools have now provided a preliminary course of general 
education for those pupils who come to them without previous 
training; and as this preliminary course is frequently fonnd in 
pra_tice to afford insufficient preparation for the study of the 
special subjects of the ordinary course, there is a tendency to increase 
the proportion of time given to general instruction in the later years. 
Here again the demand is frequently made for the extension of the 
course by a year in order to give time for adequate training both 
in general and special subjects. The conversion of the Business 
Schools into schools of a predominatingly general character would, 
however, be clearly against the intention of the legislature and 
the influences making in favour of such a change are by no means 
as strong as in the case of the Commercial Schools. 

It is a curious and ~<:'sting fact that even the Business ClasseS 
alIord evidence of the ~~denoy to substitute general education 
for special. . These classes have not been COlll!}licuQ.~I§cMsfUl'.· 
and the reasons for their lacJ. of suc&ss _not far to e 
shop assistants, for whose benefit8 theJ were instituted, are 
ill-paid to be able, in many instances, to afford \he fees necessary 
to SUDDort the classes. and tlfeirhon .... nf worlr Are too 10Dl! (thirteen • 
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to sixteen hoUl'8, often without a regular break for meals, is quite 
a common day's work in a Russian place of business) to enable 

.them to spare the time to attend them. Such classes have, however, 
been established with some success at Moscow and a few other 
places; but it is significant that the Moscow classes, which arB 
much the most successful, have sought and obtained the permission 
of the Ministry of Finance to devote their main attention to general 
subjects. 

It is not ouly in relation ,to these broad questions of curriculum 
that the history of the Commercial Schools has been full of interest. 
The large measure of liberty allowed to the teaching personnel 
in the details of their work has awakened initiative and quickened 
thought; and in this connection it has been of enormous advantage 
to the Commercial Schools that their rise should have fallen entirely 
within a period when interest in the reform of secondary education 
was fresh and keen. During the last ten years the stagnant atmos· 
phere of routine and formalism which was so depre88ing to the 
educational life of Russia has been stirred by the inrush of new ideas. 
The schools of the Ministry of Finance have caught up and applied 
these ideas with a rapidity ouly poBBible to institutions starting 
afresh and unfettered by the traditions of the older regime.
New interest has also been added to the work of the teachers 
by the knowledge-that they are free to strike out new paths, and 
most of all, perhaps, by tjie fact that the programs according to 
which they are working are not arbitrarily imposed npon them from 
above, but represent their own convictions as to what is best for 
their pupils in view of local and other circumstances. The bene· 
ficent effect of these conditions on the intellectual side of the work 
of the commercial schools is already manifest. But it is perhapl 
in relation to those aspects of school life which make for moral 
i .finence and the formation of character that the enlarged freedom 
granted to the teachers of these schools has been most fruit ful 
of important results. The essential point to observe is that this 
freedom has placed the teachers in an entirely new relation to 
the pupils and their parents. It has enabled them to get riJ of, 
or largely to modify, all that macbineryof control and ~scip)jJJe 
consisting -of examinations, marks, rewards, and purushmcnts 
which created so much friction in the older aecondary schools, and 
has consequently long since, whether rightly or wrongly, fa!!cn 
under the ban of public opinion. Examinations for promotlOD 
have gone altogether in some schools; in others they have beeD 
retained ouly in the case of doubtful pupils, or in the case 0.£ tbose 
subjects which are finally completed in the class from which the 
pupil is to be promoted. Marks have been largely replaced by 
verbal reports or " eharacterisriCA,~ tJu>v...j. ... .he "educational anthon-
088 ot. the ~try of bance"still insist on marks being given at 

~b.~ of !be Btud~ of ~t.h __ tury .nun of Jl'Iriod"tor thaD PusbIDn ..uI GogaI into 'the programe '" RUIIIIioa 1aDguap ODd 
,/ literature will ~ ... typi<:aI _pie of the _y in which Connu-w 

IIcbooIII have adop&eli &be Idou of &be party '" educatiODAl ref"!,"*-
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stated intervals. Punishments have been reduced to a minimum ; 
and supervision out of school has been abolished. Many of these 
changes are due to the natural rebound from the older system, 
and not all, perhaps, are equally good. But it is a point of minor 
importance whether they are bad or good. What is chiefly import. 
ant is that new methods may be freely tried, and that Russia 
possesses in the Commercial Schools what she has never had before 
-a wide field of educational experiment in which theories may be 
brought to the test of practice, and valuable experience gathered 
for national use. 

An important compI~mentary measure to the freeciom allowed to 
the schools has been the inetitution of periodical conferences of 
teachers and managers of Commercial Schools, summoned by tho 
central authorities, and held at St. Petersburg, under the presi. 
dency of a high official of the Ministry. In view of the fact that the 
Commercial Schools are so largely concerned with general education 
the discussions of these conferences have been of great interest to 
educationists generally. In RUBBia,· where the right of public 
meeting has been, until the most recent times, almost non~xistent, 
all opportunities for the discussion of educational values and for 
the collation of experience in teaching work, have a value and 
importance which can hardly be fully appreciated in the West. 

Not leas encouraging upon the whole have been the results of 
entrusting a measure of control over the schools to local Councils 
of Curator!. There is a great amount of testimony to the fact 
that the existence of local control has acted as a strong stimulus 
to publio interest in the 8chools, and has done much to restore 
that link of sympathy between school and home which it was the 
misfortune of the older secondary schools so often to see broken. 
The Councils of Curators are at present largely composed of the 
persons who have actually founded the scllools, and their interest 
in the schools under their care is natur&lly very keen. Instances 
in which this interest is feeble or absent and the dinictor manages 
everzthing by himself occur but rarely. Of course the new system 
has not been established absolutely without friction; but friction 
ocours precisely where it was most natural to expect it. Directors, 
it appears, do not always find it easy to reconcile themselves to the 
1088 of the autocratio position which their confrCrea enjoy in the 
schools of other Ministries, and sometimes chafe under the control 
of the Council of Curators. Teachers complain of the lack of 
pedagogical knowledge on the part of the latter. The Ministry 
of Finance is grumbled at for supporting the Council of Curators 
against·the staff, and so on. These OC0&8ions of friction are inevit
able wherever professional work is subject to lay control They 
could hardly be expected not to occur in a country where such 
control is a new thing in the national experience. Instanoes df 
confliot or misunderst&l\ding are, how8ver, e~ption..r. Genel'\l!y 
speaking, it is abundantly clear tltat t\lj Councils exercise their 
duties with tact and COwUderation, and that Directors and teaohers 
understand that the advanta~ of local control cannot be obtaine4 . _. ... . 
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V.-CONCLUSION. 

The Commercial Schools of the Ministry of Finance are dis
tinguished among all the educational institutions of Russia by the 
extent to which they have won the sympathy and confidence of 
the unofficial public. Certainly no other type of secondary school 
can claim in this respect to be named beside them. The rapidity 
with which commercial schools of every type have sprung into being 
in every part of the Empire during the last ten years, almost 
entirely without the aid of the State, is unique in the history of 
Russian education. The reasons for this popularity are not far 
to seek. To a certain limited extent it is due to the need for 
instruction of a specially commercial type. This need actually 
existed, and in view of the increasing commercial interests of the 
Russian Empire, the demand for special commercial instruction 
was rapidly becoming more urgent. But the satisfaction of this 
demand by the new Commercial Schools is one of the least of the 
reasons for the welcome that has been accorded to them. A more 
real explanation lies in the fact that in addition to special com
mercial instruction they have also provided a liberal modem educa
tion of a type which has always been specially in harmony with 
public opinion in Russia. But even this explanation is not by 
itself sufficient. The deepest and most fundamental reason for 
the success of the Commercial Schools is to be found in the relation 
in which they have been placed to their local environment, in 
the comparative freedom allowed them by the State, in the temper
ingof central control by local supervision, a)ld in the flexibility 
and adaptation to local needs, which distinguish these schools 
from all others in Russia. The older secondary school, even when 
created and maintained by local funds, is exclusively controlled by 
the State, it stands apart from local interests, its influence tends to 
be regarded as the influence of the State exerted from outside upon 
the life of the local community_ The new school stands in organic 
relation to the local life, it ill sensitive to local needs, it reflects 
local opinion in educational matters and reacts healthily upo. it. 
All this has given the local public an interest in the Commercial 
School which no other type of secondary school has ever awak~ned_ 
It is eMir school, and not merely a school of the State established 
in their midst. If to this be added that the new schools have pro-
fi ted to the full by the humane spirit which distinguishes modern 
educational thinking, We shall have before us an adequate ex
planation of the unique place which they occupy in the regard of 
the Russian public. 

The success of the Commercial Schools is indicative ofa pro- . 
found change in the attitude of Russian society towards education. 
Hjtherto the desire for education, at any rate of the secondary 
and higher gFades, has been,largely influenced by the fact that 
the"'gymnasia and tht!' Universities Are the avenues to the State ' 
service with all i\S atten<Ant ~vantages of"rank and statns. ~t 
is this consideration which has alwal'" tended to overshadow m i 
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tne public mind the ideal of education as a meane of human develop
ment, which has filled to overfiowing the classical schools in spite 
. of the unpopularity of their curriculum, and which has crowded the 
Universities with hundreds of needy scholars clinging to the hope 
of a Government post and ready to become a social danger if their 
hopes were disappointed. Ever since the gymnasia and the 
Universities were thrown open to all classes this immoderate 
aspiration towards the -State service has been an evil which every' 
thoughtful RU88ian educationist has deplored. The advent of 
the Commercial Schools has been important in two ways. It has 
facilitated accesa to other careers than those of the State service ; 
but it has also afforded an unexpectedly strong' proof that th .... · 
old ideal of the State service as the chief end of secondary and 
higher education is losing its former hold upon the public mind. 
Here is a school which, though intended to serve the interests of 
special instruction, has developed under the pressure of the con_ 
scioUB needs of society into a school of general education. It ofters 
no privileges in respect of accesa to the State service; at most the 
pupils who complete its course obtain the title of "Candidate of 
Commerce" and the rank of " Honorary Citizen," both of which 
are dis4nctions void of social value. Yet in ten short years this 
school has won for itself a place in public esteem which a century of 
privilege has not sufficed to secure for the State schools. What 
can this mean save that traditional points of view are being aban
doned, that the idea of intellectual culture as an end in itself has 
made its way to an unexpected extent among the rank and file of 
RUBSian sooiety, that the conception of education as a qualification 
for State service is giving place to the wider ideal of education 
as a training for service to the community , 

Both from the educational and the social points of view, then, 
the rise and progress of the Commercial Schools is full of significance. 
Educationally, their importance may be said to be threefold. 
First, they constitute a very remarkable addition to the provision 
made in RU88ia both for general and for special education. Secondly, 
they ~ve furnished a noteworthy proof of the reality and serious
ness of the RUBBian preference for education of the modern type 
as compared with that given in the more privileged classical schools. 
Thirdly, they' have given the lead to other schools in the adoption 
of new methbds and .new ideas and have signalised the spread in 
tho public at large of a higher conception of educational aims. 
But socially their significanoo is more striking still. For over a 
oontury before the establishment of the Commercial Schools the 
whole trend of events in the history of RUBBian education hao. 
been in the dire('tion of centralising all control, of secondary in
struction at any rate, in the hands of the Government. It matwrs 
little that the motive for this change of policy in 1896 was economic 
and not political, for it is a commonplace of history th4t econ<1mic' 
considerations are among the ~hief controlling forces of politit:-. 
Judged by English standards the me\sure.of local control allowed 
has perhaps been small. while its tenure is no donbt rrecarious . ' 
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for nothing would be easier than for the central authority to reduoe 
it to a nullity at any moment. But the important point is that 
the Government should have adopted the principle. and the eager
ness with which the change has been welcomed and made the most 
of. furnishes a significant indication of the hold which the ideal 
it represents has taken upon the convictions of Russian society. t!I 

• The influence of the example of the Commercial Schools appears vfIfY 
clearly in the Law of the 26th lIIay. 1904. under which the schoola of tho 
Ministryof Agriculture are administerod.especiallyin respect of tho conatitution 
of the local governing bodies of these achoola. The IUpervising Committ .. 
(NabliUJlaJelny' Komi/d) of the Agricultural Schoola hoB very much the 
Bame fuuctioUB ... the Council of Curators of tho Commercial Schoola. and is 
Bimilarlyappointed in all c ..... where the individuala. aocieties.or publie bodieB 
ootablishing tho schoola bear not I ... than half the burdeD of maintenance. 
When the Treaanry maintaina an Agricultural School entirely, or contributeo 
more than half the coot of maintenance, the pr .. ident and ordinary members of 
tho Committee are directly appointed by the contral authority, the oontri· 
butory zemotvoo or other body having limply the right of nominating one 
member. Another point in which the Agricultural Schoola differ from the 
Commercial Schoola is that Bido by lido with tho 8Upervising Committ ... 
Curatoro are appointed with independent pow ... to 8upervise and report on 
the ochools. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

HISTORIOAL SUMMARY AND GENERAL CoNSIDERATIONS. 

It may be well in conclusion to recapitulate briefly the main his· 
, torieal facts with regard to higher, secondary and primary education 
respectively, and to note some general characteristiCli :which belong 
to the history of education in Russia, and more or less distinguish 
it from the history of education in other lands. . 

(1) In the case of University education, the crucial question has 
always been that of organisation and control. We have seen how 
the provision of University teaching was first rendered 'necessary 
by the demand of the State· for trained officials. But for a 
long time the neePs of the State in this respect were in advanc'e 
of the spontaneous demand for higher education existing· in 

. society at large; and this circumstance determined the whole 
nttitude of the State towards higher education in the eighteenth 
ceotury. The University of Moscow, the only one existing in 
this period, was placed in a privileged poeition in the State, and 
though subject t~ a very definite' system of State control, 
enjoyed also a large measure of internal autonOl!lY' Under the 
liberal regime of Alexander I., the autonomous principle received 
a wide extension in the governmeot of the Russian Universities, 
which were also eotrusted with the administration of all lower 
grades of education. With the conservative reaction which followed 
the accession of Nicholas I., this system, already undermined in 
practice, was formally abolished; the principles of University 
autonomy and of' the control of schools by the Universities were 
replaced by the principle of direct Stats control of all educational 

. ins¥tutions. This State control, at first co-existing with a certain 
measure of self-government within the Universities, increased 
in strictness as time went on, until it reached its climax after the 
revolutionary year of 1848. Meantime, the demand for University 
instruction had steadily grown in sooiety, and was DOW so far in 
advance of the requirements of the State that measures were taken 
to restrict it. By the Ii beral legislation of Alexander II. these 
restrictions were removed; autonomy was restored to the Uni\'er
si ties, which retained their privileges until the beginning of the 
next reign, when the advancing tide of anti-liberal reaction, which 
had already overtaken the secondary schools, reached the Univer
sities also. By the Statute of 1884, the Universities were depri~ed 
of their autonomy, and the principl~ of State contHl was applied 
to them with a thorouglmess.md consistenc)'"to which their pre\ioull 
history affords nO p!lrallel. The 'history of hiiher eduCl\li?D in 
Russia. hIlS thus b..>en large!y determined by the conflict between 
U.A two oDomiU!! Drinclules of autonomy and Slate control; 87!d. 
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it cannot be doubted that the pending reorganisation of the Univer· 
sities will involve some new attempt at adjusting the relations 
between these two principles. 

Secondary instruction for boys can hardly be said to have been 
properly organised before the beginning of the nineteenth century ; 
but during the hundred years which have elapsed since the estab· 
lishment of the Alexandrian gymnasia, the fortunes of secondary 
education have closely followed tho.e of the Universities; with 
this difference, however, that whereas in the case of the Universities 
the critical questions have been those which concerned external 
organisation, the controversy in the case of the 86COIldary school. 
has turned mainly on questions of curriculum. From the first the 
issue is between '.' classicism" and .. realism," though these termI 
began to be familiar in Russia only after the middle of the century. 
The secondary curriculum of 1804 was the. refiection of the" philo
Sophism," in which Alexander himself had been trained, and was 
essentially framed on .. real" lines; the classical infiuence came 
in a few years later through Uvarbv. who had been affected by the 
New Humanism of Germany. Uvarov's infiuence as an educationist 
was also sufficient to secure a considerable development of clBSSical 
instruction throughout the greater part of the succeeding reign ; 
but c1BSSicism, nevertheless, received a severe blow after 1848. 
Now began in good earnest the struggle between .. real " instruc
tion and classical teaching. The former was for the moment in 
possession of tl1e field, but in 1864 a compromise was anived at, 
by which the principle of duality was for the first time introduced 
into the Russian 86COIldary educational system. Classical schools 
and .. real "-ilCbools were recognised side by Bide as being, each 
in its own sphere and degree, capable of giving a liberal education, 
but preference was assigned to the classical schools in l'eI!pect of 
the right of admission to the Universities. This did not satisfy 
the classicists, nOw reinforced by the conservative section of Russian 
society, who were convinced that the spread of the anti-llOCial 
doctrines of Nihilism was the remit of the predominanoe of 
.. realism" (that is, of materialism) in school instruction. The 
polemic of Katkov in favour of the classics resulted in 1871 in the 
reoognition of the classical school as the school of the State par 
e:r«Jlence. ReaI·schools continued to exist, but were placed in a 
position of decided inferiority in respect of State aid and right of 
access to places of higher education. The settlement tbns arrived 
at lasted in all essential respects for thirty years; but it has 
recenj;ly been severely criticised from various points of view and 
important modifications of it are now contemplated, and have been 
in fact, to some extent, already introduced. 
• The history of primary instruction in Russia has followed a 

di1I'erimt course from that of,. higher and secondary education, and 
ha/i" been determined" by entirely different conditions. Here the 
contrnlling facts. were thl! abotition of aerftlom and the creation 
of local organs of self.government in ,town and country. Even in 

, pre-r.;t.mD days there were sporadic efforts to provi<¥l instructioll 
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for the people,. who also sought satisfaction for their own educa
tional needs in schools unsanctioned by.the Government. But the 
first general organised effort in this direction dates from the sixties, 
and was the work of the newly-created organs of local self-govern
ment, the State supplying the machinery of control, and for the 
rest contenting itself with the establishment of some model schools 
in the country, and higher grade schools in the towns. After the 
reforms of the sixties a policy of centralisation and strict bureau
cratic control again gained the upper hand, disposing the Govern
ment to look coldly on the educational work of the zemstv08 and 
towns, and to favour the movement, for the revival of Church 
schools, which was set on foot in the seventies. By the Regulations 
of 1884, the Church schools received a regular organisation and 
State aid; later on the clergy also obtained the control of the 
shlcoly gramotrwsti and under certain conditions of all Sunday 
Schools thenceforth to. be established. The question was even 
raised of transferring all schools into their hands. This question 
'!{as, however, decided in the negative sense, and the two com
peting systems of primary schools appear now to have established 
themselves permanently side by side. In spite, however, of the 
activity both of the zemstvo, and the Church, primary instruction 
has not yet been made acceasible to all who desire it, and one of 
the problems of the immediate future in RUBBia is how to extend 
the existing educational provision so as to approximate to that 
ideal of universal primary instruction which, even so far back as 
the sixties, was acknowledged to be the goal towards which the 
efforts of the friends of educational progress should be directed. 

Between the history of the RUBBian Universities and schools 
for. boys on the one hand, and that of the corresponding institutions 
for women.and girls on the other, there are some striking differences, 
which are due in the main to the circumstance that the needs of 
the State have been less of a disturbing factor in the case of 12e 
latter than the former, and that the establishment of girls' schools 
has oIleen largely due to private initiative. We have seen how the 
creation of Universities and places of special training for the public 
service preceded the provision of secondary achools for boys. The 
history of girls' education, on the other band, has followed what 
would seem to be the natural course of development, elementary 
education (as the term was understood in pre-Catherinian days) 
praoading secondary, and secondary instruction in its tum creating 
a demand for higher. The extension of educational opportunities 
bas developed along equally normal linea, descending further and 
further in the social scale, 80 as to reach successively the four great 
classes into which Russian society was tradit.ionally divided-first 
the nobles (instib.ltes of the department of the Empress Mariah 
then the clergy (ecclesiastical schooJs.of Nicholas' time). then tht: 
trading classes (day-eehools of the beginniag of Alexander it's 
reign),. and, finally, the peasantrY and" lower,.-del'S ~y 

• Theoo aohoola were. of oonroe, open 10 alI ""'"-- aDd have been largely 
_ .. _ ..... ..d In, n. d&l1ahtAl"A. nf nfliniAlR and 1n ....... M- ft' tlwa 1.'--.J ~.......... • 
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(primary Bchools established by the zemstvOB and the Holy 
Synod) • 

The higher education of women in Russia owes even more to 
private initiative than the secondary schools for girls; but whereas 
the history of the latter has had a smooth and uneventful COUrBe, 

little disturbed, even by purely pedagogical controv8M!ies, the 
places of higher education for women have undergone many vicis9i· 
tudes. The rise of higher education for womE'll dates back only 
to the reign of the second Alexander, and stands in intimate relation 
with the economic and social changes of the sixties. I ts history 
thus klls entirely within a period of unprecedented stress and 
intellectual unrest, and it js therefore no matter for wonder that 
the places of higher education for women have been affected by 
the same influences as the- men's Universities, and have to some 
extent shared the fortunes of the latter in respect of administration 
and control. 

The technical schools of Russia, by the circumstances of their 
origin, stand apart from all the kinds of institution treated of above. 
They represent in education the industrial phase of the modern hil!
tory of Russia. Higher technical education has, it is true, a long~r 
history than technical instruction of the intermediate and low~r 
grades, since the State very early began to require technical colleger. 
to supply the publio service with 8pecially-$rainp~ administrative 
officials. But broadly speaking, the movement which has given 
to Russia her preaent system of technical education is of purely 
modem origin; it forms part of the modem industrial movement 
which has wrought 80 profound a ohange in the life of Ruesia during 
the last half-century. The t<!chnical schools correspond to a con
ception of education which has grown up with the growth of in
dustrialism; they belong to a new social order; they answer to 
the needs of a new class. The commercial schools established : 
during the last eight or nine years are an even more characteristic 
produet of modem RU88ia. During the short period· of their exist
ence -they have made good their claim to be regarded as paT 
e:DtJelle~ the schools of the newly formed middle class ; and' the 
rapidity with which they have multiplied in number has furnished 
an undeniable proof of the existence of a widespread appreciation 
among that class of the benefits of instruction. -

(2) One of the firBt things which strikes a student of the RuABian 
system of education is the relative insignificance of the part taken 
by the Chureh in its development. That among a people 80 devout 
and 80 genuinely attached to Orthodox Christianity as the Russians 
the Chureh should have been content with 80 subordinate a part 

-ia douhtless at firBt sight paradoxical; but only those who are 
ignorant of the historical relations between Chureh and State in 
R>JSSi4 will find it surprising. It does not fall within the scope 
of tqis report"to describe thoo:e relatipns in detail. It must BUffiee 
here to recall the fact that in .Russia, no 1l"lS tban in tbe West, 
I~ was for,centuM':' confined to tbe Church, and tbat the 
firBt schools were founded by her. For a time the mooopoly of 

• 
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instruction remained in her hands; but before she had hadA;ime 
or opportunity to make an educational provision commensurate 
with the needs of the nation, her monopoly was set aside by Peter 
the Great. Side by side with the ecclesiastical academy, he created 
the secu1ar sooool. The ecclesiastical schools continued indeed 
to exist, and to flourish, and in course of time they influenced 
secular education greatly to its advantage and have left a distinct 
impress on the general intel\ectual life of Russia. In respeot of 
al\ education higher than primary the possibility of rivalry between 
the two kinds of sooools was excluded by the fact that they pro
vided for the needs of different orders in the State, the ecclesiastical 
schools existing for the children of the clergy, the secular sooools 
for those of the laity. The field of primary instruction, was left 
open to the clergy, and theoretically it was always held to be part 
of the functions of their office to instruct their flocks in the elements 
of learning, so far, at least, as tended to their religious edification. 
That this was never effeotively done on a large scale until reoent 
times was the consequence partly of the social organisation which 
was based on the institution of serfdom, and partly of the economio 
position of the clergy themselves. We have seen how at the time 
of the abolition of serfdom the polioy of entrusting primary eduoo
tion entirely to the clergy was discussed and final\y rejeoted. 
Hence it happened that even as regards primary education the 
secular authorities were already to a large extent in possession 
Qf the field when the Church under the energetio guidance of Y. 
Pobedonostsev began, less than twenty years ago, to throw her
self with a zeal whioo she had not heretofore shown into the work 
of educatin/Z the masses of the population. 

There is thus, in reference to the whole question of the relation 
of the Church to education, a fundamental historical difference 
between Russi& and Western Europe. In aU the countriee of the 
Latino-German world the Church W&s the first to occupy the field 
of eduoa.tion, and wherever a struggle between Church and Stata 
bas Dlsulted it has been due to the determin&tion of the Stata to re
plaoe the oontrol of the Church by its own. In Russia, on the other 
hand, where any sort of rivalry between Church and State h&S been 
impossible at least since the days of Nikon,' and where clericalism 
in the Weetern sense of the word is nn1mown, there is no reason 
why the Government should seek to diminish or subject to secular 
oontrol the p&rt taken by the clergy in education. In point of 
faot, the Church has never had any oontrol over the instruction, 
other than' religious, given in the Stata secondary schools and 
Univorsitiee; &nd the increased aotivity shown in recent years by 
the clergy in the domain of primary instruction has been directly 
due to the initi&tive of the State, which saw in the reviV&\ of C9urclt. 
schools the best means of permeatin& popular education wit\ ita 
own ideals. Thus tho oompetitio'l or rivafry which h&S &rISen 
between the soooois ot the Churah and those unoler the Mi~try 
of Publio Instruotion is of &. kind which h&S no ex&ct p&r8l\e\ in 
th .. countries of th .. West. It is not A rivnlrv bci;wPf'n !'lb ...... plo""lQ 
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snd Voluntary or private schools, since all kinds of elementary 
schools which exist in Russia stand in precisely the same relation 
to the State, though they are govemed by different minisiries ; nor 
is it even a rivalry between secular and religious schools in the 
meaning attached to these terms in Westem Europe, since there 
are no schools in Russia which are secular in the sense of excluding 
religious instruction from their cnrrlcula; nor finally is it a rivalry 
between two political parties, each striving to make its own social 
and political ideals prevail in the schools, for there are no organised 
political parties in Russia. The difference between the two kinds 
of schools is nevertheless one which touches both religion and 
politics-the religious difference finding expression not so much in 
the content of the teaching as in its general spirit and aim, the 
political difference manifesting itself in the ideals which underlie 
the organisation of the Church schools and those of the zemsWoe 
respectively. 

(3) If education in Russia owes comparatively little to the initia
tive of the Church, it has been more influenced by the action of the 
State than in any other country of Europe. Not that even in 
Russia, the State has been the sole factor in the creation of the 
national system of education. Here as elsewhere, the existing 
educational provision has grown up as the result of two factors, 
State initiative on the one hand, and social and individual initiative 
on the other; and much of the interest of Russian educational his
tory lies in distinguishing the parta played by these two antithetic 
influences, in tracing their interaction upon each other, and in follow
ing the steps by which the State has been able either to absorb 
social and private initiative, or to subject it to its own control. 
And here it will be convenient to discriminate between the higher 
grades of education and the lower, and also between the education 
given respectively to the two sexes, as well as between the earlier 
period of the modem history of Russia and the later. The English 
student has also to keep in mind throughout how widely the Russian 
conception of the relation between initiative and control differs 
from that which prevails in England. • 

In respect to University education and secondary instruction for 
boys R~ presents a striking contrast with Westem Europe, and 
especially with England. Amongst us the work of edncation was 
for centuries leU in large measure to private initiative in various 
forms, and though this private initiative was more or leas controlled 
or modified at diflerent times by the attitude of the central govern
ment, the main traditions of secondary and higher education were 
determined by it. The precise opposite happened in Russia. The 
higher grades of Russian education were almoet wholly the creation 
of the State. From the time of Peter the Great it is the 
~tate. ~eh. on its own initiative takes every important step 
m tPe ~ti.on of epucati~ progress, providing the ICbools 
and settling the CUJTirnta in- accordance, with its own views 
and :cq~enta. Private scbools spring up, it is true, side 

• by 8lde WIth the official institutiOlllP; but in the early· psiod 
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they are kept by foreigners and are in other respects little 
adapted to fonn the basis of a national system of education; 
in the later period they ani completely oontrolled by the 
State and assimilated to tho State schools. This State origin of 
RUS8ian education must "]lever be lost sight of if we wonld under-' 
stand the peculiarities of its history and character. Thus only can 
we see, for example, why, contrary to the usnal course of things, . 
special and professional teaching shonld flourish in Russia for genera
tions before the idea of a liberal education took root In society, and 
why the provision of University education shonld precede that of 
primary and secondary instruction. The requirements of the State in 
the matter of engineers, men of science, and administrative officials 
supply the key to the problem in each of these cases. The fact 9f 
the State origin of the schools and universities also goes far to 
explain why the educational system of Russia has struck its roots 
so much less deeply into the national soil than is the case where 
these institutions are the resnlt of the spontaneous action of social 
initiative. 

But whilst the share of the State in the creation of Universities 
and secondary schools for boys has been preponderatingly great, it 
is to the action of social and private initiative that we must ascribe 
the chief credit for the provision of the means of education, both 
higher and secondary, for women and girls, and of primary instruc
tion for the masses of the people. The absence of the special motives 
which impelled the State to organise and develop the education of 
boys and young men accounts for the fact that the present provision 
for girls' and women's education is for the moat part an achievement 
of private initiative. In saying this, we do not ignore the eminent 
services rendered to the education of girls by the Emprees Catherine 
IT.and during severalsuooeeding generations by ladiBB of theImperial 
family, notably by the_Empresses Maria Feodorovna, Alexandra, 
and Maria Alexandrovna. It was indeed largely owing to the 
warm personal interest taken by these augnst ladies in the matter 
that the provision for girls' education in Russia stood for several 
getlerations far in advance of that made by any other State of Europe. 
Buhince the sixties, at least, the advance made alike in the second
ary education of girls and the higher education of women has been 
mainly the work of private enterprise and socia1 initiative, and the 
part taken by the State in furthering thia work has been compara
tively unimportant. 

In the field of primary education the balance inclines still more 
decidedly to the side of social initiative. It is hardly too much to 
eay that primary education in Russia is entirely the result of social 
and humanitarian impn1se. In the sphere of elementary education, 
just as in that of the higher education of girls, the interests of the 
Stete as such have played 110 comparatively inconspicuous pltf'l;. 
This is natural, since in an IIoUtocrt,tiO Stete, in wlU.ch th~ rnIers 
have not to justify their actS befo}'8 the pe&ple, much less dei-ds 
from 110 political point of view on the deglee to wJpch enligh~en' 
is diflused .among the ~ than in 110 democratio state. -lIenee 

• 
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it has happened that the motive power for the spread of popular 
instruotion has in Russia been supplied by humanitarian sentiment 
to a greater extent than elsewhere. Accordingly, it is precisely 
at the times when humanitarian sentiment and the instinct of 
social service have been strongest that all the chief movements 
for the enlightenment of the masses have taken place. The capital 
iustance of this is the movement in favour of popular instruction 
which began with the reforms of the sixties, and owed 80 much 
to the zeal and public spirit of the zemstv08 and municipalities. 
The activity of these local bodies in the building-up of a system 
of popular schools deserves to be signalised as one of the most 
striking manifestations which have occurred in' Russia of that 
independent social initiative the significanoe of which in a bureau
cratio State lies in the fact that it is the very antithesis of the 
bureaucratic idea. But it must be added that the sentiment 
in favour of p"pular education has of late been strongly reinforced, 
on the one hand tJy considerations of a material kind. among which 
the connection between popular education and economic efficiency 
has played a prominent part; and on the other hand by religious 
and ecclesiastical motives, which have led the Orthodox Church to 
throw ita whole influence into the scale in favour of a wide diffusion 
of popular instruction based on religious principles. 

In attempting to assign their respective shares of influence to the 
State and society we must, as we have already said, draw a clear 
distinction between earlier and later times. During the eighteenth 
century, and in a lesser degree also in the early part of the nineteenth, 
all the most important educational movements are originated by 
the State. Social initiative is represented, it is true, in the closing 
years of the eighteenth century by snch efforts as those of Novikov . 
and the Moscow Freemasons for the spread of enlightenment among 
the people,and in the first two decades of the nineteenth by a number 
(,f more obscure educational movements. But all these efforts at 
social service are feeble and short-lived, easily crushed during periods 
of reaction, and at the best of times dwarfed and overshadowed by 
the initiative of the State. Throughout the whole of this periodoit 

'is the State which takes all the importsnt forward steps towards the 
creation of a national educational system, brooking no rival in the 
work, and having indeed no serious rival to encounter_ 'And when 
we speak of the part taken by the State in the early development 
of RWlSian education, it is important to emphasise in particular the 
personal influence exercised at all important crises by the monarch. 
In regard to her educational progress Russia has had much for which 
to thank her earlier rulers. For a hundred years at least, all the 
great creative influences in education came from the Imperial family 
itselL Peter the Great, Catherine II., Alexander L-these are the 
'Il8.mes associated with the forward movements in Russian education. 
and-that by nor..ourtly hlstorictl convention. aasigning to the ruler 
credit {;-hich is properly dr.!e to his minisCers. In the case of all these 
monarcl)s, it is not the Imperial ~ffice, but the personality of the 
individuAl which cOunts for most; they jlive the lead which others 
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follow; they supply the initiative, the reforming spirit, or the humani
tarian impulse. In so far as they are able to act effectively, it is 
because they are themselves intellectually on a level with the best 
thought of their time. We may go further and say that the partial 
failure of the earlier sovereigns to realise their educational ideals 
was the inevitable result of their being in advance of the opinion of 
the society among which it was their lot to act. 

But as the nineteenth century advances, influences independent" 
of the State or its representatives become increasingly important. 
At the very time when the State was consolidating ite power more 
and more by means of the bureaucracy, a new power had arisen in 
the nation itself, resting on moral and intellectual bases alone, but 
destined to dispute, albeit with varying success; the claim of the 
bureaucracy to monopolise the whole field of nations). education. 
By the forties educated "society has become sufficiently strong and 
numerous to make itself felt as an independent force in intellectual 
matters i and henceforth we observe an increasing tendency on the 
part of the cultivated claBBes to "organise thelllJlelve8 for educational 
and other social purposes independently of the bureaucracy. Thie 
tendency, traceable only as a strong social undercurrent during the 

_ reign of Nicholas I" rises to the surface with the accession of hie son 
Alexander, and for a time becomes one of the great determining 
forces of educational reform. All the great achievements of social 
initiative-understanding by that term the manifestation of public 
spirit by private persons acting individually or in aBBociation-in 
the domain of education have tak,!n place since the sixties. The 
education of girls and women, the promotion of Sunday schools for 
the poorer olasses, the spread of popular education in various ways, 
have been the fields in whioh thie social activity has most signally 
"manifested itself. Many of these movements were arrested during 
the seventies and eighties, while the autocracy was fighting its duel 
to the death with the forces of anarchy; and the same period wit-" 
nessed an increase of centralisation and an -extension of the power 
of the bureaucracy which could only take place at the expense of 
indep~ndent social initiative. But the work begun in the sixties by 
the zemstvos and the towns goes on nevertheless: and with the 
nineties comes a new outburst of educational interest in society at 
large, embodying itself in a variety of movements aiming at the 
spread of popular enlightenment. 

Finally. it is important not only to note the respective contri
butions made by the State and other agencies to educational pro
gress, but also to take account of the process by which the State 
has established a monopoly of external control over all educational 
movements and institutions not due to its own initiative. In 
the foregoing pages we have described the successive steps in thie 
process, whioh began in the reign of Elizabeth Petrovpa, anet has' 
gone steadily forward with little int<!rrupti'iU until the present 
time. The result has been that the eontrqJ exercised by the State 
has beoome practically the same for all kinds of 'Ilducationo
stitutions, whether due to priovate enterprise, the publio spirit of 
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communities, or the action of the State itself. The State can, 
. however, at any given moment decide the limits within which 

social and private initiative in the work of education shall legally 
act. The organisation adopted by the Ministry of Finance in 
1896, and still more recently by the Ministry of Agriculture, for 
the schools in their respective departments, derives much of itl 
interest from the fact that it shows an Increasing disposition on 
the part of the Government to give a wide scope to the action of 
local initiative and control. 

(4) In the preceding two sections we have endeavoured to 
estimate the influence of the vanous factors-the Church, the 
State, the action of social and private enterprise-which have been 
concerned in the bnilding up of the national system of education 
in Russia. We have now, furthermore, to ask how far the history 
of Russian education has been affected by contemporary intel
lectual movements. In point of fact the developments of education 
stand in much more obvious relation to the movements of £<Intem
porary thought in Russia than in England. Educational practice 
in England at any given moment tends to be, not the reflection of 
current educational thought, but the crystallised expression of 
fonner phases of thought; it iB therefore hampered in its very 
efforts at progress by its own traditions. In a eountry like Russia, 
where traditions have had less time to harden, and where opinion 
is consequently more lIuid and receptive, education iB much more 
readily affected by intellectual influences from outside. Illustra 
tions of thiI fact might be drawn from every period of Russian 
educational history. It iB not an accident that Lomonossov, the 
founder of Russian literature and science, should also have had 80 

large a share in the founding of the finlt Russian University; 
nor that the brilliant, but somewhat superfieial and mechanical, 
character of the thought of Catherine's time should have imJlI e88ed 
itself upon the schools she created ; nor that the educational system 
of Alexander should have reflected the philOllOphical ideas of the 
eighteenth century, while that of hiB SUCC988Ol" W88 affected bJ the 
revived interest in classics which had lately sprung up in Gemiany. 
We might also point to the influence of the ideas of Slavophilism 
upon the spirit of the educational administration of the forti9ll, 
to the influence of prGglesslve ideas upon the framers of the edu
cationalstatutes of the sixties, and to many other similar instances. 
But here an important distinction must be made between the 
period preceding and that subsequent to the great refonns. In the 
earlier period educated society is small and comparatively homo
geneous; the deeper cleavages of opinion have not yet revealed 
themselves; the influences acting upon the school from outside 
are uniform in tendency, and the task imposed upon it is the 
Co.nJ1dl'ative\y simple one of supplying the State with the limited 
nwLber of pen!OllS it.requires for ita various purposes. But with 
the ~es a new period lieginstiu RU88ian educatioo, 88 in Russian 
life~' 'Educationr.! problema become more complex in oorrespond
ence with the increasing complexit'y in soeiaI and economical , • 
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conditions. The industrial development of the last third of the 
century makes necessary a wide extension of technical and pro
fessional education, whilst indirectly a.fi'ecting the whole conception 
of educational aims, The publio press becomes an important 
educational force. The universities and other educational 
agencies established by the State !tself become the sources of 
intellectual movements of the most diverse kind. Hence the 
most impprtant phenomenon of the J;ime may be said to be the 
growth of a public opinion, no-longer conteni to accept the guidance 
of the autooracy, out revealing itself as an independent force, 
with which the autooracy has to reckon. The old unity of thought 
and sentiment, which had its roots in the simplicity and uniformity 
of the old sooial organisation, has passed away along with the 
oauses that produced it; in its place appears the same bewildering 
variety of cross-currents of opinion and tendency which char
acterises the modern life of all civilised peoples. Nowhere is this 
lItate of things more marked than in the domain of education.. 
Henoe has arisen a oondition of unrest, especially in relation to 
questions of university and seoondary education, which is partly 
the reflex of similar disturbances of opinion in Western Europe, 
and partly the result of special circumstanoes in the modem educa
tional history of Russia herself. The solution of the problems 
of higher and seoondary education which was adopted by the 
Government in the seventies and eighties was not the one approved 
by the general opinion of Russian educated sooiety, which was 
consequently driven into opposition and debarred from e.x:ercising 
any influence on the course of events except by way of criticism 
or protest. But this protest has gathered volume and strength 
as time has advanced, and has finally obtained from the Govern
ment an acknowledgment that some modification of the existing 
system is needed. The discussions of projects of reform which 
are now prooeeding in official circles are nothing else than efforts 
to find a conoordat, or at least a modus ",tJend. between the views 
hithertoaooepted by the Government and the various demands 
of p~blic opinion. 

(5) To sum up what has already been said, the history of Russian 
education is very largely conoerned with_ the aim of the State 
to organise the intelleotual forces of the nation under its. own 
Immediate control. In the realisation of this aim, the State hall 
had no rivalry to fear from the Church; but its action has been 
limitsd and modified to an ever-increasing degree by the very 
oonditions of the task before it, intellectual forces not being merely 
passive material with which the State can deal at its will, but 
reacting a\ all points upon the State's oonception of its own functions. 
Moreover, it has found a competitor in those independent social 
forces whioh the advance of oulture inevitably calls ~to being and 
whose energy has in one way or anoth& to b .. utilised in the semce 
of the oommunity. The burning qflestiops of Russian educational 
politics are all at the bottom aspects of the one "centra.! p~lem 
of the share ,!hich the State 4hall allow to these independent social 
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forces in the work of education. We have been content, in the 
foregoing pages, to state these questions without attempting to 
suggest solutions to them. But it will not be out of place to indicate 
here some cha!acteristic tendencies of Russian educational thought, 
which appear to be of permanent significance, not only as throwing 
light on the past history of Russian education, but also in relation· 
to the probable direction of progress in the future. 

(a) We have first to note the constant tendency towards unity 
of aim and organisation in the educational system of Russia. This 
is a characteristic which has its roots deep in the national character 
itself, and may therefore be regarded as a permanent condition 
of the educational life of Russia. The idea of a general basis of 
mental eu1ture which is presumed to be the same for all fully 
educated persons has always dominated educational' thought and 
practice in Russia. It is of course the same idea as has had so 
great an influence in Germany, and the phrase used in Russian to 
describe this general basis of culture. (obstcheil olwazooanie) is an 
obv:ious translation from the German allgemeine BiUutu;; but 
the idea itself is too characteristically Russian to pennit of the 
assumption that it was borrowed from Germany along with the 
phrase. Even in Germany the belief that general eu1ture can be 
but one has not held its ground with such tenacity as in Russia. 
We have seen with what diffieu1ty the principle of allowing two 
types of school giving a general education to exist side by side 
established itself in the sixties, and in how inferior a position one 
of these types (the real-school) was placed by the educational 
settlement of the seventies. It is a superficial view of the matter 
to attribute this state of things solely to considerations of State 
policy Or bureaum-atic convenience, though, undoubtedly, the' 

. simplicity of such a system greatly facilitates administration and 
control by the State. The idea of "general culture" is held in 
common by Russians of all shades of educational opinion, even 
by those who are most critical of the existing system of instruction. 
One of the most advanced schools of reformers demands that ;lie 
present dual system of gymnasia and real~hools shall be replaced 
by a .. common school" (ediMia ,hkola), the curriculum of which 
shOuld be the same for all pupils desiring a general secondary 
education; and we have seen that this solution of the qoestion 
was actually adopted in principle by a recent Minister of PulJlic 
Instruction. The fact is that Russian opinion does not really 
differ as to the necessity for a common basis of general culture, 
but rather as to what the COIlBtituent elements of this common 
basis ought to be. Many Russians would doubtless go so far 88 
to admit that, in the existing state of uncertainty as to what ~eral 
culture should consist in, a small number of different types of schools 
may ill allowed to exist side by side as temporary experiments; 
but cfnly in order that<.he fitf.est am<fng them might IIIlI'Vive while 
the t;:;t became extinct.. The· idea of an "indefinite num her of 
educatlonai ~ and currieu1a existing permanently .ide by 

.side on an equal footing in the same State, and l"IlCOgVised as poa-.. 
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sessing equal values, would seem to most Russians absurd; and 
it . is. this which makes our own educational conditions so incom
"pl-ehensible to the Russian mind.* Here, in fact, there' comes 
into view a deep-lying difference between Russian and English 
habits of thought_ We are accustomed in all the relations Qf our 
social life-in politics, in commerce, in religion, no less than in 
education-to regard the stress and rivalry of compElting and even . 
conflioting ideas as the antecedent condition of the evolution of 
intellectual truth and social progress. The Russian is accustomed 
~ demand uniformity in all politico-tlOciai relations; his instinct 
is for one State, one Church, one language, one school; and the 
state of things permitted with us (as in the case of our secondary 
schools) or legalised (as in the case of our primary schools), is apt 
to appear to him as something very like anarchy_ This consensus 
of opinion as to the essential oneness of education will appear the 
more remarkalole if we considET the variety of social and racial 
conditions prevailing over the vast Russian Empire, and the ever
increasing complexity of life within it. 

(b) Another noteworthy tendency is the progress observable 
iii. Russian thought towards a conception of education as being 
ahove all concerned with the development of the individual. In 
this respect the movement of ideas in Russia has been curiously 
opposite to that which has taken place in the history of English 
educational thought. This difference in direction results naturally 
from the difference in the starting-point. We started with the 
individualistio conception of the school's function, and have only 
gradually awakened to a sense of its civio responsihilities. With 
the Russians the civic aim of the 8chool was the starting-point, 
and the conception of school or college as a place for the develop
ment of the individual was long in sinking into the national con
sciousness. 

Three conceptions of the ailns of education can be clearly dis
tinguished as prevailing at different times in Russia, though the 
predominance of one conception has perhaps never involved the 
enti.4l exclusion of the rest- According to these three conceptions, 
the object of education is to serve either the interests of the State 

• The remark in the text is well illustrated by some articles in the .. lIuulraiG 
ShloJla .. fo< 1897 OIl the Report of the English Royal Commission on s..:OIlda:y 
Education. These articles are from the pen of M.. Mizhuev, .. writer who 
bas done much w instruct and interest the Russian public in English educa
tion. Particularly d ..... ving of notice ..., his commen ... in the July-August 
number on section 76 of the ReoommendatiOllll of the Coounission, which 
con min the Jl8SSI'88, .. Technical instruction must be regarded not as the 
rival of .. liberal educa.tion, but as .. specialisation of i~" On this M. Mizhuev 
remarks tba.t the idea. tba.t technics! instruction may be so organised as to 
fonn a branch of .. genera.\ culture .. is entirely new w the Russian rca.der. 
wwhom itwill....., .. mere <:oIIb"odidio'"adj«to. The somewriter'sremarks 
on t.he views expressed by the Commissioners as w the scope of ..rondary 
educatiou on pp. 131H1 of their Report ate also iaterestiug from the !lame 
point of view. After quotipg the whole passage-he says (Seplember.()ctober 
p.83), .. Much of the above will ....., incomprebensible t. .. Russian ~der: 
.. ltd wi!.b some of the vi,'ws we h,\ve quot<d scarcely a.nyone will be found to 
rulI'U~_·t 
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or the interests of learning, or the good of the individual. It lies 
of course in the very nature of a system of education deriving 
entirely from the State that the civic aim in education should always 
have great prominence, and eljpecially that the primary function 
of all places of learning should be conceived as being to provide 
the State'in the first place with efficient public servants, and in 
the second place with intelligent and loyal citizens. This view of 
the function of education by no means excludes the conception 
of knowledge as desirable for its own sake, and in fact leads natur
ally on to it. For the advancement of knowledge is also a State 
interest, though it is an interest of a nobler kind than the mere 
encouragement of learning for professional and utilitarian purposes. 
and, moreover. has the advantage, from the point of view of the 
individual student, of supplying a motive which is purely dis
interested and objective. But a wholly different plane of thought is 
reached when education is regarded as a means to the development of 
the individual member of the community. In RUBSia these three 
stages of development have been reached historically very much 
in the order in which we have stated them. The educational 
institutions of Peter the Great had in view, purely and simply. 
the provision of instruments of State; and the establishment of 
the Moscow University in the reign of Elizabeth Petrovna was 

, dictated by precisely similar considerations.- Their two great 
successors, Catherine II. and AJexander I., do not limit themselves 

'to this point of view; with both of them the intereste 
of the individual are placed on a level with those ot 
the State, and in the theory of Catherine they are 
paramount. But both monarchs are in advance of public opinion 
in this matter, and the intentions of the Government are in fact 
neutralised by the persistent tendency of society at large to look 
upon education solely as a preparation for a career in the public 
service. This purely professional and utilitarian view of ed\lC&o 
tion harmonises completely with the policy pursued in the reign 
of Nicholas I. During this period the interests of the State lF6ain 
became the chief consideration ; hence such measures as the limi· 
tation of the output of schools and universities by the actual 
requirements of the State, the differentiation of education in 
correspondence with existing social divisions, and the like. The 
early years of Alexander II.'8 reign are marked by a strong reaction 
from the views prevalent in his father'8 time. Nothing is more 
characteristic of the discussions which led up to the school legis
lation of 1864 than the frequent insistence on the princi;>le that 
the proper aim of education is the "training of the man" C-
pitanie clielot>eka). In regard to university teaching, on the other 
h,nd, the ideal of "learning for its own sake" (fIlWka tlliIJ navki) 
now Comes iato prominence .. and for the time overshadows the 
popdlar conception of the university as a training ground for 
offi~. The p<¢od froSt IS6b to 1880 is \he golden age of the 
history of the ~ian Universities, viewed as nuraeow of learning . . 

• See SbonoiJ: p..".~ lll.. 1079. 
'. . 
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and centres of historical and scientifio research. But in the seven
ties the claims of the State again reassert themselves in relation 
to all grades of education. . The gymnasia are now regarded as 
existing primarily to prepare their pupils for the higher academio 

· studies, whilst the desire to bring the latter into hannony with the 
interests of the State finds expression in the University statute 

· of 1884. During the llist twenty years the pendulum has swung 
· back once more; the educational ideas of the early sixties-freedom 

of learning as the aim of. the University, individual development 
as the aim of the school-have again become predominant. The 
present drift of opinion is strongly in the direction of the view 
that the supreme interest ot the State itself is not the training of 
officials or scholars, but of men; and that any system of edv.cation 
which develops adequately the intellectual, moral, and physical 
powers of the individual will ipso ffldo serve the highest interests 
of the body politic as a whole and provide the best guarantee for 
the advancement of learning and science within the nation. Not 
only does this tendenoy to give prominence to· the individualistic 
ideal in education find expression in recent pedagogic ·literature, 
it is re1lected also in official documents such as Y. Bogolepov's 
circular of July, 1899. A certain measure of agreement as to the 
proper aim of education does not, of course, exclude a very wide 
divergence of opinion as to how this aim is to be attained. These 
divergent views have been discussed in the preceding chapters:. hore 
it need only be added that the prevalence of individoalistic ideals 
in education has had some important indirect effects in several 
directions. It has for example tended to foster antagonism to 
any system of instruction under which high attainments on the 
part of a few pupils are secured at the expense of the development 
of the many-which is the fault charged against the cIassica.I 
sohools of Russia. It has also lent a great impetus to the demand 
for the extension of primary instruction; and, finally, it has caused 
increased emphasis to be laid on the moral side of school training. 
The .188t namett tendency is particularly shown by the greater 
attention now being paid by' Russian students of pedagogy to 
systems of education which, like our own, are predominantly 
individualistio in aim, and at the same time attach special import
anoe to the naining of charaoter. 

( c) Another stream of tendency has flowed in the direction of 
making Russian education more .and more national. No· incon
siderable portion of the earlier history of Russian education is 
occupied with the struggle of the State agairist foreign and 
denationalising influences. That such influences were numerous 

. and active in the eighteenth century, and even later, was the ine>it
able result of the fact that Russian education was itself an impDJ;
tation from abroad. For three-(J.uarJ;ers of a century aftli- tJw 
inauguration of the reforms of Peter the Grea~ secondary and ~her 
education was almost' wholly in d.e hllllds of foreigners,-'4lIDg 
either their own languages-English, French, or "German, as the 
IWI8 micllt be-or. Latin. as their medium of instruction. This 
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statement applies equally to private and State schools, to girls' 
schools and boys', .to the University and the Academy of Sciences. 
During the reign of Catherine n. the nationalising movement 
begins, and goes steadily forward until the language of instruction 
in all schools has become Russian, the perS(11tnel of the teaching 
profession is predominantly Russian, and Russian subjects have 
received a prominent place in the school curricula. This is the 
achievement of the first half of the nineteenth century. An im
portant phase of the nationalising movement was the repressive 
me8SW'9S directed by the State against private schools-measures, 
it must be remembered, which were not dictated by jealousy of 
private initiative so much as by the determination of the State to 
elim~ate or diminish the influence of the foreigner in Russian 
education. The chief difficulty in the way of the State's policy 
in this respect was the popularity which the private schools, 
especially those of the boarding school type, enjoyed in Russian 
society itself, partly because of the importance attached by the 
upper classes to a knowledge of foreign languages, and partly 
because of the class distinctions to which the private hoarding IIChool 
system so easily adapted itself. We have seen how the Stote 
broke the monopoly of the foreign teacher, partly by setting up a 
rival boarding-house system of its own, partly by refusing to 
allow boarding schools to be carried on by others than Russian 
subjects, and partly by as.qimilating the programmes of slIch 
schools to those of the State institutions. But in accounting for 
the unqualified triumph of the State over the private schools kept 
by foreigners, we must not forget the potent influence exerted by 
the ideas of Slavophilism upon the educated classes of Russia in the 
middle decades of the nineteenth century. . 

It may seem, at first' sight, strange that with so many forces 
working together in a nationalist direction, Russian education 
has hitherto developed few principles that are IlBSentially native 
or distinctive. The nationalising movement has modified the forms, 
the methods, and the outward organisation of the Russian wluca
tional system without producing a corresponding effect upon ils 
inner spirit. Hence Russia stands at the present time as the 
representative of no great or original idea in education, in the sense 
in which Germany is the representative of intellectualism, and 
France of the striving after the power of artistic expression, and 
America of the training for a strenuous practical life. That such 
distinctive ideals are latent in Russian life cannot be questioned, 
since they have lLlreadyexpressed themselves in religion,in literature, 
in art, and in social institutions; but so far they have received little 
conscious embodiment in Russian education. The foreign school, 
~he foreign curriculum, the foreign teacher, have gone; but foreign 
metliods and systema still remain, and the influence of purely 
Ru"Ssian ideas and trt.dition~ makeS' itself felt only slowly. This ia 
dov,4tless due in great part th that re8pOllsivene88 to intellectual 
influences from· abroad, which has always heen peculiarly,charae-: 
teris_tic of. the educated cla88es of R"u..na; but a sJ'$"'ial re&IIOn is: 
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afforded by the check to the nationalising tendency which was the 
result of the cosmopolitan views of education prevailing during 
the seventies. In the early years of Alexander II.'s reign nationalist 
tendencies were still powerful. Count Leo Tolstoi protested strongly 
against taking foreign schools as models for Russia, and demanded 
that the primary school in Russia should be treated as a pedagogical 
laboratory in which experiments should be· tried and the true 
educational needs of the nation ascertained; whilst Ushinski, from 
another point of view, maintained with equal conviction that " a 
common system of national education existed neither in practice 
nor in theory; that German pedagogy was simply the theory of 
Gennan education; that each nation had its own special national 
system of education, and that therefore the borrowing of educa
tional systems by one nation from another was impossible."· 
These, however, were not the ideas which prevailed in the seventies. 
Katkov's theory of secondary instruction rested essentially on the 
asswnption of a cosmopolitan basis of education in which specifically 
national elements were ahnost a negligible quantity. So long 8S 

this cosmopolitan view of education held the field, it need not 
surprise us to find the State regarding with equanimity, and even 
encouraging, the reappearance of the foreign teacher in the Russian 
school. But the years that have since elapsed have brought with 
them an increasing sense of the complexity of the educlltional 
problem generally, and in particular an increasing conviotion of the 
relative importance of the national factors in eduoation as compllred 
with those which are universal. The very fact that the constant 
imitation of foreign models has led to no pennanent settlement of 
the main questions of Russian education has induced a nlltural 
reaction against the hllbit of relying on foreign experience. More
over, the hesitanoy and disagreement mch everywhere prevail 
on educationlll matters are such that the example of other nlltions 
no longer affords Russill a clear lead. All these influences have 
tended towards the wholesome result of throwing Russill back on 
her own intellectual resources and forcing her to think out her 
educa~ional problems with exolusive reference to her own needs. 
Thus opinion seems to be veering round to the position taken up 
by Ushinski in the sixties. With no disposition to undervalue the 
advantage derived by Russian education from contact with the 
ideilis of Germany and other nations in the past, many Russian 
educationists are beginning to question whether the pedagogio 
soience of Germany, being based upon generalisations from German 
educational experience, is neoessarily applicable to the very ditrerent 
conditions of Russian life. Why, they ask, should Russia, which 
has cast off the hegemony of foreign nations in other departments 
of intelleotual life, be oontent longer to accept the guidance of 
thede nations in matters of education t The inoreased importance' 
attaohed to the mother tongue, and thl> li~ture and history o/If 
the native land in all the, ourrioula recently,.dopted or proposed for . ....-
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secondary schools is one illnstration of this tendency of thought. 
At the present time the revolt against classics assumes the aspect 
of a protest against being guided by Western example in education; 
and M. Pobedonostev's scorn of "ready-made recipes and pro
grammes of knowledge ,,* may serve to indicate how strong a hold 
the idea of finding Russian solutions for Russian educational 
problems maintains over the most conservative minds. These are 
but instances of a general drift of opinion which cannot fail to 
strike even a superficial student of Russian education. We must 
not attempt to forecast all the possible results of this tendency, 
further than to say that we appear to be on the eve of the creation 
of a national school of thought in Russian pedagogy, and that the 
main interest for the student of Russian education during the next 
few years will probably consist in observing the influonce of these 
new tendencies of thought in moulding the educational system of 
Russia into a cl!,ser conformity with the intellectual and moral 
ideals of the Russian nation. 

THOMAS DARLINGTON. 

• ucn.e.,ie i Uckitd, p. 24. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE. 

Since the preceding pages have been in type, it has been suggested 
to the writer that it would be useful to English students if something 
in the nature of a bibliography of Russian education were appended 
to this Report. In attempting to comply with this suggestion to the 
best of his ability, the writer would wieh to remind his readers that 
the preparation of anything like a complete bibliography of the 
subject is obviously out of the question for anyone not living in 
Rus3i~, and having access to a well·equipped pedagogical library. 
He has even found it impracticable, in the midst of official duties 
which confine him for the most part to rural Wales, to enumerate 
all the sources of information which have been-drawn upon in the 
compilation of this Report. All that will be attempted, therefore, 
in this note is to indicate the main sources and authorities which 
must be consulted by any student of Russian education. Further 
bibliographical details, however, will be found in some of the works 
named below (e_g. in those of Miliukov and of Falbork and Chamo
luski, and appended to the articles of the Enlsildopediche8kii Slot/arlo 

I. Bibliography 0/ the History 0/ Russian Edf.lC4tion. 

No complete history of Russian education has yet been written, General 
even in Russian. The brilliant sketch of its development which 
fi!ls the three concluding chapters of Part II. (" Church and School ") 
of Miliukov's "Studies in the History of Russian Culture" 
(Ocherki po lstorii Russ1i:oi Ktdtury. SPB, 1897) is the best, and 
almost the only, attempt to deal with the subject as a whole. With 
this sketch may also be read certain sections of the article on 
" R~a " in Brockhaus and Ephron's Enlsildopediche8Tcii Blooar 
(vols. 54 and 55), especially the section on "Enlightenment" 
(Pt'OSVI'.slchenie), by M. Mizhuev, and that on "Russian Science " 
(Russkaia Nauka). 

Apart from these general accounts of the history of Russian educa
tion, the student may obtain much assistance from certain works 
dealing with special periods, or with particular grades or aspects, 
of education in Russia_ For the history of primary education the Pri 
first chapter of Falbork and Chamoluski's .' Popular Education in Ed:'::?; 
Russia" (Narodnoe Obr_ie II Rossii SPB,! 1889) is invalu· 
able; and the article on " Elementary Popular Instruction" (N achal-
_ Narodnoe Obrawvanie), contributed by the same au~rs to 
volume 40 of Brockhaus an;! Ephron's E'lcyclo~a, may, also 
be consulted with advjUltage. WeIS8l's articles on primary ;;;ruca. 
tion entitled "N achal_ Obrat:ovanie t N arOOfljia Uchili.....u t1 

Zapadnoi E'?!""P' i t1 Rossii," which appeared in the RU881i:aia 
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8hkola for 1891 (May to December numbers) are also interesting 
and instructive from the historical point of view. 

For the history of secondary instruction no single work covering 
every period can be indicated. But the schools of the eighteenth 
century whether of the primary or secondary grade are described 
for us in two books by Count D. Toistoi, one dealing generally with 
the state of education in Russia during that century (V zgliad na 
uchebnuiu cha8t' II ROBSii tI :wiii atoldii., SPB, 1883), the other 
treating specially of the schools created by Catherine the Great 
(GO'fodskiia uchilistcha II tsaratl101J(Jf1ie Impl!lratntsy Ekateriny- II., 
SPB, 1886). A German translation of the latter work by P. von 
Kiigelgen appeared in 1887 under the title of " Die 8tadtschukn 
wiihrend der Ilegierwng der KaiBl!Irin Katht!irina II." Demkov's 
History of Russian Pedagogy(latO'fiia RusBkoiPedagogii,SPB, 1897), 
of which only the first two parts are published, covering the period 
from the earliest times to the end of the eighteenth century, contains 
much valuable information with respect both to educational thought 
and the actual condition of cnlture during the times of which it 
treats. There is a valuable essay on Betski and his influence over 
the pedagogical ideas of Catherine inStoiunin's Collected Pedagogical 
EBBBYS (SPB, 1892), entitled "Razvitie Pedagogicheskikh ldei II 

RoBBii tI xviii stoletii." 1'he history of the secondary schools of 
Russia during the first three-quarters of the nineteenth century is 
traced by Schmid in this " IatO'fiia lWednikh uchebnykh uwedenii II 

RoBsii" (SPB, 1878), a fn1I account compiled mainly from official 
doc1l)llents, which spares the student much labour of reference to 
original sources, and has been of considerable service to the present 
writer. 

The best monograph on the history of University Education is 
that of Profe880r lkounikov, which appeared in the Vestnik Evropy 
for 1876 (Nos. 9-11) under the title of "The RU88ian Universities 
in connection with the progress of general euIture" (Rus.kie 
UnifJera1tety II BfJiazt B khodom obstchuWennago obraZOtlantia). The 
information given by Professor Ikonnikov may be supplemented 
by reference to special histories of the difierent RUBBian UniversitJe8. 
Of these only the History of the St. Petersburg University, by 
Gregoriev (ImperatO'fBkit S. Petl!lraburgBkii UntfJerBttet II tedienie 
pertJykh piatidesiatt let ego BUBtcheatfJOfJ/Jniia, SPB, 1870) and the 
History of the University of Dorpat, by Professor E. V. Tsvetokhov 
(ImperatO'fBkii IurietlBkii, byfJBhii Dt!irptskii, UntfJera1tet za Bto let 
ego BUBtche&tfJOfJImia, 1802-1902. Dorpat 19(2) have been used for 
the purposes of this Report; but good histories of the Universities 
of Moscow and Kharkov also exist. A detailed account of the 
deliberations which preceded the re-organiaation of the RUBBian 
Universities in the early years of Alexander IlL's reign is to be 
found in an official brochure published in German at Leipzig, 
entitled .. Die'Re/O'fm der ~ U,1Io-1itdten nach dem Gudc 
tJOm 2!s August, 1884."· , • 
Fo~e history <4~' aWl women's education the chief authority 

is E. IJkbacheva' ... M\terWa for ~he I!i.storr ot V~JD,&l~ Edocatio~ 
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in Russia" (Materialy dIia lstorii Zlienskago Obra.zotlMliia tJ Rosni 
SPB, 1899), a work which is uniort1lll&tely still unfinished. The 
English reader may consult an excellent article on this subject by 
Princess Kropotkin in the Nineteenth Century for January, 1898. 
A work by Mme. Annenskai&, dealing with the history of Women's 
Higher Education in St. Petersburg, appeared in connection with 
the celebration in 1903 of the 25th anniversary of the Women's 
Courses in that city; and the April, May, and June Nos. of Russkaia 
SkIwla for 1904 contained articles on the same subject from the pen 
of M. P. G. Mizhuev. 

All the above accounts of Russian education are more- or less ~lat 
partial in their scope, and for the purpose of the general student r::,..?i1i 
have to be eked out and pieced together by reference to official m. 
records and other primary sources of information. The varioua 
enactments and Governmental ordinances relating to education are 
collected together in the officially publishe(Sbomik Postanotilenii 
po M inisterstvu N arodnago Pro8tJe8tclieniia (2nd ed., 1875, etc., in 
progreaa: 13 vols. down to 1896). The explaIl&tory memoranda 
which accompany the various projects oflaw and which are reprinted 
in these volumes are especially valuable to the historical student. 
The companion collection, Sbomik Rasporiazlienii, contains the 
record of less important administrative arrangements. Among other 
official sources of information the" J oomal of the Ministry of Publio 
Instruction" (Zhumal M inist~sttJa N arodnago ProBtJestcheniia), 
which haa been published "since the thirties, &lao o09upies an 
important place. Much assistance is also to be derived from certain 
reports, which have been published from time to time by the 
Ministry of Public Instruction, covering particular periods of time 
or dealing with special educational subjects. Such are Uvarov's 
account of the fust ten years of his ministry (Desiatild~ M inisterstva 
Narodnago ProBtJestcheniia, 1833-1843; republished at SPB in" 
1864); the" Observations on the Project for a General Statute for 
the Ruasian Universities" (Zamechaniia na pr~kt obstchago U statJa 
Impfl'"aJ;orskikh Rossiiskikh Uni_sitetoo, 2 Parts, SPB, 1862); 
a similar oollection of observations on the projected Schools Statute 
(Zamechaniia na proiekt tISf.ava oWtche-obrazovatelnykh uchebnykh 
wvedenii, SPB, 1862) ; the Minutes of the discussions in the Scientific 
Cpmmittee on the Schools' Statute (Zhumaly zasedanii uchenago 
komiteta po raumotreniiu ustava uchilistch, SPB, 1863) ; the Review 
of the Work of the Ministry of Public Instruction during the years 
1861-1864 (Obzor deiaJ;elnosti MinistersttJa Narodnago ProBtJestcheniia 
1861-1864, SPB, 1865); an historical monograph on private schools 
(0 polozhenii nashikh chastnykh uchebnykh zavedenii, SPB, 1867); 
the" Review of Bogolepov's Ministry" (KraJ;kii Obzor deiatelnosti 
M inistersttJa N arod"ago Pro.'tJeStcheniia sa vr..ma upradenita 
pokoinago Ministra BogolepotJa, SPB 1901). The QOntem}Torary 
history of all kinds of educatiob.al instttutiou. under the MinistPy of 
Publio Instruction ma,. be traced ifl. the'Periodic&l Reports~ the 
Minister (lzdecheniia iz Vsepoddannei.._hikh 0!chet00 Minulra 
Narodnaoo ProBtJestcheniial. • Similarlv the rellorta of the lfigh 
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- Procurator of the Holy Synod contain an account of the Academies, 
Seminaries, and Schools administered by that Department (V sepod
danneishie Otchety Obe.--Prokur01'a Sviakishago Sinoda 'PO Ved0m6tw 
Pravoslavnago Ispovedaniia). 

The centenary of the establishment of the Ministry of Public 
Instruction was marked by the issue in 1903 of a full official History 
of the Ministry from 1802 to 1902 (18toriche8kii Obzor deiatelno8ti 
Ministerstva Narodnago Pro8fJe8tcheniia 1802-1902. S08tavil S. V. 
Rozhdestvenski, SPB, 1902). Unfortunately this work appeared 
when the Historical Sketch which forms the first chapter of the 
present volume was already in print, but considerable use has been 
made of it in the writing of the Appendix to that chapter. 

Much incidental light on the subject of Russian education may be 
obtained from works dealing with Russian cUlture generally, from 
biographies, and from books of general literature. Pypin's "History 
of Russian Literature" (latonia RIJ,88koi Literatury, 4 vols., 2nd ed., 
SPB, 1902) is very valuable from this point of view, especially for 
the earlier periods. The same author's" Social Movement under 
Alexander I. " (Obatchestvennoe Dvizhenie v Ra8Bii pri Aleksandri I., 
3rd ed., 1900) is equally indispensable to the student. The best 
available account of the ukaz of 1809 and its effects is to be found 
on pp.176--186 of the firat volume of Count Korl's Life of Speranski 
(Zhizn Grata Speranskago, 2 vols., SPB, 1861). A good deal 
of information as to the state of education in Alexander I.'s time 
may be gleaned from outside sources, such as Mme. de Stael's 
"])u; An"""" tf Ezil" and those of Count Joseph de Maistre'. 
writings which were composed during his residence in St. Petersburg. 
The fortunes of the Lancasterian Schools of Russia are very well 
reflected in the letters and biography of William Allen, the Quaker 
(Lite 0/ William Allm, toith Selections /rom his Correspcmdenee, 
3 vols., London, 1846). Count D. Tolstoi's "History of Roman 
Catholicism in Russia" (RimlIkii Katolitflzm v Ra.m, 2 vols, SPB, 
1876) gives a good account of the Jesuit achools. The Life of 
Magnitski (SPB, 1865), by E. Theoktietov, is useful for the sV1dy 
of the re-action in the latter half of the reign of Alexander I. 

For the general movement of thought during the reign of 
Nicholas I. there is no lack of information. We may mention 
especially Herzen's Byloe i Dumy (London, 1861, 3 vols.).; 
P. Anneukov's " A Remarkable Decade" (Zamechat<lnoe Desiatiletie, 
1838-1848), which appeared first in the Yestnik EtJrl>PY for 1880, 
Nos. 1-5, but is now separately issued; A. Staukevich's .. Life of 
Granovski" (Moscow, 1869); and Pypin's .. Life and Letters of 
Belinski" (Belifllki, Ego Zhizni Perepiska; SPB,1876). The best 
analysis of the questions involved in the controversy betweeo 
SlavophiIs and Westernists is contained in two articles by Professor 
Paul 'Vinogradoff, ori~ on "I. Kireevski aod the Beginnings of 
MosOOw Slavophilism.", whic'b. was :/Irinted in No. 11 of Voprosy 
Ph~hK i PBik{wlogiil<r. 189~, and the othfor 00 Granovski, which 
appeared in R ..... laia My.lHor April, 1893. The biographical sketch 

• of 8_ V. Eshevski by BestU~ev-Riumin, which is pnolixed to the 
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collected edition of Eshevski's Works (Moscow, 1870; 3 vols.) 
oontains an admirable description of life at the Moscow University 
during the forties. 

From the accession of Alexander II. onwards the sources of Edueat; 
information are abunda.nt and various, though it is possible to regret Aider 
that more has not yet been done to sift and organise them. A and':'~ 
vigorous pedsgogic litera.ture now arises, and current questions of 
educational politics are discussed in the public press by writers of 
mark-many of them also active workers in the field of education"':" 
such as Pirogov, Ushinski, Korl, Stoiunin, and Leo Tolstoi*. 
These are, however, but a few distinguished names out of many 
which might be mentioned. The general periodical press now 
becomes increasingly used for the discussion of educational subjects, 
and no study of any of the great questions which have been debated 
in relation to all grades of public instruction can be undertaken 
without reference to important articl .... which have appeared in the 
Vestnik Ewopy, the Ruikii Vestnik, the RU8skaia Mysl, the Noooc 
V remia, the Russkiia Vedomosti, the M oskovskiia Vedomosti, and 
other journals of similar standing. We shall not attempt here 
to single out articles for special mention; many will be found 
referred to incidentalIy in the preceding pages. It may, however, 
be useful to mention that Katlov's articles in the Moscow 
Gazette on the classical controversy of the sixties have been re
printed in a separate volume entitled" Our Educational Reform " 
(Nasha Uckelmaia Reforma, Moscow, 1890). A good statement of 
the anti-Katkovian position is contained in Professor Modestov' • 
.. Sohool Question" (Shkolnyi VoprOB. SPB, 1880). A con
venient account of the general development of Russian educational 
thought since the sixties will be found in M. P. Kapterev's .. Modem 
Russian Pedagogy, its main ideas, tendencies, and representatives " 
(NOfJaia Rus,kaia Pedagogiia, eia glatmeishiia i<ki, napratileniia i 
deiateli, SPB, 1898). . 

No student of Russian education can afford to neglect the valuable General 
side-lights which are thrown upon the subject by incidental refer- ~iteratl 

•• - 1 R . li It' tiro I . ilJuetra enc .. ocournng m gener... USSlan terature. is en e y m the bioI. 
accordance with the practical and realistic spirit of Russian writing Educati 
that most of the great Russian authors from Kantemir downwards 
should have interested themselves strongly in questions of public 
and private education. LomonOBSOv, Von Wizin, Karamzin, 
Pushkin, Zhukovski (the tutor of Alexander II.), Turgenev, 
Dostoevski and Leo Toistoi are the most important names to mention 
in this connection. Most of these wrote directly on the educational 
or pedag'ogical questions of their day; but several of them (e.g_, 

• Pi~v'. EssaY" (&en;""';ia N.l. I'W'ogom. 2 vols., 2nd ed., 19(0); 
Ushinaki. Collected Essays 00 Edu ... tlOuel Subjects (So6ranie ~'iI;A 
.tOCAtnt"nii K.D. U&k.iMkago, SPB, 1876); uThe ·Work of -our SchOClla," 6.1 
lIa10n Korf (N-'< Mkol""" d<!Io, Mooro" 1873); Stoiunid'. Pedagogical 
Essays (Pedagogi<Auhia. &eAi""";"', SPB. 189:!). -rhe gist 01 Leo T"ollitoi'. 
educational theoriee may \e foun4 in tw& ~h tlanslAtiooe from bio writ
Ings, viL .... La Lib.U .... f Er:ele· (PariJo, 1888) alAI '~.Lo ~ 01 
f I~ l'1IIJIipo ... .Buaio' ,Paris 18110). 
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Von Wizin, Pushkin, Turgenev, D08toevski, Tolstoi) have in 
addition left us in their imaginative works, pictures of educational 
conditions which have all the value of authentic contemporary 
documents, or have exhibited to us in an artistic literary form the 
pedagogic ideals which are latent in Russian thought. 

For the educational history of Poland and the North Western 
provinces we have relied mainly upon the official sources en
numerated above, particularly upon the work of Rozhdestvenski. 
For the reign of Alexander I. the memoirs of Prince Adam Czar
toryski published at Paris in 1887 are very instructive; and for 
a discussion of some of the present day problems of Polish edu
cation the reader may be referred to the last chapter of .. Polish 
Questions of the Day" by V. Stasovich and E. Pilz (Ocherednye 
V IYJWOsy v Tsarstve Polslcom: Etudy i izsledovaniia, SPB, 1902). 
As regards the Baltio Provinces, we have already mentioned 
Tsvetukhov's History of Dorpat University, which is valuable for 
the history of education generally in the Provinces. Bome in
teresting details as to school and University life in the Baltic 
Provinces during the reign of Alexander I. are to be gleaned from 
the Autobiography of the celebrated naturalist, K. E. von Basr 
(NachnMten iiher Leben und Schrijten des H«m Geheimralhs Dr. 
Karl Ernst von Baer, milgetheilt von ihm .eibst, BPB, 1886). Baar, 
who was an Esthonisn German, was at the Ritter·und Domschule 
of Reval from 1807-1810, and at the University of Dorpat from 
1810-1814. Very valuable information, especially as to the course of 
events in the eighties and nineties, is to be found in an addre .. 
entitled .. Some dsta and considerations as t<;! the progress of the 
Russian Language at the University of Dorpat in the Nineteenth 
Century" (N eslrollw danny"" i soobrazhe1lii ob uspelchalch rus.kago 
iazyktJ v lurievslcom (b. Derptslcom) Universitdie v istektJiuakIumt 
Btoletie. Dorpat, 1889). The following works are also useful: 
Fun/zig Jahre russischer Verwaltung tn den' balti8chen Provinzen 
(Leipzig, 1883), written from the standpoint of the Baltic gentry, 
and contAining among other thinge a good account of the rise and 
progress of the young Lettish movement: Reiae tm Europ~ 
Russland in dem Jahren 1840 und 1841, by Professor J. H. Blasius 
(Brunswick, 1844); Nordisohe Bilder, by Eduard Osenbriiggen 
(Leipzig, 1853); Zustande und Eitjentflmlic.hl<eikn tIer baltuchen 
Provinun Russlands (Bautzen, 1865); &omik M ateriolOfJ i &aJei 
po Ulonl Pribaltiukago kraia (BPB, 1876). The pro-German view 
of the changes of the eighties and nineties is represented by & great 
number of brochures, of which the most important from thv stand
point of educational history is EO. veria"llfItJr Bruder8IamrrJ by 
" Balter " (Berlin, 1889).. . 

II. Bibliography 0/ Present OrgtMaillaliori. . . 

For-the study of the "existing frgaWsation of Ruaaian education 
an enpuous Ill88!\, of matltial emta, much ~f which can only be 
described here' in general terms. Thp mosi eon venient . of the 
• 
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general sources of information is the article on Education which 
forms the first chapter of Section VII. of M. V. I. Kovalevski's book 
prepared for the Paris Exhibition, " Russia at the end of ~he Nine
teenth Century" (Rossiia II kont86 defliotnadtsotago Veka, SPB, 
19(0). The information contained in this work ma), be supple
mented from other special brochures written for the same occasion, 
among which we may mention particu1arly AperfU del' Emeignement 
Stlperietw en RtlBsie ; AperfU Stll" I' Instruction Midicok des F_ 
en RtlBsie: Lea OOtll"S 0: Etudes Swpenetll"eB pOtir Femmes en 
RtlBsie; and other pamphlets in French and Russian dealing with 
university and higher education. The Ministry of Publio Instruction 
publishes from time to time a detailed account of the various 
educational institutions under its oontrol, under the title of Uckeb
nyia Zavedeniia Vedomstva M inisterstva N arodnago Pro8vestclienHa 
whioh is useful for statistioal purposes. As far as primary education 
is concerned, however, the official" Statistics of Primary Education" 
(Stotistickeskiia Svedeniia po nackalnomtl obraZotlaniiu II ROSBiiskoi 
Imperii, Dannyla 1898 golla) is the most important source of 
information available. The second and succeeding chapters of 
Falbork and Charnoluski's book (mentioned above) on "Popular 
Education in Russia" are full of instructive matter. Much informa
tion as to all grades of eduoation may be obtained from M. E. 
Kovalevski's account of the Eduoational ,Section of the Nizhni 
Novgorod Exhibition of 1896 (N arodnoe ObraZOfJanic na V sero8Biiskoi 
Vystavke II N-Noogorolli, SPB, 1897)_ Two non-official books of 
reference are indispensable for the study of primary education, viz. ; 
Falbork and Charnoluaki's N astolnaia Kniga po N arotlnomtl Obrazo
vanllu (2 vols., SPB, 1901); and A. S. Prugavin's Zakony i Spra
tIOCknyfa Svedeniia pa N ackalnomu N arotlnomu ObraZotlaniiu, SPB, 
1898). 

For technioal instruction of all kinds and grades, the main T..,hDieo 
authority is the official publication of the Ministry of Public In- ~mme~ 
atruotion, Sbomik M aterialotJ po Tekknickeskomu i Professionalnomu Dcat .. 

Obrazovaniiu (8 vols., SPB. 1895-1897). With these should be 
mentioned the important work of M. I. A. Anopov, m.: his 
" Survey of the Materials for the study of the present condition of 
teohnical instruotion in Russia" (Opy! mtema-tickeskago olxmeniia 
malerialov k izu<:kenitu sovremennago Bostoianiia sredniago i niukago 
lekknickeskago i remeslennago obrazovaniia II Ra.Bii, SPB, ·1889) ; 
and two shorter brochures on higher and sceondary technical 
educational by the same author, entitled respeotively, Po VoproBtl 0 

merakh k twibalee bystromv., a twimemkimi zalrotami, raspro
.tIraneniiu " tt48Mm atecliestvie vyBSkago rpetsialnago obrazovanita 
(SPB, 1897); and Po V DproBU 0 Srednet ObstcIaeobr/UOlJatelnoi 
SlilcoU (SPB, 19(0). The English reader will find a useful account 
of the Secondary and Lower Technical Schools of tho Minisny of 
Publio Instruotion in No. 16~ of the 'J!'oreig,. Office" Reporta on 
Subjects of General aad Commerckl ~." Information as 
to agrioultural schools and colleges may be obtllined frOln"'the 
official publications of the Ministry of Agriculture and Jmperial 
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Domains, especially from the series entitled Sbornik StJedenii po 
SelskokhozaiattJeflnomu ObraWtlaniiu. 

The principal source of information on the Commercial Schools 
under the Ministry of Finance is the series of official publicatiou 
of the Educational Section of that Ministry issued under the title 
of Materialy po Kommef'cheskomu ObraZIWaniiu (4 vols., SPB, 1901-
1905). Very useful also is the Report of the Fourth, or Commercial 
Education, Section of the Third Congress on Technical and Pro· 
fessional Instruction in Russia (2 parts, Moscow, 1904). Valuable 
details concerning the Moscow schools and classes are contained in 
the aunual reports of the Moscow Society for the Spread of 
Commercial Instruction. 

Details of the external organisation of the various educational 
iustitutions of Russia must be sought in the individual statutes by 
which they are governed. These are in all cases separately iuued, 
but in the case of the schools and colleges under the Ministry of 
Public Instruction they may also be found in the Sbornik PoatanOfl· 
lenis, or in the special official publications on Technical Education 
which have just been mentioned. Information as to the scope and 
nature of the instruction given in each institution is contained in 
their official programs of studies. The nature of these programs 
may he judged, in the case of the secondary and primary 
schools, from the extracts given in the appendices'to Chapter 
II. of this Report. Corresponding information as regards the 
universities may, be obtained from the Obcnreniia Prepomaniia 
N auk which are published annually for each university, and from 
the faculty programs. The regulations for such matters as the 
award of bursaries, examinations, the countiug of terms, etc., and 
the disciplinary rules laid down for students are contained in a 
separate publication, entitled PratJila dlia StudentbrJ i Storownikh. 
Slushatelei Imp. Rossiiskikh. UnWersitelOfl. Much information as to 
the inner life of various educational institutions may be derived 
from their official hand·books (Pamiatnyia Knizhki) and reports, 
and the journals of their councils; also from the repons of com· 
mittees of literacy, or of societies maintaining schools, B88~ting 
needy scholars, organising school-colonies, and the like. The repons 
of proceedings on auniversary days (godicAnye Akty) of universities, 
academies, and schools, are also frequently useful. Details of the 
work c,Jne by educational institutions of all kinds, and of their 
actnal condition are given in the Reports of the Minister of Public 
Instruction, the High Procurator of the Holy Synod, the Curators of 
Educational Districts,. and the Provincial Governors. As far as 
the primary schools are concerned, the reports of the standing 
committees of school management actiug under the municipalities 
and zemstV08 are sometimes of great interest and value. A general 

• 
• Tb; Jep011If of the Caueuus J>iatriet, wbif'b for oyer twenty yean enjoyed 

the tIlvantage of the enlilhtened goidancrl of M. Cyril YaDOVBki u CUI"alor, 
deserve special meDtioD. A colleUJe ~Q.M of thi. Dif"triet under M. YaDOY.ki'. 
eur-bip is giv .... by Districl. Inspector Scb.oberr in his" BeNIriI tk lHnomu 
StaMiqua lOW lu ttabI~ t/';,mnlrli<wt pu"'~ tk I'A,...;.,/;'-'<wt 
SroIaiN au tlI_ pow ..... ~ tk .m.gl'a .... 1878-1898.· (TiJlia, 18911~ 

# 
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review of the educational work of the zemstvos appears annually in 
. the RU88kaia Shkola from the pen of Mr. Belokonski. The reports of 
Eparchial School Councils maybe consulted for information as to 
the progress of the Church parochial schools. 

A few books may here be mentioned which deal with special Spec;': 
aspects of popular instruction in Russia. The Sunday School move. ~p.otl 
ment is described by Mr. la. V. Abramov in" Our Sunday Schools, :..::.~a: 
their past history and present position" (N asM Voskresnyia Shkoly, Sundal 
ikh proshloe i nastoiastchee, SPB, 19(0). A" Chronicle of Sunday ~~::L 
Schools .. appears regularly in the Rus8kaia Shkola under the super· &l1xili. 
vision of Mesdames Alchevskaia and Soltykova; and the last named .duca~ 
lady issued in 1900 a ;UI.lA'l/£ in French of these articles for the Paris agenel' 
Exhibition, under the title of .. Chronique des J!,'coles du Dimanche." 
Agencies auxiliary to the primary school (village libraries, book· 
stores, Sunday schools, and recapitulatory classes) are described 
by Mr. V. P. Vakhterov in his Vneshkolnoe Olwazovanie Naroda 
(Moscow, 1896); and similar subjects are also treated in Mr. A. S. 
Prugavin's Zaprosy Naroda i ObiaunnoBti Intelligentsii "oblasti 
pro8lJe8tclieniia i "oBpitaniia (SPB, 1895), and also in a collection of 
articles published at Moscow in 1902, under the title of VSeob8tchee 
Obrazovanie : Sbomik Statd. Publio readings form the subject 
of a special article, entitled N arodnyia Chteniia, in Brockhaus and 
Ephron's Encyclopmdia, vol. 40, pp. 594 O. For the problems Ednoa! 
involved in the education of the non-Russian population the .reader non-R. 
may consult an official colleotion of papers published at St. Peters. populol 

burg in 1869 under the title of Sbomik Dokumentov i Statei po 
VoproBU ob Olwazovanil 1 ROstrantsev ; the letters of Ilminski to 
Pobedonostsev (Pisma Nikolaia Ivanovicha IlmimTcago, Kazan, 
1898) I and also one of the Paris Exhibition brochures, pnblished 
under the title of .. Quelquu Renseignements sur Z'Instroction des 
Indigenes de la Rus8ie Orientale" (SPB, 19(0) by Mr. Bobrovnikov, 
Direotor of the Kazan Training School. 

ITI. Bibliograpl.y 0/ Current Educational Quutions . 
• 

The present day problems of Russian edncation, to which the last P.riodi 
three chapters of this report are devoted, must be studied for the literat, 
most part with the assistance of articles appearing in the current 
periodical press. Questions of both primary and secondary instruc· 
tion are well treated in the two pedagogical monthlies, the Russkaia 
Shkola and the Veslnik Vospitaniia, the former of which is pnblished 
at St. Petersburg, and the latter at Moscow. The primary schools 
under the Ministry of Pnblio Instuction have their own organ in the 
RUS8kii N achatnyi Uchitel (The Russian Primary Teacher), edited 
by Mr. V. V. Latyshev, Director of Primary Schools. The interests 
of the Church schools are represented by the N arodnoe ObrfJZOtJt1'lie, • 
published by the press of the Holy Synod. The luger asIfects of 
edncational politics frequen~y form "the s.a,ject of articlea ib. the 
ordinary newspapers and magazin£. bis in the general per~dical 
press tll.at the more important articles dealing with university 

" 
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questions are published. We may here note a few of recent date 
which have been largely used in the writing of Chapter V of this reo 
port. Russkaia Mysl, April, 1897, " UnifJfl1'sild i Studenche8tw" 
by Prince S. N. Trnbetskoi; aM., Feb. 1898, .. Uniwrsild i 8'Iedne
olwlJZOfJatelnaia Bhlcola"; V estni" Evropy, Oct., 1901 .. " Uc~ 
delo " nashikh Uniwrsitetakh" by Professor Paul Vinogradoff; 
Praw, articles on the universities by R. K. Arsenev in No.9, and 
by R. Mikhalevich in Nos. 42 and 43 of the volume for 1899. M. 
Giliarov-Platonov's" University Question" (UnifJfl1'sildskii VoprOB, 
1903) treats the subject from the conservative point of view. 

M. Cyril Yanovslri's .. Thoughts on Education and Teaching" 
(Mysli 0 VOBpitanii i ObuMenii, SPB, 1900) deals with problems 
of education of every grade in a practical spirit bom of long 
experience in educational work. Professor Skvortsov's .. Intrinsio 
Weaknesses in our Educational System" (N edugi nashego ueJ.ebn4g0 
dda, Moscow, 1896), also surveys the whole field of education, 
university, secondary and primary. There is mnch suggestive 
matter, especially in relation to university and secondary educa
tion, in M. Rozanov's Essays entitled, .. The Twilight of Enlighten. 
ment" (Sumerki PrOBtlestcheniia, SPB, 1899). The transactions 
of the Moscow Pedagogical Society, now annually published under 
the title of Voprosy Olwa_iia i ObuMeniia, are invaluable for 
the study of current pedagogical questions, particularly those 
affecting the primary and secondary schools. The general attitude 
of this Society towards the existing organisation of secondary 
instruction is one of criticism, especially with regard to the place 
a'!Signed to classical teaching in the gymnasia. The conservative 
view of the latter question is stated by Count Kapnist in his 
" Classicism as the necessary basis of instruction in the gymnasium .. 
(Klassilsi .... ka.I: neobkhodimaia 0BfI0tIa gi,mnazicheskago oIwaZOflQnHa, 
Moscow, 1891). The ideals of the Church party in primary educa· 
tion may be best gathered from M. S. A. Rachinslri's .. Rural 
School" (&l8kaia Shlrola, 3rd ed., SPB, 1898), with which should 
also be read Chapters 6 and 10 of M. Podedon08tsev's MOBkotI.kii 
Sbomik (4th ed., Moscow, 1897). Another book treating on \be 
same question is that of Protoierei Peter Smirnov, entitled .. The 
Church Parochial School: its decay in Westem Europe and its 
i:nportance for Rnssia" (Toerlwtmo-Prikhodskaia Sh1cola: Upadok 
cia fI/J UJpadi Etlropy i machenie tllia Rossii, 5th ed., SPB, 18(4). 
The question of the provision of universal instruction for the people 
isveryfu\lydealtwithinM·V.P. Vakhterov's V~ Obuclu:toie 
'Moscow, 1897), as well as in the collection of articles referred to 
on the preceding page (V~ Ob,/lZONftie, Moscow. 1902). 
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School",-64-58. 
Congress on Technical Education, 

at Moscow, 1896, 330, 331, 33" 
• • 490; at St. Petershurg, 1903-

1904, 3014-M5, 493. 
Co_ription, 251..... • 
Constantine Military:sc~ loot 
~ PnnishlJlent, 365'-366. 
('.()St of Education per head, 258. 

Councils: 
Central School, of the Holy 

Synod,222. 
Curator's Counci~ 209. 
District School, 106, 107, 210. 
El'archial Schoo~ 223. 
High Administrative, of Edu 

cation (G~ Prav/"",i. 
l1chiliotdt), established 1803, 
acting under the Ministry of 
Public Instruction, 38. 

Of Guardians, 223. 
Of the Minister of Public In· 

struction 207. 
Pedagogical, in Secondary 

Schools, 216,217,; in Primary 
Schools, 218. ' 

Provincial School, 107, 210,211. 
Conraes in Commercial Knowledge, 

510, 521. 
Cronstadt Naval Engineering 

School, 199. 
Curators, 39, 40, 99, 101, 102. 

Conference of, 154. 
Conncil of lee Councils. 
Duti •• and powers of, 208-209. 

Curricula : 
S .. Instruction, Subjects of. 

Cypher Schools: establiahed about 
1714,13-14. 

Czartoryski, Prince Adam, 176-177. 
Dairy Schools, 204. ' 
Day Schools: their predominance in 

RU88ia, 361-363. 
Decembriate, 64, 79. 
Degrees: IU University Education. 
Delianov, Count, Minister of Public 

In8truetion, 98, 133, 181. 
Delianov Commiaaione, Ie. Commis

sions, 
Diocesan Girls' School.: internal 

organisation of, 22!; course 
of instruction at, 292-'93. 

Diplomas, University: _ Univer· 
sity Education. • 

Director of Higher Technica I 
College, fnnctions of, 21t>-
216. 

Director of Primary Schools, fune
tions of, 209. 

Director of Secondary Schools, 
function. of, 216. 

District IDl!peCtor, functions of, 209 • 
District School Councils, 106, 10'1, 

210. . 
District Schools : 

Curriculum of, 41, 242, 308. 
Establishment of, 39-40, 46. 
Maintenance of, by tbe State, 

1Sl!> 254. 
Num_ of pnpils at"'nding, in 

. 18Q8, 62. 
Position of, under Statute of 

1828, 66, 67, 69. • , 
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District Schools-cont. English: '" Modern Languages . 
. Religious Instruction in, en- English .Secondary SchoolsJ. com-

trusted to lay teachers, 41. parison of with ltuesian 
. Reorganisation of, 107. . . Secondary Schools 355-369. 
Dorpat : Eparchia.l School.Conncils, 223 .. 

Prolessoria.! Institute, 74. Eparchia.! Schools, established by 
University: :. Dukhovnyi Reglament, 14. 

Faculties of : EqUipment~ School: ... Premises 
Constitution of, 162-163, and ~qnipment. 

185. Eshihoty (Jewish Schools), 194. 
Foundation of, in 1632, 38, Ethnographical Societies, 269. 

162. Evening Schools, 191. 
History 01, 162-163, 165-167, Examinations: 

171,173-176. University, 228-229; system of, 
Relations of, with German under the S~atu~ of 1884, 

Universities, 50, 146, 175. 136; question of their 
Reviva.l of, in 1602, 38. refonn, 458. 

Veterinary Institute, 198. Extension, University,187-188,459. 
Dr&wing: Factory Legisl&tion affecting edu-

Courses of instruction in, 281, cation, 258-257. 
285,201. Failures (neudachnih), 414-416 

Institutions for the teaching of, 423, 486. 
205-206. Fees, School, 263-264. 

EcclesillBtical Academies: Finance, Ministry of : 
Curricula of, 228-231. Commercial Schools controlled 
Found&tion and development hy, 152, 183, 201, 205, 505-528. 

of,8-10, 17, 52. RegUlations of 1900, issued 
Internal org&nisation of, 220, by, limiting expenditure of 

221. zemstvas, 333. 
Statistics of,197. Fine Arts : ' 

EcclesiILStico.l Scnools : Schools of, list of, 205. 
Aims &nd work of, 189. Finland, separate system of edu-
Course of Instruction of, 234, cation in, 64. . 

288-288. - Forestry: 
. Foundation and develepment Schools of, list of, 202, 204. 

of, 52, 67. FreemlLSons, influence of, 33. 
Internal organisation of,221. French> its place in Russian edue&-

Ecclesiastical Seminaries: tioD, 22, 26, 41, 51, 69, 86, 
Aims and work of, 189. 113, 354; courses of instruc-
Curricula of, 234, 288-288. tion in, 278-280, 282-283, 
Foundation and development 289-290. 

of, 17, 52. St. all') Modern Languages. 
InternaJ o'W'nisation of, 221. French literature and philo30phy, 

Economics, SOCIeties of, 268. influence of, 21-~3. 
Educ.ftional Districts: French Revolution, influence of, 23, 

Orll',niSl\tion and administra- 34,47,1\3. 
tlOn of, 208. Gardening, 204,243. . 

System esteblillhed by Alex- Garrison SchOOlS: established 1732, 
ander J, 38. . 14. 

Ek&terinburg Magnetico - Meteoro- • Genero.l Plan,' Vyshnegradski's, 
logical Observatory, 267. 469-472,506. . 

EklLterinoslav Higher I:lchool of Geographical Societies: list of, 
Mines, 201. 269. 

Electro technico.l Institute of the German: its place in Russian educa· 
Emperor Alexander Ill., 202. tion, 16, 41, 51, 69, 85, 113, 

Elementary E<lucation: ... Primary 354; courses of instruction in, 
Education. 280-281 282, !!69-290. 

Elizabeth, EII!Prees, 15, 17, 20. S .. also Modem Languagea. 
Engineering Edncation : German U Diversities: inOuene, of 

Institutes cont.rolled by the 81. ' 
Minister of W,,,," of CoIU'o· & •• aiIO....,ur: 
munication, 183. • BEu'lin. 

Institutions of, 199, llOO, 201, G(!ttingen. 
20:1. • Leipzig. 

'79:1:!l 
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Girls' Educ&tion (Primary): small 
number of separate schools 

. of, 196. 
Backward state of, 320-323. 
Course rarely exceeds two years, 

321. 
Girls Education (Secondary): 

Administration and mternal 
organisation of, 207,"218, 220, 
222. 

Curricula of, 2*~7, ~293. 
D.velopment of, 24, i5j 66. 124. 
For daughters otthe C orgy, 86, 

124, 125 183, ·196.· . 
Rdo.rm of,.426-427. 
Schools of, 191>-196. 
See aho: 

Diocesan Girls' Sehoul •. 
GJ'lDn ... ia (Gida'). 
Marla,Emp ...... Del"'rtm.nt 

of the Institution&of the. 
Progymn"';a (Girls'). ' 

Glasgow University, influence of, 
30. 

Gtavnoe Pravlenie Uchilistch: see 
High Administrativ. Council 
of Education. 

Glavnyla Schools: see Major 
Schools .. 

Godunov, Tsar Boris: his project 
for a Russian University, 8 ; 
his project for sending 
young men abroad for special ... 
tsation, 12. 

Golitsyn, Prince, Minister of Public 
Instruction, 57, 61., 62. 

Golovnin, Minister of Public In
struction, UI, U3. 

G,rrodskiia uchili.tcha: see Urban 
Schools. 

GOttingen U:c.iversity, Russian stu
dents at, 30. 

Oranovski, 82, 115.· 
Greek: 51, 65, 68-69, 85, 113, 119-

, 121,159; see also Classics. 
Guerrierl 99 126. 
GymnasIa (Boys'): 

Boarding Houses in connection 
with,71. 

Classics and, 111-123, 375-407. 
Comparison of, with schools of 

other continental countries, 
347-354; with English second
ary schools, 355-369. 

Controlled by the Ministry of 
Public Instruction, 183, 188-
189. 

Curricula of, 41, 45-46, 49-5], 
61 {;8-70, 85, 111-11:1, 120-
121, 139, 141,232-2:1'4, 275- • 
281; then proposF re"'sion 
in 1900,0156-160. 

Gym~ <Boys')-cont. 
. Establishment of, 15, 19, 20, 26, .. 

40 . 
Internal' organisation of, 216·· 

217. 
Lea.vi~ Certificates from, see 

Cartdicates. 
Maintenance and provision of, 

184,254. 
Number of 189. 
Numb.r of pupils attending in 

180B, 52. 
Re·organisation of,' proposa1s 

for, 374-375 ; 424. 
Universities and, 360-361; 418-

420. 
See also Secondary Education. 

Gymnasia (Girls') : 
Eatabltahment of, 124-125. 
Internal organisation of, 218, 

224. 
Maintenance and provision of, 

254. 
Under the Department of the 

Institutions of the Empress 
Maria, 183, 195-196, 224, 
236-237, 289_291. 

Gymnastics: 157,243. 
Handicrafts: instruction in, in 

primary schools, 243. 
Haupt$chule, 27. 
Hedery (J.wish Schools). 193-4, 304. 
Hege~ influence of, 79, 80, 81. 
High Administrative Council of 

• Education (Glavnoe Prav
lenie U chilistch), 38. 

High.r Education: Bee Medical 
Education, Techcical Educa-· 
tion, TheolQ8ical Education, 
University Education. 

Histcrical Soci.ties, 268. 
Historico-Philological Faculty, in 

respective Universities, 94, 
136, 185; subjects of iustrue 
tion com~rised in, 217. 

History: its llllportance in the 
curriculum of Russian second· 
ary schools, 353-354. 

Holy Synod; combined with the 
Ministry of Public Instruc
tion, 1817, 57. 

Differences between schools of, 
and zemstvos' schools, 334-
343. 

Its control of Sunday Schools, 
and of Reading and Writing 
Schools, 146. 

Its control of theological a.cad~ 
emies and seminaries, primary 
schools and schoo!s for the 
daughters of the clergy, 183. 

Iti organisation and powers, 
219-223. 
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Home Reading, Commission for the 
organisation of, 187-188. 

Housewifery SchoolB, 204. 
Hnma~ti"'!>. ~a.cul~ of, in respec-

tive universIties, 39. ' 
Iaroslav Demidov Lyceum: its aims, 

186. 
TIminoki, 241, 339. 
Imperial Alexander Lyceum: ... 

Alexander Lyceum, Imperia.!. 
Imperial Nikit..,ki Gardens, 202. 
Imperial School of Law, 187. 
Indi vidulliism; increa.sing tendency 

towards, in Ru.sum educa
tion, 412-414, 541-543. 

Industrial Schools: lee Technical 
Education : Trade Schools. 

Inspection of secondary and primary 
schools, 209. 

Inspector of lrimary schoolB, func
tions 0 , 209. 

Inspector in secondarr schoolB, 216. 
Inspector in UniversIties, 214; his 

- position and authority 448. 
Institutions, Learned, list oi, 267-

270. 
Instmction by Specialists ......... 

Form Masters, 364, 417-418. 
Instmction, Subjects of : 

In Cadet Corpe (Military), \134-
236. 

In Commercial SchoolB, 294-
295,616-619. 

In Diocesan Girls' Schools, 292-
293. 

In Ecclesiastical Academies, 
239-231. 

In Ecclesiastical Schools and 
Seminaries, 234, 286-2R8. 

In Higher Technical Colleges, 
231,271. 

In Institutiollil of Higher and 
Secoudary Instnlction com· 
lined, 232-233, 272-274. 

In Primary SchoolB, 238-244, 
1196-"298. 

In Private SchoolB, 244-
In Secondary School. (Boys'), 

S.. un<kr Gymnasia (Boys') 
and Rcal Schools. -

In Secondary Schools (Girls'), 
236-237,289-293. 

In Technical SchoolB, 271, 498-
C>02. • 

In Trade SchoolB, 603-604. 
In Training Colleges, 2-14-249-
In Universities, 2:16--227. 

Interior, Ministry of, its control of 
tb. Orphan Schools, 183; of 
TechniCal School ... 201. 

Irkutsk: 
I ndnstrial School, 203. • 
MagnetijO - meteorological Ob

servatory, 267. 

Jankovic. de Mirievo, 27, 29. 
Jesuits: their influence on Rnssisn 

education in the 17th century, 
8 . their influence on Russian 
;;.lucation in the 19th century, 
66 • their exyulsion, 67. 

Jewish Schoob! (uhihoty, Mdery, 
talmud-tory), 193-4, 201, 304. 

Jews: limitation of their a.cc8R9 to 
places of secondary and higher 
education, 132, 147, 613. 

J nstice, Ministry or, SCboob! oon
trolled by, 202, 204-

Katkov, 81, 88 ""t<!, 90, 99, 116-118 
note, 384, 392-393, 405, 630, 545. 

Kazan: 
Eceleeiastical Academy (estab-

lished 1842), 197,230. _ 
G~nasium, 20 ; created into a 

Ped"l!ogical Institute, 39. 
IndustrIal School, 203. 
Pedagogical Institute, 39. 
University, established 180!, 

38; re-orga.nised, 67 . theolo
gical spirit of, and decline 
of, under Magnitski, 67-69; 
number of students attend
ing, and oonstitntion of ita 
Fa.cnlties, 188. 

Veterinary Institute, 198. 
Kharkov: 

~pjcoltorlli School, 203. 
Medical Society, 198. 
Pra.ctical Technological Insti

tuteoftheEmperorAlexander 
IlL,2oo, 216. 

University, established 1804, 
38; number of students at
tending, and oonstitution of 
its Faculties, 188. 

Veterinary Institute, 198. 
Kiev: 

EcclesiasticalAcademy,fonnd.a 
in 1831, its oourse of instruc
tion and progress, &-10, 17, 
196. 

Polytechnic Institute of tile 
llinperor Alezander IL 201. 

University of St. Vl;;;limir: 
Founded 1833, 75; Statute 
of 1842 affecting, 76; Facul
ties of, oonstitution of, and 
number of students atteDll
ing,I88. 

KkuMyf _ ... ik ... Class Tutors. 
Knowledge of Merchandise, as a 

sobject of instruction, 6lB. 
K_rcIIakiia Shkdy: ... • tulu 

Commercial Education. :II 

Korf, Saron, 109, no, 1;!s, 30;;, 32§, 
K...troma Mechanical - Technicil 

cl School, 203. 
Krasno-Ufimsk In<l\Jstri.1 Scil'o8\ 

(Agriculture and Mining),203. 
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Lancasterinn System, attem pted 
introduction of, into Russia, 
61~. 

Land S!l"eyin(!, Moseow Con<ten· 
tme InstItute of, 202. 

Language of Instruction in Se hools, 
Ii, 26, 29, 49, 165,171-174, 
176-181,252,25~ 

Latin : lee Claasics. 
Law: 

Faculty of, in respective U ni· 
versiti .... 94, 136, 153, 185; 
subjects comprised in, 2~7. 

Schools of, 186, 187. 
La W8: "'" Legi.lation. 
Learned Institutions and Societiea : 

- 267-270. 
Leaving Certificatea: lee Certificates. 
Legislation : 

Affecting Commercial Ednc&-
tion. 151-152, 510-511_ 

Affecting Girls' Education, 25, 
. 34, 86, 124-125, 172. 
Affecting Primary Education, 

13, 27, 38, 39, 46-47, 66, 74, 
10:l-109, 142-146, 152-3, 163, 
164, 167,172, 179, 181,256-257. 

Meeting Private Schools, 21, 
32, 40, 46, 71-74, 130-132, 172. 

Affecting Secondary Education, 
27,39-41,66, 74, 84-85, 112-
113, 120, 124, 138-139, 164, 
171,172 178,179 180. 

Affecting 'rechni.;,;r Education, 
86,138-138, 472-477. 

Affecting University Education, 
15, 18, 38, 48, 75-76, 93-96, 
1:»-136, 163, 164, 167, 173, 
180, 4."13-449. 

Affecting Women'. Education, 
127 148. 

Leipzig University, Russian Stu-
dente at, 30. 

Librariea: Public, 38; Village, 300. 
Likhudi, Brothers, 10. 
Literature, Rwsian} its evidence of 

lack of Claasical Scholarship, 
_ 376-381. 

LocaI educational administration, 
208-214-

Looke, infinence of, on Catherine II., 
23. 

Lodz School of Manufacturing In
dustri .... 203, 466. 

Lutheran Schools of the Baltic 
Provinces, 161-175,192, 213-
214, 2.;6. 

Lutheran Theology, Faculty of, at 
. .Dorpat University, 185. 

Mag1!itski, 55, ~7). 59, 62. , 
MaiJitenance of bChools' .... ~ 

reapeeti vo types of <chool; 
c.'tLatistiea of,rMl!!l St.a.tistica. 

Maiotre, Jooeph de, 56. 
, Ma.i<n: (glarmgi<J) Schools, 27-211. 

Mm.vM Schools: 1'<' Minor School •. 
Manual Work: in Cadet Corps, 236. 

in Primary Hchools, 
243,482_ 

in Teachers' Insti
tutea, 246. 

in TeacherR' SemiD~ 
ari .... 247. 

Maria, Empr ..... Department of the 
InstItutions of tbe, 34-3~, 
38,86, 163, 189-190, 195-196, 
197, 223-224, 233, l!36-237, 
244-245,289-291,427. 

Marine, Ministry of, Institutiona 
nnder, 199. 

Marka,in Schools, condemned by the 
Moscow Pedaltogieal Society, 
366-368.i littre used in Com
mercial tlchools, 624. 

Mathematical Sciences, Physical 
and, Facul ty of : "'" Physico
Mathematical Faculty. 

Mathematics and N nvigatioo,Scbool 
of 12. 

Medical Education: 
Institutions of, list of, 198. 
Women's, 128-129,149-150,195, 

198. 
Medicine, Faculty of, in respective 

Universities, 39, 9~, 136, 153, 
185; subjecte comprised in, 
228-227. 

Medr .... and MektWe : ... Moham· 
medan Schools. 

Michael Academy of Artillery, 198. 
Michael School of Artillery, 199. 
Mikhalevich, 439. 
Military Education : 

Schools and Institutio... of, 
list of, 196-199. 

&. aJ",; 
Army Scbools. 
Cadet Corps. 

Military Service, exemption tram, 
251. 

Mining Education : 
Curriculum of School8 of, 501. 
Institutions of, 2(1). 1!<J3, 204. 

"Ministerial" Model r:;chools: '" 
Model School ... 

Mi"ioknt"" NarodM{lQ l'rr-.t
.her&iia; IU Puhlic Instruc
tion, Ministry of. 

Ministries : 
Of Agriculture, schools c0n

trolled by: IU Agricultural 
Education. 

Of Hoan .. : "" Yinance. 
Of the Interior: '" Interior. 
Of Justice: ... Justice. 
Of Public Instruction: ... Pub· 

lic llll¢ruction. 
Of War: "" ",oar. .. 

... Of Way. or CommuniCAtion: 
.,. Way. of CNmmunication. 
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Minor (malyia) Schools, 27-29. 
Mirgorod Industrial Art School, 206. 
Model SchooIs, "Ministerial", 106, 

. 163,307. 
Modern Languag .. : 

In Curricula of Gymnasia. and 
ReaJschulen, 20, 41, 61, 69, 
12; 139, 235, 354. 

In ~nstitutions of Empr ... 
Maria Foodorovna, 35. 

In the Alexander Lyceum, 235. 
Societi .. of, 268. . . 
S .. al.o French and German. 

Moc!eter, 8. 
)La edan Schools (medreu.o and 

f1UJkteb.), 194-196 304. 
Moral and Political Sciences, 

Faculty of, in tho respective 
UniversitiE'8,39. 

Ml1I"skoi Shlin.kMflnyi Kadetskii 
K<Yf7¥I'&: 12 not<, 17, 18 not<, 

, 26. . 
Moscow: 

Artillery School, founded 1712, 
12; re-organisod, 26. 

'Blagorodnyi Pami<m, founded 
1778, 26. 

Conservatorium, 206. 
Constantine Institute of Land 

Surveying, 202. 
'Ecclesiastical Academy, 196. 
Engineering Scbool, founded 

1719, 12; re-organised, 26. 
G~n .. ia, 19-20. 
Hlgber Women's Coors ... 126, 

195. 
Imperial Engineering School, 

201. 
Iml!"rial Lyceum of the Tsere
'nch Nicholas, ito aims, 186. 

Imperial Technical Scliool, 200, 
215. 

Instituto of Bacteriology, \98. 
instituta of Grnrecology, 198. 
Institute of Rnra1 Economy, 

202. 
Kommisserov Technical School, 

203 ; curriculum of, 498. 
Lazarov Institute of Oriental 

Languages, ito constitution, 
186. 

Military Pedagogical Seminary, 
199. 

Pedagogical Society: ito con
demnation of awards of 
cert4ficateo, marks and of 
corporal punishment, 366-
367; ita criticism on the 
existing organisation of 
secondary schooIs, 370-31l' 
ito scheme for the reform ;J 
secondary edncation, 408-
41tl42i. 

Moscow~t. 
School of Mathematics and 

Navigation, ... Mathematics 
and Navigation; School of. 

School of Mines, 26, 201. . 
School of Painting, Sculpture, 

and ArchitectUl">, 205. . 
Scboolof Spinning and Weav-

ing,204. . 
Slavo - Greco - Latin Academy 

(founded 1685), 9-10, 11-12, 
17,29. 

Strogonov School of Technical 
Drawing, 205. ' 

University (estahlished 1755), 
19-21,29 .. 38,60; constitution 
of its l"aculties, 39, 185; 
connection with the intellec
tual movement of the forti .. , 
81; numper of stndents 
attending, 185.· 

Mother Tongue, ... Russian. 
Museums: under control of Ministry 

of Puhlic Instruction, 38. 
Music, Schools of, 206. . 
NapoleonicWars,mlluence of, 64, 64. 
Nationa\ism in Education, 132, 143, 

464-465, 643-46. 
N ataral History Societies, 270. 
Nature Study in primary echooIs, 

241,314. 
Naval Academy: ... Mathematics 

and NaVIgation, School of. 
Naval Eduoation: 

Institutions and C1asses of, 199, 
204. 

Se.; also : 
M 0 r' k 0 .: Shlia.klumyi 

Kadot.kii K<wpUl. 
Mathematics and Naviga

tion, School of. 
Needlework, instruction in, 291,292, 

243, 248, 322. 
N eudach"iki: ... Failures. 
New A10xandria Lycenm of Rnra1 

Economy and Forestry, 1115. 
N ezhin Bozhorodko Historico-

Philological Institute, 186, 
197. . 

Nicholas I. 63-86. 
Nicholas II. 160-160. 
Nicholas Acadamy of Engineering, 

198. 
Nicholas Academy of the General 

Staff, 198. 
Nicholas Naval Academy, 199. 
Nicholas School of Cavalry, 199. 
Nichol.. School of Engineering, 

199. • • 
Nibllism, 'f. 115, 117, 144,.o'l99-

• 399. 
~ikoJai! Baron, lfinister of Nlic 

lDstructlOD, 133, 134, 1 a 
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N ovgorod • AcademY': founded by 
the brothers Likhudi at end 
of seventeenth century, 10. 

Novikov : his educational activity, 
33-34. 

Number of Scholars: au Attend· 
anca. . 

Number of SchoolA : au Statistics. 
O""ok system; 463. 
Observatories: '" under : 

Ekaterinburg. 
Irkutsk. 
Pavlovsk. 
St. Petersburg. 

Od ..... (The New.Russian) Uni· 
versity : number of students 
attending, and constitution of 
its ~'&eulties, 186. 

Ordinances : ... Legislation. 
Oriento.! Languages : 

Faculty of; in University of 
St. Petersburg, 94, 136, 186 ; 
.ubjects comprioed in, 227. 

Schools .ot.... under Moscow 
mod VJa<1iv08tok. 

Orphan Schools (priiuty): under 
control of the Ministry of the 
Interior, 183. 

Overpressure, 416-418. 
Oxford University, Russian students 

at, 30. 
Parish Schools : their eotabliahment 

under Alexander I., 39, 46; 
their failure, 47 ; their num· 
ber in 1825, 62 ; their posi
tion under Statute of 1828, 
66, 69, 84 ; their position in 
1864, 102 ; Bogolepov·s policy 
as to, lfi2; in the Baltic Pro· 
viDeos, 183, 184, 169, 172-173, 
174, 213, 214; maintenance 
and provision of, ~ 

Paul, Eml"'ror : state of education 
dunng his ~ 34. 

Paul Military School, 199. 
Pavlovsk Constantine Magnetico· 

Meteorological Observatory, 
ili7. 

Peasant IndUBtries, 475, 493. 
Pedagogical Conference (m Girls'. 

Gymnasia nnder the Depart. 
ment of the Empreoo Maria), 
224-

r~cal Council in oeconclary 
ochools, 216, 217. 

• Pedagogical Courses for female 
, oeeondary teache .... 197, 224, 

244-24fi. • 
Pedagc'gicaJ Instituteo, 101" KW. 

SL Petersburg. 
<0 P~ Soeieti .... 270. 

Pensions, teachel'8\ 153, 262. 
Peter the Great, his ecclesiaotical 

reforma, 9 ; ochool. founded 
in his reign, tbeir profeooiona.l 
and civic character, 10-16; 
his induotria.l policy, 461. 

Philosophical Societies, 268. 
Phy.ical and Mathematical Rcienceo, 

achievements of U1l88iana io, 
97, 381; Russian bent to· 
warda, 115, 379-382; Societies 
of,269. 

Physical Training, 167, 418. 
Physico-Mathematical Faeulty in 

respective U ni.versities, 39, 94, 
136, 186; subjects comprised 

. in, 227. 
Pirogov, 87, 110, 166. 
Pobedon08tsev, 142-143, 633, 648. 
Poland, education in, 124, 176-182 ; 

administration of 'primary 
education in, 212 ; hIMOOry or 
language of instruction in, 
253; maintenance of primary 
ochools in, 254-

Political Scien",!".1 Faculty or Moral 
and, ... mora.! and Political 
Sciences. 

Polytechnic Instituteo, ... tmder : 
Kiev. 
Riga. 
St. Petersbnrg. 
Warsaw. 

Premises and E<)nipment, 286-266. 
Pre·Petrine penod; 7-10. 
Priivty, ... Orphan Schoola. 
Prilwzy obltt:k&t~Q prUrMOiia, 

... Boards of public lU!8ist· 
anee. 

Prim::rm~ueatioD : 
. iatration of, 40, 74, 163, 
207. , 

LoeaI, 208-il4-
10 Polaod and the Jl&Itic 

Provinces, 211-214-
In Schools under tha Holy 

Synod, 222-223-
Agencies auxiliary to) 299-301. 
Auotrian oystem en, adopted 

by Catherine II., 27. 
Characteristics and conditions 

of, 302-328, 530. 
Curricnla of, i38-244, 296-i98. 
Development of, in the .ixtieo 

""d seventi .... l02-I09; in tho 
eighties, 14;H46; in tho 
nineties, 150, 152, 153. ,or ~irls, ... Girls' Education, 

Primary. . . f ochool Internal'Orga.Il1l!&twn 0 , • 
01, il8. 
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Primary Education-cont. 
Lancastemn system of, at

tempted introduction of, 61-
62. 

Legislation .a.fI'ecting, see '/JIIUUr 
Legislation. 

Maintenance of Schools of, 184,. 
254-256. 

Proposals for reform of, 343·345. 
Provision of, 13, 83, 108, 184, 

254,256. 
Question of making, universal, 

328-334, 344, 478, 487. 
Secondary Schools 10 relation to, 

323-325, 420. 
Statistics of Schoolsof,l89-191. 
Supervision of, by UDlversities, 

. 39-40,74. 
Teachers of, see '/JIIUUr Teachers. 
See alao: 

Church Parochia.l Schools. 
Cypher Schools. 
District School .. 
Eparchia.l School .. 
G&rrison Schools. 
Jewish Schools. 
Minor (lilalyia) Schools. 
Mohammedan Schools. 
Model Schools. 
Parish Schoola 
Reading and Writing 

School.. (Sh.koly gramot-
1&011>). 

Rura.l School .. 
Urban Schools. 
Zemstvos' Schools. 

Privat Docents, 94, 216. 
Private Schools : 

History and development of, 
17-18, 21, 31...;13, 40, 48-49, 
61,71-74, 129-132-

In Poland, 178-180. 
Instruction in, 244, 420. 

• Organisation of, 218. 
Private Teache"" _tmdor Teachers. 
Professiona.! Education : 

Congress on, at Moscow, 1896, 
33O...;!31, 332, 480. 

progymnasia : 
Administration of, 183. 
Curriculum of, under law of 

1871, 120, 121. 
Internir.! organisation of, 216-

217 •. 
N umber of, 189. 
S .. aloo Secondary Educntion. 

Progymnasi.. (Girls'), estahlished 
1870, 124-125; inl<'rnru or· 
lI""isation of, 218. 

Protectlonism, 465-467. 
Provincial School Councils, 107, ~llo, 

911. • 
Pro.;'i'!, of educationa.! institu· 

tlOns, lIl;4-i66. 

Provision of schools obligatory in 
Ba.ltic Provinces, 213 .• 

Public Instruction, Ministry· of 
(lilini.ter.fAJo Nat'Of/nW,go 
l'roB'lJe.tcheniia) : 

Cireul... of, in referenco to 
Commission on Secondary 
Education, 1900; 155-157. 

Composition, powers and organ· 
isation of, 183, 189,206-208. 

Established 1802, 37. 
High Administrative Conncil of 

Education acting under, 38. 
Scientific Committee (Uchmyi 

K011,itet) of, 51, 76, 2O~. 
Public Libraries, under oontrol of 

Ministry of Public Instruc· 
tion in 1802, 38. 

Punishment, Corporal, prohibited, 
365-366. 

Pushkin, 31, 65--66, 68,79. 
Rachinski, 305, 314, 316, 324, 339, 

340,341. 
Railway Technical Schools, 204. 
Razumovski, Count, Minister of 

Public Instruction, 48, 49, 56, 
67. 

Reading and Writing Schools 
(SMoly gramolno./a), 84, 103, 
142, 146, 189, 302-4, 332. 

Readings, Public, as an agency of 
primary instruction, 301. 

Real Schools : 
Admission to Technical Colleges 

with Lesving Certificates 
from, 113, 360. 

Comparison of, with secondary 
schools of other oontinenta.! 
countries, 347...;154; with 
English Schools, 355-389. 

Controlled by the Ministry of 
Public Instruction, 183, 189 • 

Curricula of, 112-113, 120, 122, 
138, 140, 155-159, 234, 281-
285. 

Internal Oiganisation of, 216-
217. 

Jda.intenance and provision of, 
164,254. 

Number of, 189. 
Re-organisstion of, proposals 

for, 372...;174, 424. 
S .. alIo Seoondary Educstion. 

Religious Instruction: 
In District Schools, entrusted 

to lay teachers, 41. 
In Girls' Schools, 125. • 
In G)'Dl!1&Sia,' omit~ from 

cn:pculum, 41; intrMuced 
.into curriculum, 61. 

In l'rimar7 Schools,.iOOI 144, 
311-312. 
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ReliJrious Instruction --<>mt. 
In Ubiversities, 226. 
Regnlations a. to, 262. 
See also Ecclesiastical Acad

emies, Ecclesiastical Schools, 
Ecclesiastical Semmari ..... 
Theological Edncation. 

Repetitors, 36&-369. 
Riga Polytechnic Institute, 200. 
Roman Catholic Schools of Poland, 

175, 177-181, 192-
Rural Economy: 

Curriculum of schools of, 5()(). 
Institutions and Schools of, 

20i, 203, 204. 
Rural Schools, 46-47, 62, 83, 103, 

109, 309-311. 
RU8Sian: its place as a subject in 

Ru.cmian education, 29, 30, 41, 
43,51, 85, 113, 12:;, 139, 2:;iI--
253; courses of instruction 
in, 275-276, 281~lI, 287, 
289-290 29~3 ; in the 
Baltic Pr.;vinces, 147, 164-
H18, 170-176 ; in Poland, 124, 
147, 177-182; obligatory in 
primary schools, 313. 

RU88ia.n Academy: founded 1783, 
with a vie.. to developing 
resources of the Russian 
Language, 29; amalgamated 
with Academy of Sciencee in 
1841,267. . 

Russia.n Language and Litsrnture, 
Societies of, 268. 

R088iJication: as the policy of 
Alexander ill, 132; of 
Polaad, 75 nole, 124, 147, 
177-181; of Baltic Provmces, 
146 164-168, 170-176. 

Saburov, ~ of Public Instruc
tion, 102, 133-

St. Petersburg: 
Academy Gymnasium, 15. 
Academy of Scien""" (opened 

in 17~6~ 11>-17,29,267. 
Archaoological Institute, il8 

aims, 187. 
Baron Hti"tllitz Central School 

of TechnIcal Drawing, lIOO. 
Chemical Laboratory, 267. 
Chief Physical Oheervatory, 

267. 
Clinical Institute of the Grand 

Duch.... Helena Pavlovoa, 
198. 

Commercial School. 294. 
Coneervatorium, 206. 
Ooros of P_ 26, 199. 
Eccfeelaatical ""'wIemy(founded 

17.7), 197. f' 
G~nasia. for girls, coUl1!ec of 
_ona"~L 

St. Petersburg __ . 
Higher School of Art, 205. 
Histori .... Philological Institute 

186, 197. 
Institute of Civil Engineers of 

the Emperor Nicholas L, 201. 
Institute of En~neers of Ways 

of Commumcation of the 
Emperor Alexander L, 201. 

Institute of Forestry, 202. 
Merchants' Company, Peter 

School of, 295. 
Militery Academy of Medicine, 

198. 
Naval Academy, IU Mathe

matics and NavIgation,School 
of. 

Pedagogical Institute, 39, 43, 75. 
Polytechnic Institute, 201. 
School of Brewing, 204. 
School of Drawing of the 

Imperial Society, :206. 
Techiiological Institnte of the 

Emperor NicholaaL, 200,216. 
University (organised 1819), 38, 

59; number of .tudente at
tending and constitution of 
ite Faculties, 185 ; statute of 
1883 affecting, 93. 

Women'. Higher Institute of 
Medicine, 14!H50, 195, 198. 

Salaries, tu tondw Teachera 
Slinger, 168, 159, 160. 
Schelling, inftuence of, 79, 60. 
School Building&, IU P~ and 

Equipment. 
School Colonies, 301. 
School GardeDll, 243. 
SchooD Commiasion, ... Com-

misaiona. 
Schools, Number of, ... Statist;.,.. 
Schwartz, 33-
Sciences, Learned In.'!titntiona and 

Societies of, 267-270. < 
Scientific Committee (Uchetoyi 

Kmnitet) of the Ministry of 
Public Instruction, eeteb
liBhed, 51; r;e-organioeil, 76 
(oot<).i • funmons of, 207. 

Secondary .l!;ducation : 
Claa8i .... place of, in, 111-l23, 

371>-407. 
CommiBBion of Enquiry into, 

1900, 151>-158. 
Curricula of, 23~234, 275-2M. 
Failurea to complete cou ..... of 

instruction, '1~16, 4~ 486. 
For GirbJ, ... Girls' Education 

(Secondary). 
Inspec&i.on of SchooIa of, -. 

~16. 

~ ~f::.,:rectinc. ... ~ 



Secondary Education-Mnt. 
Primary Education in relation 

to, 323-325, 420. 
Progress of, 530. 
Reform sehemes for, 369-375, 
. 407-411} 421-426. 

Schools ot : 
Administration and internal 

organisation of, 183, '1.07, 
208, '1.09, 2HH!l8. 

Comparison between Rnooian, 
and sehools of other eon
tinental eountries, 347-. 
354 i. ~etween Rnooian and 

. Eng1isn Schools, 35:>-369. 
Maintenance of, 254, 255. 
Numbers of, 189., 

. Rel!'tion of, to the Univeroi; 
tIes, 40, 74, 419-420. 

Specialisation lB, 411-414-
Teachers of, ... under Teaehero. 

Sa al." : Gymnaoia, Progymnaoia, 
Real Schools. 

I:!heep-breeding} instruction i~ '1.03. 
Shiahkov, Minister of l'ublic 

lnotruction, 6~, 63, 64,.. 68;. .. 
Shlroly gramolnolti, ... .n.eaaing 

• and Writing Schools. 
Shuvalov, 19, 20, 22. 
Silkworm cUlture, 204, 243. 
Singing, 236, 239, 242, 243, 248-249. 
Slavo-GI'9CC)-Latin Academy, Moa-

eow, 9-10, 11-12, 17,29. 
Slavonic, Church: teaching of, in 

primary eehools, 312, 337; 
In aeeondary sehools, 353. 

Slavophil Controversy, 80-81. 
Smolny Monastery: GIrls' School at, 

established by Catherine n~ 
25. 

Soeieties, Learned, 267-270. 
Soldiero'Schools: ... Army Schools. 
Specialisation: in aeeondary educa· 
• tion, 411-414; in university 

education, 454-458. 
Speranski, 47-48. 
Spinning and Weaving, Moeeow 

SChool of, 204. 
Stankevich, 79-80. 
Statisti .. : 

Of Numbers of Schools, Col. 
leges, etc. : 

Army Schools, 192-
Commercial Schools, 205. 
~'ille Art Schools, 205--'1.06. 
(~irls' Schools, 196. 
J ewi.h and Mohammedan 

Srhools, 193. 
ftledieal Schools, 198. 
Military and Naval Col

leges and Schoot.; 193-
199. • 

Primary Schools, 19G-191. 
Sunday Schools, 1~ 
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StatistillO-Mnt. 
Of Numbers, etc.-eont. 

Technical Colleges and 
Schools, 200-204. 

Theological Academies, 
198-197 . 

. Training Colleges, 197-198. 
. Of School Maintenance, 264-

256. 
Statutes: ... Legislation. 
Students' disorders: their importance 

and resulting measures, 89, 
102, 133, 153-156;. their 
caWle&, 445-449. 

Studentohips, Stat&-endowed travel
ling, 30, 76, 86, 365. 

Subject system of instruetion: in 
Seeondary Schools, 363 364, 
417, 418; in Urb&n Scl.ools, 
309. 

Sunday Schools, 109-111, 146, 191-
192. 

Swiss Universities, 126, 127, 128, 
148; ... at.o Ziirich. 

Talmud-1m" (Jewish Schools), 19(. 
Tatar dOIDln&tion: ita effect on 

RU88ian Education, 7. 
Tatar languages, use of RU88ian 

character in, 253 fIOU. 
Teachero : 

In academies and sehools under 
the Holy Synod, 220-222-

Iu commercial sehool., 261,612, 
624,525. 

Inteehnieal eolleges, 256, 261, 
492--493. 

Primary: • 
Ar.pointment of, 257. 
C ergy as, 340-341. 
Conferences of, 153. 
Defeetive snpply of, 153, 

325--328. 
Numbers of, 190. 
Pensions, 153, 282. 
Qnalifications, 259-260. 
~i!",> 1161-262, 327. 
Trammg: ... 6e/ori,. 

Private, regUlations as to, 21, 
40, 4Y, 130-131,219,257. 

Secondary : 
Appointment of, 257. 
Defective supply of, 349-

3liO. 
Fnnctiono of, 218-218, 222-
Pensions, 282-
Qualifications, 25S-!159. 
Salaries, 260-1161, 300-362-
'l'nWring: Ie< belou. • 

'rraining, 28. 39, 41) 45,·100-
108, 163, 186; 196, 197-

I 198, 207, 2M, 0!16~ ; 
conroe of study in institu
~no for, 244_. 

Women, 196, 197, 198, 326, ~7 -
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Teache" InstItute, course of in- Tomsk-cont. 
struction at, 246. University: number Of students 

Teachers' Seminary, course of in- attending and constitution of 
struction at, 247. its }'aeulties, 180. 

Technical EducatIOn: Trade, conditions of, in 1tUJ!8ia., 509. 
-Administration of, 183, 184, 207, Trade Schools, see under Technical 

208, 209. Education. 
Congress on, at Moscow, 1891r, Traininl! of Teachers: see under 

330, 331, 332, 490; at St. T, h 
Petersbnrg, 1903-4, 344-345, eac erB. 
493. Privial.chuk, 27. 

Development of, 86, 136-138, Tutorial system in secondary schools, 
155, 46()-472, 532. 217,364. 

Provision and maintenance of Ucknyi Komitet: ... Scientific 
schools of, 254. Committee of the Ministry of 

Transfer of schools of, to Public Instruction. 
Ministry of Public lnstruc University Education : 
tion, 136-137. 

Schools and Institutions of: Administration of, 183, 207, 208, 
Higher, 468, 472, 473, 487- 209. 

. 493. Admission to Universities, con-
Admission to, contin· tingent on the possession of a 

gent on possession of Leavins Certificate (attufat 
Leaving Certificate, zretooti), 95, 113, 227, 36(}--361 ; 
113, 360. proposed reform of regulation 

Curricula of, 231, 237, as to, 423. 

In~:;'al Or~nisation Antonomy of, and bnreauerati.c 
.. - regime, 43. 

Li~~' ~:~3. Bureaucratisation of, 133-136, 
Intermediate, 137, 138, 155, 433-449. 

183, 468, 472, 473, Conditions, general, of,426-433. 
474, 476, 477, 483- 529. 

488, 492. Diplomas and Degrees of, 228-
Curricula of. 237. 496- 229, 429-430, 458; difference 

501. between RU88ian and English, 
Internal Organisation 430. 

• of, 216. Faculties : 
List of, 203-204. .-. __ . _ Constitution of, 19, 38-39, 

Lower, 137, 138, 2~ 1!4, 136, 163, 180. 
483, 480. . Subjects of instruction 

Curricula of, 237, 502. . comprised in respective, 

Trad L~hf, F'38, OnA 218, 226-227. 
e 00 S, J..,..., Internal or-n;-tion of, 114-' 

47~76, 462, 483, 503, .,-
504. 215. 

See al/lQr A p pre n tic e s, Maintenance and provision of, 
SehOOll! of. 184, 2M. 

Text Books. 207-208. Number of students, 185. 
Theology, Lutheran, Faculty of, Public Services and, 44, 48, 52, 

T
at I?orpat U nivenity, 180, 432 96, 250, 430, 457. 

heologIcsJ Education, 196-197. Belation of, to Secondary Edu-
8 .. al/lQ, EcclesiasticsJ schools, . 

Ecclesiastical academies, catlOD, 418-420. 
Ecclesiastical seminaries. Be-organisation of, 57-61, 74-

Tiflis Physical Observatory, 267. 78, 80-66, 91-102, 133-136, 
Tolstru Count D.: his educational 1:>9, ~63. 

-Policy, 96-102, 100, 107, 11:;' Specialisation in, 454-458. 
• lJ~ 123, 133, 373 note: 426. Btudentships, state - endowed 

Tolstoi, Vouht Leo:. hi. scbool at tra.,ellin& 3O
b
'5, 80, 280. 

. Y&iIlt'ia Poliana., 102. r Te~hnical epartmenr.s at 
Tomsk : univenitias, 49()-492. 

Tech~"lIical Insti\ute, 2Of, Women's, 9:>, 125-129, 148-.150, 
4~1. 153. 195. 427. 41;9, 631. 
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University Education--ctmt: 
For Universities 8e6 wnder: 

Dorpat. 
Ko.za.n. 
Kharkov 
Kiev. 
Moscow. 
Odessa. 
St. Petersburg. 

'Tomsk. 
Vilna. ' 
W ....... w. 

For Institutions of University 
rank lee: 

Alexander Lyceum, Im-
perial. 

Iaroslav Demidov Lyceum. 
Imperial School of Law. 
Moscow Imperial Lyceum. 
Moscow Lazarev Institnte 

of Oriental lan~ 
N ezhin Be.borodko His

torico - Philological In
stitute. 

St. Petersburg ArcIuoologi
cal Institute. 

St. Petersburg Historico
Philological Institute. 

Vladivostok Institute pf 
Oriental languages. 

University Extension: its organisa
tion, 187-188,459 . 

. University superv18ion of primary 
and secondary schools, 39-
41,74, 75. 

Urban Scbools (gQl·oa.kiia uchi-
lutclw.) : , 

Foundation of, in 1872,106,108. 
Internal organisation of, 24~. 
Proposals for re-organisation or, 30er309. 
Provision and maintenance of, 

2M. 
Restricted to boys except in 

Kiev, Podolia and Volbynia, 
322. 

U shinski, 88, 545. 
U varov, Count, Curator of St.Peters, 

bur~ District, 49--51, 67, f,9; 
Mintsterof Public Instruction, 
67,68-69,72,75,76-79,81,&\ 
84, 86, 86, 164, 186, I G6, 177, 
433, 46a, 530. 

Valuev ComnussioD, the, 98. 
Vannovski, Minister of Puhlic J n

struction, 168, 324, 419, 42~-3. 
Veterinary Institutes: ,. tl.mUr 

Modical EducstiolL 
Village Libraries, 300. 

Vilna University, 38, 60, 175; ita 
suppression, 75, 177. 

Vine-Culture: higher courses in, 
202; school of, in B ..... rabi .. 
203. 

VinogradotI, 319, 329, 407, 423, .&25, 
439--439 459--457,458 459. 

Vladivostok Institute of Oriental 
, Languages 153 186. 

Vtoro/da8ma.ia SMola, course of 
instruction at, 249. 

Vyshne"aradski, 464, 469--472, 506-
507. 

War, Ministry of: its control of the 
, Soldiers' Schools, 183. 

Warsaw: 
High School, raised to status of 

a University in 1869, 124, 185. 
Polytechnic Institute of the 

Emperor Nicholas II., 201. 
University,A,.176, 171. 160). 185

1 lee alllO Warsaw ,tugh ;:;choo 
ahow. 

Veterinary Institute, 198. 
Ways of Communication, Ministty 

of: its control of Imperial 
Domain and Engineering 
Institutes, 183, 201. 

Westernism, 79--60,116,116. 
Witte, Count, 469--467, ,506-507. 
Women's Education: 

Legislation affecting, ... under 
LOJris)ation. 

ModicaT, 1M under Medical' 
Education. ' 

University, ... under University 
EducatIOn. 

Work.,ho,Ps, Rural, 204.' 
Yanovsk" 157-158, 438, 458. 
Zavadovski, Count, Minister of 

Public Instruction, 27, 37. 
Zemliackutva, their object, 446, 447. 
Zemst~os: the,;r relation to primary 

InStructlOD, 105-109, 1~144, 
189, 2'.'6-208; provision of 
schools by, \05, 109, 2M, 303, 
330-333, 536; duties of self
government imposed UJlOn by 
the legislation of 1864, 210-
211 ;.. regulation of Ministry 
of »'inance, 1900, limiting 
their expenditure, 333 ; pro
posals for reform in position 
of, 343-345. 

Zemstvos' Scbools: controversy 
between, and Church Schools, 
334-343-

Zurich University, Russian Students 
at, 127. • • 



Volume. lor Special Reports (Education in England, Wales, 
and Ireland, France, Germany, Denmark:, Belgium, &c.) 
(1896-7) contains the following Papers :-' 

1. Public Elementary Education in England and WoJ.., 1870-1890. 
By MeBSra M. E. Sadler and J. W. BdwardL 

2. English Students in Foreign Train;n~ Colleg ... 
By Mise L. Manley. Mios Wil.li&ms. and Mr. B. L. Withers. 

3. Brash Work in an Elementary School (with illnatrationa). 
By Mr. Seth Coward. 

4. The ABC 01 Drawing; An Inquiry into the Principl .. underlying 
Elementa.ry Instruction in Drawing (with illustratioDs). 

By Mr. Ebenezer Cooke. 
5. Dom .. tic Eoenomy Teaching in England. 

ByM .... Pillow. 
6. Technical Educ&tion lor Girls. 

By Miss A. J. Cooper. 
7. The Seecndary·Day School att&ohed to the Battereaa (London) Polytochnic : 

An Experiment in the Co-education of Boy8 and Girls. 
By Mr. Sydlle;r H. Wella. 

S. The History 01 the Irish Systam 01 Elementary Edncation. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

9. The National System of Education in Ireland. 
. By the Right Bon. C. T. Redington, D.L. 

10. Recent Legislation on Elementary Education in Belgium. 
By M ....... M. E. Sadler and R. L. MOl'8oDt. 

11. The Bonaewlfery Schools and Cl ..... of Belgium. 
By Mise K. S. Block and Miss L. Braokenbnry. 

12. The French Syatam 01 Higher Primary School .. 
By Mr. R. L. Mora.nt. I 

18. The RealSohulen in Berlin and thou bearing on Modern Secon~ and 
C~mmercial Education. . .. 

. By Mr. M. Eo Sadler. 
H. Th. Oher-Realscllnlen 01 Prnaei&. with special referenc. ~o the Ober

Realachnl. at Charlottanburg. _ 
By Mr. M. Eo Sadler. -

!G. Th. Prnosian Elementary School Code. 
Tranllatad by Mr. A. Eo Twentyman. 

II. Th. Continuation Schoola in !!axony. 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

17. The School Journey in Germany. _ 
By Miss C. I. Dodd. 

18 The Teaching of the Mothor.TongDO in Germany. 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. _ 

19. Holiday Couraea in France and Qermany for Inatrnction - in Modem 
Lan_ ... 
B~ Meae ... F. S. Manin and R. L. Morant. 

20. Roaent Edu ... 'ionoJ Prog .... in Denmark (wi'h maps). 
By Mr. J. S. Thornton. 

2~ Education in Egypt. 
By Mr. P. A. Barnett. -

22. The EduC8.tion of Girls BDd Women in Spain. 
By Seiior Don FernaDdo de Arteaga y Pereira. 

23. The National Bureau of EduoatiOD in the lInited States. 
By Mr. R. L. Morant. . 

24. The History of the Manitoba School Syatam and the lsBu .. Of the Recent 
Controveny. 

By Mr. R. L. Morant. 
25. ArraDgementa for the &dmissUm of Women to the Chief U niveraitiea in \he 

British Empire and in .'oreip CountrieL 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler with the help of Mr. J. W. Lonll1!don. 

26. Appendix giving a Ii., of th •• hief official papers hearing on -!!ducation in 
Great Britain and Ireland. _ 

Prep&nld by Mr. 1>1. E. Sadler. 
. This \'Olume (Cd. 8U7) c&n be obtained, either directly or tbrongh any Book • 
.. l1er, from WYMAN AND SONS, LTD •• 109, FlITTER LANa, E.C;~ and 
It!, -ABINGDON STREET, WBST .. IRSTIUI, S, W.; or Ou..,.ER AN!) BOYD 
'l'W£EDDALII COt:RT EnINBUX .... ; or Eo WNSOfBY, lUI, GIIAFTOI\oSTIIBBT: 

,DUBLIN. • .• . . 

PM Sr. 44.; po8I~ 30. 1Od.. 
[At,p_t 0", nI print.] 



Volume 2 of Special Reports (Educatiou iu Euglaud and 
Wales, Physical Education, the Heuriatic Method of 
Teaching, University Education in France, &c.) (1898) 
contains the following Papers :-

1. The Wel.h Intermediate Education Act, 1889, ita Origin ond Working. 
Contributed by the Chmrity Commi .. ione .. for England and W.I .. , 

• 2. The London Pol~chnic Institlltee (with iIlllBtrations). 
By Mr. Sydney Webb. 

3. Th. London Scbool of Economi .. and Political Scianoe. 
By Mr. W. A. S. Hewins. 

4. The Curriculum of a Girl'a School. 
Br Mrs. Bryant. Mi .. Burston. an~ Miss Aitken. 

o. Physical Uucation at the Sheffield High School for Girl •• 
By Mrs. Woodhonse. 

B. Gam .. and Athletics in Secondary Schools for Girls (with illustration.). 
By Miss P. Lawreoce. 

7. The Organisation of Games out of School for the Children attending Pllblic 
Elementarv Schools. 

By Mr. George Sharpl ... 
8. Physical Education under the School Board for London (with iIlUBtrationo). 

By Mr. Thom ... Chesterton. 
9. Physical Uucati03 for Girls aud Infanta under the London School Board 

(with iIID8tratio,.~ 
By the Iota Mrs. Ely Dallos. 

10. Physical Training in Birmingham Board Schools (with iIlnotrstlODB). 
B. Mr. Samllel Bott. 

n. Physical Training nnde. the Leeds School B.J6rd. 
By Mr. R. E. Thomao. 

12. The School Garde .. at the Boecombe British School (with iIlnatratlono). 
By Mr. T. G. Rooper. 

13. The Connection between the Public Library and the Public Elementary 
School. 

By Mr. John J. Ogle. 
14. The Educational Mueeum 01 the T ... h ..... Guild. 

By Mr. Joh~ L. Myres. 
16. The Ha.olemere Educational M ....... m (with plano). 

By Dr. Jonathan HutehiDOOn, F.R.S. 
lB. School Plays in Latin and Greek. 

By Mr. J. 8'. Bak .. ·PODOyre. 
17. The Study 01 Edllcation. 

By Mr. J. J. Findloy. 
18. The TrainiDg of Secondary Teach ... and Ed.catlonal Ideals. 

Bf Mr. F .. J. R. !lendy. 
19, The HenrIBtie Method of Teoching. 

By Or. Henry Armstrong. F.R.S. 
20. Statistics, &eo, of Klementary Edueation in Englond and Waleo, 1833-1870. 

By Meoa ... M. E. Sadler and J. W. Edwards. 
21. List of P.blieatioD8 on Edueational Subjeets iooued by the Chief V-l 

Ed .... tionel Authorities in Englond and Wales. • 
Prepared by Miss M. S. Beard. 

B- Lee U Divereitea Fran~ises. 
By Monsieur Louis IJ.rd. 

23. The French Universities. (Tl'IIDOlotIon 01 No. 22.) 
By Mr. J. W. LongHdon. 

24. The POIition of Teache ... in the State Secondary Schools for Boys in F""""'. 
By Mr. F. B. Kirkman. 

25. The French J ..... ving Certiliea-certifieat d'Btudeo Primai ..... , 
By Sir Josh .. G. Fitch. 

26. The Teachin,s,::! Modern Languages in Belgium and Holland. 
By . J. D. Montgomery. 

'no School Hygiene in B1'II8OOlo. 
By Mu. J. D. Montgomery. 

Thia volume (Cd. 8943) ean be obtained. either direetly or lhrough any Book, 
.. ller, _ WYMAN AJfD SONS, LTD., 109, FErn. LAIIE, E.C., and 
3'2, ABIlfGOOll S'rREET, WE9Tllnt'<l'EB. S.W.; or OLIVER AIID BOYD, 
Tw""wALB CoURT, EDIlIIP1IGB; 01' K. PONSON BY, 116. GBAITOlI Sraur, 
DuIu.Ix. :..,. 

< Priee 60. 1Id.; po« f,.. 60. 1<1. 
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Volume 3 of Special Reports (National Organisation of 
Education in Switzerland, Secondary Education in 
Prussia, Baden, and Sweden, Teaching of Modern 
Languages, Higher Commercial Education in France, 
Germany, and Belgium) (1898) contains the follOwing 
Papers:-

1. 1'he National Organisation of Edncation in Switzerhmd. 
By Mr. R. L. Morant. 

2. Problems in Proasian Seconda.ry Education for Boy., with'special reference 
to similar questions in England. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler • 

. .s. liThe Curricula and Programmes of Work lor Higher Schools in Prussia," 
Translated by Mr. W. G. Lipscomb. 

4. The Higher School. of the Grand Duchy of Baden. 
By Mr. R E. D. Hammond. 

5. StrOmungen auf dem Gebiet des Schul·und BildungaweaeD8,in Deutschland 
Von ProfessoI: Dr. W. Rein in .Jena. 

6. Tendellcies in the EduciJ.tiona.l Systems of Germany. (Translation of No. 5.) 
By M~. F. H. Dale. . 

7. The Teaching of Modern Langnages in Frankfurt a M. and district. 
By Mr. Fabian Ware. 

B. The T6I\Cbing of Modern Languages in Germany. 
By Miss MMY 8rebne~. 

9. The Teaching of Foreign La.nguas;ea. 
By Professor Dr. Emil HRoLl8knecbt. 

10. The Teacher of Modern Languages in Prussian Secondary Sohools (or Boyp," 
His education and prof~siona1 tro.ining. . 

By Mr. Fabian Ware. 

11. Higher Commercial Education iD Antwerp, Leipzig, Paris, and Havre. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

12. The Present Positioo of Manual In.~truction in Germany. 
By Dr. Otto W. &yer. (Translated by Mr. A. E. 'l'wentyman.) 

13. The Sooond ... y Schools of Sweden. 
By Dr. Otto Gallander. 

14. Elementary Eduoation in the Gmnd Duchy of Finland. 
By the Baron Dr. Yrjo Koekinen. • Thla volome (Cd. 8988) oan be obtained, either direetly or through any Book. 

eeller, from WYMAN AND SON~, LTD., 109, Fh'Tl'ER I.ANS, E.C., and 
82, ABINGDON STRKET, WES'l.'MINS1.'KR, S. W'.; or OLIVER AND BOYD 
b';:~~~ALK COURT, EDINBURGH; or E. PONSONBY, 116. GRAFTON STREET: 

Priu 3r. 3d. ; po" jrte 3r. 84. 

The Board of Education issued in 1900 :-
Report on 'rechnical and Commereial Educat.ion in East Pruasia, Poland. 

G~licia, Sites;'" and Bohemia. 
By Mr. Jam .. Baker. 

This volulne (Cd. '19) can be obtained, either directly or through "!'Y. Boak. 
seUer, from WY~IAN AND SONS, LTD., 1119, FtlTTKR loANS, Is.C., and 
32, ABINGDON STRUT, WBSTII'lNSTES, ll. W. ;1'r OLIVER AND 1iI0YD 
TwEBDDALIiii COURT, Eo~BURGH ; or E, rUNSON'HY. 116, GRArrON STREE't" 
DUBLIN, J ' 

PNe: 3d. ; podfroo 3d. 



Volume 4 of Specia.1 Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Colonies of the British Empire-Dominion of 
Canada, Newfoundland, We3t Indies) (1901) contains the 
following Papers :- • 

A. DOMINION OF CANADA-
1. Ontario, The System of Education in. 

Prepared from official documents supplied by the Educat.ion 
Department of Ontario. 

2. Quebec, The System of Education in the Province of. 
Prepared from official docomentll: by Mr. R. nalfour. 

S. Nova Scotia, The System of Ed ncation in. 
By Mr. A. H. MacKay, Superintendent of Education, Nova Scotia. 

4. New Brunswick, The System of Education in. 
Ry Professor J. Britt ain, I nstructor in the Provincial N onnal 

School, Frederit"ton, New BrUll8wlck. 

0. Manitoba, The System of Education in. 
Prepared fl0m official documents by Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

6.. North-West Territories, The System of Education in the. 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. R. Balfour. 

7. British Columbia, The System of Education in. 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. K. Balfour. 

8 .. Prince Edward Island, The System of F..dncatioD in. 
By Mr. D. J. M""Leod, Chief Sup<lrintendent of Edncalion, Prince 

Ed ward leland. 

9. Memorandum on Agrieultural Edncation in Caoada. 
By Dr. W. Saunders, Director of Uominion ExperimeDtal F.r .... 

10. Note on the Macdonald Manul Training Fund for the development of 
manual an~ 'practical instroctiOD in Primary Schools in Canad .. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

B NIIWPOUNDLAND-
Newfoundland, The System of Education in. 

I. By the Rev. Canon W. Pilo," D.D., D.C.L., SuperintendeDt of 
l11urch of England School. in Newfoundland. 

IL By tbe Rev. G. S. Milligan, M.A., LL.D., Snperintendeut of 
M.ethodlSt Schools in Newfoundland. 

C. WEST INDIES-
1. Jamaica, The System of Education in. 

P'" t L witb A ppendi_. 
By the Hon. T. Capper, Snp<lrintending wpector of Schools, 

Jamaica. 
Part II. 

Prepared. from official documents hy Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

2. Bri.tisb Guiana, The System of Edueation in. 
BJllr. W. Blair. (''bioi wpector of &00010, British Guiana. 

3. The Teaching of Agrieu\tore in Elementary and Higher Schools in $he 
W .. tIndies. 

C<>mpiled from official docnmen\8 by Mr. )L E. Sadler. 

'. Thir volume fC.d. 416) eau be ObtaiDed, either directly or throogh an1 Book
seller, from WYMAN A!fD 8(~SS, LT'l" 109, FETrEB LA"", B.C., and 
32, At."WDOlI STREET, AVIISTIIISST£a, :;, W., or OLI\'EK ABD BOY!) 
TwKIIDDALE CoURT, EnI"RUIlf;8, o. E. PONSONIW, 116, G .... rro. aTBEBT, 
DUBay.. ~ 

Prieo v. 8<1.; ".,.,frw 110. 2d. 
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Volume 5 of Special Reports (Educational Systemsot the 
Chief Colonies of the British Empire-Cape Colony, 
Natal, Commonwealth of Australia, New Zealand, 
Ceylon, Malta) (1901) contains the following Papers:-

A • .A:PRICA-

1. Cape Colony, The History and Pre8eD~ Sta.te of Eduoation in. 
Part I., SectioDs 1-74. 

By Mr. G. B. Muir, B.A., of the Depart.ment of Publio Educa 
tioD, C&pe Town. 

Part I., SectioDll 75 to end, Part II. aod P ... Ill. 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

2. Natal, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. R. Russell, Superintendent of Education, Natal. 

B. COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRAI.IA-

I. New South Wales, The System of Education in. 
Prepared from offici.l doouments supplied by the Departmeut of 

Publio Instruction for New South Wales. 

2. Victoria. The System of Education in. 
By the HOD. A. J. Pe&Cock, late Minister of Public I~8truction, 

Victoria. 

S. Qlleeosland, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. J. G . .Andereon, Under Secretary for Publio Instrnotion, 

Queensland. 

t. Tasmania, The System of Eduoo.tion in. . 
Prepared from offioial doc~enta by Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

6. South Australia, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. C. L. Whitham, Member of the Board 01 Inspectors 01 

SoboolB, South Amtralia. 

6. Westsm Anstralia, The SYBtsm of Education in. 
By Mr. Cyril JackBon, lnapector.Uenersl of Schools, W •• tern 

Australia. 

C. NEW ZEALANI>-

New Zesland, The System of Eduostion in. 
Prepared by Mr. M. E. Sodler, from official document. supplied by 

the Department of Education for New Zeala.nd. 

D. C_LON-

Ceylon. The. System of Education in. 
By Mr. J. B. Cull, late Director of Publio Inst.ruotion, and Mr. A. 

Van Cnylenburg. lnapector of Schools, Ceylon. 

E. MALTA-
Molt., The System of Education in. 

o By Mr. N. 'l'agli&ferro, Director of Kducation, Malta. 

Tbio volume (Cd. 417) oao be obtained, eiloher directly or througb any Book· 
ae1ler from \VYMAN AND SONS, LTD., 109, FETTER L_\NK, Ke., and 
~ ABINGDON STRKBT, WBS'l')!IINSTEB, S. 'V.; or OLIVER AND BOYD. 
TwEl<DDALS COURT, EDINBURGH; or E. PONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STIIJ<IIT, 
DUBLIN. . ~ 

Pri<o V. Ocio; pod f'rrIt.. 6d~ 



Volume 8 of Special Reports (Preparatory Schools for Boys, . 
Their place in English Secondary Educa.tion) (1900) 
conta.ins the following Pa.pers :-

1. Introduction. 
By Mr. C. C. Cotterill . 

. 2. Th. Masten of a Preparatory School. 
By Mr. C. C. Cotterill. 

3. Preparatmy School Eqnipment. 
By Mr. Frank RItchie. 

4. The Time· Tabl. of Work in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. H. Frampton Stallard. 

6. The Preparatory Scbool Cnrricnlum. 
lly Mr. G. Gidley ltobin.son. 

6. The Place of th. Preparatory School for Boys in Second....,. Edncation In 
England. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

7. &tranC8 Scholarship at Public Schools, and their InHnence on . Pre
paratory Schools. 

By tlie Rev. the Honourabl. Canon E. Lyttelt.oD. 

8. Examm;.tions for Entrance ScholAnhipa at the Public Schoo1& Their 
Character and Effect 00 tbe EduoatiooaI Work 01 Preparatory School .. 

By Mr. C. C. L.f11&IIL 

9. The Teacbing of Latin and Greek in Preparatory School .. 
By the Rev. C. Ecolee Williame, D. D. 

10. The Teaching or the Mother Tongue ill Preparatory Schoo1& 
By Mr. H. C. TillArd.· 

11. The Teaching of History in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr, A. M. Curteio. 

Iii. The Teaching of Geography in Preparatory Schoo111. 
By the Rev. F. H. Harro .... 

13. The Teacbiog of Modero Languagee in Preparatory Sch001& 
. By Mesan. K. P. Arnold aDd Fabian Ware. 

14. The Teaching of Mathematiee i. Preparatory Schoo1& 
By the lAte Mr. C. G. Allum. 

16. Natural Scieoee ill Preparatory Schools. 
. By Mr. Archer V ... lL 

16. The Teaching of Drawiog in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. J ....... T. Watts. 

17. Art Teaehing in PreJlUrotGry Bchoo111. 
By Mr. W. Egenoa HiDe. 

18. The School Workahop. 
By Mr. E. D. MaoaIieId. 

19. Mu.oic in Preparu.ury Schools. 
By the ReT. W. Earle, with aD Appeodix by Mr. W. W. (,'lMriton. 

In Siogiog in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. Leouaro C. Veoableo. 

2L Gardeaing, ito Bole in Preparatory School Life. 
By Mr. A. C. Bartholo ........ 

22. HeirJth and Pbpical Traioi!'JI in Preparatory Scboola. 
• By &be Be •• q. T. \\ iEkhaw • 

• (vi) 



23. Games in Preparatory !schools. 
By .Mr. A. J. C. DOwding. 

24. The Employment of Lei.ure Hotull in Boys',Boardiog Scllool& 
By Mr. Arthur iIowntree. 

25. Prep&l'8tory School Libraries. 
By Mr. W. Douglas. 

26. A Day in a Boy's Life at a Preparatory School. 
. By Mr. P. S. Dealtry. 

'1fT. School MBUBgement in Preparatory Schools. 
, By the Rev. J. H. Wilkinson, with aD Appandi:J: by Mr. A. J. C. 

Dowding. 
28. Economics of Pre~tory SchoolS. 

By the Rev. C. Black. 
29. Preparation for the P'MI:n':fitory School. 

By Mr. E. D. eld. 
:;0. PrepBl'8tory Boys' Schools nuder Lady Principals. 

By Mr. C. D. Oliv .. 
31. The Preparatory Department at PubIie Schools. 

By Mr. A. T. Martin. 
32. The Preparatory Department at a Public SchooL 

. By Mr. T. H. MBOOD. 
33. The Relations between Pnblic and PrepBl'8tory School •• 

By the Rev. Herbert BulL 
34. The Preparatory School Product. 

By .he Rev. H. A. Jam ... D.O. 
35. The Preparatory School Prodnct. 

By the Rev. the Honourable Conon E. Lytte1ton. 
36. The Preparatory School Prodnot. 

" By Dr. Hely Hutchinson Ahnond. 
37. The Preparatory School Product. 

Hy Mr. Arthur C. Benson. 
3Il. The Home Training of Children. 

By Mn. Franklin. 
36. The Possibility of Co·ednoatioD in English Preparatory .tld other 

Seconda.ry Scbools. 
By Mr. J. H. Badley. 

40. Note. OD & PrepBl'8tory School for Girls. 
41. Appendix. 

This volume (Cd. 418) c&D be obtoUned. either direetly orthrongh any Book· 
seller, from WYMAN AND SONS, LTD t l09r FKTTEB LANs, E.O· I and 
3'l, ABINGDON STRBRT, WBSTHINSTEB, S.W.; or OLIVER AND ROYD, 
TWBBDDALB CoURT, EDINBURGH; or B. PONSONHY.l16, GRArroH STIlBBT. 
DU_N. 

Volume" of Special Reports (Rural Education in France) 
(1902) contains the following Papers :-

1. The Rnral Schools of North·Woot Fnmce. 
By Mr. Cloud .. le)' Bre",tou. 

2. RQral Education in Fr&nC8. 
By Mr. Johu C. Medd. 

This -.o!ume (Cd. 8:") CIUl be obWned, either directly or throngh any Booll. 
senor. from WYMA~ AND SON1l. LTD., ~.09, FBT1'£R Un, E~. and 
3.!. ABINGDON STun, \\l',,,S'nIiNSTlnt, S. W.; Ott OLIVER AIfO BOYD, 
'l'WK<DDALK CDURT. EDINBURGH, or E. fONS~'iBl(,lUl. GRAn'ON STIlKBT, 
\JUBLIN. 

!'ria 1 •• itL i ",.,,,... 10. Il0l. 
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Volume 8 of Special Reports (Education in Scandinavia. 
Switzerland, Holland, Hungary, &c.) (1902) contains the 
following Papers :--

I. 
1. The New Law for the Secondary Schoo},. jlJ Norway. 

By Dr. Kand. Mag. Otto Andcr888D. 
2. Edociltion in Norway in the year 1900. 

A short summary r~rinted (rom fI Norwn.y." (Offioial Publicat.ion 
for the Paria Exhibition, 1900.) 

3. Education in Sweden. 
Summarised tr.J.uRlation of U Eoseignement et Culture Intellectuello 

en Soede," UlsUed in connection with the Pa.ria E:l.hilJitioD, 1000, 
by the Swedish Government. 

4. Note on Children's Workshops in Sweden. 
By Mr. J. G. Legge and Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

5. The Nobel Founda.tion and the Nobell1rizes!l. 
Bf Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

6. The Trainmg and Status of Primary and Secondary Teacher. in Swlt_land. 
Ry Dr. Alexander Morgan. 

7. The Maio Features of the School System of ZUrich. 
By Dr. H. J. Spenser and Mr. A. J Pressland. 

8. The Ecol .. Maternen .. of Paria. 
By Miss Mary S. Beard. 

9 The Simplification of French Syntax. Decree of the French Mini.kn' for 
Public Instruction, February 26, 1901. 

Transla.tion prepared by Mr. W. G. Lipscomb. 
10. Primary JiAluca.tion in the Netherlands. 

By Mr. R. Balfour. 
1]. Primary: and Secondary Instruction in Portuga.l. 

Translated and abridged from pobhcations inued in coDnedioD 
with the Pa.ris Exhibition of 1900 by the Portuguese Government. 

12. Technical Instructi"n in Portugal. 
Translated and abridged from publicatioDs iMued in connection with 

the Paris Exhibition of 191JO hy the Portugvese Government. 
]3. Hungu.rian Education. . . 

By Miso C. I. Dodd. 
]4. Public Instruction in Servia. 

Summarised translation cA I' Notice sur 1'instrudioD publiqoe en 
Serbie," pnblished on the oCC&Bion of the Pan. Exhibition, 1900, br the Ministry of Public Instroction in the Kingdom of Servia. 

15. Commercia Education in JapaD. 
By Mr. Zensaku Sano. 

II. 
16. The Stndy of Arithmetic in Elementary Sehool.o. 

By Mr. A. Sonnenschein. 
17. A snggestion as r_roe Langnageo in Secondary Day Sehool. 

- By Mr. S. R. Hart. 
1S. Newer Methods in the Teaching of Latin. 

By Dr. E. A. Sonnell8Chein. • 19. Three School Journeys in Yorkshire. 
20. -The Sehool Journey (London to Caterham, ote.) made by the Studcnc. •• 

the Westminater Training Conege, 1879-1900. 
By Mr. Joseph M. Cowham. 

21. A plea for a great Agricnltural School. 
By Mr. Jamea Mortimer. 

2=!. The Education, Earninga and Social Condition of Boy. engaged in 8C.refi 
Trading in Manchest.er. 

By Mr. E. T. Campagnae and Mr. C. E. B. RusselL 
III. 

2:1. Sketeh of the History of Educational Work in u.e lak Sou.h Alricoa 
J{epublic. 

By Mr. John Robinson. 
2l. The Education of AJdatics. 

By Mr. R. J. Willr.inson. 
• Thil volnme,.(Cd. 835) caD be obtained, either directly or through ADJ' Book· 

ReUer •• from WYMAN A~D SONS, LT».,_ JW, FKTTY.R L.\NB, B.C., and . 
3"27 ASINGDOIf ~TREET, WP.STlIlINSTElt, 8. 'V. ; or OLIVER AIfD BOYD 
TWE~DDALR CoURT, EDlNDUlt(.U ; or-K. PONSONBt. 116, GRAno_ 8TB&£1', 
DUBOJi.· • 

Pri". 31. 2tl. : poll fr ... 31. 7d. 
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.Supplements to Volume (I of Special Reports 
1903) contain the following Papers :-

A short Q.CCO~:It. of Education in the Netherlands. 
Hy Mr. Joho C. Mood. 

'''lie~ 
(1902 an,,,, 

Report on the School Tra.ining and Ea.rly Employment of Lancashire Children. 
By Mr. E. T. Campagna. and Mr. C. E. B. RW!Sell. . 

Theae Report.. (Cd. 1157 aod 1867) cao be obtained either directly or througb 
any Bookseller, from WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., 109, I/ETTER LANE, 
E.C., and 32, ABINGDON STREET, WESTlllNSTER, S. W.; or OLIV ELt 
"ND BOYD. TWEEDDALE COURT, EDINBURGH; or E. PONSONBY, 116, 
GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN. 

Price 5c1.; pod/T« 8<1. Price 3d. ; post Iru 44. 

Volume 9 of Special Reports (Education in Germany) (1902) 
contains the following Papers:-

1. The UnrEst in Secondary Education iD. Germany and elsewhere. 
. By Mr. M. E. S&dler. 

2. Note OD ltevised Curricula &nd PrOl;rammea of Work for Higher Sohools 
for Boys in Prus."Iia, 1901. 

By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 
3. Higher Schools for Girls in Germany: An Introductory Sketch. 

By Miss Mary A. Lyeter. 
4. The Smaller Public Elementary Schools of PrulI81a a.nd Saxony, with NoteB 

on the Training and P08ltion of Teachers. 
By Mr. E. M. ~'ield. 

6. Note on iml:tending Changes in the Profossionw. Training of Elementary 
Schoo Teachers in PI"tl88ia.. 

By Mr. A. E. Twentymau. 
6. School Gardens in Germany. 

By Mr. T. G. Rooper. 
7. ImpresaioDl of BOme Aspects of the wOl'k in Prima.ry and other Sohools in 

Rhinel&od, eto. 
By Mr. R. E. Hugh .. and Mr. W. A. Beanlaod. 

8. The Continuation Scboola in Berlin. 
By Ueheim~.r.ngsrat Prof_or Dr. Bertram. (Translated by 

Mr. A. E. 1 weotymao.) 
9 • ..Note on the Earlier History of the Technioal High Schools io Germany. 

By IIlr. A. E. Twe.tyman. 
10. Recent Developments in Higher Comluereid Educ&tion in Germany. 

By IIlr. M. 11:. Sadler. 
11. Ou the M8fUlurement of Mental Fatigue in Gel'luauy. 

Mr. Co C. Th. Pares. 
loa. Report of the Cong .... on the Edncation of Feeble-minded Children, held 

at Augsuurg, April 10-12.. 1901. 
Hy Dr A. Eichholo. 

13. 00 the Education of Neglected Children in Germany. 
By Dr. Fritz R.tbenau. . 

This volume (Cd. 638) can be obtained. either directly or through an~ Book· •• u..,. from WY~AN AND SONS, LTD., 109, FlITTER LAN&, E.c., "",\ 
32, ABINGDON STRHET~ '\"&iTMINSTE.~ S. 'V.; or OLIVRH. AND-BOYD, 
'fwKKDDALB COURT, KOINBURUH;.or E. PONSONBY.l16, GUPTON SiIUlKT, 
DUBLIN. • . . 

Pria 21. 74.; pori fre. 30. OIL • 
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~~6 of Special Reports (Education in the United States 
/ of America, Part I.) (1902) contains the following 

Papers :-

The Study of American EtlllC&r,ioD: Ita interest and importance to Engli'h 
RP.adeI8. 

By Sir Joshua G. Fitch. 

2. !\[oral Education in American Sclloots. With specia.l referencil to the forma. 
tion of Character and to Instroct.ion in the Doties of Citizenehip. 

By Mr. H. Thi.eltnn Mark. 

3. The Con.Utution of the City School Systems of the United Stateo. 
By Mr. A. L. Bewley. 

4. SUlDlD&ry Aceount of the Report of the Educational Collllllisaion of the City 
of Chicago, 1898. 

By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

5. The Public School System of Chicago. . 
By Dr. E. B. Andrews, revised and completed by Mr. A. L. Bewley. 

6, Tho Public School System of the City of New York. 
By Mr. A. L. BOWley. . 

7. The Public School !;ystem of Be,ton. 
By Mr. A. L. Bewley. . 

8. The Pnblic School Sy.tem of 8t. Louis, Mis80nri. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

9. The Public School System of Philadelphia. 
By Mr. Edward Brook •. 

10. A 8ketch of the I>eve1opment aod prosen' Condition of the Syot,em of 
Education in the State of Minnesota, with an Appendil: dealing wit.h 
Minn .. polis and lOt.. Paul. 

By Prof.....,r D. L. Kiehl .. 

U. Note on Scbool Attendance in the Public School. of the United Stateo. 
By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

12. Some points of Educational Inter .. t in the 8choolo of tbe United 8ta .... 
By Miss Alice Ravenhill. 

13. The Training of Teachers in the United St.ates of Amenca. 
By Millo M. E. Findlay. 

14. Teachera' College of Colombia Univenity (New York). 
By Dr. Jam .. E. R ..... II. 

15. tl Nature Study" in the United Statea4 
By Mr. R. Hedger Vi alIace. 

Thi. "olome (Cd. 8371 con he obtained, either di .... tly ... through &Dy Book· 
eeller, from Wl:TM.AN A...~D SONS, LTD., 109, ."trrrJ!B LANH, E.c., and 
32. ABINGDON STREET, WBSTJ(J8IoSTER, S.W.; or OLlVEK AICD·1I0YD, 
TWF.EDDALE Co"BT, ),;D1"BVBGB ; or I!.. PONISONBY, 116, GBAITOB (STUJ<T 
DUBLI)f 

Prie< 20. 3d.; pvot free 20. &t. 



Volume 11 of Special Reports (Education' in the United States 
of America, Part II.) (1902) contains the following 
Papers :-

I. The Curriculum of the American Seoondary School (High School~ 
By Mr. D. B. B&Dford. 

2. Secondary Education in & Democratic Community. 
By Prof .... r Paul H. Hanus. 

3. A Comparison between the Endish and American Secondary School •• 
By Mr. George L. Fo",. 

4. Can American Co·education he grafted npon tbe English Pnblic Scbool 
System I 

By the ltev. Ceeil Grant. 

o. Education a.nd Industry in the Unite.! St.t ... 
By Mr. H. Thistelton Mark. 

6. Commercial Education in the United States. 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

7. Some Notes on Arr.eriean Uuiversities. 
By Mr. Percy ¥hley. 

8. Tables Sbowing tbe Chief Recent Benefactions to Higher Education 10 the 
United Stat ... 

9. A ContnLSt between German and Amerioau Ideal. in Education .. 
By Mr. M. E. S.tller. 

10. Education in 'be American Dependencies. 
By Miss M. E. '1'&I1Oer. 

11. The Holiday Course for Cuban Teachen at Harva.rd. . 
Pro.l'ared by Miss M. E. Tanner from documento Buppli.d by tho 

U Dited States C.JDIDiaeioner of Education. 

12. The Education 01 the Coloured Race. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

Appondicea :-
A. The Function of Education in Democratio Soolety{reprinted froiD IIEduea

t:onal Reform," Essays and Add ....... by Chari .. William Eliot, 
LL.D., President of Harvard Umvonity). -B. Bibl. Reeding 10 the Public Schools of the United Stat... 

C. Ham.rd Univ ..... ity. OPI .... rtuniti .. provided for Religioue Wonhip, 
luatructioD and Fellowahip. 

D. President Nichol .. Murray Butler on Iteligione Instrnction and ito Rela· 
tion to Etlucation. . 

Thie .olume (Cd. 1156) can he obtatned, ei'her directly or through any Book· 
seUer, from WY MAN AND SONS, I.rn., 109, FBTrBa LAN", E.G., and 
8'l, AOINO[lON STREKT. \\'KsTmUNSTEB, S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD. 
'1'W&KUUALlI UoUBT, EDINBURGH; or B. PONSONBY,IIII, GRA""N STII&IiT, 
DUBLIN. 



Volume 12 of Speci~l Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Part I.-West Indies and Central America, St 
Helena, Cyprus and Gibraltar) (1905) (published simul
taneously with Volumes 13 and 14) contains the following 
Papers:-

A. WS.;T INDIES AND CHNTRAL A)lKRWA-

I. The System of Education in the Baham ... 
By Mr. G. Cole, Inspector and Geller",] Superintendent of 8choola, 

Ba.h&mas. 

2. The System of Education in BarLaduo. 
By tho Rev. J. E. Reece, IuopectorolBchool., Mr. J. A. Carrington, 

Assistant Inspector ot Schools, a.nd the Rev. J. R. Nichol!, f:)ocr&o 
ta.ry to the Education Board, Barbados. 

3. The System of Education in Bennuda.. 
By Mr. George Simpson, Iuopector 01 Schools, Bermuda. 

f. The System of Edocation in British Hondor ... 
By Mr. A Barrow Dillon, IMpector of Schools, Britisb Hoodura.e. 

5 The System of Education in Trinidad and To,"",o. 
By Mr. R. Gervaee BUBhe, late IDBpector o(Schools, Trinidad and 

Tobago. 

6. 1:he Syet.em of Education in the Windward IBlanda. 
(al Grenada. 

By Mr. John II&rbio, IDBpector of Schools, Grenada. 
(b) St. Locia. 

By Mr. Fred. E. Bondy, Inspector of Schools, St. Loci&. 
(e) St. Vineont. 

By Mr. Frank W. Griffith, Secrekry of the Hoard of 
Education, formerly Iuopector of Schools, St. Vincent. 

B. ST .. HELJI5A-

Tho System of Education in St. Helena. 
By the Rev. Canon Alfred Porter, Inspector of Government Schools, 

St. Helena. 

C. EUBOPB-

L Tho System of Edocation in Cyprus. 
By the Rov. F. D. Newham, Iuopeetor of Schools, Cyprus. 

2. The Sy.tom of Education in Gibraltar. 
By Mr. G. F. Cornwall, K.C., Colonial Inspector of Schoo ... 

Gibraltar. 

A1'PB1IDII-

A.. WBST IlIDIB8 A5D CEJIT&AL AIlBB.ICA-

Eduea~iOD in J amai<a in ,to relation to SkiJJed HaOOieraU ... d 
Agricultural Work. 

By &be .Moat Re •• the Arehhishop of the W .. t Iodiea. 

1'his volume (Cd. 2377) .... be obtained, either directly or through any Book· 
.. U ... , from WYMAN A5D SONS, LTD., 109, i't:TI'EJl LA1iY~ E.C., and 
:JJ, ABI1IOOO5 SHEET, WIIIlTIlIlI8TE", S.W.; or OLIVER "'Ill HOY!), 
TWBBbD .... CoUItT. EDI1IBUBGB; or E. I'OSSONIlY, 116, GRA"..," IYn"",,,. 
IlIlBLlI. 

Price :t. Of; ". fru 21. 46 .• 



Volume 13 or Special Reports (Educational Systems or the 
Ohief Orown Oolonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Part n.-West Africa, Basutoland, Southern 
Rhodesia, East Africa Protectorate, Uganda, Mauritius, 
Seychelles)' (1905) (published simultaneously with 
Volumes 12 and 14) contains the following Papers:-

A. WEST AFRICA-
1. The System of E.lncation in the Gold Coa.qt Colony. 

By the late Mr. F. Wright, Inspector of Schools, Gold Coast Colony. 
2. The System of J4A:lucation in Lagos. 

. By Mr. Henry Carr, late Inspector of Schools, Lagos. 
3. The System of Education in Sierra Leone. 

By Mr. M. J. Marke. Inspector of Schools, Sierra Leone. 
4. The System of Education in Southern Nigeria. 

By Mr. C. J. M. Gordon, late Inspector of Schools, Southern Nigeria.. 
8. SOUTH AND CENTRAL AFRICA-

I. The System of Education in Baautoland. 
Report supplied by Mr. H. C. Sioley, Resident Commissioner, 

:&sutoland. 
2 The System of Education in Southern Rhodesia (1890-1901). Its origin 

and development. 
By Mr. H. E. D. Hammond, Finlt Inspector of Schools for Southern 

llhodesia. 
3. Note on Education in the East African Protectoru.te. 
4. Education in U gaud&. 

(I) Societ.l dee MiSllionair .. d' Afri'.lue-peree Blanco. Vicariat 
A~toliqu. du Nyan'.a Septentnonal. By the Right Rev. the 
BIshop of North Victoria NyanZ&. 

(2) The Church Missionary Society. By Mr. R. H. Walker. 
(3) Nsambya Mission. Conducted by the Mill Rill (London) 

Fathers. By the Right llev. the BIshop of .the Upper Nil .. 
C. MAURITIUS-

The System of Education in Mauritius. 
Prep8red from materiala supplied by the Department of Public 

IllBtrnctioD, Ma.uritius. 
D. SEYCRELLE&-

The System of Education in Seychelles. 
By Mr. L O. Chitty, late Inspector of Schools, Scl"chelles. 

ApPENDICES-
A. WEST AFRlCA- . • 

I. The Educational Work of the Be.sel Mission on the (;old Coast, Ito 
Method in eam.ining Industrial and Manual Training with other In· 
8uen ... indispenea.ble to the Format.ion of the Character of the Nat.ive 
Race. 

By the Rev. W.l. Rottmann, Principol of the Basel Mission Training 
School for Catechists and 'l:eaehe..., Akropong, Gold Coast. 

B. SOUTH AND CKNTRAL AFRlCA-
I. Notee on Iudustrial Training for Nati .... on the Congo (Baptist M'1BIIioa· 

- ary Society). 
By the Rev. George Grenfell, Baptist Missionary Society. 

2. Educational Work in Liviugstouia. with special Reference to the e1I'ect.s 
of Ma.nual, Indust.rial. and Agricultural Instruction. 

By the Rev. J. Fairley Daly, B.D., Hon. Secret .... y of the Living. 
stonia Mi .... sion (United Free Church of Seatland). 

3. Th. Edncational Work of the Blantyre lIIission, British Central Afri .... 
Prepared from MaterioJs suppliod by the Church of Seatland Foreij,'1I 
1tlission Committee. 

.. 'l'he Education of Nativ('8 in South Africa. 
By Lieut.·Colonel Sir Marshal J. Clark, K.C.M.G .. Imperial Resi. 

dent Combilissionor, Soutbern Rhodesi&. 
5. On Na.tive Eduee.tion--Sonth Africa. 

By the Hey. James Stewart, M.D .• D.D., of Lovedale MbsioD 
Cape Colony (United Free Church of Seatlaud). ' 

6. The "'''ork of the Moravian Missionaries in South Africa aod.North 
QUeeD61and. • 

By the Rev. J. M. Wilson q/. ~ Mora"ian durch. 
This volume (Cd. 23'l8) 08D be obtained, ei'~r directly or thro1lj(I1any.Book. 

seller, from WYMA~ AS,! SUNS. LTD.~ 109, FETTER LAN.., E.e., and 
32, Ato1NqOON STRt"". \\ EST>lISSTU'. IS. W.; or ,.oLIVER &!iII' BOYD 
~~~~~!lALE COURT. KUlNBtzlLUH; or E. PON::;ONll~, 116, GILU'TlIN sTB.BB"f" 



Volume 14 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races' Part III.-Federated Malay States, Hong Kong, 
Straits Settlements, Fiji and Falkland Islands) (1905) 
(published simultaneously with Volumes 12 and 13) con
taiDS the following Papers ;-

A. ASIA-
1. The System of Education in the Federated M~lay tito.tas. 

l{eport supplied by the }I'edt'Tal Educa.tion Office, Federated Malay 
States. 

2. The System of Education in Hong Kong. 
By Mr. Jt;dward A. In-ing, Inspector of SchuolH, Hong Kong. 

3. The System of Edu('ation in the Straita Settlement •. 
By Mr. J. B. Klcnm, Hirector of PnMic Instruction, Straits Settlo

ments. 
n. FIJI-

The System of Education iII Fiji. 
By the Hon. W. L. All&rdyce, C.M.G., Colonial Secretary and 

H'eceiver Genera.l, Fiji 
C. FALKLAND ISLANDS-

The SYRtem of Education in th~ Falkla.ad Islande. 
By the Very Hev. Lowther E. Brandon, Dean, Colonial ChapIab.l 

and Government School IIlBpector, Fa.lkland Island •. 
A.PPENDlCY.8-

1. Note on the Work of the Industria.l MiMioll8 Aid Society. 
Prepared from materiali'l supplied b, the Incin"trial Mission Aid 

Society. 
2. On the Education of Native Itac .. (C.M.H.). 

By Mr. K. Machona.chie. 
3. Industrial Education in Catholic MiAAioll8. 

By the Hight ltev. the lliehop of Sallord. 
•. Education in BritiBh New t~lIinea. 

Ily the Right Rev. the lliBhop of New Guinea. 
5. ". ork of the American B'-tard of CommiN'ionerH for ForeilfD Mi.toeiooa 

in regard to Intlu.strial a.nd Ab~icultural Education in Indta. 
Prepared from materi.a.le BUl'T,lied by the American Board of Com· 

• missionelB for Foreign Mistri.oDB. 
fl Memorandum on Technical Education in Southern India. 

By the Rev. Canon A. Margi.ischiA (Fellow of Madru Univenrity), 
Nazareth, Southern India. 

7. Industrial School. and f>cbool Garden. in (A,ylon. 
By Mr. 8. M. HUrTowa, late Director of PubJic IDHtroctiOD in Ceylon. 

8. The Education of the Indians of Canada, 
By Mr. Harry Moody,of theCan.di"" and PacificHHilwayCom.,...", 

This volume (Cd. 2379) can he obtained, either directly or tbrough any Book
&eller, from WYMAN AND BONIS, LTD,. 109, FETI't:B LABE, E.C .•• nd 
32, ABINGDON STREET, WEl'TIIIN''TEK, S. W.; or OLIVEH ABD BOYlJ, 
TWEHDDA.LE CouRT,EDIMBUBGH; or E. PONSONHY, 116, GRAFTO. STREET, 
lJUBLI1II. 

Priu U. lid.; ".., Iru 21. 0.1. 

Volume 15 of Specia.l Reporta (School Training for the Home 
Duties of Women; PartL-The United StateB of America) 

. (1905) contains the following Paper ;-
UNITED bTATES OF A)(BRICA-

The Teaching of "lJometdic Sdeoee" in the r nit.ed 1"it.ateH of AmeriCL 
By MUM Aliee J{a,'enhill . 

• T~ \'ot.une (Cd. 24W) can be obtained, eilher directly or 'hrougb any 
Bookaeller from WYM.-'\N AND SONe. Ltd .• )'19, FETTK,! L .• ura. B_C., and 
32, AB!,!fGl'"[)(Hi STRitE'l. 'VE.~ HI!iS'T'HB, S. ~V. i, or OLI\ EK "!liD BOY." 
TwEEDD~B t..'OUIlT, EOIKBt;BGB; 01' E. FO~:SOSHY. 116. GRAno. tiTRRrI'_ 
~DuBLJX. (<' ... , , . 

Priee 10. ~ ; pool I,... :lo, 1<1. 



VOI~~6 of Special Reports (School Training for the Home, 
DutielP~f Women: l'art II.-Belgium, Sweden, N.orway, 
DenmarK:' ~witzerland, and France) (1906) contains the 
following l'a lIers :-

1. How:ewifery Instructioll ill State-supported Schools iu Bdgium. 
Bv Miss Helen E. Mu.thesOll. 

2. 'l'he Teaching of Domestic Economy in Sweden. 
By Mr. Edward Adams·Ray, Stockholm. 

With Supplementary Notes by Frn Hierta.·Retzius, Stockho1m. 
3. The Teaching of Domestic Economy in N~r"!a.>:. 

By Frc.ken Helga Helgesen, ChnstULDl8.. 
4. The Teachmg of Domestio ScieDce in Denma.rk. 

By Froken Henni Forchhammer, Copenhagen. 
IS. Tbe Teaching of Domestic Science in Switzerland. 

By MisS M. Cecile Matheson. 
6. The Teaching of Domestic Science in State Institutions in Fra.nce, with 

specia.l reference to Paris. . . 
By Mlle. Itegine Pitsch, Paris. • 

(Cd. 2963.) Price 18. 6d. ; post!,·e. I,. loa. 

Volume 17 of Special Reports (Schools l'ublic and l'rivate in 
the North of Europe) (1907) contains the following l'aper :

Schools Public and Priva.te in the North of Europe. 
By J. S. Thornton. 

(Cd. 3537.) Pri<. 8d. ; poBl.free 10~. 

Volume 18 of Special Reports (The Educa.tion a.nd Training of 
the French l'rinlary School Teacher) (1907) contains the' 
following l'apers :-

I. Curricula of French Higher Primary Scbools. 
Introductory Note: . 

I. Scheme of Work and Syllabus of Instruction in Higher PriJruu1 
Schools for Boya. 

Translated by Mr. P. J. Hartog, Academic Registrsr, University 
of London. • 

II. Scheme of Work and Syllabus of Instruction in Higher Pritnary 
Sehools for Girls. 

Transla.tion prepared in. the Office of Specia.l Inquiries and Reports. 
2. Life in a French Higher Prima.ry School. 

By Mr. A. l\L Sa.ville. As8istant Master a.t St. Olave's School, S.E. 
3. Summary of the Otticml Rcgula.tioll8 affecting the Training and Position of 

Teachers in the State Primary Scboul~ in France. 
By Miss Helen E. Ma.theson. ' 

4.-rhe French Training CoUeb'O System. . . 
By Mr. B. Duwvillf', Lectul'er .at Islington Day Training 

College, N. 

(Cd. 3;77.) P.-in 18. ; "..!fret I •. 3d. 

Volume 19 of Special Reports (School Training for the Home 
Duties of Women; Part III. Germany and Austria) 
(1907) contains the following l'aper :-

The Domestic Tminin~ of Girls in Germany and Austria. 
By Miss M. Cedle Matheson. 

(Cd. 38tiU.' Pri« 71d. ; post.fr<o lOti. 

'l'bese volumes can be obtained. either directly or throvgh any Bookseller 
frow WYMAN AND ~ONS. LTIO., lU9, ..... -rEl< LANE, E.C .• AND 32, ~INGD()l' 
STIU<BT, WBSTMINS"EI\, S.W. ; or OLlVKR ANi'1I0YD, TwRRDDA!.E COO/RT 
EDIKBURGH; or E. PONSONBY, 1I6,'URAn>li STRRBT, DUBLIN. ,..' 

-----------------------,. 



Volume 20 of Special Reports (The Teaching of Cla.P..ltics in 
Prussia.n Seconda.ry Schools) ;- . 

In the PrC88, 

Volume 21 of Special Reports (School Excursions and Vaca
tion Schools) contains the following Paper;-

School EXCUl'9ions Bud Vaca tion Schools. 
By Mr. J. E. G. de Montmorenoy. 

(Cd. 3866.) P,iu 5!d. ; po", I'" 7d . 

• ---.----

Volume 22 of Special Reports (Provision made for Children 
under Compulsory School Age in Belgium, France, Ger
ma.ny and Switzerland) contains the following Papers ;-

1. The Provision made in Belgium for Children under Compol8ory School Age. 
By Miss M. B. Synge. 

2. The Provision made in France for Children under Compol8ory School Age. 
By Miss M. B. Synge. 

3. The Provision made in Germany .nd Switzerland for the ear. of CbiIdreo 
under the Compol8ory Sohool Age. 

By Miss M. G. May. 

APPmfDU::-
Notee on the Provision made for the Teaching of Youog CbiIdreo in Foreign 

Couotriee and BritiBh ColoDie& 

• 
From Material coJJeeted by the Fr<ebei Soeiety of Great Britain 

and Ireland. 

-(Cd. 4477.) Priu 16. 3d.; pool I'" 16. 7d. 

Th ... volumee can be obtained. either direet1y or througb any boobelln, fnna. 
WYMAN Alf1) SONS, LTD.. 109. I'ETrBB ,La .. E.C., and 32, A"",oDOlf 
_. WBSTIIIIf!lTlnl, S.W., or OLIVER AlfD BOYD. TwuDD~ Co.".., 
EDIIOJUBOH , or E. PONSONBY. 116, Gaurolf _. DuBLIlf. 

(ni) 



The ~llowing Reports from Volumes 2, 3, 4, 6, and 9 of Special 
leports .on Educational Subjects have been issned as 
l!.eprints :-. 

Special Reports on Intermediate Education in Wal .. and the O~tinn 
of Education in Switzerland. 

(Nos. 1 in Vols. 2 and 3 respectively.) Price 1 •• ld. ; post free lB. 36d. 
Special Re-ports on Modem Language Teaching. 

(No. i!6 in Vol. 2 and Nos. 7, 8, 9,10in Vol. 3.) Price 6Ad.; post free 8611. 
Special Reports on Secondary Educa.tion in ProBBia.. 

- (Nos. 2 and 3 in Vol. 3.) Priee 1 .. ; poet free 16. 3id. 
Specia.l Report on Secondary Schools in Baden. . 

(N o. 4 in Vol. 3.) Price 56d. ; post free 7d. 
Special Report on Education in France. . " ">" 

(N os. 22, 23. 24, 25 in Vol 2.) • ~Price 4d. ; post free 5id. 
Special Report on the Heuristic Method of Teaching.., ,.' 

(No. 10 in Vol 2.) Price 3d.; post free 4d. 
Special Report on the connection hetween the Pub1ic Library and the Public 

Elementary School. 
. (Nos. 13 in Vol. 2.) Price 26d. ; post free 3id. 

SplM!ial Report on .the System of Education in Ontario. . 
(N o. Aim Vol. 4.) Price &d. ; post free lOid. 

Special Report on .the S),stem of Education in the Provi~ce of Quebec. 
(No. A 2 m Vol. 4.) Price 3d.; poet free 10d. 

Special Reports on tha Systems of Education in Nova Scotia, New Bruus\\iok, 
Prince Edward Island, and Newfoundland .. 

(NoaA 3, 4, 8, and No. B. in Vol. 4.) Price 3d. ; post free lOid. 
Spceis.J Reports on the Systems of Education in Manitoba., North·West Terri· 

tories and Britisb ColulUbi~ 
(N os. A 5, 6, 7 in Vol. 4.) Price 8d. ; post free 11d. 

Special Repory. on the Systems of Education in the West Indies, and in BritiBh 
GUIAna. 

(Nos. C I, 2, 3 in Vol. 4.) Pri.e 8d. ; post free 11d. 
Special Report. on the Systems of EduoatioD in Cape Colony and NatsJ. 

(NOB. A I, 2 in Vol. 5.) Price 3d.; post free 11id. 
Spe.ia1 Report on the System of Eduoation in New South Wales. 

(No. B 1 in V QI. 5.) ... Price 3d. ; post free 96d. 
Special Report on the System of Eduea6ion in Victoria. . 

(No. B 2 in Vol. 5.) Price 3d. ; post free IOd. 
Special Report on ,the System of Kdueation in Queensland., 

(No. B 3 m VoL 5.) .. PrIce 3d. ; poet free Od. 
Special Report on the System of Education in Tasmania. 

- (No. B 4 in Vol. 5.) Price 8d. ; post free 811. 
Speoial Report on the System of Education in South Ausbalia.. 

(No. B 5 in Vol 6.) Price 8d. ; post free Did. 
Special Report on the SystetD of Educ.tion in Western Aust.ralia. 

(No. B 6 in Vol 5.) Price 1!4.; post free Did. 
Special Report on the Systelu of Education in New Zealand. 

(No. C in Vol 5.) Price 3d. ; post free lOid 
Spceis.J Report ou the System of Education in Ceylon. . 

(No. D in Vol. 5.) . 'Price 8d.; poet free Dd. 
Special Report on the System of Education in Ms.Jta. 

(No. E in Vol. 5.) Price 9d.; post free 9d. 
Special Report on School Gardens in Genoany. 

(No.6 in Vol. 9.) Price 3d.; post free 411 •• 
• 

These can be obtained, either d.irec-tJy or throu~h an) Bookse'rer. from 
WYMAN AND SONS, LTll .• tuO. Jo'hTrEt LA¥. E.C., and 32. A:::;r.0N 
STRKKT, WESTMn'STIIIl. S. W.; orL OU\;.ER AND BOYD. Tw' ALl! 
COVR~,J'D1!,DVRGn; or E. PONSONlIY. 1I~. G~''TiN STIUlJiT,oDt-LlN• 
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